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Boff Acts for Opera Buffs

[Electronics Making Actors Ont
Of Businessmen; TeleseUing Fitch
SURGE

tt BOBw jr. LAm>BY
StillivRn Rayi ^and opera Is a television point killer and
that it lacks |{0pd Viaudeville values. Hence the Lincoln-Rfercury
r^e will dispense with lurther guest appearances of Metropolitan
Oppra stars after th^ March 10 telecast. However Opera afleionados
could point-kill Sullivan hy enumerating a lot of good, stunty vaude
stuff, which he passedto wit:
The bathing beauty!
**Das Rheingold**
The horse that jurnps ihrbugh fire in **Goetterdaemmerung*^
The sharpshooter in *William TelV*
The knife-thrower'in Carmen^*
The magician in **Tales of Hoffmann*'
The Rock V Roll storm scene from **Flying Dutchman"
A,nimal act from *'The Magic Flute"
Barroom Quartet from **Girl of the Golden West"
•
May Go To ‘Omnibup^
Meanwhile the Metopera's next television contract may be with
♦‘Omnibus/" i^ow Robert Saudek’s private program package after
some years under IPprd Foundation financing. Met boss Rudolph
* Bing and tv prodtiCdD Baudck have had preliminary chats.
•

‘Get thee to a Nuimery’ (for &ript):
Filins’ Switch on Hamlet’s Edict
On the prowl for offbeat love-i
stories, Hollywood's pulling a
switch on Shakespeare and Ham¬
let's “Get Thee To a Nunnery."
' In two upcoming 20th-Fox films,
nuns are portrayed as castaways
and/exposed to earthly temptations
(which, of course, they reject). And
.in both pictures there are love
stories, but not in the conventional
sense of the word inasmuch as
there can be no kissing, etc.
’ In a third picture, upcoming
from Warner Bros. —' “A Nun's
Story"—^the strain of a nun's voca¬
tion, and the hardships of the rigid
disciplines imposed on her, will be
dramatized and some of the details
of a nun's daily routine will be ex¬
posed. There is no telling, of
course, how the story will be tail¬
ored to , what the studio conceives
to be the popular concept, but—
In the book—the ntin leaves the
order at the end.
. There i$ another picture about a
nun coming from Italy, “Sister
Laetitia."' It stars Anna Magnani.
Hollywood has cast nuns as its
main characters before, many
times. At 20th, they did “Come to
the. Stable,'Jl^jivhich sought to dis(Continued on page 62)

MIDWEST A tOUM’/y
OFiKITHAMCULTlIRAliY

g

^
Des Moines, , March 5.
Roy Harris, the Atnerican com-

oser, addressing, .the Art Forum
bre said the midwest* and the rest
of -America ‘ ought to stop being
“cultural' colonies" of' New York
City.y He added, “If you want to
have pomplete. cultural freedom
and not.be a colony of New York
then you have tp, do something/'
Referring to “hot rod" music pro¬
mpted ^ by the radio ‘ networks he
asked, "How many of you ever
wrote a letter to CBS or NBC and
said Tor heaven's sake stop giving
Us this stu^E?'" Hfels remarked
(Continued on page 13)

Ready Theatre Short On
Man-Made Earth Satellite
A 35m theatrical short subject
dealing with the launching of the
first man-made earth satellite will
be filmed by Marathon Newsreel,
company headed by Konstatin
Kaiser.
Filming on “Project Vanguard,"
code name for the earth satellite
program, will be done with the co¬
operation of the U.S. Defense Dept,,
the Office of Naval Research and
Development, and some of the com¬
panies engaged in various . techni¬
cal aspects of the launching.

inal Stritch

/ 6^3^' Chicago, March 5.
The powerful voice of Samuel
Cardinal Stritch called upon Cath¬
olics to ban rpck 'n' roll. The head
of the Chicago archdiocese in'a
Lenten message to Catholic youth
said: “Some new manners of danc¬
ing and a throwback to tribalism in
recreation .cannot .be tolerated for
Catholic youth."
Noting thaf ’fir bad made its
presence* nPti'ceable:. in parocbial
highschools and recreation centers,
lie asked* that such “tribal rhythms
which liave a certain vogue in our
day" be banped. .He continued; "I
ant not pleased with a certain lib¬
eral interjpretatiori of the Lenten
spirit Which :,se'ems to make' utterly
secular amusements compatible
with Lenten observance." Message
also contained condemnation of
"too much familiarity between the
(Continued on page, 63)

PRICE 25 CENTS

By ABEli GREEN
The upsurge of Broadcast Music
Inc., to performing heights and
rights of new peak proportions, has
created an attitude within both the
writer and publisher factions of
ASCAP that may perhaps augur
historical repercussions. The brood¬
ing, complaining, griping and in¬
ternal
dissatisfaction
by
and
among the membership of the
American. Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers has been
brought to a head by the knowledgeability that (1) all of the top
10 tunes on the Variety Scoreboard this week are BMI; and (2)
to quote the Variety Disk Jocket
chart of this week, 34 of the 45
most played tunes are under the
BMI imprimateur.
Coupled with this is the BMI
move’ to develop its “production
music" phase, with Allen Becker,’
formerly an aide at Chappell's, in
charge.
From the viewpoint of the new¬
comer songsmith, the BMI oppor¬
tunities for jackpot payoff on the
set per-plug point system has
immediate appeal over the longer
pull required in the ASCAP for¬
mula. From the viewpoint of the
average ASCAP music publisher,
unless the catalog is rich in popu¬
lar standards—-the type of durables
(Continued on page 16)
I

fia. Room Boom
Despite all the “this year's new
hotel" stories, Miami Beach has
been Unable to cope with the cur,rent tidal wave of winter vacation¬
ists. But the adverse side of the
big coin is the bad public rela¬
tions being engendered by exten¬
sive
“dishonored v resefyations/*
Some hotels tetegfaph to perr
Son$ due to leave Manhattan for
Miami within 24 hours of depart¬
ure, ' That is warning , at least,
though not much comfort to
pleasure - trippers. " OtheF hotels
have repeatedly allowed con¬
firmed reservation holders to show
up at. the desk and then pop the
“sorry—people stayed beyond their
time."
One VIP New Yoxkor who usu¬
ally gets whatever he wants' on ac¬
commodations, w h i le V expecting
heavy air traffic to Florida this
time of the year. Was surprised
when his favorite Miami Beach
hotelier told him, “I’ve got 'em
sleeping in the cabanas—it's mur¬
der .the way they all piled in,"
This is typical of the Florida
bullishness right now* It’s also refleclingv itself in the off Gotham
nitery business as managements
have been forced to the*^ obvious
conclusion that “people seem to be
going south later this yeafj to in¬
sure good weather*"

^Gone With the Wind’
Never for Television
“Gone With the Wind," topgrosser of all time, will never be
made available to t e 1 e v i s i 0 n,
Loew's prexy Joseph R. Vogef em¬
phatically told the stockholders at
the company’s annual meeting last
week.
In reply to an investor who
wanted to know why the picture
was kept in “mothballs," Vogel
explained, that the company reis¬
sues the film' regularly, preferring
a four- to six-year waiting period
each time because it* obtains the
best boxoffice results under these
conditions.
The film, Vogel said, does more
for the company when it is reis¬
sued “than most of the other pic¬
tures" and rather than keeping
GWTW in mothballs, “we keep it
in a safe."

Antitruster Hits
Scenic & Costume
Desipers’Union
The scenic and costume design¬
ers' union was hit with a Govern¬
ment . antitrust action yesterdky
(Tues.) in N. Y. Federal Coiirt.
The suit, filed against, United
Scenic Artists Local 829 of the
Brotherhood of Painters, Decora¬
tors & Paper Hangers of America,
seeks to enjoin the Local from
“continuing
alleged
restraints
which violate the Sherman Anti¬
trust Act." The complaint also
calls for a revision of the Local'i
constitution to permit independeht
designers to operate.
Allegations include that mini¬
mum prices for scenic and costume
designs have been fixed ^and that
designers who are not members of
the Local have been restricted .In
the business of designing scenery
and costumes. Also, that pTOducers have been resWcited from con¬
tracting with independent design¬
ers and that scenic studios and
costume manufacturers have been
prevented from *hahdHrig fcreations
by non-union members.
The Government contends that,
in the case of legit, appVdximately
one-third the cost of production Is
attributable to scenery* costumes,
props and services. Claiming the
cost of an opera is “substantial,"
the brie.{ states the tab on scenic
and costume design, is approxi¬
mately 10% of the total cost of
production, while the building of
the scenery ranges from 20-25% of
the* total cost and the .meking of
costumes 50-60% of the total cost*
The Government alleges the con¬
spiracy consisted of a continuing
1
(Continued on page IS)

Modern methods of group com^
munications, embellished by elec¬
tronics, are making thespians out'
of businessmen. At the. same time,
show biz techniques are being In¬
troduced to take the stuffiness oUt
of many business sessions,* The
combination of the two has re¬
sulted in a new concept of organ¬
izing and staging business meetings
for large groups. The concept has
been placed into the broad cate-^
gory of group communications,
field in' which the TelePrompter
Corp., originally organized to man¬
ufacture and rent tv prompting de¬
vices, is developing and expanding.
Closed circuit television, recent¬
ly added to TelePrompter's serv¬
ice, is an important part of the
new techniquer This was demon¬
strated in the recent TeleSell
closed circuit telecast, an origi¬
nally conceived program seen by
about 80,000 salesmen in 34 cities
on Feb, 26 and last night (Tues.),
Salesmen paid $10 a head to wit¬
ness demonstrations " of selling
techniques by so-called “star"
salesmen.
The program, produced and
written by TelePrompter in con-*
junction with the Jam Handy Or¬
ganization, featured such outstand¬
ing business executives as Arthur
H “Red" Motley, ptesi0nf^ md^l
publisher of Parade magazine; 'H.
Bruce Palmer, president oL|foutual
Benefit Life Insurance Cq|g Her¬
man C. Nolen, president of McKes¬
son & Robbins; Judson S. Sayre*
president Norge Division, BorgWarner Corp.; Arthur C. Fuller*
board chairman of the Fuller
Brush Co.; Byron Nichols, general
manager of group marketing of the
Chrysler Corp.; and Philip M. Tal-’
bott, senior v.p. 'Woodward &
Lothrop.
Fourteen New York actors were
hired to depict the youthful days
of the “star" salesmen, demonstrat¬
ing how they sold under certain
(Continued on page 39)

McGRANERY SNEERS
AT AU MEDIA CODES
Washington, March 5.
When the heat’s bff, the film in¬
dustry, radio, tv., etc., easily shuck
their codes to make a quick buck,
forrner U. S. Attorney General
I James P. McGranery charged here
Friday (1).’ ' “
He Said “waves of alarm over
corrupt morale ^nd mental influ¬
ence" of motion pictures, tv, radio.
and the comic books forced these
industries to adopt codes of be-'
havior.
But, he continued, when the
“public clamor quieted," the enters
tainment media “returned to forv
tner standards of monetary galh'
and license to defy the moral
code."
McGranery, who addressed a
luncheon of Catholle laymen, sug¬
gested the film, “Baby Doll" as
the horrible example of what he
[ had in mind*

MISCELLANY
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|oni4-Argentina Tango No Bango;
lockalypso Now the Top Bananas
By NID BMBER
Buenos Aires, Feb. 26.
The decline of the tango in its
O'A n country has some of the devo¬
tees of the melancholy rhythm
holding indignation meetings. But
these seemingly are unable to stem
the avalanche of the rock ’n’ roll
or calypso craze oveivrunnins Ar¬
gentina and spreading to neighbor¬
ing. countries.
The tango’s descent has been
looming for 30 years, but became
more apparent 20 years ago when
Ernesto Lecuona’s visit put' th.e
Central American rhythms on the
bestselling lists and turned the'
Argentines into addicts of garnty.
Over the past 10 years the Bra¬
zilian mambos, batons, and Cuban
•boleros, vdth 41ieir slower, more
sentimental tempo, have held swav,
but are now in turn displaced for
r&r ballyhoo.
The tango decline has some
curious facets. As the tango. drops
In local favor, it looks as thoir:h
a tango bandleader, Astor Piazzola,
may at last get an invite to play in
the States and Canada, providedAFM opposition is overcome. Piaz¬
zola had the bright idea.of orche.strating tangos for background
music in films, and his work has
gripped the attention of American
agents. So al last—just when the
tango carried least ^weight at home
—it may havfe a chance of focus¬
sing attention on- Broadway.
. Another paradox is that although
since Columbia .Records entered
.this market, in 19?<9 and ' 'n
largely responsible for populariz¬
ing American tunes, ;it has also
done as much' in spotlighting ITcctor Varela’s tango unit, wh’ch has
(Continued on page 62)

Ace Seanish Producer
Feted bv Home Town

ONE-WOMAN INDUSTRY
Lillian Roth Beaucoup Btosy On
Many Fronts
Lillian Itoth is fast becoming
a Well ■ diversified One-woman in¬
dustry.
■ In addition to her supper club
appearances, she plans (1) to write
a threc-a-week" coluriin for the
McClure Syndicate which vail start
April 1; (2) a new book entitled.
“Beyond My Worth,” published by
Fell in June; (3) -also has written
a song with Bobby Kroll entitled
“Beyond My Worth,” published
immediately by Bregman, Vocco &
Conn; (4) just recorded a new al*
biim of songs for Tops Records;
(5 ) a 10-week tour of the stock cir¬
cuit this sumriier in a stage version
of Joan Crawford’s film success,
“Mildred Pierce”; and (6) will go
on the lecture platform this fall
and give serious talks in key cities
all over the country.

Priest, Turned Singer,
Becdmes Paris Hit
. .Paris, March ,5.
A Jesuit priest. Father Aime, Du¬
val, turnbd singer, is scoring a solid
in-persori success as stageshow top¬
per of the immense Gaumont-Pol-,
ace in conjunction with a film,
“High Society” (M-G). Preceded
by a hit religiose disk, “Seigneur.,
Mon- Ami” (God, My Friend),
DuvM has developed an adolescent
follbwipig which treat’s him in a
manner that, other countries re¬
serve for rock ’n’ roll, Johnnie
Ray or Liherace.
Packing the
house, he is fending off youngsters
demanding autographs ^ after per¬
formances."
■ Father Duval backs himself with
a guitar, having a pleasing voice
and appearance, a nice delivery as
he rolls out spirituals, some health¬
ily slanted pops and religious ditr
ties of his own cleffing. He’s been
singing in this, way in his native
Dijon .for- six years, with .all in¬
come going to. his Order which
now .feels new and popular music
can be a means of bringing-peo¬
ple into the fold.
Father Duval also „ plays piano
and harmonica, and. can chant in
nine lingois including English. He
has offers from many countries, but
his agenting will be done only by
his Order.

Madrid, Feb. 26.
. Cesareo Gonzalez, Spain’s Louis
B. Mayer, returned to his home¬
town of Vigo last .week and Vigo
will never be the same. Outstand¬
ing show biz personality, known to‘
the trade simply as Cesareo, t'-.ie
big-time, producer operates under
the banner of Suevia Films-Ccsareo Gonzalez andi has exclusive
rights to such Spanish' stars as
Lola Flpres, Elisa Montes, Emma
Penella, Paquito Rico, Jose Suarez
and others.
The canny showman had his own
Ideas on how to pay a hometown
call. He collected His own stars, Nat’l Ballet of Canada
prevailed on other headliners, like'
Accumulates lOOG Loss
Jorge Mistral, Vicente Parra, Amparo Rivelles and director Manuel
Ottawa, Feb. 26.
Mur Oti, packaged his “calle
National Ballet of Canada, $100,mayor” and other films handled 000 in red, needs $50,000 to get off
by his Suevia Films distributing the ground next -season.
This
wing, and set off for the thriving despite success of its current U. S.
seaport of Vigo.
tour. Cost of keeping company of
In spite of the notorious Galician 75 on road was $17jl41 a week this
winter storms, the junket drew past season.
Cost of opening one new 25bigger crowds than the Generalis¬
simo in his state visit to Vigo last minute ballet averages $6,000, head
of fund-raising campaign says.
September.
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.RED BUnONS IN JAPAN

Doctor Nixesliala Dbner Roo^

Yank Video Player Seeks New
Career Tn; Feature Film
Tokyo", Feb, 26.
Comic Red Buttons, no,w playing
a • lowly enlisted man in WarnerBros.’ “Sajmnara” on location herCj
says He - deliberately laid low fo^
the past year and a half “like ^
general;retreatipg and living to
fight another day.”
Recalling his tv show, which got
lopped off after three seasons of
vacillating Success, Buttons re¬
calls? “Ebcft' show was like a lash
before the niast.' You can’t dish
out coipedy.., every week like you
were slicing 'sAlami' or ham.”
Buttons may;do other films, and
he’s also contemplating a possible
return to tv. -He’s-been, doing some
p;a.’s at U.. S.! military Instairatioris
here.

RKO'Assurances’
London, March 5.
Upon his return to London'after
a visit in the States, the British
chief of RKO Pictures, Robert S:
■Wolff called a press conference to
deny that RHO would quit opera¬
tions here. His remarks were partly
an echo of statements- made in
Manhattan by William Dozier, RKO
production head.
V/olff mentioned the 16 features
which RKQ ' will have available
from the States and to which will
be added product , made in Britain,
He repeated the stress which the
D’Neil-pozie'i; team is making upon
blockbuster-type, releases.
Wolff frankly admitted that, as
part of the general trend within
the industry,' RKO must reduce its
operating costs. It had already shut¬
tered a sub-office in Belfast and
was considered the ^ closing of
its Liverpool exchange. Similar
streamlining activities had already
been carried out by other majors;
He felt that both in America and
Britain the industry faced an urgent
need to. cut down its operating
costs in order to put distribution
on a more economic .footing and to
allow a healthier return to the pro¬
ducer. . He admitted that he had,
for some time, been campaigning
for the pooling of resources among
all the major contributors.

GoldaMeirVjaTNTTo
Fla. When UN Emergency
Forces M. E. Cancellation
Closed circuit television solved
a crisis brought about by the more
serious international crisis.
Israel’s Foreign Minister Golda
Meir was scheduled to address na¬
tional leaders of the United Jewish
Appeal at the. Fontainebleau Hotel
in Miami Beach on Sunday (3).
However, because, of complications
relating to Israel’s withdrawal of
troops from Gaza, Mrs. Meir noti¬
fied the UJA officials that she
would not be iible to appear, not¬
ing that her presence in N. Y. was
essential for conferences with the
UN and Washington.
On midnight Saturday (2), Nate
Halpern, president of Theatre Net¬
work Television, received a call
from UJA requesting him to set
up a closed tv hookup between
N. Y. and the hotel in Miami. Xn
. 12. hours,-, said to be a record, the
link was made and Mrs. Meir,
speaking from ah ABC-TV. studio
In Manhattan, addressed the UJA
leaders: as scheduled. Large screen
projection equipment set up at the
Fontainebleau is stored in Miami,
as is similar TNT units in other
cities throughout the U. S,

Cantors Gp West—Jessel Solo For Durante Fete
Mar. lT at Waldorf—Ida Over-Excited in Miami
LONDON VICE FILM STARTS
Background Scenes In Soho .Set
For Stross Feature
London, March. 5,
■ A new British . film, [entitled
“Women of the N.Jght,” which will
spotlight the operation of London’s
vice kings, and,'-which.;yvill include
backg:rouhd. shots" of Soho and
other notorious .pdrts of the West
End, is to be .produqed^ by Ray¬
mond Stross.
,
John Derek has come in from
Hollywood and Milly Vitale from
the continent to. play the leads,
with a supporting team which will
include William. Franklyn, Freda
Jackson, Andrew Cruikshank, Nor¬
man, Wooland and .Fatricia Jessel.
Don Chaffey will direct from a
script by Leigh Vance. Pic is for
release through Eros,

MEMORY OF LINDBERGH
1ST LANDING IN PARIS
Paris.
Editor, Variety:
With the premiere of. “The Spir¬
it of St. Louis,” inevitably, the
minds of those of us who were in
Paris when Lipdbergh arrived, go
back. I am reminded particularly
of one anecdote with special show
biz nostalgia and which has never
(to my knowledge) been reported.
There was a new show, opening
that night at the Amba$sadeurs,
the forerunner of all the world’s
cafe - theatre - restaurants. Paul
Whiteman was the star of the pro¬
duction. At a ringside table were
three American showmen (all
passed on since): Lee Shubert, Al
Woods and Arch Selwyn. Suddenr
ly, a roll of drums, the show was
interrupted and someone (was it
Whiteman himself? I do not re¬
member) announced to the audi¬
ence that Charles Lindbergh had
successfully crossed the Atlantic
and landed at Le Bourget. There
was a good deal of applause and
excitement from ’the- audience—
and the show went on.
But Shubert, Woods and Selwyn
were impressed by the excitern'ent.
They held a hurried conference,
looked around the toom, found the
ever-present Irvin' Marfe (he, too,
is gone now) and wigwagged him
over. “See if you can get hold of.
this guy Lindbergh,” ,^they told
Irvin. “He might be a pretty hot
guy for a while. Maybe he’d like
to make some personal appear¬
ances in America. We’ll all be
partners on the deal. Offer him
$200 a week.”
“Three,” said
Woods. “Two hundred,” said Shu¬
bert. “Go up to three if you have
to.”
.
Marks set out on his errand—
going clear across the room to a
little table towards the rear at
which I, as representative of the
Chicago Tribune (Paris edition)
(Continued on page 13)

George
will carry the em¬
ceeing and. toastm’istering load
.solo March 17 at the “entertain¬
ment industry tribute” to Jimmy
Purante because of the Eddie Caators’ decision to leave, Miami Beach
this past weekend and return to
their Beverly Hills home. . Florida
doctors told, the comedian that in
view of his wife Ida's heart set¬
back it would be psychologically
better, if “she rested in her own
home, since she. is not making, suffi:
cient progress amidst the Florida
excitement”
Mrs. .Cantor entered a Miami
hospital with a mild heart attack,
diagnosed chiefly as'reaction from
[ the gala dinner on Feb. 14 t'o the
comedian on his 65th birthday
which former President Harry S.
Trumari . and other, dignitaries at-*
tended, - The.occasion was keyed to
an .Israel Bond dinner at the Hotel
Fontainebleau. While diagnosing it
more a case of nervous reaction
•and general exhaustion, Florida
medicos felt Mrs. Cantor should
not come to New York for any theatregojng or extracurricular social
’activities.
Cantor,., who was a “singing
waiter” in Coney Island with Du¬
rante, was to have co-emceed. the
Waldorf-Astoria banquet on St. Pat¬
rick’s Day, which is being held un¬
der Jewish^ Theatrical Guild aus¬
pices, witlTfunds going to all the¬
atrical charities. Jessel will now
run the show, etc., 'Solo.
This, 6f, course, also cancels out
Cantor’s scheduled March 10 guester on. Steve Allen's NBC-TV show.

SHOW BIZ NAMES FOR
'57 RED CROSS DRIVE
Washington, March 5.
The amusement industry is pro¬
viding all-out support for the Red
Cross’ 1957 campaign for members
and funds, accordin.^ to Harry Mar¬
tin, director of public information
for the Red Cross. Broaclway and
Hollywood stars have recorded
special radio and tv appeals for u$e
on local stations during the Mar(ih
drive.
June Allyson and Charlton Hes¬
ton arc featured in two Red Cross
films which will be released to the¬
atres and organizations throughout
the country. Film industry leaders,
headed by Spyros Skouras,.-meet
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, nevr
Red Cross president, in New York
today (Tues.) to consider additional
industry support for the annual
appeal.
Under the leadership of NARTB
prexy Harold E. Fellows, national
campaign vice chairman for radio,tv, the cooperation of the networks
and agencies has been lined up tc)
carry the Red Cross story. Top
newscasters and major network
shows will carry .jorne form of Red
Cross appeal on their programs
during the campaign, month.
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Meaningful Title
Here’s a good reason why
Warner Bros, changed the title
of its Marilyn Mbnroe-Laurelice Olivier starrei* from
“The Sleeping Prince” to “The
Prince and the Showgirl.”
Title testing among a group
of people who knew nothing
about either cast or storyline,
.established that 49% would be
attracted ^y‘ -Prince and, the
Showgirl.’* Only 14% thought
“The Sleeping Prince” an In-*
fa'iguing enough title that
would attract their attention.
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Boy Aotor Mord Success?

JOE PiSTEONIIK

Rank s 10 New U.S. Film Offices

Judge Rai»ef Eyebrows (and Questions) on Sal
Mineo’s Operating Expenses
By.
Hollywood, Marchi 5.
- Some of the expenses Involved
In maintaining the status of a film
name were described to Superior
Judge Clyde C. Triplett in contract
approval proceedings for Sal Mineo.
The judge was so impressed that he
had to be re-assured about Mineo's
potential earnings before he ap¬
proved a one-picture-year deal with
Philip A'Waxman Pictures Inc.
Deal actually started with, the
recently completed “The Y*oung
Don't Cry” for which Mineo re¬
ceived $3»Q00 per week. He’ll do a
second for $25,000 plus 2V^% of
“the proceeds’^ and a third for
$35,000 and the same percentage.
However, when the judge heard
that Mineo maintains a New York
cfi^ce at a monthly cost of $1,100,
Including payroll, and tips body¬
guards on personal appearances
$100 a month, he raised questions
. as to whether the actor could earn
enough to support such expense.
The judge was assured that since
the Waxman contract Is non-exclu¬
sive,. Mineo could earn* consider¬
ably more than the coin called for
under the pact up for approval.
Jiurist stipulated that 15% of the
actor’s earnings must go into gov¬
ernment bonds.

N.Y. Pathe Lab
Sets
Color
Contract With U
Pathe Laboratories In N. Y. was
thrown a large chunk of new busi¬
ness last week with the signing of
a longterm color processing agree¬
ment with Universal.
Under the new pact, which runs
through most of 1961, Pathe, an
affiliate of Chesapeake Industries,
will process all of the color re¬
lease printing under U’s control.
Since 1946, Pathe has done all
of U’s black-and-white print work
and some of Its color work. Rest
6f the tint processing has gone to
Technicolor under a clause in the
original contract which gave U the
right to process its color releases in
any lab where the price was lower.
For the past six months, Pathe
had done a good deal of ^ colof^
printing for' U, with about' 50%
of the color sked being done at
the Techni plant.
With the settlement, U receives
the unencumbered rights to exer¬
cise an option on 15% of Pathe
Laboratories’ stock that had been
In dispute. U’s printing orders be¬
came of added interest after its ac¬
quisition of a number of-the RKO
pix for domestic distribution.
There had been, in . the Tecent
, past, reports of negotiations look¬
ing to the. purchase Of Pathe by
Techni. However, they have been
j denied.

Paris-Bound^ Gerd Oswald'
Pauses in N. Y. to Unfurl
Pennant of New Blood
Hollywood’s mew modus operand!,
as represented by independent pro¬
duction and general economy, has
opened , the gates for neW creative
, talent and has provided an oppor¬
tunity for “a whole crop of new,
, young directors,” according to dl' rector Gerd Oswald. In New York
last week ert rcute to Paris where
he will direct “Trduble in Paris,”
the Bob Hope-Femfkndel-Anita Ekberg starrer for United Artists re¬
lease, Oswald contended that the
new directors not only bring a new
approach to film-making but also
Work faster because they are not
encumbered
by
old-fashioned
methods.
While not disparaging the contri¬
butions of the veteran directors—
(Continued on page 7)

Act6r-Agent Humor
Hollywood,-March S.
When Pred Clark was set for
a lead in MGM’s “Don't Go.
Near the .Water,” the actor de¬
lightedly called his agent and
voluntarily promised the latter
would receive 50% instead of
the customary ten on Clark’s
next tassignment.
The
“next
assignment”
turned out to be the role of a
producer in a skit to be done
at the Waiters Guild'dinner at
the Moulin Rouge March 7.
Clark’s fee'for the stint is a
free dinner.
“The deal still, goes,” de¬
clared Clark. “I’ll.take the
soup and dessert and he can
have-the salad and entre.”

Metro Pitching
O'Seasterms
To Efeney Co.
Metro wants to do business with
Walt Disney. Film company has
initiated talks relative to possibly
taking over distribution of the in¬
dependent producer’s product in
the foreign* market, Tilks are in
the early stages.
Disney has his own domestic re¬
leasing organization, Buena Vista,
and has deals set abroad with
either local outfits in each terri¬
tory or American companies, prin¬
cipally RKO.
There also have been hints that
M-jGr would like to acquire the
Disney lineup for the United
States but nothing definite along
these lines has yet materialized.
It’s known that Disney is well sat¬
isfied with the operation of BV,
which is headed by Leo Samuels.

REEB

Minneapolis, March 5.
' Veteran Metro producer Joe
Pasternak,' here, on a one-month
tour of 12 exchange cities,, un¬
bosomed himself of what he deems
wrongo in today’s film colony. It
amounts to a lament that the for¬
merly contracted stars in going
independent have robbed the stu¬
dios of much of .their Indepen¬
dence as showmen. Holl3)wood is
now bossed not by. the studios , but
by the deal-makers representing
stars.
(Only last Week Julius Gordon,
new head of Allied States Assn.,
sounded off in similar vein before
a Texas. Drive-In convention. Gor¬
don saw film exhihs saddled with,
ultimate fiscal insanity forcedraughted by talent agents on
Coast.—Ed.)
As bad as were the salaries,
participations and other inflationery results of an agent-bossed Hol¬
lywood there is something even
less desirable from the standpoint
of showmanship, per Pasternak, the
maker of many musicials and the
developer o'f much talent. Stars
now pit their own lirivate opinion
against the judgment of studio
showmen, exhibitors, or anybody
else as to “suitable roles.”
Script Judges
“I believe,” stated Pasternak,
“that by and large the judgment of
even the biggest star where his
or her own career is Involved is
often unsound.”
Continued the producer:
“The number of unproduced pic¬
tures because of the refusal of the
desired stars to do them is sur¬
prisingly high. This helps to cur¬
tail production. I myself have a
number of scripts that I can’t pro¬
duce because the stars whom I de¬
sire, pitting their judgment against
mine which is based on many years
of successful production, have
turned them down.”
Pasternak is ..confident that the
.present vogue of stars’ own in¬
dependent producing is on the way
out because so many of these ven¬
tures have proved financially un¬
successful. and “the actors are
learning from experience they’re
better off in a money way by work¬
ing for an established producer or
somebody else.”
The Metro producer is optimistic
enough regarding the Industry’s
, (Continued on page 13)

Trade Weighs Outlook, Pro, Con
*My Sin^—Nat Yours
Lanvin Perfumes made a
formal beef with Columbia Pic¬
tures over the studio’s registra¬
tion of the title “My Sin” with
the MPA A Title Registration
Bureau two weeks ago.
Letter from Edward Cournand, prexy of the perfumery,
said the firm has been market¬
ing a perfume under that name
since 1907 and use of the title
for a film would be ■ “unfair
competition.”

$1-Mil Deal For
7 Imports; U.S.
Now Less Risky
Foreign film market in the U.S.
now has grown to the point where
the distributor can assume a
greater risk, said independent
Frank Kassler last week in N.Y.,
disclosing that he had spent $1,000,000 in acquiring seven pictures
in Europe for U.S. distribution.
Kassler, who had just returned
from a two-and-a-half months trip
to Britain, and France, is pres¬
ident of Continental Distributing
of which • circuit operator Walter
Reade^ Jr.* is boardchairman.
Kasiler also reported that Con¬
tinental is diversifying into pro¬
duction. Outfit has acquired the
screen rights to the play, “Me
Candido,” an off-Broadway opus,
and will finance the production.
Picture will be made in the U.S.,
probably in New York. Continental
also, is discussing the possible co¬
production of two films in Britain.
Acquisition of U.S. rights to six
pictures — seventh is still in
negotiation—was negotiated by
Kassler under the socalled “Con¬
tinental Plan,” which ' involves a
group of exhibitors chipping in in
advance, setting up a fund with
which Continental can purchase
(Continued on page 13)

Another month and the J. Ar¬
thur Rank Organization, under the
label of Rank Film Distributors,
will start to function in the U. S.
market. Ten‘divisional and branch
offices , have already been set and
general sales manager Irving
Sochin last week disclosed the top
sales personnel, many of whom
come from the-ranks of the new
defunct RKO domestic sales setup.
Feeling in the trade generally
is that Rank has little to lose and
in fafct Something to gain via his
assault on the American market.
At the same time, those who know
the field say a tough road lies
ahead of the Rank crew.
On the negative side are these
factors: The British stars are still
unknown to American audiences
and it’ll take a good long while to
“create” b.o. names; in these un¬
certain days, exhibitors—if given
a choice—will still rathier book a
native picture than an import,
even one from Britain; the quality
of the British product is erratic
and no really outstandingly com¬
mercial pictures appear to be in
sight from London.
On the positive side: Obviously,
a British organization will.function
with more enthusiasm on behalf of
its own product; Rank intends to
concentrate on promotion and
publicity in the realization that it
takes more than just to “sell” the
exhibitor; some of the less impor(Continued on page 10)

TV Syndicates
Careless, Theatres
Want Protection

Exhibitors who are being asked
to book reissues from the new syn¬
dicates which own major com¬
panies’ libraries are complaining
that they aren’t being properly
protected.
Beef is that a house may book
a certain film with the understand¬
ing. that it won’t go on the air for
There was a good deal of puzzle¬
at least six months to a year fol¬
ment in the trade last week over
lowing theatre playoff. The way
the surprise resignation of Darryl
it has worked out in a couple of
F. Zanuck from the 20th-Fox
cases, however, this guarantee ha.s
board, just a few weeks after he
proven worthless and the films con¬
had joined it.
cerned have shown up on air.
The official story was that Trad<^Turn« Soft; ‘10 CV Chamg Fifth Time in Row,
“How can we in good faith
Zanuck, with five films lined up
charge $1 for a picture which the
‘Hymn’ 2d, ‘80 Days’ 3d, ‘Wonders,’ ‘Wings’ Next public
in different parts of the world,
may, within week, see ad¬
couldn’t devote the necessary time
vertised on the air for free?” asked
Biz is on the skids this week in ninth money, being a bit uneven, one theatreman.
and effort to duties, as a director
of the corporation.
At a board nearly every key city covered by “Big Land” (WB), “Great Man”
meeting in JNi Y. last week, Zanuck Variety, part of this weakness, of (U) and “Full of Life” (Col) round
Was said td have indicated his satis¬ course, coming from a natural out the Top 12 in that order.
faction with the way the corpora¬ post-holiday sag and fact that
“Oklahoma” (Magna) and “Wee
tion was being run. He said he* there are many holdover pix play¬ Geordie” (Times) are the runnerWould make himself a*vailable to ing.. Sessiom seems to point up a. up pix. The C’Seope . version of
the board and prexy Spyros P. dearth of strong product; with nu¬ “Oklahoma^' - (20th)also Had' okay
Skouras on matters involving com* merous second-week film dropplng- dates, but is not Included in the
sharply from initial iroimds; ..
pany policy.
,
; Magna totals.
Dallas, March 5,
Again it’s “10 Commandments”'
V The 20th handout said Zanuck
“Delinquents” (UA) looms firie
Robert J. O’Donnell, 53 years, in
hadii’t been able to attend a meet* (Par), in top spot, for fifth Con'secu- in St. Louis and K. C. “Incredible
show business and general 'man¬
ing of the board since his election.' tlve week. The CecU B. DeMille
Yet, for most of that period, he opus looks to land $425,000 gross Shrinking Man” (U), also new, con¬ ager of the Interstate Circuit ap¬
tinues sock in second week at N.Y. peared unexpectedly on the dsis
had been in Manhattan, having re¬ currently, playing in some 19 keys.
“Paris.Does.Strange of the Texas Drive-In Assn, con¬
turned from London where he had This njpney compares favorably Globe.
Things” (WB), another newcomer, vention here Jast week to Sound; a
completed *‘Island in the Sun.”
with lairt session’s total.
is
disappointing
this Week but list¬ friendly warning:
Also, at his recent press confer“Battle Hypin” (U) again is fin¬
ed as fairish in Cincy.
“Don’t forget: you’re not a res¬
:ence, Zanuck never mentioned a ishing in second position although
“La
Strada”
(T-L),
solid at N.Y. taurant operator; you’re a theatreWord about his pending resigna¬ now in second stanzas in most
tion, though voluble on other top¬ cities. Film is playing in 21 keys Trans-Lux 52nd St. on longrun, is man.”
Reference was to the strong einics. Attempts to reach him last covered by Varixty currently, nice in Baltb. and good in L.A.
“Teahouse” (M-G) still is getting phasls put upon the sale of food
(Continued on page 15)
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
nice money in some four keys.
holds firmly in third place, same “Top Secret Affair” (WB) is oke at the breaks. Dr. Marvin Sanford
of Indianapolis, who owns a 2,700as a week ago.
in K. C.
car ozoner, had stated that his con¬
“7 Wonders of World” (Cinerama)
“Drango”
(UA)
looms
okay
in
cessions were 90% of his revenues.
is taking fourth mopey which it
Boston and Cleveland.
“Blonde
■Motion Picture Export Assn, has did last round.
“Wings
of
Sinner
(AA)
shapes
stout
in
Chi.
asked the companies to submit Eagles” (M-G) Is pushing up to
“Written on Wind” (U), now
nominations for the upcoming fifth spot as compared with sixth
mainly in smaller keys, and slibseCannes film festival. The Ameri¬ a week ago.
cans are entitled to one official en¬
“Oh, MenI Oh, Womenl” (20th) quent-run, looks potent in Balto
try, but Cannes is expected to Ih- is landing in sixth place. “True and big in L.A. ‘'Don’t Knock
vite three or four additional U. S. Story of Jesse James” (20th) will Rock” (Col) is fancy in second
“Holiday for Lovers,” a comedy
week in Detroit, and staying third by Ronald Alexander, is being ac¬
pix as per usual.
be seventh, this being first week
Cannes starts May 2. One of out on release to any extent. “Men at a house which seldom goes past quired by 20th-Fox for the screen.
two
weeks
on
any
pic.
Price is $175,000.
the films definitely skedded for the in. War’* (UA), in much same cate¬
Comedy currently stars Don
fest is Mike Todd’s “Around the gory, Is winding up eighth.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Ameche on Broadway.
World in 80 Days.”
i '‘Rainmaker” (Par) will capture Pages 8-9).

Film Circles Buzz With
Curiosity at Zauuck’s
Exit of 20th Board

National Boxoffice Survey

Drive-lDS Reminded By
O’Donpell:‘You’re Not
Restaurant Operators’

Cannes Setections Pend

ALEXANDER’S ‘LOVERS’
SELLS FOR $175,000
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Wamick Pair Shapping^^
Alied jb^sPossiUe |
Rdease Outid
Partnership between Warwick
Productions .and Allied Artists
loomed as a possibility, this w.eek.
Warwick, which is. headed by
Jryiqg Allen aqd ;A. Jl. HCubby)
Broccoli, has been 'operatinjg under
a profit-sharing and releasing tleUP with Columbia and this expires
at the end of tlie year.
‘ AA, it's known, is anxious to
step up the number of top pictures
on its lineup and a get-together
with Warwick obviously would
serve that purpose; The indie pro¬
ducing company, which is based In
London, is breaking with Cbl be-,
cause of terms. Latter provides the
Hnancing and in turn takes 50%
of the profits plus distribution
rights at 30% domestic and 35%
foreign.
AA is said to be willing to pro¬
vide Warwick with a more attrac¬
tive deal but the specifics are
being kept under wraps..
Metro, too, is thinking in terms
of a Warwick alignment (it’s ap¬
parent that Broccoli and Allen are
approaching all companies in quest
of the best terms).
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A top N.Y. theatre recently showed a cartoon made ih standard ver¬
sion via its Cinemascope, lens. Nobody objected. In fact, it looked
good!,. . . Lady in Denver isaw. the 2Ql-mlnute “Giant” film 15 times
in five weeks and thought she Had a recprd, whenalong came a-Boston
femme with the claim she’d seen the picture 33 times;‘that’d be. the
equivalent of 107 hours or two-and-a-half standard work weeks.
London, March 5.
Richard Mealand, longtime head of Paramount Pictures production
An utgent appeal to the CrovernTHAT AIN T NOyaAD WAGE,
in London, until illness and a. surgical mishap forced return to the
ment ta be “fair to the cinema ^
U.S., is back at his Old Lyme (Conn.) retreat after another siege in New
was made in a Sunday Express Kirk Douglas Qn Straight Salary
York’s Memorial Hospital and a plastic surgical ope^ratlon.
leader, which urged the Chancellor
(of ?35Q,0q0> For ‘Paths»
. Erskine, Caldwell has'formed a motion picture company to lens his
of the Exchequer to cut thfe .; en¬
“God’s Little Acre.” ^Scribe is banking on the “pre-sold audience”-—
tertainment' tax “and cut it sub¬
Hollywood, March 5.
6,000,000 copies for the Signet paperback alone.
stantially.”
The editorial was
Kirk Douglas will draw straight
According to Archie Laurie, of United Artists, Charles Van Doren
pegged to the report the previous $350,000 in salary to star in Bryna’s
has turned down the role of a university instructor in Bel-Air pro¬
week that Associated • British are “Paths of Glory” .for . United Artductions’ “Bop Girl” to fill out instructional term at Columbia U.
threatening to close 50 pictirre the- ists rcl0!cis0«
Al Sindlinger on comment Columbia Pictures “dropped” his serv¬
Although star heads this indie
ices: couldn’t be dropped since negotiations to take him on were never
unit, it’s his first deal made under
consummated
. . * Anna May Wong's two weeks in N.Y. to exploit vidBryna
banner
whereby
he
doesn’t
Rank Ad Raps Tax
pix series, “Bold Journey,” had her on the interview marathon via
participate in profits.
London, March 5.
Bidei^an Sc Tolk.acting for the San Francisco ad agency Guild, BasAlongside a 11x9 portrait of
com Sc Bonfiligi ... Vet screen actress is believed to have explained for
James Robertson Justice, and
first time on Joe Franklin's ABC program her reasons long ago for
under the heading “Is this
walking on Metro . . .. It was pique that she, a Chinese, was offered
Justice?” the Rank Organiza¬
only evil role in Metro’s “The Good Earth’* Ip a cast of Caucasians
tion ran a half page ad in the
making like Orientals ... At that point Miss Wong scrammed Holly¬
London Times, pleading the
wood and made pictures in China, later did legit stint all over Europe
cause for admission tax relief.
, . . Incidentally at Sardi’s during her N.Y. visit, Cyril Kltchard re¬
They suggested that their dis¬
called that he and his late wife were a dancing team in a London
play might have.been headed
musical
starring Miss Wong.
Sidney Justin, Paramount’s top
“This is not justice” because
L.
A.
to
N.
Y.
Continental Distributing has acquired two British films—the Boult¬
studio
counsel,
returned
to
the
Its purpose waS'to bring to the
ing Bros.' “Brotheri^iii-Law” and Sydney Box's “The Passionate Stran¬
Coast yesterday (Tues.) after a
Buddy Adler
attention of thinking people a
ger.” Both were made fOr British Lion.
week in Gotham at work on the
Carroll Baker
case of premeditated injustice.
legalistics pertaining to the pro¬
Bob Banner
Among stockholders singing the praises of prexy Joseph R. Vogel at
“This nagging tax,” ran the
jected
$50,000,000
sale
of
Par’s
Tom
Drake
Loew’s annual meet last week were Jesse Block (& Sully), ex-vaudeVlltext, “is very much a bete
backlog to CBS. That an abundance
Arthur Freed
llan who’s now a customer’s man with the brokerage firm of Ira Haupt
noire of the fihn industry. It
of legal and other detail work is
Lee Graham
& Co., and Emanuel Frisch, Randforce Theatres executive. Session
is unjust, o And into the bar¬
inherent in the deal has been made
Elia Kazan
also attracted a number of other circuit operators including Harry
gain it is thoroughly bad eco¬
clear, this to the extent that a
Don Knotts
Brandt, Walter Reade Jr., and Wilbur Snaper . . . Loew’s pub-ad chief
nomics.”
target date for the formal closing
Don Mankiewicz
Howard Dietz reported that the company spent $6,611,000 for advertis¬
cannot be pencilled in at this time.
Dina Merrill
ing during the most recent fiscal period, an increase of $1,00(),00() over
atres on top of the 179 casualties
The deal definitely is stUl on
James Milhollin
the previous year . . . One stockholder wanted to know why Canadian
in 1956.
the fire and should be wrapped up
Michael Mineoindustrialist Joseph Tomlinson had not been .made president and .chair¬
Does the Government, asked the “sometime in April.”
Sal Mineo
man of the board . , . Declared another stockholder to prexy Vogeli
Express, want to hound the^ cinema
Meanwhile, Par’s common issue
Vincente Minnelli
“Congratulations and I wish you good luck. If. you haven't got ulcers
out of existence? Does it intend us on the New .York Stock Exchange
Jaye P. Morgan ■
now, you’ll have them by next year” . . . From a woman stockholder:
to become a nation of dull stay-at- took a sharp climb after being
Leslie Phillips
“I don’t care whether or not you sell the buildings—^just get us divi¬
homes, huddling around the televi¬ static for some months. It closed
Gore Vidal
dends.” ...
sion set? The cinema, it averred, yesterday at $32.75, representing a
Walter Wanger c
Will wonders never cease? The producer of the new French film,
is a source of utterly innocent gain of $2.25, for the week.
N. Y. to L. A.
*‘C’e5t Luis Qui Doit Mourir,” which Jules Dassln directed, is asking
pleasure. A sentimental haven for
over $500,000 in guarantees for the American rights.- Picture is ex¬
Eddie Cantor
courting couples. A cosy commu¬
Jill Corey
pected to make a bfg splash at Cannes. Dassin last directed the suc¬
nal refuge away from the rain and
cessful “Rififi” .. . Memo to Robert Ardrey, the writer who’s been pro¬
Jack Diamond
the c6ld.
Larry
Graburn
viding
The Reporter mag with a series of intimate glimpses of Holly¬
The admission tax issue was
Sidney'Justin
wood via the airmail route from Switzerland: You’ve complained about
taken up a* day later by the Eve¬
Hollywood’s disastrous tendency to entertain on H child’s level. What
Lloyd Leipzig
Hollywood, .March 5.
ning Standard, which, like the Sun¬
Sig Maitles
about the “kid stuff” in “Baby Doll,” “Written on "the Wind” and
Establishment of a Jean Hefsholt
day Express, is part of the BeaverArchie Mayo
“The Strange One?” Or don’t they count because you didn’t write
Humanitarian Award, for the in(Continued on page 13)
Louis Stevenson
'em? . , . New use for the Cinemascope. lens—^they put it on a stUl
dustryite whose “humanitarian ef¬
Card Walker
_
camera and fake the length of new car models for the ads.
forts have brought credit to the in¬
Joan Wetmore'
dustry,” was voted by the Academy
Louis de Rochemont in St.. Thomas, Virgin Islands, to shoot scenes
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci¬
for the initial “Cinemiracle Adventure” . . . Metro studioites in Man¬
Europe to N. Y.
ences. It will be given only in those
hattan Include producer Arthur Freed (“Silk S^kings”) and director
Constance Bennett
years when there is a deserving
Vincente Minnelli (“Gigl”) ,. . Metro has invited N.Y! met area headAlbert Cornfield
candidate and the recipient will re¬
shrinkers to witness a screening of “Lizzie,” Eleanor Parker starr.er
Marcel Hilhhan
ceive an Academy statuette.
dealing with a case of multiple personality . . . Richard Thorpe will
Anna Magnani
Prexy George Seaton reported
direct Evte Presley In M-G’s “Jail House Rock” .. , Alfred E. Dalf enHarry NOvak
that the Board of Governors felt
route to Australia . . . Premiere of “St. Joan” wiU be at the Paris.
N. Y. to Europe
Indications are mounting that the award would be the “best way
Opera on Joan of Arc Day, May 12, for -the benefit of-the French
the UFANOutfit in Germany is close to pay tribute to a man who did
Reginald Baker
polio foundation . . . Baron Moens de Femlg, commissioner general of
to a deal under which it would ac¬ so much for the motion picture in¬
Cecil Beaton
the Brussels World’s Fair of 1958, ih Gotham eyeing Cinerama; as one
quire 49% of the leading Mosaik dustry.” Hersholt, who served for
Peter Brook
of the proposed come-ons of the trade fair . . . Walt Disney’s new livedubbing studios in Berlin, Mos¬ four years as Academy prexy, died
James B. Harris
action film, “Johnny Tremain,” wiU be the subject of a IS-week Sun¬
aik is owned by Ernest Wolff, who last year.
Gerd Oswald
day color comic feature to be syndicated by King - Features, First
got into trouble when the Al¬
Installment appears April 7 , . . Visits of out-of-town film critics and
lianz distribution company - went
writers to set of “Stage Struck,” being filmed at the Production Centre
into bankruptcy.
in Manhattan, paying off with beaucoup space in New England news¬
Mosaik is Of special interest to
papers , „ . Location sequences for “Time Limit,” United Artists re¬
the American companies which do
lease starring Richard Widmark and Richard BaseHart,-will be filmed
almost all of their dubbing there.
at Governor’s Island, N*Y. May 7-9 . * . Giulietta Masina and Federico
It’s been officially stated by the
Fellini, star and director of “La Strada” and Mr. and Mrs. in private
Motion Picture Export Assn, that,
life, arriving from Italy March 20 for their first U.S. visit. After five
even should UFA take over Mos¬
days in Manhattan, they head for the Coast for the Academy Award
aik, there’llXbe nO change in the
London, March 5.
asked: “Is the Chancellor going to ceremonies, hopeful that “La Strada,” nominated in best foreign film
U.S. policy.y
A Parliamentary convention not reduce entertainments duty?” and category, wULbe a winner.
Attitude is politic at a time
Sir
David replied “there ii no
Emile J. Lustig back from two months in Europe, mostly Germany
when MPEA is discussing the to anticipate the budget statment, .otherwayhecoulddo.it.”
. . . Irving Maas, MPEA supervisor for the Far East, leaves tomorrow
playoff of American film in the was broken by Sid David Eccles,
Sees British Filins Gaining
(Thui'S.) for a tour of duty through Asia .. Those NBC ads for “Bitter
some 80 German houses controlled the Board of Trade prexy, in mov¬
In his opening statement, the Rice” Sunday (3) forgot to mention sometliing. Italian Silvana Manby the UFA. However, it’s ques¬
tioned that, should UFA take over, ing the second reading of the minister commended the'bill as a gano starrer, aired In dubbed vension, was plugged as “complete and
Films
Bill
in
the
House
of
Com¬
calculated
speculation. It assisted vmeut.” However, it wasn’t the original version which, with titles, had
MjMA will continue to concen¬
trate its dubbing work at Mds^; mons last Wednesday (27). In so generously the cash side of what been condemned by the Catholic Legion of Decency and had never
doing,
he
sparked
a
new
political
might
be
the
most Interesting 10 been submitted to'the Code. Dubbed negative was cut to get Legion
Geyer Labs also have been af¬
ter the Mosaik studios, but UFA rumpus. In his introductory state;^ years in British production. He okay '. , . Importer-distrib Frank Kassler says the two most popular
ment
the
minister
gave,a
clear
in¬
noted
that
British
films were,, in stars in France today are two Germans=—Curd Juergens and Maria
is thought to have the. inside track.
Deal, as now proposed, stands as dication of forthcohiing admission spite of tv, gaining ground In the Schell . . Columbia's Harry Cohn coulda helped angel “Arouhd the
tak relief, but when subsequently •home market and overseas.
World in 80 Days” but nixed the proposition^ ledvln&, United Artists
follows:
The government, he added, to step in . .. Distributors Corp. of America has acquired the'German
The Berlin Senate would under¬ pressed by the opposition, insisted
write a 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 DM he had made no such declaration. would like to. see a free trado in film, “Die Halbstarken,” a juvenile delinquency yam. It’ll be released
The Commons, w'hich gave the films in the European free trade in dubbed form.
loan by the banks to Mosaik for a
Edward J. Noble, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres exeo
"five" year period.- -Mosaik- creditors bilL.its. second . rea.ding,.after_a de¬ area and, with the bill on the stat¬
bate
of almost five hours, was told ute book, British producers would committee chairman; has no plans to unload his AB-PT; stock at this
will settle for 50%. UFA, on ob¬
taining a 49% interest in the dub¬ by the Trade’s topper that the have the backing and security, for time, per a spokesman. Noble’s statement filed, with the Securities &
bing plant, would increase its capi¬ Chancellor of the Exchequer (who, extending the European market. Exchange Commission is required if, should and when Noble wants
tal by 500,000 DM. Wolff would until recently, was himself the He o<bserved that slowly the Brit¬ to drop any Of his stock in future. His portfolio contains 346,253 com¬
have the right to purchase half'of BOT president), would, in his budg¬ ish industry was gaining “a toe mon shares and 240,768 of the $20 preferred.
Rosalind Russell has been signed to repeat her Broadway click In
the UFA interests, but it’s frank¬ et, take account of the clause hold” in the U.S., where it was
“Auntie Marne” for the film versiof^hlch Warners will produce next
ly assumed that he’ll never be in which fixed the statutory, levy and earning $2,800,000 a year.
year.
Yul Brynner set to star in “The Brothers Karamazov” which
of
other
considerations
which
ex¬
Apart
from
the
tax
revelation,
a position to do so.
The UFA has its own printing hibitors had brought to his atten¬ the debate also cleated the air in Pandro S. Berman, will launch this summer for his new indie firm,
tion.
Avon
Productions,
which will release through Metro . , , CBS-T.V per¬
regard
to
the
definition
of
a
British
laboratory. It’s felt that, if UFA
Commenting on the difficulties film eligible to participate in the sonality Robert Q. Lewis will make' his film debut In “An Affair to Re¬
grabs up Mosaik, a good deal of
member,”
Jerry
Wald
production at 20-Fox.
confronting
British
exhibitors
who
proceeds of the statutory levy. The
the American color printing will
U.S. Customs bought four prints of the French picture, “Razzia Sur
then go to Geyer, who already were hard hit by tv, some of whom Parliamentary secretary to the
were hanging on with great diffi¬ BOT,' F, J. Erroll, said films made La Chnuf,” a film about a dope ring, for training purposes. Now
has his share of it.
culty, Sir David said he Ohoped , by -Anglo-U.S, companies I!: qualified Continental-Dislfibuting wants Harry A^shunger otJ;he U.S. narcotics
Mori Krushen, exploitation chief “they would feel .more cheerful” for quota and this had proved to bureau to endorse the film.
If pressagents knew how much more favorably rewrite men and
of United Artists, back from Wash¬ tomorrow. When the opposition be valuable to Britain. They were
ington where he (1) attended Board wanted to know why, he replied British films as defined by Act of newspapers generally are disposed to the senders, when the press hand¬
outs
are properly folded out, they would never get out of the habit.
because
he
had
said
the
Chancellor
of Trade dinner to film critic Rich¬
Parliament and there was no rea¬
ard L. Coe of Washington Post and would take account of clause two son why they should be excluded. Newspapers receiving reahis of stuff welcomd any time-saving element,
(2) set campaign for UA’s “Men (which fixes the statutory levy) in They employed British staff and especially when news copy is submitted In the most feasible- profes¬
and War.”
sional manner.
his budget. One Labor MP then that was a good thing.

foUt’ Di^es Loiidon’s Express

Par-CBS-TV Is
Still Pendiiig

JEAN HERSHfiLT AWARD
IF AND AS RATED

Is UFA New 49%
Owner of Mosaik?

Eccles Indicates Britisli Cinema Tax
Relief; Anglo-US. Given Break

M.
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Newspapers Hammer Their Value;
Call Point-of-Sale Ads Best Way
To Reach Show-Crazy Teeners

$5,600,000 Estimate For
Katzman’s 12-16 Columbia
Pix Up to $6,200,000

New Spotlighting Brings
Good Receipts From Nabes
For Religions Triumph’

PAR THEATRES SHRINK:
ONCE 1,424, NOW 550

M.

MM SEE FIRST
F
/

St; Paul, March 5.
Enabling men and women in the
62-65-plus age group who live on
pensions to attend all films at its
five-Minneapolis and two St. Paul
theatres regularly at a reduced 50c.
admission, instead of the 85-90c.
or 90c.-$1.25, United Paramount
circuit’s Twin Cities’ “Golden Age
Club," believed first of its kind
anywhere, continues (a) to moun¬
ting boxoffice success and (b) to
increasing value as a public rela¬
tions and good will builder for the
chain and its houses.
Inagurated last AugCftt, the club
now numbers approximately 8,000.
There are about 30,000 in the social
security eligible age group in'the
Twin Cities’ area.
In the first few weeks only about
10% of those who signed for mem¬
bership attended the theatres. In
Januaiw, however, approximately
3,500 tickets were sold to members
at 50c. each and during the long
“Giant” and “High Society" runs
more than 4,000 and 2,800 tickets,
respectively, went to Golden Agers.
Before being enrolled for mem¬
bership after making application to
any ohe of the Paramount theatre
managers, the eldeifly folks are
queried extensively.
Ev Seibel, the circuit’s adver¬
tising-publicity department head,
says that answers reveal that less
than 10% of these people had at¬
tended a downtown theatre film
house for more than one year.
Many hadn’t seen a feature picture
for the past two or three years.
A survey‘showed that patronage
of the group—women and men of
62 and 65 and over, respectively—
in the “^Paramount theatres here
had dwindled to 5.4% of their
(Continued on page 10)

Value of point-of-sale 9dvertis-4Ing.of films via the newspapers is
B.O.
Cheers
being pitched curtehtly by the Bu¬
Chicago, March 5.
reau oif Advertising of the Ameri¬
Regional reports submitted
can Newspaper Publishers. Assn.
to the board of directors of
Concentration is on the impact of
Theatre Owners of Amerifca at '
newspaper advertising on the huge
its midvvinter meeting here
teenage market.
indicate''that there is a busi¬
Bureau made a presentation of
ness upswing throughout the
Its case for the newspaper to 20thcountry. .The reports created
■pox last week. Similar presenta¬
considerable enthusiasm
tions are set for Warner Bros, and
among the board members.
Paramount. Bureau's recent study
Flow of good boxoffice pic¬
of the teenage market, via Eugene
tures recently is said to be the
Gilbert & Co., is used as a oase.
prime factor behind the up¬
Presentations are an outgrowth
beat.
of the increasing rivalry between
the newspaper, television and the
magazines for the advertising dol¬
lar. According to the Bureau, ad¬
vertising in newspapers last year
ran to $3,305,000,000, more than
the combined total in tv, radio and
the mags.
Data Blurred
Hollywood, March 5.
There is no accurate way to
Because the cost of picture mak¬
gauge film ad spending in the
papers in 1956 inasmuch as it's ing has risen almost 10%, Sam
aplit up between the distributors, Krtzman is increasing his budget
local exhibitors and coop activities.
As for the national magazines, film for.^a slate of from 12-16 pictures
companies last year spent $3,148,- for Columbia r^ease. Columbia
285 in ads in that medium, a slight and Katzman split financing 50-50
increase over 1655. On the whole on the features.
(see Variety issue Feb. 13), film
Originally, Katzman had planned
ad spending in the mags has de¬ to spend $5,600,000 on his product
clined in recent years and is" in this year. New estimate is $6,200,stark tontrast to the stepped up 000 for a program that will “go
activities by other industries.
with the trend, which is now calyp¬
Some hold that more of the film so." Producer also plans to conad dollars are going into point-of- tirue to capitalize on front page
sale rather than national advertis¬ nows matter and has scheduled pix
ing, i.e., for local newspaper ads on. a San Quentin jailbreak, the
and tv spots. Indications are that murder of a Tijuana newspaper
the companies have cooled off on editor and “Rescue At Sea," based
tv plugging, which is expensive, on the mid-Pacific plane crash last
erratic in terms of time availabil¬ October. Latter has been held up
ity and not suited to all types of by the problem of clearances.
pix.
Katzman reported' .be never
Bureau of Advertising's study, works too far ahead, and right now
based on a sample of close to 5,000 is “waiting for something to hap¬
teenagers, established tv advertis¬ pen," on which to base future pro¬
ing as least liked by 59%, ••with duction. “I spend six weeks in pre¬
(Continued on page 15)
paring such pictures on Spot news
and rush them right into work,"
he declared.
While he’ll launch his next trend,
a calypso film, with. “Juke Box
Jamboree" on March 11, producer
will continue his rock 'n' roll se¬
ries with a third, following the very
successful
“Rock Around
the
Pittsburgh, March 5.
Clock" and “Don’t Knock the
The religiose “Day of Triumph," Rock,’-' latter just how going into
Which has been out of circulation
(Continued on page 7)
for a year and a half, has been
brought back in release by a small¬
town exhibitor with surprising re¬
sults. Don Mungelle, a theatreman
of nearby Burgettstown, learned i
of prints gathering dust in a local
exchange and closed ,A deal to han-1 United Paramount has completed
die the picture in this anea. George the theatre divestiture program re¬
J. Schaefer owns rights to “Tri¬ quired under its antitrust decree,
umph." Cast includes Lee J. Cobb ■which was entered March 3, 1949,
and Joanne Dru, among others.
The biggest real estate shuffle in
Mungelle thereupon obtained en¬ theatre industry history, the corpo¬
dorsements from Catholic and Prot¬ ration dissolved partnerships with
estant groups, providing the pic¬ outside exhibitors in 1,005 houses
ture with a new spotlight. Private and rearranged its holdings in sev¬
screenings for ej^hibs were held and eral hundred others. All in all,
32 neighborhood houses booked UPT had .partial or complete own¬
the film for day-and-date runs. ership of 1,424 situations; the chain
Some of these situations, which now comprises 550 theatres, which
■ ordinarily gross $200 and $300 on are fully owned.
four-day runs, took in $500 on
Assets worth over .$50,000,000
the first day alone, Admission price
is 90c, Tess a discount of 15c via were involved in the mammoth ad¬
justment
of ownerships.
a tieup with churches. This is tall
.Actuallyj -UPT -was called' upon
- tariff-for-the sub-runs..to reduce its holdings to 650
houses. But- the trimming was
more extensive as the circuit on
RKO ^as Tirst Refusal’
its own decided to dispose of prop¬
Of Paul Gregory Plays erties considered economically du¬
bious.
Further unloading is ex¬
I
Hollywood,. March 5.
RKO has first refusal rights on pected in -line with this policy.
any Paul Gregory legit property
that’s to be /Converted to a picture,
RKO production chief William
Dozier disclosed here this week.
Company now has a five-film deal
with the independent producer,
Hollywood, March 5.
' and is now on the prowl for top
cast names for the first, “Naked
Technicolor will initiate a cut¬
back in all departments between
and the Dead."
Dozier repeated that his com¬ middle and end of March. Exact
pany is open to tieups generally number of persons affected not yet
with indie units, which would be determined.
Company has been trimming
financed partially or completely by
personnel during past months.
RKO.

S

Another Lost Audience: Kids;
Click of 'Cinderella Points Up
. Neglect of Moppet-Appeal Pix
Unbearable Poverty
Minneapolis, March 5.
'So many “poor" and “suL
fering” exhibitors who are
members of the special North
Central Allied committee to
find a successor to Bennie Ber¬
ger as president are winter
vacationing in Mexico, Flor¬
ida and other spots south and
north that it was necessary to
postpone indefinitely a meeting
scheduled here for last week.
A quorum couldn’t be ob¬
tained, explained S. D. Kane,
NCA executive counsel.
Berger himself, who is step¬
ping out after 11 years in
office, is vacationing in Cali¬
fornia after a month in Flor'ida.^

Bennie Berger Wants Ont
On Pro Basketball Club;
Tired of Loss Each Year

Minneapolis, March 5.
Bennie Berger, circuit owner and
North Central Allied president, has
found running a professiorial bas¬
ketball team here even much
tougher than exhibition in these
days of stiff percentage terms and
tv competition.
Accordingly, Berger is^selling for
$150,000 the. franchise of the Min¬
neapolis Lakers National Basket¬
ball Association franchise, of which
he’s two-thirds owner.
Berger says the team lost $40,000
each in 1954-55 and 1955-56 and is
deeply in the red the current sea¬
son. It previously had eight profit¬
able seasons.
Unless Minneapolis business in¬
terests can raise the $150,000 dur¬
ing the next fortnight to save the
franchise for this . city it will go
to a Kansas City, Mo., group. Ber¬
ger himself is Willing to contribute
Metro will release the British $20,000 to the local fund, he said.
Ealing Studios’ “Man in the Sky,"
starring Jack Hawkins, in the U.S.
Decision came following powwows
between Ealing’s Reginald Baker
and the Metro brass in N.Y. this
week. Baker leaves for London
tomorrow (Thurs.),
Film Council of America’s fourth
“Man in the Sky” is the first
of a series M-G is coproducing annual Film Assembly has been
skedded
for April 22 through April
with Ealing. To be delivered next
is “Shii’allee. Among the Ealing 26 at the Hotel Statler, N. Y. "
Within
the framework of the
films coming up under the deal
are “Barnacle Bill," ' with Alec Assembly, the Golden Reel Festi¬
val
again
will
be held, with awards
Guinness, “The Dunkirk Story,”
“Davy" and another Guinness pic¬ to 23 outstanding picture? in the
nontheatrical
documentary
and mo¬
ture, “The Scapegoat,” based on
the new Daphne du Maurier novel. tivational field.
Ealing will make eight in two years
and Metro will distribute in most
parts of the world.

Metro Releasing
Ealing s 'Man’

GOLDEN REEL FESTIVAL
APRIL 22 IN GOTHAM

Tiking’ Readying For
Norway Shooting; Norsk
Stalwarts Grow Beards
Hollywood, March 5.
Richard Fleischer ig en route to
Oslo to put 12 weeks of finishing
touches on preparation of Bryna’s
“The Viking," prior to the $3,000,000-budgetted film’s early June
takeoff ,in the. Norwegian-, fjords.Director returned recently .-from a
month’s
location-scouting
trek
through both Norway an^ France,
where United Artists release also
will be lensed.
To be made completely abroad,
film is faced with plenty of prob¬
lems of picture-making, according
to Fleischer, who will have spent
more than a year on the Kirk
Douglas stajrer by time the last
scene is shot. Harper Goff, produc¬
tion designer, has been in Bergen,
Norway, since December supervis¬
ing the construction of three fulscale Viking ships measuring 72
feet in length, fuly ocean-going
and built according to blueprint?
from museums in Oslo and Copen¬
hagen.
To man these boats, requiring 32
(Continued on page 15)

By FRED HIFT
Success of Walt Disney's “Cin¬
derella" at the Normandie Theatre,
N.Y., and its New England release,
has spotlighted—again—the big
potential market for children’s
films. Disney reissue is being
brought out for the first time in
seven years. First time ’round it
grossed $4,500,000.
According to the Disney office,
“Cinderella" in 20 New England
cities grossed $203,000 against
$198,876 on its original turn in
1950. Current New England release
was preceded by a thorough pre¬
selling campaign and p.a.s, by Jim
Dodd of the Mickey Mouse Club
and others in every situation where
the cartoon feature was skedded
to play.
^
Normandie in New York, a
Trans-Lux house, had a long line
in front of the boxoffice the day
“Cinderella" bowed there on Feb.
21, and the theatre staff was for a
time inadequate to handle the
crowds of children and mothers,
many of whom came from West¬
chester and Long Island to see the
show. Business has been holding
up very well ever since.
While the response to “Cinder¬
ella" indicates what some have
called J crying need- for children’s
entertainment, the realities of the'
market and of exhibition serve as a
balancing factor. Normandie, for
instance, does 75% of its business
during the day and—logically—
(Continued oh page 15)

Harling: ‘Never Forget To
Oppose Home-Toll Video
As, Foe of Theatres’
Continued vigilance against leg¬
islative moves to introduce hometoll television is urged on the
membersldp of. the Theatre Own¬
ers of-America by Philip F. Har¬
ling, chairman of the org’s Com¬
mittee on Toll-TV.
Harling reported to the TOA
board at a time when the Senate
Commerce Committee, via a staff
report, was discussing the possibil¬
ity of prodding the Federal Com¬
munications Commission on the ex¬
perimental authorization of pay-asyou-see. Committee yesterday (5)
held a public hearing on the issue.
In a statement coincident with
the hearing, Arthur Levey, presi¬
dent of Skiatron, said his company
was ready to move swiftly in the
wake of any FCC authorization. He
predicted that fee-tv would allow
many new stations and programs
on the air.
Harling told TOA: “The pressure
to oppose home toll-tv must never
be lessened. The full impact of
the American people must be
brought to the attention of those
legislators who may be responsible
for the enactment of legislation on
this important subject,"
He specifically noted the bill to
outlaw toll-tv which Congressman
Emanuel Celler of New York had
introduced Jan. 7, 1957, “Every ex¬
hibitor should contact his Con¬
gressman to get behind this bill,"
he said.

Series. of seven regional meet¬
ings on sales. and merchandising
has been set by United Artists for
this week and next. First such ses¬
sion opened yesterday (Tues.)
Los Angeles.
For a switch, top exhibitors in
each territory are being asked to
sit in on the conferences, with the
release sked of 23 pictures over
the next five months as the focal
point. Also to be sjpotlighted is a
nine-month promotion' drive in Tommy Sands’ Zoom To
which a claimed $6,000,000 is to be
Quick Fame; 20th Deal On
shelled out.
Hollywood, March 5.
Conducting the sessions are
Tommy Sands, 19-year old rock
James^. Velde, general sales man¬
’n’
roller
featured on Cliffie
ager; Milton E. Cohen, eastern and
southern division manager, and A1 Stone’s “Hometown Jamboree" on
KTLA
here,
.who
sprang to prom¬
Fitter, western division chief.
inence with first Capitol disking,
“Teen Age Cutie" plus title role
“Singing Idol" on Kraft Thea¬
Columbia Outpost Men In in
tre teleshow, is near deal with
Trio of top Columbia Interna¬ 20th-Fox for five year contract
tional overseas execs arrived in covering several films.
New York this week for a series
Studio has optioned “Idol"
of meetings with hinneoffice brass. which may be Sands’ first film.
In Gcftham are Michael Bergher,
v.p. and ..Far East supervisor, here
Joseph L, Mankiewicz, currently
from Tokyo, and Harry Novak, directing “The Quiet American" in
Continental supervisor, and John Saigon, has tp send all film and
McNab,
Continental
controller, stills to JRome for development.
Local labs aren’t up to snuff.
both from Paris.
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SimUNGER POSES SCIENCE OF BLOCKBUSTER
‘KNOW-ABOVT and ‘TALK-ABOUTl FACTORS
UNIQUE CASE HISTORY STARTLED SHOWMEN

I

iPy LEONARD TRAUBBI

If motion picture boxdffice can be scientifically reduced
to a formula of ‘^Clant” size the industry, will have taken
the first major postwar step toward administering a hypo
to the theatre wickets crosscountry. Reference is to a
penetrating analysis—perhaps the most significannt of its
type—of (a) pre-release prospects and (b) post-rmease
findings on George Stevens’ production of Warner Bros.
. “Giant” from the Edna Ferber ‘bestseller and starring
Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson and Janies Dean.
The kev capital-letter phrases in advance salesmanship
vis-a-vifa film property are “Know-About” and “Talk- .
About.” These stem from certain stimuli to which all per_......U'c
in a
a
sons “are subject
regardless of whether it’s 9a rkiptiir.p
picture in
theatre, a picture on television, or a detergent. Such
stimuli originate from a multitude Of sources that conceiv¬
ably can be pinpointed sufficiently enough for development
into simple statistical charts and graphs, and translated
Into terms easily interpreted by producers-distnbutors,
publicity and Advertising chieftains and, more particu¬
larly, exhibitors.
.
v •
These ready-made interpretations form the basis for an
approach to grossing and other values and are the very
structure under which the producer, the distributor and
exhibitor can make' important decisions and prepare his
public for the film. A basic decision, for instance, would
be details on film rental, plus timing of playdates. A basic
preparation would be the application of designated public¬
ity, advertising and exploitation.
Threaded through the whole analytical ‘in depth, ap¬
proach are such key factors as (1) the. regular filmgoing
public versus the infrequent attendee and (2) the “sexview” as evolved from the changing ratio of attendance by
adult (12 years or over) males and females._
B.O. Science Seminar
I
The foregoing is only a skeletonized, interpretive ver¬
sion of an elaborate panoply of charts and graphs pre¬
sented to the trade press and related channels on Friday
(1) by Albert.Sindllnger, one-time film exhlbitor.who heads
the survey firm of Sindlinger & Co. The analyst, long in
the field but under his own banner since 1948, hosted a
couple dozen scribes at a four-hour session in Ridley Park,
bis suburban Philadelphia headquarters. Each of them
returned to his N. Y. or.Philly base on a chartered parlor
ear hundreds of pounds heavier than the one he arrived in
during a snow flurry in the quiet little town. Reason:
Sindlinger and his numerous aides (49 staffers in two
shifts) armed the junketeers with bpoklets, pamphlets,
publicity releases and single summary sheets embracing
their findings on “Giant,” plus other particulars of the
pollster’s round-the-clock operation.
“Giant” is credited with “singlehandedly” reversing the
downward trend of filmgoing beginning at its general rcj
lease last October. According to Sindlinger, the made-inTexas blockbuster “was responsible, not only for maintain¬
ing theatre businew at a higher rate than • comparable
periods of a year earlier, but also for bringing back to the
bdxoffice many patrons, particularly women, who had
ceased going to the movies over a lortg period of time.”
I
A Unique Case History
1
Obviously, the case history on “Giant” is unique in that
no other motion picture has ever been surveyed in advance
in such depth. The sampling, produced, as with every
Sindlinger project, by personal interviews numbering ap¬
proximately 1,000. daily, 7,000 per week, throughout the
238 county markets across the nation where the company
‘fans out with 186 question-askers, did not limit itself to
the immediate subject of “Giant.” Only the ’most per¬
ceptive interviewee would grasp the reason for the sam¬
pling, that is, the client or subject involved. The
Sindlinger field men go in for checking radio and tele¬
vision listening, newspaper and magazine reading, sports,
shipping and political activities of the respondent, and
other questions posed that would yield information directly
' tied up with “Giant” and the motivations thereof.
From these data the company projects, upon the basis
of current performance of clients’ films, the probable at¬
tendance and grosses.
. 1
^
Detests Word ‘Rating’
J
Unlike the rating services in television—Sindlinger and
his staff abhor the use of the)Word.^rating, whether applied
to his operations or to his possible entry into tv measure¬
ment at some future “propitious” time^—the Sindlinger
projections are, of course, capable of being checked after
the fact; that is, at the boxoffices after a plcturels play¬
off, whether in a locality or series of localities, or at a

given point during the picture’s playdates. Thus the
Sindlinger system is designedly vulnerable in relation to
other services; the “no absolute way of proving any figure”
for the unseen radio-tv audience as set against his motion
picture figures that are “constantly subject to checking
against the actual paid admissions.”
Sindlinger’s answer to this is that “several thousand the-?
tres” and “m^ny’^ majo«r production-distribution com¬
panies subs^cribe to his services, (At a given point he
averages out at about 1,600 theatres, coi^istmg of circuit
and independent houses,,the latter including numerous
small operations. Within these are drive-ins, both circuit
and indie.) “All these clients can measure the projec¬
tions against the actual dollars and cents performance of
the films” after Sindlinger & Co. has measured them. -,
Sindlinger started his sampling on “Giant” for Warners
last April, a sixmonth before it went into release. At that
time, his survey showed that the “know-about” factor on
the film had spread to 8,754,000 persons in the U. S.—
regarded as unusually high at that early stage. This peak
interest was attributed to.“enthusiasm” for the late James.
Dean as well as to ballyhoo relating to Miss Ferber’s con¬
troversial hit book. In fact, Sindlinger said in response to
a question that roughly 4,000,000 as of now have seen
Dean for the^flrst time in “Giant;” although obviously not
^all of thesd attended the pic because of Dean. (In the ad¬
vance reckoning, there was some intramural wrestling
as to how the public would take to a “dead actor” in the
cast, but the sampling showed there was little such con¬
cern and the results confirmed this.
‘Knpw-About’ Factors
I
But there were other factors that helped to build the
“know-about.” Among these were the casting of Hudson
and Miss Taylor, combined with identification of George
Stevens with the film as producer and director. Sindlinger
calls this ‘‘Intensity” and “Appeal” .stronger than the mere
sum of their individual names.” He noted that by Sep¬
tember, with the first showing still a month away, the
reports reflected, by projection, that 52,000,000 Americans
12 or more years of age knew about the film, which is
“more than most pictures achieve'even after they have
been around the nation.”
The company’s latest weekly report, released on the day
of the Friday .press conference to its subscribers, shows
that more than 85,000,000 persons “know <iboUt” “Giant”—
among one of the highest figures ever recorded. In the

Other Sindlinger Angles
Some sidelights on Sindlinger’s testing of “Giant”:
It’s bringing the “infrequent” filmgoer back to the
theatres. The epic has about 40% of its b.o. poten¬
tial ahead of it.. The huge sampling would itself tend
to stimulate attendance. Over 100,000 persons were
intendewed (the- service won’t report on any sampling
with less than 10,000 interviews). Film was gaining
momentum at the very point where tv was making
with such star oldie “A” pix as “Command Decision,”
“30 Seconds Over Tokyo,” “Mrs. Miniver.”
Holdback on product is impairing traffic toward
theatres, yvith the cutvfe going upward when there’s
a wider. choice of' better-than-average releases. A
key angle in the sampling is availability of more scien¬
tific advice on exploitation and advertising methods
to be employed. The “10-Gallon Hat” motif in the ad
art on “Giant” was rejected in advance; after tests, as
tending to discourage female attendance.
Sindlinger womt ^‘predict” but only “project,” based
on his findings—“we are hot oracles, we are not subj'ectivesj we are objective.” Admitted “falling on
my face” with regard to his first survey, for Univer¬
sal's “Benny Goodman Story” (customers figured: it
as the story of Steve Allen instead), but two weeks
before release he told U he had “made a mistake/’
Also erred on “East of Eden” (the testing wasn’t
sensitive enough on teehage angle). Sindlinger “per¬
formance charts” are revised when theatres change
policy on price, policy, management, playdates, etc.
More “Giant”-type pix would bring a flood of “new¬
comers” to boxoffices. Some of those interviewed are
sampled again and given $1 as a thank-you token, with
the company anhouncihg payment in advance, but not
the amount. Analyst has Cross-Indexed 185 pics in
two years.

Flying Banner of New Talent
S

Continued from page 3

“they’re excellent craftsmen” —
Oswald declared that 'ifiany stu¬
dios are reluctant to hire some of
the best-known of the veteran di¬
rectors* because they spend money
.so lavisflly in retakes a;id in shoot¬
ing scenes several different ways.
“The time has gone,” he sajd,
“when you can sit and try. several
different shots and then select the
best one during the editing,^ Un¬
der present conditions, a director
must have Ingenuity arid must
make up his mind quickly .because
guessing can be eostly.” .
Oswald pointed out, for example,
that lie never prints two takes and
that, for the sake of economy, he
must select the best shot imme¬
diately and order it to be printed..

From a cost standpoint, he said,
this can make the difference be¬
tween a successful and unsuecessful picture. Working under cost¬
saving pressure, he said, has jarred
the young directors into employing
Ingenuity without resorting to the
trite, old-fashioned' methods "of
film-making.
He termed the.new freelance sta¬
tus of directors as a welcome con¬
dition. “It’s the only way to make
pictures,” he said. “You can choose
your own assignment.” Previously,
he said, when he was .finder con¬
tract to 20th-Fox he sat around
endlessly ^waiting for an assign¬
ment. “How can you prove your¬
self that way?” he asked; He con¬
tended that the field is presently
wide open for young directors and

“there are a multitude of scripts
and assignments to choose from.”
‘‘Trouble in Paris,” which he de¬
scribed “a mystery set to tongue-incheek comedy,” is Oswald’s biggest
assignment to date. He recently
completed, all for iridle ebriipanies
releasing through UA, “Kiss Be¬
fore Dying,” - “Crime of Passion,”
“Valerie,” “Fury at Showdown”
and “Brass Legend.”
“Trouble,” which will be com¬
pletely filmed at the Boulogne stu¬
dios and on location in Paris, will
start shooting ‘in April and has a
lO'Week -shooting program. In all,
Including the scoring and editing,
the picture is expected to take fourmonths to complete.
Unique aspect of the film is that
Fernandel, the well-known French
comedian, will perform mostly in
pantomime; When he speaks, he
will converse in French. The trans¬
lation, which is part of the story
structure, will be handled by one
of the femme leads.

boxoffice realities, the analyst’s Motion Picture Audience
Action Index reveals that a total of 14,500,000 had seen
the picture by Feb. 16, with nearly 1,500,000 more females
than males, or 7,975,000 females, 6,525,000.males.
(Last week’s Variety, corresponding roughly to
mid-February as per Sindlinger’s latest tabulation,
credited “Giant” with a gross of a “hefty” $7,000,000
in only 1,000 playdates. Producer Stevens’ estimate
was that Warners, which financed and. released the
Ferber saga, would rake in about $12,000,000 in do¬
mestic rentals alone on the first go-round and hit an
eventual world gross of more than double that.
“Giant” was brought in at a negative cost of
$5,400,000.)
As of Feb. 23, the “probable audience” on “Giant” rose
to over 25,000,000, or about 11,000,000 more on attendance
expectancy than had actually seen the film as of Feb. 16.
The latter figure of 14,500,000 includes. repeat business.
Such multi-visit charts have not yet been completed al¬
though Sindlinger said there is an unusually high rate in
that category..
Particularly significant is the feminine predominance,
in a reversal of recent trends in the picture industry. The
largesse from the ladies began to assert itself during the
November-December playoff, whereas this is a “cold”
period that of recent years, at any rate, has been heavier
on male boxoffice. For both sexes, there is “incredible”
word-of-mouth, Sindlinger observed, and even before that
factor entered the equation the pollster’s field ,staff, not¬
ing the “know-about,” were able to come in with data that
seemed to point to “Giant” as “probably the most im¬
portant picture for the well-being of the movie industry
in many years.”
Staff, Showmen ‘Startled,’
1
On what he calls the Gross Index of a film’s expectancy,
Sindlinger said his theatre performance charts didn’t go
high enough since “the amazing gross index reflected by
the high ‘know-about’ startled both (tire analyst and his
subscribers). When we found that the performance pro¬
jections were zooming right off the top of our charts” he
realized he was dealing with a “break the bank” film not
only in terms of the boxoffice but in the possible snow¬
balling effect of film attendance in general due to renewed
exposure by those who hadn’t seen a picture in some time
and were expected to work themselves back to the habit
after seeing the Stevens pic.
The word-of-mouth preceding the film’s release got a
big shot in the arm when “Giant” won 10 Oscar nomina¬
tions, upping its stock on subsequent findings, timed dur-’'
ing the last few weeks..
Because of repeat attendance the 'analyst said that the
ultimate gross would be greater than normally expected
for a film. He fixed this as “the greatest volume of repeat
attendance among almost all ages” he had ever en¬
countered since- he has been making this kind of meas¬
urement, with many seeing “Giant”.two, three Or more
times.
Sees Trend Reversed .
I
I
Sindlinger said he picked “Giant”; aji a case history for
the trade press with client permilssidn because the film
provided such an “excellent illustration of the valhe of
research and how one single picture can have such an'
important impact on the indus^y as a whole. In varying
degree, other favorable points could be made with sev¬
eral other pictures on which we have worked over a year.”
According to Sindlinger, “Giant” went into release
against a past-five-season downward trend of cinema ad¬
missions, a decline in female attendance particularly, and
.also “against the greatest saturation period for the pres¬
entation of important old theatrical movies on television:”^
Surveys he made for Warners prior to release showed
that, , responding to particular types of - advertising and
presentation of the cast, the public might be “turned back
into customers for the motion picture theatre despite all
the opposite trends and forces under way.”
It was stated that one of the significant facts established
by the findings and confirmed by his theatre clients, was
that after “Giant” brought record attendance at theatres
and the return of‘femme customers as , well, “patronage
picked up markedly in subsequent weeks for later atttractions.” One^ of the reasons fo^ this is exposure of infre¬
quent filmg'oers to trailers, thus serving as a hypo for com¬
ing attractions. ^ “The sampli^ig of theatre screen tech¬
nique when they saw ‘Giant’ and the accompanying trail¬
ers v^hetted the people’s appetites for a viewing-experi¬
ence that could only be derived in the circumstance of a
theatre.”

$5,000,000 Budget Not Enuf
Continued from page 5

release. Third will roll in Septem,ber.
Katzman said that once he
latches onto a trend, he never
makes more than two or three, un¬
less something very unusual pre¬
sents itself. The second, he’s found,
usually does about 75% of the
business of the first, and third be¬
gins to level off to the point it’s
advisable to search for something
new. He doesn’t think the calypso
trend wilhlast as long as the rock
’n’ roll.
Producer heads for Europe in
April to talk with exhibs, etc.,'
anent the type of pictures they
want. With Europe accounting for
50% of returns today, Katzman re¬

ported he’s found that this over¬
seas survey, coupled with talks in
this country with theatreriien,. ex¬
change personnel and theatre audi¬
ences themselves, dictate practically
his entire program. . On his last
swing around the country, he spent
seven weeks on the road aqd came
back with enough ideas for a year’s
work, according to producer.
As a result of recent talks with
'exhibs, Katzman pointed out he’s
returning- to his former swash¬
bucklers, which he discontinued
several years ago when they be¬
came a drug on the market. He
plans two this year and next year
will boost the ante if there’s still
a call for them.

PICTVHB OROSSBS

LA. StiD Lags; ‘Barretts’ Sad
But ‘80 Days’ M^ty $2^300, llth;
‘10Cs’Sockeroo2iy2Gforl6th
Los Angeles, March 5. First-run biz continues on skids
here. Damaging is the fact that
few new bills are on tap fo;r cur¬
rent frame, and only hard-ticket
pix are holding well.
"Around
World in 80 Days" is holding vir¬
tually capacity at Carthay in llth
week after $23,300 last session.
"10 Commandments” is shaping
a nifty $21,500 for 16th sUnza at
the Warner Beverly. "Cinerama
Holiday" pulled a nice $16,800 for
68th week at Warner Hollywood.
Repeat bookings of both "Giant”
and "Friendly Persuasion," tied in
with Academy nominations, are
only so-so. "Barretts of Wimpole
Street” is rated poor $6,500 in two
locations.
Estimates for This Week
Warner Downtown, Hawaii (SWG&S) (1,757; 1,106; '80-$l,25)—
"Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
and "Spin Dark Web” (Col). Poor
$6,500. Last week, D’town with
JJew Fox, "Blonde Sinner” (AA)
and "Vigilante Terror” (AA), $5,200; Hawaii, "Blackboard Jungle”
(M-G) and "Love Me or Leave Me”
(M-G) (reissues), $2,000.
Iris (FWC) (756; 90-$1.25)—
"Friendly Persuasion” (AA). Back
for repeat run via Academy nom¬
inations. So-so $3,000. Last week,
"Teahouse” (M-G) and "Storm
Center” (Col) (3d wk), $4,900.
New Fnx (FWC) (965; 90-$1.50)
^"Giant” (WB); Back for repeat
date with Academy race. Modest
$4,500 or near. Last week, in unit.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296;
$1.25-$1.75)—"Battle Hymn” (U)
(2d wk). Slow $7,300. Last week,
$9,600.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2)
—"Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th)
(2d wk). Light $11,000. Last week,
$13,000.
State, Pantages (UAT<i!-RKO)
(2,404; 2,812; 80-$l.50)—"Wings of
Eagles” (M-G) and "Hot Summer
Night” (M-G) (2d wk). . Modest
$13,000. Last week, $22,300.
.. Los- Angeles, Vogue, Loyola
(FWC) (2,097; 885; 1,248; 90-$1.50)
—"Anastasia (20th) (2d wk). Okay
(Continued on page 16)

'James’ Fine $12,000 In
K. C.; ‘Affair’ Okay 8G,
‘DeGnquents’ Big 76,2d

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... .$548,500
(Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year .$544,800
(Based on 23 theatres)
;

Xan’tHelp Hotsy
$12,000 in Balta
Baltimore, March 5.
Biz picture remains unexciting
here this week. "Girl Can’t Help
It” is a brisk newcomer currently
at the Century.
"Paris Db6s
Strange ThTfi^s” looks drab at the
Stanley.^ "Wiiigs of Eagles” shapes
good at the Town in second, week.
Eleventh rounds for both "10 Com¬
mandments”. at the New and
"Around World In 80 Days” at the
Film Centre are bullish. Return
run of "La Strada” is good in sec¬
ond round at the Cinema.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50$1.25)—"Girl Can’t Help It” (20th).
Fancy $12,000. Last week, "Ana¬
stasia” (20th) (5th wk), $5,500.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25) —"La Strada” (Indie) (2d
wk). Nice $3,500 after $4,000 open¬
er for return date in city.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
$1.50-$2.50) — "Around World”
(UA) (llth wk). Still staunch at
$12,000 after $15,000 last week.
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25)—"Oedipus Rex” (Indiel (3d
wk). Okay $2,000 after $3,000 for
second.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-$1.25) — "Full Of Life” (Col).
Opens tomorrow (Wed.).
Last
week, "Teahouse” (M-GL (7th wk),
$5,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25)—
"Written On Wind” (U) (9th wk).
Continues potent at $3,0OO after
$4,000 for eighth,
, New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.25$2.25)—"10 Commandments” (Par)
(llth wk). Still sturdy at $11,500
after $13,500 in 10th stanza.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50$1.25)—"Great Man” (U) (6th wk).
Fair $2,000 after $3,000 for fifth.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
"Paris Does Strange Things” (WB).
Drab $5,000. Last week, "Big
Land” (WB), $6,500.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400;' 50$1.25)—"Wings of Eagles” (M-G)
(2d wk). Good $8,000. First week,
$14,000.

Kansas City, March 5.
Pace is moderate this session,
better newcomers being "True Sto¬
ry of Jesse James” in three Fox
Midwest houses and "Top Secret
Affair” at Paramount. "The De¬
linquents” holding over at Esquire
continues sock pace, and will stay
a few weeks. "Men in War” is dull
at Midland. "This Is Cinerama,”
entering its final days here is hold¬
ing up well. "10 Commandments”
in third wetk continues sock pace,
and stays on at the Roxy. Weather
has turned milder.
. Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 7590)—"The Delinquents” (UA) (2d
wk). Fancy $7,000; holds. Last
week, house combined with Fair¬
way and Granada in 3-way showing
of "Delinquents” to sock $22,000.
via local interest in film produced
here.
Boston, March 5.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)—
Biz at first-runs is sinking back
"Men in War” (UA) and "Daniel after big* stretch with few new
Boone, Blazer*’ (Rep). Light $6,000. pix this frame.' "Oh, Men! Oh,
Last week, "Wings of - Eagles” Women!” shapes modest at the
(M-G) and "Ride High Iron” (Col), Metropolitan.
"True Story of
$7,000.
Jesse James” is slick at Para¬
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194: mount and Fenway. "Wings of
$1.20-$2) — "This. Is Cinerama” Eagles” is barely fair, in second
(Cinerama) (38th wk). Bright $11,- round at State and Orpheum. "10
000 as holdouts rush to see it be¬ Commandments” is pulling great
fore closing on March 10, Last in 16th frame at Astor, "Battle
week, same.
Hymn” is smash in recond round
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— at the Memorial. "Great Man” is
"Top Secret Affair” (WB). Okay holding hotsy at Beacon Hill in
$8,000, may hold. Last week. fourth round.
"Drango” looks
"Rainmaker” (Par), $9,000 in 9 socko in second week at Pilgrim.
days.
.Estimates for This Week- RockhiU- -(Little- • Art' Theatres')"
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
(750; 75-90)—"Life, Music of Ver¬ —"10 Commandments” (Par) (16th
di” (Indie). Mild $1,200. Last week, wk). Hot $24,000.
Last week,
"The doctors” (Indie), same,
$26,000,
Roxy (Durwood) (879; $1.25-$2)
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (3d 90-$1.25)—"Great Man” .(U) (4th
wk).
Handsome $11,000; holds, wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
tiast week, $'12,000.
$15,000.
Tower, Fairway, Granada (Fox
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
Midwest) (2,000; 700; 1,217; 75-90) $1.25-$2.65)—"Seven Wonders of
—"True Story of Jesse James” World” (Cinerama)
(28th wk).’
(20th). Fancy $12,000; may hold Smash $21,000. Last week, $21,600,
over. Tower opened up for this over hopes.
after being dark several weeks.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)
Robert Wagner did autograph ap¬ —"Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (6th
pearances at theatres opening day wk).
Week ended Sunday (3),
and spent two days in town boost¬ good $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
ing film.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)—
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043; "True Story of Jesse James”
75-90)—"Oklahoma” (20th) (2d wk). (20th) and "Oasis” (20th).
Oke
Okay $5,000. Last week, $8,000.
$6,000.
Last week, "Big Land”

PSfUEft
‘War’ Wham SG, Denver;
10 C’s’ 25G, ‘Hymn’ 9G
Denver, March 6.
"10 -Commandments” continues
to -lead the city, being currently
great in third frame at Denham,
and holds a fourth.' "Men In War’*
which is sockeroo opening round at
Paramount, will hold. ."Battle
Hymn” shapes fine in third session
at the Centre.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90) —
"Westward Ho, Wagons” (BV) (6th
wk). Good $5,000. Last week,
$6,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
"Battle Hymn” (U) (3d wk). Fine
$9,000. Last week, $10,500.
Denham (CockriU) (1,428; 90$2.20)—"10 Commandments” (Par)
(3d wk). Great $25,000. Stays on.
Last week, $27,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90) —
"Full of Life” (Col) and "Joe
Macbeth” (Col). Fair $10,000. Last
week, "Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
(20th) and "Storm Rider” (20th),
$10,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—"Wee
Geordie” (Times). Big $4,500. Last
week, on reissues.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
"Rainmaker” (Par) and "Duel at
Apache Wells” (Rep) (2d' wk). E^ir
$7,500. Last week, $11,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7090)—"Men in War” (UA) and "5
Steps to Danger” (UA). Terrific
$19,000. Holding, of course. Last
week, "Big Land” (WB) and "Crime
of Passion” (UA), $16,000.

‘Oh Men’Okay 14G,
PliiDy;‘IJ(e’18G
Philadelphia, March. 5.
With weekend trade off, the en¬
tire week shapes uneven. W&v pix
at Goldman and Stanton are top¬
ping the city. "Battle Hymn” in
second rqund at 1,250-seat Gold¬
man still is smash and bigger than
some first weeks there. "Men in
War” at the latter is rated loud,
also in second. "Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!” is barely .okay at the Fox
but'shapes as best of newcomers..
"Full of Life*” is fairly good at
Mastbaum but "Wings of Eagles”
is rated slow for second Stanley
session.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
"Teahouse” (M-G) (10th wk). Cozy
$8,800. Last week, $10,000.
Boyd
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,430;
$1.25-$2.60)—"Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (45th wk).
Steady $9,000 or near. Last week,
$14,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)—
"Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th).
Okay $14,000. Last week, "Thrillarama” (20th), $10,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.35)—"Battle Hymn” (U) (2d
wk). Socko $14,000. Last week,
$21,000.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75$1.25)
(closed Sundays)—"Baby
andrtBattleship” (Indie). Good $4,(Continued on page 16)

'James Slick $22,000, Hub;'Oh, Men
Mild 17G, 'Hpn Rousing 18G, 2d
(WB) and "Chain of Evidence”
(AA), $6,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—"Lust for Life” (M-G) (15th ^a^k.
final). Oke $4,000. Last week,
$5,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
"Battle Hymn” (U) (2d wk). Great
$18,000. Last week, $32,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 75$1.10)—"Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
(20th) and "Quiet Gun” (20th).'
Mild $17,000, Last week, "Cin¬
derella” (BV) (2d wk-5 days), $24,000, way over estimate.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60$1.10)—"True
Story
of
Jesse
James” ~(20th) “and' "Oasis” (20th).
Good $16,000.
Last week, "Big
Land” (WB) and "Chain of Evi¬
dence” (AA), $12,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)—
"Drango” CUA) (2d wk) and "Girl
He Left Behind” (WB). ' Fast $10,000.
Last week, "Drango” and
"Silver Star” (Indie), $15,000, over
hopes.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; 90-$1.75)
—"Rainmaker” (Par) (3d wk).
Hotsy $16,000. Last week, $18,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90$1.25)^"Wings of- Eagles” (M-G)
and "Brass Legend” (UA) (2d wk).
Fair $13,000. Last Week, $16,600.
State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$1.25)—
"Wings of Eagles*' • (MtG) and
"Brass Legend” (UA) (2d wk).
Fair $6,000^ Last week, $9,000,
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'Rainmaker Oke $9M Cincy; Taria
Fairish 9^/^G, 'Hymn’ God 19G, 2d
Cincinnati, March 5.
Two new bills, "Paris Does
Strange Things,” fairish at the Pal¬
ace,' and "Rainmaker,” okay at
Keith’s, in this week's lineup, clip¬
Estimated Total Gross
ping the downtown general gross
picture.'However, it remains above
This Week .$2,727,300
par. "Battle Hymn” looms good in
(Based on 23 cities and 240
second round at the Albee. Strong
• theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
paces
are being maintained by "10
cluding N, Y.J
Commandments” in llth week and
Total Gross Same Week
"Seven Wonders of World” in the
Last Year .$2,986,600
39th session.
(Based on 24 cities and 234
Estimates for This Week
theatres.)
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
"Battle Hymn” (U) (2d wk). Good
$10,000 after first round hit
$16,000.
Capitol (SW-Clnerama) (1,376: ■
$1.20-$2.65)—"Seven Wonders of
World” (Clnerarfia) (39th wk). Lift¬
ing to -$18,000, hotsy, after last
week’s $17,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.25)
—‘•10 Commandments” (Par) (llth
Omaha, March 5.
Despite a modest opening, "Ten wk). Continuing big with $15,000
Commandments” bounced’ back after $16,000 In I'Oth week. .
Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)
with a strong Weekend at the
Omaha to rate top position among -"Rainmaker” (Par).-Okay $9,000.
first-runiS this stanza. It looks big. May hold. Last week, “Anastasia”
Other Tristates house, the Orphe¬ (20th) (4th wk), $8,000.
um, is . lusty with "Battle Hymn.”- ! Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10j—
Thanks to weekend teenager turn¬ ‘•Paris Poes Strange Things” (WB).
out, "Rebel Without Cause” and Fairish $9,500. Last week^ "Oh,
"East of Eden” combo is fair at the Men! Oh, Women!” (20th), $10,000.
Brandeis. Only holdover, "Wings
of Eagles” is still lofty at the State.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000;. 75-90)—
"Rebel Without Cause” <WB) and
"East™ of Eden” (WB) (reissues).
Good $3,000. Last week, "Full of
Life” (Col) and "Duel at Apache
Wells” (Rep)^ $3,500.
I
Detroit, March 5.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; $1.25Only one newcomer downtown
$2) — "10 Commandments” (Par). this week, "Oh Men! Oh Women!’*
Big $18,000 and appears set for a i and it looks okay at, the Fox. Hold¬
run. Last week. "Istanbul” (U) and overs are sturdy with "Don’t
"Barefoot Battalion” (20th). $3,500 Knock Rock” so strong it holds a
at 90c top.
third at the Broadway-CapitoL
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75- "Battle Hymn” is big in sec¬
90)—"Battle Hymn” (U). Excellent ond. "10 (Commandments” holds
$11,000 or near. Last week, "Rain¬ great in 15th week at Madi¬
son. "Around the World in 80
maker” (Par). $6,500.
State (Goldberg) (860; 75-90) — Days” is socko in 10th round at
"Wings of Eagles” (M-G) (2d wk). United Artists. "Seven Wonders of
World” is In for a wonderful 38th
Big $5,300. Last wek, $7,400,
session at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (FoxrDetroit) (5,000; 90$1.25) — "Oh Men! Oh Women!”
(20th) and "Quiet Gun”- (20th).
Okay $17,000. Last week, "3 Brave
Men” and "Hot Summer Night”
(M-G). $13,800.
I
Michiran (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25)—"Battle Hymn” (U) and
Minneapolis, March 5.
More boxoffice stalwarts appear "Four Gii’ls in Town” (U) (2d wk).
on scene currently and infuse some Hotsy $18,000. Last week-, $25,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25) —
vitality into takings. "Wings of
Eaglet' and "The Great Man” are "Big Land” (WB) and "Big Boodle”
(UA)
(2d wk-4 days). Oke $10,000.
topnotch newcomers. "Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!” is mild. Otherwise, It’s Last week, $17,000. ,
Madison
(UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2.75)
the 30th and 10th weeks for "Seven
-Wonders of World” and "Teahouse —"10 Commandments” (Par) (15th
wk).
Socko
$20,000. Last week,
of August Moon,” respectively.
Both are great. Second week of $28,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
"10 Commandments” looks sock.
"Battle Hymn” still is smash in 90-$1.25) — "Don’t Knock Rock"
second round’at Orpheum. After ; (Col) and "Rumble on Docks” (Col)
nearly nine highly prosperous (2d wk). Big $15,000 or over, and
weeks "Anastasia” finally bowed 1 stays a third,- unheard of at this
out. For most part, weather has house. Last week, $30,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25been flavoring the boxoffice.
$3) —"Around World’' (UA) (10th
Estimates for This Week
wk). ' Swell $25,000. Last week,
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; same.
$1.75-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders”
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25(Cinerama) (30th wk). Under-esti¬ $1.50) — "Teahouse August Moon”
mated recently. Has been greatly- (M-G) (10th wk). Oke $8,000. Last
helped by conventions. Brisk $16,- week, $6,500.
000. Last week, $18,000.
Music
Hall
(SW - Cinerama)
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 90-$1.25) (1,205);
$1.50-$2;65) — "Seven
— "Teahouse” (M-G) (10th wk). Wonders” (Cinerama) (38th wk).
Nice $4,000. Last week, $4,600.
Terrific $23,000. Last week, ditto.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.25-$2.25)—
-Krira (Krim) (1,000; $1.25) —
"10 Commandments’' (Par) (2d wk). "Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (3d wk).
Overestimated in first week be¬ Good $10,000. Last week, $13,000.
cause latter part of session fell
below hopes. Great $13,000. Last
week, $15,000, way under forecast.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
"Oh, Men! Oh’ Women!” (20th).
Given neat ad-exploitation cam¬
Providence, March 5.
paign but fair $9,000 looms. Last
Loew’s State with "Zarak” is
week, "Rainmaker” (Par), $8,500
just okay but getting biggest coin
in 8 days.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- total. "Battle Hymn” shapes big in
.90.)—-‘‘Battle Hymn” (U) (2d wk). I second Albee round. Strand looms
Has come through splendidly. Tall okay witte*<r5Full of Life.”
\ Estimates for This Week
$9,000. Last week, $14,500.
RKO Pan (RKO) (lv800; 75-90)— ! Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
"Beyond. Reasonable Doubt” (RKO) "Battle Hymn’' (U) and "Duel at
and "First Traveling Saleslady” Apache Wells” (Rep) (2d wk). Big
(RKO). Mild $4,000. Last week, $10,000 after $13,500 in first
''•Naked Paradise” (AI) and "Flesh
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80) -and the Spur”. (AI), $4,500.
"Top Secret Affair” (WB) and "Ac¬
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90) — cused of' Murder” (Rep), Just
"Wings of Eagles” (M-G). John opened. Last week, "Big Land”
Wayne’s cast presence, of course, (WB) and "Passport to Treason’^
an asset. Hep $10,000. Last week, (AF), ©eat $10,000.
"True Story Jesse James” (20th),
Sttfte (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) -r
$9,500.
"Zarak” (Col) and "Last Man To
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25) — Hang” (Col). Oke $10,000. Last^
"Great Man” (U). For first time week, "Wings of Eagles” (M-G)
this theatre is offering money back and "Passport to Treason” (AF),
to anybody who Isn’t satisfied with $10,500 in 8 days.
a picture—this one. Big $5,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80)
Last week, "Anastasia” (20th), —"Full of Life” (Col). Okay $7,000.
I $1,900 for 4 days and approximate¬ Last week, "Rainmaker” (Par) (2d
ly $55,000 for run.
wk), $5,000.
•

Key City Grosses

'19 CV Smash i8G>
Omaha;'HpnllG

‘Oh Men' Trim $17,000,
Det; ‘Hymn’ Sock 18G,
2d,‘Wonders’23G,38tli

‘Wings’ Lively $10>000,
Mpis.; ‘Man’ Great 5G,
‘Hymn’ Rugged 9G, 2d

‘LIFE’OK $7,000, PROV.,
‘HYMN’ HOT lOG, 2D

Vedngsdayy March 6^ 1957

PICTURE GROSSES

Off;'Oh Men’Solid
Clu ^tty; Tt^bnare Ikp $10JI), D.€.18G,'Hymn’Nice
B’way Cahis Down; land* Finn J7G,
9G, 2d
.‘Sniner 7G, Kynm’ Sturdy 25G, 2d;
‘St. Lonis’Okay IIOG, 2i‘Ob Men '
‘Oh, Men’ Okay 16G, ‘Joy Robust 16G
MiM47G,2i‘Hymn’Mellow 23G 3d
: Chicago; March 5. 4
Current Loop product is ^ha^ing
Estimates Are Net
like a quiet framd. Holdovers do¬
minate the scene this week with
Film gross estimates as re¬
the arty houses doing the best busi¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ness for the most part.
ous key cities, are net; l.e.,
New arrivals are ‘‘Blonde Sinner"
without usual tax. Distrib¬
and ‘‘Paris Follies," okay $7,000 at
utors share on net take, when
Monroe and "Nightmare," with
playing percentage, hence the
"Crime Against Joe," healthy $10,estimated figures are net in¬
500 at Grand.
come.
‘^Battle Hymn" holds to a nice
The parenthetic admission
second week at the Chicago. "Oh,
prices, however, as indicated,
Men! Oh, Women!” eases into a fair
include the U. S. amusement
second stanza at the Oriental.
tax.
"Mister Cory" at State-Lake is
modest ' while "Rainmaker” at
United Artists looks mild, both in
second round.
"Nightfall" and "Big Land" still
Is good in their second round at the
Roosevelt. "Bundle of Joy" still
is sturdy in second at the Woods.
Art house second weekers are
both smash, "Miracle of Marcelino"
for the Ziegfeld and "Wee Geordie"
Toronto,. March 5.
at Surf. ."Great Man" looms solid
in fourth round at Esquire. "La
Biz is generally light but "Wings
Strada” still is healthy for 10th of Eagles" topping the city’s new¬
comers at a two-house Loew com¬
frame at World.
Roadshows are holding strong, bo, shapes solid. "House of Se¬
with both "10 Commandments" at crets" looms okay in three Arthur
the McVickers and "Seven Won¬ Rank houses. "3 Violent People"
‘Giant" in
ders of World" at the Palace pull¬ is rated passible.
ing extra grosses from morning eighth frame still is fine. "Friend¬
ly Persuasion" in 11th is hep.
shows.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (2,518;
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$l.50)^ 839;
1,165; • 60-$l)—"House of Se¬
—"Battle Hymn" (U) (2d wk). Fine crets’’ (Rank). Oke $16,000. Last
$25,000. • Last week, $35,000.
week, "3 Brave Men” (20th), $15,Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; 000.
$1.25)—"Great Man" (U) (4th wk).
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
Solid $6,000. Last week, $7,200.
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, ScarGrand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— boro, StrAe, Westwood (Taylor)
"Nightmare” (UA) and "Crime (1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393; 753;
Against Joe" (UA). Good $10,500. 694; 698; 894; 50-75)—"3 Violent
Last week, "True Story Jesse People” (Par) and "Calling Homi¬
James" (20th) and ‘‘Desperados in cide” (AA). Satisfactory $22,000.
Town" (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
Last week, “Big Boodle” (UA) and
Loop (Telem't) (606; 9Q-$1.25)-- "Halliday Brand" (UA), $22,000.
"Barretts of Wimpole Street"
Eglinto'n,
Towne
(FP-Taylor)
(M-G). (2d wk). Sluggish $5,000. (895; 1,080; $1)—"Friendly Persua¬
Last week, $6,000.
sion" (AA) (11th wk). Hep $9,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- Last week, $9,500.
$3.30)—"10 Commandments" (Par)
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
(15th wk). Fantastic $41,000. Last (FP) (1,709; 1,485; 1,385; 60-75)—
week, $44,000.
"Wrong Man" (WB) (2d wk). Nice
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-97)— $15,000. La.st week, $23,000.
"Blonde Sinner" (AA) and "Paris
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.50)—
Follies" (AA).
Sturdy $7,000. "Giant” (WB) (8th wk). Holding
Last week, "Over-Exposed” (Col) nice at $12,000. Last week, $14,and "Wicked They Come" (Col) (2d 000.
wk), $4,000 in 5 days.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.25) "Great to Be Young" (IFD) • (2d
—"Oh, Men! Oh, Women!" (20th) wk). Oke $3,500. Last week, $4,(2d wk). Fair $16,000. Last week, 000.
$23,000. '
Locw’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,096;
Palace (SW-Cinurama) (l,4a4; 2,098; 60-$l)—"Wings of Eagles"
$1.25-$3.40)—"Seven Wonders” (M-G). Neat $26,000 or close. Last
(Cinerama)
(11th wk).
Fancy week, Loew’s, "Iron Petticoat"
$45,700. Last week, $47,000.
(M-G) (2d wk), $12,500; Uptown,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— "Barrets Wimpole Street" (M-G),
"Big Land" (WB) and "Nightfall" $9,000.
(UA) (2d wk). Good $15,500. Last
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—
week, $21,000.
"Oklahoma" (Magna) (45th wk):
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- Steady $9,500, with weekend turn$1.50)—"Mister Cory" (U) (2d wk) aways. Last week> same.
Fair $18,500. Last week, $25,000.
University * (FP). (1,536; $1.75Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) $2,50)—"10Commandment" (Par)
—“Wee Geordie” (Times) (2d wk). (15th wk). Big $12,000 via top
weekend biz. Last week, $13,000.
Fat $12,000. Last week, $10,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.50)—"Rainmaker" (Par) (2d wk).
Mild $18,000. Last week, $23>000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 90$1.25)—“Bundle of Joy” (RKO-U)
(2d wk).
Sturdy $16,000. Last
week, $29,000.
World (Indie) (600; 90)—"La
Strada" (T-L) (10th wk).
Tidy
Cleveland, March 5.
$3,800. Last week, same.
Warmer weather appears to be sof¬
'Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25-$1.50) tening trade at some of key houses
—"Marceline" (Davis) (2d wk). here, with only sturdy holdovers
Terrific $8,500. Last week, $7,800, making much progress currently.
However, "Great Man" looks to do
nicely at Stillman whUe "Top Sec¬
ret Affair” is rated moderate at the
Allen. "Drango,’' also new, shapes
okay at State.
"Battle Hymn”
looms smooth' in second Hip
round. Both "10 Commandments”
at the Ohio and "This Is Cine¬
Pittsburgh, March 5.
rama” at-Palace, in 16th weeks,
Golden Triangle’s current sen- still are ianay,
gation is“Battle Tlyrnh,'’' ruiinihg
Estimates for This Week
ahead of anything Fulton has had
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$!)-"Top
In a long time, and should hold Secret Affair” (WB). Mild $10,000.
indefinitely.
Tough competition Last week, "Oh, Men! Oh, Women!"’
for "Wings x>f Eagles" at Penn but (20th), $13,500.
it’ll do all right although two
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$!)—
other downtown entries, "Paris "Battle Hymn" (U) (2d wk: Fast
Does Strange Things" at Stanley $13,000 after $18,000 last week.
and "3 Brave Men" at Han’is, are
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $L25-$2.40)
both taking it on the chin, espe¬ —"10 Commandments" (Par) (16th
cially the former which is dull. wk). Husky $18,000. Last week,
Final day" notice for "Seven $21,000.
Wonders of World" is pushing biz
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,485;
up in smash style at the Warner. $1.25r$2.40)—"This Is Cinerama"
Estimates for This Week
(Cinerama) (16th wk). Fancy $20,Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)— 000. Last week, $26,500.
‘‘Battle Hymn" (U).
Exploding
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
the boxoifice and combination of "Drango" (UA).
Okay $12,000.
many things, hot the least of Last week, "Wings of Eagles"
which is Rock Hudson, producing (M-G), $12,500.
something close to an avalanche.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
Shooting for sensational $20,000, "Great Man" (U). Neat $10,500.
remarkable for this, house. Last Last week, "Rainmaker" (Par)
(Continued on page 16)
i (m.o.), $6,000.

‘Wings Lofty 26G
h Fair Toronto

‘Affair’Fair $10,000 In
Cleve.; ‘Man’ Neal lOiG,
‘Hymn’ Smooth 13G, 2d

'Hymn’ Pitt Sensation,
Terrif 20G; 'Wings’ (MT
13G,'Wonders’26G,^li

Washington, Marches.,
Hit by heavy rains and the post-^
holiday slump, main stem b.o. Is
definitely on the down-beat this
session. Of the 3 newcomers, "Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!" at Loew’s Pal¬
ace, is out in front, shaping very
solid. "Don’t Knock Rock" looks
good in two houses. Hardest hit of
holdovers is. "Seven Wonders of
World" which nosedived in • 10th
stanza at the Warner. . "Battle
Hymn" at RKO Keith’s, looms fan.cy- in second stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador. (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
—"Don’t Knock Rock" (Col) and
"Rumble on Docks" (Col),. Okay.
$4,000. Last week, "Big Land"
(WB), $5,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434;'90-$1.25)
—"Wings of Eagles” (M-G) (2d
wk). Fair $13,Q00 after $19,000, be¬
low hopes.
_
'Columbia (Loew) (l,f74; 70-90)—
"True Story Jesse James" (20th)
(2d wk). Slow $5,000 after $7,500
opener.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$1.25)
—"Battle Hymn” (U) (2 wk). Pleas¬
ing $9,000 after last week’s $18,000.
May stay.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
—"Don’t Knock Rock" (Col) and
"Rumble on the .Docks" (Col). Nice
$8,000. Last week, “Big Land"
(WB), $8,500.
Palace (Loew) (85-$1.25)—"Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!" (20th). Solid
$18,000, to top town. Last week,
"Hollywood or Bust" (Par) (2d wk),
$13,000.
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—
"Snow Was Black" (Indie). Brisk
$5,000; holds. Last week, "Sorcer¬
ess" (Indie) (3d wk), $2,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)
—"Iroh Petticoat" (M-G) (2d wk).
Oke $7,000 after $11,000, though
well below hopes. Stays,
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
(1,300; $1.20-$2.40)—‘Seven Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Down
to smart $17,000 after $26,000 last
week. This" should improve when
tourists begin to swamp city.
Stays on.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (19th wk).
Good $8,500. Last week, $9,000.

Rain early in week followed by
rainfall and sleet Thursday plus
snow on Friday‘ sloughed Broad¬
way film biz thjis session. It cut
into an already sluggish post-holi¬
day situation, with many entries
dropping sharply in second rounds.
Fact that there was only one new¬
comer did not help. .
‘‘"Big Land" at the Paramount is
heading ^or a fairly good $37i0.00
opening stanza, being the lone new
Broadway entry.
Still money
champ but down considerably
from initial Week, "Spirit of St.
Louis" with stageshow looks to
wind initial holdover session with
a good $120,000 at the Music Mall
after $151,000 in opener. It stays
on.
“Oh, Menf Oh, Women!" with
stage layout also is down sharply
in second week with only $47,000
likely at the Roxy. It stays a third
week-only, with "Heaven Knows,
■Mr. Allison" opening March 15.
"Shrinking Man" one of few second-weekers showing much, looks
firm $12,500 at the Globe. "Full'of
Life” is slipping to okay $16,000
in third frame at the Astor.
“Battle Hymn” is heading for an
okay $23,000 in third round at the
Capitol, and stays on. "Mister
Cory” is down to mild $8,500 for
second week at the Mayfair, with
“Tattered Dress” due in March 14.
."Edge of City” hit fair $11,500
in fifth session at the State. It’s
now due to. stay on until “Fear
Strikes Out’' comes in later this
month. “Baby Doll” was down to'
fine $19,000 in 11th stanza at the
Victoria, and is now in 12th week.
Indie combo of "Mom and Dad”
and "She Shoulda Said No” con¬
tinued in amazing style in view of
offish conditions, finishing the fifth
session at the Central with a smash
$23,000.

The fifth was $17,000. Stays on
indef.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736;- 79$1.80)—"Mister Cory" (U) (2d wk).
Off to light - $8,500.
First was
$14,000.
Stays until "Tattered
Dress" (U) opens March 14, follow¬
ing a preview on March 13.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)-^"Cinderella" - (BV) (reis¬
sue) (2d wk). This round ending
today (Wed.) likely will reach
smash $15,000. First was $20,000.
Continues on indef.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1$2)_“Big Land’’ (WB). Week end¬
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit
fairly good $37,000. Holds. Last
week, "Don’t Knock Rock" (Col)
and rock-’n’-roll stageshow hit
$123,000, one of big weeks at Par
flagship.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—"Gold of Naples” (DCA)
(4th wk). Third week finished Sun¬
day (3) was smash $16,400. Second
was $20,200.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; . 95-$2.85) — "Spirit
of St. Louis” (WB) with stageshow
(2d wk). This session likely will
hold with good $120,000. First
week was $151,000, not as big as
expected. Stays a third. Now
planned to hold until opening of
the Easter pic, "Funny Face” (Par),
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
—"Around World in 80 Days"
(UA) (21st wk). The 20th frame
ended last night (Tues.) was capac¬
ity $36,900 for 11 shows. The 19th
week was $45,100 for 14 perform¬
ances.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
"Lust For Life” (M-G) (25th wk).
The 24th stanza ended Monday (4)
(Continued on page 16)

‘Iron’ Sturdy $17,000 In
Frisco;‘10 C’$’Boff29G,
‘Hymn’ Big 13G in H. 0.s

Reserve-seaters are holding re¬
markably well considering general
lethargy. "Around the World in 80
Days” held at capacity $36,900 in
20th week ended last night (Tues.)
San Francisco, March 5.
at the Rivoli. "Seven Wonders of
Rainy weekend is figured to have
World,” now in 48th .week, held at
hurt
San
Francisco' first-run biz
great $44,800 in 47th round" at the
Warner. "10 Commandments” is here, with b.o. generally rated
spotty.
Of
the newcomers, "Iron
heading for a smash $52,000 in cur¬
rent (17th) session at the Criterion. Petticoat" looks best with a fine
week
at
Warfield.
"The Rain¬
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo, March 5.
is getting about same
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)'— maker"
Biz shapes uneven here this
money
but
taking
nine
to do
stanza, with some of holdovers fail¬ "Full of Life" (Col) (4th wk). it at Paramount. "Truedays
Story of
ing to sustain strength. Big news Third round completed Monday (4) Jesse James" is just okay at the
Is the sockeroo trade being racked was off sharply tlT okay $16,000. Fox. "10 Commandments" is rated
up by “Battle Hymn” at Lafayette. Second was $26,000.
. great in second round at St. Francis
“True Story of Jesse James” looms
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)'
"Around World in 80 Days’*
good at Paramount. “Rainmaker” (550; $1.25-$1.80)—"Wee Geordie” while
shapes smash in 10th week at.
looms fair'in second frame at-Cen¬ (Indie) (22d wk). The 21st stanza Coronet. "Battle Hymn” looms big
ter. Standout longruhner is "Seven ended Sunday (3) was down to oke in second round at Golden Gate.
Wonders of World,” stout in 27th $4,300. The 20th week was $6,700. “Men in War" looks- fancy- in first
week at.Teck. "Wings of Eagles” "Royal Affairs In Versailles" holdover frame at United Artists.
is way down in second round at the (Times) opens Friday (8).
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $r.25Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80-$l)
Estimates for This Week
$1.80)—"Port of Shadows"€(Indie) —"Battle Hymn" (U) and “Duel At
Buffiilo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)-^ (reissue). Getting solid $4,500 in Apache Wells" (Rep). (2d wk). Big
"Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and “Re¬ current week winding tomorrow $13,000. Last week,. $20,000.
bel in Town” (UA) (2d wk). Soft (Thurs.).
Last week, "Baker’s
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
$9,000. Last week, $15,200.
Wife" (Indie) (reissue) (2d wk), "Story Jesse. James" (20th) and
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-85)— • fine $5,000, this being first pic in "Women Pitcairn Island" (Indie),
"True Story of Jesse James” f20th).; Festival of French plx, brought Okay 14,000 or near. Last week,
Good $i3,000. Last week, "Paris back for re-showing.
. "Oh, Men! Oh, Women!" (20th) and
Does Strange Things” (WB) and “A
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)— "Quiet Gun" (Indie), $16,000.
Woman’s Devotion” (Rep) (8 days), "Battle Hymn" (U) (3d wk). Cur¬
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
$12,500.
rent session winding tomorrow — "Iron Petticoat" (M-G). Find
- Center (Par) (2,000; 60-85)— (Thurs.) is heading for okay $23,- $17,000. Last week, "Wings of
"Rainmaker" (Par) (2d wk). Fair 000. Second was $35,000. Hold¬ Eagles" (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.
$9,000. Last week, $11,500.
ing. "Men in War" (UA) set to
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)-^
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— come in next, but no date defini e- "Rainmaker" (Par). Good $17,000
"Battle Hymn" (U) and "Four ly set.
in 9 days. Last week, “Big Land"
Girls in Town" (U). Rousing $17,Central (Maurer) (854; $1.25- (WB) and "Spin Dark Web" (Col),
000 or close. Last week, "Rock, $1.80)—"Mom and Dad" (Indict $16,000.
Pretty Baby" (U) and "Everything and "She Shoulda Said No". (Indie)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.75But the Truth" (U), $12,000.
(6th wk). Fifth frame ended last $2.75)—"10 Commandments" (Par)
Century (Buhawk) "(3,000; $1.25- •night (Tues.) was wow $23,000. The (2d wk). Great $29,000 or close.
$2.50)—"10 Commandments" (Par) fourth was $24,700, one of biggest Last week, $33,000.
(loth wk).
Fine ^$15,000.
Last weeks of run. Stays on indef.
Orpheum (S-W-Cinerama) (l,458i
week, $18,500.
'
^
Uriteridn (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- $1.75-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders of
Teck (SW-C i n e r a m a) (1,200; $3.30)'—"10 Commandments" (Par) World” (Cinerama) (15th wk). -Solid
$1.20-$2.40)—"Seven Wonders of (17th wk). This stanza finishing $23,500. Last week, $34,500.
World" (Cinerama) (27th wk). up tomorrow (Thurs.) looks. ..to .United Artists (No, Coast)-(1,207;Stout- $11 iOOO. Last week,- ditto; - reach" smash $52",000 for 15 shows. 70-$i)—“Men In War" (UA) and
The' 16th ^week was $53,400, not "Big Boodle" (UA) (2d Wk). Splen¬
quite up to hopes, for 16 shows.
did '$9,000 or near. Last week,
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) $15,500.
—"Richard III" (Lopert) (6th wk).
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25Fifth round completed Sunday (3) $1.50) — "Oklahoma" (20th) (4th
was off to fair $7,000. Fourth was wk). Okay $4,200. Last week.
LouisviUe, March 5.
$7,500. Stays.
$6,200.
Wicket pace is brisk in most
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300;
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —
situations this week, with weather $1.25-$1.50)—“Oedipus Rex" (Les¬ "Magnificent Seven" (Indie) (5th
a potent contributing factor to ser) (9th wk). The eighth week wk). Fine $2,800. Last week, $4,000,
healthy boxoffice.
"Rainmaker” completed Sunday (3) was okay
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1) —
is lofty at the Kentucky while "10 $3,700. Seventh week was $4,500. "Grand Maneuver" (Indie) (4th
Commandments" in second stanza "On the Bowei*y" (Indie) due in wk). Tall $3,800. Last week, $4,000^
at the Brown looks great. Return March 18.
Vogrue (S.F. Theatres) (377: $1.25)
engagement of "Giant" at the Mary
Globe .(Brandt). (1,500; 70-$1.50) — "La Strada" (T-L) (26th wk).
Ann is big.
Second stanza of —"Shrinking Mari" (U) (2d wk). Holding on at $1,800. Last week,
"Battle Hymn" at the Rialto shapes First holdover stanza ending to¬ $1,900.
big. •
morrow (Thurs.) shapes to get big
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25)
Estimates for This Week
$12,500. Initial week was $18,000. —"Wee Geordie" ,Indie) (6th wk).
Brown (Fourth Avenue-UA) Continues.
Excellent $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
(1,000; $1,2542)—“10 Command¬
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
Coronet (United Calltornia)
ments" (Par) (2d wk). Three shows "Albert Schweitzer" (Indie) (7th (1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — "Around
Saturday helping, with bulk of wk).
The. sixth frame finished World" (UA) (10th Wk). Smash
(Continued on page 16).
Sunday (3) was off to sock $11,000. $24,000 or near. Last week, $28,500.

‘Hymn Socko47(j,
Buff; ‘James 13G

‘RAINMAKER’FINE 7G,
L’VILLE;‘HYMN’ 10G,2D
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[VOGEi. IN CANDID COMMENTS]
Loew’s is still wrestling with' the problem of the division of the
funded debt between the production-distribution company and the
new' theatre firm, prexy Joseph R. Vogel revealed at the stodkholders’ meeting last week. Attorneys for both companies, Vogel
said, Will appear in Federal Court again this week In an effort
to reach a satisfactory solution.
In answer to a question if Loew’s Inc. would assume the entire
indebtedness,., as has been reported, Vogel stated that approaches
were being studied and commented that he had not heen hired by
the stockholders “to give any money away.” According to some
sources, the division .of the funded debt will .be made with the
production-distribution company assuming about $24,000,000 and
the theatre company $5,000,000.
In answer to other queries, Vogel disclosed:.
The talks with 20th-Fox relating to studio co,-tenancy “are far
from consummated.”
A survey for oil made at the studio was not Very promising but
another check will be made.
The Booz, Allen & Hamilton' survey of the company’s operations
has been completed and the report, it’s expected. Will be submitted
to Loew’s this week.
Vogel’s salary is $3^000 a week but if the .board want's .to review’
his contract “it has a right to do so.”-

proved economic conditions abroad, select a/board of directors.” He
By HY HOLLINGER
he expected increased returns from was roundly applauded.
Lo&w’s Inc. stockholders unani¬ abroad.
The new,, directors elected are;
mously endorsed prexy Joseph R.
Other comments made by Vogel Vogel, Tomlinson, whose 180,000
> Vogel, the new board of directors, during the course of the meeting shares makes him the largest
and the companies? new policies at included:
single stockholder; Qeorge A.
the annual stockholders’ meeting
Brownell, Fred F. Florence, Louis
T
TV Harm at Peak
in New York last .week (28). With
The harm done to the theatres A. Johnson, K. T. Keller, George.]
a record 84% of the 5,303,447 by television has pretty nearly L. Killion, Ray Lawson, Stanley
shares of outstanding common reached Its limit.. The showing of Meyer, William A, Parker, Fraqk
stock present in person- or by old films on tv is generating inter¬ Pace Jr., Ogden R,. Reid, John L.
proxy, there was not a single dis¬ est in new product shown in^the- Sullivah. All the directors except
senting vote cast against the manSullivanj who arrived later for the
■ agement’s slate, a total of more atres.
Directors will not be asked to ap¬ board meeting, were present at the
than 4,567,000 affirmative votes
prove stock options for any officers stockholders’ session. The board
being recorded, As a matter of or directors. When and if such a later reelected Vogel and his en¬
fact, the Vogel management team
request is made, it will be pre¬ tire management slate.
held 79% of the proxies before the sented to the stockholders for ap¬
The stockholders’ ‘turnout at
voting on the directors started.
Loew’s State Theatre was one of
The outcome of the meeting as proval or disapproval.
It was impossible for him to re¬ the largest ever to assemble for
far as the election of directors was
the company’s annual meeting.
■ concerned was in the bag before veal which of the company’s per¬ The investors were treated to a box
the session started. This resulted sonnel would be retained or let go, lunch and were invited to remain
from the compromise worked out but “nobody will ptay unless he’s in the theatre to see the Metro re¬
]
between Vogel and Joseph Tomlin¬ doing a job for. the company.” •
The film division operated in the lease, “Edge of the City.”
son, the Canadian industrialist who
Continued from pzige 3 ;
had threatened a proxy fight, in red last year, but the exact figures
were unavailable because of the
tant Rank pictures, which found 000 bookings. “Man in the White
the selection of a new board of di¬ combined theatre-production oper¬
;no distributor in the U. S., now at Suit” did $500,000, in 2,500 dates.
rectors uninfluenced by former
“Lavender Hill Mob,” in only S,least have a potential outlet.
president and chairman of the ation. He, however, disputed the
report of the company’s outside ac¬
• Most; Important, say those who 500 dates grossed $600,000. '
board Nicholas M. Schepck.
There is no question in the mind
have experience with the handling
It was apparent at the meeting countants that the loss was $250,Loew’s
Inc.
went
to
considerable
that a majority of the stockholders. 000, declaring that it was much efforts to. provide facilities for the of the British product, the new of American observers that the
Including, large and small investors, more than that. The theatres made press at the annual stockholders’ Rank setup in the U. S. will con¬ Rank willingness to lease houses in
had come to the’ conclusion that $5,000,000 before taxes and provi¬ meeting at Loew’s State, N. Y., vey.clearly to the Rank homeoffice cities where he feels he isn’t get¬
for interest on.the debt. The
Vogel was sincere in his efforts to sion
last week. It was the first time in London just what are the re¬ ting proper release is a wise one
do a constructive job for the com¬ net operating income of the pro¬ .that any film company has made quirements of the market in terms and could pay dividends. The Rank
outfit already has the Sutton The¬
pany. There was frequent pilaise duction-distribution division would such arrangements for coverage of of content,
be carried separately in the future
atre in New York under longterm
from the floor for prexy Vogel and
Many Angles
a shareholders’ session.
reports.
lease and is discussing other situa¬
for the individuals selected to financial
Said
one:
“On.
many
pictures.
A speciaL section for the scribes
L. D. Gilbert, a small sharehold¬
Rank undoubtedly will be in, a po¬ tions, ;iotably tl^ World in Phila¬
serve on the board.
er, asked and received assurance was roped off. Since no talbles sition to do as well or better than delphia.
Only question raised,
Sharp Questioning
(after each of the new directors w^ere available, each reporter was
again is whether the Rank product
There waig some sharp question¬ was queried) that the new board provided with a clip board on the American distributors he’s is strong enough to meet the com¬
ing of the Loew’s topper by a num¬ members woqld purchase shares of which to take notes. In addition^ used before. On others, the big petition on a continuous basis.
ber of stockholders and Wall stock in the company. This man the newspapermen were given ones, he may not be able to do as
Bir Backlog
Street representatives, but the gen¬ considered placing of independent copies of the annual report, a list well, but if they’re outstanding
Take
Since the Rank outfit hasn’t re¬
eral tone of the meeting was directors on-the board laudable but of proposed directors, and other they do sell themselves.
friendly. It was obvious that on complained that the management data pertinent to the meeting. The The Ladykillers,’ for instance, or leased any films in the U. S. for
.
,
the past six to eight months, in
the basis of the reforms Vogel had should have more than one repre¬ arrangements were made’ by Dan ‘Captain’s Paradise.’ ”
One important point is made: anticipation of setting up in the
Terrell, Loew’s eastern publicity
accomplished and the new poli¬ sentative (Vogel).
"Whereas
a
Universal
or
a
United
market, quite a few Rank pictures
director, and Ernie Emerling,
cies he had instituted, the stock¬
Judge Goldstein
Rank lineup
Loew’s Theatres pub-ad chief. The Artists, or some other major, is in have accumulated.
holders were inclined to give the
Judge
Louis
Goldstein,
a
repre¬
a
position
to
sell
British
films
as
starts with “Reach For the Sky.’*
press turnout, incidentally, was
president and the new directors an
opportunity to restore Loew’s to sentative of the Leon Lowenstein one of the largest ever to attend the second half of the lower bill Other product includes “A Town
Foundation Snd a critic of the
on a circuit run, simply by tying Like Alice,” “The Black Tent,”
its former lustre as the “Tiffany” Loew’s- management for several a film company’s annual meeting.
them to a leading American pic¬ “The Battle of the River Plate,'*
of the motion picture industry.
years, praised the new setup after
ture,
this “programming” won’t be “Checkpoint,” “The Spanish Gar¬
* The beefs aired at the meeting reviewing the beefs of the past. He
so easy for Rank from here on In. dener,” etc.
dealt largely with the activities of wAs particularly vehement regard¬ Practical Joker to Pokey
As
a
of fact, he’ll have to
In years past. Rank’s John Davis
the previous managementi
Under Mass. Hoax Law do hismatter
own circuit selling; and has charged American exhibitors
Vogel reiterated a number of ing the Dore SchaVy contract and
Boston; March 5.
the final two-year contract of
without
strong
top-of-the-bill prod¬ with throwing up a deliberate road¬
times that additional changes Schenck.
• The Massachusetts House swift¬ uct, that isn’t going to be easy.
block against the British films. In
would: be made at the studio with¬
Tomlinson, asked to speak by^’a ly passed a bill providing a fine of
The boxoffice performance, of
out impairing its operation. Vo¬
up to $1,000 or Imprisonment up British films has proven the extent this he has been refuted both by
stockholder,
said
he
undertook
his
the theatremen themselves, who
gel’s frankness in answering any move to change the management to 10 years for a person convicted
and all queries "won him frequent setup to see that the stockholders of making an anonymous bomb to which bookings and public ac¬ now claim the door is open wider
ceptance are nob^ correlated. than ever due to the still prevail-*
applause as did numerous acco¬ got a fair break. “When it ap¬ hoax telephone call Friday (1).
“Where No Vultures Fly,” for in¬ ing shortage of product, and by
lades from the floor by individual peared that a satisfactory reconcili¬
The bill was filed following stance, took in a good $800,000 in the occasionally wide booking rec¬
stockholders, industryites, and rep¬
ation could be made,” he said, “I bomb^ scares in Hub hnd Cam¬ 13,000 dates. “The Cruel Sea,” ord of British product, such as
resentatives of Wall St. houses.
felt that my main objective could bridge film houses which came/ with same 6,000 dates, grossed “The Purple Plain,” which man¬
In a prepared address at the be accomplished. And I was happy after the “Mad-Bomber” incident]^ $600,000.
“West of Zanzibar” aged to rack up over 12,000 dates,
opening of the meeting, he empha¬ to sit down with Mr. Vogel and in New York.
racked up $400,000 via a tall 10,- but grossed disappointingly.
sized again that he would not be
“restrained by ties of the past” and
Rank Film Distributors gets go¬
that he would insist at all times
ing at the start of April, The Brit¬
“that no favoritism to be shown
ish execs — Kenneth Hargreaves,
to anyone.” On the basis of his
president, and Geoffrey Martin,
experience as ’a longtime theatre- ]
the p.r. topper-^say they are in the
man, Vogel declared that a “pic¬
market to stay. The first year
ture to be successful must not only
will tell a good part of the story.
Loew’s tax attorneys believe that the company’s
picture licensing deals with the Time and Life sta¬
he good, but has to have mass ap¬
income from leasirijg films to television can be con¬ tion in Salt Lake City and with General Teleradio
peal.”
verted into a capital gains deal, prexy Joseph R.
stations in Memphis and Detroit and that contracts
21 ^Outside’ Producers
with additional stations are currently being
Noting that during the period he Vogel told the stockholders at the annual meeting
negotiated.
last
week.
The
Loew’s
topper
made
the
statement
had been at the helm of the com¬
u Continued from page 5
Vogel stressed the advantage company’s policy of
pany he had made ^ number of in answer to a query from the floor. The ques¬
leasing its films rathef than selling them outright, total. Less than 1% of the age
changes and eliminations in top tioner wanted to know if Loew’s—which decided
“By adopting this policy of leasing as opposed to group was going to theatres.
management, Vogel said: “The pri¬ on a leasing arrangement as opposed to outright sale
selling outright,” he said, “we retain our Interest
mary objective is to bring our stu¬ of its. library—^would be able to benefit from a
Struck by the fact that surveys
in the story properties, their theatrical reissue generally showed that over the na¬
dio operations and production capital gains arrangement as had the film companies
throughout the world and the foreign television tion as well as here, the theatres*
plans to the point where we make which completely disposed of their pre-1949 librsw*
.
potential. Moreover, at the end of the limited‘Seven¬ biggest “lost audience” was in the
the most effective use of our facili¬ rles.
The capital gainsangle, Vogel explained, is being ty ear period all rights revert to the company, so
ties,
eliminating
unwarranted
? and over age group, Charles
that we will again have available to us further tele¬ Winchell, Paramount circuit prescosts and reducing overhead, pro¬ thoroughly explored by the company and would
vision income.” '
ducing the kind of pictures which, be-discussed by the board of directors at subsequent
Ident-rgeneral manager, here con¬
above all, must have commercial meetings.
ceived the club idea. He figured,
Making TV Ad Films
The Loew’s chieftain also disclosted, again in an¬
appeal and produce a profit for the
apparently rightly that finances
swer to a stockholder’s question, that the major film
He called attention to two new tv activities of the was one of the principal things
company.”
company—^the production .of tv commercials for ad¬ keeping the elderly away frohi the
V-ogel indicated that while steps companies are.no where near making a deal with
vertisers and the production of telepix. “We are theatres and that a lower and
have been taken to decrease the the talent unions reig-arding the release of post-i949
now preparing through arrangements -with networks, moderate speeiar admission might
overhead, ^‘continued vigilance and pictures to video.- He said that-there is not even
advertising agencies and clients, pilot films on story bring some of them back.
rigid management must be prac¬ a basis for any meeting and the percentage de¬
themes which lend themselves to television pop¬
ticed” to combat the rising cost of manded by the talent guilds is “far beyond any¬
Indicative of the plan’s public
ularity. Our past productions and our library of relation value is the fact that Para¬
labor, talent and the “soaring thing the film companies will pay.” He also noted
unproduced novels and plays offer a reservoir of mount chain executives have been
prices of desirable story proper¬ that no determination had been made as yet if -a
story material highly valuable in the television invited by more than 20 Twin
a new agreement should J)e on an industry or com¬
ties.”
market today,” he said.
’ He asserted that the company, pany basis.
Cities’ service clubs, comprising the
Reviewing Loew’s efforts to enter the television
which already has deals with 21
elderly, to address them relative
Two TV Station Buys
outside producers, would continue business “most seriously,” Vogel reported that the
to the club.
The Loew’s topper, replying to the queries of a
to expand in this direction “with company had made seven-year licensing agreements
Also, various civic and other
stockholder, revealed the details of the company’s clubs have adopted resolutions
the objective- of keeping an active with 32 television stations in the U. S. which will
acquisition of 25% interests in KMGM, Minneapolis, prasing Paramount for making
studio working fulltime and a dis¬ give Loew’s a gross revenue of more than $34,000,and KTVR, Denver. Both agreements, he disclosed, things easier entertainmentwisc
tribution organization launching 000 over a period of five to seven years. The total,
were tied in'with the lease of the Metro features for the elderly. One instance is
the maximum number of pictures he said, should increase to $40,000,000 “if we make
to the stations. For its Interest in the Minneapolis reported of one feminine member
the deal we are working on.”
it can handle.”
station Loew’s paid $750,000 and for the penver telling a theatre usher she was so
• Turning to the film division’s
Cartoons, Too
outlet “about $400,000.” Payments on both are' made grateful she could kiss him— and
overseas operation, Vogel reported
Furthermore, he said, the company is completing
at the same rate and proportion as the stations pay she did' right in the aisle when he
that Loew’s owned 45 theatres
for the films, Vegel disclosed.
was taking her to tier seat.
abroad and expects to add another a licensing agreement for the release for a limited
The Loew’s chieftain said it Was Impossible to
The circuit also received many
half a dozen in the next year. He period of its pre-1949. short subjects, excluding the
evaluate the income potential of the pre-1949 films Christmas cards last December
noted, too, that almost half of the “Tom and Jerry” cartoons, for a “minimum income
company’s film rental is earned of another $4,500,000.” He reported, too, that “in
in the markets still unsold or would he Venture from members, expressing their
overseas and that because of im¬ the last few days’? the company had made feature
^ guess on what the post-1949 pictures were worth. thanks.
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TV Leases As Loew’s Capital Gain—Maybe
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23 Rock-’il’-Rpll Films
namied^for ’57 in Mex
Mexico City, Feb. 26.
JRock ’n’ roll will be the theme
of some 23^ of the 92 plx Mexicans
planned for production in Mexico
this year, a check of the Mexico
Producers Assn, reveals. That fig¬
ure gets the nod from the National
Actors Union (ANDA which pro-i
vides all film players).
ANDA has word that people who
demand that kind of entertainment
naturally look to pix, Mexico’s top
paid public amusement. Many of
these musiefilms will be tinters.

By HAROLD MYERS
4LondOA, Feb. 26.
Gambling Casinos In
As forecast, there is to be no
Two Havana Hotels
change in the British film quotas
for the. 1957-58 quota year. This
Havana, Feb. 26.
was officially confirmed in the
Hotel Sevilla Biltmorc plans to
House of Commons by new Board Install a gambling casino, having
of Trade prexy> David Eccles. He recently obtained a license from
stated that he had accepted the, the government, it was reported
recommendation of, the Films here. This will be the second hotel
Council to keep the quota at 30%. in Havana to install a casino this
for first features and 25% for the year, the Comodoro having .just
supporting program.
inaugurated one. The Sfevilla is
The quota year which starts Oct. run by a grpup of Chicago busi¬
1, will be the final period of the nessmen.
existing 10-year Act, According to
When'the Sevilla opens its ca¬
present arrangements, the current sino, Havana spots with casinos
legislation will be continued for a will include three nightclubs, three
further 10-year span. There is, hotels, and three hotels in construc¬
however, a likelihood that at a tion. In the interior of the island,
London, March 5.
later stage the government will In¬ there are casinos at the Varadero
A new plea to the government
troduce amending legislation to Internacional Hotel and Venetla
tighten UP the existing law.
nitery in Santa Clara. AU the ca¬ for setting up a fourth circuit will
be made at the annual meeting
The Quota Act, which is how sinos are run by Americans.
next weekend (March 9-10) of the
fading*out, set a new pattern when
Assn, of Cine, Television and Al¬
it was Introduced In 1948. First, it
lied Technicians. It will debate a
dispensed with thq distributors’
motion which suggests that such
quota, which had been a feature, of
a, development would stimulate
the two previous, acts. It also made
British production and give scope
provision for the percentages to be
to the distribution of independent
fixed yearly in consultation with
films.
Over a period of years,
the industry instead of prescribing
ACTT has ajdvocated creation of a
them in advance as was done both
fourth
circuit,
but received little
in 1928 and 1938.
support within the industry and no
Glasgow, Feb. 26.
At the time when the 1948 Act
reaction
from
the government.
The cinema has much more to
came into operation, the industry
was just recovering from, the chaos offer the public than has tv, accord¬ Proposal was even nixed when the
-Labor
Party
was
in power.
of the ad valorem duty, with its ing to Herbert J. Greeny new chair¬
Among the 27 resolutions down
consequential boycott of the Brit¬ man of the Scottish branch. Cine¬
for
debate
is
another
from the proish market by Hollywood. The ini¬ matograph Exhibitors Assn. So
tial quota for the first year span of much more, he said at the annual ducers-directors sedition, advocat¬
ing
the
principle
of
International
45%'touched off a new crisis which exhlbs’ meeting here, that, if the
ultimately led to the establishment government gives *‘us any help at co-production. It is suggested they
should
follow
the
formula
devised
by Hollywood of the unit program, all, it will reap a golden harvest.”
He attacked tele as being "this by various combinations of Euro¬
which banned American product
pean
countries
where
resultant
playing in support of British fea¬ fireside imitation of the cinema.” product Is eligible for double quota.
Its novelty would pass. All such
tures.
In its annual report, the union
The operation of the 45% quota inventions ultimately found their repeats its warning to the Minister
was distinguished only by mass ex¬ levels and settled down to be ad¬ of Labor in regard to the issue of
hibitor defaults, which totalled ditional amenities to life.
Among the things the cinema work permits for foreign producers
well over 1,000, or approxiidately
and directors under the terms of
25% of the theatres here. It also had to offer were wide-screens, big the agreement with the British
led to an expanded British produc¬ settings, better sound and color. Film Producers Assn. It had occa¬
They
could
still
develop
Cinerama
tion program, but the extension of
sion to beef recently that the
Britain’s studio resources precipi¬ and 3-D, and in all this they would Minlstiy issued permits without
tated a major production crisis, the be aided by the bright lights of prior consultation, and the union
effects of which continue to be felt. the town and the herd instinct. threatened to instruct members to
In its second year, the quota was Any government with vision would refuse to work.
shaved to 40% and was shortly know that to cultivate the cindma
afterwards brought down to 30%, would yield handsome dividends,
V
where it has stayed ever since. he said.
Green warned against pessimism,
Even on the present level, there
have been hefty defaults, but on a saying they (the exhibs) were still
trying to pull through. The dam¬
declining scale.
This year, on the basis of an in¬ aging thing was the length of“the
creased production program, the period of adjustment to high taxa¬
British-Film Producers Assn, urged tion, increased costs and new in¬
Paris, Feb. 26.
that the- quota should again be fluences like television.
The French film industry is
Sir Alexander King, local cinema
raised, butHt is understood it failed
to win adequate support Within the magnate, told exhibs that, if the somewhat mollified- by the Minis¬
British Chancellor of the Ex¬ try of Finance’s voting of $1,500,000
Films Council.
chequer waited for the extinction into Film Aid coffers to fill the
of the cinema Industry, then his vacuum left when the National As¬
only source of revenue would be sembly cut all film admission
tele. The expansion of ^ tax-tree prices, under fiOc, in an effort to
televsion was a growing menace to stave off the rising cost of living
and Inflation. However, this move
the over-taxed cinema industry.
The only way was for exhibs to only sheared off the special tax
which
went into the Film Fund for
keep on fighting. "Show this tax
is crippling you,” he urged, "and loans to producers and exhibitors.
Madrid, Feb. 26.
how you will have to close down Present sum voted is considered
Public and industry dissatisfac¬ if it is not slashed or abolished.”
a stopgap since by June the lower¬
tion with Spain’s annual San Juan ■ :Sir Alexander solemnly warned ing of tab rates will have severed
Bosco awards ranged from bewild¬ his exhlb coUeagues:
$6,OQ0,O00^ from the Film Fund.
erment and Incredulity to printed
"I regret to say that if We do Since this is necessary to handle,
revolt against present methods of not get this substantial relief in the fiscal aspect of the film setup,
awarding prizes. Downgrading of Entertainments Tax, then the the final vote on this subject in
“Calle Mayor” (Main Street) and its cinema industry can be written off May or June, is being looked for¬
writer-director Jose Antonio Bar- as the one that was taxed out of ward to eagerly by all pix people.
dem probably caused more resent¬ existence.”
Cinema ' admission
reduction
ment than any other one selection.
came at a time when rising prices’
*'Mayor” was considered locally
threatened ' to bring flown the
and abroad as the authentic topper
shaky economic stability estab¬
produced in Spain last year.
lished here. Cuts only served to
Spanish observers and critics at
jeopardize, in the case of pictures^
Venice
last
August-September
the vital Aid Funds. NOW . the film
wrote home glowing accounts of
industry is demanding this loss in
Buenos Aires, Feb. 26.
the tremendous impact “Calle
The crisis in Argentine legit last coin be handled^ by the .goveimMayor” and “Calabuch” Achieved year and this summer has stirred ment via special sums allotted for
at that fest.
Both films lifted the authorities into action to help this purpose.
Spain’s cinema prestige to record out, and the Mar del Plata Casino
However, production still goes on
heights. Belgium rated_..'‘Mayor”.' auditorium waa made the center of at an accelerated pace..- fifth amorig the' 10 best films of a Festival oi Dramatic Art. Idea
1956. France conferred a special is sponsored by the National Lot¬
quality premium on the Bardem tery Administrator. General Juan
opus.
R. Beverina, at the suggestion of
Tokyo. Feb. 26.
San Juan Bosco awards are gov¬ Finance Minister Eugenia Blanco,
"'Teahouse of . August Moon”
ernment-sponsored cash prizes or¬ who attended the first meeting
(M-G) is clicking at Japan’s firstganized with the help of various with show biz folk.
ministries under the aegis of gov¬
The fest proper is running until run boxoffices, this being the first
ernment-appointed union leaders- March 28, with six professional successful picture to play here us¬
Of the 12 jury members this year, legit companies alternating in 2- ing a Japanese theme and Japa¬
only Jose Luis Saena de Heredia, week 'stands each, producing new nese actors in a pic done by a.for¬
prominent film director, and Julio plays. Little Theatre companies eign producer. It drew an esti¬
Pena, wk actor, were actually pro- will follow over a seven week pe¬ mated $122,222 during seven-week
fessibnal reps.
riod, each presenting a new Argen¬ run which ended last week at
In a statement this week, Saenz tine-authored play.
Argentores, Tokyo’s Yuraka-za. Metro execs de¬
de Heredia admitted he had em the Authors’ Society, immediately scribed the biz done, in other ma¬
countered much hard feeling since squawked that the entire festival jor Japan cities as phenomenal.
But heavy "Teahouse” coin con¬
the awards were announced. With should be devoted to native plays,
"a ^'please don’t blame me” ap¬ pointing out that local playwrights tributed heavily to about $622,245
proach; he admitted he was not find it so hard to get a hearing that film billing figure for Metro in
happy with results himself and Eduardo Mallea had to publish one Japan during January, which led
called for a drastic change.
play in book form.
i H. St majors for the tnopth.

ACn Asks Govt
Eor 4tk Circuit

Tele Apes Films
Says CEAs Green

French Film Industry
Mollified by $1,500,000
J[oled for Film Fund

Spain’s Bosco Awar^ngs
Draws Wave of Squawks;
Not Like Other Fests

ARC. LEGIT FEST
MAY REVIVE STAGE

‘Moon’ Mighty in Japan '

Granada Net Down
.$40,000 for ’55-’66
London, March 5.
A drop of almost $40,000 in its
net profit was showil by Granada
Theatres for the year ended last
Sept. 30. The final result of $214,760 compares with' $253,680 in the
1954-!55 period.
The accounts, which do not in¬
clude the results for its tv sub¬
sidiary (and has not yet completed
a year’s operation)), also show a
declinq in trading profits^. These
have dipped from $1,202,800 to $1,067,360. Ordinary dividend distri¬
bution is being maintained at 5%.
Although Granada is a public com¬
pany, its common stock is privately
held.

Aussie Film B.O.
Sydney, Feb. 26.
Although dipping from last year,
biz covering January-February pe¬
riod shows the cinema, legit* and
vaude-revue trade coast-to-coast is
maintaining a healthy pace. Show
biz toppers see little worry ahead.
American films have lost none of
their -popularity with Aussie fans,
mainly because the product marqueed has been of very high stand¬
ard. Continental films are experi¬
encing a plush period through the
influx of foreign migrants to the
country. Case in point is "French
Can-Can” in 18th week at the
Savoy.
«
"King and .1” (20th) is still the
tops here in third month* for Hoyts
and bringing in plenty of coin.
“Eddy Duchin Story” (Col) opened
to smash trade. “High Society”
(M-G) is off some after 22 weeks.
Marqueed here are “Proud and
Profane” (Par), “Leather Saint”
(Par), “Ambassador’s Daughter”
(UA), “Toy Tiger” (U), “Autumn
Leaves” (Col), "Our Girl Friday”
(Rank).
“Janus,” for J. C. Williamson
Ltd., is the sole legiter here at the
Royal.
‘King’ Leads Melbourne
Melbourne, Feb. 26.
“King and I” (20th) is the leader
in this city. Solid biz-getters are
“tYritten on Wind’* (U), ‘.‘Reach for
Sky” (Rank) and “High Society”
(M-G).
“Pajama Game,” "Rainmaker”
and "Witness for Prosecution” are
the legit shows.
^
Adelaide Likes ‘Reach’
Adelaide, Feb. 26.
“Reach for.Bkyy (Rank) is a
stout grosser here. Also playing
currently are "Bridges of Toko-Ri”
(Par), “Gaby” (M-G), "BestThings
in Life”. (20th) and "Silver Chal¬
ice” (WB).‘King’ Brisbane Topper
Brisbane, JFeb. 26.
"King and I” .(20th) is still the
topper here. Another big one is
“Don’t Knock—Rock” (Col). Also
showing are “Johnny Concho”
(UA)' and "Anything Goes” (Par).

KIKUGORO’S‘PROPOSAL’
IS‘RED-HAIR’THEATRE
- Tokyo, Feb. 20.
The Kikugoro kabuki troupe is
presenting ChekoWs !‘The Pro¬
posal” as part of its current pro¬
gram. Selection is its- seeond“redhair” play since before World
War II. .
Foreign plays are called "redhair” plays here, as actors Wear
red wigs when participating. Origin
of the expression is said to be from
the first foreign visitors to Japan.
According to legend, most of them
had red hair.
The only other "red-hair” play
done by kabuki actors after Pearl
Harbor was “The Merchant of Ven¬
ice” in 1945. Reason then was that
early Occupation authorities issued
a blanket tabu of most kabuki
dramas, restricting performances
to dances.
Reason for the current innova¬
tion in the schedule of Japan’s tra¬
ditional dramatic form, is that it
was requested by Sandanji III, one
of the top kabuki actors.

Rome, Feb. 26.
A long-needed merger of the
many diverse organizations having
government backing which dominale the Italian cinema industry
may result from the $16,000,000
failure of ENIG, distribution and
exhibition corporation. One of the
first steps has been the immediate
merger of the shaky CINES, gov¬
ernment-sponsored production com¬
pany, and Cinecitta, the Roman
studio center, under the name of
Cinecitta-GINES.
It’s not entirely clear because di¬
verse government agencies were
offering double-talk for political ef¬
fect and in order to avert a 24hour strike of ENIC employees
who are needed to operate the
company’s cinemas. Undersecretary
of Spectacle Giuseppe Brusasca
and Minister of Labor Vlgorelll
have been trying to placate the
employees while Treasury Minister
Medici has been Intent on averting
further deficits. In the past year,
ENIC added $800,000 to its already
appreciable debt. Existing assets
•may amount to $4,000,000, mainly
in the form of theatres.
The. merger action anticipated
the demand of a group of Christian
Democrat ^deputies in parliament
who asked an immediate merger of
the various corporations which deal
in different branches of the cinema.
In effect, many of these grpups
compete with private producers
and private theatre operators, all
of whom' Claim government largess
through various forms of subsidies.
Subsidy" funds come from dubbing
fees and other taxes on the cinema.
During 1956, for example, 318 for¬
eign films, of which 195 were Amer¬
ican, were imported into Italy. All
except those shown at the Venice
Film Festival were hit by the new
increased dubbing fees.
Another immediate step has been
the first Economic Conference of
the Italian Cinema, under the sponsorshijp of AGIS, theatre-manage¬
ment corporation sponsored by the
government. Resolutions adopted
at this meeting called for a better
understanding by the government
about the operations of the groups
it creates, that the Treasury Min¬
ister working with the Service of
Spectacle clarify the relationship
of the various units and that finan¬
cial contributions be scrutinized
more carefully.
While the failure of ENIC is a
heavy blow to the Italian film in¬
dustry, it i: not considered a calam¬
ity by many independent theatre
operators who haVe regarded it as
a ruthless competitor.
Between
contemplated mergers and a -pos¬
sible enforcement of anti-monopoly
•interpretation of the law recently
pronounced
by
Undersecretary
Brusasca, a healthier cinema in¬
dustry may emerge.

Filins Released in Arg.
Last Year Soar to 613;
50^ of ’Em American
Buenos*Aires, Feb. 26.
The number of releases in Ar¬
gentina during 1956 topped all rec¬
ords for a decade or more, reach¬
ing an unprecedenfed 613 total, of
which 337 or more than half were
American. The Italians followed
with 67 while the French and Brit¬
ish were represented by 85 and 32,
respectively. There were 28 Mexi¬
cali films and 22 Spanish.
Gf the total, 240 were tinters or
a^ 100% Increase over the . 123 in
1955, but only 39% of the total,
compared to 41% in 1955. There
were 74 ’Scope pix, 14 in VistaVi^on and'12 'm Buperscope!
Native releases fell to 37, com¬
pared to 55 in 1955, accentuating
the domestic doldrums in the in¬
dustry’s 25th year.
Flood of releases followed re¬
moval of import curbs seguing
from the overthrow of the Peron
dictatorship. Imports are even
more prevalent this summer, with
10 to 20 releases each week. Dis¬
tributors are naturally working off
the backlog of material held back
by controls since 1949. This is
highlighted by a glance at the fig¬
ures of the past. decade, which
show 566 released In 1957, 418 in
1948, 347 in 1949, 188 in 1950, 252
in 1951, 321 in 1952, 240 in 1953,
368 in 1954 and 336 in 1955.
“Rock Around Clock” (Col) has
now held five weeks at the 1,650^seat Monumental.
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Need Exhibitoi? in Production

Big Imiiort Coin
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It’$ Dellile-(Mraina-Todd

Continued from paie.' S

Fabian: Producers Pon^i Figure, Theatres DonH
Recogiiize Blockbusters Ahead of’ Time'
■

'4-^^--

product. Proceeds are .split on a
pro-rata basis.
/; K^r$sley cdaiBrin^d
'
he had handed out sizable guardritees to buy some of the films—
particularly the British entries—
,and^ in discussing the expanding
market he was careful to say that
he was speaking primarily of ConHnental. He said his eviration
was; based on the busiries^;J)eing j
turned in by pictures of -’lesser j
quality. Continental has 12^ sales
officer over the country.
FUms Kassljr acquired include
“The Passionate Stranger,’* a Sid¬
ney and Muriel Box comedy which
is half in black-and- white and half,
in -^eolor; “The Diary of Major
Thompson”' which has been reti¬
tled “The French They Are A Fun-ny Race” and also is being at-Xeast
partially' redubbed; “Brothers-InLaw,” another British comedy/pro¬
duced by the Boulting Brothers,
the team that made “Private’s Pro-,
gress/’ “Hazzia Sur La Chnuf/’ a
French picture with Jean Gabin
'and .dealing with an Internationa
naiCotics ring; “Un Condahirie A
Idcrt Est Echapee” (A Condemned
'Man Escapes),' also French, and.
“Paris Canaille” (Paris Interlude).
Kassler said the overall French
output in the past year was .'dis¬
appointing but that “they have lots
of interesting projects on the grid¬
dle.”
European producers, !.he.
noted, were not basically concerfied
with the U.S. market when thjey
made their pictures. “They start
to think of it only when it crimes
to selling the films,” he observed.
Commenting on the European
swing to color, which is an Ob¬
stacle of no mean proportions ito
indie distribs in the U.S. due to
the need for a considerably larger
investment, Kassler said producers
had told him that, in Europe 'at
least, exhibitors were willing to
pay higher rental terms for tinters.

‘Anasta^’M‘Wind’ Rate 4,5

Easily Corrupted
• Kansas City, March 5.
The motion ’ picture industry
(Variety.’s survey of hoio
Berkeleyv Cal., March. 5.
again- , needs producers who are
principal product fared at the
A leading Protestant philos¬
No
Gasr
Fife
also exhibitors, Stanlej^ garner’s
hotoffice the pretHq^s month *
opher told 1,000 Protestant
S. H. (Si) Fabian,'declared here
“It was a serious and nearly
is not fully national but based
ministers last week:
last week, in addressing the Kana very serious mishap,” de¬
on reports of correspondents
“Anyone tempted to ‘mortal
sas-Missoiiri Theatre Asso. IBoneftts
clares N.Y. producers' rep
in 24 representative key cities
sin* by seeing ‘Baby Doll’ must- .
George. J. Schaefer in com¬
of an exbibitor-prodijcer hookup
over the XJ. S. and Canada. As
have been halfway to hell be*
will not only provide ipore pictures
ment on the fire during the
such, it usually reflects ths
fore he even entered the the*
for the. affiliated theatres but also
filming of Otto Preminger’s
strength boxofficewise of key
^tre.”
V
for the whole country. .
“Saint Joan” in London.
product but does not pretend
The Rev. Robert E. Fitch,,
either to be an index 6f total
.Schaqfer explains that ac¬
“In producihg for its own the¬
speaking
in
the
last
of
aj^es
gross or total earnings of any
tress Jean Seberg’s smock
atres/' Fabian'• asserted, “an ex-;
of lectures at the Pacific'^nool
current picture.)
hlbitor-producer produces ior the
ignited, her legs were singed
of
Religion’s
35th
annual
pas'
industry, since obviously no chain
and the whole thing -was no
Despite the fact that first-run the¬
toral conference, strongly olfestunt.
Wisecrack, reactions
can afford to produce for Itself
atres encountered some less than
to the cabled news item which,
alone. And the hunger of its own , cized -Francis Cardinal -Sj^ll*
sensational product last month, key
man’s attack on “Baby DoIL”
circulated in Manhattan,, and ' cities included in Vahiety Febru¬
theattes. for a steady flow of prod¬
were duly reported here, pro¬
uct is powerful prcMure on the pro¬
ary data wound up the 2B-day
voked considerable resentment
duction staff io f^d out product
period with business highly com¬
in the British .film, colony.
wore .evenly throughout the year.”
parable with January’s sock boxoffice. But bulk of the strength
Fabian, however, did not go into
ContlRved from pafe >
practical ways by which this could
sbriwn at the wickets came from
features launched in January.
be accomplished in light, of the future to contemplate soma In¬
Government restrictions which pre¬
vent the former major producer- dependent ’ producing (to be , re¬
^ Contlnned from page i
—^
theatre companies from taking part leased through Metro) and believes'
was sitting. He asked nie whether
in both activities. His only men¬ a big upsurge In" theatre attend-'
I.-knew how to get in tbuch with'
tion of divorcement was the state¬ ande lies ahead. This, he expb^ns,
1. “Commandments’* (Par).
Lindbergh. Being a good and true
ment that when the Government
2. “7 Wonders” (Cinerama).
is
because
the
population
con¬
newspaperman of the era I said,
separated the theatres from pro¬
3.
“Around World” (UA).
“Charles who?” (A funny Interum
duction-distribution “it destroyed tinues to grow at such a brisk paCe,
4. '“Anastasia” (20th).
note: the Chicago Tribune, Paris
the existing evils but it also wiped people are having more leisure
5.
“Written on Wind” (U).
edition, was one of;the few, per¬
out benefits of integration as well.” time and greater means and cfveri
6. “Teahouse” (M-G).
haps the only, newspapers in the
Fabian commended the efforts of “tv viewers are starting to shop
7;
“Grbat
Man” (U).
world which did not think the story
American Broadcasting-Paramount
a. “Raiiimaker” (Pari.
of Lindbergh's flight very impor-1
Theatres and National Theatres to for their video fare and be more
9. “Iron Petticoat” (M-G).
tant and which did not carry a
launch film production and he said discriminating and devote ,., less
10. “Oklahoma’’ (Magna). .
banner headline on it. the next
that his company would also add time to their sets.” Also, because
morning);
He
explained
and
I
a feature production program to in the face of tv competition
agi-eed to get on the phone and see Booming trade Wa'shingtori’s Birth¬
its activities when “the road will grosses for top pictures continue
what I could find out.
day sessipn also was a big boost.
to hit new highs.
be clear.”
Needless to say neither Marks Disappointing showing by many of
Fabian, stressing the need for
In Pasternak’s opinion, every ef¬
nor I—nor the three gi’eat Ameri¬ new films caused plenty of eye¬
more product, contended that the¬ fort should be' made by the film
can showmen—could even get near brow-lifting among exhibitors.
atres are playing pictures too long. industry to (D lure back to the
to
Lindbergh by that time. ‘
‘.‘10 Commandments (Par) again
“The fact that more people have theatres much of the’ lost family
Just one more thing: lest you ran* off with first-place laurels,
shown up at your boxoffice because trade by concentrating more on
same
as in January. The Cecil B.
give
•
your
.readers
the
impression
there were two programs available family pictures and (2) reducing
that I am an a.k. I should explain DeMille opus racked up a total
in one week instead of a one sevem admission prices (sic) to the lowgross
of $1,367,000’-" in the four
that I was a little boy in kneeparits
day program suggests that you are I est level compatible with increased
in those days. Although, just what weeks of the past month,, never- re¬
starving the. theatre-going public costs.
linquishing
its
on the top
I, at my tender age, was doing in
for theatre entertainment and are'
a high class saloon in the middle rung in all weekly surveys, “.Seven
forced to short-change yourself by
Wonders
of
World”
(Cinerama)
of the night ....
not being able to give your patrons
Local note: Ted Mann’s loop
pushed up to second place, highest
^ Continued from pa^e 4
t
Wolfe Kaufmann.
more opportunity to see more pic¬
4(^-seat^, the’ World, has
it
has
been
in
months.
This sterna
tures,” the theatre executive de¬
boosted its admission from
brook press empire. Their main
clared.
75-90C ($120 for loges) to 85c(Wolfe Kaufman was Kauf. when from the fact that it held strong
leader was devoted to a slashing
even
when
other
pix
wavered,
and,
$14i5 regularly. ..
The public, Fabian ivent on, will
.attack on the effect of the admis- on Variety in New York, and is of course, was helped by Lincoln's
• Berfriie ' Berger’s . Gopher
profitably absorb more features
•siop drities on the legitimate thea- now-back in Paris (1) working on Birthday and Feb. 22 holiday.
than the. present tnatket offers.* , „. raise.d its .scale from 85-90c-totrie .and was hinged to the an- a novel, and (2) as Continental rep
“Around the World in 80 days”
He mainfatined that the public “is - -dOc-^l'.SS for “Teahouse of the- » noiriicement that the Palace was to for Sol Hurok.—EdJ
(UA) copped third position, the
../.^ugustJMoon,’’
now
in
its
third
,
so hungry for theatre' entertain-^
g.o oveo* to * motion pictures to
first month it was listed in Variety
- screen*‘'‘Arbitnd the 'World in 80
ment of ‘ its jcholcO that wC’ uam * month there. tabulations. The Mike Todd epic
successfully compete .with spectacu¬
Days.”,; The, Editorial pointed out McCurdy, Cpnvery Up-Notched still is playing the same six key
lars, tv first-runs, star-studded play¬
that, although'the Chaincellor only
Walter R. McCurdy, manager of cities covered by Variety that it
lets and shelved film classics/!
.. ., - „Nceclj.''FUnt.‘Bargains’
■ . - drew, about., $.5,€00j000 anhibally in the American Broadcasting-Para¬ was early in February. “Anastasia”
He pointed "out ‘that producers - He beliefs theatres should take admission duties from theatres and mount Theatres concessions depart¬ (20th), which.was second in Jan¬
don't know a blockbuster 'when .^a..Ieaf fi^am, departmeot stores by- music'halls, that sum spelt the dif- ment since 1953, has been named uary, captured fourth ^spot. hoopla
they make one and exhibitors can’t off mn^ occasional *! bargain, days,” fetence- between- prosperity arid assistant .to. y.p.' Sidney M-. Markr •over Ipgrid Bergman being in
recognize*' one' when they see it. likc'^tbe ‘Washington- Birthday holi¬ bankruptcy for many theatrical en¬ ley.i.
'N'. Y, to accept the city’s film crix
John j, ^onvery, has moved ..up -award obviously helping.
Without naming- the pictures, ^Fa¬ day- sales in 'New York and other terprises.' -Thp. .’^.i^ancellor was.
bian disclosed that two of the big¬ cities where, great"crowds are at¬ urged to scrap the‘tax bn the liy-; .from assist*aift--to - nianagei^ of. cop.-' ’ “Written on Wind.” (U), fifth
H ‘ cessipns.' >
^
... .
gest recent' pictures were mis¬ tracted by selling many items be- ing theatre .aXtogethgjPiL.
plaipe winner in the previous
judged in the sneak' previews arid loW cost; ■
;irionth, again wound up fifth,' at1 ♦ ♦ ft
One.’’Or,, two big pictures every
the screening'rooiriSH The studios,
■testing. to. its sustained strength.
involved, he noted,' thought they month are essential-to mairitain the
Pie no.w is repeating big key firsthad flops on their hands. “But if public’s enthusiasm for- theatrego¬
.ru^i>:SUQcess in first-run nabes. “TeaJ^ou don’t know a'picture when yoii ing and It devolves upon Holly*-,
lio’rise '’Of:‘j4ugust Moon”- (M-G),
make it—how can you .assume in. wood to come across with them,-^in^
whicli Was;third in January, wound
"*' 5
up, iiithr .
advance that all multi-million dol¬ Pasternak’s opinion.
ff ♦ ♦ M
♦♦f
lar productions will pay off in big
, ‘Great Man’ Seventh
He believes that stars should:
V
' . •
T
•
:
Hollywood; March:5.* .
/“Great Man” (U), one of the
profits?”
carefully space their. Screejn*^^ apr/ A
Fabian charged that exhibitors pearances so as not to kill themr L Michael Tridd’s “Around the j World' in. .80 Days’?“grahbed'“another bright newcomers, grabbed off sevAward i;at ..the-annual Golden Gfobes Awards ’ 'erith . jplace . although playing in
have- been “guilty by -default” by I selves off by-beconring too;^pai4fafc. !^st“!Efictiu;e
of- the.i'HriXiy^v^^
press AssoGjation; -'•-Scribes repre-. smajiler, Varty theatres in many
permitting producers and distribu¬
While in Minneapolis
tors alone to make policy- for the took time to interview spibe '.bririr- ,srtnljtog.,niOlre:thah 40 fbreigri countries AlSri. kudCfeed'Mervjai Le.^Rriy,: •keys.' ‘-‘Rairiinaker” (Par), which
rjffUinmg’iilria
,wirinen*.of;^^^
Cecil,
B.
.DeMill,e award'/made a.hnuaily .to started' out uneven t6 siqw, picked
entire motion picture industry.
dred or moire Minnesot^’*^m “de^r
.the producer,,y/hose ;recdrd qualifies him for outsterEding UdhievemerEt' Up speed as 'the month ended, to
Discussing the competition of tv, sirous of a screen caree^i,’
■jyind in eighth gppt
Fabian said that tv is falling back no promises to''any 6fi.,.jl:^0?j^bci'si,
on old feature films to hold its au¬ simply a.cting as an advi§e^i‘^j!jlcc§.■•i“Ii:ori‘:.Pettifiaat?’(M-Gf, not up
to thd' usual strength of other
dience and thus Is., “educating a sionally as a counselor arid'm.'sey*
vast public in the difference be¬ eral instances as a critic.
;Bpfe;H6p.e starrers; finished nintjh.
■ r[V
.,..;.-Heririette'.A‘w^^'jB>^M|rc:e.f4lfiri5{jjf..pdpuIat/acf.dj:‘^^^^
“Oklahoma” (Magna), now playing
tween hasjtily-produced. television
Take To Sticks
^6ridrbaSed^q;;|>i^^ -CjMdjact^ bj; riejvi^pers:v^^;*ma|^qei
in; fewer; and fewer keys, finished
shows and the satisfying entertain¬
Pasternak declares he’ll devote countries, :w4htt'^’ri'lJairitelw<fah ’'|nai^
l()th. ' The C’Seope version of
ment available in motion picture
four weeks henceforth every year
,
Other
awards
included:
Best
directori
Etia/Kazan
fo'r
“Baby*
Doll/
‘/Oklaliomaj’ (20th) is starting to
theatres.”
to such a trip,, jforegoing,, if neces-T ./pest Comedy, or Musical, “The^'King arid f/’ .Best performance'by i get around in the bigger cities/
sary, his vacations/. He feels it be¬ comedy star;! Cantiriflas iri “80 .Days;” Best performance by an actress
^‘Top Secret Affair” (WB), which
hooves . more ‘'.of the Hollywood in .a ebniedy/or .musical, DeboraH Keri - m ^King
support¬ thus tar has failed to catch'bri as
brass to“ do-- likewise-^stai^ as well ing performance by art actor, Earl Holliman,. ‘^The Rainmaker;” Best .exp,ected;. “Baby Doll”
(WB),
as executives—in order to estab¬ supportmg performance'by an .actress, Eilen Heckert,’.“The Bad Seed;” 'fourth in. January; and “Wrong
Continued from pajc 1
lish closer contact with other in¬ Best film promoting irit'ernationai understanding, “BM'tle Hymn/’.. ’
'Man” (WB) were* the runner-up pix
dustry,, branches and the public
In the special awards category, scribed cited Rbri’ard Reagan fori the in that order. Only “Affair” topped
that the people who are the least
to have their brains stimu¬ Hollywood Citizenship Award; . Elizabeth..Taylor for the “Sterling- .the $100,000 gross mark,
educated are the best letter-writers '“arid
lated.” •
Award,” symbolic of the most outstanding consistent performances;
•Of the' prod.uctions launched
“heivee Elvis Presley gets mail by
The producer of mariy success¬ Dimitri Tiomkin for the “In Recognition’! , award, made annually to the fully the final week in the month,
the ton.”
Harris said when matters of mu¬ ful’ musicals asserts 'that his pres- outstanding representative of a special craft, this year’s category being “Battle Hymn” (U) shows the most
sic are discussed with executives in -erit tour’s-purpose is more than to music; and International Stardom Awards to Carroll Baker, Jayne promise. It wound up second in
New York they give one answer— do some pre*seHing'.of his latest Mansfield, Natalie Wood, John Kerr, Peul Newman and Tony Perkins. the Washington’s Birthday week,
In television, foreigners named “Cheyenne” as -the Best American with over $330,000 gross. “Spirit
that' they’re giving the people what picture, “10,000 Bedrooms,” star¬
they want—that the only way^they ring Dean Mar^, which will have Western; “Mickey Mouse Club,” Best American Children’s Show; of St. Louis” (WB) was big in first
“MatinCe Theatre,” Best American Daytime Theatre; “Playhouse 90,” sessiont at the N. Y. Music Hall the
have of judging that is by .the vol: its world premiere here,
lime of letters, tele^amSi etc. “It
rt’s primarily, he dfeclares, to Best'Nighttime Theatre; “This Is Your Life,” Best Audience Participa¬ closing week of February. It
Isn't that they’re trying to sell the .contact exhibitors and Jhe public tion show. dipped sharply in second stanza.
Foreign films cited by the scribes were “The White Reindeer”
country down the river . . . they’re first hand for Hollywood-helpful
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G), also
selling merchandise a'nd selling it ideas and suggestions, to learn “on (Finnish); “Before Sundo\\Ti,” (German); “The Girl in Black” (Greek); new, finished sixth In the final
the best way they can.” He said the scene” what’s actually wanted “Rose on the Arm” (Japanese); “War arid Peace” (Italian) and Richard stanza last month. “Edge of City,”
the situation will change only when in the way of pictures and where Iir (British).
from the same company, also hints
-Taina Elg and Jacques Bergerac were named by the scribes as the prrimi.se, finishing eighth the same
the public demands music that ex-, the film capitol stands today and to
presses native American culture.
top
‘foreign
newcomers”
of
the
year.
week.
look for'new faces.

CaastAgMts
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‘Ut’s Not Be Bull’ ;

—Midwest a ‘Colony’

Lindbergli Uniting

February’s Favs ,,

ITeaneKlar, March 6, 1957

SOMETHING’S
GOING
TO

POP!
Our Campaign
Will Roach
a total of
356,570,617

impressions
in Magazines,
Newspapers,
on TV and
Radio k

CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
for the "Champagne” of the Year I
MAGAZINES: Full page in Life (2 colors)^
Look, Saturday Evening Post (2 colors), Seven¬

THEATRE
PREVIEWS!
M-G'M cofdtaily invites you to sample this bubbling'
"Champagne of Pictures” at Its, Invitational Theatre
Previews. Watch for your Invitation which will tell you
the date and theatre in your Exchange City. This picttlre
is literally a Happy Toast to your Box'Office! And
M-G-M is telling y<>ur patrons about "The newspaper
giiy, the chic fashion designer and the shapely showgirl."

teen, Vogue, Charm, New Yorker and a full
page in all the leading fan jmagazines. Plus
M-G-M*s famed "Picture of the Month*' column
in Cosmopolitan, McCall's and Redbobk.
101,375,385 total readership.
NEWSPAPERS : Teaser series to appear for 5
days prior to opening on women's and society

M>0>M present* th. Comedy of the Year—with Songil

GREGORY PECK
LAUREN BACALL

pages of 61 papers in 45 cities. Total readership nearly 200,000,000. Plus M-(j-M's big
display and co-operative newspaper campaigns

DESIGNING WOMAN
Cf-SHarlng

with untold circulation in the hundreds of
millions.
TV AND RADIO: Radio spots in 26 markets
producing 24,689,232 listener impressions

DOLORESGRAY
WiHtan by GEORGE WELLSi Assoclota Produco^
In

ONEMASCOPI

aiHl

MITROCOLOR

over a 3-week period. Star spots on TV featur**

Dimfod by VINCENTE MINNELLI

ing Gregory Peck and Lauren Bacall, telecast

P^dvcfdbyDORI $CHARY

to 36 big-city markets, going into 14,526,648
homes with 30,506,000 viewers.

A
(AvilliNf In Mffnttk Sttrtoplionb, ffrtpWtii$t#r«Qphonlc or l-Ch«niiol SoVfld),

PICTURES
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Making House Guilty If Kids loiter’

Dailies For Teeners
Couttnuod from page 5

[NEWEST CRANK PROPOSAL IN ALBANY]

radio second (48%), then maga¬
zines (40%) and newspapers (27%).
Explanation, of. course, would be
,
,
’
Albany, March 6..
that, Jn tv—primarily considered
Ajn unusual ^>111 presented to the Legislature by Senator William
an entertainment medium—ads^are
T. Conklin and Assemblyman Frank J. McMullen, Brooklyn Repub¬
frequently felt, to be an intrusion,
licans, would make theatre owners,, lessees, mahagferp, employees
where in newspapers they $ire not
and others exercising qontroL Bablq to a misdemeanor charge, if
only thought useful, but are fully
thet' knowingly or willfully 'permitted children under 16 to congTe^
expected.
gate, loiter and remain on ttie premises.
In terms of the question which
• All theatres ^as well as dance halls, bowling alleys, billiard
medium they found.the hardest to
academies, candy stores) would be affected.
be without, the older teon * group
If a child 'unaccompanied by his parents, guardian or authorized
(18-19 years) named newspapers
adult wei^ m'resteii or taken. into custody, f(/r truancy, in such
(39%) against tv (18%), radio
places, and were.again arrested or taken into custody, for the same
(36%) and magazines (6%). The
violation ,on the sanie premises within 90 . days, the, presumption
younger teens (13 to 14 years)
would be tfiC'.owner, etc. had "knowirigly and willfully*' permittedfound tv the most essential (55%)
him to congregate or loiter;^ - Such congregating or loitering would
with radio second (23%), news¬
have to be “such as to contribute to juvenile delinquency.” July 1
papers (18%) and mags (4%).
1? the bill's effective date.
Is there too • much advertising?
The older group said yes to the
tune of 56% for tv, 48% foi* radio,
37% the mags and. 22% the news¬
papers. Younger -group found too
much of it tv (60%)‘in radio (47%),
in the mags (44%) and. in the
papers (34%).
Onqof the astonishing findings
March
of the st^ey was that 94% of the
Edward
Lid'er was elected teenagers consider themselves reg^
p.rexy ofIjLjdepend'ent Exhibitors ular newspaper readers. Total of
Inc. of' N.e^ England at annual 95% of the girls said they read the
meeting atjHo^el Bradford. Melvin.: film ads' as against 93% of the
Safner
wa^.'elected first veep; Ed-^. boys.
Stanley Warner is contemplat¬
ing the closing of eight subsequent- win Pideli, second veep; Henry
Value of Teenagers
Gaudet,
secretary; Julian Ijlifkln,
run* theatres in the northern New
' • : According to the study, the teen¬
Jersey area.
Employees of the treasurer.
age market today comprises over
theatres have been put-on notice
Norman Glassman was're'elected -16,000,000 people (close to 10% of
that there is a possibility that the chairman of the board; Nathan the populatioh) and the market
houses will be shuttered.
Yamins, reelected national dele¬ pockets some $9,000,000,000 a year
According to Charles Smakwitz, gate; Carl Goldman, reappointed in allowances, gifts, earnings, etc.
manager of the northern N.J. thea¬ exec secretary. Directors elected By 1965, it's claimed, the total will
tres, the action has no connection were; Leslie Bendslev, Ned Eisner, swell to an imposing $14,000,000,with a dispute with the local pro¬ Ray Feeley, Leonard Goldberg’, 000. This teenage market, going:by
jectionists union, Local 244, David Hodgdon, Frank LePage, A1 the Advertising Bureau - figures,
lATSE, Smakwitz, reached at bis Lourie, Joseph Jarvis, Arthur uses newspaper more than a year
Newark headquarters, said, that Howard, Walter Miitchell, Daniel .ago (52%), Also, 54% said they
business at all theatres involved Murphy, Sam Resnik, Ted Rosen- found newspapers most practical
has been “extremely bad” and blat'C Andrew- Tegu..
(against 17% for tv, 16% for radio
Stanley's final decision depends on
A wire to United Artists, urging 13% for the mags). On the other
the b.o. activity in the next week withdrawal of Elme'i* Rhoden Jr.'s. hand, only -3% found the papers
or two. “We've been studying the Kansas City - produced “Delin¬ most entertaining against a heavy
situation for several weeks,” he quents” was sent to Arthur Krim, 70% for tv and 18% for radio.
said Monday (4). “Our final sur¬ UA prexy.
Film companies appear to be
vey will determine what action we
Exhibitors body contends the veering, more and more to the
will take.”
film is harmful to the industry in point-of-sale and the trend is away
Smakwitz declined to state flatly general and to ozoners'in particu¬ from national advertising which is
whether or not the theatres would lar. Said Lider, in his wire: “Based expensive and hits a lot of situa¬
be closed. He termed the issuance on reports from ouT members , . . tions where it is valueless since the
of closing notices to the employees this film has many objectionable picture may n^ver play there
as “a normal procedure of putting scenes . . . violence and vandalism either that, or it may come months
the houses on notice” in conform¬ in a drive-in theatre is emphasized. after the ad has appeared, thus dis¬
ity with the rights of the company We feel that this film should, be sipating the impact.
under- its contract with the union. withdi'awn altogether.”
As for newspaper advertising,
However, according to a union
Krim replied to the telegram some film company ^execs, aware'of
spokesman. Local 224 has been that the film was produced by an the rising dollar volume being
negotiating for a new contract with exhib who also, operates ozoners. spent by the distribs and exhibs,
Stanley Warner for one and half Lider said he. would gather opin¬ are burned up' over the papers'
years. He added that the theatre ions from circuit heads, and if tendency to slough off film news
chain is demanding that the threeman booth operation, which is there is enough opposition to the in favor of tv blurbs. Also, they
picture, a letter will be sent to consider newspaper ad rates fre¬
spread over a nirte-shift week, be
quently out-of-llne.
changed to two men. In addition, Rhoden.

at UA That
Stanley Workers WireKrim
‘Deii^ents’ (Rhoden)
Is l|iifair toOzoners
Told 8 Houses
May Shutter

he said, the company is asking that
the two men retained work addi¬
ARBITRATION ISSUE UP
tional hours without extra compen¬
sation.
Distrib Committee: Montague, Rea¬
The eight theatres involved are
gan, Weltncr
the Millburn in Millburn, Sandford
in Irvington, and Central, Ritz, Ti¬
Concrete evidence that a^new ef¬
voli, Capitol, Regent and Stanley fort will he made to establish an
In Newark,
industry arbitration system came
last week \yheii Erie Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture
Assn, of Amferica, revealed that
the distributors had named a threeman steering committee to deal
Continued from page 3
with the arbitration question,
week failed as Zanuck refused to
Johnston made known the dis¬
return calls.
tributors' position in identical let¬
While nobody seems to; have any ters to Ernest G.- Stellings, presi¬
concrete information on just what dent of 'Iheatre Owners of Ameri¬
happened at the 20th board meet ca, and Julius Gordon, president of
last week, few are convinced that Allied States Assn. Both exhibitor
the reason put forward for Zanuck's
groups had previously requested a
resignation is m'ore than part of meeting for a purpose of discussing
the story. It's pointed out, that arbitration.
Zanuck, with control of some 130,-.
Named to the distributors’ steer¬
000 shares of 20th stock, is the
largest stockholder of record (How¬ ing committee were Abe Montague,
Columbia
sales chief; Charles Rea¬
ard Hughes may have more, but
there's no way of dliecking that at gan, Metro sales topper, and
George
Weltner,
Paramount’s
the moment) and, in one way or
another, certainly should be repped world-wide distribution .boss. . The
three
distrib
reps,
according to
on the 20th board.
It is suggested that, in case there Johnston, have been named to meet
with
Stellings
and
Gordon
“for the
is friction between Zanuck and
Skouras, the former may find it purpose of w6rking out arrange¬
ments
for.'
arbitration
discussions
advantageous npt to be on the
board and that he may thus enjoy with representatives of exhibition,”
a greater freedom of action. Rela¬ TOA has atready indicated that it
tions between Skouras and Zan¬ is willing to meet wtih the distrib
uck weren't always smooth when group on March 18.
Zanuck was still head of the studio.
There have been no Indications of
friction since Zanuck took on his
Holl^’wood, March .5.
indie status.
William Ludwig, who is exiting
Thus, without any real evidence
to the contrary, the trade- must .ac¬ Metro after -18 years .as a staff
cept the explanation for the Zanuck writer, Is joining Jack Cummings
bowout, which also removes -him Enterprises as partner,-in active
from the company’s finance com¬ production.
He’ll also screenplay some prop¬
mittee which he had joined simul¬
taneously with going on the board. erties. Cummings, former Metro
Fact is, however, that none be¬ producer, may do .“Blossom Time,”
lieves the 20th story of the Zanuck and “Paint Your Wagon,” both
resignation to be the whole story. owned-by Lotiis B. Mayer.

Zanuck’s Motives

Ludwig Joins Cummings

^Viking’
^ Continued from page 5

oars oh each side, hundreds of
Scandinavians belonging to rowing
clubs are now being ti'ained in the
specialized technique, Fleischer re¬
ported.
Since there is no un¬
employment in Scandinavia, the
picture must be scheduled so that
the sequences dealing with this
rowing may be shot during vaca¬
tion period. All the men under
training will take theii* holidays
simultaneously, and' have already
started to let their beards grow.
One of Fleischer's first'chords
upon arrival in Norway is to char¬
ter a fleet of both large and small
craft, including at least seveMl
steamers, for the six-week location
in the fjords. These abo will be
used for shooting off the French
coast, where in Brittany Fleischpr
found a castle, built 960 A.Ip,,
'which will be used for a good patt
of the picture. No castles of the
proper vintage could be'located in
Norvray.
Another problem to be overcome
in France is to locate several hun¬
dred horses, since the Breton farm¬
ers already contacted have re¬
fused to lend or rent their stock to
picture, due* to their requirement
.for farming.

Won’t Book ‘Doir After
Average Week in Portland
New Bedford,' Mass., March 5.'“Baby Doll” will not be shoWn
In New Bedford. Fisher Zeitz of
Zeitz Theatre chain, operating the
State Empire and New Bedford
theatres in the city, said he will
not book the Warner film.
“Baby Doll” had “an average
week's run” last month at Zeitz
Corp.’s Civil Theatre in Portland,
Me., he reported.

is

Promotion of Academy Sweepstakes
Takes Tall Coin, Stellings Warns
Spewack’s Lose Round
lii Suit Vs. Paramount
Over ilyflurec Angels’
Sam ahd' .'Belia Spewack last
week lost A legal preliminary in
their $300,tf00 N. Y. Supreme
Court suit against. Paramount. over
rights ■ .to the ’.plaintiffs’ comedy,
“My Three Angelsi” They seek to
restrain Par froln apjjropriating
the \Vork in. the Humphrey Bogart
starrer, “We’^re No Angeis.”
Justice Edgar J. Nathan denied
the Spewacks' motion to strike out
certain of Par's defenses and dis¬
miss two counterclaims contained
in its answer. CpuH'ruled that the
contract relied dpbn :iby • the plain¬
tiffs cohtains “ambiguity that canhot be resolved' upon ’ this motionv"
. *,
'
•;Araong other, things, ’Far's de¬
fense maintains that the Spewacks
never acquired * niotiqn . picture
rights to' Albert Husson’s “La Cui¬
sine des Anges” -upon which the.
couple, based “My Three Angels,”
a Broadway play vof 1953.
^Par, which picked up the screen
r^hts to “Cuisine” on assignment
from Husson, turned out the. film
version in 1955 as “We’re No An¬
gels.” Defense further charges
that the Spewacks “well . knew”
that Par had the picture rights.

SHAW’S ‘CANDIDA’ AS
KIT CORNEL FILM
•Screen rights to George Bernard
Shaw’s “Candida” hav, been ac¬
quired by Guthrie McClintic who
is to produce the picture with his
wife, Katharine Cornell, as star.
This will be the first leading role
in a film for Miss Cornell. Her
plays have included the Shaw com¬
edy.
McClintic has tentative plans to
make the picture in London next
summer.

BUDDY DE FRANCO SUES
Claims He Wrongly Gave Rights
To Security Pictures
Los Angeles, March 5.
Contending that he signed away
his rights in error, Buddy De
Franco is suing Security Pictures
and United Artists, seeking an in¬
junction to halt use of his tune
“Jumping Up and Down” in the
film “The Wild Party.” Suit asks
he be declared sole owner of the
song.
Superior Court action asserts he
was hired to participate in the
scoring of the film with the under¬
standing that he was to be paid ex¬
tra for the use of his tune. How¬
ever., he contends, he signed his
rights to the music away In a docu-ment he approved in error.

Montreal Likes ‘80 Days^
Montreal, March 5.
Michael Tod’s “Around the
World in 80 Days” opened Fri.
night (1) at the Alaiiette Theatre
here to critic raves and solid biz.
The Alouette,. leased by Consoli¬
dated Theatres and the dnly house
in the provihee equipped with
Todd-AO, Is scaled to a $2.40 top
on -Fri. and Sat. : nights with .$2
for balance of week and $1.75 for
the three matinees.

Designers Union
—Continued from page' 1.

agreement between the defendant
and co-conspirators, not named;
only described as “contracting de¬
signers” and members of the local.
The brief further states that under
the terms of the agreement, the
Local prohibited its members from
performing any services in connec¬
tion with the construction of scen¬
ery or manufacturing of costumes
unless the designs for them were,
prepared by a co-conspirator.
Another charge is that the al¬
leged co-conspirators would not
design costumes until a contract
for scenic designs had been en¬
tered into between the producers
and a designer member of the un¬
ion and that work would not be
started until a costume designer
has also been signed.

Chicago, March 5.
Warning that promotion’and im*
plementatiqn of the Academy
Award Sweepstakes and other
business building ginunicks will be
expensive, Ernest G.' Stellings,
president Of Theatre Owners of
America, outlined to the exhibitor
or.ganization’s board of directors at
its meet’ng here over the weekend
a nlan for financing the program.'The most generally q^ccepted
plan, he said, is one based on. film
rentals and financed equally by
both exhibition and distribution.
He noted that total annual film
rentals were approximately $350.000 000 and that 4/lOths of 1%. of
th's amount would produce $1,400,000 which equally matched by distr'bution would give the program
an overall total of $2,800,000.
“Thai amount of money,” he de¬
clared, “is needed for the only
kind .of campaign which, it is felt,
-can be effective.”
If this financing method is -adoptted, Stellings said, each exhibitor’s,
percentage assessment on f'lm
rentiil woijild, be billed by edch disistributor's exchange at the tiibe
the film .rental is invpiced. The
funds then would be trahsferred
bv each'distrib to a special Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
fund, from-which it, will be disbiir.sed_^for the Costs of the campa* cm- The entire. program,.Stellin"s.re ported, would be h.eaded by
a general steering committee com¬
posed of representatives of, the
constituent members of the
pro.iect. •
,

Losti Kids
-

■ Continued from ‘.paffe, 5

on'y 35% at night, the to-be-ex-;
pected Reversal of the normal
procedure.
• At the production end, films
aimed specifically at children rep¬
resent an economic problem for
the' producer whose high costs de¬
mand. subjects of more general
appeal. Only one who's been really
successful in this field has been
Disney, who also draws in ^adults.
Exhibs, of course, shy away from
kid pix since their evening busi¬
ness is ruined.
Kids By Day
Suggestion has been made ard
mulled that a house should play
a . children’s program during the
day and substitute an adult show
at night. This is actually being
done in some houses, particularly
over weekends, if the management
considers the main feature un¬
suitable for youngsters but doesn't
want, to put up an “Adults Only”
sign, ,
Another basic problem is the
sporadic availability of the child
audience, particularly with the ad¬
vent of tv. The very young ones
aren’t being taken regularly to see
films, and “the older group goes to
school.
Motion Picture Assn, of America
still has its Children’s Film Li¬
brary, but its sked has been sadly
depleted since many of the “clas¬
sics” of juve appeal have been sold
to tv and comparatively few new
features of specifically '“young”
appeal are made. Also, the distrib¬
utors haven’t been in an outstand¬
ingly cooperative mood re the
.'question of print availabilities.
Disney office says “Cinderella”
should be played 'off via its re¬
gional release pattern by Easter,
at which time prints will be made
available for playoff in the- key
cities again. Next to be reissued by
Disney is “Bambl;” which is' due'
out during the summer. Disney be¬
lieves in reissuing its children's
classics in a seven year cycle on
the theory that a new generation
evolves in', that period-and is re¬
ceptive to the Disney brand of
(b.o.) magic.

Canadian Cancer Picture
Ottawa, March 5.
J. Arthur Rank Organization is
distributing a new Crawley Films
Ltd. color Short, “Canadian Cru¬
sade,” produced to help enlighten
the public on cancer. Grawley's
scripted and produced the film for
the Canadian Cancer Society and
the National Cancer Institute- .of
Canada' and included a French-lan¬
guage version, “Crbisade du Cahada.”
Picture is also being issued in
16m.
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H.*0.s Hurt Port; *IJfe’

Leaii7(;i^nG,2d

Wedttekdiy, Marcb iS, 19S7

Amusement Stock Quotations

For We^h Ending Tuetdoy (S)
Portland, Ore,, Marcli ,5. :
City is bogged down with hbld^
uyers this round, with' lone big
IV V V If vfi
, Net
19S«t57.
(Continued from page 9)
newcomer, “Pull of Life,” only
^Cbanfe
liicli Luw
Weekly YoL Weekly Weekly Tuei.‘
trade coming on week-end. Aim*-, mild at tlie. Fox. Extremely biid
Cloak
In ibOt'
Low
for Week '
ing >for , great $14,000' after first weather made deep inroads into
20
%
32^4
^21%
20^
21
AtaiBr-ParTh
173
— %
week’s $15,000.
St. Louis, March 5.
‘‘Battle
33
34^ 22% CBS “A’» i .. 118
31
+1%
32%
Kentucky (Swito.w) (1,000; 50-85) biz at; many houses.
After three days of steady rain
Hymn”
looms
good
in
second
Or¬
22%
CBS
“B"
....
32%
32%
27,
31
—“Rainmaker”
(Par).
.
Likely
fine
34%
•+
%
last Week, biz at main-stem
2ff3^ 17 . Col Plx. 51
18%
18%
17
houses is recovering some this $7,OO0. Last week, “Written On pheum stanza but “Wings of
4-1%
12%
frame.
**10 Commandments’ is Wind” (U) (5th wk), $5,000.
16%
15%'
143/i
15%
''Deeca
'..
69
+
.%
Eagles”, is modest in second Lib¬
Loew'a (United Artists) (3,000; erty week, and ■ “Rainmaker” is. ;1C034 753A Eastman Kdk 77
rolling up another terrific gross in
— %
84%
84%
84%
second session at the St. Louis. 50,85)-^**F(iil Of Life’" (Col) and touching bottom in second at
4%
23^■ EMI . 310
3%
— %
3%
“The Delinquents” shapes fine at “Ride High Iroh” (Gol). Modest Paraihount. ,
12
6% , List Ind. 71
7%
— Va
'7%
?!!’
Orphcuhi as a newcomer. .**Wings $3,500.
Last. week, * “Wings Of
472
19% - + V4
; 25% 18% Loew's
18%
1944
Estimates for This Week
of Eagles” looks; nice in second Eagles” (M-G) and “Utah Blaine”
7 : iNat. Thea. .. 146
8%
.8%
. 8%
■ + %
Broadway (Parker) (93b; $1.50- : 9%
week at Loew's. “Men in^ War (CoD; $10,000. < ‘
36% 27% Paramount . . 183
+2%.
33%
30%
3244
Mary Andetson (People's) (l^OOO; $2)—‘Oklahoma” (Magna) (17th
looms fast in second stanza at Es36%
14%
Phiico
......
14%
207
■
15%
1444
+ %
quire. “Rainmaker” was good in 85; $1.25)—“Giant” (WB), Return wk). Sturdy $8,000. Last week,
.34;
50% 31% RCA ;. 268
34%
+1%
zm
week just finished at Fox. “Battle date looks big $5,()00. Last week, vm5^
Repiiblio
....
8%
77
6%
.
6%
+
%
■
544
Hymn” shapes fancy on moveover “Big Land” (WB), $6,500.
VFox
(Evergreen)
(1,536; $115% 11% Rep., pfd. . . 61
12
'
— %■
11%
. 1144
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; $1.50)—“Full of . Life” (Col) and
to the Missouri.
13%
1744
Stanley
War..
30
15%
16
16%
—
%
74-99)—“Battle
Hymn”
(U)
(2d
“Phantom Stagecoach” (Col). Fair
Estimates for This Week
29% 22% Storer .*.. .... 26
26%
26%
25%
4* %
Ambassador (SW-Cinerama) (1,- wk). Looks fancy $10,000, after $7,000. Last week,- “Oh, Men! Oh,
29% 21% ;20tlirFox
212
26
22%,> 25%
Women!” (20th) and VDespera4-1%
400; $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonr] first week’s $14,000.
293/i 23% Univ. Plx ... 29
24%
24%
24%
does Are in Town’* (20th), $6,800.
ders of World” (Cinerama) (45th i
82% 69
iUniv., pfd. . . *20 \'69
69
69
Guild (Indie)
(400; $i:25)—“
wk). Nice $10,500.
Last week,
29% 18% Warnei; Bros. 48
.26%
26%
25%
“Magnificent Seven” (Indie). Okay
4- %
$10,000.
141%
Zenith
\
-....
$2,500. Last week, “Edge of City”
91%
29
93
91%
91%
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 70-90)—
—1%
(M-G) (2d wk), $1,700,
“Men in War” (UA) (2d wk). Good
American Stock Exchange'
$9,500,
after $13,500
opening
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 906%
3% Allied' Artists 78
4
3%
3%
Seattle, March 5.
$1.25)—“Wings of Eagles” (M-G)
13%
Ail'd
Art.,
pfd
8
(Arthur) (5,000; 75-90)—
844
-.8%.
8%
m
Hottest thing in town is “10 and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G)
•2%
1
“Rock, Pretty; Baby” (U) "and Commandments;” still smash in (2d wk). Modest $6,200 in 8 days.
C dc C Super
74
1
1
1%
“Four Girls in ToWn” (U). Opened second stanza at Fifth AvChue after Last week, $6,400.
10
444 Du Mont r ..' 42
4%
5
• • 5%'.,
today (Tues.). Last week, “Rain¬ terrific opening round. “Rainmak¬
23/9 Guild Films. 301
4%
■•3%^3%
-f %
m
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1maker” (Par), and “Three Brave er” shapes good at Coliseum. “This
9%
3
Nat'l Telefilm 83
9%
8%'
8%
Hymn” (U) and
4“ %
Men” (20th), good $13,000 for Burt Is Cinerama” continues fancy in $1.25)—“Battle
- 53^. 234 Sklatron
33%
93
4%
4
“Istanbul” (U) (2d wkk Good $7,4%
Lancaster pic. . ^
63^ Technicolor . 40
29th session at Paramount.
.13%
.500. - Last week, $8,900,
*7%,
7%
7%
+ %
Loew's (Loew) ’ (3,221: 50-85)— tie Hymn” is rated good in seconB
4%
53%
3
76
Trans
Lux
..
.5
5
Paramount
(Port-Par)
(3,400;
90“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and round at Music Hall. “Wings of
(Par)
and
“Tomahawk Trail” (U) (2d wk). Eagles” looms okay in second Or¬ $1.25)—“Rainmaker”
Over-the-Cdunter Securitiet
‘5 Steps to Danger” (UA (2d wk).
Fine $9,000, following $13,000 pheum stanza,
•
>
Bid
Aak
Dull $5,000, Last'week, $5,200.
initial frame.
Ampex ...... .
373%
+3%
Estimates for This-Week
t
' Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 75)—
_L
,
,,,
2%
2%
Blue . Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
'“Battle Hymn” (U) and “Show¬
..
1
BROADWAY
Cinerama Inc.
.
1%
down at Abilene” (U). (m.o.). Neat $1.50'-$2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna)
Cinerama Prod.
......... 2%
2%
$7,000. Last week, “True Story (18th wk). Okay $6,000. Last week,
(Continued from page 9)
DuMont Broadcasting......
944
Jesse James” (20th) and “Woman’s $6,600.
+ %
was big $10,500. 'The 23d week
Magna
Theatres
....
Devotion’* (Rep), $3,500.
......... 2%
2%
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 95- was $14,500. Continues on at this
134
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85) $1.25) — “Rainmaker” (Par) and gait.
Official Films ....'
2
—“The Delinquents” (UA) and “Tomahawk Trail” (Par). Good
Polaroid .. i
.
122
+ 10 ’
VThe Brass Legend”' (UA). Fine $9,000. Last week, “Oh, Men! I Roxy (Natl. Th.) (5,717; $1.2553%
U. A. .Theatres.» ^ ;.
$8,500. Last week, “Don’t Knock Women!” (20th), and “Storm Cen¬ $2.50)—“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
Walt Disney
..
23
+ 1%
with
stageshpw
(2d
wk).
This
Rock” (Col) and “Gamma People” ter’.’ (Col), $8,200.
round winding up today (Wed.)
(Col), $6,000.
* Actual "Volume.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; looks way off at mild $47,000. First
Pageant (St. L.- Amus) (1.000; 90)
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
« ;—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) and $l,50-:$2.30)—“10 Commandments” week, $98,000, but not quite as big
“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (reis¬ (Par) (2d wk). Huge $20,000. Last as anticipated. Stays a third, with
“Heaven
Knows,
Mr.
Allison”
week,
$25,500.
sues). Oke $2,500. Last week, “Rose
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- (20th) opening next, likely on
Tattoo” (Par) and “Come Back, Lit¬
tle Sheba” (Par).(reissues), $2,000. $1.25) — “Secrets of Life” (BV) March 15.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
' Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; Okay $5,000. Last week, “Tea¬
fiO)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) and house” (M-G) (8th wk-12 days), “Edge of City” (M-G) (6th wk).
Continued from, paze 1 ;
Fifth stanza completed Monday (4)
“Barefoot Contessa (UA) (reissues) $5,400.
which either have television “pro- a handful of top A$CAp writers'
Fin^ .$2.000.. Last week, “Coun¬
Music HaU (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- was to fair $11,500. The fourth duction” values or are being uti¬ names, “none of them could write
try Girl” (Par) and “Forever Fe¬ $1.26) — “Battle Hymfi” (U) and week was $16,500. Stays until
lized so prolifically, of late, in the
male” (Par) (reissues), same.
“Istanbul” (U) (2d wk). Good $7,- “Fear -Strikes Out” (Par) preeins sundry “mood music” and “theme a rock ’n’ roll number, so why kid
themselves. And why should they
• St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; $1.25- 000 or near. Last week, $8,200.
late this month.
idea” LP record albums—the per¬ complain if some housewives show
$2)—“10 Commandments” ’ (Par)
Sutton
(R&B)
(561;
95-$1.75)—
'Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; -90(2d wk). Sock $34,000, after $36,formance
payoff
on
current
pops
up as author of some new tunes.
$1.25)—“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) “Great Man” (U) (10th wk). The is an immediate worry.
000 for onening stanza.
And have you noticed how many
ninth session finishing Monday (4)
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G) was fancy $10,000. The eighth
As. the weight of the BMI surge femmes,, there are around now
90)-“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (4th (2d wk). Oke $6,000. Last week, week was $11,000.
asserts
itself,
both
the
writer
and
writing’ songs, and ..especially via
wk). Fine .$3,000, following $3,500 $8,700.
Trans-Lux 52na St. (T-L) (640; publisher segments of ASCAP are BMI, whereas Carrie Jacobs-Bond,
Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,third session.
282; $1.20-$2.65)—“This Is Cine¬ $1-$1.50)—“La Strada” (TL) (34th not too- happy with the tendency itay Twomey, Dorothy Fields,
rama (Cinerama) (29th wk). Nice wk). The 33d week finished Sun¬ of the Hollywood-controlled pubr Mabel Wayne, Dorothy Terrlss and
LOS ANGELES
day (3) was solid $10,200. The 32d lishihg houses .to plug picture only a few others are to be found
$8,800. Last week, $11,500.
week was $12,000. Stays on, at tunes as against straight pops. within ASCAP.”
(Continued from page 8)
least through this month.
Ofttimes, of course, the pic songs
$21,000 or a bit over. Last week,
A'dded to ASCAP’s headache is
PITTSBURGH
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) click, but the film music subsidi¬ the open secret that a-couple, of
$27;700.
(Continued from page 9)
—“Baby
Doll”
(WB)
(12th
wk).
aries allegedly would rather push the key, old guard ASCAP pub¬
^ Orpheum, Hollywood (Metro- week, “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!'
The 11th ' round completed last
' dog” film song than a likely lishers have expressed themselves
politan-FWC) (2,213; 756; 80-$1.25) (20th) (2d wk), $6,000.
night (Tues.) was fine $19,000. The non-picture song! That, it’s held, not" averse to exploring a BMI
—“Men In War” (UA) and “Affair
Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)— 10th week was $24,600.
in Reno” (Rep) (2d wk). Light “Wee
doesn’t
help ASCAP’s standings in affiliation, just as many of the
Geordie” (Arthur) (7th wk).
$10,000. Last week, with Uptown, No sign
Warner (S-W) (1,600; $1.20-$3.50) the bestseller lists at all.
intermediary companies already
of collapsing and man¬
$16,900, plus $42,800 in 10 nabes. agement figures
—“Seven
Wonders
of
World”
The
current dimout of the have. In some instances the BMI
it may even last
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian, through Lent with any kind of (Cinerama) (48th wk). The 47th ASCAP tunes on the hit lists has adjunct eclipses the basic ASCAP
Uptown (ABPT-UATC-FWC) (3,300; break. Will do nearly $3,000, big, session ended Saturday (2) was the whole '^membership thrashing operation.
1,503; 1,715; 85-$1.50)—“Big Land” again this' stanza, same as last great $44,800, for schedule of 21 about for the reason. To the group
Meantime, with the global im¬
shows. The 46th week was $51,700, of litigating songwriters, the sud¬
(WB) and “Coldlitz Story” (Indie) week.
including two extra shows. Stays den surge of BMI-itis is $een as a pact of pop music, aiid the record
(2d wk). Slow $12^500. Last week,
Harris' (Harris) (2,165; 65-99)carrying the tune around the world
without Uptown, $18,700.
‘3 Brave Men” (20th). Honors not¬ on indef.
dark conspiracy and another ex¬
World ■ (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)— ample, of thp broadcasting indus¬ like a film does, there are still
Hollywood Paramount, Hillstreet, withstanding, Ernest Borgnine is'
Wiltern (F&M-RKO-SW) (1,468; not b.o. here and picture’s subject “Tempest in Flesh” (Pace) (7th try’s maneuvers to put the Society other complications. For example,
one major U.S. operation is some¬
matter
isn’t
either.
Will
be
lucky
2,752; 2,344; 80-$1.50) — “Written
wk). Current round ending tomor¬
On Wind” (U) and “Behind High to get even $6,500, very light. Last row (Thurs.) is heading for nice in a more awkward trading posi¬ what embarrassed because its Lon^
Wall” (U) (10th wk H’d.. Para., 2d week, “Anastasia” (20th) (7th wk), $4,7O0 after $5,000 in sixth. Holds. tion when the new televisipn- don affiliate is pubiishihg a song
ASCAP negotiations come up this written by a BMI writer with a
wk elsewhere. Fair $19,000 plus $8,500 in 8 days. In 50-day run,
year. Obviously, the. BMI impact PRS (Performing Rights Society)
$31,000 in .8 ozoners. Last week, picture did well over $100,000,
and dimunition of ASCAP’s prowess writer. Traditionally, such , collab¬
$21,800, plus $54,600 in one nabe, finest . showing, here sfnee “The
PHILADELPHIA
Robe” (20th).
could give the stations a case for orations invariably have been be¬
nine drive-ins.
(Continued; from page 8)
Penn
(U)
(3,300;
65-99)—“Wings
arguing on terms, especially if
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25Stiff compe¬ 700. Last week, “Tears for Simon’ ASC^lP has any ideas of upped tween ASCAP and PRS'collabora¬
$1.50)—“Great Man” (U) (3d wk). of Eagles” (M-G).
tors, since both licensing organiza¬
tition few doors away at Fulton but (Indie) (3d wk)^ .$3,000.
rates. (Additional details on the tions have reciprocal copyright
Fair $5,000. Last week, $5,600.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
overflow, John Wayne’s jxame and
El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50) — action stuff combining to give this —“Full of Life" (Col). Happy $18.- ASCAP-BMI controversy in the treaties.
“Wee Geordie” (Indie) and '“In the one an okay $13,000 or a bit over. 000. Last week, “Big Land” (WB), Music Section.) '
It’s no secret that quite a few
Many AI^CAP writers and pub¬
Park” (Indie) (3d Wk), Moderate Last week,. “Rainmaker” (Par), $13,000.
$2,300. Last week, $2,800.
lishers, however, feel that the BMI ASCAP writers have BMI tunes,
$15,500, conceivably could have
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- hegemony. is. another -passing phase under
nons-de-plume,
because
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- held.
$2.75)—^-‘Around -''‘'World * in - 80
the “old school tie” and/or legalis¬
- - .$3.50)- ^ “Around- World”-- - (UA)
• SqUirrel Hill (SW)' (900; 85-99)— Days” (UA) (10th wk). Fiast $19,- of the music business. “How long/’ tic reasons forfends; open collab¬
(11th wk). More of same after near¬ “Great Man” (U) (6th wk). Looks 000. Last week, $23,000.
they ask, “can those rock ’n’ roll
oration. “But let us face it,’'
capacity $25,300 last week.
like end of road for this orte. Okay
Randolph
(Goldman)
(2,250; numbers and calypso tunes stay observes another writer; “ASCAP
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25- $2,200 looked for. Last week, $2,around. The public’iS gotta come
$1.40-$2,75)—“10
Commandments”
may have the standards' but BMI
$1.80) — “Rainmaker” (Par) (11th 700.
(Par) (15th wk).
Great $24,000. back to the good songs and those has the hits. What’S mdl’e, they’ll
wk). Mild $3,500.' Last week, • Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-99)will again be 'writteh., by the
$3,700.
“Paris Does Strange Things” (WB) Last week, $31,000. ...
have the standards 10 years from
ASCAPites.”
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
Warner Bbverly (SW) (1,612; Only reason for this one seems to
now because we’je not replenishing
'The Language of the People’
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments” be the hope that Ingrid Berg¬ “Wings of Eagles” (M-G) (2d wk).
The BMI proponents have the with the current hits as fast as
(Par) (16th wk). Nifty $21,500. Last man’s name after Academy nom¬ Slow $11,000. Last week, $16,000,
BML”
week, $25,800, biggest since New ination and longrun of “Anastasia”
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— attitude that, “maybe our songs
Year’s week.
at nearby Harris might help. Not “Men . in War’* (UA) (2d wk). Loud speak the language of the people,
as the kids ‘dig’.the new tunes to¬
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- turning out that. way. Crix jumped $16,000. Last week, $19,000.
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cine all over it with' dismal $5,000 in
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49) day” and another adds, “Maybe
Holiday” (Cinerama) (69th wk). sight.
Chicago, March 5.
—“Tempest in Flesh” (Indie) (8th the ASCAPers should forget the
Into current frame Sunday (3) after
Warner (SW*-Cinerama) (1,365; wk).
Balaban ds, Katz has- scheduled
So-so $2,900. Last 'W'eek, good old. days of bigtime vaude¬
nice $16,800 last week.
$1.25-*$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” $3,900.
ville when Nora Bayes or Belle the reopening of Its Loop house,
^
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) — (Cinerama) (46th wk). Winds up
Trans^ux (T-L) (500; 9941.80) Baker or Jolson ‘made* a hit, or the 900-seat Garrick, for April 19,
“La Strada” (T-L) (18th wk).| Sunday (10), with “10 Command¬
how the bands on radio used to on a. first-run policy . with the
ments” (Par) opening March 14. —“Anastasia” (20th) (10th wk). make ’em, and write the'"Way the Jimmy Piersall biopic, “Fear
Steady $3,000. Last wfeek, same.
Solid
$12,000. Last week, $14,500.
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) There’s been a stampede as end
Viking (Slcy) (1,000; 7541.40)— post-midqehtury audiences^ under¬ Strikes Out.” “
— “Street of Shame” .(Indie) (3d of run approaches. Over $26,000,
The Garrick was converted to a
Last “Top Secret Affair” (WB) -(ad wk). stood popular music.”
wk). Fine $4,500* Last week, great, and maybe more.
And another adds* reeling, off [television theatre, in 1950.
1 Slow $5,000, Last week, $9,500.
[week, $22,500.
$4,800,
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In order thdf Walt Disney cdrtoons
may still continue to play the iihportant
part that they have in oiir iN^dt industry,

BU»iA VISTA ilM DISTitlBOtlbN,lNC,
and NATIONAL FILM SERVICE have
agreed to jointly serve you—Mn Exhibitor
— as follows:

Buena

... Sales offices .and salesmen who are
currently selling this company’s
product, will now sell you the
Walt Disney cartoons.

NATIONAL HLM SERVICE...
through its 33 branch offices will:
ACCEPT YOUR PLAYDATESI

... SERVItt PRINTS

v«dnie«day, March 6, 1957

PICTVBES

The U. S. GoveJrnment, more spe- f
cifically the State Dept., has nixed
Republic’s 25c Divvy
a number of film titles submitted
Republic Pictures board last
by the Motion Picture Export Assn,
week declared regular quarter¬
for sale to Iron Curtain countries.
ly dividend of 25c per share on
Resultahlly, several of the compa¬
its preferred stock.
nies have registered complaints
Melon Is payable April 1 to
with their trade association, par¬
stockholders of record on
ticularly since some of the rejected
March 15.
pictures contain no material that
would appOar to be harmful to the
U* S. if shown to Communist audi¬
ences.
Queried by Variety about the
Government’s attitude, Motion Pic¬
ture Esiport Assn, had only a "no
comment’* last week.
However,
privately,' two foreign managers
The decision as to whether the
made it plain that they didn’t ap¬
prove of the setup under which International Alliance of Theatri¬
Washington virtually dicates what cal Stage Employes will sanction
specific releases can or cannot be the formation of a separate local
exported into the Soviet orbit. It’s of eastern publicists has been
estimated, at the same time, that a turned over to lA prexy Richard F.
screening process is, of course, Walsh.
0
necessary. Question only is who’s
Action was taken last week by
to be in charge.
the
lA
general
executive
board in
♦ To make matters wrose, the
its meeUng in i^biladelphla after
Government doesn*t bother to
Russell Moss, head of the Homer
explain' why it rejects or ac¬
office Employees Union, Locdl Hcepts titles that are offered for
63, petitioned the IA brass for a
sale to the Reds.
Whole situation arises from the separate ‘ publicists charter. Un¬
Government’s willingness to in¬ der the present setup, eastern pub¬
clude films in its international licists ^filiated with the lA, func¬
as "a unit of the white collar
media guarantee program. Under tion
union. It has been Moss’ conten¬
this program, the film industry can tion that the granting of a separate
sell films to an Iron Curtain coun¬ charts will enable the organuatry and accept payment in local tiO'n in consolidation of aU en¬
currency. The U.
Information tertainment publicists in the e»st,
Agency, which is the specifijc arm including, the film company fieldof State Dept, involved, then picks men.
up the local coin for its own use
Moss has already worked out an
and pays the qeuivalent—at a fa¬
vorable rate—in dollars . in New agreement .with the lA publicists’
unit
on the Coast over the question
York.
One of the conditions of this deal of jurisdiction. The union official
feels
that as a result of the for¬
is that USIA has the right to pass
on titles sold in the respective coun¬ mation of an lA eastern unit, N.Y.
film
publiciists
will be able to win
tries. MPEA has always been sen¬
sitive re this part of the arrange¬ similar, terms as their Coast col¬
leagues," whoi|e salary status and
ment.
working conditions ate Considered
MPEA deals for film sales are superior to their eastern counter¬
pending
currently in
Poland, parts.
Czechoslovakia and East Germany,
It’s generally agreed, however,
Companies for several years have
been selling films to Yugoslavia un¬ that Moss will have a tough time
der a similar setup. They recently bringing the majority of eastern
received $600,000 from Turkey uh- filrn. publicists into an lA unit.
deT the convertibility guarantee Only the publicists at Paramount,
program, which ds operating also are members of the white collar lA
union , at present. The RKO pub¬
for Vietnam.
Film companies’ export policies licists were also affiliated, but
RKO’s
discontinance of distribu¬
have always been a matter of con¬
troversy since there’s the perennial tion saw the dismissal of all the
unionized
pub-ad staffers. In addi¬
charge that Hollywood exports the
"wrong” type of releases in some tion', the rival Screen Publiciists
Guild,
affiliated
with the Distribu¬
cases. "Blackboard Jungle” inci¬
dent at Venice in 1955 was a classic tive, Wholesale ‘ and Department
Store
Union,
AFL-CIO,
has been
example. The companies do exer¬
cise a degree of self-censorsliip, opposed to a connection with the
lA.
The
SPG
represents
the pub¬
but it doesn’t go very far and is
largely overshadowed by comni'er- licists at Warner Bros., Metro,
20th-Fox,
United
Artists,
Univer¬
clal considerations.
sal and Columbia.

Up to Dick Walsh If
Russell Moss Proceeds

CITIZENS’ JURY, 14-9,
OKAYS‘BABY DOLL’
Keene, N. H., March 5.
A "citizens’ jury” viewed a spe¬
cial showing of the film, "Baby
Doll,” at the Latchis theatre here,
and voted 14-9 in favor of exhib¬
iting the Warner release to adult
audiences.
However, George Miller, thea¬
tre manager, said the management
had not yet decided whether there
v/ould be a booking.
The select audience .'was com¬
posed of clergymen, city council-,
men and members of women’s or¬
ganizations.

Dave Silverman to Allied,
Wiener With Rank in Hub
- Pittsburgh, March 5.
Dave Silverman, long-time RKO
exchange manager here before it
recently foldedr has already re¬
signed as a district heaq for A1
Schwalberg’s artists-produhers or¬
ganization less than a week after
he took the job. The reason was
the sudden opening up of the top
spot with Allied Artists in Pitts¬
burgh following Abe Weiner’s exit
to go with J. Arthur Rank outfit.
Silverman. preferred reihaining
at home rather than hitting the
road, which job With Schwalberg
would have entailed, and took the
AA deaL Weiner, who came hefe
originally aS Monogram chief and
stayed on under AA set-up, will
headquarter in Boston^ his home
town, and head a Rank district, in¬
cluding that city. New Haven, Ah
bany and Buffalo..

Ralph Banghart, former RKO
midwest publicity head, is tempor¬
arily working at United Artists, not
Universal as erratumed here last
week.

Fact-Finding Citizens In
Wagner Probe of 5% Tax
New York’s Mayor Robert F.
Wagner has appointed a citizens’
Committee to determine the effects
of the City’s 5% amusement' tax
on the film business. Move had
been requested of the Mayor by
Industry reps who met with the
Mayor Dec. 7.
. •
Named to 'the Committee were
Francis W. H, Adanis, former Po¬
lice Commissioner; D2^vid Dubinsky, presiden^of the International
Ladies Garment Workers' Union,
and Thomas Jefferson Miley, exec
director of the Commerce and In¬
dustry Assn.
The Mayor said the committee
was "purely a. fact-finding body’’
and wasn’t expected to make rec¬
ommendations. The ' city tax was
enacted in 1954. Exhibs have
claimed that, unless it’s repealed,
many houses in the metropolitan
area will have to close.,

Exec; Org Run
By Herman Levy
Chicago, March 5.
Theatre Owners of America is
having' difficulty in coming up with
a suitable executive dire-ctor. Prexy
Ernest G. Stellings, reporting to
the board at its mid-winter meet¬
ing here, said "it has been a discouragiiig and frustrating process”'
to find the right man for the job.
He suggested, therefore, that
TOA continue its search for "the
properly qualified man,’’ but that
the activity should be pursued "on
a more leisurely instead of itensir
fied pace.”
Meanwhile, he urged that in the
interim period the board consider’
the employment of a public rela¬
tions director. A similar proposal
was made recently at a convention’
of Allied States Assn. TOA, like
Allied, feels that the industry—^
and Uie^atres in particular—are sub¬
jected‘'to adverse stories arid at¬
tacks.
According tq StellirigSy
"they materially affect the stand¬
ing of our business,' not only with;
the general public,, but in. finan¬
cial circles, political circles, and
also within the group of opinion
makers throughout the country.”
Stellings stressed that he saw
.the need for someone on TOA’s
N. Y. staff "to devote all bis ef¬
forts to favorable stories,_news re¬
leases and other public relations
efforts which will help our busi¬
ness,-and aliso'refute whatever ad¬
verse publicity might develop.”

Fabian’s Cheerful Note — Hot Chocolate Looms
Among Food Items—Is Steak Sandwich Coming?
Kansas City, March 5. I
Exhibitor! took advantage of j
good weather all over the territory
to turn but atrongly for the annual
Kansas Missouri Theatre Assn, con¬
vention last Tuesday-Wednesday
(27) at the Hotel Pickwick. More
than 300 registered (at $2 per
head), and more than that number
attended the Industry luncheon
finale Wednesday.
Workmanlike attention was paid
to the convention sessions, includ¬
ing that on edvertislng led by.M. B.
Smith, of Commonwealth Theatres,
new product by JFred Souttar, of
Fox Midwest Theatres, and the
open forum led by L. Leo Naylob,
independent exhib.
Strong note of nptlmlsm for the
industry Was struck by, S, H. Fa¬
bian, Stanley Warner chief, who
spoke at the luncheon (see sepa¬
rate story) and others during the
two-day meet struck chords on the
same theme, all tied to the hope
that more strong product will con¬
tinue jo flow from the producers.
In a pre-convention session the

board of directors elected Smith
the now president, with H. B. Doer¬
ing, Garnett, Kans., vice president,
Paul Ricketts, Ness City, Kans.,
secretary, and N, B. Cresswell,
Kansas City, treasurer.
New members of the board: Glen
Hall, Cassvllle,' Mp.; Richard Durwood, Kansas City; Glen Cooper,
Dodge City, Kans.; Louis Stein,
Parsons, Kans.; Don Burnett, Larned, Kans., and Lauran Turner, In¬
dependence, Mp. Burnett is last
year’s president, and’ Turner served
as treasurer.
.xAbout 20 exhibits comprised the
trade show with new Items includ¬
ing hot chocolate dispensers and . a
small steam oven for qulcMy warm-^
Irig pre^.ook^ patties and bqns for
hamburgers,It’s the first year that
much interest rbas been shown in
hot chocolate, but at least three dif¬
ferent dispensers werb shown. An¬
other new item Is the sani-broiler,
for turning out broiled hamburg¬
ers (or steaks, if the,clientele can
afford it) on the spot. Also new Is
the haddock ' sandwich, quickliy
french fried from prepared patties.

.
HollywQod, March 5.
Mike Todd is a man of his word—-all of ’em. When he invites
the Hollywood press' corps to a "no press conference luncheon,”
he obviously means Just that.
There was no news at the luncheon Todd tossed Friday at the
Beverly Hills hotel and the producer was the first to admit it* That
didn’t stop^him, however, from delivering a discourse, that spanned
3p minutes and covered such topics as the responsibility of people
in show business, the fabulous business of "Around the World in
80 Days,” the difference between propaganda and public relations,
the fabulous business of "Around the World in 80 Days,” the
"greatness’* of Mario. Moreno (Cantinflas) and the fabulous busi¬
ness of "Around the World in 80 Days.”

Always in Court/Never Tried
Independent Potter Cate Referred to Pennsy Court
For Adjudication o^ Merits—^Threc Jurists Sarcastic

Upgrade Pierif^ Juneau
Ottawa, March 5.'
Pierre Juneau, secretary and
Frenph-language adviser to the Na¬
tional Eilm Board, becomes execu¬
tive director in switch of top
Board
personnel.
Appointment
brings Juneau next in rank to„the
commissioner, A. W. Trueman; he
will be the commissioner’s repre¬
sentative in Montreal; the Board’s
new production location. Trueman
and staff are located in Ottawa
along with' NFB’s photographic
and liaison staffs.
Shuffle included appointment of
Don Mulholland, production chief,
as director of planning and opera¬
tions. His assistant, Grant McLean,
will succeeft. him as production
topper. "
-

Up for Oscar Storjr tap,
‘Brave One’ Drawf Suit
As All^ediy Plagiarized
Los Angeles, March 5.
One week after it was nominated
for an Acaderny Award for the Best
Motion Picture Story (a category
restricted to original material),
King Brothers’ "The Brave One”
was the target of a $750,000 mis¬
appropriation suit.
Action was
brought in Superior Court by Nassour Studios which charged the
material \vas lifted from an origi¬
nal screenplay, "The Amazing
Emilio,” written by Paul Rader.
Complaint, .filed by attorney Har¬
old A, i^'endler, lists RKO Tele¬
radio, Kin^ Brothers Productions
and Herman, Frank and Maurice
King, Plaintiffs allege that the
screenplay of "Emilio” was submit¬
ted to the defendants in 1951 and
a'gain in 1953. durihg negotiations
for the production and distributioh of the film. Defendants, ac¬
cording to the complaint, agreed
not to use the screenplay unless a
production deal was made..
. However, "The Brave One” was
subsequently produced and was
based, according to the complaint,
upon the "Emilio” Screenplay. Lat¬
ter had also been made, the Nassours charge, at a , "reasonable
value” of $1,250,000, but its value
was depreciated .by $750,000 by the
release of "The Bravo One.”
"Emilio” was based on an origi¬
nal idea by Willis O’Brien. Al¬
though not stated as a part of the
complaint, it was understood that
O’Brien first registered the story
with the Screen Writers Guild in
1944, "The Brave One” was made
in 1955 and released in 1956.

Vennont-Made Film For
Teenage Driver Studes
Burlington, March 5.
Film has been made in Vermont
on the subject of .\(dnter driving.
Sponsored by the Sclberling Rub¬
ber Co. of Akron, Ohio, film was
shot at Lake Champlain using a
boy and a girl selected from the
Burlington High school driver
training coiyrse.
It win be shown at miriy of the
10,000 high school^ , throughout the
United States which . offer driver
trainings
. Saxten Bradtdi^^! Berth
Washingtorii; March 9.
Saxton Bradford, one-time West
Coast newsman, has been appoint¬
ed deputy director of the U. S. In¬
formation Agency for policy and
plans.
He succeeds Andrew H. Herding,
just named Assistant Secretary of
State ior Public Affairs.

Washington, March 5.
TbC: treble damage suit of Inde¬
pendent Poster Exchange, of Phila^lelphia,. against National Screen
Service seems to be heading for a
longevity record. The case was
launched in 1949 and last week,
the Supreme Court Sent it back
for its third bout In the U. S.
District Court for the Eastern Dis¬
trict of Pennsylvania. Independent
was appealing a decision of the 3rd
Circuit Court of Appeals.
In a strange and very brief rul¬
ing, the Supreme Court; (1) accept¬
ed certiorari; (2) agreed with the
circuit court that "the motion, for
summary judgment should havebeen denied”; (3) but vacated the
judgement of the circuit court; and
(4) remanded the case to the dis¬
trict court for trial on its merits.
Three justices — Frankfurter,
Burton and Harlan-^lssued a sting¬
ing disSent in which they com¬
mented that the Supreme Court
“grants certiorari and vacates the
judgment of the court of appeals;
but directs the district court to do
precisely what the circuit court of
appeals directed the court to do.”
In their opinion, said the trio, the
Supreme Court should never have
accepted, jurisdiction.
. ’Independent is owned by Charles
Lawler and Mitchell Pantzer. Odd¬
ly enough, although the case has
twice been through the Federal
courts, it has never beeil tried on
its merits.
Independent contends that Na¬
tional. Screen created a monopoly
with the assistance. of the major
distributors which gave it exclu¬
sive rights. It wants damages for
losses it claims to have suffered as
a result of this.

‘ISTANBUL’ TITLE ISSUE
NOT FEDERAL CASE
Hollywood, March 9.
Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich
has-dismissed a $450,000 damage
suit brought by Kim Inc. against
Universal Pictures over use of title
•Istanbul” for Errol Flynn starrer.
Plaintiff has feature of same title
starring Virginia Bruce which it
distributed on video since 1954 and
is now distributing theatrically.
Judge held that the jurisdiction
of the. Federal Court was improp¬
erly invoked and that the litigation
belonged in the California courts.

VARIETY CLUB BENEFACTION
Dairy Exec’s Widow Helps Prisc4
Blind Baby Charity
San Frianclsco, March 9.
A provision In the will of Mrs.
Katherine Elizabeth Larimer, wid¬
ow of a milk company executive,
will, give the Northern California
Variety Club’s Blind Babies Foun;*
dation between $10,000 and $20,000 a year for five years.
Mrs. Lirlmer, who died last Sep¬
tember, left the bulk of her $1,092,300 estate to two cousins ol
her husband, with the provision
that the earnings for 'the\ hrst
half-dec.ade-"i>e split three Ways.^
hlind babies were one of the
beneficiaries.

$100,il!l^ New Orleans Fire
.

Orleans^ March $*

. An earlv morning Are Thursday
(28) destroyed the Imperial The¬
atre, nabe house here, with an es¬
timated loss of $160,000. Seven
flremen were hurt fighting the
blaze.
Owner of the house Is Rene Bru¬
net, who said rebuilding will start
at once.
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S AM U EL: >G O LDV^YN
Febtuary 20, .:IQ57;
Dear Barney:
Last night I saw '*FUNNY FAC£” with a group of friends at
my house*
I could hardly wait to get to my office this
morning to Kell you what a fresh, wonderful picture It Is that reaches heights of entertainment seldom seen on the
screen.
It Is not often that I have no reservations whatever about
a picture, but this Is one of those times,
”FUNNY FACE”
Is, by all odds, one of the finest musicals I have ever
seen -* on the stage or on the screen#
Fred Astaire and Audrey Hepburn are- simply marvelous, as are
Kay Thompson and all the members of the cast.
In all the
years J have known Fred I have never seen him dance better
or give a more Inspired performance, Audrey Hepburn, who
is always lovely, has never been more delightful, and Kay
Thompson has opened up a new career for herself,
The people at my house last night were a group of professionals
Merlcan, British .and French - but they broke Into spontaneous
applause after each wonderful number.
I have never witnessed
such enthusiasm and I am sure that the American public, and
the public the world over, will love the picture equally.
Everything about ”FUNNY FACE” Is Just brilliant,/ Not-only
the cast but the production, the direction, the choreography,
the mus Ic, / the photography, the color - the warmth, the
gaiety, the fun, the beauty of the picture -are nothing
short of extraordinary,. Everyone who had anything to do
with the picture deserves tremendous credit, for it proves
that Hollywood Is'still capable of turning out the greatest
c n t e r t a Inme n t in the worId, This Is a real new dimension
in motion picture enjoyment,
"FUNNY FACE" Is t^'ulv
inspired picture.
It is going to
mean a great deal to the motion picture Triddstry because It
is going to mean so much to the public.
There Is much more I could say about what a wonderful picture
it Is, but I can sum It all up-"by saying that I would be
very proud to have had "FUNNY FACE" to my credit,
SIncer« Iy.

Mr, Barney Balaban, President
Paramount Pictures Corporation
/1501 Broadwa^’
New York 36, New> York

The'World Premier© Engagement of “FUNNY FACE”
Will Start Soon At RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL Where
It Will Be The Gala Easter Attraction.
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Acteand^Horror Staple Stuff;
20,000,000 Thrill-Seekers (iz ta 25)
Backbone of Exploitation Fix
Film industry may occasionallywail over dwindling grosses but
James H. Nicholson and Samuel
Z. ArkoflF, top execs for Aiperican International Pictures, assert
there’s a. ♦‘tremendous amount of
optimism” among exhibitors. They
base their observation on a just
concluded 30,000 mile sales tour
ranging from Hawaii to Canada.
Nichplson and Arkoff, whose in¬
die outlSt specializes in low budget
exploitation product, credits the
theatreman’s enthusiasm to a series
-Of very big pictures that have got
the public back in the moviegoing
habit. Moreover, producers have
been turning out a diversified pro¬
gram: with an appeal to all age
brackets.
But .films that have the most b.o.
pull,. AI proxy Nicholson said in
New York last week, are., either
blockbusters or the “gimmick”
shows. His company’s product
falls in the latter category and is
designed as a “necessary bridge to
keep the exhibitor going until the
next big one comes aiong.” '
American international,, which
plans to make and release 18 pic¬
tures this year^ compared to 10 in
1956, relies upon action and hor¬
ror yarns to pull audiences in thb
12 to 25 age bracket. As v.p. Ar¬
koff points out there’s nothing new
about this system for it was used
by the oldtime serials.
“It’s the same basic formula
that gets ’em in,” Arkoff declared,
“but you . have to freshen it on
exploitation
pictures.
Stereo¬
typed gangster films, ;of course,
are. obsolete.” . In line with this
Nicholson observed there are cer¬
tain . audience tastes that don’t
change. “However,” he added, “we
update them by use of modern
expressions such ag” ‘Hot Rod,’
‘Drag Strip’ and ‘Rock ’n’ Roll,’
etc.” ‘
Estimating there are about 20,000,000 people in the 12-25 age
group., • Nicholson
emphasized
these individuals are looking for a
thrill *bn the screen. His com¬
pany, be added, has found the best
way of capturing this market is
through pairing pix in packages.
For ^example scheduled for April
release as a combo is “Dragstrip
Girl” and “Rock All Night.”
Set to roll March 7 is ‘‘I Was a
Teenage Werewolf.”
It’s to be
coupled with “Attack of the Saucer
Men” for release in May. None of
our pictures have any stars, Arkbff said. “It’s well worth it to
avoid big names and put the sav¬
ing into a little extra production.”
Likewise, Nicholson explained that
AI has a group of young players
pacted.
Among them are Steve
Terrall, John Ashley and Fay
Spain.
Nicholson, who estimates one of
-his combos can gross from $500,000-$1,000,000 on 6,000-8,000 playdates, commerited: “These pictures
play top bookings, too. We’ve been
sandwiched between “Giant” and
“10 Commandments” and we’re fol¬
lowing Cinerama, in Oklahoma
City.”
“ ‘Who’s in it?’ is a reflex action
on the part of the exhibitor,” said
Arkoff.
“But those who have
booked our pictures in the past
. don’t ask who’s in it, but what is
the title?” He discounted potential
problems due to possible title
thefts. “We’re not a member of the
Motion Picture Assn’s Title Regis¬
tration Bureau,” he added, “but we
make our pix . fast enough that
we’re not bothered with piracy.’

New York Theatre
r-RADIO CITY MUSIC HUL-|
Rockefeller Center
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1 AM A l>ACKAGE
PUBLIC RELATIONS MAN,
DOCUMENTARY FILMAKER,
FEATURE PHOTOC, EXPERHENCED
WITH CONTACTS.
SEEKS OPPORTUNITY,
Writ* Box 1215, VARIETY,
154 W. 4ith St; New York, N. Y.

Add: Title Jokes
Berkeley, C$1., March 5.
It was almost as if a topnotch exploitation man had
planned it
Eleven British and 433
American scientists held a
four-day, tbp-seci'et meeting in
the California Theatre here
last week. The, subject was the
progress, or l$ck of progress;
of efforts to harness the Hbomb for peacetime power
uses.
And almost every ‘ scientist
who entered the theatre gazed
up at the marquee and asked
one of more than two dozen
Atomic Energy Commission
guards:
“Why are they advertising
this affair?”
Reason was the nighttime
screen attraction—“Top Secret
Affair.”

NOT RESTRAINING POLICE
Cops ‘Interference^ With- Se^
Pictures Protested In Vain
New Orleans, March 5.
‘ Civil Judge AJexan^br Ralnold
Friday (1)' refused the plea of
Harold J. Greenlln, president of
Gulf Coast Amusement Co., opera¬
tors of tbp Gaiety Theatre in the
French Quarter here, for an injunc¬
tion to stop city officials from iri-‘
terferlng with Ithe operation of the
house.
,
Assistant City attorney Raoul P.
Sere told the court the theatre op¬
erator sought the injunction to pre¬
vent the police from interfering
with the showing of sensational
films. Sere said Greenlin had been
warned, by city officials on numer¬
ous occasion to “clean up”, the
kind of films shown at theatre,
. Residents of the historic area of
the city previously petitioned the
city to halt the showing of so-called
artist films.

Broadenil^ Ticket Sales Points
, Cincinnati, March '5.
“Seven Wonders of World” and the CIncy Redlegs form, the bat¬
tery-in a new pitch for box office improvement. • ..•;
Bill Rush, Cinerama xesident manager, and Gabe. Piiul, Cincin¬
nati Baseball Club general manager, are making usie'of their many
out-of-town agencies to sell jeach other’s tickks. The plan spreads
from Ohio into Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia.
Purchasers also are offered reservations for the Sheraton Gib¬
son and Sinton hotels.
Greyhound Bus Lines continues to sell tickets for both interests.
Pennant-chasing Redlegs zoomed Crosley Field' gate last season
ta a record high and the advance sale for this season to more than
$400,000, also an alltime tops.

Small Loan$; as Presently Limited,
Hollow Victory for Theatre Ops;
Propose Broadei^d 'Mortgage

Chicago, March 5.
Although the Government made
theatres eligible for loans doled
As if exhibitors hadn’t
enough problems via the.;ya.rH I out by the Small Business Admin¬
bus widescreen processesi'^bW '; istration, the approval was a “Pyrr¬
alont^ comes a Frbnch fiTmLi ’ hic victory,” Philip F. Harling re¬
with
a cbmbinalion pitdii,^^;
ported to the board of Theatre
San Jose, Cal., March 5.
'
“P.i c a s s 0,”. featurelengih
Owners of America at its meeting
The Entertainment Commission
documentary on the • paintbr,
here. Because of so many restric¬
of this city of 110,000 has voted
and owned for the H.S. by Hya
tions and red tape, it is almost im¬
against letting a Gina Lollobrigida
Lopert, starts off in standard
possible
for a theatre to receive aid
film play the Fox Padre Theatre
35m and then switches' ^to
from the SBA, Harling declared.
here. The picture, “Woman b£
Cinemascope.
C , .
•
Rome,” was nixed by a 5-2 vote
As a result, TOA has petitioned
It’s not so much of’a,prDb’«
with four other commissioners ab¬
the Loan Policy Board of the SBA
lem projection-wise," but. poses
sent from the commission preview.
to revise the general loan policies
a puzzler for hpusqs .that can
of the agency. Recommendations
hot adjust their- screen mask¬
The commissiofi’s acting chair¬
include:
ing-automatically. •,
man, the Rev. J. J. Healey,'saild the
Minneapolis, March 5.
(1) That the SBA revise its rules
Local neighborhood houses in film was hanhed “on the general
to perrnit it to grant regular mort¬
the earliest 28-day slot waged a grounds of morality, obsceiiity and
gage loans to qualified motion pic¬
losing fight against the “50% and so forth.” (sic)
ture exhibitors;
The majority objected to; twb
no review’.’ terms for Warners’
(2) That the SBA be permitted
“Giant.” After holding out for bedroom scenes and' a third scene
to authorize loans according to es¬
more than a month in an “unorgan¬ in which Gina, portraying a street¬
walker,
picks
up
a
man
in
a
res¬
tablish^
procedures used by lend¬
ized” boycott of the picture nabes
ing 'institutions engaged in the
finally surrendered and booked it taurant.
Another
member
of
the
majority,
lending
of
funds for mortgage purfor d$y-ahd-date showings starting
Mrs. Phillip McCallum, complained
poses.March 6.
Wa.shlngton, March 5.
that the actress wore too many re¬
(3) That legislation be enacted
A new record was set in 1966 in
Except for the “fight” the uptown vealing gowns.
U.S. exports of motion picture raw- so that the SBA policy board has
theatres could have had “Giant” in
However, one of the members of stock, and motion picture equip¬ the authority to guarantee, for a
January. It ran five weeks down¬
' <
fee, a mortgage loan by qualified,
town at 4,100-seat Radio City at an the minority opined “the people in ment.
Total for the year-came to $44,- Independent lending institutions.
advanced after 5 p.m^ admission of Europe would think nothing of it.”
'
(The
people
^of
San
Francisco
60
456,788, which was a little above
$1.50 to huge grosses. ’ In. the
(4) That the SBA obtain legisla¬
neighborhoods it’ll be scaled at miles: north of San Jose, thought, the previous record of $43,835,049 tion permitting it to guarantee
$1.25/a tilt of fr6hi.40 to 45c from nothing of it, too; picture played in 1955. Biggest gains were regis¬ mortgage loans where the SBA and
the Vogue, Frisco, four weeks and, tered in the export of rawstock, All
the regular tap.
in the Veterans Administration, the
did little business.)
The “unsatisfactory” product sit¬ . The other minority memtber felt the way from Sin to 35m, reports Federal Housing Authority; etc.
uation is blamed by some of the the real problem supply was that Nathan D. Golden, director of the
(5) That in the alternative the
Commerce's photographic products
exhibitors for the “surrender.”
‘‘Gina is sexy in her own right... division. Golden’s survey discloses Senate introduce legislation creat¬
One ordinarily 28-day house, the after all, the film ends with her that we exported 693,390,853 feet ing a new board which will have
Heights, will take the picture at praying in church and swearing of negative and positive rawstock. power to guarantees to a qualified
35 days and a 90c admission.
that she’ll never have- another We also exported 343,181,414 feet lending institution up to 30% of
man.”
of exposed motion pictures in both the appraised valuation of the the¬
atre.
Ned E. Depinet, as president of Theatre manager George Burnett 16m and 35m.
the Motion Picture Pioneers, is hoped he’d get a second chance to"
(6) That such a newly-created
Among other’equipment, we ex¬
asking for contributions to the or¬ show film to the whole commission ported 303 35m motion picture cam¬ board be authorized , to accept ap¬
ganization in memory of its late and get a reversal.
plication
for theatre mortgage
eras and 1,740 35m motion picture
founds. Jack Cohn.. Requests for
The commission has authority to projectors.
loans for a period of not more
aid are increasing' each year, re¬ revoke a theatre’s license if a
than 20 years and to process and
quiring more funds.
investigate the applications.
banned, film is shown/
(7) That the board. In conjunc¬
tion with established lending insti¬
tutions, jointly‘process a mortgage
Playwright Edward Chodorov, application and may impose such
whose name is left off the credit terms as are prevalent and cus¬
list of 20th-Fox*s “.Oh Men, Oh tomary for mortgage loans of this
[Issue Sharply Drawn in Columbus, O.]
Women,” said in NW York last type.
(8) That the SBA revise its rules
week that he had agreed to the
I elimination at the time the screen- requiring a statement of inability
to obtain private financing as a
Columbus, March 5.
is submitted. The ordinance will rights to his play were sold.
The question of whether Colum¬ be held in abeyance until fhe issue I ' He said this had been one of the ; condition precedent to filing an ap¬
bus will go on Daylight Saving is resolved at an election or by conditions attached by agent plication for a mortgage loan.
(9) That this mortgage lending
Time has drive-in theatre-owners council’s rescinding the ordinance. Charles K. Feldman before pur¬
If a charter amendment is pro¬ chasing the rights to the Broadway power has sufficient and reasonable
and television broadcasters in a
posed and accepted, it probably hit.
precedent on the part of the Gov¬
dither here. '
The rumpus began Mionday, Feb. would go into effect as soon as an
“Frankly, I didn’t care whether ernment via similar arrangements
an independent lender would joint¬
25, when the Columbus City Coun¬ affirmative vote was certified.
Such a situation would throw lo¬ they mentioned my name or not. ly grant a loan to a theatre.
cil passed a'n ordinance to put the
People
in the'theatre and in the
cal
video
programming
into
chaos.
(10) That a qualified exhibitor
city on DST from April 28 to Sept.
Stations w'ould remain on Eastern film business know who wrote shall be de'emed one having been
28.
Standard Time while the Eastern, ‘Oh Men, Oh Women,’ and that’s
Immediately, Robert A.. Wile, seabord went to DST for the first all that is' important to me,” he actually engaged in the continuous
executive secretary of the Inde¬ few weeks. Columbus then would said. “Whether my name appears operation of a four-wall theatre
pendent Theatre Owners Df Ohio, switch to DST until the end 'of on the credits- or -not ‘doesn’t par-, at least one year prior to the filing
said that he would circulate refer¬ September and switch back to EST ticularly worry me one-way or the" for a mortgage loan, whether such
endum petitions but that it would .while the 'East still remained on other. The. public, dofesn’t know the appHxiaiil; is owner, lessee or sub¬
. lessee,or, sub-tenant. ,
be “physically impossible to have DST. At the end of October, an-r difference an^iway;’'
(i) That where aii exhibitor
the petitions certified by March 7” oiner shift would be necessary
Several of the. newspaper re¬
which would be necessary to have when the East went back to stand¬ viewers noted the absence of does not possess the right to mort¬
gage
a theatre, because such right
the issue. of the DST ordinance ard time.
Chodorov’s name from the credits.
placed on the May 7 ballot. Wile
If the charter amendment .is de¬ 20th’s explanation simply was that belongs to the owner of the build¬
ing
who
is hot an operator, such
says he does not doubt that he can feated in the May election, DST is the studio had no contractual obli¬
secure the 4,847 signatures neces¬ not necessarily dead. Voters could gation to mention Chpdorov^k. name owner shall have the right to make
sary to challenge the ordinance.
be asked to vote on the ordinance and chose not to do so. Involved the mortgage application, providWile, therefore', pitted himself in November when more voters are considerations of .Chodofcov’s I ing theatre has been in continuous
record as a Fifth Amendment wit¬ operation for at least a period of
against the “Committee of 6C" turn out.
one year prior to the-filing of the
which Is backing the DST ordii
City Council cap set tip a special ness. “
ance. The group Is headed.-*^y election — costing, approximately
While 20th dropped his name application.
Samuel Randall, local attor^y.
(12) That the Sedate committee
$50,000—^which it is hot expected from the credits, it referred to him
Council, meanwhile, was/expect- to do.
at some length in’ the production call for spedal public meetings so
ed to decide Monday (4) to put a
that exhibitors and reps of lend¬
The ordinance passed by Council notes on the comedy.
DST city charter amendment on 10 • days • ago was immediately
ing Institutions can express their
the May 7 primary ballot. Council¬ signed ’by Mayor M E. SensenGramercy Productions Inc. has- views concerning the necessity for
man W. Wesley Llewelyn was ex¬ brehner.
been authorized to eohduct a mo¬ the establishment of an adminis¬
pected to propose the amendment.
Columbus residents, In a post¬ tion pictures business in New York, tration board which would recom¬
As the situation now stands, the card vote, indicated that they with capital stock of 200 shines, mend, guarantee, and process real
new ordinance on DST cannot go wanted time change by 5,124 to no par value. Arthur V. Edulian, estate mortgages for -motioh pic¬
into, effect if a referendum petition 774.
ture theatres.
filing attorney.

Starts 35m^ Goes C Scope

‘AND SO FORTH’CfFEI)
TO BAN SEXY GINA

28-Day Slot Nabes
Giro in On ‘Qant’

Export Figures
On U. S, Rawstock

Daylight Saving: Or Who Gets Hart?

CHODOROY UNCREDITED
0N‘0HMEN,0HW0MEN’
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Survey after survey proveslhat the

other advertising expenditures.

Prize Baby's Dolls... coming at¬

Trailers whet the appetite of your

traction trailers... bring the most

patrons and are primarily respon¬

dollars to your box officer costing

sible for more than one-third of

you pin money as compared to

total box office receipts.
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Upheaval in Hour Dramatic Shows

Don Siarpe’s IHcGraw' Sak To
P&G; Odier Entries in Hopper
Don Sharpe, vet television pack-4ager-agent, has made his first sale‘
for next fall. Procter & Gamble
has purchased the new '’Meet McABC-TV is forming for the first
Graw” film series, which stars
Frank Lovejoy and which already time a regular Detroit sales divi¬
has six shows in the cab with two sion of the network. Wlllianl Mul¬
more shooting this week. Slotting len; web’s regular automotive sales¬
of the stanza is still riot set—P&G man, will head the new setup
wants to get its entire llneuup of though he’ll continue headquarter¬
shows first and then decide how ing In New York.
Mullen’s new title will be sales
to place them-^but a possibility is
the Sunday at 10 slot on NBC-TV manager, Detroit division. Mean¬
while,
Eugene Wyatt, who some
currently -occupied by Loretta
weeks ago was appointed ABOTV
Young.
national progi’am 'sales manager,
Series, which isn’t based on any
literary property or character, began officially this week at the
_
stars Lovejoy in an action-adven¬ web.
ture role. Sharpe, who got the
idea for the series three years
ago in England while working with
a British star, let the idea rest un¬
til this winter. Then, largely on
the basis of Lovejoy’s stint last
summer for P&G in the live re¬
vival of the “Man Against Crime”
series, he signed Lovejoy and sold
the package to P&G.
That’s only one project on the
agenda for Sharpe and his part¬
ner, Warren Lewis. “Everybody's
doing wfesterns,” says Sharpe, and
Televised baseball “game of the
admits he’s no exception. He's week,” Involving national-network
already got a network commit¬ telecasts of major league baseball,
ment (although he won’t say from has now become a two-network af¬
which web) for a new hour west¬ fair. NBC-TV this week worked
ern titled “VigUante.” Under the out rights to telecast a 26-game
deal, the network will finance the schedule every Saturday starting
pilot (which rolls late in March) April 6, with all but three of the 16
in return for options on the series. teams represented in the schedCentral figure is a Presidential ,ule. The NB’C-TV telecasts will be
agent who plays a sort of Herb in direct competition most of the
Philbrick role in the'California time with CBS-TV’s “Game of the
of 1860. A second western which Week,” going into its third season
is still in the pre-production stage at Columbia.
but which may be a late spring
NBC-TV lineup^so far is unspon¬
entry as a pilot is a series titled
“Top Gun,” but set in the Alle¬ sored. Web lis offering half of it
up
for national sale and will co-op
ghenies in the 1770’s, with a his¬
torical progression of the wagon the other half. If, however, it can’t
find
ft, client by mid-March, it will
trains westward as the underlying
turn the entire schedule over to
theme.
the stations as a co-op feature.
Two other new properties in the CBS-TV, on the other hand, has
hopper for Sharpe. One is the Falstaff Beer, M‘arlboro ciggies and
“Bulldog Drummond” series to be American Safety Razor as sponsors
produced in England with Doug of its series, and these will blanket
Fairbanks Jr. The other is “This all but a few of the markets carry¬
Is My Best,” , an anthology series ing the games, the remainder car¬
involving stories, drama, comedy rying it co-op.
music, even variety, under the
One of the major sponsorship
broad umbrella title rights to
which were purchased from an¬ problems lies In the regulations
covering the contracts of both CBS
thologist cWhit Burnett.
Sharpe planes to England late and NBC with the leagues and the
in March with the first three individual clubs. These provide
Drummond scripts tor set up pro¬ that no game be carried within 50
duction on the series, this prep¬ miles of a major league city, and
aratory stint including casting. also calls for a blackout in key
Asked if he feels this isn’t some¬ minor league towns. Despite the
what late for the selling season, restriction, NBC has been able to
he pointed out- that some of the piece together a 130-station lineup,
top television properties on the and CBS, With two years'of cover¬
age behind it, has about an equally
(Continued on page 40)
large station list. Columbia, inci¬
dentally, will carry games involv¬
ing all 16 teams, since it has pacts
with. 11 clubs for home games.
NBC’s lineup of 13 teams stems
from the fact it can originate the
home games of only eight clubs.
Network baseball coverage is rel¬
atively new, having started in the
summer of 1953, when the late
Mutual has scraped its 8:30 to 9 Trevor Adams; an ex-ballplayer
p.m. mystery-adventure block and and then sales manager of WABCis offering affiliates rerun . tran¬ TV, N. Y., worked out a three-way
scriptions of dramas starring Sir deal among the ball clubs, Falstaff
Laurence .Olivier, Michael Red¬ and ABC-TV for a limited national
grave, Sir Ralph Richardson and coverage. ABC carried the games
Orson Welles, all purchased from for two seasons, then CBS took
the Harry Alan Towers organiza¬ them over.
tion.
Net is also cancelling “Official
Detective,” which has been aired
for the past 10 years, and is sub¬
stituting Thursday evenings from
8 to 8:25 p.m. Clive Brooks in
“Secrets of Scotland Yard,” a Brit¬
ish show making its U.S. debut.
The otheirs in the 8 to 8:25 mid¬
week strip remain, including “True
Detective Mysteries,” “Treasury
Agent,” “Gangbusters and “Coun¬
ter-Spy.” Under present setup, net
Washington, March 5.
exchanges .affiliate clearances of
Last weok may go down as the
the 8 to 8:25 mystery adventure biggest week for the FCC since it
block for net programming the issued its historic Sixth Report In
next half-hour, given for local 1952 Which lifted the four-year
sponsorship.
freeze on television and estftbThe new 8:30 pjn. series, set as lished the existing (now slightly
the net continues sounding out its modified) plan for allocation of
major market affiliates on the new channels.
service network plan, includes:
Although it was Senate pressure
Orson Welles in “Lives of Hany which prodded it into doing what
Lime,” to be aired Mondays Mar¬ it did, the Commission’s action in
ius Goring in “The Adventures of voting deintermixture in six out of
the Scarlet Pimpernel,” for Tues¬ eight areas which it proposed to
days; Michael Redgrave in “Hora¬ make all-UHF, was a big. thing.
tio Hornblower,” Wednesdays; Sir Right up to the moment of deci¬
Laurence Olivier and Sir B;alph sion there were those who doubted
Richardson in “Theatre Royal,” the agency would adopt any of the
Thursdays; and “The Queen’s deintermixture proposals, The most
Men,” about the mounted police, optimistic expected Only a few.
on Fridays.
After the agency turned down

Decision to lop off the longrunning Sunday night 9 to 10 NBCTV dramatics, with Alcoa-GoOdyear passing up their alternate-week
sponsorships next season, highlights the almost turbulent upheavals
attending the 60'-mlnute drama segments on tv.
Along with Alcoa-Goodyear, the ^’Robert Montgomery Presents”
■ NBC-TV dramas will fade as a "Weekly hour a'ttraction at the end
: of the season. “Raiser Aluminum Hour” a'couple weeks back
istarted from scratch with a whole new production unit taking over
and only a couple months back CBS-TV., to satisfy its Westing-'
house sponsor, tossed out the production team on “Studio One”
and, installed a brand new one.
Yet in the face of - all this frantic activity alone comes the new
; Nielsens to register a 31.4 for the “granddaddy” of all tlie hour
idrama .entries^—“Kraft TV Theatre” (now in its. 10th year on NBC;TV,) Rating specifically was for Kraft’s recent ”The Singin’ idol”
•rock-’n* roll-foririated story starring Tommy Sands (subsequently
bought for films), reflecting, at least on the part of'Kraft an updated
story awareness and the type pf material present day audiences
want to dig. .
^
‘
Nielsen rating probably represents a new high for hour drama
entries this season.
*

ABC-TV’s Del Romance

2 Webs Ride With
‘Game of Week’
As Sat. TV Fare

Nighttime Sked

SAMMY KAYE
peers out to sea but can’t find the
ship he’s seeking because it’s “THE
SHIP THAT NEVER SAILED”—
the title of Sammy’s newest Colum¬
bia disc, featuring the maestro as
nari’ator. It’s backed with an at¬
tractively-titled tune,(i “MONEY.”
They both proyide oceans of en¬
joyment.
' Currently
ROSELAND DANCE CITY
New York City

Pat Boone Loyal
To Chevy, Shuts
Door on Oscar
Hollywood, March 5.
The blight of commercialism has
removed one of the featured per¬
formers on the Academy ♦ awards
presentations. Pat Boone, who was
to have sung “Friendly Persuasion”
as one of the five tunes nominated
for Best Song, withdrew from the
program because it will be spon¬
sored by Oldsmobile. Move, he
said, was “out of loyalty” to Chev¬
rolet, which has signed him for a
television series to begin next Fall.
Boone said he would have to
“forego the honor and privilege” of
appearing at what would have been
“a tremendous event In my live.”
However, he said, the fact that he
had been signed to the series by
Chevrolet, “the first sponsor I ever
had,” prompted his decision, al¬
though there has been no comment
froiri the car maker.
Boone’s withdrawal left the
Academy with only one performer
definitely set. Bing Crosby will
make his first appeorahce as a
singer at an Academy Awards af¬
fair, warbling the riominated'Cole
Porter tune “True Love,” which he
sang in the Metro film “High So¬
ciety.”
$2,000,000 Deal
Pat Boone’s teleseries for ABCTV, due to bow next October, hivolves approximately $2,000,000,
with the singer having rights to
package his summer, replacement
under his own aegis,- .
Understood Boone’s half-hour
variety show will be budgetted
around $40,000 per show. Budget
on summertime replacement, still
to be selected, will be about $32,000
each. Top name guesters will be
used by Boone on series to be
bankrolled by Chevy. .

(by a 4-3 vote) deintermixture In
Madison, where there is a VHF sta¬
tion on the' air, and In Hartford,
where a conditional VHP grant was
issued, it came as somewhat of a
surprise when it voted 5^2 and 4-2
to deintermix Evansville, Ind., arid
Fresno, Calif,, respectively, where
there are VHF stations in opera¬
tion.
But the biggest, surprise, of
course, Ivas the action which reriioved channel 6 from the General
Electric station (WRGB) In Sche¬
nectady, N. Y., which has been us¬
ing the channel since 1939. The
Commission itself never proposed
such a thing. It had called for
comments on a proposal to make
the area “predominantly” UHF,
(Gfontinued on page 40)

CBS-TV Springs New Rate Card
Clast A Hour Climbs to $98,975 (Up 7.1%) for 107
Basic, Optioiial Stations

---

Strike It Richer
A major change will allow con¬
testants to grab an “unlimited*'
amount of coin on , CBS-TV’s
“Strike It Rich” crossboarder. Till
now, contestant could win maxi¬
mum of $500 at a single apperance
by answering four questions posed
by Warren Hull, Now, after reach¬
ing that plateau^ the quizzee gets
opportunity for a fifth question
without 'forfeiting any of - the win¬
nings.
If boilus question is answered
correctly,'Contestant can return the
following day to go through the
same routine, and so on until the
missout on the “fifth.”

Martin Block h
$1,000,000 5-Yr.
ABC Guarantee
Because of the problems Itie’s
had with his afternoon ABC Radio
show since It began three years
ago, Martin Block is getting a hew
five-year contract that puts him
out of all sustaining, network radio
programming and reestablishes
him for the first time, since he
left WNEW (N. YJ as a local ayem
radio figure. Superceding his old
pact. Block begins a deal with the
network Gotham flag, WABC,
which carries him through" Janu¬
ary, 1961. He’s guaranteed $1,000,000 for the five years, plus certain
commercial fees on local radio,
Plus whatever he can grab from
WABC-TV and commercial shows
on ABC Radio.,
_
Block is dropping his network
2:30’ to 4 p.m. radiocast before
April 1, on which date will start
an 11 a.m. to noon strip on WABC.
He’ll stay on in the afternoon, but
It’ll be a 3 to 6 p.m. local stanza
cross-the-board.
WABC has first call on Block’s
services, according to a handshake,
deal which will be put on paper
shortly and made retroactive to
Jan. 1 of this year. He may do
commercial stanzas on ABC Radio
(he has two now), but they cannot
be in time or sponsor conflict with
his local chores. Also, he is and
will continue doing a daily telecast
(Continued on page 40)

VOTE ON WGR MERGER
WITH TRANSCONTINENT
Buffalo, March 5.
A plan for merging WGR Corp<,
licensee of WGR-TV and AM, of
this city, into Transcontinent T-elevlslQa..Corp., licensee of WROO
TV, Rochester, as well ^ other
broadcasting holdings, Will be
voted on March 25 by stockholders
of both firms.
Following favorable action by
stockholders. Transcontinent .'Tele¬
vision Corp, will apply to the' FCC
for approval as licensee of the Buf¬
falo broadcasting properties. Trans^
continent presently also holds 50%
ownership of Shenandoah Valley
Broadcasting, Inc., licensed of
WSVA-TV and AM, Harrisonburg,
Va.

CBS-TV released to agencies and
advertisers its new Rate Card No.
13, accompanied by Production
Manual No, 13, both effective next
Sunday (10> and both encompass¬
ing limited raises in rates and pro¬
duction services.
The new card
calls for. an increase of about 7.1%
for the basic required and optional
group of 106 stations, bringing
Class A hour rate for that lineup
to $98,975 from the previous $92,385 for 107 stations.
Basic required web is up one
outlet, from 55 to 56, while the
basic optional group is down two
to 50. Class C time has been ex¬
tended to include the 1 to 2 p.m.
period on Sunday, formerly Class
B time, and the Extended Market
Plan has a new discount category
which enables advertisers buying
30-or more EMP stations to earn a
20% discount. Previously, with
a smaller EMP lineup, network’s
top discount was 15% for 20 or
more SMP stations.
On the production side, charges
are up for production personnel,
camera rehearsal facilities and
film services, the first hikes iii
two years.’ Charge for threecamera rehearsals is up from $450
to $500 an hour, while all other
hours In excess of a consecutiva
eight-hour period figured back¬
ward from air time is up from
$475 to $525i! .' Other increases art
provided for personnel and film,
services.
Based on Nielsen Study
New rate card stems mainly from
the recently released Nielsen Cov¬
erage Service Study No. 2, which
CBS-TV had urged the Indust^ty to
support though NBC claimed it
wasn’t necessary. In his letter ex¬
plaining the new card, Bill Hylan,
v.p. in charge of sales administra¬
tion, pointed out that “until the
(Continued on page 26)

Will Refers Bows
ToD.C.HiDbillie$
Cancellation date of April 5 has
beten posted for CBS-TV’s “Good
Mornirig With Will Rogers Jr.V’
.and the web is moving ahead with a
new hillbilly stanza originating
from Washington in its stead start¬
ing -April 8.
New show, tabbed “Country
Style,” will fill the 7 to 7:45 a. m.
breach, with a 15-minute news show
with Richard C. Hottelet at 7:43
and again at 8:45. “Captain Kan¬
garoo” continues at 8 but gets cut
back five minutes to make way for
this second hews stanza; there were
■previously two five-minute news
cut-ins In the show.
Actual cancellation date was held
back until CBS could decide on
one of several hillbilly stanzas it
was screening. Final choice Is a
Connie B. Gay package to.origi¬
nate from WTOP-TV, Washington.
Gay is a vet radip-tv impresario
who’s had hillbilly packages on the
air before, mainly via a syndicated
series which was distributed via
Official Films and RCA .Thesaurus.
New stanza stars Jlmiriy Dean and
features George Hamilton IV, The
Texas Wildcats, the Country Lads,
Alec Houston and guests. Rogers
is returning to the Coast for film
work.
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Bob Hope,& the 7-Year Itch
The vital statistic! attending the onward-and-upward tenure of
Bob. Hope as a top tv personality since he first came into the
medium seven years ago adds up to perhaps the major tv phenoiiH
enort of the past decade. A breakdown of i^he then-&-now NielsenTrendex returns over the years, reflecting the consistency of the
. star's Top 10 impact, perhaps best explains why NBC figured itself
lucky to go into partnership with Hope in the pacting of the recent
five-year multi-mlllion-dollar deal.
Indicative of the “giant" status of Hope as a tv personality is
the fact that during the current season he's been reaching 41,000,000 viewers per telecast, with the Nielsens showing that his rating
is 73% larger than the average evening program and nearly half
again as large as the average evening hour variety show. Back in
'54-55, his six NBC shows averaged out to a 30.0 Trendex; his four¬
some thus far this season has yielded a 33.5.
On Sunday nights the “GE Theatre”-Hitchcock competition falls
by the wtiyside (36.6 to 19.4);'on Friday “Mr; ^Adams & Eve" and
“Schlitz Playhouse" take it on the chin (53.0 shares of audience
compared to 24.4). And those Trendex averages are 44% above
last year.
In an era when even the best of 'em consider they've “had it’’=
after a three-four season tv span, the. multiplying payoff on Hope’s
seven-year itch for the Top 10 continues as the TV Ripley of the
Decade. Except that much of the bafflement is erased when, for
example, he comes up for his April contrib with a Frank SinatraJanis Paige, guestar blockbuster, and with both of them, as with
many others, knocking themselves out to go on practically for free
because of a personal regard for the comic.
Heightening the “admiration society" is the stepped up off-tv
activity on the “public service front." Item: Hope’s double-header
tomorrow (Thurs.); spanning the BOy Scout Lunch-O-Ree in New
York and.a charity stint in Palm Beach the same night.

iTlBKiSPOl Kintner Going Outside (or All
tUGS EVIDENT New NBC Shows, Just Like at ABC,
. By BOB CHANDLER

The television industry is experi¬
encing It? first recession since.it..
4 Bob Kiritner, now well into the
blossomed into -a fullscale adver¬
swing of fraihing the fall schedule
tising: medium .• some eight years
• Gleason’s Inning
in his new post as exec v.p. for
ago, The recession is a mild ond-H
programming
and sales at NBC-TV,
Weekend Trendex shifted
an fact, it’s more a lag in accelera¬
appears to be bringing to the net¬
form
this
stanza,
with
one
up¬
tion than an actual setback in dol¬
work
his
old
“Mr. Outside" pro¬
set and one near-upset as the
lars—but it’s evident both on a
gramming - production pattern
outcome. Jackie Gleason
network and spot basis.
which he established as the guid¬
bounced back to his highest
After years of continuing expan¬
ing philosophy at ABC. Put sim- .
rating in months to top the
sion, thy networks now find them¬
ply, it’s a “let joe do it” philosophy,
Perry Como show on NBC Sat¬
selves with prime time on their
embracing the use of outside pack¬
urday. With Como absent and
hands, the first time that’s occur¬
agers to produce the network’s
Mickey Rooney subbing him,
red in midseason. And on a local
.programs off the web premises but
Gleason scored a 28,2 Trendex
level, the key stations are finding
in close association on a coproduc¬
to only a 22.2 for Rooneythey have to go out and hard-sell
tion or similar basis.
Como. ABC’s “Famous Film
prime time station, breaks that
Festival" averaged a 2.8.
While the philosophy was in¬
once went automatically. These are
. Still another surprise came
duced of practical necessity at
but two indices of the current
Sunday, when Steve Allen
ABC-TV—lack of staff, facilities
pinch, but they are perhaps the
whisked to within three deci¬
and budgets—it’s understood that
industry’s most • important sales
mal points of Ed Sullivan,
Kintner is introducing it at NBC
commodities.
despite the latter’s “My Fair
on the premise that it’s essential
Some television execs blame the
Lady” lineup of cast members
to a streamlined operation. Kintner
soft spell on the current national
and composers. Sullivan scored
isn’t necessarily going- to cut down
only a'27.2, with Allen hat on
situation; i.e., the wavering stock
on the large roster of contract tal¬
his heels with 26.9. ' ABC
market plus the tendency on the
ent, nor is' he going to eliminate
“Amateur Hour’’-“Open Hear¬
part of big purchasers to reduce
much of the network’s own produc¬
ing” average came'to only 3.4.
inventories and to buy only short
tion to which it’s'committed. But
periods in advance. Some station
insofar as new -programming is
people even feel the worst is over
concerned, virtually all the proper¬
and that spot business is beginning
ties slated for next fall, either def¬
initely or tentatively, are outside
to pick up. Nonetheless, the signs
packages
in which the web is finan¬
are
posted.
Execs Put in Busy Days Discounting Reports, But
cially interested but which will be
At CBS-TV, which is generally
independently
produced.
‘Realignment’ Is for Sure
conceded to be in the best financial
Of the new sljows thus far set,
shape of all the networks, there
4
all are outside productions. The
are some gaping nighttime holes.
Monday 10 to 11 entry, “Crisis^"
For example, Saturday night,
Transition period for the NBCwill be filmed by Alfred Hitchcock
there’s an 8:30-9 half-hour open in
TV program department into the
and Revue Productions and done
International Boxing Club and the Jackie Gleason stanza, with no
new unit spearheaded by exec v.p.
live by MCA. “Wagon Train,” the
Bob Kintner isn’t proving an easy Gillette inked the first two-year' signs of a replacement for Bulgva,
new
hour western set for Wednes¬
one, either for the brass or for de¬ video contract- in the history of On Thursday, there’s a half-hour a
Second biggest bankroller on
partmental personnel. This week, boxing on the homescreen. Pact is week open on this season’s top new ABC-TV next season will be Gen¬ day at 7:30, will be a Revue.*series.
“Wells
Fargo," which starts this
as plans for the fall schedule an extension of tl^e one negotiated entry, “Playhouse 90.” Tuesday, eral Mills, as things stand now.
progressed, one v.p. was reported last year between the promoter despite a' dramatic leadin from With an equity in four 1957-’58 month on Mondays at 8:30, is- out
of
Revue
as well.
to have threatened to quit, and and the advertiser for the Friday “$64,000 Question,” half of the 10:30 stanzas, food company will be
to 11 period has gone begging all spending, a gross of 8-,750,000 in
Moreover, the lineup of pilots
others in the department were on night bouts over NBC-TV.
Boiits will continue throupgh season. On Saturdays, the web time and talent charges on the net¬ which NBC .is prepping is all “out¬
tenterhooks as to their future sta¬
tus as a result of ah impending summer' on a 52-Week pact. Gil¬ hasn’t been able to Sell “Two for work, putting it behind only Chrys¬ side" production—“The Fox," be¬
“realignment." Aggravating the lette tv fights began Sept. 29, 1944, the Money," returning at 10:30.
ler and its subsids. which are spend¬ ing filmed in England, the new
situation were the rumors circulat¬ and have run continuously since
There are some peripheral cases ing a gross of $12,500,000 in time Milton Berle series being Shot in
France by Sheldon Reynolds; “Hey
ing the trade and which seemed then.
as well. Sunday afternoon lineup alone on ABC-TV next year.
to multiply every hour on the hour.
of “Mr. Boing-Boing" and ‘tMama,"
Biggest General Mills deal is for Mom,” the Betty Hiittori stanza,
two excellently received shows alternate week half-hours on “Dis¬ out of Jess Oppenheim’s Burlin¬
The v.p. was ' Alan Livingston,
from the critical side, is going beg¬ neyland." Another- new sponsor for game Productions; the hourlong
who planed in from the Coast this
ging. Pair of Saturday morning the Wednesday night hour-long “Vigilante" western pilot, out of
week for a series of program meet¬
stanzas have been cancelled in show is (general Foods,; for Jello, the Don Sharpe stable; “Pony Ex¬
ings but also reportedly in a tiff
“Texas Rangers" and “Heckle & also for 30-ininute segs'on a skip press," being prepped by Ashleyover an incident concerning the
Jeckle." Moreover, some sponsors, week setup, putting two arch food Steiner; “Blue Angels," the Sam
web's new “Wagon Train." Seems
like Westinghouse on “Studio advertisers on the same network Gallu jet-pilots series; the ‘Alex¬
he turned down MCA on the pack¬
ander Botts" package—all are to be
One," want to yield, alternate video program.
age, but the web subsequently
outside-produced.
weeks but fhe network can’t find
bought the show out of N. Y. NBCIt is now certain that “Lone
Apart from the age-old contro¬
any takers.
TV execs denied (1) that Living¬
Ranger" will return to ABC-TV in
ston was sore and added (2) that
CBS-TV is only one example, falL Sponsor, via Taitam & Laird versy of who can do it better—^the
but a dramatic one.because of its and Dancer-Fltzgerald-Sample, has network or independents—the outhe actually helped negotiate the
deal. Whatever the difficulties
topdog position. Situation is much
(Contiriued on page 40)
Next season’s NBC-TV lineup of the same at NBC and ABC. Where almost fully decided to take ABC
were, they’ve beeh smoothed out
‘specials," the hew tag for the old' just a season ago, ahj^thing short from 5:30 to 6 p.m. ort alternate
by how.
Saturdays.
It
was
touch
and
go
On the personnel side, the pro¬ spectaculars, is already in • the of a solid sellout in prime perods for awhile in the kid western, since
gram department is planning a “re¬ works, wtih the expectancy that would have been a shocking sur¬ “Ranger” is slated to be ousted
alignment" of execs who've been the full season’s roster of 28 to 30 prise, now it’s almost a matter of from its present 7:30 Thursday
left without assignment. They'll such stanzas will be wrapped up course.
period by “Zorro.". Several alter¬
be transferred into other NBC de¬ within the next 30 days. Topping
More Indications lie in the se¬ nate time periods were suggested,
partments on an interim basis,, and the list of the new entries is “Won¬ vere cutbacks' in recent weeks of but “Ranger" had pretty much been
if there's any shift towards more derful Town,” rights' to which the
locked out of the ABC-TV night¬
(Continued on page 39)
live shows—so far, the trend has web has about wrapped up.
time picture. Swift’s disposition on
Also on the agqnda are repeats
Understanding is that Firestone
been to more film—^they'll be re¬
same show doesn’t look good.
may not be back on ABC-TV next
assigned back to the program unit. > *by Esther Williams (without a tour
Firm commitments on General fall with its 8:30 Monday “Voice
As for below-the-line production of her aquashow) and Sonja Henie.
Mills’ other ABC-TV shows, “Wyatt
personnel, none will be affected, Another major entry on the cre¬
Earp" and “Mickey Mouse Club" of Firestone." Some agencies have
according to one exec, because of ative side will be Fred Coe, who
have already been inked. “Earp" been dickering with the web for
the large number of half-live, half¬ has been inactive this season (ex¬
renewal is for alternate weeks on the “soft" spot in the fall sked.
film stanzas slated for the fall cept for the three-network Christ¬
Show hasn’t been pulling high
Tuesdays. (Proctor & Gamble is ex¬
mas day special for Hungarian re¬
Shakespeare doesn’t pay off. on pected to renew the-other week of ratings, inypr’^^bly running third to
lief), but who will be back to pro¬
NBC
and CBS at the time. In
tv, apparently. Old Vic presenta¬ the 30-minute show.)
duce an undetermined number of tion of “Romeo & Juliet," on “Pro¬
“Mouse" will be getting alter¬ event of a cancellation, the net¬
the specials in all categories.
ducers’ Showcase" Monday night nate Wednesday and Friday full work is seen as more than likely
Riding herd on the specials are (4), was hopelessly out-Trendexed half-hour backing next season from revamping most of the Monday
program sales v.p. Mike Dann by CBS' “Burns & Allen’’-“Talent
lineup.
“Wire Service" which
(Continued on page 40)
and nighttime programs veep Bob Scouts”-“I Love Lucy" lineup. The
comes in between 7:30 and 8:30 is
Lewine. “Wonderful Town" spec 90-minute “Romeo” Trendex aver¬
there on a contingency basis. Net¬
hasn't been completely tied down aged 13.8, while the CBS combine
work is carefully viewing its Niel¬
Rights to the 1957 NCAA foot-,
sens. If the 60-minute telefilm
(Continued on page 26)
averaged 29.6. Individually, it was
ball schedule were purchased this
doesn’t
make sufficient advances
20.8 for “B&A" vs. 15.6 for “Ro¬
week by NBC-TV, which has car¬
over its recent Thursday 9 p.m.
meo," 26.3 for “Scouts" vs, 14.8 for
ried the games for the past two
standings, it’ll end this spring.
“Romeo" and 41.6 for “I Love
■ Spike Jones has finally gotten
successive seasons and for six out
A replacement for the’ 9 p.m.
Lucy" to 10.9 for the spec.
of the seven years the games have
The “Lucy" rating represented the nod for the Tuesday 10:30 spot Bishop Fulton J. Sheen is seen as
been available to tv. Understood
a 14-point Trendex jump over its on CBS-TV. New musical stanza, a certainty. The clergyman has
NBC, paid about the same as last
TV producer-packager Bernard rating last week, when “Twehty- Jones’ first tv’er in several years, been without a sponsor since Ad¬
year,' about $1,25.0,000, to the L. Schubert has inked the Abbey One" topped it by. six rating points. will be sponsored on alternate miral ankled a year ago, and his
NCAA for rights.
Players of Dublin for two hour- NBC tried its best to move the weeks by L&M Filters and succeeds contract is believed ending after
Web win carry- nine national long specs, he disclosed on his re¬ spec down to 7:30 to 9 so as to same sponsor’s “Do You Trust this season anyhow. '
games, eight of them on Saturdays, turn from London over the week¬ avoid preempting “21," but Your Wife,” the Edgar Bergen
LavTence Welk’s “Top Tunes
the oth'er a Thanksgiving day setup end. One segment, a comedy by couldn’t iron out the station' clear¬ quizzer which has been holding and Talent" will definitely stay at
involving three separate games in George Shiels called “Professor ances. As a result, trade will be down the time period for the past 9:30 Mondays.
Plymouth-Dodge
diffeifent parts of the country on a Tim," already has been filmed In watching next week’s “21’’-“Lucy" year.
just renewed his contract.
split-network operation. Addition¬ London, Schubert disclosed, but battle to see whether the quizzer
Jones stanza, which starts April
Firestone’s renewal is due in
ally, there will be four Saturday other show will be a live preseift- has lost any steam as a result of 2, was set by Dancer-Fitzgerald- April and the last show under the
regional setups with specific .games tation of the Abbey repertoire.
the preemption. It did drop the Sample, the L&M agency, which present pact is due June 10. The
contracted with individual colleges
Schubert Is dickering with all last time that happened, .a iponth has been negotiating the deal for half-hour is simultaneously carried
the past three months.
subject to the NCAA limitations. . | three nets for the- Abbey showings. ago.
on ABC Radio.

NBC: More Rumors Than Programs

Gen. Mills’B^time
ABC-TV Splurge
Witb $8,750,01)0
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IBC’s 2-Yr. Gillette Pact

Among Flock Of
NBC 'Specials’

Firestones Time
Is Running Out

‘Romeo, Wherefore
Art Thou’: Trendex

NBcTaaoofl

For NCAA Grid

Abbey Players Inked By
Schubert for 2-Hr. Specs

Spike Jon«s Gets Nod
For Tues. CBS-TV Slot
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ABC-TVs
Red Hot Controveny, Boob ludKr

'BOSTON MOVIETIHE’S’
‘K^lAUDiENCEHIKE
Boston, March 5.
WBZ*TWs “Boston Movletlme,”
which started six’ ttiontha ago, has
increased the station’s rating aver¬
age 453%, Franklin A. Tooke, gen.
mgr., reported this week. August,
1956, ABB rating averages gave
the 4:45-6:45 p.m, time period a
4.3, he said. February, 1957, pro¬
duced a 19.5 ARB rating average.
Tooke said; *“We feel that our
Warner Bros, purchase of 740 of
the top films produced in Holly¬
wood have helped greatly, to pro¬
duce the fine ratings 'Boston
Movietime* now enjoys.
“However, we felt at the outset
and now sre certain that our plan
to fit cartoons and short subjects
into the program, too, have had
a great effect.” “Boston Movietime”
opens with Alan Dary, disk jock
off WBZ doubling as host, introing
a “Popeye” cartoon followed by a
short subject and then a first-run
WB feature.
Tooke says the strategy, “Movies
just like downtown,” has paid off
for WBZ-TV, “Boston Movietime”
and for its sponsors.

Chicago, March 6. ■
ABC-TV’s WBKB moved Into the WB Pacts James Garner
centre of a surprisingly bitter
theological controversy last week
For ‘Maverick’ Series
with its decision to telecast the
Hollywood, March 5.
biographical film on the life of
Warner Bros, last week flew back
Martin Luther.
\
pactee James ,Garner from Japan
Since WGN-TV's cancellation location for WB ^‘Sayonara” the¬
last December of the biopic of the atrical pic, to topline new hour16th Century Reformation leader long western telepix series, “Mave¬
on the grounds the announcement rick.”
of its scheduled showing had j TV films went before the cam¬
stirred up an ^‘emotional reaction,'’ eras yesterday (4), with Budd
the; inter-faith wrangling here has Boetticher directing and Roy^ Hug¬
grown to rather alarming proper^ gins producing.
tions. .
WBKB’s showing of “Luther,”
set for April 23, won’t be its tv
debut, however. WISN-TV in Mil¬
waukee earlier last week revealed
it will screen the picture next
Friday (8).
WBKB veep Sterling (Red) Quin¬
lan’s greenlight on the film came
after a statement by the Catholic
National Telefilm Associates has
Archdiocese that it had not and pushed the markets-sold total oh
would not protest the use of the
picture on tv if “any station deems its “Sheriff of Cochise” series up
it a positive presentation of re¬ to 174. Reflection of J;he bullish¬
ligious belief.” Significantly, the ness of the syndication market is'
statement was printed in the New the fact that NTA started selling
World, official archdiocese news¬ the series only last October.
paper, alongside a blistering Page Among the new purchasers of
1 editorial attacking the film.
the Desilu-produced western are
Statement, Issued by archdiocese WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; WCKT,
chancellor Msgr. Edward M. Burke, Miami; WSB-TV, Atlanta; WBRCwas the Catholic hierarchy’s first TV, Birmingham and WMBR-TV,
official comment on the matter and Jacksonville.
was obviously aimed at the Prot¬
Show's star, John Bromfield,
A sharp rise in Ziv’s foreign op¬
estant committee organized to pro¬ just wrapped up a five-week, 21- erations was reported by Ed Stern,
test WGN-TV’s rejection of the city tour in behalf of the series, international division topper, who
film. Msgr. Burke stated It was a hitting dealer , and distributor recently returned from a month¬
“false assumption” to imply the meetings arranged by sponsors, long overseas swing.
diocese office ^as responsible for hospitals, ^ dinners . and radio-tv
Overseas Ziv sales, says Stern,
the WGN-TV cancellation.
shows to bally the series. Brom- in the first month of this year were
Action Committee for Freedom of field’s currently on a three-week 86% higher than in . the same pe¬
Religious Expression has charged vacation, ajter which he returns to riod last year. In Britain, follow¬
repeatedly that WGN-TV axed thi Coast“'for more assignments. ing a run in the London area,
“Luther”, because of protests from Harry Algus, NTA publicist who “Highway. Patrol” was signed for
“Roman Catholic sources,” Com¬ handled the tour, returned last the entire United Kingdom tv area
by ATV, one of the four commer¬
mittee two weeks ago filed a peti¬ week to the N.Y. homeoffice.
cial tv program contractorjs, for a
tion bearing some 150,000 signa¬
second-year fun.
tures with the FCC, asking an
Further south, Radiotelevlsione
early hearing on WGN-TV's right
Italiana
(RAD signed with Ziv for
to retain its license. It charged
Italian-lan^age versions of three
the Chicago Tribune-owned station
Ziv tv series for airing on the 14with bowing to a form of “sectarian
station RAI net. RAI bought “Sci¬
censorship.”
ence Fiction Theatre,” “The Un¬
The diocese statement defended
expected,” and “Highway Patrol.”
the right of individual Catholics
In the midst of the bullish firstIn northern Europe, Stern
to make their views known on the run syndication market, a note of
wrapped up a purchase of “Yester¬
picture and '/reserves the right”
to express opinions on the film’s warnirtg is sounded by Ziv prez day’s Newsreel,” “The Unexpect¬
“historical accuracy and the man¬ John Sinn. He finds telefilm pro¬ ed” and “Science Fiction Theatre”
ner in which it portrays the Cath¬ duction budgets rising more rapid¬ with the commercial tv station in
ly than the selling prices of today’s Munich, and Set final details for
olic Church.”
market and that the gap between German language soundtrack op¬
The New World editorial dc- budgets and prices will have to be eration at a major studio there for
icribes “Luther” as a “controver¬ filled by opening new sources of the three telefilm shows. A fieal
sial and hate-provoking movie” advertising revenues and by more for “Favorite Story” was set with
that uses “misrepresentation and station customers.
Nordwestdeutscher Rundfimk in
pictorial emotion to undermine an¬
He attributes the rise to Zlv’s Hamburg.
other religion.” Reference is made
On the other side of the globe,
quest
for
added
production
values
to the NARTB Code which warns
NHK-T'V, the government owned
against religious programs that in location shooting on all current Japanese tv operation, signed for
series.
(Producer-director
William
might put other faiths in an un¬
Castle had estimated $40,000 per the “Dr. Christian” series for To¬
favorable light.
kyo, Osaka and Nagoya, which wiU
In an apparent allusion to the episode for “Men of Annapolis,” be subtitled for Japanese viewers.
activities of the Action Committee, an estimate which while it may be NHK-TV also signed for a secondpared
down
somewhat,
still
repre¬
the editorial says “several minis¬
year on “Highway Patrol.”
terial and religious groups imme¬ sents a sizable chunk for the syndi¬
CMQ-TV, Havana, renewed “Yes¬
diately combined to scream 'Cath¬ cation. field).
terday’s Newsreel” for a fourth
According
to
Sinn’s
estimate,
olic pressure’ in order to exert a
year.
most violent Protestant pressure.” Ziv programs now In production
Newspaper said the editorial was and pilot films slated to be shot;
in answer to the “unfair and un¬ before mid-’57 will cost anywhere
warranted attacks made upon those from 20% to 40% more than the
Catholics whose splendid loyalty equivalent shows might have cost
to the Church prompted them to last. fall. On the other hand, says
Sinn, the price outlook is for no •
(Continued on page 36)
more than a 10% or 15% increase
by the faU of this year.
No attempt will be made by Ziv
Califorrtia National Productions
to take the other alternative of re¬
ducing'budgets, he adds, crediting has grabbed off its first regional
deal on the new “Silent Seiyice”
the “fresh look” of location shoot¬
ing as a major factor in the popu¬ syndicated entiY due to hit the air
larity of telefilmed shows. The an¬ around the first week in April.
swer, he feels, lies in the direction Gunther Beer has purchased four
of getting additional sponsors.and major markets, two of them in co¬
CBS Television Film Sales last stations to ride the telefilm band¬ sponsorship with Robert Burns
Cigars. Gunther, via SSC&B, has
week sold “The Phil Silvers Show”, wagon.
bought the submarine series in
to the British Broadcasting Corp.
Baltimore, Washington (where it
for a firm 52 weeks starting March
shares with Robert Burns, via
22,
Deal has some . interesting
Young, & Rubicam), Harrisburg
ramifications—it’s' the first major
and Lancaster (solo in the latter
comedy show imported BBC-TV,
two).
for example; the ITA commercial
Jake Keever, sales manager of
setup has the others, including “1
Hollywood, March 5.
California National’s NBC Tele¬
Love Lucy.”
Audition
of
a
new
•
series
staiv
vision
Films division, said he ex¬
Execs of CBS Film Sales believe
deal presages a major move by ring Paul Coates and Zsa Zsa Ga¬ pects to have 35 markets wrapped
bor
was
seen
on
KTTV
last
week,
up
by
week’s end via other reBBC-TV to compete on equal terms
with the ITA setup. Latter’s stress the showing being for Revlon and gionals currently being Ironed out.
BBD&O execs in from Gotham for “Silent Service” is CNP’s first
on entertainment and imports of the looksee.
new show under its new manage¬
the major American vidfilm shows
“Private Line—Hollywood” is the ment. Series, shooting in Holly¬
has given it a decided rating edge
over BBC. Also, BBC will slot the tag of the series packaged by Walt wood and San Diego, has about
Silvers stanza on a weekly basis, Tibbels and Lee Savin. Auditioner eight films in the can.
unlike many of its other shows saw Coates and ZZ interview Bob
which run once a month or without Stack and Dimitri Tiomkln at their
Mora TV film Newa
any recognizable continuity. BBC homes.
On Ppga 36
is said to have paid its highest
Producer-writer is Tony Barrett,
price yet for the Silvers stanza.
and Jim Gates is the director.

174-Market Sale
On NTA’s‘Cochise’

Hefty Upbeat In
Ziv Globsd Sales;
86% Rise in Jan.

Son’s Take Heed’On
20 to 40^ Rise In
Ziv Production Costs

a

CalNat’sRf^nal I
Deal on Sob Series

CBS Sells Silvers
SbwtoBBC-TV

Paul Coates, Zsa Zsa
Series in L. A. 'Sneak’

_
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Dial y for Violence
' !
Hollywood, March S. •
N. W. Ayer agency ordered Sunday’s (2) “Telephone Tiriie” seg¬
ment, “The Intruder,”’ off .40 hours beforb telecast because of a
station complaint about excessive violence. Understood WHASTV, LouisvDle, beefed, and agency and sponsor reps agreed after
viewing the segment
CBS-TV didn’t participate in the yanking, other than to accede
to. the sponsor request However, Jeiny Stagg, producer of the
series for Hal Roach Studios stated only one sequence was in*
volved, with the agency and sponsor “not too far wrong.” Sequence
will be re-shot and film shown at a later date. On Sunday, the
.'■•’web re-ran a previous “Telephone Time” entry.

Banner $35,000,000 Gross in ’56
On TV Film Connnerciai Production
-

—

^^-♦-

McClory to Filmways
For Special Projects
producers df telefilm commer¬
cials are becoming increasingly
more competitive To satisfy the
recent hunger of advertisers for
better quality commercials, FilmwayS has inked a bigtime motion
picture cameraman, Kevin Mc¬
Clory, to staff as producer-director
in charge of .special creative proj¬
ects. '
McClory shot the foreign loca¬
tions for Mike Todd’s “Around the
World in 80 Days.” Previously, he
lensed “African Queen” and a good
deal of the footage fi’om John
Huston’s “Moby, Dick.”

Official Films
Gears for ’57-'58
As Official Films gears for the
new season with two costume ad¬
venture pilots and a pilot on the
offbeat theme of extra-sensory per¬
ception, it received word of the
third year renewal of “Robin
Hood” and faced the likely axing
of “The Buccaneers” after Its first
season. “Buccaneers” probably will
be put.into syndication in March.
No decision on renewal as yet
has been made on Official’s third
network representation “Adven¬
tures of Sir Lancelot,” on NBC-TV,
sponsored by Lever Bros, and
American Home Products.
, Pulling out of “The Buccaneers,”
CBS-T'Y Mondays at 7:30 p.m. is
Sylvania. Renewing “Robin Hood, ”
CBS-TV, Mondays at 7:30 p.m., is
Johnson & Johnson and Wildroot,
the alternate sponsors. Ratlngwise
the snow is holding strong, hitting
a 35.8 in Its last Nielsen.
‘
The offbeat pUot, titled “The
Sixth Sense,” Is being shot in Hol¬
land. It concerns the extra-sen¬
sory claim of a real-life Dutch
house painter and the use of that
“sixth-sense” by European police
in crime cases. The other pilots,
shooting on which has been completed by Sapphire Productions,
are “At Pistol Point,” starring
Louis Haywood, formerly known as
“The Highwayman,” and “The
Blade,” formerly titled “S,word for
Hire,” which features Edward
Purdom, Harold L.^ Hackett, Offi¬
cial prez,' recently "returned from
a European swing for a look
on new productions.

NTASTOCKHOLDERS
TO VOTE ON ISSUE
National Telefilm Associates has
called a special stockholders meet-'
ing for April 4 to pave the way for
an $8,000,000 issue of convertible
debentures. Stockholders will be
asked to authorize an increase in
common stock from 1,000,000 to
2,000,000 shares and to confer con¬
version rights on any motes or
debentures that may be Issued up
to the amount of $8,000,000. Com¬
pany presently has 664,825 shares
outstanding.
NTA has been negotiating with
Bache & Co. for underwriting of
the issue, proceeds of which would
be used to meet shortterm notes
and commitments accruing from
N'PA’s $5,850,000-a-year acquisition
of 20th-Fox pictures. Debentures
are expected to have a maturity
term 10 years longer, and conver¬
sion price will be pegged slightly
iilgher than the prevailing price of
the common at the time of conver¬
sion (common currently Is around
$9 a share).

Income from television film com*
mercial production''shot to an alltinje high in 1956. Industi'y grossed
$35,000,000, approximately $10,000,000 more than, the previous year,
according to Ross Reports.
“Rises In cost arid production
values’.' were er,edited for hiking
the lateAt annual gross. Ross re¬
ports that both In 1955 and 1956
“approximately 10,000 new film
commercials were produced.”
Trqnsfilm Inc. once more ran No.
1 in conunercial telefilm produc¬
tion, the report says. Company ac¬
counts for 8 to 9% of total industry
dollar volume.
Anhriation production comprised
25% of the commercial telefilni
dollar volume, or approximately
$8,750,000, “largely because quality.
; animation costs 75 to 80% more to
produce than quality live action
commercials.” Live-action “quali¬
ties” cost between $4,000-$5,000
each, while comparable animations
run as high as $7,000-$9,000.
Running behind Transfilm wero
Universal Pictures, MPO Televi¬
sion FUms, Hal Roach and Sarra In
the amount of money earned. Ross
indicated that these five firms
pulled about 28% of the industry
total for 1956. Ten more compa¬
nies did another 25% and the
whole 53% for the first 15 amount¬
ed to $18,550,000.

More ‘Cavalcade’
EBtriesfor OF
Distribution rights to 41 addi¬
tional “Cavalcade of America” pro¬
grams have been acquired by Of¬
ficial Films, which already has 39
‘.‘Cavalcade” episodes on hand,
tinder the retitled banner of “Amer¬
ican Legend.”
With a total of 80 programs now
in the' series. Official will, spear¬
head a new sales push on the
“strip” Monday through Friday pat¬
tern. Highlight of plan is to solicit
* national adveritlsers to buy middle
I commercials, and the opening and
closing “billboard” identification
in the “Legend” strip in 50 to 70
projected markets. Such deals will.
be made with the stations con¬
cerned, with Official acting as sort
of a clearing house.
Official has already spotted the
first group of 39 programs in the
“Legend” . series in over 52 mar¬
kets. Among the sponsors are a
heavy predominance of banks, sav¬
ings and loan associations and util¬
ity companies.

Borden Buys 'Ranger’
For Puerto Rico Markets
T^evision Programs of America
has made its first foreign sale on
“The Lone Ranger” since acquiring
foreign distribution rights on the
.series from Jack ’Wrather less than
two weeks ago. Series has been
sold to the Borden Co. for two
Puerto Rican markets, WKAQ-TV
in San Juan and WORA-TV in
Mayaguez. Deal, set via the Na¬
tional Export Agency In N. Y.,
starts in July.
With “Lone Ranger” in hand,
Manny Reiner, TPA’s foreign sales
manager; starts a Latin American
swing this week. He first stops in
Mexico City to get dubbing under¬
way on another TPA scries* “Fury,”
which will be dubbed at Peliculas
Candiana In. Mexico City for the
Latin American market. Then, he
take a three-week swing through
Central and South America.
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Fabiffl’s Note if Apprdieiision
Playoff of theatrleal motion pictures on television is already de¬
stroying live programming, S. H. Fabian, proxy of Stanley Warner,
told the convention of Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn, last week.'
Fabian reiterated the forecast made by Gen. David Sarnoff, BCA
chief, who said recently, “If the motion picture industry, or its
agents, succeed ip making movie films dominant on tv networks
and stations, then American television broadcasting will become
a national movie screen, just as some radio stations, have become a
phonograph."
’
“Television, in a state of transition," said Fabian, “is falling
.back on. our old filnbto hold its audience and it is at the same time,
educating a vast public in the differences between hastily produced
television shows and the completely satisfying entertainment avail¬
able in motion picture theatres.
. “This competition from our own vaults is tough to take now; but
in the long-run, it may he helping to create audiences for the vastly
superior new, modern, theatre entertainment." He described tele¬
vised motion pix as “out of date."
_- ’ ^^

Most Writers Just Interested in Gettiilg Residuals
For Old Age, Sez Grossman
t-"--Hollywood, March 5.
Today the tv comedy vinriter is
“a dime a dozen and unimportant.
The type of situation comedy which
is the backbone of the industry
can be turned out by pushing but¬
tons," declares Budd Grossman,
former writer on “December Bride"
and other comedy shows. And
Quite a few of tv’s situation comedy
shows are turned out by producers
who don’t understand comedy, so
that overall the situation is a sad
one for comedy writers, he con¬
tends.
“Most comedy writers today are
just trying to write as many scripts
as they can and get residuals for
their old age. They get no creative
satisfaction from it anymore. Now
the producer shows you a film in
his series (often it’s not even sold
yet), and says he wants one just
like it. They want you to parrot a
certain - script. I’m getting brave
because I’m leaving the country;
what I’m saying is not sour grapes,"
declared the writer. He leaves
early next month for England,
France and Italy to write situation
comedy shows in.a climate he feels
more suitable for original writing.
“The.^ days of the top comedy
writers" are no more. Credits don’t
mean anything anymore, except for
a few writers on shows which still
get a big play. And the number of
writers who felt hit shows haven’t
done too well. The field is easier
to^ break into—for newcomers—
than it ever has been before. That’s
because the average producer is
hot Interested in top writing. He
Is satisfied to have a happy me¬
dium. and get the can in the film
In time. He doesn’t want a writer
who is honest and fights for a crea¬
tive script—one who gives him a
hard time. I tried to do the best
(Continued on page 36)

ABCs $1,0110,000
For 2$ IWcCoys’
ABC-TV has bought “The Real
McCoys,"- new situation comedy
series starring Walter Brennan,
with $1,000,000 involved in the firm
deal for 26 films. .
Irving and Norman Plncus pro¬
duce series and have formed with
Brennan a company called Brennah-Westgate Corp;, which will
produce the series jointly with
Danny Thomas’ Marterto Produc¬
tions,
Thomas bankrolled the
pilot. Production begins in June
at ‘Motion Picture Centre.
Sheldon Leonard, Who directed
the pilot, will direct the first fe,w
“McCoys." .Bill Manhoff, scrlpter
of‘the pilot, will Write the show.
Stet cast supporting ]^rennan con¬
sists of Richard Crenna, Kathy
Nolan, Michael Winkleman, Lydia
Reed and Andy Clyde,
Format deals with c'oihedic ad■V.entures on a ranch in the San
Fernando Valley. ABC-TV was
the first to see the pilot, bought
It before anyone else ogled it.

Nat Perrin to 20di-TV

CBS-TV exec producer Nat Per¬
rin has resigned to take a job as
exec producer at TCF-TV, 20th-F6x
tv subsid.
Perrin, exec producer of CBS’
Red Skelton' show, asked for and
received release, from his CBS
pact. He had been with the v/eb
for five years.'’

Norman, Craig
Producing Own
Shows on Film
Hollywbbd, March 5.
“What everybody’s been threat¬
ening to do we’re going ahead to
do." Walter Craig, agency partner
with Nortnan, Kummel and the
unbilled David Kaplan, was reveal¬
ing for the first time his plans for
the company to produce its own
filmed shows. He has acquired his
first’property ,“Holiday House," a
situation comedy by Ed James and
hopes to have the pilot rolling by
June 1.
Among shows now produced by
agencies are J. Walter Thompson’s
Khaft and “Lux Video Theatres,"
both live. There has been an abor¬
tive attempt by an agency to film
a series in England, according to
Craig-, but this was abandoned
early.
“By filming our own shows we
can save the-client up to 25% In
commissionable fees,” said Craig.
“This would enable us to bring in
a quality half-hour show for un¬
der $40,000. I have alerted .our
Hollywood office to keep a sharp
lookout for good, properties and we
hope to follow up ‘Holiday House’
with one or two more for the next
season."
What Craig went to the Coast to
see was perhaps the most expen¬
sive half-hour pilot ever made. On
behalf of a client, he inspected the
Frances Langford musical, which
reports have costing up to $80,000.
It was filmed’ in color with Bob
Hope and Hugh O’Brian as gueststars and Miss Langford's songs
backed by David Rose’s orchestra.
Said Craig, “it’s a class show, al¬
right. But, ooh, that price!"

WPIX Vidpix Renewals
Piel Bros, has renewed alternate
sponsorship of four vidpix shows
on WPIX, N.Y., for another 26
weeks. Shows include: “Mr. Dis¬
trict Attorney," “San Francisco
Beat," “Man Behind the Badge,"
and. “Man Called X," On “Mr.
D. A.," General Cigar Co. also re¬
newed Its alternate sponsorship,
putting thg show in the SRO cii’cle.
On the rating front', ‘“Whirlybirds," which made its debut last
month, hit a neat 13.4 for its first
rating period, according to Amer¬
ican Research Bureau, topping all
competition in'the 7:30 Thursday
1 night time slot.

The current scarcity in the hum- •
ber of first-run syndicated prop¬
erties Is due to be corrected, with
from six to 12 new properties set
to be launched within the next,
three to six months from major
syndicators.
The projected increase is sizable,
bearing in mind that since. Sep¬
tember only eight new properties
have been put on the market, a
marked decline as compared to a
year and two ago.. But before
next September rolls around, new
entries will come from Ziv, Tele¬
vision Programs of America,
Screen Gems, NBC’s CalifonUa Na¬
tional Productions.andothers.
Tw'o new properties already are
being pitched, California National
Production’s “Silent Service," and
Ziv’s “New Adventures of Martin
Kanes" the latter on the national*regional level. Another series
“Aggie," coming from RKO Tele¬
radio’s shop, also is on the market,
and although it has been aired in
Britain, the skein is new to the
U. S. and a national-regional sale
is sought.
Governing the entry of many
properties 1— ipcluding those from
ABC Film .Syndication and other
outfits—is the inking of a large
regional. Feeling from this quar¬
ter is that before show is put on
the market, enough stations should
be lined up in a multi-market regiohal deal tp guarantee up to
$15,0.00 weekly for the show. This,
it’s felt, gives the skein the needed
cushion in today’s market and in
terms of current production costs,
which range from $25,000 to near
$40,000 per episode.
Pacing the more bullish attitude
towards first run syndication are
the following factors: The sales
racked up by. the current eight
fresh properties, all of which are
doing well; the easing of the sta¬
tion prime time problem in many
areas; the growth in national spot
program buying; and the continued
strength of regionals.
What started in September as a
hesitant, cautious field, troubled
by the then unknown impact of the
new theatricals from the majors,
has evolved into a much more
solid position. True, the solidity is
partially based on the scarcity of.
first-run product. But there are
other reasons, too. On the whole,
more dough has been sunk into the
new entries, in light of the comr
petitive situation. In addition, the
big spenders on fresh product, the
beers, the foods, the retail outlets
stuck with the regional program
buy pattei’n in face of the feature
bait.
That there is a big, unfulfilled
appetite for the proper first-run
(Continued on page 36)
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British Telefilm Writers Demand
Parity With D.S. on Scales Reruns;
Weigh Strike Action If Rehulfed

’Jessel Music HaU’
Half-Hour NTA Series,
New & Edited Footage
George Jessel will host a new
half-hour film serieis out of, the^
National Telefilm Associates stable
titled “George Jessel Music Hall"
and culled largely .from the NTA
library of Paramount short sub¬
jects. Series, which is aimed at the
syndication market, will Involve
both'new production and extensive
editing, with new footage to be
shot'in N. Y., probably at Gold
Medal Studios in the Bronx.
Plan is fof Jessel to • host and
integrate the shorts, plus do a nos¬
talgia and performing bit with
some of the stars who made the
one-reelers , originally for Para¬
mount. Idea would be for an Eddie
Cantor, Bob Hope, Burns & Allen,
etc., to make a guest appearance
on the show their oldie is shown
on. ‘There are some 600 such
shorts in NTA’s hands, out *01. the
girand total of 1,300 Par shorts,
others
being cartoons, sports
shows, etc. Others In the library
include Cab Calloway, Ethel Mer¬
man, Smith & Dale, W. C, Fields,
Sammy Davis Jr. NTA. plans to
film 39 half-hours.
^

Strange Bedfellows
Here’s one for the audience
composition research experts
to figure out.
Duffy-Mott Co„ which is
trying to sell moppets on the
idea of eating apple sauce and
drinking apple juice, is alter¬
nate-week sponsor of the
“Whirlybirds" adventure vid¬
pix on WPIX, N. Y. The other
sponsor is R. J. Reynolds To¬
bacco.

Metro-TV Evolves
New Sale Plan For
Smaller Markets
Metro-TV on the heels of its li¬
brary deal to RKO Teleradio sta¬
tions in the Detroit and Memphis
markets, has evolved a three-point
sales policy to take in the middlesized and smaller markets, as well
as the big cities.
Under the policy, three packages
of 100 pix each will be offered to
stations; with the 300 so to be of¬
fered culled from the pre-’48 library
of about 725 pix. In addition, sta¬
tions will be offered half of the
Metro library. Deals for the full
library, of course, remain in order.
The licensing period for the
packages of 100 pix and half the li¬
brary will be less than the sevenyear period, the term of the. library
deals. On the half-library deals,
the purchase of prints by the sta¬
tions will be optional. On the 100pix package deals, Metro-TV will
book the prints to the stations, a
procedure which also will be avail¬
able for the half-library purchas¬
ers.
The purchase by CKLW, ^ De¬
troit, Windsor, and WHBQXTV,
Memphii?, brings the Metro library
into 32 markets. Deal for two
RKO Teleradio outlets was for
about $3,000,000. RKO Teleradio
also is negotiating for the library
for its Boston’s station WNAC-TV,
With the previous week’s Salt Lake
City library deal, Metro-TV’s
gross on library selling has hit
about $34,500,000.

DEREL, DOUBLEDAY
TEAM ON ‘TENSION’
Derel Producing Associates has
concluded a deal with Doubleday
& Co. under which Derel will pack¬
age a .telefilm series titled “Ten¬
sion," based on mysteries pub¬
lished under the long-running
Crime Club imprint.
Gene Feldman, Derel’s exec pro¬
ducer, negotiated the deal. Derel's
current ‘package “Exclusive!’’ is be¬
ing pitched for national sale by
ABC Film Syndicatiop. It was
noted, that of every 10 books pub¬
lished under the Crime Club ban¬
ner, seven have been grabbed up
for book club or paperback reprint,
attesting to the popularity of that
line-of fiction.

CBS-TV Buys‘Scliiitz
Playhouse’ Reruns
CBS-TV has purchased 10 epi¬
sodes of “The. Schlitz Playhouse of
Stars" from RKO Teleradio. Deal
for the reruns is pegged on CBSTV’s plans to strip the series in
daytime.
RKO Teleradio recently pur¬
chased the negative rights to the
“Schlitz" series from Meridian for
about $1,200,000. Current “Schlitz"
series is being produced by MCATV’s Revue Productions. CBS-TV
reportedly acquired the reruns
rights for about a year from RKO. I

London, March 5.
If all else fails, British telefilm
writers are threatening to take
strike action to achieve parity with
their American colleagues. For
more than two years they’ve tried
to negotiate a new deal which
would establish a fixed minimum
scale and give them a participation
in rerun rights. At present they’re
obliged to sell their scripts on flat
rate terms without any share In the
residuals.
Apart from the financial aspect,
the importance of which Is not min¬
imized, the British writers resent
being, forced into a position where¬
by they’re obliged to blackleg" on
their U.S. colleagues who are pro¬
tected by the pact negotiated' by
the .Television Writers’ Guild. That
agreement gives the Yank writer a
minimum fee of $875, plus par¬
ticipation, whereas the British
writer has been forced to turn in
a half-hour script for as low as
$140. The maximum rate paid to
a British wTiter has been around
$1,200—but still without participa¬
tion rights.
The current agitation is being
carried out by the British Screen
and Television Writers’ Associa¬
tion, a Trade Union affiliated to the
Society of Authors, .and which rep¬
resents 98% of the professional
writers. They are part of the 15
union setup which negotiates with
the Independent Television Auth¬
ority on labor problems. So far,
they’ve been given the thumbs
down by telefilm producers in
Britain, including Douglas Fair¬
banks, Sapphire Films, Anthony
Bartley, John Larkin and others.
All these outfits- are. primarily con¬
cerned with the U.S. market which
provides the bulk of their income.
Aside from seeking'comparable
terms with their colleagues in the
Guild, the British writers want to
establish the principle of royalty
payments for their work. That’s
accepted in the publishing business
without argument they aver, but its
a case of breaking ne\it ground with
the tv producers. They say they’re
always told* the U.S. distributors
will not stand for the rerun fees,
even though that’s conceded to
American writers.

SG Repacted For
‘Playhouse 90’
In an unexpected turn. Screen
Gems and CBS-TV have inked a
new pact for “Playhouse 90’’ under
which SG will produce a minimum
of five filmed “90" entries for the
1957-’58 season.
Probable key to the renewal is
CBS’ agreement to up the budgets
for Screen Gems’ teleplays. Only
last week, both SG and CBS vi'ere
reported not interested. in renew¬
ing the agreement, under which
SG supplied eight entries for the
’56-’57 season, with CBS beefing
that SG hasn't provided the filmed
shows with top stars and SG, on
the other hand, maintaining itjs
impossible to land top stars for
shows budgeted around $150,000
each.
Another factor throwing doubt
on the renewed pact .was CBS’ “doit-yourself" move via its controlled
subsid Filmaster, which is turning
out three filmed shows for “90."
But apparently differences were
resolved in high level meetings
la^t week between SG topper
Ralph Cohn and Hubbell Robin¬
son Jr., exec v.p. in charge of net¬
work programs.
In another development SG re¬
portedly is offering to the nets a
one-hour western film package,
with Randolph Scott, Jack Balance,
and Fred MadMurray, each starr
ring in separate 13 episodes a
piece.
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At lon^IiHst fte Detk Are \
Cleared for Pitfs Second VHP

Rlayilerlglit ‘Leslie Stevens
has'tal^n iome tihie put from
his. , le^t ‘chores to pick up
sppie ‘.’pocket money” on tele'A^Sion—ahd he’s' hit the‘ jack¬
pot, Stevens has four entries,
scheduled
between
tonight
(Wed.) and.March 27, plus ad¬
ditional sketches to be playdd
,ov5r the ;season- on, another
show.
" '
Tonight, his “Duel’.' is on
“Kraft Theatre.”
Tomorrow
(Thurs.), “Playhouse pO” has
: skedded his. '“Invitation to a
Gunfighter.”
On March 17,
“Omnibus”, will use some spe¬
cial material of his, while
“Playho&se 90” repeats March
27 with Stevens’ adaptation of
“Charlie’s Aunt.” ■ The Ray
Bolger “Washington Square” ^
segment has also, bought sev¬
eral dranvatic sketches.
Total tv take for Stevens:
$15,000 in loose change.

Pittsburgh, Marcji .5. ,
This city's longtime status as a
single-station tv market figures fi¬
Continued from papre 22
nally to be changed before sum¬
mer. Present indica.tions are tl^^t recent rele^ise of this ri.ew NCS re¬
both of the other alloca:tions,-Cfis. port, we had withheld a consider¬
4 and 11, will be in operation with¬ able number' of rate adjustments.*’
in the next six nionths.
The new increases, which affect
New situation came with dra¬ less than half of' CBS’ affiliates,
matic suddenness last week when “are in general long overdue,’’
WENS, UHF Ch. 16 which was
fighting Ch. ll grant to WWSW- Hylan said. He also Stressed that
WJAS combine in the courts and “after these rate increases are
before the FCC, agreed to with¬ taken into consideration, the cost
draw its objections in return for per tlj,ousand for CBS Television
$500,000 to reimburse litigants for Network programs remains sub¬
their long legal expenses and also stantially below the cost per thou¬
for building and land since WENS sand of programs on the other two
does not figure to stay in business television networks.”
Under the new card, the Class A are the - two-hour Mary Martin¬
as soon as a new VHFer enters
hour rate for the basic required starring “Annie Get Your (irun,”
the picture.
group
of 56 stations is $75,825, to be sponsored by Ford, and the
Since FCC has been badgered
two-hour salute to Irving Berlin.
interminably by local interests for while the half-hour rate is $45,- As for Coe, he was to have done
495.
The
hour rate for the 50some action in. the tangled video
part of^ a Friday spec series this
setup here, commission is certain station basic optional group is $23,- season,*^ but the arrangement fell
to grab at the chance to get off the 150i the half-hour rate $13,890. through for* lack of sponsor inter¬
hook and okay the final grant to The combined rates, for the 196- est. He’ll roam all over the spec
WWSW-WJAS combo, which will statioh lineup, is $98,975 for an
spectrum this seasqn, doing niusihave WIIC as the call letters. No hour, $59,385 for. a half-hour. cals and variety as well as drama,
trouble is expected either in U.S. Largest single increase in a net¬ though the actual number he’ll do
work
rate
for
a
station
was
made
Circuit Court of Appeals, where
WENS is also pulling out of all in N. Y., where the hour rate for isn’t set
Rough schedule for the specials,
contention. This should mean that WC.BS-TV is up $500 to $8,000.
Other larger hourly rate in¬ which will not carry any fixed-po¬
WIIC will be able to resume con-1
creases
include
Atlanta,
up
$150
to
sitions
during the season but will
struction shortly and be on the air |
$1,200; Birmingham, up $175 to rotate throughout the week, calls
by June or July. ^
$1,000;
Boston,
up
$200
to
$2,800;
for
a
minimum
of six days be¬
WIIC has had a skeleton staff
on the payroll Since September, Charlotte, up $200 to $1,200; Chi¬ tween each special and a maximum
cago,
up
$200
to
$4,100;
Detroit,
up
17-day span. There may, however,
1955, when it expected to be a go¬
ing concern and would' have been $200 to $2,800; Houstqn-Galveston, be two shows on one. night some
except for the WENS riiove. Ch. 16 up $200 to $1,100; Kaiisas City, up holidays.
crowd insisted that when WWSW $200 to $1,400; Xos Angeles, up
and WJAS, both applicants for $300 to $3,500; Minneapolis, up $250
Ch. 11, decided lO merge, it con¬ to $1,650; • Philadelphia, up $200
stituted a' new situation and thus to $3,500; Portland, Ore., up $150
threw the grant open for grabs to $950; Rock Island-Davenport,
again. Claim got plenty of atten¬ up $150 to $850; St. Louis, up $250
Syd Zelinka arid Andy Russell,
tion in court and before FCC, too, to $1,750; Tampa, up $200 to $700
as witness the fact that Ch. 11 is and Wichita-Hutchinson, up $150 comedy writing team who resigned
from the Jackie Gleason' staff a
still waiting. In the meantime,-its" to $650.*
While in the early stages of pre¬ week ago, have been signed to a
employes have all been doing vol¬
unteer work at WQED, Ch. 13, an paring the rate card a couple of one-year pact with options by
months
ago, some CBS-TV execs CBS-TV. First assignment will be
educational station.
Almost immediately on the heels were toying with the idea of a the Phil Silvers show, where they’ll
Double-A
rate for the 8 to 10; 30^1 join the scripting staff headed, by
of the WIIC opening came word
from FCC chairman George C, p.m. period, but the plan was re¬ producer Nat Hiken and Billy
jected
by
the
top brass as prema¬ Friedberg on April 1.
McConnaughey that the contest
Terms of the deal, set by;Sy
among the five applicants for Ch. 4 ture.
Fischer of the Frank Cooper of¬
•will be settled wiuiin 60 to 90 days.
fice, permit them to do other writ^
Examiner had originally recom¬
ing provided they sell only to CBS
mended that the grant go to KQV.
shows. Russell, who writes dra¬
Findings wers based on long re¬
matic scripts under the name of
cord of public service of Irwin D.
S Continued from-^ge 23
A. J. -Russell, and Zelinka have op¬
Wolf, one of the owners of KQV.
Only hours later. Wolf died and yet, though it’s almost dead sure, tioned Rostand’s “Chanticleer” as
four remaining contenders, chief and one of the problems is casting. one possible dramatic entry and
among them WCAE, owned by (It was the web’s inability to get are talking to Yul Brynner to star
Hearst, stepped in and insisted that Rosalind Russell a couple of years in it—however, it would have to
this changed the entire picture. back 'that caused a deal for the mu¬ be done on CBS.
Since then claim and counter¬ sical to fall through then.) Possi¬
bilities are Miss Russell, Nanette
claim have delayed any action.
Berk's CBS Radio Exit
WWSW is owned by Pittsburgh Fabray and Giselle McKenzie.
Howard Berk is resigning as
Miss Williams, whose British
Post-Gazette, morning daily, which
will continue to operate its radio aquashow Jtour under NBC spon¬ tr^de editor at CBS Radio to join
station. However, WJAS, 'a full sorship failed miserably but whose Bernard Relin Associates as radio¬
partner in Ch. 11 when and if, spec appearance was a Trendex tv contact for the indie flackery.
must dispose of its broadcasting wow, will probably do two water Berk checks out of CBS a week
shows this year. Miss Henie, who from Friday (15).
outlet.
No successor set at CBS; publici¬
At present, Pittsburgh has only also scored heavily on the Trendex
one VHFer, Ch. 2, owned and board with a December iceshow, ty manager Mel Spiegel will
______
double
over as trade editor on an
will
also
probably
do
two
.specials.
operated by Westinghouse and
purchased two years ago from Other entries, on the definite list, 1 interim basis.
DuMont for nearly $10,000,000.
Originally Westinghouse, via
KDKA, had .been an applicant for
Ch. 11 but withdrew after buying
out DuMont. KDKA-TV has been
among the biggest money-makers
Hollywood, March 5.
in the country but isn’t figured to
While top pic writers made more than top tv scripters, the over¬
be hurt too much by entry of Chs.
all
financial
reward
is
greater
in
tv,
believes
Sol SakSj longtime tv
4 and 11 since there is business
comedy writer. “More writers are making a good living in tv
here that has gone begging because
today than therei ever were in pictures,” he comments.
Ch, 2 wasn’t able to. handle it. It’js
For one thing, the work is steadier, he declares, He’s the crea¬
expected that stations Which will
tor of the Howard Duff-Ida Lupino starring “Mr. Adams and Eve”
feel the pinch are those in Johns¬
series
on CBS-TV, where he’s committed to furnish 38 scripts, or
town, Pa.r Steubenville, .O., and
19 hours. The pic writer who scripted three hours of material a
Wheeling, W. Va., all of which can
year
was
doing very well, he contends.
get into certain fringe areas here,
“The financial rewards are better and the satisfaction is better,”
Saks states, adding that there’s a closer rapport among tv work¬
ers. “The writer is closer to the finished product. This is no re¬
flection on picture writers, but the industry attitude toward pic¬
ture Writers. In tv, the writer is wanted on the set and in produc¬
tion conferences. The more authority and responsibility a writer
NBC-TV is close to a deal for
has, the more likely it is that the script will come out better,” h^
“Escape,” the Delbert Mann-David
declares.
Swift-David Shaw hour meller
Saks, who’s knovm primarily as a comedy writer, deplores the
series. Web plans to use the Show,
lack of opportunity for new comedy scripters in tv. “I don’t know
which would comprise some live
where the next crop is coming from,” he states, “now that bigtime
segments and some films, on jVEonradio is dead. I don’t know how I’d get my start today. I broke
days at 7:30 to 8:30.
in with Abe Burrows, Mel Shavelson and Jack Rose, as a cub
cofnedy writer on radio.
Series, being packaged by the"
“Comedy writing is a highly specialized craft, which needs spe¬
trio, would be in part scripted by
cialized training. But there’s no longer any freelance shows ii^ tv
Swift and Shaw, produced by
comedy. ^Those stables of writers who have been with comics
Mann (who would direct a few)
like Bob Hope and Jack Benny have beep with them for years.
and directed most of the way by
There’s no place for a starting gag-man today.”
Swift. It’s the second hour pack¬
“Personally, I’ve got no’complaints about my business. I like
age designed for the NBC 7:30 spot
the work I’m doing and the money I’m making. There’s things
next fall, other being “Wagon
Train,” which goes into Wednes¬
wrong with the business, but good writing does better on tv and
day nights.-*^
poor writing is found out much quicker,” he concludes.

CBS-TV Rale Card

ZELINKA, RUSSEL
TO sms SHOW

‘Wonderful Town’

Sols No Sad Saks in TV

Hour ’Escape’ Series
Looks Hot for NBC-TY

I in^Radio l^oductfen

i:

IN ISEW YORK CITY . . .
Claire .Mann now doing a three-times-weekly daytime series on WOR-»
TV and dickering for a nighttime remote-ihterview • series from a
Gotham nitery . . , Thayer David, Robert Fortin, Paul Andor and
Harry Shaw Lowe into the cast of “U.S. Steel Hour’s” March 13 “The
Bottle Iipp” * • . William Prince and Don Briggs on “Modern Romances”
this'week . . . Don Russell competed against himself yesterday (Tues.)
and Monday, with his live NBC Radio “Bandstand” stint bucking the
tapes of his local WSTC, Stamford, hour strip ; . , Les L. PerSky, prez
of Product Services agency;, to the Coast to purchase a network pack-^
age and work with Westih-Rush Productions on a Series of- commer¬
cials . . . Frank Campaneila featured on “Big Story” Friday (8) . . . Don
Gordon into the ca.st of Norman Frank’s “UF 61” pilot . .Nat Polen,
Star- of CBS Radio's- “Indictment,” set for a featured role in “The
■Joker,” skedded to open on Broadway Aprir4 . , 1 Arlehe Fifancis andTed Rogers^ star and producer of “Home,” plane to Paris today (Wed.)
to film interviews with Otto Preminger, John Gielgud and Jean Seburg,
star of Preminger’s" “St. Joan.” Miss Francis stays over till Saturday
(9) while Rogers hops to London to s€t future “Home” projects . .
Sandy Stewart, vocalist on CBS Radio’s Galen Drake stanza, moving
to N.Y. from her Philadelphia home; jier husband entered the Army
this Week . . . Peter Brandon into a running lead on “Valiant Lady”
. . . Edward Andrews stars and Gerald Price and Robert Eckels fea¬
tured on “Captain Kidd” on “Omnibus” Sunday (10) ... . Shelley Dob¬
bins a new radio director at WRCA; replacing Dick Jennings, who’s
moved to the “Monitor” staff . . .Fernando Lamas guests on the Steve
Allen show SUjiday (10) . . . Sally Breit, of the WRCA traffic depart¬
ment, recently married to Alan Landsburg,-director of the same sta¬
tion’s “Pulse” stanza . . . Max Adrian narrates “Histblre du Soldat” on
“Camera Three” Sunday (10) . . . CBS doorman Mike Donovan does
his 10th St. Pat’s day appearance on the Robert Q. Lewis radio show
a week from Saturday (16). with the customary vocal stint . . Last
week’s “X Minus One” on NBC Radio featured deejay Ai (Jazzbo) Col¬
lins'in a story by himself adapted by Ernest Kinoy . . , Sandy Becker,
WABD and CBS Radio: star, off to Rio de Janeiro at the Invitation of
the Brazilian government to appear as one of the celebrity guests at
the annual carnival activities . . . Carl Burgess,'staffer on WRCA’s
“Pulse,” engaged to building contractor David A. Lackland ... Ira
Ashley, “Young Dr. Malone” producer, taking a week’s vacation at St.
Thomas, Virgin Islands .-. . Katherine Emmett into “Our Gal Sunday”
and Jean Ellyn, Ethel Owen and Bvax Martin into “Wendy Warren &
the News,” both CBS soapers . .. Eddie Brinkman, CBS stage manager
on the Phil Silvers, Ed Sullivan and Jackie Gleason shows, signed by
Jean Dalrymple of N. Y. City Center to direct the dances for “Th#
Merry Widow,” opening April 10. Brinkman,-w.k. as' a choreographer,
was suggested by George Ballanchine, who can’t make it because of
Paris commitments ... . Savarin Coffee account to Foote, Cone & Belding, while same company’s Medaglia d’Oro stays with MacManus, John
& Adams . . , Dick Zeamer, who was to have directed last week’s
“Peter Lind Hayes Show” anil this week’s Guy Mitchell stanza (A. God¬
frey replacements), had to cancel out to undergo surgery . . . Mary
Alicfe Murphy, secretary to CBS Radio prez Arthur Hull Hayes, off on
a month’s vacation in Peru . . . Songstress Jaye P. Morgan to Coast to
visit with her family for a few days, but back in time this weekend
for rehearsal with Jo Stafford on their Godfrey replacement March 13
on CBC-TV . , . Jules Munshin, just back from the Coast'and two pic¬
tures for Metro, set for the leading role in March 17 inter-faith play
“A Song for Queen Esther,” on NBC-TV. Show will be kinnied March
14 for the network showing.
Lilia Skala sighed Leonard (Buzz) Blair for running role in “Valiant
Lady” starting Mon. (11) with Peter Brandon playing her son in the
Robert Shaw scripts. David Graham of Lyons dc Lyons set the deal
for Miss Skala, last on B’way in “Diary of Anne Frank” as sub for
Gusti Huber . . . Doreen Xang grabs featured role of Mi*s. Alexander
Hamilton on “Kraft TV Theatre” tonight (Wed.) opposite ,E. G. Mar¬
shall . . . “Memory Lane” Joe Franklin has a new son . . . Art Van
Horn in Panama as guest of that country’s president, . .'’Men’s fashion"
authority Chester Laurie visits IVendy Barrie on WABD Thurs. (7) to
discuss trend toward ivyleague stylings.
Clair R. McCullough is rallying* the “Sad Sacks from Saks 5th Ave.,”
who comprised the Broadcasting Mission to Europe in 1945, under
Col. Ed Kirby, who was conducting officer, to their annual VIP dinner
April 7, preceding the NARTB convention in Chicago. Same Hotel
Drake site will be chosen for the shindig . . . Mel Allen planes for St.
Petersburg Friday (8) for his 16th year covering the Yankee games
for WINS; first broadcast is an exhibition game Saturday (9) . . ,
Teresa Brewer, currently playing dates in St. Louis and Kansas City,
hustles back to N.Y. March 16 to start rehearsing her March 20 Arthur
Godfrey replacement show . . . Thomas Heyward and Vivian della
Ciesa subbing Jane Pickens on.NBC Radio tomorrow (Thurs.) and fol¬
lowing week while she vacations aboard her yacht in the Caribbean
... Ronald Dawson into cast of “The Bottle Imp” on “U.S. Steel Hour”
next Wed. (13).
'
Series of new appointments by CBS-TV’s recently-named vp.-general attorney Thomas K. Fisher: Leon R. Brooks, Richard A. Forsling,
Richard W. Jencks and Charles C. Woodward named assistant general
attorneys, and E. Thayer Drake and Robert V. Evans named senior
attorneys ... Ed Sullivan presenting Don Ameche in a scene from
Broadway’s “Holiday for Lovers” next Sunday (10) . . . Douglass Mont¬
gomery stars in “Matinee Theatre’s” production of “Dr. Jekyll & Mr,
Hyde” Friday (8) . . . Hal Simms> WCBS weathercaster,"celebrating hit
third anni on the air today (Wed.) . . . Joan MacDonald, casting direc¬
tor for Showcase Productions, resigned to marry Max Reinhardt of
the Max Reinhardt Ltd. publishing house in London. She planes to
London today (Wed.) and will be married Maroh 14. Priscilla Farley
replaces her at Showcase . . . WCBS sales manager Buck Hurst back
at his desk after a 10-day bout with bronchitis contracted on a recent
sales trip to Chicago . . , Arthur Anderson doing character voices for
filmed Axrid commercials, also doubling in three Shakesperean comedy
roles in the Helen Hayes Platform Players performance of “Lovers ,Villians’^and Fools” at the Pennington, N.J. Theatre Club_Jack Pegler,
prez of Television'2:oomar Corp., is entoute through Central and South
America with a studio and universal zoomar under each arm, and should
be back Stateside in time for the .NARTB Convention in Chi April 7
. . . James Hong, Who “broke into television” as a -comedian recently
via the Groucho Marx show, set for the role of "No. 1 boy” in Tele¬
vision Programs of America’s “New Adventures of Charlie Chan,” in
which J. Carroll Naish plays the title role . . . Susan Oliver, who ap¬
peared on “Alcoa Hour” Sunday (3), will play opposite Farley Granger
on “U. S. Steel Hour” n^t Wednesday (13) in Frank Gilroy’s adapta¬
tion of R. L. Stevenson’s “The Bottle Imp.” Morris Novik back at
WOV desk after attending UNESCO conference in Havana.
WABD’s “Entertainment Press Conference,” which was delayed a
week because guest Budd Schulberg’s father, B.P., died, began yester¬
day, (Tues.) with Buddy Hackett and goes next week with Eartha Kitt
on the griddle; quizzers are Harriet Van Horne, Al Morgan and Steve
Scheuer . , , Sister show,-Mike Wallace's “Night Beat” had Norman
Mailer as yeserday’s guest . , . Gerald Loeb, stockbroker, goes tomor^
row (Thurs.) and Dr, Corliss Lamont on Friday ,.. Jean paiU-Bloiideau,
Gallic video producer (owner of “Dollar a Second”), arrived in New
York with two new tv packages for sale . . . Joseph Fletcher, former ^
senior account exec at WCAU-TV (Philly), to sales at, Peters, Griffin,
I
(Continued on page 34)
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mat About Radior Tempos WBC
Unusual s>Vitch In advertising strategy and preference has taken
place at North American Philips Co., which last fall made a
dynamic Impact on television via its ‘‘Project 20” one-shot spon¬
sorships but this spring is sinking all its broadcast ihpney into
network radio, Norelco is currently sponsoring three days weekly
of a ftve-minuta Herman Hickman sports strip on C9S Radio and
has no plans for television expenditures.
Strategy is explained by Norelco ad manager Harry Fry with
the preface that he thinks television is “terrific/*^ He says the
word-of-mouth—Nofelco's key sales weapon—generated by the
television -one-shots had the effect of a rocket. But the sharp
.upward-downward curve of excitement left too many gaps In be¬
tween shows for a company with a limited budget.
- “We’ve found that we need frequency to maintain dealer inter¬
est. In television, if a dealer missed one show, he was a loss for
•some months. In radio, if he misses the show one week, he catches
it the next. Ideally, we'd like to have both radio and television,
but we’re operating under a limited budget and it has to be one
or the other."
Technique during Norelco television days was to fill the gaps
between the one-shots with what Fry calls “surround stuff," news¬
paper. and magazine ads, direct mall, promotion and publicity.
But that wasn’t sufficient, and while without television Norelco
won’t get those high peaks of interest (and low valleys between
shows), radio will "provide a steady plateau of dealer interest and
wordH)f-mouth, according to Fry. He points out. Incidentally, that
the company is spending a little more in radio for frequency’s
sake than it did In tv/

What s With Gobel, Caesar?
Future Status of Comics Up in Air ; Kovacs May
Get Sat. at 9 for Summer
Future status of two of NBCTV’s top comics Is up in the air.
George Gobel, who’s been holding
down the Saturday at 10 spot for
the past three seasons, may move_
’ over to work as cpstar with Eddie
Fisher, in. the latter’s projected
Tuesday a to 9 fall entry, while
Sid Caesar, though due to return
next season, will either be cut back
from an hour to a half-hour or will
be back only for special periodic
exposure.
A .
Meanwhile, the web Is dickering
with Ernie Kovacs, who turned
down an offer to serve as summer
replacement for Perry Como, to
take over the Caesar 9 to 10 Sat¬
urday hour this summer. Kovacs
spelled Caesar last summer on
Mondays at. 8, and picked himself
up a Sylvania Award for the stint,
60 he may not be so adverse to the
Idea,
Gobel story is that NBC may de¬
cide to continue him in his pres¬
ent half-hour format, but is active¬
ly exploring the idea of teaming
him with Fisher on Tuesday nights.
No decision yet from the web or
the performers, though it's the net¬
work’s feeling that Fisher may
need strong permanent-cast sup¬
port in expanding from a quarterhour show to an hour. As for
Caesar, he won’t be back in an
hour format. Half-hour is one pos¬
sibility; the other Is appearances
either in a rotating-comics format,
or one-shot appearances In the
NBC “specials" for next season.

Alcoa to Mon. In
Son. Drama Fade
NBC-TV Is'Planning to install a
half-hour dramatic stanza, prob^ibly on film, into the Monday
.9:30-10 period next fall as the
leadln to the live-and-film^^ “Crisis"
hour at 10 to 11. Exact property
hasn’t been set yet, though half
the sponsorship of the series has.
Alcoa, ousted from Its Sunday dra¬
matic stanza, has signed for alter¬
nate weeks followliig its last “Alcoa
Hour" on Sept. 22. Goodyear, the
Alcoa alternate on the Sunday dra¬
matics, is considering the other
half of the new property but hasn’t
made up Its mind yet.
Meanwhile, there’s a possibilit;^
that Dinah. Shore, who’s set to do
26 hour shows on Sunday nights
in the Alcoa-Goodyear time slot,
may expand her schedule to a full
39. If such expansion hopes fall
through; then NBC-TV must book
a “companion show" to hers. One
possibility, though an outside one,
is a “rotating comedians’’, segment.

WBC Paul Revere Award
Goes to Safety Council
Boston, March 5.
First annual Paul Revere award
of Westinghouse, was presented
Friday (1) to the National Safety
Couicil. Presentation of the award
to Ned H. Dearborn, exec director
of the council, was one of the clos¬
ing events of the three day Hub
confab on local public service pro¬
gramming.
The silver bowl, copy of one
made by Paul Revere, was pre¬
sented by Donald H. McGannon,
proxy of Westinghouse Broadcast¬
ing. He said he hoped the award
would “give all radio and televi¬
sion stations around the nation an
added incentive to utilize public
service broadcasting to its fullest
extent."

ABC-TV Breathes
Easier, Chrysler
Still Loves Welk
After several worrisome days in
which NBC-TV reportedly were
wooing the two Lawrence, Welk
stanzas and their Chrysler bankrollers away from ABC-TV, the
sponsor renewed late Monday (4)
night with the latter web.
New
pacts, to begin in the fall, run for
a firm 52 weeks, carrying the Sat¬
urday and Monday showcases
straight through for another year.
Also, Chrysler took ABC’s Friday
night half-hour (9:30), after Frank
Sinatra.
ABC’s troubles with NBC aren’t
quite over yet. Kintner, former
boss at ABC and now exec veep of
NBC, has reportedly been trying to
draw off Nabisco and “Rin Tin
Tin."
This issue won’t be re¬
solved until perhaps April 15, when
the sponsor is committed to pick
up its ABC renewal. It is. said
that Kintner offered color for all
three ABC shows and extended the
same Saturday nighttime the band¬
leader now has for the oa'iginal
Welk show.
Grant agency and Chrysler veeps
Jack Minor (Plymouth).. and Lee
Desmond (Dodge) okayed the ABC
renewals after weighing the Kint¬
ner offer, it is understood.
The post-Sinatra slot, again for
Plymouth and Dodge, which spon¬
sor Welk, is for the Ray Anthony
replacement come autumn. It’s be¬
lieved that the sponsor is thinking
of a “heavyweight variety-musical"
to fill the time. Like the others,
it’s a firm deal.

Meet; See Answer in Showmanship
-^

By GEORGE ROSEN
. Boston; March 5.
The Boston Conference on local,
public s^vice programming con¬
ducted last week under auspices of
the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
merits annual reprise as an indus¬
try Innovation. Perhaps of all the
“do good" broadcast-inspired pow¬
wows over the years, this WBC-incepted meeting of the station pro¬
gram minds generated a new type
of enthusiasm, perhaps even a new
awareness of the tahgibld* benefits
in the area of public service.
In a sense this was a pioneering
effort, for here were none of the
lofty, pretentious’ preachments or
the ivory-tower pontificating that
has no regard for the day-to-day
realities of broadcasting. Here, in¬
stead, were the working practition¬
ers operating within the bread &
butter framework of commercial
radio and television, with full
awareness of the respo;asibilities
toward the economics of the medi¬
um, yet meeting on a basis of
practicality in charting the mile¬
stones and guide-posts for a more
effective contribution in public
-service programming, whether
sponsored Or sustaining.
If the Boston Conference suc¬
ceeded where others have failed,
it’s because the whole approach
was realistic. There was no room
for. tossing around of platitudes
that has characterized so many of
the “non-commercial" broadcast
conferences in'the past. For the
most part these were creative peo¬
ple on a program level from sta¬
tions throughout the country who,
at - the invitation of WBC, ap¬
proached the whole subject of
-public service programming pri¬
marily as practical showmen with
an eye on the buck, yet fully
cognizant of the need for a com¬
mon meeting place for a mutual
exchange of ideas in exploring
ways and means of broadening
people’s understanding and widen¬
ing their cultural horizons With
maximum impact and showman¬
ship.
What’s In It: For Us?'
The whole tempo of the threeday Conference' as framed by
Westinghouse prexy Don McGan¬
non; program veepee Dick Pack
and program manager Bill Kalland
was keyed to a pitch of enthusiasm
and realistic approach to everyday
problems, with key personalities
within the industry lending an as¬
sist. And whatever the motives of
- (Continued on page 39)
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By guy LIVINGSTON
Boston^ March 5.
Radio is groping for ideas to
Boston, March 5.
meet the tv age, according to com¬
Charles Van Doren, golden
ments made by speakers at the
boy with $143,000 parlay, told
the Boston Conference on lo¬
Boston Conference on public serv-"
cal public service program¬
ice programming held by Westingming that he thinks good tv
house here,
quiz programs can do a lot for
“Are we just giving up on
education.
radio?" asked James T. Aubrey Jr.,
“I have received hundreds
veep in charge of programming for
of letters from parents and
ABC-TV? “I predict there Will be
teachers," he said, “saying
great things again on radio. It will
‘you have done wonderful
attract big audiences.
things for education and for
“I suggest that local stations try
our family and for me. You
to put every possible element of
have made me realize that hav¬
showmanship
into a regulai\halfing knowledge and being, a
hour evening radio show. The news
learned person is not some¬
that
there’s
something
to lisjfen to
thing one should be ashamed
on radio will catch on. Wo'^usn’t
of’.’’
forget there are 132,000,000 radios
in this conntry."
GeorgjB C. McConnaughey, FCC
chairman, reported: “In the past
few years there has been a re¬
surgence of applications for radio
stations. I never thought that tv
would mean the demise ^of radio."
i ^ Asked by several broadcasters if
: he fe:t it was ^‘operating in the puI lie interest to play'disks like “Love
Me Tender" and “Banana Boat
Song," he said that “it might not
be." The confab, emphasizing the
Boston, March 5..
Government control of program¬ ways a local radio station can vol¬
ming or other facets of broadcast¬ untarily vary its fare by using spe¬
ing were whammed by George C cial program sources, was told that
McConnaughey, chairman of the 18 foreign'countries as well as the
FCC, at the Westinghouse Boston UN have transcribed programs
Conference at Hotel Statler. “In available at nominal cost to local
the last few years.U.he said; “there stations. These range from con¬
have been suggestions from certain certs, light music, news and seri¬
members of Congress and—mind ous drama of BBC to documen¬
you—even by disgruntled members taries and special programs from
of your industry, that perhaps the UN.
Seymour N. Seigel. director of
there should be some control of
programming or other facets of WNYC, New York, said that when
WNYC
broadcast a BBC transcrip¬
broadcasting in order to bail out
unsuccessful operators or to ac¬ tion of Siobhan McKenna as Joan
of
Arc,
the station was swamped
complish some other desired result.
“I have publicly, ^repeatedly and with letters asking where the recr
unqualifiedly stated my deep con-' ord could be purchased.
Describing the care w'ith which
viction that broadcasting should
continue as a free enterprise. I UN news reports are made, Doro¬
thy
E. Lewis, radio-tv consultant
am unalterably opposed to censor¬
ship, or any other type of govern¬ for the UN,'“said, “We can’t be
biased,
as the same news goes out
ment control ovep^programming or
over the thoughts of free men, pro¬ to all our member nations."
She
suggested
that more stations
vided the operation as a whole is
conducted in the public interest," use UN transcriptions in conjunc¬
tion
with
discussions
on interna¬
he stated.
Speaking of tv, he declared: “As tional affairs by local leaders.
.
Prof.
Frank
C.
Baxter,
U. of
to television, it may take a long
time before a large number of com-"• Southern Ca., hit “sterile" and
standardized
programming,
stating
munities can have a truly local
station;: as is Jrue in radio today.” “radio is a great and tremendous
But, it need not take years before field for imagination."
‘Be True to Trust'; Welch
(Continued on page 40)
Atty. Joseph N. Welch, who be¬
came w.k. through tv exposure as
counsel at the Sen. McCarthyArmy hearings, called on the
broadcasters to be true to their
► trust of informing and enlighten(Continued on page 38)

'Quizzes EducT: VanD

New Warning On
Program Controls

I But Where Was Betty Furness?
!

By JO RANSON
Boston, March 5.
From the Westinghouse deep
freezer: Delegates arrived in a deep
fog and departed in sleet and
freezing rain ... The only disen¬
chanting note at the conference on
public service programming,
cracked an observer, was the ab¬
sence of Betty Furness . . . The
“Meet the Critics" panel, whefein
the newspaper teeveo scriveners
told how they fashioned their daily
essays, was soon dubbed “Eat the
Critics" by a galaxy of pro-radio
patriots . . . The town crier, in the
costume of '76, who -read the
greeting from city officials . . .
The rewarding w’ords of wisdom
from Carl Sandburg in the prolog
“The Challenge" with Dick Pack
as chairman . . . The guffawing
lampoon of a day in the life of a
teevee program director as depijfted in the film, “it Could Be
You" with Rege Cordic and Arnold
Stang .
“It Could Be You" got
four stars from FCC chairman
George McConnaughey . . . The
FCC' head also was ready to pick
up the option on Stang .for his
work in the flicker . . . Donald
McGannon, prexy of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., proved himself
one of the conference’s polished

phrase makers with . hardly a
cliche lurking in his larynx . . .
Lynn Poole, pub chief of Johns
Hopkins U, presided over the
“Meet the Critics" and opened the
show by changing water into wine
and then back to water . ; . Later
the whole thing turned into a Bos¬
ton tea party
During-a scholar¬
ly moment in Leon (WMCA) Gold¬
stein’s address on ' editorializing
over the air an announcer’s voice
over the WBZ studio p.a. system
belched forth with the grave in¬
telligence that “when you are mis¬
erable with an upset stomach you
should blank, blank, blank."
It
was loud enough to be heard . atop
Bunker Hill . . . All speakers had
tlieir own polished versions of
what constitutes public service.
Goldstein said there are as many
definitions of public service as
there are stations .
. Charles
Vanda, WCAU-TV veepee, opined
that public seiwice is first class pro¬
motion with second class produc¬
tion in third class time . . . When
a photog attempted to snap Vanda
at the mike, the Philly broadcaster
snorted: "This is not my best side”
and then pointing to his other side,
cracked: “but neither is this" ...
At the luncheon featuring McCon¬
naughey and the stunning quiz
!
(Continued on page 40)

‘Flicka Flips As
'Giant Step Stays
“Giant Step," the kidquizzer out
of the EPI stable starring Bert
Paries, has gotten a last-minute re¬
prieve from General Mills and \rill
continue on in its CBS-TV We.dnesday 'at 7:30 spot through the end
of May, giving it a second 13-week
cycle. The General Mills change
of heart actually came after the
show was off the air—last sched¬
uled stanza in the series was last
Wednesday (27), but by the week¬
end, General Mills and BBD&O
flashed the go-ahead to CBS for
another 13 weeks.
General Mills switch means that
“My Friend Flicka” won’t go on
the air again after all. The. 20thFox film series was to have subbed
“Step" on a sustaining basis for
the rest of the year, and CBS-TV
had made commitments for rights
with 20th for the reruns. This was
the second frustration for “Flicka"
—it was to have gone into the Sat¬
urday at 7 period but CBS' changed
its mind and slotted Vincent Lopez
instead.
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P^RI^y ^ ARB City^By-Gity Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly ch(trt of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience Composition vary according to

tional spot film leavers 4€ to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬

time slot, i,e,^ 'a Saturday afternoojt. 'children’s show, with a low rating, may

eau on a monthly basis-

have a large share and an audience composed largely of cldldren, with cor-

Cities ivill be rotated each \ceek, with the 10 top-

resivonding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows': (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children's;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), docunientary; (Mus), musical;

rated film shows listed in each caseyond their competition shown bppositeAU ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

(jyiyst),

tion, about* film in each market^ which can be us^ By distributors^ agencies^
stations and clients as on aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and
DAY AND
TIME

TOr 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

PHILADELPHIA
1. Highway Patrol (Adv).
2. .Waterfront (Adv).....
3. Supermaik (Adv).

6

Code 3 (Adv).'.. ..
Badge 714 (Myst).
Man Called X (Myst)........
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
Wild Bill Hickok (W)........

DETROIT
.
.
,
,
,
.

• Sat. 5:30-6:00
. Sat. 6:00-6:30

WRCV.....ABC..Wed. 7:00-7:30 .
WCAU. ..NBC.-...Wed. 7:00-7:30 .
WCAU.^.Ziv...'... .Thurs. 7:00-7:30
WFIL.....Ziv....Sun. 10:30-11:00
WCAU..Flamingo ..Fri. 7:00:^7:30 . .

Approx. Set Count—1,610,000
■ Sun, 6:00-6:30 ...
.Tues. 10:30-11:00
.Wed. 7:00-7:30 ..
.Mon. 6:30-7:00 ..
, Sat. 7:00-7:30 ' ...'
Mon. 6:00-6:30 .. .

. .23.6.
. .22.9 : , . ..
. .22.2.
.. 19.8......
. .19.8.
. . .18.3.

....
....
....
....
....
....

60.3. .,. .
55.6. ....
49.6. ....
50.8. ....
49.8. .. ..
53.4..,.. .. . .

39.2
41.3
44.8
39.0
39.8
34.3

. . 17.5. . . . . .... 81.4. . . .. 21.5

. Fri.-6:00-6:30

. .16.6. . .. . 53.3. . . .. 31.2

Approx, .Set Count—622,000

western;

(Worn),

...
...
...
. ..
,..
i..
..
..
..
..
..

.. .10.2
.. .18.5
...10.5
...10.2
... 4,4
. Ab
... L2
...15.1
...15.4
.. .11.1
.. .36.4
.. .13.2

Stations—WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

. Tues. 6:00-6:30 ..

CINCINNATI

(W),

...WFIL
. 62.5. 38.2 Studio 57.. ..:...
WFIL
. .. WFIL
45.1. 52.6 Do You Trust Your Wife....
. 53.4. 42.9 Newsreel ..WFIL
...WFIL
... WFIL
.., WFIL
, ^ WFIL
...WFIL
...WCAU
...WRCV
...WRCV
...WCAU
37.3'Dr. Christian .WRCV
...WRCV

.18.0. .... 43.2. . . . . 41.6
. .17.7. .... 49.4_ .... 35.9

9. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).

sports;

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

6. Death Valley Days (W).WWJ--.McCann-Erickson .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..
7. Wild Bill Hickok (W).. WXYZ... Flamingo. . Thurs. 6:00r6:30 ,
Superman (Adv).

(Sp),

Stations—WRCW (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10), WFH (12).

. WCAU.Ziv...:... .Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
. WCAU..
MCA..'Sun. 6:3b-7':00 .
. WCAUFlamingo,.Mon. 7:00-7:30

Frontier Doctor (W).WXYZ.... H-TV
Highway Patrol (Adv)... WJBK.Ziv..
Amos ’ri’ Andy (Co)..WWJ.CBS.
Brave Eagle (W).!.WXYZ..CBS,
Sheriff of Cochise (W).WWJ..... NTA.
Annie Oakley (W)..WXYZ.CBS

quix;

JANUARY
RATING

Approx. Set Co«nt-:-2,000,000

3. Annie Oakley (W);
.WCAU .CBS..
4, Boldiers of Fortune (Adv)., „.. WCAU .MCA.
5.
.
7.
S.
9.

mystery;’ (Q);

women^s. Numbered symbols next to'station call, letters represent the sta¬
tion's channel; all channels above 13' are VH.F, Those ad agencies listed as
distrihutors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

...

Meet the Press .WWJ .
Federal Men.WWJ .
Crunch & Des...WJBK
Break the $250,000 Bank...WWJ .
San Francisco, Beat .WJBK
News; Weatherman.WJBK ....... 6.7
iusie
.
.WJBK .12,4
Weathercast; Box 4.WWJ .
O’clock News & Sports...WWJ .
Weathercast; Box 4.WWJ .
O’clock News & Sports. .. WWJ .
News; Weathercast.WJBK .

8.7
7.0
5.8
5.8
5.8

Stations—WLW’T (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

1., Cisco Kid (W) .'.......WCPO.Ziv.■.. . . Sun. 6:00-6:30 .....26.7.
30.3. 51.9 Meet the Press..
.WLW-T .12.9
.....26.7.
Worl 7-nfl_7-‘^n
fl
2. Frontier (W). ...WKRC...NBC.'.Wed.
7:00-7:30 . . .’V..,. . i'q
19.8.
48.3_..... 41.0 Sohio Reporter; Weather... .WLW-T__ .10.3
Pantomime Hit Parade.,,, WCPO . 8.6
3. Secret Journal (Dr).i.WKRC..MCA.Tues. 10:30-11:00 .19.7. 44.8..
44.0 Science Fiction Theatre_WLW-T.15,1
4. Highway Patrol (Adv).WCPO.Ziv.Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .19.4-;^.. . 31.6..61.4
61.4 Playhouse 90.WKRC ..22.3
.22.3
5. Sheriff of Cochise (W).WLW-T.NTA...Mon. 10:30-11:00 .18.9. 42.7. 44’3
44^3 Feature Boxing..‘....WCPO...13.4
Boxing._WCPO... 13.4
6. Annie Oakley (W).WLW-T.CBS .--;_; . Tues. 6:00-6:30 .18.0., 59.6. 30.2 Flash Gordon.
Gordon..WCPO
.
4.6
WCPO
Headline News; Weathei^, .WKRC . 5.7
7. Wild Bill Hickok (W).WLW*T.Flamingo .Wed. 6:00-6:30 ..17.4
.
30.7 Soldiers of Fortune.WCPO
7.2
6. Superman (Adv).i.WLW-T,..'.Flamingo .Mon, 6:00.-6:30 .16.5.
30.0 Cowboy (^-Men.WCPO. 7.9
9. Championship Bowling (Sp).. WKRC.Schwimmer.Sun, 1:00-1:30 .16.1 ....
27.3 School for Talent.WCPO ’. 5.6
Prize Playhouse.-....WCPO . 6.8
10. Buffalo BUI Jr. (W).WLW-T.CBS,.'..Fri. 6:00-6:30
31.7 Captain Midnight.WCPO
8.6

• We<Tne]^ay,
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Steve ADiiil Into Channel Circle
Steye Alien ihad'e- an apjaearance on the Nielsen ’Top 10 lists for
the first part of J'etiruary', pladlnst fn the No. S spot on the Total
Apdience list though .not in the Top 10 on an. average. audience
basis. Ed Sullivan, his competition, placed No. 1 on the TA list,
however, and Nd. Z on an A A' basis. Also inaking^ an appearance f dr
the first time in several months is “Dragnet," 'whlch placed sev¬
enth on the AA and eight in the TA lineup. These, with the Perry
Como show, gave NBC-TV three out of 10 on the TA (ABC had
one, “Disneyland," and CBS had the rest) and two pn the AA,
with CBS copping the other eight. Ratings, cpver the two weeks
ended Feb. 9.
■
Total Audience
Average Audience
Ed SulUvan Show.iCBS).47.4,1 Love Lucy (CBS). 42.3
1 Love Lucy (CBS) .
44.5 Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) .... 3T.9
Pen*y Como Show (NBC) ... 43.3 December Bride (CBS) . 36.6
Disneyland (ABC) .
43.2 Perry Comd Show (NBC) ... 36.4
Steve.Allen Show (NBC) ...>^42.8 g64,0Q0 Question (CBS) ..... 35.1
December Bride (CBS) ;... * 39.3 O. E. Theatre (CBS)
34.8
$64,000 Question (CBS) ....'. 33.2 Dragnet (NBC) . 34.5
Dragnet (NBC) _
37.2 Lineup, The (CBS). 34.2
G. E. Theatre (CBS) .. 37.2 Arthur Godfrey Scouts (CBS) 34 0
Lineup, The (CBS) .. . 37.0 Jack Benny Show (CBS) .... 33.7

Barry & Eni^t’s $5,IKI0D(I0 Gross,
Prep Flock of New It Eotriis

•

Senate Bill Would Get Radio, TV
OS Hook on Equal Time Demands
Washington, March 5. -fNumber, of presidential, find vice
presidential candidates eligible for
equal time on radio and tv would
Hollywood, March 5.
be drastically restricted—^probably
M. B, Scott Inc., local ad agency,
to the two major parties—under a
has
been
purchased
by Ruthrauff
bill introduced last week by Sen.
Albert Gore (D-Tenn.).
He is & Ryan, it was confirmed by F.
Kenneth
Beirn,
prexy
of R & R,
chairman of a subcommittee under
Scott agency will continue to op¬
the last Congress which conducted
erate,
as
a
division
of
R
& R.
an extensive inquiry on^campaign
practices.
Bill provides that broadcasters
will not be required to give equal
time to candidates for president
and vice president if the party of
the nominee received less than 4%
of the popular or electoral vote in
the preceding national election; or
If his candidacy is hot supported
by petitions carrying signatures
equalling-1% of the popular votes
In the preceding election. .
The measure is in line with rec¬
ommendations of the broadcasting
Washington, March 5. '
industry for repeal or amendment
Senate Interstate Commerce
of the equal time rule (Section
315), so that networks and stations Committee will use its still offici¬
needn’t grant use of their facilities ally hush-hush (but unofficially
to fringe party office seekers if it circulated) staff report on subscrip¬
gives time to a major party candi¬ tion tv as a guide in questioning
date. Besides the major parties, members of the FCC at hearings
there were 16 parties which had this week before the group.
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
presidential candidates at the last
(D-Wash.) said last week after an
election.
Bill also relieves broadcasters of executive meeting of the Commit¬
responsibility
for
“defamatory tee that a decision on issuance of
statements" by candidates using the report will be inade after the
their facilities unless' 'the station FCC has been heard. Sen. Magnu¬
^‘knowingly" participates in such son had stated earlier in a televi¬
statements. Such relief was also sion interview that the Committee
was “about ready" to issue the
urged by the industry..
The measure further • prohibits document and indicated it would
stations' from charging"'political be adopted last week by a major
candidates more than regular time ity.
However, the report, official or
rates.
The bill requires the ,FGC ,to. de¬ otherwise, drew heavy fire from
termine. and,, upon request, .notify the CBS legal battery in the form
licensees concerning the eligibility of an “analysis" of its contents.
of each presidential candidate for That part of the report which'rec¬
ommends that the FCC authorize
equal, time.
Major provisions of. the. bW. 9?!^ large-scale tests of pay tv came in
concerhed with limitiug! ekPeAdir for severe criticism. Tests don’t
tures in behalf of candidates for tell' anything, the. network, in ef¬
Federal office and with requiring fect, claimed. The “full impact”
of the service on the existing tv
(Continued on page 40)
system, the web asserted, “can be
measured only if the circumstances
of full operation of subscription tv
can be duplicated."
If only a few markets are. used in
the test, as the Senate report pro¬
poses, said CBS, “the test becomes
(Continued on page 39)

Pay-TV Hearings
In D.C. Spotlight;
CBS Files Blast

Petry s Spot Plum
Act of Providence

One of the biggest station plums
In spot was picked off this week
by Edward Petry Co. Reppery Is
understood to already have inked
with WJAR-and-tv, in Providence,
and will take oVer on June 1 from
Joseph Weed.
.
Combined stations are said to
have grossed a spot return in 1956
Of roughly $1,300,000. Petry, in its
25th year, as a rep house,* has been
making * a concentrated'*’' effort - for
new accounts, and also" signed
WINZ,'50 kw radio indie in Miami,
Fla. Latter switched from Paul
Raymer.
Loss of WJAR’S two properties
comes' as a heavy blow to' Weed,
who fronts for several New Eng¬
land outlets.

WMGM As Separate Corp.,
Tolchin Operating V.P.
WMGM, the New York radio in¬
dependent, which has until now
been a part of , Loew’s Inc., be¬
comes a new corporation and a
wholly owned subsid of the Holly¬
wood major. WMGM Broadcasting
Corp. has been formed and Arthur
Tolchin, director of the 50,000-watter, becomes a veep of the new op¬
erating company.
Station began as WHN nearly 35
years ago, Tolchin reports that the
station's billings are running 25%
to 33 1/3% ahead of 1956, and that
“it enjoys the second largest vol¬
ume (to WNEW) of all iiidependent stations in the New York
metropolitan area."

The coritinued inroads by the
television networks on locaj station
time, as demonstrated anew by the
fact that NBC-TV is recapturing
the Monday nigh.t 10:30 to 11 peri-.
6d in order to slot the new hour
“Crisis" series (10 to 11), is vexing
the affiliates no end.
Matters are such now that
there’s hardly a 10:30 to 11
p.m. slotting cross-the-board (and
they’re particularly attractive to
the local station for syndicated vidpix) that the stations can call their
own any more. That goes for CBS
as well as NBC.
On the one hand the networks
take the position: “What’s there to
cry about? The mere fact that a
station enjoys a major network
franchise is ample reward in itself,
worth millions in ultimate revenue.
Ju.st look at the difference in fig¬
ures when a station with a big net¬
work affiliation is put on the' mar¬
ket?"
But the fact remains the affili¬
ates resent such moving-in on what
was once a lucrative source of lo¬
cal revenue. And despite the for¬
ward strides made by NBC-TV in
recent weeks on the daytime front
and in some key nighttime periods,
plus the burst of new activity stem¬
ming from the appointment of Bob
Kintner as exec veepee in salesprogramming, the “station time" is-'
sue was a major bone of contention
at the recent affiliate executive
committee meeting in N. Y.
Latest beef was set off by the de¬
cision to program “Crisis" Mon¬
days at 10 to 11, despite the fact
that the show it replaces, “Robert
Montgomery Presents," is a long¬
time tenant of the 9:30 to 10:30
period. Why, the affiliates asked,
couldn’t NBC have simply placed
“Crisis" in the old Montgomery
slot, particularly since it still
doesn’t have a show for the nowvacant 9:30 to 10 period?
The new Monday slotting now
gives NBC programming in station
'time at 10:30-11 four nights a week
(Saturday, Monday, Thursday and
Friday), while the Wednesday and
Sunday slots, recently relinquished
to the stations, are recapturable af¬
ter four weeks’ notice. This, plus
the plans to slot entertainment fea¬
tures at 7:30 to 8 in the fall and
move the Chet Huntley - Dave
Brinkley news strip at 7:15—also
station time—teed the affiliate
brass off at the outset.
Second major beef was directed
at the NBC-TV o&o stations’. “10
Plan," the plan first descx’ibed in
Variety two weeks ago which of¬
fers advertisers nine bonus spots
(Continued on page 39)

Lever Bros., Sheaffer Pen
Buy Ann Sothern Reruns
For Tues..‘Brolhers’ Slot
Lever Bros, and Sheaffer Pen
last “^wcek bought rerun rights to
the “Private Secretary" series and
will start the comedy April.2 as the
replacement for “The Brothers" in
their Tuesday night 8:30-9 slot on
CBS-TV. Reruns will run 22 weeks
(11 for each) and will be drawn
from the fall series of 1955 and
1956,.* Understood that both. Lever
and Sheaffer also took options
for new “Private Secretary" shows
for next fall, if star Ann Sothern
and Television Programs of Amer¬
ica can come to terms on a new pro¬
duction deal.
Thus “Brothers" gets the axe
after a 26-week run, while “Secre¬
tary" no sooner goes off as alter¬
nate to Jack Benny on CBS than it
reappears as a rerun series on the
same web Tuesday nights. TPA,
which made the deal, syndicates
earlier reruns under the “Susie”
title. It’s reported Miss Sothern
will pull down $150,000 as her par¬
ticipation on the 22 reruns.
Lever will use the show to intro¬
duce a new product. Dove, a hard
water soap and cream. Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather is the agency,
setting its first major television
entry.

Como Tops ARB
Perry Cpmo jumped into the
No. 1 bositiori'in the February
American Research Bureau
Top 10 list, with “I Love Lucy"
dropping down to a tie for
third with “I’ve Got a Secret."
The Como show was joined by
two other NBC-TV entries in
the Top 10, “You Bet Your
Life" in sixth place and “Peo¬
ple Are Funny" in ninth. ABCTV placed two, “Dixieland" in
fifth and Lawrence Welk in
eighth. CBS-TV copped the
other five places.
Hatings
cover the Feb. 1-7 period.
Perry Como, NBC..45.8
Ed SuUivan, CBS. 42.3
I Love Lucy, CBS. 39.8
I’ve Got a Secret, CBS.. 39,8
Disneyland, ABC. 38.7
You Bet Your Life, NBC. 38.2
$64,000 Question, CBS.. . 38.0
Lawrence Welk, ABC.... 36.6
People Are Funny, NBC. 36.3
December Bride, CBS- 35.0

P&G, Lever Get
Back-To-Back TV
Exposure On CBS
CBS-TV has made a major step
towards breaking down the ancient
tabu against adjacent exposure by
competitive
corporations.
The
tabu, predominant in the soap
field, prevented adjacent sponsor¬
ship by rival companies even when
there was no actual bona fide con¬
flict in the products advertised
though the rationale was always
a matter of “product protection."
The network finally has succeed¬
ed in placing two of the major
proponents of the old tabu in what
amounts to back-to-back positions
on Tuesday nights.
Procter &
Gamble is sponsoring Phil Silvers
on Tuesdays at 8, and at 8:30,
Lever Bros, comes in with “Private
Secretary" reruns starting. April
2. Since both are alternate-week
sponsors, they won’t be back-toback for the full half-hour of each
program, since when P&G has its
turn on Silvers, Sheaffer Pen will
be sponsoring “Secretary,” and
when Lever is on “Secretary," R. J.
Reynolds will be bankrolling the
Silvers stanza.
But even in this event, there is
an adjacency of commercials. On
P&G’s “minor” week, when it isn’t
sponsoring Silvers, it gets the clos¬
ing commercial on the Silvers show
as a cross-plug. Web then leads
right into th« Lever sponsorship
on' “Secretary.”
On the other
week, there’s a half-hour interval
between commercials, since P&G
with full sponsorship of the Silvers
show relinquishes the final. com¬
mercial to Reynolds but gets a
closing billboard while Lever as
the “minor" sponsor on “Secre¬
tary” > get tshe closing commercial
a half-hour later.
Non-competitive brands will be
advertised, of course. Lever is in¬
troducing Dove, a new hard water
(Continued on page 40)

Hub Robinson’s O’seas
Prowl for New Talent,
Set Up London Office
CBS-TV Is expanding its search
for new talent, stories and proper¬
ties to global proportions, Hubbell Robinson, web’s exec v.p. in
charge of programming, takes off
on a combined business trip-vaca¬
tion to London early in April to
set up a London office which will
scout England and the Continent
for program properties and talent.
Michael Burke will assist Robin¬
son in setting up the office and
then will stay oq^^is the permanent
head* of the operation.

Team of Jack Barry and Dan En¬
right, riding high with “TwentyOne’’ (and Charles Van Doren)^ hav*
three or four new quiz and panel
shows which they are peddling to
the nets, ageneies and.sponsors,.aa .
well as a number of telefilm pilots,
packaged by their firm, Barey-Eriright Productions,
With the success of their NBC-i
TV “Twenty-One" entry, the team
has literally hit the jackpot. Barry
estimated the firm this current
year should gross about $5,000,000,
an estimate based nn the yearround
run
of
“Twenty-One^’*
“You’re on Your Own," CBS-TV;
“Winky Dink," CBS-TV; and “Tic
Tac Dough," NBC-TV, all of the
Barry-Enright beltline. Included
in the estimate also are merchan¬
dising rights to the “Wlmky Dink’*
kiddie show.
In a diversification move, the
firm also is handling a number of
half-hour telefilm entries, pilots on
two. of which: already are com¬
pleted. One, titled “Conflict," Is
based on psychiatric problems,
j with Reginald Rose as the scripter
I and Sidney Lumet the director.
The other, “The Gillman," is an
undersea adventure Skein, pro¬
duced in color. On the planning
boards is a series based on factual
historical adventures in the U. S.
the past 50 years. In addition,
Barry-Enright has acquired the
rights to the-files of the American
Red Cross and expects to launch
a pilot based on the files in the fall.
In another diversification move,
Barry-Enright recently purchased
radio station WGMA, Hollywood,
Fla.
Both Barry and Enright, when
questioned what happens to “Twen¬
ty-One" after Van Doren, ex¬
pressed confidence in the continued
popularity of the show and the
show’s ability to attract personali¬
ties of wide appeal. They will not
tamper with the format, nor go in .
for personalities a la Vincent Price
and Edward G. Robinson on the
“64,000 Challenge.”
Despite Van Doren’s winnings,
$143,000 to date, the average cost
of the show is from $30,000 to $32,000 weekly. Theoretically, accord¬
ing to Enright, under optimum con¬
ditions a contestant could win
about $1,000,000 in the course of a
year. Under the firm’s pact with
Geritol, sponsor has a ceiling of
$520,000 yearly for prize money,
with Barry-Enright Productions re¬
sponsible for anything above that.
But both Barry and Enright feel
(Continued on page 39)

NBC-TV in 7 to 8
Sun.NiteHr.Sliow?
NBC-TV is attempting to clear
the Sunday night decks for a fullhour show between 7 and 8 p.m. to furnish a stronger leadin for Steve
Allen. While the web hasn’t yet
made up its mind as to what kind,
of property would best fill the
spot, it’s convinced that the 60minute length is needed to suc¬
cessfully combat the CBS-TV “Lassie’’-Jack Benny combination,
.
Half the problem in clearing the
time is solved, since General Foods
has served notice it will cancel the
7 to 7:30 “Bengal Lancers" series
at the end of the season, and
Screen Gems has already indicated
it will place the series into syndi¬
cation.' Not so simple is the 7:30
period, , where another Screen
Gems show, “Circus Boy," holds o
forth for Reynolds Metals. Rey¬
nolds likes the show, for one thing;
for another, it’s been in that self¬
same spot for upwards of five
years now.
Should NBC succeed in pushing, i
an hour stanza through, it will
leave only one 30-mInute stanza in
the entire Sunday night lineup,
that being the Loretta Young show.
Lineup would read the unselected
hour at 7, Allen at 8, the AlcoaGoodyear dramatics at 9 and Miss
Young closing down the web serv¬
ice at 10.

so

Ua&ttEff

TV-FILMS

Variety’s tuecfclj/ chan, dosed on ratijigs furjiistied by Amettcan Research Bu¬
reau’s latest Tej)oftSi bn feature films and their eompetition covers 120 (fities. Each^
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated, '
/' *'
Factors which would' assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness hf a feature show in a specific market have been
included in. this Variety chart. Listed bqlow is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
dwtributor, included, wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high.and low ratings' for the measured
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feature, period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e, a late show .at 11:18 p.m. icould hardly
hape^ariy children viewers,'hut ttt share of audience may reflect dominance'in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programMng'on Ostnultistripped bosh uiilteing the same iheatHcal throughout the week, d total rating for the
tdtaJ number of shouHngs for the week U given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated Homes factor. BarHng unscheduled switches in titleSi the listed, features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could, be ascer¬
tained from a multiplitity of station and other data.

MILWAUKEE
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

TIME SLOT

1. GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE—Saturday Night Theatre
Jack Benny, Ann Sheridan; 1942;
Sat. Jan. 5
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists
9:30-10:55 p.m.
Productions
WTMJ

ARB
RATING

HIGH

tow

SHABR or
AUDIENCK

29.8

31.4

28.4

5h4

. ARB
RATING

JANUARY, 1957
TOP competing shows
Belle Starr-20th Century
Theatre ...

.WISN ....

2. BELLE STARR—
Gene Tierney, Randolph Scott,
Dana Andrews; 1941; 20th Century
Fox; NTA

20th Century Theatre
Sat. Jan. 5 •
9:30-11:10 p.m.
WISN

20.5

22.7

12.7

36.5

Saturday Night Theatre.... • .mMJ ... .2918
Weather; Science FictioU'
.WTMJ ... .....23.3
Theatre._

8. BELLE STARR—
Gene Tierney, Randolph Scott,
Dana Andrews;, 1941; 20th Century
Fox; NTA

20th Century Theatre
Sun. Jan. 6
4:00-5:30 p.m.
WISN

9.6

11.2

8.8

28.7

Wide Wide World
Captain Gallantj
Judge Roy Bean...

4. MEET THE STEWARTS—
William Holden, Frances Dee; 1942;
Columbia; Screen Gems

5 O’clock Theatre
Mon. Jan. 7
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WTMJ

8.7

10.6

7.6

21.5

Mickey, Mouse Club.. • • • .WISN ■......25.8

5. ESCAPE TO GLORY—
Pat O’Brien, Constance Bennett; 1940;
Columbia; Screen Gems

5 O’clock Theatre
Wed. Jan. 9
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WTMJ'

8.6

9.1

8.2

21.5

Mickey Mouse Club'. ..*,,4... .WISN ..........26.6

Sunday Cinema
■ . Sun. Janl 6
' 1:00-2:00 p.m.
WTMJ

8.4

8.5

8.2

29.4

Let’s Go Bowling..

MQvi.etime
Sun. Jan; fl
8:00-9:25 p.m.
WITI

8.2

9.4

6.6

13,8

G. E. Theatre.. .WXIX ....21.1
Alfred Hitchcock Presents.... .WXIX ...
Loretta Young ....
.WTMJ ...

5 O’clock Theatre
Thurs. Jan. 10
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WTMJ

8.2

8.2

8.2

21.4

Mickey Mouse Club.

.WISN .......:..25.9

■'5 O’clock Theatre
Fri. Jan. 11
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WTMJ

8.1

8,5

7.9

20.6

Mickey Mouse Club

.WISN .....26.6

5 O’clock Theatre
Tues. Jan. 8
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WTMJ

7.5

8.2

6.3

18.8

Mickey Mouse Club. .WISN .....28.3

- 1. CHATTERBOX—
■Joe E. Brown, Judy Canova; 1943;
Republic; HoUywood Television Service

Armchair Theatre
Sun. Jan. 20..
3:00-4:15 p.m.
KOIN

16.7

17.3-

15.5

66.1

Early Show......
..,.KPTV ....
Zoo Parade.. ....KPTV ....
Wide Wide World.. ....KPTV ....

2: DODGE CITY—
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland, Ann
Sheridan; 1939; Warner Brothers; Asso:
dated Artists Productions

Premiere Theatre
Fri. Jan. 18
8:30-10:15 p.m.
KLOR

16.3

18.4

14.1

28!2

8, IT HAPPENED I'N' BROOKLYN—
Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
Jimmy Durante; 1947; MGM; MGM-TV

Saturday Film Fair
Sat. Jan. 19
7:00-9:00 p.m.
KGW

16.0

17.0

14.8

24.4

Grand Ole Opry. ....KOIN ....
People Are Funny. ....KPTV .... .24.9
....KOIN ....
.Jaclde Gleason..

Channel 8 Playhouse
Sat. Jan. 19
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KGW

15.6

18.1

12.3

40.6

Talent Scouts... • ....KOIN .... .11}
Showtime On 6...... • ....KOIN .... .13.8

5. AFRICA SCREAMS—
Abbott & Costello, Frank Buck; 1949;
United Artists; M&A Alexander

Armchair Theatre
Sat. Jan. 19
2:00-3:30 p.m. .
»
KOIN

14.7

15.9

13.0

90.2

Big Picture.. ....KPTV ....

' 6. SANTE PE TRAIL—
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland; 1940;
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists
Productions

Preiniere Theatre
Wed. Jan. 16
8:30-10:15 p.m.
KLOR

14,5

15.9

12.3

22.1

Disneyland ...
The Millionaire....,
I’ve Got a Secret.,,
This Is Your Life..,

First Run Theatre
Sun. Jan. 20
11:00-12:30 a.m.
KOIN

13.4

14.4

12.3

61.6

Feature Film.

8. FOXES OF HARROW—
Maureen O’Hara, Rex Harrison; 1947;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Showtime On 6
Mon. Jan. 14
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KOIN

12.6

17.7

3.4

54.5

Night Beat; Channel 8
Playhouse ..

9. OBJECTIVE BURMA—.
Errol Flynn, William Prince; 1945;
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists
Productions

Coronet Theatee
Sun. Jan. 20
7:00-10:00 p.m.
KLOR

12.4

16.2

5.4

18.0

Showtime On fl
Sat. Jan. 19
11:00-12:30 a.m.
KOIN

12.2

14.4

7.6

49.4'

6. KING OF THE LUMBERJACKS—
John Payne, Gloria Dickson; 1940;
Warner Brothers;. Associated Artists
Productions '
'
7. RIFF-RAFF—
Pat O’Brien, Anpe Jeffreys;
1947; RKO; C.&C
7. OLD BARN DANCE—
Gene Autry; 1938;
Republic; MCA-TV
9. BOLD FRONTIERSMAN—
Allan Lane; 1948; Republic; Hollywood Television Service
10. SHADOWS OF'THE SAGE—
Bob Steele, Tom Tyler; 1943;
Republic; Hollywood Television Service

. .WTMJ ... .....13.6
.WTMJ
.WITI ....

.WISN .....14.4

PORTLAND, ORE.

4. B. F.’s DAUGHTER—
Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin; 1947;
MGM; MGM-TV

7. BOOMERANG—
Dana Andrews, Jane Wyatt, Lee J. Cobb;
1947; 20th Century Fox; NTA

10. HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY—
Maureen O’Hara, Walter Pidgeon; 1941;
20th Century Pox; NTA

-

Zane. Grey Theatre. ....KOIN
Mr. Adams and Eve....... ....KOIN
'Playhouse of Stars..«i,. • * • ...,KOIN
....KOIN
^_Line-Up ..

.... .21.3
....
.... .29.1
....

t.

.38.1
.28.4

...kGW .. ..

Private Secret^
,..KOIN
What’s My Line.
,..KOIN
Ed Sullivan.....KOIN
0, E. Theatre.....KOIN
Alfred Hitchcock Presents.. ...KOIN

5.0

..
..
.. .41«
..
.. .42.3

^ Channel 8 Playhouse.
...KGW ;.
Cinema Classics.....KPTV ..
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TELEVISION REVIEWS
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♦ ♦ ♦ YOUR FIGURE IS YOUR FOR¬ I PETER LIND HAYES SHOW

} Tele Follow-Up Uomnieiit I
;
. Stydio 6yc
jects o.r i>ew approaches to his art.
. Reginald Hose byilt up skillfully If .occasiopafiy,'. one such attempt
apart qn him as this one did,
td a -terrific letdown in devising a falls
it still - can be chalked up as an
t'ivo-i)art courtroom drama, *‘The interesting, if not very gratifying,
Defender/’ for CBS* ^’Sti^^lo One.” experiment, .
Chan.
In the first, hour, the week, before
Robt.. Montgomery. Presents
list (25), he weaved a • pattern of
Pearl Buck always seemed on
conflict, tension and heightening the verge of saying something im¬
suspense. In the second hour, he portant in “The Enemy”'“ on Mon¬
knocked the props out from under day’s (4) NBC-TV “Robert Mont¬
with tedious repetition, stymied gomery Presents.’* But she never
quite made it in this, her second
development and an -ending. which try at the homescreens.
just' didn’t justify the two-hour ef¬
Although :the attractive Shirley
fort that had'^gone before.
Yamaguchi was starred, the central
was her husband, as a
First off. Rose should have character
Japanese surgeon, played by Aki
Hplayed-Jhis one for a'90-minute Aleong. The drama spent a weary
show. First 15 minutes of the sec¬ hour in soul-searching—meaning
ond hour was devoted to recapitu¬ should the medico minister to the
wounds of an American sailor in
lation of the case—jgilthough. clev¬ World War ll washed ashore-near
erly staged, it still prevented any the M.D.’s home, with the Hip¬
forward progression, of the plot. pocratic , oath, winning out at the
The Doc could have -been
And all but the last . 10 minutes of start.
shot or otherwise disciplined for
the rest of the hour was devoted helping the enemy; there was a
to’ a prolongation ofvArCon^ct VIP general around (Kaie^ Deei)
which had already been ' sharply itchin’ to do'.such a job, but the
old hoy is seriously ill and needs
drawn, the conflict betwedri'A'de¬ the young surgeon. The latter
fending attorney and his novice’ arranged the escape of the sailor
sop ,over the ethical .values in uti¬ to wind up the deal.
Miss Buck'was apparently trying
lizing a legal trick to get 'a‘ hiufdef
to say that, aside from the physi¬
defendant off.
cian’s credo, he and his wife, had
With Rose setting up some inter¬ been educated in the U.S., which
esting and legitimate questions of would give them different values
legal ethics, and-framing-his de-i than might apply to other Japa¬
nese. It was never quite clear.
fense attorney in a character of un- Most of the cast — nearly all (jff
impinged honesty and sensitivity, them oriental — needed rehearsal.
he had a valid thesis. And in mak¬ The timing was way off, the stag¬
ing the defendant an unwjiqlesome ing, by Ted. Danielewski, rather
inept and Jifeless. There was an
and unsympathetic * person, he attempt at stylized acting that
heightened the conflict within the didn’t come off.
attorney. Finally, by placing the
Beyond this was a more serious
son in direct opposition to the fa¬ development. Even viewers with a
ther, he put the battle intp highly minimum of sensitivity must have
recoiled ■ at, the graphic detail
personal terms.
But somewhere along, tfie line, shown during the surgeon’s opera¬
Rose lost it. For one thing, he tion. Not alone was the bullet
overdid the father vs. son scenes, shown extracted from the sailor’s
too many and too long. For an¬ body but there was several delib¬
other thing, he resolved the Con¬ erate shots of the goings-on, com¬
flict too patly—with a remark by plete unto the blood on bandages.
the prosecuting attorney that he It was wholly gratuitous, especially
tries to win all his cases without since some memorable surgical
regard to guilt or innocence. And scenes in pix and tv, with better
opportunities, have rarely departed
finally, tbe trick that was used was from
the path of good taste in
one of having witnesses repeat favor of
the gore. Some television
their identification, but of the wonder-boy
must have thought it
wrong man via an improbable all up for this
colorcast. Trau.
courtroom switch of look-alikes.
But Bose, during his two hours,
See It Now
built up so many fine ‘points of
Ed Murrow and Fred W. Friend¬
conjecture about the defendant
himself that his solution of the ly tackled their most difficult “See
trial but not the case left the view¬ It Now” subject of the season Sun¬
day (3), “England After Suez.” In
er entirely unsatisfied.
Yet, for all the disappointing as¬ attempting to assay British atti¬
pects of the two-hour drama, there tudes three months after the canal
were more than a share of com¬ fiasco, the “See It Now” team had
pensations, in Rose’s writing but to forego their customary aim at
especially in the casting,’ acting preciseness and crystallization of
and in“ Robert Mulligan's directing. ideas and settle’ for an emotional
Mulligan turned in a wonderfully muddle that represents about the
mobile camera job, letting his cam¬ best England can offer—a crazy,
eras rove freely all over the court¬ mixed-up bundle ,.of emotion rang¬
room, from the bench to the wit¬ ing from' deep-seated guilt to “theness stand to the jury -box 'to the hell-with-lt” reactions.
Because of the lack of any pre¬
attorneys* tables and into the spec¬
tator section, press section and dominant strain in British opinion,
even the corridors. As a result, he even to the extent of self-contra¬
was able to touch up the action diction, - “England After Suez” was
with vigorous color—the second- the most diffuse of the “See It
hour recapitulation, in fact; was Now” entries this year. Example
' done through the medium of the of the contradiction element: “See
spectators returning after a recess, It” cameras filmed a session of the
as were the openings, with the bus¬ Oxford Union debating society,
tle’of a filling courtroom providing with the subject “Resolved: That
an exciting backdrop to. the .title this house will resent the spread
of the^American way of life to this
slides.
Even more satisfactory in the country.” .The affirmative carried
first hour were a series of sharply the debate. Yet, later in the show,
drawn vignettes of an assortment Murrow reported; a survey 'of un¬
of witnesses, a fine three-way con¬ dergraduates which shows that a
tribution from Rose, Mulligari, the majority of them expect to emi¬
grate after graduation to Australia,
casting director and the actors.
Preformances were excellent New Zealand, Canada or the U.S.
throughout. Ralph Bellamy con¬
Perhaps the most gratifying seg¬
tributed a sincere and many-facet- ment was the final one, in which
.ed stint as the conscience-ridden Murrow sat down four newsmen,
defender. Martin Balsam was prop¬ two Conservative, One Labor aqd
erly tough and particularly' effec¬ ohe Liberal. The foursome, Henry
tive in
his
cross-examination Fairlie of the Daily Mail and John
scenes as, the prosecutor. . $,teve Connell of the Dally Evenirig News
McQueen, as the . defendant, was (Conservative), Michael Foote of
powerful in his inscrutability and the Daily Tribune (Labor) and Mi¬
his repulsiveness. Vivian Nathan chael Curtis of the - Daily News
as his not-overly-bright mother, Chronicle (Liberal), hacked away
William Shatner . as Bellamy's at each other In the grand fashion,
bright and convincing son, David with “double-cross” and similar
J. Stewart as the murdered'wom¬ charges flying away. If it was a
an’s husband and Arthur Storch as futile debate—as most sUch strict¬
the prosecutor’s assistant delivered ly partisan ones usually are—it ex¬
topflight portrayals. But it was posed the wide range of sentiment
also in the. etching of the .minor, and emotion and was for Minrow’s
characters that the play excelled, purposes an excellent one.
in the performances o^,, polpres
Other segment of the show was
Sutton, Michael Higgins^ Rudy the filming of the recent by-elec¬
Bond, Ian , Wolfe, Frank Marth, tion campaign, in which the LaborBetsy Fuller, Rosetta LeNoire, ites won by a small margin. This
Russell Hardie and John McGovern too, hit high emotional peaks with¬
in assorted roles >as witnesses, out making' a whole lot of sense.
judge, guards, reporters,' et 'al; ’
The Oxford Union debate was
“Studio One’’ producer Herb spiced with wit and humor and
Brodkin has never been known for made for excellent oratory, but it
timidity in broaching difficult sub¬ seemed just as devoid of fact and

ROMEO AND JULIET
TUNE'.
. . "
With Mary Healy, Jack. Whitinr,. (Producers’ Showcase)
With Jill vCorey, OrM Bean;
Genevieve, Dorothy Jai'nac, The With Claire Bloom, PHul Rogersi,
fashion C0lu||iei»4ar]r» Katht Nor¬
Toppei’s* Four Step Bros., John 1 John Neville, Jeremy- .BretL
ris:
Elean¬
As Rusty Newson, Zippy the
Wynne Clark, Jack GWilUn^
or liainherf; ittUSlbal iireetor, Al
chitupanz'ee) T6ny Marvin, an¬
Richard Wordsmith, Ernest Hare,
^ p’Arteca^.Flus somo
models.
nouncer
Margaret. Courtenay, Charles
Frodueer: Siuarl Limlwn > :
• Producer: Lee Cooley
Gray; Arthur Li'cfi conductor
; Director: Byrou Paul
Exeeaily'e Prjgtfwcdr: Tom Lewis
Executive Producer: Mort Abra¬
Direetort Barry Shear
...
. .Writers: Norman Barasch, Carroll
hams
60 Mins.,;j5at; {%))
Moore
Directors: Michael Benthall, Clark
WARNEE BROS. CO. ,
60 Mins.; Wed. (27), t p.m.
Jofics ^
NBC-TV,. from New York (Color) BRISTOL-MYERS;
PILLSBURY Music Director: George Bassman
■ ' (G. J: Ld Roche Si:' Co. Inc.)
MILLS, KELLOGG CO.
90 Mins., Mon. (4) 8 p.m.
RCA-WHIRLPOOL; JOHN HAN¬
Ak the third, edition in’”a.s8:^ies CBS^TV, from N. Y.
.(Young & Rubicam; Leo Burnett)
COCK INSURANCE
of seasonal fashion’ shows in be¬
First of a series .of performers
from New York (color)
half of Warner Bros.’ foundation who are filling in for the vacation¬ NBC-TV,
(K & E; McCann-Erickson)
garments, “Your Figure Is Your ing Arthur Godfrey over a fiveNBC threw away a lot of rating
week
span,
Peter
Lind
Hayes
Fortune” emerged Saturday (2)
points Monday night (4) in pre¬
as perhaps one of the top femme- headed a pleasing, low-pressure empting Charles Van Dqren and
slanted shows of the year; . For show last Wednesday night (27J. the “Twenty One’’ quizzer for the
the hour-long> colorcast vja NBC- Hayes himself supplied the biggest “Producers’ Showcase” presenta¬
TV was a fabulous showcase burst¬ boost to the stanza with a display tion of “Romeo and Juliet” by the
ing with the latest Paris designs. of his versatile talents as confer- Old Vic Co. But for the “minority
.What with a bevy of top models encier, hoofer, singer, gagster and audience” that stayed with it in
td demonstrate creations for mi¬ pantomimist. Not all of it came preference to “I Love Lucy,” it
lady plus a book and music to tie off with equal success, but Hayes was a memorable evening of “thea¬
it all together, there also was registered an Impressive score tre for the home.”
plenty of obvious interest for the nonetheless.
This, of course, was the same
Although the show was dressed
male eye as well. Captious crit¬
ics might rightly point out that up as a revue set in Central Park, repertory company of Old Vic
the show was one long commercial. N.Y., it was basically another va¬ players which just completed a
After a couple of road tour following its Winter Gar¬
But the plugs were integrated so riety show.
tastefully and skillfully in the nifty and fast impressions by den, N. Y., engagement, and once
overall pattern that few could Hayes, the Four Step Bros, took more NBC took advantage of a pre¬
over. This combo, one of the slick¬ tested, pre-guaranteed “legit packcomplain.
Gossamer-like story for the glit¬ est hoofing team' alouhd, is also age“ in converting the saga of the
tering spectacle waq pegged on a among the most familiar. Although Montagues & the Capulets into a
girl who “couldn’t decide what her their policeman’s bit was different handsome, imaginative and most
type was.” Jill Corey, who’s made on this show, their terping was the satisfying Shakespeare-on-tv pro¬
duction,
some noise as a disk vocalist, is same as always.
cast as the uncertain miss.' Fairy
Since obviously only a fraction
Mary Healy (Mrs. 'Hayes) had
godfather in this case is Orson two numbers, “It’s Alright With of the potential U.S. audience was
Bean who waltzes up to her Me,” in which she played straight privileged to see the Old Vic legitamusement park bench with the to Zippy the chimpanzee, and a ers in action on the stage, the
solution: “Clothes make the wo¬ cute rendition of “Mutual Admira¬ transference of “Romeo” to the
man.”
tion Society” with The Toppors, a video screens (Where even a “mi¬
When the mannikins weren’t male quartet. ’ Dorothy J^arnac nority audience”- spells out perhaps
parading with prints by Ceil Chap¬ clicked in her spot with an ex¬ 15,000,000 viewers) mei'its the
man. Mollie Parnis or Nettie Ros- pressive ballet routine to some highest commendation.
ensteln, Miss Corey and Bean speech-making by Hayes.
It hardly took a student of the
were trilling tuneful duets from
Genevieve, the French chanteuse, Bard to comprehend and enjoy- the
musicomedies of. the past.' They; did not come over strongly. She fullness and richness of a “Romeo”
did such numbers as “Sunny Dis- did a m^ey of Gallic numbers, treated to the stunning production
posish” from the 'Ira Gershwin- all in French, and her gamin-like niceties that trademark these Lon¬
Philip Charig “Americana.” Miss hair-do and appearance were not don-incubated Old .Vic presenta¬
Corey seemed father immature, i particularly winning. on the tv tions; and when the leads are per¬
but this quality was in keeping j screen. Jack Whiting turned in formed by a Claire Bloom as Jul- with her role of an average girl an okay song-and-dance routine iet, by a Paul Rogers as Mercutio
with dreams of better things. Bet¬ with a takeoff on the late James J. or a John Neville as Romeo, albeit
ter known as a monologist. Bean Walker and a Vocal on “In Old a Romeo that- might have left
was adequate as a singer in this New York.” John & Rusty New¬ something to be desired. (All, in¬
instance.
som went through some familiar cidentally, out of the original Old
Kathi Norris’ unobtrusive com¬ paces m a nag dancing routine.
Vic cast). And even within the 21mentary served to complement
Hayes spotted his bits through¬ inch framework, practically all of
rather than detract from the vis¬ out the show, introducing each of the full-bodied dimensions of the
ual scenes of a “spring day in the turns with a light touch.
His stage production were captured
town,” a beach resort, garden least successful routine was his and given further enhancement by
party and a ballroom.^ Lending a longest, a hobo panto act that was tv’s ability to “close in” on the
further assLst for Warners , (not to played very slowly to a confusing performers. Needless to say, the
be confused with the film com¬ windup.
tint values added immeasurably to
pany) was Natalie Core, on-cam¬
Tony Marvin handled the plug the visual. enjoyment.
era fashion editor of the NBC-TV leadlns with ultra finesse. Herm.
There were, to be sure, some
“Home” show. “The models are
reservations, for in this Joseph
all wearing Warners’ bras, girdles
Schrank adaptation for tv there
and cofsellettes,” she confided,” FORREST WILLIS SHOW
was a too-hurried quality about the
“ . . . with them you. too, will be 60 Min.; Mon-thru-Fri., 2 p.m.
performance, as though both the
in perfect shape for the new fash¬ PaFticipating
cameras and the actors were en¬
WTRI-TV,
Albany
ions.”
gaged
in a race against the clock.
Forrest Willis, leading Albany
As caught on a color set, the
At
times the camera switches
area
radio
personality
for
more
blues, oranges and greens were
seemed
to maintain a breathless
than
25
years,
makes
the
transi¬
particularly vivid. Closeups were
matched by the swiftness ,
excellent, but medium and long tion with relative ease and effec¬ pace,
with
which
many of the words
tiveness,
on
a
new
series
of
live
shots tended to be rather washed
out at times. However, it’s no and filmed originations over the were mouthed. But such, things
are
relative«for
seldom is tv treat¬
Stanley
Warner
UHF
station.
The
question that for a sumptuous af¬
fair such as this that tint is far su¬ lawyer-broadcaster had launched a ed to such eloquqnce.
Claire
Bloom’s
portrayal of Jul¬
video
program,
some
months
ago,
perior to black and .white. Back¬
ground. incidentally, was designed but suffered a heart attack im¬ iet was the most distinguishing as¬
by Cecil Beaton and Salvador Dali mediately after going off the air pect of the presentation, thpugh
Hospitalized for she, too, like the other suffered on
for a recent “March of Dimes” one afternoon..
show. Also rating accolades are weeks, Willis recently resumed occasion from the demands of the
broadcasting.
telescoping. Yet the burden of
fashion adviser Eleanor Lambert,
An outstanding expohe'nt of transmitting the pathos of the
producers Stuart Ludlum and Tom
public
service
broadcasting,
Wil¬
tragedy
was borne largely by Miss
Lewis, director Barry Shear and
lis is finding that his many con¬ Bloom, ^for she . seemed to be more
musical director Al D’Artega.
tacts pay off on television, via at ease* with the formal prose of
Gilb.
guests from many fields and or¬ the Shakespearean dialog and w^as
ganizations.
The veteran also thus able to give full emphasis to
logic as any third-ward political de¬ seems to have, a local first, and the emotional demands of the role.
bate, though far -more listenable. sometimes an exclusive, on “name” On the other hand John Neville as
visitors—^Tab Hunter and Gene Romeo concentrated too . heavily
Chan.
Autry were two recents, in the on enunciating in flawless English
latter category.
Ed Sullivan Show
at the expense of dramatic feeling.
Willis features the friendly, in¬ To a greater extent this was a no¬
Ed Sullivan topped himself last
He seldom ticeable flaw in most of the other
Sunday (3). The columnist-emcee, gratiating approach.
who regularly books name, talent asks penetrating questions; always principals, with the exception of
for his weekly CBS-TV show, went emphasizes the community “our,” Paul Rogers, whose Mercutio was
a step further by building the hour- with public service guests. One fiery and alive, and Wynne Clark
long stanza around the hottest of the latter seen was Dr. Paul as the nurse.
legituner property in years—“My Formel, appearing on behalf of the
There have been greater “Romeo
Fair Lady.” The program was in Albany County Heart Association and Juliets,” but granting even the
the nature of A :first anniversary fund drive. Willis^ here touched flaws, the addition of this Old Vic-^
celebration for the Broadway mu¬ on his own cardiac difficulties— performance to the “Producers’
he has had two seizures—hut did Showcase” spec roster_ is some¬
sical.
Jaco.
At present,, the “Lady” spotting, so with finesse.thing which tv audience should
can only be regarded as additional
heartily applaud.
Rose.
lure insurance for the New .'York
company and the Upcoming road
production since advance sales , on
both are phenomenal. As for its
Jtglue to Sullivan, the next Trendex
report should tell the story.
A cavalcade of vaudeville will tee
The show gave those viewers off three weeks of replacement
Hollywood, March 5.
who haven’t seen “Lady” a nifty shows on March 10 when Jackie
Parke Levy, producer-scripter at
visual taste of what all the noise Gleason vacations from March 16 Desilu Productions, is rounding up
■has been about.’ Excerpts from to March 30 on CBS-TV. Heading “about 80 of us guys in the busi¬
the tuner were performed by mem¬ the initial replacement program ness for a testimonial dinner for
bers of the Brogdway cast, For will be Kate Smith, who will em¬ Alan Lipscott” at Chasen’s, Bev¬
the'more curious, Edward Mulhare,
regular substitute and eventual suc¬ cee; Jonathan Winters, Bobby Van erly Hills, on March 8 to salute
him as “the. oldest living television
cessor to “Lady” costar Rex Har¬ and Pat Rooney Sr.
The March 23 show will be a writer.”
rison, was spotted in one number.
Lipscott’s cronies in the east are
Also, on tap were Alan Jay Lerner musically accented format" topped
Kathryn
Grayson,
Sarah urged to wire him and “let him
and Frederick Loewe, respectively- by
adaptor-lyricist and composer of Vaughan, Dick Haymes, Count know how little you think of him.
Basie’s orch, Don Elliott leading Don’t make it sincere. No one
the musical.
Lemer and Loewe got into the Gleason’s recording oreh, plus Joe will -believe it.*’
performing picture "Via' a X’endition Williams, Leo deLyon, the Jaye
There will be tape-recordings
of “I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Sisters and Sy Oliver. A circus from distant friends and colleagues
show is set for Mai’ch 30.
i which will be aired.
(Continued on page 38)

KATE-SMrTH. OTHERS
Lipscott on Receiving
TO SUB GLEASON

End of Testimonial
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Woodward rep house . . . Chet Simmons, Daucer-Fitzgerald-Sample,.
timebuyer, ankles to join Ed Schcrick’s package house, Sports Pro¬
grams . . . Hope Winslow, Roily Bestef and Elizabeth Morgan, three of
the thesps on “Whispering Streets,” will be back on the ABC Radio
series when it has its fifth anni Monday (11) to repeat the first stanza
it ever did; Miss M jrgan is show’s regular narrator . . . BiU Mathews
to Petry Radio reserach department ... ABC Radio commentator
Edward P; Morgan is with Veep Richard Nixon oh latter’s Afro-Mediterranean-Bermiida goodwill hop; he’s reporting nightly via shortwave .. .
Banker’s Life and Casualty renewed ABC’s Radio’s Sabbatlr. Paul Har¬
vey news for fourth year.

|]V HOLLYWOOD . . .
Vernon Scott, United Pressman in Hollywood, lasted five weeks as
alternate with Paul Coates on the Coast end of NBC-TV’s ^’Tonight.”
Net will try Out Lee Giroux, staff newsciaster, and Del Moore, .deejay
at KLAC . . . Richard Moore, KTTV prexy, reasoned that the summer
months are not conducive to sufficient revenue in the ayem hours so
starting March 18 the L.A.^Times-owned indie opens for business at
11 a.m., three hours later . . . Oldsmobile wanted Bob Hope back for
the Academy awards but his sponsor Chevy nixed it as it did last year
thereby misishgi change for a gratis sneaked-in plug. It’s all in the
General Motors family too . . One quote no one can quarrel with:
Loretta Young’s “I’ve got my health back and I’m going to keep it.”
This with her proposal to skip weeks on filming her show for Procter &
Gamble next Season . . . Say agency men, closing notices are going up
earlier this year than any' previous tv season . . JSTBC’s Ernie Glucks• mah and the.Ritz Bros, talking over a situation comedy idea as a weekly
entity . . . Bairt McHugh, striper with J. Walter Thompson, looking over
the field for’Pond’s . . . CBS-TV story editor ‘fBud” Kay now has a
department of 15, bigger than any picture studio. For “Climax” dnd
“Playhouse 90” they must clear 91 stories a year , . . Joe Rincs went
out to UCLA and lectured the studentsvon the elements of live tv
production.
'

IN CHICAGO . .
Harry Mantel appointed radic^tv hews director at City News Bureau,
succeeding Milt Golin, now with the public relations staff of the Amer¬
ican Medical Assn. . . . Sally Cohen, formerly with KOMU-TV, Colum¬
bia, Mo., added to. ABC’s ad-promotion-publicity staff and is currently
handling WBKB’s one-the-air-promotions . . . Sportcaster Boh Elson,
just back from a JEuropean junket with his family, starts working
WCFL’s pickup of the White Sox spring exhibition schedule Saturday
(9). Station will originate the regular season. Sox games for 58 sta¬
tions through the midwest and the south . . . Loren Hollembaek, exNeedham, Louis & Brorby, new WBBM assistant sales promotion man¬
ager . . . Lloyd Pettit to helm WGN-TV’s “Leadoff Man” pregame seg¬
ment on the White Sox and Cubs telecasts this season . . ., Nornaan
Ross toastmastering Stanford U's midwest conference Saturday (9 . . .
John Fink to edit the Chicago Trib’s TV Week supplement for the next
three months while Richard Blakesly, regular editor, works on a .spe■ cial project. Jackie Southerland, formerly with TV Guide, is filling in
for Fink as assistant to Larry Wolters, Trib’s radio-tv editor . . . Lee
Phillip hosting a new Sunday morning half hour for the kids on WBBMTV . . John Harrington left today (Wed.) for a Florida vacation during
which he’ll cut some tapes at the baseball training camps for hia WBBM
sports shows, Frank Reynolds is filling in on his WBBM-TV newscasts.

f]V LOmON . . .
Orchesrra leadet Mantovani began his six week series on Associated
Television on Sunday (3). He’s filling the spot temporarily vacated by
Liberace . . . Granada-TV broke new ground by presenting its first
comedy play “The Sand Castle” by Patricia Joudry, last Thursday
(28) . . . Comedian-magician David Nixon kicks off with the first of his
new fortnightly BBC-TV series “It’s Magic,” next Monday (11) . . .
Michael Gough and Eric Portman were featured in a telefilm version
of Kenneth Hyde’s play “The La.st Reunion,” on ABC-TV (3). Gough
was voted Actor of the Year for his performance in the original play.

IN WASHINGTON

...

Peter Kalischer, former Far East correspondent for Colliers’, due.
into Washington Bureau of CBS News prior to reassignment as an
overseas correspondent for web . . . Charles Heaton, onetime Bell Syn¬
dicate promotion exec, has joined WTTG-puMont as promotion direc¬
tor, replacing Duncan Miller, currently head of publicity for National
Symphony . . . Charlotte Hubbard, director of community services for
WTOP-CBS, interviewed by Voice of America as part of a 15-minute
series, “Meet America’s Negro Woman” . . . John Broinficld, star of
NBC’s “Sheriff of Cochise” telefilm, highlighted a party honoring
former Arizona Senator Henry Ashhurst .. . NBC v.p. and general man¬
ager of WRC Carleton Smith named senior vice-president of. town’s
United Givers Fund .... Marie Balshaw newly named sales service
manager of WTOP-TV.

IN BOSTON

i.

Carl Moore, WEEU personality of “Beantown Varieties” and “Carl
Moore Remembers,” recovering from appendectomy and doing his
show from home . . . WNAC-TV has adopted a new mascot “Sevenkins” illustration as result of staff contest . . . WBZ-TV introed a live
telecast from ttie infirmary at M.I.T. showing blood taking by new
machine on “2000 AD” Sunday (3) . . . Al Capp guested in round table
discush on “Art Education of Children” on Duncan MacDonald’s “Yan¬
kee Home and Food Show” over WNAC and Yankee web Monday (4)
. . . Phyl Doherty, director oT advt. and p. r., WNAC-TV, off on 16-.day
cruise to Caribbean and Bahamas . . . Tony LaCamera, Boston Amer¬
ican radio-tv columnist, nabbed plaudits for slick paneling at Westinghouse Broadcasting Conference on public service at Hotel Statler in
the critic’s session . . . Conrad Payeur joined WEEI’s control room
engineering staff this frame . . , Priscilla Fortescue to tape interview
with Danny Kaye WNAC-TV set a fir.< with half hour pregram, “Most
Important Half Hour in a W'oman’s Life,” 1-1:30 p.m. Monday (4).
Louise Morgan opened program introing Frank Inther, Channel 7’s
public affairs director, who presented Dr. John Spellman, chief of sur¬
gery St. Elizabeth’s hospital; and Dr. William A. Meissner, patholo¬
gist of N. E. Deaconess Hospital, discussing vital facts on cancer of the
breast.
'

IN PHILADELPHIA ...
Ray Walton celebrating 19 years in radio, 14 of them at WIB(j , . .
Lawrence M. C.. Smith, WFXjN, w'ill serve as radio and tv chairman of
the Philp. Fellowship’s membership drive . . .Charles Vanda, veepee
in charge of tv for WCAU, took part in panel discussion on “public
service programming” at three-day confab, in Boston (1) conducted by
Westinghouse Broadcasting ' , . Bob Menafee, will work full seven day
W'eek w’hen he takes over Sat. and Sun. shows at WIP . . . Jocko Hen¬
derson, WDAS deejay has incorporated himself . . . John Facenda,
WCAU, WCAU-TV newscaster, to address combined Holy- Name So¬
cieties of Berks and Montgomery Counties in Reading (10) , . . WRCV-

..

. ^

Wedneflday» Maiick

TV joins the Sat. night pix competish with “MovIe-3,” United Artists
releases made .after 1953 and new here . . . Poor Richard Club honors
Dave Garroway at its luncheon meeting (5). .
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Radio Review

IN PITTSBURGH ...

CONTACT
Stars Bill SierJt. with Maggi Mc¬
Neills, Stan Burns, Marie Torre,
Phillip Strassburg, Leo Shull,
others
Producers: Ronnie Gr^mger, Leon¬
ard Magnus
180 Mins., Mon-Fri., 7 a.m.
Participating
WINS, New York
When the ailing Bill Stern left
the air several months ago he'left
Us a veteran sporti|M;)ast<ri', He re¬
turned last week, via WINS as a
deejay, interviewer and general
radio raconteur. It was a humor¬
less Stern who held the many
IN mNNEAPOLlS ...
facets of “Contact” together, but
KSTP-TV this week launches series of Lenten programs titled “The
World Around Us.” Dr. Ian Morton of Macalester College, St. Paul, he nonetheless brought a vibrancy
and the Mecaiester “Little Choir” will be gueSts on the teeoff, “The into a nicely disciplined three
Lenten Theme in Music,.” Ensuing programs will explore the Lenten hours on the second , day^. of the
theme in painting, drama and other art niedia . . . KMGM-TV airing new show.
“30 Seconds Over Tokyo” for second time,, on this occasion in two
“Contact” is an out-and-out
sections on successive week-day nights at 7 o’clock . '. . WTCN-TV an¬ copy of an old and now successful
nouncer Frank'Seifert discharged from St. Mary’s hospital where he theme applied locally by radio.
spent nearly three weeks recovering from injuries sustained in an “Pulse,” on the NBC key WRCA:
auto accident . . . Disk jockey Don Kelly quit WLOL to join WDGY was the first one-city extension of
where he replaces Herb'Oscar Anderson who has gone to WBBM, Chi¬ that g:oing places-doing things
cago . . . Pat Smiley, former “Miss Minnesota” who placed seventh in, theme, glossed with the playing of
In
the Atlantic City pageant in which she participated, now KMGM-TV's the top records of the day.
“Nightcap Theatre” hostess, the first such here . . . U. of Minnesota many of the respects in which
“Contact”
gets
around
to
night¬
hockey coach and ex-pro star Johnny MViucci WCCO-TV guest com¬ clubs, theatres, weather bureau,
mentating for teleyised pro puck games . . . Jimmy Bbyscii back with on-the-spot news stories, etc., it is
WLOL as_disk jockey.
better than the prototype. There
seems to be .more organization to
the WINS stanza, though it pres¬
IN MILWAUKEE ...
ently lacks the humor and light¬
Bruce Wallace, manager of promotion and public service for WTMJ ness of the Bill Cullen show on
and WTMJ-TV, attended 3-day Boston Conference on local public serv¬ the' network key.
ice programming . . . Two WTMJ-TV programs, “What’s New in the
In better than the hour heard
Kitchen,” (Mon. thru Fri. 11 a.m.) and “The Man Next Door,” (same Stern, who is an excellent inter¬
days at 12:30 p.m.) emanated Feb. 26-27 du*«ctly from Wisconsin Res- viewer, exchanged thoughts by
tufant Assn. Show, at Milwaukee Auditorium and Arenk
.•'•Bob beep .^phone with Marie Torre,
Siegnrist, Milwaukee Sentinel staffer and WISN radio news •comjrnenta^ Herald Trib tv columhist. Para¬
tor, garnered a" George Washington honor medM for sbop$oi*r Alien- mount theatre . entrepreneur Bob
Bradley Co., with July 4 “Bob Siegrist and the Ne\('S,”^urn giving Shapiro and oth,ei:s(, A number
analysis of Declaration of Independence. Similar medal dispensed by of columnists from the local pa¬
Freedoms Foundation, dropped to Siegrist for bylined Sentinel piece, pers, like Miss Torre, will be regu¬
"Your Choice: Americanism of, Socialism
.. “Hbw Children Learn,” lars on the stanza. There’s Phillip
nightclub beater from
new nine week educational show bows on WTMJ-TV March 9 and Strassburg,
the Mirror, and. Leo Shull from
continues Saturdays at i:30 p.m. tr,. of Wisconrin-Milwaukee faculty Show Business, covering the local
members are .up for chats on learning proceses of children^—how they bditc-legit-motiori pic scene.
It
learn from family living, creative activity, etc.
^
was clever idea nicely consum¬
mated when Misy Torre, with
Stern
occasionally
interjecting
IN KANSAS CITY . . .
questions, gave a rundown of the
KMBC is bustling with detail.*! of getting its Schlitz baseball network big shows the night before on tv.
under way. First .broadcast is play-by-play of Athletics, exhibition
Her commentary waS lucid and
game, from Orlando, Fla,, with Merl Harmon and Ed Edwards-at the honest. The honesty extended, to
mike, first time on Athletics games for Edwards. Net looks to include another show regular, Maggi Mnat least 47 stations in the midwest this year, its third season, with 154 Nellis, who has been with. WINS
regular season games and 30 exhibition games on the schedule, all live since last fall. Miss McNeills, tak¬
covering the Athletics wherever they go, the tab picked up by Schlitz ing most of the 9.30-9.45 seg of the
. . . KCMO's ag director Jack Jackson recently cited for outstanding program, expanded cleverly on the
service on wildlife and forestry info for farmers by Missouri Conserva¬ Benny Goodman opening at the
It wasn’t all peaches
tion Commission. He’s the only radio-tv farm‘■director to receive thfr Waldorf.
and cream, this sing-song word
award to date . . . Walton Lockman Jr., appointed local sales manager stylist praised much, lambasted a
at KCKN under' the new regime. He formerly Was on the sales staff. little and added a clear picture of
the celebrities present and the
Empire Room decoj* and manage¬
IN SEATTLE ...
. ment. - In most of what generally
KING won annual Paul Bunyan award from Chamber of Commerce was. heard on the show there were
for doing best job in advertising and promoting the area . , . KOMO- items worthy of the trade’s some¬
TV’s “Viewpoint,” local discussion program, has shifted time to 10:30 time attention.
Five-minutes of
p.m. Wednesdays and is now doing pro-and-con analyses of legislation news on the half-hour was well
proposed at current Legislature. Ngm'S editor Herb Robinson mod¬ done, especially by Stan Burns,
erates . . . KING-TV beginning'new foreign-pOllcy discussion program show’s chief “Mr. Outside.”
Sunday, with Geoffrey Harwood, station news analyst leading off, as¬
Lacking sponsors of his own,
Stern
gave
frequent
sisted by Dr. Ivar Spector, associate professor in the Far East depart¬ maestro
pitches «Df a minute or more in
ment of the U. of Washington.
length for WINS' Iff a.m. “Kash
Box.” money giveaway. Miss Mc¬
IN DETROIT . . .
Neills lent herself to a similar
Willard S. ^mith, promotion-merchandising manager at WJBK-TV pitch. , It’s distressing to hear a
for the past year and a half, has been named to the sales staff . . . stanza, with considerable potential,
Chuck Bergeson, emcee of WJBK-TV’s “Ladies Day,” ha.s a new lady demean itself by inordinately long
at his house—a seven pounds, 10-ounce daughter named Barbara Joan hypoes for a show far below it on
. . . Two new WJBK-TV entres are Jack London’s stories under the the radio ladder of prestige.
an incidental postscript
title of “Capt. David Grief,” a half-ho\n* show each Wednesday in the to There’s
the presence of columnists. It's
7 p.m. time slot, and “TV Billiards,” starring Willie Mosconi, in the understood that they’re all classed
4:30 p.m. Saturday time. A Detroit sportcaster, still to be named, will as permanent “guests” for the
emcee the billiard show with Detroit civic and sports leadftj’s scheduled time, against the day when the
to appear on the program.
show clicks on Madison Ave, and
they all participate in the heftier
commercial
fees..
'
Art,
IN'SAN FRANCISCO ...

Dan'MailingeVf ^mly weather man on KDKA-TV and formerly with
Packaged Programs, has opened up his own* studio to make films and
slides for tv and industry . . ..Don Menard, formerly with WDTV and
WENS here and more recently manager of KMGM in Minneapolis,
has been named head of newly-opened Guild Films office in latter
city . . . Pat Miholl.is new Girl Friday to Jay Michael, WCAE deejay
, . . Merle R, poIli» has left Sun-Tblegraph reportorial staff to go back
to WEDO again as news editor . . . Mario Scheutz, secretary to Harold
C. Lund, Westinghouse veep, addressed Woman’s Club of Bellevue . . .
Beer sponsor of Baron Elliott’s weekly Thursday night “Stardust Melo¬
dies”-program on KDKA-TV has renewed the program on a Tnonth-to; month basis following the original T3-week stretch .;. .BilLLynch quit¬
ting, iweekend- announcing chores on WJAS to devote full time to daily
pla^iW-spinning program on WMCK and Ralph Wiethorh is' replacing
him at downtown station.

Hottest item, for Frisco, tq come out of Westinghouse’s big Boston
conference was FCC Chairman George C. MCConnaughey’s comment—jto the S. F. Examiner’s Dwight Newton—that a construction permit for.
the Frisco-Gakland area’s Channel 2 probably will be granted “within
the next 60 or 90 days.” FCC examiner last year recommended local
Oakland group get permit. This group, in which Oakland Tribune
owner Joseph R. Knowlandj has 5% interest, thus has inside track,
but two other groups (big oilman Ed Pauley heads one of them) are
still trying, and hoping. Frisco delegation to Boston'‘Wa‘Kfied by KPIX’s
boss, Phil Lasky, program' manager, Bill Dempsey, and assistant‘s pro¬
gram manager, John Highlander. KRON program manager Doug Ellcsoh, KQED general manager Jim Day, and three other newsmen
(Chronicle’s Terry P’Flaherty,_ Ban Mateo Times’ Bob Foster, Palo
Alto Times’ Ellis Walker) also attended . . . Disneyland scouted Norbert Gingold’s “Cinderella” at Frisco Children’s Opera last Sunday (3).

IN DALLAS ...
Bob Brock, nitery reviewer for Times Herald, moved to radio-tv
editor’s slot "W-lien incumbent Walter Keinpley joined NBC, New York,
to flack for “Monitor” . . . Ex-WFAA flack Harry Koenigsberg married
and moved to N.Y. .
JCIXL-FM got 1,200 mailed requests for its cuffo
March advance program guide . . . KLIF prexy Gordon McLendon in
Boston last week to engage In three-day confab bh local public service
programming, under auspices of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. . . .
Dallas City (IJoifpil of Parent-Teacher Assn, gave a plaque award to
KRLD-TV's head tv director, Eddie Hallack, for his aid in org’s- weekly
tv show, “Council Comes To Call,” and his assist in the PTA’s tv show
on KRLD-TV annually following the “Mother’s March on Polio”', .. .
Ken- Martin, locally based tv photog for WBAP-TV, rort Worth, for
fiye years, pink-slipped suddenly Wednesday (27).

CLOSED-TV TINTS
UR FOR AUTOMOTIVES
Pitching for the automotive
trade, Closedcircuit Telecasting
System, firm specializing in large
screen color telecasts, is taking its.
specialized equipment to Detroit
for three days for a series of dem¬
onstrations.
Sessions, starting today (Wed.),
will be held in- the studios of Sta¬
tion WWJ-TV. A similar series of
demonstrations was recently held
for sponsors and agencies in N.Y.
at GTS' own studios.
According to Fanshawe Lindsley,
president of* GTS, his company is
“convinced that big ficraen closed
circuit television in color is made
i to order for the automotive indus¬
try which already ha^ a huge in¬
vestment'in color televirion to the
American homes.” He added that
“color is an integral part of 4he
car sales picture” , and that GTS is
ready to make Its service available
to the auto industry themselves.

-■
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NTAs$4,M,OiWrapupAsOG
Buys Into M Feature Network
The NTA Filo^ Network reached^
a virtual SRO this week with the.
inking of Old Gold 'ciggios th a.
half-hour weekly sppnsorshlR ofthe web’s 20th-Fox, feature., films.
Deal gives the.neKvork 90 minutes;
a week of commercial sponsorship,
and the only openings on the 6p^atlon stem from an expansion of
the feature programming from 90
minutes to 105 minutes because of
the longer length of the films. The
extra 15 minutes, added only re¬
cently, constitutes the only ayallability. •
Old Gold sponsorship, via Lennen & Newhall, starts April-1 for
a firm 39 weeks with options, and
starting date and length are the
same as the web’s other sponsor,
Warner-Lambert, Co., which has
taken an hoUr a week of the fea¬
tures. Entire Warher-Lanibert-Old
Gold time & program bundle is
said to come to $4,000,000 for the
39-week span.
It’s recalled that when Old Gold
cancelled the N^CrTV Walter Wiiichell stanza in December, the rea¬
son given was the desire of the
new management at P. Lorlllard. to
attempt a new approach at mar¬
keting. The NTA Film Network
buy would ajppear to fit that bill,
since it doesn’t involve a purchase
on one of the orthodox webs like
NBC or CBS.-:
" ' ’
With NTA’s first-year’s network
goal accomplishcd—the sale 6f its
current 105 minutes, a week of prd^
gramming—the ' network will set
expansion plans for next fall, plans
which at this stage Jook to bring
the total weekly programming up
to five and a half hours weekly.
This would be accomplished via
the current feature series, a new
90-minute kiddie spectacular and
five half-hour series currently in.
production at 20th-Fox and Desilu.

Bernal, Haggart Join
Lawrence Productions
In. line with the expansion pro¬
gram at Robert Lawrence Produc¬
tions, two vet creative execs have
joined the tv commercials and in¬
dustrial film company. They are
William Bernal, who becomes crea¬
tive supervisor, and Stanley Mills
Haggart, creative art director.
Haggart has been a freelance art
director for ad agencies handling
set design for tv commercials for
several years.

.

‘Pash Button TV’

Dicker Paulette Goddard
For Thin Man’ Series

Inside ^-TV Films

TV-FilmFoUowUp

Schlitz Playhouse
Getting name performers for ji
r.unning. series, surely should hypo
audi^ce'Ttil^^t, but it’s.; a waste
/of taleht—dlsap^q^tmertt to
,viewer^—4f- tti;e: 30tmihutj^ iepTsode
^is a jruhToHj(ie*-mili, story- vehicle;
Charles C. (Bud) Barry*.; Vip..!in. . hardly matching the celiber of the
charge of Metro’s tv.'activities,. pnd cast.;.5 That fault marred the tv
George Muchnie' Lbew’S Interna¬ debut, of Gene Kelly on Friday (D
tional v.p., and financi^ adviser pm night's filmed J^chlitz outing titled
tv matters, have left, for the Cpt^st. “The. Life you Save’’
play conceriied a one-armed
1. . Over 1,090 reps frdm 50 lead¬
ing New york ad agepcidi* viewed wanderer, played by Gene Kelly,
Mike Todd's “Around the World in a tinkerer by trade, who.comes
80 Days” at; the Rlvoll ”iCheatre,
Feb. . 18-20, at the invitation of upon ; an irnpoverlshed Southern
Shamus Culhane ■ productions—and farm inhabited by a mother (Agnos
they paid for the seats. The hard- Morehead) and her deaf mute
to-get ducats were made available d.^ughter (Janice Rule), Adapted,
by Culhane,. the studio that pro¬
duced the animated epilog, and from a Flannery O’Connor story
which. also is heavily. engaged in by Nelson Gidding, the characters
commercial tv production, as a were almost caricatures out of
They ; mused,
public relations gesture . . . New “Tobacco Road.”
development in film and laboratory’ they philoS0phlsed,/f0lksy4ike, but
processes was explored by E. M. they Were not real, nor did thie
Stifle, of Eastman Kodak, and Paul play devriop logically. ' Kelly’S
Kaufman, of Du-Art Film Labora¬ .return after his marriage to the
tories, at Thursday’s (28) luncheon girl whom he deserts on his wed¬
meeting of the National Television ding day seemed like a pl6t con¬
Film Council . . . Eastern distribu¬ trivance; for one thing.: Despite thetion rights to “Operation Tomor¬ “poor white trash” artificiality of
row,^, science series Qf 39 episodes, the play, it did Create a sentimental
have been’acquired py Screehcraft mood. Janice. Rule is a very fetch¬
.Pictures from Tom: J. Corradihe. & ing figure on the home screen and,
Associates, national distributors. like the others, she played her
Hosted by Dr. Martin Klein, series circumscribe role ably. The at¬
consists of such half-hour episodes tempt of the mother to marry oif
as “The History of Flight,” “Flying her innocent, handicapped daugh¬
Platform” and “Guided Missiles.” ter also was moving. But this was
On' another Sci^eencraft skein,. not a play that matched the stars.
Horo.
“Judge Roy Bean,” sales* have been
made in another 10 markets.. . .
Elipt Hyman, topper at Associated
Artists, on month vacation .'. .
David Hunt, former boss of Repub-'
lie’s Oklahoma City branch, to
Continued from paxe 25
cover southern tv territory from
Atlanta for Hyman.
possible job, so I got a reputation
as being hard to get along with: ’
“Everybody thinks tv is so good
to the writer, but that’s not true.
With few. exceptions there are no
more staffers. And the Writers
Hollywood, March 5.
Paulette Goddard, in town to tel¬ Guild of America minimums have
leveled
off prices. There are many
efilm a Fordyce “On Trial” telepic,
rewrites involved, and then the di¬
has been talking with MGM-TV rector often demands a .rewrite,
production topper. Sam Marx about too. You don’t get a weekly check
a toplining role in forthcoming in the^ freelance'field, but. warte
“Thin Man” teleseries. -*
much of your time in conferences.
She returns to. N. Y. shortly to Many scripts are changed in re¬
consider, among other things, a hearsals by stars, bit players and
telepix series revolving around the script girls, although a competent
world of high fashion. New Goth¬ writer did the original script. And
am Outfit, Fashion Foundation, has after all these changes if it comes
proposed the series to Miss God¬ out bad they blaitie the writer* if
dard and scripter Phil Berg is cur¬ it somehow, is good they take xhe
credit.
rently preppiiig the pilot.

telefilm Chatter:

WeJ>ieBday,v March 6, X957

•That ABC-TV deal with RKO Teleradio on a Sunday 7:30-9 p.m,
feature film stanza is set to go definitely on April 7,
'
■ Network, at reportedly somewhere under $20,000 per,pic, bought
26 full lengthers from the major. Program will be participating.
No recent.v.word on ABC’s full feature plans, but earlier it was
learned’ that! j^etwork would consider another 26 if the first batch
clicked conunfercially.
Ne%NTA Film Network, which has been on the air since October
but gpes commercial (Warner-Lambert and Old Gold, with major 20thFox pictures),on April 1, has lost no time in getting the promotional
aspect of its operation into the works. Promotion chief Marty Roberts,
after sending a. series of teaser mailings, last week announced a “show¬
manship” contest for all 128 station promotion directors on the net¬
work, with winning prize on all-expeh$e trip for two to Paris, along
with other mliibr prizes. Winners will be chosen on the basis of the
most outstanding continuing promotion'on the series of 20th films, In
addition, manager of the first prize sfittion will also get a vacation, a ’
trlpfor two to . Bermuda.
'
• ivith W. K, Hogg, Toronto, chief news editor of the Canadian
Broadcasting, Cbrp. to be director, plan to set up increased coverage
of CBC television news through a British Commonwealth film service
is announced by Alphonse Ouimet, CBC g.m. This will include flying
to, Canada of ,clips from the British Broadcasting Corp. the Arthur
Rank. Organization and the Au.stralian Broadcasting Commission. Said
Ouimet: “'New setup will .supplement tv news now obtained from such
source? as. UP-Movietone, Independent Television News, NBC and
CBS, plus OBC's own 149 cameramen, 25 of whom are stationed abroad.
This will place,,staff cameramen In various strategic world news areas.”
; New’orgaph»tion will be known as the British Commonwealth Tnternarional N®'^sfilm Agency Limited and will be headed by Lord
Radcliffe, wartime director-general of the British Ministry of In¬
formation,
'.
■
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Continued from pare 24

protest the shoeing of the ‘Martin
Luther’ film.”
With hindsight, it’s easily recog¬
nized that had' WGN-TV screened
the, picture as planned, the inter¬
faith tensioni would ^ have never
attained such explosive dimensions.
But feelings have now reached
such a pitch, at. least at the top
ievels.'^th^^ -^i has become strictly a
“victory pr ^ defeat” proposition;
So
.extent WBKB and (?6i4irmuni'ty fiuildms, who will spbh^r
the flim, eaip ejipect praise fot* their
decisioft 'from ,Chicago Prptestantt|, ■
they can'also expect the %fath uf.
’individual _Catholics as tipped/ off .
the vigorous.- New World edito¬
rial a’gainst the picture.
In. marked'conlrast fo the “cause
celebre” the Xruther film has be¬
come here,. WISN-TV’s announce¬
ment that it would run. the picture
has caused scarcely a . ripple in
neighboring Milwaukee. John Soell,
WISN-TV general manager, said
that as of late last week the sta¬
tion had re6eived only a “few”
letters, both pro and con, and one
phone call. fSoell said he anticipated
hot particular cpi^otion, pointihg
the picture.is being presented on
its merits as ‘‘interesting tv fare,”

tune” and “Aggie” consist of 26
episodes.
Screen Gems, one of the largest
syndicators in the field which here¬
tofore has stayed out of the firstrun syndication market, will defi¬
nitely have an entry in the fall and
possibly one this spring. Possibili¬
ties include “ohnny Nighthawk,”
“Western Ranch Party,” the entry
again dependent on whether a na¬
tional sale is hooked first on the
properties.
Besides those heretofore mentjouAd;'byre’s a rundown on the
meWv properties kicked off since
;Sept‘<^b«rr>‘‘Captai David Grief,”
Guild:-'‘iMen of Annapolis,” Ziv;
/‘Sheriff of Cochise,” National
Telefilm Associates; and “StateT-ri>oper,” MCJA TV, Not' consid¬
ered in the rundown are off-net-work properties, nor subsequent
year production on established
skeins.
St. Louis—Radio Station KMOX,
local CBS outlet, is moving to a
new location in the southern part
of the city. The new quarters will
house three modem studios, the
latest hi-fi equipment and new gen¬
eral office facilities. It will be the
third time the, station has moved in
•its 3l-year ..blstolry'-here.

toMe CsIamo :
HEWLETT NARMR EXCLUSIVE
FitBi Offering

Continued from pare 25

lOS ANGELES • CHICAGO •
DETROIT • MIAMI

WASHINGTON, D.C. • PHIUDEIFHIA
• TORONTO .• LONDON

•

CONTEMPORARY SRLIT LEVEL
11 ROOMS
•
4*/a BATHS
Com^lAtAly ' Air'Conditioned

property Is . attested, to by TFA’s
•This is truly a Dream '
“Hawkeye anA the Last of the
which h<^s JUaf beAn;/
•Mohicans,-’,-which" lias racked iip
pleted' and ieaturiea alj >
the latest thoughfii/both
90 marirnts since Its Jahuary de„
m^chariiCalty- And- 'attlst;»
i>ut, arid::“mirlyblrdg/’ €B$ Tele'• Ically, as are bo# ,■ being
yisipn: FJflm TSaies, now in 116 mar. . ahown Jn aU - thf .Na^^^
kets ih Tphly/a . iniatt^^^^ of two
Hom« PublteAtlphs. We can
• * ^ aay pages .moire, as in aU
-'months.
■
•'
V
- ' ■
our . years'Wa'have never
tinder the headiilgcOLnew prop^
oilered any home mora
erties,; TPA. expects to .come out
defiled: * anil with such
with Ode in'About another month,
pfaAtritakiiii.'magnlfleanca.
probably. ‘‘The NOVv Adyehtufesr oi
(This hoihe wM • b#. sold at ,
Charlie Chaihi^:.
alsO ^AS -pUbts *. • substantially. :ieisf.: tfesn tha
on ‘‘Tugboat . Ahnle’’^;'fA^
“N^::
. $11W;0O0. raprodudtiim;^
York Confidential,” onfe "of' Which’
NLY
may come out in September or '■BY
thereabouts. TPA, like Ziv, op¬
€a^i'. Agent,
erates on a basis of supplying a
new first-fun property at differ¬
ent periods, dependent on market
Interested in
conditions father than holding
back until a large regional is,
T.e V..-,
made, although like other syridlpiptions both welcome such dealr as
.bc-t deal on a r.cv»
beautiful cushions.
.■
THUNDERB!RD
Ziv, now pitching “Martin Kane,”
has two completed pilots for fu¬
ture periods, “The Sea Hunt” and
FORD
“Tombstoiie.” It already has kicked
ofL.“Harbor Command," one of the
Coll
ANGEP eight since September* with a 55(b-Of'-’f of Hci'ry Anrj.r, &,;.C )
mark6t regional With Hamm Brew¬
LYiibrooK 9-0600
ing.
TED ROWLAND. Inc
Gross-Krasne, represented, since
Lynbrook, Loncj Islond. N Y
the fall with its successful “O.
Henry Playhouse” series, is prepDelivery Anywnert- in the U S.
ping “African Patrol” for first-run
syndication release, shortly.
ABC Film Syndication has two
possible entries “26 Meit” and
“Forest Ranger,” dependent oh
ON iVilir CHANNILV
whether they are sold to networks
and if riot, to a large regional. In
about another six Weeks, RKO
Teleradio will put “Sailor of For¬
tune,” which like “Aggie” was
aired in Britain, into the market,
9 w«il «Ui Sl„ N.Y.C.'UI. Pt.r.SlOO
Incidentally, both “Sailor of For¬
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Langendorf United Bakeries, through Compton
Advertising, Inc*, on the entire West Coast!
Among the markets already purchased are Port¬
land, Maine; Cincinnati, Mempliis, South Bend,
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Baltimore,
Detroit!
Tulsa, Tucson, Salt Take City, Denver, San
Diego, Portland, Oregon; Eugene, Stockton,
Chico, Fresno, Syracuse, Baton Rouge, Indian¬
apolis, Tallahassee, Miami, Phoenix,/San Antonio,
Yakima, Bakersfield^ Salinas, San Luis Obispo,
Roanoke, Schenectady, New Orleans!
Albuquerque, Santa Barbara, Boise, Springfield,
Missouri; Pittsburg, Kansas; HutchinsonWichita, Columbus, Ohio;/St. Petersburg, Nash¬
ville, etc., etc.!
Among the advertisers are Bell Bakeries through
The Caples Company; Tasty Baking Company;
Sealtest Milk; Hood’s Dairy; Canada Dry; Pepsi¬
Cola; Stewart’s Ice Cream through Woodard, Voss
& Hevenor, Jnc.!
Burger Brewing Co. through Midland Advertising
Agency; Walter Construction Co.; NiagaraMohawk Power Co.; Nashville Trust Co.; Bunket
Hill Meats; and many others!

HURRY
Stations and sponsors immediately recognize the universal ap¬
peal of HAWKEYE and the LAST OF THE MOHICANS,
the great American outdoor action classic! So arrange today to
enjoy a private screening and to get the profitable-for-^you facts
about HAWKEYE. But please hurry! Every day markets are
snapped up and even a day’s delay may cost you your own
home market. Wire or phone us right now!

JOHN HART * LON CHANEY
as^ HAWKEYE as CHINGACHGOOK

AND THE

WIro or Phone, ^Let's

POW^WOW

Television Programs of America, Inc.
EDWARD SMALL • MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. 8ILLERMAN
ChMirman

President

CxtcutivaVica-Prasident

488 Madison Ave., New Yoric 22, N. Y. • PL. 0>^21OQ^

t pa
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[N.Y. Herald-Tribune drama critic
Walter Kerr. delivered a fascinat¬
ing humorous, learned discourse
on staging technique which, for
all its simplifications and exag¬
Boston, March 5.
gerations. was stimulating, adult
Continued from pa;;e 31
Public service programming has been “dull,” Donald H. McGanstuff; Illustrative scenes from the
non,
pirexy
of
Westinghouse
Broadcasting
Co.,
told broadcasters
commemdrating.
the
sale
of
1,000,Greeks, Shakespeare and some
Face,*' the former singing to the
from over 100 radio and tv stations across the country at-the Bos¬
modern playwrights were cleverly
latter’s piano accompaniment. It 000 original cast “Lady” albums.
ton Conference on local public service programming at Hotel
Jess.
Lspotted throughout the lecture.
was a standout bit, Sullivan’s han7
Kerr did for the drama what Leon¬ . Statler. .
dling of aii interview session with
“In the past, a vast area of all public service programming has
ard Bernstein did for the 12-tone
Steve Allen Show
frankly been dull,” he said. “We are here to figure, out ways to
them, however, was strictly in the
Ginger Rogers’ experience, buoy¬
Another
highlight
of
the
stanza
put
showmanship and flair into it.
stock idiom.
Stanley Holloway ancy and diversity made her the
was a fine modern ballet by Pearl
“If we can find one new idea, or some polished variations on
was on hand \dth Gordon Dilworth standout on Steve Allen’s latest Lang and her dance company, set
old ones we will have accomplished a great deal, for we will have
NBC-TV
Sabbath
(3)
showcase.
and Rod McLennan to deliver their Particularly as a comedienne she to music by Bach.
There-were
set in motion a process that knows its own reward: original think- '
click number from the musical, rates considerably more home- also some tennis serves and gaff
ing.
by
Tony
'Trabert
and
Gussie
Mor¬
“With a Little Bit of Luck,^’
screen exposure than she’s had to
Keeping the audience, he pointed out, is a big problem for sta¬
an in a pickup from a Manhattan
date.
On
the
whole,
Allen
'
pre¬
tions that w^ant to put on a lot of local news, educational inter¬
Holloway also took the spotlight
armory. It didn’t quite fit into
views, discussions of local issues. “It is very hard to produce docal
for one pf his own monologue spe¬ sented a pleasant hour.
the picture, but Virtually anything
cialities. Michael King, another , Miss Rogers shared the topline goes on “Omnibus.”
live programs that can compete with films,” he said. “Nor are we
Hernn.
cast member, scored with his de¬ with Edward G. Robinson, Phil
here to compete with the networks. They operate on diffrent
livery of “On the Street Where Harris and the Andrews Sisters,
strata. But, the tv station is .also a local voice.
You Live.’’ Besides the “Lady” ex¬ but she was responsible for the
“Our station in Boston for instance must be given an oppor¬
tracts, the show also included a only great degree of freshness on
tunity to express itself. We want to give the local flavor. But this
couple of tunes from other Ler- the stanza. Saved for the tailend,
is both difllcult and costly. Our aim is to find a method to reach
ner-Loewe musicals.
On that she charmed her way through an —Continned from page
a level of excellence in our local efforts..”
count, Tony Bavaar sang “I Talked otherwise ordinary spoof of some
We cited the purchasing of 750 film features from the Encyclo¬
to the Trees” from “Paint Your Hollywood types and, at the finale, ing. The Hub attorney said: “If
paedia Brittariica by the four Weriinghouse tv outlets.
Wa'gon,” while'Jane Morgan gave she teamed with Messrs. Allen and you faU to do your part in inform¬
“NOW,
we can take the professionally produced films, lead into
out with “Almost Like Being in Harris for a delightful song and ing Bn'S enlightening, you are false
it with five minutes of local comment, and have 10 minutes or so of
Love” from “Brigadoon.”'
dance called “Let’s Go Slummin'.” to your trust.”
local
discussion
oh how the subject affects Boston or Pittsburgh
He said that in his lifetime the
The use of film. clips from two Her softshoeing, brief as it was,
or Cleveland or San Francisco at the end.
art of communications has expand¬
ictures scripted by Lerner could sparkled.
“Thus,
one
of
our
stations can, without too much difficulty, put
Harris’
humor,
much
of
it
paced
ave been eliminated since they
ed at “an explosive rate,” and he
on a program on slum clearance or child care that-has all the vir¬
were both dance sequences and to crash the sound barrier, was urged radio and . tv execs to be
partially
lost
to
the
audience.
But
tues
of
a
local
program
with real meat in the middle.”
didn’t reflect on the writer’s con¬
mindful of the “local level and the
tribution. The same goes for a the brash comedian’s exuberance, local need,”
Projects' of this kind, he said, are one of the genuine advantages
weak sketch offering by Marie Wil¬ for them that*likes it, had its mo¬
of
multiple
ownership
of
tv stations.”
Welch warned that the radio tv
son, which had nothing whatsoever ments. He presented his usual industry’s failure to keep its public
piece de resistance, “That’s What
to do with the stanza’s theme.
Fort Worth—^There were 600,000
Goddard Lieberson, president of I Like About the South,” machine trust could have “disastrous con¬ this in mind as well as “showman¬
sequences.”
tv sets in the Fort Worth and
ship.”
Columbia Records, also appeared gun style.
Dallas
area as of March 1, accord¬
Religioso.
Upbeat
Edward
G.
Robinson
popped
up
on stage to present Lerner -and
“For 13 years the Jewish “Eter¬
Loewe with gold record plaques midway to push for contributions
Religiose programs, dramatized nal Light’ program has concen¬ ing to WBAP-TV Director Harold
in behalf of the 'proposed Ameri¬ for tv, are beginning to show im¬ trated on programs in the religious Hough.
can Museum of Immigrants to be pact,-benefitting more and more and drama field,” Milton Krents,'
built at the base of the Statue of
Liberty. His reading of Emma Laz¬ from the skill of pro telecasters, producer, Jewish Theological Sem¬
arus’ poem, the one inscribed on the Westinghouse-^onference was inary in New York, said. One new
film of which he showed portions,
the Statue,-wasi'excellent, although told.
Samples of. some of the top pro¬ “The Gift,” recently won the na¬
in the bit of repartee with Allen
which preceded it, the emcee failed grams prepared for tv by Catholic, tional award of the National Con¬
to capitalize on the Robinson wit. Protestant and Jewish faiths, were ference of Christians and Jews
Andrews Sisters, doing a reprise shown and reps of the three faiths during Brotherhood Week. (Story
on several of their old faves and spoke at religious programming concerns the freeing of a slave by
one or two new ones, made their sessions.
Judah Touro,
New Englander.)
appearance via remote from the
A fourth speaker, Bruce Wallace, Another film showed the history of
new Sheraton Hotel in Philly. mgr..WTMJ, Milwaukee, said that Judaism in New England. Aim of
Hotel opened same night. It looked
the programs is to acquaint .nonas though all the songs were pre¬
Jews with Judaism and to remind
recorded, since the trio’s lips and
Jews of their heritage,. Krents said.
Hub's
Walla^Wallace
the music were not in sync.
The observation, made, that
Jonathan Winters made a guest
Boston, March 5.
churches object to-the time, usu¬
appearance.
His “man in the
Mike Wallace came in for
ally, 11:30 a.m., 12 noon, or 12:30
street” and his party drunk con-'
some good-natured spoofing at
p.m., given them, was answered
stituted superb mugging. Regular
the Westinghouse Broadcasting
by Crews, who said that since the
Louis Nye, part of the same rou¬
Co.’s public service session on
tines, sustained the humor. Art.
National Council is interested basi¬
news. Chet Collier, WBZ-TV
cally in reaching those who are un¬
AIR CONDITIONED
producer who planned the ses¬
churched, the time when most un¬
Wide Wide World
sion, had his staff do Wallace¬
Inviting you to rofroshing chongo onil
The camera command of “Wide
church
people
were
Interested
in
like research on Wallace him¬
rejuvenation at this'famous southern
Wide World's” operational wing
listening is not Sunday morning.
self, who’s a one-time Boston¬
Spa. Superb bathhouse within the hotel/
had an interesting theme to play
Another broadcaster stressed
ian. Staff went back to his
with last Sunday (3) but didn’t de¬
treating occupational fatigue and rheu*
that if religious programs were to
highschool days and his year¬
velop it to its fullest potential.
be
skedded.
in
the
evening,
they
matk ills in these beneficial radioactive
book for items of his “past,”
The stanza was pegged on “A
would have to be of exceptional
including
the
fact
that
he
was
waters. **Goed golf, club privileges;
Man’s Story,” followup to a pre¬
quality.
successful neither as school
vious outing on “A -Woman’s
mellow sunshine; scenic beauty; racing ot
As any old riverboat-man will Story,” with a story of men and . treasurer nor a member of the
Showmanship was much in evi¬
Oaklawn. Tops In good food and
tennis team.
dence In ...entire conference decor,
tell you, the best channel runs their achievements. If the 60 cam¬
social entertoinment.
When John K. M. McCaf- ^n planning sessions, Westinghad probed a bit deeper dur¬
deep and lets you travel fastest. eras
ing many of the segments, the
fery opened the session, the phouse figured the average conven¬
For colorful folder
Same is true today with tele¬ show would have been an enlight¬
panel switched to “Night
tion whether held in hotel or stu¬
and reservations,
dios, looks drab and dull.
So
vision throughout this busy Ohio ening one. As it was only a visit • Beat” style lighting, with'Mcwith the Army’s guided missiles
address:
Caffery on a stool pitching
WBZ-TV assistant program chief
River Valley of ours.
at the White Sands Proving
questions at Wallace. After
Ray Hubbard, who used to be art
R. E. McEACHIN,
A-Grounds, N. M., and with Tennes¬ -kidding queries which Wallace
No advertising medium gives see
and scene chief of WBC’s KPIX,
General Mgr.
Williams at a rehearsal of his
took with surprise and amuse¬
designed the entire layout for visu¬
you such smooth sailing into new drama “Orpheus Descending”
ARLINGTON HOTiL I BATHS
ment, Wallace then talked seri¬
al excitement, flair and “let’s-getover 100 of its high-producing at the Shubert Theatre, Philadel¬
T*Uphon0 NAtionat 3'7T71
ously and with great impact on
away-from-convention-look.” Hub¬
phia, had the depth? needed to
HOT SPRINGS, NAT’L PARK, ARK.
his
own
theories
on
tv
journal¬
counties as WSAZ-TV ... no blend education and entertainment
bard’s striking and simple sets
ism.
He
added
that
he
does
made
Impressive
background
for
values
properly.
The
rest
was
station's influence runs so deep
not believe his switch from
sketchy and not too absorbing.
all panels and meetings, and tie-in
with almost three-quarter million
WABD, N. Y, to national sta¬
In the latter category belong the
theme of Conference with use of
TV families comprising Amer¬ looksees with- Justice William O. tus at ABC-TV will lessen the
old-American visual themes., of
Douglas in JiVashington, N. Y.
punch and freedom of his
Colonial eagles, etc.
ica's 23rd television market.
Yankees’ slugger Mickey Mantle
Young lady, Intalllganb with diversi¬
show.
fied • axparlanca In regular butint«i
Today the nation's heaviest con¬ in St, Petersburg, Fla., actorand ihew buetnMt. All answers con¬
dancer Gene Kelly on the Coast,
fidential. ^ ixcollant wlary.
Seaiilei—Jack Link has been
centration of industry crowds the and Drs. Karl and William Men- if his station had a choice between
named program director of Radio
F.O.-lox ISO
banks of the Ohio — generating riinger in Topeka, Kan.
a local religious program or that KING here by Fred Von Hofen,
Wall ttroat StatlMi, New York S, N.Y.
Heading up the program’s two of a ^etwork, the local program station manager.
within th6 WSAZ-TV area a buy-] plusses
were the first time'view of would be preferred “even if it
ing potential nearly four billion the Army’s guided missiles. Watch¬ were off key,”
dollars deep! You can reach it ing' Nike, Corporal, Dart, Honest
Locally produced religious pro¬
John and Little John in action
surely via WSAZ-TV's Channel was gripping and sobering at the grams have the greatest appeal, it
brojfght out, but there is
3, without fear of shoals, snags same time. Dr. Werner von Braun was
gave it all added importance with danger of amateurism.
or backwaters. You’ll travel, too, his potent comments about man
Albert Crews, director of tv- for
In company with many of Amer¬ and space from his hangout “some-, the National Council of ^Churches
in Florida.”
of Christ in the USA, spelled out
ica's most successful advertisers. where
The visit with playwright Ten¬ the approach the council takes in
Any Katz office has the latest nessee Williams also came through its programs.
as a topnotoh segment although it
“The problem is,” he said, “what
soundings for your inspection.
started,, off slowly with a rehearsal do we say and to what audience?
scene 'from his new play. The . . . We have done all with certain
Ih
scene had little meaning out of reservations, but mostly we have
context despite a lot of thespic
passion from show’s star Maureen concentrated on the last two.” The
Stapleton.
When Williams tdok unchurched is the great bulk whom
over stage for a self interview, the council is now concentrating
however, the session really came on reaching of all the individuals
to life. Interviewing himself''via who listen to tv,- he said. He
a tape recorder, the playwright re¬ showed films that had the choosing
vealed an artist’s thoughts on the of a career vas its theme; another,
State of the theatre and the world “Off to Adventm’e,” showed a trip
with candor and wit. It was. a to Japan.
briefie but its effect was lasting. ‘
• The Rev. Walter LTflaherty, di¬
Gi'os.
rector jot the ArChdiocesan Televi¬
HUiSTINGTOM-CHARLESTOfi, W. VA.
sion
Center, Catholic Archdiocese
Omnibus
HBTWO^S
A full hour’s discussion of the of Boston,‘sald the approach in the
Affiliated with Radio Stations
film which he showed was to pre¬
WSAZ, Huntington und WKAZ, Charleston history and limitatiohs of the con¬ sent both “the life and the liturgy
temporary realistic stage setting
Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, Ganeral SaUt Mgr.
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
could'only happen on “Omnibus” of the church.” He said “the lat¬
Represented by The Katz Agency
MOM-TV, a Mrvic* of Loaw'i Incorperalod
and that’s all to the credit of that ter was designed to be beautiful”
program. Last Sunday night (3), and that it was important to keep
701 7th Avo., Now York 36, N. Y. • JUdran 2-2000
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.Continued from page 29

Bure Geritol woul4 renegotiate the
pact if tho.in^pl’ausible happened,
lifting the ceiling, in light of the
popularity of the show and its in¬
herent advertising values.
Emcee Barry says it looks
like „“Twenty-.One?’ will continue
through the summer. He also says
that NEG-TV plans to put “TicTac-Dough*' on in the evening
come fall. He has had a couple
of meetings with American Broad¬
casting-Paramount Theatres prez
Leonard Goldenson on possible
ABC-TV entries, although nothing
has been inked as yet. NBC-TV
has asked the firm about projected
shows, too, he adds.
The team, together the past 10
years, had a relatively minor suc¬
cess in radio • with, such shows as
“Juvenile Jury" .^nd “Life Begins
jif ftO "

Pay-TY Hearings
Continucd from page 29

tmreliable as the forecast of what
would happen without such restric¬
tions. And it would seem inevit¬
able that full authorization would
not and could hot embody such re¬
strictions."
The network’s analysis also
doubts that tests could be stopped
once started. Even under limita¬
tions, it asserts, it would cost hun¬
dreds of millions ,^of dollars, to
launch them and under such cir¬
cumstances it would not' be re^
sonable to suppose that Congress
or the Commission could resist the
pressures of Investors to extend the
test time so they could recover
their Investments.
The web also contends that the
lines drawn oh programs for the
wsts fail to protect the public.
The use of the term “box office at¬
tractions” as program fare for pay
tv, It asserts, is too vague as It In¬

_
cludes much that is now provided
on advertiser-sponsored tv.
Finally, the analysis declares, the
Commission is not yet in a posi¬
tion to decide the various techni¬
cal and legal questions involved. It
takes issue with the contention of
the Senate staff that the Commis-^
sion can Immediately determine
the question of the compatibilityitef
one system with another and the
compatibility of the subscription
signal with color transmissions. It
also differs with the suggestion'
that the law under which the FCC
operates is broad enough to in¬
clude jregulation of pay tv.

You Can Be Sure,
C^tlnued from page 27

WBC in going out on such an ex¬
travagant time-energy-money limb,
it was McGannon who copped his
own best plea. tiWhat’s in it for
us? . . . Only, that we believe 'pub¬
lic service' is good business and
that broadcasting is most effective
on stations that have earned the
respect and confidence of the
communities they serve."
If anything, the agenda, compo¬
nents of the three-day meet force¬
fully demonstrated what can be
accomplished when savvy people
“run a show.” The filmed com¬
ment;? to the broadcasters by Vice
President Nixon, Dr. MHton Eisen¬
hower, Sen. John F. Kennedy,
Rear Admiral H. G. Rickover, Dr.
Ralph J. Bunche, Carl Sandburg;
the “Meet the Critics” potshotting;
the “talent" studded panel on
“Showmanship In Public Service
Programming" (ABC’s Jim Aubrey,
CBS' Lou Cowan, Dr. Frank Bax¬
ter, Dr. Bergen Evans, Robert
Saudek, NBC’s Ed Stanley, WBC’s
Bill Kalland); the explorations into
what’s right and what’s wrong
with tv news and radio news; the
spotlighting of FCC Chairman
George McConnaughey at lunch
and Boston's own “celebrity" Jo¬
seph N. Welch as dinner speaker;
the parlay of Charles Vanda
(WCAU-TV), Phil Cohen (SSC&B
radio-tv veep) and Arnold L. Wil¬

B AMO-TKUSVISliQlH
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kes (Hcarst Radio-TV -and Ray
Trent (KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex.)
on “Television . Production”; the
auxiliary panels on religious pro¬
gramming,
children’s
program¬
Continued from page 1
' ■■ ■
ming, information films, etc.—all
reflected a knowledgeable- ap- conditions. In addition, the “sfars" the.closed circuit tv telecast was
‘proach to common broadcast prob¬ themselves played a significant role witnessed at Manhattan Center
lems on a common-sense level.
in the telecast. The “stars," all where some 3,000 salesmen gath¬
ered for each of the two shows.
high-priced and busy executives,
were called in by producer Jimmy
Blair and director Walter .Koste for
• - ' ■ Continued from page 23
- ■ rehearsals.
Continued from page 29
Unaccustomed to the exacting ■ 11 I
two top tv advertisers, both out of
the Young & .Rubicam stable, Gen¬ demands of' rehearsals, the “star" for every preemptable Triple.-A
eral Foods pulled some $9,000,000 salesmen represented something of spot they purchase. The essence
in billings .out of the tv hopper via a problem to the producer and the of the affiliates’ argument was that
the “giveaway" aspect of the plan
cancellations on “Bengal Lancers,” director. One of the difficulties tends' to undervalue television’s
“Roy Rogers" (latter through Ben¬ experienced was the frequent tele¬ prime- station eommo'dity, the
ton & Bowles) and “Hiram Holli¬ phone calls the actor-executives Triple-A station break. To the obday," in addition to cutbacks on
seiwation by NBC prez Bob Sarnoff
“Zane Grey Theatre" and sporadic received from their companies that this was strictly an o&o affair
“relinquishments” on “I Love during the line/ rehearsals. An¬ and out of the jurisdiction of an
Lucy” and “December Bride.” GE other problem was the difficulty affiliate’s discussion, they replied
chopped to the tune of $7,000,000, in gathering all the execs at one that the “10 Plan" was a course of
via elimination of “20th CenturyFor example, one “star" action that was of immediate con¬
Fox Hour” and half of “Broken time.
salesman,' due to report for re¬ cern to all stations and to the en¬
Arrow.”
hearsal at 3 p.m. one afternoon, tire industry.
Final index is the admission of didn’t show up until the following
They argued that the now-conNl^ o&o execs that “Triple-A morning.
Another “star” sales¬ troversial plan will hurt them di¬
station break business is decidedly man didn.’t show up until the dress rectly in the pocketbook, that such
“soft”—this being the rationale rehearsal at 4 p.m. on the after¬ an arrangement could easily spread
behind the division’s establishment noon of the 7:15 p.m. telecast. An¬ to their markets, particularly sinc»
of the highly controversial “10 other salesman, a real executive most U'iple-A buyers are national
Plan." Where those nighttime sta¬ type, attempted to take over the di¬ spot advertisers who ^buy many
tion-breaks once had waiting lines, rection from the director and the markets at once and would expect
with salesmen merely functioning producer.
the same discounts and bonuses in
as order clerks on this particular
Despite the temperaments of the their markets as they get in the
commodity,/now the stations have “actors,” the telecast went off key pacesetter • markets like New
to hustle for the business. And smoothly.
Show biz techniques York.
with" the Triple-A spot, described were also employed in the staging,
If any indie established such a
as the “gem" of the television in¬ with special lighting effects being
dustry, providing trouble, the rest eihployed to spotlight the speakers. plan, they argued, it wouldn’t be of
much
But when a
of the schedule also n^ust be on In Addition, the difficult job of flagshipconsequence.
of a major network, fails to
the soft side.
memorizing lines was" eliminated hold the line on rates, then the en¬
As noted, the recessionary tend¬ by using TelePrompter devices tire industry is affected, and af¬
ency is more a lag in acceleration specially - designed for business fected immediately and drasti¬
than a dollar drop. Certainly, the jneetings.
cally, they contended.
balance sheets for the past couple
The meetings received a real VIP
of months and for the entire year treatment with Vice President
New Orleans—^Two-new staff ad¬
will show an increase in billings Richard Nixon and Secretary of
over the corresponding periods for Commerce Smclair Weeks teeing ditions were announced Saturday
(2)
by WDSU-TV. They are Hal
the year before, because the indus¬ off each of the sessions. The telcr- Murray,
formerly with WNOE
try is still in a solid state of expan¬ cast was sponsored by the Sales here, as announcer, and Joel Sal¬
sion. But the same balance sheets Executives Club of N. Y. and was ter, formerly with WHA-TV. U.
will show that the rate of increase promoted
nationally
by local of Wisconsin educational telehas been considerably stunted.
chambers of commerce. In N. Y., caster, as graphic artist.

Actors Out of Businessmen

TV Recession

Station Time

Another trail-blazing public service program from 'W’BC

. "Spotlight
on Schools’'

Did you know that 49 million men and
women in this coimtry are now taking
adult education courses? That 723
school districts in the south have
already p^cefuUy desegregated? That
teenagers in Dearborn, Michigan were
asked to help plan two new high schools?
These are some of the little-known
events taking place in American edu¬
cation today. Not the type of news
that makes newspaper headlines—but
news of sp^ial interest to most Ameri¬
can families. News heard only on
WBC’s new weekly public service radio
program, “Spotlight on Schools.”
.“Spothght on Schools” was devel¬
oped by WBC in cooperation with the
National Citizens Council for Better
Schools. Henry Toy, Jr., President of
that organization, is the editor and reX)orter; WBC’s Educational Director,
Gordon Hawkins, the producer. At the
end of each program, the WBC stations
cut in with the latest hometown and
regional school news which is delivered

by a prominent local educator.
“Spotli^t on Scho6(l8” is an exten¬
sion of V^C’s pacesetting coverage of
the White House Conference on Edu¬
cation and last year’s National Edu¬
cation Association Convention. It was
at this convention, incidentaDy, that
WBC received the 1956 School Bell
Award “for distinguished service in the
interpretation of education,”
For television, WBC recently pro¬
duced two new documentaries on id¬
eation. “Section 16” tells the history
of American education and “The Chal¬
lenge” dramatizes the final report of
the White House Conference.
Yes, education is news. And it is
a continuous policy at Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company, to use the full
scope of radio and television in order to
cover this sort of news—because we’re
convinced that broadcasting is most effec¬
tive on stations which have earned the
respect and confidence of the communities
theyterve.
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sonnel cuts haven't been made yet>
.lytit they^re imminent.

FCC & Deintermixture
Continued from page 22

allowing only GE to have a V, The
suggestion to remove channel 6
came in the form of a counterpro¬
posal in comments on the Commis¬
sion’s proposal.
In view of tlie drastic nature of
this action (and despite published
reports that GE will contest- the
move>, there seems to be some
credence to a story circulating
here that an arrangement may be
worked out whereby the company
will get the authorization for chan¬
nel 6 in Syracuse, where it would
be reassigried. There are indica¬
tions the Commission would favor
giving GE the channel if the pix)cedural problems can be solved.
Having taken the deintermix¬
ture plunge, the question now be¬
ing asked is: can the Commission
make it stick? Will stations oh the
air. give up their VHF channels?
Will VHF conditional grantees ac¬
cept UHF channels instead? Can
the Commission take away a VHF
channel from one city and give it
to au UHF station in another?
As far as the courts-, are con¬
cerned, no trouble is anticipated.
But it’s conceded that hearings
would have to be given to stations
required to surrender their VHF
authorizations, with the burden of
proving such action is necessary in
the public interest placed on the
Commission.
Under the circum¬
stances, it would be natural that
every procedural device would be
-employed to delay the proceedings
so as to hold the channel as long
as possible. In' the case of VHF
grantees who will be ordered to
show causb why they should not
take UHF assignments, the condi¬
tions attached to the grants appar¬
ently preclude the right to hearings.
^ While there is considerable
doubt raised as to whether the
Commission can take channel 2
from Springfield, Ill., and give it
to UHF station KTVI in St. Louis,
it’s- emphasized that the, authoriza¬
tion would be on a temporary basis
only pending issuance of a final de¬
cision on expected applications for
regular use of the channel. In its
decision to' assign the channel to
KTVI, the Commission justifies its
"extraordinary” action as "solely”
to keep a third tv station oh the
air in St. Louis.- The UHF channel
(3(3) on which KTVI operates is to
be shifted to Springfield.
Some commissioners, as reflect¬
ed in their dissents to rejection of
deintermixture in Madison^ and
Hartford, are concerned witli the
"inconsistency" of the agency’s ac¬
tions. Doubtless, lawyers for afT
fected parties will make the most

of this in arguing before the
courts. It’s The consensus of opin¬
ion, however, that the courts will
sustain the Cofnmission.

Martin Block
- Continued from page 22

on, WABC-TV from 11:30 to noon.
In order for him to continue at
this, since he’s going to do a local
radio show: at the same time, it is
likely that his ayem audiocast will
be transcribed.
ABC Radio invariably had clear¬
ance problems on the afternoon
program. Out of some 330-odd
affils, network has gotten relative¬
ly few tq carry the show, which,
out-of-town-stations feel they can'
better do on a. local level.
At
present, he has 80 stations carry¬
ing part or all of the 2:30 to 4
broadcast.
He’ll continue his Saturday 9 to
noon, and 6 to 7:30 p.m. local
shows under the pact.
Additionally, Block is doing two
new commercial '’^network radio
shows at ABC. He has begun "Teen
Dance Party”, as a 6:25-6:30 seg
Monday-through-Friday for Amer¬
ican Home Foods.
And Carling
Brewing will bankroll 20 Block
capsules on "selected weekends”
as of March 15. (It amounts to sev¬
en weekends through Aug. 31.)

P & G, Lever
■ — Continued from pafi^e 29

f

Finish Hutton Pilot
- Hollywood, March S.
Pilot for new Betty Hutton series
for NBC-TV, "Hey, Mom,’’ was
filmed last Friday (1) before a live
audience at California National stu¬
dios,, using a three-camera filming
setup.
Bob Sidney, set by pro¬
ducer Jess pppenheimer, directed
the bppenheimer - Roland Kibbee
script.
With the pilot out of the way,
Miss Hutton leaves later this
month for^a midwest-eastern swing,
to publicize Bryna Productions
“Spring Reunion,’’ in which she
co-staps with Dana' Andrews.

Dsn Sharpe
■—

Continued front page 22

^

air were sold late, that the net¬
works option pilots until mid-June
and that he’d rather have the pi¬
lot right than hurried. "I had a
cinch sale last year,” he ruefully
recalls, "but it seemed late , and I
decided to bring it in by April, hot
oi: cold. I brought it in cold and
it didn't sell, but if it had been
done right, it was a cinch sale.”
.“This Is My Best” would com¬
prise an hour series, some live and
some on film. This is the least cer¬
tain of the projects for next fall,
for the simple reason that Sharpe
and Lewis haven’t yet assembled
enough material to whip a series
into shape. They’ve got 12 scripts
and . 10 story properties, and
whether the series is prepared for
the fall depends,on whether they
can get enough material into form
for 39 shows within the next couple
of months.
Sharpe is also bullish on the fu¬
ture of "Wire Service,” despite its
slow start Thursday nights on ABCTV and the mid-season switch to
Monday nights three weeks ago.
Show began to build Thursdays af¬
ter some weeks, and he believes
tlie true indication of the new Mon¬
day slot won’t come for a couple
of months yet. But the property
is shaken down to the point where
he thinks either one or both of his
R J. Reynolds and Miller’s High
Life Beer will renew, and is con¬
fident he cafi get another sponsor
if need be.
The ebullient Sharpe, who cus¬
tomarily has about a dozen projects
going about this time of year, has
pulled his belt in this season and
isn’t spreading himself quite as
thin as in the past. That is, if any¬
one can caU the above lineup a
thin one, which for Sharpe hap¬
pens to be the case.

bar soap which it has spot-tested
until now. P&G will plug deter¬
gents. However, the deal calls for
a switch on 60 days’ notice should
P&G want to plug a bar soap. In
that event, Lever would switch to
a detergent.
Arrangement was initiated by
CBS-TV, which feels that the old
ban on "corporate” protection was
merely a bugaboo that made little
sense in light of the wide variety
of products now being-made by. the
soap outfits. Web felt that there'
was no reason for a hunk of pre¬
mium time to go begging in light
of the absence of actual competi¬
tive conflicts. When "The Broth¬
ers” (being replaced by "Secre¬
tary”) opened up some weeks ago
and Lever_ was interested in the
time, CBS worked out the arrange¬
ments with both companies in a
friendly fashion. Web hopes the
^ Continued from page 27
setup will be a forerunner to a
complete breakdown of the old you can give every community
tabu.
.6
which your-stations serves a sense
of ‘belonging,’ a sense that they are
receiving excellent public service
programmirig which serves their
local needs. When they get that
sense of ‘belonging,* you will find
i Continued fropi page 23
many less -complaints to and fromi
side pattern has major importance members of Congress.”
The FCC chairman was accom¬
as an economy operation. By con¬
tracting for the major part of the panied by two other members of
lineup with indie ^producers, Kfnt- the seven-man Cominission, Robert
ner will be able to. cut dovm tre¬ E. Lee and Richard A. Mack. Touch¬
mendously on* the NBC overhead, ing on the tv situation, he re¬
always a major problem in the marked: "it may. be years before
past. Not only will this, cutback in new discoveries make it possible
overhead involve studio and real for a small community to operate
estate savlngs> but it will Involve a small television station, VHF or
staff personnel streamlining all the UHF without a large capital in¬
way down from the program de-, vestment.
(Both Hub’s present
partment itsdf to production staff, commercial, tv stations, Chanhels
crews, engineers ,etc. Actual per- 4 and 7, operate on VHF).

MeConnaughey

Kintner

Mgt.i William MorrU Agtncy
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Ittside Stuff-Radio-TV
The New York World-^Telegram & Bun is going in for another new
format in its television section, starting next Monday (11), Dick
Kleiner will do a daily column on "tonight's highlights.” Kleiner, out
of the NEA syndication beltline, did a t'hree-a-week general stint for a
period up to about two years ago, and since then has been an occa¬
sional contributor “for the N.Y. outlet. . Meanwhile, Kevin Delany was
set into the daily chore, that \vas dropped recently, with Delany doing
occasional features off the'city desk.. Fnye Emerson was'also returned
in recent weeks for an occasional column, with. Harold Humphrey
pillar emanating from the Coast and, Saul Leyinson in with a column
couple of weeks. The Saturday is separate.
The Kleiner day-by-day will preempt the foregoing under the WorldTelly’s current blueprint. Harriet Van Horne’s daily opinion beat
continues, of course.
Nearly half of all registering for cancer checkups at the New York
U.-Bellevue Cafieer Prevention and Detection Center are motivated
by broadcast appeals, American ,Cancer Society officials informed com¬
munications industry leaders this week at a luncheon, nieetlng in New
York. On the eve of the 1957 April Cancer Crusade" top Madison
. Avenue AM-tv media brass were called to confer at a luncheon in the
lounge of Kenyon & Eckhardt by agency President William B, Lewis,
longtime American Cancer Society board member and chairman of its
Public InformatioiY Committee.
Making up the broadcast group were producer- Jack Barry, ABC
news exec John Charles Daly, CBS Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes,
NBC y.p. Manie Sachs, and Edward W. Harbert, Program Development
Director for K&E, and tv personality Vaughn Monroe and his manager.
After a meeting last week by approximately three' dozen writers,
agents and producers to discuss the broad aims of the proposed Acad¬
emy of Television Arts &: Sciences’ video writers Workshop in N.Y. a
special committee was selected to. detail the operation. Stressed at
the Tavem-on-the-Green conclave, was the ineed for an "experimental’*
workshop. Principal feeRng'was that the' program, being of an ad¬
vanced nature, should be created for experienced scribblers who might
Include those from the magazine, book and newspaper fields as well as
Among those present Who accepted committee roles were; Mort
Abrahams, Ted Apstein, Evelyn Burkey, Paddy Chayefsky, Leo Davis,
Ethel Frank, Frances Head, Worthington-Miner, Joseph Schrank, Alden
Schwimmer, Mildred Vermont and Helen Walpole. Others chosen,
but not present at the meeting, were: Nat Hiken, Ij^awrenco Langner
(who was forced to leave before committee selection), Mario Lewis,
Rod Serling, David Swift and Reginald Rose,' David Davidson, Blanche
Gaines and Matt Harlib we.re named suDstitute committee members.

Equal Time Bill
Continued from page 29

"fullest possible disclosures” of
campaign contributions.
’Fhe approximate overall celling
set by the measure for expendi¬
tures during a presidential election
by both parties is $44,000,000. This
amount includes candidates for the
Senate and House of Representa¬
tives.
On the basis of expenditures of
approximately $7,250,000 in the
recent election for radio and tv for
campaigns .for the presidency and
Congress, which represented about
20% of total expenditures by the
major parties, it appears that un¬
der the ceilings-Tsel by Sent Gore’s
bill broadcast media expenses
could reach $9,000,000.
1- Sen, Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.),
[who succeeded Gore as chairman
I of the Subcommittee on Privileges
and Elections, said he plans to
hold hearings soon on the measure.

Gen. Mills.
Continued from paxe 23

Big Springs, Tex.—FCC has ap¬
proved the $3(30,000 lease purchase
of KBST-TV operated by Big
Springs Television Co., to the
Texas Telecasting, Inc., which is
headed by W. D. Rogers. Rogers
will hold the construction permit
during the leasing period with an
option to purchase 50% of the sta¬
tion at the end of the five-year
^ period of rental.

General Mills next fall. Show will
run from 5:30 to 6 nightly, a de¬
crease from the current full-hour'
treatment beginning at 5. Pres¬
ently, sponsor has two week quar¬
ter-hours on Wednesday and two
on Friday, every week, ‘so that
Mills' expenditure on the strip will
diminish accordingly under the
new setup.
Gross on time* for bankroUer next
season will be $5,200,000 and talent
charges will run $3,550,000.
New Jello ,and General Foods
biz on "Disneyland” takes over
where American Dairies arid Swift,
which is going more and more into
the tv "specials" type 6t sponsor¬
ship, leaves off at the end of this
season.
Network lost American
Motor’s * quarter by-weekly spon¬
sorship Monday (4), but says Derby
Foods is an again for 1957-’58.
This makes three for four sold to
date for next season.

and FAMILY
An Unusual Harmonica
Musical Attrattion
Mouht Varnen/ N.Y.

Where Was Betty?
Continued from page 27

*8 AMONG ALL NETWORK
SHOWS ALL WEEK!
BEATS ^^***'^

Montgomery. 17.9
Jackie Gleason.16.7
DragnM.17.2

Four Star Playhouse. 14.4
Steve Allen.13.9
Ford Theatre ...... 13.9

Q. Ei Theatre..’.... 15.7

.. . and others.

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS, Inc.

MICHAEL CHIMES
Phona MO 7-5I73

PULSE,
AUGUST. 19!

^

sion hearings, stole the heanpot
dinner show with his wry observa¬
tions on his role as an amateur in
teevee. He made it plain he was
being paid off with a whiskey sour
for his night’s work' on the dais.
As a punchline for his si^noff.
Pack quickly handed him a regu¬
lar-sized whiskey sour while the
headwaiter rushed up with a
jumbo-sized drink of the same in¬
gredients. It was tough for anyone
else to follow the mellow mouth-»
piece from Boston . . . Beantown
was buzzing for days over the
stunning performance of the panel
on "Showmanship in Public Serv¬
ice Programming." Nothing likfe
it has occurred, so Bostonians in¬
sist, since the New England boys
were swept up in oratory over the
base Stamp Act and the dirty Brit¬
ish assessment on tea.
-

Cincinnati, Chicago. Hollywooci, New York

kid, Charles Van Doren, the for-^
mer got off to a laughing start by
citing his version of a bore, name¬
ly a guy born in Texas, educated at
Yale and recently out of the Ma¬
rines ... Van Doren, playing be¬
fore a group of xiommercial broad¬
casters for the first time, behaVed 1
with all the jpolish of the late Fxed
Allen and revealed that there .is
now a burlesk stripper billing her¬
self as Carlotta Van Doren, the lass
with the educated body . . , Bos-'
ton attorney Joseph N, Welch and
star of the Army-McCarthy televi¬

REHEARSAL
SPACE
T.V., radio, theatrical produc¬
tions.
Small to extremely
Iar0e space at the new New
York Trade Show Building,
500 8th Ave.
Inquire Mr. D. W. Carlton,
Pres. & Exee, Dir.
“Phone: LOngacre 4-4100
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MUSIC FACING NEW U.S. QUIZ
ASCAP CLEFFERS BMI Drops‘Reserve’Ys. ASCAP; .
PRFSFNTBRIFF Sidney Kaye Blasts ‘Conspiracy’ Angle

BMTs Uieoretical Headache
A-music biz lawyer wondered \^at could happen if Broadcast
Music Inc. continues its upsurge—could the law of diminishing re¬
turns catch up with the set pCr-point payoff system which BMI has
utilized to attract publishing affiliates. The mathematical conjec¬
ture revolves around the possibility that there is no ceiling on the
possible payoff, and that an extraordinary pyramiding of plugs
could multiply into astronomic payoff totals. And if so, where
could BMI get the coin?
It is said that, in some degree, BMI must recognize this since it
is reportedly discouraging any new publishing setups which call
for annual guai-antees. At the present time, few publishers earn
their guarantees.

-4 BMI vcxecutive Sydney M. Kaye
Washington, March 5.
turned the Monday (4) session of
%Corn-on-tbe-Rocks
the 1957 Broadcast Music Inc.
A sweeping new Investigation of
Television Clinic In New York into
the networks and their affiliated
With so many of the hillbilly
a sounding board in tho licensing
disk companies by a Senate Com¬
sipgers now trying the rock ’n’
body’s current legal battle with a
munications Subcommittee, headed
roll idiom, the trade is calling
group of ASCAP writers.
by Sen. John Pastore (p.,R.I.), is
it “rockblUy.’*
igh up on the Senatorial agenda,
Latest country & western
Kaye declared that the ASCAP
•parked by a group of topflight
star to try his pipes on-rock ’n’ j writers’ suit is based on the allega'ASCAP songwriters who brought
roll is Webb Pierce for Decca I tion that broadcasters and BMI are
their case before Rep. Emanuel • in coupling of “Someday” and
“in conspiracy to disciuminate
Cellar’s subcommittee last fall, the
“Honky Tonk Song.”;
against ASCAP and in favor of
Senate hearings will also encom¬
BMI-music.” • Kaye told assembled
pass squawks from some inde¬
broadcasters, “There is only one
pendent disk companies against the
reason why. this charge will not be
network-owned'Tiiskeries. It’s also
proved.
It is because, as you
Understood that the songwriters
know, it isn’t true.”
are preparing a roundhouse blast
A'cknowledging
that BMI for the
Washington, March 5. 4
against such labels as RCA Victor
first time is “blowing its own
While a Senate committee is due
(NBC)
and
Columbia
(CBS),
in¬
horn”
at
a
clinic,
Kaye said that
Crosby Wires Senate
to open hearings shortly on the
cluding charges of cut-ins and
his company has been “pushed into
Hollywood, March 5.
networks and . their influence on
other pressure moves against song¬
this
change
of
approach.”
“We
Bing
Crosby,
paralleling
the music business (see separate
writers.
kept a respectable silence in the
Frank Sinatra’s move in behalf
story), the House Judiciary Com¬
A group of songwriters outlined
face
of
the
(ASCAP)
lawsuit.
We
of the ASCAP writers last fall
mittee is readying its report on the
their case last Friday (1) in a brief
expect to try the case in the court¬
before the House Judiciary
same subject for release within the
submitted to Sen. Warren Magnu¬
Columbia Records is digging into room and to win it there,” said
Committee, has entered the
next two or three weeks. The
son (D.,Wash,), chairman of the
Kaye.
controversy with a statement
House committee, under Rep.
important Senate Interstate and its Broadway musical comedy cata¬
“But the plaintiffs were not sat¬
to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson,
Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.) held ex¬
(Continued on page 49)
log for its spring promotion. The isfied to leave the case in Federal
whose Interstate Commerce
tensive hearings in New York last
Court,” he added. “They now say
campaign,
tagged
“Buy
of
Broad¬
Committee
is
due
to
probe
the
fall with some of the most dra¬
way,” offers the consumer a show that the imaginary discrimination
operation of the broadcasting
matic testimony involving the mu¬
set at $2.98 for every tuner pack¬ about which they complain cannot
networks in the music busi¬
sic business brouhaha between the
age purchased at the regular $5.98 be cured without legislative action.
ness.
ASCAP songwriters and Broadcast
We may conjecture that they fear
tab.
In Crosby’s statement to
Music Inc.
the absence of any real evidence.
Magnuson, via wire from Palm
The “BOB” drive follows Col’s In any event, whatever the reason,
Last week, the Celler committee
Springs, the perforrper said:
first of the year program, “Buy of they addressed themselves to a
received the final exhibits re¬
“I feet very strong^ that the ,
Your Dreams,” which put 76 Andre Congressional committee, and
quested from those who testified
control of the music business
before the committee. Among the
Kostelanetz, Percy Faith and Paul
Another lawsuit has been slapped Weston albums on the market for there, under oath, made general
should not be in possession of
last pieces of evidence introduced
on Harry Belafonte, this time for $1.98 with every regular priced accusations against BMI which
the very people who dominate
was the 1949 contract between Hill
were unsupported by a shred of
alleged infringement of a copy¬ $3.98 album bought.
the air by our Government’s
& Range, the Jean and Julian
evidence,
righted song. Boosey & Hawkes
leave. As a member of ASCAP,
Aberbach finn, and BMI. This pact
The tuner drive includes 21
“Nevertheless, we were roundly
Music, through its attorney, Arthur packages, 17 of which are original
It is my fervent hope that you
came under heavy fire from the
L. Fishbein (& Okun), filed an ac¬ Broadway cast sets. The four mu¬ denounced in the coinmittee room,
and your committee will ex¬
songwriters during the original
(Continued on page 48)
tion in N.Y. Federal Court last sicals not in the original cast cate¬
Celler hearings for containing a
plore all the angles of the sit¬
week over the tune, “Water Boy,” gory are “Showboat,” “Peter Pan,”
uation and you will conclude
clause which permitted the Aberwhich Belafonte recorded in one “Pal
bachs to operate ASCAP firms,
that the public Is entitled to
Joey”
and’
“archy
&
of his earliest albums for Victor. mehitabel.”. Latter is upcoming-]
hear all the music written in¬
but did not permit them to exploit
In that set, Belafonte tagged the on Broadway as “Shinbone Alley.”
such songs.
stead of just the music owned
number as “traditional” and placed The original casters are “My. Fair
Other provisions, of the five-year ..and exploited by the broadhis arrangement in own firm, Shari Lady,” “House of Flowers,” “South
deal called for .BMI .to. p.ay Hill & . casters themselves.”
Music. Boosey & Hawkes^ how¬ Pacific,” “The Girl in Pink Tights,”
Range a $100,OOQ. guarantee plus.
ever, contends that ^‘Water Boy” “Kismet,” “Kiss Me Kate,” “Miss
$250 for each tune recorded by a
is not a public domain number, Liberty,” “Most Happy Fella,”
major label, up to a maximum o.f
having been written by Avery Ro¬ “Out of This World,” “Finian’s
$75,000 yearly. In order to .earn
Activity of the Songwriters Pro¬
binson in 1922 and assigned to Rainbow,” “Pajama Game,” “Street
the $100,000 guarantee,. BMI re¬
Winthrop Rogers Ltd., a British Scene,” “Gentlemen Prefer tective Assn., composed of some
quired that HiU.& Range’s logged
music firm. Robinsofl later as¬ Blondes,” “A Tree Grows in 3,000 cleffers, in the recent Con¬
performances total at .least $50,000
annually. In addition, BMI .paid a
signed the copyright renewal term Brooklyn,” “Candide,” “Bells Are gressional hearings is drawing
squawks from one segment of the
maximum of $480, monthly to H&R
to Boosey & Hawkes.
Ringing” and “Li’l Abner.”
SPA membership. A group of SPA
for office expen^^.
“Water Boy” has been in litiga¬
Because the tuner campaign, members, affiliated with BMI, has
Among the oth.ei*. exhibits intro¬
tion previously. Many years ago,
registered
a loud beef that SPA is
v/hich
will
run
through
March
and
duced before the Celler committee
Robbins Music published the song,
was the 1944-46 BMI deal with disk
but withdrew its edition after April, is based on turnover, maxir alignixjg its “official power” on the
side
of
“certain
ASCAP writers’*
Jockey Martin Block’s publishing
Boosey & Hawkes made its claim. Lmum sales of “My^ Fair Lady” in
Coast musicians fighting Ameri¬
RCA Victor, which records Bela¬ ^combination units cannot exceed in their current attack on BMI.
(Continued, on page 48)
According
to
the
BMI deffer
can Federation pf Musicians’ prexy fonte, was also named as defendant 50% of the dealer’s total turnover.James C. Petrillq and the Music in the B&H action. Victor, incid¬ Therefore, the distributor order re¬ group, which met last week in
flecting dealer needs of “Lady” spngwriter Bemie Wayne’s N. Y.
Performance Trust Fund setups entally, had licensed the “Water in the “BOB” drive may not ex- office, “official mailings from SPA,
Boy” song from B&H several times
are being spurred by support from in the past.
(Continued on page 48)
" directed to the full membership,
publicize attacks on BMI and fail
a relatively large group of work¬
to publicize any rebuttals to these
ing tootets in New York. A meet¬
attacks.”
"
ing in N.Y. was held last week at
The BMI cleffers say that this
which 200 .Local 802 members,
constitutes “favoritism to a seg¬
ment of the SPA memberdiip and
The comic strip is the latest many of them topflight studio and
contempt for the remainder. Fur¬
route .for songplugging.-Charlie recording musicians, voiced their
ther, these BMI members so held
Tobias, .veteran deffer, has tied Up -backing of the' efforts of Coast
in contempt are helping with their
with a hew comic strip, “Johnny Local 47 members against the
dues to SPA to pay for these at¬
Reb and Billy Yank,” which bowed Trust Fund payments.
seem to want to work out differ¬ tempts to stiflle their own careers.
Hollywood, March 5.
Cecil Read, form Local 47 exec
as a Sunday feature in the N. Y.
Pitch for equalization of the ences of . opinion. >vi.thin. the So¬ This is, of course, an impossible
Herald Tribune late last yeart who was suspended from, the AFM
TbhIas has written a tune with the for one year at the union’s. con¬ point system of ASCAP ratings ciety’s framework.
situation which cannot be allowed
“New members,” ho . s^lid.. ihdi-: to continue.” The BMI writers say
strip’s title and the lyrics are due vention last summer, was in New within the present framework was
to -be included in the-cartoon - over Ynrk to address the meeting. sounded by Pinky Herman’ at the eating'he'meant both writers and that they are “implementing ,a
a number of weeks, .The strip.is by Read -outlined the objectives of semi-annual mating of the west publishers, “as soon as they are plan” to air their grievances and
Prank Giacoica. .Tobias is-publish¬ .the 47 -group artd~answered ques¬ coast branch, which also heard a admitted .rUn to their lawyers and put a stop to them.
ing the tune .in . his. nwn. firm,. tions from the floor. It’s under¬ report that the melon for 1956 was accuse us • -of everything • “Sfexeept
SPA execs deny that they are
stood . that -Fetrillo ordered the up 5% over the previous year. mayhem.”
Tobias ,& Lewis. ..
anti-BMI as such and state that
Treasurer’s report, delivered by members of all societies are eligi¬
Tobias* hookup . .with, -the . Trib. N.Y.. group not to meet, but the Meeting also was'-marked by a
blast from L. Wolfe Gilbert, Coast Saul Bourne, listed third-quarter ble for SPA' membership. They
strip is a throwback.to the. old days session , took place nonetheless.
ifi Tin Pan Alley. .“Barney Google,”.] Local 802 execs, meantime; are chairman, against johnny-come- disbursements to writers of $4,- point out, however, that SPA is op¬
written by Billy Rose and. Con Con-, keeping strictly hands off the dis¬ latelys who rush to t’ elr attornej^s 770,000 and fourth-quarter pot of posed to any organization which
rad in 1923, was tied up with the pute. ■ They are making no effort to complain about ASCAP pi'ac- $4,838,000, indicating a total for deprives
songwriters
of their
the year of more than $18,000,000. rights. SPA execs state that all
Billy DeBeck strip. of the same to encourage or turn off the Pe- tices.
Herman,- who paid his own way He‘also disclosed that a melon of performing rights societies, except
title. Pop tunes have also beep trillo critics. Latter are beefing
wrtten based on. the, .VLittle Or¬ against the diversion of money to the Coast and also, footed the $2,000,000. was. cut in .December, BMI, give songwriters a voice in
phan Annie” strip .and, recently,, a. frOm the disk companies and the bill for a series of slides illustrat¬ the figure representing revenues the control of their performance
rock V roll tune, ‘.‘My Boy Flat vidpix manufacturers into the ing his talk, delivered an explana¬ from’ 18 foreign countries.
money. Hence, the SPA is opposed
ASCAP’s overhead rose 17.7% to this practice of BMI.
Top,” was Inspired from a char¬ Trust Funds rather than to the tion of the workings of the cur¬
rent 30-30-2.0-20 system and urged last year, Bourne reported, about’
acter In Chester Gould’s* “Dick working musicians.
modifications within that frame¬ half of the figure going for salaries
Tracy.” .Walt Kelly, author of the
work to end Inequities between of new emplbyeei^ and the balance
“Pogo” strip, recently wrote a ser¬
Vik Adds Promotion 3
ies of tunes for .a.‘‘Pogo.” album, Fishbein’s Harvard Post writing teams whose members have for .new. .equipment. Added costs
In an expansion of its merchan¬
varying years of membership in were largely occasioned by
released by Simon. &:. Schuster... ,
Peter M. Fishbein, son of vet- ASCAP.
dising
staff, Vik Records has added
ASCAP’s’
expanded
program
analy¬
Tobias* strip-based number Is.
Gilbert’s attack,.which followed sis service with new personnel and^ three sales promotion reps to cover
due for wide disk .coverage... Joe. I erah music biz attorney Arthur L.
Fi'slibein,
has
been
named
note
vicious
sections of the country.
his eulogy of the late Gene Buck,;, equlf>m‘e)lt’ jjeeded “ to ’ fab'ulate the’
Leahy, of RKQ-Unique,. . has. ..al¬
ready sliced one. version and other, editor of the Ilarvard Law Review was occasioned largely by recent ratings in which the payoffs, are Allan Clark will cover the midwest,
for
1957-58.
■Heft)
Linsky
the southwest and
ASCAP’ revenue was up'
ASCAP developments, including based.
labels liave also put the number on,
The young Fishbein was elected complaints to the. Justice Dept. 5% despite this overhead Increase,- •Red Rosenberg the Coast.
their schedules.
Ben
Rosner,
manager
of the RCA
The “Johnny Reb’* strip is syn¬ to the Law Review after his lirst Gilbert emphasized that the mem¬ he added, noting that the boost in
dicated by the Herald Tribune year at Harvard Law School and bers have a right to criticize the costs topped 1055’s jump of 16% subsid, made the appointments
service with over 60 papers now was awarded the Sears prize for methods of operation nut pointed but was under the 18% recorded after a trip to the Coast where h«
huddled with fieldmen and distrlbs.
out that longtime members always in 1964.
standing scfcond in his class.
using it.
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House Panel Studyii^ ’49 BMI Pact
With H&R, Plus Old Martin Block Deal

‘Buyof B’way’As
:.98‘2-Fer
In Spring Spree

Belafonte Sued By
B&Hon‘WaterBoy’

BMI Writers In
SPA Up m Arms

Local 802 Group

Vs. Musk Funds

Tobias Tuk Up
‘Rob’Ci^ Strip

Pinky Herman: ‘Alter ASCAP Ratings’;
Gilbert Raps ‘See My Lawyer’ Set
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Mbum Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
"

1

By MIKE GROSS
Pat Boone; “Why, Baby, Why““I’m Waiting Just For You” (Dot),
pat Boone will continue rolling at
a hot disk place with this coupling.
',On “Why, Baby, Why,the young
crooner, is in an effective rockin’
mood, while “I’m Waiting Just For
You” shows him off in a more sub*'
dued vocal manner but. also good
for top spins. Since “Why, Baby,
Why” has much of the driving beat
that’s popular in today’s market, it
should pile up bigger returns.
Vic Damone: “Do I Love You
(Because You’re Beauti£ul)”-“The
Legend of the Bells” (Columbia).
Richard Rodgers-Oscar ' Hammer-

the wax market, Eddie Fisher has
come up with a coupling that could
stir up some of the Old action. In
“Tonight My Heart Will Be Cry¬
ing” Fisher has a rhythmic folkstyled • ballad that rates a good
spinning ride. He hits a rockln’
blijfes beat on . “Blues For Me” to
make it a tossup as to which side
will take off.
The Fraternity Bros.: “Oh Tell
Me Why"-‘'In The Evening” (Ca¬
dence). . Preem coupling
the
Fraternity Bros, will win ’em a
following, especially for the. “Oh
Tell Me Why” side. -It’s got a like¬
able beat and the whispering re-

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets
PAT BOONE .....WHY, BABY, WHY
(Dot) .....I’m Waiting Just For You
VIC DAMONE ...DO I LOVE YOU
(Columbia) ...The Legend of the Bells
stein 2d have turned out. a solid
ballad for their first tv spec, “Cin¬
derella,” in “Do I Love You (Be¬
cause You’re Beautiful)” and Vic.
Damone whips it into a’ romantic
shellac entry headed for big re¬
turns. Blending of lyric and mel¬
ody display topnotch craftsmanship
and Damone knows just what to do
for a smash pop score.- With the
aid of an orch and chorus, Sid Fel¬
ler gives the tune a lush and taste¬
ful airing on the ABC-Paramount
label. It’ll get a good share of the
deejay spins as will his “Where Is
Cinderella March” from the same
• spec, on the reverse side. On the
Decca label, Jeri Southern handles
“Do I Love You” in a much more
Intimate and reflective manner
which has definite appeal for her
following and rates special deejay
consideration. On the Decca flip,
Miss Southern, gives “Who Am I
To Say” a warm and winning workover. Although the Damone push
-wdll be for “Do I Love You,” the
disk jocks shouldn’t overlook “The
Legend of The Bells,” on the Col
bottom deck. It’s an inspirational
theme set against an ear-appealing
melodic background and Damone
treats it with respect and under¬
standing.
Robert Mitchum: “What Is This
Generation Coming To”-“Mama
Looka Boobo” (Capitol). Screen
actor Robert Mitchum has now
gotten into the calypso act and
with a bapg, too. He’s got the island
intonation and beat down pat and
turns “What Is This Generation
Coming To” into a leftfield hit po¬
tential. He’s okay, too, bn “Mama
Looka Boobo,” but there’s no point
in running after Harry Belafonte’s
Victor etching.
Eddie Fisher; “Tonight My
Heart Will Be Crylng”-“Blues Tor
Me” (RCA Victor). After several
months of comparative quiet on

ligioso insert should help it get
started in deejay circles. The ban¬
jo beat of “In The Evening” makes
it an okay bet. for deejay proprogramming and coinbox play.
^ Acquaviva Orch; “Always The
Sea”-“One Moment More” (MGM).
The lush flavor of this instrumen¬
tal coupling makes it a natural for
deejay programming. “Always The
Sea” shapes as the better spinning
choice because of its more melodjc
and picturesque approach... Tilhe
would probably do will with a lyric
addition. “One Moment More” has
a nice romantic lilt which will
please many.
Bpb Thompson Orch-Jiid Conlon
Singers: “The Scene of the Crime”“Bridge of Sighs” (Zephyr). Watch
out for “The Scene of the Crime.”
It’s one of those leftfield items out
of a small indie that can make a
strong impact. It’s a witty piece
of material set against a nifty tan¬
go beat which the Bob ThompSbn
orch and the Jud Conlon Singers
deliver for top results. “Bridge of
Sighs,” a pleasant ballad, will 'be
shaded by “Crime.”
Sammy Kaye Orch: “Mountain
of Kisses’’-'! Met A Girl” (Colum¬
bia). Sammy Kaye’s orch and vo¬
cal crew have a likeable item to
toy with in “Mountain of Kisses.”
Its lilting mood is showcased at¬
tractively by all hands and makes
it a good spinning bet for the jocks
as well as the coin machines. Oi’ch
has a lot of fun, too, with “I Met
A Girl,” out of the Broadway
tuner, “Bells* Are Ringing.”
Wally Griffin: “Schemes”-“Gina”
(Tabb). Here’s another indie offer¬
ing by a new singer that’ll stir up
interest in the trade. Wally Griffln’s wax-way is show to advantage
on the rhythmic “Schemes” and
the romantic “Gina.” The bounce
and exmberance in “Schemes”
gives it the better takeoff chance.

and his CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
(Exclusively on Coral)
Thesaurus Transcriptions
89th Consecutive Week
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. E.S.T.
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
ABC-TV Mon*. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
Dealers of America

Longhair Reviews
Gluck: -Orpheus and Euirylice
(Epic). Lovely 18th Century opera
in the original French, version
with Leopold Simoneau, Suianne
Danoo and Pierrette Alarie in the
lead roles with Hans Rosbaud
conducting the Orchestre des Con¬
certs Lamoureux. With FrenchEnglish text.
Brahms: A German Requiem
(R(3A Victor). Massive and tragic
choral work in a deeply moving
interpretation by soprano Elisa¬
beth Grummer and baritone Die¬
trich Fischer-Dieskau with the
Choir of. St. Hedwig’s Cathedral
in Berlin and the Berlin Philhar¬
monic Orchestra .conducted by Ru¬
dolf Kempe. Al^o included on the
last side of this double LP is
Mahler’s touching “Kindertotenlieder” (Songs on the Death of
Children).
Bizet: Symphony No. 1; Stravin¬
sky: Pulciuella Suite (Decca). Two
strikingly
colorful
symphonic
works in precise, lively executions
by the Bamberg Sjmiphony Orches¬
tra under Fritz Lehmann.
Brahms: ■ Double
Concerto
(Angel), Brahms’ popular concer¬
to for violin and cello superbly
performed by David Oistrakh and
Pierre Fournier with the Philhar¬
monic Orchestra batoned by Alceo
Galliera. Brahm’s “Tragic Over¬
ture” fills out the disk.
Ravel: Trio in A Minor; Faure:
Trio in D-Minor (MGM). Two fine
works from the chamber reper¬
tory in sensitive performances by
the Beaux Arts Trio.
Herm.

JO Best SeDers on Coin Mai^ines^
f Tab Hunter.Dot
YOUNG LOVE (8) .....] Sonny James .....'. Capitol.'
[Crew-Cuts....Mercury
2.

MARIANNE (4)

(Terry Gilkyson.Columbia
• {Hilltopper^ .Dot

3.

TOO MUCH (5)

.

4.

THE BANANA BOAT SONG (8)

5.

BUTTERFLY (2) .*.

6.

DON’T FORBID ME (7)

(Andy Williams.Cadence
• ( Charlie Gracie ..Cameo
. Pat Boone .
Dot

7.

TEEN-AGE CRUSH (1) .

.

8.

PARTY DOLL (1) .

f Steve Lawrence ...Coral
..{Buddy Knox .Roulette

9.

LOVE IS STRANGE (1).

.

Mickey & Sylvia ...Groove

10.

MOONLIGHT GAMBLER (7)

.

Frankie Laine_.... Columbia

Elvis Presley ..Victor
f Harry Belafonte'.Victor
.-I Terriers .
(3iory
[Fontane Sisters ..Dot

Tommy Sands..Capitol

Second Group
WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT
JAMAICA FAREWELL .
BALLERINA

...

CINCO ROBLES

.

Patsy 'Cline .Decca
Harry Belafonte.Victor '
Nat (King) Cole

...

j Russell Arms .
.• • •. * 1 jvgg Paul-Mary Ford .Capitol

ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY ...
I DREAMED ...
YOU DON’T OWE ME A THING..
WRINGLE, WRANGLE ..

V • « W XJi/U/IHfU (rCv

5 Bill Hayes ... ... ABC-Par
Parker . . Disneyland

.... .... 1

SINGING THE BLUES .
BLUE MONDAY

....

... Imperial

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the-Top 10]

Improvement of recording tech¬ “I Went to a Marvelous Party,’*
niques over the years is demon¬ “Why Must the Show Go On” and
strated In the recent reissue of “What’s Going to Happen to the
Tots.” Latter is from the memor-i
the Andrews Sisters’ faves by able CBS-TV spec, .'“Together
Decca and the newjy cut Capitol With Music,” in which Coward coIn
platter of many of the same tunes starred with Mary Martin.
“ ‘Ere’s Holloway,” Col has made a
in.^a set called “ Andrews Slslers typical
English music hall per¬
in Hi-Fi.” The Cap platter retains formance into a delightful shel¬
all of the nostalgia bqt the girls lac package. Holloway, now pn
now corne across with elearcut the Broadway boards with
Fair Lady,” gives the platter
fidelity that give the oldies a fresh plenty of gayety and. bounce via
spirit. Among the faves, with the song and patter. He’s assisted by
same old arrangements,> are “Bei the Loverly Quartet, James Mor¬
Mir Bist Du Schoen,” ‘'Beer Barrel ris, Herb Surface, Gleiin Kezer and
Polka,” “In Apple Bossbm Time,” Reid Shelton. Arthur Lief sup¬
and “Rum & Coca Cola.”
The plies an appropriate orch backing.
aforementioned tunes, incident¬
Latest addition to the ever¬
ally, were all 1,00,000-plus disk growing shelf of French chansellers for Decca.
.
teuses is the Vox release of “Pix¬
One of the finest performances ie from Paris” with Genevieve.
of modern jazz ideas has come Parisian thrush has a dramatic
from Shelly Manne & His Friends flair with the Gallic tunes that
in workout of eight tunes from brings quick association to Edith
“My Fair Lady^’ score by Alan Jay Piaf. However, nfuch of her style
Lerner and Frederick Loewe. They j is individual enough to please the
approach the fast-growing stand¬ wax buyers who like their French
ards with wit and charm.
The tunes coming out of; the heart of
'The Gianni Monese
ideas are imaginative and their the singer.
musical conceptions are subtle and orch helps her along the way.
carefully planned.
One of the
For the folk fans. Josh White
best items in the package is the has a new package via Elektra and
swinging treatment of “Wouldn’t a Win Str^cke package tagged
It Be Loverly,” a charming ballad “Americana” out of the Bally diskin the stage version. Drummer ery. Stracke has a pleasant, quiet
Manne’s. friends are Andre Previn, way with a ballad and make’s 'em
piano> and Leroy Vinnegar, bass. all interesting and easy pn the ear.
A couple of British citizens, His repertoire is varied and atten¬
Noel Coward and Stanley Hollo¬ tion-grabbing all the way. Rich¬
way, have: been put on U.S. wax ard Pick, supplies the guitar acdisplay by Columbia Records. comp. Josh White again hits a
“Noel Coward in New York” fol¬ vivid and exciting note in this, his
lows in the groove Col set last year third package for Elektra.
It’s
with “Noel Coward in Las Vegas.” made of ballads and blues, all per¬
Although no crooner in the true fectly pegged to White's dramatic
sense of the word. Coward knows vocal styling. He self-accomps on
how to milk his lyrics for top- guitar and gets a standout rhythm
notch effect. In this package are assist from Sonny Greer on drums
such gems as “Half-Caste Woman,”. and A1 Hall on bass. -*
Gros.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week {more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index St Audience Trend Index»
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. tFilm. ttTV.
Survey Week of Feb. 22-28, 1957
Almost Paradise ..... Peer
Anastasia—t“Anastasia*' ...Foist
Ballerina ...J efferson
Bananh Boat Song ........Marks-B
Blueberry Hill
.. *...... • ..Chappell
Can I Steal A Little Love...Northern
Chantez, Chantez .....
Chantez
Clnco Robles .. ....... Warman
Day-O .
.Shari
Don’t Forbid Me .
Roosevelt
I Thought It Was Over ...Remick
It Looks Like Love—t“Hollywood or Bust” ....... Paramount
Jamaica Farewell ....Shari
Just In Time—*“Bells Are Ringing”......Stratford
Long Before I Knew You—’i‘“Bells Are Ringing” ... Stratford
Mama Looka Boo Boo ..... „. Duchess
Marianne
..Montclare
Namely You—’♦'“Li’l Abner” ...Commander
‘ Pamela Throws A Party.........*Korwin
Party’s Over—*“Bells Are Ringing”.^.Stratford
Round and Round ..Rush
Singing The Blues_«......Acuff-R
Ten Thousand Miles .
...Wood*
That’s Where I Shine ...Remick
Una Momento—t“Three Vidlent People” ..Famous
Who Needs You ...Korwin
Wind In The Willow .
Broadcast
Wringle, Wrangle—t“Westward Ho, The Wagons” .. Disney
You Are My First Love.Rex
Young Love .Lowery

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Almost Paradise ...... ..li^eer.
Anastasia—t“Anastasia” ....Feist
Banana Boat Song ......Marks-B
Bonjour La Vie ...
Disney
Chantez, Chantez .7......
Chantez
Cinco Robles ..................................Warman
Day-O ..........Shari
Don't Forbid Me .i . Roosevelt
He’s Got Time.... Valyr
I Dreamed .;....Trinity
I Have You To Thank.....
Robin-S
I’ve Grown Accustomed—*“My Fair Lady” ....... Chappell
Jamaica Farewell .....Sh&ri
Just In Time—’*‘“Bells Are Ringing”..
Stratford
Marianne ...... ..Montclare
Moonlight Gambler ...Morris •
Mutual Admiration Society—*“Happy Hunting”. ... Chappell
One Step At A Time ...Barton
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody..Mills-W
Round And Round....
Rush
Scarlet. Ribbons .Mills
Since I Met You, Baby...
Progressive
Singing The Blues .‘.Acuff-^R ‘
Too Much .South. B-P
Two Different Worlds .. *.*.... Princess
Watermelon Song ..... g&G
Who Needs You .......'.Korwin
With A'Little Bit Of Luck—*“My Fair Lady”.Chappell
Wringle, Wrangle—t“Westward Ho, The Wagons” . Disney
Young Love..., Lowery
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Inside Stuff-Music

'Deejays Table-Turning Tnm-Tables;
Want Ist Crack at R&B Releases

London, Feb. ’26.
1. Young tiove.Hunter
: (Londpn): ;
*
.
2. Garden of Eden. .Vaughan
; (Philips)
•
3. Singing Bines... .Mitchell
, (Philips)
4. Rock, Daddy-O. .Donegan
(Pye-Nixa)
5. Don't Forbid Me... Boone
(Londpn)^ '
.
6. Singing the Blues ..Steele
(DecCa)
7. Friendly Persuasion Boone
(London)
8. Youhg Love.;.James
(Capitol)
': .
9. True Love .. Crosby-Kelly
‘ (Capitol)
. 10. Knee . Deep Blues Mitchell .
(Philips).

In business only a few weeks, the new Gene Autry-Joe E, Johnson
indie disk label has undergone a name change. Originally, it was
named Champion- (which just happens to be the name of Autry’s
nag) and was slated to debut this week with a pair of sides Introduc¬
ing a new vocalist, Dave Dupre. However, Decca Records beefed,
contending it had a priority on the title. Autry and Johnson promptly
picked Challenge as the new' label and set a mid-March debut for
the Dupre disks. Setup doesn’t affect Autry’s oatune recording for
Columbia Records.
Unique Records, RKO subsidiary, will release the soundtrack album
from “Beau James,” the Jimmy Walker biopic starring. Bob Hope, al¬
though it’s a Paramount picture and Paramount is in the midst of
finalizing its purchase of Dot Records. Disk package from “Beau
James” will feature a narration by Hope. Although the Paramount
acquisition of Dot is still unsigned, the tieup gets underway with the
label’s release of the score from “10 Commandments.”
Decca Records, which has issued the soundtrack set to the Mike Todd
pic, “Around the” World in 80 Days,” is now issuing the theme from
the score as a single as a result of deejay activity on the album. Instru¬
mental by the late Victor Young is backed with a vocal interpretation
of the number of Bing Crosby, a side that Was originaHy released before
the film’s opening.

■f

Philip J. Lang Joins
Lawson-Gould Pubbery

Jordan’s Prepaid Puff
Mag Story Brings Suit
Philadelphia, March 5.
A Municipal Court order was
served on. Louis Jordan seeking to
tie up his salary at Pep’s Musical
Bar. Color Magazine, the plaintiff,
alleges the bandsman ; contracted
to pay $1,800 for a picture story
which it ran.
Jordan claims the publication
promised him the front cover and
three pages of space and then cut
his biography down to two inside
pages. Louis sent $500 to the mag
and said it was plenty.

Even the liners’* for calypso albums are getting into the act. Dick
Broderick, manager of disk marketing for RCA Victpr’s international
division, has written some notes in rhyme for a calypso set featuring
the Duke of Iron. Doggerel tells the story of the Duke from his early
days in Trinidad to his current click in the U.S. as part of the calypso
vogue.
“The Lonely Abalonian,” a musical playlet on brotherhood by Ruth
Norman A Hardy Welder, has been given the Brotherhood Award
by the National Conference of Christians and Jews. Mills Music is the
publisher.

- Philip J. Lang has joined Lawsbn-Gould Music to expedite -firm’s
expanding publication schedule and
all other , activities, Lang’s movein is keyed to a projected buildup
in the band, orchestra, method and
solo ensemble field of educational
music.
For the past five years Lang has
been educational director at E. H.
Morris Music. He also freelanced
as , orchestrator-arranger w'prking
on such Broadway tuners as “My
Fair Lady,” “Li’l Abner” and “CanCan.”
The Lawson-Guild firm was or¬
ganized two yeafs ago by Robert
Lawson Shaw, conductor of the
Robert Shaw Chorale, and Walter
Gould, Shaw’s manager and brother
of
composer-conductor
Morton
Gould. Firm has specialized In the
choral field and has exclusive pacts
with such choral arrangers as
Roger Wagner, Leonard De Paur
and David Randolph. G. Schirmer
is selling agent for Lawson-Gould.

BETAB DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLEBS
P^RlEfr
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week*
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

2''
3
4
5
67.
8.
9
10;
11
12
13
14'
15.
16
17
18
19A
19B
21
22A
22B
22C
25.

Artist, Label, Title

ELVIS PRESLEY -(Victor)
“Too Much"...,...
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
“Youttf Love”...
1
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“The BataiU* Boat Song".
6
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)'
**You]ig Love”....
4
- PAT BOONE (Dot)
‘‘Don’t Forbid Me”.
3
TERRY jGILKYSON (Columbia)
“Marianne" .
5
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Bine Monday’^.
7
TOMMY S.^DS (Capitol)
12
“Teen-Age Crush”..
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
18
“Rgrty Doll’’.....
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
/
“Marianne" ..
.,./...
11
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
19. “Moonlight Gambler",^....
PERRY COMO (Victor)
17
“Round and Round".
MICKEY Sc SYLVIA (Groove)
8
“Love Is Strange"..
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
“Butterfly" ..
15
TARRIERS (Glory)
“The Banana Boat Song".....
13
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
14 . “Who Needs You”....
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Fm Walking”. ... . ......
21
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
“Gone” .. .
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
“Jim Dandy”.'...
16
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
“Little Darling”.
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
8
“Singing the Blues".
FESS PARKER (Disneyland)
20
“Wringle, Wrangle”_____
JIM BOWEN (Roulette)
..
“Pm Sticking With You".
BILL HAYES (ABC-Par)
25
“Wringle, Wrangle”.....
HARI^T.BELAFONTE (Victor)
24
“Jamaica Farewell”.
1
2
3

CALYPSO
Hqrry Belafonte

Victor
LPM 1248
EPA 1248

Efforts of the disk companies
and music publishers to dispense
with such musical categories as
pop, rhythm & blues and country
& western, are being stymied by
the disk jockeys. The deejay block
is especially evident in the r&b
field, where the competition for
. spinning-firsts has become more
and more heated.
The publishers and diskerles
have been trying to break down
the barriers by giving • their new
releases an unclassified deejay distributioif, only to discover that the
system is working against them.
The important r&b jockeys have
voiced resentment, about sending
new platters to the pop jocks si¬
multaneously and have expressed
their attitude by laying off the
disk. Some of the r&b jocks have
let it be known 'that they want
those disks first to start'it on a
spinning spree or they won’t touch
’em.
The desire of the r&b jocks to
get the platters .ahead of the pop
boys has put the publishers and
diskers on the spot. It’s still too
difficult to get the pop boys to
build a platter with r&b overtones,.
they claim, so they’re virtually be¬
ing forced to give the r&b disks
to the r&b .jockeys hoping they’ll
create enough interest to rub off
on the pop field. The same sit¬
uation, although to a lesser extent,
holds true in the c&w vs. pop jock
field. Addressing the rhythm & blues
award winners'for the year at a
luncheon in New York several
weeks ago, Carl Haverlin, prexy of
Broadway Music Inc., pitched
against the categorizing of tunes
with “music Is music is music” and
a “song is a song is a song.” The
r&b jocks apparently weren’t
listening.

WEIK’SPLUSHIEST
PACKAGE FOR CORAL
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MY PAIN UDY

CLOSE TO YOU

ELVIS

Broadway Coil

Frank Sinatra

Elvit PrttUy

Columbia
OL 5090

3

Capitol -

Victor

W 789^

LPM 1382

6

»
KINO AND r
Film Soundtrack

JERRY
JUST

LEWIS
SINGS

Capitol

Jerry Lewit

W 740
EAP 740

Decca
DL 8410

8

9

10

OKLAHOMAI

AFTER

BELAFONTE

EDDYDUCHIN

Film Soundtrack

MIDNIGHT

Harry Belafonte

-Nat (King) Cole

STORY
Film Soundtrack

Victor

SAG 595

Capitol

SDM 595

W 782

LPM 1150
EPA 1150 1

Who Made the Boohoo?
Duchess (lets the Tune
The conflict over credits on the
new calypSo ' tune, “Mama Looka
Booboo,” between Lou Levy’s
Duchess Music firm and Harry
Belafonte's publishing outlet, Clara
Music, has been resolved in favor
of the Duchess firm. In the Belafonte disk issued by Victor, the
wi’iter credits on the number are
listed as Belafonte and Loi^d
Melody.
Duchess Music owned the copy¬
right of the tune by that title
written by Lord Melody (Fitzroy
Alexander), a calypsonian who is
ah exclusive BMI writer. Belafonte’s Clara firm is an affiliate of
ASCAP.
After investigating the situation,
Victor execs notified Levy’s lawyer,
Charles B. Seaton, that the diskery
would apply for a new license
agreement from Duchess Music for
use of “Mama Looka Booboo.”
Label crec.its are -also being revised
and corrections are also being sent
to disk jockeys who received the
wrongly labelled copies.
ASCAP, meantime, has notified
the various parties that it does not
intend to clear the song in any
case, since one of the writers is
affiliated with BMI.

10

7

Capitol
-

10

11

Hollywood, March 5.
First sides on the biggest and
•most expensive Lawrence Welk al¬
bum yet were cut here last week
under the supervision of Bob
Thiele, artist & repertoire director
for Coral Records. Thiele returned
tp New York over the weekend
and the remainder of the album
probably will be done by George
Cates, Coast recording chief for
Coral and longtime musical directbr for the. Welk teleshows.
On the package, Welk is using a
100-man orch, including more than
50 strings. It will be a plush pack¬
age soundwise, but will be held to
12 sides and retailed at the regular
price.

Decca
DL 8289

Hunter Exits Col’s Cryton
James H. Hunter has exited his
post as Columbia Records’ veepee
in charge of the Cryton Precision
Products, a service of Col Records
and a division of CBS.
Hunter, who had been with Col
for the past 17 years and head of
the Cryton division since 1952,
plans to enter private business.
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Harry Belafonte

AND O MORE FROM
RCA Victor that

MAMA LOOK
AT BUBU

ARE WARMING UP
THE CUSTOMERS:

□ NIGEL CRAWFORD

DONT EVER
LOVE ME

War Dance/Zula Lullaby
20/47-6811

□ JOE REISMAN

Pamela Throws a Piarty/
Navajo Nocturne

□ PAUL EVANS

What Do You Know/
Dorothy

The Ames Brothers
DID YOU EVER
GET THE ROSES

□ EDDIE HEVWOOD

Begin the Beguine/
No Miracle Needed

□ EDDIE FISHER
and DEBBIE REYNOLDS

I KNOW ONLY
ONE WAY TO
LOVE YOU

Lullaby in Blue/
I Never Felt This Way Before
20/47-6820

□ THE
RHYTHM ROCKERS

Tricky/Peanut Vendor

New Orthophonic High Fidelity Recordings
Your customers hear t^ese New Orthophonic High Fidelity recordings best on an RCA Victor New Orthophonic High Fidelity **Victrola** Phonograph^*

America’s favorite speed...

45 RPM

MUSIC

'Wednesday^

New York

! 3^

Capitol Kecords’ brass in the
cast feted* Alex Porpes,- interna^
tional division topper, with $.
luncheon Friday (1) for his 10th
anni with the diskery . . . Billy
iTaylor Trio will preview Its jazz
version of;.-the., .“^fy Fair Lady”
score, recorded for ABC-Para¬
mount, at the Waldorf-Astoria
party for. composers;Alan Jay lierr
ner and Frederick Loewe celebrate
Ing the tuner’s first birthday oh
Broadway . . . Rover Boys start a
two-week stand at El Cortez, Las
Vegas, March 21 . . . Bob Whalen
Winding up his deejay tour in the
‘east for his Jubilee disk, “Chapel
Of the Roses” . . . Frank Music re¬
newed pact with composer-lyricist
Julie Mandel k * . Julie Dorsey is
the daughter of Jimmy Dorsey, not

T
a

Gileun Miller-Ray McKinley orch.,
. . , Virginia Wicks named press;
rep for the Newport Jaasz Festival:
slated for July. . » Decca'speeding:
hierv Griffin around key cities , toI
proi^ote his second relea$ie for thei
diskery. “Love Story.”
.the laterTetnmy Dorseji ai ^rra- . Morris Diamond .^andliiig east¬
ern disk promotion for Flair-X . ; .
tumed ’Jast wefeK.
Jiti^y Breedlove Se The *C^es Gary Marquis .orch back at Broad¬
moor
Hbtel^ Colorado Springs,, for
currently at the Bands,^ Las Vega%
. ; Robert MitchUih hitting, the extended: l(tay k . Jlmmy*'Dor'sey
deejay circuit fbr his first Capi-I goes infdRoseland Dance City, for
tol release , . , Micky Addy, Dot four weeks beginning March 19 ...
promotion man,, on a two-week Teresa BrtWer winds up a threeholiday in France » . Jim Boysenj day stint at the Kansas City Auto
back on the'deejay. staff jit WLOL^ ShpW todby (WedU).. . . The Play¬
Minneapolis .
Somethin’^ Smith mates cutting a Calypso album for
& The Redh^ds into .Chubby’s; Roulette . . k Buddy. Friedlapder,
Bhiladelpbla. jftr One week start¬ RKO-Unlque sales promotion cbdef,
ing March' 11 , . Southern Music out on 'a two-week' trek visiting
took a 10-year lease for the en¬ distribs.
tire seventh floor of the Brill Bldg.
Patti Page opens at' the Ameri¬
Chicago
cana, Miami, today (Wed.) , . .
Wyoma Winters, hbw recording
Dave Brubeck quartet precedes
for RKO-Unique, opens at the Em¬ Count Basie into the the Blue
bers, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Note March 20 for one week , . .
Lorry Peters replacing Ann Dick “Two Ton” Baker on bill
Summers as vocalist with the I with Gene Krupa at tonight’s

Gi|
tJi

QfTHB^meK
DAVID ROSE
AND nis ORCH

ONLYTRUST
YOUR HEART
YROM MGM FILK(

TEN Thousand bedrooms

CALYPSO
MELdOY

and

I NEED YOU SO

THEME FROM THE
WINGS OF EAGLES
K 12430

ROBERT MAXWELL
AND HIS ORCH

|ImI f/cif' Rock V Roll

CHUCk ALAIMO
QUARTET

SONG OF THE
(SOLFEGGIO)

K 12410

CONNIE FRANCIS

LEAP
FROG
K 12449

(Wed.) Blue Note opening running
til March 17 . . . Dorothy Donegan
(3) into London House, Chi,, for a
four-week set, May 1 . . . Modern
Jaa'foursome returns to Modern
.Jazz ,Bpom fpy .tjiree’ frames/ June
19 . . . Bobbj[ Xence'steps into Im¬
perial House Piano Bar tdnight
Pittsburh, March 5;
(Wed.) for irtdef stay
. . Minc¬
Show biz Is getting the call <iVer
ers Inked fori Tradewinds, Milwau¬
education
for
George Hamilton'IV.
kee, for 10 deys, April 26 . v, Bill
Huff trio takes dver as house com- because his health won’t stand
doubling
them
up, young siniger
bfi^ tof' Easy^TStreet tonight (,Wed.).
told reporters here last week 4uring his quick return engagement,
after just two months, at the Cgpa.
Hollywood _
Marty Pdliiz, adci^ topper of Ju¬ The 19-year-old, Who has hit two
bilee j^eprds^ here etching Dick fast disk hits in ;“Ro$d and a Baby
Williams^ , singer on NBC^TV’s Ruth” and “Only One Love,” was
“Tennessee Ernie Ford Sho^” .; trying to continue his studies.' at
Richard Prlbor signed as musical American U. in Washington, D.C.,
director for CBS-TV’s “Marge and and sandwich in occasional nifery
Gower Champion Show” . , . Metro booklhgs '^and deejay touts, flying
is having poptune lyrics written back and forth from, dlasses, but
for theme from Miklos Rozsa’s got the redllght irpm; his medico.
score of “Something of Value”*. . .
Lung ailment; not serious now
Tom Glazer commissioned by Elia
Kazan to score Warners’ “A Face but troublesome, Hamilton came; up
In The Crowd” . . . Mercury’s Art with while in college at North
Talmage and Bobby Shaw due in Carolina,-before switching; to
for recording sessions . . , MGM American, started? to act up agjain
Records bought the masters of and physician told him he’d have
‘.‘That’s My Desiffe” : b/w “Leap to''’'make; a dioice. Decision was
Frog" cut ■'by the'^ Cfliuck Alaimo hastened, ’ too, by upcoming daily
Quartet. ■
; '
' : efeS-TV show, “Country Style,!' for
which he’s been-signed. It replaces
the daily Will Rogers jr. morning
London
program on April 8, and will ofigBig Bill BrqpUzy, currently ip Jnate in D.C,
Britain on "concert tour', lined up
for BBC-TV’s “SlX-Five Special’f'
bn Sat (9) . , . Bahdleader-trum*^
peter Teddy Foster planning to
open Jazz club In Soho with the
slant bn dixieland 'mUSlc; Foster
and band currently tquring Ih
Paul Siegel, U. S. representative
vaude ; . . Ted Heath band set for
BBC radio airing last night (Tues.), for. foreign music publishers and
It’ll be its first broadcast on re¬ record firms, has inked a five-y^ar
turning from tour of U.S. and Can¬ pact with Edizloni Leonard!, Ital¬
ada . . . Leeds Music director Sal ian publishing house. Firm recent¬
Chianti off to Continent on four- ly won second prlz^ at the annual
week business and farewell trip Sail Remo music festival for its
before returning home to U.S. in song, “Uslgnuolo” (Nightingale).
July. He's been resident here for 'Siegel currently is dickering with
'18 months ,
•
U. S. publishers for the rights to
the4une.
in his U.S.-to-Italy negotiations,
San; FrajiciBco , *
Muggsy Sjlaiiiei* broke up his Siegel recently acquired the back¬
ground
score from UI’s “Commanorch in the east, Joins Earl (Fatha)
Hines' band at Frisco’s Hangover che” for release In Itidy by EdlFriday (8) as featured cometisL zionl.
... Modern Jazz Quartet at .the
Blackhawk, calypsongstress Jose¬ o wonderful
phine premice at Pack’s II
„ .
Fats Domino booked into Oakland BOtiMonal sohg
and Richmond next weekend for
one-nighters , . ..At Burp Hollow: STYNI AND CAHN'S
Skip Morr, Ellis Horne, other
dlxiecats ,. , There were a number
of provisions to Opera House con¬
tract with ,A1: WUde for April 28
Birdland concert. Wilde must (1),
provide at least,. 19 special guards
(2) , p(it up cash bond for payment
of damages In case peace i^t kept
(3) , agree to seating only In or¬
chestra and gallery, not in boxes
(4) , keep bars closed.

Frail Geo. Hamilton lY
Can’t Mix Classes Witli
Show Biz, So Latter Wins

Paul Siegel’s Pact As Re|
In U. S. of Italo Pubbery

Philadelphia
Harvey Husten'N Red Hill Inn
has set Carmen McRae for Fri.Sun. (8-lQ). The New York Jazz
Quartet 'Splays the full frame.
Slotted fpr the next session is the
Dizzy, Gillespie band (15-17) . . .
Lineup for \^ek’s run at Chubby’s
includes A1 Martino, The Dia-v
monds, Jaye Sisters and Mona
Carol (4-10) . . . Ralph Young and
Josh* 'White Into Celebrity Room
(4-9) . . . Eddie A Betty Cole ap-.
pearing at Andy’s Dog Cabin. He’s
brother of Nat King Cole . , ,
Sandy ' Gumory's Calypsos and
Slam Stewart at Blue Note , . .
Dave Appell A His Applejacks
booked Into the' 19th Hole'Tavern

Imperiars Soundtracker
Hollywood, March . 5.
Imperial Records will Issue an
album of original soundtrack mu¬
sic from Robert Aldrich’s “Ride
Back” In March. Frank De Vol
composed the score.
Label recently Issued Its first
soundtrack music score, from “Men
in War,’*^ as its first In tl^ line.

I NEVER HAD
AWORRYIN
THE WORLD

Proftstloiial Hyrlc WrIfGr
Wdnfs fo Collaboratt wlfli
Compostr of Popular Son^l
Ceataeft MRS. MELTZER
1435 Hatrod Ave.,‘froax. N. n

Aflotlier BMI % Up' H»

butterfly
MOr WIUIAMS

I LEANED ON A MAN

Jayc P. Morgan

ART MOONEY
AND HIS ORCH

NO OTHER
ONE

Marcli 6, 1957

M'G'M RECORDS

K 12435

»Y

.....

DONKEY ^T DRUNK
■o» cAMou
.UAYI Auk

.**.
Sy ’
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ON BROADWAY'S-PARAMOUNT THEATRE
DONE BY

THANKS to all you guys and dolls that helped make BROADWAY'S PARAMOUNT
THEATRE, fust rock 'n* roll:
THE PLATTERS, THE TEENAGERS, BUDDY KNOX, JIMMY BOWEN, RUTH BROWN,
NAPPY BROWN, MAUREEN CANNON, BOBBY CHARLES, and all the fellows in the
FREED rock V roll orchestra.
A SPECIAL THANKS to my wife JACKIE for her wonderful support, and a VERY
SPECIAL THANKS to HARRY LEVINE, BOB SHAPIRO and GENE PLESHETTE.
ALAN FREED'S "ROCK 'N' ROLL PARTY" I* Heard 6 Nights a
Week Over Radio Stotion WINS, New York ^50,000 WaHs)

Starring in

EMclutlvIy

am. RKORDS

“DON’T KNOCK THE ROCK’
COLUMBIA riCTURES

MCSIC

B’way’
Sconboard

In ^eVen Aibuinit"

Hllai^inei r

SENSAtiiMAL
SERIES
,

on

ceed 50%
the. total order*,, pur¬
chased. Unlimited quantities of
‘ VLat^'Vfor straight sales, Howevefr,
may be' purchased .throughout the
campaign at the regular ^ estab¬
lished price.,
The dealer cost for each “BOB’^
release will be ’ 412,78.. : Dealer’s
I total gross on the two units will be
$8.96, leaving him with a* profit of
$3.40.,
.^
'
In addition’ to’ the “tfOB” cam¬
paign, Col also has sifted through
its pop album catalog to institute
a 100% exchange program on 50 of
its “Pop Pacemakers,?. The. ex¬
change program pn> the; standard
sets went .into effect Friday (1) and
will run through June 1,;
Col also is continuing its “Buy
of the Month" program “to run
along with their other programs.
The April “Buys" . are Frankie
Laine's “Rookin’" and Rudolph
Serkin ’ with, > the Philadelphia
Orchestra
playing
Schumann’s
,;‘Planp * Concerto? and Straiiss*
“Burlesque.” “Buy of the Month”
^program offers one pop album and
:Dne classical set at $2.98 each.

Compiled front SiatUtieOl Reports of PUtrihulipti • ;
; Encompmiing
Three Major Outlets

'^Aroundirhe World

^^MIDNIGHT^^

CoRtinued frpm pace .41

Re^il DicIfs

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists, and Tunes listed hereunder it
arrived' at under a statistical system aomprising each of the three major sales outlirts enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. TJie positions resulting from tfiese fi^ndings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio, of points scored,, two. ways- in the'case of talent^ (coin fnaehines, retail
'disiks) and three ways iP the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks ’and retail sheet mnsic)»

DECCA RECORDS
TALENT
POSITIONS
.This ; Last
■Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNK

,

(Too'Mutfh
ELVIS PBESI.EX (Victor) ....... jLbve Me Tender
iLove Me:
• ■

Hoise Panel
^ontmued from pare 41

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) .
^
•
/Jamaica Farewell
TAB HUNTER (Dot) ...... Young Love

firm.
Block received a $12,000
guarantee .arid was given $48 for
each, network performance of any
five of his published numbers after
these numbers received an aggre¬
gate total of 150 network perform¬
ances. Also introduced were sev¬
eral columns written by Block for
a BMI publication. Poor Williams*
Almanac. In one of these “Platter
Chatter’! columns, Block urged
radio stations to plug BMI songs as
“your own music" and 'warned
them not to spin the backings of
certain tunes because they wer#
“not BMi."
Regarding the Bill &r Range pact,
BMI execs stated last fall during
the Celler hearings that the clause
prohibiting exploitation of ASCAP
songs was not put into effect. They
pointed out that despite that clause,
the Aberbachs’ ASCAp firms came
up with numerous hits.

TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia) ...... Marianne
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)

• [Don’t Forbid Me
|Anastasia
[I’m Waiting Just For You
fBlue Monday
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)....
|rm Walking'
x
•—
[Blueberry Hill
^
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol) ’.Teen-Age Crush

CARMEN CAVALLARO

PAT BOONE (Dot) .

riayi

“ROME AT MIDNIGHt*
PL (]$*

*

.. Young Love

ED:440

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence).

t'miciniglitl

Butterfly ,

HILLTOPPERS (Dot) .....'.Marianne'

TUNES
POSITIONS
Tkis
Last
Week Week

m'y' ' "I

SKITCH HENDERSON
Tloy.

“PARIS AT MIDNIGHF
SKITCH HENDERSON
Ploys

(*ASCAP. tBMI)
PUBLISHER

“LONDON AT MIDNIGHr’
DL 8302
m

ED-41?

• ond '

ANDRE PREVIN
Playi

ELLIS LARKINS
Ploys

“MANHAHAN AT MIDNIGHT”
DL 8303

-

DANTE*VARELA
Ploys

“RIO AT MIDNIGHT”
DL 8334

-

MARVIN ASH
Ploy,

“NEW ORLEANS atMIDNIGHT”
DL 8346

-

Now World

Sidney Kaye Blasts 'Conspiracy’
i Continued from page 41 ;

and the plaintiffs and their sup¬
porters have been repeating their
accusations In the newspapers,
magazines, on radio and televi¬
sion."
Kaye reminded his audience
why BMI was begun. “When BMI
was formed," he said, “there was
only one major performing rights
licensing organization in the U.S.
ED-417
—ASCAP. ASCAP
admitted to
membership approximately 1,000
writers and less than 150 publish¬
ers. No one but an ASCAP mem¬
ber had a chance of being paid for
public performance rights.
For
years before BMI was formed
ED-428
.ASCAP had not admitted a single
publisher-member.
It admitted
writers only after they had been
successful in having five songs pub¬
lished, and they admitted them
only to non-participating member¬
ship—non-participating as to pay¬
ment, that is.
ED-435
“Moreover, ASOAP as a com¬
plete monopoly, could dictate
prices or—sihd this is actually
what occurred—^refuse to state
prices at all until the deadline date
of contract' renewal was immedi¬
Records ately upon the helpless music user.
It was In this state of affairs that
BMI was founded with the com¬
or &ound...
plete acquiescence of the Depart¬

“HOLLYWOOD AT MIDNIGHF

A Solid PoIIcjO Hi'

fYOUNG LOVE.
Lowery
tTHE BANANA BOAT SONG ..
Marks-Bryden
tMARIANNE ...MontclMe
fDON’T FOBBU),ME ..
Sodsevelt
fTOO MUCH ....;.Southern Belle-Presley
tBUTTERFLY..HiU & Range '
fTEEN-AGE CRUSH
... .xx. .xx Central Sohga
fBLUE MONDAY...
fieev^
tSINGING THE BLUES
....
Acufl-RoS?'
fPABTYDOLL.
Jackie

ment of Justice to bring about'
competition^ It has done so • . .
Under the pressure of competi¬
tion ASCAP has been forced to
liberalize its admissions policy, , .
and all (members)' share In the
proceeds of public performance for
profit."
“The charges involved in the
lawsuit and those being made
against us before Congress are the
same," Kaye stated. “The plaintiffs’
press releases say that, for many
years the public has heard only
what the. networks wanted them to
hear. The general attorney for
ASCAP appeared before the Celler
subcommittee and said that ‘song
hits are made today largely by the
disk jockeys who spin those rec¬
ords all over the U. S, at the Iridividual stations rather than the
networks. The impetus has .gone
away from the networks today-and
over to the local stations,’ 6o it .Is
against the stations of the U. S.
that this accusation of discrimina¬
tion is being made.
“There must bo 15,000 people
who participate in putting music
on the air. Every station is com¬
petitive with other stations. Every
program is competitive with other
programs. As you know, there IS'
not a person concerned with music
programming who gives a hoot
whether the music is licensed by

ASCAP, BMI or BeelzebuT}.
^‘ASCAP gets most of the per¬
formances, most of the pho&ograph
records ‘•nd most of the money."
Kaye, added that It 1$ ptobably a
matter of ..^e- knomcrit only that
BMI rooords are being used more;
this week* It,'has eight dtti of 10
top^ tunes. Kaye sfild'thls IS’be¬
cause BMI ^‘meets tha criteria of
currapt public tastea” and ASCAP
fails to face up tq t]^at jfact Be
thought that
record'popular¬
ity
4ua'largely ta the fact his
org Inks' yoiihg talept . which is up
with thp Jtfigelv

HE THINKS
I’M
WONDERFUL
Teresa krewefs
New^Hit on Coral

I’M DROWNING
MY SORROWS
Millf Music, Inc

th% Virtuoso of the TrombonO

jj.

QUINTET

Winntr pt Ihs Downhsat, Al«f/pfi<Nnt and Playboy Polls
CerreeHy-^EPT MUSICAL LOUHOI, Philo.
Mafch Ilf PaArr iNitiTUTEf arooklm
'Marcri 1M4-17/,.C0RK N'BIB, Waitbury, L L
COLUMBIA RECORDS

PenoRol

KAMERON oBd MONTI KAY

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
/Of GLA^FP. P.4 .
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BETAll SHEET BEST SELLEBS r [Gay’s SRO121/^
la 1st Road Leg
I
•i§
1
1
J
1
1 ¥
i 111
1 1
1 1 1 1 1

1

1
1
1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9A
9B
iT
12A
12B
14
15

1
2
3
5
7
6
4
10
9
..
13
11
..
14
.11

2
tYoung Love (Lowery)...
tBanana Boat Song (Marks-B) 5
tDon’t Forbid Me ^Roosevelt). 3
. tMarlanne (Monteclare)..
7.'
t.Cinco. Robles (Warman)..
tSinging. the Blues (Acuff-R).
6
♦True Love (Buxton Hill).
♦Anastasia (Feist).
tToo Much (Southern Belle-P)
4
tButterfly (Hill,& Range)
♦Chantez, Ghantez (Chantez)..
tl Dreamed (Trinity)'.9
~ *Round and Round (Rush)
' ♦Wringle, Wrangle' (Disney)..
'W
“♦Moonlight Gambler (Morris).

companies had suffered “extreme
hardship” in competing with Webpwned outfits, naming RCA Victor
and Columbia as offenders. They
also cited “pressure, on America’s
disk jockeys” and a policy of sup¬
plying "preferred companies” with
toprated tv singing stars.
Group which visited Magnuson’s
Capitol Hill office was led by Otto
Harbach, Douglas S. Moore, Dor¬
othy Fields, Stanley Adams, for¬
mer ASCAP proxy, and John
Schulman, lawyer for the Song¬
writers Protective Assn.
Record-Toons Inc. has been
chartered to conduct a motion pic¬
ture and recording business in New
York, with capital stock of 200
. shares, no par value. Joseph A.
iD’Addario, filing attorney.
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Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.)

: M
u

s

Los Angeles—(Preemah Music Co j

<

■S

St. L^nis—(SL L. Music Supply)

Title and Publisher

•i
*2

Cleveland (Grossman Music Co.)

u
O:

M-

6

■1,
K
O
n
M
K

Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.)

National^
Rating ..
,,Thls Last
wk. wk.

w
c
s

Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

Survey of retail $heet music
best tellers based • on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sates rating "for this
and last, week.
* ASCAP
t BMI

Boston—(Mosher Music Co.)

-

Indianapolis—(Pearson Music Co.)

Foreign Commerce Committiee.
Megriuspn, who freely admitted
that he knew nbthlng about'the
music problem, nonetheless ex¬
pressed sympathy for the song¬
writers’ cause. He told them that
he would Immediately take the
matter up with Sen. Pasture.
Brief presented by the song¬
writers, though not made public,
covered thi^ee specific areas, ac¬
cording to a committee staffer.
These are:
1. Proposed legislation to divest
the networks of ownership of re¬
cording companies.
2. Expression of support of the
Bricker Bill providing for direct
sjupervision of the networks by the
Federal Communications Commis¬
sion.
3. Question whether FCC has
authority in the field of music that
It is not exercising.
• Magnuson queried the song¬
writers for waiting through three
years of hearings on broadcasting.

Philadelphia—(Charles Dumont)

'

Contihucd from pace 41

ings. He • explored the possibility
that the most direct method might
be to file a complaint, of restraint
of trade with Federal Trade Com¬
mission or Dept, of Justice.
I
Magnuson made' clear the hear¬
ings would involve testimony from
both sides, stating that, he had
already received a letter from BMI,
expressing desire to testify. Arthur
Schwartz, leading spokesman for
the songwriters, assured solon that
there was a great deal of ’‘new
evidence” which had been uncov¬
ered since last fall’s hearings of
the House Judiciary' Committee
headed by Rep. Celler.
If hearings are voted byPastOre
subcommittee, they will probably
start in 10 days to two weeks, and
will most likely be held in New
York. Schwartz stated his group
could have their evidence lined up
within that time.
Songwriters charge a “conspir¬
acy of the broadcast networks,
their affiliates and them recording
companies, begun in 1940, through
which the “American public has
been deprived of-a free choice of
music.”
They stated many indie disk
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ROCHESTER DRIVE
Victor Pacts Canaries
ABOVE SYMPH QUOTA
For Singles and Sets
Rochester, March 5.
Rochester Civic Music Assn, fund
drive went over the top last week
to the tune of $225,651 in pledges
from local firms and individuals.
This was 8% over the $208,000
quota—40% more than the amount
raised iii last year’s drive.
Most of the 40% increase will
finance a pay hike requested by
Rochester Philharmonic musicians
last summer. The successful drive
assures a 1957-58 season of CMAsponsored Thursday night Philhar¬
monic concerts, Saturday night Pop
concerts • by the Civic Orchestra,
artist serie^ children’s plays, and
•special events.

Jennie Smith, l8-year-oldHhrush
from Charleston, W. Va.,. has been
inked by RCA Victor lo cut pop al¬
bums. Deal was handled'by Eddie
Heller, musical director for the
disk division. Miss Smith former¬
ly was'vocalist with Billy May’s drch
and recently received a bid, which
she refused, to join Ted Heath’s
band in England.
Bonnie Paul, 16-year-61d Coast
tv performer, has also been inked
by the label. Joe Carlton, Victor
artist & repertoire chief who pacted the songstress, cut her first ses¬
sion on the Coast last week. Miss
Paul has. appeared in a couple of
legit musicals..

Guy I^mbardb got off to a ropei*
up start on the first leg of his an¬
nual road trek last weekend. Hi*
three-day stey starting Feb. 28 at
the 422'5eat Hotel Syracuse, Syra¬
cuse, N. Y., lyas sold out a week In
advance. It’s .estimated that the
room pulled in $12,500 during the
band’s rim.
Orch is now swinging through
the midwest' and will tour Okla¬
homa and Texas before returning
to »New York iq mid-May for a
stand at Roseland Dance City.
He’ll deactivate his band during
the summer to concentrate on his
production of "Show Boat” at
Jones Beach, N. Y.
GERSHWIN MEMORIAL ANGLES
20ih

Anni Concert Due
Carnegie March 9

at

Third' -annual all-Gershwin
Meihorial Concert set for Carnegie
Hall, N, Y., Saturday (9) will mark
tWb decades since the death of the
composer, Proceeds of the event
will benefit the George. (Jershwin
MenloFlal Foundation. This nonprofit organization sponsors the an¬
nual . Gershwm Memorial Contests
for symphonic composition by
young American composers.
Tieirig in with the commemora¬
tive concert. New York’s Mayor
Robert Wagner'has proclaimed this
week as “George Gershwin Memo¬
rial Week.” NBC Radio is saluting
his memory with a 96 minute pro¬
gram on Saturday’s Monitor and
Marathon shows, while ABC will
do a remote pickup from Carnegie
Hall, In addition, disk jockeys have
been enlisted to plug Gershwin
music all this week.
, Headlining the 20th anniversary
memorial concert will be pianist
Earl Wild, soprano Camilla Wil¬
liams and 'bass-baritone - Eugene
Brice, Also on the bill will be the
Symphony of the Air, conducted
by Morton Gould, plus s choral
group of 30 voices under direction
of Charles N. Smith.

so
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Haut Alcoa Couture
Houston, March 5.
The aluminum dress made
for Hildegarde by AlOoa is be¬
coming an important source of
exploitation^ for the singer.
Valued at $5j000, it has become
the subject of fashion parleys
being held at the spot where
she’s working, and has pro¬
vided the peg for a lot of pub¬
licity.
Hildegarde is slated for the
Reforma, Mexico City, March
for four weeks.

Acts Growing on NHenr Circuits

Sheraton. Newly Opened in PhiDy.
Takes on That Old (Colonial) Aura

JOE COHEN
One of the casualties of virtually
Philadelphia, March 5, .
•every nitery year is the number
The $15,000,000 ^Bher^tpn, first
of the middle-bracketed attractions
hotel to be built in Philadelphia ‘n
that seem to wear out. It"s par¬
more
than 30. -yeaiesj
trying to
ticularly true in the hotel orbit,
attain ' tradition ' pve)::.hlght. Its
where acts go aloni^ year in and out
, Atlantic City, March 5:
gala
three-day
'pireem.
Which
started
The
Division
of
Alcoholic
Bever¬
and then all at once seem to col¬
The Press Club 1956 Achievement Sunday (3) and for" .which plane¬
age Control of New Jersey is now
lapse at the boxoffice.
Award, presented annually to the loads of celebs and newspapermen
bearing down on strip perform¬
The first casualties are the record ances in night clubs. This follows
one who does the most to spread were imported from all over the
acts.' Many of them have made the lead of Newark and Union City
the resort’s name during the year country, Indioated that; despite the
good the first time around, but which has legislated a ban on bur¬
to the outside world, was given opening, hoopla, it’s trying to ac¬
Paul (Skinny) D’Amato, operator of quire the protective coloration of
when no hits come along, they be¬ lesque theatres in their bailiwicks.
come a lost cause as to rating a
the 500 Club here, at a dinner Sat¬ thg, local, Quaker City scene, rich
New York spot.. Exceptions are The alky board has preferred
urday (2) night in Hotel Haddon in historic-tradition and conserva¬
turns such as Johnnie Ray and c^rges against the Stage Coach
Hall.
tism. It’s .trying to blend in with
Tony Bennett, who progress in the inn. South Hackensack, charging
Club honored D’Amato for bring¬ the scenery and somehow take ad¬
performance department until they that the nitery permitted entertain¬
Bob Hope’s deal for a stand at ing top names season after season vantage of its newness and, at the
ment
in
a
“lewd,
indecent
and
im¬
need no disks to prop up their
to the 500, with result that the re¬
moral manner” on the nights of the Canadian National Exhibition, sort’s name was used in outside same time, .make believe it’s been
draw.
Toronto, has been signed. He’ll- go
around, for. ye^rs.
In other departments, there have Feb. 15 and 16..
newspapers, including those of the
Board is seeking to have the in on a guaranteed and percentage, trade. Biggest name brought in
Virtually .all the** public rooms
been several femme acts/'that found
doing the evening show and two
are Ijih'eled after local lore, such
spot's
permit
revoked.
it difficult to get a major showcase;
matinees for the entire run- of the last year was Frank Sinatra, who as thV 'jConnie Mack Room, after
After, several years of good busi¬
fair. Deal was set by Steve Yates packed them for a 10-day run, the ' Iph^irn’e manager of the
ness, a sudden drop causes the
of the Miles Ingalls office in con¬ breaking all house records.
Philaidelph'ia' Athletics, the Penn¬
accounting department to give a
junction with General Artists Corp.
sylvania Room, the Constitution
verdict that the lady cannot pull
The Hope deal has been on an onRoom, the Independence Room, the
in a sufficient amount to justify
again-off-again ' basis' for a few
Indian Queen bar., and others
het salary. It’s either a move to
weeks, but contract was finally
which reflect the influence of the
another room, at a le'ssw stipend,
.nailed down last week.
Colonial history of the area. Break¬
or:a new act.
I
Hope is also set to do other fairs.
fast menus of the first, day, how¬
The mortality list has-been en¬
Following the CNE stand, he’ll play
ever, failed to show scrapple as
larged this year and insufficient
the .■ Eastern States Exposition,
the house specialty.
talent has come up to replace them.
Springfield, Mass., starting Sepf. 15
The Sheraton, at the same time,
For a ,while, it seemed that the
for. seven days, and is being dick¬
takes on the modern type con¬
Old Roumanian, N.Y., had become
ered for the York, Pa., Fair, among
Frank
Sennes,
booker
of
the
struction
that is prevalent on the
the heveh of many' .turns that
others.
new Penn Center area of that city.
couldn't get spotted in an uptovm- Moulin Rouge, Hollywood, and op-,
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
erator
of
the
Frank
Sennes
Agency
This
stretch
of very valuable real
ery, but along came the Town &
trust for his ailing brother Bailey Circus, previously signed for
The Club Versailles’ red ink is estate was made available a couple
Country Club, Brooklyn, which
the CNE, will play six days of said to be around $658,000 of of years ago with the shuttering of
Tony,
has
filed
a
complaint
with
gave a new lease of life, to some
matinees starting Aug. 26. Hope's which $200,000 is to dealers. The the Broad St. Station of the Penn¬
of the middle-bracketers when top Artists' Representatives Assn, in stand starts Aug. 21.
Nicholas D. Prounis-Arnold Ross- sylvania Railroad. The Chinese
nafnes weren’t available for the New York against agent A1 Dobritch. He asks for an accounting
field New York operation initially Wall, which connected the West
Ben. Maksik operation.
of
business
as
well
as
an
award
was supposed to owe the Govern¬ Philly station of the RR with
The situation has been amplified
ment around $350,000 for cabaret Broad St., was torn down. Now
by;the importance that many out- of between $5,000 and $6,000 rep
resenting
the
Sennes
Agency’s
taxes, blit it is now estimated to Pennsylvania' Blvd. occupies the
of-town class spots put upon a
share
of
a
business
arrangement.
I
be
nearer the $450,000 mark. This site of the Chinese Wall, and variN.Y. engagement. The billing line
According to . the complaint, Do-1
is money never collected from ious office buildings Sre going iip
is frequently demanded by owners
britch
had
been
a
sub-tenant
in
diners,
apparently on inept legal with a unified motif. The maze of
outside of New York, and loss of
advice that, If the check is paid modernity is', a major facelift on
a N.Y. date for many performers the Sennes N. Y. office at ‘ $70
monthly.
A
new
arrangement
was
The
Cotton
Club
Revue,
current
before
the
show starts, the patron I the facade of this staid city.
often knocks out the keystone of
made in which Sennes would sup¬ at the Miami Beach nitery of that was not obligated for the 20%
The hotel was built primarily for
their booking arch.
ply office, secretarial help, tele-, name, has been signed to replace cabaret tax.
commerce and conventions. It’s
phone, etc., in exchange for a 50% the Lido Club (Paris) Revue which
Where Nick & Arnold’s opera¬ possible to go from-the hotel by
share of Dobritch’s commissions had been slated for the New tion differs from a similar tech¬ rml to virtually • any part of the
monthly.
According to Sennes, Frontier, Las Vegas, in April. nique in some class hotels is that country without stepping into the
Dohritch only asked one exemption There’s also possibility that the the latter only offer salon (dinner) elements. The Suburban Station
to this deal. Dohritch, said Sen¬ Cotton Club show will go into the music, and the dansapation starts tracks run under the hotel, with
nes, stated that he was the ex¬ Palace, N.Y., for a July and August so late that few (if any) diners connections to the station. Con¬
Hollywood, March 5.
clusive booker for certain acts on
Elvis Presley will play 10 one- the Ed Sullivan tv show at an an¬ stand. Deal is now in the works, linger long enough' to heat the 20% ventions can be loaded in a hurry
and unloaded in record time. New
cabaret tax.
nighters late-this month in a spe¬ nual salary of $12,500. Dobritch but nothing definite is set^’
York's Waldorf-Astoria is biiilt
The Cotton Club entry into the
cial deal with Lee Gordon, who
In the case of the Versailles, it
_asked that this not go into the
has heretofore specialized in pro¬ "common pot which they both would Las Vegas nitery was made pos¬ was essentially a floorshow opera¬ over railroad tracks, but there are
sible
by
.
a
withdrawal
of
the
Lido’«
(Continued on page 64)
moting Australian treks for show
tion and fact appears to be that,
biz names. Tour probably will tee share, and this Sennes agreed to. $196,000 suit against the New while the diners paid’off in adArrangements on an equal sharing Frontier. In a compromise, the
off in Detroit.
vance*
too
many
lingered
on
to
basis in return for providing all Lido will play the spot in June of
enjoy the floorshow, theoretically
Gordon has been trying to set facilities are common in the tal¬ 1958.
exempt from any 20% surcharge.
Presley for an Aussie tour for ent agency business.
Meanwhile, the Cotton Club
some time, but film commitments
Sennes claims that he hasn’t re¬ Revue became available and was That was true so far as they were
prevented setting any dates. Be¬ ceived a single cent under the ar¬ signed. The sepia show package concerned. But the Internal Rev¬
Fourth week of Jerry Lewis at
cause of the difficulties he'-en¬ rangement during the eight was cased by RKO Theatres prexy enue Dept, took a dim view of that
countered, Presley’s manager, Col. months’ deal was In effect. Now
device, and chose to hold the Ver-J the Palace, N.Y., racked up $58,000,
Tom Parker, okayed the domestic Dobritch has moved out of the of¬ Sol A. Schwartz and RKO booker sailles responsible for the uncol-' still representing SRO biz. Two
previous weeks scored $58,500 each
dates, to begin after Presley winds fice completely and has. gone in bn Dan ■ Friendly in Florida some lected 20%, surcharges.
months ago during, a visit when
his. current film stint in “Loving
The Versailles was one of the and initial semester lured $61,500
rental basis in the space occu¬ they had to look In on . Jerry
You” for Hal Wallis. Meanwhile,
best established, longrunning nitery when opening night had a higher
talks still are on regarding an Aus- pied by the Lou Walters Enter¬ Lewis, who winds up at the Palace operations in America. It held scale. Total thus far is $236,500.
prises,
headed
by
Cass
Franklin.
Sunday
(10).
The
Palace
had
also
Lewis remains for four more
ti'alian tour later this year.
■ Prior to the move, according to attempted- to get Lena Horne to foSrth.for 22 years at its 151 East days until Sunday (10) during
the complaint^ Dobritch went to come in under the hard-ticket pol¬ 50th St. site. Nick Prounis is a which time he’ll do a total of six
the Coast and offered a series of icy, but singer is going Into the pre-Prohibition boniface of long extra, shows before planing back
other propositions, but Sennes pre¬ David Merrick legit musical “Ja¬ standing, including 20 years at the to the Coast for film work.
swank Beaux Arts atop 80 West
ferred to have Dobritch settle the maica” and thus is unavailable.
account and terminate the
The Cotton Club originally 40th St., when, in the heyday of
the
Palais Royal, Little Club, the
rangement.
scouted the.idea of opening up the
London, March 5.
Sennes has stated that he is pres¬ old Midnight Sun (later the Hurri¬ Rendezvous, etc., this was consid¬
A1 Burnett was awarded $14,000 ently exhausting all means under cane, Zanzibar, Vanity Fair and ered a top class spot.
damages in the high court against the ARA constitution prior to go¬ Harem, N.Y,), but apparently fig¬
Arnold Rossfield is a Greenwich
Astor Enterprises, Harry Morris ing to court with the issue. He ured a Palace deal to be more Village vet, long associated with
and Eustace Hoey, for their repudi¬ declares that a far greater sum is feasible.
Barney Gallant and Johnny BogYoungstown, O., March 5.
_
ation of a contract to grant him
giani, who was the original domi¬
Liberace and his brother, George,
involved. During the partnership
lease of the Astor Club, Berkeley arrangement, Dobritch signed sev¬
nant owner of the Versailles. He have filed new lawsuits in Mahon¬
Frontier-Lido
Settle
Square, for a one-year span. In eral acts which Sennes says should
now operates the dogtrack in Palm ing County Common Pleas Court
Las Vegas, March 5.
an;^ • earlier hearing Burnett had be shared-by his office. Half, the
The Lido, Paris, has withdrawn Beach and Nick & Arnold have here over last year’s money-losing
been awarded $28,000, which he commissions paid by the acts le¬
concert in Akron. The suits were
$196,000 breach of contract suit been their own bosses since.
sought to recover in last week' gally ’ belong to the partnership
entered against Frank Gorgie, a co¬
against thq New" Frontier Hotel
hearing.
promoter of the show last July 4.
pool as long as the performers re¬
According to Burnett’s counsel, main with Dobritch,. according to here. Amicable agreement was
The
court was asked to upset al¬
reached last week in New York
the earlier award was given when Sennes.
leged property transfers made by
during a conference between a
the , judge directed an inquiry as
Gorgie
to his br.other, Paul, to pre¬
Lido legal rep and Louis Manchon,
to the damages suffered by Burnett
vent seizure and attachment. Suits
prexy of the Vegas spa, with an
by the repudiation. A master then
totaling
$17,500 are pending against
Hollywood, March 5.
official of the American Guild of
assessed the damages at $28,000.
Merger of the Gabbe, Lutz ic Gorgie in Akron, representing
Variety Artists sitting 4n as inter¬
The defense argued that Burnett
what
the
Liberaces claim is still
Heller and William Loeb offices
mediary.
was not entitled to any damages or
According to Manchon, settle¬ has created the biggest personal due them.
only, to a nominal sum and'pointed
The-video names are, starting to
Gorgie
and
McComb Enterprises
management firm in the history of
out that, had he exercised his op book spring and summer work in ment was reached when a contract I show biz, with a client roster of 35 Inc. had arranged for Liberace’s
tion; he would have got, for $63, the niteries. With many live and was offered to the Lido Club^ call¬ attractions Including such names July A appearance in the Akron
000, a property worth $84,000 with filmed shows taking holidays dur¬ ing for ah open date in 1958 for as Llberace, Lawrence Welk, the Municipal Rubber Bowl, which was
no rent. A stay of execution was ing the low-Nielsen weather, the a Lido Show run, Manchon says Hi-Lo’s and Margaret Whiting. rained out along with a stock car
granted to enable defendants to agencies are starting to line up no coin changed hands in the deal. New firm will be Jknown as Gabbe, racing program and a number of
Lido Club filed the suit in Vegas
considi^ an appeal.
the availabilities for the top names
a fortnight ago, charging that New Lutz, Heller & Loeb, with Loeb other acts. The Liberaces stayed
who take seasonal cafe jobs.
moving from his present Beverly over from Wednesday unHl Friday,
For example, Dahny Thomas has Frontier had reneged on its con¬ Hills offices into the former then went on before a crowd too
been signed for the Sands Hotel, tract to play the Parisian show for GL&H headquarters in-Hollywood. small.to let the promoters make
Las Vegas, May l^or three weeks. 12 weeks starting next month. New Firm also has a New York outpost. good on the $35,000 due the pair.
Reno, March 5.
Dates are being imed up present¬ Frontier execs expressed surprise
The newest suits claim- that
Consolidation came as GL&H
Rosemary Clooney has been ly for Phil Silvers,- and Eddie Fish¬ at the‘ filing of the suit, contend¬ was marking its 10th anniversary. Gorgie has conveyed four proper¬
signed for her only nitery appear¬ er takes on a round of cafe stands ing they were readying the Venus
ties
to his brother. Also named as
Loeb has been in the personal
ance this year by the Riverside, on completion of his run on the Room for its Vegas bow. Show management field five years. It’s Sf defendant is Paul’s wife, who
originally had been pacted by Sam¬
March 14-27. After that- she will Coke show.
has dower rights since her hus¬
Presently, the (late diggers are my Lewis, who has, since vacated the first amalgamation of this kind, band acquired the land. Gorgie is
go to Europe.!
x
w. to
vv, direct
_- his Blthough thcrc. has been a trend
berth
Miss Clooney last appeared in canvassing their vaudeo rosters fer New Frontier
a used car dealer and manufac¬
booking
attentions
to
the
Riviera
in
recent
years
toward
merger
of
Reno In 1953 at the Golden Hotel, availabilities and. will start book¬
turer.
Hotel, downstrip,
1 agencies.
before beconi^g Mrs. Jose Ferrer. ing the bulk of them shortly.

N. J.'s ABC Board Would
‘Out’ Stage Coach Inn

AtL'Cily Press Club’s
1956 Kudos to D’Amato

12

Pact Bob Hope

Sennes

In the Red; Gov’t

Dohritch Breach

Vegas Frontier Pacts
. Cotton Club Revue As
Lido Sub; Eye Palace

ELVIS' 10 ONE-NITERS;
DICKER AUSSIE TOUR

JERRY 58G,4TH WEEK;
TOTAL NOW $236,500

British Court Awards 14G
To Burnett on Cafe Void

Liberace Sues Promoters
Ip Akron for $17,500

NAMES 0.0. NITERIES
AS TV HIATUS NEARS

Rosemary for Reno

GABBE-LUTZrHELLER
MERGER WITH LOEB
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LOUIS SOBOL
New York Journal-Americaii
^'The crowd at the Copa's $^cond show of preem
night was whipped up into such a state of en¬
thusiasm that TONY BENNETT'S windup was hailed
with a standing ovation. When such a savvy crowd
gets off its derriere for the mitt-bit, it's a tipoff
that a performer of stoture has 'arrived'. It was
a classic performance by a crooner who had found
himself and Was in complete control of his material
and his equipment. There was also an assurance
that his was the way It was going to be from now
on, because it was right.",
^

. . we journeyed over later to the Copa where
TONY BENNETT delivered the best singing per- ^
formance of his career « . . as only on perhaps two
previous occasions, the entire assemblage at the
Copa rises to its feet to applaud and cheer
TONY BENNETT ..."

HY GARDNER
New York Herald Tribune
"TONY BENNETT, on. of the nicer, lav.l-headod
top singing stars in this cuckoo world won' a dozen
encores and an unprecedented standing ovation
at his Copa opening."

PHIL STRASSBERG
new YotJ|. Daily Mirror

ED SULLIVAN
New York Doily News

FELLOW STARS FLIP
AT BENNEtrS VOLCANIC
COPACABANA OPENING

"TONY BENNETT ... a Copa click."

". . . who almost stormed the floor in giving a
rarely seen standing ovation To TONY BENNETT'S
magnetic showmanship. Besides the warmth, sin¬
cerity and strength in TONY'S vocal chords, his
ciiarm, personality and showmanship have taken
on stature to project him to the niche reserved for
performers who have the Added Extra which bor¬
ders on greatness."

CASHBOX

TONY BENNETT WINS
STANDING OVATION
AT COPA OPENING
"With one of the most spectacular performances
tha Copa audience has ever witnessed, TONY
BENNETT reached a new high in his career... His
changes of pace were timed perfectly and his spec¬
tacular vocalizing left most of the crowd gasping.. •
it seems to us that if you don't catch him this year,
you ain't seen nothin' yet. TONY has really
arrived."

EARL WILSON
New York Post
"Sammy Davis, Jr., Judy Holliday and Jack Carter
|oined in the ovation for TONY BENNETT at his
big Copa opening; he was never better."

ROBERT DANA
New York World-telegram
"TONY returns to the Copa each year, and each
time he seems better than before, which is going
some. Completely assured and with great nat¬
ural warmth to aid a strong voice . . ."

MARTIN BURDEN
New York Post
"One of his fans said It was the biggest night of
TONY'S career; certainly we've never enjoyed him
more ., . The craggy-faced guy is a first-rate singer
and d great crowd-pleaser ... On opening night
he sang 16 numbers and .might be out there yet if
that crowd had its way."

GENE KNIGHT (Jim OXonnor)
New York Journalr-Americqn
"Then TONY BENNETT came on , . . he could have
sung all night for this audience, judging from the
applause . ^ • ’I could hardly push my way out
through the people pushing in for the second show
. . . because this TONY BENNETT, he is a crowdpleaser!"

LEE MORTIMER
New York Daily Mirror
. . TONY BENNETT ... a marvelous and mag¬
netic salesman of song . . ,"

ROBERT SYLVESTER
New York Daily News
"TONY did 55 minutes Friday night and the mob
hollered for more."

You guys are just beautiful...
My sincerest thanks...
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Haley’s BriL Repeat
London, March 5.
Bill Haley & His Comets, now
winding . first British tour, have
been booked for return dates. The
new deal was set by the Lew &
Leslie Grade ^agency with Jolly
Joyce, Haley’s personal manager.
They’re due for a two-week run
;i!at:th6. |»alladium in September, to
by a fortnight of oneBy ABEL GREEN
| tial candidate and eveptuajiKi^^^li
Justice of the U. S. Supii^fjije.G.Ouife riSp^s(if^<iS;,in Rank picture thea¬
The recent U. S. Supreme Court
tres.'--iTiibyTp also committed to a
Talent Sans.-j^T^W:
. feaUtre'^i^'iar Eros.
decision that professional football
Hughes recalled /itoC llhq stand
catne under the purview of the
Sherman Act, hence could qualify some of the stars . whO'f hidV been
under the antitrust laws, recalls the Hart’s witnesses. Cantor ^as asked,
historic suit in the early 1920s what would happen if, pCrchance,
when agent Max Hart sued bigtime his burnt cork, :checkered suit,
vaudeville ^Keith-Albee, the Or- comedy; goggles, etc., got lost in
transit which, it Had .been brought
pheum Circuit, et al.) as a trust.
out, was an occupatioiial hazard.
It was still in the, heyday of Could he (Cantpy>.Ih^mage to, en¬
vaudeville and Hart, a giant among tertain the people at the Orpheum,
Michael Sean O’Shea, national
the agents, had retained Martin W* Chicago?' Cantor averred he could; publicity director for the Amer¬
Littleton as his chief counsel to becau^ It has happened that ward¬ ican Theatre WIngi who has sent
proceed under the Sherman A^t.J robes go- astray .Rnd "acts have to entertainment: units to Armed
Laboriously, for weeks . on ehq;-^ ,;Work. iq froot .;bf makeshift scenery, Fprees unitsin Puerto Rico,
Variety reported the iparade;
in strjset clotbeSiT saris -pro^ etc. i^qenland, Labrador and Newwiihesses, chiefly Hart'S cliehts ilke Same was asked' of* others^ All fbtii^land, has sept a telegram to
Eddie Cantor, Frank Tijiney,. el al;, conceded .that, in such emergen- President Eisenhdwer requesting
who attested to the 10%erV astu1;o- ciesj they did not only work before permlssibri to = dispatch a unit of
ness as a merchandiser ahd/or dis¬ a paid, attendance but seemingly entertainers to the Dhahran Air
coverer of talent. Most mcntoicable were .successful in entertainirig ;Base, Saudi Arabia, which would
was Cantor’s sworn, testithony that
iriclude perfPrmers of all faiths.
Hart took him frofti ^50-a-week in the customers despite the strayed
,U.S. ■ a g r cement with Sandi
vaudeville to $aijSOQ-tf-week tq stai props; ‘
That was attorney Hughes’ coup- AtR|bia prohibits troops of the Jew¬
for Florenz Ziegfeld'Jr:
'
ish .^faith being stationed there, and
The evidence. Was;:.Intended to de-grace to Hart, ‘props weren’t
doesn’t permit Catholic chaplains
show that vaudevillians, like.;base- absolutely necessair; all that need tO'conduct
religious services.
be transported interstate were thd;
ball players', crossed state; lineSj actons—^the
However, in the case of the latter,
wardrobe,
scenery,'
from city to city, and this Inter¬
priests have been able to come in
state commerce subjected- vaude¬ biaclcface, etc., was incidental. This,
he argued, differs from the-ball¬ as visitors.
ville to the Clayton and Sherman
player who is hors de combat S^th- L It’s uhdetstood that the PentaActs.
.
'
The evidence went on for days out bats, balls and gloves. . E^; .gon has nixed O’Shea’s bid for peririi'ssion,. hence his pitch to the
upon days to prove that an actor vaudeville differed, fromdepended On scenery, costuiiies; ergo, vaudeville does not fait With¬ President, Copies of his telegram
in
the
purview
of
interstate
com¬
.to
.President Eisenhower were
even thd^burnt cork for a black¬
face acCb'eing shipped across state merce; ergo, the suit WM .kayoed.' sent to Gov. Avereli Harriman of
V
It
broke'Maif
Hart’s,
heart
arid
;New
York,. Secretary of State John
lines, froirt city-tnoity,^^s much as
Foster Hulijes, N.Y. Senators Irving
Powers’ Elephants, Alf Loyal’s bankroll. ' ’ >• v' v-v -. :
Inside
*Va^ieiy.^
Stuff.
Ives
and
Jacob K. Javitz, and finan¬
Dogs or Merle’s. Cockatooos re¬
PS—An iritija-VARtETY fbotriote; cier Bernard Baruch. Both sena¬
quired their menageries to per¬
This was iri fhe era .of The'Times tors already bave responded to
form.
Then came a .dramatic climax Square Daiey. and The Ci^per. O^Shea’s bid arid promised to keep
all its own-^legalistic, not theatri¬ The two publicatiqris;were Variety bim iriformed.; of any progress
cal, but just as effective. E. F. Al- adjuncts. Founder .- publisher - edi¬ made, iri .that direction.
bee had. retained Charles Evans tor Sime Silverman had a Ipngtime , ,Q.’Shea has sent two wires to the
Hughes for the rebuttal. This pit¬ affection for the old N. Y. .Clipper,’ White House,-’second of which
ted two legal giants opposite each founded right after the Civil War, asked only for consent to fly en¬
other—Martin W. Littleton, one¬ and for generations a highly favor¬ tertainers from any U.S. air bases
time New l^ork district attorney, ably regarded publicaton devoted in North Africa Into Dhahran for
and the eminent Mr. Hughes, of the to the amusement business' arid confinement in .the area long
enough to "present several shows
flowing beard, one-time Presiden¬
(Continued on page 64)
before departing.
First telegram Was sent to the
President Jan. 29, and second wire
was dispatched on Feb. 18. No
reply Has yet been received.

Max Hart Vaude Trial of the ’20s;

Itckb Gdlke OK On
P-Faith Saudi Shows

CHICAGOLANBFAIR
MPS TALENT MENU
:
. Chicago, March 5.
I , The Chicagdiarid Fair, Jime 28July 14, is negotiating for exten¬
sive use of tSlent. A 2,000-seat the'atrd for the 16-day season spon¬
sored by the Chicago Assn, of Com¬
merce Sc Industry will Include
water and ice shows, radio-tv per¬
sonalities and theatrical pageants,
Flftal outlining of entertainment
budget for show. Which may be¬
come annual event, hinges, on talks
to be concluded this week.

Saranac Lake

JIMMY NELSON

'

With DANNY O'DAY.
FARFEL and HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
Currently Headlining

STATLER HOTEL, Washingfon, D. C.
RADISSON HOTEL, Minneapolis
March 28th Thru April 10th

CARIBE HILTON, San Juan, P« R.
April 20th Thru May 3rd
CURRENTLY
GOOD WILL AMBASSADOR ON TV FOR CHOCOLATE
PRODUCTS OF THE NESTLii COMPANY, INC.
DIRECTION
PUBLIC RELATIONS

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

TED NELSON

LOUIS W. COHAN

730 FIfLh Avo.
N#w York, N. Y.

7 W. 24th Strttt
New York, N. Y.

By Happy Benway
Jean (Stuart) West, ex-Rogersite and recent a member of the
Will Rogers main office staff, is in
general hospital after two major
operations.
She is a former
Broadway showgirl.
Charles H. Taylor of the Switlow Theatres, Louisville, into the
general hospital for major opera¬
tion which came but 100%. His
wife, Lydia, planed in from Louis¬
ville to see him.
The Eddie Doughertys in from
Forest HiUs, N.Y., for a Weekend
of sports.
Margaret Dougherty
was formerly with' Brandt Thea¬
tres.
John Hance of Pathe Film Lab
planed in from N.Y. to attend a
bedside birthday party tendered
to his wife, Stella, who recently
underwent major surgery with
good results.
Louis Blanco surprised by visit
from his wife who came to help
celebrate his first ace clinic report.
His sister, Sylvia White, is with
the office staff of Allied Artists.
Charlotte Eiselman, nitery en¬
tertainer, was visited by her
mother and daughter who came in
from -Gotham. While en route to
the hospital here her daughter
slipped and'■fell and was rushed
to the general hospital. The x-ray
showed a double fracture of her
right arm..
Write to those Who arc ill.

WeiJn^sday,

Inside StuS-VaudeviOe
Kay Thompson is going in for merchandising* the Eloise character
which she created. With offices .at the Plaza Hotel, N.Y., which figures
prominently in the.life of.the fictional character dramatized recently
on tv, a firm has been formed to merchandise various items for the
moppet trade. Presently, Miss Thompson Is working.on an Eloise
series as well as a new act fot a tele guestier„
Sam Levenson, while appearing at the £imW6od-;:^a$irio. Windsor,
Ont., said he has a yen to retutn to teaching.^ He’d like to teach a col2
lege course , in Americari humor. , ‘Tve got morier
away, and
college educations are assured, iriy twro tfrildreri,’*' thq cOmedi
said.
“I’d be completely happy -teachirig arid :lria)drig .occasio
personal
appearances. And, what a wonderful field Americari humor would be
to ex#oreJ -So much of our modern humor' in-the movies and on tv
is completely phony; The real springs of good, Molid humor in Amer¬
ican life have never- been explored.^’
"
, •
-

Filial OBarter, (^et Tp
(^) Amomits to $IU09,I)I)0
Waikiki’s Jap Fioorsliow
, Honii^rilu, Feb. 26v ^
Japanese^-style floorshows, with
rotating talent imported from
Japan, will make ° their . Waikiki
debut soon in a iiltery to* be op¬
erated by Ralph Yentpiiku.
Yempukt; heads Ginbasha Ltd.,
which plans to reopen spot most
recently known as the Grove. A
top grosser during World War II
as Club Blue Lei, location -has
changed hands several times in
recent years.

Kaye s $55,000.
Advance in Hub
Soars to Record
Boston, March 5.
The Danny Kaye All Star Inter¬
national Show, opening at the
Colonial Monday (11), looks to
wind up with one of tho biggest
Hub advance grosses of all time.
A.S of Friday (1), with b.o. three
days away from opening for ticket
sales advance mail orders topped
$55,000. Boxoffice employees were
unable to keep up with the mail
rush, according to Bob McElwaine,
Kayp’s personal rep who flew in
from the Coast last week.
Kaye, in for four weeks, exits
for Hollywood Immediately follow¬
ing the run for film commitments.
No other stage appearances are
planned for Kaye until the middle
of 1958,
The Colonial, where Kaye made
his legit debut in “Lady In the
Dark’’ in 1942,- is scaled at $6 top
Friday and Saturday and $5.50
Monday through Thursday.
Comedian arrives in Hub Thurs¬
day (7) for round of press parties
and other hoopla. He will be made
an “Honorary Yankee’’ by the Yan¬
kee Homecoming 1958 committee,
first performer so honored. *His
film commitments are for “Merry
Andrew’’ at Metro, “Red Nichols’
Story’’ at Paramoimt, and the ten¬
tatively titled “Knock oh Silk,’’
also for Par. ,

Waikiki’s Tom Melody
Bailed on ‘Lewd’ Rap
Honolulu, Feb. 26.
"Tom Melody, ihanager-enterfainer at Orchid Room, Waikiki, is free
on $25 bail, pending arraignment
and plea on charges that his jokes
and actions in his nitery routines
are immoral.
police arrested him at the up¬
stairs room after serving him with
a warrant charging him with lewd
conversation and lascivious con¬
duct. Police spokesman said they
took action after receiving Vnumer.ous complaints.”

Washington, March 5.
The 10% admissions tax on the¬
atres, concerts, snorts, etc., yielded
Uncle''3am only $26,005,000 for
the final quarter of 1956, a drop of
more than $5,000,000 from the
comparable three month of 1955,
according to figures just Issued by
the Internal Revenue .Service.
For the half year commencing
July 1, 1956 (the first half of the
current Federal fiscal year), the
tax bite totaled $52,456J)00, com¬
pared 'with $58,1'75,000 of a year
before.
On the other hand, there was. a
mild upbeat in the take of the 20%
levy on cabaret checks. For the.
final quarter of 1956, the take was
$11,209,000 compared-^with $10,891,000
for . October-December,
1955, For the half year, the re¬
ceipts of $21,604,000 just bettered
the 21,221,000 of the year before.
Uncle Sam also enjoyed a very
mild pickup In receipts from the
Federal tax on bowling alleys and
billiard tables, and on coin-operat¬
ed amusement machines and slot
machines.
BARDUHN TO MELLO-LARKS
Reno, March 5.
Art Barduhn, now appearing at
the Golden Hotel here with his
trio,' has been signed as pianistconductor for the Mello-Larks, for
a nitery tour beginning March 14
and ending Aug. 16'.
Meanwhile Barduhn will disband
his own trio.

Dastinad to Bo No. 1
Rocord in tho Country
Thv Oriqhial

“BUTTERFLY”
on Cameo Records

CHARLIE GRACIE
‘

For Avaiiabilify Contact

BERNIE ROTHBARD
llzRipBAnenciM
^250 S. Broad St.
Phlladolphia 2. Pa.
Phon* Kl S-UiS-i-Z

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
^ for oil Thootricalf

FUN-MASTER

CLASON'S
The Originel Show Bu Gag File
We Service the Stars
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Singly—$1.05 Each In Sequence
o 3 Parody Books, per Bk.... $10 •
o 3 Blackout Books, per Bk-$25 o
o Minstrel Budget .$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy o "The Comedian" Monthly Service •
$15 per Year (12 issues)
We Also Teach M.C.'Ing and Comedy
Let a .Reel Professional Train You
NO C.O.D.'S

BILLY G L A S O N
200 W, 34th St., N.Y.C. 19. Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

DOUGLAS WAH in the New York Dail/ Niws-"The
best all-around entertainment ... the Cotton Club
Revue, q fast and furious show starring Cab Callo¬
way. Cab's amazing voice and hit added i\ llownest lends charm."

CAB CALLOWAY
CURRENTLY TENTH WEEK

COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach

Mgt. tlLL Mimu, l*lt ■nH,dwi^. N«w Toik

V«Jn««d«y, Mwch 6, 195t
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says
'^Pepper Dcjvis arid Tony Reese kept the Copa
audience roaring for 30 minutes . . • They are
one of the brightest comedy teams to emerge
in some time. Show biz is wide open for
them.""
Gros.

WALTER WINCHELL soys
""Latest threat to the throne of Martin & Lewis
are Pepper Davis and Tony Reese.""

ROBERT SYLVESTER says
""The Copa has a brand new and very funny
comedy team named Pepper Davis and Tony
Reese.""

ED SULLIVAN says
""Davis and Reese a Copq Click.""

LEE MORTIMER says
""Pepper Davis and Tony Reese are Smasheroo at the Copa.""

HY GARDNER says
""Pepper Davis and Tony Reese stopped the
show with their comedy capers.""

LEONARD LYONS says
""Pepper Davis and Tony Reese became the
town's newest comedy sensations last night
in their big-time debut with Tony Bennett at
the Copa.""

LOUIS SOBOL says
""Two newcomers to the Copa, Pepper Davis
and Tony Reese panicked the customers with
their spirited tomfoolery.""

EARL WILSON says
"'Davis and Reese were crowd-pleasers.""

GENEKNIGHTsays
""Davis and^ Reese are candidates for the
Mqrtii^and Lewis niche.""

PEPPER DAVIS and TONY REESE say
"Thank you, everyone, and special thanks to:

*

Tony Bennett * Joey Bishop • Les
Colodny • Jock^Entratter • Mourice
Goodwin * Lena Horne • Joe Moore •
Juies Podell
Barron Polan * Mickey
Ross * Lee Salomon * Ed Sullivan * Gabo
Sumner * Kdy Thompson * Will Weber
Special Material

BRUCE HOWARD

Personal Management

LEONARD GRAINGER

Public Relations

VIRGINIA WICKS

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

\.

i>
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VAUBE^TUXK

Culture & Show Biz as Twin Luresfor
Bru^k Expo’s 170,i)i)0-Per-Day Goal

Jessel Doesn’t Think
HiltonJfiliGet The
SherMon Until Wed.

By FLORENCE LOWE
The average of 170,OOO daily^.
.Philadelphia, March 5.
Vlsitors envisioned for th,e Brus¬
A memo on the press-room wall
sels Worlds Fair to be held in
thumbnailed the story of the Perle
Heysel Park, a suburb of that city,
Continued from pane SO ssss Mesta dinner party, highlight of
starting April 17 of next year, will
the.opening of Philadelphia’s new
require a lot of entertainment, aic- no facilities for loading into the Sheraton Hotel Wst night (Mon.):
cording to present plans being inn dh'ectly.
'
»
“A ciTQWd' of 800 was expected,
drawn up in conjunction with the
Actually, Philadelphia has been but we fed 1,187.”
world exhib. It’s conceded that needing at least one new inn since
Where they all came from isn’t
so vast a number of visitors aren’t the Ritz Carlton was torn down Jto quite clear and, obviously, lots of
all of the type who would spend make way for an office buildlhg. ’em weren’t invited.
But they
night an day In museums, and tlie Otherwise, the Warwick, con¬ showed up in white tie, black tie,
Brussels Worlds Fatr management structed about 31 years ago, and a rainbow melange of evening
is striving to please every conceiv¬ was the last major addition to the gowfts.
able
taste—within
reason,
of Philly hostelries. Result is only
They overflowed the huge ball¬
course.
a small net gain in the number of room floor and balcony to aid Hun¬
According to Baron Moens de rooms’ available. However, the garian Relief and see the bigtime
Fernig, now on a tour of the U.S. city has a couple of facilities. Con¬ show staged by Joseph Pasternak
In his role as Commisioner Gener¬ vention Hall and the Municipal and emceed by George Jessel.
al of the Belgian government for Stadium, which through the years Lineup included Eddie. Fisher,
the fair, representative cultures have overridden the paucity of Anna Maria Alberghetti, Gene Nel¬
of exhibiting and participating new inns and been able to snag son. They came also to ogle a line¬
countries will be on display.
such major events as the national up of guests who included Zsa Zsa
However, midways and enter¬ conventions of the two major poli¬ Gabor, Martha Raye, Dorothy Kiltainment generally associated'with tical parties and the Army-Navy gallen, Maggie McNellis, Gypsy
bigtime fairgrounds and exposi- game. • With the Sheraton addition, Rose Lee. June Lockhart, Joe E.
tiohs in the U.S. and other couri- it will now be able to go after more Brown, Betsy Von Furstenberg,
-tries will similarly be dntap. Major of these events.
Alice *Faye and Wilbur Clark.,
motif for the Brussels midway, as
owner of the desert inn, Las
Imported Chcescake
presently outlined, will be an oldVegas.
Xavier Cugat and Meyer
Although
the
Sheraton
chain
fashioned bierstube of the gaslit
Davis
poured, on the music.
era, where old songs and. oldtime now hai 45 units, the Philly out¬ , Jessel didn’t spare the horses to
let
was
the
first
that
the
outfit
entertainment will prMominate.
liven up proceedings at the start.
However, show bir enterprises, of ever built and the first one that it
“Welcome to this hotel,” he told
virtually every ldnd‘ will be -on opened. Although not as experi¬ the assembled crowd. "If ever a
the upbeat in Brussels Itself dur-: enced in this department as its city needed a new'hotel, it is
contemporary
circuit,
the
Hiltons,
ing the Fair. New hotels are being
Philadelphia . . . The Sheraton peo¬
built, streets widened, and hous¬ the Sheraton did quite handsome¬ ple will stay a while. I don’t think
ing will be increa'sed to take care ly in its first try in this direction. Hilton will get- In until Wednes¬
of all the visitors. The 1935 Brus¬ With top execs of the chain acting day.”
sels Fair was one of the few as greeters, various managers
Fisher, Who pointed out that
moneymakers in World’s Fair his¬ from other units assisting, the that songwriters do ’em about New
opening went off with the mini¬
tory.'
York and other cities, "complained
Culturally, the competition is mum of hitches. There were im¬ that noiaody writes songs about his
expected to be extremely fierce ports of name brand cheesecake town. '•
from
New
York^and
Hollywood
as
during the six-month run to Octo¬
So he said he got together with
ber. There are'Ideological victor¬ well as other points. Events of five songwriters and turned out a
ies to be won.
For example, national import in the social ditty.
The effort probably ex¬
were capped with Monday’s
Kussia will bring in the renowned strata
(4). ball hostessed by Perle Mesta plained why^they don’t wfite pop
Bolshoi Ballet; France will present for the benefit of Hungarian Re¬ songs about “Moon Over Rittenthe Coinedie Francaise and the lief. For this there was /a .tre¬ house Square” and the like. They
Paris Opera. Austria will bring in mendous overflow and some guests don’t come out right.
the Vienna Philharmonic as'weH had to be quaji'terod at the War¬
The Mesta; stint inadvertently
as the celebrated Spanish Riding wick with the Sheraton footing the turned into a smash- plug for the
Academy of Vienna; the Italians
upcoming tv biography of her life,
bill.
will enter La Scala Opera, and the
In addition, there were two ma¬ “Hostess With the Mostest,” on
U.S. will display .the Philadelphia
“Playhouse 90” March 21. Sev¬
Orchestra in a, three-day fete start¬ jor television exposures. A seg¬ eral hundred reporters from all
ing July 3. Each of the 43 nations ment of the Steve Allen show parts of the country, here for the
are expected to put their best cul- emanated from there on Sunday, plush cuffo junket, found their
tui’al foot forward for this event. and on the following morhing best, copy in La Mesta. Questions
• Baron de Fernig on his U.S. sa¬ Dave Garroway put on his “Today”/ at her. press conference yesterday
'.
fari is addressing various organ¬ from that point.
centered largely oiv her tv show,
Of course, locals were yery much plus the projected Hollywood bioizations anent the event. He’s a
former president of the Brussels impressed with all thfs hoopla. pic..
Chamber of Commerce and head¬ However, the hotel chain eXecs,.
She told Variety she expects to
ed a Belgian Economic Mission whether it be Sheraton'or Hilton, sign with one Holl3rwood studio
which concluded financial arrange¬ hope that the noise made by these before the tele.show, and that both
ments with Argentina and Bra-' galas will be heard by sales man¬ Rosalind Russell and Shirley Booth
agers of top firms, conventioiv would like to star in it. Speed
zil.
planners, and anyoim that can Lamkin, 28-yearrold scripter for
send mass business their way. It’s the tv biog, who accompanied her
an expensive investment, but with here, will also do the film treatRELOCATED IN NEW YORK
proper exploitation, there’s a long- "ment, she stated. Also here with
from MIAMI atter 10 YEARS
range payoff,--not Only in prestige her • was Paul Mallard, who will
but in actual dollars and cents. At play the tv role of her Luxembourg
and RARING TO GO!
least, that’s how the figuring goes.
Thoroughly Experienced
secretary, made famous in Irving
The Sheraton isn’t figured to be Berlin’s “Call Me Madam” by Rus¬
Pianist, Accompanist,
an important entertainment centre sel Nype.
Conductor, Soloist, Singer,
at this point. -The only' prospect
Vocal Coach, Writer for Singers
for talent employment, aside from
(Night Club, TV, Musical
the convention dates, which will
Comedy)
be a musical trio which will go into
Pd^t Associations:
the Careme Room.(only this small
Copacabana, Clover Club,
cafe hasn’t been’ given a label
Beachcomber, 5 O’clock Club,
with -local association). However,
New York
Vagabonds, Chary’s, Bonfire,
a commercial hotel frequently finds
WTVJ (with Steve Condos),
Dick Sc Edith Barsto'W off to
itself buying more talent for oneWITV (Musical Director)
Florida
to
stage the new Ringling
nighters than a hostel with regu¬ Bros, and Barnum
Writer of Music and Lyrics for
&JBailey Circus.
larly constituted entertainment. Ra'^n Spearman a newcomer at
“SKETCHBOOK” 1954 & 1955,
Reason for this lies in the fact that the Byline Room . . . Ford & Rey¬
University of Miami, Fla.
conventioneers have to bring in nolds move into Dore’s, Pittsburgh,
their own.
April 5 .. . Enid Mosier Sc Trinidad
CONTACT AL FOSTER,
The inn opens formally for busi¬ Steel Band plus Lance Haven and
Photi* (After 7 P.M.) ESplenede a-iU9
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ness tomorrow (Wed.). The pre- Montego joe are on the calypso bill
Write Sox il4, VARIETY,
opening galas, are merely the warm¬ at the Roxy starting March 15.
1S4 West 4Ath St., New York, N. Y.
Singer Pat Windsor moves into
up for the main event.
Ritz Carlton, Montreal, March 13
. . . Gene Baylos gets a repeat at
Copacabana, April 11 . . , Joey
Bishop pacted for Celebrity Club.
Philadelphia!, April 24 . . . Sid
Gould Sc Ralph Young tapped for
Highway Casino, Fall River, March
20 fpr two weeks . . . Arren Sc
Broderick, current at the ..Palace
N.Y., step in^ the New Nixon,
Pittsburgh, March 22 . . , Terry
Haven into Chubby’s, Camden,
N.J., March 18. '

Sheraton

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Hollywood

...

.....

"SOLID Showmanship in a TIFFANY Sotfins"

THE ANGELAIRES
HOWARD LANIN MANAGEMENT
III W. I7tk SIrMt

N*w X»l(

JUdtM I-1D4I

King’s IV open at Larry Potters
this week . . . Algerian singer Ami
Martenne holds over for an addi¬
tional three weeks at John Walsh’s
881 Club . . . Hollywood Cinegrill
switches to travelling bands for the
first time March 19, Ken Harris
orch will alternate with Victor
Zolo crew as initlaler , . , Pair of
new Gabbe, Lutz, & Heller acts
make their Sunset Strip d.ebuts
March 12 in a new layout at the
Mocambo. They are Ann Mason
and Johnny Bach.

Omaha, March 5.
One of the stranger ice.show booklngsvln these parts in recent)
years has a pair of John H. Harris outfits battling each other only
60 miles apart next'month.
Harris’ No. 1 unit, “Tee Capades,”. had been signed for months
for Ak-Sar-Beri Coliseum In Omaha, March 18,-25. When dates’
for Lincoln’s^ new City Aud, 60 miles away, were announced,,
Harris' No. 2 show, “Ice Capades International,” grabbed the'
March 26-31 dates there.
Lincoln long ha$ .been onif .of the chief suppliers of ice show
customers at Ak-Sar-rBen, and when latter’s “Ice Capades” ads
broke in the Lincoln papers, day .&' date with “International,”
Omahi officials were unhappy to discover the “Inteniational” ads
using the “Ice jCapades” title in large type and “International” In
small type.
;

N.Y.(xiliseDm Adds $72,000,1)00
To Town’s Handle Froin Rubbernecks
New York has benefittsd to the
extent of $72,000,000 in additional
spending in the city since the
opening of the N. y. Coliseum last
spring. The N.. Y. Convention Sc
Visitors Bureau has estimated that
during , the first eight months of
operation ending Dec. -fll, nearly
2,000,000 visitors hit the centre of
the (ilty because of the 24 major
events at the expo centre.
Of the amount estimated that
was spent, the Bureau has figured

Pro Football^
- Continued from page

SZ ■ ..

sports. The sports statistics in the
old Clipper probably best reflect
Americana from 1869 up until
World War I. Sime bought The |
N. Y; Clipper from Leo Feist Inc.,
which j^ad taken it over as a bad
debt and were virtually utilizing it
as a house organ for their music
business. Sime dropped the “New
York,” figuring to reestablish The
Clipper nationally, with accent on
outdoor and music news, as a sort
of specialized offset to Billboard.
The Times Square Daily was
something else again. During the
1919 Actors’ Equity strike the re¬
sourceful founder of Variety con¬
ceived the idea of a Daily Bulletin’
of Variety to keep the Times
Square bunch au courant .with the
daily shifts and trends.
There
was no such thing as a “Broadway
column” and show-business was not
as familiar a conversation piece as
it is today with vox pop.
The click of the Equity bulletins
gave Sime food for thought with
The Times. Square Daily. It was
also a personal gag with him, dub¬
bing It' “the world’s worst daily.”
It sold for 2c and It had impact.
It was especially Important during
the historic Hart versus Keith suit,
with its full daily reports.
This was the period too, when
the term ^T^ariety widows” was
coined, sine? the staffers tripled
some1;imes on three papers—the
daily and both weeklies—and their
home life was limited. After a lit¬
tle more than a year Siftie merged
the best features of The Clipper
into Variety and scrapped The
Times Square Daily.

that $24,192,000 went to, hotels In
room, restaurant and beverage
charges; $8,928,000 to restaurants;
$17,568,000 to shops and depart¬
ment stores; and another $21,312,000 for theatres, niterles, sightsee¬
ing and other amusements as well
as miscellaneous expenditures,
, Prior to the opening of the
Coliseum, the Grand Central Pal¬
ace was the principal exhibition
centre. Compared to the Coli¬
seum’s 24 shows and three extra
events, . there were 14 shows in
Grand Central Palace in the last
year of its operation prior to its
takeover by the Federal Govern¬
ment for office space.
Average number of shows In the
GCp during the five-year period
ending 1953 waS 14 with a maxi¬
mum of 21 shows. The Coliseum
is expected to dpuble the number
of shows and-triple the revenue of
the GCP during its first twelvemonths. Nearly all the shows that
had exhibited previously elsewhere
have increased the amount of
space during their Coliseum occu¬
pancy. The increase In attendance
ranged from 18% to 60%. The
record high in attendance is held
by the National Automobile Show
which was revived at the Coliseum
after a 16-year blackout.
Some of the highmarks achieved
in the Coliseum include a record
$250,000 in sales by the auto show
in one day; one exhibitor during
the Hardware Show -wrote one or¬
der for nearly $1,000,000. Homes
valued at $20,000 and $30,000 were
sold right off the floor during the
homebuildjng Show.
Initially, it looked like the Coli¬
seum would be a hive of labormanagement disputes.' However, a
committee of both factions formed
in May took care of that situation
with Its settlement of 75 hassles.

WHEN IN BOSTON
lt'$ thm

HOTEL AVERY
Ay«ry & WoiMn^toii Stf.
Every room n«Vfly dacereted.
Air feondlHoned rpoms available.

The Home of Shew Folk

AGVA Weighs‘Unfair’
Tag for Cuba’s Souci
T,a lent ' agencies have been
warned by the American Guild of
Variety Artists that's dispute be¬
tween the Cuban Assn, of Theatri¬
cal Artists and the Sans Souci,
Havana, may result in putting that
nitery oh the unfair list.
In a letter to the U.S. union,
Cuban guild stated that a dispute
in the case of Lolita Monreal and
Cuca Rivero, may result In an un¬
fair -action against the club.
Should the Cuban outfit put the
cafe on the unfair list, AGVA will
inform its performers that they
may not pass the picket line.

The Amazing

LUCILLE AND EDDIE

ROBERTS
Currently Appearing

THB COTILLION ROOM. HattI Pitrrt, Haw York CIfy

K$.r

AnJ returning April Bfhlll

ThMki tfi STANLEY MILIA

Dir.l M.C.A*

Marcii 6, 1957
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VARIETY BILLS
W£EK OF MARCH 6
Numtrita (n connection with blilt below Indleafe epeptnfl dey bf show
whether full or split week
tetUr in parentheses Indicates circuit: (I)* Independent; ,(L) LoeW; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramourtt; (R) RKp; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

Juliette Robblne
Serge. yaldez Ore
O'clock
Nudema
Tommy Baft
A1 Golden
Parisian 'Rev
Thunderbird
The Kentones
Dick Sterling
Frankie Scott
Hey Mambo Ore

%

Vaoebonds
Vagabonde .
Danny Stanton
Helen Foccest
RonniO Eastman
B &; C Robinson
Jay Salerno
Scott & Boyd
' Frank Llnale Ore
Versailles
Alan Gale
The Haggetts
Arnold Dover
Teddy King Ore

HAVANA
NEW YORK CITY
MmsIc Hall (P) 7.
Ann Gilbert
Foursome'
Rbekettes
Eleanor Relha
Ann Buchan

Palace (R) 7
Jerry Levis
7 Ashtons •
Arren & Broderick
Chlquita & Johnson
Eydie Gorme'
Wiere Bi'os,
Aristocrats

Norma Smith
Jack WaUace
Dinny Davis Ore
Larry, ftlcMahon
Billy keUy
Iri^lng Harris
Village Vanguard

Black Orchid
Dick Contlno
Joey Carter
Blue Angel
Peggy Mortimer*
< ^Calypso
ADELAIDE
Tropl*
Jandy ■
.
- ’
■ cana” ,
'
Royal (T) 4
’Christine & Moll
Jennifer Marshall
Richard Hearne
Tony Moynihan
Lord Christo
Julia
Brenda Ch?irles
Priscilla Hood
Nldblas Darvas '
George Nichols
Maraca King St
Ro^s Sc.JjA Pierre
. Jack O'DOwd
Tijuana
Lane . Bros. ...
Wilbur Wheeler
Lady • Alina
Bob Bromley
Flat Tops
A1 D’Lacy Ore
The Albins
2 Randows
Blue Note
Alwyn Lcckie
Gene Krupa (4).
'“'’“"feVh
Frank Ward
Two Ton Baker
His Maiestys (T) 4
Daniel Davey
Chei Peree
Lewie ^^acob- .
Johnny Lockwood
Will Mastln 3 with
Bpbby Limb
MELBOURNE
Rayes & Faye
tivell (T) 4
Dawn Lake
Chez Paree Ador*
Johnny O’Connpr
George Wallace
ables (8)
Darryl Stewart
Jim Gerald '
Ted Flo Rito.Orc
CoUeano St White
Les Thalka
Cloister Inn ’
Jennie .Howard
A1 Belletto (6) '
Quuenle Paul
Dick & Kiz Harp
. Katherine Dunham
Millie Hansen
Conrad Hilton
Co,
Morry^Barllng
"Skating Memories"
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest

,

Kha^tt^Or?®

CHICAGO

Al(STRAllA

ASTON
Nippodrome (I) 4
Robert Earl
Kordltes^^
Eddie GAnt
Nat WUlie
Bernardo
Van Laren .
• Jay MarteU
Alllssia Ray
BIRMINGHAM
Hlpp^rome (M) 4.
’ BaUet Montparnasse
Jimmy Edwards ..
Arthur Worsley
Robertis
Janet Brown
Lana Sis
Fran Dowle.
BUly Stutt
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 4
Anne Shelton
' Francois A Zandra
IHckie Henderson
Warehant Sc Marcia
' King Bros,
Frank Holder
F Kordas
CHELSEA
Palace (I) 4
Dlgby Wolfe
Sally Barnes
Kirby Sc Hayes
SAM Davis
J A J Stewart
Raydini
Nadirs
Tyler A Gee
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 4
Tony Crombie Co.
Maxine Daniels
Don Fox
BilUe Wyncr
■ Ron Scott
Ross A Howltt
f Jerry Harris
Dancing McKennas
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 4
Billy Cotton A Bd
Clarkson Sc Leslie
Baker A Douglas
M A B West
Matcies
Angelos
Ray Alan
Juggling Brauns
GLASGOW
Empire <M) 4’ —
MltcheU Torok
K A A Alexis
Bamberger 4e Pam
Billington
Warren Sc Genie
Topper Martyn

Abbey Lincoln
Mae Barnes
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria

' Trepicana
Johnny Pulfeo
Celia Cruz
Gloria & Rolandb
Carmela Reyes
Ruffinis
Elsa Marval
Ramon Calzadllla
Paulino Alvarez
S SuareiSuart Orq
^
Komi
A Romeu
Orq

Sans iouci
Helen Traubel
Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Oro
Montmartre
Lillian Roth
Fajardo Ore
Casino Playa’Orc
Naclonal
Jimmy Durante
W Reyes Ore

C^olstons <2)
“Karen
Jo Ann McGowan
BUI Christopher
Paul Gibben
. ^
Naomi Wold •
Starlets
"China" Clark
^
BU) .Clifford Oro
Ann Cucksey
5
Holiday Hotel
Alan Copeland
Encores (4)
Skyiets
r
Joy
Page
Frankie Masters Ore
Ed
Fitzpatrick
Ore
George
Hall
Boulevai’de'ars &
Riverside
New Golden
■ Dons (12)
Arthur Ellen
Art Engler
Drake Hotel
Cardinals
^ Art Barduhn
Gale Robbins
Gate of Horn
Glen Yqrborough
•Jo Mapes
Ed- McCJurdy

MARRIAGES

Joan MacKenzie to Roderick
MacLeod, Inverness, Sotland, re¬
cently. Bride’s a Gaelic singer;
he’s a Warner Bros, salesman.
T.tx,r<iT 4
Maria Romero to Raul Silva
Castro, Montevideo, Uruguay, Feb.
20. Bride’s editor of Chilean film
mag, Ecran; he’s c.editoriaL writer
of Chilean newspaper, El Mercurio.
HANLEY
LOS ANGELES
Royal (M) 4
Sheila Solomon to Burt Epstein,
Ramblers Group
Bar of Music
Ray Toland Ore
Chicago, March 2. Bride is with
Little Abner
BUI Norvas
Interlude
Allied Artists in Chi.
Suzl Miller
Dee Arlen
Edwin Sc Rachelle
Cal Tjader Quintet
Jimmie Shawn
Kay Mink to Stuart Rubine, San
Josephine Anne
Jerry Linden'Oro
Mocambo
Manton Bros,
Jose, Cal., Feb. 16; He’s the son
Cire's
Kuldip Singh
BUly Scott
Shirley Bass.ey
Paul Hebert Ore
of Irving Rubine, v.p. of Dougfair
Andy Stewart .
Janik Sc Arnaut
Moulin Rouge
Productions.
LEEDS
Gerl Galian Oro
Goofers (6)
Empire (M) 4
Felix Martinique Orec
Statler Hotel
Marlene Harding to Gerald Mc¬
Ronnie Carroll
Crescendo
Lucille Norman
Cann, Pittsburgh, Feb. 10. Bride’s
Emerson Sc Jayne
Mel Torme
Kodell.
Gladys Morgan
a nitery dancer.
Lenny Bruce
Dick Stabile Ore
Zodias
Dotte Barde to Stanley Levitt,
Mrs. Shufflewick
LAS VEGAS
Elizabeth Sc ColUns
Butte, Mont., Feb. 24. He’s a dee3 Quavers
Desert
Inn
Joe
Wolvcrton
jay-combo
man for KBOW.
LIVERPOOL
Frankie Laine'
Harry Ranch
Empire (M) 4 ^
Lola Beltran to Jose Ramon
Tex Ritter
Beverlee Dennis
* H^^lcnda
Tirado, Guadalajara, Mexico, Feb.
Rey Sc Ronjy
Art Johnson
Eddie Peabody
Morton Fraser’s
25. Bride’s a Mexi(ian folk singer;
Donn Arden Dners Day, Dusk^ Dawn
Harmonica Gang
he’s a bullfighter.
Carlton Hayes Ore . Joe Gray don
Ladringlps
Dunes
/
Bruce Davis
Alan Clive
Barbara Willoughby, to Kenneth
"Minsky Goes To
The Players
Len Young
Earle, Brixton, Eng., March 3.
Paris"
New Frontier
Walthon A Dorralne Kathy
Barr
Victor Borge
Bride’s
a dancer; he’s a comedian.
LONDON
Lawrle
Venus Starlets
Hippodrome (M) 4 Ted
Patti Ross
Garwood Van Orch
Luciana Masin Crdvato to VirDave King
NUcl A Noel
Riviera
gilio
Boccardi,
Venice, Italy, re¬
Shanl Wallis
Miss LoxU
Harry Belafonte
Andrea Dancers
cently. Bride is secretary of press
Vallkyra
Ray Sinatra Orch
Jones A Arnold
Joe
DeRita
Sahara
office
of
Venice
drama and music
Los Gatos
Irv. Benson
Ames Bros.
festivals; he’s a journalist and
Jimmy Lee
Murray Brisco
Fran Warren
NEWCASTLE
broadcaster
with
Italian National
Grace
Reed
Saharem
Dancers
Empire (M) 4
"Amber"
Sands
Pat "Amber”
Radio.
Winifred Atwell
Halladay
Dean Martin
Ballet Montmartre
Mrs.
Jolie
Gabor
to Odon SzeiLarry
Griswold
Copa
Girls
Murray A Maidie
Minsky Girls
Antonio a^reiii Ore gethy. New York, March 3. Bride
Les Marthys
Hoyt Henry Ore
Hall. Norman A
Joe
Capw>
***
mother
of
actresses
Magda, Zsa
El Cortez >
Ladd
I Brenda HoUis
Zsa and Eva Gabor.
The Rover Boys
Dickie Dawson
Chop-Chop 4c Char- Garr Nelson
Pierre Bel
showbJ?t'°Giri8
Carol
Ann
Beery
to
George E.
Showboat Girls
lene
Tommy Locky
Hills, Scottsdale, Ariz., March 3.
Cirquettes
Mike Werner Orch
NOTTINGHAM
Silver Slipper
Buster Hallett Ore
HnJv'Bride
is
daughter
of
the
late acEmpire (M) 4
Hank Henry
El Rancho Yogas
Art Baxter Co.
BoSboSS^ ^
tor, Wallace Beery; he’s an actor.
I Boubouka
Milton Berle
Dickie Bennett
Bobby Dennis
Bernard Landy
Daly A Wayne
Gay LesUe
Sydney Shaw
Haley Sis
PRINCE OP WALES
(M) 4
Irene Hilda
Dany Ray
Les Blngsters
Woodrow
Luclenne
Bob Sc Astor
Ghezzl Bros.

Betty George
Stan Fisher
VIetrqpolitan Sextet
The Dunhills
Renee Molnar Ders
Dick Rice Orch
Flamingo
Dinah Shore
The Skylarks
Skylark*
The
Flamingoettes
Flamingoettes
Lou BasU
Lou
Basil Orch
Fremont Hotel
Ish
[sh Kablbble
KabibWe 4c
&
4c Shy Guys
Sc
The Make Believes

p

Polly Possum

Cabaret Bills

*

Ahmad Jamal ■ (3)
Mister Kelly's
Matt Dennis
Ann Hathaway
Harry Slottag (3)
Marx & Frigo
Frank D'Rone
-Palmer House
Edith Piaf
Charlie Fisk Ore

Jody Lrwrence
Barbary Coast Boys
The Peop-etts
DID TOC
Jessica James
l>ilV I IxO
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Greist, daughMac' Dennison
ter Norwalk, Conn
Feb. 23.
Slipperettes
Geo. Redman Orch
Father IS an acCOUnt exec With
Thunderbird
,
WCBS, New York.
"International Rev”
, ,,
Leny Eversong
Mr. and Mrs. John Lupton,
Lara Lee
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Feb,
Peg-Leg Bates
no
_
RawDngs
-^t)- rather IS an actOl.
Barney Rawlings
Ai Johns Orch

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Americana
Patti^i^ge
Patti
Page "
Harvey Stone
Jackie Heller
Jo?‘L2hman
Joe
Relchman Ore
Dave Lester Ore
NEW YORK CITY
Bar of Music
BID Jordan
fill)
Joru«in
Ben Soir
Stanley Melba Oro
Gina Valente
'Valente
Tony 4c Eddie
Alan Logan Oro
Guy Rexxxxie
Kaye Ballard '
Joan JBisliop
Ha?vey®^fl
Harvey Bell
Phil Leeds
Joseph Sudy'
Clark Flers
fK
Jimmie Daniel*
Hotel Roosevelt
Vivian Lloyd
Three Flames
Eddie Lane Orc_
Cotton Club
Bruce Kirby
Guy Lombardo Ore Cab Calloway
Warren Vaughan
Lonnie SattinHotel Teft
Vincent Lopez
Lo>pez Oro S^am«
Alice Pearce
Hotel St. Regis
Sjorge^Khby
George Kirby
Johnny Mathi*
Bart Howard
Ax5o?fTri?“
Milt Shaw Oro
Anloel Trio
Martha Davis
oro
Ray Bari Oro
s^ar
- 4c Spouse
savar Dangers
Dancers
Hotel Statler
Michelle
Jimmy Lyons 3
Hotel'
Statl
Micheiie Clark
Norxna Miller Ders
Chsrtfas
Ray McKinley Ore
orTo^i^.
Orioles.
Ailny Kapitanhy.
Latin Quarl
Quarler
Eddie Barefield Ore
Llli
Jean CarroU
Carroll
Balmoral
Bela Babal Oro
Isabel 4c Migm
Miguel
Margarita Sierra
Tibor Rakossy
Georgia Reed
^onS ^Kendis Ore
BUI Yedla
Kitty Dolan
Tana Lexm
Dick Marts
Billy FeUoWS
FeUows
Club Calypso
Chateau Madrid . Carmen Philll]
Phillips
L.rS'“rU*i”c‘.’
Lord
Flea Sc Co.
Carmen Amaya
Trio CottaS
Cottad
Carlos Varella's
Waters Cai’los.
"Varella's
Bahlcas
Syncopated Wi
Cubanaires
A1 Castellanos Oro
Jo Lombardi <Oro
Cubjanaires
Di Lido
Luis Ortiz Cwo
B Harlowe Oro
Or
. CepacsBsn*
Hotel flai
Plaza
Pupi Campo Oro
lYancolse 1 Bea Kdlmus^
Kdlmus
Roberta Sherwood
Jacquel'n Frai
MarUyn Davies
Myrep Cohen
Ted Straeter
Stracter
Marla Sc
Sc ToXil
Toui
Marla
Dorlahne Gray
Mark Monte
Caney
Ore
Ron Beatty
Park Short
Sheraton
Eden
Edsn Roc
Kathl Dean
Mimi Warren
Johnnie Ray
Bud Spencer
Jose Melis
Jean Cafroll
Michael Durso Oro
Spark Thurman
Thurmi
owii A Coi
Country Augio Sc
Sc Margo
Frank Marti Oro
town
Mai MalkliX
Oro
BUly Vine
-''Downstairs Room
Billy
Maikixi <^o
Chlxey Reyes Oro
CeU Cabot
Alan Dale
bUSuJ Greco
gImS Ojfc
oS
Buddy
Jack Fletcher
Burnell Dancers
Dance
Empress
June Erlcson
Ned Harvey <Ore
Jerry Lester
Gerry Matthews
La Playa
Rita Constance
Julius Monk
Two Guitars
Gulti
Mand5®clmSS
Mandy
Campo Ore
Poliansky
• No, 1 Fifth Ava Kostya Poliam
Fontainebleau
Dauphine
Nancy Ajndrewa
Dolores Daupl
Lugovsky . ■ Tony Martin
Dick Smart
Leonid Lugovi
Jack Kannon
A Sox
Sonya
Bob Downey
Eugene 4i
ll
Hamshay
Al N^^w^Oro
Navarro Oro
Harold FonvUle
Andrei Hamsl
Hotel Ambassador
Viennese La
Lantern Sacasaa'
Sacasaa'^Orp
Holzapo^^' Club
Chauncey Gray Oro Monica Boyar
.Chauncey
Olsen
& Johnson
Jonnson '
Olspn
Tlspn Sc
Dean Sheldon
Janl Sarkozl
Marty
Jarty May
Barbara Kirk
’■ Gypsies
Jalagon Sisters
SistOrS
sistors
Quintero Rhumbas Ernest Schoen Oi’o Malagon
Slleen O’Dare
Harold Sandler
Eileen
- Hotel Pierre
K-Jutt
Paul -Mann
.Tune Johnson
Frank Parker
Village Barn
Leonard Sues
£ A L Roberts

Conrad Dancers
^ LeHn^Quarter
katln Quarter
Zlegfeld Follies
Bob Kennedy
Dom&e®^^
Dominique
George Matson
Vlng Merlin Strings
Lynn Cnristi6
Christie
Lynn
Leon A Eddie's •
Vanities of '57
Babbles*
plr'lene
Bubbles Parlene
Lucerne
Havana Revue
Marquez Sisters
Eva Flores
MUos Velarde
Renee 4c Lidia
Questel
Mardi Gras Girls
Don Sc Tyler
LuPs
Luis VaS'^orc
Varo'na Ore ,
Malayan
The Riveros
Mighty Panther
sSSa^MS
Bahama Mama
Conrad Hodges*
Hodges’
CalypsOnians
Monte Carlo
Betty 4e Jane Kean
Leonard Young
Sid Tucker Ore
“/ifurJ.r'pr.Siifih..
Murray Franklin's
Irwin Corey
Leon Fields
Dick Havlland
Linda BishS^
Bishop
Murray Franklin
BiUy MitcheU
Eddie Bernard
Nautilus
Michel Rosenberg
Ahtone Sc Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Sans Souci
souci Hotel
Redcaps Sc Damita
Jo
Freddy
Freddy Calo Oro
Place Pigaiic
Pigalle
B Ss Pully
Puiiy
Dixie Evans
FiSch
FoDies
French FoUIes
Seville
CharUe
mWv FarreU
Mickey Gentilo
.
Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers Ore
Rey Mambo Oro
s®xony
Saxony
"East Meets West'
West"
4i; Co.
Co.
Louise Hoff 4ii
Housler Dancers

OBrrUARIES
THQMAS M. KEARNS
Thomas M. Kearns, 48, former
press agent for Betty Grable, Ed. die Peabody ■ and ’ the late Fred
Allen, was found dead Feh. 28 in
Lynn, Mass.
Medical Examiner
Joseph A. DeClerico said death
was due to ejitposure following an
accidental fall.
Kearns, before becoming a pub¬
licist, was a song and dance man
on vaudG circuits in the 30’s. A
native of Lynn, he studied jour¬
nalism at Boston U. • and served
three years with the Army over¬
seas during World War II. '
Surviving are a brpther, state
representative, P. Joseph Kearns,
his mother, another brother and
a sister.
CHARLES BAYHA
Charles Bayha,.65, egmposer and
songplugger,' died Feb. 28 in New
York. He began by writing musi¬
cal scores for the Army camp
shows during World Wgr I.
He also penned “On Biscayrie
Bay,” “He Comes Up Smiling,”
“Have a Nice Weekend” and “She
Lives Down in Our Alley.” He
was lyricist for “Hokum,” “In Old
Manila,” “Bells of Monterey” and
“My Last Dollar,”
^rvived by wife and son.
ALLEN LESTER
Allen Lester, 56, pressagent, died
March 2 in Los Angeles. He was a
longtime circus drumbeater, mov• ing from that to legit about three
years ao. He was advance map for
“Bad Seed” on tour and more re-

gett), 79, vaude tigent, died recent¬
ly in Cheadle, Cheshire, Eng. A
native of London, he. began as a
lawyer’s apprentice, but moved
quickly’into vaude, playing Army
camps ahd locations In South
Africa at the time of tKfe Boer
War. Later, he toured England,
and in the early 1900’s opened a
vaude agency at Manchester.
He took an active part in pre¬
senting revues, roadshows, pan¬
tomimes and vaude seasons.
Survived by his wife, Amelia
(daughter of comedian Bob Vokes);
five sons kid a daughter,
JAMES MOODIE
James Moodie, 72, former di¬
rector of music for the Carnegie
Dunfermline Trust, died Feb, 21
in Edinburgh. He was a member
of the Scottish Music Advisory
Committee of the British Broad¬
casting Corp.
A native of Durfries, Scotland,
Moodie began his career as an or¬
ganist. After World War I, he
joined the management committee
of the Music Institute at invita¬
tion of the Carnegie Dunfermline
Trust. In 1933 he became direc¬
tor of music to the Trustees.
HOLLAND ip. BLAINE
Holland B. Blaine, 45, onetime
publicist, magazine publisher, radio
writer and researcher for the Ca¬
nadian Broadcasting Corp., died
of septicemia Feb. 19 in Regina,
Sask. Moi'e recently he was direc- .
tor of the Saskatchewan govern-
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cently functioned in that capacity ment travel and information serv¬
ices.
for “Gat on Hot Tin Roof.”
He was scheduled to return to
Surviving are his wife, mother
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Cossette, circus flacking for Ringling Bros.- and two brothers.
Hollywood, Feb. 24. Father is Barnum & Bailey.
/.
HILDA SPARKSMAN
manager of Anna Maria AlberHilda Sparksman, 66, dance in¬
ghotti and entertainment director
ALLAN S. MORITZ
of Mapes Hotel, Reno and FlaminAllan S. Moritz, 63, veteran film structor, died recently in Uxbridge.
gO, LaS Vegas.
distributor and Cincinnati branch Eng. Training at the Espinosa
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Snapp, manager of Columbia Pictures for School of Dancing, she made her
daughter, Sheffield, Eng., recent- 25 years, died Feb. 28 in Cincinnati stage debut with the Louis Fuller
IyPRrents (Tommy
& Sylvia after hospitalization for a stomach Show at the London Coliseum.
n-nPnnT-L-i rmn
She trained troupes such as tha
Snapp) aie vaude periormeis,
ailment.
He started in the ir\dustry with Westway Girls and the Westway
David Whitfield.
Vocalettes. ..
Fox
Film
in
his
native
New
York
son, Hull, Eng.. Feb. 24. Father
iS a singer.
City and. was the company’s New
RICHARD BACHLER
__
, -„
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander H. Orleans manager for a brief period
Richard Bachler, 48, Motion Pic¬
Cohen, son, Feb. 27, N.Y. Father before switching to Paramount, ture Costumers’, v.p., died of- a
with
which
he
served
in
Washing¬
is a isgit produoerr mother is tv- ton and Buffalo.
His Columbia, heart attack March 1 while on lo¬
legit actress, Hlldy Parks.
affiliation included a year in Cleve¬ cation in Tucson. He had been ac¬
^ Mr. and Mrs. Jim Halsey, son, land prior to the Cincinnati assign¬ tively identified with Hollywood
costuming since 1935.
Independence, Kan., Feb. 22. Fat^er is head of Thunderbird At- ment.
Wife and sister survive.
After leaving Columbia several
tractions; mother is a former years ago, Moritz coiTducted his
model.
DAVID STURGIS
own distributing, firm on Cincy’s
David Sturgis, 69, an astrologist
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Dreyfuss, son, Film Row. Previously he also op¬
Pittsburgh, Feb. 21. Father’s film erated four picture theatres in Ne¬ with a Hollywood, New York and
Paris following, died of cancer
director of HDKA-TV,
gro sections of Louisville for sev¬ Feb,
22 in Hawthorne, N.Y. Few
Mr and Mrs Oi^les D. Moore. eral years.
before his death, he married
son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 19. Father’s
He leaves his wife and a json. days
Charlene Castle, a dancer.
the SOn of B. F. (Dinty) Moore, SW
Wife and brother survive.
district manager In Pitt area.
EUGENE J.-O’BRIEN
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ray, son,
Eugene J. O’Brien, 56, vet pub¬
Edlnhiirffh rpcentlv
He’q
a
ALEX FELIX
i^jOinDurgn, recently.
xies u
licist and former N.Y. Times photo
Alex Felix, 67, onetime operatic
Singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McMalion, editor, died in Burbank, Cal., Feb. singer, died recently in Rio de
son. New York, March 1 Father is 25 following an illness of several Janeiro. She made her debut at
months.
the San Carlos Opera house in
advertising manager of MCA.
O’Brien was brought to Holly¬ Lisbon. For the last 30 years she
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Romine,
wood
by
Warners
in
1933
from
his
acted as a vocal coach.
son New York, March
Father is
Her husband survives.
producer of CBS-TV s “Odyssey.” job at the Times to serve as head
Mr. and Mrs. James Rosenfield, of the studio’s still department.
Later,
he
shifted
to
Columbia
and
DR. MAURICE GNESIN
da Ugh ter, Boston, last week.
Dr. Maurice Gnesin, 60, director
Mother, Nancy, is a former pub- to Universal, Where he was direc¬
tor
of
radio
activities.
Since
1950
of
the
Goodman Memorial The¬
licity director at Macy’s, N.Y.; fa¬
ther is an NBC^JV account exec. he had Been a publicity writer, atre in Chicago ' for the past 27
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weede Jr,, with Young & Rubicam in Holly¬ years, died Feb. 26 in that city.
Survived by wife and son.
^• 011, Milan, Italy, March 4. Father wood.
His wife and sister survive.
IS an Opera Singer and ^on of
Don
Federico Oliver, 84, cele¬
Robert W^ede, currently appearing
brated Spanish playwright, died
WILL DALTON .
on Broadway in "Most Happy
(Continued on page 63)
Will Dalton (Albert Joseph Leg-
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New Acts
EDDIE FISHER'
Sonars
40 Mins.
I,atin Casino, Philadelphia
Back on a hometown cafe floor
after an absence of nine years,
Eddie Fisher relighted the Latin
Casino. Philly’s nitery showcase
has been dark since the week be¬
fore Christmas, Singer’s homecom¬
ing caused plenty of local excite¬
ment, as evidenced by the jammed
opening show and heavy reserva¬
tions. He’s not strictly a New Act
but his last solo notice in Variety
dates back to 1949 at the Golden
Gate, San Francisco vauder.
Ease and nonchalance seem to
be the attributes a whole school of
singers currently strive for. Fisher
•is a member of the faculty. With
his hands in his pockets, he ambles
about the stage, nonchalantly even
deserting the mike for a sottovoce
rendition of ‘‘Cindy.” But he can
get emotional when he chooses
with ‘‘I’m In Love,” or actional
with a jump arrangement of “Want
to Go Where You Gro.”
The star’s family and many
friends from Hollywood and New
York were at ringside for his cafe
debut, a factor that seemed to
make him chattier and put him
even more at ease. “I’ve done
1,266 songs oh television,” he says
with sarcasm, “I’m very nervous.”
It took several numbers, however,
to warm up even so predisposed an
audience. Then he went into a
special material bit,- entitled
“Philadelphia,” which showed evi¬
dence of good preparation and was
filled with topical references to
Grace Kelly, Robin Roberts, et al.
After that he owned them.
A medley of top recording hits
was followed by his strongest vo¬
calizing of the evening in “I’m
Yours” and “Lady of Spain.”
Although new to club work, the
singer’s long tenure before the
cameras has given him an assured
and intimate style. His youthful
and natural appearance are obvious
assets. His chatter stays in charac¬
ter and his selection and routining
of the song numbers are slickly
pro. Fisher was on for 40 minutes,
counting an encore, and left them
calling for more. Latin Casino
orchestra, augmented with a string
section and bongo man to 19 musi¬
cians, is batoned by Axel StordahC,
his personal maestro.
Eddie
Samuels is at the piano. Gagh.
TRIO ARAVAH
Songs
20 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris
Trio Aravah have already ap¬
peared on the Ed Sullivan Show
on a film strip. Their showing here
denotes they are ready for an inperson encore. They sing only in
Israelian and display excellent
choral work as well as dynamic
groupings. A guitar is their only
instrumental accompaniment.
They display a marked flair-in
the songalog picked for this first
Parisian stint, with rhythm upper¬
most and' the addition of taking
folk chants. Voices are well blend¬
ed and the feeling of space and
land comes through without any
lingo difficulties. They denote
linguistic talents also in the: intros.
They shape as a good addition for
U. S. video as well as specialized
boite spotting. They are a natural
for New York. Group has been
signed for waxing by the PatheMarconi setup here.
Mask.

KULDIP SINGH
Songs
15 Mins.
Mocambo, Hollywood
Foreign singers have never made
it in the pop field, but Kuldip
Singh, Trinidad-born youngster of
Indian descent cbuld make it. He'
has the potential for strong juve
appeal and he has already created
some attention as a result of his
initial showcasing on the Grbucho
Marx show.
Singh is personable and pos¬
sessed of a good'baritone. But he
has just about everything to learn,
from how to hold his hands to how
to take a bow. And proper devel¬
opment doesn’t include' dates like
his Mocambo break-in; he’s not for
the chichi crowd-that inhabits intiraeries of this kind.
For his opening act. he displays
a wide linguistic talent in a “Trib¬
ute to Americans”s medley that
covers so^gs of six different na¬
tions, but it’s overlong for what
he wants to do. He shows best on
such items as “Kashmiri Song” and
“Granada,” but has a tendency on
pop material to lean toward Pres¬
ley stylings. Potential, however, is
there to be developed.
Kap.
FLOYD & MARIANNA
Dancing
15 Mins.
Steuben’s, Boston
Floyd & Marianna, comely and
cleancut terp team, have switched
from soft shoe and musicomedy
routines to a new highpowered act,
concentrated on ballroom adagio
and apache adagio, which looks to
enhance their standing on tlie
nitery circuit, and put them square¬
ly in the class bracket.
Act is sparkling and honey
blonde, solidly stacked looker is
molded into eyefilling costume.
Handsome pard executes some
great overhead lifts. Both, nicely
costumed in white, project romantico mood sock in all efforts.
Guy.
JACKIE ROSS
Comedy Impressions.
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Here’s a vaude impressionist
striving to get on offbeat lines with
string of impressions, mainly done
via pliability of rubberface. He
requires to aim for more offbeat
names and use models more in
tune with contemporary aud re¬
action.
As is, performer does a fairly
commendable job with such Eng¬
lish comedians as Arthur'Askey
and Robertson Hare, but his Stan
Laurel travesty is in the n.s.g.
class. Edward. G. Robinson, darling
of generations of impression men,
is pictured here as a babysitter to
mediocre results. Scores with por¬
trayal of English .comedian Reg
Dixon and winds strongly with an¬
other well-worn type, Charles
Chaplin.
Talents are obviously on tap, but
originality is in short supply.
Gord.
PIERRE BEL
Juggling.
8 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Garbed in black blouse and long
black pants. Continental juggler
offers eight minutes of a full and
well-balanced act.
Tees-off with standard juggling
of tennis racket between two sticks.
Segues by drawing good mitting
for revolving hoops on all limbs,
then into spinning of balls on one
forefinger, having both red and
.yellow spheres revolving simulta¬
neously. More palming for rope¬
skipping with cord interlacing ball
bouncing on his head. Winds with
some colorful club-tossing; the
clubs being luminous-painted.
Act has speed and polish, and
would be good bet for early slot¬
tings in vaude and for tv,
Gord.

RASSOS (2)
Bicycle-acro
15 Mins.
Bobino, Paris
Rassos, a man and woman, do
standard trick riding and balanc¬
ing on two and one-wheeled cycles
and then up on a platform to give
this an unusual tang making it‘a
good sight act for U.S. video or
house filler material.
On the narrow platform a bike
Is balanced as the two cavort on
it, and then man skips rope on a
unicycle and comes down a stair¬
case for top applause.
Mosic.
LENY EVERSONG
Songs
CATHY JOHNSON
20 Mins.
Songs
“
Thunderbird Hotel, Las "Vegas
15 Mins.
Leny Eversong is a Brazilian
Mayfair, Boston
newcomer who makes her nitery
Diminutive 5-foot tltian brown- debut here on the heels of recent
ette looker, with a Teresa Brewer click introduction to U. S. audi¬
implication in h'er style, rates with ences via Ed Sullivan’s tver. Miss
the best in today’s pop piping field. Eversong is immediately faced
Diminutive chirp, with disk and with the obligation of becoming
band stinting background, has "a acquainted with American night
fresh and orig Interp in handling club traditions anent pacing, bows,
of ballads, pops and jump numbers etc., but the disarming ease she
and a trick yodelling effect. Miss displayed - onstage during her
Johnson exhibits plenty of show¬ preem (28), in the Navajo Rooni,
manship, slick stage and mike indicates all this will come quickly.
presence and projects sock.
In fact, at present, she parlays this
Ripe for major exposure, she’s a naivete into what comes off as an
solid beat and should rank with extremely refreshing presentation
contemporary top femme "-'^ery to those who are accustomed to the
singers fast.
Ciiy.
studied, sometimes mechanical ad¬

herence to traditions by the vet
American performer.
Miss Eversong is a large woman,
but she manifests so much atten¬
tion to her vocal dynamics that her
physical stature soon goes unno¬
ticed as she whips out a barrage of
Anglo-Latin times. Her- voice has
plenty of timbre, so much so she
hardly needs a microphone to belt
her big tunes, such as “Jezebel.”
It contains wide range and a stim¬
ulating sound. Miss Eversong also
lends to her vocal interpretations
a deft emoting of lyric.
She may be a newcomer, but
chances appear good that she will
soon be a familiar figure on this
country’s circuits.
Alan.
JOSEPHINE ANNE
Songs, Comedy
9 Mins.
Empire, Edinburgh
Cute bundle of feminine fun has
Iptsa potential for revue and tv.
With ponjr-tail hairdo and pop¬
ping vivacious orbs, gal gives out
»in both straight and comedy num¬
bers. She has the outfronters
happy via daredevil oomph she
instils into rendition of her comedy
bits, and shows useful set of pipes
in tunes like “First Love” and
“Waltzing in Clouds.”
Thrush will do well to concen¬
trate on humor side of her talents,
which are okay for more intimate
revue and for tV. Should also guard
against becoming over-plump in
physique. As is, she has the right
scat style, likely to go places fast.
Gord.
DICK HAVILLAND
.Comedy
25 Mins.
Murray Franklin’s, Miami Beach
A Clifton Webb lookalike in ap¬
pearance and demeanor, Dick
Havilland’s humor is in the offtrail, underplayed vein that is
yock-filled for the hep audiences he
plays to in this spot. The vein of
Havilland’s humor is tailored for
chichi patronage, containing subtle
lines requiring intimate surround¬
ings, in order to garner full reac¬
tion. His beat for a weird Singing
style that twists a pop tune into a
laugh-filled lampoon is a plus to
the overall compote of deliberately
spun tales.
A sharp eye for topical matters
lends the fresh touch to what, right
now, adds up-as an original series
of comedic invents. Havilland!s
style takes several minutes to hit
with the auditors, but once he
gathers in his first laugh, the at¬
tention-hold grows to point of solid
and' consistent returns.
Lary.
RAF & JULIAN
Comedy
10 Mins.
Empire Glasgow
Smiling and amiable males offer
promising aero-comedy act. Open
by initial clownipg as they tumble
and collapse atop each other, aqd
one tries to swing aloft on sus¬
pended trapeze swing with walk¬
ing-stick. Comedy in fake falls and
being apparently stranded as he’s
suspended aloft. •
Act, while requiring gearing-up
to quicker pace, is one long acrogag until final highlight. For in¬
stance, one of the pair announces
a • fabulous teeth-to-teeth spin,
twosome go into action, and rou¬
tine ends on gag of an outsize set
of false dentals • being deposited
on stage. Strong finish in one'male
throwing' himself from upright
standing position into upside-down
link-up via feet with partner’s own
feet',' latter still hanging from
trapeze. Exit to solid mitting.
Duo have wisely cut n.s.g. com¬
edy gabbing from act, and are con¬
centrating on build-up of aero
gags. Needs more sharpening, but,
as is, shapes on promising lines for
general vaude and tv.
. Gord.
DALIDA
Songs
20 Mins.
Ii’Olympia, Paris
Sultry looking girl displays a
good , voice and okay mike hand¬
ling, but has yet to find her proper
songalog. She insists on using her
pleasant, well groomed voice on
fados, Hispano chants and the like
for exploitation rather than en¬
hancement of her pipes. The right
songs, be they standards, would
help play up her good thrush quali¬
ties.
After some work she may be
ready for more song stature here,
and could shape for plush boite
spotting in the U.S.
Mosk.

Greco’s June Date in D. C.
Washington, March 5.
Jose Greco has been signed for
a week at the Carter Barron Am¬
phitheatre here starting June 24.
Feld Bros. Is prombting the event.
Jimmy Durante has been signed
for a July stand at that spot, and
other naoaes, including Harry Belafonte,''for a Junp 13 stand, are in
negotiation.

House Reviews
Empire^ Glasgow

backed by a scantily clad girl who
and eyes with her exuberant
Glasgow, Feb. 27. ' steals
but amateurish prancing, Jean
Bernard Delfont presentation of Marie is a good risley act, footing
Winifred Atwell, Jimmy Wheeler, a radio which lie also tunes, and a
Gary Miller, Hall, Norman & Ladd, lit-up rocket for fine effect. Kas¬
Les Marthys (2), Tommy Locky, ten’s Revue (3) has a family putPierre Bel, Ballet Montmartre (6); ,ting all sorts of animals througli
Bohhy Dowds Resident*Orch.
their paces such as monkeys, dogs,
cats, guinea pigs. It is Somewhat
--'
Winifred Atwell, Trinidad piano cluttered but gets the good re¬
Mosk. .
star resident in U.K. for some sponse.
years now, wins over many new
and old customers with sparkling
attack on her two keyboards, ohe
a Steinway grand^ t’other her an¬
cient sentimental “other piano.”
She smiles a flashing smile at out¬
fronters, looks happy at her Eucerne, Miami Beacb
chores, and ranges from boogie to
Miami Beach, March 3^’
rock ’n’ roll, not forgetting such
^'Havana Mardi Gras,*’ with Mar¬
classical bits as the cadenza from
quez
Sisters
(3), Eva Flores, Milos
the Grieg Piano Concerto.
The outsize sepian keyboard gal, Velarde, Renee .& Lidia, Tonia
Flores,
Questell,
Line (6); David
an obvious b.o. draw on her cur¬
rent disk, radio and tv name, floats Tyler, musical director; Luis Varona
Orch;
$3.50
minimum.
her nimble fingers over “Black &
White Rag,” “FUrtation Waltz”
and “Poor People of. Paris” to
This fast-moving Cubano revU©
score solidly. She winds with sur¬ assembled by house booker Selma
prise twist by returning on false Marlowe Harris is a budget find
curtain to introduce her own rhy¬ for hotel and smart cafe locations
thmic rock 'n’ roll group of four looking for the something different
instrumentalists, begging off to from the norm. The principals
her latest waxing of “Let’s Rock are all fresh from the Havana and
’n’ Roll.”
South American
entertainment
Jimmy Wl^eeler, longtime Eng¬ marts, only Americano touch being
lish vaude comedian, tops support the ,six 'lookers gathered to round
layout with vigorous; if dated, out the package. That th€ line
comedy patter. He streaks it with gals take to the latino beat with tal¬
frequent references to politicians ented zest is all to the good. The
and current topicalities.
Club Chalet, in which this revue is
Gary Miller, blond singer, re¬ season-long tenant, is now a heavy
veals pleasarit pipes in quiet,; conductor in the cafe competition,
thoughtful
songalog,
including thanks to fast word-of-mouth build
“You’re Nearer,” “Friendly Per¬ among the hotel crowd.
suasion” and “The Wisdom of a
The Marquez sisters, three tall,
Fool.” Sad-faced young man dons
a straw hat to hit a brighter mood indefatigable senioritas of varying
with “That’s What a Rainy Day Is hair shades, are the big mitt grab¬
For” and winds strongly with his bers in their topline spot. They’re
latest disk hit, “Garden of Eden.” not lookers in the conventional
Hall, Norman & Ladd are male sense, but win auditors quickly
trio of comedy instrumentalists on with zingy approach to a free¬
guitar, bass and violin, humor wheeling assortment of native and
combo of suavity, long-haired American cleffings. Injects of hip¬
idiocy and meek homeliness. Trio swing breaks serve to zoom up the
quickly have a section of customers pace of tabler payoff, with mugging
giving out in steady yocks at their comedy by wide-mouthed gal-inmusical zombie-ism and eccen¬ the-middle toting up additional
enthusiasm. Most of their stuff is
tricity.
Les Marthys, two Continental handled in tongue-in-check style to
males, click in skillful handstands keep the light mood bubbling.
and balancing. • Equilibrism on
Milos Velarde, a South American
two counter-balanced rollers wins import, looks, dresses and works
mitting, and pair wind with head- like Cantinflas, even to version of
to-head balance, a rubber ball the bullfight scene from “80 Days.”
sandwiched between their respec¬ He is an. expert panto artist and,
tive crania.
in the aforementioned bit, with a
Tommy Locky offers average beaut from the line playing the
comedy patter, is best with sound “bull,” displays remarkable close
.impressions, and should avoid the carboning of Cantinflas, complete
indigo tinge in one gag used at with the cape-twirl wizardry that
.show caught. Pierre Bel, novelty calls for glide-ln to burlesquing of
juggler, shows versatility (see New the serio-toreadors. Velarde also
Acts).
The six Marie De Vere works into the dance end of the
Dancers open both segments with proceedings in sock style with
terping above the normal average ■standard spoof on the Apache rou¬
bn the British vaude loop- Show¬ tine with another talented recuit
backing from Bobby Dowds house from the line and Latin version of
orch.
a guy-on-a-bus. 'With more origi¬
Layout, one of strongest here¬ nal material^ and acquisition of
abouts for weeks, is in the Delfont- English language handling, he’ll be
Winigred Atwell tradition of giv¬ a bet for foray around the cafes
ing customers strong support to and tv on his own.
justify upped prices.
Gord,
Rest of the revue contains the
requisites for pace-hold and au¬
Bobino, Paris
thentic native flavor. Eva Flores
ihakes a pretty, pleasingly plump
Paris, March 5.
Andre Dassary, Romeo Carles & soubret, playing the saucy vixen
type
to successful. returns. Renee
George Pomel, Rassos (2), Richard
Manson, Jones & Wilbert, Paola, & Lidia add up as a well versed
pair
of- Iberian terpstefs, while
Jean Marie, Kasten’s Revue (3),
■Wester, Dohgales Jr. (2); $1.75 top. Tonia Flores is standout In a palm¬
raising session heel-stomp routines
to self-accomp Castanet. Questell
Headlining of romantic operetta adds/looics to the display.
tenor Andre Dassary in an ordi¬
The several production numbers
nary bill augurs so-so biz until are fast, inventively Staged and
mid-March. Dassary is the sugar- colorfully costumed. The set of
sweet type, trilling and crooning six take to their assignments in*
sentimental ballads strictly for the highly capable manner, and work as
older or provincial sets. This show¬ though. they thoroughly enjoyed
biz anachronism does not make for their part in the proceedings.
a lively house atmosphere.
Finale, done in stroblite with na¬
Cluttered program has a few tive angled “sacrifice to the cobra’*
high spots. Rassos (2) is an intri¬ theme, is reaction zoomer-upper
cate bicycle turn (see New ’^cts). that the fast-moving 90-minute re¬
Romeo Carles & Geo. Pomel do a vue.
risible sketch about a man who
Dave Tyler, vet of the old Copa
hears radio stations in his head
show?, “batons the continuosafter a fall, and his doctor’s reac¬ City
music background masterfully,
tions, good for yocks. Richard' while Luis Varona adds to the La¬
Manson is a mimic Who gets the tin flavor with Spanish-American
sound of the top singers and actors intros to the production.
Lary,
but then loses ground in lack of
interpretative flair and material.
Jones & Wilbert are a U.S. sepia Scot "Comic Dave Willis
terp team who snap up things with
Retiring: After 40 Yrs.
an energetic tap and then end with
one picking up three tables by
Glasgow, Feb. 26.
biting into the edge of one and
Dave Willis, 62-year-old Scot
lifting it. Solid entry this. Paola comedian, says he’s retiring after
is a song Impressionist who has 40 years in show biz.
plenty of motion but misses the
The star recently completed a
mark due to a lack of penetrating stint in revue for Tom Arnold at
clowning and song interp. How¬ the Empire Theatre. He lost much
ever, her impressions of the' snob
set go over, but she remains coin when a hotel project he was
strictly a local entry. Wester does Involved in came a cropper three
hand shadows for okay effect as he years ago.
Willis, who once earned $1,500
brings to life a flock of characters
Weekly and has recently averaged
and famous personages.
Dongales Jr. (2) is a young jug- $600 when working, Is now looking
^gler of ordinary talents who is for any type of work.

Unit Review

Vedneaday, March 6, 1957
Hotel St. Heglsy N.
Monique Van Vooren; Milt Shaw
and Ray Bari Orchs; $1.60*$2.50
convert
Monique Van Vooren is a Bel¬
gian-French looker I who must rely
on her personality chiefly for in¬
timate boite projection.
Her
arongalog in the new standard
Franco-American idiom is undis¬
tinguished otherwise, vocally or
materially.
The St. Regis* head-man, Pierre
Bultinck, has made the Maisonette
distinguished for lush lookers, in¬
clined either to the “sophisticated”
genre (vide, Julie Wilson) or the
Gallic brand (viz., Fernanda Montel). But almost invariably the s.a.
babes have also been boRo belters
of the chansons, whether the Brill
Bldg, or bistro brand.
Miss Van Vooren is an attractive
blonde whose prepossessing endow¬
ments are dramatically set off in a
stunning green gown. But for the
rest it’s hit ’n’ mjss, ranging from
the surefire hitparaders (“CTest Si
JBon,” “Mademoiselle de Paris/'
“La Seirfe,” etc.) to sophisticated
and topical inclusions ( like Char¬
les Van Roren I come back for
more”), plus a calypso touch.
There is no distmgul^ing char¬
acter to Miss Van Vooren’s stuff.
She’s neither of the Plaf-Genevieve-Annie Corday stripe all the
way, and she dilutes her American
brand of pseudo-sophistications in
a manner that militates against the
sum total.
Milt Shaw, who pow batons with
a Berlitz brogue—he’s easily the
most Gallicized maestro in the
class boites—does a yeoman backerujjper job, and the Ray Bari
combo, also per usual, is tiptop
relief dansapation.
Abel.
El Rancho, Eas Vegas
Las'Vegas, Feb. 26.
Milton Berle, Betty George, Stan
Fisher, Metropolitan Sextet, TFm
Dunhills, Renee Molnar Dancers
(6), Dick, Rice Orch (13); Tom
Douglas production; $2 minimum.
Milton Berle brings his energy
and brashness to the stage of the
Opera House at El Rancho Vegas
and socks across a fast-paced mix¬
ture of mirth, music and terps. The
intimacy of the room serves as
good showcase for Berle, who dom¬
inates the 70-minute romp ex¬
cept during the brief curtain-raiser
a breezy production piec.es by
Renee Molnar and her dancers (6).
Since Berle is an institution and
has wisely kidded his rep of steal¬
ing other comics’ gags, he can get
away with the familiar one-liners
which he kicks around unashamed¬
ly. In fact, he has a knack of mak¬
ing old jokes sound new, and his
extroverted delivery keeps the
yocks coming afs if his audience
was a handpicked Berle claque.
His first-night reception was greet¬
ed with the line, “Thank you, en¬
emies of Jackie Gleason.”
Betty George, the bosomy can¬
ary in the troupe labeled “Berle
& Revue,” is an eye-filling foil
for Berle’s lecherous leers, and
they make a fine comedy team. She
warbles “Let There Be Love” with
a sexy bit of salesmanship which
is appropriate.
Continuing gimmick of becom¬
ing involved in each act, Berle
joins Stan Fisher in an okay
’^‘Night and Day” harmonica duet,
further establishing his versatility.
On his own, Fisher demonstrates
top quality harmoiiica artistry.
In his preposterous slick-haired,
blackened teeth, baggy-pants getup, he joins the Metropolitan Sex¬
tet (Joyce Crandall, Marian Haraldson, Bette Wolf, James Cosenze,
Charles Scott, Chet Ludginl-'in a
funny bit of oldfashioned burles¬
que-type humor. • The Sextet
scores with a blend of well-trained
voices.
The Dunhills, three handsome
and clean-cut guys (Art Stanley,
Walter Long, Bob Roberts), present
precision terps smoothly, and of
course are joined by th,e fourth
terper, Berle himself, who holds,
his own in the fancy footwork de¬
partment.
Pianist Sammy Liner expertly
backs his boss’ antics, and the
orch (13) is capably batoned by
Dick Rice. “Berle & Revue” tee¬
pees af El Rancho through April
16.
^
Duke,
Royal Vork, I'oronio '
■ Toronto, March 1,
Connie Towers, Moxie Whitney
Orch (14); $3 couer.
On new name policy, posh Impei'ial Room at the Royal York
has Connie Towers paying her fii-st
visit to Toronto and In for a fort¬
night.
New., material includes
‘Sea Shell,” which she’s Just re¬
corded, but rest of 40-minute stint
twice nightly is made up of stand¬
ards that are still evergeen on
her delivery. Lady-like, blue-eyed
blonde, in white evening gown, is
a dramatic soprano jvlth a two-

.NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
and-a-half octave range that goes
to high C.
Opens with “Bring Your Smile
Along,” themer of Columbia flick¬
er which she did with Frankie
Laine, and then into such stand¬
ards as “Serenade,” “One Fine
Day” from “Madame Butterfly,”
“Love
is
a
Many-Splendored
Thing,” “So in Love,” “Moon Is
Shining,” “If I Loved You” and
“You’ll Never Walk Alone.”
All
songs went over big when caught,
with, full use of her range, plus
her goodnatured. manner and fine
wardrobing.
All arrangements
are by Jon Gregory. Neat back¬
grounding is from , Moxie Whit¬
ney’s 14-piece orch. Miss Towers
goes from here to Ed Sullivan’s
show (17) and then into the Monteleone, New Orleans.
McStay.
Palmer House, Chi
Chicago, Feb. 26.
Edith Piaf, Charlie Fisk Orch
(10); $2 cover.
Tho- intense spirit' behind her
trademarked repertoire and much
imitated style brings Edith Piaf a
sincerity of applause softened only
by the unbroken attention of the
Empire Room audience. To sell
foreign language songs to English
speaking niterygoers. Miss Piaf
does not rely on the wordy descrip¬
tions of her material common to
many imported thrushes but- on the
pictorial expressiveness of each
movement and nuance of voice,
supplemented by-^ramatic choral
and orchestral/illustration. Result
is constant audience fascination
through each number.
_ All dimensions of her act have
been carefully worked out to an
impressive simplicity. Songstress
in a plain black dress performs
under carefully regulated lights
with orch augmented by her own
accordionist, guitarist, pianist and
four choral singers not unveiled
until the end of t;he 40-minute turn.
Programmed between two Piaf
warhorses, “Poor People of Paris”
and “La Vie En Rose,” is her
highly dramatic narrative “Bravo
our jue Clown,” in which orch,
chorus, solo voice and panto com¬
bine for an artfully lucid presenta¬
tion of the tragi-comic buffoon
theme. This is a stopper straight
through the final bow half con¬
cealed behind the curtain.
The Visual Piaf is as impressive
a part of the show- as the audible
Piaf. The daring theatrical move¬
ments run to an emotional peak in
“La Vie bn Rose” and her windup
“Monsieur Saint Pierre” that verge
always on the edge of sentimental¬
ity but come off perfectly each
time.
Leva.

Cliez Paree^ Clil
Chicago, Feb, 26.
Will Mastin Trio starring Sammy
Davis Jr.; Hal Loman Dancers (3),
Chez Paree Adorables (6) with
Benny Nichols, Ted Fio Rito Orch
(15); $1.75 couer, $4 minimum.
Fresh from a year on Broadway
in “Mr. Wonderful” Sammy Davis
Jr.’s return to the nitery circuit is
shaking down the cobwebs from
the Chez chandeliers. There’s hard¬
ly a letup in the 70 minutes the
floor is occupied with the star’s
songs, tap terps, and impersona¬
tions or the softshoe routine of the
elder members of the trio, Will
Mastin and Sammy Davis Sr.
Several new numbers vie.^with
the older Davis song standards for
top honors. “Give Me a Saloon
Everytime” Is the crowd Warming
starter for Davis, followed by
“They Can’t Take That Away From
Me,” a few trademark pieces and
a medley from his recent “Won¬
derful” run. The pace is varied
with trio’s dance numbers and
plenty of laugh-getting lines by
Davis Jr., especially the ribbing of
tv commercials.
Show keeps building through
the vocals combined with imper¬
sonations and culminates with an
Elvis Presley takeoff a few. classes
above the best seen in this room.
The comedy singing, impersonating
and dancing talents of this per¬
former compete for audience favor
on an even basis. Everything in
his routine rates top hands through
the final “That’s Entertainment”
bit with softshoe. Mastin and the
senior Davis lend class to the
younger man’s solo tnaterial with
their polished stage manner that
an audience can’t help sensing.
Their dance material gets healthy
hands in its own right.
Hal Loman and his two vivacious
blonde dolls go through 15 minutes
of tap routines that give femme
members ample opportunity for
hip swingeing turns that promise to
grow into a fine act with a little
more polish on technique. f^Best
number is the “Dragnet” twist
with lighthearted slapstick. .
Show opens with the return to
the Chez scene (after six months)
of the Adorables. six colorfully
garbed girls who brighten up the
stage to singer Benny Nichols’ pip¬
ing of “Rains Came Down.” It’s
pleasant beginning to the program.
Ted Fio Rito’s new 15-man outfit
is heavier on brass than before
and is particularly effective in the
large room, especially during the
before and after show dancing
when table talk is heavy. Mastin
Trio exits March 18, followed by
Jimmy Durante.
Leva. *

Eden Roe, Miami Beaeh
Miami Beach, March 2.
Tliimdcrbird, Las Vegas
Johnnie Ray, Jean Carroll, An¬
Las Vegas, March 5.
gle & Margo, Henry Tobias, Mai
Tom BalVs “International Re¬
Malkin Orch; $3.50-$6 minimum.
vue,'’ starring Leny Eversong, with
Tulara Lee & George Gilbert, Peg
Add Johnnie Ray to the list of Leg Bates, Boy Foy, Jeannie
topliners now playing the hotel- Thompson & The June Calypso
circuit here. Going on first tw'o Trio (4), International Dolls (20),
nights’ biz, he’s-apt to keep the up¬
beat b.o. tempo for the Cafe Pom¬ Al Jahns Orch (13); $2 minimum.
peii, which has been experiencing
Navajo Room booker Marty
a big season, thanks to shrewd
Hick has* long contended that
booking policy.
Ray has himself a new act. one package revusicals hold the ans¬
which rounds out his vocabilities wer to the Vegas enigma of highAssuming
and adds more of the performer priced talent tariffs.
aura to his work, rather than the that the reported budget for “In¬
frenzied platter-hit seen in these ternational Revue” is correct, then
parts in former datings at indie this is the answer. The result of
clubs.
Working with the new a collaboration between Hicks and
electronic cheSt-mike to allow for vet showman Tom Ball, it con¬
all of the ingredients neces¬
continuous move around stage, Ray tains
to elicit eager reaction from
sets up a. shrewdly devised book sary
even
the
most blase Vegas nitery
that blends more of the ballads patron—and"
it’s showcased for a
into the stint than formerly.
rice well below current Vegas
Typical of the restaging is his udget
standards.
workover of “Look Homeward An¬
Show is carefully staged, the
gel” early in the canto, to establish pace pyramiding to the, bombastic
the quieter, more subdued ap¬ turn of “Revue” topl'iner Leny
proach to his song-selling. It hits Eversong (see New Acts).
Miss
big and sets tablers for mood- Eversong’s exciting song irftonachange mixture which ensues. tions, through which she vocally
Wind is intro of his latest album translates the ferver of her na¬
of upbeat arrangements allowing tive Brazil, fit neatly into the theme
for return of the old fervor, albeit of “International Revue,” which
for brief moments, to kick up embraces an assortment of enter¬
encore-demand reaction. The new tainment techniques that origin¬
act is obviously, designed for the ated on . distant shores—^the yocksmarter hotel locations and the. tv. evoking pantomimics of George
route. Overall, he is now the as¬ Gilbert as he plays foil to acroba¬
sured, smooth working, very-much tic partner Tulara Lee; the inin-command performer.
fectuous tap-patter routines of vet
Jean Carroll’s deliberate com¬ Peg Leg Bates; the zingy jugglingedies are made to order for this big cycling gymnastics of Boy Foy; the
layout. Basic material is much, akin West -Indies folklore related to
to the subjects utilized by her ma,le good effect by the June Calypso
counterparts who are regulars in Trio, three guys whose harmoniz¬
this area. The racetrack tout and ing is fronted by the pulsating na¬
assorted zingers anent the horses tive dance rhythms of sepia look¬
is her big item and a yock-raiser er Jeannie Thompson; and the
here. Working in of fresh lines and striking illusion created by the
vaude type of timing which calls “International Dolls” who led by
for waiting for the laugh-roll to Oriental beaut Mai Tai Sing, give
rise, add to end laugh-effect and a new and far mor^ appealing
keep them mitting for more.
definition of the United Nations.
Augie
Margo set matters go¬ Bill Mooney-Pony Sherrill scores
ing in show-stopping manner. t.o the show’s thfee lavishly de¬
They’re one of the more exciting signed production numbers ore
dance duos around, the patternings capably tuned up by Al Jahns’
offbeat and eyecatching, and plus orch, moved offstage to a shell at
values In the continued flow of stage left to allow more room for
Latln-beat choreographic change the
parade
of Internationally
that winds them into a big-beat groomed acts, In for an indefinite
finale to sustained payoff in palms. run.
Lary,
Sparkling choreography for three
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numbers; which are perhaps the
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
most ambitious productions ever
Eddie Lane Orch (10) with Jo
tried by the Thunderbird, were de¬ Anne Hill; $1-$1.50 cover after 10
signed by Jack Bunch. Eye-arrest¬
p.m.
ing costumes which show off dolls'
attributes were created by Mme.
Guy Lombardo set the musical
Berthe.
Alan.
pattern for the Hotel Roosevelt’s
Grill
over 2^ years ago. -The
Beverly Hills, IVewport room Room
hasn’t strayed too far from
Newport, Ky., March 1.
his bouncy rhythmic formula even
Arthur Lee Simpkins, The Szonys when other orchs are brought in
(2), The Madcaps (2), Donn Arden to spell his crew.
Dancers CIO), Bruce Yarnell, Gard¬
With Lombardo off on an exten¬
ner Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy sive road tour, Eddie Lane took
Wilber Trio, Tony & Dave; $3 over last week (25) for an indefi¬
nite run. He’s quite capable of
minimum, $4 Sat.
holding the fort. Lane is wise to
ways of the room and the
Arthur Lee Simpkins, back for the
tas^tes of its clientele. He’s played
his 10th engagement, and two acts the
room
before and knows just
in for firsts, the Szonys and the
it takes to keep the diners
Madcaps, with supporf of location what
and
terpsters
happy.
talent put together a highly enter¬
beat is pegged strictly for
taining floorshow in this fortnight- theHisArthur
Murrayites.
It’s easy
er at Greater Cincy’s top bistro, c
to follow, loaded with bounce, and
A wide-range tenor, Simpkins dished out in a soft and lilting
rings the bell on most every num¬ style. Simplicity in repertoire and
ber in a 35-minute cycle of pops, arrangements is the key and it
longhair, spirituals, Irish and works through waltzes and rhythm
French selections. Has the cus¬ numbers, especially. Only on the
tomers clapping hands with him on latino numbers does Lane have any
hymns and singing along in a Pari¬ trouble keeping the dancers on the
sian ditty. Has Charles Pryme as floor. Could be that the Roosevelt
arranger and piano director.
crowd and the Roseland bunch live
Francois Szony and his sister Gis¬ in two different worlds.'
When he sticks to the showtunes
elle, highly artistic ballrooni team,
win immediate favor with' three —the “My Fair Lady Lady” score
varied routines in a fast 15 min¬ apparently Is everybody’s fave—
utes. Waltz and ballet treatments and the standards he’s in good
receive new touches from this shape. Orch is made up of . two
young and charming pair. Leon pianos, drums, bass, four reeds and
Leonard! is their piano accompan¬ one brass plus the maestro’s fiddle.
ist. Surefire at class spots many It produces a pleasant, easygoing
of which they’ve played in. the last sound.
few years.
Jo Anne Hill gives the orch a
The Madcaps, two personable neat assist in the vocal depart¬
chaps, come through with a musical ment. Sjie could step out beyond
novelty that also can hold its own
limits of the .band-«!inger
Gros,
in fast nitery company. Kick off groove.
a 13-minute stint with, comedy
harmonica styling and juggling and
Steuben’s, Boston
hit peak with an organization of
Boston, Feb. 26.
mouthharp tones blown from tips
Martinis (2), Bunny Briggs,
of gloved fingers.
Floyd & Marianna,' Don Dennis,
The standby Donn Arden liije Tony Bruno Orch (5), Harry Fink
and combo directed by G2irdner Trio; $2.50 minimum.
Benedict, plus the Jimmy Wilber
Trio for intermission dancing, have
Max & Joe Schneider-are on the
Tony & Dave, newcomers, serving cultural
kick this season with so¬
musical cocktails in the lounge. pranos nabbing most of the top
Joe E. Lewis tops the show due spotting. Headlining the show for
March 15.
KolL
two weeks, the Martinis, singing
duo from the operatic field, wrap
Mapes Skyroom, Reno up a capacity audience with well
Reno, Feb. 28.
integrated presentation.
Lancers, Hightowers, Skylets,
Femme, in plumed skirt green
Dick Merritt, Eddie Fitzpatrick bodice gown, and tuxclad partner
spell class and keep the steak
Orch; $2 minimum.
knives silenced with boff rendi¬
tions of “Young Lovers,” “June is
Still with no hot record in their Busting Out All Over,” “With a
wake, the Lancers have ‘ an excel¬
in My Heart,” “Sweetheart,
lent rep in these parts, 'always Song
Sweetheart,” and similar fare,
pulling a large following and heavy clinching
a selection from “La
response. Their’s is becoming an Traviata.”with
They walk off way
almost institutional type of popu¬ ahead with rounds
of solid mitting.
larity which makes them consistent
Bunny Briggs, Negro terper,
■faves rather than rising and falling
scores
solid
click
with amazing
with record hits.
tap and softshoe, nabbing spon¬
Taste is present in their collec¬ taneous mitting during sesh. Ef¬
tion of tunes, and arrangements, fecting Cantor type tie, he rolls his
and this runs from dixie to a solo orbs in the Cantor manner while
semi-classical offering by Dick terping; knocks off a great softBurr “Without a Song.” But their shoe to fracture ringsiders' and
forte Is still the fine sense of goes down as slickest solo dance
rhythm displayed on such items as act seen here this season.
“Rock Island Line,” “Mr. Sand¬
Floyd & Marianna, handsome
man” and a current disk, “Mon¬ dance team (reviewed under New
terrey” (coupled with “Ramona”). Acts), are smash in adagio-balletLead Jerry Meacham keeps the apache.
Guy.
contagious beat alive.
What choreography there is. Is Hotel Muehlcbach, K. €•
subtle and clever, usually tied to
Kansas City, March 1.
the song endings.
Jimmy Ames with Goldie, Joyce
The Hightowers manage to work
Tommy Reed Orch (8); $1
just below the low ceiling for some Aimee,
spectacular acro-dancing, but the cover weekdays, $1.50 Sat.
highpoint Is Betty Hightower’s
Jimmy Ames made his mark
dramatic backbend to a few feet
below foot level to capture a hanky here as a comic in the Terrace
in her teeth. This she does with Grill during the heat of last sumagonizing slowness, making the fiier, and on. the strength of that
stunt look impossible all the way. the Muehlebach has him in for a
return. If anything, he has im¬
Mark.
proved on his work, and makes an
even funnier* event out of it this
Hotel Pierre, IV. Y.
time. With him for her first, time
(FOLLOWUP)
in town is singer Joyce Aimee,
Lucille & Eddie Roberts are one making it a very pleasant combo.
Miss Aimee, in the opening as¬
of the most familiar duos on the
class hotel circuit. . Although sub¬ signment, reveals herself as a sing¬
billed to Frank Parker, reviewed er of sultry sorts versed in many
in the current Cotillion Room card, languages and with accordion skill
last week under New Acts, to boot. She vocals in deep donthis mentalist pair knock off one tralto, reeling off French and
of the more entertaining sessions Spanish lyrics as well as English,
on the inn time. Just how it’s and tosses in several squeezebox
done, whether by code, electron¬ bits, especially registering with
ically or smoke signals, is a ques¬ her gypsy Interludes. A charming
tion that adds to the sum total of gal with, unusually low voice, Miss
their quarter-hour entertainment. Aimee is a strong entry on any
Male runs through the audience floorshow.
In his second stand here Ames
picking up cards, currency and
anything handy, and the blind¬ shows more versatility and better
folded lady answers questions timing. There are his standard bits
about the article. The .line of gab with a belabored saw and ventrilo¬
is infectious. Both have a pleas¬ quy of “I Love You Truly” as his
ant sense of humor, and provide partner pantomimes the words. To
a party atmosphere during their these he adds chatter on most any
stay. They can hold their own subject at hand with a full quota
spot in hotels as the sole act, or of laughs," and a string of songs
they can warm up a room so that here and there to break up the
the succeeding performer is made monology. He proves fast on his
very easy.
feet as he rambles about money or
The Stanley Melba band con¬ Ubangls, has a verbal bout in
ducted by Joe Sudy provides the which hecklers get quieted, and
background, and Alan Logan dis¬ would have done his famous swalpenses a picturesque brand of low-the-chair trick except that
relief.
Maestro’s pianistics are “the modest crowd present makes
it scarcely worthwhile.”
Quinhighly listenable.
Jose.
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Shows on Broadway

I

ZiCffleld Folli€?*S

chuckles in a couple of quiet mono-!
lo^gs (the, sec^d involving standard magic). The dancing chorus
looks cute, but the showgirls are
WoS ^fcw^ iSio/John* pwiip. Bob guilty of Ziegfeldian heresy by be¬
st Larry Leslie, Carol Lawrence, Jay i^g nothing much to lOok at, deMarshaU, Tony Franco. Music and lyrics.
J?.
plahnratr* rmditv and lavJack Lawrence & Richard Myers, Howard spiie ine eiaDOrate nUQl^ ana lav
Dietz & Sammy Fain, David Rogers & Ish headdresses,
and the music
Mark Kroll & Charles Conaway prqduction of revue in two acts (24 scenes),

gSi’fr.Si'y'i S
sketches,

Arnle

sWirl

Rosen

&

Coleptan

Jacoby, David Rogers, Alan Jeffreys &
SiIaxwcU Grflnt) slcctcli editors Arnold
Auerbach overall stoglng, John Kennedy; choreography, Frank Wagner;
scenery a^nd co^umes^Rdo^
SSor.®Max^Mrthf oSestrationT.^Rus!
sell Bennett, BUI Stegmeyer, Joe Glover,
Bol) Noelneteri
dance compositioi^
Rene
Weigert;
vocal arrangements,
E"rl Rogers;
production stage manager, Milton Stern,
*'cfst: sStife^e LUU?^
Wolfe,
Harold Lang. Jane Morgan, Helen Wood,

“

MarS

Tony Franco, Charlotte Foley, Bruce Laffey, Bette Graham, Robert Fayti. Mary
Jane Doerr, AUan Conroy, Bob Leslie,
Susan Shaute. Nancy Hachenberg. Ed
Powell.
Singers: BUlie Bensing, Bette Graham,
Faith HUton, Frances Koll. Susan Shaute,
aula Wayne, Chuck Green, Robert Feytl,
ony Franco, Ed PoweU, James' Stevensom Gene Varrone.
.
Dancers: Vicki Barrett, Ruth Chamberl^orotliy-D HonsUa Msry Jbhc
Wisa D'Arso, Nancy Hachenberg. Marcia
Hewitt, JWie Marlowe, Sylvia Shay. Glni
Turner. Shirley Vincent. Bob Bernard,

5

«tle
than deafenlngly rhythmiC nOise.
The normally gifted Raoul Pene
/3w|
QPPnp»T*v miH oo^tuTYiP^
QU HOIS S SCen^ ana costumes
seem garish rather than decorative,
-John Kennedy's staging cannot
tum slag material into entertainment gold, and John Wagner's
pVirtvpnffrnnhv me
(hfi W3S
cnllGd m
ill u
Oil
cnoreograpny
was cdiieu
only about tWO weeks notice) tends
to be merely animated. The program lists a Small army of qomuosers, lyricists and sketch writers.
But perhaps the
Came several weeks agO when the shoW had
^ three-quarter-page mail Order ad
.
,,
cjiin/lav Hrama cpotinn of the
1^ me bunaay arama section oi ine
N. Y. Times, and it didn't mention
_
sinEfle
sonfiwriter 01* ■ sketch
»

smgie

songwntei

ui

writerS;

iiDOe.

_

‘

«

A Hole in tlie HCatl
PrAHuppru
Producers

T’hftatffe
DTcscntaticn
of
Theati e
prgse^^^
ot
Staled bv Garson Kani^"fid fchUlman. Staged by GarsonKa^^

Allan*Crafne*Hueh ifam^^rt^^Tack^Leigh^

s®"* lighting, Jean' Rosenthal; costumes.

^ShowghdsrRX'rta Brown. Denise Collette, Ann Drake, Charlotte Foley, Pat
Gaston, Nancy Westbrook, Barbara HaU,’
Gloria Kristy,
Songs: "Bring on the Girls," 'If You
Got Music," "The Lover in Me," I Don't
Wanna Rock." "Mupic for Madame." "Two
a Day on the MUky Way." 'Salesmanship.” "Honorable Mambo," "Miss Follies," "Make ’ Me,’* "Any Element of
Doubt."
.

toh
u,_-VT,5tfVife.
or Friday-Saturday
Trridav.Rjifn'vdav- nights
weeknights, ’ $6.25
nights
($6.90 opening).
Frank . Milton J, Williams
Tina. Louise Erickson
Mr. Goldblatt ... Jacob Mesj-el
Ally .;.. Tommy White
Mrs. Fessler . Connie Savyer
Herbert ... Larry-Hart
Mr. Diamond . Mon’is Strassberg

This SO-Callcd 26th edition in the
celebrated revue series first offered on Broadway in .1907, could
conceivably he the last. It has littie current appeal and suggests
practically nothing for further pro¬
ductions in future seasons.
Except for the star, Beatrice Lillie, and a few. talented supporting
performei’S, the show is a mountain' of mediocrity. Perhaps the
title may have a wisp of magic for
sentimentalist “Follies" buffs, andMiss Lillie may have some boxoffice draw. But otherwise there's
little to attract or satisfy the diversion-mended trade that supports
musicals.
The tune-terp-skit carnival is a
painful illustration of a Broadway
truisnv to the effect that the revue
Is one of the trickiest of theatrical
forms, the apparent simplicity of
the rare hits being terribly deceptivc; With every other kind of
legit form, the author and director
now have virtually all the creative
authority.
But with a revue, the producer
generally still makes the vital decisions as to acceptance or rejection of material and cast. In the
present instance, co-producers
Mark Kroll, a Cincinnati business
man, and Charles Conaway, a comparitively little - knowS talent
agent, are presenting, their first
show. The present result underscores their Inexperience.
Miss Lillie is a deliciously droll
ranie who has convulsed Broadway
audiences for a quarter-century.
But she has little material this
time, and the better items of that
are oldies taken from her past
shows or, at least in one case, what
could easily be merely a rewrite.
The familiarity of so much of her
material accents *the uncomfortable
fact that the star herself is repeating, and with not quite the spontaneity or spark of old.
■o;nv, -nxx
’ Ic

Shirl^. Joype Van Patten
Sidney . Paul p<mgias

M®Aie.•.K?y MeSo?d

‘V.Lee

Mrs. Rogeri

Grant

Under its unprepossessing title (a
translation of a Yiddish expression), this is a skillful blend of
funny comedy and rather affecting
drama. It has been tastefully produced by Robert Whitehead for
Producers Theatre (m which he is
partnered with Roger L. Stevens
apd Robert W. Dowling), deftly
staged by Garson Kanin ^d engagmgly played by Paul Douglas
and a relaxed cast,
“A Hole in the Head’ has enough
broaci appeal for general boxoffice
stamina, Phis a special pull tor
Bronx residents and the garment
expenseaccount and visitmg-buyer angles),
I'' * also likely material for films
and a future vehicle for the stock
®
able money show,
After a decade in pictures, Dougand director of

Born Yesterday,

”

<?5;..i
’?!' Arnold Schulman is a sort
of delayed reunion for Douglas and
,
it s perhaps not inaccurate to
say that Douglas illustrates the tiSmowor
TheTentra^ charactcr^is a Hk!??*
invariably a
. ,
»
,, ,
As the proprietor of R small tourish hotel in Miami,-he’s ruinously in
“®bt an(i hopelessly unrealistic
about both business matters and
personal affairs. He’s always talking about grandiose projects that
going to put him on Easy
Street but inevitably blow up in
have relied on him. He’s an exasperating but disarming hot air

Sulif

Md ilnl Ts aS
dancS
with unexciting routines this time.
Moreover, he’s a bad singer and,
even if he got away with it in the
revival of “Pal Joey" several seasons ago, he has poor songs and
too many of them this time.
Helen Wood is a pretty and lively little dancer, also handicapped
by ordinary choreography. Jane
Morgan, a looker with an emphatic personality and a nice singing
style, has the show's only evenaverage tune, ‘.‘Make Me," but
Nicki Mario comes across as' just
a vocalist and John Philip as merely an industrious' straight man
(listed in the back-of-the-program
credits as Miss Lillie’s personal
representative).
The star is genuinely funny in
such familiar sketches as the pantomimic “Milady Dines Alone,"
“Kabuki Lil” and the ancient hit
in which she sits in a crescent
moon suspended over the audience,
and she’s- amusing in such seemingly derivative skits as the airline
hostess (reminiscent of her actress’
maid routine), “Song of India,"
“Large Talk" and the obvious “My
Late, Late Lady."'
Jay
Marshall creates
quiet

““'y

“““f’
There are numerous laughable
scenes in the play, and several sefi^ences of genuine . poignance,
when Bven the windbag expresses
real feelings. These contrasting
alternated and
Projected, and its evident that in
Schulman the theatre has a plc;'with not only a gift for
of v hat s in people s hearts,
Douglas is wonderfully cast as
the self-deluding blowhard, and he
gives a dimensioned performance
that .bring;s out the shallowness,
phoniness, but essential honesty
and winning quality of the character. David Burns, previously seen
mostly in broadly comiic roles in
musicals, mugs and- sputters and
foars realisticallj' as the quicktempered older brother who has
spent a lifetime and a modest fortune on the ne er-do-well.
Kay Medford gives another of
her eloquently underplayed characterizations as Burns’ worry-wort
wife whose repeated attempts to
quiet the explosive wrangles between the brothers provide*Ti succession of audience howls. Joyce
Van Patton is properly sultry as,a

nympho hotel guest with a yen for
the proprietor but ah aversion to
domesticity.
As a kid actor, Thomas White,
reveals surprising range as the
matured adolescent who has no il¬
lusions about his father, but loves
him and; in a pinch, refuses to
desert him for a “proper’ home
with his. prosaic uncle and aunt.
Lee Grant gives a beautifully un¬
affected and touching portrayal, of
a widow whose loneliness has be¬
come too agonizing for her to make
a pretense of seVf-sufficiency.
Among, the hit performances,
Connie Sawyer, better known as a
vaude and nitery cgmic than a
legit actress, scores with a running
gag as a mutely convulsed drunk,
and Tom Pedi registers as a hotellobby Lothario who gets nowhere
with the proprietor’s girl.
Kanin has staged the show with
admirable appreciation of the con¬
trasting moods, Boris Aronson has
designed an appropriately gaudy
turntable setting to represent va¬
rious rooms on two levels of the
Florida tourist-trap, Patton Camp¬
bell has provided proper resortstyle clothes and Jean Rosenthal
has devised the time-indicating
lighting. ,
As a note for the records, the
script was first done as a five-char¬
acter drama at the Westport
(Conn.) Country Playhouse in the
summer of 1950 under the title,
“My Fiddles Got Three Strings,"
with a cast including the late J.
Edward Bromberg, Maureen Sta¬
pleton, Fritizi Scheff, Betsy Blair,
Lou Gilbert and SteVen Hill, with
Lee Strasberg staging. A segment
of the piece, was done on television
in 1955 as “The Heart Is a Lonely
Hotel.’ The present play is a de¬
velopment of the original stage ver¬
sion, plus some of the material
from the tv treatment and appa¬
rently building up the comedy ele¬
ment considerably.
Hobe.

Walston, Devra Korwin
Into Touring ‘Yankees’
Devra Korwin succeeds Sherry
O’Neil as lead femme in the tour¬
ing production of “Damn - Yan¬
kees.” Shte’ll take over the role of
Lola next March 18 at the Ford’s
Theatre, Baltimore. Miss Korwin
is familiar with the assignment,
having understudied Gretchen Wy¬
ler in the Broadway production.
The latter succeeded Gwen Verdon, originator of the part.
Also going into the show at the
same time as Miss Korwin will be
Ray Walston. Having originaled.
-role of Satan, he’ll move into the
starring spot .now held by Bobby
Clark.

Met Opera Road Tour
BOSTON
Mon, April 8 . (Perichole)
Tues. April 9
(Tosca)
Wed. April 10—Mat. .. (Butterfly)
Wed. April 10
. (Rigoletto)
Thursl. April 11 . (Don Carlo)
Fri. April 12 .
(Figaro)
Sat. April 13—Mat. (Cavalleria & FagUacci)
Sat; April 13 . (Trnvlata)
Sun. AprU 14—Mat.
(Parsifal)

Off-Broadway Shows
Idiot^s Bought
Equity Library Theatre revival of.cohiedy drama In three acts by Robert E.
Sherwood. Staged by Luis Martinez; set¬
ting, Herbert Senn & Helen Pond; cos¬
tumes, Paul Townsen; lighting, David
Reppa;
dance
director,
John
Moore;
music director, Robert Lenn. At Lenox
HiU Playhouse, N.Y.,>Feb. 14, *57; admis¬
sion by contribution.
Cast; Phillip Nerl, Daniel Gordon, Don'
Koll, James Jannett, Dario Barrl, Henry
Sharp, William Walsh,- Susan Dean, Lau¬
rence Haddon, "Buzz" Halliday, Ghanin
Hale, Joan Sheller, Lill-Ann Oliver, Dan
Fern, Frank Loverde, John Barrlck, A1
Rusclo, Joseph Boley, Irene DaUey.

Sure, “Idiot’s Delight" is dated.
Its references to the treaty of Ver¬
sailles, the ripening of Fascism, the
Nazis, the coming of the revolu^
tion, all make it seem qilaintly
prehistoric,
,
Yet the antiquation is ironic, for
the late Robert E. Sherwood's civilzed observations have been dated
only by the introduction of newer
and stronger trumps in the game
of “idiot’s delight.^'^
This Equity Library Theatre re¬
vival is -the second of the seme'ster’s “Broadway in the Borough"
series.
' It would seem that ELT casting
ought to strike a better average
lyith all of. Equity’s ‘membership
available (the “at libeFty" segment,
that is). Unevenness in this de¬
partment hurts “Idiot’s Delight"
somewhat, performances ranging
from the convincing confusion of
Henry Sharp’s excellent Dr. Waldersee, the Nazi scientist who sac¬
rifices a career of saving mankind
for one of destroying it, to the in¬
effectual
struggle
of
William
Walsh, as the young Englishman
about to he caught in the holo¬
caust.
The two principals are above
average, although it’s moot until
the final scenes. Laurence Had¬
don, as the itinerant vaudevillian,
quips relaxedly and has suitable
ennui for his troupe of blondes. In
what is almost impossible not to
refer to as “the Lynn Fontanne
part," Irene Dailey is appropriate¬
ly svelte, bored and unbending
Herbert Senn and Helen Pond
have managed a set that* gives a
good sense of spaciousness. Luis
Martintz’ staging lacks a crispness
the play dould use, but A1 Ruscio
as the Communist, Joseph Boley
as the munitions tycoon and Dan¬
iel Gordon as the Italian-Austrian
waiter lend helpful defipition.
*
Geor.

The

Not For
Burnlhg

Marshall Earl Productions (in associa¬
tion with Morgan James) revival of ro¬
mantic comedy in three acts by Chris¬
topher
Fry. . Stars
Margaret
Phillips,
Henry Brandon. Staged by Ray Aghayan;
setting and lighting, Richard Burns; cos¬
tume design, Aghayan; execution, James
Price; music continuity, Louise Sparks.
At. Carnegie Hall Playhouse, N.Y., Feb.
21, '57; $3.75 top.
Cast: Mark Herron, Henry Brandon,
Astrld
Wllsrud,
WUliam
Ball,
Ruth
Marion, Hal Hackett, Ralph Bunker, Mararet PhUlips, Thomas Barbour, Robert
ckles, Peter Falk.

f

It’s no secret that Christopher
Fry won’t use one word where five
will do.. For all the sparkle and
vivid imagery of his writing, the
pounding wordiness is defeating if
the acting isn’t near-brilliant. At
CLEVELAND
the Carnegie Hall Playhouse, the
April 22-28 .
.(not set)
company of ‘‘The Lady’s Not for
WASHINGTON
Burning" is only good.
Moh. AprU 29
(Boheme)
In both production and staging,
RICHMOND ,
every effort has obviously been
Tues. April 30
(Travlata)
made to do right by Fry and his
ATLANTA
script. Richard Burns’ set and
Wed. May 1 .
(Trovatore)
Thurs. May 2 .
(Figaro) lighting of a 15th century house is
Fi-i. May 3 .(Traviata) warmly suggestive,, the costumes
Sat. May 4—Mat. (Perichole) are handsome and are worn well
Sat. May 4 .....'. (Boheme)
by the attractive company, and Ray
BIRMINGHAM
Aghayah’s staging has direct vigor,
Mon, May 6 .
,;,.. (Perichole)
Tues. May 7 .
' •... (Trovatore) albeit the first act pace tends to
drag.
MEMPHIS
In the ’50-’51 season, with John
Wed, May 8 .
(Traviata)
Thur^. May 9 . (Perichole) Gielgud and Pamela Brown star¬
ring, “Burning" copped Critic’s
DALLAS
Fri. May 10 . (Trovatoae) Circle kudos as best foreign im¬
Sat. May 11—Mat. (Boheme)
Sat. May 11 .. (Traviata) portation. The statement that the
Sun. May 12—^-Mat. .
(Perichole) star parts are played in the cur¬
HOUSTON
^ rent off-Broadway revival by
Mon. May 13 .(Carmen) ‘ Henry Brandon and Margaret Phil¬
Tues. May 14 ..
(Tosca) lips need imply no invidious com¬
OKLAHOMA CITY
parison.
Wed. May iS
(Trovatore)
Brandon, as the ex-soldier who
DES MOINES
wants to be hanged, is handsome,
Thurs. May 16
,.••• (Tosca)
brawny, energetic, and has a good
MINNEAPOLIS
voice that ohly occasionally gar¬
Fri. May 17
(Perichole)
Sat, May 18—Mat. ..
(Traviata) bles some of the verse. Miss Phil¬
Sat. May 18 .
(Trovatore) lips is particularly fetching in a
Sun. May 19—Mat. (Boheme) trailing green gown, with long red¬
BLOOMINGTON
dish hair streaming to her waist,
Mon. May 20 _:. (Perichole) and she has robust scorn as the
Tues, May 21 .(Traviata)
suspected witch.
LAFAYETTE
The revival is prolberly at its
Wed. May 22 ..
... (Butterfly)
best when the two principals are
CHICAGO
exchanging Fry’s trickily elongated
Thurs. May 23 . (Boheme)
support,
Fri. May 24 .
(Trovatore) phrases.. There’s ' sharp
Sat. May 25—^Mat.... (Tfavlata) moreover, from Thomas Barbour
Sat. May 25 .
(Butterfly)
as a gaunt, high-pitched Chaplain,
Sun, May 26—Mat. ... (Carmen)
Sun. May 26 . (Perichole) and the brief foray of Pjpter Falk
as a sodden garbage-man, the prat¬
TORONTO
Mon. May 27 . (Figaro) tling Mayor of Ralph Bunker and,
Tues. May 28 .
(Traviata) the ample Justice of Robert Eckles.
Wed. May 29 . CTrovatOre)
In fact, everything’s so-clean and
Thurs. May 30 . (Carmen)
Fri. May 31 . (Tosca) airy and crisp that it’s constantly
Sat. June 1 . (Boheme) a surprise the revival is.so weakly
MONTREAL
entertaining. Maybe Fry’s too
Mon. June 3 . (Traviata)
tough. Or maybe PQcaslonally one
Tues. June 4 .
(Trovatore)
'Geor,
Wed. June 6... (Carmen) word would do.

A Oo4l Slept Her0
and
Enemies BoVt Send
Flowers
John Fostinl proauction of two one-act •
plays: "A God Slept Here," a comedy by
GuUhermc
Flgueiredo,
and
"Enemies
Don't Send Flowers," a drama by, Pedro
Bloch. Staked respectively by Norman
Shelly and MacGrekor GitiD) settings and
lighting, Peter Kerr Buchan: costumes.
Richard Carlozzi. At Provincetown Play¬
house, N.Y., Feb. 19, '57; $3 top.
Cast for "Enemies": John Fostinl, Ruth .
Gregory, Leo Munter.
Cast' for "God"; Peter Donat, Michael
Learned. Jeanne Jerrems. Clement Fow¬
ler.

There’s an ingratiating little
sleeper in this twin bill by two
Brazilian scripters. One of the
plays, * Pedro Bloch’s “Enemies
Don’t Send Flowers," is said to
have had an aggregate of over
3,000 performances hither and yon,
while the othei*, Guilherme Figueiredo’s “A God Slept Here," has
been produced in half a dozen
countries in South America 'and
Europe before arriving here.
This is the first tlnie the' plays
have been done in. English arid
they have, been lucidly translated
and adapted by Lloyd George and
John Fostini, • th^ . latter also the
producer and appearing in the cur¬
tain raiser. Both plays are in three
scenes, so that each gives the ef¬
fect of being a full-length play in
miniature.
“Enemies" is a serious effort.
Bloch is clinically observing a mar¬
riage (the objectivity is no acci¬
dent; „ Bloch’s an M.p.) in which
each partner conceals his true
affection, for the other. They live
almost as strangers, sadly discov¬
ering too late that the wife’s selfconscious plainness was the need¬
less barrier.
It’s a bitter playlet, with a pain¬
ful sort of truth.
It has bden
tricked up by conversations with
the audience, dumb show, and a
suggested set done in white against
black drapes. MacGregor Gibb has
staged it with wry understanding,
and it’s neatly played by Ruth
Gregory and producer - adapter
Fostini.
Figueiredo’s closer is a travesty
on the Amphitryon myth, with the
usual mixup of who sleeps with
what god and the “oh, wasn’t it
divine” sort of thing. But even if
it’s Amphitryon 98 it’s still funny,
as it’s, basically a can’t-miss situa¬
tion salted with earthy dialog.
Peter Donat and Michael Lear¬
ned are the Amphitryon and Alkmena, while Jeanne Jerr^s and
Clement Fowler are the ^'o ser¬
vants. They respond wth due
sprightliness to both the script ancl
Normal Shelly’s insouciant direc¬
tion, which Fovyler. in his disguised ,
moments as Mercury, scoring with
some genuine slapstick.
Off - Broadway’s contribution to
cultural exchange arrived without
much fapfare, but the gesture has
urbanity Varid good cheer, Geor.

Two Tales of the Bevil
Blackfriars' GuUd protlucilon of doublebill, including comedy in one act, "Parada
at the Devil'* Bridge" by Henri Gheon.
and drama in two act*. "Doctor Fauatua'*
by Chriatopher Marlowe. Staged by Den¬
nis Gurney; setting* and Ughting, Floyd
Allan;
costumes, ^BIU
Griffin;
chore¬
ography, Beatrice Kraft. At Blackfriars*
Theatre. N.Y.. Feb. 18, *57; $2.90 top.
Cast for "Bridge"; Wayne Tippit, Louis
Lytton, Florl Waren, Frank Hammerton,
Gordon Keyes, Zeme North.
Cast for "Faustug"; Nick Sowka. John
Aronson, Robert Kidd, lola Lynn. Gladys
Austen, Frank Hammerton, Gordon Keyes,
FJori Waren, Zeme North, Kitty Malone,
l^cw Eliot, Wayne Tippit, Louis Lytton,
Joan Benedict.

Although the idea presumably
seemed piquant in a(lvance, the
combination of a comedy about
Satan on a double-bill with Chris¬
topher Marlowe’s “Doctor Faustus"
doesn’t seem to jell.
The Marlowe digest doesn’t bring
the story into better focus, which
the program asserts is the purpose
of the abridgment. But apart from
script tampering, which seems
customary with “Faustus," the
production lacks the pungency as¬
sociated with most Blackfriars’
efforts. No particular horror is
evoked as Faustus pursues his pact
with the 'devil, arid the surging
lines with which the doomed man
makes his last plea for mercy, are
not delivered in the vien of great
tragedy.
•Gordon Keyes, as Itfephistopheles, helps make^ the early bargain¬
ing sessions with Faustus impor¬
tant, and the actor speaks the
Marlowe lines with more under¬
standing and clarity than most of
the company.' Wayne Tippit pro¬
vides the only relaxation, with his
versatile sketches of the seven
deadly sins.
Gheon’s “Parade at the Devils
Bridge" Is a translation of one of
the Catholic playwright’s agreeable
religious tracts. The demon is out¬
witted by a cat, to the delight of
a patiently bumbling padre, just m
time to save soul of an unwitting
maiden. Most humor . is derived
(Cqntinued on jpage 60)
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MILLER TRIAL Mike Ellis Cancels 'Janus/ 'Success
CopenhageB s AD-rme Be^ Season, ARTHUR
COMES UP ON MAY 13
8 llieatres Click; Ame Weel to Qnit
In Fight Ys. Stock Royalty Boost
Washington, March 5.
Playwright Arthur Miller goes
on trial May 13 for contempt of
Congress arraigned here on Friday
(1), Miller pleaded “not guilty” aftd
was held in $1,000 bail by Judge
Charles F. McLaughlin.
. Miller was cited by the House
of Representatives iDecause, last
June, he refused to tell the House
Un-American Activities Commit¬
tee the names of any, writers he
met at alleged Communist gather¬
ings. IVIiller denied,that,he was a
Commy, or ever had been.
He was indicted, on two count’s
by a Grand Jury here, nearly two.
weeks ago. Each .count has-a maxi¬
mum penalty of a year in jail and
$1,000 fine.

By VICTOR SKAARUP
4*
Copienhagcn, March 5.
The 1956"’57 legit season in Co¬
penhagen ’.has been perhaiw the
most successful in the history of
the Danish theatre with sold-out
Minneapolis, March 5.
houses for days ahead. At the
Suit has been brought in local
'^saine time two well-known theatres^
Nygade on. Copenhagen’s very nar¬ district court by the Bennie Berger
row Broadway (Stroeget) and Amusement Co., lessee of the Ly¬
Fredteriksberg Teater, situated a lit¬ ceum Theatre, local legit house,
tle outside the entertainment cen¬ asking that a section of the city’s
ter, have been closed without
licensing ordinance be declared
tractions for many months, while a unconstitutional. The suit charges
third; Allescenen, probably is clos¬ that in May, 1955, the company
ing down from May 1.
failed to renew Lyceum’s license
Latter at moment has a tremen¬ due to an oversight. When it filed
dous hit in “Diary of Anne Frank” for the renewal the following No¬
with Ebbe Rode and Helle Virkner, vember, it found itself subject to
but the manager, former matinee^ a maximum penalty of 50%, or
idol Arne Weel, is not minded to over $200 over the $400 fee.
continue after this winter’s season.
The action alleges that the ordi¬
Allescenen was in financial difficul¬
ties shortly after the season start¬ nance clause providing for the pen¬
ed with the unsuccessful mounting alty is unconstitutional, since it
of Robert E. Sherwood’s “The Pet¬ permits deprives an individual or
“Tunnel of Love” is giving its
rified Forest.” Three of Weel’s firm of property without due proc¬
colleagues helped the theatre with ess.of law. The suit seeks to have backers one of the fastest payoff
a loan. This has been repaid after the regulation outlawed and the rides in legit history.* The Theatre
Guild production, already in. the
the hit with “Diary of Anne Frank.” .$200 penalty returned.
black, expects to complete repay¬
Should this play be taken off be¬
ment
of its $60,000 investment by
fore May, George Axelrod’s com¬
the end of the current frame, Its
edy “The Seven Year’s Itch” will
fourth
on Broadway. The manage¬
replace it. But after that Arne
ment 'made an initial return of
Weel, who ha^ been a theatre man¬
50%
of
the capitalization early last
ager for 32 years, wants to retire
week.
from the legit field. He is a favor¬
The Joseph Fielijs-Peter de
ite for getting one of the muchVries adaptation of the latter’s
sought-after cinema licenses.
novel cost about $25,000 to open in
' But the remaining eight theatres
London, IVfarch 5.
New York, following a profitable
have hits of unusual format«.
Betty Murray is extending her
Det ny Ecala is playing Strauss’ show-plane operation to Europe. out-of-town tryout run. The Tom
operetta “The Bat”, with 92 per¬ Her first air pilgrimage is diie to Ewell-starrer is playing to capacity
formers, and still going strong. This arrive in London’ around May 3 on business, with the weekly operat¬
show will be followed by Cole Por¬ a 17-day schedule, which will take ing profit running around $9,000.
The income doesn’t include any
ter’s “Can-Can.” At the Apollo in, additionally, Paris, Rome and
“Arsenic and Old Lace” also has Madrid, The overall cost will be film revenue on the deal that
been*running from the start of the in the region of $800, which will Fields and de Vries have to inde¬
winter season. This thriller is an include transportation, hotel ac^ pendently produce a celluloid ver¬
even bigger hit now than at its first commodatlon, cocktail parties, re¬ sion of the play, with Metro financ¬
showing here—at the Folketeatret ceptions and, of course, theatre ing.
just after the war. Composer-man- tickets.
(Continued on page 60)
Miss Murray left London at the
weekend for Paris and will be go¬
ing on to Italy and Spain before
returning to New York on March 5.
Immediately as she gets back she’ll
inaugurate an advertising cam¬
“Long
Day’s
Journey
Into paign for the ventm’e with spreads
New York.
Night” has earned approximately in leading papers.
Editor, Variety:
50% profit thus far on its $80,000
She anticipates there’ll be
As a former New York agent, I
investment. That’s based on a $29,- around 200 persons oh the first should like to endorse the points
577 net as of a Feb. 2 accounting, show-plane, but the project is pri¬ made by Gloria Safier in her letter
plus estimated profit on the ensu¬ marily aimed at the fall and winter in last week’s issue. The Actors
ing four weeks. A $32,000 balance trade at which her efforts are be¬ Equity rule , against exclusive
due the backers on" their invest¬ ing. concentrated. She’ll use only agents, even where both, client and
ment was repaid last w^eek.
regular airlines for transportation agent want exclusivity, renders an
. The Eugene O’Neill autobio¬ and clients will be accommodated increasingly bad service to the
graphical drama, currently in its in hotels of the calibre of the union’s membership and to the
18th week at the Helen Hayes The¬ Savoy, Claridge, etc. Among the New York theatre.
atre, had been a sellout up until plays tentatively on the schedule
Only the big agencies with pow¬
the date of the audit. Since then for the first trippers are “Romanoff erful television and Hollywood out¬
attendance has dipped below ca¬ and Juliet” and the Crazy Gang lets can afford the luxury of oper¬
pacity, although Still profitable. revue, “These Foolish Kings.”
ating in . a field where, in return
The Leigh Connell-Theodore Mannfor a franchise fee, the controlling
Jose Quinterq production, incident¬
union prevents the agent from de¬
ally. has been selected to represent
veloping and supervising a client’s
the U. S. at the Paris International.
career, and permits the inadequate
Festival the first week in July.
commission of 5% on salaries
The company, headed by costars
smaller and less certain than
Fredric March and Florence ElA final payment from Warner available under film and television
dridge, will plane overseas imme¬
deals.
diately following the June 29 per¬ Bros, for the film rights, plUs
The effect naturally i§ to reduce
formance at the Helen Hayes and other
subsidiary
Income,
has the incentive and interest of good
will resume at the house July 8.
boosted the profit on the dormant agents in theatrical deals, and also
Playwrights Co. production Of “Bad to drive independent agency man¬
Seed” to $315,450 on a $78,000 In¬ power into other fields, notably to
Hollywood, or out of the agency
vestment. That’s reflected in a business entirely.
Jan. 31 audit, covering the period
No self-respecting actor abroad
following the windup of the show’s would allpw any but his own
Denver, March 5.
Tlie Central City Opera House post-Broadway tour in Chicago chosen representative to handle his
affairs. But absurd situations arise
Assn, which- sponsors the annual last summer.
in New York, in which an agent
summer play festival in the 79The company’s 40% share, less who has never personally met an
yeat-old opera house in Central
City, Colo., has started its annual commission, of the final WB in¬ acf6r can call him and so manipu¬
drive for a $60,000 fund to cover stallment on its $300,000 purchase late the telephone conversation
the deficit on the presentation of of the picture rights came to $22,- that the actor finds himself caught
two operas this summer. It's esti¬ 500. Another $2,163 was taken in in a commitment to use the agent's
mated that the total production on stock and foreign royalties. Of services on a deal that may be
and operating cost will be about the total, thus far, netted on the more than a job and perhaps in¬
$190,000. Even if there is a sell¬ Maxwell Anderson adaptation of volve serious career considerations.
out for the 33 performances, the William March’s novel, $314,000 Such a thing Is undignified for the
actor and harmful to the profes¬
gross could not be more than $133,- has been distributed.
On the basis of the regular 50-50 sion.
000.
I no longer have any axe to
Besides seeking the $60,000, the profit split between the manage¬
association will also be looking for ment and the backers that brought grind in this matter, and I have
additional money to use for capi¬ the latter’s payoff to a little more only pleasant recollections of my
tal Improvements. Subscribers are than 200% on their Investment. work with Equity and Equity mem¬
But ^ everyone who cares
mainly patrons of the association, The Nancy Kelly starrer had a 42- bers.
Individuals and business and in¬ week Broadway run before going about the future of the theatre
on
tour,
where
It
played
to
gener¬
must
want
to support the point
dustrial firms.
made so ably by Miss Safier.
The operas to be staged at Cen¬ ally strong business
It
has'
been
my experience that
Besides purchasing the film
tral (Jlty this year are “The
Gypsy Baron” and “RIgoletto.” Dr. rights, WB paid the Playwrights an the only Equity members who op¬
posed
agent
exclusivity
were those
Elmer Nagy has again been en¬ extra $70,000 to close the produc¬
gaged as general director and tion following the Broadway run who had difficulty finding good
stage designer for the operas, and and prior to the tour to .enable agents to represent them as perma¬
Dr. Emerson Buckley will be mu¬ members of the legit cast to parti¬ nent clients, and the agents who
cipate in the screen edition. Of opposed exclusivity were those
sical director.
A legit production, as yet unse¬ that amount, the company retained whose success had been built on
lected, will follow the opera show¬ $50,000, giving the balance to, the piracy.
Robert Lantz.
ings, each for a three-week run. authors. ,

Mpls. Theatre Sues To
‘ Upset License Penalty

Zippy Recoup
On ‘Tunner

Show Plane In
London Start

Ex-Agent Robert Lantz
Backs Gloria Safier
On Agent Exchisirity^

‘JOURNEY’ PROFIT 50%
SO FAR ON SOG^ANTE

‘SEED’STILL SPROUTING;
PROFIT NOW 1315,450

Central City Planning
For 60G Festival Fund

Frince Littler Has New
Stolz Musical for Brit.
Vienna, F^b. 19. A London production of the cur¬
rent Josefstadt Theatre entry, “A
Little Hoax in Paris” (Erin Klein¬
er Schwindel in Paris”), is sched¬
uled for next October. The Eng¬
lish and American legit-film-tv
rights to the new musical, -with
book by Robert Gilbert and Rudolf
Weys and score by Robert Stolz,
have been acquired by British
producer Prince Littler.
If the show, referred to locally
as a “musicalette,” clicks on the
West End, a Broadway production
will probably follow in the spring
of 1958. Incidentally, besides his
legit activities, Stolz is conducting
records for Philips-Columbia and
following a batoning job on three
L^s will fly to London for confabs
ori “Hoax.” He also made a con¬
cert our of Gerniany recently.
Stolz and his wife are planning a
New York visit after the musical’s
London opening.

'King of Hearts
Makes It at Last
After three years, “King of
Hearts” has finally edged into the
hit column. The Elaine Perry pro¬
duction, an entry of the 1953-54
Broadway season, has recouped its
$60,000 investment and as of a Jan.
25 accounting had earned $5,951
profit.
The delay payoff on the Jean
Kerr - Eleanor Brooke comedy,
which had a $33,424 deficit at the
windup of its 35-week New York
run, was. primarily due to stag¬
gered payments received from Par¬
amount on its purchase of the film
rights for $80,000. Of that amount,
the production got the usual 40%
split, less 10% commission.
The company .received $10,080 as
its share of the third and final pay¬
ment from Paramount early in
i January. That brought its cut of
the total film revenue to • $28,000.
As of the audit, $55,200 had been
returned to the backers, leaving a
$10,751 balance available for dis¬
tribution.
The profit on the production is
split 50-50 between the manage¬
ment and the investors.

TABU‘OUTSIDE’DATES
FOR STRATFORD, CONN.
Stratford, Conn,, March 5;
Ruling by the Stratford planning
and zoning commission that the
American Shakespeare Testival
Theatre has violated local regula¬
tions in renting the two-year-old
li400-seater to outside organiza¬
tions may compel cancellation of
several future bookings. The man¬
agement has been counting on
such presentations to help support
the project.
Among dates scheduled' so far
are Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, the
Harvard Hasty Pudding show, a
Miss Connecticut contest and an
appearance by violinist Isaac Stern
with the local concert association.
Town planners have also given
the theatre notice that it has no
right to charge for auto parking
or to operate refreshment-novelty
stands. Latter ruling indicates that
chances of opening a proposed res¬
taurant on the property are re¬
mote.

Pasadena Playhousers
In N.Y. Form Co-op Group
New York alumni of the Pasa¬
dena (Cal.) Playhouse have or¬
ganized a cooperative setup tp in¬
clude a casting booklet, publicity
and message services, audition clin¬
ics and workshop productions. The
grouj).^lso hopes to establish liai¬
sons with other more or less sim¬
ilar organizations.
The outfit, calling Itself Pasa¬
dena Playhouse Associates, held an
organization meeting last Sunday
afternoon (3) at Downey’s Steak
House, N. Y.

An organized strawhat stand
against climbing'"royalties is being
readied for summer. First move
in such a campaign was the re¬
cent cancellation of two scheduled
productions by Michael Ellis, op¬
erator of the Bucks County Play¬
house, New Hope, Pa.
Scratched by the producer be¬
cause of the high percentage deals
involved were “Janus” and “Will
Success Spoil Rock Hunter,” which
he had scheduled as the first two
shows on his early-season slate.
Noting that the prevailing mini¬
mum barn royalties are- 4%, -5%
and 6% of the gross, Ellis claims
that both properties were offered
to him at 6% to $9,000, plus 7V6%
over that figure.
Although his spot can’t gross
within $1,500 of $9,000, Ellis can¬
celled because “there is a principle
at stake” and “not as a martyr, but
simply to save myself from ex¬
tinction.” The producer had al¬
ready announced “Janus” as his
opening bill May 4, with “Success”
as the second enti-y. Theatre par¬
ties . to both shows had been sold
prior to the scratching. Replace¬
ment entries haven’t been set.
Ellis expects the stock managers
to stick together this time in re¬
fusing to go over established minimums in. lining, up shows, in con¬
trast to past years, when there
has been little unity among the
barn operators. However, with the
establishment last season of stock
organizations, representing the star
houses and the resident company
operations, the possibility of a uni¬
fied stand is figured to be better.
On the other hand, the producer
assumes the play agents will sit
tight until May or June on the
theory that the stock managers will
capitulate when the pressure is on
in filling out their production
slates.

‘JANUS’ ON OWN FOR
ADDED FLORIDA WKS.
The touring company of “Janus’*
will get an extra three weeks' mile¬
age out of the play after the offi¬
cial termination of its road tour
March 16 at the Ford’s Theatre,
Baltimore. That’ll mark the end
of the comedy’s hinterland hike
under Alfred de Liagre’s produc¬
tion auspices.
The cast, however, will move on
to Florida for a fortnight’s run'at
the Coconut Playhouse, Miami, be¬
ginning March 18. From there,
they go to the Palm Beach Play¬
house for one week, starting April'
1. Both theatres are stock opera¬
tions.
Costarring in the play,
which is current at the Plymouth
Theatre, Boston, are Joan Bennett,
Donald Cook and Romney Brent.

IndustHalist Frank Hale
New PB Playhouse Lessee
Palni Beach, March 5.
“The Palm Beach Playhouse will
be Under new management next
season. A 10-year lease on the
Bessemer Properties Inc. theatre
has been taken by industrialist
Frank. J. Hale. Since, its inception
in 1952 through the current season,
the hpuse has been operated by the
Palm Beach Playhouse Corp., with
Paul Crabtree, serving as producerdirector. Hale, while in big busi¬
ness now, is a former dancer in
vaude and legit.'
Crabtree, currently on leave from
the Playhouse, is a prolific tv
scripter and is in Hollywood work¬
ing on a screen play for Universal.
However, he’ll resume his dual
assignment at the theatre under
Hale. Complete renovation of the
house is planned. That takes in
fireproofing and an increase in the
seating capacity from 500 to 750 or
1,000.
It’s figured the larger capacity
will permit the booking of musical,
concerts, ballets, operas, etc., in
addition to straight play fare. The
house will also be fixed up for
use by WPTV, which has its stu¬
dios in the same building as the
theatre. This, it’s felt, would make
it feasible to originate network
shows out of Palm Beach. Another
facet of the planned overhauling
is the installation of a duplex airconditioning and heating unit. ^
Hale, is considering changing the
name of the operation to the Royal
Poinciana Playhouse in honor of
the landmark hotel that previously
occupied the theatre site.
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Shaws Out of Town'
Maiden^Voyai'e
•Philadelphia, Feh. 28.
Kerniit Bloomgardcn presentation On
association with Anna Deere Wiman) of
comedy in two acts, by 'Paul Osborn.
Stars Melvyn Douglas, Mildred Dunnock,
Walter Matthau; features Valerie Bettis,
Tom Poston, Bruce Gordon, Colleen Dewhurst, Bryarly Lee. Staged
Anthony; settings and lighting, Jo Mlelziner; costumes, Alvin Colt. At Forrest
Theatre, Philadelphia, Feb. 28, '57; $4.20
top
weeKnights, $4.80
Frlaay-Saturday

too many chances. Miss Dun¬
I ing
nock, has even less scope as his

Legit Bits
"Walter Plunkett will do the cos¬

for “The Rivalry;”
I perplexed spouse. Mattjiau, how¬ tumes
Case Brought By American Guild of Musical Artists
Hal Hastings will be musical di¬
ever, -has a juicy role aS Odysseus rector pf “New Girl in Town.”
Pins Down Responsibility and he makes every scene count.
A remarkable young player,
Bryarly "Lee, plays Athena with
traces pf Julie Harris and Audrey
Hepburn, but plenty of personality
and sound character of her own.
Danepr Valerie Bettis has one
gorgeous scene as the siren.
Calypso;, and Tom Poston is en¬
gaging and amusing as Hermes,
messengers of the gods. Lee Hays,
Colleen Dewhurst and* Bruce Gor¬
don click in other featured roles.
Rewriting has already been
started on certain scenes. Includ¬
ing the last, with the-intention of
putting more stress.on the comedy
aspects of the play, Anthony’s di¬
rection is fluid, but may well seem
more effective when script changes
have been completed.
Waters.

“No Time* for Sergeants” has
been booked into Frisco’s Geary
for July.
Performers returning to the
- Viking Press is publishing the
place of original employment after
script of Gitaham Green’s “The
a shtf\v has closed on tour are still
Potting Shed.”
technically the responsibility of
Carter Momingstar is doing the The Threepenny Oiiera the management for purposes of
(THEATER DE LYS, N.Y.)
Ze^**’... Melvyn Douglas
sets and lighting and Alice-Gibson
N.Y. State unemployment Insur¬
Hera ...
Mildred Dunnock
Like
old:
wine,
the
Carmen
the
costumes
for
“Liza.”Hermes . Tom Poston
Marc Connelly’s “Hunter’s Moon” Capalbo-Stanley Chase production ance. That was decided last week
Athena ...
Bryarly Lee
Odysseus ... Walter Matthau
is off the Rita Allen-Milton Cassel of “The Threepenny Opera” con¬ by the State Unemployment Insur¬
Calypso ..
Valerie Bettis
ll^oduction slate.
v.
tinues to improve with age at the ance Appeals Board, upsetting a
Telemachus ... ..
Hays
Producer was David Merrick in Theater De Lys, where it was first referee’s previous ruling.
Penelope ... Colleen Dewhurst
Antlnous .
Bruce Gordon
The decision means that a num¬
Chicago for the opening of “Match¬ put on in the spring of 1954.
Eurymachus
Robert Blackburn
maker” at- the Blackstone last
It is remarkable, in fact, not ber of chorus- singers with the N.Y.
Handmaidens..'-Shirley Ballard, Carol
Gustafson
Monday night (4).
*
‘ only how well this 1928 work, City Center Opera Co. fulfilled
Frisco Civic Light Opera en¬ adapted by Marc Blitzstein from the 20-weeks-employment require¬
Philly has the most stylish
gagement, will run five weeks in¬ the original Bert Brecht libretto, ments and are thus entitled to un¬
preem of the local 1956-57 season
stead of the previous four weeks stands up these modern days, but employment benefits. The case
with Paul Osborn’s new comedy,
for each of the four musicals this also how resolutely the company was brought by the American
year.
“Maiden Volage.” By “stylish” is
meets the vicissitudes and inevit¬ Guild*!of Musical Artists In behalf
meant, in this case, not the class
James Gordon Mac Arthur, adopt¬ able wear and tear of such a long of Robert J. Ruddy and Mary Leof the audience in attendance, but
ed son of Helen Hayes and the late run.
Praise House
sawyer, but applies equally to va¬
the productional and acting per¬
Charles MacArthur, j»as been made
Lotte Lenya, Weill’s widow, who rious other members of the City
San Francisco, Feb, 24.
sonnel.
Huntington Hartford presentation of a veepee’ of Filosa Publications, ffrst , performed the role of the Center company.
in two acts (five scenes), by which puts out a string of month¬ prostie in the original Berlin pro¬
Kermit Bloomgar^en, who is drama
The troupe closed its tour last
Charles O’Neal. Stars Louise , Beavers. ly mags,
^
.
duction and repeated it when the
producing the play in association Staged
by Demetrios Vllan; scenery. Jay
spring with a Sunday night per¬
with Anna Deere Wiman, has Krause; lighting. Joe Privitier Sr.; cos¬ I The N.Y. League for Spe&ch show was done at the Theater de formance in Chicago. . That ended
tumes. Campbell; music, Doris Akers; Improvement will sponsor a panel Lys in early 1954, subsequently
given .O.sborn’s late.st script the choral
director, Thurston Frazier. At the
benefit of every conceivable man¬ Alcazar, San Francisco, Feb. 24, '57; $3.85 discussion on “Problems of the left the show. After several others, a 19-week season, and the manage¬
Off-Broadway Theatre” at the played the part, Dolly Haas took ment took the position that the
agerial assist. The cast is grade-A; top.
Walters .Napoleon Whiting Hotel Empii'e, N.Y., the evening of over and now performs it com¬ singers were not entitled to un¬
Joseph Anthony has staged the Selby
Inez Perr.v.
Janice Crymes
March 15.,
petently and with the kind of hip¬ employment insurance payments.
tricky story with a flexible and Lucy Perry ..
Jacquelin Crymes
Her The union argued that under the
tolerant understanding,
though Hilaria Willus .. Louise Beavers
Peggy Cass had to nix her orig¬ swing abandon required.
Pond . Milton Wood
rendition of “Pirate Jenny” in the contract the management was ob¬
seemingly sometimes in doubt of Willie
Janice
.
Betsy Paul inal part in the upcoming film ver¬
the author’s real intent, and Jo Mama Tambu . Ruby Goodwin sion of Mary Chase’s comedy, second act is a stunner.
ligated to bring the company back
.. . .. Isabelle Cooley “Berriardine,” because her run-ofBut on the whole the part Is to New York and that the te^m of
Mielziner has provided some of Cessy Lou
.... Sharon McCleavc
.the loveliest settings that even he Elsbeth
contract with “Auntie overshadowed by several qthgrs. employment continued until its
Fleuoria . Kay Sawyer the-play
for
instance,
is arrival Monday, thereby involving
has come up with in a long time, Charley...George Berkeley Marne” extends through June 30. Outstanding,
Ruby . Ella Mae Bro%vn
Jane Connell as Mrs, Peachum. a 20th week.
to suggest the “out-of-this-world” Fat
Frank Productions Inc., a sub¬
July
.
Hari Rhodes
atmosphere with which the author Rev. Bryson .. John Parrish sidiary of Frank Loesser’s Frank Her rendition of the “Ballad of
The referee supported the man¬
Dependency,” as well as the overall
Rev. Olney . Robert DeCoy
is concerned.
Rev. Slocum . Felix Nelson Music, Inc., is publishing a 1957 standards of her performance, tag agement’s stand, but the Appeals
The real rub lies in Osborn’s
summer theatre guide, “Straw her as a bright talent.
Board reversed it is favor of the
choice of material for his current
“Praise House,” which has . the Hat,” compiled and edited by mag¬
As Peachum, who runs the beg-* -singers. The case was argued for
theme (background and charac¬ germ of an interesting dramatic azine-radio scripter David Dachs.
gars’ outfit shop, Edward Asner AGMA by attorney Jack London.
ters). Greek mythology has often idea, has been beaten to death by
Children under 13, accompanied also .comes across with a sqck* por¬
been used for stage purposes, witless writing and an embarrass¬ by a paying adult, will be admitted
notably by the French. Osborn’s ingly nretentious production. Au¬ free to the Saturday and Sunday trayal matched by his vocal quali¬ Uville’s 19th Summer
writing is polished and literate. He thor Charles O’Neal asks, in effect, matinees and Sunday evening per¬ ties. Paula Stewart brings a good
Season Opening July 8
mixes graceful fantasy and every¬ “What happens to a white girl who formances of “Taming of the voice and a nice sense of comedy
day realism in an effortless and marries a Negro GI and then visits Shrew” at the Phoenix Theatre,’ to the role of Polly Peachum.
Louisville, March 5.
As
the
much-feared
Macheath
disarming manner. But present- his family in the Deep South?”
The
19th season of summit mu¬
N.Y., next weekend.
(Mack the Knife), James Mitchell
day theatre audiences seem to have
Manny Davis is managing the Js delightful and absolutely right, sicals. in the Iroquois Amphithe¬
The answer he comes up with is
little knowledge of or concern with that the girl wins the heart of the Auditorium, Rochester, for the
atre will open July 8 under th«
the Grecian gods and goddesses GI’s ol’ psalm-singin’ Mammy, “My Fair Lady” booking the week moving in the part with the grace sponsorship of the Louisville Park
and the legends woven around nearly gets raped by her lustful of March 18. The house is com¬ of a dancer. As Lucy Brown, the Theatrical As^n. The series of six
daughter
of
the
Commissioner,
of
them by Bullfinch and others.
brother-in-law, is corned by whites pletely sold out, with around
“Maiden Voyage” deals with the and black alike and finally winds $50,000 in mail orders reportedly Police, Jean Arnold stampedes the shows will run six weeks through
audience with her spirited version Aug. 18. Local gtfarantofs have
consternation aroused in Olympian up a window because the brother returned unfilled.
of the “Barbara-Song.” Jerry Or- underwritten the operation, which
circles when Athena falls in love starts a race riot as the GI steps
Rosalind Russell has extended
with a mere mortal, the much- off that midnight choo-choo from her contract as star of “Auntie bach mimics the role of the street- lost abqyt $30,000 last year.
singer
to perfection.
Hijt.
Denl$ Du-For will return for his
traveled Odysseus, at that moment Alabam’.
Marne” through next Jan. 18. She’ll
12th season as managing director.
being held in bonds of enticement
The whole 80 minutes of the then withdraw from the comedy to
The only shows thus far set are
by the seductive siren. Calypso. first act is devoted to establishing recreate-the title role in the film
Zeus is drawn by Osborn as any that the GI’s bride is living in a version of the play, which Warner
j “Damn Yankees,” “Student Prince”
normal modern parent and Hera, small Negro settlement briefly and Bros, will produce.
and “Brlgadoon.”
the mother, is more observant. that the brother lusts for white
Gene Bayliss base been named
Continued from pare 59
Athena’s brief but emphatic ro¬ women but dislikes white people. director of the Music Theatre,
Patricia Newhall will direct the
mantic interlude with the suscept¬ It is a tasteless exhibition and by Highland Park, Ill., which has been ager Aage Stentoft, who operates trilogy of J.M. Styne plays slated
ible Odysseus makes up Osborn’s the time some action occurs late in taken over for next season by Herb both Det ny Scala and Apollo, is for production early next month
alternately amusing and serious the 50-minute second act, dramatic Rogers. Latter’s Tenthouse Thea¬ the first man In Danish theatre his¬ at Theatre East, N.Y.
plot, which starts sluggishly but impact has vanished.
tre in the same suburb goes Into tory to have three hits running
rises to a number of high mo¬
As the GI’s mother who’s got re¬ its 10th season.
at one time. He presented the
ments during the two acts, the ligion,. Louise Beavers struggles
Don Glenn, boxoffice staffer at
comedy elements being the 'most hopefully through a morass of ver¬ the Shubert Theatre, New Haven, Danish version of the English re¬
vue “Cranks” at the newly built
successful.
biage. .. It is to her credit that the will repeat next summer as intraMelvyn. Douglas, Mildred Dun¬ character is not wholly unreal. Connecticut pressagent for the Merkur Theatre. The press was
nock and Walter. Matthau are Play’s title derives from fact her American Shakespeare Festival unusually enthusiastic — and the
starred. Douglas, recently touring home is a religious meeting place. Theatre, Stratford, Conn. He'll ■ revue haa played for sold-out
since its premiere in Janu¬
in “Inherit the Wind,” is an amus¬
L«st Than 2 hrt. from Now'York
The Australian bride, played by work under general press rep houses
ary.
ingly eloquent Zeus, without hav- Betsy
Paul, is unconvincing, but Frank Goodman.
(Soatinf 450-500)
Tennessee
Wiliams’ “Cat on a
An
“Inherit
the
Wind”
scene
Hari Rhodes shows considerable
Laato
givon ur by formtr Uroadwayskill as the brother.
Napoleon painting done by acto^ Staats Cots- Hot Tin Roof” has .played 100 times
producor diroctor through lllnosi.
Whiting appeal’s to be playing worth while he was in the cast of at the Big Ny Theatre. At the
Uncle Tom, while Isabelle Cooley the Broadway production of the small Rlddersalent the British com¬
Contact Donald Stophfni. Pros.
and Ruby Goodwin don’t carry play, is being displayed in New edy “The Sleeping Prince” is soon
ROBIN HOOD THEATRE
much sock as a young strumpet York’s Shubert Alley; The picture reaching its 200th performance.
2313 WOODLAND LANE
and a voodoo woman, respectively. was purchased last year by “Wind” And the A.B.C.-revue with Den¬
co-author
Jerome
Lawrence.
The choral music is pretty, if su¬
mark’s two favorite comics, Dirch
ARDEN, DELAWARE
Albert Marre will direct the Passer'and Kjeld Petersen, is such
perfluous, and costumes, set and
lighting are satisfactory.
Direc¬ Frisco-L.A. Civic Light Opera re¬ a hit, that the show probably will
tor Demetrios Vilan seems deter¬ vival “South Pacific” opening June continue through most of the sum¬
mined to slow down an already 3 at Frisco’s Curran Theatre. CLO mer.
Folketeatret is readying
boss Edwin Lester and Richard
molasses-like play.
Stef.
Halliday are discussing a Coast “Mad Woman of Chaillot” with
Bodil
Ipsen,
Denmark’s most fa¬
revival of “The King and I” for
Summer Theatre on
early 1958, to star Mary Martin mous actress through 40 years.
She has not appeared on the stage
(Mrs. Halliday).
New England Coast
She
Theodore Marcuse will direct the the last couple of years.
Has Restaurant, Bar, other
■
— Continued from page 58
the Vox Poetica concert production operates the Odeon cinema. Her
facilities.
For sale for tho
of T.- S. Eliot’s “Murder in the come-back'is awaited with unusual
iTwo Tales of the Hevil Cathedral,” scheduled for March interest, so that also the Kolketeafirst time to the right indi¬
from a Property Man who explains 18 presentation at the Library of ter should be assured a long run
vidual
or
group.
Principals
the'audience that a stick of wood Confess. He directed last ye^’s hit in this memorable season.
is a bridge and a strip of blue cloth Vox Poetica production of Robin¬
only peed apply. References
son Jeffers’ “Tower Beyond Trage¬
a river.
required. Reply to
Louis Lytton has amused sinceri¬ dy” at the Library.
Box V-48-57, VARIETY,
ty as the priest, Flori Waren is the
Showcase Theatre, headed by
lithe cat, while Gordon Keyes Sylvia Leigh and Walter Markey,
154 West 46th Street
48th St., West of Bway
“On Actors and the Art of Act¬
prances about with a suggestion of will institute a series of Play¬ ing” by George Henry Lewes
New York 36, N. Y.
Circle 6-8800
style as a debonair peddler who wrights’ ‘ Showcases at its New (Grove; $3.50, hardbound: $1.45
is actually the devil, as his horns York studio, beginning March 25 paperback), is a new edition of
reveal when he removes his hat. With two one-acters, Barbara Mil¬ dramatic observation and criticism
Gleon’s effort is neither very ler’s “Pillar of Salt” and Albert
Standard Legtf Thaatrlcal Forms
am.using nor engrossing, and nei¬ Zuckerman’s “Beer in the Back¬ written in the mid-19th century.
and Reports
Book contains contemporary re¬
ther
in the playing nor in Dennis wash.”
All forms $1.00 pe.r 100
Ernest Flatt, choreographer of ports on Keiins, Rachel, Macready,
Gurney’s staging does “Faustus”
Send for Yonr FREE Sample Set
have its accustomed force. As for tv’s “Your Hit Parade,” will stage Mathews and Lemaitre, among oth¬
TODAY
the jam session held by three danc¬ the dances for “Annie Get Your ers. It also carries the author’s
American Legitimate Theatre Service
ing imps in red tights, it may, be Gun,” in which Mary Martin will w.k. essay, “On Natural Acting,”
6000 Sunset Blvd.
choreography
as per program, but star this Summer in San Francisco anticipating “modern” theories:
Hollywood 28, California
and Los Angeles under the prci- “Unless the actor follows nature
’tain’t old Chris Marlowe. Geor.
duction auspices of the Civic Light sufficiently to select symbols that
Opera in both towns.
are recognized as natural, he fails
The Paper Mill Playhouse, Mill- to touch us.” Paris drama is as¬
burn, N.J., is scheduled to reopen sessed (1865), and the stages of
"
"Th« School Wlfh « Great Tradition'^
April 2 with “Can-Can.”
Dr. Marla Plscator, Director
Dr. Saul Colin, President
“Made in Heaven,” a new musi¬ Germany and Spain are covered
cal Comedy with book and lyjrics (1867).
Classes for PROFESSIONALS Under the Direction of
Shaw regarded Lewes as a critic
DR. MARIA PISCATOR, ERIK RHODES, and JASPER DEETER
by Hans Holzer and score by
Vincent Sorey, is planned for Broad¬ with Integrity. Book is an excel¬
Capitol Theatre lldg., 1639 Broadway, New York 19
JU 6-4800
lent
addition to the library of any
way
production
late
this
spring
by
Write.Now or Phone for Catalog
, theatre-lover.
Rodo.
Continental Productions.
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Blain&-6azz^ $18,800
In Wisconsin Split Wk,
Milwaukee, March 5. •
“Hatful of Rain,” costarring
Vivian Blaine and Ben Gazzara,'
grossed a so-so . $18,000 . last weekin one performance Monday (25)
Boston, March 6,
at the Orpheum, Madison, Wisl,
Local legit activity is slowing
and seven performances Tuesdaydown.
Only entry skedded for
Saturday (26-2) at the Pabst here.
next week Is the Danny Kaye
Gazzara rejoined the cast at the
variety package, which opens
Orpheum in the role he created on
Broadway div6d last week after (19th wk; 148; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
Monday (11) at the Colonial for
Broadway.
soaring the previous frame. Re¬ (Eric Portman, Margaret Leighton).
four weeks. It's being scaled at
. .Detroit, March 5.
ceipts dropped substantially for Previous week, .$28,200; last week,
$6 top Friday and Saturday nights
“Fanny,” costarring Italo Tajo
most shows, although only one en¬ nearly $25,300.
and $5,50 weekday eves.
and Billy Gilbert, grossed a solid
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (3d
try, “Happy Hunting,” fell but of
Two shows are current, both $49,000
last
week
for
the
second
wk; 21; $5.75; 994; $34,200) (Tom
the capacity lineup.
winding up fortnight stands next round of a two-framer at the
Previous week, $33,200;
Holding in the sellout groove Ewell).
Saturday (9). They’re the tour¬ 2,050-seat Shubert.
Potential ca¬
ing production of ‘'Janus” at the pacity at $5 top was $53,000.
were “Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are last week, almost $32,900, . with
subscription rate limiting the take.
P-^jnouth, and “Sin of Pat MulRinging,”
“Li’l
Abner,”
“My
Fair
'Both the Shubert and Cass are
Uncle Willie, Golden (C) (11th
doon,” trying out at the Colonial. dark
Lady;” “Tunnel of ‘Love” and
this week, wi^h the latter
wk; 84; $5.75; 800; $24,000) (Men■“Good as Gold” exited the Shu- scheduled to relight Monday (11)
“Visit to a Small Planet.”
asha Skulnik).
Previous week,
bert last Saturday (2) for Broad¬ with “The Apple Cart” starring
Washington, March 5.
Estimates for^ Last Week
$19,000, last week, nearly $15,000.
way.
Evans. Booking is for
Business was uneven for the two
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama)r
Tisit to a Small Planet, Booth
The Shubert remains dark un¬ Maurice
shows here last week. “Orpheus CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), (C) (4th wk; 28; $6.60-$5.75; 766;
til March 25 when the touring two weeks.
Descending” continued thin in the MC {Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ $27,300) (Cyri,l Ritchard). Previ¬
“Damn Yankees” is set for two
second lap of a fortnight’s tryout
ous week, $27,800, last week, over
weeks.
stand at the Shubert, while “Ap¬ cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ $27,500.
Estimates for Last Week
ple Cart,” With Maurice Evans back eretta).
Good as Gold, Shubert CC) (2d
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
Other parenthetic designations
as star, got off to a. smart start in
wk) (1,717; $4.40-$3.85; $48,060)
(CD) (7th wk; 52; $6.90; 1,001; $35.first frame of a two-weeker at the refer, respectively, to weeks played, 040) (Ralph Richardson). Previous
(Roddy McDowall, Paul Ford, Zero
"
Chicago, March 5.
number of performances through
National.
Mostel). Previous week, $22,100;
Loop’s soloing “No Time for
“Cart,” backed by Guild sub¬ last Saturday, top prices, number, week, $26,000; last week, over $27,last week, nearly $12,200.
**
300, with Richardson out for three
Sergeants” , t skidded last week.
• Sin of Pat Muldoon, Colonial “Matchmaker” arrived last night scription, is shaping big again this of seats, capacity gross and stars. performances. Chris Gampel sub¬
week.
Price includes 10% Federal and
(D) (1st wk) (1,500; $4.40-$3.85; (Mon.) at the Blackstone.
5% City tax, but grosses are net; bed.
. Estimates for Last Week
$36,000) (James Barton). Opened
Studebaker Theatre Co. is mov¬
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
to three negative reviews (Doyle, ing its production of “View from
Orpheus Descendingr, Shubert, i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) (R) (1st wk; 3; $8.05; 1,404; $63,000)
American; Maloney, Traveler; Mel¬ the Bridge” into the Harris next (D) (2d wk) ($3.85-$4.40; 1,518;
(Beatrice Lillie). Opened last Fri¬
(18th
wk;
141;
$6.90-$5.75;
1,182;
vin, Monitor), two no-yes (Adams, Monday (il) for three- weeks. $30,000). Previous-week, $10,000
day (1) night to two affirmative no¬
Globe; Hughes, Herald) and one “Desk Set”, is set for the same for first four perfoririances; last $43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As al¬ tices (Chapman, News; Coleman,
ways, $43,600.
yes-no (Norton, Record); grossed a theatre April 1 and “Cat on a Hot week, slim $14,000.
Mirror)
and five negative (Atkin¬
Bells Are RiUgiiffi:, Shubert (MC)
Weak $4,000 for its opening stanza. Tin Roof” anchors at the ErlanApple Cart, National (C) (1st wk)
son, Times; Donnelly, World-Tele-,
Janus, Plymouth (C) (1st wk) ger, April 29,
($4.40-$4.95; 1,650; $37,000) (Mau¬ (14th wk; 108; $7.50; 1,453; $55,- gram; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc¬
039)
(Judy
Holliday).
As
always,
($3.85-$3.30); 1,241; $29,880) (Joan
rice Evans). Slick $27,600, with
Estimates for Last Week
Clain, Journal-American; Watts,
$55,600.
Bennett, Donald Cook, Romney
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger Guild subscription.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) Post); almost $24,800 for first three
Brent). Tourer, with Guild sub- (C) (25th wk) ($5; 1,335; $35,495).
f96th wk; 764; $8.05; 1,297; $50,- performances.
fscription, got a nice $20,000 for Over $27,700; previous week, $29,573). Has to vacate theatre April
Miscellaneous
first week.
800.
27. Previous Week, $44,000; last
Taming of the Shrew, Phoenix
Opened This Week
week,
almost
$34,800.
(C)
(2d
wk;
15; $3.85; 1,150; $25,Matchmaker, Blackstone (C) ($5;
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬ 000). Previous week ,$9,900 for
1,450; $37,000) (Ruth Gordon, Lordor -(D) (74th wk; 589; $5.75; 1;155;' first seven performances and two
ing Smith, Patricia Cutts). Opened
San Francisco, March 5.
$35,000) ^Joseph Schildkraut). Pre¬ previews’; last week, nearly $9,900.
last night (Moh.) for a minimum
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” hits a vious week, $21,600 at the Cort; j
Opening This Week
four weeks, on subscription and
fine
pace
in
its
second
week
at
the
last week, nearly $15,500. Moved
Good as Gold, Belasco (C) ($6.90drew unanimous raves (Cassidy,
Tribune; Harris, News; Kogan, Curran, but “Praise House,” with to the Ambassador last Wednesday, $5.75; 1,037; $34,000) (Ro.ddy
McDowall, Paul Ford, Zero Mostel).
Sun-Times: Dettmer, American), generally bad reviews, 4id miser¬ (27)., ;
able business.
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum Play by John .Patrick, based on
c Miscellaneous
(C) (15th wk; 119; $5.75; 995; $26,- Alfred Tombs’ book, presented by
“House”
closed
at
the
Alcazar
View
from
the
Bridge,
Stude¬
Philadelphia, March 5..
000) (Walter Pidgeon).
Previous
Mixed reception from the crix baker. Current stock production last Saturday (2) after a one-week week, $25,500; last M'eek, almost Cheryl Crawford and William
Myers; production financed at
and public greeted “Maiden Voy¬ exits Sunday (10), moving to the tryout.
$21,800.
,
$138,000 (including 15% overall),
Estimates for Last Week
age,” which preemed here Thurs¬ Harris.
Happy Huntinfr, Majestic (MC) cost about $110,000 to bring in and
day (28) night. The show got one
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Curran (13th wk; 100; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989) can break even at around $20,500
favorable review (Max de Schauen(2d. wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,752; $44,- (Ethel Merman). Previous week, gross. Opens tomorrow (Thurs.)
see, Bulletin) and two negative
000) (Thomas Gomez, Marjorie $70,300; last week, almost $68,100. night.
(Murdock, Inquirer; G a g h a n,.
Steele, Alex Nicol).
Previous
Hidden River, Playhouse (6th
OFF-BROADWAY
News).
week, $27,000 for six performances; wk; 45; $5.75; 994; $30,033) (Robert
American Savoyards, St. Igna¬
last week, almost $32,700.
“Damn Yankees” continued to
Preston, Dennis King, Lilli Dar- tius Church (2-26-57).
Baltimore, March 5.
Praise
House,
Alcazar
(1st
wk)
play to sock business In its sec¬
vas). Previous week, $20,200; last
“Great Sebastians,” costarring
Anatomist, Royal (2-26-57).
ond inning at the Shubert. The Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, ($3.85; 1,147; $27,000) (Louise Bea¬ week, nearly $16,200Box of Water Colors, B’way
Walnut relights tonight with “Or- grossed. a strong $30,000 at the vers). Thin $7,000.
Hole in the^ead, Plymouth (CD) Cong. Church (2-17-57); closes
heus Descending,”' while “The Ford’s Theatre here last week.
(1st wk; 4; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062; $36,- April 21.
Dker,” starring Tommy Noonan, The booking marked the end of
625) .(Paul Douglas). Opened la.st
Dr. Faustas & Parade at the
bows next Monday (11) at the For¬ the show’s tour and was the fourth ‘Match’ Moderate $20,600
Thursday (28) night to three favor¬ Devil’s-Bridge, Blackfriars’ (2-18rest.
able reviews (Atkinson, Times; 57).
local subscription offering. The
For.
Lone
St.
Loo
iVame
Coleman, Mirror; McClain, JourEstimates for Last Week
gross potential at capacity was
Dr. In Spite of Himself, Tempo
- St. Louis, March 5.
nal-American), one yes-no (Watts, (2-27-57); closes March 24.
Maiden Voyage, Forrest (C) (1st $43,000,
“Matchmaker,” starring Ruth Post) and three unfavorable (Chap¬
wk) ($4.80; 1,760; $32,350) (Melvyn
The house, dark this week, re¬
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
Dou^as, Mildred Dunnock, Walter lights .next Monday (11), with Gordon, Loring Smith and Patricia man, News; Donnelly, World-Tele¬ (5-18-56).
“Janus,” coslarring Joan Bennett, Cutts, grossed a fair $20,600 last gram; Kerr, Herald Tribune); al¬
Matthau). Over $12,400.
In Good King Charles Golden
Damn Yankees, Shubert (MC) Donhld Cook and Romney Brent, week at the 1,513-seat American most $24,000 for first four per¬ Days, Downtown (1-24-57). .
formances and two previews.
(2d wk) ; ($5.40; 1,870; $48,000) “Damn Yankees,” with Ray Wal¬ Theatre. Top was $4.48.
Lady’s Not For Burning, Car¬
The house is dark until April 1
Holiday for Lovers,^ Longacre (C) negie Hall Playhouse (2-21-57); has
(Bobby Clark).
Previous week, ston replacing Bobby Clark as star,’
when “Fanny” moves in for one (3d wk; 20; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) to vacate house March 31.
$43,000; last week, nearly $39,600.. follows the week of March 18.
week. .
(Don Ameche). Previous week,
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12$23,000; last week, under $18,000. 27-56).
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
Right You Are, Carl Fischer Hall
(85th wk; 678; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; (3-4-57).
(March 4-17)
$32,003) (Paul Muni). Previous
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9Apple Cart (Maurice Evans)—National,
Broadway
Wash. (4-9); Shubert, Det. (11-16).
week, $27,700; last week, over 22-56).
No Time for 'Sergiants: James Mill- $21,500.
Canadian Playere (Peer pynt, Hamlet)—
. Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9St, Johns U. Aud., CoUegeville, Minn. (4); hollin (return), Don Knotts (return).
Los Angeles, March 5.
LPl Abner, St. James (MC) (16th 20-55).
Hidden River: Joseph Warren (succeed¬
Dakota State U., Fargo (5); St.
Town had three local produc¬ North
Olaf CoUege Aud,. Northfield,. Minn. (7); ing Tonio Selwart);
wk; 124; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). As
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
tions running last week, with the Michigan State V.j East Lansing (11-12);
Beggar's Opera (City Center): Shirley always, $58,200.
Closed^ Last Week
Central
Michigan
College
Aud.,
Mt;
Pleas¬
Jones,
Jack
Cassidy,
Paula
Laurence,
count down to two this fi'ame.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
ant (13); Western Miclugan College Aud., George S. Irving, George Gaynes, Zamah
Me Candido', Greenwich Mews
“Fifth* Season,” starring Chico Kalamazoo
Peter
Turgeon,
Jeanne Helen Hayes (D) (17th wk; 102; (10-15-56).
(14); Northern Illinois College Cunningham,
Marx, completed a two-week run Aud., De Kalb (15); Wisconsin State Col¬ Beauvais, Constance Brigham. . J. C. $6.90;
1,039; $30,000)
(Fredric
Mrs, Patterson, Davenport (2-5McCord, Adnia Rice, Jenny Lou Law,
Aud.. Stevens Point (17).
at the Civic Playhom. last Sat¬ lege
Pre¬ 57).
Canadian Players (Othello, Mad & Charles Bolender, Robert Burr, Maurice March, Florence Eldridge).
urday (2), wi.th a good $5,200 take Superman)—^U.
of Utah Aud., Salt Lake Edwards, Fi-^mcis Barnard, Anita Cooper, vious week,
$28,000;
last
week,
A God Slept Here & Enemies
Shirley Chester, Maria Karnllova, David
on the windup stanza. The show City (4-9).
over $29,400.
Don’t Send Flowers, Provincetown
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez. Millo.
broke even with $10,800 for the Marjorie
Middle of the Night: Gene Saks (suc¬
Steele, Alex NicoD-^eary, S.F,
Major Barbara, Morosco (C) (2-19-57).
fortnight.
ceeding Martin Balsam).
(4-16).
Greatest Man Alive: Dennis King, Rus¬ (18th wk; 143; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
Damn Yankees (Bobby Clark)—Shuhei-t,
“Pajama Tops” picked up a PhlUy
CoUins,
Biff
McGuire,
Kathleen (Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
(4-9); Community Add., Hershey, sell
profitable $8,600 in its 19th week ■»a. (11-16).
Maguire.
dith, Glynis Johns, Eli Wallaeh,
Fanny (Italo Tajo. . Billy Gilbert)—
Shinbone Alley: Jacques D’Amboise,
at the Forum, while “Time Limit,”
Nixon, Pitt X4-9); Palace, Youngsto,vn Allegra Kent, Erik Rhodes, Ross Martin, Cornelia Otis Skinner): Ann Jackr
■ which closes next Saturday (9), (11-13); Paramount, Tbledo (14-16).
son (Wallach’s wife) succeeded
George S. Irving.
(Figures, denote opening dates)
nabbed a poor $4,200 in its second
Hatful of Rain Ci^ivLan Blaine. Ben
Pajama Game (City Center), Paul HitVt- Miss Johns last Monday (4). Pre¬
Gazzara)—^Palace, South Bend (4);'College man. Marguerite Shaw, Stanley Prager,
week at the Ivar. “Praise House,” Aud.,
vious week, $31,900; last week,
LONDON
East Lansing (5-6); Paramount, To¬ Pat Stanley, Thelma Pelish.''.
slated-v-to .rekindle the Huntington ledo (7-9);
At Drop of Hot, Fortune (1-24-57).
Indian U., Bloomington (11-12);
Brigedoon
(City
Center):
Robert over $24,200.
Boy fritnd, Wyqdham's (12-1-53).
Rounseville, David Atkinson.
Hartford tonight (Tues.) was can¬ Memorial Aud., L'ville (13-lj6).
Middle
of
the
Night,
ANTA
(D)
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56).
Hide and Seek (tryout) (Franchot Tone,
First Gentleman: Meg Wyllie, John
celled, having closed in San Fran¬ Geraldine
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
Fitzgerald, Basil Rathbone)— Milligan, James Neylin, Ludi Claire. Dor¬ (48th wk; 381; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116)
cisco after one week.
Diary Anne Frank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
othy Sands, Joyce Ballou, Frances Greet, (Edward G. Robinson).
Plavhouse. Wilmington (14-16).
Previous
Double Image, St. James (11-14-56).
Hotel Paradlso (tryout) (Bert Lahr, Maud Scheerer, Sally Kemp.
week,
$33,100;
last
week,
almost
D'Oyly Carte. Prince’s (12-3-56).
Angela Lanshury, Arthur Treacher, Vera
Off-Broadway
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS Price, Douglas Byng)—National,- Wash.
Dry Rot, WhitehaU (0-31-54).
Apollo of Bellac A Virtuous Island: $25,000.
Ewige Feuiliere Co., Palace (3-4-57).
(16), Arthur Malet, Helen Shields, Raimonda
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
(Theatres indicated if set)
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
-Janus (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook, Orselli,
B«gg«r'$ OliOra, City Center (3-13).
For
Amusement Only, Apollo (8-5-56).
Romney Brent)—Plymouth, Boston (4-9);
Shrewing
Up
of
Blanco
Posnet:
Don (44th wk; 348; $7.50; 1,427; $57,Sin of Pat Muldoon, Cort (3-13).
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
875). Previous week, $57,000; last
Ford's. Balto (11-16), ends tour).
Barone, Lee Moore, Ben Lowe.
Maldon Voyage/ Barrymore (3-20).
Joker (tryout)—Shubert, New Haven
Iceman Cometh: Robert Earle Jones week, almost $48,500.
House by Lake, York’.c t5-9-56).
Orpheut Doecending, Beck (3-21).
Member
of Wedding, Royal Ct. (2-5-57).
6-9): Forrest, Philly (11-16).
(succeeding William Edmonson), Dolly
Brlgadoon, City Center (3-27).
My Fair. Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Liza (tryout)—Shubert, New Haven Jonah (return).
Hide a. Seek (4-1).
Troian Trilogy: Olive Deering, Robert (51st wk; 403; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
(13-16).
Mrs. ’Gibbons' Boys, Westmln (12-11-56).
Lira (4-2).
Malden
Voyage
(tryout) (Melvin Douglas, Mandan, • Grace Chanman, Jane Groves,
New
Crazy
Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-66),
Hotel Paradlso/ Miller (4-3).
Mildred
Dunnock.
Walter
Matthau)— Rowena
Bura,ck,
Elizabeth
Townsend, (Edward Mulhare, Julie Andrews).
No Laughing Mattar, Arts (1-23-57).
Joker (4-4).
Rex Harrison
No Time $gts.. Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Forrest, Philly <4-9)v
Judith Hunter, Michael Ebert, William As always, $68,700.
Merry -Widow, City Center (4-10).
Matchmaker
(Ruth
Gordon, Xonng Shust, Charles Cai^on, Diana. Adams.
Nude
With
Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
resumed as Miss Andrews’ costar
Shinbone >.liey, Wvray (4-13).
Smith, Patricia Cutts)—Blackstone, Chi
Palama Game, Coliseum (10-13-56).
Synge Trilogy: Barry MacCollum, Neil
South Pacific, City Center (4-24).
(4-16),
Plaintiff in Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56).
Fitzgerald, Jerry Jedd, Michael Conaree, •last Monday (4), with the latter
First Gentleman (4-25).
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Erlan¬ Stephen
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-56).
Joyce,
Dermot
McNamara, scheduled to
begin a two-week
Moon for Misbegotten, Bijou (4-30).
ger, Chi (4-16).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
ELspeth March.
Creetest Man Alive (5-8).
Lola Fisher
Orpheus Descending (tiwout)—Walnut,
Repertory, OW Vlo (9-7-55).
Take a Giant Step: Josh White Jr. vacation March 25.
Hew Girl In Town, 46th St. (5-9).
will substitute.
Philly (4-16) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Feb. (stand-by for Louis Gossett).
Romanoff & Juliet, Piccadilly (5-17-56).
Pa|ama Game, City Center (6-15).
27. ’57).
Land Beyond Riveri Diane Sands, Dick
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
Sin of Pat Muldoon (tryout) (James Ward, Helen Martin.
-Salad Days, Vaudevillo (8-5-54).
(C)
(72d
wk;
572;
$5.75-$4.60;
Barton)—Plymouth.
Boston
(4-9)
(Re¬
Subway in Sky, Savoy (2-27).
Out-of-Town
OFF-BROADWAY
Previous week,
viewed in VARIETY. Feb. 27. '57).
Under Milk Wood, New (9-20-56).
Stratford (Ont.) Shakespearean Festival: 1,331; $38,500).
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
Chi’istopher Plummer, Siobhaq McKchna, $36,000; last week, over $26,600.
Synge .Ttilogy, Theatre East (3-6),
Waltz of Totoadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Douglas Campbell, Frances Hyland, Lloyd
Wedding in Japan, Greystone (3-11).
Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (5th wk;
Zaro Hours, St. James's (9-4-56).
Bochner, William Hutt, Douglas Rain,
Exiies,-Renata (3^12).
Tony van Bridge, William Shatner, Bruno 39; $5.75-$5.25; 603; $20,400) (Sy¬
Troian T/lo, Theatre Marquee (3-18).
Scheduled Openings
.Blanco Posnet, Provincetown (3-19).
Gerussi, Amelia Hall, Ted. Follows, Max bil
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-57).
Thorndike. Robert Flemyng,
(March 4-17)
Duchost of Malfi, Phoenix (3-19).
Helpmann.
Wit to Woo, Arts (3-13-57).
Land Beyond the River, Mews (4-1).
Stretford (Conn.) Shakespeare Festival: Leueen McGrath), Previous week,
Annie Get Your Gu^—Clinton H. S.,
Iron Duchess, Cambridge (3-14-57).
Giraudoux Twin Bill, Carnegie (4-2).
Katharine
Hepburn.
Bronx (8-9); Bryant H. S., Queens (15-16).
$19,500; last .week, almost $18,600.
Closed Last Week
Wayilde, Barhiron Plaza (4-18),
Apple Cart (tour): Betty Sinclair (suc¬
Another Language—LenoX Hill Play¬
Towards Zaro, St. James's (0-4-58).
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
ceeding Pat Nyo).
Livin' the Life^ Phoenix (4-25).
house, N,Y. a3-17).

i’m‘Gold’$1^200,‘Sid’4G

Doiq^ $24,090 in 0, Mnni 2P/^G,
Robinson $2S,000, Sbulnik $15,000

Taniiy’Nabs Nifty 49G
For Second Det. Stanza

'Orpheus’$14,000,
Evans $27,600, D.C.

‘Sin'S.’OK $27,700, CHI;
HARRIS TO GET‘VIEW’

‘CAT’HOT $32,700, S.F.;
‘HOUSE’7G AND FOLDS

‘Voyage’$12,400
For4inPliiny

Lunt-Fontanne Big 30G
In Tour Windup, Balto

S

Tune’Sldw $4,200, LA;
‘Season’ $5,200, Closes

TOnjring Shows

Casting

British Shows

ELT Shows

62

PSftig^^ir

Cm4irTl:R >

Broadway

Luz Marquez plus four directors.
They will :ishow six pfx.' .
Director. La^islab ("Marcelino”)
Vajda back from Paris where he
signed Peter Ustinov for his new
film, "On Perro Llamado; Senor
Rossi” (A Dog Named Senor Bossi).
It will star juvenile Pablito Calvo,
Vajda’s Marcelino, now on per¬
sonal appearance tour of South
America. "Bossi” locale is New
York’s Little. Italy, where Vajda
has already filmed location shots.

London

Wednefldayy March 6, 1957
bride, former Arlene DeMarco,
setting up production and casting
for new indie pic he plan$ with
local background.
Walter Jacobs back from Lake
Tarleton <N,H.) hotel lookover and
pre-spring- prepping, to- oversee
construction, with brother Al, of
new DuPont Tarleton here.
Lillian Roth signed, with Bell
Syndicate for daily "advice” col¬
umn; 50p newspapers skedded to
carry.
June Havoc and Edmon Ryan In
"Affairs of. State," new two-week
tenant at the Coconut-Grove Play¬
house.
Pupi CampO switched his combo
to the Boom-Boom Room of Fon¬
tainebleau * after long run at the
DlLido.
Roney Plaza, Eden Roc and the
Fountaineble'au getting successive
.Friday night "America After park”
camera-ing.

(Temple Bar 5041/9962)
Sal Mined present after complet>i
Ing “Dino" for Allied Artists.
Irene Hilda In from Paris for a
Larry Mqrjris, B. S. Moss Thea¬
vaude iiin at the Prince of Wales.
tres executive, back from a three: Henry Kendall had to cancel out
week Caribbean vacation.
of his guest spot in the BBC-TV
"A-Z” series because of a heart
Walter Wanger here fronj the
attack.
Coast for conferences with Bobert
Vera Lynn and her husband
Lantz, v.p. of.JFigaro Productions,
Harry Lewis being interviewed by
Marcel Heilman in from London
BBC-TV
in their home tonight’
with print of “Jeannie,”. C’Cope
<Wed.).' •
musfcal which he produced for.
Anthony Asquith; to be re-elected
Allied Artists.
prez of the Assn, of Cine and Tele¬
Anna Magnanl en route to the
vision Technicians for a 17th term
Coast for a stint in Hal Wallis’
By Alice Scully
I
this weekend.
■"Obsessed” following her arrival
(Tel: 4077;
1 Metro using the Curzon art
last week on the S.S. Cristoforo
house for the first time ever as a
Dan
Dailey
riding
with
the
foxColombo.
showcase for "Lust for Life.” Pic
and-hound set.
Ted Patrick, editor of Holiday,
Wait Disney pitching for- funds opens there Friday (8).
will receive the Cross of Chevalier
John Halas and Joy Batchelor
In the-Legion of Honor, in a cere¬ for new Desert Museuhi.
hosted a reception to virtting film
Van Johnson claiming to Les cartoonists in town for the Inter¬
mony at the French consulate' in
Lear that talking'without’ a script national Animated Film Festiyal.
New York tomorrow (Th^s.).
Kenneth More off. for a Jamai¬
Transatlantic liners . currently gives him 'cplly'wooblcs.
Lew Wasserman, Frank Ross, can vacation before heading for
engaged in a series of institutional
group ads, also individually, to Barry Sullivan, Jascha Heifietz, N. Y. at end of this month for
plug the comfort of “getting Henry Rogers and Joan Caulfield American preem of "Reach for
•
Sky.”
there,” as offset to the inroad that at Racquet.
■Juliette Greco here to star on
Michael' Croft, director of Brit¬ "Hotel
the international airlines have
Jack Webb, Sy Bartlett, Jacques
Fo,lies,!'. Italian tv revue.
made on, seagoing passenger traffic Bergerac, Ginny Simms and Vera ain’s Youth Theatre, nixed an in¬
Aleorge Skouras and wife off for
in all classei^ .
Ellen gathered for the Glenn Aus¬ vitation from Russia to participate Paris
after
"Oklahoma”- openings
in the Moscow World Youth Fes¬
Clara Bell Walsh, w.k. in show tin's 16th anni.
here and in Milan.
biz and' the longest consecutive re¬
John Mills of London and Rob tival.
Milly
Vitale
to London to coJ.
Arthur
Rank
and
Flora
Rob¬
sident of the Hotel Plaza, from its Hope being prodded to buy John
inception in 1907, is hosting a Ireland's Racquet Clj^b in Phoe¬ son were among the guests at a pri¬ star with John Derek in "Gutters
of
Gold,”
Raystro
production.
vate
luncheon
given
by
the
Queen
party for Maryi Martin and her nix by John Haskell.
and Prince Philip at Buckingham
Lester Welch at the Excelsior
family on the occasion of the hos- |
Indio
date
fair,
smash
nine-day
Palace
last
week.
to
prepare
"Seven
Hills of Rome!'
telry’s golden celebration. It will wonder in a sad season so far,
Kenneth Hargreaves being feted starring Mario Lanza.
Lensing
be one of a series of. kindred func¬ topped by a camel, Nora, giving
here before he settles permanently starts April 15.
tions throughout '57.
birth to a baby camel.
in N. Y. as head of Rank Film Dis¬
Eitel Monaco, chief of ANICA,
Hita Ross who is a zealous.cam¬
tributors. Last week, he was honor opened a branch of film exportpaigner for the Citizens Assn, for
guest at a luncheon by the Kine- import office in'Naples under di^
Care of Animals which is fighting
matograph Renters Society and recti on of Mario Resi.
turning over of strays to medical
this
week the Cinema Luncheon
research is a former showgirl and
Toto (Prince de Curtis) will re¬
an enrolled member of the Zieg- —Continued from page 2 -----r- Club plays host.
sume his revue^ "Beside the
feld Club. She was also with Earl
Point,”
at Milan’s Teatro Nuovo
Carroll’s Vanities of 1927 and become the top such combe in
after a week’s layoff caused by
Argentina, Chile and Uruguay.
George M. Cohan's "Mary.”
illness.
♦
By Gene Moskowitz
One of the Egyptian Jews forced From November, 1954, to Jan. 24
Cast of "The Sea Wall,” De(28 Rue Huchette,; Odeon 4944)
to flee Cairo, under Nasser’s re¬ of this year,. Varela has sold 700,000
Laurentiis production, including
Gypsy Markoff back at Giro’s.
gime, is Joe Scialaih, 47, listed as of his platters through Col. "FueSilvana Mangano,"^ Tony Perkins
Hal Blodm in to write vidfilm and Jo Van Fleet back from Thai¬
an Italian-born national although ron Tres Anos” (It’s been three
born in Egypt, who was w.k. to years) and “Silueta Portena^' (Por- scripts for Sheldon Reynolds.
land, winds filming here.
Bad
biz
has
shuttered
three
nitworld travellers as the expert mix- teno Silhouette) alone have sold
Scheherazade
♦ ologist of Shepheard’s Hotel, Cairo. 170,000 to date, whereas .previously eries—^Monsignors,
Conrad
N. , Hilton,
specially 20,000 was a big figure for a tango and the Nouvelle Eve.
Jazz at Philharmonic appearance
brought "Joe of the Shepheard’s disk. Columbia has put Varela on
Bar” to. Turkey on the occasion an LP with an "Ace of Tango” called off here because of Illness
of the premiere of the Istanbul I series which has sold 4,300 (a re¬ of Ella Fitzgerald. Sidney Bechet
Hilton, chiefly as a p.r. stunt, be¬ cord) to date, and has now pressed giving one of his rare jazz recitals
pel the notion that nuns are unable
cause of his wide global acquain- an a LP., of Varela’s "Gota de at the Salle Pleyel.
Peter Ustinov into the H. G.
tanceship.
Lluvia” (Drop of Rain) a Lipesker Clouzot pic, "Leg Espions” (The to follow' many ordinary human
pursuits, from riding jeeps to fly¬
The Cuban governnient is a big and Manzi criollo waltz, with "Pa Spies).
He recently finished a ing and playing tennis. On tv re¬
customer of RCA equipment and ‘que te oigan Bandoneon” (Let ’em play,
"The Message,” which will cently, a show revolved around a
when Frank M. Folsom, chairman hear you, Bandoneon) on the other be
done
in
London
and
Paris
sim¬
of the executive committee, hud¬
flying nun and it’s fair to assume
ultaneously next season..
,
dled last week with President Bat¬ side.
that this yarn sooner or later will
Varela is now touring the prov¬ . Bruno Coquatrix wooifig Judy show up on the big screen.
ista the latter wa'k fascinated by
Garland to head Olympia Music
the fact the American visitor “had inces to delirious audiences, and is Hall for a three-week stint in May. • - Yet, on the whole, Hollywood is
21 grandchildren on the hoof and signed for the "Lorenzo de Alma- Coquatrix also wants Marlene Die¬ more sensitive than anyone in its
two in the oven.” Batista spelled gro” Football Club for the Mardi- trich, • Betty Hutton, Rita Hay¬ treatment of men and women of
out that "you mean you have 21 Gfas dances, These are expected
grandchildren walking around and to be rock 'n' roll battlefields this worth, Frankie Laine, Frank Sin- the cloth. They are shown mostly
with all the human virtues and
two more coming—ah, you Amer¬ year, and Lalo Schlffrin, fresh from
For "Trouble in Paris,” to be
icans are so quaint in your lan¬ triumphs at the Luna Park Rock made here this summer starring with barely any of the human frail¬
ties.
J. Arthur Rank some yealrs
guage!” He wound up with an Festival, is the leading combo cul¬ Bob Hope and Femandel, latter
elaborate invitation that Folsom tivating this rhythm,. Shrewd im¬ will be completely mute. Frank back made "Black Narcissus,”
"must join” him for three or four presarios Muzzio and Petit have Tashlin is'due to direct this Hope which involved a story of strong
days of fishing.
signed him for the El Nacional Records production for UA re¬ conflicts. Before the picture could
be released in the U-.S. it had to be
Theatre for the March to Septem¬ lease.
Pierre Fresnay alternating a fitted with, a foreword to explain
ber, season.
play, "Bille En Tete,” at The¬ that these were Anglican nuns, npt
Rock'’n' roll was popular before new
atre Michodiere, to run jointly regular Roman Catholic nuns.
By Ramsay Ames
Columbia Pictures released the with current hit of Andre Lang’s
This Catholic attitude at tirtfes
{CastelXana. Hilton 372200)
first Bill Haley feature, "Rock "Voyage, a Turin” so that his wife, has .riled non-Catholics in the face
The Teatro Espanol is doing Ai’ound the Clock,” at the Monu¬ Yvonne Printemps, can have a few of demands by the -Church that
"Estrella de Sevilla” (Star of mental, which has just ended an days of needed rest each week.
characters be clearly labelled nonSeville).
eight-week run in the worst
Preston Sturges finishing a new Catholic if the clergymen involved
Lola Flores is at the Calderon summer of 100 years. Jumping on script which he hopes tO: do in didn’t conform to the pattern of
with a new company of “arte the r&r bandwagon, Warners has. English as a Frerich-Italian co¬ behavior approved of by the hier¬
released “Rock, Ro.ck and Rock” production. It is called "The Mag¬
espanol.”
nificent Disaster” and concerns a archy. Question 'has been asked
Arthur Godfrey arrived from day & date at the Metropolitan and deported U. S. gangster who turns why Catholics should consider a
Paris, and with no more luggage Normandie. Pic did pretty well in townspeople of a small Italo vil¬ certain part fitting for a Protestant
Rosario,
but
in
B.A.
the
rock
than his ukelele.
fanatic felt defrauded by and were lage into tough counterparts of or Jewish reverend ..and yet not one
Author Miguel Mihura winding rowdy in showing displeasure. An¬ his former self while he reforms of the Catholid faith.
Interesting test case coming up
his new comedy, "Carlota,” which other Bill Haley opened at the completely.
is represented in the French
will preem in the Teatro Infanta Gran Palace, under Columbia dis¬
“Rouge
et Noir,” which Distribu¬
Isabel.
tribution. ,
.
tors Corp. of America has acquired.
"Donde Vas, Alfonso XII?” . Over the part six months RCA
By Ray Fcvcs
Yarn tells of the misdeeds of a
(Where Are You Going, Alfonso has had a big sale of , Harry BelaMrs. J. J. Parker back ftt her student for the priesthood. Also
XII) bowed at Teatro Lara. Juan fonte's "Day 6,” known here as
desk after a lengthy trip south.
coming from France is a picture,
Ignacio Luca de Tena’s comedy has "Calypso Bananero.”
Mae Williams topping biir for "The Defrocked One,” about a
four stars.
Mdsic
publishers
and
disk second
week at Tod McClosky’s priest tossed out of the Church.
At the Lope de Vega, the Jose jockeys highlight the way in which Frontier Room.
Tamayo- Co. wound up on “The the U. S. tunes have superseded 7 night.. Northwest Releasing is European > picturemakers generally
Witches of - Salem,” and now is those from South and Central promoting 100 people cast for 11 are much more liberal in their at¬
titude towards the portrayal of
Nevertheless, nites in the Northwest area.
presenting "The Diary of Ann American tunes.
Frank.”
CC)MAR, which keeps track-of disk
Frank Breall reports brisk ad¬ priests on the screen, who fre¬
Father Peyton, who produced royalties for local and foreign com¬ vance seat sale for "Rock & Roll quently will show up as troubled
"Fifteen Mysteries, of the Rosary” posers, musicians and vocalists, Shindig” at the Auditorium, March human beings.
Hollywood’s characterizations of
Mickey Shaughnessey, Cindy &
(Joe Breen Jr. directed) here last stresses that for. many years "Star¬
summer, due in this Week to film dust,” "St. Louis Blues,” "Night and Alberto, Jerome Roberts, Wayne men of the cloth are guided by a
introductory talks which he him¬ Day” and “Begin the Beguine” Storm, and Coronet Dancers held stereotype concept typified by Bing
self will give to -each of the 15 have held place as, classic bestsell¬ for second week at Amato’s Supper Crosby In "Going My Way” or
Frank Sinatra in "Bells of St.
sequences.
ers, and will probably outlive these Club.
A1 Learmari inked Guy Mitchell.
. Sophia Loren-starrer, "Aida,” other crazes. . Since “The Glenn Trudy Richards, Leo Diamond, and Mary’s.”
In the two 20th pix, both In
Miller
Story'*
was
released
here
opened at the Cine Callao. Italy’s
Willie West & McGinty for 1957
"II Bidone,’' starring Broderick last year, many old hits have had Home Show at Exposition Bldg., Cinemascope, the nuns are cast¬
aways on Pacific,islands. "Heaven
Crawford, Giulleta Massina and a revival, notably "If You- Knew March 27-April 0.
Only Knows,. Mr. Allison” has Deb¬
Richard Basehart, it at the Palacio Susie.”
orah Kerr hiding away from the
Local bandleaders lopk like
de la Prensa, and "The Ambassa¬
Japs on an island with Robert
dor’s Daughter”. (UA) is in fourth getting some foreign kudos at last,
week at the Rialto (still packing as Mflrlo Cesari’s jazz has been
Mitcljium, a marine. He falls in
By Lary Soiloway
^em in).
signed by the Castellana-Hilton
love with her, but finally comes to
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
accept her spiritual qualities and
A l&rge Spanish delegation has 1 Hotel of Madrid for three, months,
Gene
Baylos signed, four-time
set out for Rome to Inaugurate two after which it is booked for Barce¬ return sked with the Americana. the devotion to he;r vocation. In
lona,
Lisbon
and
possibly
Paris.
weeks of the Spanish cinema there.
Nat "King” Cole ticketed for "Sea Wife,” Joan Collins also is on
If the American National Thea¬ return
It is the first Spanish Film Week
next season to Cafe Pom¬ an island with a group of ship¬
tre
&
Academy
plan
to
get
Astor
wrecked men, only no one knows
outside of Sp^^in itself. Delegation
peii.
includes Carmen Sevilla, Amparo Plazzola's tango combo bookings in
Fontanebleau La Ronde lineup she's a nun. Years later, when one
Rivelles, Fernando Reyes, Jose the U. S., comes off, this would be for April has Dick Shawn, Buddy of ^he survivors, who has fallen in
Suarez, Maria Martin, Francisco one of the best U. S.. Argentine Hackett and Celeste Holm.
love with her, looks for her, he
Rabal, Conrado San Martin, and goodwill builders in 20 years. '
Keefe Brasselle, settled here with discovers that she is a nun.

Palm Springs

Rome

‘Rockalypso’

Paris

Films’ Nunnery Switeh

Madrid

PortIand„0re.

Miami Beach

: Don Loper writing a book,
,
Joe Schenck back from Florida.
Bob Hope recuping from a mild
fever.
r
r
.v
Look March 19.
Marlon Brando returned from
Jap location on "Sayonara.^
William Dozier checked In. 'at
RKO after t eastern confabs. •
■Louis B. Mayer hosted. Prince
Bernhard of The Netherlands.
^M.- Spencer Leve^chosen veepee
of Fox West Coast Agency‘Gorp.
'Jack Diamond returned from
Universal homeoffice huddles. •Victor Stoloff • back from Den¬
mark where he scouted Him loca¬
tions;
•
Rock Hudson* back from threeweek eastern bally tour for "Battle
Hymn.”:.
.
Mike ’Todd will be guest speaker
at American Cinema” Editors’ Sev¬
enth Annual Awards dinner.
Hollywood Women's Press Club
snagged- Perle M®sta as guest
speaker for its March 12 luncheon.
Elmer C. Rhoden
awarded
Look’s special award for outrtanding showmanship in theatre opera¬
tion;
■Sir Laiiren'ce Olivier and Vivien
Leigh house-guested with the
George Cukors, during their sixday visit here:
Eddie Dukoff closed a deal with
Eddie Fisher and Milton Blackstone to represent their Ramrod
Productions and Fisher person¬
ally.
Hollywood USO kudosed George
Milan, Charles Watts and J\.l
Berkman for their contributions
to the entertainment of serv¬
icemen.
Joy Schary, daughter of Dore
Schary, former v.p. in charge of
Metro production, has become en¬
gaged to Arthur L. Stashower.
graduate , of the University of
Michigan law school, recently re¬
leased from the Coast Guard
where he served as a lieutenant
(J.g.). Miss Schary will accompany
her parents on a tour of Europe
this spring.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
McGuire Sisters open nine-day
run at Twin Coaches Match 15.
Playhouse holding hit musical,
‘‘Love from Judy,” through March
16.
SW zone manager Moe Silver
and his wife celebrated their silver
wedding anni.
•Tommy Leonetti, just signed for
"Your Hit- Parade” next season,
topping Copa this week.
Slapsie Maxie RosenMoom took
off for Hollywood after Dore stond
to do a Danny Thomas telepijd.’^
Tempest Storm at Casino with
biggest publicity barrage for any
burlesque stripper here In years.
Donna Dunn, with singing New
Yorkers at New Nixon, is Donna
Amicone of nearby Steubenville,

O.

Jackie Bright, AGVA president,
due in next Monday for general
membership meeting of local chap¬
ter.
Laurel Edelson back to Radio
City Music Hall line after nursing
injured foot Nat home for eight
weeks.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen
Billy Weinberger now ' setting
preem of his new hitery, Billy’s
Room, for April 15.
David Dorn doing local publicity
for "Blrdland Stars of '57” at civic
auditorium March 13.
David Brubeck quartet doing
another jazz concert for Oberlin
College’s campus Jazz Club March
Suzappa. Lake,, formerly in road
compariy of "King and I,’- at Kornman's Back Room forseveral
weeks, i
Lurlean Hunter, now singing at
Modern Jazz Room, inked by its
owner Sam Firsten for two more
dates this year^ Gene Harris Trio
backing her here.

Chicago
Robert 'Mitchum due In today
(Wed.) to drumbeat "Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison” pic...
Herb Lyon’s Tower Ticker col¬
umn extended to Chicago Trib’s
Sunday editions this week, making
it a sbc-days Weekly atlnt.
Trader vie Bergeron in to check
up on progress of the new Trader
Vic eatery Which opens later this
month in the Palmer House.
Dee jay Howard Miller will again
emcee second annual Chicago
Youth Bally at International Ampitheatre, April 22, under sponsor¬
ship- of Chicago Daily News and
Key, Clubs International.. Enter-*tainment chairman Is Marvin Himmel of Dave O'Malley office.
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conduct, imperiling and endanger¬
ing the life and limb of other pa-,
trons."
„

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

English Town Restores! RAR
Whitby, England^ ilai'cjh 5.
By Frank SeuWy.
An eight-month-old ban, on rock
Bostoit Post’s Reorr Plan
and formerly was , senior editor at
'n*
roll
music and. dancing at "the
John Fox iilcd-a . ;platt of reor¬ Esquire ' and- Coronet, succeeds^
Victorville, Gal., March 5.
ganization for the Boston' Post Cady at Holt where he will have Spa Ballroom here has‘Ijeen lifted,
As more and more orange groves in California are retreating before
along with $lQ0.00<i < in certified the title ..of executive editor. He’s by the locaLcouncil. A ban on iiive'
the
bulldozers
of
subdividers,
the
proud
boast
of radio commentators
checks' .posted .with the court-ap¬ the younger brother of novelist customers wearing Edwardian age,.
"that L.A., now the third largest city in the land, will be the largest in
dress has also been lifted;
pointed trustees .of the defunct Henry Morton, Robinson.
20
years
may
call
.for
a
Bronx
cheer
from
the
Bronx,
but no comment
According to W. T..M. West, en¬
125-year-old newspaper.. Trustees
. Charles* W. Bartlett, Thomas. .W. Chi Sun-Times Drops Edition : tertainments. manager, thefe have, from, the likes of me. It’s depressing even as a .tumor.
En
route
to
Palm
Springs
to
see
how
Mamie
Van
Doren fits in a
Lawless and Joseph K Healey said
been, no complaints about the be¬
Chicago Suh-Times: which hcffe- havior, of dancers in* r^eut "months. cowgal costume as queen of the year’s first R.C.A. i-odeo, I checked
they will- study the plan thoroughly.
tofore
has
published
around
the’
. Under the court order, if the
Introduction of rock ’h’ roll ses-' on the old Victorville rodeo grounds. It is now a parking, lot for local
trustees in Control of the news¬ clock, has dropped its last edition sions will be extreniely popular,; greengrocers. ’ This is even-more depressing than- the population shift
paper feel' that'-supplied informa-* which takes it.out of the afternoon, he said.' . .
to L.A.
field.
Cutback
leaves
the
Field,
tion warrants, further investigation,
Twenty years ago this town played host to one of the most delightful
In August,last yearithe Whitby
the backprs will be ordered to file, Enterprises-owned * tabloid and the Urban Council, rej eoted, a,, petition rodeos in the west. In fact, it was the only one which gave working Chicago
Tribune
as
the
Windy
individually detailed statements -of;
cowhands
and college dudes an equal chance. Competition was lim¬
signed
by
over
300
local
residents
,
City’s a,m. papers and the Daily
net worth by noon today tWed.).
ited strictly to non-pros. The pros got paid for running the show.
News and tho Chicago American, protesting ^against the ban. i. ,
The
late
Harry Langdon drew the masthead for the show’s literature.
now owned by the Trib, as the p.m.
It sbiow^ two. cowboys chasing a. calf. One trick roper spelled out
entries.
. , .
Riehald Rodrers'' Biog
“Victorville"
with his- rope and the other spelled out “Rodeo.” Both,
David Ewen has signed with
Sun-Times also upped its Sun¬
however, missed roping the calf. It was a fair representation of what
HoR to do a biog on “^Richard day price to 20c from 15c.
went
on
there.
Rodgers: His LUe In the Musical
== Continued from page 55
Hugh Strickland, for many years all-around cowboy champion of
Theatre."" It's the first authorized
Autobiographical Novel?
book, of this sort. Some yearsr ajgb
Feb. 21 in Madrid. Surviving is the world; Blondy Bronzell, a champion bronc. rider; Abe Lefton, an
’Russell..
Janney,
veit
legit
produc¬
Peerfis Taylor' did the “Rodgers &
his "viufe, onetime actress Carmen announcer with a voiceTike Fog Horn Murphy; W. E. Hitchcock, who
Hamiherstein" blog for, Haters, It- er Who came to renewed attention Cobena, whom he met . in the ini¬ had a six-year-old grandson who could rope and tie up a calf in 29
is assuihod' that when aiid . if it In recent years with his novel, tial performance of his “La Mur- seconds, and Rex Bell, Clara Bow’s husband who was then a Hollywood
happens Oscar Hammerstein 2d “Miracle of the Bells/’’has written , alia" (The Wall) in 1898.
\Vestern star but is now Lieut. Gov. of Nevada, were the judges. Cal
a short • novel, ‘.'Curtain Call,”
would write his own memoirs.
Godshall was prez and general manager • of the show and I was his
. -Ewen’s book, “A".Journey, .Into which Duellv Sloan & Peace will
Dan E. Lee, 75, theatre manager, Hollywood roper-inner.
Oreatness,” the story of .George publish in April.
formerly with the Berger Theatre,
No Horsejs To Kiss?
Gershwin was a good seller two
It has to do With a hasbeen nxan- Newark, N. J., died Feb. 20 in
The first show was. dedicated to "Will Rogers, the second to William S.
years ago, having gone some 12,- ager who gets a- chance to put on Brooklyn. Survived by wif®, sister Hart and the third to me. The briberie.s to 'get the honor were^gmaU.
•000 at $5, also via Holt.
a neJustin McCarthy Brian and two brothers. One of latter, You had_to know how to kiss' a girl—a highschool beauty usually was
Hooker libretto with “a marvelous Joseph J. Lee; is 20th-Fox manager the
queen-^and you had to toss in a couple of silver buckles arid spurs
Hugo Felix score.”" (Since these in Detroit.
Joan Walker’s New Hookup
for prizes. Kissing the girls was tou.gh on Rogers and Hart but a walknames figured in Janney’s turn-ofJoan’ Walker, the- daughter of the-century hit musical, “The Vag¬
on part for me. In later years politicians moved in to grab off the
Laura W. Marques, 77, concert
author - newspaperman -Stanley abond King,” there iS suspicion of
singer and pianist, died Feb. 26 honor and you know what happens to the purest of lilies once those
Walker and wife of T. H. Wenning,
birds move in.
•Newsweek’s drama ffeviewer, has real-life parallelism in the book). . in Lisbon after a long illness. She
The bucking horses were named after the celebrities and under the
was the daughter of singer Laura
joined with authors’ reps Marie
Wake and composer Joaquim Mar¬ circumstances one didn’t have fo be a humane society member to root
CHATTER
Rodell and Joan Daves Inc., where
for the wild horse. One kid came out riding a bronc named Frank
ques.
she will handle tv rights and prop¬
Rinehart veepee" Ted Amussen
Scully. I threw the kid in about three, seconds. “Anybody riding me,”
erties.
‘
and his wife to the Virgin Islands
Edwardo Muratore, 56, orches¬ I,explained to Jim Tully, the cattle inspector of Toluca Lake, “is rid¬
Miss Walker was formerly mo¬ on holiday for a few weeks.ing for a fall.”
tion picture critic for 'TNfewsweek.
Joyce Beritie, of the subsidiary tra conductor and composer, died
Tuily Libels Scully
and for four year’s" Newsweek’s ty- rights dfepartmerit,-'now h&ndling of. a heart attack recently while
Tully had circulated the story, in print no less, that I liad my right
on
a
South
American
tour.
Sur¬
radio editor.
" I poubleday-s motion picture 'as well
leg blown off while bucking a cyclone on a Brahma bull. Ordinarily
viving
is
his
wife,
Spanish
revue
as television' rights; ,
—'
star Raquel Rodrigo.
I don’t bother to demand retractions for such libels, but in this case
Dick, Taplinger, Publisher.
Saturday Review ’editor Norman
q reputation for rough riding was at stake. I, had to announce that it
Dick Taplinger„ who has special-: Cousins luncbfe^ting Bennett Cerf
Basil A.- Thomas, 45,. playwright, was not a Brahma bull, it was .a mountain lion,, which we later served
ized in book publicity among other, on March 22 on^the occasion of his died Feb. 2,8 in London.. Among
15th anniversary as conductor of his plays were “This Blessed as barbecued, steaks to visitors from the Browri Derby who wouldn’t
clients, has turned publisher.
have known the difference between a steer and a wildcat anyway!
Under his own imprint he has the Trade Winds Column.
Plot,” “Shooting Star” and “Book
Indeed, some of the sea.s'oned competitors didn’t know the difference
Longtime
Variety
columnist of the Month.”
just issued “The People Win
either.. In one contest Cal. Godshall and Jim Stocker were teamed in
Through,” a play by Burma Prime Frank Scully, under, “his square,
a wild-cow milking contest. They had to chase the cow on horseback,
Minister U Nu- . Foreign corres¬ handle - of, Francis Joseph. Scully,
Eliezer' Kamenzky, 68, former
pondent Edward Hunter, a special¬ will be invested with the knight¬ film and legit actor, died recently rope her and then one of them had to squeeze a few drops of milk
ist in Asian news .coverage, and hood of St. Gregory the Great, a in Lisbon.
Bom in Russia, he from her into a bottle and then race ta the judges stand with the dairy
credited with coining ‘‘brainwash¬ Papal honor, in a ceremony at Saint started his theatrical career at the product. The winner was the one who took the least time.
ing,” did the long introductory to Theresa Church, ’ Palm Springs, age of 15.
This pair did all right until it came to the milking. They couldn’t
Nu's
play.
Hunter
authored Calif., next Sunday (10), at which
squeeze out a drop. Time was running out on them. Then it was dis¬
“Brainwashing in Red-*-China,” the Most Rev. Charles F. Buddy,
covered
that the smart cowhands in the chute, had literally given them
Uncle, 87; of producer Joe Pas¬
"Brainwashing: The Story of the Bishop of San Diego, will preside.
not a wild cow buf a bum steer. Steerg don’t give milk and thousands
Man Who Defied It” and “The
Alfred A. Knopf is now board ternak, was found diiad in his Bev¬ of tenderfoots in the starids learned this fact of - life as well as the
erly
Hills,
Cal.i
hotel
rpbm
March
Story of Mary Liu.".
Chairman of the publishing house
sharnefaced contestants that day.
bearing his name; his-wif.e, Blanche 1, victim of. overdose of sleeping
“I" sure would have liked to have seen that’ trick of the week,” .said
W. Knopf, moved up from v.p. to pills.
Holt’s Show Biz Books
Harry Carey who had gone out for. a snort and; missed it. “You never
president;
son
Alfred
Jr.,
formerly
- Legit .producer Gant Gaither,
see
things like that at our rodeos around Saugus. Professional round¬
Herman
Gallos,
72,
tenor'
long
longtime friend, of the Kellys of secretary, becomes veep in charge active with the "Vienna State Opera ups, which are nothing more than road shows of traveling cowboys who
Philadelphia, is author of “Princess of sales; Sidiley. R, Jacobs made and Volksopera', died Feb. 20 in have quit working as ranch hands, are no treat to us movie cowboys.
of Monaco (The .Story of Grace vm. in charge of production; Wil¬ Vienna. Surviving is his daughter, But a show that is for working cowboys, the guys who get $30 a month,
A. Koshland promoted from
Kelly)” which Henry Holt & Co. liam
can make sentimental suckers out of all of us.”
assistant treasurer to secretary, Rita, also a singer.
will publish in June. v.
Smart Cowgirl, Mrs. Carey
Benedict and Nancy Freedman’s succeeding Alfred Jr.
Daughter; 18, of Maria • Rosa
Shirley
Potash
will
be
married
His wife, Olive Carey, was dressed in the most stunning white cowgal
"Lootville” has a tv comic as cen¬
Laribs de Rojas, Mexican legit and
tral character of their Holt novel. io Richard M. Clurman in April. film actress, was killed by a sky¬ outfit I ever saw. “I put this on so Carey will think twice before ask¬
Diana Barrymore’s autobiog (since The prospective- bride is assistant rocket Feb. 17 during a religious ing me to drag saddles around,” she whispered. “He knows how much
the outfit has cost him.”
sold to WB) is titled “Too Much, public relations director for Time, service in Mexico City.
I looked at her and marveled that such shrewdness could be cloaked
Too Soon,” in collaboration with and formerly assistant to Oscar
in such beauty.
...
Gerold Frank (who. collaborated on' Hammerstein 2d, and with 20thHedley
James
Brock,
house
and
“I’m not the daughter of George Fuller Golden for nothing. If I
the Lillian Roth memoir, “I’ll Cry Fox. Her fiance is editorial direc¬ publicity manager of the Knighttor and assistant tp the publisher stone Theatre, Weston-su'per-Mare, showed up here in blue jeans, Carey would hand me ^ bed roll and-a
Tomorrow”).
of Newsday, Long, Island daily. He Eng.,"" died there recently.
pack of Bull Durham, a curry comb and the saddles. But this way he
’
previously was press editor of
Putnam, Coward, Day^ Shifts
knows he’s dealing with the expensive wife of an underpaid movie
magazine.
The affiliated publishing houses Time
Louis
Motto,
75,
former
cellist
Thomas Quinn Curtiss, drama with the Houston Symphony Or¬ star.”
of G. P. Putnam’s Sons, Coward- critic
The late Joe Cunningham, once a word wrangler in Philly but later
of the Paris edition of the chestra, died Feb. 25 in Sullivan
McCann and John Day Co. made
a writer arid actor in Hollywood, was explaining to his niother why he
N. Y. Herald Tribune (and also a City, Tex.
the following shifts, which also in¬ Variety
had
dragged her 100 miles In the desert to see a rodeo, The more'he
cofrespondept in the
cludes the exit of Howard S. Cady
tried to explain the more he got tied up in bis own lariat. ,
Mother, of Enrigue Delhumeau,
from Henry Holt & Coi, where he French capital) did a li’l show-hop¬
“You see, these cowboys invite a lot of movie stars who act as cow¬
ping
Saturday
night,
with
the
Ward
was editor-in-chief, to become
prexy of Associacion Musical Dan¬ boys to come to see how cowboys really work and they charge the
ditto and g.m. of the trade book Morehouses, and by dipping into iel, Mexico City longhair booking visitors a sawbuck to watch. First they build a big fence around an
department of Putnam’s. He also seven different legiters .in one agency, died there Feb. 5.
empty lot. They rename it a corral. Then they chase a steer inside
becomes a vicepresident., of the night he refreshed himself on the
local scene. He saw others in their
Juanita Manso, 84, character ac¬ the corral and then, a cowboy with a clothesline rides after the steer'
firm, including a stock interest.
Cady succeeds Theodore M. entirety, of course", Curtiss returns, tress in Spanish films and onetime and throws a rope around his neck. Or he leaps on the neck of the
Purdy, in the same post and with by air today (Wed.) to his Paris musical comedy star,, died Feb. 25 critter and throws him to the ground. Or if it’s a calf he has to tie
him so he can’t get lip; The man who does any of these‘things faster
the same title, who becomes presi¬ base after a two-week quickie cov¬ in Madrid.
than anybody else wins the prize money.
dent of Coward-M<iCann. Purdy ering the Broadway scene.
Lord St. Oswald, 63, father of
succeeds the founder of the firm,
“It seems kind of silly,” said Mrs. Cunningham, “seeing the cow or
British film producer Dedek .Winn, the calf has no place to go. If the cowboys would only wait a little
Thomas R. Coward, Who, died on
died Feb. 27 in. Monte (parlo.
Jan. 11. (Incidentally; Mrs, Pur¬
wouldn’t the cows get tired and lie down anyhow? And what about
dy is Elizabeth McKed; .the liter¬
those cowboys who leap on the cow’s back? Ai*e they too poor to own
ary agent).
Isabel Calle, 82, concert pianist a rope?”
Continued from page 1 m,—;
and orchestra conductor, died Feb.
Alice Torrey. who has been edi¬
“Theyre bulldoggers,” Joe explained.
tor of-childrens books at Coward- adolescent girl and the adolescent 20 in Barcelona.
“"Who gets all the money?”
McCann, becomes a veepee of the boy,”
' Joe could see his inother was counting the house. The stands were
company. Cecil H. Goldbeck re¬
Leon B. Keuser, retired St. Louis
mains veep .and secretary, as does
projectionist, died recently in jammed to "capacity.
‘Acts of Savagery’ ;
“The contestants do.”
Victor C. Thaller, the treasurer.
Arnold,
Mo.
Philadelphia, March 5.
“But I thought you said they'were amateuns.”
Leonard Robinson, Who headed
Stanley - WArrter Management
Amateurs Get The Money
the fiction department at Collier’s
Father, 69, of Gustavo Candiani,
Cofp. Js being sued for $40,000 by manager of the Clasa film studios,
“An amateur in this business. Mama, is a-cowboy who never won any
the parents of a youth who was Mexico City, died there Feb. 19.
prize money before. He has to Win a lot before they consider him a
severely beaten during a rock ’n’
pro.. The A.A.U. has nothing to do with these guys. The toppers have
roll film.
Father, 75, of Billy Eckstine, a union. They once went on a strikes^ It wasn’t a sitdown strike. It •
feature fllivta are made In Japan than
The plaintiffs are Joseph G. and singer, died in Pittsburgh Feb. 21 was a standup strike They wouldn’t sit in their saddles till they got
In any other country. Why and hovr?
Katherine E. D’Angelo, on behalf after a long Illness.
more dough. But these are just kids.”
Read ' March Imu* of FILMS IN
REVIEW:
Also containr article on
of the son, Joseph, 14i The boy
0■ ‘ “Kids? I read where one of them was arrested for drung riding.
recent Japanese film festival li> New
was viewing the film, “Rock, Rock, • Father, of Carl F.errazza, man¬ His hotse kicked the gizzards out of a parked car.
York City and other i^erlal on
Hock,” Dec. 10, when a group of ager of Keith’s Theatre, Cincin¬
Japanese Aims. Also artiCliB on play¬
It was that kind of rodeo. But it was not all in one key. In the
ers And directors nominated for paSt
teenagers beat him and threw him nati, died Feb. 19 in Cleveland.
stands in the 1937 show sat a recent widow.
Her son was bucked off
Oscars. As well as strictly level re¬
to floor, ostensiWy without provo¬
a horse in three seconds and nearly broke his neck. But the kid came
views- of the important new ftlmsj
Mother, 77, of producer-director ’ back the next day and-won ^the calf-tying contest in 19 seconds. His
best movie "quiz" now being pub¬
cation.
lished; departments on iUmusit andManning, died Feb. 21 In
Boy suffered multiple bruises Bruce
mother was in the staqds.
films on tv; unusual "letters from
Northridge, Cal..
readers" containing invaluable fac¬
and a broken nose and required
His father had been killed only a month before and the boy and his
tual material; Get March issue free
surgery.
The
plaintiffs
contend
the
by subscribing'for one year—$4.50 in
Mother, of UI sound editor James mother debated whether the young.ster should perform.
US; $4.75 in CanadA; $5 all- other
management should have known Bean, died Feb. 28 in Hollywood.
“You go on,” she said, “I tliink your father would prefer it this way."
countries.
the film/“would arouse its viewers
His name was Jimmy Rogers.
FILMS IN ReyiEw
to acts of violence, frenzy and
Hers was Mrs. "Will RRgers.
Father^ of Hans Corirled, actor,
at Union Sq.; New York City 1
savagery and criminal and Immoral. I died March X in Burbank. Cal. .,
And now the place is a parking lot. Pass the prussic add.

Obitiary

CaNinal Sliilch
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A Seller’s Market tor Cafe Chorines
As W & Fix Lure ’Em With More Coin
The shortage of chorus girls fornight dubs Is becoming increasing^
ly acute. It is no longer possible Chas. Van Doren Sho^Biz
to get the number of chorines need¬
Horizons Via Music Corpv
ed for any cafe show with ohljjr one
Charles Van Doren, the wiz quiz
call. The bulk of the line girls
who
reached the $143,000 mark
have gone over to television, vidpix and films, Where scale is fre¬ only to lose hack $14,000 of that
sum
on
Monday night (11) to Mrs.
quently higher and the hours are
Vivienne Nearing, expects to be
shbrter.
part
of
show biz. The Columbia
AJf a result, the cafes have had
to raise salaries. Although the ■University instructor has signed
with
Music
Cox'p, of America,
American Guild .of Vwiety Artists
minimums run to |85, the cUss i. Thus far, there are no iihmediate
.
plans
^
in
the
tali coin for "Van
^'A" cafes in New Yoijk haVe had to
pay ^100 for some time in order to Dphen. As a panelist on'the NBC
radio
show
."Conversation”
he will
attract the kind •£ femmes wanted.
The record salary tor chorus girlS get scale. He has already done two
gue'Sters
on
the
Steve
Allen
tv
was recently set by Monte Proser
who was lining up beauts for the Show and it’s likely that he'll do
Troplcana, Las VegaS.
He was more now that he has been elimi¬
offering $200 weekly. I^lls T. Gran- nated in the "Twenty One” sweeplund, recently in New York to look stakes by Mrs. Nearing, who is ail
over line girjs for LaS Vegas, of¬ attorney for Warner Bros, in New
York,
fered only $135»
Even for Work in Florida during
the winter, the stipend-has to be
higher'than usual. Generally, girls
are glad to go for scale even
though they mqstvpay living ex¬
penses out of that sum.
The Copacabana, N.Y., which is
preeming a new production April
. 11, anticipates a rough time in get¬
ting the proper collection of girls.
On the basis of titles being reg¬
Boniface Jules Podell says they’re
istered, the film industry is out’to
in a predicament every time they capitalize on the music world’s
have to getVa new line.
newest contribution to culture,
Curiously enough, although genu¬ Calypso. Producers appear follow¬
ine beauts have always heen diffi¬ ing the lead of Columbia, which
cult to come by, the job of a line got in on the ground floor with
producer was considerably easier rock 'n' roll and came up with
when there were a lot ofniteries in strong profits, mainly with "Rock
(Continued on page 41)
Around the Clock.’’
The SchenckrKoch independent
unit has listed "Bop G^rl Goes
Calypso” as an original feature,
Artists-Producers has "Calypso
Grips So” and "Calypsomania,” and
Republic is at hand with "Calypso
Kid.”
World Films, has laid claim to
Two newsmen who unsuccess¬ "Banana- Boat Calypsp” nomen¬
fully attempted to interview Cu¬ clature, Clover Pictures registered
ba’s rebel leader, Fidel Castro, for "Mad Craze from Trinidad,” and
NBC, last week strained relations Col end Charles Schneer have filed
between NBC parent company.,Ra- for "Calypso Holiday,” “Calypso
dio Corp/ of America and One of Nights” and "Calypso Rhythm.”
its best customers, Cuban Presi-^
dent' FulgencioI Batista. Batista,
Who buys most of Cuba' coftimunications and electronics equipment
r from .IiCA,-..is reported to have seed
red when he learned that the news-:
You don’t have to be a singer to
' men were on assignment from
get on wax these days. Current
RCA's subsidiary.
The attempt by the two news¬ elick of screen actor Tab Hunter’s
men, reporter George Prentice and “Young Love” on the Dot label has
diskery stampede to tie
photographer . Anthony .Falletta; sparked
both pf the. Birmingham News, fol¬ up ’ thesj^s ’ for ydisk' exposure as
lowed . by. . three weeks the New crooners.. . *. y
Capitol Records has entered the
York. .tlm.ea.. sarles by Herbert
hfatthews, who.succeeded in pene¬ crooner-actor sweepstake with Rob¬
trating the. .Cuban' jungles and in ert Mitchum and this week RKOeluding Batista’s army to meet with Unlque tapped Keefe BrasseUe for
Castrp, Prentice and Falletta had similar exposure, MGM Records is
gone .to. Cuba once. before on as- now talking to .Robert Taylor about
signlnent. for the Birmingham a disk crppning deal and the indie
News, and on their return had sold Harlequin Records has. put its hid
some footage to NBC. This time, ill with a Peter Lawfo'rd coupling
they took a leave of absence from last week.
the paper and asked NBC to pay
Over at the Epic Records' camp,
(Continued on page 63)
‘
(Continued on page 62)

Hood Market?

RCA, Batista Rations
Strained in'

Of Newsniai to Cnlia

WHO NEEDS SnS?
PIC STARS’DISK BINGE

‘CREIITMIIN'iRA
By b6b chandler
' Television comedians with week¬
ly exposure are disappearing at ah
unprecedented clip, but the tv in¬
dustry. couldn’t be less concerned.
Two or three years ago, the drop¬
out of pne major comic took on an
aura of semi-catastrophe; today,
the passing of Jackie (Gleason as a
weekly entry, along y^tji the
strong possibility that. Sid Caesar
and George Gobel, may ijicet the
same fate, has gone Plihpst un¬
noticed in the. trade.
\Television’s prograrnfvfoMer has
undergone a subtle.^and or the
networks—a welcome change. Nolonger do the Webs have tp depend
on "the great man”—■thj?' Indispen¬
sable comedian. Not only has the
industry developed new kinds of
personalties in the past couple of
years, but it has widened its pro¬
gram scope immeasurably. The ax¬
ing of a comic, once greeted with
apprehension, now rates a shrug.
To Illustrate how deeply time,
material and television’s new¬
found scope have cut into the
ranks of the weekly comics, there’s
the fact that thus far, only one
comedian Is^a sure thing to be
back in the tall with a weekly live
show. The rest will be cut back
to biweekly, rotating, or special ap¬
pearances while a handful will be
doing situation comedy on film.
The solo<live entry is Red Skelton,
who’s a virtual certainty to return
to his Tuesday night slot on CBS
in the fall.
Jackie Gleason will be through
as a weekly entry after this season.
Sid Caesar’s fate is up in the air—
(Continued on page 62)

OK Homo Theme,
‘ Columbia Pictures -over the past
week cleared "The Strange One”
for Production Code approval.
Sam. Spiegel production, which Is
an adaptation of the "End As a
Man” legiter, had been .held up
by the Code because of the han¬
dling of the homosexual angles in¬
volving a Student at a boys’ school
in Dixie.
Columbia agreed to cut about
one and a half minutes of the foot¬
age and the Code okay was grant¬
ed. Ben Gazarra plays the lead In
the picture’, as he did in the play.

Metro Takii4t New Lanza?
Mario Lanza, Yictor Recording
artist, may be rehabilitated at
Metro on the Coast via a novel,
*'Goose Hangs High,” written by
Clara Marek, sister at Victor’s al¬
bum veepee, George R. Marek.
Metro’s
musical
supervisor
Irving Aaronson is reported front¬
ing for a new Metro try with the
once-unmanageable tenor.

Weddiiig of Rwood-TY Inntiiig
A network tycoon Who, for rea-*
sons that are obvious herewith,
doesn’t want to be quoted, wonders
if the growing “marriage” between.
Hollywood and television Isn’t flirt¬
London, March 12.
ing with the same production-dis¬
Presentation copies of the title tribution hazards that beleagueredi
song from Associated British Pic¬ the picture business legally.
ture Corp.’s new tuner, "Good
Apart from, the broad horizons
Companions,have, been sent to which are fast making the televi¬
some of the 'world’s top personali¬ sion facilities another . exhibition
ties, including the Queen, Prince arm of the picture industry, this
Philip, Princess Margaret and broadcasting topper looks askance
Dag Hammarskjold, by its publish¬ at the legkl and possible Govern¬
ers, Peter Matudpe Sc Cq^ Letter mental restrictions which his parreceived on behalf of Hammar- ticulOT sphere of influence could
skjold said it was- now one of encounter^
.. .
the tunes under consideration as a
Certainly, he obs^ves, the Gov¬
possible United Nations anthem.
ernment didn’t anticipate that with
. The song was' written by C. A. Hollywood’s divprcement of pro¬
Rossi,l_J
with lyrics by Paddy Robduction-distribution from
exhibiml,_L UUCLlUU-UlSHJrUUUUll
HUXU
CAIHUIerts and Geoffrey Parsons. ^Htion that a perhaps greater mbnoppicture was preemed at the Warner oly isn’t being created.
Theatre, London,, .last Thursday
He, along with others, is con¬
a).
cerned that “the true function of
the television medium” is perhaps’
undermined, diluted and perhaps
ultimately dissipated by the easier
—and quicker—profit processes
that come via feature film program¬
ming. This is not Of the “fast
buck” onus, because the backlog
Hollywood production runs into
staggering sums, bJt nonetheless
the horizons for solid network pro¬
New Orleans, March 12.
The city fathers and Chamber gramming could be circumscribed
of Commerce estimate that the as more and more feature film slot¬
thousands of tourists who came to tings are substituted.
see thfe Mardl Gras^“blggest free • For*the moment the trend of the
show, on earth”—^left $5,000,000 times will determine the Hollybehind the big celebration which wood-to-tv segue.
ended Tuesday (6).
From the picture business view¬
Visitors poured into this old point, television affords ah “hori¬
town on the Mississippi for a week zons unlimited” market for old and
before the climactic day, filling ho¬ new product.
tels, motels, rooming houses and
A present-day peak puts 55,000,■private homes to capacity. Night 000 paid cinema admissions per
spots, especially those in the week as the standard. (During the
French Quarter, eateries, antique war years, with gas-rationing,
shops, etc., reported the biggest
((jontinued on page 18)
business in years.
Season just closed was high¬
lighted by a dozen street pageants
and more than 60 balls held night¬
ly since shortly after New Year’s
Day.
Next tourist attraction here is
Spring Fiesta, a reenactment of
the city’s ante-belluip days, which
runs for two weeks starting March
RCA board chairman David Sar31.
Home and garden tours, noff's views on “ratings” are per¬
parades and other attractions, are haps most succinctly sumihed up a;s
scheduled.
regards the 10-14 Trendex on the
recent Old Vic Co.’s televersion of
“Romeo and Juliet.”
As with NBC’s, telecast last year
of the Sir Laurence Olivier Britishmade film, "Richard III," running
three hours on a Sunday afternoon,
Egypt- 'has passed • 20th-Fox’s Geiieral Sarnoff feels that the tr
“Three Brave Men” With only medium more than fulfilled its ob¬
minor cuts demanded by the cen¬ ligations because “if that ‘rating’
is to he taken literally, and the in¬
sors.
Approval is noteworthy because terpretation means 10,000,000
viewers saw ‘Romeo and Juliet,*
the major figure In the film—a that’s certainly more of an audi¬
U. S. Navy employee who Is sus¬ ence which has been exposed to
pended from hli job and later re¬ Shakespeare, in one fell swoop,
instated with an apology from the than perhaps the combined world
audiences who ever saw a produc¬
Secretary of the Navy—is definite¬ tion of the Shakespearean classlo
ly labeled as being of the Jewish since the Bard’s time four cen¬
faith.
turies hgo.”

Tout ^Good Companions^
As United Nations Song

N.O;s$5,l)(IOlKIO
Real^Fat Tues.’

Sarnoif; Ratings or Not,
Television Owes Public
Cultural Blockbusters

JEWISH HERO GETS BY
EGVm HLM CENSOR

mSCBLLAIVY

___

TV Edacatiig New IlieatK Awfience?

TAX AXE HITS USKYS
U.S. Supreme Court vfon’t Hold
$449,237 Blow

Washington, March 12.
Film Men Differ on Significance of 'Saturation’ Of
One of the most devastating tax
blows
since
Joe Louis went into
'Vanities’—Week of Video Releases Cited
permanent limbo, as a Federal tax
ward has been handed Jesse ‘L.
During the week of March 3 the Worth 'Inventing’ Bard? Lasky and his wife. The veteran
showman, who used to toot a cornet
array of "old” theatre films show¬
Toronto, March 12.
in vaudeville and became co^
ing on television channels In New
"The way I hear it, sofiie
founder of Famous Playei*s-Lasky
York included the following:
Russian observers may turn up ' J Pictures, predecessor to the pres¬
"Bitter Rice”
at the Stratford, Out., Festival | ent Paramount, must pay $449,237.
Long-pending, (since 1943) and
"Ninotchka”
this year. I guess the idea is
much-appealed, with the legal fees
to look Shakespeare over and
"Rachel and the Stranger”
also
staggering, Lasky’s predica¬
see
if
he’s
worth
inventing,”
"At the Circus” (Marx Bros.)
ment arises out of his haying
Quote is from Alex Barris in
"Watch on the Rhine”
treated the sale, of rights to Ser¬
Toronto Telegram.
"The Search”
geant Alvin York’s biopic as a cap¬
ital gain§.. Tax sleuths said nay,
"Black Magic”
(with Orson
money had to be taxed-as straight
Welles)
annual income,.
"The More the Merrier” with
U.S. Supreme' Court voted 7-1
Jean Arthur
in favor of the Treasury.
"Three Faces West”
(John
Ruth Etting Alderman, the Ruth
Wayne)
~
.
Etting of the bygone flamboyant,
"Desire Me” (Greer Garsoh)
show business era Whose career
"Char.ge of the Light. Brigade" formed the basis of Metro’s "Love
Me or Leave Me,” has filed a
(Errbll Flynn and -David Njven)
$1,000,000 libel suit against Hearst
. "Brigham Young” .
Corp., publisher of Cosmopolitan.
‘ "Miracle' of the Bells’?
Instituted in Ne\y York Supreme
"Angel and the Badnran.”
(There were a number of others.) Court by attorney Emil K. Ellis,
the
action is based on an article in
This situation again throws the
spotlight of theatrical speclilation the ApritV^ 1956, issue of the month¬
ly
relating
in part to the Doris Day
upon what this spells in terms of
detraction from- current boxoffioe performance in the M-G film.
Complamt*^
reproduces a state¬
The national press took cogni¬
attractions.’* To what extent is
video the villain for the prevail¬ ment in the Cosmo article, reading zance of the upcoming "entertain¬
verbatim
as
follows:
"And
how
did
ingly true fact that a few releases
ment industry tribute” to Jimmy
of the present period are doing all the fresh and gingham-fresh Doris Durante this Sunday (St. Patrick’s
the business while, everything e^se acquire the background to imper¬
on the screens of the nation is sonate Miss Etting,*^ a famous girl Day), at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
singer of the twenties who fell in with suitable editorials. All echoed,
lukewarm in returns?
Although optimistic comments loye with a bad man, became an in printer’s ihk, the warmth of the
have been more numerous of late alcoholic, and inspired a murder? event which looms as SRO. While
.—the assumption being echoed that Miss Day played this part (in ’Lova
Me or Leave Me’) like a talented under Jewish Theatrical Guild au¬
(Continued on page 41)
tramp with sin in her heart and spices, all proceeds will be divided
without backing up a step from the among the Motion Picture Relief
impact of James Cagney’s evil per¬
formance,
She showed without Fund, Actors’ Fund, Catholic Ac¬
doubt that she knows something tors Guild, Yiddish Theatrical Al¬
about such things as lust and sex.’’ liance, -Negro Actors Guild, EpisMiss Etting (now the wife of copal Actors Guild, Will Rogers
A million dollars worth of color Myrl Alderman) complains that Hospital and the welfare funds of
tv equipment and 10 technicians such a statement is "libelous, per the American Guild of Variety
are being shipped to Japan by se, in that it.meant or imputed Artists' and the American Federa¬
Radio Corp. of America to partici¬ that the plaintiff was an alcoholic tion of 1?elevision & Radio Artists.
pate in the International Trade and drunkard, a . sexually immoral
A shjpw biz who’s who is' partici¬
Fair in Tokyo May 5-19 as part of
the American exhibition. Unit in- and promiscuous woman, and a pating i” in "The Jimmy Durante
person
of
loose
..character
and
vir¬
Story,”
.written by Morton Sun¬
cliides full color^ studio facilities,
who aided and abetted a mur¬ shine and staged by Herb Ross with
two camera chains, lighting and tue
der.”
the Meyer Davis orchestra batoned
testing apparatus, two mobile units
The former singer said the by Salvatore DellTsole. George
and film transmitting equipment.
Exhibit will be the first demon¬ Cosmo piece was reckless and Jessel will be toastmaster and the
stration of RCA’s color system out¬ malicious and allegedly published showfolk contingent participating
side the U.S. Company previously by Hearst with full knowledge of comprises Anna Maria Alberghetti,
ha.s held black-and-white demon¬ its falsity,’ and-with the intent of Polly Bergen, Cyd Charisse, Kath¬
strations all over the world, scor¬ "injuring the plaintiff’s reputation ryn Grayson, Eartha Kitt, Martha
Raye, Roberta Sherwood, Elizabeth
ing with particular success in the and her feelings.”
Taylor, Sophie Tucker, Esther Wil¬
Far East in Indonesia and Pakistan. ]
liams, Shelley Winters, Don Ameche, Ralph Bellamy, Ray Bolger,
Tom Ewell, William Gaxton, Jack
Hollywood, March 12.
Haley, Harry Hershfield, Eddie
Mickey Rooney may retyrn to Jackson, Danny Kaye, Ted Lewis,
Washington, March 12..
Metro to star in a vidfilm series, in Hal March, Tony Martin, Garry
Washington, which has long had
theatrical films and to direct fea¬ Moore, Georgie Price, Edward G.
theatre-in-thC-round, now has bur- ture pix.
Robinson, Phil Silvers and Paul
lesque-in-the-round.
Rooney hit stardom years ago Whiteman; also Jane Froman and
Bernard Lust, who operates the
Lust Theatres, launched the new when he toplined the "Andy Robert Merrill who will sing "The
version of live burlesque last Hardy” series at Metro. Now his Ballad of Jimmy Durante,” writteh
night (Mon.) at his Studio Theatre, alma mater is negotiating with ac¬ by Jackie Barnett, Mayer Robert
which Vv^as used for several years tor and his personal manager. Red F. Wagner,has also okayed his part
Doff, to sign him to a pact to star in the script.
for arena type theatre.
Lust operates several nabes and in a series for its tv subsid, and
Harry E. Gould is chairman of
drive-ins in the suburbs. He also star in and direct features.
the event, Harry Brandt is coordi¬
has , two in-town theatres which
CBS is also negotiating to sign nating chairman.
feature burlesque and pms.
Rooney to a termpact.

RUTH EIRNG Cmm
HEARST MAG WITH LIBEL

St PatVon-Back
For O’Sehnoz Gets

4th Estate Bally

RCA’S COLOR TV PUSH
AT TOPO TRADE FAIR

G-String In-the-Round
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Rooney Back to Metro?

:: Tax DductioDs (or Show People :i
^

By J. S. SEIDMAN, C.P.A^M»♦» n M » m

Show people are entitled to many Income tax- Reductions. To claim
then) is easy. To make them "stick” is something else again. The Gov¬
ernment is entitled to pr()of of two things: (1) the awohnt was actually;
spent; (2) . that the items are professional and not personal expenses.
Mere say-so or "guesstimate” is not enough. The following list must be
considered in that light:
Preparation expenses—^research, cost of material, dialogue, gags,
music; special coaching lessons; costumes, wigsr shoes, makeup;
repair, pressing, cleaning, dyeing, and rental of professional ward¬
robe; wardrobe Valet; beautifying, physical culture; studio rentals,
tips to studio employees; recordings of voice or program; screen
teste, auditions; accompanist.
,
Booking expenses—scouting for engagements,"- agent and per¬
sonal management commissions;...legal expenses on contracts; in¬
come taxes* paid abroad on foreign bookings.,
Traveling expenses—transportation, board, and lodging away
from home; automobile upkeep and depreciation; cabs from one
engagement to another; expenses on trips taken to get material,
background, or ideas for professional work.
Public relations expenses—developmenf of public following;
handling of fan mail; photographs; complimentary tickets; enter¬
taining press, playwrights, critics, backers, agents, directors, etc.;
club membership dues; advertising and publicity; press agent’s
fees.
Miscellaneous expenses—^Variety and other tradie papers; |)quity
and other union dues; telephone exchange;'accountants’ fees; bodyguar(is; rent, secretary, and office expense; household expenses,
like rent, maid service, utilities, telephone, insurance, etc., (to the
extent household is used actively for conferences with, authors,
writers, agents, or on other professional matters).

L^scott Roast'Toast a BoKo
!_By JACK HELLMAN,
Hollywood, March 12.
Alan Lipscott had his "first cen¬
tennial” celebrated last Friday (8)
at Dave Chasen’s byJ90 of his fel¬
low gagmen and tv associates and
a bawdier evening "Could not be
remembered by even Friars or
Masquers. He took it all in good
grace, the worst ribbing any man
'was ever subjected to.
If the quips that flew through the
night, mostly ad libbed from
table, could be put through a
wringer and come out as clean as
Betty Furness is made to say by
Westingliouse, it would make a
whopping Stage comedy on the
business. It was off-cuffed by 50
of the best creative comedy minds
extant, representing the larger
;segment of those who paid $20 to
levy homage on “Lippy,” reputed
to be the. oldest living and em¬
ployed comedy writer.
The shafts of wit that blued the
room will be talked about for
weeks and be repeated wherever
writers gather. Hei’e are a fev^
(sapolioed) samples:
Larry Rhine, last man out of
Puerto Rico with Ed Gardner:
"Lipscott has been writing so long
he lifted from the book of Genesis”
. . . "He’s on the only show ("Peo¬
ple’s Choice”) where a writer can
get both ulcers and the mange.”
Ed Wynn: "Lippy wrote for me
so long ago. 1 think his first script
was on stone.”
Charlie Isaacs: "If no one had
invented soap or toothpaste we
wouldn’t he here tonight.”
Hal Kanter, toastmaster: "I
haven’t seen so many writers since
Red Buttons.”
Hugh Wedlock; "Lippy is the

.j...

only man who wrote for Weber and
Fields and Jackie Cooper.”
A1 Goodman: "If Lippy had to
live bis life over again he’d be
Irving Brecher.”
Actually, Lipscott has been writ¬
ing comedy only 40 years and his
first gag for Wynn went something
like this: "my mother was fixing
some breakfast for me and a dog
jumped up on the stove and I was
served pooched eggs.”
Added
Wynn, "then I knew he was an
electrical engineer.”.
Among the gifts for Lipscott's
"This Is Your Life” were 14,000 un¬
returned phone messages from
George GruSkin (Morris office) and
Mac Benoff’s first Mixmaster. Parke
Levy, one of the perpertators of
of the event with Seaman Jacobs,
was named, according to Wynn,
"after a Jewish playground:” It
was such a howlarious evening of
rich and racy trade wit that the
stag line didn’t break till way past
midnight.

Las Vegas Snags Benny
For Cafe Debut in June
Jack Benny is set to play his first
nitery date starting at the Flamin¬
go, Las Vegas, June 19 for three
weeks. Benny, an Old vaudevillian,
has stuck to situations where he
could perform from a stage.
Since his entry Into radio, films
and later television, Benny has re¬
tained his franchise in the per¬
sonal appearance fields. He has
done periodic vaude tours as well
as one-nighters. No other cafe
dates are set for Benny at this time
by Music Corp, of America.

Carl Brisson and Wife
Out of Hosp in N. Y.
.Subscription Order Form
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Please send VARIETY for
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Inc.
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The Carl Brissons are both out
of Harkness Pavilion (Presbyterian
Hospital), N. Y., following a twomonth siege for the singer and a
lO-day confinement for his wife.
Latter, suddenly stricken with a
kidney ailment, underwent exam¬
ination and hospitalization.
The Danish singer underwent
surgery for ulcers. Both are now
convalescing at their Central Park
South apartment. Just when he
resumes his nitery bookings de¬
pends on the recovery period, sub¬
ject to medico’s OK.

Soph’s Israeli Trip Off;
Only 5 Weeks in London
Sophie Tucker’s intended visit to
Israel is off because of the Middle
East tension and she returns from
England end-May following five
weeks in London. Comedienne
sails next Wednesday (20) on the
SS Queen Elizabeth to open at the
Cafe de Paris April 1 for four
weeks. She does th'e fifth week at
the Dominion, J. Arthur Rank
vaudfilmer, in London,
After a week’s holiday in Paris
Miss Tucker jfetUrhs -to the States.
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DEAD MEN IN PUBLIC DOMAIN?
TV BIOPIC IDEA
Mnlk ‘Unified’ Setup In States
Possibility of setting up a French 4
distribution organization in the
Divorcement and TV '
U.S. is being mulled by Jean
Washington, March 12.
Sefert, head of COFRAM, the
Frencn outfit which for tho past
Erijc Johnston, chief of the
ten years has been • releasing
Motion Picture Assn., on the
French product throughout Latin
ABC video show, "Press Con¬
ference," Sunday (10) was
America.
asked if he JEavored divorce¬
I^n Manhattan for the past week,
ment preceedings which would
Sefert said he hadn’t formed any
compel tv webs to sell off their
definite ideas yet, but that he def-‘
own stations.
Initely believed In united action
The , query sought to draw a
by the French producers in the
parallel between the film in¬
U.S. and any other market.
dustry's shotgun divorce and
“ThrougH unity we are bound to
television "power."
gain in strength," he observed.
Said Johnston: "No com¬
COFRAM; In which the French
ment."
Government also has an interest,
has been operating throughout
Latin America for the past ten
years, with steadily growing suc¬
cess. It handles between 25 and 30
films a year, of which about 15 are
French and the rest German, Ital¬
ian, etc. "We invested $1,500,000
to get our Latin American dis¬
tribution going and on a firm
basis," Sefert reported. "It was
Motion Picture Export Assn, ex¬
very tough going, but now we are
rolling nicely." COFRAM's take pects to renew contact with the
Hungarian government in Paris
has risen year by year.
Biggest Latin American grossers soon re the sale of American films
to Hungary. Foundation of an
for the French have been "Wages
of Fear," “Diabolique" and "Rififi." agreement -was laid when Eric
Johnston
visited Budapest just
Like the Americans, COFRAM is
prior to the outbreak of the revo¬
handicapped by low prevailing lution.
admission prices and local cur¬
Meanwhile, the Czechs and Poles
rency devaluation. Outfit neves
buys films outright, but gives are already screening prints. It
guarantees and distributes on per¬ now looks as if the Poles may buy
centage. Sefert stressed that COF¬ 45 films, the Czechs 10 to 20 and
RAM wasn’t a monopoly and ha^ the East Germans 25 to 30. It’s
indicated that, with the Poles step¬
competition in the market.
During i956, the French agency ping up the number of potential
racked up a hefty 25,000 bookings purchases. MPEA will’^ote to lift
on its 25 releases , through Latin the restriction under .4Fhich none
America. It has acquired showcase of the Red countries can buy more
houses throughout the area and than five films from any one Amer¬
operates theatres in Mexico (two ican company.
houses), Caracas, Colombia and
Buenos Aires. It is adding to these
holdings.
Sefert, who’s going to swing
through Mexico and points south
before returning to Paris, acknowl¬
New Orleans, March 12.
edged that there are French pro(Continued on page 18)
Chairmen of various committees
for the 1957 annual Variety Club
International convention to be held
at the Roosevelt Hotel here April
3-6 were named last week by Irwin
Poche, general chairman.
Page Baker, ex-chief barker of
the host New Orleans Tent 45, will
American producer Harrison C. serve as co-chairman. Other com¬
Reader is swinging to operations mittee toppers. named were T. G.
in London this we^ek with the ob¬ Solomon, au revolr party; Willikm
jective of making strictly low- Holliday, decorations; Henry G.
budget pictures that will be ac¬ Plitt, entertainment; Dan Brandon,
ceptable to Yank exhibitors. He finance; Gaston Dureau, greeting
has a program of four admittedly and welcome; Henry Glover, heart
small features on his schedule with award; William Brlant, hotel reser¬
the outcome of the first presum¬ vations; Carl Mabry, humanitarian
ably to serve as a pilot. ^
award; Maurice F. Barr, journal;
Initial entry is to roll this week Mrs.“ Rodney Toups, ladies’ activi¬
in association, with Britain’s^ For¬ ties; Joel Bluestone, luncheons
tress Films. It’s to. ruri about 65 and dinners; Tom Hicks, program¬
minutes and has Tom Drake and ming; Irving Paley, publicity and
British actress Shirley Eaton head-., press; William Murphy, registra¬
Ing the cast.' Title is "Date with tion; Walter Taney, seating and
Disaster" and a distributor will be service; W. A. Hodgers and Thom¬
as W. Neeley Sr., sound and re¬
sought upon Its completion.’
cording; L. C. Montgomery, special
events;* Leo Seicshnaydre, trans¬
portation; Don Stafford, VIPs and
Hal Wallis Auditions
artists.

Curtained Lands
Set U.S. Product

NEW ORLEANS PRIMPSFOR VARIETY ANNUAL

Harrison Reader Sets Up
Small Budget Series In
London; Aimed at States

^elf As Director

Hollywood, March 12.
After 24 yeaps as a producer,
Hal Wallis will turn director next
year. Producer feels that since he
sits in on writing, daily rushes,
editing, scoring and other facets
of production he might as well
take • on . directing top. (Stanley
Kramer rtiade *. a similar switch-"
on his "Not As A Stranger" for
UA.)
Wallis hasn’t decided yet what
property he’ll undertake for first
directorial chore. He has "Summer
and Smoke" and "Girls Of Sum¬
mer" on his 1958 production
schedule.
Producer wound "Loving Yoii"
and "Hot Spell" last week and
launches "Sad Sack.’' Jerry Lewis
starrer next Monday (18) as .his
third Paramount feature. It will
be followed by "Obsession.*’ Anna
Magnani Anthony Quinn starrer,
after which Wallis will take a pro¬
duction vacation for the remainder
of 1957.

CAIRO-TQ-BEIRUT
U. S. Offices WUl Probably
Move; Egyptian Funds Frozen
Egyptian government 'has sug¬
gested to the American film com¬
panies that- they obtain their ac¬
cumulated Egyptian earnings from
dollar funds frozen by the U.S.
Government. About $1,500,000 is
involved.
t
Washington has frozen Egyptian
dollar . assets in this country
amounting to some $40,000,000.
There have been n6 remittances
from Egypt for a long time. It’s
not yet clear whether U.S, author¬
ities would approve of the film
companies’ tapping the blocked
Egyptian funds.
Meanwhile, several companies
are considering moving their Of¬
fices from Cairo to Beirut, Le¬
banon, to operate out of that coun,try rather than out of Egypt.

in East, Fdnis on Coast In
Panama-Frank future ‘Spread’

Hollywood, March 12.
European Style Timing
A dead man’s story has no pro¬
tection.
Detroit, March 12.
This hardboiled legal dictum ap¬
A second boxoffice is being
parently originating with New York
constructed at the 1,000-seat
television attorneys has created
Krim, an uptown arty and
considerable shock among pro¬
sometime first run.
ducers of films for theatre release
Owrfer Sol Krim explains that
who now face the practical hazard
his patrons more and more
that if they select a deceased hero
make it a point to go into the
or heroine for the biopic treatment
theatre at the beginning of a ^
any television network may^decide
film, per European custom,
to "intervene" with a release-jump¬
and the resultant jam-up re¬
ing program using the same sub¬
quires an additiohal boxoffice
ject matter.
to properly service the cus¬
Spreading fear that Manhattan
tomers.
broadcasters Intend to repudiate
the customary courtesy of the en¬
tertainment trade and unhesitat¬
ingly "hijack” basic Ideas may
have a profoundly depressing net
effect upon the literary market
here for biographical material.
Although the present facts of ac¬
tual experience do not justify the
implication in full, it is noted here
Joe Pasternak, veteran Metro
that the alternative to the longestablished Hollywood practice of producer, will join the ranks of
buying rights or existing treat¬ independent producers in midments is .to regard any deceased- April, he revealed in N.Y. Monday
personage as in the public domain (11). While not ruling out the
requiring no payments so long as possibility of operating his unit at
living persons are not shown. This Columbia, as has been rumored for
television reasoning w^ld appear some time, he intimated that there
to have been injected Into motion was a good chance of his staying
picture finance some quite new and at the Met>o lot in an arrangement
similar to that of Arthur Freed,
tricky hazards.
Pandro
Berman-Lawrence
If a biopic property can be se¬ and
Weingarten,
former Metro contract
lected, researchedi|r cleared and
publicly revealed; if the project producers given indie status at the
is then financed, lined up for re¬ studio.
lease, and if scenery, costumes and- [ In any event, Pasternak made it
talent commitments are made by clear that he would be ^partnered
with Sam Katz no martter what
I
(Continued on page >9)
studio affiliation the new company
will have. Katz, of Balaban & Katz
antecedents, is a former Metro
studio executive as well as a for¬
mer partner of indie producer
Stanley Kramer. Aim of his new
Hollywood’ March 12.
indie company, Pasternak said,
Mervyn LeRoy will make six pic¬
(Continued on page 62)
tures for Warner Bros., in the next
six years in a new non-exclusive
pact which extends his original
two picture deal with the studio.
Contract takes effect upon the
Columbia Pictures net profit for
windup of "No Time for Ser¬ the 26 weeks ended Dec. 29 slipped
geants," second under the current to $1,329,000, or $1.11 per common
deal which teed with "The. Bad share. Earnings for the 27 weeks
ended Dec. 31, 1955, amounted to
Seed."
First of the six pictures LeRoy $1,606,000, or $1.36 per common
will produce and direct for the share.
studio will be "The FBI Story,"
TPer-share earnings are based on
based upon the Don Whitehead the 1,095,414 shares outstanding as
best seller.
of the end of the new period.

Pasternak Indie,
Probably Metro

LeRoy’sWB6-ln-6

6-Mos. Col Net Down

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Mostly Off; TO C.V Again First,/80 Days' 2d,
‘Wonders' 3d, ‘fjymn' 4th, ‘War,' ‘Life' Next
Trade at first-runs around the
country continues mainly sluggish,
but there are some bright spots,
particularly among the two-a-day
pix. Weather has been favorable,
with Lent and current batch of
films being blamed for the offish
trend. ' Fact that there are more
than 50 different pix playing cur¬
rently hints how exhibs are scurry¬
ing around for product.
"10 Commandments" (Par) is
champ again for sixth week in a
row. It is holding around $400,000
although on extended-run in nearly
all keys covered by Variety.
"Around the World in -SO Days"
(UA) is winding up second as
against third last stanza.
'
"Seven Wonders of World" (Cin¬
erama.) is .pushing up to third spot.
"Battle Hymn" (U) is holding in
fourth position although on hold¬
over or extended-run in virtually
every key city where now playing.
"Men in War" (UA), a new¬
comer, is pushing up to fifth place.
With hints of going considerably
higher. "Full of Life" (Col) is
taking sixth money. "True' Story
of Jesse James" (20th) will finish
seventh.
"Oh, Men! Oh, ‘Women!" (20th)
is landing eighth position. "Okla¬
homa" (Magna) is, taking ninth
spot, with "Iron Petticoat" (M-G)
in 10th. Last four films are very
uneven.
VBIg Land" (WB). "Wings of

Eagles" (M-G) and "Mister Cory"
(U) are the runner-up pix in that
order.
"Gun For Coward" CU), piling
up considerable coin on three ini¬
tial playdates, indicates some fu¬
ture possibilities. "The Undead"
(AIP) is rated good in Providence.
"Kelly and Me" (U)', also new,
looms oke in Frisco.
"Cinderella"
(BY)
(reissue),
smash in Portland, continues in
amazing fashion at N. Y. Norman¬
die. "Rock, Pretty Baby" (U) is
rated neat in St. Loo. "Girl Can’t
Help It" (20th) is okay in Balto.
C’Scope version of "Oklahoma"
(20th) shapes smash in Providence
and okay in Frisco.
"Wee Georgie" (Indie), big in
both R. C;. and Frisco, Is fine in
St. Loo-and fancy in Chi.« "Bundle
of Joy" (RKO-U), good in Chi, is
so-so in Toronto.
"Drango" (UA) looms good In
Buffalo. "Don’t Knock Rock" (Col)
is big in Detroit. "Great Man" (U),
fair in Minneapolis, is fancy in
N. Y., and good in Balto and L.A.
"Westward Ho, Wagons" (BV)
is rated socko in Cleveland. "Rain¬
maker" Par) shapes good in Cincy
but not" so strong in L. A.
"Wicked Life" (AA) looms mild
in Chi. "La Strada" (T-L), ter¬
rific in N. Y., looks good In Frisco
but fairish in Balto. "Shrinking
Man’-’ (U) still is big In N. Y.
(Corfiplete Boxoffice Reports on
i^age\ 8-9.).

Hollywood, March 12.
Norman Panama and Melvin
Frank are expanding their partner¬
ship into a twd-coast operation and
generally broadening their motion
picture activities here, in an up¬
swing overhaul of their prodticerdirector-writer team format.
A three-ply combo for the past
eight years and a writing team
since 1937, Panama-Frank is the
first producer-director-writer unit
to embark upon such a far-flung
program. Pair already have their
feet wet with a play on Broadway,
"Li’l Abner," which they started
from scratch and now is in its 17th
week in Gotham. With this for a
start, team has already set up an
eastern office both for a continua¬
tion in the legit field and to estab¬
lish closer coordination with Para¬
mount sales and promotional divi¬
sion. P-F recently inked a new
four-picture pact with Par.
One of the chief aims of their
moving into legit, according to
Panama, is to develop suitable
properties for subsequent screen
production. Their Operations here
are flexible; they may write the
stage piece, as was the case with
"Abner"— which they’ll ultimate¬
ly produce for Paramount—or they
may take ‘k property belonging to
another writer and produce-direct
it on. Broadway. They already are
discussing deals-with two eastern
playwrights, Panama reported, for
plays which they’ll present on
Broadway, with a view to later film
production.
Paramount, for whom duo has
turned out such films as "Knock
on Wood," "The Court Jester"—
(Continued on^p,age 18)

U’s Charles Simonelli'
Chairs Thompson-Starrett;
Also a Citrus Tycoon
Universal’s eastern pub-ad chief
Charles F. Simonelli, who has many
interests outside the film industry,
has been named chairman of the
board of Thompson-Starrett Co.,
Inc., an international engineering
and construction company wljth
headquarters in Chicago. The new
post will in no way affect Slmmonelli’s status at U since he will not
be involved in the day-by-day man¬
agement of the engineering finn.
He will preside at board meetings
and will be invotved in policy mat¬
ters.
Simonelli, described as the sec¬
ond largest single stockholder in
the company, is also associated
with Jerris M. Doroshaw, the
first single largest stockholder and
chairman of the executive commit¬
tee of Thompson-Starrett, In Doro¬
shaw Corp., a private investment
company. Pair took over the driv¬
er’s ’seat in Thompson-Starrett,
listed on the American Stock Ex¬
change, when they merged the com¬
pany with Roberts & Schaefer, an
engineering company which they
controlled.
/
Simonelli is also chairman of the
managing board of The Bib Com¬
pany, Lakeland, Fla., one of the
largest canners of citrus juices for
babies. He was previously associ¬
ated with a Maryland race track,
but sold his interests in' the firm,
several months ago. ^

Bogeaus to Remake 1928
‘White Shadows of S. Seas'
Hollywood, March 12.
Benedict Bogeaus’ first indie
venture of 1957 will be a re-make
of "White Shadows of the South
Seas," which the late W. S. Van
Dyke directed for Metro in the
South Seas in 1928. Bogeaus plans
to lens the Frederick O’Brien book
in the Marquesas Islands, in color
and Cinemascope.
Producer now is negotiating with
Ray Milland and Shirley Yamaguchi for the starring roles. Milland recently completed "Thf
River’s Edge" for Bogeaus.

picvuhes
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Broadeiiiii^ App^ To
Include Cir(iiitExec$

Its Award to S: J. Perelman?
a

Hollywood, March 12.

The Writers Guild of America
West has ho plan to demand that
the N, Y. Critics Circle change its
previous award to S. J. Perelman,
for scripting: “Around the World
In 80 Days,” to include James Poe
and John Farrow. Writing credit
was made to Perelman alone, de¬
spite long-drawn-out hassle be¬
tween Guild and producer Mike
Todd, in which the Guild demand¬
ed that all three writers receive
credit, while Todd insisted that
only Perelman was entitled to it.
Todd last week capitulated- and
agreed to Guild .-demands in the
matter.
Guild spokesman mused that
more than likely, the N. Y. critics
will make the award change them¬
selves.
They
were gentlemen,
weren’t they? Asked if the Guild
would “remind” the Manhattan re¬
viewers of., the Todd agreement, the
spokesman stated that this would
not be necessary, since “We know
positively that they , read.”

Paramount Turns
To Originals
Hollywood, March 12.
Lowly original, overshadowed in
recent months by more formidable
literary properties, m2y. again be
coming into its own as a result of
Paramount’s new drive to corrall
material that has never before seen
the light of publication, the stage
or television.
Stating Par’s.posi¬
tion last week, studio head Y.
Frank Freeman put it this way:
“We must find new, good materi¬
al away from the bestsellers and
hit plays,” he said, “if we are to
stay in business. Right now, even
if all the top presently ‘available
books and plays were bought by
all the studios, there isn’t enough
material for 50 good pictures. The
Industry just can’t sustain on such
a starvation diet of material.”
As an indication that it’s press¬
ing forward on the policy of en¬
couraging ahd buying Originals,
Paramount early this month spent
$105,000 on three original yarns.
They’re “The .Transfer,” by Frank
Gilroy,’ for which the studio paid
$30,000;
“The Jayhawkers,” by
Frank Fenton and Joe Petracca, a
$50,000 plus percentage transac■ action, and “.The Hangman,” by
' Luke Short, a $25,000 buy. Terms
of the “Transfer” and “Jayhawk¬
ers” deals call for their authors to
screenplay the respective proper¬
ties.
Freeman ' and his assistant on
. production, D. A. Doran, as well
as story editor Bernie Fein are un¬
equivocating in their viewpoint on
the efficacy of original stories as
the probable hypo of film produc¬
tion. Fein says all that’s needed
is for Hollywood’s pool of around
. 450 screen writers to once again
be encouraged to turn out stories:
for the screen.

OTTO EBERT SUPERVISES
4 U.S. RANK AREAS
Otto Ebert has been named dis¬
trict manager for Rank Film Dis¬
tributors of America.
Irving Bochin, the Rank sales
topper, said Ebert, formerly with
RKO in Boston, would supervise
sales in the Detroit, Cleveland, Cin¬
cinnati and Indianapolis areas.
He’ll headquarter in Detroit;

Tony Perkins on Zoom
Hollywood, March 12.
How fast can a young star rise
today? The answer is Tony .Per¬
kins who’s .currently in Rangoon
shooting “The’ Sea Wall” for Co¬
lumbia . release.
He also co-stars
with Karl Malden in Paramount’s
“Fear Strikes Out,’-' now in dis¬
tribution.
In addition, his assignment slate
W’ill keep Perkins busy virtually
through 1958.
Following “Wall,”
he returns to Par for “Desire Un¬
der the Elms,” “The Matchmaker,”
“Joey” and “Look Homeward, An¬
gel.”

Still 'Hoarding’?
Exhibitors are again com¬
plaining that the companies
are “hoarding” releases for
Easter holiday time.
Commented ’one distribution
topper caustically last week:
“If they’re so short of pic' tures, why -don’t they book
some of my good product. It’s
available!’!
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Subcommittee of thf Motion Pic¬
ture Assn..,of.America’s Code study
committee is having another go at
the .projected .expansion of the
Code’s appeal hoard to include In¬
dependent producers and the ex¬
hibitors.
- Oroup met in Gotham last week
under. the chalrmansitip of Ken¬
neth Clark arid expects to meet
again.
Indications are that the
question defies easy solution since
there Is no absolute agreement on
the basic point, i.e. that non-MPAA
reps should be on the board in the
first place.
While the “exclusivity” of the
appeals board, consisting at the
moment only of the company pres¬
idents, has been criticized on the
basis that it puts £!ode enforce¬
ment into the hands of a private
“club,” the effectiveness Of includ¬
ing exhibitors on it has been ques¬
tioned even bj^ the theatremen
themselves.
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Jackie Gleason Insists the only part he’d take in a picture would bo
a dramatic one'.; “The ppblic can see me being funny, for free,” ho
reasons . . . JSaniuel Goldwjrp .Jr. ba* ideas al6out producing Herman'
Melville public domain “Typee”’ which is the a$in<; Pi'operty John ,
Huston Is supposed to do for Allied Artists. A clash brewing? Young
Goldwyn also has registered .“.The Brothers Karamazov” as title of a
feature. And who hasn’t?

B. Gerald Cantor, who recently fought his way to a seat on the Na- tional Theatres directorate, ownk 10,000 shares of the NT stock . , •
And .Decca is .buying more Universal stock on the Open market * . •
/Jean-Louis Barrault, was in Manhattan last week doing the narration
of^he French ver.sion of “AlbCrt Schweitzer” ... RKO’s “Stage Struck,”
now completed, was done here in its entirety . . . U. S. Treasury just
released figures on theatre admissions tax in 1953. Amounted to $21,637,000. Three years ago Sindlinger 8c Cp,, working with COMPO,
estimated a take of $22,099,000. In other words the analyst was 98%
oh the beam.
A press agent (who else?) wrote this before being run out of town:
“The ‘Legend of 'the Lost’ company left Ghadames (Libya) somewhat
reluctantly.
Director Henry Hathaway’s cast and crew had made
friends there. All men were tanned, all had slimmed down from the
hard work.. They Wer^ all healthier than when they arrived.”
Ted O’Shea, sales v.p. of Magna Theatre Corp., has had an eye op¬
eration ... Is the 20th-Fox board discussing a new stock option deal
for j?rexy Spyros P. Skouras? , . . “True Story of Jesse James” has
been nixed,by the Sopth African censoWj
In an Albany debate la/st week on an $85,000 budget item to supply
a residence for State Commissioner of Education James E. Allen,
-San Francisco, March 12.
Assemblyman Edwjn E. Mason, Delaware County Republican, drew a
laugh from colleagues by askirfg. “What does he want, a Hollywood
“When we make a picture, every
bungalow?”
dollar goes on the screen.”
Ulric BeBi^TofmeiTy'exec
at 20th for a
Eddie Zabel, president of Belspell to help work on the annual report . . . Repdrts of-a merger of
Air' Productions, was explaining
the 20th-Fox and Metro newsreels, discussed a couple of months ago
how his company, “biggest inde¬
by the Respective company toppers, is up again . , . Macmillan Co. has
pendent producer in the business
accepted for publication Arthur Knight’s book, “The Liveliest Art,” a
Albany, March. 12.
today,” can make money.
history of motion pictures from 1895 through the present. Knight,
A
roadblock
thrown
up
by
Mayor
He was here last weekend for
who’s the film critic for The Saturday Review, is currently film coor¬
the opening of an all Bel-Air dou¬ Robert F. Wagner’s administration dinator for the CBS-TV show, “Odyssey.”
ble bill, “Voodoo Island” and ended, for the 1957 session of the
Robert Q. Lewis went west to make his film bow in 20t'h’s “An Affair
Legislature, all chance of favorable
■'Pharaoh’s Curse.”
to Remember” , . . Andrew Marton set as second unit director on David
action on the Callahan-Periconi
O, Selznick’s “A Farewell to Arms” . . . Roscoe Ate.s into Paramount’s
The main point/- says Zabel, is
bill, to exempt from the New York
that “we only charge up 5%, or
“Short Cut to Hell” . . . Warner Bros, at year’s peak activity with five
City
5% admissions levy those
just a little more, to overhead.
pix before the cameras, 11 in various stages of editing and six being
theatre tfpkets selling for 99c or
Sure/we make pictures at k price, less.
readied for an early start , . , Rock Hudson in Rome to play opposite
Jennifer Jones in remake of “A Farewell to Arms” , . ,
but we don’t run 30, 40 or 50%
Without a Home Rule message
overheads.”
Before leaving New York for Copenhagen Monday (11), Richard
from New York, the measure could
‘Fleischer reported “The Viking,” scripted by Noel Langley from Edi¬
Zabel says Bel-Air has completed hot be considered.
son
Marshall novel, will be lensed in the newly-developed Technirama
25 films for UA, 18 in the last 17
Assemblyman Parnell J. T. Cal¬
months, and, still has five which lahan, Bronx Republican and a process on a 90-day shooting schedule . . . Fleischer will select the
location
sites in the,Norwegian fijord country and In France. Interiors
haven’t yet been released. The for¬ first-year man In the Legislature,
mer Fox West Coast exec (31 said he would put in the bill next will be done in either Munich or Paris. Replicas of three Viking
boats,
at
-a cost of $20,000 each. One will be transported to America
years) disclosed the Bank of Amer¬ year. He believed it would stand
for promtytional purposes.
ica has financed “all but one” of a better chance of passage theOii
Jerome
Hill, producer Of the film, “Albert Schweitzer,” discussed
Bel-Air’s pictures, that financing
Schweitzer’s theories about Bach and organ-playing during the interhas not been a' problem because
L
A.
to
N.
Y.
■'mission talk feature on the CBS Philharmonic Symphony broadcast
“we operate on a budget basis.”
Dana Andrews
Sunday (10) . . . Michael MlndUn Jr., Figaro .j)ub-ad chief, postcards
This basis, he points out, has
John H. Auer
from Saigon where Joseph Mankiekicz is shooting “The Quiet Amer¬
provided “grosses in keeping with
Robert
S.
Benjamin
ican” that “this has been the craziest ever.” Next week Mindlin heads
costs”—^best example, probably, is
Fred Briskin
foir Rome* where Interiors will be shot and “with luck” hopes to be
“Beachhead,” which cost $500,000
Irving Briskin
‘^ome by'mid-May” .•. . N.Y. Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith will hail
(tops for Bel-Air) and has gi’ossed
John Carroll
Mike Todd at the Sheraton-Astor Tuesday (19) ... A. N. Spanel, chair¬
$2,400,000.
Cyd Charisse
man of the board of International Latex Corp., a Stanley Warner
Kirk Douglas
subsidiary, given the red carpet treatment during his visit to France,
Leo Durocher
is described by the French press as France’s No. 1 U.S. friend . . ,
N. Y. to L. A.
George Englund
Loew’s prexy^ Joseph R. Vogel, armed with a solid vote of confidence
Orson Bean
Henry Flynn
from the company’s stockholders, left for the Cast over the weekend
Henry Cornelius
Paulette Goddard
to continue his reorganization of the studio operation . . . Maurice
Hank Fine
Bonita Granville
“Red” Silverstein, Metro’s liason with indie producers, also Coasted.
Erroll Garner
^Douglas Heyes
Other Metroites on the N.Y.-to-L.A. shuttle include Arthur Freed, Sol
Halliwell Hobbes
"^Bob Hope
Siegel, and Joe Pasternak , . . “Yangtze Incident,” Herbert Wilcox
Russell Holman
Rock Hudson
production being released by DCA and starring Richard Todd, set for
Harry Loud
Henry King
U.S. distribution on April 1.
Rex Marshall
Phyllis Kirk
“I’ve never employed a press agent In my life,” Robert Mitchum told
Don McGuire
Arthur B. Krim
Clyde Gilmour, film critic of Toronto Telegram.
A1 J. Neiburg
Abe Lastfogel
Indie distributor Joseph Brenner will appeal to the Board of Regents
Dick Pack
Irving Paul Lazar
iir Albany a decision of the N.Y. censor that cuts must hs made in the
Joe Pasternak
Lloyd Leipsig
Finnish picture, “The Scarlet Week,” before it can be licensed in the
James E. Perkins
Herbert B. Leonard
state . . . John Cogley in the Catholic magazine, Commonweal:. “Just
Tony Reddin
Roger H. Lewis
this week I received a, letter from a seminarian Who triumphantly pro¬
Sam Shayon
Tony Martin
duced
a citation from Canon Law to prove that the Church has a legal
Sol C. Siegel Ralph Meeker
right to organize boycotts against a theatre-owner. But Canon Law is
Maurice Silverstein
Jaye^P. Morgan
not the law of the .United States. The question is what does the law
Joseph R. Vogel
Andre Previn
of the land say?
What did the Founding Fathers say?
What do
Barney Ross
America’s leading jurists say? The seminarian did not seem to care.”
N. Y. to Europe
William Sackheim
Added Cogley: “The average seminarian writing on civil liberties ques¬
Bianca Stroock
Daniel Barenboim
tions sounds like a man writing from medieval Florence.”
James Stroock
*
Jean-LouiS Barrault
Tony Guiss managed to break into the legit press agents’ union and
Yolande Tornell
Richard Fleischer
immediately landed an assignment—a motion picture. He’s at work
Jack L. Warner
Sol Hurok
on “Stage Struck” for RKO ... No less than 20 different manufacturers
Esther Williams
Geoffrey Martin
are coming out with merchandise copied from Walt Disney’s “Johnny
Randy Wood
Rodney Millington
Tremain.” Disney outfit’s hoping to stir up another ‘'Davy Crockett”Madeleine Renaud
type craze . . . Richard Fleischer treks to Europe tomorrow (Thurs.) to
'NF^han D. Golden, director of work on “the preliminaries for “The Viking,” which he’ll direct for
thd U.S. Commerce Dept’s Scien¬
Europe to N. Y,
Bryna . . . James Sarno joined the Arthur Jacobs Co. as Coast v.p. .
tific, Motion Picture and. Photo¬
“Stalin Is Alive,” Universal’s Zsa Zsa Gabor-Lex Barker starrer, was
Barry Jones
graphic Products
Division, has
Sheldon Reynolds
been awarded the Cross' of Cheva¬ previewed last-week just-32 days after the start of production Feb. 5.
Producer
A1 Zugsmith and director Russell Birdwell brought it in in 11
Georg Solti
lier of the French Legion of Honor.
days and $3,000 under the $250,000 budget.
Birdwell credited the
speed of the operation to his work with aft director Eric Orbon and
night work with and by Sherman Todd, editor of the picture.
Allied Artists president Steve Broidy this week revised upward his
estimate of the domestic gross of AA’s release of William Wyler's i
“Friendly. Persuasion.”
As of March 1, he said, the company had j
billed $3,372,000 on the production in the United States and Canada j
and this. Indicates a total of $5,000,000 on Jhe full domestic playoff.
MPEA Hopes to Unthaw $1,000,000—Country Just
AB-PT Pictures may do a feature on the life of Saint Christopher
'. . . Dimitri .Tiomkin is doing narrative songs for the next Cinerama
Borrowed From U.S. Banks
picture to go hand in hand with Lowell Thomas’ straight narration . ..
Metro has “I’m Gonna Move That Toe” as the title for an upcoming
Robert Corkery, the Motion Pic¬ be in bonds payable over a couple production. ‘Which suggests all sorts of tieins with your local chiropo¬
dist.
ture Export Assn.’s Latin Ameri¬ of years.
Am-Par Pictures has been name-changed to AB-PT Pictures . . •
can supervisor, has left the Uru¬
MPEA member companies have
guayan film festival after a brief about $1,000,000 tied up in' Colom¬ “Ten Commandments” grossed $7,936 on its 81st day at the Madison
:stay and. has proceeded to Colom¬ bia.
Corkery is expected to go Theatre, Detroit. A Saturday; "it was the biggest money-day -of the
run ... Metro beefing because other putfits are not clearing time
bia, vdiere the American com¬ from Bogota to Brazil.
schedules for trade screenings and interviews with the MPAA. Result
panies hope to thaw their blocked
is that important pic showings, and press meetings are taking place
accounts.
JACK CHINELL WITH BUENA at the same time.
Colombia recently.borrowed
Sam Eckman, Jr., in an Interview in the' London Times on his retire¬
$100,000,000 from American banks
Jack Chinell has joined Buena
and it’s reported that the country Vista as sales representative in the ment from the chairmanship' of Metro iri Britain, expressed the view
that
there was no such thing as a film public, but only one indivisible
intends to set aside some $60,000,- Buffalo area.
OO’O to pay off some 50% of its
He had beep RKQ’s branch man¬ . public which was^ entertained by theatre, motion pictures' and tele¬
vision, each in a different way.
importer-debts in cash. Rest would ager in' that city.

% Overhead-

Secret of BetAir
CGch, Sez Zahel

Wagner s SOence
Dooms 5% Repeal

Corkery to RepubGc of Colombia
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FREE UNIONS IN Yankee Fans 'Star Fixation Retards
Upbuilding of Imported Filins
ANTI-RED MOVE

[ANSWER: IT HAS]
Western feature pictures are making a strong comeback in the
N. Y. metrdpolitan area. Renewed interest in the oaters, according
to George Waldman, states right distributor with franchise hold¬
ings in the N. Y„ Albany and Buffalo area, has been due to the
influence of television. The numerous Iv shows, featuring sage¬
brush material, is even attracting femme viewers, Waldman main¬
tains.
The situation, according to the distrib, is similar to what hap¬
pened-with baseball, boxing and wrestling.
Femme audiences,
introduced to these sports perhaps for the first time via video, have
become avid fans as a result. The tv western shows, which are in¬
creasing in popularity daily, are providing the -conditioning that
subsequently is transferred to the theatre boxoffice. Waldman
states. As a.result, the distrib says, bookings for western pictures
—whether top billing,* equal billing or second features—are on an
upbeat.
_'
__

Texas Bill Would Bell the Cat

- --—^--f

ROBERT J. LANDRY
Emotional revulsion to Commu¬
nism among Eiu'opean talent un¬
ions, especially in France and
Italy, which followed last fall’s ex¬
termination of Hungarian workers
greatly improved the prestige and
recruitment of free labor unions.
One result of the better climate is
an exploratory meeting to be held
March 27-28 at Geneva, Switzer¬
land to .set up an international Sec¬
retariat of Entertainment Unions
to exchange data’, favors, unfair
lists,. work for the negotiation of
“conventions” (written treaties
governing working conditions) and
so forth.

Exhibs'Resent Not Knowing TheyVe Being Checked
By Distribs—MPAA Calls Law Impossible
Austin, Tex., March 12.
Motion picture exhibitors won
the first round in their hassle with
film distributors over how attend¬
ance at shows should be checked.
Recommended by the Senate
Jurisprudence Committee for pas¬
sage was a bill of Sen. Preston
Smith of Lubbock, himself an ex¬
hibitor, which would bap so-called
“blind checking/' (That is to say,
the exhibitor doesn’t know his at¬
tendance is being checked.)
Exhibitors want the Smith bill
which would require private in¬
vestigators to notify them in ad¬
vance they are to make an attend¬
ance check and file a report within
three days.
Eddie Joseph of Austin, prez of
the Texas Drive-In Theatre Own¬
ers Assn, said it would be fair for
checkers to come in an open man¬
ner and it was unfair for the thea¬
tre operators not to know results
of a check for,' sometimes, as long
as six months.
Tom Reavley of Austin, repre¬
senting the Motion Picture Asso¬
ciation of America, made up of pro¬
ducers and distributors, challenged
constitutionality of the bill and
also contended the topic was not a
matter for public' regulation but
one of private contract.
"Open checking was used until
1951, he said, but distributors
found it wouldn’t work.
“People who would chisel would
do so at a different time/’ said
Reavley.

After TV, Theatre
Filming'Easier,’
Declares Mann
Because of the discipline of
“time, space and money,” tv direc¬
tors have made the transition, from
video to theatrical films easier
than have their motion picture
counterparts from pictures to tele¬
vision, contends Delbert Mann, who
has successfully bridged the vldeo-to-pix gap. As an example, the
Yale Drama School-trained direc¬
tor cites the traffic of tv-spawned
directors from video to Hollywood
and the lack of movementvln the
opposite direction.
In addition to Mann, who copped
an Academy Award for his first
screen effort, “Marty,” television
directors who have received accep¬
tance in Hollywood include Robert
Mulligan, Arthur Penn, John Frankenheimer, Sidney Lumet, Martin
Ritt, Jeffrey Hayden, and Herbert
Swope Jr, In contrast-—except for
telepix and one-shot spectaculars—
not a single Hollywood director has
been able to make the grade, suc¬
cessfully in live television.
Father Contos, Dean of Saint
Sophia Cathedral (Greek Ortho¬
dox) in Los Angeles, has joined the
Protestant Broadcasting and Film
Commission as a v.p. and member
of its west coast committee.

Heavenly Truancy
In Des Moines the kids are
given their choice of going to
school or the local theatre.
Upon
Paramount’s
friendly
persuasion, the Board of Edu¬
cation has posted notice that
high school students are free
to take one day off to catch
“Ten Commandments.”
They’re to bring back their
ticket stubs (tickets are being
sold at the schools) and they’re
not marked absent for the day.

Trade Quiz: How
Tax Shelter For
Metro Vaulties?
Since Loew’s prexy Joseph R.
Vogel revealed at the company’s
annual stockholder meet that the
company’s attorneys are of - the
opinion that Loe.w’s tv activities,
particularly the leasing of back¬
log pictures, can be designated a
capital gains deal, there’s been
considerable speculation in the
industry on just how this can be
accomplished.
Unlike other film companies
which have unloaded their pre1949 pictures via an outright sale
to outside organizations, Loew’s
prefers to handle the leasing and
distribution on its own. It’s gen¬
erally regarded that this method,
with income accruing to the com¬
pany over a five to seven-year
period, would be considered as or¬
dinary income by the tax authori¬
ties, similarly as is the income
from theatrical distribution.
One theory, as to how Loew’s
can convert its tv sales to a capi¬
tal gains deal, is that it can- resort
to a similar tax-shelter gimmick
that is followed by shipping firms
and other U.S. corporations. This
would consist of the formation of
a corporation in Liberia, a haven
for firms seeking tax advantages.
The tv assets, it’s further ex¬
plained, coulcl be turned over com¬
pletely to the Liberian corporation
which, in turn, would handle the
release of the pictures to tv. The
outright sale of the film library to
the newly-established Liberian cor¬
poration, it’s said, may be regard¬
ed as a capi^l gains arrangement.

IstanbuF Title Suit Now
Before California Court
^

New, or Ever-Old?

Los Angeles, March 12.
Having had its complaint tossed
out of Federal Court for lack of
jurisdiction, Kim Inc., went into
Superior Court here last week
with its $450,000 lawsuit against
Universal over the title “Istanbul,”
which the,,studio is using for an
Errol Flynn starrer.
Kim complains that the Univer¬
sal film damages the release pros¬
pects of a similarly titled Virginia
Bruce starrer which Kim has
distributed to television and is now
releasing theatrically.

[Hollywood]
Writer Helen Lawrenson in
Esquire describes a visit to
Buddy Adler’s office at 20tliFox.
She found him “re¬
garded with only slightly less
reverence than the Dalai Lama
—in fact, the atmosphere in
his office was such that for a
moment I was afraid I might
be expected to back out of the
room on my knees and el¬
bows.”
He r
concluding
observa¬
tions:
“The truth of the matter is
that the mental climate of Hol¬
lywood is conducive neither to
truth nor maturity, whether
intellectual or emotional.
A
star is a star, which doesn’t
necessarily mean acting abil¬
ity, even though, it does mean
a dazzling existence ir^ the
blinding and blatant glare of
publicity.”

More immediate dollars-andcents motivations behind the pros¬
pective Secretariat relate to mo¬
tion pictures in respect to (a) how
they are produced (b) into what
channels they move, with the un¬
ions definitely aware of the spread
to foreign markets of films-fortelevision and m) the propaganda
angles, again involving Commu¬
nism, via Europe’s sundry film fes¬
tivals.

Army Uppity, So
UA Woos, Gets
National Guard

Hollywood’s tendency to decen¬
tralize production, with the ac¬
cent on the independent opera¬
tions, is seen helping the foreign
film in the U. S. market.

Indies, faced with a limited ar¬
ray of top names and the usual
participation demands, have taken
to turning out pictures that go
heavy on storyline rather than
name casts.
Thus, argue import¬
ers, the public is being gradually
accustomed to. at least accept films
lacking the lure of names.
Star consciousness of the Amer¬
ican public ..has always been a siz¬
able handicap for the foreign film
whose personalities are barely es¬
tablished in the U-. S. mind. .
“The more films are sold on the
strength of themes and treatments
the more we stand to gain,” com¬
mented. an indie distributor in
New York last week.
He added
that, under present .thinking, vari¬
ous foreign countries were making
efforts, to familiarize the American
audience with name players over¬
seas. He acknowledged, however,
that this was a long process and
that “star building” today was a
hazardous undertaking, particular¬
ly with a foreign personality.

Such an Entertainment Crafts
Secretariat would be autonomous
In this connection it’s noted too',
but within the frame of the Inter¬
that Gina Lollobrigida, who some
national Confederation of Free,
years back dominated U. S, mag
Trade. Union
(headquarters
at
covers, failed to attain a status
Brussels, Belgium.) This would ex¬
that assured her films automatic
clude Russia and her Satellites,
b.o.
success. In fact, shortly after
Portugal, Spain, the Dominican Re¬
her well-publicized visit, to New
public and other monolithic states.
York,
several of her films fell flat,
Other problems which afflict
She was a-definite b.o.. asset for
show business internationally and
“Trapeze.”
impinge upon ' employer-employe
United Artists is benefitting' ap¬
Lacking star names, prime as¬
relationships . and which
would
ebneern such a Secretariat include: parently from the dispute between sets of imports as a rule are tbe
offbeat stories coupled with exthe
U.S.
Army
and
the'
National
Currency takeout
ploitability. '’Particularly if such
Guard. Film company originally,
International stranding
pix are dubbed, these factors are
Working permits
lined up Army support of “Men in. important in. meeting the competi¬
Social security rules
War,” this to take the form of tie- tion from the American product
Income tax
ups at engagements of the picture. in the commercial houses.
Other barriers
But the serv'ice
organization
Perhaps 50 delegates will as¬ pulled out of such backing in St.
semble in Geneva.
Represented Louis with the^ charge that “Men”
will be the United States, Canada, offended the "dignity of commis¬
Britain,
France,
Italy,
Austria, sioned and non-commissioned offi¬
Switzerland,
Denmark,
Sweden, cers. Similarly, UA field rep Max
Norway, Belgium, Holland, India, Miller had a promotion set for the
Theatre,
Philadelphia,
probably Cuba, possibly Brazil, Ar¬ Stanton
gentine and Mexico.
Nobody di¬ where the Army was to swear in
rectly from Hollywood is scheduled recruits and provide an honor
but it is hoped that John Wayne, guard and a guided missile display.
shooting in Italy, will be able to This was called off by the local
attend. James C. Petrillo has com¬ recruiting' office which explained
mitted the American Federation of that new policy was to place em¬
So many different groups, both
Musicians in a big way and put up phasis only on the peacetime
$7,000 toward expenses.
Richard aspects of service life.
within and outside the industry,
Walsh, of the International Alli¬
UA went to the Guard and the have .been publicly predicting the
ance of Theatrical Stage Employes; latter agreed to assist. Personnel
doom of the hardtop theatre that
the
Screen
Actors
Guild and and battle equipment were made
Actors Equity arp others stroTigly available for openings of the pic¬ exhibitors, who have been con¬
interested.
ture in Milwaukee and San Fram stantly reading adverse reports
Chief American delegate will be cisco and a full-scale promotional about their operations in the news¬
the AFL-CIO representative in turn, tied in with the Guard’s re¬
papers, have decided to tak% cor¬
Paris, Irving Brown. Brown is a cruiting drive, is set for the open¬
Almost simul¬
unique travelling envoy of Amer¬ ing of “Men” at New York’s rective measures.
ican unionism having been roam¬ Capitol Theatre following “Battle taneously both Allied States Assn,
ing the world since 1946. He has Hymn.” Weapons are to be fur¬ and Theatre Owners bf America
lately been in the U.S. lining- up nished for lobby displaj^s and a have decided that the nation’s the¬
talent union support for the pro- driU team will perform outside the atres require aggressive public re¬
((^^ontinued on page 18)
theatre dui’ing opening day.
lations of-their own to counteract
the constant flow of what is I'egarded as erroneous and mislead¬
ing information regarding theatre
operations.

Hardtop Theatres
Ready Drive To
Spike-tbe-Gloom

1

'Insider Stock Sales

Washington, March 12.
Latest

summary of

“insider

transactions” by the Securities and
Exchange Commission shows Serge
Semenenko adding 200 shares of
Warner Bros, pictures common to
a trust'account. The Boston bank¬
er reported that he now owns
160,000 shares of WB, plus 1,000 in
the trust account.
Harry Brandt was still adding
Trans-Lux Corp. common to his
various accounts. He reported own¬
ing the following T-L common:—
130,375 in his own name; 17,700 in
his wife’s name; 1,200 in holding
companies; 12,250 in the G. Bi'andt
Foundation? and 3,650 in the H.
Brandt Foundation.
Herbert Yates sold 500 Republic
Pictures common, keeping 44,560.
He also unloaded 800 shares of
preferred, retaining 200.
E. Johnny Graff sold* 200 shares
of common stock in National Tele-

Both exhibitors organizations, at
recent conclaves, decided that the
groups representing the nations’3
theatre operators, require public¬
film,Associates. He still holds 600, ity and public relations campaigns
Albert W. Lind added 200 shares of their own. The job of the pub¬
of capital stock In Associated Mo¬ lic relations counsel hired sep¬
tion Picture Industries,* for a total arately by TOA and Allied would
of 2,700. Leonard W. Schneider not be to publicize the activities of
built his holding in Decca Records
the exhib organizations. His main
capital stock to 1,537 shares.
job, as envisioned by the exhibitor
Four officials of Loew Inc. added
leaders, would be to plant affrmacommon stock in January. Charles
tive stories and to answer speed¬
C. Barry has his first 100 shares;
ily the many adverse comments of
George A. Brownell added 200 to
producers and others who occa¬
give himself 500; Irving H. Green¬
sionally tend to blame the ills of
field bought 100 and now has 250;
the industry on'Hhe theatremen.
while Benjamin Melniker doubled
Emphasis will be placed on the
his holding to a total of 1,000
theatre’s position as a community
shares.
In addition, the theatre’s
Reuben R. Kaufman bought 4,- force.
400 shares of Guild Films Co. com¬ position as an aid to local business
mon, now holds 7,606. His wife has will also be stressed. Another ob¬
61,500. Nicholas Reisini, through jective would be to combat the ef¬
Lombardy Industrial & Commerce fect of television, with a drive. In
Co., bought 173,000 shares of the cooperation with restaurants and
business
establish-*
video film producer.
He trans¬ other local
ferred this stock from his Robin ments, designed to Induce the pub¬
International, Inc., which still re- lic to spend a night out of tht
town.
1 tained 4,700 shares.

warn
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(C^SCOPE-COLOR)
Broad farce comedy witR big
boxoffice potential. Greypry
Peck, Lauren Bacall and Do¬
lores Gray star In opulent
production. Dore Schfur’s swan
Bong for Metro.
Metro release of Dore .Schary produc¬
tion. Stars GlPeeory Peck, Lauren Bacall,
Dolores Gray. Features Sam Levene, Tom
Helmore. Jack Cole, Mickey Shaughnessy.
Directed by Vincente Minnelli. Screen¬
play. George Wells; from a suggestion
by Helen Rose; oameifai ^C’Scope) John
Alton; editor. Adrienne Fazan; muster
Andre Previn; 'musical -numbers, and
dances staged by Jack Cole.
in N.Y., Feb. 28. Running time, 117 MINS.
Mike Hagen
.. Gregory Peck
Marilla Hagen .. Lauren Bacall
Loti Shannon .• Dolores Gray
Ned Hammerstein .*•
Zachary Wilde . Tom Helmore
Kie Wz :.. Mickey. Shauglmessy
Jesse White
Charlie Arneg ...,
,. .Chuck'.Connors
. Johnnie “O" - • •. •
.... Edward Platt
Martin J. Daylor.
Alvy Mooi’’'^cosmw
Luke
Coslow
Randy Owen ....

Metro’s

^‘Designing

■ WiiiJniiiday, March 13, 1957

reviews

lM8lg«l]ng Woman

cole

Woman”

puts Hollywood back on the beam
as a purveyor of comedy.
This
somewhat neglected entertainment
Ingredient, long a, screen staple, is
most creditably revived in. a plush
production; Dore Schary’s last per' sonal effort .before ’exiting the
Metro lot: Release looms as a big
boxoffice winner and maybe the
popular comedy .hit of theVyear.
Gregory Peck and Lauren Bacall
provide additional b.o. Insurance.
Aided and abetted-by Dolores
Gray, Sam Levene, Tom Helmoi^,
Jack Cole and Mickey Shaugh¬
nessy, Peck and Miss Bacall are
seen in a Runyonesque-type romp.
The
George
Wells
screenplay,
based on a “suggestion’’ by de¬
signer Helen Rose and deftly di¬
rected by Vincente Minnelli,^ clev¬
erly brings together the ^orlds of
haut couture, ’ sports (particulally
boxing), show business, and the
underwCrtd. Literal-minded view¬
ers may find it difficult to accept
the zany characters and situations,
but taken on its own terms—in pe'
samte sense as one would ac9ept a
Damon Runyon story— Designing
Woman” is full of funny lines and
Incidents.
The combination of high fash¬
ion, boxing, show biz and old-fash¬
ioned gangsterism provides some¬
thing of interest to the widest P9Ssible mass audience.
It’s quite
obvious why Miss Rose thought of
the story idea, for it gives her- an
opportunity to display her latest
creations. The show biz segment
allows for-the interpolation of sev' era! musical numbers, neatly per¬
formed by Miss Gray and Cole,
with the latter also contributing
the staging.
Basically the story deals with
the conflicts that arise when the
separate worlds of sports and fash¬
ions meet-head on. Peck, a cru¬
sading sports writer, .marries Miss
Bacall, a prominent fashion de¬
signer, and abandons his cluttered
Greenwich Village apartment for
her elegant East Side abode. Her
friends are the chi chi set; hre
cronies are fellow sports scribes
and Stillman Gym characters.
The never - the-twain-shall-meet
groups get together at their apart¬
ment when there’s a conflict be¬
tween his weekly poker game and
a reading for . a. Broadway musical
for which.she is designing the cos¬
tumes.
Added to this mish-mish
6f personalities is a triangle situ¬
ation brought about by the pres¬
ence, as the star of the show, of
Peck’s former girl friend, played
by Miss Gray, and Miss Bacall’s
former suitor—the show’s pro¬
ducer, portrayed by Helmore. And
if these situations aren’t enough
to complicate the couple’s new¬
found
domesticity,
there’s
the
crooked fight promoter who has
his boyg out “to get” Peck for his
expose of the fight racket.
Shaughnessy, as a punch-drunk,
off-his-roefcer ex-pug, serves as
Peck’s bodyguard.
Some of the
picture’s funniest moments take
place when Peck and Shaughnessy
are holed up in a hotel room to
evade the mobsters. Shaughnessy
is extremely funny and his antics
are laugh-provoking. However, the
comedy stems from the mental dis¬
ability of the character and the
propriety of employing an imbe¬
cile-like character as a foil may be
open to question.
Another offbeat “character”—an
amazing
French
poodle—practi¬
cally steals the performing honors
from the principals; The uncred¬
ited pooch leads t'’^ Peck’s exposure
as he is Innocently hiding out from
his wife in Miss Gray’s bedroom.
The picture closes with a rous¬
ing smash in a backstage alley of
a Boston tryout theatre as Cole,
whose virility has been questioned
by Peck,* overcomes the mobsters
with some intricate^ootwork. .
Miss Bacall, ttummg to comedy,
is excellent as the fashion design¬
er confronted by the world of fisti¬
cuffs.
Peck is fine as the coni-

fused iportswTlttr md .Miss Gray
SjIBiriiig iieiiiiio)i
scores solidly at tile ex-^rl friend.
" (SONG)
Topnotch
cbaricterizatTotis
are
also turned in by Sam Levene, as
Dull oomedy - drama - fboiit
the “Frdut Page- type sports edi¬
' class reimion and renewed ro¬
tor; Helmore as the producer. Cole.,
mance brings Betty Hntton
as a choreographer, Jesse. White
back to screen after four year
as a peddler of information, and
absence
Chuck Connors as a mobster.
Minnelli deserves a large share
Hollywobd, March-12.
of the credit for the dim's success,
United Artists release of Jerry Bresler
for he has staged it bri^y, giving (Bryna) production.* Stars Betty Hutton,
Andrews; featmel Jeart Hagen.
the comedy sequences, and other Dana
Sara Berner, Robert Simon, Laura Laelements the emphasfs each war¬ Plante, Gordon Jones, James Gleason.
rants. Schary and Wells, who also Directed by .Robert. Pirosh. Screenplay,
pirosh and Ellck Moll; story, Robert Alan
served as associate-producer, have Aurthur; camera, Harold Lipstein: editor,
given the' film opulent production Leon Barsha; music, : Herbert Spencer,
values, providing elegant settings Earle Hagen: song, Johnny Mercer, Harry
warren; sung by Mary Kaye Trio. Pre¬
in both New York and Hollywood. viewed March- 8, ’57. Running time, 79
All /technical aspects are out of MINS.
Fred Davis . Dana Andrews
the top dravf.
Hbll.

scrlptPd by Charles *B, Griffith and
Marx ■ Haiiba. Considerable vio¬
lence crops up occasionally to ^ive
rather grim'overtones, to the ac¬
tion; but this is legitimately in¬
serted and is a natural plot de¬
velopment; /.
Denning plays the*^ captain of a
small Sailing schooner in Hawaii,
chartered by Leslie Bradley, osten¬
sibly an Ameriean toy manufac¬
turer; to carry him and his small
gang to an outlying island after
he's robbed a plantation of (ts pay¬
roll. Miss Garland is Bradley’s socalled
secretary, - and
romantic
complications arise oyer her affec-*
tions. When she attempts to escape
on Denning’s boat, _a hurricane
forces them back to face Bradley,
a brutal killer. Bradley and his
Maggie. ..Brewster
Betty Hutton
Barna* Forrest ...
Jean Hagen two henchmen meet violent deaths
Paula 'Kratz ...... Sara Berner in a realistic climax.
Itroflicriii in Law.
Harry Brewster
.. Robert Simon
' (BRITISH)
Gorman helms his characters
May Brewster
.... Laura LaPlante
Jack Frazer ..
Gordon Jones convincingly
and all principals
Mr. Collyer .. James Gleason
A firstraic comedy making fpn
come
up with above-average per¬
Miss Stapleton ...
Irene Ryan
of the law, which reunites the
Denning is a hardy
Nick •......
Richard Shannon formances.
A1 ..
Ken Curtis hero, and Miss Garland in j^articu“Private’s Progress” starring
Edward ... Herbert Anderson
team; smash for domestic mar¬
Jlna .Richard Benedict'l4-lar is a standout, o.ften iq dazzling
ket.
Grace .... VivL Janiss attire. Bradley scores as the heavy,'
Mary ... .Florence Sundstrom and Richard Miller and Jonathan
Alice .. Mimi Doyle
London, March 5.
Caterer ... Sid Tbmack Haze follow suit as his two trigBritish Lion release of a (John Boulting) Receptionist .
Shirley Mitchell germen. Lisa Mont'»• also handles
Tudor. Production (by arrangement with Zimmie .
George Chandler
Charter Filin Productions). Stare Richard Roseanne. .... Dorothy Neuman her native girl role in capable
Attenborough, Ian Carmichael and Terry- Verna .
Barbara Drew fashion.
Thomas; co-stars Jill Adams. Miles Mal- Sidney . Richard Deacon
Color photography by
Floyd
leson. Directed by Roy Boulting. Screen¬
play, Frank Harvey, Jeffrey DeU and Roy
Crosby is of particular benefit to
Betty Hutton hasn’t found
very the picture. Editing hv Charles
Boulting; camera. Max . Greene: editor,
Anthony ’ Harvey; ■ music,'
Benjamin auspicious vehicle for her return
Gross Jr.. mu;?ic score by Ronald
Frankel. At Gaumonf Theatre, London.
to the screen after four years ab¬ Stein and native songs by Alvin
Running tipie, M MINS,
“Spring Reunion” is dull Kaleolani also are definite a^clsts.
Henry Marshall... .Richard Attenborough sence.
Roger Thurstay.Ian Carmichael comedy-drama, lacking pace and
Whit.
Alfred. Green .......'.Terry-Thomas impact.
Sally Smith . > Jill Adams
Jerry Brfesler, producer of the
Kendall. Grimes . Miles Malleson
Tatlock ..
Raymond Huntley Bryna presentation through'United
Alec Blair .. Eric Barker
Fort Petticoat
Artists, rounded up a competent
Mrs. Newent . OUve Sloane
Charles Poole
. Nicholas Parsons cast, but neither the direction by
(COLOR)
Judge Ryman
John Le Mesurier Robert Pirosh nor the script he
Mrs. Potter . Irene Handl
Audie Murphy commandeers a
Judge Emery .. Basil Dlgnam did with Elick Moll from a story by
Roger's Father .. Henry Longhurst television’s Robert. Alan Aurthur
group of 'Women to fight off at¬
Roger’s Mother .
Edith Sharpe- make good uSe of the players. The
tacking Indians. Okay chances
Judge Lawson . Kynaston Reeves
Story never seems to get started
in outdoor market.
'
and, when It does begin to move
The three stars who combined to
to wards., the climax, nothing much
Hollywood, March 12.
provide the comedy in “Private’s happens that’s new or freshly
Columbia release of Harry Joe Brown
(Brown-Murphy) t>roduction. Stars Audie
Progi’ess,” a top grosser locally last treated.
Murphy; features Kath'ryh Grant, Hope
The Hutton bounce that was her Emerson, Jeff Donnell. Directed by
year, are reunited in this new.
main stock-in-trade when clicking George Marshall. Screenplay, Walter
Boulting comedy.
This time it’s
in films is missing, so there’s little Doniger; story, C. WlUiam Harrison; cam¬
making' fun of the law, doing full here that will appeal to.the young¬ era (Technicolor), Ray Rennahan; editor,
A1 Clark; music conducted b.v Mlscha
justice to a laugh-loaded script. A er element among filmgoers. She Bakaleinokoff. Previewed March 7, ’57,
Bunning time, 81 MINS.
smash for the domestic market, does sing an old standard as part Lt. Frank Hewitt.. . Audie Mui-phy
of a class reunion celebration, but Ann Martin .. Kathryn Grant
and a worthy contender for dates
not very Well. What touches of Hannah Lacey .
Hope Emerson
in the U. S.
light
comedy there are seem Mary Wheeler .. Jeff Donnell
Cora Melavan
.. Jeanette Nolan
Roy Boulting, who directed the strained and are mostly from the Kettle
.
Sean McClory
comedy, also shares the screenplay cliche situatibhs native to a reunion, Hetty . Ernestine Wade
credit with Frank Haryey and Jef¬ gathering. Miss Hutton participates Lucy Conover . Peggy Maley
Mrs. Ogden .
Isobel Elsom'
frey Dell, and they’ve fashioned a very little in these, but they go on Stella Leatham.Patricia Livingston
witty and lighthearted yarn which around her as she sweats out the Bax .
Kim Chai-ncy
Ray Teal
traces the experiences of a young driima portions concerned with Salt Pork ..
Tortilla
Nestor Paiva
lawyer from the day of his gradua¬ getting her a man; in this case Kipper .
James Griffith
tion until he achieves his first Dana Andrews, ex-school chum Indian Chief . Charles Horvath
Colonel Chlvlngtbn .
Ainslle Pryor
legal victory.
Their refreshing who has floated from job to job.
Jane Gibbons .,. Dorothy Crider
Popism replaces momism in the Hazel McCasslln .Madge Meredith
treatment holds., nothing sacred,
least of all the dignity and poni-^ story, showing how a doting dad
keeps his daughter so close to him
posity of the I^lw,
The sagebrush action in this
The raw legal recruit is Ian Car¬ hasn’t. had a chance to play the western pulls a switch by having a
michael, who through the good field among eligible males. When
group of Texas femmes stand off
offices of his roommate an(} fellow Andrews comes back to town for
.attorney, is accepted as a pupil the class reunion, all it takes is a an Indian attack under the leader¬
barrister by Miles Malleson, R dis¬ moonlight sail and a few philo- ship of Audie Murphy. It adds up
tinguished. but absent - minded hsdphical words from an old light¬ to a fairly entertaining subjetit
Queen’s (Counsel.
Within a few house keeper to plant romance and with okay chances in the general
minutes of his appointment he ac¬ she breaks paternal ties to go away outdoor market.
companies his seniqr to the High- with her lover.
Picture is Murphy’s first indie
Just as Miss Jlutton and Andrews
Court, and is left to plead the case
production, in which he teams with
without even knowing which side are bound by plot shackles, so. are
the other casters, including Jean Harry Joe Brown, an old hand at
he’s on.
Hagen who tries a fliiig with Gor¬ this type of filmfare; as is director
This unhappy start to his career don Jones -but the pull of hiibby George Marshall, who has guided
affects
Carmichael’s
confidence. and kids'back home-are too strong; many such prairie chases. Footage
Briefs, are few and far between, Robert Simon, Miss Huttoh’s fa¬ has some lagging spots, but the
and cash is running out. What few ther; Laura LaPlante, the under¬ action is good when it does take
chances come his way are dissi¬ standing* mother who gets more over so giddyap fans will find it
pated. and in desperation he goes out of her role than anyone else; generally acceptable,
to. the Old.Bailey hoping he’ll pick James
Gleason?' the lighthouse
•Murphy plays a Texart serving
up a brief from a prisoner without keeper, and Irene Ryan, school¬
with the Union Army. He rebels
a defense counsel. He gets his teacher who becomes tipsy on
when a stupid commanding officer
chance from Terry-Thomas. a sea¬ spiked punch.
orders the Sand Creek massacre
soned swindler with 17 appear¬
Photography, editing and. other and returns to Texas to help the
ances at the Criminal Court to his technical credits are standard.
women left defenseless while their
credit—and gets his first practical Johnny Mercer and Harry Warren
menfolk are off fighting the war
lesson in how to beat the law. His cleffed the title tune sung by the
against the North. He knows the
big chance, however, comes in his Mary Kaye Trio behind the cre¬
Indians will be riding to avenge
hometown Assizes, when he turns dits. It’s not this group’s cup of
the massacre and, despite the fact
an impossible situation to victory, botes.
Bfog.
his
fellow Texans look on him as a
as his proud parents 'applaud the
traitor, he marshals the wtimen
judge’s decision.
. Naked Para«lise
into an bid mission, trains them in
The breaking-in treatment for
arms and defeats the redskins. In
(COLOR)
the legal novice produces a succes¬
doing so, he finds himself a girl,
sion of amusing situations. Attenspitfire Kathryn Grant, dnd is suc¬
Colorful
Hawaiian
melodrama
boiroUgh advises him to participate
cessfully defended against court
which
may
be
exploited
for
in a legal golf ‘ tourney, and Car¬
martial charges brought by the
good returns.
michael finds he's partnered with
C.O., who gets charged himsdf for
a particular sour judge.
Having
the massacre.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
driven almost every ball into the
American International release of a
The script by Walter Doniger
rough, he Inevitably has to face the Roger Corman production. Stars Richard
from
a story by C. William Harri¬
Denning,
Beverly
Garland.
Lisa
MonteU,
judge in court a few days later.
Leslie
Bradley:
features Dick Miller,
And .there’s the friendly rivalry Jonathan Haze: Directed by Corman. son does an overall adequate job of
the
outdoor
a(ition, as does the cast
for Jill Adams, the fashion model Story-screenplay, Charles B. Griffith,
who has the upstairs apartment, Mark Hapna; camera (Pathecolor), Floyd in enacting the characters. Mui'nhy
Crosby; editor-. Charles Gross Jr.; music,
with Both of them losing out to a Ronald Stein; Hawaiian songs, Alvin does his role likeably and Miss
Kaleolani. Previewed Feb. 15, '67. Run¬ Grant is satisfactory. Hone Emer¬
bore who tinkers, with old cars.
ning time, <• MINS.
son does another of her big, rough,
Led by the stars and right down Duke .. Richard Denning
tough, pioneer women who helps
through to the smallest bit roles, Max ... Beverly Garland
Murphy man his fort. Amoi^ other
Lisa MonteU
there’s an exceptional standard of Keena ..'...
Zac ..... LesUe Bradley femmes are Jeff Donnell, Jeanette
acting. Carmichael’s halting, cau¬ Mitch .. Richard MiUer
Nolan,
Ernestine
Wade,
Peggy
tious study is in contrast to Rich¬ Stony...
Jonathan Haze
Maley, Isobel Elsom, Patricia Liv¬
ard Attenborough’s confident, swag¬
ingston and Madge Meredith.
gering
characterization,
while
Interesting action and scenery
With the exception of Murphy,
Terry-Thomas’s brash swindler is lensed in elegant Pathecolor back¬
one of the comedy highlights. Miss drop this melodrama which carries the few white males in the cast are
mostly
all heavies. •
’
Adams
provides the
attractive the “names” of Richard, Denning
Ray
Rennahan’s
Technicolor
femme appeal and Miles Malleson and Beverly Garland. Film should
makes a standout contribution, be exploited for good returns in lensing is all to the good, particu¬
larly in the lighting effects in the
with perfect cameos from Olive the program market.
Produced entirely in Hawaii, mission and the display of the Ari¬
Sloane, Irene. Handl, Raymond
Huntley, John le Mesurier and producer-director Roger Corman zona location sites. Other technical
Kynaston Reeves. Direction, lens- uses the natural beauties of the credits are okay, while the music
Islands to excellent advantage in nor ducted by Mlscha Bakale’^i’koff
ing, etc;, are all above average.
Myra. ■, his hnfoldment of a'wellknit story Is formula.
Brog.
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(BRITISH)"-'

-Grflipiiir difXiua of Atlantic
< shipwreck siiivivors In over¬
crowded lifebopt; stout mar¬
quee lure should be valuable
ticket selling: aid.
London, March 12,
j Colun^la release of » Copa (John- p.
Sloan) Production. Starf Tyrone Power,
Mai . Zcttcrllhg, Lloyd Nolan;
co-stars
Stephen Boyd, Moira Lister .^and James
Hayter. Directed by Richard^ale. Story
and screenplay, Richard Sale; camera,
Wilkie Cooper; editor, Raymond Poulton;
tnu;sic, Arthur Bliss. .At Odepn, Marble
Arch, London. jRunhing time, 98 MINS.
Alec Holmes ... Tyrone Power
JuUfi
...
Mai Zetterling
Frank Kelly..Lloyd Nolan
wm McKinley, .. Stephen Boyd
Edith Middleton .. Moira Lister
’^Cookie” Morrow...
James Hayter
Mrs. Knudsen .. Marie Lohr
Daniel Cane . Moultrie KclsaU
Aubi-ey Clark .
Noel Wlllmun
•John Merritt
. Gordon Jackson
Ma^'or General Barrjngton . Clive Morton
Captain Darrow.......Laurence Naismith
Sparks Clary .........John Stratton
Vvllly Hawkins . Victor Maddern
Michael Faroni .
Eddie Byrne
John Hayden .. David Lan^on
George Kilgore . Ralph Michael
Sam Holly
. Orlando Martins
Mrs. Kilgore .
Jill Melford
Solly Daniels^
Ferdy Mayne

For its first British film, Copa
Productions has chosen a difficult
subject, one in which the entire
action takes place in a lifeboat in
the south Atlantic. There are ho
sets, and the only backgrounds are
the turbulent seas and the cold
gray sky. Yet, within these limita¬
tions the production sustains a
gripping drama even though un¬
able to* oversome the inevitable
repetitive incident. The stout mar¬
quee lure (Tyrone Power, Lloyd
Nolan, Mai Zetterling) will prob¬
ably be a major factor in selling
this on either side of the Atlantic.
Story is based on a true, inci■'dent which happened in the last
century. A luxury cruise liner, with
more than 1,100 passengers aboard,
strikes a mine in the middle of the
night and there are only 27 surf
vivors on a lifeboat which should
only accommodate about nine peo¬
ple. The dying captain hands over
command to his No. 2 man (Power),
and he is faced with the unenvi¬
able task of giving the ordei*^.
Food and water ore Severely ra¬
tioned, irrespective of the needs of
the sick and the injured. Then,
with a storm brewing, he has to
make a fateful decision. Either
some of the passengers are jetti¬
soned or they all go down. He
decides on the former course and
himself picks the passengers who
are to be tossed overboard. There
is no mercy for the sick or .the
women; Indeed, they are, in the
main,, the first to go. Only the ablebodied, who ban help to row the
1,500 miles to the African coast
are kept on board.
Richard Sale, who wrote the
original story and screenplay, and
who also directed the picture, has
shown considerable ingenuity in
his treatment. But he has not given
maximum attention to character¬
ization, other than to the officerin-command. Many of 'the other
characters emerge largely by the
force of their own portrayals. He
has, however, fully harnessed the
dramatic, potentialities , and the
final rescue scene strikes ah,effec¬
tive note of restraint. All the sur¬
vivors who had, a few moments
earlier, been loud in their praise
of his handling of the situation,
suddenly fear they may be impli¬
cated. As the rescue liner pulls
alongside, the passengers, who had
been tossed overboard, are seen
lining the rails. But there’s no
comment jeither from Power or the
other survivors.
Power (who, of course, is part¬
nered with Ted Richmond in Copa)
has an outsize role, which he han¬
dles with great authority and con¬
siderable virility. The dramatic
potentialities of the part are ex¬
ceptional and he rarely misses an .
opportunity.
Mai
Zetterling,
a
ship’s nurse, has fewer chances
and her role calls for little more
than a one-key performance. Lloyd
Nolan, on the other hand, has more,
scope as an injured ship’s engi¬
neer, who advocates the jettison¬
ing of other survivors before
throwing himself into the sea. In
the big cast, there are impressive
performances by ‘Stephen Boyd,
Moira Lister, James Hayter, Clive
Morton and Victor Maddern.
For the record, the story is
based on the U.S. freighter Wil¬
liam Browh, which set sail from
Liverpool in 1841, headed for Phil¬
adelphia. There were 80 passengers
from Ireland. The ship struck an
iceberg and split in two. As the
freighter did not normally carry
passengers, there were only two
small lifeboats available. Myro.
Cole Becomes An Owner
San Angelo, Tex., March 12.
Don Fuller, owner and operator
of the Roxy Theatre here for the
past 10 years, has sold the house
to Marion Cole who has taken over
operation.
..
Cole has spent the last 30 years
In show biz, mostly with ^he Robb
& Rowley Circuit.

tTednciJay, Mairclf
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After Five Years of VHuperation,

■flymin' f ilms

• Arresting. Roman Catholic com-4
ment upon Church attitude about
By FRED HIFT
Teenagers’ Own Coda
films is contained In the just-out
While the need for adequate
March Issue of View, edited and
Burlington, Vt, March 12. ! Protestant representation on the
published by the Capuchin Fathers
Hundreds of Vermont teen¬
screen is obvious, the efforts to at¬
st Yonhers, N. Y. Article takes
agers are setting up their own
tain it should not be turned into
‘Say It’ V.. ‘Hint It’
off from the springboard of a re¬
code of conduct at movies,
a
battle pitting Catholics against
cent Variety story and headline,
dances and other social activi¬
French producer Raoul L^vy
Protestants, George A. Heimrich,
and s^ySf “The un-uniformity of
ties outside of school supervihas
been a Victim of the Vaga¬
director of the Coast office of the
Catholic ‘rules’ Is more of a prob¬
son. They-will have curfews
ries of internatlonai censorship
Broadcasting
and
Film
Commission
lem to Variety than it was to the
from 11:30 to 12 p.m. for
with
his picture, “God Created
of the National Council of
Catholic experts who met in Ha¬
senior high school students
Woman.” French Censors tore
-Churches in the USA, said in
vana to discujss motion pictures and
arid 10 o’clock for junior -high
Into
the film, but the New
Gotham last week.
v,
how Catholics could help improve
youngsters.
York censor barely touched it.
^ Heimrich made his comment fol¬
The social code has already
them.”
Levy thinks he's got it all
lowing the windup of the Commis¬
been, adopted by the Vermont
figured out. “In France, we
The comment continues:
sion’s annual meeting at which he
Christian Youth Council and
don’t mind anything that is
“But the Congress did serve to
delivered a report on the activities
the diocesan Catholic Youth
visually put onto the screen,..
stir up that ever-more-frequent
of his office. The report noted
Organization. Officers of Ver¬
but we’re against hinting at
query: ‘Why; don’t Catholic author¬
considerable improvement Iri the
mont Jewish Council have
things. In the U.S., you can
ities agree?' Again there is much
Protestant position, particularly
also adopted the plan and will
imply all you want as long as
talk, as there was In Variety re¬
following the success of “A Man
submit it to the full member¬
you don’t show it,” he said.
cently, about -the different Catho¬
Called Peter.”
ship later this month.
lic standards that apply through¬
In 1956, Hollywood produced
out the world.’
eight films featuring Protestant
“The press, particularly those
ministers,
and six of these were de¬
elements' of it that cannot abide
scribed by Heimrich as of the kind
Catholic dogmatism, has delighted
“of
which
Protestants can certainly
in this Catholic ‘inconsistency.’
be proud.” • Two others, he noted,
They have kept eagle eyes open for
remain
doubtful,
An additional six
examples.
features were made in which
Film writers; and in some cases
“Irish authorities condemned
San Francisco, March 12.
Protestant ministers were por¬ even ministers, have a tendency to
‘The Prisoner,’ while American
Rev. James L. Anderson of the trayed in minor parts,
play
up the negative side of the
Catholics praised it.
American Baptists’ Biblical and Archaeologi¬
“As you undoubtedly know, for
Catholics disapproved ‘Qod Needs cal Research Foundation at Lodi, years the hue and cry has been Protestant religion, George A.
Heimreich
complained to the
Men' (actually, only some did), Cal., and A. J. McDonald of the that the Roman Catholics were the
but French Catholics thought it same body have been visiting local ones being successfully portrayed Broadcasting and Film Commission
of
the
National
Council of the
wonderful.
newspapers to tell them that the in motion pictures, in numbers far Churches of Christ in N. Y. last
“An English Catholic authority scriptural background in Cecil B. exceeding the Protestants,” Heim¬ week.
said that ‘Baby Doll’ was all right, DeMllle’s .“Ten Commandments” rich said in his report. “Figures
Heimreich, who heads up the
although Cardinal Spellman for¬ over-exploits “poetic license.”
for 1^56 of motioq pictures pro- Commission’s Coast bureau, said
bade New York, Catholics to see it
Jehovah’s Witnesses In the east ducea in Hollywood show a ratio his office was interested in search¬
under pain of shi.
had previously sought to exploit al¬ of almost four to one of pictures ing oiit material for .. religious
‘ “ ‘Letters from My Windfall’ leged flaws in the reseifrch. Baptist
(Continued on page 21)
screenplays to be produced for the¬
rated Catholic praise in France yet Rev. Anderson now asserts that
atrical release and that some 20
w;as listed C by the U. S. Legion DeMille “has been grievously mis¬
manuscripts had been submitted
of Decency. ‘The Miracle’ was led” in respect to biblical scholar¬
last year.
strongly condemned in America ship. Among cited errors:
“We must report that the results
and only mildly frowned on in
are discouraging since, for the
1) The pharaohs arc 200 years
Italy. ‘
most part, the material does not
out of focus, with the Rameses line
“Why didn’t the Havana Con¬ substituted for the Thotmes line;
qualify,” Heimrich wrote in his re¬
gress make' this discrepancy a cen¬
port. “In a number of cases the
2) Moses spent 40 years in the
tral point of their discussions? desert but returns to lead the
stories submitted have .been writ¬
ten by ministers, and it should be
Why didn't they come to the relief Israelites to the Promised Land
noted that even if this material
of-troubled Variety with a set of and to find his girl friend still
were of such calibre as to gain the
rules that would obliterate that yo\mg;
interest of major producers, they
awkward word: *un-uniform?'
3) Scene in which Dathan and
would never get the seal of ap¬
“The Catholic film experts at his golden calf are swallowed up
Philadelphia,
March
12.
proval of the Production Code Ad¬
Havana ,dld not attempt to solve by the earth “occurred at another
Stanley Warner has cancelled ministration, for iri part they show
this extraordinary problem for the place, years later and for a dif¬
the
showing
of
Warner
Bros.’
the
Protestant regilion in a very
simple reason that they saw no ex¬ ferent purpose”;
“Baby Doll” at three suburban and bad light:”
traordinary problem. Most of the
4)
Moses
and
Joshua
are
pic¬
a
West
Philly
house
following
a
He
emphasized the Code’s pro¬
extraordinary element in the prob¬
lem has been invented by the.Very tured as contemporaries, which flood of protests by Catholic parish¬ hibition against the portrayal of
isn’t
so—Joshua
succeeded
to
ioners
and
clergy.
ministers
as comic characters or
critics who wag their heads at the
Tennessee Williams’ film was villains- and' said that, with some
Inconsistency of Catholic authority. Moses’ command after Moses died;
changes,
some
of the scripts, could
5) The lady who found Moses in skedded to hit the key riabes to¬
“A case in point was .the report
Stanley gesture get by. “However, what they do
that Father John Burke, ecclesiasti¬ the bullrushes was Hatshepsut, not morrow (13).
to
some
of
the
leading- lights of
came as a surprise to Film Row
cal adviser of Britain’s Catholic Bithiah.
Rev, Anderson wonders:
Since chain is currently playing the congregation, such as deacons
Film Insititute, approved . ‘Baby
and
board
members,
should not
“Did Mr. DeMille, who undoubt¬ the Dixie saga in its second-run
Doll.’ Unfortunatel;^ his vigorous
Outly¬ even be mentioned,” he held.
denials did not make the headlifies edly was sincere, purchase the best mldto.wn Palace Theatre.
The
Protestants,
whose
sphere of
brains for his millions of dollars? ing spots that dropped “Doll” are
given the original story.”
The answer can only be—^NO.”
the Ardmore, Ardmore, Pa,; Wav- influence in Hollywood is definite¬
Infallibility
ly
more
limited
than
that
of the
He says his outfit is concerned erly, Drexel Hill, Pa.; the 69th
Going into the question of the
Roman Cahtolic Church, have been
Church’s authority, the Capuchin with producing accurate informa¬ Street,. Upper Darby, and the very unhappy several times over
^
writer agrees that “the everyday tion about the Bible: it’s notvantl- Benn.
Several churches reminded par¬ certain pictures. One of them was
exercise of ecclesiastical authority film, just anti-historical inac¬ ishioners at their Ash Wednesday “Night of the Hunter.” Heimrich
curacy.
is not protected by the gift of in¬
Asked if he was, by any chance, services that the film had been noted, on the encouraging side,
fallibility, for no such gift is nec¬
condemned by the Legion of De¬ that several books of merit had
essary. But the authority is no less a press agent for “The Ten Com¬ cency and urged members to “ex¬ been submitted to the Commis¬
mandments,” Rev. Anderson said:
serious because of that.
“No, not at all. In fact, our pro¬ press themselves against the pro¬ sion’s office by professional writ¬
ers “and we are in contact with
“In speaking of such ecclesiasti- test will probably add to the duction.”
c^il authority with regard to movies film’s popularity. But we want the
George Keating, Grand Knight the studios in the hope that one
we distinguish between actual au¬ facts known. Why -any Sunday of the Drexel Hill Knights of Co¬ or more of these properties will
thority compelling direct obedience school kid could have informed lumbus, sent a telegram to the become definite projects for 1957.”
Heimrich mentioned one Com¬
and the authority that comes from Mr. DeMille better.”
Stanley office askffig withdrawal
the ability and position of the per¬
of the film. The theatre chain an¬ mission problem, i.e. its inability to
endorse
scripts, even though a pro¬
sons passing judgment on a motion
swered that it did not intend to
STUDIO CREDIT UNION
ducer may have changed the story
picture.
affront any group.
to
completely
cOrifotrii to the Com¬
According to Keating he also
“A movie can be condemned m
Universal Pays 4V2%
called Norman Zinn, assistant to4 mission’s wishes. “We have never
two ways. It can be forbidden.
Dividend
to
1,400
put
ourselves
in a position where,
the president of the chain. Keat¬
(Don’t eat those green apples!) Or
ing said the decision to play as a department of the National
it can, be judged seriously harm¬
Hollywood,
March
12.
Council
of
Churches,
we would
“Baby Doll” rested With Bernard
ful. (Those green apples will give
Dividend of'4^^%, highest ever Brooks, assistant zone manager in grant an official endorsement to
you a bellyache!)
any
Screenplay
or
picture.
This is,
paid by the organization, was de¬
“Only genuine ecclesiastical au¬ clared by the Universal Studio Philadelphia,
Following a series of confabs at however, a problem we are going
thority, i.e., the bishop for the peo¬ Credit Union, payable March 15 to
to have to face,” he told the Com¬
ple of a diocese, the Pope for the approximately 1,400 studio em¬ the local office. Brooks teleohoned mission members.
four theatres and told them to
whole Church, can forbid a picture. ployees who are shareholders. In the
axe “Doll.” The decision had no
(In both cases they may act in¬ recent years, the dividend has been effect on four other theatres not
directly through delegates.)
four percent.
in chain, all of which carried ads
“Such a prohibition binds by
Credit Union reported a net in¬ in the Sunday papers.
obedience. ...”
Calvin “Cal” Leeder has been
come of $50,106.19 for 1956, dur¬
Approximately 32 locations are
■ Extreme respect Catholics have ing which loans totaling $790,- available for key showings in this named by Irving Sochin, general
for their hierarchy is made mani¬ 659.57 wei'e made.
area, so four cancellations only sales manage!-, to assist him in the
fest in the observation that al¬ . IJarry Burke, James Christie and represents a fraction of local nabe^ setting up of branch operations for
though the Individual may not Frank Doyle were re-elected prexy, trade. Many of the indies are ex¬ the new Rank Film Distributors
agree with a bishop’s decision, that veepee and secretary-treasurer re¬ pected to sked “Doll” for next of America.
individual “has neither the grace spectively and Frank Skinner was w,eekend. Big factor in move will
Leeder started lu the film biz
of office nor the responsibility of re-elected to the Board. Only new be the knowledge that “Doll” With the old Fox Film Corp. Prior
making the decision. To disobey member elected w^s Bert DeClaire, played first-run Viking from Dec. to joining Rank he’d. been with
would be wrong; to disagree, pre¬ who succeeded Fred Williams, re-, 26 to Feb. 12 with plenty profit the Warner-Bros? Sales department
sumptuous.”
for 15 years.
signed.
and no hassles.

Pastors As Writers Not
Prone to Give Churches
: Puhrelations Snow Job

Baptists Visit Dailies
To Chide Bible Details
In ‘Ten Commandments’

Cancel 4 Nabe
Dates of 'Doll’

Leeder Aide to Sochin

An about-face-in distributor-ex¬
hibitor relations- has taken placf
within the past few months. The
two factions, at odda for almost
five years, are showing signs of a
rapprochement of their differences.
All the complaints aired by each
segment against the other haven’t
been fully reconciled, but the
sledgehammer approach--4i com¬
mon technique in the industry for
several years—is being replaced by
more gentlemanly tactics.
The new method, if it can be
termed such, is not the result of a
solution of the problems that pitted
exhibition
against
distrlbutiop.
The usual beefs—high rentals,
product and print shortage, failure
to observe clearances—still exist.
However, there has been a realiza¬
tion, equally considered by both
factions, that these problems are
secondary to the basic ailment of
the industry—the decline in over¬
all public support.
It has been this factor, perhaps
more thari anything else, that has
struck Industry leaders with the
necessity of cooperative efforts to
save the business as a whole, for
without One, it has been convinc¬
ingly established, the other can¬
not hope to survive. This new
phase, while born of the necessity
of having to live together, is never-

Yes, But—
Minneapolis, March 12.
“Rapidly increasing abus^ of
and callousness of film sales¬
men and branch managers to¬
ward the small exhibitors” and
“apparently deliberate nonsoTlcitation of their theatres”
are charged in the current
North Central Allied bulletin.
The bulletin claims that this
present alleged attitude of the
film companies, is creating
“much resentment” among the
exhibitors.
It’s charged that “playdates
have been shoved back six
months to a year or more,” and
. there have been . numerous
instances, “where the salesmen
^ have bluntly asked complain¬
ing exhibitors, ‘Why don’t-you
close the damn joint up?’ ”
“This from people who will
be out of a job when the the¬
atres are closed,” points out
the bulletin. “How utterly
stupid can they get?!!” it asks
and exclaims in conclusion.
theless bringing about actions that
will enable the industry to devote
more- time to its most essential
task of luring people back to the
theatres.
One Anotlier’s Problems
In tackling the b.o. problem, both
exhibition and distribution became
aware of each other’s economic sit¬
uation. Perhaps for the first time
exhibition felt the ipipact of Holly¬
wood’s economic stress and the dif¬
ficult job the film companies face
iri trimming production and distri¬
bution costs. The plight of the film
companies, hampered by elaborate
studio facilities and antiquated dis¬
tribution techniques, was dramati¬
cally conveyed to theatremen by
RKO’s decision to abandon distri¬
bution, the complete halt of pro¬
duction by Republic and the un¬
certainty as to the company’s fu¬
ture, and the clamor of Loew’s
stockholders which brought about
a near proxy fight, a change in the
company’s administration, and an
overhaul of its operational policies.
At the same time, the film com¬
panies became cognizant of the
trials and tribulations of the theatreowners, particularly the opera.tors of smalltown and nabe houses.
The economic squeeze brought
about by the high cost of produc¬
tion arid performers’ fees forced
the companies to ask for high film
rentals, but a more sympathetic
understanding of the condition of
small theatres has resulted in cer(Continued on page 19)
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UGS;‘OH MEN’
‘War’ Torrid $20,D. C.; “Coward’
lA Still Uminig; ‘Rainmaker' Dry OMAHA
MILD $7M IRON’6G
12C ‘Hymn’ Sturdy 7^/^ 3i ‘Iron’ 06
$52,01)0,10 Spat^ ‘Gun’ Oby 47G, 12;
‘Lost’ Lively 7G, ‘10 Cs
22G
Los Angeles, March 12. First-run biz still is skidding lo¬
cally, running behind comparable
week last year for ninth straight
frame. The most coin, but still
not too impressive, is going to
“The Rainmaker” and ‘‘Gun for
Coward,” paired with ‘Tstanbul.”
Former is slow $13,000 in two lo¬
cations plus $39,000 in five nabe
and three ozo’ners. “Gun”-‘Tstanbul” is rated mild'$17,000 in three
first-run houses plus $30,000 or
close In one uabe and eight driveins.
“Lost Continent” shapes nice
$7,000 at the Four Star. “Carmen
Jones” on reissue looks lofty $9,000 at Egyptian. “Crime of Pas¬
sion” with “Halliday Brand” is
slim $11,000 in three spots.
Of holdovers, biz is slowing ex¬
cept for hard-ticket bills. Of these,
“10 Commandments,” with this
(17th) week at Warner Beverly,
will have topped $422,000. Even
with the 16-week total of $402,366,
the money was way ahead of the
$330,528 done by “Greatest Shov/
on Earth” in 16 rounds, playing
both the Warner Beverly and Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1-$1.50)
—"Lost Continent” (Lopert). Nice
$7,000. Last week, “Rainmaker”
(Par) (11th wk), S3,300.
Egyptian . (UATC) (1,503; $1.25$1.80)—“Carmen
Jones”
(20th)
(reissue). -Fine $9,000 or near.
Last week, with unit.
Warner
Do^vntown,
Wiltern,
Hollywood (SW - FWC) (1,757
2,344; 756; 80-$1.50)—“Gun for
Coward” (U) and “Istanbul” (U).
Mild $17,000. Last week, D’Town
with Hawaii, “Barretts Wimpole
Street” (M-G) and “Spin Dark
Web” (Col), $6,000.
Orpheum,
Hawaii,
Uptown
(Metropolitan - G&S - FWC) (2,213;
1,106; 1.715; 80-$1.25)—“Crime of
Passion”
(UA)’ and
“Halliday
Brand" (UA). Slim $11,000. Last
week, Oi-pheum with Hollywood.
“Men in War” (UA) and “Affair in
Reno” (Rep) (2d wk), $9,600.
Hillstreet, Hollywood Paramount
(RKO-F&M) (2,752; 1,468; 80-$1.50)
—“Rainmaker” (Par) and “High
Terrace” (AA). Slow $13,000. Last
(Continued on page 18)

W Solid $13,000, Top
Del. Newie; 'James" 18Gj
‘Hymn’Hep 14G in 3d
Detroit, March 12.'
Pace is slackening somewhat this
week with newcomers mostly aver¬
age or less. Overall outlook still
is good. “True Stofy Jesse James’
shapes good at the Fox. “Iron
Petticoat” is fine at the Adams.
“Mister Cory” looms fairish at the
Palms. Long termers, “10 Com¬
mandment,” “Around World in
80 Days,” and “Seven Wonders of
World,” remain strong.
“Battle
Hymn” shapes solid in third week
at the Michigan. “Fantasia” looks
big in fdurth round.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1,25)—“True Story Jesse James’
(20th) and “Women Pitcairn IS'
land” (20th). Good 418,000. Last
week, “Oh, Men! Oh, WomenI’
(20th) and “Quiet Gun” (20th),
$14,000.
Michigan (United-Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25)—“Battle Hymn” (U) and
“Four Girls in Town” (U) (3d wk).
Solid $14,000. Last week, $18,000.
Palms- (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“Mister Cory” (U) and “Night
Runner” (UA).
Fairish $12,000.
Last week, “Big Land” (WB) and
“Big Boodle” (UA) (2d wk), $10,'
000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $I.25-$2,75)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (16th
wk). Swell $26,000. Last week,
same.
Broadway-Capitol JUD) (3.500;
90-$1.25) — “Don’t Knock Rock”
(Col) and “Rumble on Docks” (Col)
.(3dwk). Okay $10,000. Last week,
$14,000.
United Artists (UA) 0,668; $1.25$3)—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (11th wk).
Fine $20,000,
Last week, $21,330.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; ‘ 90$1.25)—“Iron Petticoat”
(M-G).
Pine $13,000 or near. Last week,
“Teahouse August Moon”, (M-G)
(10th wk-10 days), $7,500.
^ Music Hall (SW-Ci n e r a ma )
(1.205; $1.50-$2.65)—“Seven Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (39th wk).
Socko $23,100. Last week, ditto.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)—
“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (4th wk).
Big $7,000. Last week, $8,000.

Broadway Grosses
Estiipated Total Gross
This Week ...$496,200
(Based oji 25 theatres)
Last Year ... .$485,300
(Based on 24 theatres)

Okla.’Hot $10.1
Prov.;‘Sbdow’6G
Providence, March 12.
Majestic’TS “Oklahoma” at pop
prices is leading a fairly healthy
upbeat here currently. But Loew"s
State is dragging bottom with
Barretts of Wimpole Street.”
The Undead” and “Voodoo Wom¬
an” looks nice at the Albee.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Voodoo Woman” (AIP) and “The
Undead” (AIP). Good $8,500. Last
week, “Battle Hymn” (U) and
“Duel-At Apache Wells” (Rep) (2d
wk), $7,000.
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; '^5-80)—
Oklahoma” (20th) and “Storm
Rider” (20th). Peppy $10,000. Last
week, “Top Secret Affair” (WB)
and “Accused of Murder” (Rep),
happy $8,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—
Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
and “Slander” (M-G) . Sad $8,000.
Last week, “Zarak” (Col) and “Last
Man To Hang” (Col), $10,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80)
—“Shadow On Window” (Col) and
‘Sierra Stranger” (Col).
Mild
$6,000. Last week, “Full of Life”
(Col), $7,000.

‘IOC'S’ HUGE $24,000,
PORT.; ‘LAND’ TRIM 9G
Portland, Ore., March 12.
Biz is perking this round after
several weeks of being in the dol¬
drums. All first-runs except one
have mew pix. “Oklahoma” con¬
tinues steady pace at Broadway for
an 18th sesh. Of course, the big
news is “10 Commandments,”
mighty in initial stanza at Para¬
mount. Advance seat sale is good.
“Cinderella, out on reissue, is
smash at.the Fox. “The Big Land’
looks fine.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (938^ $1.50$2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna) (18th
wk).
Fine $8,000.
Last week,
$7,700.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
(Continued on page 18)

Oniaha, March 12.
Biz is lagging this session at
downtown firstruns despite three
new entries. The lone competi¬
tion Is Sports and Vacation Boat
Show at City . Auditorium which is
drawing only fair. “10 Command¬
ments” still Is the pace-setter in
second stanza at the Omaha, being
rated big. “Ifon Petticoat” looms
good but not great at the State.
“Oh, Men! Oh,. Women!” is mild
at the Orpheum. . “Paris Does
Strange Things” /Shapes slow at
Brandeis. '
Esiimatea lor This Week
Bfandeis. (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)—
“Paris Does Strange Things” (WB)
and “Hell’s Crossroads” (Rep).
Thin $3,400. Last week, “Rebel
Without Cause” (WB) and “East of
Eden” (WB) (reissues), $3,000,
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; $1.25$2)—“Iff Commandments” (Par)
(2d wk). Big ^15,000; holds. Last
week, $18,000.
. Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 7590)--“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
(20th).
Moderate $7,500.
Last
week, “Battle Hymn” (U), $9,500.
State (Goldberg) (86(); 75-90)—
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G). Oke $6,000.
Last week, “Wings of Eagles”
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,900.

Washington* March 12,
It’s another dull aiessioa along,
the city’s main stem. There are,
four newcomers, but only one
shapes as a big winner. “Gun For
Estimated Total Grosa
I Coward” is okay in two spots.
Most promising entry is “Men in
ThU Week.$2,822,300
War*” at -Loew’s Palace, rated
(Based pn 23 cities and 243
socko,
“Battle Hymn” still is
thedtres, chiefly first runs, insturdy in third Keith’s ' round.
eluding N. Y.)
“Seven Wonders of World,” now
Total Groat Same Week
in 11th stanza at the Warner;, still
Last Year.,$2,771,000
is firm. “Four Girls In Town”
looms okay at the Columbia.
(Based on 24 cities and 241
- Estimates for This Week
theatres.)
Ambassador (SW)- (1,490; 70-90)
“Gun for Coward” (U).
Fair
$4,500. Last week, “DonR Knock
Rock” (Col) and “Rumble on
Docks” (Col), 84,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-90)—
“Mister Cory” (IJ), Thin $13,000.
Last week, “Wings of Eagles”
(M-G) (2d wk), $14,000, above
hopes.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
Philadelphia, March 12.
Dull' biz dominates the current “Four Girls in Town” (U). Okay
scene as the b.o. starts its Lenten $7,000. Last week, “True Story
slide. Probably standout for new¬ Jesse James” (20th) (2d wk), $5,500.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$1.25)
comers is “True Story pf Jesse
James,” mice at the Fox. “Three —“Battle Hymn” (U) (3d-final wk).
Sturdy $7,500 after $9,000 last
Violent People” looks tame at the week.
Viking. Long-running “Around
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
World in 80 Days” and “10 Com¬
'“Gun for Coward” (U). Good
mandments” still are great. Latter
is potent in 16th Randolph week $7,500. Last week, “Don't Knock
while “80 Days”Jbs rated speedy in Rock” (Col) and “Rumble on
11th Midtown round.
“Battle Docks” (Col), $8,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)—
Hymn” still is hotsy in third week
at Goldman. “Wings of Eagles” ‘Men in War” (UA). Socko $20,looms thin in third Stanley frame. 000. Last week, “Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!”
(20th),
disappointing
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— $14,000, and well below hopes.
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—
Louisville, March 12.
“Teahouse” (M-G) (llth-final wk).
“Snow Was Black” (Indie) (2d wk).
Biz is good this week, shaping Nice $6,800. Last week, $8,000.
Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430; Oke $3,500 for this small-seater
as good or slightly better than last
after
$5,000 last week. Stays.
round. High school basketball re¬ $1.25-$2.60) — “Seven Wonders of
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)
gional finals at State Fairgrounds World” (Cinerama) (46th wk). —“Iron
Petticoat” (M-G) (3d wk).
Friday-Saturday (8-9) copped some Sturdy $8,000. Last week, $9,000. Solid $6,000
after $7,000 last week;
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) —. holding.
of the trade, film houses feeling
the ’ effects. . “Oh, Men!” Oh, “True Story Jesse James” (20th).
Warner
(SW-CinerAma)
(1,300;
Women!” at Rialto shapes good. Fine $13,000 or near. Last week, $1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders”
“Drango” at LOew’s looms lean. “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th), (Cinerama) (11th wk). Firm'$17,The Brown’s “lO Commandments” $11,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 000 for second consecutive week,
looks solid in third round.
not up to fast pace of preced¬
$1.35)—“Battle Hymn” (U) (3d wk). but
Estimates for This Week
Hotsy $9,000 or over. Last week, ing weeks. Stays on.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40)
Brown (Fourth Ave.-U.A.) (1,000; $13,000.
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (20th wk).
50-85)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
Green Hill (Serena) (closed Sun¬
(3d wk). Hefty weekend helping days) (750; 75-$1.25)—“Baby and Okay $7,500. Last week, same.
to solid $14,000. Last week, same. Battleship” (Indie) (2d wk). Nice
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85) $3,800. Last week, $4,700.
—“Dance With Me, Henry” (UA)
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
and “Rebel in Town” (UA). Good — “Full of Life” (Col) (2d wk).
$6,000. Last week, “Rainmaker” Okay $13,000.. Last week. $15,000.
(Par), $7,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2Loew’s (United Aiiiists) (3,000; $2,75) — “Around World in 80
50-85)—“Drango” (UA) and “The Days” (UA) (11th wk). Speedy $18,Toronto, March 12.
Boss” (Col). Lean $7,500, Last 000. Last week, $17,000.
Of newcomers, “Oh, Men! Oh,
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250;
week, “Full of Life” (Col) and
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments” Women!” and “Mister Cory” are
“Ride High Iron” (Col), $3,500.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000; (Par) (16th wk). Potent $22,000. off to .big starts, but “Bundle of
Joy” is not up to expectations. Re¬
85-$1.25)—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Last week, same.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— issue package of “Carmen Jones”
Sturdy $3,500 after firstweek’s
and
“Third Man” is also good at
“Wings
of
Eagles”
(M-G)
(3d
wk).
$4,500.
Thin $10,000.,- Last week, $11,000. three-house setup. For the holdRialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
“Friendly
Persuasion”^
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— overs,
50-85)—“Oh. Men! Oh, Women!’^ “Men in War” (UA) (3d'wk). Trim shapes nice in 12th frame. “Wings
(20th) and “Storm Rider” (Indie). $9,500, Last week, $14,000.
of Eagles” is good in second
Good $9,000. Last 'week, “Battle
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49) stanza. Such lengthy holdovers as
Hymn” (U) (2d wk), $10,000 in 8 —“Tempest in Flesh’* (Indie) (9th “Oklahoma,” in 46th frame, and
days.
Commandments”
in
16th
wk). Solid $3,500. Last week, same. “10
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) stanza remain constant, with week¬
—“Anastasia” (20th) (11th wk). end turnaway biz.
Estimatesvfor This Week
Good $10,500. Last week, $12,000.
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)—
“3 Violent People” (Par). Tame (2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—“Car¬
$7,500. Last week, “Top Secret men Jones” (20th) and “Third
Man” (20th) (reissues). Nice $15,Affair” (WB) (3d wk), $5,000.
,
World (Pathe) (499: 99-$ 1,49)— 000. Last week, “House of Secrets”
“Frisky” (Indie). Weak $2,600. (Rank), $16,000.
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
Last week, on reissues. ' ■
Story Jesse James” (20th) and
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scar“Oasis” (20th), $5,000.
boro, State, Westwood (Taylor)
Kenmore (Indie)'(700; 85-$1.25)
(1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393;
—“Proud and Beautiful” (Indie),
753; 694; 698; 894; 50-75)—“Crime
Oke $8,500. Last week. ‘‘Lust for
of Passion” (UA) and “Running
Life” (M-G) (15th wk), $3,500.
Target” (UA). Light $20,000. Last
St. Louis,. March 12..
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
week, “3 Violent People” (Par) and
Lenten season in this heavily “Calling Homicide” (AA), $22,500.
“Battle Hymn” (U) (3d wk). Good
populated Catholic city has slowed
$13,000. Last week. $17,000.
Hollywood," Palace, Runnymede
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 75- up biz at the big Cinemas only on (FP) (1,709; 1,485; 1,385; 60-75)—
$1.10)—“East of Eden” and “Rebel Ash Wednesday, with grosses good “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!’; (20th).
Without Cause” (reissues). OK in many houses, “Full of Life” Big $22,000. L9;st week, “Wrong
$16,000. Last week, “Oh, Men! Oh, shapes lusty at the Esquire for best Man” (WB) (2d wk), $16,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)—«
Women!” and “Quiet Gun” (20th), showing in city. • “Rock, Pretty
Baby” wound up a fine session at “Bundle of Joy” (RKO). Okay
$15,000 in 9 days.
Paramount (NET). (1,700; 60- the Fox while “Battle Hymn” did $12,000. . Last week, “Giant” (WB)
$1.10)—“Undead” (AIP) and “Voo¬ solid trade on moveover to the (8th wk), same.
international (Taylor) (557; $1)
doo' Woman” (AIP). Snappy $18,- Missouri. “10 Commandments”
000. Last week, “Jesse James” continues smash biz at the St, —“Great to Be Young” (IFD) (3d
Neat $4,000.
Last week,
(20th) and “Oasis” (20th), $14,000. Lo'uis. “Wee Geordie” still is nice wk).
$3,500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95) — in fifth week' at Shady Oak.
Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)—
‘.‘Gun For Coward” (U) and “Boys
Ambassador' (SW - Cinerama) “Wings of Eagles” (M-G) (2d wk).
Town” (M-G) (reissue). Oke $5,000
or near. Last week, “Drango” (UA) (1,400; .$1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Won¬ Good $10,000. Last week, $13,000.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—“Ok¬
(2d wk) and “Girl He Left Behind” ders of World” (Cinerama) (47th
wk).
Nice $7,500.
Last week, lahoma” (Magna) (46th wk). StiU.
(WB), same.
steady with $10,000. Last week,
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; 90-$1.75) $8,000,
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)— $9,500.
— “Rainmaker” (Par) (4th wk).
Towne (Taylor) (1,080; $1)—
Fine $12,000. Last week. $15,000.' “Full of Life” (Col). Lusty $17,Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90- 000. Last week, “Men in War” “Friendly Persuasion’’ (AA) (12th
wk).
Nice $4,500.
Last week,
$1.25)—“Men In War” (UA) and (UA) (2d wk). $8,500.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 75-90)— same.
“Peacemaker” (UA). BCff $18,000
University (FP) (1,536; $1.75or near.
Last week, “Wings of “Top Secret Affair” (WB) and
Opened today $2.50)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
Eagles” (M-G) and “Brass Legend” “Istanbul” ' (U).
(Tues,). Last week, “Rock, Pretty (16th wk).
Holding well, with
(UA) (2d wk). $15,000 in 9 days.
State (Loew) (3,600;'90-$1.25)— Baby” (U) and “Four Girls in turnaway weekend biz, for sock
$12,000. Last week, same.
“Men In War” (UA) and “Peace¬ Town” <U), neat $14,000.
Loews <Loew) (3,221; 50-85)-^
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)—
maker” (UA). Bangup $12,000.
Last week, “Wings of Eagles” “Wings of Eagle” (M-G) and “Mister Cory” (U). Big $12,000,
(M-G) and “Brass Legend” (UA) “Tomahawk Trail” (UA) (3d wk). Last week, “Wings of Eagles”
(M-G), $11*000.
I
(Continued on page 18)
(2d wk)* $8,500 for 9 days.’

‘James’Fme 136,
PI#:‘IOC’s 226

% Men Smooth
$9,080 in LViOe

‘Cory’ Crisp $12,000 In
Toronto; ‘Oh Men’ Tall
22G,‘10C’s’12G,16th

Lenten Doldrums Dull Hub; Undead’
Snappy $26,000, 'War Bangup 30G
.Boston. March 12.
Lenten doldrums will slow the
take at Hub boxoffices this frame.
Metropolitan is coasting with reis¬
sues, Paramount and Fenway hor¬
ror package, “Undead” and “Voo¬
doo Story” shapes slick. “Proud
and Beautiful”. is okay at the Kenmore.
“Men In War” looms hangup at
the State and Orpheum. Holdovers
seem not too much affected by
Lent. “10 Commandments*’ leads
in 17th frame at the Astor. “Seven
Wonders of World” is holding
smartly in 29th week at the Cin¬
erama. “Rainmaker” is holding
nicely at the Saxon in fourth
round.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (17th
wk). Great $25,000 hypoed by spe¬
cial church parties. Last week,
$24,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
90-$1.25) —“Great M;an” (U) (5th
wk). Big $7,500, Last week, $8,000.
Boston (SW-Ciherama) . (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders"”
(Cinerama) (29th wk). Hotsy $21,000. Last week, same.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
“Wee Geordie” (Times). Opened
Sunday (10). “Albert. Schweitzer”
(Indie) (6th wk-6. days)* good
$7,000,
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)'—
“Undead” (AIP) and “Voodoo
Woman” (AIP), ‘Horror package
doing hot $8,0Q0. Last week, “True

‘Life’Lusty $17,000 In
St. L.; ‘Pretty Baby’ 14G
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Lent Takes Toll in Chi; ‘War’ Bolfo
m Tiobt’fnie l!ia 10 (Ts'
C}ilcago« March 12. ft
Lenten letdown is taking a heav/'
Ettlmates Are Net
toll on this week's holdovers with
Film gross estimates as re¬
new entries off to only a moderate
ported herewith from the vari¬
start. Arty hodse product and twoous key cities, are . net; i.e.,
a-days still are making a relatively
good showing for this season.
without usual tax. Distrib¬
“Men in* War" looks like a socko
utors share on net fake, when
opener at State-Lake for $35,000.
playing percentage, hence the
“Three Violent People" and “Man
estimated figures, are net in¬
From Del Rio" shape line $19,000.
come.
*
at Roosevelt. Other action features
Th^ parenthetic admission
also face a rather bleak • bow-in,
prices, however, as indicated,
“Slander" and "Hot Summer
include the U. *8. amusement
Night" at the Orand looks only
tax.
passable at $6,000 while “Hell’s
Crossroads" with "Duel at Apache
Well" should only do about $4,000
at Loop.
“Battle Hymn" goes Into third
week at the Chicago with okay
coin, “Bundle of Joy" slackens at
the Woods rounding third, "Oh,
Menl Oh. Women!" is slow at the
Oriental in same frame. "La Strada" for 11th World round, looms
Minneapolis, March 12.
okay. “Wee Geordie" looks^ plush
With only two newcomers, “Full
for third at the Surf.
Roadshows are off very moder¬ of Life" and “Mister Cory," the
ately with "10 Commandments" Loop lacks sparkle since neither
remaining big at 'McVickers in its are doing much. "Life" stands out
16th week while "Seven Wonders best but only fair at Orpheum.
of World" on 12th round still is The riding high, wide and hand¬
some holdovers include "Seven
powerful at Palace;, *
Wonders of World,” in its 31st
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (H&;E Balaban) (480; week; "Teahouse of August Moon"
in
its eleventh and "10 Command¬
95)—“Wild Oat" (Indie). Hearty
$3,800. Last week, subsequent-run. ments" and "Battle Hymn" in their
third
rounds. "Hymn" is especially ,
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50)
—“Battle Hymn" (U) (3d wk). Okay big at RKO Pan. Showhouses con¬
tinue to get a good weather break,
$21,000. Last week, $24,000.
Esquire* (H&E Balabanb (1,400; but takings generally are disap¬
$1.25) — "Love Lottery" (Teitel),., pointing.
Estimates for This Week
Stout $7,000. Last week,, "Great
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75Man" (U) (4th wk), $6,000.
$2.65)-r-‘‘Seven
Wonders" (Cine¬
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 9(>-$1.25)—
"Slander" (M-G) ^nd "Hot Sum¬ rama) (31st wk). Still grabbing off
mer Night" (M-G). Soft $6,000. chunks for transient trade and go¬
Last
Last week, “Nightmare” (UA) and ing great guns at $14,000.
“Crime Against Joe" (UA), $5,000 week, $15,000.
Gopher
(Berger)
(1,000;
90-$1.25)
in 5 days.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90)—•“Hell’s —"Teahouse of the August Moon”
Crossroads"
(Rep) and
“Duel (M-G) (11th wk.). Is nearing the
Apache Well*’ (Rep). Fair $4,000. end of a highly gratifying engage¬
Last week,* "Barretts Wimpole ment. Neat $3,500. Last week,
$4,200.
Street" (M-G) (2d wk). $3,800.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; ■$1.25-$2.25)—
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30)—“10 Commandments" (Par) ‘10 Commandments" (Par) (3d
Tall $13,000.
Last week,
(16th wk).‘ Lofty $41,000. Last wk).
$14,000.
week, same.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-37) —
“Wicked Life” (AA) and “Deadliest “Mister Cory" (U). Seems to meet
Sih" (AA), Quiet $4,000. Last With audience-approval, but going
week, “Blonde Sinner" (AA) and is sluggish. Slow $8,000. Last
week, “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
“Paris Follies" (AA), $7,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.25) (20th), $7,500.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75—“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!" (20th)
Fair
(3d wk). Anemic $13,800. Last 90)—“Full of Life" (Col).
$9,000 or near. Last week, “Battle
week. $16,000.
Hymnn"
(U)
(2d
wk),
$8,500.
Palace (SW-CInerama) (1,484;
RKO- Pan (RKO) (l.'SOO; 75-90)—
$1.25-$3.40) — "Seven Wonders"
(Cinerama) (12th wk).
Powerful “Battle Hymn" (U) (m.o.). Third
downtown week. Is a real boxof$43,500. Last week, $45,700.
Roosevelt (BfcK) (1,400; 65-90)— fice winner. Big $7,000 or close.
"Three Violent People" (Par) and Stays.- Last week, “Beyond Rea¬
"Man From Del Rio" (UA). Stout sonable Doubt" (RKO) and “First
Saleslady"
(RKO),
$19,000. Last week, "Big Land" Traveling
(WB) and “Nightfall" • (UA) (2d $3,500.
Stale
(Par)
(2,300;
85-90)—
wk). $14,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- “Wings of Eagle"^ (M-G) (2d wk).
Healthy
$7,500.
Last
week,
$9,500.
$1.50)—“Men .in War" (UA). SockWorld (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
eroo \vith * $35,000.
Last week,
“Great
Man"
(U)
(2d
wk).
Mild
“Mister Cory" (U), (2d wk). $17,500.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685: $1.25) 3,000 In 5 days. . Last week,
—“Wee Geordie" (Times) (3d wk). 4’800.
Smash $7,000. Last week, same.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.50) — “Rainmaker" (Par) (3d
wk). (^uiet $14,000. Last week,

‘Life Fair $9,000,
Mpk.;‘Hymn’7G

Indpls. Biz Spotty But
‘War’Lusty 9G,‘Brave’
6G, ‘10 C’s’ 18G, 6tli

$1R.000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,206: 90$1.25)—“Bundle of Joy" (RKO-U)
(3d wk). Dry $14,000. Last week.
$16,000. “Wings of Eagles" (M-G)
opened today (Tues.).
World (Indie) (600; 90) —"La
Strada" (T-L) (11th wk). Ends run
at respectable $3,000. Last week,

Indianapolis, March 12.
Biz Is spotty at first-run situa¬
tions here, annual turmoil over
state high school baskeball tourna¬
ment absorbing a lot of weekend
interest. While it’s not big enough
$3.MO.
!Kegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25- to hold, “Man in War” at Loew’s.
$1.50) — "Marcelino" (Davis) (3d is leading the town with a nice
wk). Wow $7,500. Last week, figure. “Big Land" at Indiana is
dull. “Three Brave Men," at Cir¬
$10,500.
cle shapes, moderate. “10 Com¬
mandments" continues in class by
itself in sixth big session at Lyric.
Esiimates for This Week
Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;
60-85)—“Three Brave Men" (20th
and “Quiet Gun" (20th).
So-so
Denver, March 12.
Last week, “Oh, Men!
“10 Comrtiandments” still is $6,000.
holding a commanding lead here Oh, Women." (20th) and “Oasis"
as it goes into the fifth week at (20th), $9,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-85)—
Denham after a smash fourth ses¬
sion. “Paris Does Strange Things” “Big Land” (WB) and “Young
is good at Centre and holds on. Guns"' (AA). Sparse $7,000. Last
“Wee Geordie" is so solid in sec¬ week, “Battle Hymn" (U) (2d wk).
ond Esquire round, it will stay Oke $8,000 on top of stout $11,000
over again. “True Story of Jesse opener.
James" is tolerably good* at the
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)—
Denver while ‘‘Wings of Eagles" “Men in War" (UA) and “Brass
is rated mild at Orpheum.
Legend" (UA). Good $9,000. Last
week, “Nghtfall" (Col) and “Wick¬
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25) — ed As They Come" (Col), $3,500.
“Paris Does Strange Things" (WB).
Lyric (C-D) '(900; $l,25-$2.25)—
Good $10,000. Stays, Last week, i “10 Commandments" (Par) (6th
“Battle Hymn" (U) (3d wk), $9,500. .wk). - Church and group promo¬
Denham (Cockrill) h,428; 90- tions paying off hfere with hefty
(Continued on page 18)
i $18,000, -.Last wejek,. about .same.

‘James’ Fairish $11,000,
Denver; ‘War’ lOG, 2d

,

PICTURE GROSSES

•War’ Hotsy $11,000 In
Seattle; ‘10 CV 18G, 3d
Seattle;, March 12.
Not too much b.o. excitement
here this round but “Men in War"
shapes'^ socko at Coliseum.
"10
Commandments" still* is wow in
third stanza at Fifth Avenue.
"Edge of City" is .only fair at Mu¬
sic Hall. "Wings of Eagles" held
over three days of third week at
Orpheum, but did mighty slim biz.
"This Is Cinerama" still is great
in 30th round at Paramount.
. Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
$1.50-$2) — "Oklahoma" (Magna)
(19th wk).
Slow $6,500.
Last
week, $6,100.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 95$1.25)—“Men In War" (UA) and
"Gun Brothers” (UA). Great $11,000.
Last week, ‘ "Rainmaker"
(Par)'and "Tomahawk Trail" (Par),
$8,700.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1.50-$2.30)—"10 Commandments"
(Par) (3d wk). Wow $18,000 or
close. Last week, $18,600.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25) — “Brave One" (RKO-U).
Disappointed at $2,500 in 6 days.
Last week, “Secrets of Life" (BV),
$4,800.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Edge of City" (M-G) and
“Slander" (M-G).
Fair $6,000.
Last week, “Battle Hymn" (U) and
“Istanbul" (U) (2d wk), $6,300.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25)—“Wings of Eagles" (M-G)
and “Hot Summer Night" (M-G)
(3d wk-3 days). Moderate $3,500.
Last week, $6,200.
Paramount (SW-C i n e r a m a)
(1,282; $1.20-$2.65)—"This Is Cine¬
rama"
(Cinerama)
(30th ’ wk).
Great $9,500. Last week, $8,700.

Lent H.0.’s Put Skids on B’way Biz;
‘Spint’ 110G» ‘Shrinking’ Fine
Hard-Ticket Longnins Hold Up Well

start of Lent, surplus of hold¬
overs, and many overly-extened
longruns will put the skids under
Broa’dway first-run business this
stanza. Near-approach of income
tax .deadlines also has had a
deadening Influence on wicket ac¬
tivity. Re-arrangement of traffic
on Sixth and Seventh avenues also
was a bit bewildering to those
using taxis.
Continuing to get the biggest
money is “Spirit of St. Louis" with
stageshow at the Music Hall, with
a fair $110,000 likely in this (3d)
week. “Shrinking Man" still looks
fine with around $10,500 in third
session at the-Globe!.
“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!" with
stagebill looms light $48,000 in
third (final) week of eight days at
the Roxy, even aided by scheduled
preview of “Heaven Knows,. Mister
Allison" tomorrow (Thurs.). “Alli¬
son" opens Friday. “Full of Life"
held at okay $15,000 in fourth
round at the Aston
“Battle Hymn" looks fair $20,000
in fourth stanza at the Capitol.
“Royal Affairs in Versailles" start¬
ed out strongly in first three days
at the Little Carnegie.
Hard-ticket, two-a-dayers are
holding up remarkably well in the
face of the offish setup on Broad¬
way. “Around World in 80 Days"
Was capacity $36,800 in the 21st
session for 11 performances at the
Rivoli.
“10 Commandments” in current
(18th) stanza looks near-capacity at
$51,500 for 15 shows at the Crite¬
rion. “Seven Wonders of World"
landed a smash $40,000 in 48th
round at the Warner, and is now
in 49th week.
Paramount is bringing in “Three
San Francisco, March 12.
Men” on Friday (15) after
Despite start of;Lent and short¬ Brave
"Big Land" failed to arouse much
age of product, first-i’uns here con¬ enthusiasm.
“Lost Continent"
tinue to fare wOll.
About best opened day-date at. Victoria and
Fine
Arts
Monday
(11). Mayfair
newcomer is “Voodoo Island"
launches "The Tattered Dress"
paired with “Pharaoh’s Curse," tomorrow (Thurs.).
rated solid at United Artists.
Estimates for This Week
“Paris Does Strange Things" is
Astor (City Tnv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
only fair at Paramount:
“Around World in 80. Days” is “Full of Life" (Col) (5th-flnal wk).
smash in 11th stanza at Coronet Will stay a couple of days beyond
while “10 Commandments" looms fifth session to open "The Brave
great in third St. Francis session. One" (RKO-U) on March 20.
“Seven Wonders of World" looms Fourth week for "Life" hit $15,000
or near. The third round was $15,great in 16th round at Orpheum.
800.
Estimates for This Week
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- (550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Royal Affairs
$1) — “Kelly and Me" (U) and in Versailles” (Times). First three
“HeB’s Crossroads" (Indie); Good! days ending Sunday (10) hit big
$9,000. Last week, ^“Battle Hymn" $6,600. In ahead, "Wee Geordie"
(U) and “Duel Apache Wells" (Indie) (22d wk), $1,500 in 4 days.
(Rep) (2d wk), $13,000.
Baronet (Reade) (430; ^ $1,25Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— $1.80) — “Welldigger’s Daughter"
“True Story of Jesse James" (20th) (Indie) (reissue). Ffrst week wind¬
and “Women Pitcairn Island" (In¬ ing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks solid
die) (2d wk). Slow $8,500. Last $6,000, and holds a second. In
ahead, “Port of Shadows" (Indie)
week, $13,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) (reissue), $5,000, over hopes.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“Iron Petticoat" (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay $10,000. Last week, $17,000. —"Battle Hymn" (U) (4th wk).
stanza finishing tomorrow
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)— Present
is heading for fair $20,000.
“Paris Does Strange Things" (WB) (Thurs.)
week was $22,000. Stays on,
and “Affair in Reno" (Rep). Fair Third
with “Men in War" (UA) opening
$13,000. Last week, “Rainmaker" March 19.
(Par). $17,000 in 9 days.
Central (Maurer) (854; $1.25St. Francis (Par)- (1,400; $1.75- $1.80)—“Mom and. Dad" (Indie)
$2.75)—"10 Commandments" (Par) and ‘'She Shoulda Said No" (Indie)
(3d wk).' Excellent $25,000. Last (7th wk). Sixth session ended last
week, $28,500.
night (Tues.) was sock $19,200.
Orpheum (SW-Clnerama) (1,458; The fifth was $23,000. Stays indef.
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders"
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80(Cinerama) (16th wk). Great $23,- $3.30)—“10 Commandments" (Par)
000. Last week, $23,500.
(18th wk). This week winding to¬
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; morrow (Thurs.) Is headed for near
70-$l)—“Voodoo Island" (UA) and capacity $51,500 for 15 shows. Last
“Pharaoh’s Curse" (UA). Solid week, was $50,900 for same num¬
$10,000. Last week, “Men In War" ber “of shows. Stays indef. Weekend
(UA) and “Big Boodle" (UA) (2d was absolute sellout. Advance
wk), $9,000.
ticket sale is picking up.
Stagedoor (A-R) C440; $1.25Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
$1.50) — “Oklahoma" (20th) (5th —“Lost Continent" (Lo p e r t).
wk). Okay $3,000. Last week, Opened Monday (11). In ahead,
$4,200.
“Richard • HI" (Lopert) (6th wk),
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) — fine $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
“Tears For Simon" (Indie). Good
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300;
$4,800. Last week, “Magnificent $1.25-$1.50)—“Oedipus Rex" (Les¬
Seven" (Indie) (5th wk), $2,800.
ser) (lOth-fiiial wk). The ninth
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Grand week finished Sunday (10) was oke
Maneuver" (Indie) (5th wk). Fine $3,200. The eighth was $3,700, “On
$2,400. Last week, $2,200.
the Bowery" (Indie) opens March
Vogue (S.F. Theatres)
(377; 18.
$1.25)—"La Strada" (T-L) (26th
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
.wk) and "Paisan" (indie) (reissue). —“Shrinking Man" . (U) (3d wk).
Building to $1,900. Last week, This stanza winding up tomorrow
$1,800.
(Thurs.) likely will hit fine $10,500.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) The second was $11,000. “True
—"Wee Geordie” (Indie) (7th wk). Story of Jesse James" (20th) is due
Excellent $3,000. Last week. $4,500. in next.
Coronet (United California) (1,Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
250; $1.50-$3.75)—"Around World" “Albert Schweitzer" (Indie) (8th
(UA) (11th wk). Smash $23,000. wk). The seventh round ended Sun¬
day (10) was great $10,500* The
Last week, $23,500.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—‘^Rivl- sixth was $11,000. Prior booking is
era" (Indie) and "Love In City" forcing house to bring in “Young
(Indie). Okay $1,800. Last week, Stranger" (RKO-U) though current
“Bullfight” (Indie) (5th wk) and pic could stay longer apparently.
“Mexican Bus Ride" (Indie) (3d “Stranger" preems night of April 7.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$l,80)
wk), $1,500. .
.

‘Yoodoo’-‘Curse’ SlroDg
$10,000 in Fair Frisco;
‘80 Days’ 23Ginllth

9

—"Mister Cory” (U) (3d-final wk),
Being helped somewhat by previein
of “Tattered Dress" (U) today
(Wed.) to get mild $7,500, same at
second week, “Dress" opens to¬
morrow (Thurs.), following pre¬
viewing of pic today.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)—“Cinderella" (BV) (reissue)
(3d wk). This session finishing to¬
day (Wed.) is heading for fantastic
$13,500. Second was $15,000. Stay!
indef at this pace.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Big Boodle" (UA) with eight acti
of vaudeville. Opened Monday (11),
In ahead, straight vaude.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665;
$l-$2)—“Big Lancr.” (WB> (2d wk).
Current stanza finishing tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like light $23,000.
Opening week was $37,000. “Thret
Brave Men" (20th) opens Friday
(15).
Paris- (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90«
$1.‘80)—"Gold of Naples" (DCAJ
(5th wk), • Fourth week completed
Sunday (10) was smash $15,300.
Third was $16,400.
Radio City Music Hall. (RockefeUers) ^ (6,200; 95-$2.85)—"Spirit
of St. Louis" (WB) and stageshow
(3d wk). Present round ending to¬
day (Wed.) looks like fair $110,000.
Second was $120,000.
Stays a
fourth, and until the Easter pic,
“Funny Face" (Par), opens on
March 28. Being brought in a bit
earlier than usual inasmuch as
Easter Sunday falls on April 21
this year. Advance sale of re¬
served seats for Easter show al¬
ready is soaring.
Rivoli (UAT) (1.545; $1.25-$3.50)
—"Around World in 80 Days"
(UA) (22d wk). The 21st session
ended last night (Tues.) was ca¬
pacity $36,800 for 11 shows. The
20th week was same for like num¬
ber of performi^nces. Stays on
indef.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—.
"Lust for Life” (M-G) (26th wk).
The 25th frame completed Monday
(11) was fine $9,500. The 24th
week was $10,500.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25$2.50)—‘‘Oh, Men! Oh, Woinen!’^
(20th) and stageshow (3d-final wk).
Will hold an extra day to open
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison"
(20th) 6n Friday (15). For the final
8 days, mild $48,000 looms. Sec¬
ond was $42,000, below hopes.
Final 8 days may be helped by pre¬
view of “Allison” on final day
(Thurs.).
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Edge of City" (M-G) (7th-final
,wk). The sixth round ended Mon¬
day (11) was mild $10,000. The
fifth week was $11,000.
“Fear
Strikes Out" (Par) opens March 20*
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
"Great Man" (U) (11th wk). The
10th round ended Monday (11) wag
fancy $7,400. The ninth was $8,000, below hopes.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)—"La Strada" (T-L) (35th
Wk). The 34th stanza completed
Sunday (10) was terrific $10,200,
(Continued on page 18)

Lent Clips Cincy Albeit
‘Land’ Passable $10,000;
‘Affair’IIG,‘10 C’s’ 13G
Cincinnati, March 12.
Downtown trade retains its mod¬
erate trend this frame. Favorable
weather offsets start of the Len¬
ten season, which has many solemn
observer's in the Cincy area. “Top
Seclret Affair" at the Albee and
“Big Land" at the Palace, new¬
comers, are ^'neck-and-neck at an
okay pace. “Rainmaker" shapee
good In second week at Keitn’i.
Runs of “10 Commandments" and
“Seven Wonders of World" keep
rolling solidly.
Estimates for Thla Week ,
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)^
“Top Secret Affair" (WB). Okay.
$11,000. Last week, “Battle
Hymn" (U) (2d wk), $9,500.
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376:'
$1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of
World" (Cinerama) (40th wk).
Sock $17,000. Last week, $17,500*
Grand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.25)
— “10
Commandments"
(Par)
(12th wk). SoHd $13,000. Last
week, $13,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Rainmaker" (Par) (2d wk); Good
$7,000 after $8,600 bow.
-Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
“Big Land" (WB). All right $10,000.
Last week, “Paris Doei
Strange Things" (WB), $9,00a
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These messages from leading exhibitors are typical of
many received week after week —reporting all highs
for attendance and acclaim shattered in city after city I
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Carl Foreman’s Rep Rehaltyitated,'
Set lor Four ColumlHa Scripts

Now You S«e Wolff,
But Really You Neyen

Wednesday, March 13, 1957

Writers Guild Convinces Mike Todd
He^i Accepting Three-Nartie Crcditi on ‘80 Days^-

By HANS HOBUN
Union Also Signs Up Hecht-Hill-Lancaster
Beriin,:13M(arch 5.
Most elusive ' film personage
Go, Golf in Peace
around Berlin these days is Ernst
‘Benching’ Again
Hallywood, March 12.
Albany, March 12.
Wolff, head of Mosaik dubbing and
•iMipneapolis, March. 12.
"Writers Guild of America West
printing plants. Reporters, find ap¬
The final feting of a former
emerged
victorious
last week in two
Still puzzling to local exhib¬
pointments subject to last minute
RKO employee took the form
itors is why Hollywood. hassles with independents, success¬
can-cellation as Mosaik boss is “sud¬
of ai dinner for .Jimmy Moore.
fully settling the dispute With
“bunches” its releases ojf films
denly called oiit- of ’town” or into
The Albany lodge, Colosseum
Michael Todd over writing credits
wit;h same general subject.,
an “important meeting.”
of Motion Picture Salesmen,
on “Around the World in. 80 Days,”
S.
D.
Kane,
North
Central
exhibitors and exchange people
Two . things are. surely true: (1)
and signing a mihimum basic
Allied executive counsel, ■
joined in hailing 4he veteran
The boss of the much-troubled'
a.greement with Hecht-Hill-Lancas¬
points out that three pictures
industryite now selling elec^
Mosaik is chasing.around I’ke mad
ter,
Latter contract includes a*
having to do with air exploitis
trlcal :appliances,, and hard¬
to ' rehabilitate "his outfit.'. (2)
speciar proviso intended to avoid
are
now
in
theatres
competipg.
ware.’
■_ • •
Meanwhile Mosaik is following the
any
future
beefs such As.,that cur¬
with one another.
tactics of veiling its actions. Wolff’s
Howard Smidt, of Para¬
rent between the producer and
“no 4ime to see^ -yoii’’ attitude
Reference is to ' ^“Battle
mount, presented Moore With
John Van Druten who is suing"
towards the press -ampiints to a
a set of golf cltibs on behalf of
Hymn” and “Wings of the
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for $91,000
refusal.
. •
Eagle”—and a third, “Spirit of
the guests.
he claims is due hijn on contract. .
Negotations with UFA have been
St. Louis,” which is imminent.
Todd admitted he had made %
going on^ran'd on-and'. On. Severjil
mistake In defying a WGA'W' arhi-.
other interested groups and ■per¬
tration
ruling by giving solo
sons, such as Geyer and Rosenstein
screenplay credit on “80 Days” to
(latter later denied any interest),
S.
J.
Perelipan
and promised to
have been mentioned in this'con¬
chaiige writing credits as soon as
nection too. It all jgives evidence
possible, to give ' equal credit tp
to the impression that Mosaik‘ has
James JPoe and . John. Farrow,
become one” of this,city’s biggest
alohg with Perelman.- He will also
If properly planned in advarice, postwar’ prizes, or mAke if redd
bones
ofcontention.
What
the
the Academy Awards Sweeps^kes
Arlan Pictures Fnc., was named pay the Guild and, Poe for legal
contest next year ^^ati .aiid^ yyill current score, feally »is; nobody defendant in a ^69,750 damtige spit expenses incurred.
snowball into bneyof: the fhiiggi^^ s^;ms to know. And, as; one official brought last week in N.Y. Supreme , H-H-L pact covers all of the in- .
busiiiess-building projects ever un¬ said; the, picture is Changing daily. Court by Hoche Productions Iqc. die’s vaidous • ■ corporations and .
dertaken, says. Robert S. Taplinger,
and Les Films Metzger &.'Woog. Hecht as ^oducer.. Latter said the
Action! charges that Arlan “failed drtly issue involved as far as he was Warner Bros, ad-pub. and ipublic re-^
latiops v.p; - Itwas taplinger who
to use its best efforts” iA (distribu¬ concerned was in connection with
ting the plaintiffs’ “Les Compag- the Van Druten hassle, the indie
brigij[iall,v :cbhceiVed of thd Sweeprions de la Nuit” under a 1954 con¬ coi^tending that the writer “had not
stakes idea and kept pushing it.
tract. Directed by Ralph Habib, performed his services in good
.Taplinger said in N. Y. last week
faith.” The Guild maintained that
picture stars Franeoise Arnoul.
he was pleased and greatly imr
Hoche and Metzger* seek $50,000 actual submission of .material, “re¬
pressed with the theatres’ enthu¬
gardless of our estimation of its
balm
for
the
allegedly
.improper
siastic response to the Sweepdistribution. It’s also contended quality” is evidence of good faith.
stakes contest, which this year is
that
Arlan
was
to
pay
the
plain¬
being carried on at the local level
tiffs $15,000 when the French irhonly.
'
port was passed by the New York
“Considering how little time
State censor. But instead of that
there really was to work out essen¬
Dallas.-March 13.
amount, the producers were asserttial detail, I think the Sweepstakes
Dallas is making ajci effort, to be¬ edly paid only.$5,000. Another $9,has gone much better than I had come a motion picture production 750 is asked as they; share of the
dared hope,” Taplinger comment¬ community. Through the efforts of film’s gross.
ed. More than 3,50Q houses in va¬ a. group of local baijkers and busi¬
Snafu in Washington and in Indo¬
rious areas of the country rfre co¬ ness meft, a film' production com¬
china has been holding up the
operating and tying up with news-’ pany, Dallas Film Industries, has
release
of. new American film's in
papers to run the contest.
been organized.
Raoul Levy and partner Ray Ven¬
that country, for almost a year.
Only area where there’ll be no
New firm, headed by Joe Gra¬
tura are wrapping up a deal with Sweepstakes publicity .' is where ham, formerly of ABC, plans to
Problem ai'iscs in part from the
Columbia under which they’ll pro¬
policy set by' the U. S. Information
;j^ational Theatres operates. Cir- produce theatrical films, • telepix,
Hollywood, March 12.
Agency.'
duce a series of pictures for this ^.’it asked to be left out, presuma¬ and industrial films.
The com¬
Plato .Skouras, son of 20th-Fox
•company in France, several of
USIA Ywis agreed to make avail¬
pany’s production program for 1957 prexy Spyros Skouras, has set a
bly
beca'use
it
had
its
own
promo¬
them starring Brigitte Bardot.
calls for the production of two- releasing deal with United Artists able $1,000,000 under the interna¬
Columbia will distribute in many tion gimmick in mind.
tional
media convertibility guaran¬
theatrical
films
and
26
half-hour
tv
The 1957 Sweepstakes had a
on “Sierra Baron” on which he will
parts of the world and will have aii
Expect to lauhch in make his debut as an indie pro¬ tee to allow the American com¬
option for the U.S. where the films tough time getting off the ground programs.
panies
to ship into Indte-China.
will be released, via Edward L. since it took a long time to get May. Company has not revealed ducer this, summer. Skouras makes Under this guarantee, the distrib¬
Kingsley. First to be taken on by both Coast groups, and the Acad¬ what properties it plans to film. It his bow*as a producer on “The utors can accept local currency
emy itself, to coordinate thinking reports dickering with a major dis¬ Long Knives,” Regal filiii for 20th
Col under the arrangement
release, but it’s on a salaried rather which USIA swaps for dollars in
“God Created Woman” in color and activities. Taplinger said he tributor for the release.
According to Graham, technical than independent producer basis. N. Y. at a favorable rate.
and Cinemascope, It stars Curd was most impressed with the way
in
which
this
coordination
had
personnel
and
equipment
as
well
as
Trouble is that USIA insists on
“Baron,” which Houston Branch
Jurgens and Miss Bardot.
Other pix to be produced by finally been sought and achieved, first-rate acting- talent will be now is screenplaying, will be the okaying every title sold under that
brought
to
Dallas
from
Hollywood
with
the
inventive
particularly
program.
Prior to the signing of
first
of
aseries
of
independent
Levy under the Productions lENA
and New York. Initially Dallas ventures following his one-picture the contract with the Motion Pic¬
banner
include,
“One
Never emanating from the East.
Film Industries plans to utilize ex¬ deal with Regal on “Knives.” ture Export Assn., several member
Knows,” also in color and C’Seope.
isting studio facilities in Dallas for Skouras left 20th last September companies shipped -films into IndoIt’ll be shot in Venice; “Twilight
interior shooting. Wide use of the to join Robert L. Lippert’s Regal Cliina. Pix have never ^ been re¬
Jewelers,” to star Miss Bardot and
Texas
countryside will be made for setup after nearly two years with leased. Now, USIA'insists'that these
an American star. It’ll location in
the major in both story and pro¬ prints be withdrawn in conform¬
location filming.
Spain; “In Case of»Accident,” bas¬
In
addition
to Graham, those as¬ duction departments.-^
ance with the agreement calling
ed on the Simenon book, with
sociated with the company include
for the distribution of approved
Hollywood, March 12.
Claude Autant-Larat to direct and
films only.
'
Wylie
Stufflebeme,
executive
v.p.
Bryan Foy not only doesn’t owe
Jean Gabin and Miss Bardot to
The distribs, or at least some of
star; “Beggars and Proud Ones,” Chesapeake Industries anything, it of the First National Bank of
Grand
Prairie,
chairman
of
the
them,
say
these
pictures
aren’t cov¬
also with Autant-Larat guiding. owes him $20,000 for mishandling
ered by the USIA deal and should
Pierre Fresnay likely Will star. ^ his last two films for Eagle-Lion. board; and Ray Miller, v.p. of the
Merchantile
National
Bank
of
Dal¬
be free of restrictions. The Gov¬
Levy said he’s also planning ; That was decision of Superior
Los Angeles, March 12.
ernment says release of the films
Court jury culminating more than las, treasurer. On the board of di¬
a “Marco Polo” pic with Jurgens.
Damages of at least $50,000 are would spoil the whole program.
Producer said in Gotham Mon¬ two years of litigation which rectors are H. Thad Childre, board
MPEA has signed . convertibility
day (11) that he was extremely seemed to take on aspects of per¬ chairman Great Southwest Life In¬ sought by writer Batia Jacobs in a
high as to Miss Bardot’s potential sonal duel between Chesapeake’! surance Co.; Vernon. Coe, lawyer; property right infringement suit contracts elsewhere, notably for
J.
M.
Haggar,
board
chairman
Hagbrought
in
Superior
Court
against
Poland
and Czechoslovakia. In line
biggest
stockholder,
Robert
R.
as an in ernational star. .Two of
gar & Co.; Bryan C, Miller, presi¬ Hecht-Laucaster over “Trapeze.” with the Government policy, the
Miss Bardot’s films will be done Young and Foy.
dent
Texas
Mills;
W.
C.
Miller,
real
Uhited
Artists^
agent
Ben
Medford
Information
Agency has been
When
Foy
obtained
release
as
E-L
in English. “God Created Wom¬
an” may be dubbed for subsequent pi’oduction topper in 1949, he estate operator and member of Dal¬ and writer Max Catto also are screening titles submitted to the
named
in
the
complaint.
las
City
Council;
Lewis
N.Spark¬
Reds,
It
has
also
rejected a flock
p’edged
profits
of
his
first
t^'o
U. S, release.
Miss Jacobs said she -submitted of ’em without giving an explana¬
Warner pix, ;/“Highway - 301” and man, of Sparkman-Brand, and
tion.
James
K.
Wilson
Jr.,
v.p.
James
K.
a
manuscript
entitled
“No
Alterna¬
“Great Jewel Robbery,” if last two
tive” to Medford in 1948 and he
films for Lion failed to.- clear Wilson Co. >
promised to turn it over to Catto
costs.
.
for revisions. In 1950, she charged,
Chesapeake filed suit in Decem¬
ber, 1954, alleging $38,000 due un¬ 'CAMPUS-PRODUCED^ AWARDS Catto published a bodk, “The Kill¬
Hollywood, March 12;.. der that agreement. Foy contended
ing Frost,” from which “Trapeze”
Alan Ladd will star in “several” sum neai'er $16,000 then filed Look Mag Singles Out Collegiate was subsequently made. Both the
of the 10'films his Jagqar Produc¬ counter-suit claiming Chesapeake
Film Efforts
book and the film, according to the
Hollywood, Mai’ch 12,
tions will make for Warner release failed properly distribute last two
complaint, were based largely on
Universal Pictures, which slapped
in the next 10 years under the pix “Port of N. Y.,” and “Trapped,”
Hollywood, March 12.
her story.
a damage suit of $131,860 against
terms of a rewrite of a four-year so that they lost money.
“Swamp.” written and directed
German actor O, W. Fischer last
deal announced a yeji* ago. Indie
He complained Lion transferred by Allen Downs of the U.. of Min¬
month when studio • withdrew him/
will expand its operations under films to Lion Classics which^trans- nesota, won the Screen Producers Martin-Reynolds’ British
from star role in “My Man God¬
the deal, developing new talent as ferred them, to United Artists Guild-Look mag Intercollegiate
frey” after serious differences with
Feature
for
Heilman
part of the program.
which sold them to Samba Pictures, Award -for -the best campus-pro¬
director Hem’y Koster, has settled
First film under the new con¬ for tele distribution four years duced film of 1956. Its selection
London, March 12.
tract will be “The Deep Six,” Ladd after they were made.
Tony Martin and Debbie Rey¬ these differences and will dismiss
was disclosed last week by ^PG
its Federal Court action against
starrer which rolls next month
prexy Samuel G, Engel, who pre¬ nolds are to costar in an Associated thesp. Fischer was brought here
with Martin Rackin producing, and
sented the contest’s gold medallion British film, produced by Marcel on .a two-feature commitment.
Rudy Mate directing. All 10 films McGuire Talent Scouts Own Film to Downs.
HeTlman, tentatively titled “Meet
2()th^Fox, meanwhile, inked actor
will be ca.st with top star names.
Silver medallion, which went Miss Morgan.”
Don McGuire left New York for
Martin was here last year to co- over the weekend to a multiple-pix
the Coast yesterday (Tues.) after with second place, was accorded
contract.
He reports to studio in
some initial talent-scouting for Kent MacKenzie, director-writer star with Vera-Ellen in “Let’s Be June after a trip to his home in
four- unknowns for his upcoming of U.S.C.’s “Bunker Hill, 1956. Happy” (not yet re]eas(3d) and will Munich.
Carrying off third position, along be returning in the next month o'!Hollywood, March 12.
“Hear Me Good.”
Dividend of 13‘V4C per share on
It’s an original comedy written with a bronz medallion, was U.S.C.’s so to start work on this picture.
the firm’s 514% cumulative, con¬ by McGuire who’ll also direct and “The Black .Cat,” directed by 'Wil¬ Mi.ss Reynolds’ part in the picture
Sir Laurence Olivier and Vivian
vertible preferred stock has been produce under an independent liam C. Jersey Jr. Winners were may be filmed to coincide with
j Leigh withdrew from the Hechtdeclared by Allied .Artists.
package deal with Paramount. He culled from. 38 , campus-produced possible visit here by her husband, i Hill-Lancaster film production of
entered ' in the annual Eddie Fisher, for a Palladium ep- Terence Rattigan’s play “Separate
Melon will he paid March 15 : recently wrote and directed “The ; films
gagement.
Tables.”
I Delicate Delinquent” for PaL\j contest.
to record of March 8.

Writer Carl Foreman, whose in¬
volvement with‘.the House XJnAmerican Activities Committee in
1951 caused his removal from the
Industry scene after .chaining up
some important production credits
(he’s been living mostly abroad
since), was signed this weeje in
New York by Columbia Pictures
to produce four features in Lon¬
don over the next three years.
Foreman was riding high prior
to the HouiSe probe, having done
the critically acclaimed scripts for
’‘High Noon,” •'The Men,” “Cham¬
pion” and “Cyrano de Bergerac.”
These were’ made in association
with Stanley Kramer.
Appearing before'^the investiga¬
tors of possible Communist influ¬
ence in production. Foreman sworeimder oath that • he was; not a
Commie but refused; other infor-.
niation, invoking the i^’ifth Ajn®ndment. Last' summer, however, .he
requested and received the oPPVrr
tunity to appear again ;befoi'e the
Committee in executive' session
and testified'without fecoii'rse ' to
the Fifth.
: .
(It’s to . be noted that Col over
the past several years has been
particularly cautious about, aligning
itself with politically controversial
figures and dts work in this field,
generally has .been taken note of
by the American-^', Legion, • and
others. . It’s . presumed a certainty
that Foreman could not now be re
garded as “controversial.”) .
First of the ..four films to be
lensed by Foreman is “Stella,”
based on a novel by Jan de Hartog, to roll Oct. 1, Col will finance
the lineup and shai'e in the profits
as well as distribute-
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London, March 12. 4--—--^The hope that 1957 will be the
Scot Protests ‘Filth’
turning point In toe affairs of the
On Radio Programs
picture industry here ai^ that 1956.
marks the limit of toe pendulum'^
Peebles, Scotland, March 5.
Wprds come over.the radio that
swing Is .expressed In toe annual
report of the Cinematograph' Ex¬ no platform^, speaker would think
hibitors.-Assn, ."Report wUl bO pre¬ of - using and .no manager would
sented at toe annual meeting tor tolerate m tils ' theatre, acebrding
day (Tues.). Absence, of tax relief, to a local councillor; - ' ^ •
falling attendahceS, wider .copipe- . On suggestion of CouuciUbr Weir
tition from', tv, ever-increasing Gllmour, the council decided to'
overheads and shortage of prodlict protest against “filthy and ob-.
•
had all vcontributed to the closing scene" language.
of many picture theatres and to
He asked why should the Scot¬
the anxiety of numerous ot^er ex¬ tish BBC chief, Melville Dinwiddle
hibitors, who could not look to the (a former .minister himself) allow
future without grave concern..
it, adding: “Hynuis and prayers
While it couldn’t be expected in the morning, and cursing and
that in a chan^ng world the pat¬ swearing in the evening.” He sug¬
tern woulcUalways continufe tb run gested that a board of radio cen¬
as ih thej)ast, or even as at pres¬ sors, composed of business-men,
ent, the report notes that as an trade unionists, reporters and
established piart of the Britito way churchmen, should be set up. The
of life, the cinema would continue language he complained about oc¬
to draw the public apd provide a curs mainly in Scottish plays.
service they had become. accus¬
tomed to expect and want; Given
a fair chance to compete against
tele and other forms of entertain¬
ment in toe matter of taxation, and
with a reasonable liupply of films,
the current year could well mark
the turning point. .
In ap examination of the Films
Bill legislation, nbw before Parlia¬
Paris, March 12.
ment, the report accepts the need
J. P. Frogerais, head of the In¬
for a continuance of the exhibi¬
tors’ quota, but
Rests it be lim- ternational Federation or Film Pro¬
ited'to a fiveyear period. 'The CEA ducers, has revealed that Cannes,
also reverses a previous decision Berlin,- Edinburgh and •'Karlovy
and Is'now opposed to the re-in¬ iVary film festivals have received
troduction of a distributors’ quota. 1957 backing from the IFFP. How'ever, he said=«that Venice Film Fest
is still undecided and may not get
his outfit’s support unless it gives
in to certain demands.
Frogerais felt that since Berlin
had given up its public referendum
awards ^d Karlovy Vary had
Amsterdam, March 5.
Although 1956 was a year of agreed to soft pedal its politically
preparation for the Dutch film in¬ slanted prizes, Venice could also
The trouble
dustry, this year is expected to sec make concessions.
three feature pix in work, two of started last year when Venice in¬
sisted
on
choosing
its
own films.
them co-productions. This upbeat
It wants to go ahead with this
obviously
stems
from
recent policy
again this year, but the IFFP
changes in taxes and laws here will withhold its acceptance until
which limits the risk for a film each country is allowed to con¬
producer.
tribute a list from which Venice
Most ambitious of , forthcoming can pick one entry.
films is “Sil De Strandjutter” (Sil
IPFP strives to bring closer con¬
the Beachcomber), an Italo-Dutcfi tact between all member produc¬
production, which will be directed ers, Is trying for international film
by Italian Giulio Colettl. Pic is registration measures.
It also
adapted from a book by Cor Bruyn, wants to have guarantees that any
which scored when published film changes, in foreign situations,
about 20 years ago, “Beachcomber” which are not judged unfavorable
will be shot in color, mainly on to th^ spirit of the film should not
location.
Producer Hans Boek- leave them open to suit from film
man, who made “Ciske” two years directors and writers/
ago (it won a, prize at Venice Film
IFFP Is against any countries
Fest of 1955),'will make a German- that
set up harriers to free film ex¬
Dutch
co-production,
“Kleren
change or demand too exorbitant
Maken De Man” (Clothes Make the distribution percentages unless
Man).
German, director Georg they can be proven necessary to
Jacoby will dii^ct and also script. preserve national currency or are
The film, which, 'is considered needed for the existence of the lo¬
the most Dutch In character, is cal film industry. These factors,
“De Vliegende Hollander” (The without the* accepted protective
Flying Dutchman). It will be di¬ reasons, led to the nix on the Swiss
rected by Gerard Rutten; a vet of Locarno' arid the Spanish San Sethe Dutch film industry. He will bastien Film Fests this year, for
script in collaboration with poet- many IFFP members are in film
playwright Ed. Hoornik. “Dutch¬ litigation with these countries.
man” is the biopic of aviation
pioneer Anthony Fokker. About
a third of pic will be shot in Ger¬
many where the story actually took
‘ place.

Inti Film Prod$.
Raps-VeniceFest

Dutch Film Production
May Perk Un Tins Year

DAILY PIX RATE-PACT
SOUGHT BY BRIT. EQUITY

Film Biz as Usual In
Hungary, Sez State Rep
Paris, March 5.
In spite of the political upheaval
still going on in Hbngary, film biz
is as usual, according to Hungaro
State Film rep Andres Sylogl, now
here to buy Gallic pix and sell Hun¬
gary’s features and shorts. Sylogl
said some of the important film
houses had been gutted but none
of the studios had been touched.
Production is now in gear again
with its 20 films-per-year setup.
Sylogi maintained that, paradox¬
ically enough, when toe upheaval
started, Hungaro filmmakers had
been turning to comedy and he has
a couple along to prove it. Sylogi
also goes to London for film buys.
The British Film Institute is pre¬
paring a week of Magyar Films at
its National Film Theatre. Sylogi
is confabing here with MPAA repMarc Spiegel on buying U.S. pix.
Some Hungary films are dubbed
if they are thought commercial
enough. “The Little Fugitive” and
“Million Pound Note” got this
treatment.

^ London, March 5.
Emphasizing that “it’s'hot money
we’re after,” British Actors’ Equity
has given notice to the British Film
Producers Assn, to terminate the
daily rate agreement. ' Equity in¬
sists it is campaigning for better
scheduling which, it believes,
would be encouraged if there was
payment for overtime.
The notice to end the existing
pact expires 'April 13,' and talks
have already been opened with the
producers.
The actors’ union
warns, however,'that, failing agree¬
ment, its members would be in¬
structed not to work except upon
the terms put forward by Equity
in relation to hours and. overtime.
. In its representations to the
BFPA, Equity is demanding a
working day not exceeding nine
consecutive hours, payment for
overtime and a minimum 12-hour
break between leaving the studio
or location one night and being on
call the following day. It also Is
proposing that artists should not
normally be required to work on
more than six out of seven con¬
secutive days. If called on the sev¬
enth day, the dally pay should be
increased by 50%.
i

London, March 5.
The Rank- Organization Iras con¬
firmed the opening of a distribu¬
tion outlet In Mexiedr* thus com¬
pleting its direct releasing opera¬
tion through North, South and
'Central America.
The. organization will he repped
in Mexico by V. T^ Dickins, who
went there at the start of .1957.
Negotiations were finally con¬
cluded by • John Davis, managingdirector, and Harry Norris, joint
managing director of the overseas
distributing c'ompany.
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‘Anastasia,’ Sock $i5,IIIKI in Zd Week,
Paces West End;‘Brothers’Bright
$12,51)1), ‘Hnnchhack’ Sohd lOG,' 2d

London, March 5.
“Anastasia”., is easily leading the
field among West End'first-runs,
with the ne;w British^' comedy,
“Brothers. In Law,” a stout second
Mexico City; March 5.
Highest annual, profit in its his¬ best. The former hit a reeprd in
opening Carlton frame and is greattory, $197,784 net (tax free), was $15,000 in second. The Gaumont’s,
earned last year by the filnt. trade
In Law” is heading for
bank, the senii-official Banco Na- “Brothers
cional Cinematografico, announced a smash $12,500.
“ITie Hunchback of Notre Dame”
its Director General Eduardo Gardu^o. He called these earnings, at the Odeon, Leicester Square,
particularly remarkable in view of still is solid $10,000 In second ses¬
strife, .which hit the trade. duri«g sion after a surprise $12,400
opener.
“Barretts of Wimpole
much of 1956.
^ Discounting a toit for the bank'^ Street” is average $11,000 4t the
r^sdrve, .toe; remainder of toe profit Empme in opener.
is to he invested;\lri‘ departments ■. i:\Tyyo long-running holdovers con¬
Rome, March 5.
of the industry which particularfy tinue. in the big money. “Wat and
The American film industry Is interest the .government,;^ Garduiio
finitoed its 15to Plaza week
taking over this country’s film stu-f said. He indicated that improving with a fancy $10,300 while at the
dios and technicians to such an ex¬ studios wil feature such coin dis- Casino the 56th Week of “Cinerama
tent .that it is becoming necessary, trih..
•'
'
. Holiday” hit a great $16,000.
to import technicians in most cases.
Estimates for Last Week
Five American films will be under
Astoria (CMA) (1,650; 42-70)—
way Iq one stage or another dur¬
“Rainmaker” (Par) (4th. wk). Solid
ing March, while a British film will
$7,800,.
be shooting in North Italy.
At Cineciita, Hemy Hathaway will
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$l,70)—
assemble' his company of “Legend
.“Anastasia” (20th) (2d Wk). 20thof Lost” fresh from Tripoli for a
Fox’s biggest grosser since operat¬
month of indoor toots.
John
ing this theatre. Opening round
Wayne, Sophia Loren and Rosanno
hit new high of $15,900, with cur¬
Braizi are the stars. On March 12,
rent (2d) frame expected to be bet¬
London, March. 12.
Joseph Mankiew:ci arriVes from
ter
than $15,000.
With three British films already
Saigon, with Audie Murphy, Mi¬
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
chael Redgrave, Claude Dauphin, completed and eight more in an ad¬ “Cinerama
(Robin) (56th
Bruce Cabot and Georgia Moll vanced planning stage, 20th-Fox wk). Stout Holiday”
$16,’000.
among other miembers of “Quiet has an investihent of close to $30,-!
Empire
(M-G)
(3,099;
55-$1.70)—
American” company. Both of these 000,000 in local production. It is
“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
films, slated for United Artists re¬
(M-G).
Average
$11,000.
expected
that
eight
will
be
avail¬
lease, will be shooting at Cinecitta.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
The
Columbia will release “The Sea able for release this year.
Wall” whose company has just re¬ completed trio were all'filmed on —“Brothers In Law” (BL). Head¬
turned to the DeLaurentiis lot location in the West Indies. They ing for bright $12,500.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
from Bangkok.. The Irwin Shaw
script, directed by Rd^e Clement, are Andre Hakim’s “Sea Wife,” (1,376; 50-$l,70)—“True As Turtle”
(Rank)
(3d wk.) Fair $^,700. Last
stars Silvana Mangano, Anthony with Joan Collins, Richard Burton
Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, Richard and Basil ’ Sydney; Darryl F. week, $5,300. “Doctor At Large”
(Rank)
opens
March 7. '
Conte and Alida Valle.
Zanuck’s .first indie venture, “Is¬
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50Ready to go this month with ex¬
land
In
the
Sun”;'
and
“Heaven
$1,70)—“Creature
Walks Among
teriors in the Dolomites and inter¬
iors at Cinecitta will be the Selz- Knows, Mr. Allison,” starring De¬ Us” (Rank) (2d wk) and “Mole Peo¬
ple”
(Rank).
Good
$6,700. Neat
nick feature, “A Farewell To borah Kerr and Robert Mitchum.
Arms,” staiTing Jennifer Jones, Last-named preems in N. Y. $8,000 opening round.
Odeoh,
Leicester
Square
(CMA)
Rock Hudson, Vittorio DeSica and Thursday (14).
(2.200) ; 50-$ 1.70)—“Hunchback of
Alberto Sordi. Director John Hu.sProduction rorter includes a Notre Dame” (Rank) (2d wk). Soli^
ton has been conferring here with Kenneth More starring vehicle,
$10,000 or near. First was $12,400.
scripter Ben Hecht.
Meanwhile,
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
producer Lester Welch is readying “Sheriff of Fractured Jaw,” which
to he filmed on location in Cal¬ (2.200) ; 50-$1.70)—“Mister Gory”
“Seven Hills of Rome” for Metro is
gary. This will be produced by
release, which is readying at Ti- j Daniel M. Angel in color and (Rank) end “Rock, Pretty Baby”
(Rank) (3d wk). Poor $3,500 or
tan us Farinesa Studios. It will co- { C’Seope.
Carol Reed is due to near. Modest $3,600 in previous
star Mario Lanza and Renato Rascel. Roy Rowland is scheduled to start rolling April 15 on “Destruc¬ week. “Seven Waves Away” (Col)
tion Test.” There will be loca¬ opens March 8.
meg.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 95-$2.50)—
“Campbell’s Kingdom,” a Betty tions in Normandy and Tangiers,
.
Box production directed by Ralph with interiors to be shot at the Me¬ “War and Peace” (ABP) (15th wk).
tro
British
studios,
Elstree.
Stew¬
Big
$10,300. Stays on.
Thomas, starring Dick Bogarde, 81Rialto. (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)—
year-old Katie- Johnson, star of art Granger, Jean Simmons and
Trevor
Howard
are
being
paged
for
“GiiT
Can’t Help It” (20th) (4to
“The Ladykillers,” Stanley Baker
and James Robertson Justice has the leads.
wk).
Hefty $4,200.
Third was
Lord
Babourne
is
to
produce
begun shooting at Cortina d’Am^
$4,600. “James Brothers” (20th)
pezzo. Exteriors will be done at “Harry Black.” Filming in India follows.on March 14,
has been postponed from April un¬
Pinewood, London.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—
til November because of the mon¬ “High Society” (M-G) (10th wk).
soons. Anthony C. Bartley is due Fancy $3,900.
to start “The "VThite Rabbit.” This^
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$ir70)—
production calls for,, locations in “Wrong Man” (WB) (2d wk). Aver¬
France, with interiors at Elstree. age $7,800. “Good Companions”
“69 Wardour Street,” to he pro¬ (ABP) preems March 7.
duced by William S. Eliscu and
Jules Buck, is a story of a com¬
bined operation by OSS and M15.
Paris, March 5.
The Centre National De La CinAdditionally, 20th is in an ad¬
ematographie, the governmental vanced stage of negotiations for
film guardian body, is on the way three other British properties.
out again. The Consell Superieur
Mexico City, March 5.
Du-Cinema unanimously adopted a
new report, by-Pierre De Leotard
The long anticipated Cubanand Gabriel David, this week de¬
Mex film . industry conferences
fining the needed reforms of the.j
which were expected to solidify
CNC, with its gradual dissolution,
problems between the two nations*
and return of exec powers to the
, ^ \ Mexico City, March-5.
industry itself.
.’’.'i!-?' ••
• I
film groups, seem to have ended up
A plan for the production of no
It is expected the CNC will not
as just a big talkfest with little if
be done away with for some time less than 92 films this year was
yet, but reabsorbed info a new gov- proposed here 'during the past anything specifically accomplished.
ernmentar setup,. Plan has greater week by members of. the recently Main object of the Cuban groups'
autonomy to he'given back to the formed planning committee of the visit here seems to have been to
industry^ which is riow regarded Mexico Assn, of' Motion Picture make up with their local confreres,
as being in a more solvent posi¬ Producers. The semi-government who a few months back were
tion. ' Too. much national regula¬ controlled Banco Cinematografico threatening them with mayhem.
tion would- weaken and lower its will be called on to finance a min¬ Now it would seem that the entire
defenses in the event of grave imum of 72 films for the local.in¬ fight is no battle at all. The Cu¬
dustry in 1957. The remaining 20 bans want aid and assistance from
crisis, according to the survey.
Governmental film author.ity will get coin from outside the the local industry in order to make
hank;
with 10 to be made by Alpha between 12 and 20 pix this year.
should be reduced to, an adminis¬
trative aspect, plus certain finan¬ Films, five by Producciones Soto- Obviously they will need cash
mayor,
one by Jose Kohn, two by. and/or local distribution and ex¬
cial supervision and a "say so” on
film content where it concerns na¬ Salvador Osio and two in conjunc¬ hibition guarantees if they are to
tion
with
Cuban producers.
meet the desired quota.
tional prestige. Otherwise a spe¬
Other proposals made by the pro¬
cial post should be set up under
Last year’s island industry out¬
the Ministry of Commerce and In¬ ducers’ group included suggestions put was quoted here as just reach¬
dustry with the more direct pow¬ that 24 pix be completed every ing six for solely Cuban produced
ers plus a more independent film four months here with only 25% films. 'According to the leaders of
office, supported by public funds, to be shot as tinters. Also, that the Cuban group, the most imp.orto carry out the administrative Peliculas Mexicanas, its solely tant thing to them is the distribu¬
work. It would be formed like the, owned distributor, accept new tion and exhibition guarantees fol¬
CNC Is today but without its regu¬ members who pay a total entrance lowed by some sort of understand¬
latory- authority.
fee of $24,000.''
I ing with the local unions.

Mex. Film Bank Shows
B[ighest Annual Pirpfit

il^S. Producers^

Studios in Rome

2(ltli-F9x Giant
Brit. Film Stake

6NC on Block Again
As Govt. PlaAs Return
■ Of Power to Pix Biz

Cubans Want Help From
Mex on Pix Production

MEX. PRODUCERS ASSN.
. ASKS 92 PIX IN ’57

TCiank you, exhibitors everywhere, members of the press, and our friends
throughout the amusement world, for your spontaneous’ response and enthusiasm,'as you
join with u& in our happiest celebration—dedicated to the fifteen years of unstinting
and unlimited vision, inspiration and loyalty we have enjoyed rmder the leadership of
Spyros P. Skouras.
We are deeply moved and gratified by the requests of exhibitors large and small
—from the head of the largest circuit to' the owner of the smallest theatre—to participate
in the celebration from March 24th to May 4th.
'

>

This recognition of a selfless dedication to the highest principles and purposes
of the entertainment world warms the heart of each one of ds in the hard-working,
forward-thinking 20th Century-Fox family. We try as an organization to live up to the
spirit set by our President.

[
|

Wetlneiday, March 13, 1957

Now we re-dedicate our efforts to make the most of the best pictures in our entire
history, to deal fairly with you and with the public to the best of our ability. This is the
one way in which we can best honor Spyros P. Skouras: to make your playing time'more
prosperous,
present and future more secure.
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Groocho Han’ Barbs Punctuate
Scribes’ ‘Laurek’ Coast Shnid^
By DAVE KAUFMAN.
Hollywood, March 12.
Screen Writers* branch of the
Writers Guild of America West
tingled out Charles Brackett and
Billy Wilder, for years one of the
top screenwriting teams in the
film industry, as recipients of
their Laurel Award of Achieve¬
ment at the ninth anni awards din¬
ner at the \Moulin Rouge last
Thursday (7) night. A capacity
crowd of nearly 1,100 attended.
While Brackett and Wilder are
np longer teamed, the exec board
of the Screen Writers branch
voted them the Laurel for their
“outstanding contribution” to the
industry and profession through
their collaborative efforts over the
years.
James Poe, John Farrow and
S. J. Perelman won the best writ¬
ten American comedy award for
“their” scripting of Mike Todd’s
“Around the World in 80 Days.”
Michael Wilson won the award for
best written American drama for
Allied Artists’ “Friendly Persua¬
sion,” and Ernest Lehman was
voted writer of the best Ameri¬
can musical, for the 20th-Fox film,
“The King and I.”
(Wilson, winner for “Persua¬
sion,” received no public screen
credit for his work because Allied
Artists invoked a clause in its
pact on grounds the writer had
once invoked the Fifth Amend¬
ment. Additionally, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sci¬
ences. disqualified Wilson from
Oscar competition by adopting
new bylaws prohibiting anyone
who has copped the Fifth from be¬
ing eligible for dn Oscar.)
» In
a fast-grippirig^' monolog
Groucho Marx kept the audience
of tpp industryites laughing with
his pointed jibes at RKO, the
Guild-Mike Todd hassle, ..^erry
Wald, and writer prices, among
other targets.
Cracked Marx: “We in theMndustry know that behind every
successful screenwriter stands a
woman. And behind her stands
his wife . . .
“I’ve been hearing for years
that the industry was dying. Well,
I tell you it isn’t. If it was dying,
Jessel would be making this speech
instead of me. Don’t listen to the
calamity howlers. I tell you, the
picture business will be here long
after we’re all gone. That is, if
we get out^of here by midnight...
“But don’t think I’m here tonight
as a stooge for the producers.
Just look upon me as an average
moviegoer . . . who goes on the
average of once a year. I don’t
want to offend anybody in this
great auditorium. After all, where
would 1 be today if it weren’t for
the writers?
I might even be
back in picture. . .
“But tonight I’m going to give it
to you straight from the shoulder.
The reason this ^industry is in
trouble is because of writers’
salaries. Have you any idea what
the writing charges are today on a
typical little program picture ? . .
for example, ‘The Ten Command¬
ments?’ I happen to have a copy
of the budget with me . . . Origi¬
nal story . . . Moses . . . $105,000
against three percent of the gross
. . . spread out over 2,000 years ...
television money to be determined
later . . . This sum was completely
out of line, for in the final pic¬
ture they didn’t use one line oi
his hokey story. And to top it all,
Moses’ agent—Irving Lazar—in¬
sisted on a 300-week guarantee be¬
cause Moses wrote on stone . . .
you writers were chiselling even
then . . . And here’s the ironical
part.
After all that money, the
producers were forced to keep
Moses’ name off the writing cred¬
its because they found out he had
once crossed the Red Sea. ’
Wald’s Boiler Factory
More from the Grouch:
“There is a ghost town today on
Gower street . . . and wJio is re¬
sponsible for it?
The writer.
Let’s pause for a second and re¬
flect. What is a writer?' Take
away his typewriter . . . take away
his pencil . . . take away his car
, . . take away his underwear ... .
and what have you got? Another
client who just left the Morris of¬
fice. But in spite of you greedy
fellows, I have every confidence
that this great industry will pull
out of it. Production in 1957 will
be at a record ^ace if they only

make the pictures Jerry Wald has
announced.
Comic advised scenario charac¬
ters to “flee from the fl^shpots of
Hollywood. Remember, Edkar Al¬
len Poe created deathless prase in
a drafty garret.
Shak^peare
wrote ‘Hamlet’ on a crust oj bread
—didn’t even have pgper—and
Balzac, the greatest French novel¬
ist of all time, forced himself to
write all night long by chaining
himself to the bedpost. But he got
the maid in trouble anyway.”
Show was hilarious,, with stars
and writers performing in a num¬
ber of sketches which ribbed Hol¬
lywood in one way or another,-and
kept the audience laughing. Her¬
bert Baker and I. A. L. Diamond
wrote most of the skits, with contri¬
butions being m^de also by Ben
Roberts, who produced the show;
Norman Panama, Mel Frank, Mel
Shavelson, Jack Rose and Devery
Freeman.
Opening number, “Hollywood
Rock,” featured writers Baker,
Danny Arnold and A1 Lewis
a-strumming their geetars and pa¬
rodying Hollywood in sbng, scoring
strongly and being called back for
encores.
Marilyn Maxwell ap¬
peared in a skit as “Marvel Ma¬
lone,” Hollywood gossiper, and
socked over “Zip,” a tune spoof at
the industry, written by Diamond.
Seaton’s ‘Prizes’
George Seaton, prexy of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences, and former prexy of the
Screen Writers Guild, handed out
a series of gag awards: the Jackson Wheeler award for the best
movie on the late, late show, whteh
went to producer “Matty Wolf,”
whose specialty was making pre1948 pix in order to avoid paying
tv residuals to the guild; Franklin
Pangborn award for best bit play¬
er; Henry Willson award for name
of the year, ribbing cinema names
as Rock, Race, etc.; Semenenko
award for best eastern thinking at
western prices; William Ludwig
award, which kidded writer Lud¬
wig’s 20-year tenure in “jail” at
Metro; Minna .Gombell award, and
the James Poe award, presented
to Mike Todd, the later a good-na¬
tured kidding of the Poe-Todd
credit hassle on “Around the
World in 80 Days.” Todd was on
hand to accept his “award.”
Closer was a sockeroo parody of
“My^Fair Lady” and “Baby Doll,”
tagged “My Fair Baby Doll.” In
the Carroll Baker role, in a crib
with both her thumbs bandaged,
was Joan Collins, while Burt Lan¬
caster played her love-hungry
spouse.
Lyrics of “Fair Lady”
were parodied by the pair in the
hilarious takeoff, with Miss Col¬
lins and Lancaster registering solildly with their very fine comedic
performances. Skit was written by
Baker and Diamond snainly, with
an assist from Roberts.
Participants in the various
sketches included Jayne Mansfield,
busty and beautiful; Sandra Gould,
Fred Clark, Artie Lewis, Pat
Golden, Jesse White, Benny Baker,
John Lund, Allen Joslyn and Dan
Tobin. Ernie Richman was dance
director; George Edwards, stage
manager.
»
Edmund,H. North, prez of the
Screen Writer's, presented the ac¬
tual. writer'awards; Warren Duff
chairmanned the event; Herbert
Baker and Diamond staged, and
Buddy Bregman waa musical direc¬
tor.

‘JET PILOT’COMING IN
ONA'BELATEDWING
“Jet Pilot” has finally made it.
The RKO film, produced during
the Howard Hughes regime and on
the shelf for some five years for
various always unexplained rea¬
sons, is among six RKO pictures
which Universal will release dur¬
ing the final six months of its
1956-57 selling year. “Jet Pilot,”
starring John "Wayne and Janet
Leigh, is down for release in July.
The six RKO films integrated
into U’s distribution" program will
give the latter company a total of
19 films which will be released
from May to October. The 19 pix
will be released at the rate of three
a month', with four scheduled for
September.
'
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SETTLE IN MASSACHUSEHS

Amusement Stock Quotations

Antitnisters Ended—^Termg Kept
Private to Litigants
Boston, March 12.
Two more antitrust actions in¬
volving nabe houses have been set¬
tled out of court with settlement
amounts undisclosed, as usual. Her¬
bert Brown, owner of the Victoria,
Greenfield, Mass., who claimed $2,000,000 damages against nine ma¬
jors, reached an agreement with
distribs, but suit is still pending
against the defendant exhibitors.
Western Massachusetts Theatre
and Shea circuit. The case was
originally filed in October, 1952.
Brown claimed denial of first run
product, excessive clearances, ad¬
mission price fixing, block booking
and various discriminations against
him.
Second suit, filed in July, 1949,
for $200,000 by William Deitch and
Pauline Goldberg involving the
Wemouth
Theatre,
Weymouth,
Mass., is against nine majors. Mon¬
ogram, American Theatres Corp.^,
New England Theatres, Inc., M & P
Theatres, RKO Theatres, Loew’s
Boston Theatres, Publix, Netoco
Theatres and Keith Massachusetts
Theatres.
An out of court settlement was
reportedly made in full and action
in the case dismissed by agreement.
Attorneys for the plaintiff in both
suits were George S. Ryan and
W. Bradley Ryan, Boston; for the
defendants, Robert W. Meser've and
John Hally, of Nutter, McClennen,
and Fish, Boston.

ItalyWFor
U.S.ni Spain
Madrid, March 12.
Two more Italian features
opened in Madrid last week to
highlight continued popularity of
sister Latin country product in
Spain.
“Aida,” stanfing Sophia Loren in
the cine version of the Verdi opus
(produced in ’’53) drew plaudits
from film and music critics alike.
“II Bidone” (“The Swindler”) star¬
ring Broderick Crawford, Richard
Basehart ami Gjulietta Masina had
a midweek opening. Pic’s director,
Federico Fellini, held the spotlight,
receiving VIP treatment in the
press and fan mags.
Rank of Italo-produced features
in Spain was revealed here with
publication of 1956 distrib statis¬
tics by the Sindicato Nacional del
Espectaculo, Uiiited States^.had 64
films in release, followed by Spain
with 46 and Italy with 34. How¬
ever, adding Italian coproductions
and crediting Italy with half of
eight Hispano-Italian joint ven-^
tures shown last year, brings the’*
Mediterranean Republic to a sec¬
ond-place tie with Spain for a' total
of 57 each.
. Statistics point up the impressive
Italian pe’hetr'ation in the local
market.
Stars like Gina Lollabrigida. Miss Loren, Vittorio DeSica, Anna Magnani, Toto, Sylvana
Mangano, Aldo Fabrizi, Sylvana
Pampanini, Gino Cervi, Amadeo
Nazzari, Paulo Stopoa, Foleo Lulli
and Val^tina
Cortese have
touched hearts, of Spain audiences.
Chief reasons for Italian film ad¬
vance stems from dispute between
America’s distribs and Spain. Fol¬
lowing breakdown of negotiations
in the Fall of 1955 and subsequent
MPEA boycott of local market,
Soaip turned to Rome fot product
vitally needed to keep local exhibs
alive.

For

Week Ending Tueiday (12)

N. Y. Stock Exchange
1956-57
High Low
32;^
34^
34V4
263^
16%
lC03/i'
4%
12
25%
0%
'36%
36%
50%

20%
22%
22%
17
12'%
753/4
23/4
6-%
18%
7
27%
14%
31%

15%
17%
29%
29%
29.3/4
82%
29%
141%

11%
13%
22%
21%
23%
69
18%
91%

6%
13%
44%
2%
10
4%
9%
53^
13%
5

3%
m
22%
1
m
2%

0

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
High
inlOOs
Low
Am Br-Par Th 266
23%
20%
CBS “A” .... 87
32-%
32%
CBS “B” .... 67
323/4
31%
Col Pix. 17
18%
17%
Deccji . 111
16%
15%
Eastman Kdk,104
’843/4
82%
EMI
84'
3%
3%
List Ind_ 137
8%
7%
Loew's .. 177
193/4
183/4
Nat. Thea. .. 78
8%
8%
323/4
Paramount .. 41
33%
^Philco ...... 74
14%
15%
RCA
.; ... 243
34%
33%
Republic .... 27
6%
6
Rep., pfd. ...
5
12
12
Stanley War.. 26
16%
16%
Storer . 14
26
.25%
20th-Fox ... 122
253/4
24%
Univ. Pix ..
16
25%
24%
Univ., pfd. .. •“lOO
70
69
Warner Bros. 20
26%
25%
Zenith ...... 22
95
92%.

American Stock Exchanes
Allied Artists 46
4%
3%
Ail’d Art., pfd
8
9%
8%
Asso. Artists. 252
45
401,^
C Sc C Super 151
1
1%
Du Mont ... 51
5%
4%
Guild Films. .68
3%
3%
3
Nat’l Telefilm 30
8%
8%
234- Skiatron
20
4
33/4
63/4 Technicolor . 54
7%
7
3
Trans-Lux .. 25
5
4%

Tues.
Close
22%
32%
32%
17%
15%
83%
3%
8%
18%
8%
32%
14%
33%
6
12
153/4
25%
24%
25%
69
253/4
92%.
.4%
9%
41
1
5%
33/8

'' 8%
3%
7
5

Over-the-Counier Securities
Bid
Ask
. 34%
37%
£
. 2%
2%
.
2%
2%
. 1%
1%
Tt-- ,
. 9%
10%
. 2%
2%
2
. 1%
. 118%
123%
. 5
5%
. 213/4
23%

Ampex ...
Chesapeake industries ....
Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.
..
DuMont Broadcasting.
Magna Theatres ..
Official Films ...'.
Polaroid
U. A. Theatres .
Walt Disney ..

Set
Change
for week
-f-1%
— %
-- %
— %
—1%
— % '
■-}- %
— %
— %
+ %
+ %
— %
— %
-t- %
— %'
—1
— %
4-1%
%
+1

-1- %
-f %
.+ %
-f—
-—
—

%
%
%
%
%

+1%
-f %
+ %
+2

+ %

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)
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Fawcett & Film Ads
New York.
Editor, Variety:
In your Feb. 20, 19§7 edition of
(page 4) you listed the
motion picture advertising of the
“leading” 12 magazines. Our edi¬
tors passed this on to me for veri¬
fication because two of our maga¬
zines were krangely missing. I’m
certain this was an unintentional
omission on your part, but follow¬
ing is the record:
If the leading magazines were
selected on theHbasis of circulation
. . . and I believe this to be the
case ... then True with an ABC
circulation of 2,116,969 certainly
outranked Esquire (778,190), Time
(2,036,997), Seventeen (983,651),
Cosmopolitan (825,021), Modern
Screen (1,211,813) and Photoplay
(1,326,127).
True’s motion picture advertis¬
ing amounted to $24,825 in 1956
and $11,115 ip 1955,' according to
PIB.
If revenue was the criterion for
selection then Motion Pictiure
belonged on the list with $113,267
in 1956 and $116,385 in 1955’of
producer copy.
Carl R. Gisler
Research Director
Variety

RANK REVISES NAME
OF CANADIAN SETUP

Toronto, March 12.
hart, goltz, chow mov^
Company name of J. Arthur
Guardian to N.Y. in Shift of Picker Rank Film Distributors (Canada)
Ltd., has been changed to Rank
Staffers at UA
Film Distributors of Canada, Ltd.,
this
to consolidate the Canadian
Personnel shifts on the foreign
setup into a title form used by
end of United Artists were made the Rank organization in carrying
over the past week by Arnold Pick¬ on the same type of business in
all parts of the world. Move fol¬
er, foreign distribution v.p.
Joel Hart, formerly manager , in lows the recently-formed Rank out¬
fit in the U. S.—Rank Film Distrib¬
Cuba, was promoted to special rep utors of America Inc. New tiUe
in Mexico. Taking the job in Cuba does not affect the some 120 houses
is Joe C. Goltz, who had been with across the Dominion operated by
UA until 10 years ago when he be¬ Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd.
Canadian company will continue
gan associations with other com¬ its head office in Toronto, plus its
panies. For one, he was Colum¬ 2.518-seater Canadian showcase.
bia’s general manager in Brazil The Carlton; with branch offices in
for five years.
Montreal, Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Doven Chow, previously linked Calary and St. John. No change in
with Paramount, RKO and Repub¬ the executive of the newly-named
lic in the Far East, has become Canadian company with Leonard
C., as presi¬
UA manager in Hong Kong. He W. Brockington,
replaces Richard Guardian, who’s dent; C. R. B. Salmon an^-Frank
returning to New York for re-as- H. Fisher as vice-presidents; F. L.
Vaughan as g.m.
1 signment.

1956 Fihn Ads
In Magazines
>
(Exclusive
Of Fan)
PUBLICATION
PAGES
Look ..
30.50
Seventeen ..22.25
Life .
21.25
Redbook.. 14.65
Cosmopolitan . 13.64
Collier’s . 13.25
Saturday Evening Post. 10.25
Woman’s Home Companion. 9.00
McCall’s . 7.50
Parents’ . 6.62
Good Housekeeping. 6.30
New Yorker. 6.26
T V Guide.. 5.50
Source: Publishers; Information
Bureau.

U-I’s 33d Exchange
Opening in Houston
Under George Byrd
George Byrd, a film salesman
for Universal in Oklahoma City,
has' been named by sales v.p.
Charles J. Feldman to the post of
branch manager of U’s new ex¬
change in Houston. New branch
will be opened on Monday (18).
The new office, U’s 33d domestic
branch, will be staffed by Mark
M. Holstein and Phil Sherman
from Dallas, salesmen; Richard
May from Oklahoma City, office
manager-head booker; Robert Lee
from Dallas, booker; Mrs; Janie
Lee from Dallas, cashier; and
Glynna Fafquhar, also -from Dallas,
secretary to branch manager Byrd.
Byrd joined U in Oklahoma City
in 1940 and has been a salesman
since 1948.
Feldman, southern division
manager Henry H. Martin, and
other U execs will be in Houston
next Monday for the opening of the
new branch.

Weltner Doing Latin Lands
George
Weltner,
Paramount
worldwide sales chief, now’touring
Latin America.
t.
He’s covering the Par offices in
Panama, Peru, Chile, Argentina
and Brazil and returns to his Goth¬
am office March 29.
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HITS!
on the
Public wants
ipr action, fun, romance!

WHO WILL OCCUPY
THE BRIDAL SUITE?
Anything can happen in romantic Rome,
where they throw coins into the fountain!
This is the story of the rich and handsome
young hotel tycoon—he sings too—and the
four gorgeous.sisters, all in a merry marry-

(Press book ads packed with showmanship.)

a THEATRE■
TOOETHER AGAIN FOR LAUGHS! ^
...those two wonderful Johns of "The Quiet Man"'
director John Ford and favorite star John Wayne,
with that red-headed honey, Maureen O'Hara, in
a high-flying romantic comedy!

^

/ JohnWAYNE i
f Dan DAILEY <
ff Maureen O’HARA

HIT!

HIT!

In its first engagements it did
“Tea and Sympathy” business and topped
“Fastest Gun Alive”!

Every Preview an
audience delight! Headed
for happy grosses!
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K,C. OFF;‘LIFE’LIGHT
$6,500,‘HYMN’OK 7G

VcdneBday, Mitrch 13». 1957

PORTLAND, ORE.

(Continued from page 81
— “Cinderella”
(BV)
(reissue).
Smash $11,000 or near. Last week, • jp
• Continued from .page 5
^
Kansas City, March 12.
"Full of Life” (Col) and ‘^Phantom
posed entertainment Secretariat.
Picture biz has generally light Stagecoach” (Col), $6,600.
Guild (Iildie) (400; $1.25)—“Bar¬ President Ralph Bellamy of Equity
tone this session, and the product
(Continued from page 9)
is being blamed.
Only the re¬ retts of Wlmpole Street” (M^G).. has expressed an interest In get¬
same as 33d week. Continues on, served-seat houses are big, “This Fair $2,000. Last week, “Magnifi¬ ting to the Geneva meeting, if it
cent Seven” (Indie), $2,200.
probably for fv'o or three months.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- proves possible.
Vlctprla (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) Is Cinerama” playing its swan song
— “Lost
Continent”
(Lopert). at the Missouri with a wham $17,- $1.25)—^“Gun For Coward” (U) and
iVllh respect to the change of
000
in
its
final
eight
days
while
“3
For Jamie Dawn” (U). Modest
Opened Monday (11). In ahead.
Cleveland, March 12.
“Baby Doll” (WB) (12th wk-5 “10 Commandments” is staunch in' $6,000. Last week, “Wings of Ea¬ political atmosphere in Italy, it ii
Lenten thaw here is hitting some days), . okay $12,000. The llth fourth week at the Roxy. “Battle gles” (M-G) and “Hot Summer pointed out that the non-CommuHyrrin” at the Uptown, ‘Tull of Night” (M-G) (8 days) (2d wk), nist union (FIM) is now booming
newcomers but it is not being felt week was $17,000.
Warner (S-W) (1,600; $1.20-$3.50) Life” at Midland and “Top Secret $6,500.
by “Westward Ho, the Wagons,’’
Affair” at Paramount all are aver¬
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- there, whereas the party-line or¬
—“Seven
Wonders
of
World”
rated big at Hipp, to pace city.
“Life” is especially drab- $1.25) — “Big Land” (WB) and ganization, once very influential,
(Cinerama) (49th wk). The 48th age.
“Men in War” looks lively at State, stanza completed Saturday (9) was Weather has been pleasant for tliis “Fighting Trouble” (AA). Fine is languishing. The Free’ Trade
and stays. “Big Land” looms, fair smash $40,000 for 21 shows. The early in season.
$9,000. Last week, “Battle Hymn”
at Allen while “Slander” is not get¬ 47th week was $44,800 for 21
(U) and "Istanbul” (U) (2d wk), Union people remember John Hus¬
Estimates for This Week
ting far at Stillman. “10 Com¬ shows. Theatre discontinues 7:30
ton fondly for having dared, when
Esquire, Apollo, Brookside (Fox $.7,700.
mandments” continues great in and 10:30 o’clock shows Friday Midwest) (820; R050: 1,000; 75-90)
Paramount
(Port-Par)
(3,400; it was still dangerous, to buck the
17th round at the Ohio.
nights starting March 15, replac¬ —“East of Eden” (WB) and ‘.'Rebel $1.50-$2.20)—“10 Commandments”
ing with an 8:40 p.m. show. At Without Cause” (WB) (reissues). (Par), two-a-day, hard seat sale on Commie setup in Italy (when mak¬
Estimates^ for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$!)—“Big same tlm<, It will discontinue Slight $4,500, but it’s third time main floor; unreserved balcony. ing “Beat the Devil”). A hint, of
the
Saturday night 11:40 show. around for this pair. Last week, Student matinee Saturday morn¬ the power of the Italian Reds to
Land” (WB). Fairish $13,000 or
hear* Last week, “Top Secret Af¬ Changes tighten schedule, making Esquire solo “The Delinquents” ing. Mighty $24,000 or over. Last ruin scenes as punishment against
week, ’‘Rainmaker” (Par) ilnd “5 producers and directors they didn’t
for
more
profitable operation.
(UA) (2d wk), $3,000.
fair” (WB), $11,300.
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)—
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— Steps to Darflier” (UA) (2d wk), consider sufficiently deferential
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
Strong $5,000.
“Westward Ho, Wagons” (BV). “Tempest In Flesh” (Pace)-(8th “Wee Geordie” (Times).
came some years ago during a big
Big $20,000. Last week, “Battle wk). Present week ’finishing to¬ $2,000; stays. Last week, “Rififi”
mob take with hundreds in Roman
morrow (Thurs.) looks to reach (UMPO) (5th wk), $800.
Hymn” (U) (2d wk), $13,000..
gladiator attire. At a signal one
good
$4,500.
Seventh
was
$4,800.
Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest)
Ohio (Loew). (1,244; $1.25-$2.40)
actor
prominently lifted his arm in
(700; 1,217; 75-90) -r “Oklahoma”
“10 Commandments” (Par) (17th $4,800.
the middle of a scene to consult
(20th)
(m.o.).
Into
these
two
on
wk). Great $15,500. Last week,
Continued from paj;* 3
— his wrirt watch — a
deliberate,,
unusual switch after playing Up¬
$15,000.
‘Life’ Okay $9,000 In
town one week. Fair $4,500. Last both Danny Kaye starrers—and planted incongruity of story, time
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,485;
and
place.
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama”
Balto;.‘Wind’S’/zG, 10th week, with Tower, “True Story “That Certain Feeling,” starring
Jesse James” (20th)^, $12,000,
Although Communists have in
(Cinerama) (17th wk). Neat $19,Bob Hope, financed stage produc¬
Baltimore, March 12.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— tion of “Abner” and may conceiv¬ the past played American talent
500. Last week, $22,500.
Fairish grosses are prevailing “Full
of Life” (Col) and “White ably back later stage shows for pair. for fronting suckers, as has since
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— here for the most part currently.
“Men in War” (UA). Good $17,- “Full Of Life” is only okay at the Squaw” (Col). Dull $6,500, a real Panama said, although no such deal been well established, the Free
000. Last week, “Drango” (UA), Hipp. Second week of “Girl Can’t disappointment. Last we'fek, “Men exists at this time. Since “Abner” Labor Unions point out that the
in War” (UA) and “Daniel Boone,
$8,000.
Commies have had their best suc¬
Help It” is nice at the Century.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— “Mister Cory” Is slow at the Stan¬ Trail Blazer” (Rep), $7,000, over is such a hit, he said he didn’t an¬ cesses In European performers’ cir¬
ticipate any difficulty in enlisting
“Slander” (M-G). Routine $5,000. ley. “Written on Wind,” on record hopes.
cles.
Extremely Important Euro¬
such
Par
backing
for
future
Broad¬
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
Last week, “Great Man” (U), longrun at Mayfair, still is sock In’
$1.20-$2) — “This Is Cinerama” way production. At least, Par will pean film and stage stars, not nec¬
$6,000.
10th week, a'hd may continue on. (Cinerama) (39th wk-8 days). In¬ have first refusal, he added.
essarily themselves Reds,, went
j “Around World In 80 Days” re¬ cluding two Sundays, giant! $17,- In addition to at least one and along for sleigh rides in Moscow.
mains stout twelfth round at the 000, one of best of. this long run.
But Hungary torpedoed the illu¬
perhaps two plays on Broadway,
Film Centre.
“Cinerama Holiday” opens with a annually, unit will turn out a mini¬ sions which still remained. Sig¬
Estimates for This Week
benefit tonight (Tues.h
Regular mum of two pictures a year, Pan¬ nificantly the left-oriented backCentury (Fruchtman) (3400; 50- run
begins Wednesday (13). Last
$1.25)—“Girl Can’t Help It” (20th) week, “This Is Cinerama,” $11,000. ama declared. In the past, team stagers at the Comedie Francaise
in Paris transferred their loyalty
Buffalo, March 12.^ (2d wk). Okay $7,000 after $12,000
Paramount (UP) (1.900; 75-90)— has co-directed as well as co-pro¬ from the Red “Conferencie” to a
opener.
Secret Affjair” (WB) (2d wk- duced and scripted; from here on non-Red “Fox-ce.”
Boxoffice pace has slowed down
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 4“Top
in,
Panama
asserted,
they
will
al¬
days). Mild $3,000. Last week,
somewhat this session although $1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L)‘ (3d wk).
ternate as directors, although they
Americans in general, and even
$7,000.
some pix still are doing okay. Return date garnering okay $2,000
Roxy (Durv’Opd) (879; $1.25-$2) will collab on producer and some¬ union leaders, are not well ac¬
“Drango” looms good at the Buf¬ after $3,000 for second week.
This, he quainted with the idea of inter-,
—“10. Commandments” (Par) (4th times, writing chores.
Film. Centre, (Rappaport) (890;. wk). Continues Strong at $10,000; said will ^ivfe them .greater oppor¬ national
falo. Oldie pair of “Rebel With¬
Secretariats.
Actually
out Cause” and “East of Eden”.is $1.50-$2.50)—“Around World in 80 holds. Last week, $11,000.
tunity to expandtheir activities.
these date back 100 years in
rated nice at Paramount.
“Oh^ Days” (UA) (12th wk). Potent
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,000; 75Europe,
Headquarters
are
in vari¬
While one is directing, the other
Men! Oh, Women!” is barely okay $12,000 same as last week.
90)—“True Story Jesse James”
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- (20th) (2d wk). Thin $3,500. Last will be in NY concentrating on the ous European centres. The one in
in 10 days at Center.
“Battle
London,
Transport
Trades,
has
and
Battleship” week, with Fairway and Granada, legit end of their mutual enter¬
Hymn” shapes big in second round $1.25)—“Baby
prise, or propping another film some 6,000,000 workers round the
at Lafayette. “Seven Wonders of (Indie). Nice $4,000. Last week, $12,000.
World” looms great in 28th week “Oedipus Rex” (Indie) (3d wk),
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043; property, Panama explained. Cur¬ world “affUiated” and is commonly
at the Teck. "10 Commandments” $2,000.
75-90)—“Battle Hymn” (U). Okay rently, they are propping a pair of rated the most efficient. Metal
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; $8,000 or near. Last week, “Okla¬ newly-purchased story properties, Trades, Textiles, Food Workers,
is steady in 11th frame at Century.
50-$1.25)—“Full of Life” (Col). homa” (20th) (2d wk), oke $5,00.0. “The. Jayhawkers,” by Frank Fen¬ Clothing Trades, Mining and White
Estimates for This Week
Barely okay $9,000. Last week,
ton and Joseph Patracca, and “The Collar are among the industrial
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)— “Teahouse” (M-G) (7th wk), $5,000.
Transfer,” by Frank Conway. classifications with existing Sec¬
“Drango” (UA) . and “Huk” (UA).
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25)—
LOS ANGELES
Frank will direct “Jayhawkers” and retariats.
Good $13,000. Last week, “Wings “Written on Wind”. (U) (10th wk).
of Eagles” (M-G) and “Rebel in Record run still sock at $5,500 or
Panama, “Transfer.” Each is col(Continued from page 8)
Town” (UA) (2d wk). $9,000.
near currently after $5,700 in ninth week, with Wiltern, “Written on labing with the writers on the re¬
Paramount (Par) (3,000: 60-85)— round. Stays on.
Wind” (U) and “Behind High spective assignments. Under the
“Rebel Without Cause” (WB) and
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $1.25- Wall” (U) (10th wk-8 days H’d old format, both would have col“East of Eden” (WB) (reissues). $2.25)—“10 Commandments” (Par) Para., 2d wk, elsewhere), $19,200, labed with writers on same prop¬
Continued from page 1 ssssa
Nice $11,000. Last week, “True (12th wk). Holding strongly at plus $30,700 in eight drive-ins.
erty and co-directed. As a result
Story .Tesse James” (20th). $12,500. $10,500 after $11,500 last week.
Iris (FWC) (756; $1.10-$1.50)— of the new plan, they can turn out freeze on luxury items, and of
Center (Par) (2,000; 60-85)—“Oh,
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50-t “Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
no television, there were figures as
Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) and $1.25)—“Great Man” (U) (7th wk). wk). Dull $2,600. Last week, $2,800. pictures twice as fast.
Pair, with Michael Kidd, their
“Lover Boy” (Indie). Okay $11,000 Easing off to $1,500 after $2,000 in
New Fox (FWC) (90-$1.50) — partner in “Abner,” now go past in high as 80,000,0()0 admissions per
'in 10 days.
Last week, “Rain¬ sixth stanza. week, but with the tv opposition
“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Mild $4,000.
cycles of two weeks each, to ride
maker” (Par) (2d wk), .$8,000.
Stanley (gW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— Last week, $4,200.
the 55,000,000 figure Is an accepted
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— “Mister Cory” (U). Sad $7,000 or
Fox Wilshire (2,296; $1,25-$1.75) herd over their stage production. high mark).
“Battle Hymn” (U) and “Four near. Last week, “Paris Does —“Battle Hymn” (U) (3d wk). Mod¬ Additionally, both Panama and
Girls in Town” (U) (2d wk). Big Strange Things” (WB), $4,000.
Today a toprated tv show of the
est $6,500 or close. Last week, Frank take in all the Broadway
Sl.-l.OOO or near. Last week, $16,shows, in search for new talent for Ed Sullivan calibre has an estimat¬
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- $7,400.
000.
Plans
Chinese (FWC) (1.908; $1.25-$2) upcoming film production.
$1.25)—“Lizzie” (M-G). Starts to¬
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; $1.25- morrow (l^ed.). Last week, “Wings —“Oh, Men, Oh, Women!” (20th) under the new operation call for ed .(ludience of 40,000,000, computed
$2.50)—“10 Commandments” (.Par) of Eagles” (M-G), slim $6,000.
(3d wk). Light $8,500 in 8 days. possible contracting of fresh tal¬ on existing “ratings” system, and
Hollywood takes the position that
(llth wk). Steady $14,000. Last
Last week, $10,700.
ent, as well as new writers.
week. $16,000.
film product, with repetition, and
State, Pantages (UATC-RKO)
For greater efficiency and coor¬
DENVER
Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200;
(2,404; 2,812; 80-$1.50)—“Wings of dination between production and staggered at all hours with each
$1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of
(Continued from page 9)
successive period, from “late” to
Eagles” (M-G) and “Hot Summer
World” (Cinerama)
(28th i wk). $2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par) Night” (M-G) (3d wk). Slow $9,500. sales and promotion, team also matinee and pre-dinner and post¬
Great $11,000. Last week, $10,000. (4th wk). Big $23,000 or near. Last week, $13,000.
plans to bring publicity reps both dinnertime schedulings, can get ex¬
Stays. ,Last week, $25,000.
Los Angeles, Vogue, Loyola here and in NY into the scene from posure of limitless proportions.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90) — (FWC) (2,097; 885; 1,248; 90-$1.50) the start of every picture, begin-, Certainly many of the reissues get
ST. LOUIS
“True Story of Jesse James” (20th) —“Anastasia” (20th) (3d wk). Near ning with property’s purchase and let’s-look-at-it-again lookers, time
and “Women Pitcairn .Island” oke $16,000. Last week, $21,500,-. 4ts development..
(Continued from page 8)
and again.
“We’re going to try to sell our
Okay $7,000 after $10,000 for first (20th). Fairish $11,000'’or-close. plus $6,800 in one nabe.
Last week, “Full of Life” (Col) and
Downtown Paramount (ABPT) pictures with the Same intent that
se.ssion,
"Joe
Macbeth”
(Col),
$10,000.
(3,300; 85-$1.50)-^“Big Land” (WB) motivated their production,” Pan¬
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 75)—
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—“Wee and “Coldlitz .Story” (Indie) (3d ama noted. “It’s ouc theory that
“East of Eden” (WB) and “Reb^l
Without Cause” (WB) (reissues).' Geordie” (Times) (2d wk). Good wk). Only $3,000, in 4 days. Last creators should also participate in
Opened today (Tues.). Last week, $3,D00. Last week, $4,500. .
week, with Egyptian, Uptown, $11,- exploitation, beat the drum for U—1 Continued from paf^e 3
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— 700.
“Battle Hymn” (U) and “Show¬
each film they turn out.”
ducers who continue to feel that a
down at Abilene” (U) (m.o.), nice “Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and "Spin
Fine Arts - (FWC) (631; $1.25Pair also are casting an. eye
Dark Web” (Col). Mild $10,000. $1.50)—"Great Man” (U) (4th wk).
$7,000. .
*
.
toward
th6 foreign market, grow¬ French distribution setup in the
Last
week,
“Rainmaker”
(Par)
and
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
Modest $4,000. Last , week, $5,000.
U.^S.
is a necessity. It is vigorously
“Delinquents” ’ (UA) and “Brass “Duel Apache Wells” (Rep) (2d
El Rey (FWC), (861; 90-$1.50)— ing important. ^ Films can be fash¬
Legend” (UA) (2d wk). Mild $5,- wk), $7,500.
“Wee Geordie” (Indie) and “In the ioned for the overseas trade, ac¬ opposed by the American indies,
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70- Park” (Indie) (4th wk).
000 following $8,000 first frame.
Thin cording to Panama, by “creating who argue that they’re doing the
more visual interest.”
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 90^“Men In War” (UA) and “5 $2,100. Last week, $2,300.
best job possible under the circum¬
Par currently is refurbishing
90)—“Quiet- on Western Front” Steps' to‘ Danger” (UA) (2d wk). Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75-$3.50)
(Realart) and “Imitation of Life” Bangup $10,000. Last week, $19,000. —“Around World 80 Days” (UA) new and enlarged offices for pro¬ stances that prevail in the market.
(Realart) (reissues). Fair $2,000.
(12th wk). Steady $25,000. Last ducers, who have taken on vet film
COFRAM topper Indicated that
La.st week, “Moon Is Blue” (UA)
week, same.
editor Hal Kern as their new exec there were some In France who
and “Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (re¬
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.612: assistant.
quarreled with that claim. He also
issues), $2,500.
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments”
) Richmond (St, L. Amus.), (400;
said that some French producers
(Par) (17th wk). Great $22,000 or
90)—“Rebecca” (20th) and “Dial M
over. Last week, $22,500.
O’Donnell Distrib Outfit had been unhappy with outright
for Murder” (20th) (reissues). Good
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,348;
sales they had made in the U.S.
Society of Motion Picture &
$2,000. Last week, “Moon Is Blue” Television Engineers is publishing $1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama Holiday”
Acquires New Product He thought that there were French
(UA) and “Barefoot Contessa” a 104-page book, “Elements of (Cinerama) (70th.wk). Tnto current
Empire Pictures Distributing Co. producers who might prefer to
(UA) (reissues), same.
frame Sunday (10) after $16,400 this week acquired releasing deal with a French agency even
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; $1.20- Color in Professional Motion Pic¬ last week.
though the resultant guarantees
$2)---“10 Commandments” (Par) tures.” It represents, more than a
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— rights to the entii’e Artists-Pro13d wk). Socko $36,000 after $37,- year’s work by the SMPTE’s color “La Strada” (T-L) (19th wk). Mild ducers Associates’ lineup in. the might not measure up to American
offers. Sefert said he hadn’t really
Dallas
and
Oklahoma
City
areas.
committee,
working
with
a
group
000 second stanza.
$2,800. Last Week, $2,900.
President of Empire is Robert spent enough time in Gotham to
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; of experts.
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50)
get
a clear picture of the situation,
Book
is
being
distributed
to
R.
O’Donnell,
nephew
of
Robert
901—“Wee (3eordie” (Indie) (5th
—“Street of Shame” (Indie) (4th
wk). Fine $2,500, after $3,500 in SMPTE members and sells to the wk). Slowing to $3,500. Last week, J. O’Donnell, Texas Interstate v.p. but that he Intended to explore it
fourth.
further
at a later date.
and
general
manager,;
public for $3.50.
r$4,200. .

Picture Grosses

Lent Thaw Slows Cleve.;
‘Wagons'Fast 20G,W
Trim 17G, ‘Land' $13,000

Global Saeratariat

BRO^WAY

Panama-Frank

‘Drango’ Dandy $13,000,
Buff;‘Hpn’BigllG,2d

H’wood-TV Wedding

French Distrib

Book on Color Out
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Metro Liked Being Liked
[Wistful for Old Standing With Exhibs]

Dead Men in P
^ Continued from page 3

Dallas, March 12.
Two theatre chains headquar¬
tered here have-filed applications
with the City of Dallas for permits
to pipe fifst-run feature films to
home television sets for a monthly
fee. Both have asked a “non-ex¬
clusive franchise” and both will—
if the city approves the applica¬
tions-—negotiate with utility com¬
panies to use existing poles to
carry home movie cables
Interstate Home Movie Corp.,
subsidiary of Interstate Circuit
Inc., feade its request Wednesday
(6) in a letter from the chain’s at¬
torney, Van A, Hollomon, who said
that similar requests have been
made in 26 cities In which Inter¬
state has theatres. “We are work¬
ing on the mechanical features of
the thing,” he said. “It’s being
tried in a number of places. Our

New Rap at Home-Toll
Sounding a note of alarm,
the board and. executive com¬
mittee of Theatre Owners of
America last week urged full
support of a bill entered in
Congress by Rep. Emanuel
Celler of N. Y. and aimed at
outlawing home-toll television,
Board said TOA would use
“every legitimate ‘ means,” to
prevent “the. ca'pture of free
air by moneyed interests.” It
also urged exhibs to con¬
tribute $10 per theatre to
replenish the funds of the
Joint Committee on Toll-TV.
position is that if someone is going
to pipe movies Into Dallas homes,
we want to do it. After all, movies
are -^ur business.”
Thursday (7) Charles W- Weisenburg, who operates eight theatres
in Dallas, Amarillo, Arlington and
Wichita Falls, sought a similar per¬
mit through his attorney, Edwin
Tobolowsky, general counsel for
Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners'
Assn. His request is to “locate,
construct, maintain and operate an
electronic home theatre in the City
of Dallas.” Lawyer’s letter added
that “our client wfll be willing to
meet any terms proposed by the
other applicant.” Weisenburg now
has a community antenna system in
Sulphur Spring, Tex., picking up
cities’ tv signals and transmitting
them into homes via cable. Tobol¬
owsky said the jprinciple is about
the same as Involved in Weisenburg’s application, and that his
client had made similar requests in
Amarillo and Wichita Falls, and
would apply at once in Arlington,
Tex.
As t9 Interstate’s prior request
here, a’ttorney said, “As I under¬
stand the law, a city would not give
an exclusive permit.
The city
might possibly give both—or per¬
haps section off the town. I don’t
know how the city will react. But
it’s a large city.”

KEY WEST’S 3-WEEK
‘COMMANDMENTS’TEST
First windup of a “Ten Com¬
mandments” run has taken place.
The. Cecil B. DeMille production
Went three weeks at the Islander
Drive-in Theatre, Key West, Fla;,
where a normal engagement is four
days, and brought Paramount $10,000 in film rental.
Booking was designed as a test,
Par wanting to gauge the boxoffice
potential of the epic in ozoners in
advance of the spring season:
“Commandments” is current in
59 theatres around the country and
will be playing 100 by Easter,

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Glowing analysis of 20th-Fox in respect to “near and medium term
capital gains possibilities” is outlined in a market letter distributed
last week by the brokerage firm of Herzfeld & Stem. With its current
dividend
annually, stock is yielding slightly less than 7% at last
week's price of 24Vi. Present low price, analyst Harry M. Ditisheim
believes, “does not adequately take into account the revenues from
television as a steady source of additional income nor the enhanced
prospects of substantial revenues from oil developments and capital
gains.”
. 20th’s stock'is undervalued, the study asserts, for a variety of rea¬
sons. Among those cited are: “Revenues from film rentals during
1957 are expected to show an increase of approximately 20% from the
$103,000,000 realized in 195(5.
“Per share earnings for 1957 should approximate $3 vs. an esti¬
mated $2.40 for the past year. First quarter results will register a
sharp gain from the 17c.- of 1956 to between 50 and 75c. this year . . .
indicatiefns. are that oil-revenues from the company’s studio property
while not significant at present, could become important in two to
three years.”

the film studio and the whole un¬
dertaking is well advanced and the
publicity machinery is grinding,
what price “exclusivity” or “private
enterprise”? Can any tv network
elect to give itself a free ride on
this buildup and preparation on
the grounds that there is no pro¬
tection in law because the tele¬
vision version avoids the actual
Hollywood story treatment?
Trade observers see a dubious
competitive practice developing,
whereby a broadcaster can snitch
the general^idea and subject maL
ter simply by avoiding (a) direct
lift of material or (b) use of still¬
living characters who may have
sold their rights exclusively to the
Hollywood studio*
A public relations nifty for the film industry has been pulled in
Typifying the current confusion Lawrence, Kan., by a former picture salesman who, ironically, was
is the hassle between Warners and. forced to leave the business between the time he undertook the opera¬
the Columbia Broadcasting System tion and when it actually came off. Lawrence is a town of 23,000
Hollywood, March 12.
over the “Helen Morgan Story.”
Barbara Stanwyck into “Woman Studio had announced the project population, predominantly Christian. The ex-drummer (he had been with RKO) is L. O. Ringler, a Chris¬
With a Whip,” which Sammy some time, ago and is currently
Fuller will make for 20th-Fox re¬ shooting the film with Ann Blyth tian, who became acquainted, through a friend, with the need for
funds
to refurnish the local Jewish community centre. Lawrence has
lease under his Globe Productions ; starred. CBS subsequently revealed
only 35 Jewish families and their efforts to raise money, through a
banner..’.Lindsley Parsons sched¬ plans to do the same story as a tv special committee, brought in only $1,500;
uled “Portland Expose,” based on spectacular and turned a deaf ear
Ringler went about staging a special benefit showing of Universal’s
to Warners’ plea that it postpone
the Senate labor rackets investi¬ the video version. Almost simul¬ “Battle Hymn” at the local Granada Theatre with admissions at $2 per.
gation, as his next film for Allied taneously, writer-producOr Harry The house was sold S.R.O.; proceeds accruing to the Jewish, project
Artists release . . . Marty Melcher Essex, who has been working on a amounted to another $1,500. Accounts of Ringler’s efforts (he’s now
purchased Robert Carson’s original Benny Leonard biopic (plus book with the Kansas Revenue Department, incidentally) were carried in
various newspapers around the. country.
musical “Yankee Doodle Girl” . as version) for some time received
his second Arwin Production star¬ a similar rebuff when he asked
ring Doris Day and is dickering the “Telephone Time” telefilm se¬
Business section of the N. Y. Sunday (10) Times had a plenty upbeat
with Helen Traubel to co-star’. . . ries to postpone its “Life of Benny
notice on Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American BroadcastingMartha Scott . and Kent Smith Leonard” segment.
Paramount
Theatres. Profile on the exec (such spotlighting of busi¬
signed by Warners for roles in
In each case, the principle is the
William Goetz’s production of same; the protagonist is dead and ness world figures is a regular feature in the paper) related how he
,
started
out
as a law clerk, by chance became involved as an aide in
“Sayonara.”
his heirs have no control over his.
Joanne Gilbert drew second life story. As long as no living the Paramount organization, from this point was assigned to beef up
Par’s
New
England
theatre situations, and so on up the ladder. The
femmo lead in Bryna Productions’ person is mentioned in the televi¬
“Ride Out for Revenge” . . . U sion versions, no rights need be 1953 merger of United Par Theatres and ABC was described as “one
of
the.
boldest
moves
in the entertainment world.” Also; “Under the
assigned Joanne Moore to a part cleared.
in “Slim Carter” . . . Metro bought
guidance of Mr. CJoldenson, the company has grown into one. of the
Existing law, Essex points out, biggest and prosperous in the field.”
“Imitation General,” Satevepost
sto]^ by William Chamberlain, and thus gives any television producer
turned it over to William Hawks a license to cash in on lengthy
for production . . . George E. Stone film preparatibn, production and
Minneapolis’ Bennie Berger, who is quitting as North Central Allied
signed by Sam Katzman for a role exploitation. In the case of the president after 11 belligerent years, has issued a personal appeal in a
in “Calypso Heat Wave” at Co¬ Leonard story, Yor example, the special bulletin to all members to attend the annual convention here,.
lumbia .. . . Nelson 'Riddle will telefilm producers could easily do
handle musical arrangements for a completely fictional fight story April 2 afid 3.
The appeal is considered all the more significant in industry circles
Columbia’s. “Pal Joey” . . . jerry and call it “The Leonard Story,” '
Wald postponed the start of ‘!Kiss as long as they did not libel the ■ here because of recent stories in some of the trade press that NCA is
Them for Me” to permit Jayne fighter or refer to any actual per¬ on the brink of dissolution—^yarhs that have been denied by S. D. Kane,
Mansfield to finish her role in sons.
I executive counsel.
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?”
‘T am paying more dues than any individual in this organization,
Since no protection now exists, I
. -v.. Warners pinned Noreen J^orand I am more than happy to continue paying them because I know
coran to play the role of Yvonne Essex has written Motion Picture the value,” says Berger in his bulletin appeal.
Assn,
prexy
Eric
Johnston
.suggest¬
De Carlo as a youngster in “Band
ing that the situation is serious
of Angels.”
Tyrone Power with Ava Gardner enough to warrant consideration
and Mel Ferrer in “The Sun Also of industry-sponsored legislation
Rises,” Darryl F. Zanuck produc¬ which would protect prior rights.
tion for 20th-Fox . . . Piper Laurie
Complicating . any industry-wide
joins Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine move, however, is the divergent
and Sandra Dee as the sisters in opinion of filmland attorneys (none
“Until They Sail” at Metro . . . of whom, of, course, wants to be
David Wayne and Shepperd Strud- quoted). Some hold that such leg¬
Louis deRochemont Associates,
wlck drew top roles with Jerry islation would be worthwhile since continuing a pattern set with the
Buffalo, March 12.
Lewfs and "Phyllis Kirk in “Sad it would protect expensive pro¬ release of ‘Martin Luther,” has
Motion of the Schine Theatre in¬
Sack” for Hal Wallis . . . Murvyn
taken on worldwide release of the terests for a new trial was denied
ductions.
Others,
however,
feel
Vye signed for “Short Cut To.
Hill-Erica Anderson pro¬ Without further oninion, by Fed¬
Hell” which ' James Cagney is di¬ that it’s a subject best left alone Jerome
eral Judge Harold P. Burke. Un¬
recting at Palramount . , . Douglas and point out that studios them¬ duction of “Albert Schweitzer.”
In making this known last week, less an appeal is filed. Judge Burke
Heyes will direct his own screen¬ selves can take advantage of ex¬
play of “Kiss Off” for producer isting regulations to-make “biopix” Borden Mace, president of the de¬ is now in position to sentence the
Herbert B. Leonard for (Columbia without having to spend huge sums Rochemont outfit, pointed to the four individuals and nine corpora¬
release . . . Allied Artists exec for the rights.
wide community cooperation pos¬ tions found ^ilty by him last De¬
producer Walter Mirisch set six
sibilities that presented themselves cember of violating the 1949 or¬
films to roll between April and
with the “Schweitze^’ picture on der of the court by failing, to di¬
July, “The Victor Riesel Story,’?
which publicity man Irving Drut- vest themselves of theatres.
“New. Day At Sundown,” “Walk
A new trial had been sought by
man is also the producers rep.
Tall,” “Death In Small Doses,”
In the instance of “Luther,” tht Schines on the representations
^ Continued from page 7
^
“Beast of Budapest,” and “Yellow
Knife.” Hi-Los, vocal group, joined tain concessions to the small which cost around $350,000, this co¬ that they were not permited In
operation paid handsome divi¬ their 1954-55 trial before the late
the cast of “Calypso Heat Wave,”
formerly “Juke Box Jamboree,” houses.
dends, Wide Protestant, and par¬ Judge John Knight, which trial
Alex
Harrison,
20th-Fox
sales
Sam Katzman production at Co¬
ticularly Lutheran, backing push furnished the basis of Judge
lumbia . . . Joan Weldon will top¬ chief, announced a new policy of the film’s gross up to $3,000,000. Burke’s recent contempt decision,
to introduce testimony as to their
aiding
the
smalltown
exhibitor.
In
line with Fred MacMurray, John
Sponsoring Church group got back
Ericson and Marie Windsor in “De¬ addition, it’s understood that Metro several times their original invest¬ efforts to consummate theatre
will revise its sales policy and will ment and is now mulling another sales.
cision at Durapgo” at Universal.
Judge Burke at the same time is¬
iJ'niversal loaned Martha Hyet drop, for those unable to pay, the production.
^
sued supplementary findings of
for a role with Bob Hope, Fernali- condition of 50% pictures without a
On
the
“Schweitzer”
film, fact bearing on various alleged ef¬
There are • indications,
del and Anita. Ekberg in “Trouble review.
in Paris,” Tolda Production for slight though they may be, that the Lother Wolff of the deRochemont forts of the Schines to sell certain
United Artists . . . Irene James previous “tough” sales policies are staff will assist in the handling of theatres.
release.
Wolff
produced
and Valerie Anderson, last two giving way to a consideration of the
femme thesps under exclusive con¬ “ability to pay” values.
“Luther” for deRochemont and has
tract to RKO ankled the studio
been
preparing
various
neW
prop¬
Stellings & Gordon
following tei"mination of their
Ernest G. Stellings, president* of erties for consideration by the
pacts . . . Gregory Peck and Wil¬ Theatre Owners of America, of¬ Luthern church group.
Apart
liam Wyler set up a new corpora¬ ficially • took notice of the easing from this, Wolff has been active in
tion, Anthony Productions, to
the shooting of the first CinemirHollywood, March 12,
make “The Big Country” for Unit¬ of the tension between exhibition acle process picture by th^ de¬ '
Singers for three of the five nom¬
ed Artists . . . Tony Randall, who and distribution in his report to Rochemont unit.
_i
inated times have been set for the
film debuted in “Oh, Men! Oh, TOA’s board in Chicago las*^ week.
“Schweitzer” has been ha'^ng an Academy Awards program at the
Women!,” at 20th. returns to the ’ In other areas, the atm* phere
studio for “Will Success Spoil of bitterness and recrimi'^ation extraordinarily successful run at Pantages Theatre March 27, but at
the
Guild Theatre,tNi Y., where it least one will be a talking picture,
brought
about
by
last
summer’s
Rock Hunter” with Jayne Mans¬
field . . . Sol Dolgin set “When Senate Small Business Committee has fallen into the category of a not in person.
Bing Crosby is filming his ren¬
Hell Broke Loose” as the first un¬ hearings is lifting. The general “sleeper.” It’s due to open at
der his indie DolWorth Produc¬ aura of cooperation, as evidenced the Bellvue Theatre, Upper Mont¬ dition of “True Love” for inser¬
tions . banner , . . Indie producer by the setting of April 8 for new clair, N. J., after the N. Y. run and tion in the Academy program. He
Frank Woods formed WWD Pro¬ , arbitration conferences, is being is due to break on the N. Y. art will be in Florida at the time of
ductions with film editor-director hailed in all quarters. Additionally, circuit at Easter. Various other the presentations!
Elmo Williams and industrialist for the first time in years, there key city dates have been set. Film
Academy has set Gogi Grant to
Charles Davis.
is a combined shoulder-to-the-wheel has played the Exeter, Boston, with sing “Whatever Will Be, Will Be”
Marie Windsor snagged femme feeling in promoting and organiz¬ strong b.o.
and The Four A-ces, who sang it
star role in U’s ‘.‘Decision at ing business building methods,
It’ll be entered and shown at the behind the main title credits, to do
Durango” ... Don McGuire will particularly the Academy Award various European film festivals “Written on the Wind,” Dorothy
produce and direct “Hear Me
this summer. Schweitzer himself Dandridge will sing “Julie.” Still
Sweepstakes.
At
the
same
time.
Good” from own screenplay for
Paramount . . . Ernie Kovacs Allied States’ imminent return to does the narration in the German to be selected is a singer for
makes his screen bow in Columbia the Council of Motion Picture Or¬ version. For France, Jean-Louis “Friendly Persuasion.” Pat Boone
Pictures' “The Mad • Ball^” Jed ganizations is looked upon as an- Barrault last week recorded the withdrew .from the latter chore be¬
cause of sponsor conflict.
narration.
1 other encouraging sign.
Harris production

Metro Is making efforts to regain its Status as the “friendly
company,” a rep it enjoyed for many years.because of its willing¬
ness ta compromise on rental terms with exhibitors. M^^ro feU
from favor when it introduced a tougher sales, policy for certain
pictures.
m
Notably “ru Cry Tomorrow,” “High Society’' and, to some extenti “Teajiouse of the Aygust Moon,” when it demanded theatres
pay 50% for the pictures without a Vlook.” Under these condi¬
tions, theatremen wfere forced to pay 50% for the picture no matter
how well or poorly the picture performed. The company flatlystated that no adjustments would be made.
Recent indications are tfiat M-G is prepared to drop the “no
look” stipulation.
Recent assurances given to exhibitors by president Joe Vogel is
said to have silenced exhibitor-stockholders from making com¬
ments at the annual stockholder meeting.

Ask Local Okay
ForHomeTollTV
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Briefs From The Lots

‘Schweitzer’ Documentary
To Be Sold a La ‘Luther’
Via Rochemont Outfit

Sdiines Nearer

5-Year Yelp

SMS SET FOR
■ THOSE‘OSCAR’SONGS

PICTURES
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Stellings Glowingly
Describes All-Industry
Promotional Campaign
- Springfield* Ill., March 20,
The proposed all-industry promo-"
tjon and advertising campaign,
currently being devised by ’ “the
best advertising brains in distri¬
bution and exhibition,” is expected
to increase motion picture attend¬
ance from "the present 40,000,000
weekly to 75,000,000, the level the
industry enjoyed five years, ago,
according to Ernest G. Stellings,
president of Theatre Owners of
America.
The TOA topper made this ap¬
proximation at the joint annual
convention of the United Theatres
Owners of Illinois and the Missoiiri-Illinois As^n„ which con¬
vened here last week. Noting that
detailed plans of the program will
be issued in a week or two, Stell¬
ings Stressed that the drive is be¬
ing financed jointly by- both distri¬
bution and exhibition and that the¬
atres “will receive a v^ry hand¬
some profit on a very small invest¬
ment in it.”
The exhibitor leaders also told
the delegates' that smalltown the¬
atres can expect “a more consider¬
ate and favorable attitude” from
distribution in the matter of film
rentals. He assured the theatremen that he was convinced that
distribution was sincere in its ef¬
forts “help keep smalltown the¬
atres open.” He cautioned exhibi¬
tors, however, that they must not
expect distribution to do the entire
job; that theatres must reduce
operating costs to a minimum and
must make efforts to sell pictures
and publicize their theatres “in
order to bring in an Increased re¬
turn to the boxoffice.”
Stellings reiterated that rela¬
tions between distribtion and ex¬
hibition are more harmonious than
they have been for some time. He
reviewed the progress relating to
the establishment of an arbitration
system, noting that the adoption of
an arbitration plan “should even¬
tually save oiir industry millions of
dollars now being paid out in law
suits.” Stellings told the exhibs
not to overlook the fact that when¬
ever a distrib pays out coin in a
lawsuit “part of the payment comes
from each boxoffice in the coun¬
try,”
He emphasized the necessity for
theatres to have their own public
relations campaign and gave de¬
tails of TOA's plan to hire its own
public relation counsel.
Stellings address duly noted the
problems of distribution. He point¬
ed out, for example, that that ex¬
hibs must squeeze out every dollar
possible from pictures they play
BO “that production and distribu¬
tion may have their rightful share
of that money for .their profit for
investment in future pictures.” At
the same time, he said, production
and distribution “canilot have more
than theii' share If the proper bal¬
ance between the various elements
of our business are to do their best
job.”

REGINA’S OLDEST FILM
HOUSE TO BE RAZED
Regina, Sask., March*'12.
Regina’s oldest picture theatre,
the Grand, has closed after having
operated 44 years. The Famous
Players house in the downtown
area has been sold to a supermar¬
ket and may be torn down to pro¬
vide parking space. Most of the
equipment is going to other F-P
houses.
Television and high city amuse¬
ment taxes helped bring about the
demise of the Grand. Similar rea¬
sons were given for the July-Au¬
gust closing of the neighborhood
Nortown last year.
DCA^S 11th SALES SHOP
Distributors Corp. of America
opened a new branch, its 11th, in
Detroit.
Art Levy, former salesman with
Columbia and United Artists, is
manager.

New York Theatre
-RDDIO CUT MlltIC RUL-i
Rockefeller Center
JAMES STEWART .
AS CHARLES A. UN0IER8H JN

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS'’

In Cln«nMiSc*H ■Ml WnrnerCnInr
A Warner trei. f Ictvr*
onrf SPECTACILAR ITAIt fHSERTATUN

Technicolor Blues
■» Sam Rlnzler, head of the
Randforce theatre circuit in
Brooklyn and on Long Island,
was singing a chorus of the
perennial boxoffice blues
■ when a distributor observed
that (1) if things were so tough
how come he can linger in
Florida, and (2 )quite obvi¬
ously the vacation, the healthy
tan, etc., did him a lot of good.
“I can be very happy in .
color too!”, Rinzler protested.

Happy Protestants
Continued from pai^e 7

,

produced on a Protestant theme,
over that Of Roman Catholic.”
^ Elaborating op this point, Heim-'
rich said he was fully a^are that
Hollywood’s past tendency to draw
heavily on Roman Catholics when
portraying men of the cloth was in
part the Protestants’ own fault.
First, he noted. Catholics are a
largely cohesive' group. Second,
they have made it easier than the
Protestants for a producer to get
clerical advice. “There was a day|
Washington, March 12.
U, S. Justice Dept has extended when a producer wanted advice on
the time for submitting bids to pur¬ a Protestant problem, he’d get six
chase General Aniline & Film different opinions from as many
Corp. The Department is seeking people.. With the Catholics, he
to sell the 426,988 Common A never got more than one answer.
shares, and 1,537,500 Common B • It made it so much simpler for
shares it vested during World him.”
Another important point brought
War II.
The company is a large manufac¬ up by Heimrich was the need for
Protestants
to support the good
turer of motion picture film and
pictures. “We aren’t here to fight
equipment.
with the Roman Catholics, though
Under the new time schedule, we may disagree with their meth¬
prospective bidders must fill and. ods,” he commented.
file questionnaires .by April 1 and
“We like they, are interested pri¬
submit bids by May 13. This con¬
stitutes a 20-day extension in both marily in obtaining a quality in
categories. The bids will be opened motion pictures that will uplift
people. We have no quarrel at all
on May 13.
over that.”
In his report to the Commission,
Heimrich, whose office has been
W. W. Lewis Made G.M.
functioning for six years now,
Of Adelman Chain, Texas credited the Protestant position
vis-a-vis censorship and pressure
Dallas, March 12.
, William W. Lewis, veteran local with a change of policy by the Ro¬
theatreman, has been named to man Catholic hierarchy.
“Certain officials who are the
succeed Harry Sachs as general
manager of the Adelman Theatre top of the ladder in the film in¬
Circuit which operates theatres in dustry in Hollywood have told us
Dallas, Houston, Fort Worth and that the BFC’s work with the in¬
Tulsa. Sachs is now general man¬ dustry has been the primary rea¬
ager of Lone Star Theatres which son for the change of attitude of at
operates ozoners throughout the least a portion of the Roman Cath¬
olic Church’s thinking,” he wrote.
state.
Lewis formerly served as man¬ Heimrich referred specifically to a
aging director of the Melba, site of recent story from Chicago, relat¬
Cinerama here. He was theatre ing the setting up of a Catholic
manager for Paramount-Publix and Film Foundation and the quote of
Southern District manager of pub¬ Monsignor Leo J. McCormick of
licity for Warner Bros, and United Baltiiriore to the effect that the or¬
Artists. He later became field rep¬ ganization would operate “with a
resentative for Metro-Goldwyn- positive rather than a critical ap¬
proach toward potentialities of the
Mayer and Unlver-sal.
film industry.”
“That’s exactly what we have
DENVER BATTLES DST
been saying and doing all along,”
noted Heimrich. “It’s the only way
Theatres Team With Rails and to get anywhere, and with, a good
conscience. Support the good and
Sodbusters In Opposition
ignore the bad, at least where pos¬
sible.
Banning pictures doesn’t
Denver, March 12.
A fight is on to beat daylight get anyone anywhere.” He cited in
savings in the state legislature. this respect the performance of
The bill has passed the senate, and “Baby Doll” which, he thought, had
is now up to the house, which is been greatly enhanced by the Ro¬
holding hearings this week. A man Catholic bfflyhod raised over
survey by the; Rpeky Mountain it, and by Cardinal Spellman’s per¬
News says that at present the in¬ sonal condemnation. “We never
dication is that bill will lose in the ban anything,” said Heimrich. “It’s
house by about five votes. Theatre just not the way we work.”
men are protesting vigorously, as
Heimrich said the Council of theare railroads and farmers^ The Churches of Christ represented 31
News has asked for letters on the denoihinktions with a membership
proposition and they have received of about 35,000,000. Total number
hundreds protesting the time-tam¬ of Protestants in the country is
pering scheme.
said to be. about 59,000,000.
Denver had daylight savings
twice, and the last. time it was
beaten overwhelmingly in a spe¬ Davies Heads Charities;
cial election.

GEN’L ANILINE DEADLINE
EASED BY JUSTICE

Goldwyn’s Special Niche

,

Olyo Vote on DST
Columbus, March 12.
Columbus City Council has de¬
cided to put it up to the voters—
the motion picture fans and the tv
fans—-whether they want Daylight
Saving Time. Councilmen unani¬
mously voted to place the question
before the voters at the May 7 pri¬
mary.
• The move brought a protest by
Robert Wile, executive secretary
of the Independent Theatre Own¬
ers of Ohio, who said he would
gather petitions placing the mat¬
ter before the voters.
If these
petitibnfe are presented, the ordin¬
ance passed by countil cannot go
into effect.
As it stands, the ordinance has
not been repealed and if no fur«
ther action is taken, the time
change will go into effect on the
last Sunday of April.
The action left tv stations here
in a muddle here about how to
plan for summer schedules.

AA Handling Jet Rim
Allied Artists has closed a deal
with Gross-Krasne Productions to
distribute “Destination 60,000,”
story of a jet test pilot.
Film stars Preston Foster,
Coleen Gray, Jeff Donnell and Pat
Conway. Production of the picture
has been completed.

Hollywood, March 12.
Valentine Davies, of the Writers’
Guild of America, West, was nam¬
ed president of the Motion Picture
Permanent Charities for 1957-58 at
the annual meeting of the organ¬
ization. He succeeds Lawrence A.
Weingarten.
Pledges for the past year, Wein¬
garten disclosed in his report as
outgoing head of the organization,
were up slightly over the previous
year and totaled $1,189,075.
Meeting honored Samuel Goldwyn by presenting him-a large basrelief of his own head which will
be placed on the wall of the Sam¬
uel Goldwyn Permanent Charities
Building, which the producer don¬
ated to MPPC early this year as a
permanent headquarters.
Pres¬
entation was made by Steve Broidy
of AMPP. Goldwyn, brganization’s
only honorary life member, nom¬
inated AMPP board chairman Y.
Frank Freeman for honorary life
membership and it was unanimous1 ly approved.
In addition to Davies, new slate
of officers includes Carl Cooper
(Labor’s Exec Committee) repping
the Hollywood Film Council and
indie guilds- and unions, veepee;
Hal Roach Jr., (Alliance of Tele¬
vision Film Producers), secretary;
and George Slaff (Goldwyn), treas¬
urer. Staff also continues as Bud¬
get Committee chairman.
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Companies Clamping Down on Star
Endorsements; Must Help Their Fix
--1

Curious But Unhelpful
St. Paul, March 12.
A St. Paul projectioni.st, re¬
tiring after 45 years of work¬
ing in .theatre booths, admits
defeat in‘being unable to cure
theatre managers of their
worst habit.
“The minute something goes
wrong in the booth,” says
George La Victorie, “the buz¬
zer from the manager’s office
sounds, and he’s on the line
wanting to know what in the
blazes is going on. In 45 years
I have not been to persuade
one of them that when some¬
thing goes wrong we’re too
busy'fixing it to explain the
slight interruption to him.”

MINNESOTA AMUSEMENT
(PAR) SEEKS OZONERS
Minneapolis, March 12.
Now that Paramount has carried
out its consent decree terms, Min¬
nesota Amusement Co., its -local
subsidiary, is in a. position to en¬
ter the outdoor theatre field and
the industry here expects that it
will give consideration to the mat¬
ter immediately.
Both Charlie Winchell, present
circuit .president-general manager,
and his predecessor, Harry B.
French, have been quoted from
time to time to the effect that the
chain likely would acquire or bu’ld
ozoners if the field was cleared for
such action by consent decree com¬
pletion.
During the past several years,
MAC has reduced its conventional,
theatre holdings in the territory to
a much greater extent voluntarily
than through decree reqiurements,
dropping from around 85 to less
than 50. In Minneapolis and St.
Paul a considerable number of
such houses have heefa abandoned.
All 6r-the territory’s approxi¬
mately 50 outdoor theatres are in¬
dependently owned and operated.
One local group of independent ex¬
hibitors- own five’ of the 12 in the
Twin - Cities'‘ area.

Philharmonic Benefits
Via K,G. Cinerama Bow
Kansas City, March 12.
Second time around the Kansas
City Philharmonic Orchestra will
b? the beneficiary of a Cinerama
opening. Premiere of “Cinerama
Holiday” here at the Missouri
.Theatre tonight -is a virtual sell¬
out at a $3 and $5 with the orch
a.s the beneficiary.
Same trick
pulled when Stanley Warner put
“This Is Cinerama” into the house
last May netted the orch about
$3,500.
Premiere
has
some special
wrinkles tied to . Betty and John
Marsh, young American couple of
“Holiday” whose home is here.
Husband is just recovering from a
skiing accident encountered a few
weeks ago in Aspen, Colo.
TOA WIRES JUSTICE
Architect of Consent Decrees
Asked to OK Circuit Prod.
Theatre Owners of America has
again appealed to the Dept, of Jus¬
tice to amend the consent decreefe
so that formerly-affiliated theatre
chains may launch production pro¬
grams. The appeal, in the form of
a resolution, was wired to the Jus¬
tice Dept, following TOA’s recent
board of directors’ meeting in
Chicago,
The resolution viewed with
alarm the acute shortage of play¬
able product on the market.- It also,
called attention to the “seller’s
market” which has existed for
some time and stressed the neces¬
sity for the release of a greater
number of pictures. The resolu¬
tion specifically asked that the
Justice Dept, “grant'its consent as
quickly as possible to appropriate
amendments to the present de¬
crees” so that It will permit Natidnal Theatres, Stanley ^Warner,
and American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres, all other former
affiliates, and others who may wish
to do so “to produce and release
pictures with preemptive rights to
•show these pictures In their own
theatres.”

Film companies, which once used
to be comparatively free-any-easy
When it came, to authorizing mer¬
chandising tieups and star endorse¬
ments, now are becoming a great
deal more selective in the “deals”
they accept.
One of the big considerations
now is how wide a newspaper
break is involved and how closely
it can be timed to the actual re¬
lease of the star’s upcoming pic¬
ture.
“With so many stars now on a
freelance basis, we can’t plan as
intelligently any more,” noted one
of the companies’ promotion men.
“A star may make a picture and
we arrange a tieup. Then he makes
another picture—but not for us—
and before we know it, we stand
to lose th^ plug. We get lots of re¬
quests, mostly on. the Coast, but
we’ve definitely become more
choosey.
We don’t even bother
with those countercard tieups any
more.”
Sentiment is echoed by several
other distributors. At Universal,
Philip R. Gerard, publicity man¬
ager, said U M'as probably doing
more tieup work than before, part¬
ly because of the larger number
of films being released. However,
he acknowledged, “we are definite¬
ly more selective.”
More attention is being paid to¬
day to the kind' of product that
wants its brandname tied to that
of a star. Performers themselves
are becoming more fussy about en¬
dorsements, and the way they are
being pres^ted. Main factor mili¬
tating against tieups is the sharp
reduction in the ranks of studio
contract players.

HAMID’S ABEL C0RP.’S
BOARDWALK LEASE
Atlantic City, N. J., March 12.
George A. Hamid Sr.’s Abel
Holding Co. has leased the 2,000seat Stanley Theatre, on the mid¬
city boardwalk, for 12 years. Con¬
sideration for the lease from Oct.
1, 1957, until Sept. 30, 1969, was
reported in excess of $500,000.
Lessors are the estates of George
H. Bew and James T. Bew for
which Mrs. Elizabeth Bew Bartlett,
Mrs. Bessie Bew Bond, and Walter
T. Bew signed. Hamid is plan¬
ning to improve the property,
which has a 30 foot frontage on
the Boardwalk and runs back to a
depth of more than 200. feet.
The Abel Company is operator of
Steel Pier, the Boardwalk Warner
Theatre, Hollywood, Astor, Vir¬
ginia,, Center and Shore movie the¬
atres. Hamid' had been sub-leasing
the theatre from the Stanley Real¬
ty Co., holders, of a 30-year lease
from the Bews which expires Oct.
I, 1957. The lease covers only the
theatre, and not the eight Board¬
walk stores in the old lease.

Lux of Rome Picks Up
Unassigned AA Product
Lux Film of Rome has acquired
Italian distribution rights to cur¬
rent and future Allied Artists prod¬
uct, excepting pictures covered in
previous deals with other Italian
releasing organizations.
Long-term agreement was for¬
mally wrapped up in Rome last
week by Edwin J. Smith Jr., A A
v.p. in charge of European opera¬
tions, and Dr. Renato Gualino,
managing director of Lux.
20th ANNIVERSARY

A & F FILM CORP.
1434 SI. Cath.rin* St. W.
Montraal

FOR SALE
ELSMERE THEATRE
SEATING CAPACITY 1552
AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING
CKOTONA rAKKWAY A EISMERE ri., IKONX, N. Y.
APPLYt REAL estate DEPT.
1540 BROADWAY, H.Y.C.,JU A-4400 t
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Scottsdale^ Arllt., March 12.
Thanks to the cooperation of the Walter Wlnchells, KP.OK yes¬
terday (11) became the first radio station you can phone simply by
dialing its call letters.
Dick Gilbert and Saxie Dowell, disk jockey-owners of JCPOK,
thought it would be a great idea if listeners could phone in merely
by remembering WH 5 (the prefix for Scottsdale) and K-P-O-K.
The only catch was that K-P-O-K on the phone dial equalled
5-7:6:5 and in Scottsdale that was, the non-published private line
of the Winchells. Latter phoned to say they would' gladly surren<^er
their private line in the interest of listener convenience!

Going After Teenage AttGence
The purpose, apcording to execu-4;
tive producer Marshall Jamison, of '
Small, Small World
“U.S. Steel Hour” going beyond
the range of drama and comedy to
“Wide Wide World” may be
do musicals is to broaden the
the name of the NBC-TV show,
audience of the dignified Wednes¬
but three of Its production
day CBS-TV hour and catch the
staffers stiR insist It’$ a small
teenage viewer. It has occurred
world. The three are unit man¬
to some industryites that since
ager. Ed Faught, location pro¬
this prototj'i>e of Institutional producer-,director Ed Pierce and
^’ammihg is no longer prinlarily
producer’s * assistant Danny
interested in adults, the situation
Webb.
•
provides the best example of the
That small world feeling
seriously changing needs of indus¬
stems from the fact that the
trial corporations.
trio, all of them former vaude
performers, recently ' discov¬
, Recently, a change was noted in
ered they worked the same bill
the attitude of advertisers on tele¬
together at the Metropolitan
vision to the kind of pitch to be
in Boston 15 years ago, Faught
made and to whom it should be
as a member of a dance team,
niade.
A dearth of post-highPierce as half of a ballroom
school talent is hitting the indus¬
act and W6bb as emcee and
trials hard, and some of them are
finding it as important to attract
new employees as it is to build
general goodwill or sell products.
An adaptation tonight (Wed.) of
Rdgar Allen Poe’s “The Bottle
Imp” is set in Jamaica, BWI.,
Jamison has lined up dancer
Geoffrey Holder and actor Farley
Granger to participate in the,show,
which will feature quantities of
calypso hiusic. A spokesman for
At least the tail-end of the CBS=the producer said, what with the
new popularity of calypso,' it TV Saturday night lineup for next
should attract many teenagers. fall was firmed up this week .with
Same holds true for the May 8 the setting of “New York Confi¬
U.S. Steel spec starring batoner dential” as the 10:30 to 11 entry
Duke Ellington, who, without bene¬ and the decision to retain “Gunfit of the. stanza’s usual storyline, smoke” at 10 to 10:30.
“New
vill narrate and play for a jazzy York Confidential,” a film series
session called “A Drum Is a out of the Television Programs of
Woman.” According to the spokes¬ America stable, will be sponsored
man, these won’t be the only times on alternate weeks by Wildroot.
Jamison “varies” the format in be¬
Deal was set between TPA and
half of highschool children so that
they may glimpse the professional BBD&O, with the agency then se¬
curing the time period on CBS.
advantages of joining U.S. Steel.
That institutionals occasionally Other week is still o^en, with both
take time out to direct appeals at TPA and Columbia pitching the
college specialists is old hat, but show along the agency route.
the shortage of non-professional Series, which is based on the book
labor seems to be more pressing by Lee Mortimer and the late
Jack Lait, stars Lee Tracy. Pilot
at the moment.
was filmed on location in N. Y.

‘N.Y. Conlidentiid’
CBS-TV Sat. Entry

Prudential Coin
For‘20th Century
“The Twentieth^ Century,” CBSTV’s new public affairs airer, is set
to roll for a fall start under Pru¬
dential
Insurance
sponsorship.
Series, which will comprise 22
half-hour films and four one-hour
shows, along with up to six halfhour “standby” news specials,-, will
replace “You Are There” Sundays
•at erJfi- and will probably be fol¬
lowed by repeats of “Air Power,”
which is currently holding down
the “You Are There” time through
May.
The new series, dealing with
great events and great people of
the 20th century, will be produced
by Burton (Bud) Benjamin, with
Isaac Kleinerman as associate pro¬
ducer.- In addition, there will be
three other production units on
the show, one to be headed by A1
Wasserman, who did the “Out of
Darkness” show last year and who
will handle the one-hoUr “Twenti¬
eth Century” shows. Actual topics
haven’t been selected, but under
consideration are some 70 subjects.
The four hour shows will deal with
trends of significance to the fu¬
ture, rather than historical data as
the others will. The News seg¬
ments, which will comprise up to
six shows above and beyond the 26
committed, will be produced by
CBS News on a when-and-if basis.
Current “Air Power” segment
winds May 5, after which Pruden¬
tial will return to'repeats of “You
Are There” films until the fall.
Then after the run of “Century,”
which will probably go 32 weeks.
Prudential will sponsor repeats of
either “Air Power” or the halfhour “Century” films.

Sosnik Batoning Int’I
Harvester’s 50th Anni
International Harvester Go. is
celebrating its golden jubilee
April 4 with an hour’s musical pro¬
gram over NBC-Radio, batoned by
Harry Sosnik and a large
orchestra.
Show will be taped and perfoi’med that night over the entire
network

last year by Walter McGraw for
TPA. With “Confidential” ruling
out the possibility of ap hour
show at 10 to 11, CBS decided to
pin down “Gunsmoke’’ as definite
for 10 o’clock in the fall.

WABC Radio’s Riz Hike
WABC Radio is running hot
these days, with the best take the
network flag has had in some years.
The New York radio station reports
that its net profit is . up approxi¬
mately one-third in the last quar¬
ter of 1956 and the first Week of
the current quarter over the same
period during 1955-56,

Steve s Boys Are Pro-Allen
Green, Courtney Propound Theories Why Sullivan^s
TV Landslide Is Over
SAMMY KAYE
has coined ' a potential hit In
■“MONEY” his newly-released Co¬
lumbia disc. It’s already ringing up
sales the counti’y over. Backed with
Kaye’s excitingly diffierent “TBCE
SHIP THAT NEVER SAILED,”
With a poetic reading by the
maestro.
Albums
“MY-FAIR LADY”
“BELLS ARE RINGING”
■ Currently
ROSELANb DANCE CITY
New York

NBCs Radio TiD
SwoUedbylliOG
NBC Radio this week wrapped
up $760J)00 net in new business,
signing Kent cigarets, Carter Prod¬
ucts and Simoniz to. major deals.
Carter and Simoniz deals in par¬
ticular are regarded as coups, since
it’s Simoniz’ first buy ever on
NBC Radio and Garter has pulled
all its business. away from the
other webs and pouyed it all into
NBC, upping its weekly outlay
from $4,000 to around $12,000.
Kent deal. Involving Some $110,000 net, is for 20 participations per
weekend in sport segments on
“Monitor” for 13 weeks starting
March 23. Carter, in„ a 26-week
biiy, ^ takes on participations in
“Monitor,” “Bandstand,” three-aweek segments of “News of the
World” and four daytime soaps
starting April 1. Simoniz buys a
total of 252 participations in “Mon¬
itor” Fridays and Saturdays over
21 weeks starting March 29. Also
new are Kiplinger for 13 weeks of
its “Changing Times” and Qlin
Mathieson for six weeks of “Moni¬
tor” starting in October.

CBS, ABC Now Have ‘Class D’ Time
In a followup action to publication of its new Rate Card #13
last week, CBS-TV has made- additional changes in its rate struc¬
ture. Web has created a brand-new time classification. Class D
time, pegged at 37.5% of the Class A rate, which, will cover signon
to 9 a.m., and has changed the classification of the Sunday 5 to 6
hour frpm “A” to Class B time.
Both changes were under consideration at the time the rest of
the new rate card was completed, but the web didn’t want to
delay publication of the -card in the event of a hitch and therefore
published It without the two new classifications. Stations and ad¬
vertisers subsequently were advised of the new changes. Both
changes take effect April 1, as contrasted to the rest of -the new
card which became effective Sunday (10).
The Cjlass 'D period, .though in theory running from signon till
9 a.m., will actually cover the 7 to 9 period and makes its bow
simultaneously with the debut of the new “Coi^ntry Style’^ hillbilly
music entry at 7 to 7:45. It will also cover the two Richard
Hotelett newscasts jit 7:45 and 8:45 and the 8-8:45 “Captain Kan¬
garoo” show. Until now, cheapest time ’ available was Class C,
pegged at 50% of the “A” rate as contrasted with the new 37.5%
ratio.
As for the Sunday switch, CBS has been encountering diffculty
In selling the “Boing-Boing” and “Mama” shows, which fill the
5 to 6 period three weeks out of four (“See It Now/’ on the fourth
week, is sold, to Pan American Airways). Difficulty exists despite
critical raves for the show, and the web apparently figures that the
Sunday afternoon circulation simply doesn’t justify a Class A rate
in the time. The “B” rate is pegged at 75% of the “A” time.
AfiC-TV Reveals a ‘D Rate’
ABC-TV is baring a new rate card. Network has put Into effect
a new Class D rate at the 33.3% of the nighttime scale, which was
tipped by the network in mid-February. It covers daytime before
5 p.m. on weekdays, and replaces the “C” i;ate, traditionally pegged
at 50% of nighttime, in the daytime period.
Annual rebate for daylight bankrollers has been extended for a
half-hour, from before 5 p.m. on present rate card No. 6 to before
5:30, local time, Monday through,Friday. Rebate is for a mini¬
mum of 26 weeks firm, with the exception of participating stanzas.
New card, No. 7, offers a new 5% discount for firm 52 week
advertisers. A minimum of $5,200,000 of gross billing during the
52 weeks of the bankroller’s established discount year will qualify
him for the maximum 32V6% discount, which is 7V^% higher than
that offered by either NBC or CBS. One-shot stanzas can be
counted toward the $5,200,000.
‘ • '

Sweet Smell of Success
CBS finds itself in the
unique position of having one
of its employees also acting
as one of its customers. A
CBS-TV audio technician has
bought time on the web’s flag¬
ship radio station, WCBS, to
advertise a new product which
he’s developed in his spare
time.
The technician is James A.
Huff Jr., an electrical engi¬
neering graduate of the U. of
Cincinnati who’s been on the
CBS-TV staff for the past
seven years. Huff’s hobby is
chemistry, which he practices
in his garage at his home in
Wantagh, L.I. In the course of
his dabbling, he found a way
to combine after-shave lotion
with cologne, and decided to
package his discovery under
the name ASC: After Shave
Cologne. Working by himself,
he got bottles, labels and
packages designed and started
building lip an inventory
which now runs to 10,000 bot¬
tles. Then he purchased a
series of, spots on the. Jack
Sterling waker-upper show on
WCBS. Product is starting to
move, and Huff is now faced
with"^ the problem of expansion
of his Terri Products Inc.
(named after his child) from
garage to larger commercial
quarters.

CBS-TV Revamps
Daytime Staff
With NBC-TV' now making a,
fight of it in daytime television,
CBS-TV this week shook up its
daytime program setup under v.p.
Oscai> Katz. Bert Berman, until
now director of daytime programs,
will step into the new spot of, di¬
rector of daytime program devel¬
opment, while Ed Friendly moves
over from network sales to take
over the daytime program director
slot.
Under the new setup, with Katz
riding herd and reporting to Hubbell Robinson Jr,, Berman will de¬
vote his full time'to creating new
daytime packages, while Friendly
takes over the day.-to-day operation
of the progi’am setup.- Berman has
been in his spot just under a year,
having come over from Procter &
Gamble when Lester Gottlieb ex¬
ited the daytime post to become
a general
programming exec.
Friendly, former ABC-TV national
sales manager and ex-partner in
the Barry & Enright packaging
house, has been with Columbia fpr
a year supervising the web's par¬
ticipating sales
operation
for
“Good Morning” and “Captain
Kangaroo.”

BOLGERGOESNIGHniME
FORROYAL TYPEWRITER
Ray Bolger switches to nighttime
exposure from Sunday afternoons
for the final four “Washington
Square” shows of the season, with
Royal Typewriter buying half of
three of the shows. Royal, via Young
& Rubicam, kicks off the nighttime
pattern May 9 with a Thursday
night 9-10 special, then sponsors
the show Monday, May 20, at 9:30,
to, 10:30 and a^ain June 4, a Tues¬
day, at 8-9. Helene Curtis is co=
sponsor.
For the final show on Thursday,
June 13, Helene Curtis solos as
the sponsor. This is Royal’s second
major shortterm buy. It just wound
sponsorship of three alternateweek half-hours on “Playhouse 90.”

j

t

Number One poser in the trade
last week was the poor showing
made by Ed Sullivan, who despite
the natural buildup and curiosity
attachiifg to his first anniversary
salute to “My Fair Lady,” man¬
aged to squeak by Steve Allen by
the narrow margin of three-tenths
of a Trendex point.
' The AUen camp, represented by
exec producer Jules Green and
NBC supervisor Alan Courtney,
put forward a pair of theories. The
show Is steadily building; much of
the show has shaken down, via the
use of a number of features like
“wild shots,” “man in the street”
and “report to the nation.” Allen
has proven himself “many things
to many people” and has drawn a
following which can expect “in¬
telligence, freshness and good
taste” every week, “plus, we think,
a good show.” That’s what the men
said.
Second theory is that Allen’s
guestars “perform,” while the au¬
dience has grown leery of Sulli¬
van’s guests because they don’t
know whether they’ll appear “on a
film clip, or dp a quick walk-on to
accept an award, or take a bow
from the audience.” Allen show
stresses the idea and material, not
“the booking for the booking’s
sake,” say Green and Courtney,
“and we won’t book a star unless
we feel we can use him properly.”
As for some of these bookings,
ip the offbeat category is evangel¬
ist Billy Graham, who’ll appear on
May 12. Groucho Marx is, set for
the March 24 show, which with the
March 31 stan2a will originate
from the Coast. Second Coast date
will feature Dinah Shore accepting
the Mother of the Year award of
the City of Hope. Also in the area
of bookings is the unusual aspect
of Xavier Cugat, who will have
done two Allen shows In the same
general. period of two Sullivan
shots. Cugle does the last of his
four Allen-Sullivan stints on May
19 on the Allen show, about .six
weeks following his second Sulli¬
van sho,t.
^
Green and Courtney insist their
mission in life isn’t’to beat Sulli¬
van, though admitting they’re not
unhappy when they manage it.
“The beauty of a Sunday night
show is that everybody wins. All
we have to do Is to maintain a
40% share of audience so we can
give the advertiser a decent costper-thousand buy and we’re in. fine
shape. Our first thought is doing a
good .show, then we worry about
the ratings.”

Year Renewal On
TeD the Truth’
“To Tell the Truth,” the Goodson-Todman panel show which got
off to a shaky start but has since
righted itself in its CBS-TV Tues¬
day at 9 slot, has'beep renewe.d by
Fharmaceuticals Inc. for 52 weeks,
effective April 2, the end of hke
show’s first 13-week cycle.
Re¬
newal carries the show through the
end of next March.
Renewal firms up much of CBS’
Tuesday night lineup.
'Whitehall
Pharmacal has renewed its alter¬
nate week sponsorship on the
7:30-8 “Name That Tune” for 62
weeks, so that’s set, as is Phil Sil¬
vers at 8. Lever is firm into the
fall for 8:30, though show isn’t set,
while Red Skelton and “$64,000
Question” continue at 9:30 and 10.
Spike Jones is iffy at 10:30 for the
fall. All this, of course, can be
changed if CBS decides on a whole¬
sale reshuffle of the Tuesday line¬
up, as has been hinted. ''
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$10,000,000 TV HOUR
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Pat Weavers Network
Pat Weaver, the ex-NBC president who has been keeping every-,
body guessing a$ to his new sphere of operation, Is reported
propping his “big surprise" for an early release. It’s Understood
Weaver will operate his own network, starting but with a 15-sta¬
tion hookup, with his new coippany leasing the cable lines from the
telephone eompany. Understood WABD, the DuMont o&o, will
be his New York outlet.
Weaver & Co. will program the network and sell the shows as
well. As a starter, goes the report, there will be a two-hour morn¬
ing lineup of programming with Dr. Frances Horwich, the ex
"Ding Dong" mistress of NBC, as the Initial entry.
Weaver is scheduled to speak on the Coast next week and it’s
understood that he may time the announcement for that occasion.

The 'Heavyweights Square Off
N,Y/s Battle of .Century on Tap in Block, Marshall,
Ford, Brenner Rivalry

--

-

4

Four of the strongest, if not the
strongest, disk jockeys in metro¬
politan New York will be complete¬
ly squared away by April 1 in what
augurs to be one of the fiercest
audience-advertiser battles in the
recent history of local radio. Two
are the only alumni of WNEW’s
"Make
Believe
Ballroom,"
the
third is the long-running program’s
current jock and the fourth, a
similarly styled veteran competitor.
Martin Block, first emcee of the
"Ballroom," who left three years
ago, for ABC Radio, is returning
to local ayem broadcasting on
April 1, with an 11 to noon show
on WABC, network's Gotham key.
On March 18, Jerry Marshall, who
when he took over the "Ballroom"
on WNEW from Block was consid¬
ered
his
predecessor’^ "sound
double,” begins a 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
"Record Room" on WMGM. There
is Art Ford, who switched from an
evening WNEW stanza to the "Ball¬
room" on the same station when
Marshall and WNEW called it quits
shout two months ago. The fourth
man is Paul Brenner, who is as
much a veteran as 23-year broad¬
caster Block.
Brenner a month
ago or so began a 10 ayem show at
WAAT, the Newark-N.Y. indie.
Besides having strong hausfrau
appeal, the morning deejay stanzas,
according to mo^ft observers, is felt
(Continued oh page 38)

‘Masquerade’s’ Sponsor
"Masquerade
Wolf

package

Party,"

the

which- has

Ed

moved

into the NBC-’TV Wednesday at 8
period as .a replacement for "Hiram
Holliday," has grabbed off a lastminute sponsor. Associated Prod¬
ucts (Five-Day Deodorant Pads,
Rival Dog Foods) has signed for 11
alternate-week telecasts . starting
with the preem show tonight
(Wed.).
Deal was set via Grey Advertis¬
ing.

NBC sits Live
As New One-Hour
Dramas Are Set
NBC-TV is planning to place a
continuing emphasis on live onehour dramas, and the first step In
that direction may. be the place¬
ment of "Robert Montgomery Pre¬
sents" in the Tuesday 10 to 11 pe¬
riod next.fall’

Slotting is condi¬

tional, however, on whether Arm¬

Gobel & Fisher’s
Tiies. Hour Series
Eddie Fisher and George Gobel
will costar next season in a weekly
hour series on NBC on Tuesdays
at 8. Network finalized the ar¬
rangement this week, and though
sponsorship Isn't set yet. Chester¬
field is dickering for half the show
and Armour may move in for the
other half.
Interest by Chesterfield stems
from the fact that it’s already in
the time period, via half sponsor¬
ship of ‘.‘Panic" at 8;3().'' The Ar¬
mour interest stems from its cur¬
rent- sponsorship of half of Gobel’s
Saturday night show, which is be¬
ing dropped. Pet Milk, the other
Gobel sponsor, has already indi¬
cated it is dropping out sometime
in June. The Tuesday slotting is
a throwback to the Milton BerleBob Hope days when NBC domi¬
nated the Tuesday scene. Dumped
by the new Fisher-Gobel stanza
will
be
"Big
Surprise"
and
"Panic," which bowed pnly last
week as a replacement for "Noah’s
Ark."
. Finalization of the Fisher-Gobel
pairing gives NBC a pretty good
idea of its fall lineup for Tues¬
days. The 7:30 to 8 entry isn’t set
yet, but Fisher & Gobel are sure
for 8 to 9 and Jane Wyman’s "Fire¬
side Theatre" returns at 9 to 9:30.
If Armstrong and Kaisev decide to
discontinue their dramatics at 9:30,
then the web will have to fill the
9:30-10 half-hour but will move
"Robert Montgomery Presents" in¬
to 10 to 11. The Fisher-Gobel show
will be pitted against Phil Silvers
and possibly "Private Secretary"
on CBS and the last half of
"Cheyenne" and "Wyatt Earp" on
ABC.

By GEORGE ROSEN
NBC-TV and Henry Jaffe Enter-,
prises have pulled off the neat¬
est—and most lucrative—sponsor¬
ship coup of the season Involving
a Chevrolet commitment for the
’57-'58 season representing an out¬
lay of $10,000,000 (and with possi¬
bility that the figure may even go
to $12,000,000.)
The network has signed Chevro¬
let for a full 52-week sponsorship
of the Sunday 9 to 10 p.m. period
(which Alcoa-Goodyear is relin¬
quishing at the end of the,current
semester), ff'ime costs alone will
approximate $8,000,000.
A mini¬
mum of $4,000,000 will be poured
into major musical productions,
with 20 of them (on an alternateweek basis) starring Dinah Shore.
It‘s understood the program
will vary from $125,000 to $150,000. The remaining segments have
yet to be filled, though it’s re¬
ported Chevy has put in an order
for a minimum of six shows star¬
ring Ginger Rogers, each of them
budgeted in the $150,000 area. Ac¬
cording to present plans there will
be no comics slotted in the Sunday
9 to 10 slot, although the possibil¬
ity still exists of Bob Hope contin¬
uing his Chevy relationship into
next season.
Primarily
Chevy
wants bigtime musical attractions,
and from all indications cost is no
factor. It’s , the biggest single-pro¬
gram single-sponsor deal in tv an¬
nals.
The 9 to 10 Chevy hour will be
the wrapup of a new Sunday night
blockbuster NBC has already blue¬
printed fpr next season.
From
6:30 to 7:30 the network will in¬
stall a top-budgeted adventure
series still to be selected).
The
7:30 to 8 period is being reserved
for a comedy series, and there’s a
strong likelihood that the new
Milton
Berle
situation comedy
series being filmed in Paris will
get the nod once the sponsorship
auspices is resolved.
The Steve
Allen show, with an upped budget
for guestars, will remain 8 to 9,
with Dinah Shore and the other 32
Chevy components rounding out
the new parlay.

strong Cork and Kaiser Alunainum
return with their alternating Tues¬
day dramas at 0:30 to 10:30.
At the same time, the network
finalized the deal for "Escape,"
the half-live, half-film full-hour
series being packaged by Delbert
Mann, David Swift and David
Shaw. Meller series is pegged for
Mondays at 7:30 to 8:30, giving the
web Its second hour program in
that time slot, other being the
Wednesday "Wagon Train" stanza.
"Escape" will follow much ’ the
same pattern as the Alfred Hitch¬
cock - Revue Productions - MCA
"Crisis" mysterloso series at Mon¬
days 10 to 11, with the latter sched¬
uling 22 live shows and 20 films.
If the plans for the Montgomei'y
stanza go through, NBC will have
one-hOur dramas in at 10 p.m,
three nights a week, the lineup
comprising "Crisis," Montgomery
and
"Lux Video Theatre" on
Thursdays. These, plus "Escape"
and "Kraft Theatre," will give the
web a continuing stake in live dra¬
matics despite the "Alcoa-Goodyear" lopoff.

BURLEIGH NAMED
TO MBS NEWS JOB
Robert F. Hurleigh, director of
Mutual’s

Washington

ABC-TV Eyes a $100,000,000 Year
In Billings With Time-Talent Deals
For M Already at $35,500,000

operations,

has been named MBS’ director of
news and special events. He re¬
places John Whitmore, who as exec
producer had functioned as ' the
net’s news and special events di¬
rector for about a fourmonth
period.
At the same time, George R.
Brown, in charge of WOR’s news
and special events department, was
appointed the net’s bureau chief
in New York, an appointment in¬
dicative of the growing liason be¬
tween WOR and the net in the
;
news area.

Chevy comnTitmeht represents
far and away the No, 1 sponsor
graboff since the ushering in of the
Bob & Bob (Sarnoff and Kintner)
regime at NBC. It also represnts
the first production assignment to
either Henry or Saul Jaffe since
the breakup of the Jaffe & Jaffe
(Showcase Productions) partner¬
ship, with the Chevy nod going to
Henry, Whether he will bring in
the 52 weekly Chevy Installments
as a Henry Jaffe package or col¬
laborate jointly with the network
on the venture has yet to be fully
resolved, though to all intents and
purposes they will all be .Jaffe pro¬
ductions. Deal is scheduled to bewrapped up by the end of the week.
(Dinah Shore is believed to have^
been a major factor in tossing the
(Continued on page 36)

Van Doren Goes Out
In a Blaze of Glory
As ‘21’ Trounces ‘Lucy’
Mrs. Vivienne Nearing toppled
Charles Van Doren in the quiz
sweepstakes and "Twenty-One"
toppled "I Love Lucy" in the
Trendex sweepstakes ,M o.n d a y
night (11). Despite a week’s lay¬
off due to the "Romeo & Juliet"
preemption, the Barry & Enright
quizzer scored a 34.7 (with a 51.5%
share) to "Lucy’s” 26.1 and 38.7%
share. Bishop Sheen on ABC was
down to a 3.6.
Barry & Enright came- out al¬
right on the matter of prize money
as well. Their deal with Pharma¬
ceuticals calls on them to foot the
bill on any prize money over $52Q,000 a year, or $10,000 a week. But
Van Doren, on for 14 weeks, came
out of the quiz with $129,000,
which comes to $9,214 a week, so
that despite the tall coin, B&E are
off the hook,
i

WNEW-TV?
When and if the deal is con- summated for the takeover of
WNEW, the New York radio
indie, by DuMont Broadcasting
(and it's reported negotiations
are near signature stage), the
call letters of the DuM tele¬
vision station in N.Y. may be
changed
from
WABD
to
WNEW-TV, thus taking advan¬
tage of the indie station’s long¬
time identity in the Gotham
broadcasting picture.
DuMont as such would op¬
erate both AM and tv adjuncts
of WNEW, with the present
Channel 5 call letters scrapped
entirely.
Figure being kick¬
ed around in the transaction
is in excess of $7,000,000.

An unofficial estimate places the
•business written by ABC-TV on
time and network-owned talent at
a gross of approximately $35,500,000 for the 1957-'58 season. Pro- .
jecting at this rate, to year’s end,
it is conceivable that the "third
network," which grossed $76,000,000 for all of 1956, will come very
close to the $100,000,000 mark.

5“Year Exclusive
. With CBS-TV For
Leland Hayward
Leland Hayward has signed an
exclusive five-year television pact
with

CBS-TV

produce

one

under

which

90-minute

spec

he’ll
per

year and will create at least one
new prograin series a year which
he’ll own jointly with the network.

For the moment, the collective
take of the two leaders, CBS-TV
and NBC-TV, doesn't approach the
ABC total.
Nevejrthfeless, there
aren’t any tradesters who would
volunteer that this premature turn
of events .will put ABC-TV in the
gross earning class of its competi-*
tors either this year or “the year
after. Both CBS and NBC are as¬
sured of millions of dollars in re¬
newals, considerably more than
ABC, tliough the latter isn’t ex¬
pected to do anywise near badly
on that count. NBC and CBS can
expect big hunks of daytime bill¬
ing, whereas ABC is hardly ready
to tap its pre-dark potential, except
for the half-hour "Mickey Mouse
Club" strip and one or two nebu¬
lous 5 to 5:30 programs.
Even so, the “early spring” cash
register punch of ABC-TV is seen
significant and interesting in many
respects. The tally is due to sev¬
eral incidents brought on by the
network’s recent change .of face
and by chance, it appears.
There' has been an unquestion¬
able rise in agency interest in
ABC-TV since- it has been able to
promise a markedly improved line¬
up for fall, one that doesn’t quite
put it in either the NBC or CBS
coverage class but .one that is said
to be large enough to convince
Madison Ave. the time is right for
a true three-network economy.
Agencies have long nurtured the
hope that a third network would
arrive to loosen the tight bold that
NBC and CBS have had on their
largesses. An anxiety-to invest in
the" least expensive of the three
webs may have prompted some of
ABC’s early sales.

Understood his first assignment in
the fall will be one or two of the
10 duPont specs for which the
chemical
company
pacted
last
week.
Hayward, despite his limited op¬
erations in the tv field, got the
spec concept off the ground with
his memorable two-hour Mary Martin-Ethel Merman Ford 50th an¬
niversary show. He also made pos¬
sible the Jaffe & Jaffe Showcase
But another factor is' believed
Productions Operation when he by some to have played a greater
mapped out the 90-minute “Pro¬ hand in contributing to the current
ducers’ Showcase” series for NBC- ABC-TV financial status.' Using a
TV and then became ill and had portion of some $27,000,00p in loans
to bow out,, opening the door for
(Continued on page' 38)
Jaffe & Jaffe.
Deal, negotiated via MCA, re¬
portedly calls for Hayward to own
50% of each new series he creates,
with CBS getting the other 50%.
Deal in no way conflicts with his
pic and legit assignments, which
include filming Ernest Heming¬
way's "The Old Man and the Sea”
with Spencer Tracy this summer
AEC-TV and Firestone finally
for Warners.
His "Spirit of St.
Louis" is currently firstrun around reached agreement over a contract
for "Voice of Firestone"' for next
the country.
season. Network, wanting to hold
the Monday 8:30 p.m. slot for a
show with a stronger rating poten¬
tial yet not anxious to lose the
Firestone biz, gave the sponsor the
9 p.m. time now held on the same
American Home Products has nights by the shortly departing
come through with a pair of fat 52- Bishop Sheen.
Sponsor will leave the air for the
week renewals, in CBS-TV’s day¬
time lineup.
Set for another 52 summer after the June 10 simul¬
cast (ABC Radio also carries it).
weeks are the 12:15-12:30 "Love It’ll mean the first break the show
of Life" and 4:15-4:30 "Secret has taken in the many years it’s
Storm" soapers. American Home bi^en on radio and tv. It is not ex¬
picks up the tab on a Monday- pected the radio portion of the
thru-Friday basis for both stanzas. half-hour will return, marking the
New contracts, effective April end of a 28-year tie with audio by
29, were set via Ted Bates.
Re¬ Firestone.
newals take on added significance
for CBS because of the daytime
rating surge shown receritly by
NBC at Columbia’s expense.

Firestone, ABC

American Home Products
Loves Those TV Soaps

Dennis James Si^ns As
NBC-TV ‘Club 60’ Emcee

Gillette’s Triple Crown
Gillette this week changed its
mind about foregoing sponsorship
of racing’s Triple Crown this year
and signed again for the series on
CBS-TV and CBS Radio. Skeirt.
comprises the Kentucky Derby
and Preakness in May and the
Belmont Stakes in June.
Agency is Maxon,
|

Chicago, March 12.
Dennis James has signed to em¬
cee NBC-TV’s "Club 60" for the
balance of first 13 week cycle of
early afternoon Chi-originating
colorcast. Show is carried by the
NBC o&o’s and by affiliates as a
co-op.
"Club" has been Using guest em¬
cees for first four Weeks after Don
Sherwood powdered a few days
before the debut.

TV.FIL#IS
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Britaimia s ITP Rules the Telepix * *
Field; $10,000,00012-Show Roster
London, March 12.

4

With 12 programs already in the
works or being readied for im¬
mediate production, the Incorpo¬
rated

Television

Program

Co.

claims the title of the largest pro¬
ducers of teleseries on either side,
of

the Atlantic.

Involves

a

capital

Their schedule
investment of

upwards of $10,000,000.
ITP, iwhich has an American
subsidiary operated under Michael
Nidorf, was formed in September
1955, at the time of the launching
of commercial tv in Britain. They
have close links with Associated
Television, the commei’cial pro¬
gramming company which operates
the London station over-weekends
and the Midlands outlet from Mon¬
through Friday.
Five of their 12 series are made
under the Hannah Weinstein-Sap¬
phire Films Jianner for release in
America through Official Films,
and the majority of others also are
on a co-production operation,
^heir program includes, deals with
NBC,
Television
Programs
of
America and Flamingo Films.
Kalph Smart, who recently
Joined ITP as exec pr^oducer, is
due to start his first series, “Wil¬
liam Tell,” with Conrad Phillips
starred in the title role. The pilots
have already been completed and
production on the first skein of 39
is due to get under way within a
few weeks. This will be one of the
biggest individual ITP promotions.

Hollywood, March 12.
New entry in the hour-long vidpix race is Screen Gems, Columbia
tv subsid, which plans to film a
new Briskin Productions series,
“Stagecoach,” in mid-April.
• Irving Briskin will personally
produce the oatar series.

In a 5 s 0 c*i a t i 0 n with Hannah
Weinstein, who is already making
“The Adventures of Robin Hood,”
“The Adventures of Sir Lancelot”
and “The Buccaneers,” they’re go¬
ing into production with “The
Highwayman,” starring Louis Hay¬
ward, and an untitled series set in
16th century Florence, with Ed¬
mund Purdom in the lead:
Their NBC project will be “The
Fox” starring Anthony Dexter,
(Continued on page 36)

GFs Major Spot
Buy; ‘Oakley
Into 90 Markets
General Foods, which has been
cutting back sharply in its network
expenditures, last week entered
the national spot fllmbuying field
with a bang. Giant food outfit, for
its Kool-Shake products, purchased
alternate-week sponsorship of CBS
Television, Film Sales’ “Annie Oak¬
ley” series for the summer months
in 90 key markets.
It’s GF’s first major spot buy,
and puts it into alternate-week
sponsorship in most markets with
Continental Baking, which has the
show on a skip-week basis in 76
outlets. All told, “Annie,” which
has the top national spot track rec¬
ord of any syndicated entry, is now
running in 174 markets, the bal¬
ance of these with local sponsor¬
ship;
General Foods, which suc¬
ceeds Carnation Milk in the alter¬
nate-week spot, set the deal via
Foote, Cone .& Belding.

Sentiment in U.S. :
All for the British
Telefilm Writer
Some
that

WATV Just Mad
Aboiit Features
WATV, the Newark-New York
video indie, is revamping its night¬
time schedule to make way for
three feature film exposures a
night instead of the current two.
The multiple-exposure
“Famous
All-Star Movie,” based on the 20th
Fox pix taken by the station, will
continue at new times and station
boss Irving Rosenhaus is adding a
six-times-a-week repeat
of
the
20th’s already shown since Oct. 1
of last year.
As the schedule will read after
Monday (25), “Famous All-Star,”
now running twice nightly at 7 and
again at 10, will run 7:30 and 10:30
seven nights a week. Repeats will
run from 9 to 10:30, Mondays
through Saturdays, with Sunday
keeping its live Latino program as
the go-between. Each of the films
will be limited to an hour-and-ahalf exposure under the new plan,
whereas now they generally run
unedited.
Repeats kick off with
“House on 92d Street,” one of the
earlier 20th pix shown by WATV.
The rep^eats, going under the
title “Command Performance,” are
slicing out the 9-10 anchorage
presently held by half-hour mys¬
tery films. ‘ With three feature
showings eating up time straight
through from 7:30 to midnight, the
station has bought old runs of the
Jerome Thor “Foreign Intrigue”
half-hours and is putting them at
midnight across-the-board as ‘‘For¬
eign Correspondent.” From V to
7:30, WATV will air “Cartoon
Comics.”
WATV posseses 130. 20th pix, ap¬
proximately 26 of which .have been
played in the multi-week exposure.

Rich’s ‘Millionaire’ Pilot
■ Hollywood, March 12.
Director of the “How to Marry
Millionaire” pilot at TCF-TV is
John Rich.

a

Pilot was tentatively slated to
roll today (12), but with no firm
castings yet, starting date may be
pushed back.

Metro-TV wrapped up lt» first
half library *deal, inking with
WCDA, Albany, N.Y., CBS affili¬
ate.

SG’s 60-Mill. ‘Stagecoach’

day

M-GHALP-UBRARY
SALE OR 350 FIX

it’s

U.S.

telefilm

inevitable

execs

feel

Deal for over 350 features

runs for, four years, with WCDA
given a year’s option for the re¬
mainder of the library, thus afford¬
ing WCDA protection for a 12month period of ^ exclusivity on
Metro product in the Albany mar¬
ket.'
V
Full library deals were made
with KOAT, Albuquerque, N. M.,
and KVOA, Tuscon, Ariz. The three
deals, which puts the Metro prod¬
uct in 35 markets, add up to over
$750,000, exclusive of the possible
consummation of the WCDU option.
Metro-TV will supply the prints to
WCDA under a booking arrange¬
ment, designed for less than libr¬
ary deals. A similar booking pro¬
cedure has been lined up for the
300 Metro features, broken down
into packages of I'OO each.
*

Look’Invites
WOR-TV Payoff
WOR-TV, N.Y., the station which
tempered its feature accent in mid¬
season with telefilms and “spe¬
cials,” finds the new format paying
off.
On its 9 to 10 p.m. telecasting
of half-hours,, “Crusader,” “State
Trooper” and “O. Henry Play¬
house,” have garnered sponsors,
with Lipton renewing and Wish¬
bone Salad and Emerson Drug for
Bromo Selzer joining.
Its “Ter¬
ry toon” 7 to 7:30 p.m. strip is virt¬
ually sold out, with the following
participating: Fla vox*-Straws, Burry
Biscuit, Jack Built Toys, and Coeda Marsh.
On its “Million Dollar Movie”
format Procter & Gamble and Rob¬
ert Hall pulled out, but Rival Dog
Foods and Turns quickly moved in,
keeping the SRO sign up with nine
participating sponsors.

that .British

F.&M. Schaefer Brewing and the
writers will wiii better scales and American Tobacco Co have renew¬
ed
their long-standing sponsorship
extra coin for series telecast in the
of WOR-TV’s telecasts of the Brook¬
U.S. and other countries. No one
lyn Dodgers, with Herbert Tareywith properties being prepared in ton cigs and Fawcett Publications
The
England wants to go on record, nor taking pre-game programs.
is sentiment expressed that Brit¬ RKO Teleradio New York flagship
will present a total of 103 games
ish w/riters will gain full parity at
during the 1957 season, including
this stage with American telefilm 77 home games, 25 road contests
writers, as demanded, but opinion and one exhibition meet.
is that sooner or later there will
WOR-TV, faced with the grow¬
be concessions, upped scales arid
ing competition of first-run theatri¬
overseas revenues for British writ¬
cals in the ew York market, be¬
ers.
gan switching its heavily-program¬
The British Screen and Televi¬ med cinematic accent in January.
sion Writers’ Association is cur¬ The station bought about 20-half:
rently negotiating with telefilm hour series, with 10 cun'ently
producers in England, threatening being used. In addition to its tele¬
strike action unless they win par¬ film turn, WOR-TV began experi¬
ity with American writers, estab¬ menting with “specials,” telecast¬
lish a fixed minimum scale and ing the bridge tournament for ex¬
participation in rerun rights.
At ample, and in another direction
present,
British
writers
are inking a sponsorship deal for the
obliged to sell their scripts on flat “live” presentation of bowling.
rate terms without any share in
residuals.
The British - writers’ demands
come at a time when telefilm pro¬
duction on series and pilots aimed
at the American market is at its
“Waterfront,” the Ben Fox pro¬
height.
Sapphire
Productions,
which releases via Official Films, duced skein of ^.78 episodes dis¬
tributed
by MCA-TV, is within a
“Robin Hood,” and pilots “At has
Sword’s Point,” and “The Blade.” few thousand, dollars of hitting the
$3,000,000
gross mark.
Other pilots and series being pre¬
pared
there
include
“William
Skein, currently sold in about
Tell,’’ Ralph Smart; “Prince Vali¬ 160 cities, is'just entering its third'
ant,” William Morris-; “Ivanhoe,” run in many markets, with most
Screen Gems; “The Fox,” NBC; other inarkets playing the second
“New
Adventures
of
Charlie run. Decision to get into 'produc¬
Chan,” Television Programs of tion
on
another
“Waterfront”
America;
“New
Adventures
of group wUl be made in another few
Martin Kane,” Ziv; “Exclusive!” months.
Bernard Luber-ABC Film Syndica¬
tion; “Captain Horatio Hornblower,” Harry Alan Towers.

‘Waterfront’ Gross
Near $3,000,000 Mark
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Hollywood, Match 12.
Bing Crosby Enterprises is di.scontinuing telepix production.
Inactive in recent years, firm once turned out vidfilms for Procter
& Gamble, Packard and General Electric as well as three syndi¬
cated series.
Basil Grijlo, exec veepee, said elimination of film-tv production is
in line with plans to limit scope of operations. Remaining as active
factors o^ Crosby organkation are pix, recordings and Crosby’s oil
interests, Charles Brown, with BCE for past six years as veepee
In charge of film sales, leaves company this week.

RKO-Ben Fox Teamup on Filmed
Coast Guard Spec for TV, Theatre
The two-way ply on th'e OO-min-

‘Popeye’ Pops a 162

vision exposure in the U. S. and
“Popeye” cartoons have a na¬ theatrical exhibition abroad, has
tional ARB average of 16,2. Since won another champion, with RKO
a 16 rating for a local program, Teleradio Pictures inking a deal
even popular cartoon program¬ with indie producer Ben Fox for a
ming, is, considered high, the 21- 9()-minute filmed “spec” on, the
city average has distributor Asso¬ Coast Guard.
ciated Artists turning promotional
The “spec” is one of three proj¬
handsprings.
ects in the Fox-RKO Teleradio
Average is based on all “^‘Pop- deal, marking RKO Teleradio’s
eye” markets where ARB has long-planned entry into telefilm
taken and issued rating returns production. The other projects in¬
since last November. Lowest in¬ clude two half-hour series, one
dividual rating “Popeye” drew titled “Rails” about U. S. railroad¬
was a 10.6 in Frisco. Highest was ing and the other “Charter Pilot.’*
a 25.2 in Duluth-Superior and a Both will be in the action-adven¬
23.3 in Denver.
ture vein, in a contemporary set¬
ting. One pilot will be readied for
’58 and the other for ’59.

‘Goose Cartoons
For Thesaurus
In 130-Pix Deal

The deal with Ben Fox Produc¬
tions, Inc., follows the pattern al¬
ready established by Screen Gems
in its CBS-TV “Playhouse 90”
series and CBS-controlled Filmaster productions, also for “Play¬
house 90.” Both Screen Gems and
CBS plan theatrical exhibition' of
their 90-minute filmed
dramas
abroad, with Screen Gems set to
kick off their eight “90” entries for
Two groups of 130 cartoons are ’the current season in the theatrical
being produced for television by foreign market shortly after the
David Piel, the former animator summer.
for CBS-TV’s “Captain Kangaroo.”
The difference in the RKO-Fox
And ope pf the groups has already approach—-perhaps the harbinger
been pacted by RCA Thesaurus, of a new pattern—is that there is
which is reportedly taking several no guaranteed outlet like “Play¬
steps in advancing its kiddie cata¬ house 90” for the production, But
log. First group of 130 four-min¬ feeling is that if the production,
ute telefilms, titled “Uncle Goose,” to be budgeted from $100,000 to
are being produced at approximate¬ $150,000 does not 'win U. S. tv
ly $5,000 a unit for Thesaurus dis¬ airing, there is the alternative of a
tribution, to begin by late summer. theatrical release for the U. S., as
Unlike Screen
Thesaurus, which recently ac¬ well as abroad.
quired 185 “Crusader Rabbits,” is Gems and Filmaster’s CBS-TV tie,
also expected to produce more in the RKO-Fox project is a oneshotter.
this series.
Fox, producer of “the “Water¬
Piel has inked to deliver the 130
^Goose” pix over the next 18 front” and “Code 3”’series, plans
months, first group of 26 to be to get started on the Coast Guard
adventure spotlighting
completed by the time distribution dramatic
starts. The initial series, all in the story of three cadets, this sum¬
His. production crew will
color and backed entirely by origi¬ mer.
nal .music written by tv conductor travel on the annual training cruise
Paul Taubman, will contain a cycle abroad the U.S.S. Eagle and do
of 26 which are capsule musical some shooting at the Coast Guard
comedies. Balance of the 130 will academy in New London. It prob¬
be different stories, at least six of ably will be lensed in color.
which will have a lead character
RKO also is holding talks on
“Peter Pretend” or “Goose” do
(Continued on page 36)
introductory and closing links that
can be used by tv stations around
miscellanous cartoon material. Piel,
who did 48 cartoons for the CBSTV ayem “Kangaroo,” said that he
will be using several different ani¬
mation styles for the skein, which
will depend heavily on established
kid book authors.

Second group of 130 filnis, now
in the planning stages, is to be
based on the cartoon character
“Barnaby,” which Crockett John¬
son drew between 1938 and 1948
for the Marshall Field papers and
which, after the PM foldo, ap¬
peared in the New York Daily
Mirror. Pie) said that the Barnaby
characterization was chosen be¬
cause of its mixed adult and juve
appeal. The Johnson cartoon was
one of the first among the “liter¬
ate” daily newspaper strips, fol¬
lowed more recently by such as
“Pogo,” “Peanuts,” et al. A syndi¬
cation deal on this package has not
been firmed yet, according to Piel.
■felevision Programs of America
Fifty rough drafts on “Barnaby”
has added five new salesnien to
telefilms have been completed.
its staff. They are John Morgan,
who’ll work out of St. Louis; Wal¬
ter L. Thrift 2d, assigned to the
southeast; Clyde F. Couleter,
Hollywood, 'March 12.
who’ll
headquarter
in
Toledo;
Filming begins in mid-April at
James M. Robinson, set for Ra¬
leigh, N.C.; and Harold C, Tuni- -California National Studios on
“June,” Nanette Fabray-starring
son, assigned to Davenport.
All five are new to television, pilDt for a situation comedy tele¬
pix
series, conceived and produced
though Robinson and Tunison are
by Jess Oppenheimer.
ex-space salesmen.

TPA Ups Sales Staff

Paget, Hunter Set To
Host. NTA’s Showcase
Debra Paget'and Jeff Hunter,
both' 20th-Fox contractees, have
been tapped to host the feature
film showings on the NTA Film
Network, which starts April 1 on
128 stations under Warner-Lam¬
bert and Old Gold sponsorship.
Their stints, as well as the com¬
mercials, will be on film.
Title of the 105-minute 20th-Fox
feature film showcase has been set.
It will be called “Premiere Per¬
formance.”

Fjbray’s ‘June’ Pilot

Mor« TV Film News
On Pagn 34

ute filmed format, calling for tele¬

Texas Joins Bid
To‘Pipe In Filins

Dallas, March 12.
Permission to pipe firstrun films
onto the local home television
screens via coaxial cable has been
requested by an Interstate Circuit,
Inc., subsidiary, it was learned
here.,
A letter from Interstate Home
Corp., seeks permission from the
city to erect wires and cables for
transmission of pictures from a
central studio into local homes.
“We are working on the me¬
chanical features of the thing,” ex¬
plained Van A. Hollomon, Inter¬
state attorney who submitted the
letter to City Manager Elgin Crull;
“It’s being tried In a number pf
places—our position is that if
someone is going to pipe films
into the homes of Dallas, we want
to do it. After all—films are our
business.’*

similar requests for what Hoffomon called a “non exclusiveyiranchise” ha^e been made to iJrout 20
Texas cities including all the large
ones except Austin, he said.
The Interstate attorney said
Meanwhile, Miss Fabray left last that if Dallas grants the permit to
week for N. Y. to star in Sunday’s construct needed facilities, his
(17) NBC-TV “Alcoa Hour” pres¬ company “anticipated working out
entation of “The Last of Mrs. a deal” with local utility com¬
Cheney.”
panies for the use of their poles.

TV-OTUMS
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TV niMS’ MPAA COUNTERPART?
Why Not a 38-and-14 Pattern?
Change from the ti'aditional network film repeat pattern of 39
firstrun and 13 repeats to a new 38-and-14 setup is being sought
by John Howell, CBS Television Film Sales account exe6 for na¬
tional sales; Howell says there’s no sensible Reason for the contihuange .of the 39-13 .system other than the “arbitrary” tradition
of the 13-Week cycle,' liut summons up an impressive array of argu¬
ments for a 38-14 split.
His key .piece of logic is that a 39-13 split doesn’t make sense in
an era when alternate-w'eek sponsorship is the rule. “It penalizes
one of the sponsors by making him-take an extra show at full price,
even though audience is down when he’s paying for it. Worse
than that, it asually penalizes the sponsor who had courage to buy
the show first—he sponsors the first show and every odd-numbered
show thereafter, which means that he's got that full-priced 39th
show too.”
.
.
Aside from his thesis of an equal break for each sponsor (each
would have 19 firstruns and seven repeats, instead of 20 firstruns
and six repeats for one and 19 firstruns and seven repeats for the
other), Howell sees the extra repeat show as a mighty important
cost savings to the sponsor. From the looks of things now, Howell
states, next season’s half-hour network film shows are going to
cost about $45,000 on the average. With a 50% price cut on the
repeat showing, that extra repeat will look quite appealing to the
budget-conscious sponsor because of .the way it brings the unit
per-show cost down over
full season.
... -.
Beyond this, there’s, no arbitrary 13-week period where ratings
decline for the summer, then rise after the 13th week, Howell
points out. In fact, the general audience decline stretches over a
23-week period, from May through December, so that an extra re¬
peat isn’t going to come in the face of an increasing audience.
That extra week at 5.0% of firstrun program price actually, will '
keep the sponsor’s cost-per-thousand down at a realistic level in
terms of the audience he reaches during the hot spell. Howell,
who’s sold such stanzas as “Navy Log” and “Annie Oakley” on a
national basis, isn’t pushing his scheme for syndication, but strictly
for national sale, where the alternate-week pattern has become so
ingrained.
•

a

WA6C-TV, Last of N.Y. Holdouts,
Off on a $540,11(10 Feature Kick
Sole remaining New York hold-out to ‘ first-run features for tele¬
vision has’ given in, as WABC-TV
forked out a- figure estimated at
Hollywood, March 12.
$540,000 for 39 Columbia and 11
British-made pix. Purchase kicks
Next McCadden Productions pro¬
off Screen Gems' sales efforts on ject is “Maggie,” Margaret O’Brien
the package of 39,- called “Holly¬
starring pilot, to roll March 25
wood Premiere Parade.”
with Rod Amateau directing.
WABC-TV, which heretofore ran
Creator Bill Manhof will produce
oldies in the 11:10 nightly spot, is
turning the time over to a “multi¬ his own script.
ple exposure” plan such as the
one instituted by the competing
WOR-TV two years ago. However,
Instead of playing each pic 16
times as WOR does, WABC-TV,
key for. ABC-TV, will play each
seven times a-week, beginning the
two weekend shows at 11 p.m.
The package will be launched
on WABC-TV April 1, the same
night John Cameron Swayze takes
over the station’s 11-11 :.10 news for
ESSO.
...
Though a higher price for the
Answer to the spurt-like jumps
pictures in 'New York was orig¬
in the market value of AAP Corp.
inally cited, $540,000 is said to be
stock ^over the past several weeks
the price asked of competing New came when the company, parent to
York stations for the same group.
Associated Artists Productions Inc.,
Moreover^ there are the 11 British
declared a four-for-one split on
pix, made in ’53 and ’54, taken
some 392,000 shares outstanding
from the Hygo catalog when it
listed on the American Stock Ex¬
merged recently with Screen Gems,
change. The day the split became
which about two yeara ago were
official,
Friday
(8),
the
stock
reported going for $1,000 each.
reached 45 before the announce¬
They remained unsold at the time.
ment brought it down to a closing
However, as frequently noted of
41^4. Informed traders drove it to
late, pix which did not sell before
the ne\^ high, capitalizing on the
this fall, are now finding ample
probable profits of a split.’
(Continued on page 36)
It was disclosed at the time of
the four-for-one arrangement that
in the eight and one-half months
the subsidiary distribution com¬
pany has been selling the Warner
Bros, backlog to television, it has
already grossed $22,000,000. When
the package was bought it Cost
AAP $21,000,000.
The 392,000 shares split four
ways put 1,568,000 shares*’of AAP
Hollywood, March 12.
Hollywood
television
writers Corp. on the market. There should
have collected ^f35,810 in reruns on
(Continued on page 36)
vidpix in the last six weeks, to run
their
total
funnelled
through
Writers Guild of America West to
nearly $541,000.

’Maggie’ O’Brien Pilot

AAP 4-for-l Split
As WB Pix Gross
Hits $22,1

Writers Residual
Coin Totals 541G

In addition to the rerun coin,
approximately $15,000 has. been
collected for seven tv writers in in¬
dividual grievance cases,, with the
coin involved ranging from $250 to
$6,500, latter being in live tv.

ABC TAKES OPTION
ON SG‘SHOWBOAT’

ABC-TV has a sales option on
Screen Gems’ “Showboat” halfhour telefilm series. The network
and the producer have agreed to
Guild has also collected $25,- hold it off the market for six weeks
483.50 in the past eight months for while they jointly try to sell it to a
12
screenwriters
in
individual sponsor for a fall start. •
grievance cases, $6,750.50 of this
Some four or five time periods
amount being from major studios are being considered for the show,
and the balance from indies.
according to the web. Network is
Negotiations
for payment
to said to be eyeing, another SG
(Continued on page 36)

series, “Dr. Mike,” for fall/

.

.
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- TV Film Outfits Resent NARTB
FINANGIIIL OflOUPS Writing Them Off Chi Convention
A movement is afoot to create
a representative television organi¬
zation akin to the Motion Picture
Assn, of America and the Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers. It’s designed primarily
for telefilm producers but, quite
likely, would include the networks.
Unlike the plan, now in a state
of suspended animation, to form
an organization of tv film pro¬
ducers and distributors to decide
on uniform distribution practices,
the new organization would have
vastly greater scope. Plan, being
pushed by major tv financial in¬
terests and said to include in its
early stages American Broadcast¬
ing-Paramount Theatres
and
Screen Gems (Columbia Pictures’
subsid in tv), would embrace nego¬
tiations with the U.S. Treasury and
with foreign governments on recip¬
rocal trade agreements.
This tv authority would be
created, for one thing, in a posi¬
tion of concerted strength to work
up with the U.S. Treasury an amor¬
tization schedule on tv production,
similar to the one established for
theatrical motion pix. Lack of one
now is believed to be the cause of
considerable difficulty in telefilm
production.
Internationally, hope of the men
behind the plan is to empower the
organization
to
negotiate
with
Other countries in order to create
video arrangements such as the
theatrical
Anglo-American
Film
Agreement.
When the Independent Televi¬
sion .Authority in England sought
to make allocations for the play¬
ing of foreign telefilrhs on commer¬
cial tv there, one of the sugges¬
tions made was that the import
of American product should be on
the , basis of reciprocity. The sug¬
gestion, believed made by an Eng¬
lish union official, came after prac¬
tically all indie English production
had been sold to U.S. tv. There¬
fore, unless the recommendation
became retroactive, which wasn’t
deemed' likely, it would limit the
amount of U.S. product that could
be used in England.
. It is just such problems as this,
it was pointed' ou.t by one of the
men planning the video authority
for U.S. producers, that the group
is concerned with. He also noted
that “the international tv business
today has a volume in the $1,000,000,000 category” and that the in¬
vestment must be protected from
chaotic competition, particularly
on an inter-country level.
“The industry should establish
such an office now, before it’s too
difficult or too late,” he noted.
The international market in tv is
not fully developed by any means,
he said, but “it is easier to nego¬
tiate standards now than to await
full development and then attempt
to negotiate.”
Reason for probably including
live tv production is the' electronic
tape factor. In no time at all, it
is felt, network live productions
can be shipped abroad on tape.

‘0. HENRY’VIDPIX NOW
INTO 104 MARKETS
Because it will have eight- “Afri¬
can Patrol” half-hour to peddle
via syndication in approximately a
month, Gross-Krasne is trying to
wrap up the remaining major sales
on “O, Henry Playhouse” in Provi¬
dence, Washington, Baltimore and
upstate New York. Anthology is in
104 markets, with added sales the
past fortnight through five adver¬
tiser and five station contracts.
G-K signed Regal Beer to eight
Florida markets and Serta Mattress
to deals in Cincinnati, Columbus
and Huntington, W. Va.
Apart
from the new regional biz, distrib
also pacted a bank for Dallas and
Japanese Salad Dressing in San
Diego. Most recent advertiser pact
came with General Baking for
Spartanburg and Ashville, N. C.
Station sales were to KOPO,
Tucson; KDAL, Duluth; WMT,
Cedar
Rapids,
KTBC,
Austin;
KYDO, Corpus Christi.

Agenda as 'Second Class Citizens

No ‘Luther’ Lather
Cihicago, March 12.
Reaction so far has been pre¬
dominately favorable to the an¬
nouncement made two weeks
back by WBKB that it will
show the “Martin Luther” biopic on April 23. By the end
of last week public response
as registered by phone calls
and letters had tapered off to
practically zero on the film
which ignited an inter-faith
controversy when it was can¬
celled by WGN-TV last De¬
cember.^,
.WBKB veep Sterling (Red)
Quinlan reports the station has
received less than 50 letters
on ■'‘Luther,” and 80% com¬
mended WBKB for its decision
to screen the pic.
Robert Kendler, prexy of
Community
Builders
which .
will sponsor the special show¬
ing on WBKB, says the com¬
munications he has received
have been 99% pro.

Food Products
Keep Eating Up
The upsurge of food products as
the number one spenders on syn¬
dicated

skeins, outpointing brew¬

eries, is pointed up by Ziv sales
v.p. M. J. Rifkin, who cites the
70% boost of sponsors in the food
category riding Ziv shows in 1956
as compared to a year ago. He
compared the 70% food category
rise to the 46%"overall sales rise
taking in all categories in ’56.
In the Ziv shop two food sub¬
classifications in particular—super¬
market chains which also market
their own brands of food and house¬
hold products, and dairy compa¬
nies—have shown marked increases
in sponsorship. The supermarket
chains with products of their own
and dairy companies have jumped
60% in dollar volume and 75% in
number in the past three seasons.
The bluechip food industry firms
on Ziv’s client list include: Sun¬
shine Biscuit, Hekmann Biscuit,
S & W Foods, Fictsweet Foods,
Mueller’s Macaroni, Royal Cub
Coffee, Ballard Biscuit, Kroger
Stores, Safeway Stores and others.
The Ziv breakdown, reflective of
the entire syndicated programming
field, show that roughly over 20%
of the total programming buys is
from food outfits, about 15% from
breweries, gas and oil firms ac¬
count for about 10% and auto deal¬
ers for about 5%. The remaining
half of Ziv biz is done in a wide
variety of business categories.

Do,dge That Title
Hollywood, March 12.
No one’s'going to “dodge” on a
Ford show, so long as the J. Wal¬
ter Thompson ad agency is on the
job.
Producer Hal Hudson of the
Four Star “Zane Grey Theatre”
series had entitled an upcoming
segment “Man on the Dodge.”
After the
agency
eagle-eyes
spotted the p.oseible sponsor con¬
flict, the title became ‘Man on the
Run.” Ford sponsors “Zane Grey.”

PlirS AUTRY, ROGERS STRIPS
MCA TV has inked multi-run,
two-and-a-half
year
deal
with
KDKA, Pittsburgh, for the onehour Westerns featuring
Gene
Autry and Roy Rogers.
Station plans to strip the fea¬
tures Monday through Friday.

Television film companies are
burned up upon being notified of
change in the agenda of the up¬
coming National Assn, of Radio
and Television Broadcasters con¬
vention—an alteration which elimi¬
nates the sole prior-planned panel
discussion on film programming.
The squawk from telefilmites is
that
with filmed
programming
playing such a major part in the
current tv structure, both on a net¬
work and local level, it’s highly un¬
justified not to include a discus¬
sion on film programming as pai-t
of the agenda. The NARXfij_which
convenes in Chicago from April 7
to 11 at. the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
notified film companies that their
planned panel discussion had been
supplanted by one to be devoted
to music on tv.
Television film companies,' only
eligible for associate membership
under the NARTB charter, over the
course of the years have had a
running battle with NARTB over
what they regard as “second-class
citizenship.”
Only last year did
the NARTB agree to a panel dis¬
cussion on films. It was the year,
too, w’hen tv-film companies did a
burn on NARTB’s proposed stand¬
ard film buying contract, feeling
that it was unrealistic and to this
day, the proposed contract is ig¬
nored by major outfits.
It’s not known at this iate date
w'hether the film companies as a
body will officially protest and ask
for an alteration of the agenda. But
they’re wondering aloud what they
get for their • money.
Under
NARTB’s sliding scale for associ¬
ate membership, companies with
over a gross of $1,000,000 pay
$1,250 yearly.
Costs for partici¬
pating in the annual conclave run
from $3,000 to $10,000 per com¬
pany, depending on exhibits and
other factors.
From the viewpoint of the film
companies, sure there is some
goodwill engendered and some
business written. Film companies
are high on the joint cocktail party
they threw last year and plan a re¬
peat this April. But they say with
the tab running as high as it is,
and -with broadcasters assembled
under one tent, there’s a gaping
hole in the proceedings when’ film
programming gets the brush on
the official agenda. The big pur¬
pose of an NARTB conclave, from
the viewpoint of some telefilm com¬
panies, is that of industrial rela¬
tions, breaching the gulf between
client and'company, and that pur¬
pose is sorely negated when the
NARTB refuses to recognize filmed
programming, both half-hours and
features, as part of Its agenda.

lA in 3-Yr. Pact
With N.Y. Indies
New three-year pact with Inter¬
national Alliance of Theatrical &
Stage Employees was signed by
New York’s Independent Film
Producers.
The
23
industrialcommercial producers who are
members of Film Producers Assn,
of New -York accepted the con¬
tract negotiated by a committee
from the organization.
However,
the pact doesn’t bind non-members,
although FPA sources believe they
will latch on.
FPA granted the grips, electri¬
cians, soundmen, carpenters and
other studio employees in lATSE
pension & welfare coverage. New
contract provides for the producer
to cpntribute $1.50 per day worked
to a welfare plan to be established
and $1.50 a day worked to be paid
to a pension plan, also to be es¬
tablished.
There will be no wage
increase for the first two years of
the pact, on which negotiations
were begun Jan. 31. In the third
year, there is.an increase of 6%
in wages only, and there are no
reopening clauses.
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P^SRI^fY - ARB Gity-By-Gity Syndicated Film Gh^t
VARIETY’S

vary

time factors, since sets-in-nse and audience composition

weekly chart of city-hy-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

according to

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported hy American Research Bur¬

time slot, i,e,, a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating, may

eau on a monthly basis.

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's market. Abbre¬

Cities will be rotated each yoeeht with tbe 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children's;

All ratings arp furnished hy ARB^ based on the latest reports.
This

VARIETY

(Co),

chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

comedy;

(Myst),

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Dr),

mystery;

women^s,

(Q),

drama;

(Doc),

qui%;

(Sp),

documentary;
sports;

(W),

(Mus),

musical;

western;

(Worn),

Numbered symbols next to station ca\l letters represent the slct-

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

lion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF,

shotv in the specific market.

distributors, rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired,.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

station

PROVIDENCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8
9.
10.

.

Attention should be paid to timo—day and

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRII.

JANUARY
RATING

SHARI .
(%)

Highway Patrol (Adv). .WJAR.
.Tues. 10:30-11:00 .... . .30.0..
Sheriff of Cochise (W)...... . WPRO.
.Sat. 7:00-7:30 ;.. ; .27.9;..
. .20.2 ...
Annie Oakley (W)_....... ;WJAR.
Badge 714 (Myst). .WJAR.. ........NBC... .Mon. 10:30-11:00 . . .19.8
Looney Tunes (Ch).... .WJAR.
. .18.3.
.17:4.
Superman (Adv)... .WJAR.
,
. Thur.s ff'OO-fi;30 1
WJAR. .MCA..
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) .WPRO.
i 16.1
Secret Journal (Dr)
Tues. 7:00-7:30 :
.WPRO.
.Wed.6:00-6:30
;; 14.3.
Wild Bill Hickok (W)
.WJAR.

...

...

.
....

. -..

.

,.
.
.....
......
...... ; .
__^_

,

.
.
.
.
.

.

64.4..
54.9;. .
49.6...,.,,. .
52.7........ .
54.9........ .
43.3.
. S8.9
38,9........
35.8
39.3..

__ .

. .
.
.-__ . .

..
..
.
....... .
..

46;5
50.8
40.8
37.6
33.4
40.3
42.2
41.4
40.3
36.4

'

..37.1.
.:30.4..
..29.6.
. ,28.6.....;

..
..
..
..

.KWK..... .NBC... .Sun. 4:00-4:30 ;...
.KSD. ......MCA....:. Mon. 9:30-10:00 ..
.KWK.....
. Sat. 5:00-5:30;
.KWK.....
. Sat. 6:00-6:30 !:...

..26.2.
..25.9.;.
.. 25.8......
, ,25.8......

...
..
..
..

9. Dr. Christian (Dr). .KWK.....
10. Cisco Kid (W)...'. . KSD.

PORTLAND, ORE.

. Sun. 10:00-10:30 ..
. Sat. 5:30-6:00 .

Approx. Set Coiirat—350,000

.24.6.. ..
. ;23.2. ..

WEST PALM BEACH

..WPRO .. . ..16.1
..WJAR .... ..17.4
..WPRO ... ..17.6
.WPBO
..15.9
..12.1
. ,WPRp
..20,4
..WPBP
.WPRO
22.8
..WJAR
23.8
Navy Log
..25.3
Adventures of Jim Bowie. ..WJAR
..WPRO ... ..'20.4
SaUy Brine’s Shack.-.

Do You Trust Yoiir Wife..
Ozzie &. Harriet.
Salty Brine’s Shack.......
Studio One .
News, Sports & Weather..
Salty Brine’s Shack.

.

..

..

.

... , .
....
....

.....

75.5.. .49.2 Great Gildersleeve. ...KWK
Your Hit-Parade. ...KSD
55.3..
Man Called,X.... .. .KSD
67.1..
55.9;: ...... 51.2 Cavalcade of Sports. ...KWK
Sports; Sports Extra... ...KSI)
64.1.;
Wide- Wide World....... ...KSD,
52.1..
Studio One .. ...KWK
...kSD
79.9.. ....... 32.3 Captain Gallant
...KSD
77.4..
Cartoonville .
...KSD
Parade
of
Magic......
'
■ •
55.2..
Law!rence Welk . ...KSD
70.8..
Bold Journey ..
...KWK

24.9. ....
66.6. ....
63.6. ....
60.6. ....
58.4. ....
36.1,...'. ....
88.6. ....
32.7. ....
32.9. ....

59.8
60.1
61.0
45.0
40.6
56.5
21.2
54.8
53,8

I Led 3 Lives.
premiere Theatre .
Lone Ranger ..
Circle 8 Hoedown........
Aluminum Hour .
Saturday Film Fair.
Big Picture .
Name That Tune.
Weather; Sports & News,.
CBS News—D. Edwards.
. ...17.7.... .... 37.5. .... 47.3 Weather; Sports &: News..
CBS News—D. Edwards.

Approx. Set Count—302,000

...

... .....12.1
...
,..
...
... .....12.5
... .,...14.7
...
... .... . 6.6
...
..,
...
...

Stations—KOIN (6), KGW (8), KLOR (12), KPTV (27)

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). KOIN. _Ziv. .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . ...45.5..,.
... Mon. 8:30-9:00 ...... . . .41.0....
2. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KOIN.
.. .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 . ...38,8....
3. Search for Adventure (Adv).. .KOIN.
.KOIN. .... MCA. .. .Sat. 6:00-6:30 . . .27.3_
. .23.7....
5. Code 3 (Adv). .KOIN. .... ABC. .. .Tues. 10:00-10:30
6. Grand Ole Opry (Mus). .KOIN. .... Flamingo....... .. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 . ...20.4....
7. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . KOIN. .Flamingo. .. .Sat. 3:30-4:00 . .. .18.8....
... Thurs. 6:30-7:00 . . . .17.9 ....
8. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .KLOR. .... .CBS..
.. .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . .. ,17.7....
9. Jungle Jim (Adv). .KLOR.
9. Annie Oakley (W).. .KLOR. .ciBS. ... Fri. 6:00-6:30

RATING.

.Stations—KWK (4), RSD ($)

Approx, Set Count—932^006

1. state Trooper (Adv).....KSp...MCA.Tues. 9:30-10:00 ..
. Sat. 9:30-10:00 ...
2. Death Valley Days (W)!. .KWK.
.KWK.
. Thurs. 10:00-10:30
.KWK.....
.....TPA..
. Fri.9:30-10:00 ...
4. Count of Monte Cristo (Adv).
Western Marshal (W).
Federal Men (Myst).
Jungle Jim (Adv).
Annie Oakley (W).....

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations—^WJAR (10), WPRO (12)

Approx. Set Coiint—1,402,000

ST. LOUIS

5.
6.
7.
7.

SETS IN I
USE
I

Those ad agencies listed as

....
....
....
,..,
....
....
....
....
....

.KGW
.KLOR
.KGW
..KGW
..KPTV
.KGW
..KLOR
..KOIN
..KOIN
..KOIN
..KOIN
..KOIN

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
^..
..
..
..
..

.... 5.6
.... 9.4
....11,9
,...11.4
.... 8.7
....16,4
.... 1.1
....30.4
....25,6
....21.7
....25,3
....17.7

Stations—WPTV (5), WEAT (12), WTVJ (4), WCKT (7)

47.8 Three Star Final.WEAT
News—John Daly.WEAT
..Flamingo.Fri. 7:00-7:30 ...30,0 .. 66.0., 45.5 Boston Blackie ..WCKT
..MCA...Fri. 9:00-9:30 .28.9 . 48.1..^... 60.1 Treasure Hutit.WEAT
. .TPA. . . .... . Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ____;28.1.. 58.9.'... 46.7 Dinah Shore .WCKT
News—Huntley-Brinkley .WCKT
.-.NBC.. Wed. 7:30-8:00 ...25.8,. 44.6. 57.9 Disneyland .
.WEAT
. . Ziv.■.Tues. 7:30-8:00 .24.4. 44.2.. 55.3 Conflict ..WEAT
..CBS.Sat. 9:00-9:30—a.m, ,..,.24.2. 94.1. 25.7 Adventure Club . .WCKT
., Ziv............... Mon. 9:30-10:00 .19.0 . 29.9. 63.5 Welk’s Top Tunes.WEAT
..Ziv.Tues. 10:30-11:00 .18.9.... 51.9. 36.4 Break the $250,000 Bank... .WPTV
. MCA.Tues. 7:00-7:30 .;.15.5. 31.1.. . .... 50.0 Take Off .WTVJ

i. Wild Bill Hickok (W).WTVJ.Flamingo.. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 .35.0. 73.4
Z. Superman (Adv).WTVJ
3. Waterfront (Adv).WTVJ
4. Count of Monte Cristo (Adv). . WTVJ
5.
6.
7e
8.
9.
10.

Crunch & Des (Adv).WTVJ
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv). WTVJ
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W)..WTVJ
Man Called X (Myst)..
WTVJ
Highway Patrol (Adv)....WTVJ
Man Behind the Badge (Myst). WPTV

BIG SPRING, TEXAS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
k
7.
8.
9.
10,

Approx. Set Count—50,000

Star Performance (Dr). . . KBST. .Official.,. Tues. 7:30-8:00 .
Waterfront (Adv). . .KBST. .MCA..". . .Tues. 9:00-9:30 .
Great Gildersleeve (Co)- . .KBST. .NBC. . .Tues. 8:30-9:00 .
Secret Journal (Dr). . .KBST. .MCA. . .Wed. 8:00-8:30 .
Grand Ole Opry (ftius). . . KBST.
, Fri. 7:30-8:00 .
The Pendulum (Myst). ..KBST.
. Sun. 9:00-9:30 .
Ray Milland (Co). . .KBST. .MCA* .. . .Mon. 7:00-7:30 .
My Little Margie (Co). ..KBST.
,. Sun. 9:30-10:00 .
All Star Theatre (Dr). . .k;bst.
.. Sun. 8:30-9:00 .
..
.KMID.
Badge 714 (Myst)..
.NBC.;.. ..Wed. 9:00-9:30 .
....
......
...
^ -.j..........
'•J
•

5.2
11.0

6.1
15.2
8.4
7.1
23.6
.

X.iJ

.21.9
.12.4

Stations—KBST (4), KMID (2)
..
..
..
..

.48.2.
.47.8.
.47.0.
.42.7.
. . .41.7.
_39.9.
.. .36.3.
. .'.35.9.
.. .34.7.
.. .34.5.
.) f
i.

85.0. ....
71.1. ....
71.4. ^....
69.5. ....
. . 60.9. ....
. . 61.7. ....
. . 59.3..
....
.. 59.8_ ....
. . 52.2. ....
.. 57.4. ....
1 - - •
. .
..
..
..

56.7
68.1
65.9
61.4
68.5
64.7
61.3
60.1
66.5
60.1

Sports Time .
This Is Your Life.......
Favorite Story .
Kraft TV Theatre.
Life of Riley.

..
..
..
..

.KMID
.KMID
.KMID
.KMID
.. .KMID
TjOretta Young .,., . .'.KMID
Chevy Show
. ,. .KMID
Stories of the Century... .. .KMID
Highway Patrol.'... .. .KMID
Lawrence Welk .. .. .KBST

. 7.7
.17.5
.17.9
.26.0
.22 8
.,.. . .22.6
..."...23.4
.30.6

IVfgrch^ 1%' 195^
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Bob Hope’s Whoppii^ 36.4
Bob Hope again pulverized the Sunday night competition in the
Trendex sweepstakes this weekend (10), more than doubling the
CBS competition with an hourlong 9-10 average of 36.4. CBS’ “General Electric Theatre” and “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents” could muster no better than 16 4 and 17.7, respectively,
while ABC’s “Omnibus” averaged out to 3.2.
On other fronts, Ed Sullivan widened gap between himself and
Steve Allen slightly, while Perry Como bounced back to easily top^
Jackie Gleason, who the week before tapped the Saturday time
period while Como was away and Mickey Rooney subbing for
him. Sullivan scored a 28.8 to Allen’s 24.6, with the ABC entries
averaging 4.3. Como’s average was 29.3 vs. 22.1 for Gleason and
4.4 fer “Famous Film Festival.”
Earlier, Guy Mitchell, guesting for the vacationing Arthur God¬
frey in the latter’s CBS Wednesday hour, topped NBC’s “Maurice
Chevalier’s Paris” special by a 1’7.7 to 11.7 score, but the ABC
lineup averaged out ahead of both, with “Disneyland” counting
with a*24.5 at 8 and “Navy Log” hitting a 16.9 at 8:30. On Thurs¬
day (7), “Playhouse 90,” with “Invitation to a Gunfigher,” topped
all opposition, averaging to 24,0 vs. 21.0 for Tennessee Ernie and
3.6 for “Bold Journey” at 9:30 and 15.5 for “Lux Video Theatre”
at 10.
•
'

WMAL-ITs Rags-to-RespectabSity
Pattern as D.C Station Hits Jackpot
Washington, March 12. >---^From rags to respectability in
two years is the story of Washing¬
ton’s WMAL-TV.
WABD, New York, will air a 19The climb out of longtime im¬ hour Arthritis & Rheumatism Foun¬
mersion in the red ink side of the dation telethon beginning Satur¬
ledger by the station, owned by day, April 6, at 10 p.m. It’ll make
the Washington Evening Star, lays the fourth straight year the station
down a pattern which may well be has carried the special stanza.
followed by other video stations
seeking a success formula of their
own.
WMAL-TV, a primary affiliate of
ABC, worked it two ways—by
shifts in local programming for
quick pocketbook returns, and by
scheduling a larger amount of web
shows for longtime prestige.
Under management of . Fred .Hon-.
wink, former Booz, Allen A Hamil¬
ton management' expert, station’s
upswing has gone hand in glove
with network expansion and re¬
London, March 12.
surgence. Houwink, chairman, of
Charging commercial tv program
ABC Affiliates, has a strong con¬
sciousness of the necessity for companies with almost complete
teamwork between the network in failure in fulfillng their obligations
New York and the affiliate in the to present a balanced program,
grass roots. He argues that it is Anthony Asquith, president of the
essential “to stick closely to the 'af-'
filiation contract,” and adds, “You Association of Cine, Television and
might make a fast buck the other Allied Technicians, said at the
way, but you’ll always remain the union’s annual meeting last week¬
No. 3 network.” The record on end that he was alarmed at the
this score speaks for Itself. WMAL generally low standard and trivial
.has gdne from ’ll commercial web content of Independent tv.
Speaking on behalf of the cre¬
hours weekly In ’53,. to 24 in 1957.
The 7:30-10:30 li.m. time segments ative workers in the field, lie said
they were of the strong opinion
are sacred to network option.
WMAL is now behind only New that immediate steps should be
York and Los Angeles in web orig¬ taken to stem the tendency towards
inations, with its strong Sunday an ever decreasing quality. The
lineup of three shows: “College enormous power of commercial tv,
Ne^f^s Conference,” “Press Confer¬ he averred, should not merely be
used for frivolous entertainment,
ence,” and the new entry, “Open
but its beneficial effects should be
Hearing.” In addition, there are put to their fullest use.
daily cutins on John Daly’s news
show, and frequent originations of
commercials for the Wednesday
(Continued on page 36)

WABD’s Telethon

Anthony Asquith
Takes a Swipe At
British Com! TV

The alternate-week half-hour
sponsor with, prime time on the
television networks has to fork up
$2,500,000—or it’s no deal. That’s
the going rate these days (based
on asking prices for the ’57-’58 sea¬
son), and there’s no way out of it.
Last year he could squeeze through
for about a half-million less, but
the alternate-week sponsor with
$2,000,000 to spend has^ been Writ¬
ten out of the choice time periods.
The upped ante is due primarily
to the fact that the networks now
demand full 52-week sponsorship
commitments with no summer lay¬
offs in order to guarantee time’
franchises. Rise in program costs
is the other reason. Hence the
breakdown for the average alter¬
nate-week half-hour client now
reads: Program, .$45,000; Time
$50,000.
While at the moment there is
evidence of a “soft market,” with
some good prime time' availabili¬
ties, neither the networks nor pro¬
gram producers are particularly
alarmed. When the curtain goes
up for the new fall season, it’s an¬
ticipated that it’ll be SRO for the
three major webs on all favorable
nighttime segments.
Given what he considers a good
show, the tv sponsor, it’s generally
felt, won’t let that additional $500,000 tab deter him even though the
cost differential has already influ¬
enced some sponsors in already in¬
fluenced some sponsors in their
decision to “sit it out” next seasdn. Sven now there’s evidence
of a continued hike in pro¬
gramming cost, as witness, for
example, the agency Interest be¬
ing
manifested in
the
new
Frances Langford musical series
off the Charles Wick production
shelf (being Aimed by Desilu).
Half-hour show, based on the pilot
now circulating agency-client cir¬
cles, is being peddled for $75,000,
with some bullish prospects re¬
portedly in the offing.
(Couple
seasons back that 75G figure was
considered outrageous even for a
full hour entry.)
Langford series, incidentally, is
being shot in color. Pilot features,
along with Miss Langford, Bob
Hope, Jerry Colonna (reuniting
three of the regulars on the old
Hope radio show); along with
David Rose and a 40-piece orch.

WBBM’s 20^ Hike
Chicago, March 12.
WBBM, CBS-owned radio station
which last year had the biggest
year in its history. Is raising its
rates 20% across the board, effec¬
tive this week.

CBS Radio Unveils 'New bpacf
Nighttime, Weekend Sales Plan;
Kent Cigs $1,(100,000 Buy; Others In
f

Illuminating Aluminum
Alcoa is s^t to shock any of
the breed of advertisers who
look upon themselves as “in¬
stitutional” sponsors. Alcoa,
one of the oldest and biggest
of the institutionals, was
knocked off its Sunday hour
dramatic perch by NBC last
week arid is now on the prowl
for a half-hour dramatic series
for Mondays at 9:30.
Aluminum outfit has de¬
cided it wants to sponsor an
adventure-type series, prefer¬
ably a private-eye type show.

Crosley at Long
Last Gets Indpis.
Nod on V Station
Washington, March 12.
Long deadlock in the FCC on the
four-way contest for channel 13 in
Indianapolis was finally broken
last week when the agency, by a
4-3 vote, awarded the grant.. to
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. The
crucial vote was cast by Comr.
T. A. M. Craven who decided to
participate since the agency was
“hopelessly deadlocked” and was
unable to arrive at a decision.
Comr. Craven said he intended to
abstain because his former engi¬
neering firm represented .one of
the applicants. ••
The authorization gives Crosley
its full complement of five VHF
stations. Company, a subsidiary of
Avco Mfg. Corp., operates tv out¬
lets in Atlanta, Cincinnati, Colum¬
bus and Dayton. Crosley imme¬
diately announced it would insti¬
tute a $2,000,000 building program
in Indianapolis.
Decision, a reversal of an ex¬
aminer's report favoring Mid-West
TV Corp., was accompanied by
strong dissenting statements by
Comrs. Robert Bartley and Rosel
Hyde (Comr. Robert E. Lee also
dissented). Comr. Bartley, while
expressing sympathy with the de¬
sire to decide the case, felt the
record of the proceedings should
be reopened to take account of the
resignation, due to ill health, of
(Continued on page 36)

The Teebleness’ of TV Interviewing

Benny Packages
Gisele TV Series
Jack Bennyls J&M Productions,
set up only last summer, is beginniiig to expand its operations.
Benny has signed Gisele MacKenzie for a half-hour live series, arid
is currently peddling the package
via MCA. Agency is hitting the
sponsors as well as the webs, but
there’s no deal yet from either
source. Possi’ le, though, that a
network deal may be set in the
next couple of weeks.
Miss MacKenzie, now free of
“Your Hit Parade,” will be able to
dt a weekly series now, as well as
guest shots and specs (she’s being
considered for the lead in NBCTV’s spec version of “Wonderful
Town,” for example). Benny con¬
nection is explained via the fact
that she made, her first big comedy
click as a guester on the Benny
stanza. J&M's first new package,
the Marge & Gower Champion
series, makes its bow March 31 as
Benny’s own Sunday alternate on
CBS.

Staff • memorandum extremely
critical of television’s news inter¬
view technique^ has been distrib¬
uted among all CBS newsmen by
CBS News director Johiv F. Day,
who declares in the memo that
“this phase of reporting is still our
most vulnerable point profession¬
ally.”
Memo, which advises the news¬
men on interviewing techniques,
makes the point that “it is para¬
doxical that we should be weak in
interviewing techniques, for they
are literally the very guts of our
operation.
Interviews are the
source of much of our news. A
sound interview. can make news
arid can tell news as can no other
technique. - It is particularly myst¬
ifying to note our feebleness in
this field, since almost all of
you have been reporters for some
time and have had Jo dig for news
from many and ^ried persons.”
Day states that the cardinal
points of interviewing are “no
doubt long familiar to you, but
easy to overlook in the rush and
clamor of our work.” Principle
failure of the tv* newsmen, Day
states, is to follow up new and in¬
teresting leads which develop in
the conversation. '^It Is disturb¬
ing to the listener or viewer for

an interviewer to stick so rigidly
to his next fixt question that he
fails to pursue a promising or re¬
vealing point.”
“Good interviewing,” Day states,
“should have some of the attrib¬
utes of good conversation; respon¬
siveness on the part.of the inter¬
viewer, regard for the interviewee,
imaginativeness , warmth—where
this is possible without falsely
‘coloring’ the interview—real in¬
terest in the subject being pursued
(and interest cannot-be deep where
there is no knowledge), flexibility
and' resourcefulness in following
unexpected turns in the talk. The
dead-pan, Quiz-Kid-like, staccato
rattlings of shallow questions is
not likely to elicit spontaneous or
revealing responses from simple
persons, or honest and full re¬
sponses from complex ones who,
whether voicing it or not, resent
the over-simplification, Sympathy,
humor where it is appropriate,
recognition of the environment
where .that is distinctive, all these
factors can contribute to the flow
of information which is the end
goal of. the Interview. Too often
all this is forgotten in the hope
that the magical expedient of push¬
ing a subject in front of a camera
and saying, ‘Your grandmother has

just been raped. How do you feel
about it?’ will elicit a flood of
facts.”
‘Too Soft’
Day also feels a tendency to be
“too soft” on the interviewee.
While stressing that “while it is
essential 'to ask pertinent ques¬
tions, it is not necessary that you be
either impertinent or fawning iji
asking them,” he states that “our
shortcoming has been in the dir¬
ection of being too soft on the in¬
terviewee: Sometimes the impres¬
sion is given that the interviewer
is so chary of offending the person
he is questioning that he asks on^'
the most bland and even silly
questions.”
In reference to Mike Wallace,
who “profits from' impertinence
and he often asks loaded, impre¬
cise questions,” Day declared that
while we would not want to bor¬
row Wallace’s more questionable
procedures, it is only fair to rec¬
ognize that he can remind some of
us of the Importance of research
on the subject of the interview, of
the importance of asking the
searching, the tough question and
of-.the value of pursuing a theme
once it is opened up, even if uppredictably, by the turn the in¬
terview takes.”

’

With the required 85% of affili¬
ate approval for a nighttime rate
slash and a . daytime hike already
in, CBS Radio took the wraps off
its new “Impact” nighttime-week
end segmented sales plan which of¬
fers five-minuta segments in some
22 nighttime and weekend seg¬
ments at a time«'& talent price of
$1,100 to $800 apiece. Lower figure
represents the maximum discount,
for use of 16 such segments a week
for 52 consecutive weeks or more.
New segmentation structure in
effect slashes nighttime-weekend
rates by upwards of 50%, since
the price before the new system
went into effect (last Sunday) was
$2,100 to $1,700 per segment. Slash
was made not so much tp put the
web into a competitive situation
vis-a-vis the other networks as to
equalize the differential with itsown daytime circulation. Web’s
daytime schedule w^s completely
SRO last week, and while only a
temporary phenomenon, still
pointed, up the need for the night¬
time and weekend cut.
New plan has already drawn
plenty of attention from sponsors.
Kent Cigarets has signed for 16
segments a week for a firm 13
weeks with options to ride out a
full year. On a gross annual basis,
that’s close ..to $1,000,000. Billed
at the onetime rate,, it’s $17,600 a
week; at the maximum discount
$800 rate, it’s $14,400. Also in un¬
der the plan are Hudson Vitamin
with two a week, and Dixie Cup
with one.
“Impact” segments apply to
three nighttime strips, “Amos &
Andy,” “Robert Q. Lewis Show”
and “The World Tonight,” along
(Continued on page 30)

Mort Becker Gets
N.Y.AFTRAOkay
Mortimer Becker, former law as¬
sociate of Henry Jaffe, was reaf¬
firmed as the new local counsel for
American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists Monday (11) at .a
meeting of the membership. By a
vote of 78 to 16 the body overcame
objections to Becker’s previously
alleged divided loyalties.
Recently, a faction of the union
said that because of his association
with Jaffe, retired national counsel
of AFTRA and partner in NBCTV’s “Producer’s Showcase,” he
should not b6 in a position to rep¬
resent both the management and
labor sides in'negotiations. At the
meeting, Becker reiterated the fact
that he has lately broken off his
business ties with Jaffe, but that he
holds him “in the highest possible
regard—that many men have con¬
tributed to AFTRA’s success, but
above all others the union owes its
success to two men, George Heller
and Henry Jaffe.”
Meeting did not meet a quorum,
but the “vote of confidence” and
the fact that the local board
chooses the counsel were sufficient
to keep Becker in the post. He was
inked a few weeks ago to replace
Judge Ferdinand Pecora, who had
the job since Jaffe gave up that
part of his AFTRA chores last
year.

ANOTHER $1,000,000
FOR ABC RADIO NEWS
ABC Radio’s five-minute news
capsules which recently drew
$1,000,000 gross from R. J. Rey¬
nolds for 20 weeknight miniatures
has added nearly another $1,000,000 via added time buys by the cig
house in collaboration with Nor¬
wich Pharmacah Two bankrollers
are splitting 18 weekend newscasts
on the web.
Additional Reynolds (for Camel)
coin 'was contingent on the co¬
sponsorship deal.

Wednesday, Mat^ch 13, 1957
PANIC
(The Priest)
With WcstbropK Van VPprhIs, nar^
rator; James Whitntorey Anthoiiy
Wai’cle,
Raymond^' Cfeenhsaf,
John Harmon, Afayslhall Brad^
ford, Michael' Grander, Ralph
Moody, Pefirgy Converse, Robert.
Brice .
Producer: A1 Simon
Director: Rod Amatean
Wrlteri David Dortoift
30 Mins/;' Tties., 3:30 p.iti.
MAX FACTOR, CHFSTRRFlELD
NBC-TV (film)
(Berhbach, McCann-Ericksdn)
“Panic," wfiich replaced “Noah's
Arh" In the Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m.
slot on NBC-TV, rates as a routine
dramatic series. Followhig a semi¬
documentary style, the story con¬
tent is 'pegged on the program’s
title. The sho’w'plays up the an¬
gle that all the audience needs to
luaow about the central character
and the basis of the crisis are pre¬
sented during^ the opening few
minutes.
Other than that, the program
has the usual dramatic elements.
The merit of the series, naturally,
will depend on the calibre of the
individual programs offered. The
preem'entry was hinged on an Intcaresting situation in having a
man confess a i^lanned. murder, to
a priest and dying before provid¬
ing all the details.
- From "there on,, the story was
concerned with the priest's night¬
long sleuthing to stop the crime
before it was scheduled to happen.
In other, words, it was a case of
the priest turning private eye
since he couldn't reveal the infor¬
mation given him because of the
seal of confession. As expected,
everything worked out and in the
nick of time.
Off-camera narration by West¬
brook Van Voorhis provided a
strong dramatic boost, whild the
visual performances were okay.
The cast was headed by James
Whitmore in the title role. .The
program is alternately sponsored
by Chesterfield (McCann-Erickson) and Max Factor (Doyle Dane
Bernbach), with the former on the
initial enti*y.
.The commercials, in a humor¬
ous vein, were okay, but detract¬
ed from the story’s meller mood.
Rod Amateau’s staging was 'in the
familiar semi-documentary groove,
Jess.
GUY MITCHELL SHOW
With Polly Bergen, Jack E. Leon¬
ard, Four Lads, Melvin Endsley,
Tony dc Eddy, The Spellbinders
Producer: Lee Cooley
Director: Byron Paul
Writers: Norman Barasch, Carroll
Moore
60 Mins., Wed. (6), 8 p.m.
BRISTOL-MYERS, Pillsbury Mills,
Kellogg
CBS-TV, from New York
(Young & Rubicam, Leo Burnett)
Guy Mitchell, first up in a fivestar round-robin replacing Arthur
Godfrey who’s trekking through
Africa, came up with a lively mu¬
sical romp that abounded with zest
and good spirits. And it’s another
Indication that the producer-direc¬
tor team of Lee Cooley and Byron
Paul, know how to make a varietymusical stanza really hum. And if
this one’s any criterion, ABC-TV
has got itself a valuable piece of
property in Mitchell next season.
Show’s brisk pace and easy-go¬
ing style can mainly be credited to
Mitchell. The crooner, who’s rid¬
ing high again in the wax market
with his Columbia etchings, has an
ingratiating boyish manner and a
likeable vocal approach. And he
bounces across the homescreen in
a way that’s completely winning.
Mitchell received a topflight as¬
sist-from the rest of the lineup, too.
Miss Bergen a fresh and pleasant
looking songstress out of Pepsi¬
Cola commercial and now being
prepped-for a CBS .buildup, came
over okay in the duet and in solos
on the moody “Broken Hearted”
and the bouncy “Buttons & Bows,”
The Four Lads pitched in with
their Columbia disclick “Who
Needs You” and a briefie workover
of “Standing On The Corner.”
Hillbilly singer Melvin Endsley, a
polio victim, also came off well
with “Bringing The Bluest to My
Door.” Sidebar to the Endsley shot
was that Mitchell wasn’t at all shy
about plugging Endsley’s RCA Vi|ctor affiliation. The Spellbinders
were in and out supplying appeal¬
ing choral assists.
The comedy department too, was
well taken care of by thin-fat. Jack
E. Leonard and Tony & Eddy, a
disk • pantomime act.
Leonard
clicked in his brisk and brash way
while Tony & Eddy built up most
of their yodks with some outland¬
ish mugging, especially to Rose¬
mary Clooney’s “Hey There.” '
Due to Cooley’s topflight pro¬
duction efforts the stanza came off
with none of those routine “re¬
placement show” markings.
Gros.

TELEVISION REVIEWS

Tele Follow-Up Commeiit
Iff

4-

Ferry Como Show.
Perry Como, who returned to
his own series ^fter a vacation lay¬
off, had a socko stanza la§t .Saturr
day night' (9). Show breezed along
from the opening production hum-r
•ber, cleverly staged on a simulated
open-girder skyscraper, to the final
curtain without a Iptdown.
Show had an impressive guest
•lineup with Ethel .Merman, Jack
Carter and the Mills Bros. Some
mild comedy between Miss Mer¬
man and Carter preceded the song¬
stress' typical open-throated belt¬
ing q{ a medley of Cole. Porter
showtuhes, such as “Atiything
Goes,” “You’re The Top,” “I Get
A Kick Out of You,” and other top
standards. That led into a smart
duet with Como on “Mutual Ad¬
miration Society,”, from her cur¬
rent legit musical, "“Happy Huntr
ing,” and then into a trio with
Como and Carter on a special materipl ditty, “Without You.”
Carter was standout in his solo
comedy routine. His takeoff on
horror pictures was a very funny
impressionistic display that was
the top highlights of a fine show.
Also guesting were the Miffs Bros.'
with their slick, highly pleasing
brand of harmonizing ‘on some
oldies, including “Up A Lazy Riv¬
er,” in which Como also sat in.
Como himself was in top form,
delivering a half^^dozen or so num¬
bers with superlative backing from
the Ray Charles Singers and the
Louis DaPron Dancers. Como, of
course, nodded to the calypso cycle
and ffid ah excellent version of
“The Banana Boat Song,” in addi¬
tion to - plugging his current
Victor bestseller. “Round and
Round.”
Herm.

Presley vogue. With Wally Cox
emulating a Singer with an. overactive, adams-apple, there ' were
some good bits in this session.
Similarly, the cowboy spoof with
Rosemary Cilooriey came off fairly
well.
Gordon Jeqkins’ music
backed the preceedings. The show
had .its moments, but not enough
to create an exceptioi\al accept¬
ance,
Jose.

jammer Kids” and the “Captain &
the Kids.”
Ai)art'jfrom the Tracy sketch,
the other standout segment was
the film clip showing the late
.Mayor LaGuardia of New York
reading Dick Tracy over the radio
(WNYC) during the Newspaper
strike in N.Y. It was simply great.
•Too bad that scripter Henry Walsh
couldn’t come . up with anything
that could top that. Roger Eng¬
Val Parnell’s Startime (London) lander’s direction . was fine, right
Gary Crosby and Olga James on top of the action and drawings,
filled the headline spots in this (except for that museum. se¬
Associated Television networked quence).
Chan.
show from London (7), but neither
had much to offer in the way of
Person to Person .
out-of-the-rut entertainment. Both
Greasepaint and printers' ink. got
were making their final tv appear¬ an Ed Murrow Ibdkse.e on CBSance in Britain; Crosby winding TV’s “Person to Person” last Fri¬
up his leave before returning to day (8). For the show biz angle,
Germany., to resume his GI duties, Murrow went to orch leader Ted
and Miss James was set for a Lewis’ New York apartment and
month's cabaret stint in Paris at for the journalism peg, his cam¬
the Moulin Rouge.
eras hopped down to the Stewart
Crosby worked his way through Alsop home in Washington.
the show, taking part in several
Murrow’s fan mag touch didn’t
sketches, before he reached his 10- get to the heart of either subject
minute solo spot as show closer. but it did manage to present a
His delivery ww easy going and sketchy portrayal of them both as
smooth and almost a replica of warm and likeable personalities.
his father's, but the voice was Lewis and his wife, Adah, make an
lacking.
His best number was attractive couple while Alsop, surJohnny Mercer’s “One More for rounded#by wife and children came
the Road,” which showed his Re¬ off as an upstanding family man.
laxed manner to full advantage.
Of the two segments, Lewis
Miss James, who's known over showed up as the more interesting
here solely for her work in “Car-* one. He told of his Circleville, O.,
men Jones,” gave out with a mixed origin and his snow biz career.
bag of numbers including a selec¬ That and the .story of the birth of
tion of old fashioned waltzes. She his “Is everybody happy” line
registered fairly well, but would made for an interesting interview.
have done better to Include some
Murrow was less suocessfuf in
of the songs she's known for here. drawing out Alsop. Perhaps Al¬
Comnleting the rest of the bill' sop needs his brother and co-bywere the three Kaye Sisters, who liner Joseph Alsop to come across
sang their numbers well; June with the kind of spark that shows
Merlin, , a magician with a stock up in their syndicated column. It
Jackie, Gleason Show
Trip around the world which the routine; Warren, Devine &. Sparks, was a routine family visit that
Gros.
Gleason company “won” in a con¬ well known tumbling trio; the lacked a point a view.
test sponsored by an imaginary George Carden Dancers, a slick
Omnibus
breakfast food company is a con¬ chorus team resident on the show;
“Omnibus” on ABC-TV Sunday
venient peg to hang lotsa situa¬ and emcee Harry Worth aided by
tions. In line with this was the Therese Burton, who both W9rk (10) did a journalistic whitewash
CBS-TV Saturday (9) edition which hard and keep the Show moving job on one of history’s bettercame up with an original musical smoothly. The Jack Parnell Or¬ known villains. Captain Kidd.
comedy built around the • troupe's chestra provided the accompani¬ Script, by Alvin Sapinsley, por¬
ments.
Bary.
trayed the famed pirate as a fellow
visit to London,
caught in a doublecross and strung
Some of the songs were tuneful.
up as a coverup for some of the
Odyssey
However, the book had only' an
The range of C.BS-TV's “Odvs- King’s ministers. Show benefitted
occasional sparkle. For the most
part the overall session added up sey” pubaffairs series thus far this from a gutsy performance by Vic¬
to an admirable effort but uneven season has been extraordinary— tor Jory as Kidd and was impres¬
entertainment. Trio of writers su¬ from Salem witch hunts to under¬ sively .staged. If it also threw new
pervised by Joe Bigelow had the water exploration, from the music light on the Kidd legend, it prob¬
cereal outfit “asking” the Gleason of. the south to the 60 years of the ably performed a disservice.
For the Kidd that emerged on
unit to handle its commercial for comic strip, the latter as^ expostu¬
lated this past Sunday afternoon the “Omnibus” show wasn't the
British viewers.
bloodthirsty pirate of American
Of course, this approach is a (10),
ready made one to poke fyn and
One happy facet of the show is lore. Instead, he was a desperate
whatnot at British customs. Of that it doesn’t, take itself too seri¬ man, tricked into a business he
the better musical numbers in this ously—there’s room for humor and didn’t want and sold down the
idiom was “Everything Stops at fun in its museum - associated river by men who exploited his
Tea.” Gleason and Art Carney, meanderings. In the case of the honesty. “The Trial of Kidd” had
along with Audrey Meadows and show on comics. “The Wonderful the ring of authenticity, down to
Joyce Randolph, slickly warbled Virorld of the Funnies,” producer his outcry at the moment of stran¬
the clever lyrics with appropriate Charles Romine & Co. extended gulation. But it was a case of truth
accents. A hotel lobby was the themselves a little too far. It's one being considerably duller than
setting.
thing to display a sense of humor; fiction.
Henry May's sets were very
' Less impressive was a “rehear¬ it’s completely another to produce
sal” skit for the Flakey Wakey good conscious humor.
Though effective and perfectly designed to
company, bankrollers of the G*ea- much of the satire didn’t come off. allow the blending of the action.
son
troupe’s figurative global the comics show still remained a Cast did well down the line, and
junket.
An amusing moment diverting if not wholly satisfying director Seymour Robbie kept the
action fluid. At the end one
popped up here and there as Glea¬ hour.
son himself essayed the director’s
Occasion for the show was the couldn't help wondering whether
task of wringing maximum results 60th anniversary of* the comic Sapinsley’s prodigious research
from the cereal plug. "Unfortu¬ strip,’’ dating back to the Yellgw couldn’t have been put to more
nately, the sheer length of this Kid, and a display at the Detroit constructive use. There are a lot
sequence nullified its effectiveness. Museum of Art commemorating of contemporary . legends that
June Taylor dancers contribbed the event. Guesting with Charles might be more profitably spiked
Hift.
a fine bit in their version of Lon¬ Collingwood were cartoonists Bill on tv.
(subbing
for
Milton
don’s celebrated Tiller girls. Com¬ Mauldin
Disneyland
Allen
Saunders
(who
plete with vocal chorus, the rou¬ Caniff),
tine was reminiscent of an oldtime writes the “Mary Worth” strip), • After “Our Friend the Atom”
English music hall line.
Ray A1 Capp and Walt Kelly. Mauldin several weeks ago and “Man In
Bloch’s orch, augmented by the served double-entiY, hosting a tour Flight” last Wednesday (6), “Dis¬
Lyn Duddy Singeft, backed the through displays of the strips neyland” has established that it
show nicely. For the record the through the years. This segment. can bring textbook science and
book was written by Marvin Marx, Incidentally, •coiilB have been ex¬ history to life, interestingly and
Walter Stone and Herbert Finn. panded, since all the viewer got attractively. The, hi&tory of flying
Original songs and lyrics were by was a quick glance at a single on the ABC-TV hour followed the
usual simple; graphic line laid
Jerry Bresler and' Lyn Duddy. frame of each strip.
In the guest department, each down by Walt Disney, his corps of
Picking up the tab, per usual, were
cartoonist talked about his own animators and. his writers.
Bulova and Old Gold.
Yet as well as “Flight” was done
Kate Smith headlines next , week, work, and this was expanded upon
replacing the vacationing Gleason. through thp use of dramatized by Disney Productions, the stanza
.sketches.
The chdreography by raises a question or two. After
Glib.
Paul Godkin, particularly in a reviewing “Atom,” this quarter
standout pantosatire of Dick Traev. allowed. that the show might do
Bob Hope Chevy Show
Bob Hope came up with a breezy was topflight, but the Tracy sketch quite well among juveniles, but
show on his turn for Chevy ^Sun¬ was t)ie only one worth the time. with the benefit of distance be-'
day (10) over NBC-TV. It wasn’t A prolonged “Mary Worth” drama¬ tween then and now and since
too distinguished a layout, but it tization, some scones, 'from “Steve seeing “Flight,” it seems doubtful
did have the teledebut of Lana Canyon,” the “Li’l Abner” busi¬ that either show could long have
Turner who came up in skin-tight ness and a “boat trio” through sustained the interest of the undersheath for the benefit of the studio the “Pogo” swamp by Collingwood 10 crowd. Even in their simplified
audience made up of Seabees. Miss and Kelly were attempts at humor terms, both programs amount to
science geared for teeners and
Turner fitted In capably in an that just didn’t come off.
This is a case where being seri¬ adults. Nonetheless, Disney does
Enoch Arden sketch with Hope
try
to hold his kiddies by exercis¬
and Wally Cox as the men in her ous about the subject matter
life, and in a song and dance turn might have been more successful ing a form of storyline, which most
educational
at the end of. the hour showed her than being funny about It. There’s inadequately.features lack or do
a tremendous storehouse of mem¬
better side.
And on a more emphatic topic:
The layout was nothing unusual orabilia in the 60-year history of
for Hope. He did get off a few the comics, along with some high¬ Nobody seems to gripe when Dis¬
ney
uses old theatrical footage In
ly
fascinating
hlstorlo*?
of
the
syn¬
goodies on the Oscar awards dur¬
ing his standup comedies.
His dicate In-fighting. The story of “Disneyland,” because there’s al¬
ways a fresh crop of youngsters
solo turn in front of the mike al¬ how Caniff lost “Terry & the who
have never seen Snow White,
ways has the virtue of warming up Pirates,” Instead of being glossed Figaro,
et al, and most oldsters
over as It we", might have made a
the audience.
welcome
having ]their memories
Probably the best sketch of the fascinating v^rn: similarly, the
((/ontin .ed ofi page 41)
show was a l^urlesqiie. of the Elvis competition .between, the “Katzen-
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MAURICE CHEVALIER’S PARIS
With Chevalier, narrator; Michel
Legrand, music
Producer: Ted Mills
Director: Andrew Marton
Writers: Stephen White, Mills,:
Chevalier
60 Mins.; Wed. (6), 8 p.m.
BREAST-O-CHICKEN TUNA
NBC-TV (film; color)
' (Foote, Cone & Belding)
Ted Mills, NBC-TV’s freewheel¬
ing producex, has been, able to In¬
ject freshne.ss, and imagination
into his offbeat project in the past,
but his . “Maurice
Chevalier’s
Paris,” filmed' on location with
Chevalier as narrator-tour conduc¬
tor,. W’as a complete flat and
pedestrian effort. Mills has some
ideas for a regular “city” series,
with top personalities doing a pri¬
vate tour of their cities as they see
it. If this is ever to come off. Mills
will have to do some extensive
reexamination of the concept.
Trouble with “Chevalier’s Paris"
is mainly that it wasn’t. It was an
hour of overwritten, under-filmed
series of effects, without any real
continuity^ and point of view and
without any lasting impression. At
the outset, Chevalier attempted to
divide himself in two, Chevalier
the star and Chevalier the private
Parisian, but between pointless
looks at his old neighborhood and
several shots of the people at work
and play, he drifted back into the
show-world; an empty theatre with
memories and voices of Mistinguette, a sidewalk cafe on the
Champs-Elysees (with Dave Garroway posing as a Frenchman—it was
supposed to be a gag), a looksee at
a high-fashion house. By waverlnrf
between Chevalier’s real Paris and
a rather uninteresting version of
what he thought his Paris ought
to be, the show achieved a real
sense of neither.
Again, an attempt at “a love
story of a man and his city” ap¬
proach resulted in overwriting,
with the words spilling out for
writing’s sake,but the pictures
dull and nondescript. Fact of the
matter was, .that with the absence
of any point of view, it wasn’t even
a good travelog. Michel Legrand’s
score was effective only sporadi¬
cally; editing and direction were
choppy. Breast-O-Chicken Tuna,
which is sponsoring several oneshots through the year, ought to
insist on a little more separation
of its “integrated” commercials
from the subject matter of the pro¬
gram. Lack of even a fade between
the show and the commercials was
confusing and misleading.
^
Chan.

NBC’s Educ’i TV Series
In Impressiye Kickoff
Despite Premiere ’Bugs’
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
NBC-TV’s widely heralded en¬
trance into educational television
programming got off the ground
this week, with the launching on
Monday (11) of the first series
dealing with American literature,
to be followed by four other series,
each dealing with another educa¬
tional topic.
The experiment, done in con¬
junction with the Educational Tele¬
vision and Radio Center, of Ann
Arbor, was heralded by Bob Sarnoff, NBC prez, and D. H. Newburn, prez of the Center, as filling
a gap in present educational tv
programming. The' five series,
done “live” from New YorkT are be¬
ing fed by the 23 educational tv
stations spread throughout the
country via NBC’s leased intercon¬
necting cable facilities.
, The first program in the
“American Scene” series, featur¬
ing Julie Harris, Ed Begley and
James Daly in readings, dealt with
the Revolutionary period. The as¬
sembled talent surely made it
worthwhile
viewing,
although
there were some “bugs” in 'the
kickoff, some of which can be cor¬
rected. Author Walter Edmonds,
Who wrote “Drums Along the Mo¬
hawk” w^ the guest. His opening,
as he re^d from a prepared script
was halting and' weak. He warmed
up, though, in a question and an¬
swer period with emcee Dr. Albert
D. Van Nostrand, an associate pro¬
fessor of English at Brown U. Dr.
Nostrand, as emcee, could relax
more to good effect. ,
But the readings by Julie Harris
and Ed Begley were excellent,
throwing light on the insights of.
the author. All in all, the program
should stimulate interest in the
field of literature and supply the
pivot to many hours of discussion.
The initialer looked like college
level stuff, with no attempt to talk
down to the viewers.
The other four programs which,
along with the “American Scene,’*
are. being telecast during the cur¬
rent 13-week period are “Geog(Continued on page 41)
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CBS’ Unique Rebate

CBS Radio's'New Impact’
Continued from page 27 -

with nine Saturday stanzas and 10
Sunday shows. Among those in¬
cluded are “Our Miss Brooks,”
Mitch Miller, “Suspense,” “FBI in
Peace & War,” “Indictment,”.
“Johnny Dollar,” and the “A&A,”
Lewis and Galen Drake Saturday
stanzas.
In setting the new rates, the net¬
work admits that circulation is a
basic factor but also stresses that
it’s retaining its top properties and
stars, so that sponsors can buy into
readily identifiable properties—
the.purchase isn’t simply a matter
of “tonnage buying” but of merchandisable and known properties.
Nonetheless, the. circulation factor
is , vital, and the • network points
out that the programs will deliver
on the average 77% more home
impressions per dollar than the
average show in 1949. On an in¬
dividual basis, “A&A” will deliver
158% more, such impressions, “Our
Miss Brooks” 65% and “Suspense”
57%.
Moreover, the network figures
that an advertiser ...buying all 22
programs will reach a net undu¬
plicated audience of over 8,000,000
homes per week, with an average
frequency per home of three times

.

^.

a .week. .On a. duplicated, cumula-.
tive basis, this will come^ td about
26,000,000 home impressions-. a
week. These figures are based on
,Oct.-Dec., ’56 Nielsen data; with
the spring and summer months
hilcing' the weekend auto audience,
the figures will be..higher.
On the sales .front, besides the
new business accruing under “Im¬
pact,” web also signed a couple of
other deals, larger of the two being
Simoniz for nine five-'minute news
and sports shows a week, starting
March 18 for 21 weeks.
Second
deal is with Gillette, for the simul¬
cast half of the Triple Crown
horseracing coverage.

Chevy’s Detour on Boone
Chevrolet,, which has purchased
the new J’at Boone series on ABCTV for next fall, is giving ther vo¬
calist a pre-season buildup on its
own prpgrams—but on NBC-TV.
Boone’s already booked for two
NBC-TV Chevy. stanzas. First is
Dinah Shore’s- Friday show on
March 22, when he’ll be one of
three guest stars, others being Dan
Dailey and Shirley MacLaine. And
Boone takes on costar status for
the Chevy show in June; when he’ll
shcire top billing with Gisele
Mackenzie.

CBS Radfo’s new “Impact’'
segmentation plan has intro¬
duced a new- feature Into net¬
work, radio as it’s presently
constituted. Web will, pay a
pro-jrated rebate . to .adver¬
tisers who don’t secure 100%
clearance with their segipentSi
Reason for the rebate is the
fact that the $1,100 five-minute
time .& talent segment cost is
bifsed on a full network of 2Q0
stations: Hence, if the net¬
work doesn’t succeed in clear¬
ing the -full 100%, it will re¬
fund - that proportion of the
card which it doesn’t clear. .
CBS maintains this is the
first, time a rebate such as this
has been used in the sale; of
segments,' participations, et al.
in radio’s new look. Web
points out that when NBC, for
example, pegs a price for a
one-minute “Monitor” partici¬
pation, it’s ^pegged at a 75%
clearance level, with no rebate
if clearances are under that
level. On the other hand, any¬
thing over is a bonus.
Marvin Camp's WQR. Slot
Marvin Camp, formerly with
WRCA and WRCA-TV (N. Y.), has
been named to the newly-created
WOR (N. Y.) post of assistant news
and'special events director. He will
report to George firowh, WOR
news director.

Wednesdaly,

Tex McCrary R^hnffles
. Staff, Siio.w Hits Road
Tex McCrary has reshuffled his
radio-tv-staff, moving tv exec pro¬
ducer Hank Wexler into his syn¬
dication setup with an eye toward
taking charge of the . operation
eventually, and moving up Bob
Chang to the exec producer spot.
Also affected are three research
staffers, who will move into book¬
ing guests both for the “Close-Up"
tv show, -which'goes out over the
NBC-TV o&o lineup and to the rest
of the web as a co-op, and for the
WRCA, N.Y.-and-syndicated latenight radio stanza..
. McCrary, in an effort to pep up
the ty’er, which he does.with wife.
Jinx but of New York’s WaldorfAstoria, will take it on the road,
hitting Chicago ,the week of April
7, during the NARTB Convention,
and also planning a week in Cleve¬
land for the Supermarket Institute
sessions,, and a week later in Holly¬
wood.

Two Jackies Team Up
Hollywood, March 12.
Jackie Coogan and Jackie Coop¬
er, moppet stars of two different
generations, will appear together
for the first time in an upcpmjng
McCadden' “People’s Choice” seg¬
ment.
Cooper, director - star of the
series, inked Coogan to appear in
a stanza which rolled last week.

13, J.957 - r

WOR’$‘Sinqilified’
Rateiiilll%IH[e
WOR, N.Y„ is raising its rates
an average of about 10%, effective •
April 1, with current advertisers,
afforded six months protection at;
current rates.
Under the new “simplified” rate •
card, advertisers are given an op-'
portunity to buy a combination of
participations and still: take adva/iH
tage of maximum discotmts. Eliml- ■
nated are run-of-statiori packages'
on all but 10 and 20-second an-.*
nouncements, a step airned at of-*>
fering the frequency sponsor lowrates with guaranteed positions^ ;
The projected rate boost is said to*
be. based on station’s increased;
“circulation.”
....
Under the new simplified strUc-;
ture each WOR program- has abase price (i.e. John B. .Gambling^
6 to 8 a.m., $180 per participation)*All prices given are gross and all.'
discounts apply to, the gross price;'
Also, all discounts apply at the'
^art of each contract,*
Advertisers are permitted fb.
combine their schedules araPngvarious programs and still get fre¬
quency discounts. Following di$-'
counts are offered: frequency dlsf^'
count applicable to all participaV,
tions and minutes in various pro¬
grams, with 10% bn three or foui)participations per week, and 15%
on five or more participations; dol¬
lar volume disebunt ranging frpm
2y2% on. buys of "$750 to $1,000
weekly to 25% on orders for $4,000
or more per week: and consecutive ‘
week discount of 5% for a 26-.week
or 10% on 52-week contracts.
,•
A special price list is in effect
for WOR’s “Music from 3tudio •’X’'
program in' which advertisers are
permitted to buy only half-hour'
segments. Because of the price
structure on this program, (three
^half-hour segments a* week for
‘^500, six half-hour segments per
week for $900) the frequency disi'
count does not apply, but the dol¬
lar volume and. consecutive week
discounts do apply.*
Prices of various WOR newf
programs vary from a peak of $180
for the 6 p.m. news to $100 for the
1:30 p.m. news, subject to all dis¬
counts.

Sheldon Reynolds
Pickers Berle Sale
Sheldon Reynolds planed into
N.Y. Monday (11) from his Paris
hq. for confabs on the new comedy
adventure series starring Milton
Berle, which Reynolds produced"
directed.
Reynolds will spend week huddl¬
ing with Wm. Morris toppers an(f
NBC brass, in addition to pow¬
wows with two prospective spon¬
sors for the Berle film series to
kick off this October.

WSB’s 35th Anni Hoopla

Meet the Bell System’s new guardian
of microwave transmission quality
There’s a hew watchman on duty along Bell System
microwave channels, protecting your transmissions
against fading and equipment failures.
Its name—automatic 'protection switching. Its re¬
flexes are so .fast that it prevents failures before TV
audiences are even aware of the trouble.
It works this way: When a channel encounters
trouble, a spare (or protection channel) is automati¬
cally switched so as to parallel the troubled channel;
both then carry the same signal. At the receiving end,
Bell System equipment determines which of the two
signals—regular or spare—is better, and relays it on*
The entire series of events takes less than one-*
twentieth of a second.
Bell System automatic protection switching substitutes a spar©
channel when interference occurs during transmission. B. C. Bellows,
a designer of the system, checks terminal indicating equipment*

This development is one more example of how the*
BeU System is constantly finding new and better way*
to serve the broadcasting industry*
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Providing inter city.channels for network television and radio thipughout JtHe nation..

..

Atlanta, March 12.
WSB marks Its 35th year of
broadcasting with a day-long cele¬
bration Friday (15). Special pro¬
grams from morning till midnight
will emphasize the anniversary
theme, “First—^for 35 Years,” in.
public service, news, music, infor¬
mation and'general entertainment
in the Atlanta area.
Oldtime performers heard yearflt
ago will return to reminisce and*
to point up the continuous progress
from.^ a 100-watt transmitter atop
the old Atlanta Journal building
in 1922 to the present 50,000-watt,
clear channel .station housed In
“White Columns,” the $1,500,00()
structure dedicated last April.
Station officials taking part in
the anniversary broadcasting in¬
clude J. Leonard* Reinsch, execu¬
tive director; John M. Cutler, gen¬
eral manager; Frank Gaither,*
radio manager; Elipo Ellis, pro¬
gram director; C. F. Daugherty,
former chief engineer; Walter
Paschall, promotion director.
WCKY'S NEW GIDDAP
Cincinnati, March 12.
WCKY is the first in Cincy to
latch on to musical Identities for
the station and all of its programs.
The 50,000-watter, operating
around jthe clock, this week added
the Soundarama formula. Tailored
by the team of Austin (Ginger)
Groom-Johnson and Eric Siday,
with electronic sound effects and a
20-piece orchestra and choir of
nine voices, the musical tags vary
from 10 seconds to several minutes
In length.

Just Like The Good Old Day s - Only

BETTER

IN IS'id.Tlu- Jack Benny Shew. Oui' Miss Brooks. F.B.I. in

Bfi( .■ .indWor, Su>{)ense and Amos'n'AndN' were among
ilic most sought-after properties in all advertising.
T()1)A^'. these CBS Radio pi’Ograms are actu;dl\ (and on the
I'oem'ch i'ev.'ord) htUter ad\'erti>me,' huys than the\ were then..
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part of CBS Raclio’s new IMPACT plan, today aver¬
age 77% mor^ commercial minute family impres¬
sions per dollar than seven years ago. Here are the
actual increases in advertising value that have
taken place at a time when the dollar is buying
less and less: F.B.I. in Peace and War-29% more
family impressions per dollar; Suspense—51% more;
Our Miss Brooks—65% more; and Amos/n’Andy"ICTAO/
jq

smco

J {\ t TheJackBennyShow-iu>t,apaHofth£lMPACTi>lan--i3$pedaUyavaikblefor8hared

IMPACT is a plan for weekend selling.
It offers over 20 established, tested programs to
choose from. And they cover the full range of audi¬
ence favorites: news, music, variety, comedy, public
affairs, drama,*personalities, sports.
An advertiser can use IMPACT as a precision buy:
to pinpoint the kind of listeners he wants to reach.

W^neidliy, Mmrch 13, 1957

Or he can use IMPACT for saturation: by sponsoring
a segment in each program in the full schedule, his
message reaches more than 8 million different fami¬
lies over three separate times in a single weekend.
An advertiser buying IMPACT gets soHd commeri

cials in major programs. The program setting is
right for those commercials-because the adver¬
tiser selects it. The audience setting is right-because
the hstener seeks out the program. And IMPACT
programs are easy to pubhcize and merchandise—
by name, by star, and by broadcast time.
The good old days? IMPACT makes them better.
For more productive selling and even greater dollar
values, have us tell you all about it.

on The CBS Radio Network
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TV Film Reviews
FRONTIER -DOCTOR
(Apache uprising:)
With Rex Alien, Peter Mamakos,
Tony George, Gordon Jones, Gil
Rankin, Herbert Butterfield, Ana
Maria Majalca
Producer; Edward J. White
Director; William Witney
30 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
KTTV, L. A. (Syndication)
There must have been a few
oater cliches missing in this Re¬
public subsid series, but at times
It seemed that every one devel¬
oped since a camera was first
cranked had been squeezed into
this initial half-hour. As a lateevening program entry, it holds
promise of attracting little but the
hardbitten western fan; in an
earlier time slot, it might hold a
moppet following.
First stanza deals with efforts of
' Rex Allen, portraying the town doc
of the title, to keep Apaches and
settlers from' each other’s throats.
Hotheaded deputy sheriff Gordon
Jones stirs ir'i trouble, including
sticking a knife accidentally into
Apache chief Peter Mamakps’
' pretty daughter. Ana Maria Majal¬
ca, But with .the help of her boy
friend, Tony George. Doc Allen
patches up both her and relations
between paleface and redskin.
Scripting of Robert Williams
keeps to an elementary level. Wil¬
liam Witney’s direej^on hews strict¬
ly to traditional forms, eschewing
new-fangled “adult western” gim¬
micks.
^ In the lead, Allen is capable and
personable, if hardly inspired.
Standouts in support are Mamakos.
George and Herbert Butterfield,
as the town mayor.
As an aside, research" was defi¬
nitely joff. Someone seems to have
felt than an Injun is an Injun, and
confused Apaches with Plain In¬
dians. Thus, the Apaches are
garbed in full feather -headdress
and housed in teepees, both for¬
eign to this desert and mountain
tribe.
Kove.
KINGDOM OF THE SEA
(Tuna Clipper)
With Col. John D. Craig, Bob
Stevens
Exec. Producer; Martin Ross
Producer-Director: Ed Leftwich
30 Mins,; Sun., 7 p.m.
WPIX, N.Y. (Syndicated)
Guild Films, which is distribut¬
ing this sea adventure documen¬
tary skein, has a tip-top- show in
its shop, judging from the “Tuna
Clipper” half-hour episode. There
is exciting footage of the tuna
catch, a lot of sea “color,” some
good editing, and a workmanlike

commentary, all ingredients that
add up to good viewing.
|
Despite the many pluses t)f the
skein, there appears to bp some
initial sales resistance to this type
of series. In the' current bullish
first-run syndication market, Guild,
since about the first of the year,
has placed the series in only 20
markets. But with time that re¬
sistance should melt a good deal,
for on the basis of the “Tuna Clip¬
per” the show delivers an enter¬
taining 30 minutes.
Series had its beginning in Los
Angeles, where for the past two
years Col. John D. Craig, author
of “Danger Is My Business,” has
been doing some “live” commen¬
tary on his sea adventure, utilizing
footage which he shot. Via Em¬
peror Productions, the ingredients
of that show has been put on film,
with Bob Stevens added as host,
and underwater swimmer Zale
Parry added as another attraction.
Some minor weaknesses are that
some of the footage is on the dark
side, that a little too much time is
spent getting into the meat of the
adventure. But these are minor
flaw's compared to the pro camera¬
work ‘under difficult conditions
and the many clips of exciting
footage.
Horo.

TV Film Follow-Ups
General Electric Theatre
Bette Davis had her tv debut on
Sunday’s (10) “GE Theatre,” and
the outing showcased her thesping
talents. The story, titled “With
Malice Toward One,” was a pol¬
ished yarn with an ironic twist that
probably would have slipped by
the wayside )vith lesser impact had
it not Miss Davis' talents. She
lent it authority and projected a
reality that was deeper than that
provided by the script, based on a
story by Vivian Fletcher, and
adapted into* a teleplay by Hager
Wilde.
The story, a bit outlandish, had
good plot lines for the circum¬
scribed filmed 30,minutes. It con¬
cerned a spinster, an accountant
by day and a dreamer-writer of
romantic fiction at night. She had
written a tome, the climax of
w'hich finds the. fictional writer
shooting a rejecting publisher.
(Oh, the wish fulfillment in that
idea). Her book is savagely attack¬
ed as tripe at a -writers’' summer
workshop she attends by a young,
handsome
magazine
publisher,
played by John Baragrey. He is
especially maliciously critical of
her publisher - murder solution.

Crestfallen, but with
new determination, Miss
tries to
prove In reality
the climax
of her book is not so ridiculously
unreal.
She buys the gun and
threatens his murder, making him
sw'eat plenty before acknowledging
the hoax.
Baragrey as the publisher was
o.k., if somewhat wooden. Miss
Davis was the 18th Academy
Award winner .on this series, pro¬
duced by MCA-TV’s Revue Pro¬
ductions. She’s a welcome addi¬
tion to the tv roster.
Horo.
Zane Grey Theatre
For the first few seconds, last Fri¬
day’s (8) “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre” over CBS-TV had a fa¬
miliar look about it. Both Errtest
Borgnine and Jan Merlin appeared
a short time ago in Gross-Krasne’s
“Reformation of Calliope,” one of
the “O. Henry Playhouse” series.
They played siipilar roles in both
telefilms: Borgnine, the much-suf¬
fering, patient and lawful -gunfighter, and Merlin the big-jawed,
twitchy kid who antagonizes him.
The two half-hours also had a simi¬
larly slick adult western story to
relate.
“Black Creek Encounter,” a Bob
Barbash script, had no less of a
twist ending than “Calliope,” which
twisted but didn’t live up to. O.
Henry’s trick of the unexpected.
Borgnine, after suffering much
humiliation brought on by Merlin,
decides to strap on his guns, which
hav-e spent 15 years in the holster,
only after his best friend is ^tilled.
At the same moment, 'Merlin sees
the light and sheds his own rod,
presumably for good. Some of the
plot machinations were forced,
such as the foolish death of the
buddy and hackneyed presence of
a little boy, Billy Chapin, at the
showndown.
There was, just the same, suf¬
ficient interest builU up in the
early scenes .to sustain audience
levels throughout.
Art.

Seek Barbara Stanwyck
For ‘Love Story’ Series
Hollywood, March 12.
Director Peter Godfrey is dicker¬
ing with Barbara Stanwyck to top¬
line one of two new series he is
prepping for filming after he fin¬
ishes his current assignment on
Wesmor “Dr. Hudson” series. Pro¬
ject pitched to Miss Stanwyck is
entitled “Love Story,” his own pro¬
duction-direction package, from his
own script.
Second project, in conjunction
with producer Sidney Salkow, is to
direct a pilot, “New Adventures of
Robinson Crusoe,” to be colorfilmed in Bermuda next month.

SIT

The ORIGINAL prompting device
featuring the iargest organization
of show-trained, show-wise personnei
Call Don Redell, Sales Manager, TV.and Film Services,

WIPROMPliR CORFORAllON
311 West 43rd St., New York 36,. N.Y.

LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO •
DETROIT • MIAMI

•

JUdson 2-3800

WASHINGTON, D.C. •' PHILADELPHIA
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Inside Stulf-TV Films
The CBS-TV-RKO Teleradio deal for the “Schlitz Playhouse of Stars”
reruns was for the negative rights of the 104 episodes. Background
Is that CBS-TV originally wanted to buy the series from John Gibbs'
Meridian Productions for a flat cash sum of about $1,200,000, but
Gibbs, because
tax reasons, wanted a longterm deal spanning 10
years. CBS-TV balked at this as contrary to its policy against long¬
term commitments. At this juncture. RKO Teleradio stepped In, mak¬
ing the $1,200,000 deal, which provided 10% payments each year over
a 10-year period. RKO Teleradlo then turned around and sold the
negative rights to-CBS-TV on a shortterm $1,200,000 pact, making its
profits on the interest to be accrued. CBS-TV plans to strip the series.
Internal Revenue Department agents are probing the sale of major
libraries to tv, scrutinizing individual deals in an apparent effort to
weigh the tax procedure adopted by each company making .such sales.
Knowledge of the Internal Revenue Department probe came on the
heels of Loew’s proxy’s announcement to stockholders that Loew’s
tax attorneys believe that the company’s income from leading films
to television (now above the $34,000,000 gross mark) can be converted
into a capital gains deal.
As result of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s Bo.ston Conference on
local public service programming, WBC will go into film distribution
—in a minor and very special Way. WBC has received so many re¬
{ quests from stations, educators ajnd ad agencies for showing of “It
Could Be You!” spoofing film on day in life of a local tv program man¬
ager, that prints-will be made available upon request and bicycled
around the country.
“Could Be You,” which was produced by Dick Pack,. WBC program¬
ming head, and directed by Cal Jones KDKA-TV program manager
will be paired with “Challenge!” film prolog to Boston Conference
which features special statements by VP Richard Nixon, Admiral Rickover, Dr. Milton Eisenhower, Senator John Kennedy. Ralph Bunche
and Carl Sandburg. Program manager film features Rege Cordic,
KDKA radio morning d.j. and Arnold Stang, who plays' role of allaround tv cliche expert.
Requests for films should be sent to William Kaland, WBC national
program manager, who produced “Challenge!”, at WBC headquarters,
122 East 42nd Street, New York City.

TV Film Chatter
Robert Manby, v.p. in charge of
the tv ^division of RKO Teleradio
Pictures, has left for the coast . . .
Ed Sutherland; tv and feature film
director, in Bermuda after wind¬
ing up 13 films shot in Europe for
ABC Film Syndication’s new se¬
ries, “Exclusive!” , . . “Off to. Ad¬
venture,” 15-mlnute filmed religioso series lensed by the National
Council of Churches of Christ in
the U.S.A., will have its debut Sun¬
day (17) on WPIX, N,Y. . . . Atlan¬
tic Television has acquired “Court
Intrigue” for inclusion in Its
“Champion Package” . . . Follow¬
ing MCA-TV contingent will be on
hand at the upcoming NARTB con-,
vention in Chicago: David Sutton,
v.p. in charge of MCA-TV; Wynn
Nathan, v.p., Lou Friedland, v.p.,
Frank McMahon, advertising man¬
ager, and Ed Aaronoff, publicity di¬
rector. MCA-TV this year-is not
taking any exhibition room.
Francis Carter (Bob) Wood be-,
comes Sound Masters' new prexy,'
succeeding co - founder Harold
Wondsel; other partner W. French
Githens remains chairman . . , Gal¬
lic producer Jean Paul Blondeau,
currently Stateside, plans to start
dubbing CBS-TV' film series into
French . . . Leonard Goldenson,
AB-PT prexy. receives this years
Fame Achievement for “contribu¬
tions to twin arts—tv and motion
pictures” . . . David Hunt and Ken¬
neth Fay to Associated Artists as
salesmen . . . Jack Lynn, once film
buyer for WABD, N. Y., now over¬
all film buyer for both WABD and
WTTG, the other DuMont station
(in D. C.) . .' . Dick Pack, Vice Pres¬
ident of programming for Westinghouse, in Hollywood this week, by
way of San Antonio, scouting films,
feature and syndicated. Then on
to KPIX, San Francisco, and KEX,
Portland, WBC’s Coast station.
Leon Cagan, coordinator of in¬
ternational operations for ABC
Film- Syndication, to Havana for
week’s vacation
. Jerry Hyams
and Bob Seidelman, Screen Gems’
syndication sales toppers, in Los
Angeles on possible “Hollywood
Premiere Parade” ' package west
coast deals . . . J. B. Cron. Screen
Gems head in England, due in
N. Y. at weekend (16) . . George
Hankoff, Screen Gems syndicated
sales, rep for the Philadelphia, Bal¬
timore, Washington area will make
his headquarters in the firm’s new
office located in Philly

mu
As any old riverboat-man will
tell you, the best channel runs
deep and lets you travel fastest.
Same is true today with tele¬
vision throughout this busy Ohio
River VaJley of ours.
No advertising medium gives
you $uch smooth Sailing into
over 100 of its high-producing
counties as WSAZ-TV ... no
station’s influence runs so deep
with almost three-quarter itiillion
TV families comprising Amer¬
ica's 23rd television market.
Today the nation's heaviest con¬
centration of industry crowds the
banks of the Ohio — generating
within the WSAZ-TV area a buy¬
ing potential nearly four hiUion
dollars deep! You can reach it
surely via WSAZ-TV’s Channel
3, without fear of shoals, snags
or backwaters. You'll travel, too,
in company with many of Amer¬
ica's most successful advertisers.
Any Katz office has the latest
soundings for your inspection.

Kane’s Mysteriosos
Hollywood, March 12.
Mysterioso vidfilm series, based
on the short stories and novels of
Henry Kane, is planned by Kane
and vet director Edward Buzzell,
Kane also wrote the “Martin
Kane” tv series for U.S. Tobacco
Co. Pilot will roll when star is
set.

OF GETS TRAVELOG SERIES

HUNTINGTON<HARLESTON, W. VA.

Hollywfiod, March 12.
Affiliated wi(h Radio Stations
Bill Burrud Productions has ink¬
ed a pact with official Films of . WSA2, Huntington und WKAZ, Charlesto*
LAWRENCE
H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
N.Y. to distrib the Vagabond tra¬
Represented by The Katz Agency
velog series for national syndica¬
tion.
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Hugh O’Brian to Sub
Gleason on March 30

WMAL-TV

; Continued from page 25 ;

Hollywood, March 12.
Hugh O’Brian will guest'emcee
purchases are n^idd pn a specific' Jadkie Gleason’s March 30 CBS-TV
j^ax Buck has been named dlrecneed basis, on the^.theol*y that it iS;! shoyirj, bh. which he’ll, intro units of time as a result of $37 warrants ort
tpr of sales for WRCA and WRCAImpossible to predict long-ternt-i^'t' his rqad show. ;
50,000, unused shares .given ip in-; TV» the NBC flagships in N. Y.
ture neiifeds.
"
^
J
O’Srt^ left last week for DenIn the process of ticl^l and ^ef^pr,.; jyer,' wt^e he opaned^his “Wyatt vestors in ^P debenlujps* . • ■ Appointment of Buck to the new
A spokesman for the comumiy post, which Involves supervision
station has hit the j^kpot on two' ?lEarp Western Variety Show/’ under
live local shows, ’"^own and ^§bdnsorShlp of Qol. Tbm Parker. said that there are no inimediate over television sales and advertis¬
Country Time," a Connie B. Gay Nine-day tour began Sunday in plans for a" dividend from AAP. He ing-promotion, merchandising and
publicity for both radio and tv, is
package, and a veritable gold mine Denver, with nine midwest'’ cities '
in revenue and audience appeal, to be covered. Besides O’Brian,' Said- ’thit“ since' AAP changed' its one of two major exec shifts in the
name
from
PRM
Inc.
on
the
board,
station’s
exec reorganization via
occupies a three-hour time slot troupe includes 20 performers.
it has essentially changed its op¬ Booz, Allen & Hamilton recom¬
Saturday nights at 10:30. In addi¬
eration and interests. PRM, which mendations.
tion, it is carried as' 'a 25-rainute
did declare a dividend not too
Other exec appointmenf^s Peter
daily show featuring singer Jimmy
long ago, allegedly owned Cana¬ Affe, who was director of operaDean. Sold to Gunther Brewing
dian mining and land properties. tibns.for WRCA-TV. He’ll take en¬
from its Inception, hillbiUy show ■■
Gontimied from pace 23
It owned a U.S. auto parts com¬ gineering ' and technical facilities
has spawned such promising new¬
comers as Patsy Cline, recent ad¬ Chevy plum Jaffe’s way. He’s- not pany, too, which was divested to under-his wing. Reporting to him
concentrate
$7,000,000 in remalm will be John H-> Riedel; upped to
dition to the Arthur Godfrey shoWj only her lawyer, but they have a
manager of technical facilities.
George Hamilton, of “Rose and warm personal regard for each ing 'capital in Warner pix.
Bach? & Co., Wall Street brok¬ Other execs reniain pat at the sta¬
Baby Ruth" disk fame^ and Dean, other.)
a recent General Federation of ' Saul — representing the other erage, admitted that it had been tions—^Art Hamilton; continue:^ as
Women’s Clubs award winner.
half in the Jaffe divorcement— recommending the- stock to inves¬ station manager of WRCA Radio;
Latest innovation, live bowling has yet to reveal his plans for nfext tors for some time on the basis of George Heineman takes on the
Friday nights (14:20-12:20), has season. As president of Showcase -AAPv’s video earning capacity. The dual job of program director for
been a commercial and' audience Productions, he’s the one primarily $21,000,000 purchase price of, the WRCA-TV and NBC o&o division
click. Boasting th^only in-studio who has been on top of the “Pro¬ over 750 feature films put the dis- on a permanent basis and Fred
duckpin bowling alley in the ducers’ Showcase" one-a-month tribbery in the best bargaining po¬ Ackeir continues as business man¬
'
country, show is result of a canny specs, along with the Sunday night sition in the industry, according to ager for both stations.
Buck’s new appointment stems
^eal between WMAL, Metropolitan Alcoa-Goodyear drama displays, a good-many observers.
Washington Bowling Operators’ but since the latter bows off and
AAP lawyer M-/'Mac Schwebel is from the fact that WRCA-TV has
Association, and the sponsor, Val¬ NBC has yet to commit Itself on understood ;to have engineered the no station manager equivalent to
Hamilton’s post, with Davidson runley Forge Brewing Company. It next season’s.' “Showcase" plans, stock split of foiir-for-onc.
,,ning the operation and Buck mov¬
features weekly competition be¬ the Saul Jaffe status remains un¬
ing up to tj\e equivalent of a nettween area’s 15 duck pin champs, resolved. (The network in fact has
work exec v.p.
and was sold before it went on the been playing it cautiously since the
Jaffe & Jaffe split, deliberately,
air.
cancelling,
out
the
trademarked
In the controversial area of rat¬
ings, WM^L claims second place Showcase Productions imprijnatur —Continued from pago 24
in quarter-hour wins and in cost on bhth the specs and Sunday which is being made in color by
per 1,000 homes. In overall share dramas).
Sam Bischoff and David Diamond,
of audience, 'latest ARB figures
and their coproduction deal with
show a climb from a poor fourth j
Flamingo is based on a series of
in 1953 to the third spot,' with in¬
real-life yarns from the files of the
dications that it is breathing hown
Office of Strategic Services. let¬
the neck of its. closest competitor isssssi, Coiitiiiue4 from page 25
ter are being directed by Robert
in the No. 2 spot.
Siodmak, who is due in London at
market at higher prices among the the end of the month. In associa¬
feature-hungry tv stations.
tion with TPA, they’re-yaking
One of the Col pix is “You Can’t “The Adventures of Charlie Chan’*^'
Take It With You," which- recently with J. Carroll Naish. A further
appeared
oifc WRCA-TV here. The project to be undertaken jointly
wu;—;■ Continued from pase 27
,
rest, however, are first-runs.
In¬ 'Ovith Hal Roach will be the “Prince
one of the principals of Mid-West cluded in the American-produced Valiant" series and the pilots for
and of resultant changes in its ap¬ ^oup are: “Talk of the Towii/’ these will be lensed in the next
plication. Refusal of the Commis¬ “The Awful Truth," “You Were few weeks.
sion to do this, he said, runs coun¬ Never Lovelier,” “Dead Reckon¬
Another ITP project being made
ter to the mandate of the Court of ing," “Golden Boy,” and “You Be¬ with TPA is a series starring John
Appeals in several recent opinions. long to Me."
Foremost British Hart and Lon Chaney Jr,, now roll¬
Comr. Hyde dissented because title is “Operation Diplomat" (Guy ing, in Canada under the title of
the decision “gives scant attention Rolfe starring). Multi-run WABC- “Hawkeye and the Last of the
to local ownership" and because TV deal spans .about two years.
Mohicans." This series, currently
“it practically disqualifies one ap¬
running in the U.S., is due to be
plicant (WIRE-Indianapolis Star
seen on the British commercial
and News) because of its holdings
web in the fall.
in the newspaper field under the
Esso, which recently bought the
concentration of mass media doc¬ John Cameron Swayze local 11 p.m.
trine, while at the same time newscast on WABC-TV, N.Y., will
adding to the broadcast facilities of drop its sponsorship of the WRCAthe most significant aggregate of TV Ken Banghart segment in mid—Continued from page 24 —
radio and tv facilities in the gen¬ April.
eral area concerned."
telefilm productions ' with, Paul
Cancellation
is
simply
a
matter
The majority favored Crosley
MacNamara, formerly associated
because of past performance, long of being unwilling to foot the bill with Jack Chertok on “Private Sec¬
for
two
local
Gotham
newscasts.
experience in the broadcasting in¬
retary," Carl Dudley Productions,
dustry, and the qualifications of Esso’s been bankrolling the 6:45- and a number of other producers,
the proposed manager (James L. 6:55 p.m. Banghart stanza for some as well as culling six properties of
Butsch) and other Crosley veterans time, but has been looking for an its own, some from the RKO li¬
There are all kinds, but if you
11 o’clock showcase. When the
who will operate the station.
brary, for possible series.
want to get in on the rating
While recognizing advantages of Swayze stanza became available,
X In the Fox deal, inked by Robert
revolution that’s taking place
other applicants on factors of local Esso gobbled it up .
Manby,' v.p.' of the television divi¬
residence and civic participation,
in Southerrt California, move
sion of RKCU film company is sup¬
the Commission held that Crosley’s
Corpus Christie — KVDO-TV, plying financing, for a 50-50 share
a little closer.
past record and experience “pro¬ operating here on Channel 22 and
In January, 1953,
vide us with strong assurance that local affiliate with the NBC-TV in revenues. Producer Fox will
its proposed Indianapolis operation network, has filed an agreement of utilize RKO studios on coast as
KTTV’a nighttime
will rapidly become an integral sale which has been made by Ga¬ well as company,’s library for extra
share of audience was
briel Lazano and filed with , the footage. Possible features oh propart of the community.”
FCC disclosing the sale of the out¬ iected half-hour series “Rails" and
9.9. Last January, it
let to two of is purchasers, E. J. “Charter Pilot" also is a facet of
had nearly doubled—>
DallaiS—^Karl Lambertz, who for Healy and Herbert Schmidt who the deal.
the past, nine months has be^n act¬ head a group of local businessmen.
17.6 to be exact.
Pox, commenting on the 90-min¬
ing manager of WFAA, has been Sale price was reported to be ute “spec" project, underlined the
This is a popular revolution
promoted to assistant to the direc¬ $195,000 including $100,000 in lia¬ constant search to find a way to
tor of WFAA and WFAA-TV.
bilities.
...sparked by the continuing,
insure the monies invested in new
growing audience acceptance
tv properties. The Coast Guard
“spec" offers recoupment in a mul¬
of the alert independent pro¬
tiplicity of ‘outlets, as well as
duction and programming
showcasing a possible pilot for a
%at has become\i buy-word
new series.
Coast Guard Com¬
mander Robert C. Canno'm, chief
forKTTV.
'
of the motion picture division, is
Want to start a sales revolu¬
cooperating in the project.
tion with your product?

Continued from page 27 ;

night fights when they originate |
from cities'-SDuth of Washington. |
A studio is filways available for
web shows, and the ABC staff of,
newsmen phased here makes sta¬
tion a natural for special events.
40% National Spot Hike
On th4 local level, the figures are
impressiye. According to Houwink,
national' spot sales for the final
quarter of 1956 increased almost
40% ovqr the preceding, year, con¬
trary to . an industry trend indicat¬
ing softness‘for this period. Local
sales show a 10% increase for this
quarter over 1955, and the climb
in sale of program elements, such
as film and talent, exceeds 100%.
Latter now accounts for over 20%
of WMAL-TV'S total income.
Accent in local programming
has been on complete coordination
between! departments, and advance
planning. Staff huddles, held week¬
ly in tht early days of reorganiza¬
tion, arc now held monthly, with
complete review of finances, prof¬
its, programming, etc., on the
agenda. Planning is done on a 12month basis, with a review every
90 days, to fit into what Houwink
calls a “revolutionary growth
cycle"—;in industry as a whole, in
web, and in station.
Film buying policy was com¬
pletely overhauled, with* a system
of stockpiling rerun rights of syn^
dicated ifilm as a valuable source of
fringe programming.
Program¬
ming was cut from its costly peak of
16 hours daily to 10, then built back
gradually to its current 12 hours
weekdays.
Supplementing such
high ranking network series as
“Mickey Mouse Club," WMAL
schedules such surefire sellers as
“Science Fiction Theatre," and
“Brave Fagles," and dips into CBS
for its 4-5 p.m. syndicated soap
opera packages. (WTOP, CBS af¬
filiate here, does not clear time for
latter.)
In the feature film department.

~ Max Buck Upped To
_ Sales Director in New
be an additional 100,000 or more
>re
Realignment at WRCA
shares in thr'company issued in

GhevyVTV Hour

Britannia

WABG-TV Features

Croslay

Esso Axes Banghart

,

RK04enFox

/

revolution

KWTV

OKLAHOMA
CITY
...world's
tallmgt ^

AMONG ALL Jl NETWORK SHOWS "A #
Ml, ALL WEEK IN M M
■VDALIAS
Hi!
■■

PULSE, August,

M
V

—— Continued from page 25

1956
Hi
1956 HHIH IHI
I

BEATS:
S. WHAT'S MY LINE ....

B.

LAWRENCEWELK ....

7, PHIL SILVERS .......
8. LUX VIDEO THEATRE.
||
p

9. ALFRED HITCHCOCK .

to.

JACKIE GLEASON ....

Get full instructions from your
wide-eyed, dedicated Biair
man, today...

Writer’s Residual

.25.8
.25.3
.25.Q
.24.6
.22.5
.21.5

writers in connection with pix re¬
leased to tv are now on with Lippert Pictures, United Artists, Stan¬
ley Kramer and a number of other
indies.

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Television

SAG Rerun Coin Builds
* ^
Hollywood, March 12.
SAG, which collected a record
$1,400,000 In vidfilm reruns last
year, will Undoubtedly top that fig¬
ure in 1957.
Rerun coin for first two months
is “heavy," a (Guild source report¬
ed, with checks being mailed out to

fietorg"daiiy.

^

Represented nationally by

BLAIIt-TV

*ARB Share Of Audience
6:00 PM—Midnight
I Sunday through Saturday

.

ifl,.

^
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1957

I show A^ay XZ . . . Hank Sylvctti signed as. musical dire^ctor ^or the an-,
hual cbnyentioji pf thh ^ssh.' of :;‘N^tional,' AdvertisetS At "HotHSprings,'
Va., this' ivebk . . . Rdhbrt'Q Lewis sighed-t'o app'eaf iii' tho‘upcoming
Cary Grant-Deborah Kerr film, "An Affair to Remember”; Lewis will
narrate the opening scenes and do a tv interview with Graflt in the
20th-Fox film.
^
'
•
MBS newscaster John Scott to Bermuda where he’ll cover the Eisenhower-Macmillan Conference discussion, set for March 21-24. Scott,
IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
one of MBS’ Miles Lab n^vscasters/'left early to get in a few days rest
..1 .Xhicago, M^ch 12.
Four Lads journey itiJ to Toronto March 20 to appear on CBG-TV’s prior t6 the sessions . . .Dale Dancd Studios, which has sponsored th«
Ameficah Federation bf Televi¬
"Spotlight”
variety
show
on
WPIX,
switched,this
week
to
a
money
sion-Radio
Artists.has reached an
"Chrysler Hour” , . . Phil Sterling of the CBS Radio exploitation dept,
quiz format under the title .oi\"It’s Up to You,” also emcetd by Murray agreement with four of. the eight
has penned a feature for the .March issue of The Skipper . . . Walter Kaufman.
The same Saturday from 5 to 5:30 p.m, remains . . . Senator indie stations here on new two-year
Pierson named director'of production facilities planning in the CBS- John L. McGlennan, Arkansas Democrat who is chairman of the Sen¬ contracts. Pact’s are retroactive to
TV operations department, and will plan production and plant facilities ate subcommittee probing labor racketeering, was Mutual’,s "Reporters’ March 1.
for the network and its o&o stations . . . Eileen Rodgers booked for Roundup” guest Monday (11) evening . . . NeW. emcee of Miit'ual’s
WIND and WJJD "have okayed a
the Denny Vaughn show on CBS-TV in Toronto April 1 . . . Charles G. "Musical Caravan” 15-minute series on Sundays at 1:05 p.m. is Army: $20 boost for staff announcer week¬
Barkley named associate production manager for the CBS-TV program Sgt. Dan Martin, who has ju.st been assigned to Governors Island,*fol- ly minimums to approximately $148,
department, heading up in addition all color development and color lowmg. a Icfig stint with the Armed Forces Radio and Television Serv¬ plus extension of the pension and
production activities for the web . . . Edward Mulhare of "My Fair ices in Europe . . ..Jimmy Stewart, currently starred in the "Spirit of welfare coverage to freelancers.
Lady” guests on CBS Radio’s "Woolworth Hour” Sunday (17) . . . Bar¬ St. Louis,” was Monday’s (11) guest on MBS’ "Millie Considine. Show” WAAF and WAIT' staff gabbers get
nard Hughes featured on "Armstrong Circle Theatre” Tuesday (19)\. . . . , U. S S.enatqr Jacob K. Javits Will appear^ on WPIX in a monthly a $10 hike, bringing their minimums
Paul Roberts’ “CBS Radio Workshop” stan?a Sunday (17) joins the.' report to his constituents commencing Sunday (17). Planned is a panel to $135. Later stations also agreed
calypso kick via Charles Paul’s special score and Henry Fitch’s script of New York and Washington correspondeaits to appear with Javits to to the p&w expansions.
. . . Don Gordon featured on "Studio One” Monday (18) . . .-Pamela question him "on legislative matters^. . .joe Bolton, WPIX’s tripleAF'TRA exec secretary Ray Jones
Bimpson in Toronto to start rehearsals for CBCrTV’s version of "Black threat man who does the weather, who is "Officer Joe” of station’s and counsel Banford (Bud) Wolff
Chiffon” March 24 . . . Frank Lovejoy.'st'ars in ‘'Suspense” and Larry "Clubhouse Gang Comedies” and who does sportscastlng, is the author are- continuing their talks with
Haines, Ralph Bell and Leslie Woods share billing in “FBI in Peace of the "The Wind and the Weather,” to be published March 25 by. WGFL, WGES, WHFC and WSBC.
& War,” both on CBS Radio Sunday (17) .. . . Nancy Wickwire featured Thomas Y. Crowell Co. . . . Morton Lichter' changes hfs tag'to David
on "Kraft Theatre” tonight. (Wed;), , ;.^etiy Sli^ i^lb^ into a sequence Ma^on for his tv debut in "A 'Walk Up the Hill” oh "Studio One” next
on “Modern Romances^ this
.v', iMopjhets^
Roblii; and Mon. (18), He understudies the role of Peter in "Diary of Anne
Leland Mayforth set for Frigidairr commercials...,series, vi^
Frank”, on B'Way. Also cast for the teleplay Is Frank Sutton, who next
Schenectady, March 12.
agency . . . Dolores Sutton, featured on "Robert Moht^oniery Presents” . (jay..'Will be seen again on CBS-TV’s "Edge of Night” and is repped
J. Milton Lang, manager of Gen¬
Monday (18) . . Max'/Ldrlaii doing CBS-tV's ‘‘^pbk IJ'P and Live”. Sun¬ 'in "Four Boys and .a Gun”; which hits Loew’s theatres week of iMarch eral Electric’s, tube department
day (17) ... '. Singer-Dlck Lee/after five appearances oh the. Sid'Caes
25 ,
Keriii Dihkiu featured on Robert MOntgom.ery’s "La$t Train To since, 1946 and' an employee of
show, has had his. option. ii!ict;;.ed up for the rest of the season, hut..takes ;-kiidey,el” Monday /llj))./
■the company for 29 years, assumes
two weeks off starting March 26 for a booking at the Mocariilm inrjiolly-:
Mel; Alien/Larry-G;brtdmah and HpM'ard C
all le.fl from the ABC tlic management of GE broadcast¬
wood. Allan Swift doing -voice'imitations of sports'" stars Panchb . Gon-, Radib.;Camp to/coyer the Florida'warmups ; : . Russ Hodges and Bob ing station operations March 15.
zales, Cary Mlddlecoff and.Don Carter for a series of Viceroy coihmer- Delahcy start* theii' .WMGA pre^Season ballcasts March 23 from L.A. He succeeds Robert B. Hanna Jr.,
cials through“fed:Baie.S ; . Karen Chandler will do commercials for . . . Martha Rountrefe/'"PresiS .Conference” feiiicee, to address (fJolum- who recently was promoted to the
Scotch Tape! bh the ,’5ic Tac Dough” series on NBC-TV . . . Marty bia U. Jay school fbhim'Friday (15) .ayem on "New Concepts in Elec¬ managership.of GE industrial heat¬
Allen and Mitch. De 'lVbod, new comedy team, set for the Ed Sullivan
tronic Journalism”’ . . .■.’■' ActreS§-Mod6l Nancy -French will be "Miss ing in the Shelbyville, Ind., plant.
Emmy Award” at the NBC telecast,Saturday (16) next . . . Ted Webbe,
WESTCLOX’S 'TODAY' BUY
vet auto racing sportScaster'. Will dp a 10-mlnute nightly sportscar
Chicago, March 12.
strip over WAAT for Castrol Dil.; /Charles (Chuck) Bernard, Madi¬
Westclox
is returning to NBCson Ave. hiUbfliy^>t^iDn.^ icCp (sombrero, and all), moves Manhattan
^ Continued from page 23
offices, with Len. Ross 'oL Fhjrjoe .jomin him as account exec . . . Bert TV’s "Today” with a series of 26
to attract bigtime programming, Briller, manager of ABC-TV .safes development, speaks at Jo Ranson’s participations to be spread out
ABC-TV created an atmosphere of (WMGM) City College radio-tv class .this week . .. John Curtis heading over its spring and fall selling
change and improvement that WABC-TV's first; sales development-research department . . . Don Mor¬ season.
doesn’t in the same'degree perme¬ row to Mexico Gily. Wiilter Diinn, H-R Representatives exec, ad¬
ate the ail* at CBS and NBC. To dressing Pitfsbih'gfl'-advQlub today (Wed.) re media ratings.
much: of the industry, both of the
Lester Zimmctihi^/forhierly associate producer on the Arthur Mur¬
latter, long secure in their suprem¬ ray tv’er and Anrexr'W'llliapl MoiTis flack, joined CBS Radio’s publicity
acy, appear to be .simply "reshuf- department .as’a .Wri/eT-jeXpjoijteer . . , Trevs Frazee set for “Robert
fiihg’! the ■programs they already Montgomery Bresents’’ Monday (18) ... William P. RosensO|li)i, px-Box
have/-occasionally adding a new Office Telpvision
Circuit Television, .Jijpuhcd v.p.
touch helre ; or. there.
of .Tele^omptef Gbrp'/s GrpOp Communication^ .Plylsipn. .> / . Pfo-,
: This feeUhg Vi#' not entirely ac¬ dueSrsp^etbr. Stephptt^^
SliraifLjust finished "Decision/’'. a> pBof ftllP;
curate' since . GBS jihdL. NBC have on'tlie -^/S; Coh.stitUtlon, concjewed and written by. Erie BatiiPuWvibr
each . indicated ^ hew tv stanzas, thb Educatmnal TelPVisicin & Radio Centre in Ami Arb<m and. now Is
which, when the facts are faced, plariiiig to Jthe Mid-East, Afriba-and Europe for location shooting on
are probably on a par with mdist bf several.assignments.
;■
what ABC is' planning. . But =^ih€
very presence, of this partially.'-^r- IV
/ . .
rbneous feeling of coniparativieiy
Mft.i William Morris Afsney
Norman MonrelL-longtime missing from the Hollywood-scene, tulmed
great advances by ABC-T"^ is felt
to have been brought on py a genu¬ up as program aidb to Hal. Kemp at NBC-TV . . . NBG> TPm MbAVityine advantage ABC has madeTwfbr and the missus (Heleinr'M*bk) around for a fortnita /William PMIlli^.
itself under the new Leonard sou hunting hew properties for the next spec ieasQu now that he-i
poldenson-Oliver Treyz. command. partnered wlth^Henry Jaffe since the latter’s break with his brother
Robert Kintner, the former boss Saul in Showcase Productions . . . That brace worn from elbow to
at ABC and now exec ..veep in hand byGBS-TY, prexy Merle Jones is to soothsuthe pain of handshakes
charge of NBC-TV. sales, program¬ caused by a pulled tendon. Medics call It "teimls elbow” • • . Drum¬
ming in the eyes of. some observers; mer Buddy Rich can now say he is perfectly typed.. He has, a running
T.V., radio, thootrlcdi produc¬
has bowed to ABC's supremacy in role in the hew Marge & Gower Champion sdries—as a drummer . *.
the "coordinated selling” area by Larry Marks sold ’‘Death and Taxes” to CBS for "Studioi One/’ .It's a
tions.
Small to oxtromoly
hiring Don Durgin, ex-veep in comedy about Paris . . . Bill .Parry returned tb Coast Intercollegiate
largo spaco at tho now Now
charge Of ABC Radio. Coordinated Conference after serving a hitch as KNXT executive director of sports
.
.
.
After
months
of
dickering
and
wangling,
v,
the
Hollywood
Stars
selling is described as an overall
York. Trodo Show Building,
.corporate sales attack, which em¬ finally got KABC and KDAY to broadcast their baseball games..
500 ath Avo.
braces the chief points , to be
stressed by Individual salesmen. IN CHICAGO . . .
Inqutro Mr. D. W. Carlton,
There are all kinds, but if .you
Most of the points, apart from the
For the first time in the dozen years it harbeen carrying the Chicago
increased affiliate lineup at ABC,
Pros.
Exoc. Dir.
want to get In on the rating
Cubs
games,
WIND
is
airing
the
club’s
exhibition
games
live
with
Jack
are based on research material.
Phoiiot LOngacro 4-4100
revolution that’s taking place
Durgin, an executive brought up by Quinlan at the mike . . . National Telefilm Associates has set up a
In Southern California, move
Kintner at ABC, through the re¬ Windy City shipping and booking department with Tom Carey in from
search-sales presentation ranks, is N.Y. as midwest booker . ,'. Mary HartUne, erstwhile "Super Circus”
a little closer...
NBC’s first veep in charge of tv regular, has inked an exclusive ticket with WBKB for a hew show on
the drafting boards . . . Jim Lounsbury Las exited WGN ahd WGN-TV
In January, 1 953,
sales presentation. As such, he's
ONIVUYCHANNIlV
KTTV;8 nighttime
expected to plot the general and and Wally Phillips has taken over the helm of WGN-TV’s "Bandstand
Matinee” ... Ed Hart, has jotlned the talent and sales staff at KHJ,
-detailed strategy of each pitch.
share of audience was
Treyz, now veep over_ABC-TV, is Los Angeles, after a hitch as a WBBM salesman . , . ABC-TV'veep
9.9. Last January, it
thought to have a great deal of in¬ Jim Beach.on a two-week Florida breather • . . Talman Federal Sav¬
COSTUMES
sight
into research and presentation ings & Loan renewed WMA'Q news director Bill Rays morning fivehad nearly doubled—minute show for« another year . . , Don McNeill auditioning a new
a WM «*iH.Y.C..W. Mur-sao*
as
a
result
bf
his
bWn
early
experi¬
MS to be exact.
(Continued on page,40)
ence at ABC, where-he trained DurThis is a popular revolution
gih. A carefully defined promotion
attack, Which made itself felt at the
...sparked by the continuing,
Feb. 14 Waldorf-Astoria Cell-ogrowing audience acceptance
matic
presentation
by
ABC.
Continued from page 23
of the alert independent pro¬
Whether coincidental or not, many
of ABC’s current sales for fall to haye similar formats^top rec¬
duction and programming
came shortly after that presenta¬ ords and a lot of hep in-between
that has become a buy-word
tion.
commentary,
Recapping ABC’s* new and re¬
forKTTV.
Trend toward putting the heavy¬
newed sales at this time, there are: weights in the best ayem slots was
Want to start a sales revolu¬
Philip Morris for 20-weeks'of Mike brought on by the highly competi¬
tion with your product?'
Wallace’s new half-hour; Chester¬ tive nature of local stations in New
fields fdr Frank Sinatra’s half- York for "radio’s prime time” ad¬
Get full instructions from your
hour; -Chevrolet’s purchase of the vertising. Time buyers are inter¬
wide-eyed, dedicated Blair
enth’e Pat Boone half-hour; Seven- ested primarily in two things that
Up for 50% of "Zorro,” the three might come out of the four-way
man, today...
"Disneyland” sales; the five (as of competition by the vetsi
Will
last week) “Mickey Mouse” sales, WNEW, long supreme in the ayem
and the Firestone renewal. In all among indies, be able to hold its
the aforementioned cases,' ABC rating lead against two alumni and
made program as well as time a third sound-a^-likcL as well? And
sales, it’s understood.
will Block, the acknowledged
Los Angeles Times-MGM
In time sales, where the sponsor daddy of "Ballroom” be able to
controls the package, the network draw enough listeners away from
Television |
kept from being burned by repact¬ the three other 10 ayem starters by
Represented nationally by BLAIR-TV
ing -Plymouth-Dodge to two full beginning at 11 ayem, directly after
hours for Lawrence Welk for a ABC Radio stanzas carried by the
$140,000 weekly gross or there¬ key? .
*ARB Share Of Audience
abouts. It got General Mills to re¬
6:00 PM—Midnight
new "Lone Ranger” on Saturdays,
Sunday through Saturday
Denver — Ralph Davison Jr.,
(Contact! RICHARD A. HARPER, G«n*nil Salw Mgr.
in the late afternoon. It got. Bell regional sales manager for KUTV,
MGM'TV, 0 Mrvic* of Lo.w'$ lncorporal«d
Telephone for a whole 30-minuter Salt Lake, becomes sales manager
701 7tK Av*., New York 3«, N. Y. • JMmii 2-2000
to house its "Telephone Time/’
of KTVR here.

Chi Radb Indies
S^nAFTRA Pacts

GE Names Lang

ABG-TV’s IOOMillioii$

REHEARSAL
SPACE

BROOKS

Battle of Jocks

1

WtdntBdAj,

13, 1957

Moridag thfu Friday^lO a.m to noon • ^turdays—10 a.m. to I rm.

jerry
mar
ROOM
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Wednesday, March 13, 1957

From the Production Centres

retary tp Arthur C, King, director of news, and public, qff airs ."WEEI,
back from honeymoon in Pocoho Moimtains
. Friseillk Fortescue,
WEEI’s traveling reporter, cut tape backstage with Danny Kaye at
Colonial Theatre opening night, Monday (11)

; Continued from pai^e 38 ;

femme singer for the ABC “Breakfast Club” to replace Betty Johnson
who checks off Friday ,(15) to make her home in Manhattan . . . Ernie
Banks, Chi Cubs shortstop, working a daily sportscast on WBEE for
Pabst Brewing . » WGN-TV sportscaster Jack Brickhouse combining
biz with pleasure on a swing through the Florida baseball training
camps . . . WBBM farm editor George Menard elected to the board
of Livestock Conservation Inc. - . . Bankers Life & Casualty renewed
Paul Harvey’s Sunday afternoon ABC. news show for the fourth year
, . . WBKB will originate the finals of the Illinois highschool basketball
tournament fCT an eight station network March 25. Illinois Bell will
sponsor the playoffs for- the sixth year with Jack Drees and Chick
Hearn calling the shots.

IN WASHINGTON ...
Herb Victor, ex of WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, has been named pro¬
ducer-director at WMAL . , . Harry Clarkson, son of Willard Egolf,
former NARTB exec, has been upped from director to radio program
director at WMAL . . . WRC-NBC sportscaster Jim' Simpson was at the
mike for station’s broadcast of the Atlantic Coast Conference. Basket¬
ball Tournament past week . . . James MacArthur, son of Holen Hayes
and the late Charles MacArthur, and star of the RKO film, “The
Young Stranger,” will be a panelist on ABC’s “College NeM^s Confer¬
ence” March 31 . . . Designer Marusia, who created costumes for Shir¬
ley Booth’s upcoming portrayal of capital hostess Perle Mesta in the
Playhouse 90 “Hostess with the Mostes’,” in town to beat the drums
for teleshow and for her own designs . . . Dan Daniels, WTOP sports
director, back from Orlando, Fla., where he filmed interviews with the
Washington Senators Baseball Club.

IN CLEVELAND

...

Ed Wallis iiamed KYW radio sales manager succeeding John McIn¬
tosh . . . Edward L. Herp. succeeds Richard Wright as WJW-TV pro¬
gram director . . . Alan Douglas named'WEWS producer-director and
will produce series of locally-filmed cop-robber series for Chrysler . , .
WEWS’ Dorothy Fuldheim speaks at Easter Seal Luncheon (13) . . .
Ken Coleman, WHK sports director, signed for Mainline film spots . . .
Robert C. Weiss has joined the WHK sales staff . . , Chuck Young left
Cosnet Distributors to head KYW record library . . . WHK chalked up
its 35th year on the air (5) . . . WDOK’s Norman Wain emceed Lakewood “Teen Club” shindig . . . Mary Ellen, formerly with WEWS
kiddie show operating “Fun'Farm” on WVTV . . . Ann Ropchan exits
WGAR publicity, secretarial post . . . Ralph Kelly, former Cleveland
News columnist, doing nightly 15-minute 7:15 chitchat stanza. ■

IN DETROIT

...

The United Foundation Award was presented to WWJ radio & tv
in appreciationVof the station’s services in behalf of community health
and welfare campaigns . . . George L. Kenyon, formerly service co¬
ordinator, is WJBK-TV’s new promotion-merchandising .manager , . .
Live heart surgery in color will be telecast by WWJ-TV In the 10:3011:30 p.m.'time slot from Grace Hospital using Smith, Kline & French
Laboratories color tv unit. Co-sponsors are the Michigan State and
Wayne County Medical Societies and the Michigan Heart Association
. : . Ardls Kenealy, known to thousands as pre-school tots as the
teacher. Miss Ardis, on WWJ-TV’s “Romper Room,” is vacationing in
Cuba with her husband and two sons. Joan Thayer is substitute
teacher r;. . Thre€.^top sportscasters, Van Patrick, who does the Detroit
Tigers and'Detroit Xions play-by-play. Bud Lynch, who does the De¬
IN SAN FI^CISCO ...
troit Red Wings play-by-play, and Lyall Smith, Detroit Free Press
A Frisco network statlori’s expected to sign a l-to-2 p.m. daily radio sports editor, wiU alternate on a weekly basis on WJBK-TV's new
“Three-Star
Sports Final” show from 11:20 to 11:25 p.m,
deal for a broadcast out. of Chuck Johnston’s nightclub. The Village
. . . Ben Lockrldge, CBS Radio sales manager, talked to the .KCBS
staff, day before made his pitch to a number of agency people . . . IN PHILADELPHIA
Clint Walker, of “Cheyenne,” in Frisco for some autographing . . . Ted
Robert N. Pryor, veepee in charge of public relations for the WCAU
Hediger, ex;-ABC producer-writer, named to head Evans, McClure radio stations, to address, the Phila. Chapter of the Public Relations Society
department in Frisco . . . Don Sherwood back in familiar radio sur¬ of America at the Warwick Hotel (20) ..i. . Peggy Wood to star in “The
roundings at KSFO (and doings fine), is reported talking a filmed tv Hasty Heart” at Temple Adeth Israel (25-27) . . . Bob Forrest, who
series . . . Dottle Hansen returning, with “Hi Time” to KGO-TV, switch¬ ankled WCAU to become ■ producer for NBC, appointed director of
ing format a trifle . . . KOVR added a local news strip, with Jerry program planning on .the Coast for the network’s film subsidiary,. . .
Jensen, to follow John Daly’s 15 ABC minutes . . ..Northern California Gil Spector, who recently resigned as director of promotion and pub¬
TV Academy’s awards banquet now set for March 23 at the Mark licity at WIP, has formed his own p.r. office . . . John G. Leitch, veepee
Hopkins . . . Ben Draper, exec producer of “Science in Action,” gather¬ in charge of engineering for WCAU, WCAU-TV, on a month’s trip to
ing material in Princeton, N. J. Haiti and the Dominican Republic . . . The Jerry Williams (former
“Gagbuster”) broadcast from . Lew Tendler’s Restaurant was axed
abruptly with no advance notice. According to Williams the move
IN BOSTON ...
by WIBG was for econmy reasons . . . Broadcaster Wendy Phillips is,
Disk jock Bill Marlowe left WCOP to join WBZ this frame with a preparing .to throw a suit at her former WPFH producer for alleged
new disk show frpm 12:15 to' 3 p.m. Monday through Friday and from non-payment of wa^es ... Ed Murray, former WRCV-TV film director,
noon to 3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday .
. Eddie Fisher guests with has purchased 1,000 watt radio station in Fernandina, Fla. , . .
Duncan MacDonald on “Yankee Home and Food Show,*’ WNAC, Wedr
nesday (13); Danny Kaye will be her gUest Thursday (14) with a dis¬
cussion of UNICEF . . , WNAC hosted Kaye with a press party Tues¬
day (12) . . . Charles Ashley, news editor WEEI, returned from week’s
vacash Sunday (10) . . . Joe Cullinanc, sales promosh' director, WEEI,
married Pearl Cerwonka March 3 and couple ar^ on wedding trip
John L. Bums, the new RCA president, would be granted options
to Jamaica, W.I. . . . Mrs. Robert Wallace, former Judy Westaway, secon 50,000 shares of the company’s common stock, exercisable over a
10-year period at $33.75 a share, closing price as of March 1 of this
year, under an options- proposal presented to stockholders and to be
voted on at RCA’s annual meeting May 7. Plan restricts Burns to
exercising options on no more than 10,000 shares per year for the first
five years. Burns’ salary'was also revealed in the plan; under a 10year pact, he’s to receive $125,000 annually as his starting salary, with
annual raises of $12,500 a year until he reaches a maximum of $200,000
annually.
Option plan for Burns is being proposed as consideration for him
for having left his former post as a partner and vice-chairman of the
exec committee of Booz, Allen & Hamilton, the management consultant
firm. A New York Times report last week had RCA board chairman
David Sarpoff and exec committee chairman Frank Folsom also cov¬
ered by the option plan, with total options not to exceed 300,000 shares.
But RCA promptly denied that Barnoff or Folsom would receive op¬
tions under the new proposal. It added that Sarnoff received options
last year under a stoc^holder-aproved plan and that Folsom, who
due to retire in 1959, would be ineligible for the new plan, which re¬
quires that recipients of the options remain with the company at. least
five years.

... .
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Scripter Sidney Carroll is doing all right with “Omnibus,” with Carroll not only having had one script repeated three times on the Ford
Foundation entry, but set for-his third separate property this season
on the show. Latest is a piece on Amelia Earhart, which is set for this
Sunday (17). Others this season were “The Fine Art of Murder” and
the three-time-repeater, “The StrangdK Left No Card.” Carroll, who
did the screen treatment for “Tender Is the Night,” the F. Scott Fitz¬
gerald story which David A. Selznick recently sold to 20th-Fox, also
has an International preem coming up, an Easter Sunday telecast of
his original, “Catch a Falling Star,” in London. Commercial web wiU
preem the play with Fay Compton, Sam Wanamaker and Sarah
Churchill In thp leads. Under the London deal, play carn’t be sold to
American tv Until after the London preem.
Yankee star Mickey Mantle was elected the “Professional Athlete of
the Year” by more than 700 sports broadcasters and sports writers in
the voting for the annual Harry Wismer-General,Sports Time Hats Off
award. Mantle received a Chevrolet station wagon in recognition at
the awards dinner, held Thursday (7). at the Soreno Hotel, St. Peters¬
burg, Fla. Other annual awards winners included Bud Wilkinson,
Oklahoma U. football mentar; Gabe Paul, general manager, Cincinnati
Redlegs, and Bobby Morrow, of Abilene <I)hristian College.
Nine students at the Columbia U,- Graduate School of Journalism
will serve weekly “interneships” with the CBS-TV news operation dur-.
hig the "spring semester in a project worked out between the network
and the university to heighten Interest in television news among
journalism students. The internees, all members of Prof. John Foster’s
broatlcasting news seminar, will spend a week each at the network
under the tutelage of Mac Johnson, assistant director of news for tele¬
vision, and other key news execs. They’ll sit through the preparation
and delivery of the network’s major news shows. Project was worked
out by CBS news director John Daly and Dean Edward W. Barrett of
the School of Journalism,

Public Relations:

FRANCES E. KAYE
501 5th Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.

Direction:

Harold E. Fellows, NARTB’prexy, and Ben R. Donaldson, director of
Ford Motor institutional advertising, are among the chief speakers at
the April 25-28. confab of American Women in Radio and Television
in St. Louis. Convention, themed to “The Scope of the Feminine
Field in Radio-TV,” will highlight a panel on tv merchandising by
femme personalities, moderated by Bea Adams, Kansas City broad¬
caster.

MutuaFs llliUi9n$$.

Quiz Starts Test Run
On Upstate N.Y. Station
^Jamestown, N. Y., March 12.
Under ^e title of “Sounds in
Action,” Mutual network yesterday
(11) kicked off its three-weeks test
run for its projected “Million Dol¬
lar Quiz’* series. Tests are being
made on WJOC, Pat Kane-ruh MBS
affiliate here, and will continue
twice daily through March 29.
Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding are
quizmasters for the “Sounds in Ac¬
tion” series, with tapes pre-set at
MBS , New York. MBS producer
Joseph Keating, cooperating with
Kane for the test runs, has found
himself swamped with listener re¬
quests for the quiz-cards which
listeners fill in when they hear the
show.
OriginaRy, 18,000 cards—printed
so they can be readily ‘ scanned by
IBM machines—were shipped here
for the first runs in the test. How¬
ever, these were used up early
when Kane began airing promo¬
tion spots for the test about 10
days ago. A total of 54,000 have
been sent to him, with an addi¬
tional 50,000 earmarked for his
use by Thursday (16). Card dis¬
tribution is set via stores, public
library and station.
Title “Million Dollar Quiz” was
shelved here because of prize
limitations due to city’s size about
40,000. Program format has Bob
& Ray airing 10 questions, each
based on an aired sound. They
describe the situation, then provide
four answers. One of these is the
correct one. Listeners fill in the
answer on the proper A,B,C,D ques¬
tion box—and mail the card to the
station. Hope is to clear all “bugs”
prior to net airings.

CHUCK HENDERSON’S
THREE-PLY STATUS
Chuck Henderspn has been up¬
ped to publicity manager for the
NBC oAco division, NBC Spot Sales
and the NBC Radio Network. Hen¬
derson, who’s been holding down
the radio network chore on detach¬
ed duty from the web’s exploita¬
tion department, moves into the
three-ply position under the aegis
of the web’s press dept.; reporting
to publicity manager Ellis Moore.
Don Bishop, who has been handl¬
ing NBC o&o’s and Spot Sales,
will devote full time to his post as
director of community service for
the o&o’s, a chore he took on re*
cently in addition to his other du¬
ties. Also realigned o&o setup are
advertising and promotion, with
Donald J. Foleys named manager of
trade and o&o advertising and Ed¬
win T. Vane manager of audience
advertising and promotion, both re¬
porting to NBC advertising direc¬
tor John Porter.

;
:
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COMMERCIAL-INDUSTRIAL
T.V.
INSTITUTIONAL & PRODUCT
FILM PRODUCTIONS
Will Invest, finane*, or purchoi*.
Hay* compUt* fdcifitisi, dafirabi*
midtown offices—teoking to incr*a«*
volume.

I WiH also consider aggressive sales
I •xecutive—salory, or participation.
!
PRINCIPALS ONLY
!
Writ* Box V522, VARIETY,
I 154 W. 46th St„ Now York 36, N. Y.

FOR RENT
Dramatic Connecticut $70,000. House,
only 5 years eld; unfurnishod; 3 bed¬
rooms, 2 baths, hug# living room,
spectacular fireplace and skylight;
large patio; 2 landscaped acres with
own stream on quiet tree-shaded Ian*
in West Noryvalk; only 7 nMnutes from
Darien station. $450. a month. : Call
Sunday, Oliver 5-9580, Darien; week¬
days, MU. 3-6386, New York City,
or TEmpI* 8-4711, Ext. 298, Nor¬
walk, Conn.

FOR RENT

RIVERVIEW APARTMENT
55 East End Avenuo — (Mhd Street)
414 rooms, 12th fleer/ balcony/ sweep¬
ing south/East River view. 24 hours
elevator oparator A doorman, garaga
in buildingApril occupancy*—$370.
per month including utilltias. Agent
•on pr*l)i:ses—LE 5-0150.
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NBC’s EdHe’l TV
Continued front pa^e 29

raphy. for Decision,”' “Mathe¬
matics,” “The American Govern¬
ment” and “Highlights of Opera
History.” A similar 13-week series
Is planned by NBC and the Center
for this fall.
Sarnoff, in a brief welcoming
addfess at the RCA Victor Theatre,
said the success of educational tv
staitlons is important to all broad¬
casters. He expressed hope that^
NBC's “pilot project” would stim¬
ulate the Interest of nthers in aid- j
ing educational tv in the U.S. He
said that NBS initially-had alloted
$300,000 for the project, with a
similar amount to be matched by
the Center, but that NBC expendi¬
tures for the project now look
closer to $400,000 or $500,000.
Series^ will be made available to
NBC o&o's and affiliates on a
kinescoped delayed basis, he stated,
adding that after their tv run, the
programs will be made available
on an extended use basis to the
nation’s schools.
Prior to NBC's entrance into the
field, Center prez Dr. Nostrand
said that all programming of edu¬
cational ty outlets had been de¬
pendent on films. He joined
Sarnoff in expressihg hope that
NBC’s experiment will be the first
of many such projects.
Yesterday’s (12) guest on the
first “Geography for Decision”
telecast was Dr. Charles Malik,
foreign minister of Lebanon and
geographical scholar.

RADIO-TELEVISION

CBS’Nixon^ecial’
CBS News has iSet another of its
television “specials,” a half-hour
one-shot March 24 on Vice Presi¬
dent Nixon’s trip through Ghana
jand six other African countries.
Web’s chief European correspond¬
ent, Howard K. Smith, and camera¬
men Cyril Bliss and Frank Binney,
have been accompanying Nixon'on
the tour and will have,, shot some
18,000 feet for the sho>y. Smith
will fly to N.Y. for a live narration
on the show.
Programj titled “The Black Star
Rises,” will go into the 5 to 5:30
period on the 24th, a Sunday, pre¬
empting “Mama.” ^

... Hollywood, March 12.
Format for a half-hour musical
variety show has been submitted^to
Gordon MacRae by Jack Ray el,
exec producer of Four Star Films.
However, Rayel submitted idea as
an Individual, not as part of the
Four Star operation.
MacRae is under pact to Lever
Brosr., with his current duties the
hosting of NBC-TV “Lux Video
Theatre.” He’s also to star in five
“Luxes” this season. However, he
also has been promised-a half-hour
show by Lever Bros., although not
necessarily to be sponsored by
Lux.

TV^Vaulties’

Cafe Chorines
New York, it’s, recalled... In. those
days, the babe .wh.o. placed in some
kind of beauty .or .popularity conr
test came to New York and.tried
for work in a lipe, as.the first, step
in a theatrical .career. These days,
with the number .of chorus lines
at a low point, pputest winners do
,some studying, and, go in for dra¬
matics, singing, pr .some.other field.
The bonifac.eSj. h.o.wever, count
on one fact to.entlpe^phprus mem¬
bers. They point out that the num¬
ber of theatrical careers that start¬
ed in the chorus of either the Latin
Quarter or the ’ Copacabana is
highly impressive, and film tests
of the lineglrls are made with fair¬
ly frequent regularity....
San Antonio — Neal Merritt,
western and country * music disk
jockey here on the staff of KONO,
has resigned his post to accept the
Job of program-director of KCIJ,
Shreveport La. -Merritt is also a
composer and singer of country
and western songs.

i Continued from page 29 ;

refreshed. But what’s a fellah, be¬
ing paid as much as Disney for hi§"
vidfilm, doing using footage he
produced for an earlier tv show,
chiefly because It may have a re¬
mote connection to a later show?
If commercials aren’t counted,
“Disneyland” runs 48 minutes, the
first 12 of which on “Flight” were
devoted to extraneous matter about
the warts on the moon, the intensi¬
ty of the sun, etc., exactly the stuff
that appeared on one of his rocket
shows. It would have been all right
if it all was on the mechanics of

the rocket, but it wasn’t, and it
"didn’t jell with the ensuing mate¬
rial on the airplane. It shouldn’t
have been hard to lense an addi¬
tional dozen minutes of material
for the latest otherwise worthy
outing.
Art.
Columbus ~ Charles P. (Chuck)
Dwyer, formerly a tv account ex¬
ecutive with the Katz Agency in
Chicago, has Joined the WTVN-TV
sales staff here as local sales man¬
ager.

by any ‘Play of the Week’
A record number of viewers saw Arthur Laurents^ home of the brave
‘Play of the Week’ by Granada TV on Wednesday 20th February.

Nielsen Television Index figures show that this programme
reached in the entire ITV Network

1,957,000 homes-5,394,000 viewers
IN THE MIDLANDS

IN.LONDON'

IN THE NORTH

403,000 HOMES

777,000 HOMES

777,000 HOMES

887,000 VIEWERS

2,098,000 VIEWERS

2,409,000 VIEWERS

liiiifiiiiaiiiiiiiinB

Here is what the papers said about home
Continued- from- page 1 ;

Tele Followups

LARGEST AUDIENCE
EVER REACHED

Continued from' page 2

television had done its worse to the
cinema palaces and from here on in
the ticket-sellers may anticipate
nothing but a level-off or an up¬
beat.
Most recent exponent of the
point-of-view that television actu¬
ally may help the theatres was
S. jpf. Fabian in his speech in Kan¬
sas City. Noting that tv was fall¬
ing back on old films to hold its au¬
dience, he said audiences were at
the same time being educated “in
the differences between hastily
produced tv shows and completely
satisfying entertainment m thea¬
tres.'’
Said Fabian: “Competition from
our own vaults may be tough to
take now; but in the long run, it
may be helping to create audiences
for a vastly superior- new theatre
entertainmenti’( he said.- While de¬
manding quality, Fabian in almost
the same breath urged • a • greater
mass output by the studios to sat¬
isfy the theatres’ needs.
20th-FoX'pre^ Spyros P. Skouras
on pa$t occasions has followed- a
similar line, he.- that ojd features
on the air will- actually help the
film biz due to.a.greater apprecia¬
tion on the pai't.of the-audience of
the fine films, .presented in the
theatres.
. . .
Those who argue .with this pointof-view hold that the mass release
of creditable. product to tv has
sharpened the issue, .of selectivity
among patrons.. w.ho,. in.. recent
years, already .have, become more
selective for botl^ . taste, mid. eco¬
nomic reasons. , .It’s pointed out,
too, that the old.films on tv arc. full
of the kind of name, values that are
very often missing on the new pic¬
tures today. . What’s more, these
personalities appear fresh , and
young in the old films, perpetuat¬
ing a legend of yesterday.

JACK RATE’S FORMAT
FORG(iRDONMacRAE

of the brave :

Daily Sketch: “... electrifying in its effect on the nerves and
masterly for its attention to detail.”

YorksMre Post: *‘War play with' a difference... never faltered
once.”

ScirpfsSei.—
Daily Mail: “... remarkably well done.... a portrayal hard
to forget.”
Liverpool Echo: **... it romped home a winner.”

^, worth every one of its 90 minutes ... the
clearest piece of psychological drama I have seen.”

Granada’s next Play of the Week on Wednesday 20th March will be
-

Arthur MillePs adaptation of Ibsen’s an enemy of the people.

GBANADA TV HrETiirOJIJr
LONDON

AND

MANCHESTER
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELE
Sonny Janies: “First Date, First
Kiss, First Loye“-“Speak To Me"
(Capitol). Sonny James lias., a nat¬
ural followup ta-his clioko “Young
Love" in “First Date, First Kiss,
First Love." Tune is cut out of the
same country & western cloth and
pegged lyrically for, teenage ro?
mance. James' soft and unaffected
delivery makes it a surefire disk
winner. He’s in a mellow plaintive
mood on “Speak To Me" and turns
the ballad into an appealing side.
Jerry Lewis: “Let Me Sing and
I’m Happy"-“It All Depends On
You" (Decca). Nobody is gonna
accuse Jerry Lewis Of being a great
crooner, but he’s proved himself a
solid performer on wax and that
no matter what the immediate fad

Geoffrey Holder: ‘TThe Bottle
Imp"-“Sugar Cane" (Vik). Title
song of the-CBS-TV. Theatre GuildU.S. Steel,Show this.welkin which
Geoffrey Holder gives it a multiple
plug, “The Bottle Imp" should have
a fast getaway. It’s calypso deliver-^
^d in Holder’s compelling basso.
Flip is handled in the same man¬
ner.
Eddie Lawrence: “German Basebair’-“Golden BoSkos” (Coral). A
consistently funny man . on wax,
Eddie Lawrence turns up with two
more jock-stocked routines. “Ger¬
man Baseball" is an Interview with
a German manager .and “Golden
Boskos” is a takeoff on the broad¬
cast of the Hollywood “Oscar"
ceremonies. Both have topical’pegs

Best Bets
SONNY JAMES ...FIRST LOVE
(Capitol) .....Speak to Me
JERRY LEWIS.LET ME SING AND I’M HAPPY
(Decca) .. <. ......'.It All Depends on You
JAYE P. MORGAN-EDDY ARNOLD.DO YOU LOVE ME
(RCA Victor) ..
....One
ROSEMARY CLOONEY.>. MANGOS
(Columbia)
... Independent
THE NEIGHBORS ... ..WAVE TO ME, MY LADY
(ABC-Paramount)
.. . .Bye, Bye Clementine
might be, the Jolsonesque format with Lawrence handling all roles.
of 'oldfashioned, slightly corny
Frances. & Beverly: “Sinful
belting is always in style. Lewis People"-“Maybe Tomorrow" (Dis¬
puts over Irving Berlin’s “Lev Me neyland). An excellent folksinging
Sing" with lots of gusto. His de-*, •duo, Frances (Archer) and Beverly
livery of the De Sylva, Brown & (Gile) have an attractive coupling
Henderson oldie, “It all Depends extracted from their album, “Folk
On You,”, is a little more modulat¬ Songs From The Far Corners."
ed, but it’s in the same identifiable “Sinful People" is an uptempo
groove.
spelling novelty while “Maybe
Jaye P. Morgan-Eddy Arnold: Toihorrow" is a lovely ballad.
“Do You Love Me"-“One’’ (RCA Honey Dreamers: “Rain No More”Victor). “Do You Love Me” is a “Talk-Talk-Talk" (Jubilee). Honey
standout bounce number and the Dreamers are a slick vocal com¬
Jaye P. Mprgan-Eddy Arnold team bo and they have an unusual
should click, big on this one. The calypso arrangement of the old
lyric is clever, the beat is snappy , street song, “It Ain’t Gonna Rain
and the rendition is bright. “One" No More." Rates jock attention.
,is pleasing in a more familiar pat¬ “Talk” is another neat calypso
entry to ride the current cycle,
tern.
Ray Rivera: “Lola Gone"-“CaRosemary Clooney: “Mangos"lypso
Cat" (Web). This is another
“Independent" (Columbia). “Man¬
gos" could be called the jungle coupling of calypso numbers, nice¬
version of “Come On-A My House." ly handled by Ray Rivera with
It’s a very smart nlimber .which backing by a vocal ensemble. “Lola
Miss Clooney projects to the hilt. Gone’l. is the likelier side because
It could climb way up. “Independ¬ of a more commercial lyric. The
ent," from the legit musical,- “The melodies, of pourse are standard.
Eddy Howard: “Delia’s Gone"Bells Are Ringing," is more fine
sophisticated material solid for “Love Me A Little Bit" (Mercury).
jock change-of-pace programming. “Delia’s Gone" is a modified ca¬
'The Neighbors; “Wave To Me, lypso. The background seems to be
My Lady’’-“Bye, Bye Clementine" caribe, but Eddy Howard delivers
(AJBC-Paramount). The Neighbors, it without the usual inflections.
a mixed vocal combo, hit potently This might give this side the edge.
with the old gang-styled song,. “Love Me A Little Bit“ is an old“Wave To Me, My Lady," The in¬ fashioned two-step ballad which
terpretation could set ’em all sing¬ Howard and his crew project very
ing in the juke joints. Flip is an¬ attractively.
Steve Claytoii: “The Boy With
other "fine entry, and batuner. de¬
livered against an excellent Don The Golden Kazoo"-“I Wanna Put
My Arms AroUnd You" (Coral),
Costa orch background.

P^RiE^fr

2,

MARIANNE (5)

3.

THE BANANA BOAT SONG (9)

4.

BUTTERFLY (3) .

6.

DON’T FORBID ME (8)

7.

TEEN-AGE CRUSH (2)

Are Brit’s Swap Ofehs
Getting OK Deal in U. S.?
London, March 12.
Tentative offers have been,made
for the Eric Delaney band to do a
concert hour In Canada and the
U.S. around September. But orch
agent Derek Boulton said they
would only go if the bait was big
enough and the dates on a par with
those of the Ted Heath band.
■ The general impression here is
that many of the British bands that
have visited the States on the
Anglo-U.S. band exchange system
have had a rough deal, and been
assigned to smalltime .venues. I’s
felt that visiting British outfits
should get the same treatment the
Yank combos get here.

[Fontane Sisters.
(Andy Williams' .... • ... Cadence
• 1 Charlie Grade .....
.Victor
.Dot
.... Capitol
( Steve Lawrence
* {Buddy Knox ....... . .Roulette
.... Groove
Fat.<{ Domino. ... Imperial

PARTY DOLL (2)

9.

LOVE IS STRANGE (2)

10.

I’M WALKING (1) _

Second Croup
WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT
BALLERINA .

.

MOONLIGHT GAMBLER.

,

CINCO ROBLES

..

BLUE MONDAY

Patsy Cline

.

JAMAICA FAREWELL .

,

Betty Johnson..
Ray . .. Columbia
Harry Belafonte .... .Victor
.Johnnie

SINGING THE BLUES .
ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY ....

. .Decca

Nat (King) Cole.... ,. , .Capitol.

Frankie Laine. .. Columbia
( P^n.ssell Armjt
. .Era
• (Les Paul-Mary Ford . .... Capitol
. Fat.* Domino . .. .Imperial

I DREAMED
C
YOU DON’T OWE
ME A THING

Gn.y Mitehell

.

prising Mary and Norman Kaye
and accordionist Frankie Ross.
With the guitar- one of the most
popular instruments for amateur
musicians. George Van Eps' “Mel¬
low, Guitar" set for Columbia, has
a readymade audience. • Eps Is a
standout exponent of the seven¬
string guitar of his own design and
he plays with a cool, tasteful jaza
style. Set contains a flock of stand¬
ards plus some original composi¬
tions, played by Eps with inciden¬
tal rhythm accompaniment.
'Mpod music for insomniacs was
undoubtedly the intention of a
Liberty Records’ Set, “Night," with
the Johnnie Mann Singers.' Tunes
include such stay-awakeners as
“Through A Long and Sleepness
Night." “The Night Has A Thou¬
sand Eyes," “How Blue The Night’*
and “The Night We Called It A
Day," among other numbers simil¬
arly themed. The vocal ensemble
delivers nicely for the ear while a
nude ’on the album jacket delivers
for the eye.
The score ol “My Fair Lady"
keeps turning up in varied guises
on wax. George Peyer, whose
“Echoes of Paris," etc., sets have
been consistent clicks, gives the
Frederick Loewe music a ride for
"Vox Records in a set titled “Heav¬
enly Echoes of 'My Fair Lady.’"
One side is played straight in
Feyer’s highly polished style and
the other is a musical joke about
how the score would have sounded
as played by Mozart, Beethoven,
etc. A charming idea wittily exe¬
cuted.
Noteworthy items in , the jazz
pile-up are—“Campus Concert" by
The Mitchell-Buff Duo (Epic) . . .
“Jazz
Kaleidoscope"
by
Pete
Brown’s Sextet and Jonah Jones’
Sextet (Bethlehem) . . . Elektra’s
“New York Jazz Quartet" featur(Continued on page 50)

Songs With Largest Radio Andience

.... Capitol
[Crew-Cuts. ... Mercury
j Terry Gilkyson. .. Columbia
• \ Hilltoppers .
fHarry Belafonte ....

5. . TOO MUerf (6) __

8.

“An Eveninjr With Belafonte,"
an RCA Victor package, presents
the hottest name in .the disk busl-ness in a repertory of varied num¬
bers, some familiar and some off¬
beat. that are a cinch to draw a
wide audience; Although' popular
for his ctilypso stylings, Harry Belafonte eschews any song typing in
this set and runs the gamut from a
French entry, “Merci Bon Dieu,"
to the old American classic,^ “When
The Saints Go Marching In," in¬
cluding ep route a Hebrew folk¬
song, an Irish air and a Spanish
number. As usual, Belafonte de¬
livers with that intense, dramatic
quality which, with few exceptions,
makes all his song performances a
moving experience.
LAWRENCE WELK
Kurt Weill, the late German the¬
atrical composer who came to the
and his CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
fore again recently via his “Three¬
Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions
90th Consecutive Week
penny Opera" score, is credited
Dodge Dance Party
with introducing new musical techABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
I nlques in Broadway musicals. As
Sponsored by Dodge
an important historical contribu¬
Dealers ' of America
tion, MGM has packaged Weill’s
Top Tunes and Talent
first score for the American thea¬
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T. tre, “Johnny Johnson," a 1936 play
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth by Paul Green. In this wax run¬
Dealers of America __
down of the score, an excellent
Cast performs with wigor and ex¬
The melodramatic mood of “The citement. Performers include Bur¬
Boy With Golden Kazoo" is effec¬ gess Meredith, Hiram Sherman
tively spotlighted by Steve Clay¬ and his widow Lotte Lenya, with
ton’s crooning. His reading raises the orch under Samuel Matlowhis stock in the wax sweepstakes sky's baton. Edward Cole’s liner
and makes him a boy to watch. notes are excellent, but that solid
He’s in a lighter mood with the agate type is not at all inviting.
pleasant latino, rhythms of “I
The Mary Kaye Trio, a smart
Wanna Put My Arms Around You," nitery act. turn up in a Decca set
and it, too, rates deejay attention. titled “Music On A Silver Platter"
Jimmy Young: “My Faith, My* with a program of standards deHope, My Love"-“Lovin’ Baby" I livered in ultra-slick style. The ar¬
(London). “My Faith, My Hope,^ rangements are superb in such
My Love" is an effective blending oldies as “Come Rain Or Come
of reverence and romance handled Shine," “Almost Like Being In
by Jimmy Young with appropriate Love" and “Without A Song," to
sentiment. It’s not one of those name the highlights of a uniformly
quick takeoff jobs but should make, fine album featuring the trio, com¬
out okay over the long spinning
pull. “Lovin’ Baby" is out of the
rock ’n* roll school which Young
belts in: a style familiar to that
genre. .

it Best Sellers oh Coin MachinesH

YOUNG LOVE (9)

Wednesday. March 13, 1957

.

.. Columbia

Jerry Lewis. .... Decca

[Figures in parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top 101

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index,
Published by Office of Research, Inc.^ Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. fFilm. ttTV.
Survey Week of March 1-7, 1957
Almost Paradise ...Peer
Banana Boat Song
.
Marks-H
Can I Steal A Little Love ....Northern
Chantez, Chantez ..
Chantez
Cinco Robler .
,.,».«..«.»..Warman
Do I Love You—tt"Cinderella"...•.Williamson
Don’t Forbid Me ....•••.Roosevelt
Don’t Get Around Much Anymore ..•...•••.Robbins
Full Of Life—t“Full Of Life" ..Col. Pic.
I Could Have Danced All Night—*“My Fair Lady".. Chappell
I Dreamed ...... •. Trinity
I Thought it Was Over ....... ..Remick
I’m Drownlftg My Sorrows.•••••.Mills
It Looks Like Love^—t“Hollywood or Bust" ...•••, Paramount
Jamaica Farewell .•...Shari
Like A Brook Gets Lost In A River
Witmark
Love Is A Golden Ring..
Montclare
Mama Looka Boo Boo..••••••••.Duchess
Marianne
. ..Montclare
Maybe, It’s Because I Love You Too Much.Berlin
Navajo Nocturne..'..Famous
Round and Round .••••••.Rush
Scarlet Ribbons ... ..••••..
.Mills
Singing The Blues ...••.Acuff-H
That’s Where I Shine .. T* • * • t * • * • RemiCk
Too Much...'^•.•••^...So. Belle-P
Una Momento—t“Three Violent People" ,••••.....Famous
Who Needs You .......Korwin
Wind In'The Willow...
Broadcast
You Are My First Love ... Rex
Young Love ..Lowery

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Ballerina ..
J elf erson
Banana Boat Song...Marks-B
Bringing The piues To My Door .... ....Acuff-R
Butterfly .......Mayland-P
Cinco Robles . .....
Warman
^ Day-0 .... ..Shari
* Doii’t Forbid Me ...Roosevelt
I Dreamed .......
Trinity
I Love My Baby.. •• .. Shaplro-B
I’ve Grown Accustomed—*“My Fair Lady".Chappell
Jubilation T. Cornpone—*“Li’l Abner".•..«.. Commander
Kid Stuff... • ..Gil
Knee Deep In The Blues
....Acuff-R
Love Me Tender—t“Love Me Tender".Presley
Marianne ..,....•.Montclare
Money Tree ......Frank
No Baby ...Par Four
On The Street Where You Live—*“iviy Fair Lady".. Chappell
Rock-A-Billy ....Oxford
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody.Mills-W
Round And Round.• ...Rush
Singing The Blues..'.*. Acuff-R
This Is The Hejartbeat Of Hollywood.... Criterion
Too Much .' ...
South. B-P
True Love—t“High Society"..
Buxton Hill
Who Needs You.^.Korwin
Who Wants To Be A Millionaire—1“High Society".. Buxton Hill
Why Can’t The English—*“My Fair Lady".Chappell
With A Little Bit Of Luck—+“My Fair Lady" ....... Chappell
Young Love .
...Lowery
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Race to AHnnnize H wdiod and B’way
p -- nri ii „ n.ii?.. „

With the packaged end of the^
disk hi? assuming’ greater apd
^Take a Letter' Girls
greater proportions, the race of
Doubling in Disks
the major labels for top Hollywood
and Broadway product is due tq get
increasingly hot.’ At the present
The mhsic biz secretaries are be¬
time, Columbia and RCA Victor
have, been dominant on the Broad¬ ginning to get into the groove. Cur¬
rently
doubling between the typeway scene while Decca and Capitol
have been potent with the film -writeir and the recording studios
are Adrienne Lawner and Mandy
soundtrack sets. Martin;^
Now, RCA Victor is planning to
Miss Lawner, secretary at Larry
play a major role in the pic sound¬
track" markfet while stepping up UtalTs Monument Music firm, was
pacted
last week to the indie Rou¬
its original cast operations on
Broadway. George R. Marek, Vic¬ lette label. Her nom-de-disk will
be
Addie
Lee. Miss Martin, who’s
tor v.p. in charge of the album di¬
vision, stated that his whole staff pitching in at the typewriter at
Kappy
Jordan’s
Flair-X label, has
is now on the lookout for proper¬
ties. Marek said^we will now be already put her first sides into the
can
for
the
diskery.
They’re due
"taking more chances” in order
to close up with the hot product. for release later this month.
Both femmes will stick to their
On the Coast, Dennis Farnon,
who is managing the album opera¬ desks awaiting reaction to their
tion there, has been put on his toes etchings.
to wrap up as many big picture
soundtracks as possible. First pay¬
off on the new perspective is’ the
Franz Waxman soundtrack on War¬
ner Bros. "Spirit of St. Loiiis.”
On the Broadway beat, Marek
plans to pitch harder than ever for
the top shows. "We don’t want
every show—we aren’t a grocery
store,” Marek stated adding that
the focus will be on a few each
season. Victor already is due to
get the upcoming legit musical,
^‘Jamaica,” because of Lena
The rights of a songwriter were
Horne’s starring role and "Shinbone .further established last week in an
Alley,” because Eartha JCitt is
headlining in that ’ one.
With out-of-court settlement by publish¬
,Gwen Verdon also on the Victor er Bobby Mellin with lyricist Jack
roster, the diskery is virtually a Lawrence. Amount of settlement
cinch to wind up with "New Girl was not revealed by Sol Kline, atIn Town,” which opens this spring. torney-for Lawrence, who indrcal^ed
Marek said that the Victor sin¬ that it was "substantial,” however.
Action had been brought by Law¬
gles division, is giving' complete co¬
operation to the album department rence against Mellin on the tune
"Music
From Beyond The Moon.”
in'bidding for the Broadway and
Hollywood sets. "Weknow that' Written with Guy Wood, it was
turned
over
to Mellin a few years
not all showtunes are suitable for
the pop market, but if the, pro¬ ago, Mellin subsequently discard¬
ed
the
title
and lyric and wrote
ducers want singles, we won’t .let
that stand in the way,” Marek said. new words to the Wood melody. The global aspect of the disk biz under the title of "My One and
assumes • specijd. significance for Only Love.”. .Song was recorded by
the original cast product, particu¬ several diskeries.
Lawrence’s reasoning in bringing
larly the Hollywood soundtracks.
For film producers, the value of a breach of trust suit against Mel¬
soundtrack sets lies in the plug, lin was to establish the point that
for the production via album dis¬ publishers do not Have the right
play in the retail stores. Marek to arbitrarily throw out a lyric or
Stated that Victor is now prepared to . separate a melody from the
to give that display ort a world¬ words. To avoid an injunction and
wide basis.’ "The Spirit of St. litigation, Mellin settled out of
JLouis,” for instance, will be among court. The title, "Music From Be¬
the first sets to be' released in yond The Moon,” and the lyric
England this spring via RCA’s new reverted back to Lawrence.
reciprocal distribution tieup with
British Decca.
Marek pointed out that the value
of a pic soundtrack set does not
completely depend on the'boxoffice
punch ‘of the picture. "The Stu¬
Riding internationally with his
dent Prince” album taken from the
Metro pic soundtrack, has been a "Singin’. The Blues” hit for Colum¬
standout seller for Victor, even bia Records, Guy Mitchell has nolv
though the pic’s b.o. was only fair been booked for a two-week tour
with the album’ stepping up 'inter¬ of Australia, starting April 11, as
est in the 'film. Similarly with the headliner of a show with the Stan
Aussie swing fol¬
"Carmen Jones” track which has Henton orch.
been moving at a good clip here lows on the heels of his click 10day
trek
through
England last
and overseas even though the film
month.
MitcheH’s ‘^Singin’ The
itself was not a high grosser.
''
Blues,” which was released in Aus¬
tralia last month, is now the No. 1
bestseller there.
Mitchell, who had a couple of
slack years, has been rolling
strong. He’s been signed for his
own video series on the ABC net¬
Boston, March 12.
work next fall and his current plat¬
Rock ’n’ roll was banned by ter,
"Kneedeep In The Blues,”
WBMS yesterday (Mon.) with the is also up on the' bestseller lists.
statement by Norman Furman, gen¬
eral managd'r, that "WBMS is bow¬
ing to public opinion and requests Epic's 6 Operas-in-Full
from members of the- clergy.”
For Etching in Europe
Furman pointed out, "Wejplayed'
the first rock 'n’ roll rhythm &
Epic Records, Columbia subsid,
blues records in Boston over three has set six complete operas for re¬
years ago, but now we feel that this lease during the rest of the year.
type of music has become associat¬ The opera packages will be cut in
ed with' certain imfavorable ele¬ Europe by Philips, Epic’s overseas
ments. We pioneered jai4 at affiliate.
For its Italian series. Epic has’
■WBMS, which we 'Will retain along
with pleasant music by popular signed Antoinette Stella, Gianni
singers. We will program some Poggi, Guiseppi Tad del, Nicolai
modified rock ’n’ roll music on Lemeini and Ettore Bastianini.
Saturday afternoon and at the Inked for the German opera pro¬
same time Our disk jockeys will at¬ gram are Ritji Streich, Paul
tempt to improve the musical tastes Schoeffler, Sena Turinac and Karl
Boehm.
of our youthful listeners.”

Publisher Mellin
Settles With loon
Lyricist Lawrence

Guy Mitchell to Aussie
Next Month With Kenton

WBMS, BOSTON, THROWS
A ROCK AT THE ROLL

/O

<t: . .i: >

lark in Teens Boom
The issue of Broadcast Music
Inc. i^ looming as the next big is¬
sue to divide the writer and the
publisher ranks within the Ameri^^
can Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers.
At the present time, 80% of
ASCAP’s publishers also have
firms with BMI affiliations. Some
of the major publishers, meantime,
arc reportedly . thinking . about
modifying as ASCAP ruling, made
last year, which bars payoffs on
all tunes. with split authorships
between BMI and ASCAP writers.
One exec of a major firm says that
ruling is a handicap to doing busi¬
ness, particularly because the cur¬
rent affiliations with overseas firms
which don’t care whether a writer
is BMI, ASCAP or Sesac.
A group of influential ASCAP
writers isr planning to press for
less, rather than more, contact be¬
tween ASCAP and BMI., Since
ASCAP writers are prohibited by
A^AP’s formula to collaborate
with BMI cleffers, the writers want
a similar prohibition to apply to
ASCAP publishers.
One top writer, now involved,in
the litigation against BMI, stated
that the termination of BMI subsids by ASCAP publishers will be
an early issue on the agenda. Such
a fight, he said, would be conduct¬
ed within ASCAP and, if neces¬
sary, would be taken up with the
U. S. Department of Justice. Un¬
der the antitrust consent decree,
the D. of J. still keeps spme reins
on ASCAP’s operation and periodi¬
cally receives squawks from vari¬
ous segments of .the Society.
The move to end BMI affilia(Continued on. page 50)

In ’56 Disk Sales
■Record industry sales at the re¬
tail level last year hit a whammo
$294,084,000: Figure is based on
recent. U. S. Treasury report on ex.cise tax paid by the disk manu¬
facturers.
. According to John W. Griffin,
exec secretary of ,tlie Record In¬
dustry Assn, of America, actual ’56
sales figure will be closer to $325,000,000 since the excise report does
not include the last quarter take
for that year; Industry sales in ’55
based on excise tax, were $208,068,000 while the sales in' ’54 were
only $189,273,000.
During the four quarters of the
’56 calendar yeal', the record com¬
panies paid an excise tax of $14,004,000, or 10% of the manufac¬
turers’ selling price aggregate of
$140,040,000. The retail selling
price is derived by multiplying the
manufacturers’ selling price by a
2.1 markup.
Excise tax paj^ents totalled $9,908,000 in ’55- and $9,013,000 in ’54.

Decca Records racked up the
highest net earnings in its history
during 1950 with profits from both
disk sales and the diskery’s own¬
ership of Universal Pictures show*ing about 20% gains apiece. Net
Jerry Lewis’ first pop outing for income, for the year ending Dec.
Decca Records, "Rock-a-Bye,” has 1, 1956, was $4,543,902 compared
hit the 1,000,000 sales marker. to $3,794,585 during 1955. Net in¬
Disk was both his bow on Decca cludes the undistributed earnings
■>
(be formerly recorded for Capitol of Universal.
Decca’s disk operation made a
Records), and his debut as a
straight, rather than a comedy, striking gain in sales, jumping
vocalist. His Decca album, "Jerry from $22,610,809 in 1955 to $26,Lewis Just Sings,” is also one of 832,460 last year. Earnings, before
the top sellers in the package mar¬ taxes, from the disk division alone
were $4,424,056, Decca prexy Milket.
Lewis, who closed Sunday (10) ton R.' Rackmil disclosed in the
•at the Palace Theatre on Broadway, annual report to stockholders. Rackmade the rounds of the N. Y. disk mil stated that "spurred by public
jockeys last week with his new re¬ interest in better sound reproduc¬
lease of "Let Me.'Sing and I’m tion techniques, popularized under
Happy” and "It All Depends On the ‘high fidelity’ slogan, the de¬
mand for. records continues to
You,”
grow. The teenage group remains
the major market for’popular rec¬
ords. Since this group is expand¬
ing at an even more rapid rate than
the country’s population as a
whole, purchases of records by
young people can be expected to
increase.”
Decca’s share in Universal Pic¬
tures is now approximately 80%
with the ‘ diskery - holding 743,785
shares in the film company. The
latter’s net for the fiscal year end¬
ing NOV. 3, 1956, was $3,993,000,
equal to $4.06 per share on the
Chicago, March 12.
927,254 shares outstanding. That
BMI has moved its big guns up
compares ■ with $4,019,000, equal
to the firing line in a coordinated after preferred dividends, to $3.71
campaign to publicly answer the a share on the 1,020,089 shares
"conspiracy” allegations being lev¬ then outstanding.
During the past year, Decca re¬
eled against it by ASCAP. BMI leased 391 albums, according to
is using its annual regional Tele¬ the annual report.
Among the
vision Clinics, which bring to¬ standout sellers were such film
gether telecasters from the various soundtrack sets as “The Eddy
Diiehin Story’’ and “The Man With
sections of the country, to lay out I The Golden Arm.” Rackmil point¬
its side of the music licensing ed Out that Decca will continue tq
accent' soundtrack sets from pic¬
wrangle.
BMI prexy Carl Haverlin at the tures produced by Universal and
other
studios as well.
midwest clinic here last Thursday
Decca stockholders’ meeting for
(7) repeated.in virtually the epct
this
year
has . been set for April 9
phraseology the blast aimed at
ASCAP earlier in the week at the In New York, Proxy solicitation
asks
for
the
renaming of the five
,N. Y. sessioii .by jBMI’s Sydney'M.
Kaye. It’s understood similar talks incumbent' board members: Rackmil,
-who
is
prexy
of both Decca
are being made at the other sec¬
and Universal; Leonard W. Schnei¬
tional clinics. '
der, Decca’s exec v.p.; Albert A.
Using Kaye’s speech as his text. Garthwaite, prexy of Lee Rubber
Haverlin said his organization & Tire Co.; Harold I. Thorp, re¬
hadn’t commented publicly before tired industrialist; and Samuel H.
on the ASCAP charges that. BMI Vallance, vice-chairman of Indusand the nation’s radio-tv industry tria Electrica de Mexico, manufac¬
were conspiring to discriminate turers of electrical equipment.
against the older licensihg organi¬ Garthwaite was named to Decca’s
zation because BMI expected to board in January, replacing Robert
make its stand in the courtroom in W. Lea, who died late last year.answer to the suit entered by a
The proxy statement discloses
group of ASCAP'songwriters.'How¬ Rackmil’s salary as Decca’s prexy
ever, Haverlin said his firm has de¬ to be $42,500 with his pay from
cided to speak out against the ac¬ Universal $110,289, in addition to
cusations made by ASCAP at such $18,200 paid as a flat allowance
forums as the recent Congressional for entertainment and other ex¬
subcommittee hearings chaired by penses as prexy of Universal.
Ref). Emanuel Cellers
Schneider’s salary is- $45,199 while
Haverlin- asserted ASCAP is Samuel Yamin, secretary of the
seeking redress of "the imaginary Decca company, gets $32,500.
discrimination'’ through’ legislative'
ection and apparently .is "not sat¬
isfied to leave the case in Federal
Court.”
•

Jerry in Dream Circle
On Decca'‘Rock-a-Bye'

Chi TV Clinic
Hears Haverim
Flafl ASCAP

COSLOW’S FOREIGN TRIO;
FRENCH, ITALO, BRITISH Skinnay Ennis Returning
The foreign tune market has
turned into a hot material source To Disks Under MGM Pact
for Sam Coslow. Tunesmith is
currently repped on three U.S. wax
releases with his Anglais workover,
of overseas hits.
The tunes are: "One Kiss Away
From Heaven,” adapted from last
year’s Italian click, "Malatea,” re¬
corded by Tony Bennett (Colum¬
bia); Kitty Kallen’s new Decca,
"Star Bright (First Star I See To¬
night) ,” which comes from the Ger¬
man hit, "Mara,” by Ralph Maria
Siegal; and "Blue Fandango,” cut
by Monia Liter’s orch on the Lon¬
don label. Latter tune is his own,
but it was kicked off in England in
the Monia Liter LP, "Lovers in
Paris.”
"One Kiss Away From Heaven”
and "Star Bright” are published
by Bourne while Kassner Music
publishes "Blue Fandango.”

Hollywood, March 12.
Skinnay Ennis is the latest of the
disk and radio names of a decade
ago to blossom out as a new hi-fi
recording artist. Ennis has been
signed by MGM Records and will
make his return on a 12-inch album
liow being cut here upder the su¬
pervision of the label’s Coast chief,
Jesse. Kaye.
Package will feature'’'tunes with
which Ennis has been identified in
the past. He’ll be backed by 18 men
for his warbling.

Betty Madigaki to CoTal
Betty Madigan, formerly vhth
MGM Records, has moved over to
Coral Records.
First cbupling for Coral will be
"True Love Gone” and "A Lovely
Night.”

FISHER’S 25c COKEEP
NEARS 1,000,000 MARK

A promotional tie-in between
RCA Victor and Coca-Cola,
launched last fall, has resulted in
a near-1,000,000 sale of an ex¬
tended-play
platter by
Eddie
Fisher. The disk, which sold for
25,c, was sold via a coupon at¬
tached to each six-bottle carton of
Cokes. The sampler-type platter
contained six hit tunes by Fisher,
who had starred on the NBC-TV
“Coke Time” series for the soft
drink company.
To date, the Victor custom rec¬
ord division, which handled this
disk sale, has shipped 800,000
copies of the platter.
The sale
,is expected to go over the 1,000,000
marker by the end of this month,
when the campaign ends.
Mitzl Mason, Chase to Vik
Mitzi Mason, nitery singer, has
been signed by Vic Records.
Herman Diaz, artists & repertoire
chief of the RCA subsid, has also
added Lmcoln Chase, the com¬
poser-singer, to the label’s lineup.
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Geo. Liberace s I
‘Teenage Deal In
Imperial Upbeat
Hollywood, March 12.
George Liberace move^ into the
teenage music field under. a new
wax pact with Imperial,^ Batoneerfiddler formerly was • under con¬
tract to Columbia, both on his own
and with.his brother.
Imperial deal will be launched
with an album, “George Liberace
Goes Teen-Age,” whigli will fea¬
ture modern music with a beat.
Label also plans a quick single of
similar material. Recording will
start late this month after he re¬
turns from a' stand at the Fon¬
tainebleau, Miami Beach, and be¬
fore he opens with Liberace at the
Palace, New York, April 20.
Imperial meanwhile added new
vocalists to its roster, Nellie Lutcher, pacted for three, years, and
Fay Adamsy jotted for a six-year
deal.
In January, for the first time in
Its 12-year history, Imperial topped
thfc 2,000,000 mark in sales. Feb¬
ruary, prexy Lew Chudd reported,
was close behind with more than
1,500,000 .units sold. To meet cur¬
rent demands. Imperial. currently
’ is using two pressing plants in Los
Angeles and'one each in Indiana¬
polis, Pittsburgh and Memphis.

REim DISK AND ALDDH DEST SEUEDS
P^mSfr
Survey of retail ‘disk best
sellers based on reports obtained from leading stores in
19 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
National
Rating
This Lasjt
wk. wk.

2
3 _3
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9
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Senator Goes to Bat
For Mex. Unit Barred
In Las Vegas bv

lOB

4_

12

9

Las Vegas, March 12.
A hassle involving a U. S. Sena¬
tor is shaping up here in regard
to an order against the appearance
of a group of Mexican entertainers
bv the Amei’ican Federation of
Musicians, whose local office had
previously given them an o.k. to
apoear here.
^
Los Xochimilcas, group of four
comedian - singer - musicians from
south of the border, were booked
for the Carnival Room of Hotel
Fremont by J. J. Levin,* repping
the Josh Meyers-Jack Davies
agency of New York. . Arrange¬
ments were made through the
group's personal manager, Sandro
Deems, a musician who works in
La'! Vegas.
The dav Los Xochimilcas were
scheduled ,to open, word came
from the Tucson office of the AFM
that they could not appear because
they were not members of the.
union and could not join because
they were not American citizens.
Deems immediately contacted Jack
Ferrentz, James C. Petrillo's rep in
the'east, and was told that there,
could be no appeal, and that the
groun definitely could not appear.
Although no specific reasons
could be given for the refusal,
Deems quoted Ferrentz as saying
“there are tpo many calvpso
groups, coming into the country.”
which
implied,
according
to
Deems, that American entertainers
were being put out of work.
Despite the final tone of Petrillo’s telegram, efforts are being
made bv Alan Bible, U. S. Senator
frem Nevada, to effect a favorable
decision for Los Xochimilcas. who
came from Juarez to Las Vegas at
their own expense and who are
v/ithout a source of income while
awaiting a decision. Their hard¬
ship is being relieved as much as
possible by friends and the man¬
agement of the Hotel Fremontr
Latter establi.shment, meanwhile, is
operating with only two lounge
groups.
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Artist, Label, Title
TAB HUNTER (Dot) .
“Young Love”........
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)
“Marianne” . .
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“The Banana Boat Song”......
“ELVISl^SLEY "(Victor)
“Too Much” ...
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Roun^and Round”..
"PAT BObNE“(b6t)
“Don’t Forbid Me”.
yOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
“Teen-Age Crush”. ..
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadencel
“Butterfly” ..
MICKEY & SYLVIA (Groove)
“Love Is Strange”.‘.
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“I’m Walking”.
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)“Young Love”...
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”.
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blue Monday”.
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
“Butterfly” .
TARRIERS (Glory)
“The Banana Boat Song”..
FOUR "lads (Columbia)
“Who Needs You”..
HILLTOPPERS, (Dot)
‘'Marianne” ..
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
“Moonlight Gambler”.
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
“Come, Go With Me”.
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Mama, Look at Bubu”. ..
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
' “Knee Deep in the Blues”. f.
RUSSELL ARMS (Era)
“Cinco Robles”. .
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
“Jim Dandy’.’.
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Young Love”. . .
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)‘Singing: the Blues”.
1
2
3
4

CAIYPSO

CLOSE TO YOU

Harry Belafont*

Frank Sinatra

Victor
LPM 1248
EPA 1248

MY FAIR LADY

Capitol
W 789

Columbia
OL 5090

In a spring spree, Kapp Records
is putting nine albums on release
for March offering dealers a cuffo
LP for* every 10 packages pur¬
chased.
Albums in the promotion include
the “Opera Without Words” series,
consisting of four opera scores re¬
corded by the Rome Symphony.
The “Opera” series marks Kapp’s
entry into the longhair field. Other
sets in the March release are “Go
Calypso,” “The Hi-Fi Sounds of the
Dean Elliott Dance Band,” Ruth
Price’s “The Party’s Over,” two al¬
bums by Claude Thornhill and
“klodern Jazz Gallery,” latter a
Geoffrey Holder, onetime 'pre¬ collection of Coast jazzsters.
mier danseur for the Metopera,
among other vocations including
composing, painting, photography
and designing has now turned up
Continuing its policy of -special
as a calypso artist for Vik Records.
Holder is breaking into the wax album releases and incentive buy¬
ing
programs during its 10th anni
field via a giant video plug on the
U. S. Steel Hour’s presentation of year, MGM Records is aiming at
the
fast growing jazz market this
“The Bottle Imp” tonight (Wed.),
in which he delivers the title song mojnth with a group of six jazz LPs.
The albums offered to the dis¬
several times. Vik, an RCA Victor
subsid, recorded the tune and will tributors under a special purchas¬
cash .in on the plug on the CBS- ing plan are “Hi-Fi Suite,” “Jazz
Britannia,” “Music She Digs .The
TV network.
Vik execs have pressed 100,000 Most,” “Wrappin’ It Up,” “Jazz In
copies of “The Bottle Imp” for New Orleans” and “The Eddie Getz
Quintet,”
rushing to dealers this week.

MGM'Joltin’With Jazz

Victor
LPM 1382

3

6

_5_1^

, ;

ElvUPreiley

Kapp’s 9 Sets for March
Include Label’s 1st Opera

Holder’s fRCA-Vik) Plu?
For/Bottlelmo’ (CBS-TV)
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SINGS

Capitol
SAG- 595

Capitol

Decca

SDM 593

W 782

DL 8410

British Disk Best Sellers
London, March 12.
1. Young Love ...... Hunter
(London)
2. Don’t Forbid Me ... Boone
(London)
5. Knee In Blues.... Mitchell
(London)
4. Singing the Blues Mitchell
(Philips)
5. Garden of Eden. .Vaughan
(Philips)
6. Rock Daddy-O.. .Donegan
(Pye-Nixa)
7. True Love Crosby/G. Kelly
(Capitol)
8. Long Tall Sally.. .Richard
(London)
9. Friendly Persuasion . Boone
(London)
10. Banana Boat.... Belafonte
(HMV)

BELAFONTE
Harry Belofonto

Nat (King) CoU

W 740
EAP 740

Houston, March 12.
The Houston Symphony Orches¬
tra is on its way to a disk tieup
and will make acoustical tests for
Capitol Records. The tests will be
conducted by William Robinson at
the Music Hall here, where con¬
certs of the orchestra are pre¬
sented.
Leopold Stokowski is conductor
of ‘ the Symphony, who is also
under personal contract to Capitol.

^

11

JUST

Capitol

Houston Symph Tunes
Up for Capitol Tieup

.
1

Jorry Lowit

Sauter Exits Finegan
For W. Germany Post
Ed Sauter, half of the SauterFinegan band, is leaving April 1
for his new spot as a musical di¬
rector for the West Germany radio
station, Sudwestfunk, at Baden-Ba¬
den. Sauter, who recently went to
Germany to talk over the offer, has
been given a three-year deal under
which he’ll do original jazz wi’iting and lead his oWn combo.
The Sauter-Finegan band, mean¬
time, will continue under that
name with Bill Finegan as solo
maestro.

Fats Big $16,700, Port
- Portland, Ore., March 12.
Fats Domino orch headlining the
“Biggest Show Of Stars” unit,
grabbed a whopping $16,700 in two
evening performances at the Civic
Auditorium last week (5). Troupe
included Bill Doggett, LaVern
Baker, Clyde MePhatter, 5 Keys,
5 Satins, Ann Cole, Chuck Berry,
5 Moon Glows, Schoolboys, Eddie
Cooley 8c The Dimples, Charles
Brown, and Paul Williams orches¬
tra. The 4,000-3eater was scaled
at $3.50 up ahead, three days prior
to Portland, show grossed $39,000.
Northwest Releasing has the lay¬
out booked for 11 consecutive nites
in the northwest.

Victor
LPM 1150 ,
EPA 1150

..

..
10

7

EDDYDUCHIN
STORY
Film Soundtrack

Decca
DL 8289

Hecht-Lancaster
& Buzzell Form
ASCAP-BMI Cos.
Harold Hecht and Burt Lancaster
have extended their activities Into
the music publishing field. The
film producing team has set up an
ASCAP and a BMI in association
with Lorlng Buzzell.
The ASCAP firm will be known
as Hecht-Lancaster & Buzzell
while the BMI operation will be
called Calyork Music,. Buzzell will
prexy both firms.
The publishing venture will kick
off with the scores from two up¬
coming
Hecht-Lancaster
pix,
“Bachelor Party” and “Sweet
Smell of Success.” The “Bachelor
Party” score, by Alex North, will be
placed in the ASCAP firm while
the Chico Hamilton score from
“Sweet Smell of Success’ will go
into P/dl.
In addition to publishing plx
scores, Buzzell plans to take in pop
songs. Buzzell recently was gen¬
eral professional manager of the
Howie Richmond music firms.
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PUBS FACE 85% TAX DISASTER
Britain JITrites Obit on Sheet Mnsk
As Disk Sales Hit Great Pyramid

RELIEF BILL

.--—^----

Fix Producers Pounding the Beat
For Odbeat Music: Kenyon Hopkins

London, March 5. 4
Motion picture producers are
Pop" sheet music sales in Britain
Washington, March 12.
now looking for offbeat background
are at an alltime low. They've been Tot^ Ban on Elvis
-The music publishing business, Epic Turning Over
music as well as offbeat' plots.
on the downtrend for several years
Asked in Mexico facing a disastrous Federal tax
Its Talent Roster That’s the opinion of Kenyon Hop¬
now, and it's estimated that there’s
squeeze because of the decline in
kins, a recent arrival on the film
Mexico City, March 5.
been about a 50% drop in sales
There will be a lot of incoming
A total ban on Elvis Presley per¬ sheet music sales and an increas¬ and outgoing traffic at Epic Rec¬ composing scene with credits, on
over the past 10 years. In those
ing ratio of income from royalties,
"Baby Doll" and^the upcoming "The
forming
pro,
or-otherwise,
in
Mex¬
days hit numbers reaped sales of
may get some relief during this ords during the next few weeks.
way oVbr 250,000. If they didn’t, ico has been asked of the Ministry session of Congress. A bill au¬ Arnold Maxin, who recently took Strange One" and "12 Angry Men.’*
The new screen composers, he
they were classed as just moderate. of the Interior and the Ministry of thored by Rep. Eugene Keogh (D., over as pop artists & repertoire
But now, if a song hits the 90,000 Public Education (which controls Brooklyn) would take active music chief, is planning a complete re¬ said, are applying their serious mu¬
sic
background to the modern
all large public halls) by the Mexi¬
shuffling of the diskery’s talent
mark, it’s the tops.
American idiom and turning out
can Legion of Decency. Ban is publishing houses out of the cate¬
Publishers state, however, that necessary because the Legion gory of "personal holding corpora¬ roster.
material
that the producers term
Coming Into the label ‘ under
they’ve found other compensating avers Presley’s dancing, j^nd antics tions," taxable at 85% rate, and
as "different." "Anything is offloutlets. With disk sales in the are "unedifying."
place them in the standard corpo¬ Maxin last week were thrush Lee beat," Hopkins Interjected, "until
Kane and crooner Bill Farreir.
highest bracket ever, publishers
it's accepted. And then it’s new
Education Secretary Jose Angel ration bracket, taxable at the 52%
can look to this market to bring Ceniceros has already banned the rate.
and fresh."
back considerable revenue. At the National. Auditorium to Presley.
The spectre of the 85% tax rate
He also pointed out that most
moment they get about three-quar¬ The official said rock’n’roll verges has been looming larger and larger
of the new screen composers have
ters of a cent for each side of a on the pornographic; therefore it during the last couple of years
been able to build their material
disk carrying one of their numbers. is officially frowned on. There is a with an increasing amount of rev¬
properly by handling their own
Records, they claim, arc the natu¬ twist to this. Up to now, Presley enue dependent on the take from
orchestrations. In the old days, he
Such
ral trend of the music business, has not applied for any permit to disks and performances.
said, a tunesmith would jUst submit
and very few would dare put a perform anywhere in ' Mexico. money is rated as "royalties."
a piano composition and leave it to
number on the market before it Rumors are that he plans a non-pro Under the present tax laws, any
others to handle the arrangement
company of five or less owners
had been waxed. This, in effect, visit to Mexico this month.
and orchestration. "Now,” he add¬
which earns 80% or more of its
puts the publisher in the hands of
ed, "orchestrating has become an
revenue from royalties is liable to
the artists & repertoire men. Who
integral part of composing.”
the 85% personal holding corpora¬
can make or break a tune. But
One of the major problems con¬
tion tax.
even with record royalties, music
fronting
Hopkins today is getting
A balloting contest has devel¬
houses could not break even,
The Music Publishers Protective oped in ASCAP’s Coast ranks over the proper recording exposure for
though there’s a move to get the
Assn, has been studying the - tax what writer is to represent the background scores. "There’s no
rates upped.
setup for the past few months with western contingeUt on the Society’s medium in the recording biz," he
At the, beginning of 1956, sheet
a view to coming up with some board. Incumbent board member said, "to handle a pic soundtrack
music was selling between 14c and
"relief" formula. Accountants and L. Wolfe Gilbert, who is also chair¬ score unless it “runs 35 minutes.”
28c, but an unofficial price stand¬
tax lawyers of representative firms man of ASCAP’s Coast committee His score for "12 Angry Men,” for
ardization came into being in the
have been consulted in MPPA’s is facing a challenge from Ned example, runs only 10 minutes and
early part of last year which put
effort to get an industrywide pic¬ Washington, who is being pushed he’s not yet been able to devise
the^ general price at 28c a copy.
ture of the situation.
by a group of supporters, including a way to give it a proper disk pack¬
It’s felt in some corner’s of the
It’s understood MPPA decided
aging. Hopkins feels that if it’s
Tel Aviv, March 5.
business that this .contributed to
not to ask for an automatic exemp¬ Mack David and Harry Ruby, wlio cut down to a pop single size, the
The. pact between Israeli Music tion of the whole publishing indus¬ are also urging writers in the east
the downward trend. The profit
(Continued on page 48)
to
support
.
Washington’s
bid.
The
on each piece of music is estimated Publications Ltd., Israel’s only in¬ try from the personal holding tax,
to be-9c, whereas pre-1956 it was ternational - affiliated music pub¬ but instead focussed on the active, latter has indicated that he would
be
willing
to
come
east
for
ASCAP’s
about 6c. The explanation for the lishing house, in the serious field "true operating" companies with
comparatively low profit margin,
regular staffs of professional plug- monthly meetings.
Basically, the group is asking
even with a 100% price increase, and Leeds Music, b^s been re¬ gers and office personnel. These
Coast writers to vote only for four
is attributed to higher- production newed in New York. When pact
(Continued on page 50)
candidates for the board instead
costs and other overhead.
was first signed, the Israeli firm
of the nine called for under the
Many publishers are concentrat- (Initiated privately, with the back¬
bylaws. Idqa behind the scheme is
(Continued on page 48)
ing of the Israeli Composers’
that a concentrated vote for four
Elmore (Baron) White is finally
persons will rack, up a sufficient getting into the groove. The vet
Assn.) ^was a budding enterprise
total to move at least one of the music man who retired from vaude
with a small catalog.
four candidates into position where about 30 years ago will make his
Today, it’s catalog comprises
the buckshot method of spreading bow on wax via the RKO-Unique
some 100 works of Israel's leading
the vote anfong nine candidates label. He’ll be showcased in duet
composers and some younger men,
Coral Records, a subsid of Decca would fail to give the Coast writers with Ethel Gilbert, performer at
more than. 60 symphonic and con¬ Records, is planning to develop its the results they want. Group has BiB’s Gay ’90’s, New York nitery.
certo works in the rental library, own fullfledged subsidiary via re¬ designated Stanley Adams, Otto
Team will be known as Ma &
'' One of the most authoritative and works by internationally- activation of the Brunswick label. Harbach, Oscar Hammerstein 2d Pa on the disk, and according to
works on "Copyright Law Basic known composers . like Arnold Limited mostly to reissues in the and Ned Washington as the'four Joe Leahy, RKO-Unique’s artists
and Related Materials)’’ (Clark Schoenberg, Darius Milhaud, Hei¬ past few years, Brunswick will now candidates. Of the four named, & repertoire topper, it’s the olds¬
Boardman Co.; $20) is the weighty tor Villa-Lobos, Mario Castelnu- enter the pop market with singles only Washington is a Cbasf writer. ters’ answer to Patience ^ Pru¬
but arresting volume (almost 1,100 ovo-Tedesco, Alan Hoyhaness, A. and packages.
Understood as part of the cam¬ dence, teenagers on the Liberty
pages), written by Stanley Rothen¬ W. Binder, and others. Israelis o.wn
Norm Weinstroer, Coral sales paign, many Coast writers have label. Duo cut "Sombrero Sue”
berg with an introduction by Mor¬ best-known composers are Paul manager, will also helm the Bruns¬ written colleagues in the east ask¬ and “After All These Years’’ for
ris Ebenstein. Both have direct Ben-Haim," Oedoen Partos, Josejf^ wick sales operation while Bob ing them to lend their support.
their first release. Both tunes were
show biz backgrounds and this Tal, M. Avidom, E. W. Sternberg,* Thiele will double as artists & re¬
written by Morey Amsterdam.
American and international review Josef Kaminsky, H. Jacoby, J. pertoire chief for .both Coral and
White .worked in vaude as the
of literary, musical, play and per¬ Stutschewsky, Robert Starer, Her-- Brunswick. Weinstroer is currently
team of Murphy & White. He’s
formance rights cases is replete bert Brun, K. Salomon and Marc finalizing plans for setting up an
now associated* with. Herb Reis'"
Lavry, many of them exclusively
with notable case histories.
music operation which is publish¬
independent distrib network for
Rothenberg worked with Eben¬ published by the Israeli firm.
ing "After All These years.”
the subsid label. Only in New York,
stein, who is Warner Bros.’ coun¬
Most important in the Israeli Chicago and Detroit will the CoralAccordionist Dick Contino
sel and chairman of the Copyright catalog are the cantatas and op¬ owned branches handle both lines. slated to become a maestro. With
Committee Of the Motion Picture eras. The firm owns world rights
Talent roster for Brunswick has his new representation .papt which
Assn, of America, and the weighty in Milhaud’s 'biblical opera "Da¬ been recruited from the Coral line-^ he signed last week with General
tome is virtually a cavalcade of all vid," premiered in Jerusalem in up. Making .the switch are. Bob Artists Corp., a band is being built
there is to know about property Hebrew language in June, 1954, Crewe, Jeffrey Clay, Three Kittens^^l around him, and he’s likely to start
rights, from the printed word to. and since performed worldwide. and a group of performers appear¬ touring on one-nighters within a
Is the Elvis Presley rage* coming
the broadcasting medium.
The new pact will also make avail¬ ing under the "Lawrence Weik short time.
to an end? For the first time
Rothenberg dediqated the book able for performance and Exploita¬ Presents" banner. Latter category
Step to make Contino a baton- since the rock ’n’ roll singer broke
to Benjamin Kaplan, professor of tion some new operatic works.
includes the Lennon Sisters, ac¬ eer is in line with GAC’s policy of the business wide open more than
Law, Harvard University, and . Many , of the Israeli works have cordionist Myron Floren, organist trying to increase interest in the a year ago, he has begun to play
George H. C. Bodenhausen, ditto already been recorded on U. S. la¬ Jerry Burke, singers Alice Lon and band biz by creation of new band¬ a secondary role, on the Victor best¬
at Utrecht Univ. The author seem¬ bels and by Columbia and Philips Larry Hooper, pianist Tiny Little, leaders. At the same -time, it re¬ seller charts. Out of the top 10
ingly learned his ' lessons well. in Europe. One of the works in violinist Dick Kessner and guitarist vives a practice prevalent some Victor bestsellers, Presley now only
There is a state-by-state breakdown the educational catalog of the Is¬ Buddy Merrill. Brunswick also years ago when instrumentali^s has one number, "Too Much," in
of "statutory liabilities,’’ and there raeli firm, "Eleven Musical Post¬ added Vicki Young and Bunny Paul and vocalists were elevated to the No. 4 slot. Only a few months
is a compelling exposition of inter¬ cards*' by Verdina Shlonsky, was to its stable.
ago, Presley accounted for more
stickmen.
national copyright values by treaty picked last year by the U. S. Piano
than two-thirds of Victor’s total
under the Berne Convention and Quarterly as one of the 13 best
single production.
»»♦♦4♦♦ f4
Harry Belafonte now has moved up
by international custom.
publications for piano of the year
into the commanding position. Al¬
Rothenbepg’s "Copyright Law,’’ in the particular field. Leeds con¬
though Perry Como’s "Round and
a more extensive work than his trols all rights in the Israeli works
Round” is the No. 1 seller for Vic¬
"Copyright and Public Perforni- for the entire Western Hemisphere.
tor, Belafonte has five out of the
ance of Music," is a must for law
L»4 44444 44444444»4-4 44444444 44<
top 10, including "Mama Look at
libraries,
students,
publishers,
Bubu," "Banana Boat," "Hold ’Em
newspaper offices, and the like. It’s
Broadcast Music Inc. execs have later examine the BMI execs.
also good reading, at almost .any
As a sample of the legal com¬ Joe,” "Jamaica Farewell” and "Ma¬
been having their hands full with
segment, for anybody who is inter¬
Hy Grill, who’s had artists &
plexities involved. Young has in¬ tilda.”
Victor, of course, is not writing
pre-trial
examinations
in
various
ested in literary properties. Abel.
repertoire spots at RCA Victor,
troduced no less than 12,000 "ex¬ off Presley. On his next release,
Decca and JCing for the past sev¬ legal actions.
hibits” into his testimony for the an initial pressing of 1,000,000 plat¬
eral years, is now taking an indie
Top suit on the agenda is the BMI staff to.comb through.
ters and 1,500,000 sleeves is plan¬
crack at the disk biz.
His new $150,000,000
antitrust
action
Another suit against BMI, by
Erich Leinsdorf, currently with label will be know nas Tiara Rec¬ brought by 33 ASCAP songwriters songwriter Gloria Parker, is now ned.
ords.
the Los Angeles Philharmonic after
against BMI and the major broad¬ also in the pre-trial stage.
Decca Pacts Coakely
handling last -fall’s opera season at
He’s already signed Murray. cast networks. That suit has been
BMI, meantime, has had a shift
the N. Y. City Centre will conduct Shaft, Lou Lou Vegas and legit- in the pretrial examination stage on its board of directors. Herbert
Decca is staying with the calypso
“The Rake’s Progress" June 15 screen comedian Leon Belasco. for over two years.
V. Akerberg, CBS v.p. in charge trend and has just inked Beacham
Barney Young, who filed a suit of station relations, has stepped off Coakely &: His Emerald Isle orch,
^vith a repeat June 17 at the annual Grill has set distributor affiliations
Holland Musical Festival.
in l^ew York and New Jersey. A against BMI several months ago, the BMI board to be replaced by I a group from Nassau.
Their first album, ‘ "Goombay,”
This coincides with 75tli birth¬ national distrib network current¬ is currently * being examined by J. F. Braimer, secretary and gen¬
BMI lawyers and will, In turn, eral counsel for CBS.
is due shortly.
day of composer Serge Stravinsky. ly is in the works. • v
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On Hie Upbeat
New York
Toni Carroll, MGM thrush, into
the legit comedy *‘The Joker” , . ,
Rfurray Penn, Freddie Pollack and
Myron Goldberg formed Pennare-^
cords . . . Charley Gracie, currently
riding high with his Cameo slicing
of “Butterfly,” set for the Casino
Boyal, Washington, March 25 . . .
Chris Ray’s gypsy ensemble held
over for two more weeks at the
Leslie House . .. Judy Scott, recent
Decca pactee, begins a one-week
Stand af Chubby's, Camden, N.J.
; . . The Four Voices guest on
Mitch Miller’s CBS-Radio show
March 24 . . .. Trudy Richards
heads for the Coast next month to
record an album for Capitol . . .
A1 Hibbler opens at Brooklyn’s
Town & Country March 19.
Ann Hathaway began a week’s
stand at the Cliche, Detroit, Mon¬
day (11) . . . Tommy Mara, RROUnique crooner, guesting on Ted
Steele’s WOR-TV stanza for one
week beginning Monday (18) . . .
Thrush Angela Drake inked to
MGM Records . . Mike Pedicin’s
combo, now working one-nighters
in the east, inked to a personal
management pact with Frank
Pingatore . . . Martha Lou Harp
and Bob Roubian have joined the
roster at the new Prep label.

Hollywood
Ned Washington will pen lyrics
for “Limbo,” a Trinidado tune in
the Rita Hayworth starrer, “Fire
Down Below” . . . Nelson Riddle
set to arrange tunes for Columbia’s
“Pal Joey” , , , Nellie Lutcher has
switched from Liberty to Imperial
Records . . . Eddie Bracken has
penned a tune entitled “Roxanne,”
dedicated to Roxanne Arlen, his
leading lady in the road C9mpany
tour of “Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter?” . . . Freddy Martin plan¬
ning a new Ip album for RCA Vic¬
tor to be eiititled, “Mr. Cocoanut
Grove” . . . Mac Wiseman, Dot Rec¬
ords a&r topper in the c&w field,
out plugging his “Sundown” disk¬
ing . . . Mel Torme has recorded a
new version of his own “California
Suite” for Bethlehem Records.

^

London
The Earl of Whancliffe, drum¬
mer in his own rock ’n’ roll out¬
fit, booked for vaude tour with
singer Lee Lawrence . . . Dave
Toff, Melchor-Toff Music topper in
London, working on new number
titled “We Will Make Love” by
newcomer Russ Hamilton. Hamil¬
ton is a Redcoat at a Butlin holi¬
day camp. Toff has a deal with
Southern Music Co. for its release
on the Continent . . . Skyrockets
orch signed as pit band for “Damn
Yankees” opening London Coli¬
seum March 28.
They’ve been
resident band at the theatre for
entire run of “Pajama Game” . . .
Eric Rogers, conductor of London
Palladium Orchestra, to quit after
two years’ residence . . , Jazz tenorist Ronnie Scott and trumpeter
Dizzy Reece named as stars of
British group scheduled for Rus¬
sian World Youth Festival appear¬
ance in Jul5^.

Pittsburgh

weekly dances of Gateway Young
Adult Club , . , Edythe Werner,
organist, now at New Nixon lounge
. . . Frank Conti latune unit alter¬
nating with Chuck Marlin house
band at Chez Dee,‘

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
V,

Chicago

compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Johnny Noubarian Quartet set to
do two frames at Iroquois Hotel,
Toronto, April 8 . . . Tony Pastor’s
orch will be doing one-nighters
through the midwest during May.
... Ralph Marterie is booked for
one-niters and school dates on the
eastern seaboard during May . . .
Hilltoppers at South Side Holiday
Ballroom Friday (15) . . . North
Side Holiday Ballroom lineup:
Diamonds, Sunday (17); Crew Cuts,
March 24, and Four Lads, March
-31.

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Kansas City
Margaret Whiting due for a re¬
turn engagement at Eddys’, open¬
ing March 22. She was here about
a year ago . . . Joe. Maize & Chordsmfen hie to Rochester after closing
two weeks at Eddys’, They join
Tony Pastor for
days -at the
Eastman Theatre in Rochester
opening March 27.. . . Terry Robin^
son returns to the Tropics of Hotel
Phillips. She’s a frequent entry
on the Hammond in this upstairs
room.

MacRae-Cap Longtenner
Hollywood, March 12.
Gordon MacRae, who has been
under exclusive contract to Capitol
for the last 10 years, has signed a
new longterm pact with the Coast
label. Voyle Gilmore will continue
to produce his sessions.
Label also inked Marcel Grandjany, classical harpist, • whose ses¬
sions will be pr(^uced by Dick
Jones in New York.

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative'xdle» etrengih of the Artiste and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of
three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sourqes, which are exclusive
roith. Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet:music).

Philadelphia
Local singer George Diablitos,
featured with the Xavier Cugat’s
band, is to be sent out with a unit
in' June, to be called Diablitos &
The Cugat Quintet . . . Sammy
Kaye in one-nighter at St. Alice’s
Church social center in Upper
Darby (24) . . . Sunriybrook, Pottstown ballroom showcase for name
bands, bringing in Richard Maltby
(16) . . . Chubby’s bill of disk stars
this week includes Somethin’ Smith
& Red Heads> Martha Carson
Quartet, Laurie Sisters and Frank
Verna (11-17) . . . Israeli vocalist
Bas Sheva into Celebrity Room for
a week’s run (April 16) . . . March
lineup at Jersey’s Red Hill Inn
features Dimy Gillespie (15-17),
Sylvia Sims (22-24) and Modern
Jazz Quartet (29-31) ... Nina
Simone, singing 88er at Queen
Mary Bar in Rittenhouse Hotel,
cutting an LP for Vik . . . Dave
Brubeck drew biggest single night
af^Red Hill since Harvey Husten
took over operation a year ago
this week . . . J. J. Johnson Quin¬
tet and Australian “Jazz” Quintet
current at Pep’s . . . Erie Social
Club has inked Lou Monte (16-l7h
Four Lads (23-24) and Billy Dan¬
iels (April 7) . . . Cozy Morley,
slated to open in Reno (15) can¬
celled out to continue his new
WFFH slot J . . Frank Pingatore,
lately with The Jodimars,* now
managing Mike Pedecin’s group.

'

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

{The Banana Boat Song
Mama, Look At Bubu
Jamaica Farewell

'

2

4

TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia) .

3

3

TAB HUNTER (Dot)..

4

1

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .

5

7

FATS DOMINO (Imperial).

6

6

PAT BOONE (Dot) .

8

9

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence).

[Don’t Forbid Me
. ^Why, Baby, Why
[I’m Waiting Just For You
. Teen-Age Crush
.. Butterfly

9

5

SONNY JAMES (Capitol)..

... Young Love

_ Love
|Ninety-nine Ways
[Too.'Much
Love Me Tender
Love Me
Tl’m Walking
• ■{ Blue Monday
[Blueberry Hill

TOMMY SANDS (Capitol) .......

7

10

PERRY COMO (Victor) .

POSITIONS
_ This
Last
Week Week

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Marianne

1
3
2
4
6
5
7
..
10
..

, Round and Round

-TUNES
(*ASCAP. fBMI)
'

'

TUNE

PUBLISHER

fYOUNG LOVE ..
Lowery
fMARIANNE .
Montclare
fTHE BANANA BOAT SONG .
Marks-Bryden
tI>ON’T FORBID ME. Roosevelt
fBUTTERFLY... ..HiU & Range
fTOO MUCH.....Southern Belle-Presley
fTEEN-AGE CRUSH .... Central Songs
>^ROUND AND ROUND.
Rush
fPARTY DOLL. Jackie
fLOVE IS STRANGE...
Ben-Ghazi

Roulette’s Number Is Up ;
Monte Carlo the Winner

package. Coral plans to release
“The Strange One” soundtracker.
Hopkins currently is mulling a
disk afiflliation. Although nothing
yet has been finned, Archie Bleyer’s Cadence, label has the inside
track.
Cadence, incidentally, is
packaging Hopkins’ ballet score,
"Rooms.”

On the basis of squawks from
Monte Carlo Records, Coast label,
the indie New York diskery. Rou¬
lette Records, is changing its disk
trademark. Monte Carlo objected
to Roulette’s printing “roulette
numbers” on the edge of its plat¬
Downey’s Mex Quickie ters, claiming that it was a Monte
Wallace Downey, 'head of All Carlo registered trademark.
America Melodies, off to Mexico
The new Roulette iflsks, current¬
this week for two-three weeks on ly on the. presses, won’t have the
Continued from pare 45
business.
“roulette numbers,”
Ing on albums and educational pub¬
Vet music man Is a specialist in
Latin American music relations.
lications. Albums are the perfect
method of getting Y'oek ’p’ roll
numbers over, which are tough to
Hollywood, March 12.
sell as Individual items. Collec¬
Fats Domino’s Imperial Records tions of these numbers under one
"Naughty-—But, Oh So Nice!"
disking of "I’m Walkin’’’ passed cover, with a sprinkling of reading
the 1,000,000 mark to give him his matter, and several photographs of
15th gold disk In 10 years with the rock artists, do brisk trade. The
label. A top R&B dlsker for many same gbes for standard type bal¬
years, ho recently switched to the lads.
Publishers collect a few
pop field.
oldies, compile them as an album
Currently—FOURTH Rucord-lreaklng HOLDOVER
Label prexy Lew Chudd will at a very low production cost, and
LARRY POHER'S SUPPER CLUB, Hollywood. Col.
present the gold disk Friday (15). find they sell.
Instrument tutors, too, are do¬
•nd Thtn in Succttslon—WAGON WHEEl., Lak* Tahot;
HOTEL GOLDEN, Rane; GOLDEN NUGGET, Lai Vtflaa (Raturn
ing brisk business, and it’s the
Engauamant); LARRY POTTER'S, Hollywood (Roturn Again)
sales of tatoTg and albums that
are keeping tne business thriving.
To Bo Followod by North Wostorn Tour
But the two outlets mentioned
Continued from page 45 ' - ■don’t cover the smaller publishing
exploitation values of a pic tie-in houses who don’t have the backing
are dissipated Eomewhat if there of a catalog. Suggestions that the
isn’t aA LP package to promote. future of the Industry lay in the big
Sales potential of a pic music firms absorbing the smaller con¬
album already has been proved by cerns, were strongly denied by the
such
Decca bestsellers as “The lesser houses, who claimed there
JOE GL4SER, Pr< s
Man With Golden Arm” and "Pic¬ was stlU enough business for every¬
N(-.v forl<
I
Chicaqo
Hollywood
I
nic.” Hopkins’ "Baby Doll” was one.
('[ i.jfjQr I 203 No Wabash
8(SI*? Sun., t ni.d
reccAtly released in e Columbia ReasoBS given for the sheet i

Bobby Cardillo, who’s been doing
two-piano stint with Reid Jaynes
and lately alternating every other
month with Jaynes on their own
trios at Town & Country Lounge,
quitting that to join A1 Marsico
band at New Nixon . . . Morry Al-,
|en orch started its third year at
Vogue -Terrace . . , Cavaliers had
option picked up at Sky Vue Club
, . . BilbBcant, WJAS dee jay, ac¬
tive again in the band field and
has Patti Troy on vocals-. . .
Tommy Payne band signed for

Bril. Music Biz

Fats’ iSih Gold Disk

(CUP
CAKE)

Hopkins

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

music slump range from the expan¬
sion of tv to the fact that people
no longer liked to make their own
entertainment but preferred to
hear music on disks. This is borne
out by a recent survey which
showed that British teenagers were
spending an average of $2.80 a
week on records.

OF THE
WEEK

The'

ROBBIN
HOOD
Sings
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and
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Satchmo s 'Krth'
>- >1

R&R Choir Better’ll
Gossip to Brit Vicar
Durham, Eng., March 12.,^ ..
A church minister said here he
would rather his choir rock 'n'
rolled than took part in gossip.
Rev. Neville Brooks, vicar of
Kimblesworth, said: “People who
condemn rock are very likely doing
worse mischief by gossiping. When
I watch my choir rocking at dances,
I say good luck to them, because
I like to see them doing anything
well.”
Writing in his parish magazine,
the minister said rock ’n^ roll, foot¬
ball pools, a glass of beer and
raffles had been ealled major
evils. “But,” he added, “they do
much less damage to the souls of
men than wagging tongues. There
has been gossip in parish affairs,
and I thought it time to give a
warning.”

Album Reviews
5

Continued from page 42 s

fng Joe Puma, guitar; Herbie Mann,
clarinet; Matt Mathews, accordion,
and Whitey Mitchell, bass.
In a reciprocal trade program,
foreign jazz has been getting in¬
creasing attention on the home
side of the Atlantic. On Vanguard
Records, the Hans Koller Quintet,
a group of mitteleuj:opa cats pla.ying in Vienna, make it sound just
like in Birdland on Broadway. It’s
a fine modern jazz combo, measur¬
ing up to the best in the U. S. On
the Epic label, “Swedes From Jazzville” spotlights swinging combos
from, Sweden who, though from a
northern clime, don’t play it so
cool as the Viennese.
Herm.

Teresa Brewer's
New Hit on Coral

§
V

p

S

i
6

Title and Publisher

.4)
Z

tYong Love (Lowery).. 2
_1_
tMarianne (Montclare)..1__
2
4
.3
2 ~tBanana Bolt Song (Marks-B) . 5
4_3_ ~"tDon’t Forbid Me (Roosevelt) 3
""’'(True Love (Buxton Hill).... 6
J
t5 "i Cinco Robles (Warman)..
7_11 ""^Chantez, Chantez (Chantez). ..
-4
"8 __9^ [^Butterfly (Hill & Range)
^A_9^ _tToo Much (Southern Belle-P^
9B_^ _| Singing the Blues (Acuff-R).
11
.. _tAlmost Paradise (Peer)....
12 A _12_ _jT Drc&med (Trinity).. ..
’^Round and Round (Rush). ..
12B' 12
14 _8^ Anastasia (Feist)..
’^‘Moonlight Gambler (Morris). 10
15
15

ASCAPRow
Continued from pa^e 43

tions of ASCAP publishers would,
of course, lead to bitter internecine
war. The publishers, particularly
the small and medium-sized ones,
need the performance coin, from
BMI and, in fact, many of them,
would go out of business without
It. While the ASCAP catalog has
longterm value in building up
sonm equity in the ASCAP pot,
the BMI operations are needed to
oil the current-«day-to-day activi¬
ties. Under BMI’s deal, publishers
are. paid off according to present
activity while the ASCAP formula
takes into account such factors as
seniority and availability which
operate over a long number of
years.

Tax Disaster
; Continued from page 45
companies are deemed to be legiti¬
mate companies which are in a
position, not of their oWn choosing,
whei;e royalty money, as against
income from sheet music, has be¬
come the dominant factor.

Such “true operating companies”
are distinguis’hed in the MPPA
thinking from the “incorporated
pocketbooks.” The latter publish¬
ing firms are the repositories of
old copyrights wih no plugging ac¬
tivity of ahy consequence. Their
whole income derives from the
royalty route and these firms like
it that way. Hence, they should be
taxed at the full 85% personal
holding rate.

Atlantic. Records has set up an
advertising-publicity
department
bringing" in Gary Kramer to head
up the division.
In addition to his ad-pub duties,
Kramer will assist Nesuhl Ertegun
in the production of jazz LPs and
some .pop singles. Diskery also has
set up Lester Sill as Coast rep.
Sill will continue with the opera¬
tion of* his Quintette Music firm.

BMI "Pin Uj)" Hit
YOU ARE MY
first .love

Another

Recorded by

NAT "KING" COLE.
fMlthtd hr

Capitol
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National
Rating
This Last
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Kramer P.A. of Atlantic

I’M DROWNING
MY SORROWS
Mills Music, Inc.

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers btised on reports^,
obtained jrorn leading stores ifi
13 . cities'" and showing conu'
parative sales rating for. this
and last week.
ASCAP
t BMI
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The 1957 edition of the Newport
(R, I.) Jazz restival will kiok off
.. July 4 with a concert keyed to cel¬
ebrate the birthday of Louis Arm¬
strong. Louis Lorillard and George
Weln are arranging a reunion of
Satchmo’s original band plus ah
all-star lineup. Already inked for
the bash are Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah
Vaughan and Count Basie.
The Festival will run three days
and follow the pattern set in pre¬
vious years. The main concerts
will be held at Freebody Park and
jazzsters and critics will hold panel
discussions open to the • public.
Special emphasis this year will be
on the international jazz scene
with musicians and composers
from all parts of the world partici¬
pating.
.r
The Jazz Festival was inaug¬
urated in 1954 at Newport by Loril¬
lard and Wein, president and di¬
rector, respectively, of the non¬
profit org.

Small Combo Reviews
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Inside StuiF-Music
Cleffer L. Wolfe Gilbert’s new book, “Without Rhyme or Reason,”
tells the story of Gilbert’s successes as songwriter and vaudevillian,
but omits any mention of his having been a recording artist. In fact,
Gilbert still doesn’t recall how he happened to make his one-shot effort
as a platter thrush, which was brought to light in an odd way. In the
book Gilbert tells of writing, in 1923, a followup to “Waiting for the
Robert E .Lee,” called “The Natchez and the Robert E. Lee,” and says
that when Vincent Lopez’s Orchestra played It in stage shows he tagged
along and gave a recitation describing a race between the two vessels.
(Natch, the Lee won!) Apparently the only recording of the time was
an Edison" Diamond Disc by the Broadway Dance Orchestra ..
Recognizing this as an alias for the Lopez outfit, which was under
exclusive contract to Okeh, Variety diskologist Jim Walsh noticed the
platter features a recitative (not credited on the label) of the type
mentioned by Gilbert. Walsh made a tape recording and sent it to the
vet writer, who confirms the voice Is unmistakably his. But he has no
recollection-of going to the former Edison lab at 79 Fifth Avenue.
James L. Davis, San ii^tonio author, has compiled a new book oi
popular music titled “Yonr All Time Hit Parade.” It’s the result of'
several years of research and, along with documented text about the
nation’s most celebrated dance orchestras, it • contains “hit parade”
tunes, over 3,000 of them, dating hack before the turn of the century.
Actually, Davis has dug up the names of the songs people were sing¬
ing long before the American revolution. The first public sale of the
book will be held this week in the lobby of the Majestic Theatre, San
Antonio.

CHUBBY JACKSON’S RASCALS
(5)
Cloister Inn, Chicago
Back on the bistro beat after
serving his term In tv, Chubby
Jackson’s bass fronts a showl quin¬
tet that gets on the floor strictly
to. provide entertainment. The
musical ideas seem a bit, rigid but
the heavy volume is a frantic effort
to reach a happy music.
•. The group toys with its music
and occasionally something comes
out of this; like the sustained pas¬
sages of Don Osborne’s drums or
the wide ranging tourS of. Jackson’s bass. All five members of'the
Rascals display a sharp tdfihnique
that makes for enthusiasm in the
barroom crowd, but the comb a 11
antics of Jackson and stagey posings of the combo seem to prevent
a consistently high calibre of musi¬
cal effects.
Heftiest hands come on num¬
bers I’ke “Northwest Passage”
where the combo’s drive and flex¬
ibility are at their best. The bass
trumpet of Cy~Touff and tenor sax
of Sandy Mosse give deep trench¬
ant sounds and low-register mate¬
rial that fits into small rooms bet¬
ter than the shrill volumes of
high-noted brass. Marty Rubenstein’s keyboard handles the up¬
per octaves adequately. But the
group sometimes is more competi¬
tive than cooperative. Quintet re¬
mains here indefinitely. ' Leva.
EDDIE HEYWOOD TRIO
London House, Chicago
Eddie Heywood pleases the fol¬
lowing he has built up at this eat¬
ery with a- keyboard styling full of
feeling and surprises. He keeps a
comfortable audience with a louder
piano than is common to eating
spots, but it’s an intense sound ana
characterized by rich, left-hand fig¬
ures that caiTy through to the
house.
The “Begin Beguine” arrange¬
ment makes some profound com¬
ments on that warhorse while
keeping hold of Its thematic qual¬
ity. Heywood not dnly shows ideas
but gets them across to his hearers.
He* remains throughout the evening
the central figure of the trio con¬
sisting of Laverne Barker on bass
>and Jimray-Johnson on drums. The
arirangements sire strictly for piano
potential.
Trio stays on until
April 9.
Leva.
MITZI MASON TO VIK
Mitzi Mason has been added to
the Vik label’s artists roster. Deal
was set last week by Herman Diaz,
Vik’s artists & repertoire chief.
Thrush previously recorded for
MGM and ABC-Paramount,
a wonderful
seasonal song
STYNE AND CAHN'S

Composer Johnny Richards has signed a rwo-year writing .pact with
Silhouette Music’s Quincy Jones. The first assignment under the deal
will have Jones and Richards producing a special-instrumental folio
for piano and instruments entitled “Calypso Jazz.” Richards, composer
cf “Young at Heart,” j us,t. completed a new album for Bethlehem titled
“Something Else by Johnny Richards.” Jones’;latest disk release is
“This Is How I Feel About Jazz” on an ABC-Paranaount LP. Hansen
Publications acts as selling agent for the Silhouette properties.
The songwriting team of Diane Lampert and Johnny Gluck Jr. have
gone out on a calypso limb. Team’s efforts in the Trinidad temp so far
include “Let’s Go Calypso” recorded by. Rusty Draper.for Mercury,
“Push-Push Pushcart” by the Goofers for Coral, “Pull Down De Shade”
by Kay Brown for Decca and Len QUadling for Coral, “Joe He Gone”
by Norma Douglas for RKO-Unique-, “Li’l Steel Band” by Dayid Carroll for Mercury, and “Big Belly (De Mayor)” by Warren Covington &'
The, Commanders for Decca.
ABC-Paramount has tied in with the Milwaukee bottling firm of
Squirt & Nesbitt’s to promote the» George Hamilton IV etching of “Only
One Love,” The bottler will include a coupon with each “six-pack”
of Squu’t & Ne.sbitt’s entitling the buyer to purchase the Hamilton disk
with a 25c. discount upon presentation of the coupon. Bottling firm
also is incorporating the promotion in spot plugs over the Milwaukee
stations. Deal was set by Irwin Garr, diskery’s national promotion
manager.
Nacirema Productions, indie film firm, intends to cash in on the ris¬
ing public interest in west coast jazzmen by exploiting the use of fop
sidemen in the film “Hot Rod Rumble.” In an unusual move, Nacirema
will utilize a separate screen credit card listing the 22 musicians who
recorded the Sandy Courage score for the Allied Artists release. Sidemen involved include Barney Kassel, Shelly-Manne, Frank Rosolino,
Pete Candoli, Maynard Ferguson, Bud Shank, Bob Cooper and Dave
Pell.

THOUGHT
IT WAS
Aiirn’

.HMKK MUSK ««».

ANASTASI,^ '
Skiffle Group leader Lonnie Donegan, a big disk seller in Britain
with “Rock Island Line”and other folksy specialties, is to make his
first film, a light domestic comedy entitled “Light Fingers.” Donegan
is composing the theme song together with all the background* music.
He and his Skiffle Group will record the' music for the picture during
the week of March 18, prior to their departure lor the States on tour
with the Hai’lem Globetrotters.
• Country music Is getting a national salute from the U.S.^ Chamber
of Commerce May 5-11 which has been designated as “Grand* Ole Opry
Week.” There’ll be a special country music show at the National
Press Club in Washington that Week, in addition to other cere^nonies
being set by WSM in Nashville, home base for the “Grand Ole Opry”
show.
2
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Chez Ksm Apts Pacts Mastiii Trio
For Tonr; Await AGVA ‘Enq^yer OK
Chicago, March 12.
Che? • Pairee Arttstar has Inked
the Will Mastln Trio (Sammy Da¬
vis Jrl) through William Morris to
headline a travelling package
show operating on a ohe-nlghter
basis across eight ;mld#est states
during the period May iS.-June 10.
The contract, already signed by
Phil Consolo of Chez Artists, is
pending approval from national
headquarters of 'American Guild of
Variety Artists, according to Ernie
Fast, AGVA’s midwest regional
chief. The contract, says Fast,
gives Chez Paree Artists AGVA.
status as an 'employer of talent by
which they are obligated to Pty all
salaries net; no commissions are
to be deducted and salary bonds
must be posted. Organizations func¬
tioning as einployers of talent
can’t serve dual function as agents
receiving commission from AGVA
acts, according to Fast, and . this
contract thus serves to define the
status of Chez Paree Artists with
AGVA if approved'by its New York
office.
.
^
,
The show will involve salary
bonds of approximately $42,000,
says Fast. Conspllo dnd Jay Lurye,
speaking for Chez Artists, saidfour
acts in all will be involved in the
revue type show with Ted Fio
Bito’s 12 man orch handling.the
scores. Fio RitO heads the house
band at the • Chez Paree nitery
here where Samihy Davis Jr. is
appearing through Monday (18).

Candelabra at $5 Convert
As Liberace Plays (Juickie
SRO for N.p.’$ Monteleone
New Orleans, March 12.
The older generation of local
ladies shelled out an unprecedent¬
ed $5 cover in addition to a $3
minimum for the privilege of see¬
ing Liberace at the Monteleone Ho¬
tel here Friday and Saturday (8-9).
Even at these tariffs the room was
so crowded that the dance space
had to be occupied by tables in
order to. accommodate the gif Is,
many of whom were -up far beyond
their normal bedtime. During his
stay, Liberace did four shows.
The candelabra kid played a
batch of requests, kidded the. Brit¬
ish critics who took him apart dur¬
ing his recent trip to England, and
even ribbed his fancy wardrobe.
Routine included virtually every¬
thing in his normal repertoire from
“Beer Barrel Polka” to “Warsaw
Concerto.’?George Liberace, as Usual, pro¬
vided thp musical accompaniment
for his brother during the two-hour
recital. Nick Stuart’s band, supple¬
mented by & number, of men from
the George Liberace orch, worked
throughout the show.
Liberace played the date in ap¬
preciation to boniface Frank Mon¬
teleone, “who gave me a break
when I was nobody.”

EX-NPWARK BURLEYCUE
AIMS AT VAUDRIMER
The Adams Theatre, Newark,
closed recently when the. city
cracked down on burlesqueries, has
now applied for permission Jfco .pj)erpte as a vaudefilmer. Application
has* been referred to the city’s legal
department to determine whether
the revocation of the burlesque
license also affects the theatre in
which the violations occurred.
Theatre had been operated by
Harold Minsky Who is presently
appealing the new. legislation that
closed the house. ,
The Adams’ operation as a
vaudery will be sans Minsky. Aplicatlon has been made in the name
of the Essex Amusement Corp.
offlcere4''by Thomas A. Adams,
president; Emanuel A. Adams,
secretary; (both sons of the original
owner, the late Adam A. Adams),
and Frederick J. Ewald, treasurer.

Jane Froman’s Cafe Return
Jane Froman, absent from show
biz for further surgetfy resulting
from the 1943 crash of the Lisbon
Clipper bn ,the Tagus River, Por¬
tugal, will return to the cafe orbit.
She’s been set for the Beverjy
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.,
for July 5^ with other dates still
V.• .v■. :.v•'

■ I

DOWNSTAIRS’ mOW’
ON THE UP AND UF
New York’s Downstairs Roomi
has one of the longest running
shows this year. Opus, “Son of,
Four Below” second edition of the
layout which opened the room last
year, has passed' its 260th per¬
formance.
. Julius Monk, the boniface who
runs the spot on a cooperative ba¬
sis, .meanwhile bus found prosper¬
ity in other fields.
He has be¬
come one of tlje most successful
male models in New York, having
hit ads in some of the top mags.
Another oddity connected with
the room lies in the fact that the
6omedy team of Fletcher & Sheidy
isn’t separated by virtue of the fact
that Fletcher is the only member
of the team working in the show.
Sheidy has become the spot’s headwaiter, and sipce he no longer has
to rehearse during the day, has be¬
come connected with the passenger
dept, of/a major airline.

Phil Rosen 0.0.s
Versailles, N.Y.
Phil Rosen, operator of the
Chambord, N. Y., may take over
the operation of the now shuttered
Versailles which folded recently,
goiiig into the red for more than
$658,000 which represents about
$450,000 owed to the Government
in cabaret taxes.' There’s likeli¬
hood that the effects of the res¬
taurant will be sold at auction to
satisfy certain legal requirements,
and then Rosen may take over the
lease, provided he will mot be sad¬
dled with the backlog of- debts.
Rosen until recently operated Le
Perlgord in the Sherry Netherland
Hotel, N. Y., and has been with the
Chambord for many years. The
Versailles had been operated by
Nick Prounis and Arnold ROssfield.
John Boggiano had at one time
been partnered in the enterprise,
but stepped out some time ago.
Should thfe Rosen deal go through,
it’s probable that the Versailles
will go under the hammer next
month.

MCA UP (NOT DOWN)
IN CHICA(») OFFICE
Far from cutting down the ac¬
tivity of the Chicago office as has
been rumored off and on in the
midwest. Music Corp. of America
is expanding
activities there.
Agency has transferred Hugh Hel¬
ler from the San Francisco office
and has put on two additional
agents, one of whom, Charles Warfel, had been a Detroit percenter.
The personal appearance depart¬
ments in New York ba^e expanded
activity with the acquisition of fieveral new performers and, bands,
and agency has felt that additional
manpower in this section was need¬
ed to maintain its expanded pace.
Among those recentlj^ pacted with
the office is the Ralph Flanagan
band which moved over from Gen¬
eral Artists Corp.

Hub Bradford Roof Folds
Shows for Party Setup
Boston, March 12.
The Bradford Roof nitery, which
had been running year round for
several years, does its last floor
show tonight (Tues.) and room goes
over for functions. Boniface A1
Taxier said, however, that the club
may be reopened this fall.
Closing leaves Hub with dhly two
supper clubs going, Blinstrub’s
and Steuben’s, smallest number in
history here. Owner R^lph Snyder
made the decision to close the room
and turn it into a function setup
on his return from Florida last
week.

Shaw’s H’wood Wing
Milt Shaw, prexy of Shaw Art¬
ists Corp., left for, the Coast Mon¬
day (11) to supervise the opening
of the agency’s California office,
Ira Sidelle, who’s been In the
N.Y. outlet, will head the Holly¬
wood operation.

Tallu’.Oaul
Tallulah Bankhead has been
signed for a six-week date at
the Cafe de Paris, London,*
her first European nitery en¬
gagement. Miss Banjchead^s
cafe career was previously con. fined to the Sands Hotel, Las
Vegas.
Deal was made recently by
the cafe owners directly with
Miss Bankhead.
Ordinarily,
her pacts are liiade by the, Wil¬
liam Morris Agency, However,
under rules of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, an
act can freelance where for¬
eign engagements are con¬
cerned, and deals can be made
with; no agent involved or
even with another office.
The Cafe de Paris is prob¬
ably the top user of Ameri¬
can names in the London
nitery mjirket.'*

Now Protected On
Travelling Time
Time spent in travelling to and
from ^ place where a performer is
working is now construed as being
part of the job through a decision
handed down by the N.Y. State Un¬
employment
Insurance
Appeal
Board. Board ruled that time spent
in travel to place of employment
is part of the service being ren¬
dered to’ the employer, and there¬
fore injuries'suffered during that
time would make the performer
eligible for 'unemployment insur¬
ance.
Decision is regarded as an impor¬
tant gain for all performers work¬
ing in N. Y. State. Present law
requires at least 20 weeks of work
prior to filing a claim. Since com¬
paratively few performers can dig
up enough time to be eligible, all
added time periods, even the time
spent in travel, looms as. Important
in helping an entertainer pile up
the total working time.

Designed by Dtii: An
‘Organic’ Mex Niteiy
In Assorted Sizes
Salvador Dali is now going in
for designing night, clubs. The
surrealistic painter, working on an
Acapulco cafe, has a lot of ideas
about how an after-dark spot
should operate. New venture in
Mexico, to be readied by the end
of the year, will reflect that ar¬
tist’s ideas not only in the design
of the place, but in the uniforms
of the servitors, the decor, the kind
of glass and chinaware used, and
even the menu.
Dali said in New York last week
that the new night club would be
the opposite of functional. It would
be “organic.” • It would lend itself
to physical transformation virtu¬
ally overnight. It would be just
like a “living organism;” he said.
Dali has been commissioned to
design the nitery as a venture sep¬
arate and apart from the Hotel
Presidente to be constructed in
Acapulco by Cesar Balsa & Javier
Arias. Nitery wil be on the'grounds
of that inn. Balsa & Arias now op¬
erate the Jocaranda, a Mexico City
nitery, and the Focopare, an eatery
in the same city.
^
The owners haven’t yet been
told by Dali what the night club
will look like, except that it will
seat around 1,000. * However, they
do know that It will have the abil¬
ity to become larger or smaller as
befits the needs of the spot. Even
its function can change when nec¬
essary and it could even be trans¬
formed into a plaza de toros (bullring).
The Dali concept fits In with the
duo’s ideas of nitery operation.
Balsa said that other than music,
there will be no entertainment. He
said that he doesn’t want to work
for actors. He relies mainly on
novelty and atmosphere to attract
a clientele. He apparently feels
that Dali can provide enough nov¬
elty and atmosphere to make the
spot pay off big.
Archie Robbins has been signed
for two dates at the Steel Pier,
Atlantic City, the Easter show
April 20 and with the'Mills Bros,
layout starting Aug. 18.
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Loew and Par Slot Easter Shows
In N. Y. Area for Vaude Highpoint
N.Y. COPA COOKIN’
NAMES TO END OF’57
“ Jules Podell, operator of the Copacabana, N. Y., has signed nearly
enough , headliners to take him
through’the balance of this year.
Boniface has pacted Joe E. Lewis
to open next season fOr a six-week
period starting Sept. 5. Following
on Oct. 14 will be Nat King Cole
with the likelihood that Jimmy Du¬
rante will come in about Nov. 14.
Podell will discuss the amount of
time to )be played by the Schnoz
next week following the dinner be¬
ing tendered himrby the Jewish
Theatrical Guild, Sunday (17) at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
. Sammy Davis Jr. coupled with
Gene Baylos are due in April 11
for five weeks, to be followed May
16- by Tony Martin and two weeks
of Jerry Lewis starting June 13.
Podell is currently mulling the
summer bookings, though keeping
this time pertod open in case some
names will be .coming into New
York.
According to Podell, the current
season is one of the best in the
history-of the cafe. Each , month,
with the exception of February,
which was on the same level as
last season, is ahead of last year.

As A. C. Budget
Atlantic City, March 12.
It will take $10,650,000 to keep
this Tesort’s governmefit ticking
this year, with .taxpayers kicking
in more than half ($5,608,000), the
so called,luxury tax $1,550,000, and
the rest coming from various
sources such as mercantile fees
and liquor licenses. Luxury tax is
collected mostly from visitors, who
are assessed 3% on hotel bills,
cigar and cigarets, liquor and
amusement tabs.
It will cost the resort $362,635
for its Press Bureau tb function, or
about $5,000 more than requested
last year. Of this total $290,675
is being expended for adver¬
tising and. staging local events
while operating costs pf the
City Press Bureau is estimated at
$71,960, of which $44,000 is spent
for salaries and wages. ^
Biggest bite ^ Press Bureau
budget is the $175,000 spent for
magazine and newspaper advertis¬
ing The bureau wiU expend $35,000 for special features and promo¬
tions staged mostly in season,
while $25,000* has been appropri¬
ated for radio and tv shows (pro¬
gramming, pfbduction, line
charges, etc.)
For public entertainment, con¬
certs, etc., staged on Garden Pier,
$13,000 has been fixed. During
season the city sponsors weekdayconcerts and entertainment on the
pier. Not In the Press Bureau
budget but in a separate appro¬
priation is $37,120 for maintaining
and repairing the pier, once a top
amusement spot.
Apparently the' city has dropped
any idea of sponsoring a tv pro¬
gram *"0nce weekly following two
summer programs tried here. In¬
stead it will endeavor to bring in
established shows such as the Garroway morning show, which has
originated here one . morning for
the past three years, and will move
to televise big events, not except¬
ing the Pageant, which is spon¬
sored by Philco,

Connie-Towers Must Rest;
Ravazza Subs in Toronto
, Toronto, March 12.
Connie Towers bowed out of her
date at the RoM York Hotel here
last week suffering a throat infec¬
tion. Singer was ordered to. take
a six-week rest. It’s the third time
this season that a throat condition
has forced her to curtail engage¬
ments. She had been stricken pre¬
viously at the St. Regis Hotel’s
Maisonette, N.Y., and the Palm
Beach Towers, Miami,
Carl Ravazza was rushed into
the spot the following night. (5) to
finish out the 'st'ahd. .
,

Easter Week will have more
vaudeville in the N. Y. metropoli¬
tan area than has been around for
a long time. Loew and Paramount
circuits have already plotted one
show each, and a second is being
blueprinted by the Loew chain for
the Metropolitan, Brooklyn.
As the score now stands, Loew’*
State will play the Jocko Hender¬
son Show, starting April 19. The
Brooklyn Paramount will day-&date a return of the Alan Freed
Show,
and
the . Metropolitan,
Brooklyn,' has virtually set a
calypso show starting the same
day.
Another bill in the works iS a
layout headed by Pat Boone for
the N. Y. Paramount. Date hasn’t
been picked as yet.
Possibility of three spot shows
bn these two chains gives New
York more stagers than it has had
in a long time. Of course, the reg¬
ulars playing stageshbws in New
York include the Radio City Music
Hall, the Roxy (ice show plus
vaude acts) and the Palace. On
April 20, a day following the spot
shows by Loew and Par, the Pal¬
ace starts an engagement of Lib¬
erace.
All the^ circuits headquartered
in N. Y. are quite anxious to pre¬
sent, stageshoWs when suitable at¬
tractions become available. ,In re¬
cent years, tendency by the loops
has been to slot the displays during
the peak holiday weeks, Easter and
Christmas, when the schools aren’t
in session. Nearly all th’e houses
have done extremely well with the
occasional vaudfilm forays during
those peripds.
Henders9n, a newcomer to mid¬
town theatres, is a WOV disk jock¬
ey, who has played the.Apollo in
Harlem. Freed, a WINS deejay,
holds the record at the Brooldyn
Par. He recently played the Par
on Broadway.

Jerry Lewis Winds Up
With Silver and Gold
In Palace Finale Gala
There was no economy of en¬
comiums as Jerry Lewis did his
bowout turn at the Palace Theatre
Sunday (10) night after a 42-per¬
formance (four and a half weeks)
run. Sol A. Schwartz, president of
RKO, Theatres, took the stage at
the end to present the comedian
with a silver tray on which the
Palace front was etched, this tieing in with Lewis’ previously-ex¬
pressed (to Schwartz) eagerness to
play the hoi|se.
Circuit chieftain wrapped up his
sentiments with an invitation to
Lewis to “come back any time for
as long as. you want.” Exec noted
the run could have been extended
perhaps another, six weeks except
for Lewis’ pic commitment with
Hal Wallis, Schwartz, incidentally,
handles the mike like a pro.
Also part of the getaway was an
appearance by Steve Allen, who
placed Lewis in the same league
with the greats of comedy. Allen,
who identified himself as Ed Sulli¬
van, handed Lewis a gold platter
of ‘,‘Rock-A-Bye Your B^by,” sig¬
nifying sales of 1,000,000 for the
Decca single.
Within the framework of the
finale perforniance, as
Lewis
brought members.of the aud into
the act to play stooge in his “Shine
on Harvest Moon’’ segment, more
plaudits were delivered by Arlene
DaJhiU Fernando Lamas, Jan Mur¬
ray and Joe DiMaggio.
The house was capacity and
Lewis was no letdown. He main¬
tained his usual robust pace
throughout and the yocks made it
seem that everyone was a parfison.
But in acknowledging the praisery,
he was strictly from solemnity. He
needed a lift in switching to a sin¬
gle and the smash run provided it,
he said.
Gene.

Miss Atwell’s Aussie Tour
. London, March 5.
Winifred Atwell is to make a six
months’ tour of Australia in the
fall. This will be her second tour
of the country.
She recently
turned down a big money offer for
a 30-day stint of one-nighters in
Australia.
f
• Miss Atwell starts her own
weekly BBC-TV series April 14.
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Prlneo 0f Wales,^ I^ondon
% London,. March 5.,
•i [Nenrt Salvador, Irene Hilda, The
'Blue Stars bf -¥tanpe
h La CamPagnie Des Marottes (4), Ddny]
Ray, Les Bingsters (4), Woodrow,
Lucienne, Boh & Astor, Ghezzi
a “super-pianigt" for ' iv^kend
sbmewhat tbpheavy ih* sbtil acts, Bros. {Z),. Harold Collins Orch.
Palace, N. Y.
New York,
stints at the club ... . Trenlers •
the
supporting
bill
should
help
Laurie & Argo,- Fre,d Lowery,
JaClcie
Milessigned
for
three
An all*:French bill gives the dates ' at. the > Americana, Miami open’ March 19 at Zardi’s Jaizland
Leer Davis, Sfindy Gdmory Trio, push this into a big grossing three
. . . Deal bein^ dickered for Bobby
weeks.
.
.
^
-•
Prince
of
Wales
one
of
the
best
Beach , ^ . Penny Singleton inked Short to return to the Keyboard.
Helene & Howard, Lillian Briggs,
Aznavour s^his quit^-recqvered vaude layouts it’s had for a long with Mercury Artists Corp. . . .
Myron Roman House Orch; *‘.The
time. Much Of the talent is new to Living Room marked Us first arini
from
recent
.auto
accid^t
in
which
Big BGodle’* (UA)', reviewed in
London and the all-round enter- Monday (111 . .. Ben Blue goes into
he . almiS^st' •i6sc '.both?arms.
Scotlaiid
Variety Jan. 30, '57.
proves it in his free wheeling, 'tainment standard makes this look the Dunes Hofei, L'as Vegas, March
Howard Keel ’wiU'^ headline at
a
stout b,Q. attraction for its two- 27 for a 12-week run . , . Rusty
Empire Theatre^ Glasgow, week of
The PaJace is back to the grind physical underlining of his songs week run.
standard following the hard-ticket of love, youthful yearning' and the ..Headlining the bill is Henri Sal^ Draper to the Town Casino, Buf¬ May 20 . .*. The Teenagers set for
policy with the run of Jerry Lewis. sudden releases of energy In jam vador, a.versatile comedian whp is falo, June 14 . . . Jimmy Nelson two weeks at the G^lasgow vaudThe initial show, which opened sessions and new types of dansapa- an accomplished impressionist, a preems at the Radisson Hotel, .ery April 22 and 29 . . . Bob & Alt
Monday (U) for a lO-day run, tion. H6 has a raspy, hoarse voice Smooth guitarist , and, above all, a. Minneapolis*, March 28 . . . Isobel Pearson, Giisom Sistera end Four
looks like a new deal for the thea¬ full of agonized glissandos. How¬ smash entertainer. His act has the Robins a newcomer at the RSVP Dark Knights inked for Pavilion,
tre. There’s a conscious attempt to ever, he makes up for it on his ob¬ stamp of originality and is designed . , . Corbett Monica to- the Jeffer¬ Glasgow, Spring^ iseason /. . Tolnappeal to new audiences, and there vious fervor and sincerity. ' A^ Tare to achieve maximum yocks. He’s son Hotel; St. Louis, March 15 . . . my Morgan opening annual vaude
does seem an effort to spend a- entry, with his powerhouse drive a matural clown, speaks English Hazel Webster, longtermer at One stint at Pavilion, ■ Glasgow, April
little more loot and get a better^ and solid songalog, he is a chancey quite fluently,'and' constantly im¬ Fffth Ave. and latterly the Bon 22 . . . Mitchell Torok splayed fuU
known grade of act. Also new here bet for the U.S. He was heavily presses by.'his ‘versatiUfy'i- On# of Soir,.' moved to the’ Byline Room week’s vaude at Eifipire, Edin¬
is the transfer of the band from- mitted by the younger element the neatest Itfems in a half-hour . ; .'Andrews Sisters {o entertain, burgh 9 . . Slim Whitman pacted
at the fRadio-TV Correspondents for the Edinburgh house April 15
the pit to the stage., .
stint is the offstage playing of a
. . Fraiikle . Vaughan, ■ English
The first bill has a lot of new and.grudgingly admired by the old-; recording of Salvador’s own laughs, Dinner,' Sheraton Park Hot#!,
Washington, March 23 . . , Fisher disk singer, heading new roadshow
elements including, of ail things, sters.
while he anticipates What’s';Comliig. Sc Marks' inked a pact with Gen¬
rock 'n' roll and calypso. The hum- , Peters Sisters, in first Paris ap¬
Irene HHda isf rio* newconiter to eral Artists Co:^. Morty Guniy at Glasgow April 8. . ,
ber^of acts has been cUt dawn -from pearance since they parachuted to London. She starred for a year in
eight to six, so that a more repre¬ the stage of the Folies-Bergere in the West End production of “Can ditto with William Morris Agency
sentative routine can be elicited their, headline stint five years ago, Can" and ha^ frequently been on . . . Marguerite Sierra tapped Tor
from each perforpier. Again, with score on their* fine choral. workv> view' in cabaret and tv. She’s a the Ritz Carlton, Montreal, May
By Happy Benway
fewer acts to- bu3K more can be drive and fractured’ French fling. vivacious blonde who puts plenty 14. Caprice ChAitel to hit ^ that
Saranac Lake, N.Y., March 12.
expended for. the individual turns. Dressed in' white gowns, they give •of vitality Into a songalog, which spot May 1.. . . Carl Rayaxza going
to
the
Naciohal,
Havana,
May
1
Among
the trustees’ elected to
Lillian Briggs, known as an r&r •the heft' to the show and theft., the has a distinctive Parisian .flavor.
and,, follows with the Fontaine¬ serve on the Saranac Lake .Free
adherent, has apparently gone into plaudits for the 5rst segment.
She, .:tQO, knows the English lan¬ bleau, Miami Beach, May 2,2
.,.
Library
Assn,
for the nfcxt two
this house armed with the knowl¬
guage and that, naturally, is a big
edge that here go a lot of the ^ Trio Aravah bring the beguiling help. A couple of specialty num¬ Hilltoppera hit the Town Casino, years was William Morris Jr* The
squares. She did a\ wise thing in sound, of Israeli rhythms to the bers set the Standard and she has Buffalo, April 19 . . . Felicia'San¬ Library committee recently report¬
concentrating , on the old Items like boards and are aptly applauded on the audience with her to close ders moved to the Bon Soir, last ed acc^isition of the Robert Louis
“Some of These Days," .“Jftobtirt E. their fine choice of songs, dynamic strongly with a participation ren¬ night (Tues.) . . . Dave Bines han¬ Stevenson collection donated by
dling lights and scenery for the Morris.
Lee" and swanee-type numbers, groupings. So is Dalida, a' sultry dering of '“C’est Magnifique."
Danny Kaye show at the Colonial,
The Jacques DeMattos, , owner
but done with a savage beat and looking, big voiced singer who may
A completely different vocal Boston.
manager
of
station
WNBZ,
off'
1;o.
hep tromboning that .{impresses It¬ be heard from When she finds, the mood is set by the Blue Stars, a
Pat Matthews starts at the Dar- Florida; ditto Mose LaFouniaih,
self on any type of audience. She right songalog.. (Both turns in last close harmony group comprising
bury Room, Boston, Friday (15) . . . owner of the Birches and Durgaps
does extra well here.
week’s, New Acts.)
three males and three gals. They Malagon
Sisters open at the Cha¬ niteries.
The cal3TPso dept, by the Sandy
A welcome singing parody is do¬ deliver in the strict modern idiom, teau ‘Madrid March 21 . . . Joan
Jack Norton, who has been suffer¬
Gamory Trio is further discussed nated by Bordas & Andre Martin. with pleasing arrangements to suit
Bishop
moves
from the' Cafe Pi¬ ing from virus neumonia, is back
under New Acts.
their style. La Combagpie Des
The comedy sector is especially A big, bearded man does the sop¬ Marottes^ have one of the most erre to the Hotel Manager Vander¬ in circulation after a two-week bed
strong, with Helene Sc Howard hit¬ rano and a woman does the male pleasing marionets routines seen bilt March 18 . . . Deep. River Boys ordeal; ditto Dc.’ D. M. Brumfiel,
ting a good stride with their satiri¬ chores in a group of risible duets. fpr quite a while. It has taste and have shortened their name, to The house medico of the Will Rogers,
cal terps. Even though some of the The one joke pales before the act charm, with matching sound ef¬ Deeps . . . Shirley Leigh moves who is now at the general hospital.
Charles (lATSE) Fisher, chief
talk can well be eliminated and terminates, but it is in for good fects. Dahy Ray has a highly ac¬ Into, the Monsignore tomorrow
projectionist Warner Bros. Cine¬
parts of their act tightened, the response. Hoppers (2) do a square complished magicor*act, which, too, (TKurs.)
rama
Theatre, Washington, D; C.,
general effect is good; Lee Davis dance on stilts for a fast, short and has its note of originality.
motored in with' his fraq for a
displays d new line of material in pleasing filler.
Lea Bingsters, a femme Vocal
Chicago
bedside
Chat with L. A. Franks.
his gab about country living and
Duxy (3) in sailor suits are in trio with a male guitarist to accom¬
Ben Bcri into CluH Crescendo,
Arthur J. Slattery winged to
he goes over with his usual effec¬ for an acrobatic act. The knock¬ pany them, have specially designed
Houston,
with
Los.
Barrancos
for
a
Gotham
to settle a business deal
tiveness.
costumes which enable them to
Whistler Fred Lowery, a fave at about and tenor of the act is fami¬ make quick Changes to suit the two-weekpr opening today (Wed.). before going into our local general
this house, works his way to a good liar, but it makes for an okay in¬ needs of each individual number. . . . Dagmar opens Friday (15) at hospital for a second major, opera¬
hand, trilling a repertoire that terlude. Tom & Jerry essayoa fine They’re also a versatile trio as the Black Orchid in spot originally tion on ftls fractured tu'm.
Alice Farley in from Gotham for
winds up with the “William Tell parallel bar number. A fast run- their closing acrobatic display con¬ skedded for Denise Darcel . . .
through makes this a peppery fil¬ firms. Woodrow’s juggling also has Dick Shawn and Giselle Sc Francois a week of sports and annual check¬
Overture" finale.
The Myron Roman band onstage ler, and a good comic note is sus¬ a surefire appeal. Most of his busi¬ Szqny to open four-weeker with up, then back to'work.
Julia (lATSE) Donohue, one of
is highly effective for this show. tained -due to perfection on the ness is done with three tophats, Richlardi Jr. at Palmer House
Laurie & Argo are under New bars. Vargas (5) are a Hispaho which he ihanipulates with remark¬ April 20 . .. Mort Sahl, who wound the oldest of the wardrobe mis¬
Acts.
Jose.
group who favor the heel & toe able skill. Lucienne, Bob and Astor up four weeks at Mr. Kelly’s on tresses still on the job today, mo¬
routines. Never' quite rising to a are well known “locally for their Feb'T 28, is in for four more, cur¬ tored in from N, Y. with Eiselman
romp in their stomp,’ this- is only tough, apache routine, while the rently with Billie Holiday and con¬ for a chat with Charlotte Eiselman,
with Josephine Premice, her daughter.
"
L^Olympka^ Paris
Ghezzi Bros, get plenty of laughs tinues
a passable entry.
March 25.
Write to those who are ill.
Paris, March 5.
Dean & Baxsen, a cou:^le of Dan¬ with their hard-hitting knockabout
Steve
Lawrence
opens
at
Eddys’,
Myro.
Charles Aznavour, Peters Sisters, ish musical cloWns, have a series'pf acrobatics. •
Kansas City, April 22, for a dou¬
(3), Trio Aravah, Bordas & Andre inventive routines that shape this
Bell Boys’ Brit. Dicker
ble set . . . Fredianis into the
Martin, Dalida, Hoppers (2), Duxy into a yockful slapstick number.
Chase, St. Louis, for two weeks,
London, March 5.
^ollo, iV. Y.
.(3), Vargas (5), Tom & Jerry, It is helped by timing and aiming*,
April 26 . . . Margaret Whiting at
British agent Leslie Macdonnell
Jay Smythe, Edna McGriff, Amos Eddys’, Kansas City, for two sets
Dean & Baxsen, Simone' Morin; $2 they look a good item ior U.S.
is
back
to
London
after g week in
top.
video chances. Simone Morin is an Milbum, Jatkie Mobley, The Clov¬ March 22 . . . Rusty Draper to New York negotiating for Freddie
engaging f empee who display's a' ra¬ ers (6) George Wiltshire, Lloyd Balinese Room, Galveston, for two Bell & His Bell Boys to; appear
The current bill has pull for the pid, intelligent m^rtef ' that is Price Band (12); "‘World Without stanzas. May 9 . . . Sarah Vaughan in Britain in May. . They’ve' en¬
into Mr. Kelly's April 9 for three joyed big click here witli their
young set via singer Charles Azna¬ needed; in .this atmosphere of fast End,"" (AA).
vour and a Come-on for i^e -Ameri¬ changingjacts.
weeks . . , Lenny Colyer Into the
Mbsk.
Rhythm and blueser Amos Mil- Chez Paree, . Montreal, for two disk of “Giddy Up A Ding Dong."
can colony in the Paris'return of
An exchange deal for the group
burn and the strong rock ’n' roll weeks, March 19, follows with a
the Peters Sisters (3). Though
the current sesh at the Harlem two-weeker at Bradford Roof, Bos¬ Is under negotiation.
delivery of Lloyd Price highlight ton, April 3.
VRude house. The rest of the bill
PROFESSIONAL
is run-of-the-mill.
COMEOY MATERIAL
Hollywood
WHEN IN BOSTON
An interesting sidelight is the
for all Thoafriedlf
inclusion of-calypso tunes by regu^
Earl Barton in Las Vegas stag¬
Chicago,. March.’12..
lt'$ Ih*
lar
rock
’n’
rollers
such
as
the
ing
the
opening
show
at
the
TropiCLASON^S FUN-MASTER
- Clayton* Hart Is Handling Ameri¬ Clovers (6) and Amos Millburn, a
cana Hotel . . . Barbara Heller
Th« Ori9m«l Show Btx Gag Fila
can.
Guild
of
Variety'
Artists'
new
real pro with the pipes and the signed a personal management
Wt Strvlca ^ha SUrt
Minneapolis sub-officA Hart, work¬ piano, who apparently also is rid¬ pact with Gabbe, Lutz, Heller &
35 Usuas $25 — First 13 for $7
Singly—$1.$5 gach In. faquanca.
ing un4er AGVA.midwest regional ing the calypso bandwagon. The Loeb ... Johnny Mahdel signed
Avery A Waiklugtoi Sft..'
a 3 Parody Books, F«r 9k.;...$10 •
director Ernie Fast, will handle the Trinidad ^ variation in both cases as one of the arrangers for “Can
a 3 Blackout Boaks, par Bk....$35 •:
■v«ry room newly gecemfM.
Minneapolis and.. St.; Palil * area helps their respective songalogs, Can," which opens at the Hacien¬
a Minstral Budgat ..
.v.. .135 w
Air cendltlgned roams ovolloeie.
How to Mastar ttia CgramOnlag
which, according ‘tO;...Fast requires adding a touch of variety tq the da, Las Vegas, shortly . . . Jack
$3 pdr Copy
TAa Homa of Skow Polk
r&r beat.
cjos.er policing,
Broder, owner of the California!
a "Tha Comadlaif' Odontlily^ fan/Ica eAn the performers this sesh have Racquet Club, looking around for
$i5i»ar yaarxii UsuH).
’
■ Two 'additional men for the Chi¬
Wo Also Taach M.C.'Ing and Comady
been'at
.the
house
before.
Open¬
cago office of AGVA to handle out¬
Lot a Real Profasslonal Train You
door events, and Club dates are be¬ ing the bill is tapping roUer skater
NO C.O.D.'S
ing chosen also. More office help Jay Smythe. He does some quick
I ILLY GLASaN
here
will also be necessary to sup¬ interpretations of a variety of
200 W. 04th St., N.Y.C. .19; Popl. V
dances ranging from the
and his
port Increasing AGVA activity, ac¬ popular
CIrcIa 7-1130
cha cha to the Charleston and a
cording to Fast.
little trick, atop a small table.
VIOLIN BEAUTIES
But'he seems to have some way to
go before he gets the needed grace
and individual style.
Coming in secohd is. young, at¬
tractive Edna McGriff who gobs
through her three numbers in okay
fashion. Negro gal is a sexy dish
and with more grooming in the
voice department and the acquisi¬
tion of better st^ge savvy, she can
Upgrade her«engagements.
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Mgf.r Jorry Uvy-.Frod Aiiisol
Jackie Mabley in the No. 6 posi¬
William Morris Aetncy
LATIN 9UARTER. MIAMI
tion is a weak comedienne, the
weakness stemming from her
1^
cllched material. She appears to
be a trouper who has mastered all
Miami, Fla., News (Herb Rau) said —
the comic facial expressions to
'Xab Calloway has never been better
good effect. But along with that
as a bandleader, solo vocalist and a
she needs the lines,' now sorely
lacking.
comedian."
The Clovers' songalog, hardly
distinguishable from mother r&r
"Solid Showmanship in a Tiffany Sotting"
teams, set the stage for the cur¬
tain-closing Lloyd Price. Lattei
has a lot of vitality and throws him¬
Currenity Eleventh Week
self Into the mood of the song.
HOWARD LANIN MANAGEMENT
His pipes do not match his vitality,
COTTON
CLUB, Miami Baach
113 W. 57»h Street
New York
JUdion 4-3045
although that factor seems not to
M9t. BIU MITtLER. U19 Rroedway. New Yerii.
|L
miff the r&r fans*
Horo.
"yslNf M lai ■*■ ■-! ■ ■ I. El n iipi mw yjsiin i ni jijuoi j
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Inside ^-Vaudeville

ROCK’N’ROLL TALENT
FOR UPTOWN, N.PHIU.

Joe Gaits, of the Gaits Bros, vaude act, who died last week, hePhiladelphia, March 12.
flueathed $1,000 to the Friars Club, where he -had been employed for
In the footsteps of the sock Rock
the last 10 years. The organization hired Gaits at a time when he
wanted to do nothing but be around show people. He was given a job 'n’ Roll sessions at the Stanley
In the Friars’ card room, where he maintained contact with Hie Warner Broadway in Gamden, N. J.j
theatrical world. . His brother Lou found employment elsewhere, as a Sam Stiefel, dwner of the Uptown,
North Philly film-vauder, has
sales manager.
. / '
skedded tryout runs of top local
Calypso had a, big night at Gornell U. on March 3 when a show and big name rock and rollers for
topped by Enid !Hosier, her Trinidad Steel Band and the Tarriers the next two week.s.
Stiefel has set Bo Diddley, Fay
scored an SRO $10,200 at a recital in Barton Hall. Bash clocked 7,100
admissions, a record for a single night’s entertainment event in this Adams and the Turbans for the
first frame (13-16); Mickey and Syl¬
site.
_
via, Bullmoose Jackson and the
Dave Solti, veteran outdoor booker, has retired. With the George Jive Bombers for the following
round
(27-30), Tab will be hiked to
A. Hamid office for many years, Solti went over to General Artists
Corp. when. Hiat office absorbed the Hamid concern and formed the $L49 for evening performances."
subsidiary GAG-Hamid, Solti’s duties in the office have been assumed
by Henry Hamid, nephew of the head of the Outfit.
A question of ethics has been bothering several agent-members of
Artists Representatives Assn.
One of the percenters brought in a
specific complaint about one of the “Big 3’’ offices, claiming that he
was asked to submit a singer at $750 to a Boston booker that he repre¬
sents in New York. The'agent claims that a few hours after he put in
the $750 bid, the agent controlling the act sold the singer directly to
the cafe involved for $300.,

It’s unlikely that the ARA will do anything since it’s, a sharp bit of
chicanery that’s an old story with agents who are trying to lodge an
exclusive booker out of a spot. It also has the virtue of hiking the
value of a turn so that when a lower price is presented, the buyer gen¬
erally'tends to lock up the deal. quickly. Meanwhile, the Hub agent
and his correspondent-percenter in New York feel that they've been
discredited by these tactics, but there’s little that either they or the
aha can do about it.

Jerry Lewis’ SRO 27.5G
Lou Walters &t^rprises
Jerry Lewis wound up four and
Accenting Industrial Wing; a half
weeks at the Palace, N, Y.,
Sunday (10) with a total of $275,100.
Last
days in which he
Tapering Off on talent did six showsfourscored
$38,600. Pre¬

Lou Walters Enterprises, headed
by Casd Franklin, with the excep¬
tion of a few perfonners will grad¬
ually withdraw froni the personal
management field. Instead, out¬
fit’s big activity will be in the in¬
dustrial show’field. Firm has al¬
ready lined up the Gadillac Show
which will tour in 10 cities in the
fall, and anticipates repeats on the
Colgate-Palmolive shows which it
staged for several seasons.
Feeling of the firm is that the
same effort expanded in this direc¬
tion will pay off to a greater ex¬
tent than Concentration on enter¬
tainers. Franklin pointed out tal¬
ent is too prone to leave after
they’ve gotten started, and the
same effort expenaed in building
the industrial show field will result
in some permanent business for the
firm.

Baldwin Quits Ky. Fair
Louisvillb, March 12.
J. Dan Baldwin has resigned as
manager of the Kentucky State
Fair to take a job with the Ganadian promotional firm, Exhibi¬
tion Advertising Ltd. He will be
American general manager, with
headquarters in Louisville. Bald¬
win has been manager of the Ken¬
tucky Pair since 1950. There were
indications that no successor will
be named to Baldwin’s $8,100 post.
The Ganadian promotional firm
plans to make Louisville the-cen¬
tre of its Ganadian and U, S.*tip-‘
erations, according to its prexy,
R. A. Hodges.

YVONNE MORAY
SAHARA HOTEL
. LAS VEOAS,- NIV.
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MILTON DEUTSCH AOEKCY
9157 SunMt Blvd.
Hollywood 4«,^Collf.

Moss

PHOTOS
tiuiimsiEY

PHOTOS at Ipw at 1c aach
Writo* foK. tamplot, pricai.

MOSS PHpTO SERVICE
1150 W, SOtli 8»,. N.Y. It, N.Y ‘
•
PLAZA 7-35M
SltiP# 33, .Scrvlnf Am«r|c«'if Slnr*

viously he scored $61,500 during
the first week, two frames at
$58,500, and one at- $58,000, for
SRO business throughout.
Surrounding show comprised
Eydie Gorme, Wiei^e Bros,, Seven
Ashtons, Arren & Broderick and,
Ghiquita & Johnson.

MASS. CRIME PANEL’S
LIQUOR-CAFE STUDY
Boston, March 12.
The Massachusetts Grime Gommission is making a study of liquor
conditions in the Hub together
with night clubs and entertainment,
it was learned Thursday (7), when
it obtained copies of the annual re¬
ports of the Boston Licensing
Board for the past six years.
An
investigator for the commission
paid an unexpected visit to the of¬
fices of the Licensing Board and
picked up reports covering the
years from 1950 through 1955. No
report for 1956 has been issued.
The reports, customarily sent to
the govemor, cover the issuance of.
more than 10,000 licenses a year,
including
entertainment,
night
clubs, sales of alcoholic beverages,
food and drugs.

Cotillion Eyes Debra; N.Y.
Room May Ride in Heat
Debra Paget may go into the Gotillion Room of the Hotel Pierre,
N.Y., to finale the regular season
with .spot likely to continue during
the entire summer. Hot weather
booking policy is still to be deter¬
mined. Film actress has played the
Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas previ¬
ously.
As lineup presently stands for
the .Gotillion, Robert Glary* and
Kovach & Rabovsky go in March
25; Jane Morgan and Lucille &
Eddie Roberts, subbing for Gloria
DeHaven, who dropped out, start
April 8;- Geleste Holm, May 6, with
Miss Paget pencilled in for June
10. Summer dates would start after
Miss Paget’s stand.

BUDDY LESTER
is proud to announce that

BUDDY LESTER
is now represented by the

MILTON DEUTSCH AGENCY
HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

9157 Sunset Blvd.

200 W- fi7th St.
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N.Y. Senate Voles
Hatcheck Tax
Albany, JMEarch- 12.
The, N.Y. State Senate last night
(Mon.) passed'liy a vote of 55 to 2
the Moritt Bill which allows cities
to tax up to 50% the income de¬
rived from hatcheck concessions.
Measure was introduced by. Sen.,
Fred Moritt, of Brooklyn, who oc-.
cksionally is a songwriter.
This bill has passed the Senate
several times ia previous years but
has always been-killed in the As¬
sembly.
Passage of this measure would
hit niteries tremendously since a
substantial part of the income is
derived from the cloakroom. Value
of the concession v^ould be cut in
half by enactment of this bill and
conceivably could force' tottering
cafes to shutter.

Despite Names, Auto Show.
In K. C. Drops Behind ’56
Kansas Gity, March 12.
Annual Auto Show-in the Mu¬
nicipal Auditorium exhibition hall
(downstairs), came off considerably
under previous year’s show in at¬
tendance. While figures were Still
being mulled after Sunday’s clos¬
ing show, it appears the show ran
at least 15% behind the 1956
edition in the same hall hut tun a
couple of weeks earlier last sea¬
son.
Motor. Gar Dealers Assn, spon¬
soring the show went in heavily
for names, the talent including
Bob Crosby,, Teresa Brewer, Guy
Mitchell, Brenda Lee, the Tarriers,
William Lundigan, Mary Costa and
Les Harding orch. Each was in
for only three days, except Crosby
who came for only two, and lineup
was staggered through the week
in an attempt to get repeaters.
Entertainment was rated good
for the week, but traffic at the
boxoffice did not come up to ex¬
pectations. Admission of 90c pre¬
vailed for both mats and'^^ves.

53

Vegas Frontier in Reorganization;
Krupp, Manchon Take Powder
KAYE’S RECORD lOOG
. IN BOSTOH ADVANCE
Boston, March 12.
Danny Kaye’s International Show
opened . a four-week stand at the
Golonial Theatre last night (Mon.)
with advance sale edging $100,000,
largest in Hub legit history, accord¬
ing to the theatre panagement.
Prospects are that Kaye and troupe
will do capacity $48,000 for each
week of the “limited engagement.’’
Kaye may extend his stay for two
extra weeks if Goast film commit¬
ments permit.
Capacity week would establish
new house records for the Coloniai.

BriL Hi Diver’s Near Miss
In K.C.; Circus' 90G Draw
Kansas City, March 12,
Stan Bond, English high divhr
making his first appearance in this
Country, narrowly missed a catas¬
trophe on second night of. the- an¬
nual Police Circus in which he was
a leading attraction. Billed, as the
“flaming torch,’’ Bond ignites him¬
self before diving into a water
tank with burning gasoline atop it.
He was pulled unconscious .from
the trough at the Wednesday mat¬
inee, but was back at his regular
perch for the evening show.
After recovering, the performer
explained that he made a bum dive,
failing to hit the water properly
when smoke from the flames con¬
fused him. He carried on his en¬
tire performance under difficulty
as much of his equipment, includ¬
ing metal tank, was lost in ship¬
ments and had to be replaced here.
Circus in the Municipal Auditor¬
ium enjoyed bullish biz throughout
its six-day run, chalking up a $90,
000, take, about 5% ahead of last
year’s show. It’s staged to aid the
police Benefit Ass’n pension fund.

Las Vegas, March 12.
Mrs. Vera Krupp and Louis Man¬
chon have given up control of the
New Frontier Hotel to a group of
stockholders. Mrs. Krupp exited
last week after attorneys advised
her against investing any more
money in the financially troubled
spa to tide it over until the busy
summer season begins.
Mrs. Krupp, Manchon and sev¬
eral partners took .over the hotel
four months ago when they invest¬
ed some $300,000, pulling the New
Frontier out of a money crisis.
Mrs, Krupp ankled on the eve that
a $100,000 monthly rental became
due. Hotel is also obligated to pay
Uncle Sam $118,000 on Thursday
(14) for unpaid back taxes.
, Heading up the stockholders who
have taken over are the original
New Frontier promoters, Maurice
Friedman, Irving Leff -and T. W.
Richardson. Latter' has assunied
post of general manager. Reports
are that stockholders have come up
with a fresh bankroll with Mdiich to
keep the hotel in action. '

WALDORF’S DIAL-OWN
PHONE NUMBER SYSTEM
The Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.,
is installing a new telephone sys¬
tem permitting guests to dial their
own numbers whether it he long¬
distance, local or within the hotel.
Considerable time will be saved by
dialing calls direct and bypassing
the inn’s switchboard, especially
during peak hours when, for ex¬
ample, meetings held in the hotel
adjourn and the guests start an¬
swering messages left for them.
Changeover will cost the N.Y.
Telephone Co. $175,000, while an
initial investment of $75,000 will
be made by the hotel. Program
has already started with modifica¬
tion of the hotel’s switchboftird.
Project will be completed in 1958.
Plans are being studied to equip
all Hilton hotels with this system.

The World Famous

ANDRINI BROTHERS
(Now Booked Solid Through May 25th)

RAPS CENTENNIAL BUDGET
Politician Calls Eentertainment
Items Over-Priced
Minneapolis, March. 12.
Opposition has developed in the
Minnesota legislature against a re¬
quest for $2,000,000 to defray the
cost of the state's 1958 centennial
celebration which a special centen¬
nial commission is planning to
make intb a big show.
The show will Include consider¬
able pageantry, special attractions
of various kinds in cities through¬
out the state>and colorful parades,
among other things.
Rep. Lee Hosier, chairman of the
House appropriations committee,
has put himself on record to the
effect that “one or two hundred
thousand dollars, rather than one
or tyvo millions, should suffice for
the aforesaid items.
At the same time, Hosier de¬
clares he favors taking the cele¬
bration away from the present
commission and turning it over to
the governor.

Adams’ Rib
San Francisco, March 12.
• Joey Adams spent a fort¬
night in the Frisco area push¬
ing Israel bonds, finished last
weekend with a rally in Oak¬
land.
/
,
“But the audience was so
cold,” said Adams afterward,
“that I wound up selling
$10.d,000 worth of Arab bondS„’’

THANK YOU

Harold
Cohen
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
for those kind words:

"You think the Andrini
Brothers were good when
they left town 15 years or
so ago? Then catch them
now at the Ankara; terrific
rs the only word tor these
string wizards who are also
singers, comedians and en¬
tertainers par excellence.
The town has had a lot of
$10,000 a week acts that
can't hold a candle to the
Andrinis."

MR. AL PARYIN for 4 won¬
derful weeks at thfe Flam¬
ingo, Las Vegas

JOE HIUER for these past
two weeks at the Ankara,
Pittsbiirgh >_

GEORGE MACKENZIE and
HAROLD CAMPBELL for
the next five weeks of Gen¬
eral Electric Shows

BILL YEAMAN and JIM
CORNELIUS for our April
22nd return engagement in
Detroit

Personal Management:

226 South Bevefly Drive, Beverly Hills, California
Tump.

Charll^,*>iyak ft^.;
.Cortes .eta;.;,

VAftlETY BlliLS
WEEK OF MAKCH 13
Numerals In cennccHon with bills below Indicate epeninii day of show
whether full ot split we«k
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Indapehdent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
<F) Paramount; (R) RKO; ($) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

. •

, • 'RoheV-flaxg..*. Lonl Count
,
Jullett'e Robbins
Sergo Valdez* Orc

S O'clock

Nudema
Toihmy Raft ■
Al Golden ,
Parisian Rev

--.1

•

■Vagabonds.-* .
Danny .Stanton
Helen 'Eo]C»^est
Ronnie Eastman
B * C Robinson
Jay Salerno
Scott * Boyd
Frank Linale Orc

Versailles

DEAN MARTIN (1)
Songs
60 Mins.
The Sands, Las Vegas
HAVANA
Dean Martin’s opening as a
Waldorf-Astoria
Faith Winthrop
single 'Wednesday (6) at Jack EnNEW YORK CITY
Sonia Calero
Tropicana
J|ei:my^DodinanJOrc'
tratter’s desert playgound estab¬
>
t^mU *'Gole'man'Orc' Johnny Puleo
Victor Alvarez .
Palace (R) 11
Music Hall (P) 14
C61ia Cruz
C WUUams Trio
1 Miseha Borr Ore
lished at least one other important
Ortega Orc
Fred Lowery
Gloria * Rolando
Ann Gilbert
precedent* besides that of his • solo
Lillian Briggs
Montmartre
Carmela Reyes
CHICAGO
Foursome
Helene Howard
flight. For first time since the Las
Lillian Roth
Ruffinls
Lee Davis.
Elsa Marval
Fajardo Ore
Rockettes
Vegas casinos began importing bigClifford Guest
Black Orchid
Sandy Gamory 3
Ramon
CalzadiUa
Casino
Playa
Orc
Eleanor Reina
Colstons (2)
Dagmar
name shows, a production got on
Laurie & Argo
Nacional
Paulino Alvarez
Karen
Jay Lawrence
Ann Buchan
Myron Roman Ore,
and off in 60 minutes, which sur¬
S Suare> Orq
Vicki Autier
Jo Ann M.cGowan
Wayne Roland
A Romeu Orq
Allegro Qulntetto
prised
the croupiers , to such an
Bill Christopher
Blue Angel
Sans Souci
Dancing Waters
Paul Gibben*
AUSTRAIIA
'Calypso Tropiextent they were caught with their
June (Jhristy
W Reyes Orc
Naomi Wold
cana”
sticks down.
Jandy
“China’’ Clark
Jennifer Marshall
AUCKLAND
RENO
Ann Cucksey
Lord Christo
HIs Majestys (T) 11 Christine & Moll
The credit, and its only one of
Tony Moynlhan
Encores (4)
Priscilla Hood
Katherine Dunham
many, goes to Martin, who kept
Mapes 'Skyroom
Riverside
Brenda Charles
Frankie Masters Ore
Maraca King &
Co.
RosemaiT. Clponey
George Nichols
his entire turn, including a begoff
Bouievardears *
Tijuana
Jack Durant
PERTH
Starlets
Dons (12)
Lady Alina
His Majestys (T) 11 Jack O’Dowd
speech and the introduction of a
Alan Copeland
Bill Clifford Oro
Wilbur Wheeler
Drake Hotel
Al D’Lacy Ore
Johnny Lockwood
number of celebs in the audience,
Ray Malone
New Golden
Fiat Tops
Blue • Note
Gale Robbins
Bobby Limb
Skylets
Art
Engler
Gate
of
Horn
2
Randows
to 38 minutes. This is in sharp
Gene
Krupa
(4)
Rayes & Faye*
Ed
Fitzpatrick
Ore
Sherry
Martin
Hohky
Tonk
4
Luc Poret
Two Ton Baker
Dawn Lake
contrast to the average Vegas
SYDNEY ^
Glen Yarborough
Chez Paree
Johnny O’Connor
headliner,
who appears to make
Tivoli (T) n
Will Mastin 3 with • Jo Mapes
Darryl Stewart
Richard Hearno
Sammy Davis, Jr.
London House
a cbfttest of who can outwait the
Ees Thaika
Hal Loman Dners 3 Eddy Heywood (3)
Julia
MELBOURNE
other,
he
or
the fiudience. The
Nicolas Darvas
Chez Paree Ador- Ahmad Jamal (3)
Tivoli (T) 11
audience up to now has fo.imd it as
Ross & La Pierre '
Mister Kelly's
ables (8)
George Wallace ■
Lane -Bros.
Billie HoUday
Ted Fio Rlto Ore
difficult to win .in the cabaret as
Jim Gerald
'
Bob Bromley
Cloister Inn
Mort Sahl
Colleano
White
in the casino. If only for his sen¬
The Albins;
Chubby Jackson’s
Harry Slottag (3)
Jennie Howard
sible running time, Martin rates
Medrano, Paris
Alwyn Lefckie
Rascals'<5)
Marx * ■ Fr'go
Queenie Paul
Frank Ward
Dick * Kiz Harp
Frank D’Rone
honorable mention. But he’s a big
Millie Hansen
Paris, March 6.
Daniel Davey
Conrad Hilton
Palmer House
Morry Barling.
click besides, delivering expertly
“Skating Memories’* Edith Piaf .
Lewis Jacob
Peggy Mortimer
Moustache & His R V .jR. (14), I as a nitery performer with a win¬
Boyers (2)
Charlie Fisk OreCoronas (6), Lothar, Michele Mar¬ ning personality dhat’s a relaxed
BRITAIN
coni
8c
Andre
Raney,
Biasinis
(5),
LOS ANGELES
admixture of Schenley and Crosby.
French (2), Michel-De La Vega
Die Naukos
BIRMINGHAM
Martin’s way with a song is
Of Music
Interlude
Hippodrome (M) 11 Sherwood * Carnell Bill Bar’
(2), Edgard & Amnerys, Realls surefire and he faltered on his
Norvas
Marcies
Cal Tjader Quintet
Winifred Atwell
Dee Arlen
. i2), SilvdnQ (2), Toly Beer; $2 top.
LONDON
McKennas'
opening show ohly with a couple
Mocembo ‘
Hippodrome (M) 11 Jimmie Shawn
Jimmy Wheeler
of bits of comedy that are sure to
Jerry Linden Ore
Johnny Bach
Dave King
Slack 3
The sawdust has been seeping go. In fact, he announced imme¬
CIro's'
Ann Mason
Shani Wallis
Hall, Norman. St
Shirley Bassey
Paul Hebert Ore
out of the Cirque Medrano pro¬ diately that an unfunny bit with
Andrea Dancers
Ladd
Janik
&
Arnaut
Mouliii
Rouge
Jones
*
Arnold
El Qranadas Sc P
grams since 1;he war,.and the main an expose. mag. and also the gag’
Geri Galian Ore
Goofers (6)
Los' GatoS
Billy Baxter
circusy aspect is now in the name. of having jone of the chorines come
Felix Martinique On
Statler- Hotel .
Jimmy Lee
Jack Francois .
Crescendo-'
Lucille Nonnan
Metropolitan (I) 11
The present content,-except for a Dnstage With a portable bar were
BRIGHTON .
Mary
Kaye
Trio
Kodell
Hippodrome (Ml 11 Apthtir English
horse, two clowns and a trapeze seeing their first and last perform¬
Ray
'Tolarid
Ore
Dick
Stabile
Ore'
Ray Burns'
Norman' Evans
act, is practically music- hall. In ances.
Harry Dawson ‘
Raynes 3
Bamberger.* Pam
LAS VEGAS
fact, the topper.this stanza iS-a
Betty Jumel
. •
But when, singing “Jiist a 'Gypsy
Sandow. SiS .
Norma Evans
jazz-outfit
(Moustache & His R ’n’ R
Desert Inn
Los Galantas
■Joe Wolverton
T & P Derrick
(14), 'whose only concession to-the in My Soiil,” -Tnamorata,” “When
Frankie Lalne
Claire 2
Harry Ranch
Brezilianos
Smiling,- “True Love,’’
NEWCASTLE
Beverlee Dennis
Jig Adams
Victor Seaforth
«
;One-rmg tradition of the'’house is’ You’re
“That’s Amore,’’ a medley pf “Once
Empire (M) 11
Art Johnson
Hacienda
,
CHELSEA
a knockabout routine during the In
Max Bygraves
Donn Arden Dners Eddie Peabody '
Palace (1) 11
Awhile,”
“Embraceable You,”
music.
Carlton Hayes Ore
Kaye Sis
Day, Dusk, Dawn
Lee Lawreiice
“I Don’t Know Why,*’ “AH of Me”
White & Ann
Dunes
Joe Graydon
Nat' Gonella .
Jerome Meilrano is still, trying and, finally, “Memories Are .Made
RiU MarteU
“Minsky Goes To
Bruce' Davis,
Arroll St Meadows
. Paris’’
to find that efoS^ between'circus .of This,” in ah informal, unemThe Players
Les Rayher & Betty Yolandos
NOTTINGHAM
Kathy Barr
New Frontier
Soony Farrar
and house and, in three weeks, fea¬ brpiderM style, Martiii Wrajps up
Ted Lawrie
Empire (M) 11
Venus Starlets
Kazan Sc Katz
tures bhe^ Of the lead comic video his auciience with: ease. On the
Patti
Ross
Max
Miller
Garwood
Van
Orch
Gilbert & Sylvia
NiHi * Noel
A * B Black
Riviera
EDINBURGH
names fd • ‘ pahtoinimist ' Fernan^l other hand; a^ calypso number,
Miss
Loni
Emerson
&
Jayne
Haifry Belafonte
Empire (M) 11
Raynaud. .' The current 'bill has “Marianne,” is hot his forte,and
Vallkyra •.
Earle * Vauglian
Ray Sinatra Oi-bb
MltcheR Torok
some- good numbers, but biz, when should also be eliminated.
Joe DeRita
Sahara
Paulos
K & A Alexis
Irv. Benson
Ames Bros.'
Rusty
Bamberger Sc Pam.
caught"during' a weekend, was
Like Joie E. Lewis, Martin makes
Murray Biisco
Fran Warren
Ron * Rita
BUlington
slow. A definite formula has to be a point of kidding a loye of the
PRINCE OF WALES Grace Reed
Saharem Dancers
Warren'* Genie
Pat “Amber"
devised or this renowned circus grape and the grain. Also ditto
(M) 11
Sands
Topper Martyn
Halladay
Dean Martin
FINSBURY PARK Irene Hilda
may be in trouble.. Incidentally, Lewis, .he obviously has the knack
Larry Griswold
Copa Girls
Dany Ray.
Empire (M) 11
Minsky Girls
Les Bingsters
Antonio Morelli Ore thcL Cirque'd’Hiver, the other perm and ^rsonality to- sell, this type
Anne Shelton
Hoyt Henry- Ore
Woodrow
Shotwboaf
sawduster In town, does okay by of comedy for big laughs.. At his
Bey St Ronjy
El Cortez
Joe Cappo
Lucienne
4-Jones Boys
sticking to the tried and true very, opening he announces,
The Rover Boys
Bob & Aator
Brenda Mollis
J * S Lamonte
classical shows'. Perhaps Medrano “There’ll be no. songs * from “My
Chop-Chop * Char¬
Ghezzi Bros.
Garr Nelson
Tommy Fields
■ SHEFFIELD
lene
Showboat Girls
2 Palmers
should take’ heed.
Fair Lady,” but there will be
Cirquettes
Empire (M) 11
Mike Werner Orch
Sally Barnes
Moustache is a hefty drurrimer drinking,’’ then follows with other
Buster Hallett Ore
Silver Slipper
Hylda Baker
Archie Glen
who makes .plenty of jazz noise, materialih this genre. For instance,
El Rancho Vegas
Hank Henry
McAndrews * Mills
GLASGOW
Milton
Berle
Boiibouka
'
Billy
McCormack
. Empire (M) 11
and tries’ some Gallicized r&r to “Drink upl The drunker you get
Betty George
Jody Lawrence
Alexis TT
Tex Ritter
Stan Fisher
Granger’s Puppets
Barbary Coast Boys garner some half-hearted clapping. the better I sound”; “I don't drink
Gillian * June
The Peop-etts
Overbury * Suzette Metropolitan Sextet
Music is okay but it sounds hollow any less, but I don’t drink, any
Fraser’s Co.
Jessica James
Walthon * Dorraine The - Dunhills ■
Alan Clive
under the big top. The addition of morel”; “I will sing a song from
Renee Molnar Dcrf
SUNDERLAND
Jinuny Cavanaugh
Ladringlos
a group of dancers does not help my new album — ’Ballads for BDick Rice Orch
Sparky Kaye
Empire (M) 11
Len Young
Flamingo
Mac Dennison
Skiffle Gr.
Maurice French
much either.
Girls’.”
Dinah Shore
Sllpperettes
^ LEEDS
Little Abner
Coronas (6) leap on a trampoline
The Skylarks
Geo. Redman Orch
If audience reaction is any crite¬
Empire (M) 11 . Suzi MUler
for ■ smart sight values. Their rion, Martin will be around long
Flamingoettes
Thunderbird
Edwin * Rachelle
Jimmy Young
Lou Basil Orch
^TntSmational Rev" trumps are a sustained series of
Josephine Anne
Mayfairs
and strong as a single cafe en¬
Fran\ent -Hotal
Leny Eversong
Manton Bros.
AUen Modley
somersaults and a blindfolded tertainer and headliner. Opening
Lara Lee
Billy 'Uke’ Scott ' Ish Kabibble. *
Juggling Brauns
& Shy Guys
Peg-Leg Bates
bounding bit. Lothar balances pre¬ night he could have heeded the
Andy Stewart
Jimmy Gay
The Make Believes
Barney Rawlings
cariously on a trapeze, and swings customers’ demands and remained
Goldan Nuggat
Thunderbird Dners
back and forth while in a head- on much longer. He wisely quit
Polly Possum *
Al Jahns Orch
stand sans^ands. He gets the way ahead.
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
gasps and j^lms to the. spectators.
Antonio Morelli’s 17-piece orch,
.Biasinis
(5) are a youthful bicy¬
Americana
Gene Austin
Hal Borne joining at the
Patti Page
Conrad Dancers '
cling act with enough variety and with
piano for Martin’s session, plays
Harvey Stone
Latin Quartar
zest
for
a
solid
entry.’
Jackie* Heller
Ziegfeld Follies
the
show
expertly.
Scho.
Mony Moren & Co. (2) has a
Joe Reichman Orc
Bob Kennedy
NEW YORK CITY
Dave Lester Ore
Dominique
shapely girl upping to a perch on
Bar of MUsic *
Bon Soir
George Matson
Hotel Roeswelt
her
partner’s
shoulders
'for
ac¬
LAURIE Sc ARGO
Bill Jordan
Tony * Eddie
Ving Merlin Strings
Eddie Lane we
ceptable handstands and contor¬ Dance
Gina Valente
Phil Leeds
Lynn Christie
Hotel Toft
Guy Rennie
Jimmie Daniels
Leon A Eddie's
Vincent. Lopez Ore
tions.* Realls (2) are a risly num¬ 9 Mins.
Harvey Bell
Three Flames
Vanities of '57
Hotel St. Regis
ber mainly distinguished for the PaUce. N.y.
Clark Fiers
Bruce Kirby
Bubbles Parleile
Monique V. Vooren
Vivian Lloyd
precision in their footing of vari¬
Warren Vaughan
Luedrno
Milt Shaw Ore
Laurie Sc Argo (a tag that sounds
Cotton Club ^ , Havana RevueBlue Angel
Ray Bari Ore
ous objects. Silvano (2) do a solid like a spoonerism of Margo &
Cab
Calloway
Alice Pearce
Marquez
Sisters
Hotel Statler ^
acro-pralfall number. It is stand¬ Augie, a somewhat better known
Lonnie
Sattin
Johnny Mathis
Eva
Flores
Ray McKinley Ore
Sallle
Blair
•Charles Manna
MUoS
Velarde
ard but always a find filler. Toly dance twain) are a hard-working
Latin Quarter
WiU Gaines
Bart .Howard
Renee * Lidia
A. L. Simpkins
Beer essays a fast and snappy Jug¬ tap twosome, who pound out an as¬
George Kirby
Martha Davis
Questel
Isabel * Miguel
gling routine for palatable sight sortment of rhythms.
Joe Chisholm
* Spouse
Mardi Gras Girls
Georgia Reed
Anjoel Trio
Jimniy Lyons 3
Don * Tyler
values.
Kitty - Dolan
Charaas
Savar Dancers
Luis Varona Orc
It’s an old-fashioned turn, de¬
Billy 'FeUows
. Edgard & Amnerys are R dance
.Anny Kapitanny
Michelle Clark
Malayan
Carmen Phillips
act which looks out of place and spite the youth of the dancers, with
iLili
Norma Miller Ders The Riveros
Ti’io Cottas
an overhaul of routines necessary
Orioles
Bela Babal Oro .
Mighty Panther
lonely
in
the
ring.
The
woman
is
Syncopated Waters
Tihor Rakossy
Eddie Barefield Orc Bahama Mama
Jo Lombardi Orc
thrown into splits for the lead ap¬ if they're to 'widen' their horizons.
Balmoral
BiU Yedla
Conrad Hodges'
B Harlowe Ore
Helene Aimee
Dick Marta
Calypsonians
peal. Mitts are desultory. French Some of the bids for applause
Hotel Plaza
Chateau Madrid
Monte Carlo
Jacquel’n Francoise Sonny Kendis Ore
(2) are a clown interlucie for the aren’t effective and there’s little
Carmen Amaya
Tana Lenn
Jackie Miles
Ted Straetcr
principal yocks. Their oldhat gags departure into anything that would
Sahicas
.
Club Calypso
Abby Lincoln
Mai’k Monte
Jose.
Al Castellanos Ore
Lord Flea * Co.
Leonard
Young
and
props give needed nudge to distinguish their efforts.
Park Sheraton
Luis Ortiz Ore
Carlos Varella’s
Sid Tucker-Orc
Mimi Warren
Cuhanaires
Copacabana
Murray Franklin's the proceedings. Michel DC La
Jose Molls
Vega
(2)
is
a
trunk
magico
affair
Roberta Shex’wood
Di
Lido
Irwin
Corey
BORY Sc BOR
Spark Thurman
Myron Cohen
Campo Ore
Leon Fields
always In for the right audience Novelty Dancing
town A Country Pupl
Gaylords
B6a KalmUs
Dick Haviland
Billy Vine
Dorlanne Gray
Marilyn Davies
Joan Perry
, reaction. The assistant is trussed 10 Mins.
Alan Dale
Ron Beatty
Maria
*
Toni
and put into the trunk. A curtain Blinstrub’s, Boston
Johnny Franks
Enid Mosier
Kathi Dean
Caney Orc
Mun'ay Franklin
is drawn around it; De La Vega
Burnell Dancers
European one-man dance “team/*
Bud Spencer
Eden Roc
Billy Mitchell
Ned Harvey Orc
changes places with the inmate In which lad works jackknifed, us¬
Miohael Durso Oro
Lena Horne
Eddie Bernard
La PlayaFrank Marti Ore
Jimmy Komack
Nautilus
quicker than you can say Joe E. ing hands in Women’s shoes, and
‘
Two
Guitars
Downstairs Room
Chiquita & Johnson Frank Fontaine
Kostya Poliansky
Lewis. It is a good entry.
his own feet as partner, appearing
Ceil Cabot
Mai Malkin Orc
HoUy Warren
Dolores Dauphine
Michele Marconi & Ancire Raney as two dolls four .feet high, has
Jack Fletcher
Chuey Reyes Orc
Antone * Ina
Leonid Lugovsky
June Erlcson
Buddy Greco Ore
Syd Stanley Orc
do a notable offbeater. Miss Mar¬ been in the U;S. about a year, but
Eugene & Sonya
Gerry Matthews
Empress
Sans SoucI Hotel
Andrei
Hamshay
Julius Monk
Katz
Redcaps * Damita coni, a shapely ex-Opera Ballet not yet documented in Variety.
Viennese Lantern Mickey
No. 1 Fifth Ave Monica
Sheila Guyse
dancer, executes a neat haute, ecole The novelty act is slick flash and
Jo
Boyar
Nancy Andrews
Mandy Campo Orc
Freddy. Calo Oro
-terp session. She expertly mimes when blond youth stands upright
Dean Sheldon
Dick Smart
Fontainebleau
Place Pigalle
Barbara Kirk
the various gaits of a horse. Color¬ holding femme costume and show¬
Bob Downey
Liberace
B
S
Pully
Ernest SchoCn Ofe
Harold FonvUle
George^ Liberace
Dixie Evans
ful Hispano outfit and shapely ing hands in distaff side shoes,
Hotal Ambassador Harold Sandler
Liberace Symphony French Follies
gams are also an asset. The part¬ impact is sock. Opening with fast
Chauncey Gray Ore Paul Mann
Jean Fenn
Seville
Village Barn
ner, Raney, enters on a real mount foxtrot, he segues to a waltz, then
Jani Sarkozi
Al Navarro Orc
Charlie Farrell
Norma Smith
Gypsies
Sacasas Orc
Mckey Gontlle
and they do a series of steps to¬ to fast samba and clinches with
Ralph Michele
Quintero Rhumbas
HeIXapoppIn' Club Tdmmy Ryan
Danny Davis Orc
gether. Their number could be ex¬ jitterbug swinging onto a table.
Hotel Pierre
Olsen * Johnson
Johnny Slivers Orc
Larry McMahon
Frank Parker
tended for house chances, and
Marty May
Short comedy routine, with both
Rey Mambo Orc
Billy
Kelly
E * L Roberts
Malagon Sisters
Saxony
Miss Marconi could also do this halves falling off table, leads to
Irving Harris
Stanley Melba Oro
0’Dare„
"East Meets West"
Village Vanguard Eileen
alone for more ample opportuni¬ disclosure of. singla performer.
Alan Logan Oro
June Johnson
Louise Hoff * Co.
Mae
Barnes
Joseph Sudy
-Leonard Sues
Housler Dancers
ties,
Mosk,
1 sock novelty.
Guy,
Thunderbird

The Kentones
Dick Sterling.
Rip Taylor

Alan Dale
The- Haggetls
Arnold Dover
Teddy King Oro

Circus Remw

Cabaret Bill$
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MARILYN DAVIES
iCU

jLuins.

Di Lido Hotel, Miami Beach
Marilyn Davies, svelte blonde
lookei', has obviously been around
the qafes, but hasn’t beenjsummed
up-under the New Acts files. She’s
a guileful songstress with a flair
for high-range balladlngs plus tal¬
ent for a tongue-in-cheek cleffing
to spell the straight chansons.
Working in a . touch spot for a
thrush--:rthis is a -rhumbaddicts ren¬
dezvous where they gather to show
their derriere-tossihg talents to
Pupi Campo’s music-—she grabbed
attention fast, and held them via
smart use of her carefully arranged
book and authoritative manner.
Big item in her repertoire, is lim¬
ning of Eva ’Tanguay, Nora Bayes,
Helen Morgan and for the payoffpuller, Judy Garland, Goo(f mate¬
rial, showing she can handle any
type of tune scored from middleregister, to high. Gowning is on
the smart side, to add .to overall
impact.
A good bet for the smarter intimeries.
Lary.
LYDA FAIRBANKS
Songs
15 Mins. .
Mayfair, Boston
Tall, well-stacked blonde in eye¬
filling wardrobe delivers- comehither ballads with plenty s.a. in
first pro appearance. Using Hub
date as break-ln of act; looker with
throaty pipes needs only selection
of more personalized arrangements
to rate as good draw for intimate
niteries; Carefully groomed and
garbed, thrush haniiles' mike and
stage appearance with aplomb of
vet.
Best number is upbeat “Mood
For Love.” Also delivers strongly
with Roberta Sherwoodish “Lazy
River.”
Guy*
ROIWY BISHOP
Comedy
35 Mins.
Bradfoird Roof, Boston
Ronny .Bishop, who’ has played
around the Pittsburgh area for
some time, now out on the nitery
circuit, but not yet documented in
Variety, shows promise as a comic.
He has a wide rang^ of material
ranging from carbons to terping
and piping. His act, now breaking
in, fs a succession of bits, Sorde Of
which are sock^ but needs integra¬
tion and streamlining, for roUnded
polished whole.
Standout comic. uses derby and
stick to get laughs; carbons Ted
Lewis, Durante, .Oagney and Betts
Davis, pipes “Laugh Clown Laugh”
straight, makes a comic production
number out of “Ebb Ticfe,” segues
into a nice English music hall bit
and bows off with clever eccentric
terping, which could be expanded.
He has an abundance of extrane¬
ous material and could throw out
almost half of the unrelated bits
without harm. With • his routine
slicked, polished and integrated,
Bishop looks to be heard from.
Guy.
SANDY GAMORY TRIO
CalpysQ
/13 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.
With calypso the big noise,
there’s been some feverish activity
in digging up new units of Trinldad-style singers and instrumen¬
talists. Not all attempts were suc¬
cessful. With some outfits, .,lt^s
feared, by the time, they develop
into good acts, the. calypso fad will
be over. Fortunately, the Sandy
Gamory Trio look like they don’t
have to wait that 'long.
i
As it now stands, the combo com¬
prises three individuals, strange
to the mores of working together
and not familiar with stage tech¬
nique as yet. However; just a bit
of work will get them on the right
road. Gamory, playing an over¬
sized uke, is accCmped by two lads,
one with the guitar and another on
the conga drum, who chime in with
song only occasionmly. Their num¬
bers are generally familiar, “Mari¬
anne” and “Hold 'Em Joe” go over
well and Constitute their strongest
numbers. The others may be big
in Trinidad, but not so at the Pal¬
ace. •
Their saucy tunes aren’t overly
indigo and generaly, with more
work and further experimentation
with their routine, they should be
eligible for the bulk of cafes try¬
ing the calypso beat.
Jose.

MAC-Marcus Calypso
Mercury Artists Gorp. has added
Dick Marcus to work in a newly
formed calypso dept. He was for¬
merly with Music Corp. of America
In Chicago.
Agency recently signed dancer
Goeffrey Holder for all fields.
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' Jules Podelt presentation with
Roberta Sherwood, Myron Cohen,
The Oaylor^s J3), Mike Durso ^
Frank Marti Orchs, Doug Coudy
Line; $5 minirnunt. . ‘
•«
The new Copa cafd looms as
one that will continue the healthy
business streak ,^t the Jules Podell
spot.
Roberta Sherwoodi^ who
elicits the praiseagentry of syndi¬
cated^ columnist' Walter Winchell,
plus Myron Goheh, who attracts
m^re Seventh Avenuers than a
buyers’ meeting, provided ah ex¬
tremely responsive opening (8)
with the- Gaylords giving an extra
fillup to a highly playable bill. ‘
Miss Sherwood just about a
year ago came out of Miami Beach
obscurity when Winchell latched
onto this matronly singer. She
has roomed from modest takes at
Murray Franklin's Lounge to im¬
portant coin in some of the top
spots in the country. Miss Sher¬
wood looms as an inspiration to
the Serutan set who cheered un¬
abashedly at the oldtime salesman¬
ship of, this linger. She shows
the ardor of the revivalist and a
zeal that^s contagious to many.
Whether this contagion hits every¬
body is problematical. The packed
Copa did have faces \yith a lot ‘of
blank stares who didn’t dig what
the Shouting was all about. It
seems that she has to have a very
partisan and pre-sold audience.
. Miss Sherwood knowS of no
subtlety. She bangs out . a series
of the durables, sometimes accent¬
ing the rhythni with her beat-up
cymbal.
Her ' tunes are of the
hardly yariety find her applause for
her is prolonged. Therrs been a
divided school of thought throughbut the country, since her entry
into the top stratum of pei'formets
and the controversy is* likely to
be Continued with each change of
geography.
At the ,Copa, Miss
Sherwood’s . partisans easily have
the upper hand.
MyrOn Cohen’s series of stories
are'easy to absorb. He projects a
series of yocks mixing sonie of his
staples with a liberal, dose of new
material. His dialectics are funny.
Cohen tells stories with genuine
affection for his subjects. Although
bulk of his r yarns are in the Yid¬
dish vein, they are germane to old
folks and nouveau-riche of any ra¬
cial strain.
The prototypes of
Coheh’s tales are'inherent in any
nationalistic background. It’s this
ctuality that gives him a strong ap¬
peal to most large niteries.
Completing the layout are the
Gaylords, a trio who- have clicked
on the MerCury label. The lads
are good singers,- have good - ar¬
rangements and when they stick to
straight songs get a deservedly
big hand. The lads do best with
the . melodic tunes of Italian
derivation. They hit a swing and
a lilt tbat^ accented by two of the
boys who double on piano and
bass.
The-iMlke Durso orch showbacks
with authority and Frank Marti
entices the latino addicts to the
floor. The Doug Coudy line rou¬
tines plus the tasefully contrived
costumes add to the show values.
Jose.

although th« buildup to the nuifiber packs a powerful comedy wal¬
lop. Anf); as a consummate artist,
she closes on a strong comedy note
with a'specialty entry, “Write My¬
self a Letter.”
Apart from the obvious strength
of her. material, much of Miss
Bailey’s success is scored by her
casual in-between-the-number com¬
ments, which are in the nature of
confidential asides to ringsiders.
More particularly is her fooling
around with maestro Arthur Cop¬
persmith and, in one number, he’s
arm-twisted to follow her around
the floor doing a solo accompani¬
ment on the fiddle. All of which
proves there’s nothing quite as
spontaneous as a piece of carefully
rehearsed horseplay..
The Arthur Coppersmith combo
have a difficult task in keeping up
with the star, but with her own
accompaniment (Benjamin Lloyd
•Phillips). sittklg at the 88’er, they
never miss a cue. The Harry Roy
orch is, of course, also on hand to
share the dance sessions. Myro.

Deserg Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 5.
Frankie Laine, Beverlee Dennis,
Art Johnson, Jerry Jackson, Dian^
Varga, Cindy Girard, Larry Mal¬
donado, Donn Afden Dancers (9),
Carlton Hayes Orch (18); $2 mini¬
mum.
Frankie Laine registers solidly
in his return to the Painted Desert
Room, delivering a well-planned
repertoire of his disclicks plus new
numbers'which seem destined for
top popularity. In a relaxed man¬
ner, he showcases his distinctive
voice with about 20 songs, drawing
enthusiastic applause, especially
for “That’s My Desire,” “Moonlight
Gambler” and “Jezebel.” He nixes
all chatter, save for intro of band
and his pianist, A1 Lerner, drum¬
mer Stanley Kay arid guitarist Joe
Rinacore, His “torch medley” with
excellent lighting effects is good
showmanship.
' •
Beverlee Dennis firms up the
yocks with her exuberant musicomedy seg. which provides Laine
a. fohnidable complement. Miss
Dennis* infectous, spright person¬
ality is well • aligned to her mate¬
rial, which includes her now w.k.
Sophie Tucker lmpresh''arid her
classic chorus doll takeoff. Bright
opener and erisuing patter cement
the foundation for her. numbers,
which individually nail down avid
re^nse.
Two plush and Imaginative pro¬
duction nuiribers, “Concerto Ba¬
roque” and “The Ballad of Frankie
9i Johnnie,” are held over, latter
being an exciting Donn Arden
presentation with touches of
tongue-Ri-cheek humor to make it
one of the best staged here in.
man^ a season. Carlton Hayes
guides his orch (18) with ear-pleas¬
ing ease through show, which shuts
down April 1,
Duke.

Hotel Roosevelt, N* O*
»

New Orleans, March 5.
Jan Garber Orch (14), Paul Gil¬
bert, The Quarternotes. (4), The
Cordolins (4), Deanna St. Clair,
Marv Neilson; $3 minimum.

Current layout in the town’s
leading nocturnal rendezvous is a
■ London, March 5.
lively Mardi Gras offering that
Pearl Bailey with Benjamin -adds up to a winning parlay.
Lloyd Phillips; Arthur Coppersmith
Jan Garber and crew dispense a
and Harry Roy Orch; $8 minimum. brand of toe-tingling, danceable
music. The maestro has achieved
Pearl Bailey joins the elite of a .happy blend of the lilting and
the Cafe de Paris headliners whose the mellow, and the result, as ab
success Is without question. In a ways, is a rewarding evening for
show running for a full hour she those who are as particular about
makes the top Impact with a per¬ their music as their food. The
formance that has the stamp of Garber rhythms are bouncy but
spontaneity, but is, in fact, care¬ not raucous. It was a tribute to
fully rehearsed down to the last the irresistibility of his music that
detail. It is top-grade performance the dance floor' was packed during
which should keep this ritzy room the ankle-bending seshes.
at capacity level for the month’s
Paul Gilbert is a funny guy who,
run.
unfortunately, uses some coarse
Right from her first entrance, material that is not in good taste.
the sepia songstress strikes an un¬ The customers didn’t seem to mind,
conventional note. Instead of mak¬ however, because his songs and
ing the standard entrance down raucous comedy bits kept them
the famed Cafe ^staircase to cus¬ howling. He knows how to time
tomer plaudits, she stops halfway and punch his lines across. And
to complain that the,maestro had he’ll do an5rthing for a laugh, in¬
forgotten to provide her with a cluding pratfalls. .
The Quarternotes, making their
trailing mike for her opening num¬
ber. The mike Is handed over, the bow here, are a young harmony
lights are dimmed and the en¬ foursome loaded with talent and
trance is made afresh. The Impact musical stylings. Their turn is a
is all the stronger.
well-balanced bag of rhythm, bal¬
For her delayed opening num¬ lad and rockin’ roll. Kids put style
ber, Miss Bailey makes a boff start and imagination into their songs,
with “Rocking in My Rocking fishing out feome solid voice blend¬
Chair,” which, sets the mood for ing to the backing of two guitars.
The Cordolins, four pretty red¬
the next hour. From then on it’s
one hit after another, with entries heads, generate plenty of enthu¬
of the calibre of “The Solid Gold siasm with their musical turn fea¬
Cadillac,” ‘‘Tired of the Life I turing three violins and an accor¬
Lead,” “Since I ‘Became a Hussy, dion. Youngsters score heavily
for My Husband” and “Sing With with fare ranging from classics to
the Strings in My Heart.” The hoedown. .
tempo is maintained with “He’s •^Garberts vocalists, pert Deanna
Gone,” another song in similar St, Clair and Marv Neilson,' also
vein, and then comes “Bill Bailey,” share in the evening’s honors. Neil¬
which she has done on a previous son nets plenty of palm-pounding
cafe stint in London. In the begoff with warbling of times from “Show
class she gives. a powerful inter¬ Boat.” Show rtms until March 27.
Liuzr
pretation of “House of Flowers,”

Cafe de Paris, London

NICHT CLUB REVIEWS

Jacqueline Francois, Ted Strdeter
Orch, Mark Monte Corttinentals;
$2-$3 cover.
Jacqueline Francois is a good
performer, a ditto singer, and
when she left the floor after two
sets of encores at her Persian
Room opening (7), she left a good
taste. Ip fact, everything about the
the Mile, from Paris (her themesong) is good. She can belt them
out or coo; she can handle ballads,
torchants, bluesy and souffle songs
with equal facility. Her poise is
the mccoy, the personality is sin¬
cere, meaning not artificial; the
song repertoire represents a savvy
mixture • of class stuff without
brassy trimmings.
The arrange¬
ments are easy to take. She’s a
pro.
The chantopsey has.come quite
a w'ay since that day about six
years ago when she worked out at
the Montmartre in Montreal to a
rather downbeat reception for her
North American debut. She got
to the Persian last May and they
liked her well enough to ask her
baeje.
To the extent that the
French singer commands attention,
has a pleasant way about her, and
won’t pander to any of the stylized
“cute” stuff that some imports ac¬
cent, she fits into the posh room as
a regular.
She is apparently steadfast in
playing it straight 'French without
so much as an English word
dropped in, except after her first
numbier when she does a thank-you
and states, “that|s all the English
I know.” If she knows American
and doesn’t want to riiake with it
in the songs, that’s, her business.
Some monolingual 'customers
might enjoy her even more if they
were privy to French, but the per¬
formance is extra-enjoyable as is,
so no complaint on this score.
Forepart of the nicely. goWned
mademoiselle’s act is a runthrough
of her formalized repertoire with
the admixture as noted. In the de¬
served bring-back department, she
shrewdly plays it largely in French
versions of U.S. tunes, such as a
very winning “September Song.”
She gives caressing . devotion to
everything she does.
For her act, , an unbilled male re¬
lieves maestro Ted Straeter at the
piano and does a corking jpb.
Straeter and his miislckers, along
with Marke Monte’s' latino-bent
crew, are key assets at the Persian.
Trau.

Statler-HlUon9 Dallas
Dallas, March 8.
James Melton (with Richard
Hankinson), 4 Violinettes, Bob
Cross Orch (12); $2-$2,50 cover.
Lengthy radio and Met Opera
stints of James Melton are bring¬
ing the tenor results in a nitery
stint at the Empire Room. At
Thursday’s (7) opening he clicked
with a near full house and wordof-mouth should augur a healthy
fortnight here. Clad in pre-sum¬
mer white suit (as was his pian¬
ist Richard Hankinson), Melton
proved his pipes are still hot with
a runthrough of w.k. tunes.
He gets off “Almost Like Being
in Love” and “I Don’t Want to
Know” (from the Spanish “Ay, Ay,
Ay”) ahead of a hit bit, “Septem¬
ber Song.” Comely femme fiddle
quartet backs throughout and
showcases with instrumentals,
“Hot Canary” and “Lover.” Mel¬
ton plugs one femme, soprano
Barbara Meister, a looker who’s a
hit with solos of “I Could Have
Danced All Night” and “Si Te
Vas” in. Italian.
Longhair afi¬
cionados are assuaged only by
tenor’s duet with his singing doll,
a nice projection of “O- Soave
Fanciulla” from “La Boheme,” de¬
spite mike trouble. Rousing wind¬
up is" duetting of "El Rancho
Grande.” Hankinson 88s at show¬
time and gets ace support frdiii the
Bob ClWss crew, which—at terp
turns—^packs the Woodwork.
Act ends March 20, with the DeCastro Sisters opening March 21
for a fortnight.
Bark.

Town

& €ountry

9

B’klYii

Alan Dale, Billy Vine, Enid
Mosier & Trinidad Steel Band, Bus¬
ter Burnell Dancers, Ned Harvey
Orch, La Playa Sextet; $5 viinimum.
Ben Maksik has apparently
found a profitable modus operand!
for his 1,750-seater in the outer
reaches of Brooklyn.
When the
uppercrust of names such as Milton Berle, Sophie Tucker and
Harry Belafonte aren’t available,
he’ll take those that have been on
the verge for a long time, and then
depend on the natural flow of
weekend biz to put him in the
profit column, 'Apparently, these
tactics, are paying off handsomely.
In his present show, Maksik has
collected Alan Dale and Billy Vine
with Enid Mosier & Her Steel
Band in support. The entertain¬

ment combination is sufficiently
potent.to insure a lot of traffic in
that direction, at least over the
two strong days of the; week.
Dale, a youngish vet on the song
circuits, has been getting a lot of
applause without the' comriiensurate payoff at the wickets. He has
scored in the . waxworks with
“Cherry Pink” and “Sweet & Gentl^” when his earnings, grajh In
niteries goes. up, but like most
singers who score on etchings, the
rise is only with the spin of the
disk. In his stint here, Dale hits a
good score with his collections of
ballads and rhythm numbers. He
goes strongly until his finale, when
he lets some of the vocal impres¬
sions get away from him. Other¬
wise, he weaves a potent registry
with the viewers.
Vine is a dependable performer
for virtually any nitery situation.
He works sharply, cleanly and in
a thoroughly professional manner.
Vine has some durable bits of busi¬
ness which ^ includes his crying
drunk, a series of good stories and
a Zero Mostel impression that
does the subject a lot of good
should he want to resume work in
niteries. He hits the maximum re¬
sponse in his stint.
Miss Mosier, more accustomed
to smallies like the Village Van¬
guard,. where. she’s a staple,, indi¬
cates an excellent potential for the
large rooms. The sepia singer han¬
dles calsnpso and comedy for a high
degree of potency.- Her Trinidad
Steel Band helps heighten the ef¬
fect of her turn, <
BUstef. Burnell has whipped up
some iriiagiriative dances for the
mixed line,, and Ned Harvey backs
the show with .bis accustomed ex¬
cellence. La Playa Sextet relieves,
Jose.

Braclford Root^ Rdstonr
Boston, March 6.
Jackie Kdhane, Fran Leslie, Agostinos (2), Haffy. DeAngelis Orch
(5); Zarde Bros. Trio; ^2;50 mini¬
mum. ■ .
; • ’
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Fluiliigot Lmm Xegmm
Las Vegas, March 7.
Helen Traubel, Robert Lamouret,
Richiardi Jr., Don Kirk, Mary Menzies. Flamingo Starlets (8), Louis
Basil Qrch (13); $3 minimum.'
A robust, gala career is reflect¬
ed in the song interpretations of
Helen Traubel, whose return to Las
Vegas this time is showcased for
three frames in the Flamingo
Room. Miss Traubel exudes all of
the elegance of her operatic back¬
ground, yet maintains an earthy,
intimate acquaintance with her au¬
dience as she tunes up an assort¬
ment of classics, standards and
pops that range from Puccini to
Romberg to DUrante’s “Real Pi¬
ano Player” roll.
Underscoring her performance is
acute savvy of show business tech¬
nique that enables her to freely li¬
berate her songology, whether it be
a stern Wagnerian overture or a
Cakewalk to “Bill Bailey'” Further
enhancing her excellent presenta¬
tion is the extremely delicate taste
with which htr material was sel¬
ected and scored. Miss Traubel, a
jovial, warm performer, is one of
the now numerous divas who have
stepped on the nitery boards, sug¬
gesting rather convincingly that
opera faint as stuffy as accepted
opinion would have one believe.
Early portion ot show. Which em¬
braces the magico of Richiardi Jr,
arid the ventrilocomedics of Rob¬
ert Lamouret, fails to build the
firm foundation which should sup¬
port Miss Traubel’s entrance. Both
Lamouret and ' Richiardi have
their values, but on the same bill
they lack the proper hookup. Lam'uor.et scores yocks with his anlrriated ducks to which he plays foil
during, some keenly honed pantomimics. He caps it with his now
w.k. “Barber of Seville” kicker.
Richiardi knows . his business,
whether It be sleight-of-hand manipulaions or creating a hanky panky
illusion such as horizontal suspen¬
sion of a girl from a broomstick.
But his niannerisms tend to come
Off a bit too affected, and at time
he appears to. be a frustrated bal¬
let dancer as he flits, from trick to
trick, prop to prop via some over¬
ly decorative terps.
Producer Hal Relfer has elected
to hold' over from' the previous bill
that gaily eriacteU Irish vignette,
inserting it at the center for this
opus. But. opening night (7) was
an almost totally disastrous one for,
the Irish when Somebody goofed
and the riiusic becairie fouled up,
the Starlets dancing to one refrain,
the Louis Basil orch tootling an¬
other thait wasn’t due for several
bars. However catastrophic, this
faux paux served to give rise to the
talent of production singer-dancer
Don Kirkj who captured the audi¬
ence with an. extemporaneous ses¬
sion that, in the truest sense,
saved; the night.
Alan.

This is the Bradford Roof’s last
show, opening 'Wednesday (6) and
closing Tuesday (12), following
which rooftop boite becomes a
function room. Some possibility
that the room will be opened again
in the fall as'a nitery. is indicated,
however, by^boniface Al Taxier.;
Jackie . Kahane,. fast; gagging
comic, is off; on a slick French .rou¬
tine portraying the typical Gallic
piper with beret. He does some
funny bits with a trumpet and
works his gimmick of passing out
coins for laughs to good returns.
Agostinos. open with drunk bit,
both as tramp'^, with femme, carried
on in a sack. Blonde strips from
tramp garb ateP partner’s should¬
ers revealing well stacked chassis.
Pair execute slick panto in open¬
ing segue to pyramid balancing
and close strongly with aud thrill¬
ing body-lifting by iriale while jack¬
Fddys^, K. €•
knifed over a chair.
. Kansas City, March 8.
' Fran Leslie, sum, nicely cos¬
Joe Maize & His Chordsmen (3),
tumed, dark thatched thrush, sells
her stint With boff showmanship. Pin-Ups (5), Tony DiPardo Orch
Her selection of ballads , and pops (8); $1-$1,50 cover.
is well integrated and she goes
off ahead.
Guy.
The Eddy floorshow for the cur¬
rent session has comedy antics as
the chief ingredient, with Joe
The Villfige, S. F.
Maize & His Chordsmen as the
San Francisco, March 7,
purveyors. They are in for their
Lili St. Cyr, Phillis IneZi Lois first engagement in the spot, com¬
Ray, Joy Healey Dancers (6), Joe bining with the house line, the
Kirchen, Leon Radsliff Orch (9); Pin-Ups. for a 45-minute show that
$1.50-$2 cover.
moves nicely arid has a plus score
on the laughs.
Lili St." Cyr’s “Carmen” has
The Chordsmen in their more
been bobtailed, apparently, but serious moments have some
stripper is still a fine draw and in smooth sides albumed by Decca,
her own limited art is tops.
but here they play it strictly for
But what kind of booking is fun. Maize has a glamorized steel
this? In addition to St. Cyr’s sex. guitar in a console mounting, John¬
Village’s management is trying to ny Cassinari squeezes the pinchpurvey two other sexy acts oh box, and Chuby Dorin thumps th'ri
what amounts to almost an all-gal string bass. This lasts orijy a few
bill.
bars by their format before the
Phyllis Inez, clad in a form- comedy touches are injected. Mai?:e,
clinging white gown, punches with a nest of unruly hair, leads
across half a dozen, specialty songs the romp as they kid away at a
like a minor league Dorothy Shay. variety of numbers from Latins to
Numbers include “Three-Handed Hawaiians to pops. A single num¬
Woman,” “Never, Never Trust a ber, “I Wonder,” comes off almost
Man” and the more onbeat “Silver straight, and gets a generous hand.
Dollar” and Calypso “Marianne.” But the wacky song treatments
Lois Ray, a real looker and a keep the customer laughing and
pretty fal^r tap dancer, bounces takes the trio off to a strong finish.
around stage in one of the brief¬
Quin.
est — and most attractive — cos¬
tumes Frisco’s seen in many
Soycu
Seas,
OiBialia
months.
She doesn’t have to
Omaha, March 9.
dance too well to rate a heavy
Grover Ruwe, Sam Fraser Trio;
hand.
t; Cyr’s “Carmen” has been 50c. cover weekdays, $1 Sat.
from something like the 18 or
20 minutes She’s done in recent
Definitely one of the most tal¬
years at Las Vegas to 11 or' 12. ented ventros ev^ to play this lone
Explanation is that this night downtown OmanaS-hitery,
spot’s stage is. too small for full
Ruwe employs two dummies, a
one-woman act. Understood cops brasff, redheaded punk named
caught a rehearsal, too. Short or Luwe, and old grandpa dubbed Sun¬
not, customers like her fine, de¬ shine. Clever manipulation, ex¬
spite the fact that her act on top cellent ad libs and eye-catching
of Miss Ray’s and Miss Inez’s is garb are Ruwe’s trademarks. Top
rather like a banana split after a girnmick with Luwe has the dummy
baked alaska.
playing the harmonica, while Sun¬
Joy Healey line is okay, on Re¬ shine concludes with a “Memories”
stricted stage, emcee Joe Kirchen songfest.that has tablers joining In,
adequate, Leon Radsliff’s orch Ruwe is polished and ready for the
loud and clear.
Stef. , bigtime.
Trump.

f
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on the N.Y. Journal, later married
to Frank I. Cobb/editor-in-chief of
the World, and Isabella Taves have
coauthored “The Three Lives of
Harriet Hubbard Ayer” for Lippincott. •.
By Frank Scully
44
The subject concerns the famed
hand-out newsfihn by industrial beauty preparations manufacturer,
Palm Springs. March. 12.
but
that’s
not
the
basic
story
of
companies become somewhat point¬
One of the America’s subtlest satirists on stage, screen, video and
the biog by her daughter and Miss
less.
a
Art.
#
•
Taves (now. ‘Mrs. Dan Mich, wife disks has returned recently from a tour of Australia and Immediately
reported
to me at Bedside Manor as if I were Sir.Francis Scully. Name:
of the editorial director Of Look
Whodunit Ore's New Slate
Stan Freberg.New prexy of Mystery Writers of mag).
I
didn’t
ask him to surrender his passport so I could stamp it, “Good
America Inc. is Margaret Millar
Art Buchwald’s No. 2
only for return to Hollywood.” Tt would have been silly anyway. He
(alias Ross MacDonald). Others
In
the
same
idiom
as
“Art
Buchelected for ’57 were James Reach,
had just come from Hollywood with his equerry, Robert Lewin. He
exec veep; Lawrence Treat, treas¬ wald’s Paris,” the'Paris columnist arrived ,smiling and beaming, with a copy of MAD under one arm and
-on the Paris edition of the N.Y. a staggering load of press clippings under the other.
urer, and Holly Roth, secretary.
Group will have 13th annual Herald Tribune has collated his
He had enjoyed a most successful tour of Antsaq, kidding every¬
Edgar Allan Poe Awards dinner entertaining column into another thing from the Olympic torch to his shirt-tearing contemporaries in
April 25 at Toots Shot’s restaurant, volume titled “The Brave Coward” the field of entertainment ,
'
(Hai’per; $3.50).
N. Y.
Much of his humor is skating on thin ice these days, but he^s home
It is organized into three seg¬
with
his
shield,
and
nqt
on
it,
so
I
guess he knows how far he can go
ments but whichever and at what¬
Cocteau’s Show Biz Angles
“Journals of Jean Cocteau,” ever point the book is picked up in ribbing people at home and abroad.
He
made
at
least
.one
“first"
in
Australia
and these are hard things
edited by Wallace Fowlie (Crite¬ it’s funny reading. Buchwald’s col¬
rion; $6), may interest stagers be¬ umns have lasting flavor for all the to take away from a man. While has was on tour live tv came to Aus¬
tralia.
He
was
On
a
program
called
“Sneak
Preview’^ and sneaked so
fleeting
fame
of
the
scores
of
topi¬
cause of Cocteau’s achievements in
theatre and film, both touched on cal names that he drops en route weU that the show ran a half-hour over schedule.
“One reason for the program running overtime was the ad lib humdr
in this self-revealing book; and be¬ between his travels from • sundry
cause of the Frenchman’s associa¬ global points until they see print of Stan Freberg,” wrote the critic'nf the Daily Telegraph. “This
tions with many persons prominent from the rue de Berri bureau of caused almost continuous laughter among the studio .otidiehce and at
Abel.
in international show biz. In reflec¬ the Paris Herald.
times had Compere Bruce Gyngell speechless with amusement.”
tions on 70 days spent in New
A compere is old French for emcee. They use old French in AusYork, Cocteau writes penetrating
CHATTER
ttralia. Freberg gave them everjdhing from his glove puppet show to
observations of the city, of Life
Theo Lang named press officer his performance of “intense pain set to music.” This was described
Magazine, and of some of the to upcoming Edinbui'gh Film Fes¬ as a parody of Johnnie Ray called “Try." He picked Ray because
town's celebs, as well as touching tival.
Australians were familiar with Johnnie and hadn’t quite got around to
oh Manhattan’s cultural suburb,
■ Helen ’Gould leaves Coast next the sexy serpentine weavings of the latest 'Tennessee shad.
Hollywood.
Probably no place in the world could better understand a humorist
Drawings by the author embel¬ month for 12-ihonth tour of Eu¬
rope.
with social vision than Australia. There are places In America where
lish the tome.
Down,
Dora Albert has completed her it may still be understood, though^ there seems to be fewer of them in
second book on popular psychology this generation than there were in the last. Because of this,. Freberg
British Smalltime Show Biz
is a mid-century anomaly. That he hit the McCarthy menace'with his
“Our Glad” by Joyce Warren for Prentice-Hall.
Caskie Stinnett, p.r, exec of “Point of Order" right bn the nose, instead of getting busted right on
(Harper; $3.50), is a sparkling
novel of smalltime show biz in Curtis Pub. Co. and humorist, off the beak himself, is proof that his timing in the main is as good as
Britain. Heroine acts with avPier¬ to Cuba to work on his second Mickey Mantle’s.
•
"
rot company in an English village, novel for Rinehart.
Freberg, though 30, looks very much the Ivy Leaguer—all, slender,
and is the central character in an
,M. R. Werner and John Starr, blond with squarish shaped horn-rimmed glasses, hair cut half between
eccentric, amusing family of stage co-authors of a. new book on the a butch and a Caesar’5 coiffure. He wore a Malayan type sports coat,
pros.
Teapot Dome scandal, utilizing and dark gray flannel trousers, proof that he’s ready for any style-show
Book gives excellent glimpses of new source material, will shortly coming up this year.
*
^
British provincial theatre life, and deliver the manuscript to Viking
Australia appreciated his “John and Marsha" satire of soap operas,
though somewhat special in its Press.
though
they
can’t
possibly
have
as
many
of
them
there
as we have
appeal, it should, in proper hands,
Lyle C. Wilson, veep and general here. It amused them to know that later, when played straight, his sad
make a good film,
Rodo.
Washington manager for United sex satire was a gold medal as the best commercial of the year. As a
Press, was taken to the capital’s result, stations which banned his satire now use the same dialog to
Krutch’s Updated ^Dfama’
Doctors Hospital after a heart at¬
“The American Drama Since tack. He’d been treated at home plug the merits of a cake mixture.
In his time Freberg has satirized about everybody except Liberace,
1918” by Joseph Wood Krutch several days.
and the legal department has stdpped him there, which goes to show
(Braziller; $5), is a revised edition
William B- Stapleton, formerly
of the author’s earlier work of the picture editor of Collier’s mag, that one more wing of liberty has been clipped since the heydey of
same title. New tome updates ma¬ joined tl\e Eastman Kodak’s edi¬ burlesque when anj^hing some people took seriously, from T.R. to
terial from end of World War II torial service bureau. He’ll direct Billy Sunday, could be laughed at by other people.
How To Li;ht A Clear
through 1956. In this period, the Newspaper National Snapshot
Krutch observes, the plays of Ten¬ Awards and will also handle spe¬
The lengths to which Freberg’s daring carried him is best illustrated
nessee Williams and Arthur Miller cial contacts with magazines.
by the~^fact that he appeared before all the Olympic athletes, carrying
would have been the only major
Prentice-Hall is circulating a that Olympic torch . Some things get sacred and symbols like this
events of a decade “had it not been
Book Promotion Merchandiser frequently do, but Freberg thought the torch was more characteristic
for the appearance in 1956 of new
among 10,000 booksellers. Apart of Australia during the^lympic games than the kangaroo. And so he
O’Neill’s posthumous ‘Long Day’s from
design as a promotion used it as a prop.
Journey Into Night’, which unex¬ hypo, its
He played boxing stadiums mostly because houses were not big
the handbook is a partial
pectedly reaffirmed his greatness.” reference guide to stores. It out¬ enough for the crowds he was drawing. On stage would be a Charac¬
As drama critic foir The Nation lines the promotion-publicity plans ter hunting for matches to light his cigar, which had gone out. Fre¬
(1924-52), and as professor of . dra¬ the pjublisher has for the overall
berg would enter the arena running down an aisle; holding that lighted
matic literature at Columbia U., spring catalog.
Olympic torch aloft . On reaching the stage, he would run over to the
Krutch has dealt with the stage
Mabel Herbert Tlrnef, for 30 cigar-smoker and light his butt with the torch. It never failed to pro¬
for many years. In this book, he is
on firm ground tracing the devel¬ years author of her syndicated duce a whole houseful of beilylaughs, and when you get 10,000 people
•
opment of contemporary theatre; “Helen and Warren” column, which laughing you know you’re in.
Before going to Australia, Freberg talked W'lth the editor of the
yet the book opens and closes with was widely distributed in the U.S.,
Eugene O’NeiU, and the average Canada and . England until she re¬ currently extinct Collier’s and got himself accredited to poyer* the
reader may conclude that one play¬ tired 15 years ago,- died in her Olympics for them. In Melbourne, he got his official passes and a
wright has actually given our thea¬ New York home after a long ill¬ little Italian Olivetti typewriter, fhese were loaned to all correspond¬
tre its true claim to international ness, age 77. She was Mrs. Lath- ents. The Olympic offcials a.sked Stan his name and the names of the
rop Colgate Harper in private life.
stature during the last 40-years.
papers he was representing,
Hearst’s morning San Francisco
Rodo.
“Mad,” said Freberg.
Examiner, biggest, richest daily in
“I say?"
northern California, started pub¬
‘America’s First Hamlet’
“Mad," Freberg repeated.
lishing
its
first
tv
tabloid
last
Sun¬
“America’s First Hamlet” by day (3). Other three Frisco dailies
All the offcials stopped and looked at each other. They asked him
-Grace Overfnyer (N.Y.U. Press;
again and he repeated, “Collier's and Mad.”
went
to
special
tv
tabloids
several
$6.50), is the only complete biog¬
To head off international repercus.sions, they sighed and handed him
ago, but Examiner has con¬
raphy of this unusual personality, years
publishing program logs in his credentials .
who not only was the earliest tinued
“He may be representing
psychiatrists’ house organ," one official
American to play the Dane (in departmental features section un¬
til
this
weekwhispered to another.
Boston on April 9, 1809), but who
After Freberg returned home and Collier’s was no more, he ran into
Anthony Sampson, who came
also was a noted child actor, boy
author, playwright, composer, and from London to run “.Airica’s first his old editor who asked him, “What are you' going to do with all your
diplomat. Miss Overmyer has cut newspaper, written for and by notes?”
“What are you going to do period?” Freberg asked the editor.
through legends about John How¬ Africans,” has written a book on
ard Payne to achieve a fascinating, “ ‘Drum’: The Newspaper That
Apparently part of the notes he brought back from Australia the
accurate portrait. Once Mary Won the Heart of Africa." “Drum” Mad Man Muntz of shov^ biz has since used to plug Quantas, Aus¬
Shelley’s suitor, after the poet’s has a rep as “a newspaperman’s tralia’s overseas air line. Most of the glossy magazines have been
death, JPayne remained a bachelor newspaper” because of its unique running full page ads written by Freberg, plugging a victory for
but won enduring affection from local impact. Houghton, Mifflin is J. Dunlap McNair of Muncie Inc., for finding new names for old con¬
his countrymen by composing publishing.
Society of Magazine Writers tinents. The judges, all deadpan, reading from 1. to r. were; Stan Fre¬
“Home, Sweet, Home,” which was
part of the score of Payne’s 1823 plans big drive to recruit new berg and the Rev. Bob Richards (the pole vaulter, holding a 16-foot
operetta, “Clari; or, the Maid of members for west coast chapter pole in one hand and his other arm a kangaroo). Next to‘Richards
according to Murray Teigl» Bloom, was Anna May Wong and next to her Stanley Slotkin, prez of Abbey
Milan.”
' '
Payne’s career as U. S. Consul chairman membership committee. Rents.
As well as writing the ad copy, Freberg played himself at the ex¬
at Tunis^ and his work among the Booklets and information have
Georgia Cherokees (for which he been mailed to top non-fiction treme left of the picture of the judges. That way he got to name him¬
once was jailed) are reported. writers on Johnston list. Richard self, first, the sly one.
Tome combines excellent scholar¬ Tregaskis and Jim Joseph are
Like all presumably suddenly arrived genuises, Freberg has been in
ship with attractive writing. One Coast leaders in recruting program. there pitching almost from infancy. From the time he was 11 it was
William Veitch, vet editor-in- his job to load the pockets of the coat of his uncle, Conray the Magician,
of the season’s highlights among
chief of Kemsley-controlled Aber¬ with mice, rabbits, guinea pigs, and white doves, and then hop down
show biz books.
Rohe.
deen Journals, Scotland, retiring
in the audience and ^team up public interest in the act.
after active career of 55 years:
The Windmill Girl’
Voice Trick Of The Century
H. L. (Hae) Straight has quit
“No Excuses,” by Sheila Van
Born in South Pasadena, he met up with Cliffie Stone when he wa*
Damm (Putnam, London; $2.20), after 15 lears as m.e. of Vancouver
(daughter of Windmill Theatre., ,Sun (plus nine in sports dept.). in high school . It was. here that Freberg discovered his skill at imitat¬
topper Vivian Van Damm), is He’s going mto real estate. Hymie ing famous voices. During the war he was called upon by CBS to im¬
largely about hfer experiences as a Koshevoy, news editor, becomes personate the voice of President Roosevelt. He did it so well that he
car rally driver. Only brief men¬ acting m-e. of daily owned by the simulated greetings from the President to himself, only to discover
tion is made of the theatre side of Cromie family (Donald Cromie, he had been‘inducted into the Army.
her life, but it ties in with the publisher).
When he got out he found a lot of babies had been born during the
Clive Bell, eminent 75-year-old war and the only place where jobs were plentiful were among truckflow of the story. The influence
her father has had on her life is English art critic and historian, has drivers for baby laundries. So he took one of these until he could
revealed without pulling any put together some of his recollec¬ get his voice into the cartoon field. In time he worked for Disney
punches, even to the fact that she tions in book form for Harcourt- Lantz, Paramount, Wamers, Columbia and UPA.
started her rally driving as a pub¬ Brace publication titled “Old
His “Time for .Beany" show established him as a smart puppeteer
licity stunt in a car christened Friends." , These include personali¬
“The Windmill Gii’l.”
ties like Picasso, Segonzac, Matisse, He and Daws Butler played five to 15 characters on that show. It had
a
terrific
following on the west coast in the early days of tv.
Deraine, Mrs. Virginia Woolf (Mrs.
His “St. George and the Dragonet,” “Little Blue Biding Hood,"
‘3 Lives of Mrs. Ayer’
Bell is her sister), Lytton Strachey,
Ex-Ziegfeld singer Margaret T. S. EUot, Roger Fry, Stravinsky, “Yellow Rose of Texas," and of course, “Point of Order" made him the
Hubbard Ayer, onetime women’s Joyce, Proust, Diaghileff, John champ at this sort of nonsense. Beyond ‘Heartbreak Hotel” he hasn’t
editor of the old N.Y. World, later Maynard Keynes and others.
done much with Presley, But then everybody else has.

Literati
Evelyn Wauph’s Award
Author Evelyn Waugh was
awarded $5,600 damages against
Nancy Spain, Daily Express book
critic and Beaverbrook Newspa¬
pers “Ltd., for libel. Waugh com¬
plained he was libelled in an ar¬
ticle by Miss Spain in the Express
o;i March 17, 1956, headed “Does
a good word from me sell a book?"
Defendants denied that the
words complained of Were defama¬
tory. Miss Spain’s counterclaim
for damages alleging libel by
Waugh in an article titled “Dr.
Wodehouse and Mr, Wain,’’ pub¬
lished in the Spectator on Feb. 24,
1956, was dismissed with costs.
Chi Sun-Times’ Amus. Setup
Herman Kogan has been in¬
stalled as editor of the Chicago
Sun-Times new arts^ & amusement
department. Kogan continues ns
the tabloid’s drama.and book
critic, a post he has held Since
1951, New appointees to the A&A
sector are Paul Molloy, as televi¬
sion critic, and Robert C. Marsh,
as music critic. Latter berth had
been filled on an interim basis by
staffer Glenna Syse since the death
.of Dr. Felix Borowski last Septem¬
ber. Mrs. Syse now will double as
amusement reporter and secondstring critic.
Other regulars are Bentley Stegner, who writes a Sunday night
club column; Eleanor Keen, film
critic using the Doris Arden house
byline; and Frank Holland, art
critic.
Chi Actions Vs, ‘Confidential’
Confidential Inc., which pub¬
lishes Confidential mag, and the
Kable Printing Co., its printer,
were indicted last week for mail
law violations by a Federal grand
jury in Chicago. Publisher Robert
Harrison was not named in.the sixcount indictment which carries a
maidmum $5,000 penalty for each
count.
Indictnient charges the defend-^
ants with mailing out 139,364
copies of the March Issue which
carries an article that violates a
Federal law against “mailing ob¬
scene or crime-inciting matter. The
Government claims the article,
tagged “The Pill That Ends Un¬
wanted Pregnancy,’’ described a
drug “in a manner calculated to
lead another to use or apply it for
producing an abortion.’’
Ted Collins’ Column
Ted Collins, partner-manager of
Kate Smith, is starting a news¬
paper column,, formatted after his
old “Cracker Barrel’’ television
feature.
Local outlet for the
weekly column will be the New
York Enquirer, where it starts this
Sunday (17).
Syndication will be handled
through Art Franklin Inc., Collins’
pubrelations counsel.
Mike & Screen Press Directory
'Che Radio-Newsreel-Television
Working Press Assn, has published
the third edition of “Mike and
Screen Press Directory.” it’s a dur¬
able hardcover that, as a readyreference for newshounds, should
be helpful. Moreover, press agents
should be able to turn to the book
and get some help, too, since it
pinpoints a multivariety of news
outlets. Of further help Is the in¬
clusion of special .editorial advice
on such “occult aspects,” as the
editors describe them, as pooling,,
special news credentials, reuse of
filmed news stories as tv commer¬
cials, audience potential, etc.
Rundown on the network news
departments, newsreel houses, tv
station newi directors and news
facilities, on metropolitan radio
outlets and newspapers seems com¬
plete and should be of considerable
help to publicists. After the news¬
men themselves blink at the euph¬
emistic “Spokesman” substitute for
the word pressagent, they can find
a well-rounded compendium of
Federal government. United Na¬
tions and industrial sources for
stories.
Though it weakly suggests the
growing importance of “industry
news film,” the tome’s lead article
is too broad . and ill - defined to
serve as a guide to this specialty.
Editor Arnold Lerner, who bylined “Industry News Film: A Sur¬
vey,” defines “news film” as “mo¬
tion picture film of news events,
either 16 or 35m. made by or for
tv networks, syndicates or sti^ions
and/or theatrical newsreels.” This
is done without recognizing or dif¬
ferentiating from what the trade
knows as “industrial film;” He
doesn’t discuss, even in the usual
broad terras he employs elsewhere,
the value film can have in terms
of public relations and news. With^
out lucid dirpntion by I.erner and
Co., the wealth of statements about
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PSRtEff
Got Two

<Qi»ganized Audiwic®* Concept Staft* in Fall of ^58—
Mostly 2-3 Niglit Stands
Columbia Artists Management,
the cone'ert outfit, is iqerbreaking
In the legit booking field with “No
Time for Sergeants," which it will
tour next fall through its new
Columbia
subsidiary,
Broadway
Theatre League* Inc., under the
supervision of Bill Judd.
^ ^
Maurice Evans turned over the
New York company to the new¬
comer, which promises to use
some new-to-legit methods. This
Will be a cut down version to travel
by bus and truck. As a starter the
jiew League is 'inviting theatres
(ind auditoriums “and educational
institutions" in specified cities to
wire open- dates for a coast-tocoast trip-^differing from Chicago
Company.

Ask $2,500,000 U.S. Funds
For a National Theatre’

for a 5?

‘ Tordhto, March 12.
Whenever he has occasion to
enter the ladies* dressing room
backstage at the Avenue Thea¬
tre here, electrician' Lyle Al-‘
ton sings out, “Close your
.eyes, girls, I’m coming
through!"
''
One of the femme players In
“Spring Thaw," current revue
at the house, suddenly gasped
last week with the realization
that she’d been absent-mind¬
edly falling' for the gag.

LEGITIMATE

Ah, Strawhat Peace, It s Wonderful;
As Equity-Stock Managers Agree
4-

Madge Sadler Retiring;
Ran Strawhat 21 Years

Montreal, March 12.
Mrs. Madge Sadler, owner and
producer of the Brae Manor Thea¬
tre in Knowlton, Quebec, will re¬
tire from the active theatrical
! scene this year and the theatre is
up foi* Sale.
Brae Manor is the oldest strawhatter in Canada and has been
operated under the same manage¬
ment continuously for 21 years.
Property is located some 60-miles
from Montreal in the Eastern
Townships and not far from the
U.l^. border. It consists of.aJhouse
used as living quarters for^ per¬
formers and an adjoining theatre
Two new sketches for Beatrice seating approximately 200.
“Sergeants" booking, with others
Lillie are to be inserted in the
expected to follow, is one result
“Ziegfeld* Follies" in the next
of recent demise of the United
couple of weeks. The first will be
Booking Office. As a separate
“Bad Times Just Around the Cor¬
undertaking for the autumn of
ner," an up-to-date version by Noel
1957 it should not be confused with
Coward of a number Miss Lillie
the “grand plan” of Columbia to
did several seasons ago Iri London.
transplant its "organized audi¬
The comedienne will be dressed as
ence" concept from concert to road
Brittannia.
legit. That will get going in the
Another, to be added to the show
fall of 1958, much time being re¬
“Most Happy Fella," currently
at the Winter Garden, N. Y., a week
quired to line up subscriptions,
or so later, is “Pledge Allegiance,” in its 46th week on Broadway, is
town by town.
nearing the 50% profit mark. That
in
which
the
star,
for
once
attired
Broadway Theatre League field
as she normally is offstage, will is based ^ on a Feb. 2 accounting,
men will make preliminary visits
play a British applicant for U. S. plus subsequent estimated earn¬
this spring. Actual campaign to get
citizenship. The 'skit is by Nancy ings.
subscriptions wpuld span next
For the five weeks ending on the
Hamilton.
season. Thereafter, each town
A third item due to be put into date of the audit, the Kermit
would be fully sold in advance,
Bloomgarden-Lynn
Loesser pro¬
The perennial factionalism in Ac¬ the revue is “Bea and Sympathy,”
Target is 36 towns minimum to
duction garnered $42,667 operating
start, 100 ultimately. They’re ex- tor’s Equity has apparently sub¬ Charles Cheever’s travesty of the profit. Highlights of the Feb. 2 re¬
sided for the moment.
At Robert Anderson drama, “Tea and
(Continued on page 62)
least, that is indicated by the lack Sympathy." It was in the “Follies” port on the Frank Loesser musical
of controversy in the selection of during the tryout tour, but was adaptation of Sidney Howard’s
the nominating committee for the dropped because Miss Lillie felt it play,' “Thfey Knew What They
union’s annu^ June election. This wasn’t rea^y for Broadway. Billy Wanted," are as follows;
Original investment (returned)
initial phase of the election is De Wolfe, featured comic in the
normally the occasion of member¬ show, plays the young student in $375,000.
Total profit to date, $152,437.
ship uproar. .
,
•
the piece.
Distributed profit, $90,720 (split
The committee, regarded' as
John Philip, Miss Lillie’s per^ 50-50 between the management and
being almost entirely moderate in
A proposal by co-producer David complexion. Is expected to come sonal representative and a’featured backers).
Bonds, $31,425.
Merrick to extend the click four- up with a non-controversial regu¬ performer in the “Follies," denies
statement in the Vahiety re¬
Sinking fund, $30,000.
week Chicago run of “Match¬ lar ticket. In consequence, it’s an¬
balance available for distribu¬
maker" is meeting opposition. The ticipated that no ^opposition slate view of the show that several of
extension would mean the cancella¬ will be'entered. It had been fig¬ the star’s sketches are oldies. The tion, $292.
tion of a week at the Nixon The¬ ured that the dissident element in only one previously done on Broad¬
atre, Pittsburgh, and possibly sub¬ the union would make another at¬ way, he says, is “Miss (All You
sequent dates at the National The¬ tempt to gain control of the nom¬ Don’t Catch) FoUies of 192—,’’ in
which the comedienne sits In
atre, Washington and elsewhere,
inating committee.
large crescent moon swung out
The comedy, an American The¬
The upcoming election involves over the audience.
atre Society-Theatre Guild sub¬
only
13
council
replacements.
The
Two of the pieces, “Milady Dines
scription entry, is scheduled to
Josephine Hull, who achieved
play the Nixon Theatre, Pittsburgh, council representatives on the nom¬ Alone" and “Kabuki Lll,” were stardom and became a boxoffice
as the final offering'In a ‘seven- inating group include Jane White, written by Miss Lillie and one in a name after about a half-century on
play local subscription series. Gabe Stephen Douglas, Robin Craven, strawhat tour last summer, but the stagp, died yesterday (Tues.)
Rubin, manager of the house, is Leo Kay worth and Sara Bettis. The never in New York. The others are in St. Barnabas Hospital, N. Y. Her
refusing to go along with the can¬ first three are principals and the being performed for the first time age, according to “Who’s Who in
All in this revue, according to Philip.
cellation unless a suitable replace¬ latter two chorus members.
the Theatre,", was 70. Death fol¬
ment is found. .It would, according supported last ye'ar’s' independent
Another sWt, “My Late, Late lowed a series of paralytic strokes
ticket
put
up
in
opposition
to
what
to Rubin, have to be a production
Lady,” has drawn a protest from suffered over the last three years<
that has been grossing as well as was regarded as an ultra-liberal Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
The actress, said to have been a
regular slate.
“Matchmaker" on the road.
I'Loewe, respective, adaptor-lyricist
Membership reps elected to the and composer of “My Fair Lady." beauty in her ingenue days, be¬
The juggling of road bookings is
came
a sought-after character
not uncommon, but in the case of nominating committee atjhe quar¬ Although burlesques of other
the Nixon there will be no avail¬ terly meeting last Friday^’(8), in¬ shows are traditional in revues, comedienne on the strength of her
performances
on Broadway in “You
able time for bringing in the com¬ clude principals Alan Hewitt, Ruth Lerner and Loewn object to some
edy at a later date sjnee the the¬ White, Jean Stapleton, Peggy Cass, of the paraphrasing of music and Can’t Take It with You,” “Arsenic
and
Old
Lace"
and' “Harvey," and
atre has booked the film, “Around Joyce Van Patten, Don Ameche lyrics in the Dean Fuller-Marshal
the World in 80 Days" for a run, and Jack Gilfotd. The chorus reps Barer piece, in which Misa Lillie, she finally became a star, with her
name
above
the
title, in “Solid
David De Wolfe and Philip spoof the re¬
beginning April 8. Failure of the are Uralee Leonardos,
Gold Cadillac." Mrs. Huir with¬
house to get “Matchmaker” or a Thomas and Nancy Hackenburg.
spective parts played in *My Fair drew from the comedy in August,
suitable replacement would there¬
The council members whose Lady" by Julie Andrews, Rex Har¬ 1954, because of Illness, but subse¬
fore make fulfillment of its sub¬ terms are expiring are: Joh'n Drew rison and Robert Coote.
quently made a few television ap¬
scription series impossible. .
Deveraux, John Forsythe, Marjorie
pearances, notably in a^CBS'pres¬
Subsequent bookings which Mer¬ Gateson, Richard Gordon, Kathar¬
entation of “The Meanest Man in
rick is seeking to scratch, besides ine Meskill, Claudia Morgan, Elli¬
the World," in 195.5.
the two-week stand beginning ott Nugent, Kent Smith, William
Survivors include a brother-inApril 8 at the National, Washing¬ Talman and Frederic Tozere, all
law, film-legit actor Henry Hull,
ton, include Ford’s, Baltimore, the [.principals. Those on the chorus
*
*
and two nephews, Shelley Hull
week of April 22; Her Majesty’s, slate are Bettey Jane Keating, Ed¬
Philadelphia, March 12.
and Henry Hull Jr. The former,
Montreal, the week of April 29; die Weston and Gordon WoodbUrn.
“Maiden Voyage," which folded
named for the actress’ late hus¬
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, the
at the. Forrest Theatre here last band, is a tv producer associated
week of May 6, and the Hanna,
Saturday (9) after a 12-perform- with Producers Showcase. The lat¬
Cleveland, the week of May 13.
ahee pre-Broadway, tryout, was ter is an exec with a radlo-tv firm
Ironically, the Theatre Guild is
capitalized at $100,000, with provi¬ in London.
partnered with Merrick in the
sion for 25% overcaU. The Paul
“Matchmaker" production.
Osborn play was produced by Ker¬
mit Bloomgarden, in association
Chicago, March 12.
Studebaker Theatre Co. has with Anna Deere Wiman.
Melvyn Douglas, Mildred Dunasked Actors Equity to look into
the '^circumstances under which nock and Walter Matthau were
Elisabeth Bergner recently can¬ costarred.
Toledo, March 12.
Alexander H. Cohen is linking celled ..her contract to appear in
With $50,000 pledged to under¬
his Theatre Tours operation with the stock company’s revival of
write
possible
losses, ShakespeaTethe out-of-town opening of “First “Cherry Orchard." Actress, cur¬
under-the-Stars will be presented
Gentleman," which he’s co-produc¬ rently in Germany, notified the
again this summer in the amphithe¬
ing With Ralph Alswang. A special local stock management that she
atre of Walbridge Park here. The
New York-New Haven legit tour would be unable to fulfill the com¬
Ted Shawn, 66-year-old veteran Toledo Zoological Society, which
has been set Up by Cohen for the mitment because of illness.
presented the Antioch Theatre
dancer
of
the
classic
tradition
with
“The Guardsmen" has been sub¬
show’s March 20 debut perform¬
ance at the Shubert Theatre in the stituted for the Chekhov comedy, a history of 150 world premieres of Area Players in a Bard season
at the outdoor playhouse last year
important
terp
landmarks,
whose
starting April 2 as the third entry
latter city.
The Tours package will include in the Studebaker’s current sub¬ career spans half-a-century, will for a $38,000 gfoss and $68,000
roundtrip busi transportation, din¬ scription series. Plans to present accept on March 19 at the St. Regis deficit, including $40,000 outlay for
ner at Ka'ysey's in New Haven, an three one-act plays by Tennessee Hoof in Manhattan the sixth an¬ a lighting system, and has bowed
out for this year.
orchestra seat to the Walter Sle- Williams as the windup production nual Capezio Dance Award,
The budget for this summer has
Previous Winners: Zachary Sozak-starrer and souvenirs. The tab May 14-June 2 have also been
per person will'be |J.7,50.. Cohen erased. The same author’s “Cat lov, Lincoln Kirstein, Doris been set at $70,000. Arthur Lithgow,
Antioch Players producer,
Humphrey,
Louis
Horst,
Genevieve
on
a
Hot
Tin
Roof"
opens
April
previously rkn a bus tour to New
Haven early In 1955 for the Shu¬ 29 at the Erlanger, lo his agent Oswald. Horst is a d^ince critic; plans to offer two companies again
this
year,
alternating between An¬
Miss
Oswald
the
dance
archivist
of
bert preem of “The Pajama Game" withdrew the stock rights for the
tioch and Toledo.
the N. Y. Public .Library.
one-actors.
road company^
Washington, March 12.
A bill to provide $2,500,000 of
Federal Funds fdr m “true national
theatre" is brtiig introduced in the
Senate by -Sen, Jacob- K. Javits
(R., N.Y.), and in the House by
Rep. Frank Thompson (D., N.Y.k
Javits. said that part of the, em¬
phasis is develpping a. national
theatre under his measure would
be “at the college level,’* because
some colleges already offer per¬
formances which “rival commercial
theatres in the quality of their
productions.”
Thompson notes that Congress is
now voting about $2,500,000 annu¬
ally to send leading performers
and groups overseas to make good
will. “H we can contract with
ANTA," he explained, “to carry
on an important overseas cultural
program, we should,' in all logic,
be able to contract with it to help
the arts at? home.”

Add 2 Skits To

Squawk on lady

TeBa Near 50%
Profit to Date

Equity Set For
Quiet Election?

Move to Scratch ’Match’
Dates lor Chicago Stay
Sparks Bookiiig Blaze

JOSEPHINE HULL DIES;
STARRED IN’CADILLAC’

’VOYAGE’ENDS, PHILLY;
COST lOOG, PLUS CALL

Wha’ Hopped to Liz,
Chi Stock Group Asks

Big-Towners’ Show-Bus
To New Haven Tryout

57

Antioch’s Shakespeare
Set for Toledo Again

Actors Equity and strawhat pro¬
ducers have buried the hatchet.
For the first time in the hlstoty of
barn operations, rules covering per¬
former employment in all pro com¬
panies have been jointly estab¬
lished. It brings to an end the
perennial producer beef over uni¬
lateral union action in the stock
field.
Complete coverage of the stock,
circuit involved the setting up of
four different contracts, one of
which was negotiated last year and
applied only to the largescale al
fresco showcases, represented by
the Assn, of Civic Musical Theatres.
The others recently negotiated, ap¬
ply to different types of regular
barns and the musical tents.
Agreements pertaining t6 the
straight silos, were made between
Equity and the Council of Stock
Theatres, representing the larger
operations, and the Council of
Resident Stock Theatres, repping
the ' smaller ones. The canvastop
pact was negotiated with the Musi¬
cal Arena Theatres Assn. In all
three, cases the contracts call for a
gradual salary hike over the next
three summers.
A breakdown of the wage scales
(Continued on page 62)

Moss Hart in Hospital;
Lerner Directing ’Lady’;
’Lysistrata’ as Musical?
With Moss < Hart undergoing
treatment at Harkness Pavilion,
N.Y. for a kidney stone condition,
librettist Alan Jay Lerner is tem¬
porarily in charge of the staging of
the touring edition of “My Fair
Lady," which opens a one-week
breakin stand next Monday night
at the Auditorium, Rochester. He’s
bejng assisted by Samuel Liff,
production stage manager of the
Broadway version at the Mark
Hellinger Theatre, N. Y.
Hart, who directed the original
“Lady" company, was repeating
the assignment with the road
troupe, but became ill late last
week and Was hospitalized Sunday
(10). According to his wife, act¬
ress-singer ^tty Carlisle, he has
been in considerable pain, but may
be sufficiently improved by this
weekend to leave the hospital and
perhaps attend the “Lady" opening
in Rochester.
A report that the author-director
has begun working on the book of
a musical based on “Lysistrata,’*
the Aristophenes comedy classic,
could not be confirmed from asso¬
ciates. A straight'-play version of
the play, adapted by Gilbert
Seldes, was produced on Broad¬
way in 1925-2&-and has been re¬
vived briefiy several times since.

BRENDA LEWIS CLICKS
AS VIENNESE ‘ANNIE’
Vienna, March 5.
U. S. singer Brenda Lewis has
scored a personal hit as guest star
of the first Viennese production of
“Annie, Nimm Dein Schiessgwehr"
(‘.‘Annie Get Your Gun”), which
opened last week at the Volksopera. It’s a repeat triumph for Miss
Lewis, who was a sensation here
several years ago in “Kiss Me,
Kate," also in the German lan¬
guage.
The Irving Berlin-Herbert and
Dorothy Fields mUsical comedy has
been translated by Marcel Prawy,
staged by Heinz Rosen, with Anton
Paulik as musical conductor, Dia
Lucca doing the choreography,
Walter » Hoesslin designing the
scenery and Herbert Schill provid¬
ing the costumes. Max Lorenz
plays the male lead, with Eberhard
Waechter featured as Buffalo Bill.

Pasadena Preems ‘Mary’;
Eddie Horton to Star
Los Angeles, March 12,
“All for Mary," a comedy by
Harold Brooke and Kay Benneman, will be given its U. S. preem
beginning March 28 at the Pasa¬
dena ■ Playhouse, with Lenore
Shanewise directing and Bdward
Everett Horton as star. The play
was first done in London in the
fall of 1954.
ZaSu Pitts in “The Curious Misi
Caraway," current at the Play¬
house, closes March 24.

$8

ycdnciday, March
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$17,500
G(etdig By; ‘OrpiKas’ SIS,#,
K’way OS Again; TolW $48,700, ‘Hatful’Modest
h Triplfr'^lit Week
‘Head’31G, Holiday’20G,‘Shed’18G,
Tanks’OK $35,9(10,‘Maiden $17,71)0
Timner $31M ‘Baibara’ ^3300
‘Tops’ Moderate $9,000,
■ Broadway continued downbeat last week, almost $3l>800, with sub¬
last week. Business eased off for scription rate limiting the take;
the second straight frame for most
Uncle WilRe, Giolden (C) (12th
»hoWs,"as usual for the Xenten pe¬ wk; 92; $5.75; 800;: $24,000) (Menasha Skulnik). , Previous wCek,
riod.
Capacity entries were “Auntie $15,000; last week, nearly $13,000.
Marne/’ “Bells are Binging/’ “Li'l
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
Abner/’/‘My, FairXady’’ and “Visit (C) (5th wk; . 36; $6.60-$5.75; 766;
to a Small Planet.’’
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous
Estimates for Last Week
week, $27,500; last week, nearly
Keys: C (Comedy), D. (Drama), $27,400.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ (CD) (8th wk; 60; $6.90; 1,001; $35,cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 040) (Ralph Richardson). Previous
week, $27,300; • last week, almost
eretta).
$17,700, with Richardson out all
Other parenthetic designations week.
Chris Gampel subbed.
, refer, respectively, to weeks played,
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
number of performances through
(R)
(2d
wk; 11; $8.05; 1,404; $63,last Saturday, top prices, number 000) (Beatrice
Lillie), Previous
of seats, capacity gross and stars. week, $24,800 for first three perfor¬
Price includes 1Q% Federal and mances; last wefek, nearly $48,700.
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
Closed Last Week
■
i.e., exclusive of tqxes.
Good as Gold, Belasco (C) (1st
Auntie Marne, Broa'dhurst (C) wk; 4; $6.90-$5.75; 1,037; $34,000)
(19th wk; 149; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; (Roddy McDowaK, Paul Ford, Zero
$48,000) (Rosalind Russell). As al¬ MosteD*. Opened last Thursday (7)
ways, $43,600.
to unanimously negative reviews
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) (Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
(15th wk; 116; $7.50; 1,453; $55,- Coleman, Mirror; Donnelly, Wprld039) (Judy Holliday). As always, Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
$55,600.
McClain, Journal-American; Watts,
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) Post); almost $3,500 for first four
(97th wk; 772; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573). performances and closed last Satur¬
Has to vacate theatre April 27. day (9) at an approximate loss of
Previous week, $34,800; last week, its entire $138,000 (including 15%
over $33,600. '
overcall) investment.
Taming of the Shrew, Phoenix
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬
dor (D) (75th wk; 597; $5.75; 1,155; (C) (3d wk; 23; $3.85; 1,150; $25,$35,000) (Joseph Schildkraut). Pre¬ 000). Previous week, $9,900; last
vious week, $15,300; last week, week, over $9,900; second Ameri-.
can Shakespeare Festival Theatre
around $13,200 on twofers. .
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum production closed last Sunday (10),
Opening This W^ek .
(C) (16th wk; 127; $5.75; 995;
$26,000) (Walter Pid$#n). Previ¬
Beggar’s'Opera, City Center (OP)
ous week, $21,800; last week, al¬ ($3.80, 3,090; $45,000) . (Shirley
most $21,400.
Jones, Jack Cassidy, . Paula Laur¬
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) ence). First in a series of five N.Y.
(14th wk; 108; $8.05; 1,6^5; $69,- City Center Light Opera Co. re¬
989) (Ethel Merman). Previous vivals. Opens tonight (Wed.).
week,. $68,100; last week, over
Sin of Pat Muldoon, Cort (C)
$67,100,
($5.75; 1,036; $28,854) (James Bar¬
Hidden River, Playhouse (7th ton). Comedy by John McLiam,
wk; 53; $5.75; 994;, $30,033) (Rob¬ presented by Richard Adler &
ert Preston, Dennis King, Lilli Roger L. Stevens; capitalized at
Darvas). . Closes next Saturday $75,000, cost about $60,000 to bring
(16), Previous week, $16,200; last in'and can break even at around
$14,000 gross.
Opens tonight
week, almost $13,800.
. Hole in the Head, Plymouth (Wed.).
(CD) (2d wk; 12; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062;
$36,^25) (Paul Douglas). Previous
OFF-BROADWAY
W'eek, $24,000 for first four per¬
American Savoyards, St. Ignaformances and two previews; last tis Church (2-26-57).
week, almost $31,000.
Anatomist, Royal (2-26-57).
Box of Water Colors, B’way
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre (C)
Cong.Church (2-17-57); closes
(4th wk;J28; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378)
(Don Ameche); Previous ’ week, Abril 21.
Dr. Faustus & Parade at the
$18,000; last week, nearly $20,000.
Inherit the Wind, National (D) Devil’s Bridge, Blackfriars’ (2-18(86th wk; 686; $6.75-$4.60; 1,162; 57).
Dr. In Spite of Himself, Tempo
$32,003) (Paul' Muni). Previous
weekk, $21,500; last week, over (2-27-57); closes March 24.
Exiles, Renata (3-12-57).
$23,600.
Iceman Co.meth^ Circle-in• Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (17th
wk; 132; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). As Square (5-18-56).
In Good King Charles’ Golden
always, $58,200.
' Long Day’s Journey Into Night, Days, DowntoSvn (1-24-57).
Lady’s Not For Burning, Carr
Helen Hayes (D) (18th wk; 108;
$6,90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric negie Hall Playhouse (2-21-57); has
to
vacate house March 31.
March, Florence feldridge). Previ¬
On Whitman Ave., W. E. Collegi¬
ous week, $29,400; last week,
ate Chapel (3-8-57); weekends only
over $27,500.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C) through March 30.
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12(19th wk; 151; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬ 27-56).
Right You Are, Carl Fischer
dith, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Skinner). Previous week, $24,200; Hall (3-4-57T.
Synge Trilogy, .Theatre East (3last week, almost $23,300.
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D) 6-57).
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9(49th wk; 389; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116) (Edward G. Robinson). Previ¬ 22-56).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9ous week, $25,000; last week,
over $23,700, with about $2,500 re¬ 20-55).
Volpone,
Rooftop (1-7-57).
funded at the Saturday (9) matinee
Wedding In Japan, GreystOne
as a result of Robinson missing the
performance because of an in- (3-11-57).
3ured ankle.
Curt Conway subbed.
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
SCHEDULED N. Y, OPENINGS
(45th wk;^356; $7.50; 1,427; $57,875).
(Theatres indicated if set)
Previous week, $48,500; last week,
Orphaus Descanding, Beck (3-21).
around .'^38,700; management has
Brigadoon, City Center (3-27).
• been
giyng
Variety .
padded
HIda A Saak, Belasco (4-2).
grosses.
Liza (4-2).
Hotal Paradiso, Miller (4-3).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Joker, Playhouse (4-4).
(52d wk; 411; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
Merry Widow, City Center (4-10).
Shinbone Allay, B'way (4-13).
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). As
South Pacific, City Center (4-24).
always, $68,700. Miss Andrews be¬
First Cantleman (4-25).
gins a two-week vacation March ''Moon for Misbegotten, Bijou (4-30).
Greatest Man Alive (5-8).
25. Lola Fisher will substitute.
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (5-9).
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C)
Paiama Game, City Center (5-15).
(73d wk; 580; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331;
$38,500). Previous week, $26,600;
OFF-BROADWAY
last week, nearly $24,800.
Troian Trio, Theatre Marquee (3-18).
Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (6th wk;
Double Bill, Provincetown (3-19).
47; $5.75-$5.25; 603; $20,400) (Sy¬
Duchess of Malfi, Phoenix (3-19).
Land Beyond the River, Mews (3-28).
bil Thorndike, Robert Flemyng,
Giraudoux Twin Bill, Carnegie (4-2).
Leueen McGrath). Previous week,
Wayside, Barbizon Plaza (4-18).
$18,600; last week, over $18,000.
Livin' the Life, Phoenix (4-25).
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(20th wk; 156; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric Portman, Margaret Leighton).
Previous week, $25,300; last week,
(March 11-23)
nearly $25,500.
,
Annie Get Your Gun—Bryant H.S(.,
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (4th Queens (15-16).
Another
—^Lenox Hill Play¬
wk; 29; $5.75; 994; .$34,200) (Tom house,'N.Y.' Language
(13'-17); Clinton H.S., Bro»;i
Ewell). Previous week, $32,900; (22-23).

ELT Shows

Toledo, March 12.
“Hatful of Rain,’’ costarring Vi¬
vian Blaine and Ben Gazzara, gross¬
ed $17,500 In a three-way split last
^
Philadelphia, March 12.
week. -The drama did a one-nightTennessee Williams’ new entry
er Monday (4) at the Palace, South
“Orpheus Descending/’ drew a
Bend; played Tuesday-Wednesday
hung jury In the press, biit found
(5-6) at' the College Auditorium,
public favor here last week. Max
East Lansing, Mich., and had four
De Schauensee (Bulletin) was luke¬
performances Thursday-Saturday
warm, Murdock -(Inquirer) favor¬
(7-9) at the Paramount hei:*e.
Los Angeles, March 12.
The current Week Is being split
Slightly better business was re¬ able and Gaghan (News) turned in
between Indiana U., at^^looming- corded last week by the town’s a veto. The tryout of “Maiden
ton, and the Memorial Auditorium, only two legit entries. A third Voyage” folded Saturday night (9)
Louisville,
house relights Friday (15) when a Week ahead of, schedule.
“Damn Yankees” wound up its
“Lost in the Stars’ ’opens at the
Civic Playhouse, but ^‘Tlme Limit” three week stay with a profitable
exits the following night from the third stanza and left'town to con¬
Ivar. “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” tinue its tour. . The Forrest re¬
last night (Mon.) with a
opens next Monday (18) at the lighted
tryout, “The Joker.”
Huntington Hartford.
The
only
definite item on the fu¬
“Pajama Tops” registered) an¬
scheilule Is a tryout of “Liza,”
other $9,000 at the Forum in its ture
due
next
Monday
(18) at the Wal¬
20th session and “Time Limit”' nut. Indications are
the Lo¬
cliinbed to around $4,600 for its cust may stay dark, that
as the Shuthird
session
at
the
Ivar.
Boston, March i2.
berts are reportedly dropping it
There were two legits in town
under the terms of the Govern¬
last week, but both exited over the
ment’s consent decree.
weekend to leave the Hbb with
Estimates' for Last Week
only Danny Kaye and his vaude
Maiden Voyage, Forrest (C) (2d
bill at the Colonial Theatre this
^k) ($4.80; l,760j $32,500) (Melvyn
week. The touring “Damn Yan¬
Houglas, Mildred Dunnock. Walter
kees’’ is idue March 25 for two
Matthau). The tryout drew $17,700
weeks at the Shubert.
and folded Saturday (9);. previous
The future slate also includes
week, $12,400 in four perform¬
the Ballet Riisse, due April 1 for
ances.
a single week at the Boston Opera
Damn Yankees, Shubert (MC)
Chicago, March 12.
House; a tryout of “The First Gen¬
Jhe touring “Matchmaker” drew (3d wk) ($5.40; 1,870; $48,000)
tleman,’’ opening April 8 at the solid rave reviews and jiotent busi¬ (Bobby Clark). Tuner got a neat
Plymouth; a tryout of the musical, ness last week, and the four-week $35,900 and left town; previous
“New Girl in Town,’’ arriving engagement may be extended, per¬ week, $39,600.
April ys for three weeks at the haps as much as four more weeks,
Orpheus Descending, Walnut (D)
Shubert, and the touring “Hatful if the booking schedule can be (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $32,000)
of Rain/’ due April 22 for' two shuffled.
(Maureen Stapleton). Revised Wil¬
weeks at the Plymouth.
Studebaker Co.’s production of liams play getting fair response,
' Estimates for Last Week
“View from the Bridge” moved $18,400.
Sin of Pat Muldoon, Colonial over and opened last night (Moh.)
(D) (2d wk) (1,500; $4A0-$3.85; at the Harris for at least a two$36,000) (James Barton). Eked oUt week stand. “Desk Set” enters the
a more $4,300 and exited for New same house April 1 and “Cat on a
York after extensive rewrites, Hot Tin Roof” arrives April 29 at
changing the tone of the play from the Erlanger, on subscription.
comedy to' virtual tragedy; previ¬
Estimates for Last Week
ous week, $4,000.
Matchmaker, Blackstone (C) (1st
Janus, Plymouth (O* (2d wk) wk) ($5; 1,450; $37,(K)0) (Ruth Gor¬
Actors Equity's alien restrictions
($3.85-$3.30;-1,241; $29,880) (Joan don, Loring Smith, Patricia Cutts).
Benpett, Donald Cook, Roipney Nearli' $29,200 for first eight per¬ have been considerably modified
under a three-year agreement
Brent). Tourer picked up a nice formances, on subscriptioiff
reached last week with the League
$22,500 and left town Saturday (9);
No Tinie for Sergeants, Erlanger of N- Y, Theatres. The settlement
previous week, $20,000.
(C) (26th Wk) ($5; 1,335; $35,495). ended several weeks’ stalemate.
Over $25,600; previous week,
Included in the changes, which
$27,700.
involve compromises by both
Opened This Week
View from the Bridge, Harris (D) Equity and the League, are the
(4.40; 1,000;. $22,000) (Luther Ad¬ following:
A new limit of 30% (in contrast
ler). Opened last night (Mon.)
after three-week stock run at the to the former 40%) on the quota of
New Haven, March 12;
aliens in any company iip to a
“The Joker,’’ starting off its pre- Studebaker.
Miscellaneous
maximum of 10 (fractions are now
Broadway tryout tour at the 1,650Lyslstrata, • Studebaker.
New included in figuring percentages).
seat Shubert Theatre here, grossed
a mild $9,300 in five performances stock production opens tonight Exempt from this ruling, however,
last Thursday-Saturday (7-9). Top (Tues.) for three weeks.
are shows with five or less speakwas $4.50.
ling parts. In those cases, a special
Another tryout, “Liza,” opens
number of aliens can bo hired, but
tomorrow ni^t for five perfor¬
not for American roles.
mances. “First Gentleman,” star¬
A continued okay in bookings of
ring .Walter Slezak, is due March
recognized foreign repertory com¬
20-23; “Hide and Seek” costarring
panies such as the D’Oyly Carte
Franchot Tone, Geraldine Fitzger¬
Washington, March 12.
and Old Vic, with the provision
ald and Basil Rathbpne,” the full
“Apple Cart” rolled to a slick
week of March 25, prior to Broad¬ $32,200 on subscription at the Na¬ that the Equity council may waive
its
rules for the importation of
way.
last week, almost
Only other entry booked for the tional Theatre
above the preceding stanza plays or companies of special char¬
Shubert is the breakln of the mu¬ $5,000
acter.'
at the 1,650-seater. Capacity would
sical, “New Girl In Town,” costar- have been $37,000 lor the Maurice
The elimination of the require¬
rifig Gwen Verdon and Thelma Rit¬ Evans starrer. Top was $4.40 week- ment that aliens wait six months
ter, April 6-13.
between appearances In Broadway
nights and $4.95 weekends.
National and Shubert are both shows, provided, they’re starred
currently dark. However; the Shu¬ above the show title or If the pro¬
bert relights Saturday night (16) ducer guarantees that their con¬
with a tryout of Bert Lahr in tracts call for listing in the daily
(Figures denote opening dates)
“Hotel Paradlso.”
ABCs.
The exclusion from the '30%
LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57),
maximum performers in the spe¬
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-33).
cial
alien category.
Brida A Bachalor, Duchess (12-19-56).
(March
Chayc Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56).

Tune’Fairish $4M LA.

‘Muldoon’$4JO,
‘Janus’2?/2G, Hub

latch’OK $29JO,

‘^’$25;6l|0,Cln

EquityTheatre League
3-Year Pact Modifies
Alien Actor Regulations

‘JOKER’GLUM $9,300 (4),
BOWING IN NEW HAVEN

EVANS-‘APPLE’ $32,200
ON SUBSCRIPTION, D.C.

^British Shows

Touring IHiows

Diary Anna Frank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
Doubla Image, St. James (11-14-56).
D'Oyly Carte, Prince's (12-3-56).
Dry Ret, WhltehaU (8-31-54).
Ewige Feullloro Co., Palace (3-4-57). %
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
For Amutamtnt''Only, ApoUo (6-5-56).
Grab Mo a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-57).
House by Lake/ York's (5-9-36).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-23-52).
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys, Westmin (12-11-56)
Haw Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Plaintiff in Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56).
Pluma de me Tante, Garrick 11-3-55)..
Rapertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Romanoff A Juljet, PjiccadUly (5-17-56).
Sailor. Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Subway in Sky, Savoy (2-27);
Undtr Milk Wood, New (9-20-56).
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56)
Zero Hours, St. James’s (9-4-56).
Scheduled Openings
Wit to,Woo, Arts (3-12-57).
Iron Duchess, Cambridge (3-14:57).
Closed Last Week
Member of Wedding, Royal Ct. (2-5-57)
No Laughing Matter, Arts (1-23-57).
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-56).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
On Tour
Doctor in the House
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Janus
Kid's Last Fight
Kismet
Look Beck In Anger
Lovebird
Love's a Luxury
Peter Pan
Restless Heart
Reluctant Debutante
Separate Tables
Spider's Web
Towards Zero
We Mbit Kill Toni
Zuleika

Apple Cart

(Maurice

Evans)—Shubert.

Det, (25-9).

Canadian Playart (Peer Gynt, Hamlet)—
Mlchigran State U., East Lansing. (11-12);
Central
Michigan
College
Aud.»
Mt.
Pleasant (13); Western Michigan CoUege
Aud., Kalamazoo (14); Northern Ulinols
College Aud., De Kalb (15); Wisconsin
State College Aud., Stevens Point (17-18);
St. Mary's In the Woods CoUege, Terre
Haute, Ind. (19); Emporia (Kan.) State Col¬
lege Aud. (21); MiUfi: Aud., Tulsa, Okla.
(23).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomes,
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nicol)—Geary, S.F.
(1146); Hartford, L.A. (18-23).
Damn Yankoos (Bobby Clark)—Commu¬
nity Aud., Hershey, Pa. (ll-ie); Ford's,
Balto (18-23, with Ray Walston succeed¬
ing Clark).
Fanny atalo Tajo, BUly Gilbert)—
Place, Youngstown (11-13); Paramount,
Toledo (14-16); Shubert, Cincy (18-23).
First Gentleman (tryout) (Walter Sle¬
zak)—Shubert, New Haven (20-23).'
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine, Ben
Gazzai'a)—^Indiana U., Bloomington (ll12); Memorial Aud., L'vUle (13-16); Nixon,
Pitt. (18-23).
Hide and Seek (tryout) (Franchot Tone,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, BasU Rathbone)—
Playhouse, Wilmington (14-16); Shubert,
Wash. (18-23).
Hotel Paradlso (tryout) (Bert Lahr,
Angela Lansbury, Arthur Treacher, Vera
Pearce, Douglas Byng)—National, Wash.
(16-23).
Janus (Joail Bennett, Donald Cook,
Romney
Bront)-Ford’s
Balto
(11-16,
closes).
Joker (tryout)-Forrest, Phllly (11-23).
Lha (tryout)—Shubert, N.H. (13-16);
Walnut, PhUly (10-23).
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Loring
Smith, Batricla Cutts)—Blackstone, CIU
(16-23).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.)* (Brian Aherne)Audltorium, Rochester (18-23).
No Time for {ergeants (2d Co.)—Erlan¬
ger. Chi (11-23).
Orpheus Descending (tryout)—Walnut,

‘Cat’ Climbs to $35,500
In Third Week, Frisco
I San Francisco; March 12.
“Cat pn a Hot Tin Roof” grossed
$35;500 last week, its third at the
Curran Theatre here. That was
up $3,000 from previous session.
Thomas Gomez, Marjorie Steele
and Alex Nicol are co-starred in
the Tennessee Williams tourer.

HELLINGER THEATRE INC.
Albany, March 12.
The Mark Hellinger Theatre Inc.
has been chartered here to conduct
a realty business in New Y()rk,
with capital of 100 shares no par
value.
'
Morris Mitchell, of New York,
is a director and was filing attor¬
ney, representing Stanley & Max
Stahl, who are to take, title next
Friday (15) of the Mark Hellinger
Theatre, N.Y., under purchase
from the present owner, Anthony
Brady Farrell.

Clayre Ribner, company man¬
ager of “Happiest Millionaire,” i.5
back at the job after a five-wfeek
Key West vacation.
The first stock production of
“Pajama Gam.o,” booked for a
week’s run at the Stamford (Conn.)
Phlliy (11-16) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Playhouse,. has been extended to
three weeks.
Feb. 27, '57).

-f
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BROADWAY THEATRE lEAGUE PROUDLY ANNOUNCES:Sepfemfrer 1957 Through May 1958

COAST TO COAST TOUR
BY NEW YORK COMPANY
The Credf Broadway Comedy HU

no
time

nis
Presented by

MAURICE EVANS

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

EMMETt ROGERS

A Now Comedy by IRA LEVIN
Adapted from the Novel by
MAC HYMAN

Production Directed by

MORTON DA COSTA

Unprecedented demand from the road for dates on this hit comedy indicates that this
tour will quickly book out. Listed below are cities proposed for the route. If you are
interested in engaging this company we invite you to wire us for particulars. Preference
will be given to cities, warranting more than one performance, educational institu¬
tions, and guarantee location^
''FRESNO

AKRON

DAYTON

ALBUQUERQUI

DES MOINES

GRAND RAPIDS

UWRENCE

NEW ORLEANS

ASHEVIUi

EAST LANSING

GREENSBORO

LIBERAL

NORFOLK

ATUNTA

EDMONTON
ELMIRA

HAMILTON

LIHLE ROCK

OKLAHOMA CITY

ATIANTIC CITY

HANOVER

LONDON, ONT.

OMAHA

AUSTIN

EL J>ASO

HARTFORD

LOUISVILLE

BALTIMORE

HAYS
HOUSTON

OXFORD, MISS.

SAGINAW

BATTLE CREEK

ERIE
EUGENE

PASADENA

SAN ANGELO

BEAUMONT

EVANSVILLE

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

PENSACOLA

BELOIT

FARGO
FLORENCE

INDIANAPOLIS

MOBILE

BERKELEY

JACKSON, MISS.

MONTREAL

PHOENIX
PORTLAND, ORE.

BIBMINOHAM

FORT WAYNE

KALAMAZOO

NASHVILLE

PROVIDENCE

BLOOMINGTON, IND.

FORT WORTH

KNOXVILLE

NEWARK

RALEIGH

BRIDGEPORT

wer

BUFFALO
BURLINGTON, VT.
CALGARY
CANTON

SPARTANBURG

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

OHAWA

TOPEKA '
TORONTO
SASKATOON
SEATTLE

IF YOU ARE NOT IN ONE OF THE ABOVE CITIES, BUT HAVE
A LIKELY PROPOSITION, PLEASE CONTACT US

CHAPEL HILL
CHARUSTON, W. VA.
CHARLOnS
COLUMBIA

BROADWAY THEATRE LEAGUE INC.
SiibsMIary of COLUMBIA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT INC.

CORVALLIS

113 West STfh Sfroot, Now York 19, N. Y.

VANCOUVER
WHITE PLAINS
WICHITA
WILMINGTON
WINNIPEG
WINSTON-SALEM
WORCESTER
YOUNGSTOWN

P^atiEfr

UEGmUIATB

Show Out of Tmn

Show On Broadway
a simple-hearted idealist from the

Gooil ats Gold

Tlio JfoUer ^

Cheryl Crawford-WllUam Myers produc- !sticks visiting the nation’s capital.
tloit of farce in two acts (12 scenes) by 'This time it's a botonist from Uto¬
• New Haven, March 6.
John Patrick, based on book by Alfred pia, Ore.
Kondolf production of comedy
He has perfected a for¬ in George
Toombs.
Stars Roddy McDowell, Paul
two acts (five scenes), by Arthur
Ford, Zero Mostel; features Loretta Lev- mula to turn pure gold, which he Sheeieman. Directed by Bretaigne Winersee, Robert EmhaJrdt, Dkected*^by Al¬ despises, into magical dirt \yhich dust; decor, Paul Morrison. Features
bert Marre; scenerj^, Peter Larkin; cos¬
Noonan, Anne Kimbcll, Marjorie
grows cabbages the size of cot¬ Tommy
Gateson, Frank OVei-ton, Mort Marshall.
tumes, Noel Taylor; production manager,
At Shubert, New Haven, March 6, '57;
Billy Matthews? lighting, A1 AUoy;^pro¬ tages.
duction assistant, Sylvia Drulie. At BelasRoddy McDowall, first of the $4.50 top.
. ..
Norman Howard
co Theatre, N. Y., March 7, '57; $5.75 top
three starred names, “is less ' hero Walter
Danny Manson ...Bruce Kirbyj
weeknights, $6.90 Friday-Saturday nights
than straighfman for the Congres¬ A1 Stanley . Nat Polen
($7.50 opening).
•
, „ „
Commentator . Edward Fuller sional blowhards he encounters. Nicky Tyler .... Tommy Noonan
..
Mort Marshall
Beniamin .. Roddy McDowall
Although ostensibly the inner Bellboy
Stephanie Bradford.Anne Kimbell
Policeman .;. Dana Elcar
.HoweU Byrd,
Doc Penny . Zero Mostel spring of the farcical plot the char¬ Stretcher 'Bearers
Wade Dansby
Barbara ..Loretta Levfersee acter is only remotely involved.
Mr. Hector .
Truman Smith
Congressman! Fairweather ... Paul Ford
Congressman Jason.Robert Emhardt That’s a basic weakness, among Martha Bradford ...... Marjorie Gateson
. John Boyd
McDougal..•..,.John Harkins many others, in the John Ratrick Theodore Bradford .
McFadden .Dana Elcar adaptation of the novel by Andrew Kendall Morton . Frank Overton
Rah Rah Johnson. Toni Carroll
Jail Officer ...Tom Ahearne
It says something for Dodie Garrison . Connie Van Ess
Radio Announcer.Edward Fuller 'Toombs.
adio Announcer .Joseph Dooley young McDowalTs attractive per¬
eporter
.Clarence Stemler sonality and stage presence that
Several seasons ago, George
Photographer .Todd Patterson
Caucus Room Guard. Clement Brace he looks as good as he d9es for Kondolf had a hanging-in-the-balCommitteemen. Loul Gilbert, Hugh Evans his part is as wooden as his side¬ ance play (“Fifth Season”) in this
Storage Vault Director,...
Hugh Evans kick’s gam.
tryout town.1 and parlayed it iiito a
Fredrica .Juleen Compton
Possibly because blowhard Con- healthy Broadway and road payoff.
Pilsudskl
.
Lou Gilbert

S

A lot of laughs, it is again dem¬
onstrated, does not necessarily im¬
ply a lot of play. Nor is a novel
farcical premise enough if the
over-all structure wobbles.
‘'Good As Gold" has a strong gig¬
gle spurt toward the end of the
first act, but the comic pace is
never recovered. The second and
final act is talky, silly and a let¬
down which thrusts upon a
couldn’t-care-less audience a be¬
lated boy-girl romance seemingly
Insisted upon to sweeten the prop¬
erty's appeal for screen rights.
Although much of the fun in the
first act derives from wisecracks
about the postures and postulates
of political life in Washington, the
play’s dialog overall is surprisingly
d.ull. Repeatedly, actors are left
dangling, with awkward silences
where a quip is heeded, or at le^st
a characterization line.
Indeed, Zero Hostel’s perform¬
ance (in a beard) is one long strug¬
gle against what the author did notv
provide, and it is perhaps a con-^
siderable compliment that he
seems so consistently saucy and
promising. The actor is also asigned a bit of business—drawing
himself a 6wig of Bourbon from a
petcock in his wooden leg-^which
swiftly loses its charm.
Various stage plays and feature
films have explored the gituation of

for THEATRICAL FOLK '

/

48th St., West of Bway
Circle 6^8800
I

F(»R SALE
BRAE MANOR THEATRE
KNOWLTON, QUEBEC
CANADA
21 SUCCESSFUL SUMMERS
UNDER ONE MANAGEMENT

Playhouse and ^ Room
House Fully Equipped.
APPLY: Mrs. Filmore Sadler,

Brae Manor, Knowlton, Que.,
Canada.

SAVE

gresmen are well-established in
American folklore, the two rivals
as played by Paul Ford, starred,
and Robert Emhardt, featured, are
the most convincing characteriza¬
tions.
They provide some quite
delicious touches.
.
What >a young actress’s brave at¬
tack and best techniques can do
Loretta Leversee does with and
for the love intei'est, but as writ¬
ten the whole thing is stock. True,
there is the ‘‘complication’’ of the
young botonist having a home¬
town fiancee, a dumb-doll played
by Juleen Compton. She’s one of
the script’s cardboard cutouts. It
means a Broa'divay credit and a
Broadway showing, and not much
more.
Although failing to make the
grade as a Broadway work, “Good
as Gold’’ may, with a fatter and
fresher treatment of the material,
make a good screen comedy. In
that event the writer would have to
attend to characterization, explain
how people got that way, an<i effect
a reconciliation' between satire,
farce and human. beings.
Fatuous Congressmen will hard¬
ly go out of style -as a theme for
nation^ relish. Moot, of course,
is whether any mass media—films,
television, radio—would risk the
taboo of the FBI as here' spoofed,
although “said to be watered down
from the broad, strokes of the play’s
Boston break-in.
There is nothing terribly “criti-„
cal’’ and surely nothing “radical"
in the play’s political gags. It’s
all fairly standard, save for the
inclusion of the earnest young Fed¬
eral sleuths. The popularity-seek¬
ing, headline-hungry natures of
officeholders go back to Dickens in
fiction and Gibbon in history. In
the end all that is irhplied against
J. Edgar Hoover’s stalwarts is (a)
that they spy on. everybody and
(b) that a sense of humor is» not
mandatory in their training.
“Good As Gold" plays against
atmospheric Washington sets de¬
signed by Peter Larkin and uses
offstgge commentary and other
“novelties" in production.
It is
arguable either way whether the
direction of Albert Marre is to be
credited for the zippy first act,
while the Sluggishness of the sec¬
ond act is blamed on tlje adaptor.
The lesson, if any, seems to be
the familiar one that farce is the
most hazardous of literary forms
and the hardest of all theatrical
ways of life.
Incidentally, after
spending the evening in the spirit
of slapstick, adaptor Patrick loses
his nerve and drags in a “don’tget-me-wrong - fellows - I’m - for democracy" peroration.
It is as
superfluous as the second act ro¬
mance—both constipating the hu¬
mor.
Land.

Anna Maria to Dallas ■
Hollywood, March 12.
Anna Maria Alberghetti will
make her first appearance in legit
this summer at the State Fair
Auditorium, Dallas.
She’ll star in an updated version
of “Rose Marie," produced by
Charles Meeker Jr.

$ $ $ ON YOUR

INCOME TAX

• Quickly • Efficitntly • ConfidtntUlly
• Accuracy Cuarantdad
Our 20 Yaara Tax Exparlanca Will
Halp You Cat All DEDUCTIONS
You Ara Lagally Entitlad To
Ond
PRIYAU APPOINTMENTS
Arirangtd of Your Offica

DCniDM
ImC I w IV R

BOTH FEDERAL
STATE
RETURNS

FEDERAL TAX SERVICE CO.

|_OW
FEE

Caorga Zann, Dlrtctor

No Appolil[tmMt Nacaiiary, Opon 4 Days, 9 to f

126 E. 44th St., nr. Lsxington Ave.^ New York Tel.: 0X7-9165

He may turn the trick again with
his current “Joker," although the
present. prospect looks a little
tougher.
Script, a mixture of originality
and corn, involves a tv comic who
never knows when to Stop clown¬
ing;- and has the familiar pattern
of boy and girl marry, boy and
girl quarrel, boy and girl make up.
The play starts slowly, but Im¬
proves in the closing frame. The
early lethargy is largely a matter
of writing rather than Bretaigne
Windust’s staging, as sympathy for
the central character is not devel¬
oped.

As the perennial laughing-boy,
who repeatedly talks himself out
of sponsors by his out-of-line ad
libbing. Tommy Noonan is a good
choice.
Anne Kimbell carries the femme
lead attractively and convincingly.
Marjorie Gateson and John Boyd
are a. conventional parents-of-thebride couple, Frank Overton is
properly stuffy as a quondam
playmate, Mort Marshall is a be¬
lievable bellhop, Truman Smith
pulls hefty chuckles as a frenetic
insurance adjuster and Bruce
IGrby ancl Nat- Polen fill the bill
as.a team of comedy writers.
Bone.

Stock Review
The Glass Cage
Toronto, March 5.
Murray Sc Donald Davis presentation
of
comedy-drama in
two
acts
(four
scenes), by J. B. Priestley. Stars Murray
Davis, Donald Davis, Barbara Chllcott.
Directed by Henry Kaplan; set, Marie
Day; lighting, Walter Sawle; costumes,Judy Peyton Ward. At Crest. Theatre,
Toronto, March 5, '57; $3 top.
John Harvey . WUllam Job
Bridget . Edna Pozer
Mildred McBane ........ Margot Christie
Elsple McBaile . Janet Reid
Dr. Edward Gratton..... James Edmond
Malcolm McBane... 1--William Needles
David McBane .. Frank Peddie
Douglas McBane . Murray Davis
Jean McBane . Barbara Chllcott
Angus McBane .
Donald Davis

Though located in Toronto In
1906, J. B. Priestley’s “The Glass
Cage" • is general in appeal and,
with a few dialogue changes, could
be transferred to Boston, Philadel¬
phia or Priestley’s own British
midlands. This presentation is the
play’s world preem.
I
As usual, the author is .an In¬
ternational moralist who despises
greed, big business and middleclass . smugness. The philosophy
deals with words rather than ac¬
tion in the first act, but “Cage"
subsequently rises to humanitarian
values whereby revenge is not nec¬
essarily the penultimate of human
existence. (Incidentally, Priestley
has optioned the entire cast to ap¬
pear in the play in proposed pres¬
entations in London and subse¬
quently on Broadwayl.
The author wrote “Cage" for a
brother-and-sister trio, the Cana¬
dian actor-manager duo of Murray
and Donald Davis, operators for
four Seasons of the Crest Theatre
here, and their sister Barbara Chilcott.
On play writing technique, Priest¬
ley has evolved a morality comedydrama involving two brothers and'
a sister who had an Indian mother
and happy-go-lucky Scots father.
Murray Davis is excellent as the
happy, alcoholic Scot, and Donald
Davis is outstanding as the more
calculating brother. Miss Chllcott
Is alternately regal and raffish as
the unpredictable sister,
Frank Peddie gives a splendid
performance as the hard-driving
businessman brought up on Old
Testament precepts, with Margot
Christie as Ijis prim,. Coinmandment-driveh wife. James Edmond
Is excellent as an understanding
family doctor. Janet Reid is good
an Edwardian nice-girl, and Wil¬
liam Job is believable as a tipsy
theology student savoring the
flesh-pots.
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.Perfonnance-Rehearsal Parity
Reports that Actors Equity is aiming for an eventual evening-up
of rehearsal and performance pay on Broadway and in stock are
apparently substantiated in gradual salary hikes workeej out for
- summer theatre performers from 1957-S9. In the case of the
smaller resident company operations, rehe^irsal and salary pay,
which were already the same last year. Increase at .an even rate,
In the larger non-resident company houses, which book star
packages and job performers, the rehearsal pay jumps $20- to $75
over the three years, while performance pay goes up. only $5 to
$90, The same boosts apply to the larger resident companies,, em¬
ploying stars, with rehearsal pay hitting $75 in 19$d against $80
performance pay.
;
An eventual evening off of salaries, has been worked out, though,
,for the smaller star houses and the-larger hoq-stanTesident com¬
pany setups, with rehearsal pay jumping $15 to $70 in '59 and per¬
formance pay advancing $5 to $70 also; In the tent field, re‘ hearsal and performance pay for resident company and chorus
members evens off at $75 in 1959.,

Shows Abroad
star, essaying the role originated
'on BroadwaY by Shelley Winters
(later played there by Vivian
!Blaine), shows a remarkable dra¬
,
'matic talent as the pregnant wife,
1unaware of her husband’s drug
1habits
but suspecting that his
,
absences from home
]prolonged
1involve
another woman.
Sam
''Wanamaker, who has on this occa¬
■
sion
also directed himself with
‘
notfe'worfhy restraint, achieves, a
striking"'Emotional note as flie
Ian Main, a former stage man- ]misunderstood brother, .
ager turned writer, sets the action
Wanamaker’s deliberate and lei¬
of his first play in New York, al¬ surely staging has its advantages.
though he has never crossed the Even so, the tension, striking
Atlantic. He has created the right though it is, could' be heightened
atmosphere for a taut and well by stepping up the pace. This is
constructed meller. It looks like particularly true of the hour-long
another winner for Peter Saunders opening act, which takes a little
and has obvious prospects for the more time than necessary to estab¬
U.S.
lish the characters and the situa¬
The author has mastered the art tions. The direction is aided by
of the shock'tactic and the timing W. Stanley Moore’s composite set
of the curtain fall. Zachary Scott’s with the overhead railway above
first x^appearance, made from be¬ a«. the instrument for additional
hind drawn curtains, has a i*e- sound effects to hypo the general
markable chilling effect. And the inervous tension.
subsequent incident in which it
Apart from the three leads, there
transpires that he’s not only a ;is also a noteworthy performanco
deserter and suspected traitor, but lby George Coulouris as the father.
also wanted for murder, adds to :It is a difficult role, but he plays
the tense dramatic situation.
it with distinction. A1 Mulock’s
The meller involves an a.w.o.l. sinister interpretation of. a dope
Army officer, an ex-Communist, jpeddler has a chilling effect, while
wanted on a murder charge and Vivian Matalon and Bernard Bress¬
suspected of passing secret infor- ]law are properly sinister as his
mation, and a not-so-gay British- ;henchmen. Jean Dawnay, best
divorcee who falls in love with him. ]known as a top (model, ^plays the
Scott plays the suspect entirely jfur-coated nymphomaniac realisti¬
without relief, and his perform¬ cally.
‘Myro.
ance goes a long way toward main- :
tainlng the taut atmosphere. Miss
Lockwood, as the Englishwoman in
New York, hits the right note in a
smooth and polished poi-trayal.
Nigel Stock, as the man from the
•HOW
D.A.’s office, is fortuhate in having
^ TNANsroirrATiOfi
’
DINNSN
. ^
a part with the best dialog and the
only one in which real humor has
been injected,
Reed De Rouen, who came to
London originally for the Drury
Lane production of “Plain and
Next Weeinesday
Fancy," turns.in a compact study
as the divorcee’s lawyer friend,
March 20th.
Valerie White suggests the hysteri'cal wife and Joseph Wise, with
Departs Sardi's 4 p.m. sharp.
only a small scene as a cop, com¬
pletes a fine acting team.
Murray Macdonald’s staging is
properly vigorous.
Myro.
WAI/FKR
A Hatlul of Rain
RUBZAK
London, March 8.
Subway, in the Sky
London, Feb. 28.

Peter Saunders presentation of melo¬
drama in .two acts (six scenes), by Ian
Main. Stars Margaret Lockwood, Zachary
Scott; features Nigel Stock. Staged by
Murray Macdonald; decor, Dlsley Jones.
At Savoy Theatre, London, Feb,. 27, '57;
$2.35 top.
Anna Grant . VaieriCj White
Dinah Holland ..Margaret- ILit^wood
Josepr Hopkins. Reed De Rouen
Baxter . Zachary ScottGene Grierson . Nigel Stock
Sgt. Mulloy . Joseph Wise

Edward J. Sc Harry Lee Danziger and
Nicholas Duke Biddle (by arrangement
with Jay Julien) presentation of a drama
in three acts (six scenes), by Michael V.
Gazzo. Stars Sally Ann Howes, Bonar
CoUeano,
Sam
Wanamaker;
features
George Coulouris, Jean Dawnay. Staged by Wanamaker; decor, W. Stanley Moore.
At Princess Theatre, London, March 7,
'57; $2.20 top.
John Pope Sr. . 1. George Coulouris
Johnny Pope ... Bonar CoUeano
Celia Pope .
Sally Ann Howes
Mother .. A1 Mulock
Apples . Vivian Matalon
Chuch . Bernard Bresslaw
Polo Pope . Sam Wanamaker
Patzkl . Jean Dawnay
Man . Leonard Davies

"THE FIRST
GFMTFFMAW"
. A Ctmfif tf NORMAN CINSMJRY '
rnAmtin Stt/tA kf
TYRONE GUTRRT^

Round Trip via Scenic Cruiser
Dinner at Kaysey’s
Orchestra Seats
Return to Sardi's at midnieht
All inclusive
517 50
Reservations Circle 6 0594 5-6

The Danziger brothers, whose
main activity has hitherto been
confinejd to film production, have
made an auspicious start with their
Mai* i$, iMki growth epporfunlty in
first legit venture. “A H^ful of
ontortainmont/rolotod flalds; thorough
•how buiinoss backerpund/ public re¬
Rain,” imported from Broadway, is
lations/ top stonographor, initiative,
a strong meat' entertainment,
accustomed hoavy rosponsibllltias. Ex*
powerfully acted and intensely
callant roforancas.
dramatic. It’s worthy of a long
Writ# lOX Y315. Variety,
run, l)ut Londoners do not always
154 W. 44 $t., New York. N. Y.
take readily to such challenging
entertainment,
The agonies endured by a dope
Standard Loqlt Theatrical Formi
addict unable to get his sh6t in
and Report!
time, are far from a pleasant sight,
All forms $1.00 par 100
but Bonar CoUeano simulates the *
Send for Your FREE Sample Set
tortured “junkie" with such realism
that revulsion la turned to pity.
TODAY
Amai;lcan Logltlmato Thoatro torvtce
His powerhouse performance is
0000 Ounsat Blvd.
one of three acting triumphs.
Hollywood 20/ California
Sally Ann Howes, a musicomedy

Secretary / Exec.

NEW
PLAY

Saak producor or agont for B'way (or Sum¬
mer Stock)' presentation of now mystery com¬
edy thriller (one sat).
By avthor with motion picture background.
Interest in motion picture rights already dis*
playadi,'
Box V313.57 Variety
154 W. 46th St., Now York 36/ N. Y.
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A NEW THEATRICAL RECORD
$1,000,000 IN 113 PERFORMANCES!
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TONIGHT
( WED. MARCH 131

Miss Merman In ''Happy HnntiM." after enly 113 performances
on Broadway, MS established an

AU-TIME HIGH
IH THUTRICAL
HISTORY
BY PLAYING TO GROSS BOX
OFFICE RECEIPTS OF

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS***
Never before —never in the
history of aity legitimate theatre
in New York City has such a record
gross been achieved in so short
a time.
Never before has there been such
a demonstration of popular acclaim
as that which theatregoers have
accorded

ETHEL MERMAH
***Da.t not Intiudo ono-thhd of B million dollan
from 4t ptrforifiantot In lotion and Fhilpdolphia.

“Wheii EtKel Merman strides, on
11000, audiences visibly reldx/They
are; sure;of ;one thing/ a^puperb
entertainer in a highly professional
show, ‘HQppy Hunting’ fills the bilL
It Is one of the most eye-filling
musicals I ever sow.”
r^lAUOIA CASSIDY
Chka$o TrlJbttnR

tRAAnjolAnRS
.. Virginia Gibson Gorilon Polk Mary Finney
leon Belasra Olive lempleton Renato Cibelli

.,.u, Howard Lindsay Russel Crouse
Matt Dubey M«icb, Harold Karr
Settinis and Lighting by

Costumts designad by

JO MIELZINER

IRENE SHARAFF ALEX ROMERO & BOB HERGET

Dances and IWusical Numbers Staged by’

Musical Direction by

Orchestrations by --Dance Music DevFsed by

JAY BLACKTON

TED ROYAL

ROGER ADAMS

Directed by Abe Burrows
^'A gay, giddy, heart-lifting show In
which Ether Merman, that heavenly
colliope, is at her morvelous best.”
JOHN MASON BROWN
VA cheerful, handsome musical hit,
distinguished by the presence of
Ethel Merman, who is superb in It.”
^WILLIAM McDBRMOTt
Cl«v«fand Ptota Oadfar

”ln ’Happy Hunting*, Ethel Merman
has the best show of her great
career. It roars through the evening
in a gale of rough-hpuse humor,
exultant and exhijaroting. Do not
expect anything arty. It is an uproOr,. not an opera.”
^ ^UfOr NORTON
\fe«ron Accord

...
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lands, where he^s bought, a hotel
St. Thomas;
an ad for the
hotel
in a weekly mag three weeks
Halliwell Hobbes left for the ago and
by last Week had the deal,
Coast yesterday (Tues,),,
. Gavriel Messeri in from Tel Aviv
Errol Flynn readying his me¬ finalized. He leaves N.Y, “to work on a product prowl.
moirs for Doubleday publication. out the rest of my days in Ber¬
Victor Borge, opens a sixweek
muda
shorts”
on
March
29,
Century Theatres doing a $200,season at Palace Theatre- April 9.
000 renovation job on its HuntingOtto Preminger off to Paris to
ton theatre, Huntington, L.I.
edit “Saint Joan” and prep “BonArthur B. Krlm and Bobert S.
jour
Tristesse.”
Benjamin back from Coast produc¬
By Gene Moskowitz
Terence Morgan taking over the
tion confabs.
X28 Rue iluchette; Odeon 4944)
Hoger H. Lewis, United Artists
lead
in “The Country Wife” from
Plush La Nouvelle - EvCj shut¬ Laurence
ad-pub director, back from a week tered
Harvey.
for three months, reopens
of Coast conferences with indie next week
Mary
Murphy in town to co-stai*
with a big revue spec.
producers.
with Bod Cameron in “Escape¬
'
Israeli
actress
Haya
Hararit
in
Barney Boss back from the Coast to do a role in the next Leo Joan- ment” for Anglo-Amalgamated re¬
where he was technical adviser on non
pic which ^yill star Pierre lease.
Edward Smail’s production of his Fresnay.
The Variety Club is endowing a
biopic.
Paul Guers, Bernard Dheran bed at the St. Agnes Orphanage to
Bed Cross drive has Larry Low- and
Jacques
Toja
quitting
the
perpetuate
memory of the late
man of CBS heading the hucksters Comedie-Francaise for more lucra¬
“Dickie.” Dickinson.
and Bruno Zirato of the Philhar¬ tive film and legit offers.
Bon Bandell planes to the U. S.
monic the longhairs.
Talk here of reopening the long
Henry Cornelius, Brtish film di¬ defunct Bal Tabarin nitery to serve today (Wed.) On urgent personal
rector, made a brief Gotham stop¬ as a starring spot for Zizi Jean- business. He^ guested oh “What’s
over Sunday (10) en route from maire, backed by a big scale show. My Line?J’ last weekend. ^
London to the Coast.
Sam Ecionan Jr., whose .contract
Besides Martine Carol, Brigitte
Herman Levin, producer of “My Bardot and Francoise Arnold are as chairman of Metro in London
Fair Lady,” has two or three indie being approached to make pix for ended last week, opened his own
picture production offers which he Hollywood in new move for Conti¬ offices off Berkeley Square.
may crystallize shortly.
Leslie Frewin. who quit Associ¬
nental coproduction.
Daniel Barenboim, 14-year old
Gillies Margaritus, lead tv va¬ ated British studios last year^ to
Israeli pianist, off to London and riety show producer, will direct his open his own publicity organiza¬
BBC concerts. Spent two months first feature film here next month, tion, setting Up a branch office in
in U.S, under S. Hurok.
“Paris Follies.” He will also con¬ Paris next month.
Paul Baibourn, Paramount v.p., tinue his biweekly ty chores.
George . Singleton elected new
<.due back at the weekend after
“Anastasia” (20th) got ^-a gala prexy of Cinematograph Exhibitors
three weeks of intermittent sun preem in presence of. Ingrid Berg¬ Assn., with E. J. Hinge as his dep¬
and rain in Boca Grande.
man, Anatole Litvak, Haya Hararit uty; latter continues as treasurer.
General David Sarhoff and Mrs. and Jacob Tsur, Ambassador of Is¬
George H. Elvin, general secre¬
Sarnoff will house-guest in Frank rael, in a benefit for the Aliah tary of the Assn, of Cine. Televi¬
M. Folsom's Palm Beach apartment Youth Center for aid to Israeli or¬ sion and Allied Technicians, al¬
■when they head south on the Ifith. phans.
lowed out of hospital for a few
^‘Night Chase” is the new title of
According to' producer Ernest hours Sunday (10) to attend his
the British Academy Award-win¬ Menzer, he has set up a deal for union’s annual meeting.
ning picture “Chance Meeting” Tobis Film to make a pic on the
Henry. Cornelius planed to Hol¬
being distributed by Pacemaker Hungarian Bevolution to be spon¬ lywood over the weekend on the
PictureSr
sored by the Hungarian National prowl for an American femme star
Stanley Whrner Cinerama exec Bevolutionary Committee, a group to play opposite Kenneth More in
Patrick McGarry told the N. Y. officially recognized by the U. S. • his. upcoming production of Paul
Kiwanis Club about “The Motion
Galileo’s comedy, “Enchanted
Picture Bevolution” at the Lexing¬
Hour.” Pic rolls In the spring for
ton Hotel.
British Lion release.
Dinner in salute to Bruno Wal¬
ter indefinitely postponed. The 80' Continued from page 1
year old conductor has virus,
missed his Met Opera chore Satur¬
at best, he’ll be back in a half-hour
day matinee..
By Jerry Gaghan
Joseph Bosenstock, who was show but even that’s a moot point
Lee Henderson, chorus line pro¬
with N. Y. City Center some time right now. George Gobel may be ducer,
in
Methodist Hospital.
ago, is currently conducting the teamed with Eddie Fisher in a
Wilbur Evans opened midtown
NHK Symphony, adjunct of the Tuesday hour but his solo stint studios
for
voice and dramatic
scrapped. Jonathan Winters, the
broadcasting system in Japan.
training.
Bill (Elwood C.) Hoffman, whose only other - live entry at the mo¬
Conchita
Nakatani,
amusement
“Affair of Honor” was on Broad¬ ment, will lose his weekly quarterof Pittsburgh Courier, re¬
way last season, has completed an¬ hour in the fall when NBC con¬ editor
signed
after
15
years
in
post.
other play, “The Bavished Sleeve,” verts its 7;30 to 8 strip to halfClassic ^itarist Bey de la
which Theatre Guild is currently hour programs.
Torre will leave on tour of Japan
reading.
Moreover, there won’t be any¬
iippearance here lasirweek.
The 70-year-old Jose p.h A. body arotind to replace the depart¬ after
Local film press agents grousing
Michel who was slain with wealthy ing comedians. Like the warnings because Sheraton Hotel ignored
63-year-old widow Mrs. Edith Hal- about the impossibility of the task them in bringing in the glamor for
lock, while vacationing in Aca¬
hoopla.
pulco, was the brother of Dr. Leo of furnishing comics with enough opening
Eva Gabor and Jerry Colonna
material to perform on a week-in,
Michel, W.k. in show biz.
will
make
personal appearances
week-out
basis,
the
warnings
that
Dave Munro, who will be re¬
membered in'N. Y. advertising cir¬ television must develop fresh Friday (15) at-local mercantlTe
houses
to
aid
Hungarian-Belief.
young
talent
have
come'
true.
cles as founder of the newsletter
Former-r disk jockey HarVey
Space & Time, has been visiting There have been only four new
Manhattan but has now returned comedians with regular exposure Sheldon pacted by Board of Edu¬
tq his teaching post at Orienta U. over the past three years. Only cation to put on double jazz show
one made the grade, Gobel. Win¬ at Northeast High School assembly.
in Cuba.
Harold Berg, general counsel for
Eddie Davis, the ex-taxidriverr ters came close. Johnqy Carson
turned - gagmen-tumed-play wright, flopped last year and Buddy Hack- AGVA, here to contest booking
agent
Charley Marano’s
suit
and Sam Alper have a new legit ett dittoed this season.
musical on tap satirizing tv, titled . Yet, the predictions didn’t come against actors’ union $50 franchise
“Madison Ave. Boys.” Davis is also altogether true because television fee.
Johnny Dee, Campbell College
working on a musicalization of doesn’t need ’em—not badly, in¬
sophomore and pop song composer,
Jacques Deval’s “Tovarich.”
stead
of
being
an
indispensable
taken
about, town to exploit his
Pressagent Dick Weaver, hand¬
ling “Stage Struck” for BKO, is commodity to television, the comics new ABC-Paramount recording,
“Sitting
in the Balcony.”
have
become
an
adjunct.
The
rea¬
making sure his clients don’t beef
about being misquoted. At press sons are'simple-—new personalities
conferences with company toppers. and new kinds of programs. The
Weaver has a stenotypist present. personalities are mainly the vocal¬
After the conference, full notes of ists, the Perry Comos and Dinah
By Stojan Bralovlc
the meeting are sent to reporters. Shores (and the Frank Sinatras (8. Ohridska, Belgrade; Tel 41232)
Columbia hired the Latin Quar¬ and Pat Boones, to judge from
Josef^ Palencek, pr\)minent
ter Thursday (7) afternoon to audi¬ ABC’s plans). Three years ago, Czechoslovakian pianist, scored in
tion for a dog with a talent for they were vocalists and nothing Belgr;ide concert hall.
eating bagels. It was' a gimmick more in fact, the webs tried and . Westminster Chorus from the
for “Pal Joey” and the press failed with Sinatra and" others U.S. gave a successful concert at
showed • up in good number. But
University here.
neither a line nor a photo .appeared fronting the hour variety displays. People’s
Thirty of the 60 pix so far made
Como and Miss Shore changed
in any of the papers despite the
by
Yugoslav
producers have been
all
that,
When
the
former
moved
fact that the original announce'ment of the canine talent scouting into his Saturday hour opposite sold to 48 foreign countries.
The government intention to
Gleason last year, he had the bene¬
got good coverage.
(Johnny) Wayne & (Frank) fit of competing against the ill- pass a special law for doihesticalShuster, Canada’s top. comics, teed advised “Honeymooners” series, ly produced films indicates clear¬
a weekly column in 'Toronto Star, but' few thought he’d survive the ly that the Yugoslav film produc¬
“The World of Wayne & Shuster.” Nielsen wars against the full-hour tion is undergoing a serious crisis.
They remarked, “We have an .in¬ 'Gleason layout this season. Not The' distributors and cinemas pre¬
ternational reputation. We’re the only did he survive, but he knock¬ fer- foreign films, especially U.S.
only comedy team in North ed Gleason out of the box. Miss productions, which are apparently
America that’s still talking to each Shore developed this season, surefire b.o. in this country. The
other.” Both were on the editorial sweeping away all opposition with new anticipated law for the protec¬
tion of domestic films is expected
staff of the Daily Varsity at U. of
T., of which,they’re grads in Eng- all the grace, charm and stagecraft to eliminate the present practice.
of a Broadway musical queen.
lish^lS...
■ Showfolk wfere on a shuttle this •- Then 'there., are the bands, like
past Sunday between the elaborate Lawrence Welk, who knocked Sid
cocktail'dansant at the Waldorf to Caesar ' off his perch. Then thq
■ By Lary Solloway
tee-off the new Harry E. Gould westerns (“Wyatt Earp” made it
(1755 Calais Dr.; UNion 5-5389) .
Clinic in the about-to-be-opened no-contest against “The Brothers,”
TV producer Ed Wolf buying
Beth David Hospital (UN zone), and for example). So successful were a home here, on Allison Island.
Clara Bell Walsh’s ditto at the they that all three webs are going
Errol Flynn' and Patrice Wymore
Plaza for Mary Martin. Gould, all-out next season With at least a made the plush-cafe circuit- last
w.k. in show biz, is general chair¬ dozen on the books so far. There week.
man of this coming Sunday night’s are the costumers,' with “Bobin
Tony Bennett combs back to the
dinner for Jimmy Durante. Mrs. Hood” opening the floodgates. Americana early in April; sooner
Walsh’s party was part of the There are the quizzers, which than originally planned.
Plaza’s golden jubilee celebration.
Gene Austin took over all-night
Allen Meltzer, ex-CBS & Warner though apparently on the wane, lounge adjunct to Olsen and John¬
Bros; who in later years has been helped kill off the golden hams son’s Heliz-A-Poppin’ Club.
operating as an indie press agent for a couple of seasons.
Lou ■ Walters reported taking
What will happen next year, no¬ over
and in public relations, is doing
Copa (^ity for next season,
what most men dream of but never body knows, but for now, the in¬ backed by group of localites.
get around to doing. He’s chuck¬ dustry is unedheerned about thfe
Lew Parker joined wife Betty
ing it all to live in the Virgin Is¬ demise of.the weekly comics.
Kean for first wedding annl; .tney

TV Comics

Belgrade

were married at the Thunderbird
lii Hallandale.
Murray King at Boney Plaza set¬
ting up new indie Him to be shot
against Beach locale. Gloria DeHaven "^first to be inked for role.
Balmoral Hotel Installed weekly
show policy with Margerita Sierra
kicking off the run; H^len Aimee
is . current and Judy Tyler followr
Ing.
*
Bubbles - Darlene, banned by the
gendarmes from the Beach last
spring for a year for giving ah
“indecent” performance, leaving
the Miami Leon & Eddie’s foi* re¬
turn across the bay to Five O’clock
Club.
. .
•
'
Bocky TVfarciano, who’s set to
join Jimmy Durante’s company at
the Chez Paree late .this month,
gandering all shows around town.
When he was champ, his appear¬
ances at, local bistros when here
were rare.

Joe Pasternak
s Continued from nase 3 ;

Hollywood
James Stewart to Fort 'Worth
ffor a week.
^
Vet cameraman Harry Stradling’
in Cedars following a heart Attack.
W. P. “Whjtey” Hendty marked
his 33d anni as Metro police chief,
Spyrds P. Skouras and Joseph
Moskowitz in for week of studio
confabs.
....
Jimmy Stewart's twin daughters,
Kelly and Judy, rncuplng from
tonsillectomies. \
Lone Banger ti> Hartford, Conn.,
to star fii annual Greater Hartford
Fair Mareh 13-17.
Bill Bradley appointed a mem¬
ber of the AM-tv committee of Na¬
tional Safety Council.
Patty McCorman^’s agency pact
with MCA approved by Superior
Judgtf Harold W. Schweitzer..
Cecil B. DeMille’s “IQ CommandLments” kudosed by California
Federation of, Wpmen's Clubs.
Nat W. James, vet BKO flack,
set as ad-publicity director oi
Bartlett-Champion Productions.
Leon Jaris appointed administra¬
tor of the Motion Picture Country
House, Hospital and Best Home.
George Murphy elected to suc¬
ceed Bonald Beagan as prexy of
Motion Picture Industry Council.
George L. Bagnall named generar chairman of Motion Picture
Belief Fund’s educational cam¬
paign.
9
Frank Sinatra Asthma Beserach
\Fund set up by Asthma Besearch
Institute for actor’s humanitarian
a'ctivities.
Lloyd C. Ownbey and Morton W.
Scott, first and second assistant
barkers, will be Tent 25 delegates
to the Variety Clubs International
convention in New Orleans next
month.
Gloria Swanson lunched at Par¬
amount and stirred speculation.
But it was a purely social get to¬
gether with old friends Y. Frank
Freeman, D. A. Doran and Bill
Melklejohn.
William Dieterle, Fritz Lang,
Bichard Oswald and Franz Waxman honored by German govern¬
ment for furthering better under¬
standing between the U.S. and
Germany.

would be to make nine pictures
over the next three years.
Pastnerak’s philosophy is that no
indie producer should be complete¬
ly independent. He maintains that
an indie, in order to have a success¬
ful operation, should be associated
with a major studio where he will
have the advantage of a world<-wide
distribution organilhtion as well
as the guidance and experience of
the studio officials. “After all,” he
said, “these men are not stupid.
They know their business. Other¬
wise .they would not be in the posi¬
tions they are today.”
Although he is taking the plunge
into the indie ranks, Pasternak be¬
lieves that the trend, in the not
too distant future, will be reversed
and-many independent film-makers
will return to the major studios.
He said he thinks it would be bet¬
ter for the industry if it were not
“spread out so much.”
Currently on a nationwide tour
“to sell” his “10,000 Bedrooms,”
Pasternak recently wound up his
M-G contract assignment with
“This Could Be the Night.” His
next picture, as yet unannounced,
will be his first indie production.
For his future slate, Pasternak said
he wouH continue to make the
s Continued from page 57 s
type of pictures that he has been
associated with in the past, name¬
in the different types of companies
ly, escapist entertainment films. represented by MATA, COST and
“I’m not a good enough politician
to sell the world,” he said, “and COBST follows:
MATA
any time kissing and laughing gets
Resident performers abd chorust
out of style we’re in trouble.”
perform¬
rehear¬
sal
ance
’57
$65
$70
70
'58
70
’59
75
75
Continued from paRe 1 —
. Jobbing:
their expenses In return for what¬
perform¬
rehear¬
ever footage they brought back.
sal
ance
Pair were watched closely by
’57
$65
$75
Batista’s police and when they
•58
70
75
reached within two miles of their
75
80
’59
rendezvous with
Castro were
Summer theatres: (those ^^lthout
picked up. After a couple of days resident companies):
in jail, they were sent back to the
rehearperforpi’*
U. S. by Cuban authorities. Since
sal
ance
the Matthews series, which was
'57
$70
$85
highly unfavorable to the Batista
80
85
’58
regime, the Cuban President has
’59
80
90
been extremely sensitive to the
Summer theatres (those func¬
rebel situation, deleting references tioning without a resident com¬
to Castro in the domestic press and pany, but booking star packages
keeping an eagle eye on foreign and jobbing performers).
correspondents.
rehearperformThe attempt by Prentice, and
.sal
ance
Falletta to get to Castro obviously
’56
$55
$85
embarrassed Batista, and he felt
'57
60
85
that the fact that they wefS work¬
’58
65
90
ing for an BCA subsidiary was rub¬
75
’59
90
bing salt in the wounds. Attitude
X companies (the larger stz
,of BCA and NBC, is that objective houses, with resident companies).
newsgathering is a legitimate and
rehear¬
perform¬
vital function of a network, but
sal
ance
Batista obviously doesn't see it
'56
$55
$75
that way. BCA is attempting to
’57
60
75
soothe matters down with the
’58
65
80
Cuban dictator.
’59
75
80
COST & COBST
Y companies (smaller star houses
and the larger "resident company
operations).
; Continued from page 57 ;
rehear¬
perform¬
sal
pected to be two-three day stands
ance
’56
mostly. Each town would get four
$55
$65
’57
legit sjiows a season. League might
60
'58
65
handle rnOre. but route them vari¬
'59
70
ously. Again precepts established
70
in concert econopiics would govern.
Under the League a legit pro¬
% companies^-(sillier straight
ducer sending his attraction on the resident company groups).
road would be* free of the run-ofrehearperformmine hazards since 'this would be
sal
ance
ticket-money-in-therbank • econom¬
’66
$55.
$55.'
ics. Concert impresari typically
'57
57.60
57.50
send no program anywhere oh
'58
60,
60.
spec.
*59
62.50
62.50
Two major agencies already
The contract coveting the Z com¬
vying for touring shows are- the panies includes a provision for re¬
Legitimate Independent Theatres opening negotiations at the end of
of North America, formed by out- the second year if the managers
of-town theatre managers, and the feel the third year’s $62.50 figure
Independent Booking Office, or¬ would constitute a hardship. The
ganized by the League of New York new contracts also Include wage
Theatres*
boosts for stage managers..

SIrawhal Paace

RGA>Batista

'Sergeant’s’ Teur

A
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OBITUARIES
HAROLD A. OAUTIER
JOSEPHINE HULL
Harpld A. Gautier,. .57, member
Josephine Hull, 70, vet le^t ac¬
tress, died March 12 in New York of the vaude and cirous family
training and producing dog acts,
4ifler a long illness.
died March 6 in Plainfield, N.J.
Details in legit.
He became ill In Janua^ry while
touring in South Africa' with his
WILLIAM C. MENZIES
William Cameron Menzies, 60, canine turn known as "Excess Bag¬
.
veteran production, designer and gage.’' '
He was the Sort of the late Leon¬
winner of*the first. Oscar for ai*t
direction, and sometime film di¬ ard H. and Emmeline Gautier, who
rector, died March 5 In Hollywood. for years doubled in a bareback
He started in the film industry just riding act with. Barnum & Bailey
The elder
alter World War 1, as art director and other circuses.
for Famous Players^Lasky and his Gautier, who for a time had his
37-year career covered many of the own circus in Europe, later origi¬
top productions of that period. His nated and devised a number of top
last assignment was on Mike animal acts.
Born in Holland, Harold Gautier
Todd’s "Around the World in. 80
Days," on which he was associate joined with his late brother, Leon¬
producer in addition to production ard, in handling the famed "Brick¬
layers" act following the death of
designer. ,
During Menzies’. career, he .Jiad their parents. Canines in this nov¬
worked with many of the bigger elty turn were put through paces
independents, such as Pickford- as members of a house construc¬
Fairbanks, Alexander Korda, David tion gang. Among other dog acts
0. Selznick and Sam Wood, in addi¬ of the family were Gautier’s Ani¬
tion to studio associations. His top mated Toyshop, Phonograph Dogs,
credits included "Thief of Bagdad,’’ Hot Dogs and the Steeplechase,
Surviying ‘^is another brother,
"Alice in Wonderland,’’ "Gone with
the Wind," "Foreign Correspond¬ Arsene,' wJho works "The Steeple¬
ent" and "Our Town." He won the chase" turn. Brother Leonard died
Academy Award in ld28 for his art in 1948 while a third brother,
direction on "The Dove" and "The Rene, died in 1927. Harold was a
Tempest."
bachelor.
Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, his- mother and a
GEORGE KOMAROFF
George Komaroff, 65, arranger
bi'qther;
of music for the shows at the Latin
WILLIAM JOHNSON
William Johnson, singei* v\mo Quarters in New York and Miami

Irene Bordoni
March Iflti, 1953

appeared in last season’s Broad\yay
production of "Pipe Dream," died '
March 6 in Flemington, N.J.
Johnson’s first Broadway appear¬
ance was in 1941 in "Banjo Eyes,”
With Eddie Cantor. Two years later
he joined Ethel Merman in "Some¬
thing for the Boys." He then went
to Hollywood appearing in the
films, '“Keep Your Powder Dry’
and "It’s a Pleasure."
He returned to Broadway in
1945 in "The Day Before Spring,"
and two years later appeared in the
London version of "Annie Get
Your Gun." He. played this role
for three years opposite Dolores
Gray. He remained in. London to
play the lead in "Kiss Me, Kate."
Johnson returned to the U. S.
nr-i954 to replace Alfred Drake in
"Kismet." At the time of his
death, he was preparing for his
return to Broadway in "The Ballad
of Baby Doe." He appeared in the
tv version of this opera on "Omni¬
bus" Feb. 10.
Wife, singer Jet McDonald,
daughter, father and brother sur¬
vive.
ADDISON (JACK) FOWLER
Addison (Jack) Fowler who, with
his late wife and partner Florenz
Tamara, was a. famlli&r exhibition
ballroom dancing figure in the Ca¬
in Mnmoriam

<@rauman
(Th« tittU' 0{«nt of Show Bix)

Yoh'II Mvor b* fdrgotton. Sid.'*'
’ Arthur 5. Wonxol

Beach for the past
years as well
as the Bellevue Casino, Montreal,
died in N. Y. March 10 of a hoart
attack. He worked‘with his wife,
Mme. Natalie Komarova, choreog¬
rapher of the LQ and Bellevue.
Komaroff also arranged nitery
shows at the Dunes, Las Vegas;
Earl Carroll’s Hollywood, and
other cafes. H« did the music for
the Shuberts for some years.
Others, he worked on included dis¬
plays at the San Francisco and,
Chicago World Fairs. Komaroff
was brought to the U. S. by the
late Clifford C. Fischer and initial¬
ly worked at the French Casino.
He also did one edition of "Ziegfeld Follies."
Survived by his wife and a
daughter.
SAMUEL ORNITZ
Samuel Ornitz, 66, author and
screenwriter and one of the "Hol¬
lywood- Ten" Congressipnal wit¬
nesses, died March 10 in Los An¬
geles.
A native New Yorker, Ornitz was
the author of the 1926 novel,
"Haunch, Paunch and Jowl," which
dealt with N.Y, politics. He . went
to Hollywood in 1928 and wrote for
films until 1944. His last assign¬
ment there was 20th-Fox’s "Cir¬
cumstantial Evidence" in 1944.
Ornitz was among 10 Hollywood*
actors, writers and directors sen¬
tenced to prison in 1950 for con¬
tempt of Congress. They refused
to tell the House Committee on
Un-American Activties in 1947
whether they had ever been mem¬
bers of the Communist party. He
served nine months of his one-year
term.
—
Wife, two sons and three broth¬
ers survive.

act, the Erettoa. Touriibt -^uth
America, he met his wife,, a mem¬
ber of Brewster's Planets, English
cycling act. They were married
in 1914.
Billed as Fred and Florence
Overbury, they started an acrodancing act in Europe in 1920.
Two years later their son, Rey,
six years old at the time, joined
his father as the One.-and-a-Half
Overburys, a comedy acrobatic and
musical act, Rey Overbunr i$ still
active in British and European
vaude and tv as a musical acrodancer (Rey Overbury & Suzette).

'pen name of Eherman Myere he
turned out a number of pop hits
during the 1920s, including "Moon¬
light on the Ganges."
Surviving are nis wife, son and
daughter.

WILLIAM CRAWFORD
William (Tiny) Crawford, 47,
Hawaiian bandleader, died March
6 in San Francisco. A native of
Honolulu, he came to the; Frisco
area 25 years ago, organized an
Hawaiian band and played hotels,
supper and on ships. He recently
concluded a year’s run at the
Tonga Room of the Fairmont
Hotel, ,Frisco.
HOWARD £« WHITE
Wife and daughter survive.
Howard E, White, 67, longtime
exec with Fox Midwest Theatres,
died March 2 in Nevada, Mo.,
LOUIS 6. DENSMORE
Louis Ogier. Densmore, 67, vet¬
where he became ill while attend¬
ing a meeting of the Veterans of eran dancer, died in Hollywood
Foreign Wars. With Fox Midwest March 6 of a heart attack.
for a number of years, he retired
A vaude hoofer for years, he ap¬
in 1955 .as assistant purchasing peared with the Gertrude Hoffman
Dancers and worked with Elsie
agent for the circuit.
At the time of hiar death White Janis entertaining servicemen in
was assistant sales manager for World War I.
DIT-MCO, a firm making outdoor
theatre equipment. Long active in
JAMES B. COLLEANO
veterans’ affairs, he was named
James Bonar Golleano, 63, one¬
deputy national chief of staff of the time acrobat and father of actor
VFW in 1954.
Bonar Golleano, died March 7 in
London. He was attending the first
MEMO BENASSl
night of "A Hatful of Rain’’ at the
Memo Benassi, 65, Italian actor Princes Theatre, starring his son,
who last appeared with Vittorio when he collapsed. He died en
Gassman^ in Jean Paul-Sartre’s route to the hospital.
"Kean," clied Feb. 25 in Bologna,
His wife and son survive.
Italy, after a two-month illness.
More than three decades ago he
DAVID JAVA
trouped in the U. S. with Eleanora
David Java, 49, violinist and
Duse during her last tour which bandleader, died of a cerebral hem¬
ended in her death.
orrhage' March 2 In London. He
Benassi later appeared as the collapsed the previous day during
Dauphin in the Italian premiere of a ‘^Music WhilS You Work" BBG
Shaw’s "S.aint Joan,” He also was broadcast. Fw 14 years he was
seen in a number of Shakespearean resident leader of the band at
roles.
the Queens Brasserie, Leicester
Square, London.
JOSEPH CAITS
His wife and son survive.
Joseph Gaits, 68, an actor who
hart appeared in vaudeville, musiJOSEPH H. HUSTON
comedy and films, died March 9 i Joseph H. Huston, 88, former
in New York.
circus and animal show operator,
For about 40 years, both he and died March 1 in Los. Angeles. Or¬
his brother Louis played together ganizer of the Gentry Bros. Dog
as the Gaits Bros., a comedy and and Pony.-Show, he_ also helped
dancing team. Besides vaude, they found the Floto Gircus with Hugo
were seen in many musicomedies, Floto in 1902. Later he toured with
including "Strike Up the B^nd," animal shows in the southwest and
"Night in Spain," "Ups-A-Daisy’' Mexico.
and "Artists and Models." .
Two daughters survive.
Another brother and sister also
survive.
MATTHEW A. LENNAETZ
Matthew A, Lennartz, 76, cellist,
MARY P. PERRY
died March 6 in Philadelphia. A
Mary Pauline Perry, 45, former native of Germany, h6 was a mem¬
member of the Variety and Daily ber of the Phila Orchestra from
VarTety Washington, bureau, died 1902 to 1916. He also played with
of a cerebral hemorrhage March 10 thc; old Victor Talking Machine
in Washington. She also formerly Go. and in local theatre pit bands.
handled publicity for stations
Wife survives.
WMAL and WMAL-TV, owned by
the Washington Star. She was
PEARL RIGHT
engaged in general publicity work
Pearl Hight, 83, former musiat the time of her death.
comedy actress and comedienne,
A native of Tulsa, Okla., she is died March 3 in New York.
survived by . her mother and a
She appeared on Broadway in
brother.
*!
numerous productions, including
"Little Jesse James," "Oh,
Please!,’’ “The Town’s Woman”
AUGUSTUS W. GARDNER
Augustus W.‘ Gardner, 85, pio¬ and “Loose Moments.’’
neer exhibitor, died March 5 in
HUGH ROSE BROWN
Albany, N.Y. With his late brother,
Hugh Rose Brown, 81, retired
John, he operated one of Albany’s
first nickelodeons. They opened manager of the Metropolitan Opera
the Pearl Theatre in 1909 and House, died March 7 in New York.
relinquished it in 1928 when talk¬ Brown retired in-1946 after 34
years as house manager of the
ing pictures replaced silents.
Surviving Is a nephew, j;ohn W. opera_and superintendent of all its
Gardner Jr., operator of drive-ins buildings.
Son, brother and sister survive.
near Albany and Unadilla, N.Y.
MOORE AFRIG
'
Juan Sanchez Amores, 59, fakir
and magician known professionally
as Moore Afric, died recently of a
heart attack in Melilla, Spain. He
was stricken after a performance
in that city while on tour with his
own vaude compaiw.
Founder of the Spanish Magici¬
ans Glub, Afric trouped in Latino
countries for more than 2ff years.
He returned to Spain some months
ago.
s
FEDERICO O. CRESPO
Federico Oliver Crespo, 84, play¬
wright who authored more than 40
works, died Feb. 6 in Madrid
after a long illness. His first play
was produced in 1898. He also
wrote a number of books on show
business.
Surviving are his wife. Carmen
Gobena, onetime legit- star;, a
daughter, Carmen, an actress-man¬
ager, as well as several sons also
active.In show biz. .

sinos and spas of Europe and in
THOMAS HOLMES
the variety houses and music halls
Thomas (Tommy) Holmes, 44,
all over the world, died as result
of a stroke suffered som'e*^onths, owner-operator of the swank Club
ago it his home in Riverside (East One-Two, died March 10 in To¬
Prdwfctence), Rhode Island, on ronto. Since 1952 he had held a
March, 9. He was 67. With his half interest in fhe club with Lou
' PAOLO SALVIUCCI
second wife,, Jayne, he operated Chesler, an extensive investor in
Paolo Salviucci, 55, composer arid
the Fowler &' Tainara School of show biz properties, as his part¬
former superintendent of Roihe’s
Dancing in Providence, a billing ner.
Holmes had been a boxer, body¬ Teatro dell’Opera, died of a heart
devised/"by both primarily as a
memorial for Miss Tamara who guard to Premier Mitchell Hep¬ attack Feb. 23 in that city. He held
burn in the ’30s, an executive with the chief office at the opera from
died in 1946.
In the heyday of the class niter- the Ontario Liquor Control Board 1950-52 and was a leading candid¬
ies in the U. S. and the lush spend¬ and later a beer salesman for top ate to return to the post during the
ing of the 1920s Fowler & Tamara breweries.
opera’s current difficulties regard¬
Wife, two sons and daughter ing government subsidies.
toured the top spots. They were
'
of the same dancing tradition as survive.
His best known symphonic work
Tony &: Renee DeMai'cb, li’ene ^
was "11 Pianto della Madonna.”
Vernon Castle and kipdred top¬
FRED OVERBUiiy
MONTAGUE EWING
flight ballroom teams,
Fred Overbury, 66, .vaude and
Besides his widow, stwo childi’en circus performer, died recently in
Montague Ewing, 67, composer
survive. Mrs. Jayne Fowler plans Birmingham, Eng. Starting on the of pop tunes,,-rti«rt'' March 4 in
to continue operating the Fowler stage at 14, he was a member of Finchley, North London.
Best
& Tamara terp school. Services the famous Stein Eretto Troupe of known of his many npvelty songs i.s
were Tuesday (12) In Providence. ‘ acrobats. Later he formed' hls own I'‘Policemen-s Holiday;’^'Under the]

MILDRED H. STONE
Mrs, Mildred H. Stone, 67, pi¬
oneer radio announcer; died March
7 in Albany after a year’s illness.
She was the first woman announc¬
er with station WEAN, Providence.
Her daughter survives.

necretary of the Theatre Equip¬
ment and Supply Manufacturera
Assn,, died March 3 in New York,
Bert Hewitt, 62, musical direc¬
tor for 14 years at the Empire
Theatre, West Hartlepool, Eng.,
died recently in that town.
Mother of Lawrence E. Spivak,
producer-panelist of the tv-radio
show, "Meet ' the Press," died
March 7 in New York.
Mother of Rosemary O’Shea, ac¬
tress-singer, died March 7 in New¬
ark, N. J.
Mother of Robin (Mrs.' Tom) Pat¬
terson, president of the Ganadian
Players, died March 7 in Seattle.
Sister, of Remigio Paone, Italian
impresario, died Feb. 28 in Rome.

MARRIAGES
BaronesssL Afdera Franchetti to .
Henry Fonda, New York, March 9.
He’s legit-film actor.
Anita Grozier to Alex Welsh,
Leith, Scot., March 5. He’s a
trumpeter-bandleader.
RdSe Brennan to George Hurst,
Wakefield, Eng., recently. Bride is
singer with Joe Loss orch.
Myma Weinstein to Jerry Tokofsky, New York, March 3, He’s with
the William Morris Agency.
Bobby Driscoll to Marilyn Jean
Rush, Mexico, Dec. 3. He’s for¬
mer child actor.
Peggy Deen to Joe Pinner, Jack¬
sonville, Fla., March 3. Bride is a
singer; he’s a disk jockey with
WTMBR, Jacksonville,
Ann Govington Warner to
Michael John Arlen, March 9,
Glaremont, Galif. Bride is a Time
staffer; groom, son of late novelist
Michael Arlen, is a Life staffer.
Jo-Ann Sandra Reed to Joseph
T. Newlin, Barre, Vt, March 2,
Bride is an actress; he’s a pro¬
ducer-director.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Don. Hammond,
son, New York, March 3, Father is
a staff writer at WGBS-TV, New
York. .
Mr, and Mrs, Jay Andres, daugh¬
ter, Ghicago, March 5. Father is a
WBBM disk jockey.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Jarecki, son*
Hollywood, March 3. Father Is an
engineer at KNX.
Mr. and Mrs. William' Edwards,
daughter, Hollywood, March 2.
Father is an ABG-TV film depart¬
ment staffer:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wolfe,
daughter, Burbank, Gal., March 3.
Maternal grandfather is Irvin Mazzoi, Goast AGVA chief.
Mr. and Mrs. Syd Yallen, son,
Hollywood, March 2. Father is
operations director at K1FW3;
mother'is former tv singer Penny
Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Harris,
daughter, Toronto, March 4. Father
is a GBG musical producer; mother
was with Young & Rubicam.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Gevirtz, son,
Hollywood, March 8. Mother is
rtaughter of UI music dept, head
Joseph Gershenson.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Zito, son,
Hollywood, March 4. Father is “an
actor,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greenseth,
daughter, Hollywood, March 6.
Father is a cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Rubin,
daughter, March 6, New York.
Father is Paramount v.p.
I Mr. and Mrs, Darren McGavin,
daughter, New York, March 10.
Father is an actor.

Who Needs Singers?

Mary B. Winslow, 42, ownerproducer of the Monomony The¬
atre in Ghatham, Mass., and active
continued from pace 1
g
•in the theatre for 20 years, died
March 11 in New York. Mother, tv-screen thesp Sal Mineo ^s being
three brothers and two sisters sur¬ groomed as a disk singer. The Epic
label already has laid the ground¬
vive. /
work for actor Anthony Perkins'
Norman J. Farrell, 33, former emergence as, a crooner but hasn’t
had
.too much luck with his early
drummer with Tony -Pastor’s breh
and more recently with Stanley releases'. Legit-screen comedian
Martel’s band in Nashua, N, H., Leon Belasco is the latest to take
died March 4 in Nashua.
a crack at disking via the recently
formed Tiara label.
Mervin K. Slosberg, 43, NBG
Dot, which went into the 1,000,foreign correspondent from 1939 000-plus. class with "Young Love,"
to 1942; died in San Francisco Hunter’s disk bow, is now planning
March 2. Wife survives.
to bring Gharlton- Heston into the
’ Mother, 62, of William Gollins, a crooning fold.
Giirrent disk market is apparent¬
member of the circulation staff of
Variety, died March 8 In New ly wide open for names not primar¬
ily known as singers. Gomedian
York.
Jerry Lewis, for examp’e, has
Herman Ferguson, exhibitor who cracked through with "Rockabye
operated theatres in Malden, Mo., Your Baby," his first solo attempt
for more than 40 years, died of a for Decca. Oater star Fess Parker
heart attack March 2 in that town.- is bringing in big returns for the
Disney label- with ; "Wringle
Sylvia'Wright, 22, showgirl, was Wrangle."
killed Feb, 23 in an auto crash near
Even Grace Kelly has moved into
Paris. She was en route to Italy, the disk picture.via a duet with
where she was to join a company.
Bing Grosby on Gapitol’s "True
Daniel Makarenko, 78, on the Love," taken from the soundtrack
Yiddish stage for 50 years, died of Metro’s "High Society.” She gets
equal billing with Grosby on the
March 6 in Philadelphia.
label although she’s only in for a
Wife of Merlin C.' Lewis, exec' few bars.
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MUSICIANS’ BARE TV CUPBOARD
NiiAsms Day in Court
Nudity, long the^ nemisis of film cfensors, is getting legal recog¬
nition.
■ Here’s a quote from the Maryland Court of Appeals decision,
denying the Maryland censor’s right to cut.nude scenes from the
Times Film documentary, ’’Naked Amazon”; '
“It cannot be assumed that nudity is obscene per se and undei;
all circumstances* Even the application of the narrowest rules
would not justify such an assumption. And, from the teaching
of psychology and sociology, we know that the contrary view
is held by social scientists. Nudity in art has long been recog¬
nized as the reverse of obscene . . . Even such a conservative
source book as Encyclopaedia Britannica contains nudes full front
view.”
^

Breaking Through Non-B way Barrier
On Albums; Elvis & Harry’s 1,000,DIM
.The breakthrough of the 1,000,--^^OOO-albuiih sale for an Individual ^
^
n*. *
if
disk artist is now Imminent. Never (^Q|g I OftCr KllZlDlf UD
before accomplished, two singers,
^

Silk Stockings’ With R&R
Circle'i)^- packaged sales. Presley
has bracked through on his “Elvis” set while Belafonte has made
it with his “Calypso” album, both
for RC^ Victor.
To date, the only 1,000,000-album sellers''have been showtune
packages.^ These include the original' cast album sets of “Oklahoma”
(Decca), ’’South Pacific” (Column
bia) and, recently Col's “My Fair
Lady.”
Moreover, these are ar(Continued on page 79)
^

^
Hollywood, March 19.
Cole Porter has succumbed,
Long acclaimed as the author of
the most sophisticated pop lyrics,
Porter has finally written a rock
’n’ roll tune. It’s one of two added
melodies for the film version of
“Silk Stockings” at Metro,
Tune is “The Ritz Roll & Rock’'
and it is sung in the film by Fred
Astaire.
Second new entry is
“Fated to Be Mated.”
^wo new tunes will highlight the
soundtrack album of the score
which will be issued by MGM ReciiCglt iJldrS DOlldllZSl
ords.
To release the package,
I A
p.
.M
.
label secured waivers from Verve
Id uUininar SnOiW lentS!
Records and Bally Records for As_ . ,
g.
lA/i
Paige, respectively.

Salanes Soar to lOG

--

A new goldmine is opening up /^ ■ ■!
V 11
for star performer's in summer lnPf flip I A|I.m I V
stock. As a result of a musical
Ulv IVII A f
tent theatre branchout to straight
play production, saUries for name 01
,
' ■1
Jj
talent may spar as high as $1Q,000
l||| flip K AJIfl
per week next summer.
UUlfJf Ull UIV ItUaU^
That, at least; is what tent thea^
tre operator Ben Segal is willing
I __
—
to pay. As producer of the Oaklj|||l|r IjPP IJirffPC
dale (Conn.) Musical Theatre and
VVIIII • Ul/U Ul 5VO
^"h™Lht
SltS
Plays tolng ftodtealWeeks o£ £sl

Washington, March 19.
SSrSommu*

ranvalJf%^|gt‘'S.ilr‘’“?s
nSatS Smmis^^lonefH^beT^^
Sv ^Slit
and I'®*' ™ a statement filed with the
S?,t nUva
‘ ^
^
■D
A?
’
... •
Both teepees will offer the same
productions on a rotating basis and
Wile one is playing a tuner the
other wiU have a straight play,
oegal is willing'tb* p'ay stars for
the straight'
; ^5,000-$10,000
weekly. ‘The higher'nUt oh the muSicals makes' shfch’ salaries prohibL
tive. The heft^'gross potential for
straight ■ plays Was ‘ indipated last
season by'a'123,000 take on a
weeks Showing of “Mister Rob•
•.
Casting for. both itents is hanuled by the Lenny-Debin office,
Rfew. .York. The Oakdale Tent is
2,100-seater and the Warwick'.a
2,300-seater,

Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, advocated authorization of
the service as the “logical step” in
solving the UHF problem.
Urging immediate commenceihent of subscriptibh in multi-station markets’,’limited’at the outset
to UHF statiohs,' Lee said the issues can only be resolved “by putting the show" on' the road and letting the boxbffice tell the tale.”
Comr. Lee [said he has. become
convinced [that such.action “would
almost [qyerni’ghV ’make it feasible
and logical [ior[ [the[ [manufacturers
to go 'into’all-channel ^et production which, of course, Is the root of
the problem.”
Furthermore, .-Lee predicted,
(Continued on page 79)

IldGES IN Summer Slunmiing’ by TV Stars N.G.
CDLLSPSE Cafes; 'Gotta Have Pre-Video Rep
Niteries are now looking for
refugees frorn television shows as
a means of stockpiling summer
If television ha^ contributed
headliners. Not too many years
toward widening
artistic and
ago, the topflight cafes were scour¬
financial horizons of the actor,
ing film names as hot weather
the producer, the director, the
tne
Chicago, March 19.
lures.
writer, the designer, fet al, it
witer;
Rocky Marciano, slated to make
However, even as niteries ar®
IS doing the reverse for the-mu- his nitery debut tonight (Tues.) booking video headliners, the opersician, the arranger and the con- ^iiith Jimmy Durante at the Chez' ators still regard the tele toppers
"ductor. Compared to video, the Payee here, cancelled out Thurs- as questionable lures unless they
musician was really living it up in
(14^
Contracts signed by have acquired top rep prior to getthe days when network (ana even Marciano three weeks ago with ting their own video show,
local) radio was flourishing. As Durante and Dave Halper of the
Names such as Jack Benny and,
far as video programming is con- Qhez were nixed by Al Weill, who Danny Thomas, both of whom are
cemed, personal employment still has Marciano under contract, .dated for the Las Vegas pleasure
doesnt rate a nod for the fanfares, \iyeill was reported unable to agree- domes, are considered in the top
the kissoffs or the think bridges,
Marciano on financial terms, category of draws. Even headliners
From among all the creative
Marciano failed to appear for who have^ run a normal course on
components that go to make up a rehearsals with Durante as sched- video anh have retired are still contv show, it's
it s the live musician who ^jg^j early last week.
sidered good bets, provided their
has become the “forgotten man.”
_1
cafe reps were acquired in their
It’s a revealing commentary ona_
«
<•
prp-v'deo era.
.
medium when many erstwhile top- 1
'M
I ^ J.y
Milton Berle and George Gobel
ranking musicians, culled, for ex- |\ IflV rtfUl IjHiIV
are considered in that category.
ample, from the ranks of the late
Berle is current at El Rancho, Las
Arturo .Toscanini’s NBC Symphony
^ —
w it •
Vegas, and Gobel is set for the
of the Air, are obliged to fall back
k 1?^*
_^
Riviera in that spa in July as well
on cleffing filmed commercial jin- IX pSll |||f IJ|||3||r
as a stand in Lake Tahoe. Eddie
gles to keep in the swim of things. ** * Wil VI will till
Fisher is currently making the nit¬
Of the approximate 36,000 card
« a ery rounds and doing well. Herb
holders in New York Local 802 of
^
_ J__7 Shriner is another currently being
(Continued on page 56)
UdlllC lOrTHrOflyi submitted.
Ann Sothern, long a fixture on
, (Continued on page 79)
II* 1
ril
The issue of “justifiable satire”
llllYh I AI1i*r' I Aof
brought into focus by
IlUf 11 vUUl I 1 vvl
Foremost Records’ LP takeoff on
^
the Broadway legituner “My Fair
^it
T
I
Lady.” Alan Jay Lerner and FredI If 111
I KIH^lAa/MIIA erick Loewe, tuner’s composers,
vl
Jm DUllvSUllC have been huddling with attorney
*
Ben Azlin, of the Fitelson &
Washineton
March 19.
19
Mayers office, on a legal course to
Washington,
Paris, March 19.
wasnmgton, March
Maich 19.
against the Foremost package.
Erich von Stroheipi, now 71 and
The Supreme Court has been tagged “My Square Ltfddle.”
asked
whether the
in the
^^g case
gage, of the “Fair Lady” temporarily bedded with spine ailked to determine ,whether
^s.in
City of Newark may “censure” *en- parqdy in the current “Ziegfeld
was officially presented with
tertainment by barring burlesque
» initial action will take the cross of Chevalier of the Le..
.
, .
of toLlIlSesUn a let Sion of Honor at a ceremony at his
The friendly suit was appealed ter Accordinff to T.erner the ob- home
miles outside of Paris last
to tte high court yesterday (Mon.) l^^tiof L n^ t^Wfpro^^^^^ Saturday (16)
.
byt the Adams
Theatre
Co.
of
NewVeteran
clad
j Y TY- a. Yn
hcs bccn paTodlcd but that It’s hccn , , , „
.actor-director,
,
, , . in
a”?
'*.
of done without authortotion. "We-ve black Russian pajamas and lying
Philadelphia^ burlesque operator:
to go on record ” he saldc “be® divan in his drawingroom, reThe appeal is from a decision of
silence might constitute a ceived the French government
the New Jersey Supreme Court blanket license to parody T.ady
Jacques Flaud; prez of
qion an aval^rh^
naro- France’s Motion Picture Producers
which upheld a new city ordinance jjjjd to stop
avalanche of parospecifically barring certain types. dies on Broadway, tv and records.” Association, who summarized the
of “removal by a female performer
1,
*.•
r, u \v, 4+.x,
.4colorful career of Vienna-born
Question of whether the parodies Stroheim in his address which
of her clothing in the presence''of
televised and filmed.
the audience” and also “exotic” are harmful to the original, propdancing. Key to both is nudity
(Continued on page 76)
Beginning as an Austrian army
and creating the illusion of nudity. >
-officer von Stroheim rose to beThe theatres were not “pinched” f AD Ail I fV'CQ bbcci rv
^
Hollywood figure in the
by the Newark police. Instead, the Jnl nVi LllvDu riiljiijLd
’30s, and more recently has been a
action was brought merely to test
niCir MAT UTC m HA
actor in French pix. At
the constitutionality of the local
' 1/iijlV; 'iiUl* niij' rlLlId present he is working on his memlaw. Adams Theatre Co. operated
Tokyo March
March 19
Minsky’s Burlesque at the Adams
„ , Tokyo,
19.
covery.
Theatre. Hirst 6\^s amj
Love Me “lemilde
Leonide Moguy, prez of the Galancl operated ^ Elvis Presley starrer, “Love
the Empire Theatre. B[bth houses Tender, laid a Japanese egg dur- j|g directors and technicians assoclosed last month due to police, mg a three-week run at the Shochi- ciation, also spbke, and rhost of
“harassment.”
ku Cental. Picture is now showing tj^e Paris pix-legit world was on
■■
Kansai area, which indues hand. Among those present were
Ifyoto, where the ingrid Bergman, Pierre Fresnay,
,0.0. nas
oeen equally sluggish.siuggisn.Clair, Yves Alleeret.
Allegret, John B.
_
i^^s been
Rene Clair.
Crowded Caribbean
■ It’s difficult to put a finger on. Nathan (Paramount’sContinental
Everybody at the disk com¬
the reason, Presley’i records, re- chief), Martine Carol, Christian
panies .is angling for all-ex¬
leased here- last December are big Jaque, Francoise Arnoul, Jacques
pense paid trips to the Caribe
sellers. Plugs on ra'dio for the Becker, Cynda Glenn, Jean Delanarea these days.
twisting singer are frequent and a noy, H. G. Clouzot, Peter Ustinov,
Pitch to the boss is that it’s
big promotion qainpalgii. enlisted Steve and Renee Passeur, Paul
necessary to find calypso tal¬
Japanese talent to., push Presley Meurisse, Preston Sturges and
ent and/or tunes.
songs on local stag®.
Georges Cravenne.
By GEORGE ROSEN

Rocky Marciano Tosses In
Sponge Before Chez Bout

Imnessive Bedside
Award of French Honor
To Ailing Yon Stroheim
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MISCKLLANY

Latest dwck of N.Y. Fdai Crife:
Tliey’re Bekg Very ‘Coastructive’

Pianoing British Peer
Eyeing U. S* Nitery Time

London, March 19.
Lord Adrian Foley, whose piano
solos were issued on a longplaying
disk^ by MGM Records in the
States last summer, is being lined
Supposedly "tough” New York,
up for a cabaret tour of the U.S,
film critics during the past month
with songstress Myra Baird.
have' been handling the new prod¬ 'Chatterley’ Sex to Japs:
There’s also a possibility of sev¬
uct with kid gloves, with the, mass
It’s Not Gommonsensical eral tv dates.
circulation
dailies
particularly
Lord Foley apart frtim his piano
Tokyo, Mar.ch 19.
■ leaning over to accent the positive
Japanese Supreme Court, in work is a peer of the realm and a
In their write-ups.
participant
in the affairs of the
majority opinion, has ruled that
Variety check of reviews of 10
D. H. Lawrence’s "Lady Chatter- House of Lords.
American pictures by seven metro¬ ley’s Lover,” translated into Japa¬
politan dailies in recent weeks nese, is ah obscene book because it
shows that the scribes liked what "depicts sexual acts beyond the
they saw. Fully 21 reviews fell commonsense which is socially ac¬
into the "Good” category, 13 count¬ cepted in Japan.”
ed as’ “Fair,” and. 12 were "Poor.”
The nation’s highest tribunal
There were seven writeups that thus sustained the lower court rul¬
classified films "Excellent.” An¬ ing which fined the translator-and
other seven rated "Fair to Good,” publisher in December, 1952.
five were "Good to Excellent” and
The lower court judgment was
two were "Poor tp Fair.”
upheld by a 41-1 majority vote of
Findings are of interest at a court justices.
time jvhen the trade is wondering j The court acknowledged the high
just how a-typical New York audi- j 'place the work holds in the literary
By ABEL GREEN
ences—and reviewers—have be- I world and said, "The book, from
come, compared with the rest of such a viewpoint cannot be regard¬
The grand ballroom of the Wal¬
the country.
ed as the same as other unwhole¬ dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, was
On at least two current attrac-; some books, i . . In this connection, jammed to the second balcony, un¬
tions—"Oh Men, Oh Women” at I no punishment should be meted in usual for a function of any nature,
the Roxy and "Spirit of St. Loujs”' the particular case.”
to accommodate the almost 1,200
at the Music Hall—the respective
who crowded into the $50-a-]plate
distributors hope that countrywide
banquet honoring an American
reaction will be'much more enthu¬
comedian of Italian extraction her
siastic than the N. Y. reception.
ing feted oh St, Patrick’s Day (17)
under auspices of the Jewish The¬
New York, while always vital as
atrical Guild. In substance it was
a launching, point for films, ha^
never been a very reliable barom¬
"an
all - amusement . industry
tribute” to Jimmy Durante at age
eter for what pictures might do in
the rest of the country. Converse¬
Darryl F. Zanuck’s deal for Mar¬ 64. It was one of the warmest
ly, some distribution execs have cel Achard’s current French ’ hit, salutes in the- succession of such
little faith in "testing^*^"films out- "Patate,” called "the biggest Pa¬ fetes. The reason was simple^and
of-town prior to their bow in risian comedy . hit in 20 years,” perhaps most. succinctly summed
Gotham, the argument being that provides for a $175,000 down pay¬ up by toastm^ter George Jessel’s
(Continued on. page 21)
(Continued cn page 18)
ment and $2,000 a week to Ameri¬
can legit producer Gilbert Miller
after the 10th week of the Broad¬
way run. There is a $400,000 ceil¬
ing on Zanuck’s obligation. "Ideal
casting” for the ultimate film ver¬
sion is considered by hint to be
Spencer Tracy and Katherine Hep¬
burn.
Zanuck can’t make the film ver¬
Hollywood, March 19.
;
Although she’s never appeared ; sion until three years from the
^ Hollywood, March 19.
on the screen, Lata Mangeshkar is : date of the contract but Millef
Oil drilling under three major
India’s highest paid actress.
[ won’t mount the play in New York Hollywood studios ^ expected to
She’s a playback singer who.se ; until next season. . He is currently begin next summer. Columbia has
voice has been dubbed into as ' looking for a suitable American signed- lease with Union Oil pro¬
many as 10 features a month, for adapter. Chore may go to John viding subsurface rights to oil un¬
which she gets as high as a,miliion Patrick.
The pre-production deal means der ' studio’s 12 acres, will be in
rupees a month, which at the pres¬
same subterranean pool with Para¬
(Continued on page 22)
ent conversion rate of five rupees
mount and RKO which are expect¬
for a dollar gives her $200,000 a
ed to sign leases shortly.
month.
Oil operation, Columbia report¬
That’s the report of R. K.
ed, won’t affect surface operation
Narayan, Indian novelist-screenof studio in any way. Precedent
.writer, recently, here on a visit. He
is at 20th-Fox where oil drilling
points out that since the rupee
for past couple of years has not Up¬
Washington, March 19.
has a higher buying power in In¬
Vice, President Richard Nixon set studio routine. Latter is ap¬
dia than 20c woulld have here, she''] will be guest of honor Saturday proximately 10 miles from Colum¬
does even better than that actual¬ (23) at the annual dinner of the bia, Paramount and RKQ.
ly. But she does pay a* consider¬ Radio - Television Correspondents
able tax in that bracket, adds Association here.
Narayan.
Affair, to be the largest ever held
More than 300 feature films are by the . organization, will star
made every year in India, genei'ally Danny Thomas as emcee and top
running over three hours.
He comic. Others in the talent lineup
says long pix are a necessity be-'| include the Vagabonds, Andrews
cause most of the revenue comes Sisters, dancer Estelle Sloan, and
Rome, March 12.
from mobile units which set up the Glee Club of the U. S. Naval
Vice smiad of Rome’s police de¬
month-long stands in small towns Academy.
partment
descended
on the offices
Wire received yesterday (18) as¬
and pull people- from a radius of
10 to 20 miles. Such patrons make sured the broadcast newsmen that of Columbia-CEIAD, distributors of
"Miss
Spogliarello”
(French-made
an event of the trek and would re¬ Nixon would be back from Africa"
striptease pic) and confiscated all
in time for the dinner.
sent a short film, he -said.
posters which had been used im¬
mediately after a statement from
the Vatican in which suggestive
3/20
film posters were criticized. It is
understood that the oriticism also
included the busty views of Marisa
AUasio in "Poor But Handsome,”
but this film has finished its firstrun dates here.
Subaeription Order Form
Another indication of censorship
has come with the announcement
from Warners that it has changed
the title for "Baby Doll” in Italian
Enclosed find check for $
from "La Bambola di Came” to
"La Bambola Viva” or from "Flesh
DoU” to "Live Doll.” Film will be
Please send VARIETY for 5“* y®”.
shown with no alterations.
MeanwhilOj two pix which has
been held up by censorship diffi¬
To ..
(Fleasc Print Name)
culties are pow being, shown. One
is "Blackboard Jungle” (M-G), to
which former Ambassador Clare B.
Street
Luce raised objections at the 1955
Venice Film Festival, and Jules
Dassin’s^yrench thriUer, "Rififi.”
Zone. ... State.
City. .

OwnTumTops
N.¥. Paddyfest

French Hit, Tatate,’ To
Zanuck; $175,000 Binder
And Special Conditions

India’s Off-Screen Singer
Can Make $200,000 In
A Really Busy Montli!{

Oil Under Lamps
Of Showmanship

Nixon Back in Time
For Radio-TV Shindig

Rome Vice Squad Raids
Film Co. Offices, Takes
Striptease Pic Posters

Regular Subscription Rattf
Ono Yoar-^$10.00

Two Yoors—$18.00

Canada and Foreign—$1 Additlonol Per Yeor

P^f^IETY Inc. •
154 West dM Street

New York 36. N. Y.

Bob Feller Biopic
Hollywood, March 19.
Vic Knight, former radio pro¬
ducer, lately, owner of indie Key
Records, has closed deal with Bob
Feller for rights to a biopic of
Cleveland Indians pitcher. Knight
will start treatment on original
story.
Baseball will be secondary to
story. Looking for unknown for
title role.

Peptual Trend: Moving B'way IJptnwn
The long abandoned Daly’s 63d
__. developed as Netv York’s riew culSt. Theatre, off Central Park Wesi
tsu-tural, artistic and musical centre,
in New York, has just been raze('
t<^ which means it’s another attempt
It’s on the fringe-Lincoln Square to move Broadway uptown. The
section which area will be re- transplanting of concert, ballet and
opera from Gotham’s traditional
Metropolitan and Carnegie Hall
Austrian Pix Director
environs will, of course, be an un¬
deniably firm step forward.
Reported in Siberia In this respect it differs from
Vienna, March 19.
Daly’s 63d St. Which, in the 1920s,
Johan Melkich, an author and provedUfcthe Emerson mousetrap
director attached to Wien Film up axiom—if you got a hit they’ll find
to 1946, is reported living as a it. "Shuffle Along,” the first of the
prisoner-auto worker in Taiisched, great Negro musicals, proved it in
Siberia.
1921 and Mae West in "Sex”
Melkich was arrested by the Rus¬ opened there on April 25, 1926 and
sians in 1946, and no reasons ran that sensational item fqr 375
were given. He was a native of performances.
Russia, his parents having corAe to
The razing of Daly’s' 63d St. has
Austria after the first World War. nothing to do with the Lincoln
Seemingly it was sufficient reason Square redevelopment, being just
to arrest him^ because he was regr off the project itself, but this is
istered in Vienna after the sec¬ an historical footnote. The even
ond world ' war as "Iwan Peter more advantageously situated, and
Alexandrowitch Melkich.”
• ..
certainly plusher Century Theatre,
The War Prisoners and Civilian on Centtal Park West and 63d St,,
Prisoners Office of the Austrian where the Century Apts, now
government is. looking into the stand, couldn’t achieve what the
matter.
musty little playhouse fiid. Again
proving that the play’s the thing,
for "The Midnight Rounders” and
the other grander but duller show
biz entries couldn’t put the Cen¬
tury on the map with the same im¬
pact-that the % immortal Floren .e
Mills first did in "Shuffle Along,”
and the lusty Miss West achieved
in ’26. As a matter of record the
By LEONARD TRAUBE
attempt to “move show business
Although Gore Vidal figures to uptown.’^ or at least away from .its
rake in $1,000,000—give or take a presently congested Times Square
couple of hundred thousand—out of environs, first saw the W. R. Hearst"Visit to a. Small Planet,’: his first,
(Continued on page 79)
return visit to New York since the
smash opening of the farce at the
Booth Theatre finds him occupying
the same modest type of hotel
suite he’s been in the habit of get¬
ting for the last few years.
The Vidal atelier-in-town con¬
sists of a small sitting room and
bedroom, with good if antiquated
By TOM CURTISS
furniture typical of the venerable
. Paris, March 19.
Algonquin Hotel, N. Y., presided
One of the Comedie-Francaise’s
over for so many years by the late big headaches in recent years has
Frank Case.
been lack of tragic actresses of
One trade reporter found the quality. This has put great roles
setting quite familiar, having put of Racine ..dramas on shelf and
Vidal through the wringer there C-F’s tour of the U.S. two seasons
and in the hotel’s restaurants ago found the company specializ¬
on a number of occasions since the ing jn comedy.
playwright started to establish a
Problem seemed partially solved
rep for himself in television about last Wednesday (13) when Mopy
three years ago. Even more famil¬ Dalmes took over the lead in a re¬
iar is Vidal’s unchanged attitude ih vival of Henri de Montherlant’s
the face of hits, flops and *‘iiear- "La Reine Mbrte” (Queen After
misses. For instance, the 30-ish Death), dark, poetic melodrama of
author left New York the day Elizabethan design about Renais¬
after "Planet,” his first play, sance court intrigue in 16th cen¬
opened, planing to the Coast for a tury Portugal. Mile. Dalmes scored
few weeks of work under his a triumph in a demanding, tragic
Metro pact which calls for a six- role and may now be cast as Racine
month out of each calendar year. heroines.
Most dramatists in with a big one
Aristocratic author, who rarely
on the main stem would have attends even premieres of his own
waited around to accept the bou¬ plays, applauded enthusiastically
quets.
from his box as did Maurice Che¬
How was he greeted in Holly¬ valier and other first-night regu¬
wood after the “Planet” smash? lars.
He thinks his colleagues, friends
Mile. Dalmes has project to take
and acquaintances had-a slightly short leave from C-F assignment
different attitude, very enthusiastic and tour "England and U.S. in
and all that. He had become a classic rep next season, and dis¬
"hit,” it seems. Would he agree cussed the matter with Gilbert
that a Broadway success has more Miller, in town last week to in¬
(Continued on page 18)
spect Paris legit.

Visit to a SmaO Suite
Fiuds Same Gore Vidal
Down to Planet Earth

Mony Dalmes’ Click
May Help Sohe French
Trage6enne Siortage
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New York Sound Track
With ^^Seven Hlll$ of Rome” set to roll in Italy in May, Metro has
begun discussions with Mario Lanza for follow-up vehicles. “Hills”
will be a Titanus production for MGM release, with Metro putting up
80^ of the financing and Titanus retaining rights in Italy only. Loew’s
exec Maurice SUyerstein huddled with Lanza on the coast last week to
discuss future properties, including “The Goose Hangs High.” Lanza
is understood to'be intpestsd in Phil Yoidan’s “The Golden Voice,”
which would be directe'd by Anthony Mann. The four Lanza Metro
releases have racked up hefty grosses, particularly in reissues.
Metro has cast nine pactees, studio's entire roster of young players,
in “Until They Sail” ... Producer Sam Zimbal^t to London over
weekend to finalize .start..of Metro’s “Captain Dreyfus,” starring Jose
Ferrer, Viveca Lindfots and Leo Genn.
Arthur Laurentji flew to Paris to huddle with Otto Preminger on
adapting Francoise Sagan's bestseller, “Bonjour Tristesse,” after S. N.
Behrman first took a crack at the film version. Irving P. Lazar, who
agented, quickied to N.Y. to see “Good as Gold,” newest John Patrick
play whidh folded after four performances. Patrick is one of his (and
Miriam HoweU's) clients. Lazar and Richard Brooks' Richlar Corp,
still a year away from first two independent productions, Sinclair
Lewis' “Elmer Gantry” and Joseph Conrad's “Lord Jim.” Brooks
is currently at work on Metro’s filmization of the Robert Ruark novel,
“Something of Value.” Marlon Brando is deemed the ideal casting for
“Gantry,” the renegade minister.
Over in Japan U.S.S. Bennington, flagship “of Commanding Task
Force 77 and a unit df the U.S. Seventh Fleet, played host to a press
premiere of MGM’s “The Wings of Eagles” in Yokosuka Harbor, where
the carrier was lying at anchor . . . sky-directed searchlights and an
array of glitter simulated a Yank-type premiere. In addition to the
press, five Toho starlets and 1,000 crew members watched the filmiza¬
tion of the life of “Spig” Wead.
O. W, Fischer, the German star who \5^ent to Hollywood to star in Uniyersal’s “My Man Godfrey” and did a walk in a dispute over the inter¬
pretation of the role has excited a lot of editorial comment since his’
return to Germany. That he may return to Hollywood for 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox assignment has been less emphasized. .Some German papers
see Fischer as a champion of actors. “Not even a servant girl must
obey commands without questioning,” he was sympathetically quoted
in Bill Zeitung. Abenpost headlined, “Are actors heading for a involu¬
tion?” and declared that in Hollywood “the men in top seats are like
the military.” One journalist commented, deadpan, “The Americans
refused to accept Kaiser Fischer.”
Upcoming Simon & Schuster publication of “Wall To Wall Trap,” by
film publicist Mori Friedgood, is said to have some readily identifiable
picture btisiness characters as the central figures. Novel is about the
executive end of the film industry.
Hungarian-born actress Eva Bartok in from Europe to help promote
Metro’s “10,000 Bedrooms,” her first American-made film . . . Dorc
Schary set for Swarthmore College’s “Art and Mass Media” series on
April 7 . . . Earle Luby, last producer-writer on RKO^Pathe’s N. Y. staff,
exits the company this week . . . Embassy Theatres’ prexy Norman W.
Elson leaves fof Europe tomorrow (Thiirs.) for the production centres
of London, Paris and Rome to set deals for his chain of theatres. He’s
due back Api’R ^ for premiere of “The Young Stranger” at his Rocke¬
feller Center Guild Theatre . . . David Susskind, who produced “Edge
Of the City” for Metro, on the Coast discussing an Andrews Sisters
biopic'with M-G officials.
One more film, and French vet actor Jean Gabin may retire from
the scene . ., French producer Raoul Levy is recording the music track
for his “One Never Knows^’ in Gotham, using the Modern Jazz Quartet,
It’s a first for the French. Added cost: $6,000.
Otto Preminger's “Saint Joan,” although not due here for another
three months, already is set to open at the. Victoria . . .. Vic also is to.
be the sjiowcase for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s “Bachelor Party” . . . Earl
Felton will script “Inherit the Wind” for Stanley Kramer . . . Helen
Ainsworth, who produced “27lh Day” for Columbia, negotiating for the
rights to Russell Janney's new novel, “Curtain Call/’ in galley form.
James Blondo now repping Michael Todd's “"Around the World in 80
Days” for its current Philadelphia engagement at the Midtown Theatre.
Joan Blondell replaced Thelma Ritter in “Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter” at 20th, latter being tied up by rehearsals for the legiter “New
Girl in Town” on Broadway . . . Paramount is dropping several of its
younger players with Gail Land and Elaine Aiken exiting this week
and Dennis McMullen due to depart next month,
JulCs Dassin, iiow a successful director in France (“Rififi,” “C’est
Lui Qui Doit MOurir”), will follow in Carl Forman's footsteps and come
to the U.S. to clear himself with the House Un-American Activities
Committee , .. Peter Zoref is French producer Paul Graetz’s new U.S.
sales rep . . .‘Warnqr Bros, has acquired-for U.S. distribution Amalga¬
mated Productions’ “The Counterfeit Plan,” It’s the first of six low
budgeters which Richard Gordon and Charles F. Vetter lensed in
England . . . Marjorie Geiss back from Cuba vacation.
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster interested in “Th.e Defender,” the two-part tv
drama by Reginald Rose seen on CBS-TV’s Studio One, as a vehicle
for Tony Curtis . . Richard Egan signed by Universal for “The Man
Who Rocked the Boat,” autobiog of William Keating, former N.Y.C.
tacket-busting district attorney, ...
,
Nation’s newsmen are being drawn into the exploitation campaign for
“Beau James,” the Jimmy Walker biopic, via prizes up to a
total of $2,500 for the best anecdotes furnished about the late NY
mayor by scribes who knew him. Yarns will be collected for pub¬
lication coincident with the summer release of the Paramount film.
George Jessel will Judge the entries.
Lester Cowan and Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. were to tell tlje press of
their new tieup Monday (18) but the late President’s son was detained
out of tovm . , . Jewish Mayor of Dublin’s visit prompted this year’s
St. Patrick’s Day special: corned beef and cabbage—with matzoh balls
*.. RKO slimming down further, with Dave Cantor out as exploitation
chief and publicity director A1 Stern absorbing the job . . . John
Powers, signed this week to a featured role in Paramount’s “Loving
You,” was production manager on the old Samuel Goldwyn studio 40
years ago.
Sophia Loren in April 8 for two days of retakes on Stanley Kramer's
"The- Pride and the Passion.” She'll also do work for “Boy on a Dol¬
phin” at 20th-Fox ... Deal close for Spyros P. Skouras* Prudential Line
to be bought up by the American President Lines. American wants
prudential's ports-of-call in the Mediterranean . , . MPRA prexy Eric
Johnston now likely to leave for Europe April 10 . .. The U. Si Treasury
«o far has nixed an American film company bid to tap blocked Egyp¬
tian dollar funds in this country. Egypt isn’t remitting anything these
days . . . Charles Baldwin, MPEA rep in Italy, has been huddling with
Spanish government officials in Spain and now has returned to Rome.
Ferrania of ftaly giving competition to Eastman Kodak via the im¬
portant of black-and-white rawstock considerably below the EK price.
Eastman sells back-and-white positive at* $15 per 1,000 feet. Ferrania
beats'that by 75c per liOOO ft. • ' ■

PORnRS MAY <>!> Feahn-es Calculated Risk
HAVE TO RIIILR
Television Rivairy;
20th Still Seeks ‘Co-Tenancy

Shortage of showcases on iNew
York’s East Side is becoming des¬
perate and has cued an intensive—
and so far fruitless—Search for new
outlets for the “artie” product.
There is speculation, particularly
on the part of -Richard Davis of
the Fine Arts Theatre of building
a rmw house; others, pointing to
the exorbitant cost of building,, are
aiming to either rent houses or to
convert arties off-the-mainstem into
firstruns.
Booking situation on the artie"
circuit has rarely been as tight as
it is at the moment. There’s a dual
reason: Long runs for some of the
films, and the invasion of American
offbeat product. Combination has
resulted in a great “backing up” of
product, and the competition for
playdates is unprecedented. Part
of the reason, of course, is that al¬
most all of the artie exhibs now are
also in distribution and favor their
own outlets. Indie with no theatre,
unless he has an outstanding at¬
traction, finds the going rough. •
Behind the accumulation of prod¬
uct is not only the still-growing
popularity of the imports, which
have developed a growing audience
core that’s partial also to unusual
American entries, but also the ex¬
panding volume of European pro¬
duction aimed at the U. S. exploi¬
tation market.
It was this-realization that caused
J. Arthur Rank to lease the Sutton
Theatre and to assure himself of
a steady outlet and that has the
French mulling a possible show¬
case.
There ;is a feeling among the in¬
dies that, within a couple of years,
the “new” Third Avenue will be^
turned into a fashionable street
that will support a couple of new
houses. Only theatre on the street
now is the Baronet. Again, on
Times Square, the Central Theatre
is being eyed by some as a pos, (Continued on page 21)

-*f. Charting a “frontal attack”
against television, 20th-Fox in the
year ending next (1958) March
will produce a record 55 pictures,
Hollywood-, March 19.
including 30 in the “A” class and
Indie producer Harry Snnth, wl
wbp 25 showmanship films, 20th prexy
had planned a Carlo Magsaysay Spyros P. Skouras said in New
biopic for some time, is rUshing
yesterday (Tues.). With pro¬
f
. ductions abroad, total will .hit 65.
project in view of Filipino/presi¬
^presi"-- jjg gjgQ disclosed plans for a big
dent’s death in aircrash. Srnith
re¬ 90 or 120-minute “trailer” that will
’^h rerum- tell of 20th’s ambitious plans. Subcently completed “Day V^^^rumprobe shown to exhibitors,
pet” in Philippines undeP^-pro.
the press and various other,
duction deal with Premier Produc¬
rociuc- opinion-making groups all over the
tions.
world in a revival of 20th’s shovvMagsaysay biopic will be coprp- manship campaigns of several
ductioned with Champion Pictures years ago.
Inc., another Manila fiirm.
Skouras noted that, of the 30
Manila n^yspaperman Eddie Inp,,;
would be' “blockbustfatie IS "-orking on screenplay but ers." Eight English quota films are
won’t finish until after official inOverall investment in
vestigation determines whether production during the year will run
fatal plane crash resulted from sa- *^ell above the $50,000,000 20th
botage.
spent last year.
'
“I am taking a tremendous
Af ifrn ADTICTC
chance,” said Skouras. “I’m really
ALciCU AKlloliJ
sticking my neck out. But televinicr AIT rvriiiiirr
coexist
profitably only by having better
entertainment. We must produce
While most film stock issues have" more and important pictures to get
been static, and prices at iinim- oeople away from their homesets.”
pressive levels. Allied Artists’ com- 20th prexy stressed his’ company
mon sljares in the past month h.nve v would release in 1957 some 55
gone up 40% in trading value. The films of different types, designed
issue, which is listed on the Amer- tq please all kinds of audiences,
ican Exchange, was up to $4.50 He said he was staking his whole
Monday (18) .after being, until a reputation on the program.
“I
few weeks ago, at the $3,12V2 level didn’t have an easy time even sellfor some time.
ing it to my board of directors,”
•Reason for the upbeat, according he stated,
to Wall Street sources, is antici20th will make pictures abroad
pated gains in AA’s-fiscal future, wherever locations require it.
After some pei'iod of doubt, it’s Skouras said. Having done “Stopnow pretty well established that over: Tokyo,” he said the studio
the costly “Friendly Persuasion” had another story for Japan lined
will wind up at a profit. Further, up — “Towmsend Harris Story.”
the advance reports concerning Harris was America’s first Ambas“Love in the Afternoon” have; been sador to Japan. John Huston will
good. AA is in an unique position direct.
among film companies, for a single
While 20th will go abroad to
“Persuasion” or shoot films, it has no intention of
" San Francisco, March 19.
Afternoon
can have a major financing
production
overseas,
Charles J. Maestri, of Lippert bearing on the corporate financial skouras said
Theatres, is newly elected presi¬ outcome for a full year. “Persuadent of the Entertainment Indus¬ Sion” was brought in at a negative
try of Northern California Guild cost of slightly over $3,100,000 and
and will preside at the group’s “Afternoon,” which Billy Wilder
Aiv Tnf
annual breakfast following mass produced, was wrapped up- on a neeS are^^u^^vYng the^situatifn
hndppf-nf
inn nnn
neers are surveying me siiuaiion
here next Sunday (24).
ot $^,100,000.
now,” he said, notmg that 20th’s
Other new officials are:
, '
^
, .... lot was among the most valuable in
Vice-president, James Donahue,
Leon Goldbcrff, United Artists lqs Angeles. He implied that conConsolidated Amusement Co.; sec¬
retary, Joseph Flanagan, 20th Fox; v.p., named to again serve as chair- ditions at Metro were more favorable than they had been at Warner
recording secretary, Kay Hackett,
MGM; treasurer, Paul Schmuch, TInitpdBros., where it would have cost
New York
^ Appeal in Greater 20th $14,000,000 to move in.
2Cth Fox.
“We must save money,” said
Skouras. “We are' still struggling
against this gigantic (tv) competi¬
tion. People generally don’t real¬
ize how hard we have to struggle.”
He called for a single and united
exhibitor organization and pointed
(1) Retains Louis Nizer; (2) Takes the ‘Habit’ Out to Britain’s Cinematograph Exhibi¬
tors Assn., as a good example.
Of Co. Purchasing; (3) Cancels Candy Concession “They are very hel'pfuh and they
are united,” he observed, adding
that the trade here could “learn a
• Hollywood, March 19.»
singled out by attorney Saul
lesson” from the CEA.
Louis Ni2:cr, Manhattan attor¬
Rogers as owned by relatives
ney, has been set by Loew’s prexyi ■ 0/ Nick Schenck. Rogers had
Joseph R. Vogel as special counsel
also named Imperial Carpet
to assist him in matters pertaining
and Sterling Sign as Loew supto reorganization of the company,
'pliers which were controlled
Vogel disclosed over the weekend.
by kin^of treasurer Charles C.
Here for a series of top-drawer
Moskowitz.—Ed.).
Manager of the Moulin Rouge
studio huddles, following recent
A general review of company Cinema in Tehera-n, Iran (the
vote of confidence endorsing new
former Persia)' airmails Variety
personnel
also
is
on
the
agenda,
management at annual- stockhold¬
of its amazement in having been
ers’ meet, Vogel simultaneously hejpointed out, so there will be no able to play UA’s “Trapeze” six
opportunity in the future for com¬
stated that he has established a plaint.
weeks.
Added comment by the
scries of basic policies designed to
“As president,” Vogel stated, “I manager (name undecipherable):
boost efficiency of the corporation. inherited a great company’s repu¬
‘-‘The rush of the public was . so
Hereafter, he reported, all pur¬
chasing in every segment of com¬ tation as the foremost motion pic¬ great at the front of the cinema
ture corporation in the world, one
pany will be on the basis of com¬ that has paid out more than $173,- that more than a dozen Military
Policemen were-called to keep an
petitive bidding, sans regard to
conventional or habitual ties. Exec 000,000 in uninterrupted dividends. ,order and prevent the crowd from
“I am determined to put through gate rushing and destroying the
declared that notice has already a constructive program for tbe res¬
It was a*
been given to the People’s Candy toration of Loew’s Inc., and MGM; fr6nt of the cinema.
Co., that its concession in Loew’s to their prominent position. I am though every person in our town,
young
and
old
and
from
every
Theatres, which expire at end of beholden to nobody but the stock¬
1957, will not be renewed. Wher¬ holders and nothing will deter me walk of life, was obsessed with the
idea,
to
see
‘Trapeze.’
.
.
.
The
ever practical, LT will operate its from removing every course of past
word of mouth had spread so fast
own concessions, he added. '
criticism.”
and so wide that even several
(This cancellation is Vogel’s
Vogel revealed that he will make membei's of the Royal Family in¬
promised blow at “family” faufurther important disclosures on a cluding the sisters and brother!
policy
level at next directof ^te of His Imperial Majesty The Kin|
oritism within the Loew em¬
pire, People's Candy Co. was
meeting, skedded for March 28 '
honored us by their visit.” “

Speed Filipino Biopic Q
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TEHERAN, IRAN, GOES
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Umversal Ponders Sale of Oldies to TV JOHNSTON GOAL
Stalling Has Already Upped Library Value—Other
Aspects of Operations Given Stockholders
^^Universal is investigating the
possibility of leasing its pre-1949
films to television, prexy Milton R.
Rackmil disclosed last week.^Statement at the company’s annual
stockholders’ meeting was the first
-official indication that U planned
to follow the general Industry
trend* Previously, the company’s
top-echelon refused to be pinned
down on the subject, explaining
only that it was following “a
watchful waiting” policy.
With Paramount currently dick¬
ering for the sale of its pre-1949
films and U about to investigate
the tv market, the last two remain¬
ing holdouts of the major compa¬
nies are now committed to unload¬
ing backlog product to video.
The U prexy made it clear, how¬
ever that U will not lionsider any
deals involving the outright sale
of the backlog. “Under no circum¬
stances,” he emphasized, “will we
sell the films outright.” Pointing
to the value of the company’s cata¬
log and that U planned “to be in
business for a long time,” Rackmil
said that the company will sell the
films to tv only on a lease arrange¬
ment covering a five to seven-year
period.
He did not reveal details of any
negotiations. He asked the stock¬
holders to leave it to the judgment
of the company’s officials to de¬
termine “when the time is right.’
By holding out so far. he asserted,
the value of the company’s backlog
films has increased as much as
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000. He de¬
clined, however, to give an overall
estimation of the income that
could be realized from the tv sales.
- Rackmil confirmed that Univer¬
sal is not renewing its deal with
Realart for the reissue handling of
the company’s oldies “because we
(Continued on page 20)

HOWARD HUGHES IS
SCRmNCS‘CASTING’
Hollywood, March 19.
After an eight year absence
from film production Howard
Hughes apparently is preparing an
active return to the field. He has
several writers working on a num¬
ber of properties and has hired
Bill White, former RKO casting di¬
rector who was pinkslipped in the
studio’s recent cutback, as talent
exec.
Indicative of a plan for steady
production, Hughes is understood
to be determined to build a con¬
tract roster of players. He recent¬
ly flew Julie Newmark, current in
“Ll’l Abner” on Broadway, here
for a test but no decision has been
reached. Hughes stilP has three
films remaining on his six picture
deal with Jane Russell, one being
a commitment to 20th-Fox and the
others being to himself personally.
In the past, however, he has used
a “personal commitment” for loanout purposes so there is no defi¬
nite indication that he plans a film
With Miss Russell.
As part of the program to re¬
enter production, Hughes bought
back his former headquarters at
VOOO Romaine which he had sold to
Eastman some years ago.

List Industries^ Net
= List industries, formerly RKO
Theatres Corp., had consolidated
net income in 1956 of $3,234,085
before special items $6,140,094
after including net gains on sales
of properties. The year’s report.
Issued this week, was computed on
a pro forma basis to reflect the re.organization (Gera Corp. with RKO
Theatres) which took place last
May 1.
Earnings amounted to 75c per
share before the special items and
$1.42 per share including the spe¬
cial gains. Ill 1955, before the re¬
organization, profit was 62c per
share before special items and 65c
per share after special itefris;

Two Companies Not Party
To Booz, Allen, Hamilton
Study of Selling Costs
Two of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America’s 10 member com¬
panies refused to participate in
the MPAA-sponsored survey of dis¬
tribution economies, it’s leariied.
Survey has been 'completed and
will be delivered to the individual
distribs in another couple of
weeks.
The survey, conducted by Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, “business en¬
gineers,” will apply to each partici¬
pating company individually. Rec¬
ommendations, based on the con¬
clusions, will be attached.
The two distribs standing aloof
from the survey did so for the com¬
bination reason that (1), it cost
too much, and (2) it wasn’t nec¬
essary.

UA’s $20-11 for
O’Seas Features
Hollywood, March 19.
United Artists will double the
dollar value of its overseas pro¬
duction this year, with approxi¬
mately $20,000,000 earmarked for
foreign lensing of nine films. Total
tops that of any American film
company shooting overseas during
1957.
One of the nine, Otto Premin¬
ger’s “Saint Joan,” is already com¬
pleted and Batjac’s “Legend of the
Lost” and Figaro’s “The Quiet
American,” are in various stages
of production.
Four films are in the $3,000,000
bracket, including “Legend,”
Bryna’s “The Viking,” and HechtHiil-Lancaster’s “White HunterBlack Heart” and “Devil’s Disc'K
pie.” Bob Hope’s Toldon Produc¬
tion “Trouble in Paris,” will be a
$2,500,000 entry; Arthur Hornblow
and Edward Small have slated $1,500,000 for “Solomon and Sheba”;
and the Harrls-Kubrick “Paths of
Glory” will carry a budget of
around $1,000,000.

VENICB STILL HOPEFUL
Wants Yanks and Britons Back
In Participation
Venice Film Festival continues
to make exploratory moves aiming
at a compromise under which the
Motion Picture Export Assn, and
the British Film Producers Assn,
would return to the fest.
While Venice is willing to accept
nominations, none of its proposals
so far have reached the point
where an American return to
Venice would be feasible. Also,
Venice continues to insist on a
very limited number of entries.
MPEA last year skipped official
Venice participation in protest
over Venice fest rules which leave
the dioice of entries up-to fest
officials*
Skouras a Partisan
American films should partici¬
pate in any film festival anywhere
in the world, 20th-Fox prexy Spyros Skouras said yesterday (Tues.).
He added that this was the policy
he wished the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn, would follow.
Implication is that, even if
MPEA stays out of the 1957 Ven¬
ice film festival again, 20th—as it
did last year—^will submit its pic¬
tures.

Alta. Tax Off Under
Edmonton, Alta., March 19.
The provincial government has
abolished amusement tax on all
admissions of 60c or less.
Implies an anticipated reduction
of $420^009 in * amusement tax rev¬

enue this year.

S

When Motion Picture Export
Assn, prexy Eric Johnston goes to
Europe April 10, he’ll, buddle in
London with British Government
reps to establish whether the mood
there demands more , concessions
from>the Americari industry.
Johnston will be accomped by
Ralph Hetzel, exec v.p. of the
MPEA, and Griffith Johnson,
MPEA v.p. They expect to hit
London at a time when Parliament
has finished up work on film legis¬
lation, and the Board of Trade has
issued its regulations. At the mo¬
ment, no changes negatively af¬
fecting the American industry are
expected.
At the same time, however,
Johnston is. expected to sound out
the British Government’s feelings
about the situation In general. The
MPEA attitude appears to favor
concessions (if they’re asked) that
do not seriously affect either the
companies’ current favorable finan¬
cial standing in Britain or their
right to invest coin in British pro¬
ductions which then can be ex¬
ported with all the benefits that ac¬
crue to British quota films.
MPEA at one point offered to
waive remittance rights on amounts
accruing from any admissions tax
cut in Britain. Several member
companies also appear to be favor¬
ably disposed towards the return
to Britain of at least part of the
money earned abroad by AngloAmerican films.
While Britain retains restric¬
tions on remittances ($17,000,000
basic plus various bonuses), the
American companies in effect liqui¬
date all their funds in the U. K.,
partly via local production.
In
fact, from time to time, they’ve
had a tough time rustling up
enough pounds to cover their reg¬
ular dollar remittance.
Johnston & Co. are expected to
hit the Cannes film festival which
starts May 2. This is Hetzel’s
first trip abroad since joining the
Association.

U DECLARES 25c DIVVY
AFTER Annual meet
Universal’s board of directors,
meeting after the annual stock¬
holders* .meeting last week, de¬
clared a dividend of 25c per share
on the company’s common stock.
Melon is payable March 29 to
stockholders of record on March
23.

Home-Toll ‘Coals to Newcastle’
Now That Commercial Webs Loaded
With Theatrical Films-^bouras
-f

Unfreeze of Film Coin
In Japan Via Loan To
Electrical Industry
American film companies have a
total of $13,000,000 blocked in
Japan at present, according to Lacy
W. Kastner, president of Columbia
International. Deal by which the
money will be thawed, as now be¬
ing negotiated by the Motion Pic¬
ture Export Assn., provides for
loan of the backlog of yen to the
Japanese electrical development in¬
dustries.
As this goes through, the Yanks
would have remitted to them in
dollars between $4,000,000 and $4,500,000. Balance of the $13,000,00 would be remitted in install¬
ments beginning at the end of a
three-year period.

Mex Producers
While in Los Angeles last week,
20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras
and 20th-Fox International topper,
Murray Silverstone, worked out a
deal with a number of Mexican
producers under which 20th will
help finance some 10 pictures a
year in Mexico.
The Cinemascope pix will be
distributed by 20th throughout
Latin America, and possibly also
in the Southwestern United States,
where there are large concentra¬
tions of Mexicans.'

Set Up Ranch for Films
Mesquite, Tex., March 19.
The 383-acre Mj^ury Hughes
Ranch near here is being converted
into a studio by the Alamo Pic¬
tures Corp. Dwight Ford is prez
of the new film company. Chill
Wills, Hollywood film actor was
here the past week to discuss a
deal.
C. C. McNally will furnish horses
and riders for the “westerns” to
be made at the’ ranch.

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Still Off; *10 C’s’ .Tops Again, *80 Days’ 2d,
‘Wonders’ 3d, ‘War’ 4th, ‘Shrinking’ 5th
First-run biz continues somewhat
ragged in current session, with
some of new product not helping
much. Weather has turned almost
as spotty as*^ picture trade, with a
batch of springlike weather St.
Patrick’s Day.
Topping the field for seventh
consecutive week is “10 Command¬
ments” (Par), which again easily
is outpacing its nearest competi¬
tors. “Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) is holding tightly to second
position, same as last week. “Seven
Wonders of World” (Cinerama) is
finishing third, as it did a week
ago.
^
“Men in W^” (UA) is climbing
to fourth spot by dint of some new
launchings, and some remarkably
fine showings. “Shrinking Man”
(U) is measuring up to its potential
as indicated by initial playdate,
copping fifth position.
“Rainmaker” (Par) is taking
sixth money, being helped by some
better new play dates.
“Full of
Life” (Col) is winding up seventh.
. “Great Man” (U) will land in
eighth spot while “Mister Cory,”
also from Universal, is finishing
ninth even though a bit spotty.
“Battle Hymn” (U), now winding
I its bigger city first-run engage¬
ments,^ rounds out the Top 10 list.
“La Strada” (T-L), “True Stor-y
lof Jesse James” (20th) and “Wee

Geordle’* (Indie) are the runnerup pix in that order.
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
(20th)^ shapes standout among
newcomers, with expectation that
it will be heard from additiohally.
Pic is socko in N. Y. and Wash¬
ington, tall in Frisco and okay in
L. A. “Lost Continent” (Lopert),
also new, looms lofty in N. Y.,
where day-dating at Victoria and
Fine Arts. It's rated fine in L. A.
“Spring Reunion” (M-G), another newie, shapes okay in Frisco.
“Guns of Ft. Petticoat” (Col)
doesn’t shape too promising, based
on showings in current week, al¬
though okay in Frisco. “Lizzie”
(M-G) is not getting far this week.
“10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G), also
new, looks mild in Minneapolis on
first date. “Tattered Dress” (U);
fair in N. Y., shapes thin in Balto.
Of the oldie combos out currently,
“East of Eden”-“Rebel Without
Cause,” both WB pix, are making
the best impression at wickets.
“Paris Does Strange Things”
(WB) is currently good in Boston
and Louisville. “Traveling Sales¬
lady” (RKO-U) looms fair in Chi.
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G), oke in
Washington, looks hotsy in Omaha
and big in Phillyi

Subscription television no longer
makes economic sense now that
the film companies have sold or
leased their backlogs to tv, Spyros
P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president,
told the press in Gotham yesterday
(Tues.).
Skouras made it plain that he
didn’t think much either of the
home “telemovies” that have been
the subject of much discussion of
late. He expressed his primary con-»
cern for the welfare of the thea¬
tres, which he labelled as still the
most important revenue source for
production.
The 20th top exec did say he
thought toll-tv might come in
handy for the presentation on tv
of old pictures in years to come.
He expressed doubt that the pub¬
lic today would be willing to pay
for firstrun films on the air in the
light of the fact that so many good
pictures are being made available
gratis.
He said, frankly, he didn’t think
any kind of film-in-the-home ex¬
periment would succeed, pointing
out that a great many films being
presented free on tv had never
been seen by a large segment of
the population. He also feared that
the advent of toll systems would
greatly impair the quality of film
entertainment since, with the un¬
certain future of the theatres, pro¬
ducers wouldn’t be willing to make
largescale investments.
“To use firstrun pictures on tele¬
vision would eventually destroy
the theatres. And if they close,
billions would be lost and the
economy of the country would defi¬
nitely be affected,” he opined.
Skouras made the point that
pay-as-you-see definitely had a
chance prior to the sale or lease of
the big studio backlogs to tv. At
the moment, he felt, toll-tv was
“outmoded*”
Apart from noting
that it would be difficult to adopt
Cinemascope to the homescreen,
Skouras didn’t commit himself on
whether or not 20th would go
along with any closed-circuit ex¬
periments, whether in Bartlesville,
Okla., or elsewhere. “We will go
along only as long as the theatres
are not affected,” he said.

PECK DROPS, WILL SELL
HIS ‘THIEVES MARKET’
Hollywood, March 19.
Gregory Peck has
dropped
“Thieves’ Market” project and re¬
placed it with tentatively titled
“European Comedy” to be made
under his Anthony banner for
United Artist.
^William Wyler, who was to di¬
rect “Market,” will direct substi¬
tute on European location in 1958.
Peck said he was dissatisfied
with way “Mkrket” script devel¬
oped for him. Property ' now is
“for sale complete with knife¬
throwing midget.”

KODAK WAGE DIVIDEND
PAYS OUT $35,500,000

Rochester, March 19.
Some 50,800 Eastman Kodak em¬
ployees in the U. S. today “(Tues-^
day) shared a wage dividend of
approximately $35,500,000. Voted
by Kodak directors last Novem^
ber, the payment this year is the
largest since the melon cutting
plan was begun in 1912. The plan
recognizes the part Kodak work¬
ers have played in the company’s
success.
Eligible persons will receive
$31.75 for each $1,000 they earned
at Kodak during, the five years
1952-56. YesTr ago the total wage
divvy payment in the U. S. amount*
ed to about $32,100,000 at a rate of
$30.25 per $1,000 earned at Ko¬
dak during the five year period
(Complete Boxofflee Reports on 1951-55.
This was the prevlousf^
,bigh payment.
^
Pages 8-9.)
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Am Gardner As Duchess
. Cueto STetro Joiniiig
Auspices of 'Goya’Hlm

s

.Metro may. be connected with 9..
jthree-way co-production deal In- ^
By ROBERT X LANpRX
4
volving the filming of the life of
vm VMM ifAuiMVMa
Goya in Spain. Albert Lewin, indie
American writers, it group em¬
Seal's Career Sealed
producer who Is releasing “The
bracing millionaires and charity
Executives In the ad-pub field
Hollywood, March 19,
Living Idol” via M-G, already has last week heartily endorsed a rec¬
cases, are imitating tiieir commer¬
Salvatore, the most famous
a cp-production arrangement: with ommendation for a new approach
seal in the film industry^ has
cial brethren by holding a national
been
retired
on
doctor’s
or¬
Titamis Films of Italy, Metro’s to personal credit dniito^opy, but
‘‘convention,’’ the first in the 47at the same time held out very
ders.
entry, according to Lewin, depends little hope of a change.
year history of the 7,500-member
Purchase by Warner Bros, of
Seal was taken to a vet after
bn the outcome of the screenplay
Recommendation came as part of
Authors I^eague .of America. At Richard Powell’s “The Philadel¬
continually missing a bounc¬
the Hotel Bilt'more in Manhattan;
and if it is deemed appropriate for the industry’s business building re¬
ing
ball
during
a
scene
for
phian’’
for
$100,000
brings
to
nine
May 6-7-8, the scribes will ask
port and was drawn up by sub-com¬
“Jeanne Eagels” at Columbia*
Ava Gardner.
mittee chairman Gilbert Golden of
themselves, **who loves us, who the number of novels acquired by
His stand-in, Solly, finally did
The film, which will be filmed
Wafn^ Bros. It urged “immedi¬
hates us, where' are we going, and Hollywood. “The Philadelphian” is
the relatively easy stunt.
in
Spain
and
Italy,
will
be
“an
ate and drastic” revision of pre¬
how fast?'*
Afer a checkup, the medico
a three-generation story and rates
expensive costume production” re¬ vailing practice of saddling nation¬
Wide-open discussions from the fourth in the N, Y. Times’ list of
announced Salvatore’s retire¬
quiring the services of two name al salesmanship with Hollywood’s
ment, Vertigo.
floor, are expected at some 14
stars, Lewin, in addition to seiying private egotism.
“writer problem” panels to be held top sellers.
as one of the co-producer^, will
In the non-fiction category, the
during two mornings and’ three
“Almost without exception every
write and direct the pictufe. The advertising campaign today is a
PAR EXECS^ TELEMETER TRIP
afternoons, plus a luncheon nleet- two toprated books—“The FBI
exteriors
will
be
filmed
in
Spain
costly compromise between what
ing, a dinner meeting and two big Story” and “The Nun’s Story”—
and the interiors at Yitanus’ Au¬ should be emphasized and what we
Balaban and Raibourn Go
rallies to be held in a N. T. legit also have been snapped up by the
dios
in
Rome..
West To Check Status
theatre; lisues are to run the screen. Both will be made by War¬
are compelled to., emphasize*,” the
gamut from literary rackets to ner Bros.
Miss Gardner, still under con¬ report said. “This is due to in¬
Barney Balaban, president of tract to Metro, has been residing creasingly unreasonable restric¬
literary constipation, with plenty
Other books on the fiction best-'
of heroes and villains (as seen by seller list to be made into films in¬ Paramount, and Paul Raibourn, in Spain for some time.
tions demanded in billings.”
v.p., left; New York for the Coast
writers) likely to be checked off.
It went on to say: “It is not pos¬
Lewin leaves for Rome next
clude; “Peyton Place,” “The Scape¬ last night (Tues.) for an inspection
A prime source of cheer in the goat,” which Metro bought for Alec
week to confer with Goffredo sible to estimate the considerable
otherwise doleful field of the novel, Guinness and wliich Ealing Studios of the latest developments in In¬ Lombardo, Titanus chief. He then cost to our companies in the pur¬
for example, are the terms ob¬ will produce for Metro release; ternational Telemeter, which is heads for Spain to research the chase of unnecessary newspaper
tained of late for Hollywood screen “Compulsion,” “The Last Angry owned by Par, and its offshoot Goya material (Miss Gardner space. Even more shocking is ^our
sales. While not too many indi¬ Man,” “Don’t Go Near the Water,” products. Louis Novins, exec aide would be Duchess of Alba) and to tremendous loss in revenue due to
vidual authors are the beneficiar¬ “Twilight for the Gods,” “Stop¬ to Balaban and Telemeter v.p., will write the screenplay. Lewin ex¬ contractual stipulations that re¬
ies, the purchase prices paid for over: Jokyo,” “Auntie Marne” and join them in studio huddles,
pects to spend four or five months quire devoting major areas of our
Balaban also will look in on the writing the screenplay in Spain advertising to nonselling and even
stage plays and books keeps up the —still in the negotiation "stage—
latest in production., Prez is gath¬ because it’s “a big help to visualize detrimental factors.”
flagging morale of otherwise ink- “Tower in the West.”
ering data for his annual report to the actual locatipiis as you’re'writ¬
One recent example (not men¬
stained wretches.
Hollywood in recent years has
ing.” Actual production, he said, tioned in* Golden’s report) is “Boy
Films wilF also be extensively gone in. heavily for the purchase stockholders, due shortly.
would begin between January and on A Dolphin** at 20th-Fox. Alan
cited in the big symposium on of books' and plays of the “pre¬
Ladd’s name at all times must ap¬
March of 1958.
“Freedom to Write,” with Howard sold” variety. Despite the often tall
pear in the same size arid color as
N. Y. to L. A.
Lindsay in the chair and Mark Van coin spent, .the policy is seen pay¬
Lewin also has another deal set the title. Furthermore, he must
Barney Balaban
Doren, Oscar Hammerstein 2d and ing off at the boxoffice.
with Titanus. This Involves the always be* shown at the left
Mortimer Becker
John Vandercook as discussion
filmization of the French novel, side of the ads, to coincide with
Theodore Bikel
leaders. League staff has been
“A Naked King,” by Albert Ades. the start of the title. Also, his
Kenneth W. Bilby
researching recent censorship de¬
Finalization of this arrangement head—in the foreground—^mqst be
L.
A.
to
N.
Y.
Henry
Ginsberg
cisions and finds the bulk of the
depends on the outcome of the above that of any other performer
Morey
Amsterdam
Russell
Holman
examples in the motion picture
Goya project. Deal with Titanus in the picture.
'
Irving
Asher
Henry
Jaffe
area, followed by television and
was made by Lee Steiner, Titanus’
Ladd, it’s explained, owns a part
William
A.
Bacher
George
Jessel
book suppression in such commu¬
U.S.
representative.
of the picture and is therefore In
Walter Brannon
Robert E. Kintner
nities as Detroit, the new Boston.
Lewin’s “The Living Idol,” made a position to enforce this dictum.
Frederick Brisson
Robert F. Lewins
Oil Is Not WeU
in Mexicn in association with Gre¬ Same is true of^many other.per¬
Chip Cleary
Vincente Minnelli
gorio Walerstein, is scheduled for formers.
Foreign literary rights, a theme
Companies have com¬
Martin Gabel
Robert Mitchum
release shortly.
of considerable interest to^. film
plained that they are no longer in
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Paul Raibourn
companies, also frets the modem
a position, to design ads which sell
Norman Granz
Peter Riethof ,
writer, especially as regards cer¬
the pix in the best possible way.
Mitchell Hamilburg
Robert W. Sarnoff
tain notorious Manhattan special¬
Also, that, the need to mention a
N. Y. to Europe
Carolyn Jones
Sol A. Schwartz
ists in this twilighrzone of vanish¬
long string of names in small ads
Kay Kendall
Richard Avedon
Jo Stafford
ing royalties and rising commis¬
hurts both their attractiveness and
Julie London
Charles Boyer
Phil Strassberg
sions.
their impact.
Thelma Pelish
Kyle Crichton
David Susskind
Said the report: “Advertising
Ted Post
Another heavy scheduled for the
Norman W, Elson
Elizabeth Taylor
heads are meeting increasing re¬
attention of this first “National
Debbie Reynolds
David Lewis
Mike Todd
sistance from exhibitors who re¬
Jane Russell
Assembly Of Authors and Drama¬
Viveca Lindforii
Europe to N. Y.
sent contributing money to space
Natalie Schafer
tists” is the Collector of Internal
Ralph Meeker
devoted to credits which have no
William Schuller
Revenue,, who is called “unfair” to
Eva Bartok
Zavei Skolovsky
iriaterial boxoffice meaning. This
Maurice Silverstein
brains. Whether authors are rich
Kenneth S. Giniger •
George Tabori
committee earnestly recommends
Gloria Swanson
and tweedy or poor and seedy, or
Wendy Hiller
^
Shepard Traube
that the President’s committee ask
Joseph R. Vpgel
just average run-of-campus English
Bernard Luber
William Travers
those responsible for the'Writing of
Robert Waterfield
instructors, they imite in resent¬
Prof. Marco Malini
Sophie Tucker
contracts to review this serious
Sam Zimbalist
ment that ail oil well can grow old'
Geoffrey Martin
Robert Trout_.
situation. It is our hope that in
gracefully on depletion allowances,
the future there be individual con¬
but a creative writer cannot.
sultation between those . people
Something is expected to be said
and the advertising directors be¬
at the forthcoming Authors* con¬
fore agreeing to any billing de¬
vention about the greatest democ¬
mands of a special nature.”
racy on earth extending to poets
j While ad-pub‘ execs feel strongly
only the freedom to starve (or
on this whole question, most think
write Broadway IsT^ies) and the
[the situation is hopeless in the
manic situation confronting novel¬
ists with either smash or crash as
Film industry is bearing down initially in 1955 and to be repeated to bear the expenses, writers, pro¬ j light Of the current star-participa¬
a way of life.
on ways and means of biiilding box- next fall, wherein the public votes ducers, directors and others visit¬ tion trend, “It’s the Music Cor¬
poration of America which runs
But the Assembly will not seek offibe receipts with the projection on best pictures, players, new¬ ing local communities. MPAA’s our business today, not us/’ was*
Clarke H. Wales is in charge of
to blame the woes of writers of the most extensive intra-trade comers, etc.
one bitter comment. Agents gen¬
arrangements.
solely upon disappearing maga¬ prograrti undertaken in recent
Community Significance
erally are represented as more in¬
zines, the arteriosclerosis ‘of the history. Ideas and vague proposals
National Theatre Sell
(3) Production of a community
terested in “selling” their client
hardcover book, or national tele¬ have been kicked around for some beel which is to set forth how the
(2) National ad camjpaign for (and thus pleasing him) than in
vision-induced illiteracy. There time; now tradesters have boiled film theatre brings people out of theatres was agreed upon in prin¬ making an allout effort to ;Seil the
will be a soul-probe of “blocks** them down to specifics and going their homes and contributes to the ciple but held up pending conclu¬ picture.
(inability to write, or meet dead¬ ahead with, the project, on a joint economic and cultural welfare of sion of a market survey now being
lines) with Dr. Laurence Kubie, basis, are the Council of Motion each locality.
'
,
undertaken by MPAA. Meanwhile,
among others, fronting the discus¬ Picture Organizations, Motion Pic¬
though, regular ads are carrying
Broadened Trailers
REPUBLIC PAIR PARTNER
sion of “Emotional Problems of ture Assn, of America and Theatre
(4) Production of trailers by such lines as, “only pn the motion
Owners of America.
Writers.*’
various companies to show off picture theatre screen can you see
Ralston Sc Kane Producing
Ernest G. Stellings, president of samples of their future lineup. the brand, new pictures,”
One of the two big meetings
‘Lawless 80s’":r6r Former Boss
T(DA,
disclosed
this
week
he
h^d
will dissect “The Writer’s position
This substitutes for --an earlier
Cultivation of Publishers
definite
pledges
amounting
to
in America**^a case of feast or
proposal for the making of one
.
Hollywood, March 19.
(8) Visits to e.ditors and publish¬
famine and believed certain to pro¬ $1,400,000 by members of his or- overall reOMo be sponsored by all ers by film execs and proddetion
^air of producers who were,
anization.
Distributing
companies
companies and focusing on pictures personnel when asked for by local dropped In the recent Clean sweep
voke a lot of standup psychoanaly¬
sis among the breed. (In one of expectedly will ante up the same from all studious.
exhibitors. Idea, which is to be of the Republic Studios have
sum to finance the work.
his books, psychologist Dr, Edmund
Hypo By Radio
tried at first in a limited number formed a partnership to produce
Stellings
will
go
before
the
Bergler has said all writers are
(5) An industry radio campaigiv of cities, is to impress the fourth “The Lawless 8Qs” for release by—..
MPAA
board
of
directors
in
April
open to the suspicion of being oral¬ to pitch for contributipns matching which, already in work, has'institu¬ estaters with the meaning of the nostalgic note—^Republic. They are
ly regressed psychic masochists).,
the exhib money dollar for dollar, tional spot announcements incor¬ picture business and perhaps nab Rudy Ralston and Joe Kane.
Casting the film are Jack Grant
For this meeting the keeper-in- I As mapped by the so-caUed porated hi the usual transcriptions some of the spotlight away from
and Harold Rossmore. also off the
charge will be Clifton Fadiman, Joint Business-Building Commit¬ of blurbs for specifict pictures. In television in the news columns, ^
Republic payroll.
with Bruce Catton and John Mason tee, whose membership comprises addition^ plan is to go heavy with
Industry-Over-Ego
Brown as joint whippers-ln. Stand¬ rt>ps of MPAA, TOA and COMPO, ads via the disk jockeys with oral
(9)
Preparation
of
a
presentation
ing by to apply stimulants or seda¬ the intended b.o. hypo takes vari¬ copy on the added values of thea¬
tre-going. This is to be tested first designed to acquaint stars, agents
tives, as needed, will be Jacques ous forms, as follows.
in Denver and if the results war¬ and others with what film com¬
Barzun, Leonard Bernstein, Alan
Sweepstakes
panies feel is a need to reduce ad
Distributors Corp. of America
Jay Lerner, Bill Mauldin, Arthur
(1) Academy Award Sweepstakes, rant it the program goes nation¬
Miller, Glen way Westcott, Jessa- already in ^ operation, which has wide, with platter spielers in 80 laillings so that greater attention has acquired “Don Giovanni” forcan
be
given
pictures
and
not
myn West and Herman Wouk. *
nearly 3,000* theatres inviting their cities talking it up for films over necessarily the personnel involved. distribution In States, Opera film,
originally had been slated to be re¬
customers to guess the Oscar win¬ a 13-week period* Tentative cost
Market Survey
leased via Ian Maxwell’s own Fes-^
• jj
Bob Waterfields (Jane Russell) ners and -nab for themselves exhib- estimate: $319,697I
(10) The aforementioned market tival Productions.
Personality Tours
figure too much tv exposure for promoted prizes. This is the first
Maxwell said in Manhattan. ,(18):
(6) Personality tours wherein survey, being conducted for MPAA
Jane would deter the public from time put for the contest and it has
leaving home to see her in thea¬ gotten surprising reception in the those on the I’oad talk about the by the Opinion Research Corp, of that he still Intended to set up bis
tres. She*s been on with Jackie trade in addition to hefty news¬ film industry upbeat generally in Princeton at a cost of $75,000* Due own release channel for music,
addition to plugging away for their in three months, the report prob¬ dance and other art pix. First one
Glcasor, Perry Como and Ed Sul¬ paper and public participation.
individual pictures. Part 2 will ably jwill cover data on all theatre >viR. be.'IGlseRe,“.print.pf wjii.cli iS;
Audience Awards
livan but future appearances will
due to.arriye in a couple, of weeks.
(2) ; Audience Awards, conducted have, where exhibitox'S are willing attendance influences.
be lnfre(^ntr~'^

Warners Snatching Top
Novels ()uick Like Bunny;
Thiladelphian’ at lOOCi

Boxoffice Doctors Itemize Therapy;
10-Shock Plan For Tired Blood

DCA’s ^Giovanni’ Opera
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MANHAnAN ‘ART’ BOTTLENECK
New York Sound Track
With “Seven Hills of Rome" set to roll in Italy in May, Metro has
begun discussions with Mario Lanza for follow-up vehicles. “Hills"
will be a Titanus production for MGM release, with Metro putting up
809^ of the financing and Titanus retaining rights in Italy only. Loew’s
exec Maurice SUverstein huddled with Lanza on the coast last week to
discuss future properties, including “The Goose Hangs High." Lanza
is understood to be Interested in Phil Yoidan's “The Golden Voice,"
which would be directed by Anthony Mann. The four Lanza Metro
releases have racked up hefty grosses, particularly in reissues.
Metro has cast nine pactees, studio’s entire roster of young players,
in “Until They Sail" . . . Producer Sam Zimbalist to London over
weekend to finalize start of Metro’s “Captain Dreyfus,” starring Jose
Ferrer, Viveca Lindfors and Leo Genn.
Arthur Laurents flew to Paris to huddle with Otto Preminger on
adapting Francoise Sagan’s bestseller, “Bonjour Tristesse,” after S. N.
Behrman first took a crack at the film version. Irving P. Lazar, who
agented, quickied to N.Y. to see “Good as Gold," newest John Patrick
play which folded after four performances. Patrick is one of his (and
Miriam Howell's) clients. Lazar and Richard Brooks' Rlchlar Corp.
still a year away from first two independent productions, Sinclair
Lewis' “Elmer Gantry" and Joseph Conrad's “Lord Jim.” Brooks
is currently at work on Metro’s filmization of the Robert Ruark novel,
“Something of Value.” Marlon Brando is deemed the ideal casting for
“Gantry,” the renegade minister.
Over in Japan U.S.S. Bennington, flagship'of Commanding Task
Force 77 and a unit of the U.S. Seventh Fleet, played host to a press
premiere of MGM’s “The Wings of Eagles” in Yokosuka Harbor, where
the carrier was lying at anchor . . . sky-directed searchlights and an
array of glitter simulated a Yank-type premiere. In addition to the
press, five Toho starlets and 1,000 crew members watched the filmiza¬
tion of the life of “Spig" Wead.
O. W. Fischer, the German star who went to Hollywood to star in Uni¬
versal’s “My Man Godfrey” and did a walk in r. dispute over the inter¬
pretation of the role has excited a lot of editorial con^ment since his
return to Germany. That he may return to Hollywood for 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox assignment has been less emphasized. Some German papers
see Fischer as a champion of actors. “Not even a servant girl must
obey commands without questioning," he was sympathetically quoted
in Bill Zeitung. Abenpost headlined, “Are actors heading for a |pevolution?" and declared that in Hollywood “the men in top seats are like
the military." One journalist commented, deadpan, “The Americans
refused to accept Kaiser Fischer.”
Upcoming Simon & Schuster publication of “Wall To Wall Trap," by
film publicist Mori Frledgood, is said to have some readily identifiable
picture business characters as the central figures. Novel is about the
executive end of the film industry.
Hungarian-born actress Eva Bartok in from Europe to help promote
Metro’s “10,000 Bedrooms,” her first American-made film . . . Dore
Schary set for Swarthmore College’s “Art and Mass Media" series on
April 7 . . . Earle Luby, last producer-writer on RKO-Pathe’s N. Y. staff,
exits the company this week . . . Embassy Theatres’ prexy Norman W.
Elson leaves fof Europe tomorrow (Thurs.) for the production centres
of London, Paris and Rome to set deals for his chain of theatres. He’s
due back April 7 for premiere of “The Young Stranger" at his Rocke¬
feller Center Guild Theatre . . . David Susskind, who produced “Edge
of the City" for Metro, on the Coast discussing an Andrews Sisters
biopic with M-G officials.
One more film, and French vet actor Jean Gabin may retire from
the scene . .. French producer Raoul Levy is recording the music track
for his “One Never Knows" in Gotham, using the Modern Jazz Quartet,
It’s a first for the French. Added cost: $6,000.
Otto Preminger's “Saint Joan," although not due here for another
three months, already is set to open at the Victoria . . . Vic also is to
be the showcase for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s “Bachelor Party” . . . Earl
pelton will script “Inherit the Wind” for Stanley Kramer . . . Helen
Ainsworth, who produced “27lh Day” for Columbia, negotiating for the
rights to Russell Janney's new novel, “Curtain Call/’ in galley form.
James Blondo now repping Michael Todd’s “Around the World in 80
Days” for its current Philadelphia engagement at the Midtown Theatre.
Joan Blondell replaced Thelma Ritter in “Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter” at 20th, latter being tied up by rehearsals for the legiter “New
Girl in Town" on Broadway . . . Paramount is dropping several of its
younger players with Gail Land and Elaine Aiken exiting this week
and Dennis McMullen due to depart next month.
Jules Dassin, now a successful director in France (“Rififi," “C’est
Lul Qui Doit Mourir"), will follow In Carl Forman’s footsteps and come
to the U.S. to clear himself with the House Un-American Activities
Committee . . . Peter Zoref is French producer Paul Graetz’s new U.S.
•ales rep . . .* Warner Bros, has acquired for U.S. distribution Amalga¬
mated Productions’ “The Counterfeit Plan.” It’s the first of six low
budgeters which Richard Gordon and Charles F. Vetter lensed in
England . . . Marjorie Geiss back from Cuba vacation.
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster interested in “The Defender,” the two-part tv
drama by Reginald Rose seen on CBS-TV’s Studio One, as a vehicle
for Tony Curtis . . . Richard Egan signed by Universal for “The Man
Who Rocked the Boat,” autobiog of William Keating, former N.Y.C.
tacket-busting district attorney. ...
Nation’s newsmen are being drawn into the exploitation campaign for
*‘Beau James," the Jimmy Walker biopic, via prizes up to a
total of $2,500 for the best anecdotes furnished about the late NY
mayor by scribes who knew him. Yarns will be collected for pub¬
lication coincident with the summer release of the Paramount film.
George Jessel will Judge the entries.
Lester Cowan and Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. were to tell the press of
their new tieup Monday (18) but the late President s son was detained
out of town . . , Jewish Mayor of Dublin’s visit prompted this year’s
St. Patrick’s Day special: corned beef and cabbage—with matzoh balls
« . . RKO slimming down further, with Dave Cantor out as exploitation
Chief and publicity, director A1 Stern absorbing the job . . . John
Powers, signed this week to a featured role in Paramount’s “Loving
You,” was production manager on the old Samuel Goldwyn studio 40
years ago.
Sophia Loren In April 8 for two days of retakes on Stanley Kramer's
’‘The Pride and the Passion." She’ll also do work for “Boy on a Dol¬
phin" at 20th-Fox . . . Deal close for Spyros P. Skouras' Prudential Line
to be bought up by the American President Lines. American wants
'rudential’s ports-of-call in the Mediterranean . , . MPEA prexy Eric
ohnston now likely to leave for Europe April 10 . . . The U. S. Treasury
80 far has nixed an American film company bid to tap blocked Egyp¬
tian dollar funds in this country. Egypt isn’t remitting anything these
flays . . , Charles Baldwin, MPEA rep in Italy, has been huddling with
Spanish government officials in Spain and now has returned to Rome.
Ferrania of Italy giving competition to Eastman Kodak via the im¬
portant of black-and-white rawstock considerably below the EK price.
Eastman sells back-and-white positive at $15 per 1,000 feet. Ferrania
beats that by 75c per 1,000 ft.
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(5 Features Calculated Risk
BUILD AgaiiBt Television Rivalry;
20th Still Seeks ‘Co-Tenancy’

Shortage of showcases on iNew
York’s East Side is becoming des¬
perate and has cued an intensive—
and so far fruitless—search for new
outlets for the “artie” product.
There is speculation, particularly
on the part of -Richard Davis of
the Fine Arts Theatre of building
a new house; others, pointing to
the exorbitant cost of building, are
aiming to either rent houses or to
convert arties off-the-mainstem into
firstruns.
Booking situation on the artie
circuit has rarely been as tight as
it is at the moment. There’s a dual
reason: Long runs for some of the
films, and the invasion of American
offbeat product. Combination has
resulted in a great “backing op" of
product, and the competition for
playdates is unprecedented. Part
of the reason, of course, is that al¬
most all of the artie exhibs now are
also in distribution and favor their
own outlets. Indie with no theatre,
unless he has an outstanding at¬
traction, finds the going rough.
Behind the accumulation of prod¬
uct is not only the still-growing
popularity of the imports, which
have developed a growing audience
core that’s partial also to unusual
American entries, but also the ex¬
panding volume of European pro¬
duction aimed at the U. S. exploi¬
tation market.
It was this realization that caused
J. Arthur Hank to lease the Sutton
Theatre and to assure himself of
a steady outlet and that has the
French mulling a possible show¬
case.
There is a feeling among the in¬
dies that, within a couple of years,
the “new” Third Avenue will be
turned into a fashionable street
that will support a couple of new
houses. Only theatre on the street
now is the Baronet. Again, on
Times Square, the Central Theatre
is being eyed by some as a pos(Continued on page 21)
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Charting a “frontal attack**
against television, 20th-Fox in the
year ending next (1958) March
will produce a record 55 pictures,
Hollywood, March 19.
including 30 in the “A” class and
Indie producer Harry Smith, who 25 showmanship films, 20th prexy
had planned a Carlo Magsaysay Spyros P. Skouras said in New
biopic for some time, is rushing York yesterday (Tues.). With pro¬
ductions abroad, total will hit 65.
project in view of Filipino presi¬
He also disclosed plans for a big
dent’s death in aircrash. Smith re- 90 or 120-minute “trailer” that will
cently completed “Day With Trum- ! tell of 20th’s ambitious plans. Sub¬
pet” in Philippines under co-pro- j
be shown to exhibitors,
,
,
I
...
n
J
I ^be
press and various other,
auction deal with Premier Produc- 1 opinion-making groups all over the
tions.
world in a revival of 20th’s show¬
Magsaysay biopic will be copro- manship campaigns of several
ductioned with Champion Pictures years ago.
Inc., another Manila fiirm.
Skouras noted that, of the 30
Manila newspaperman Eddie In- “A” pix, 12 would he “blockbust¬
fatie is working on screenplay but ers.” Eight English quota films are
won’t finish until after official in¬ charted.
Overall investment in
vestigation
determines whether production during the year will run
fatal plane crash resulted from sa¬ well above the $50,000,000 20th
botage.
spent last year.
“I am taking a tremendous
chance,” said Skouras. “I’m really
sticking my neck out. But televi¬
sion is here, and we can coexist
profitably only by having better
entertainment. We must produce
While most film stock issues have" more and important pictures to get
been static, and prices at unim¬ oeople away from their homesets.’*
pressive levels, Allied Artists’ com¬ 20th prexy stressed bis company
mon sl]ares in the past month have would release in 1957 some 55
gone up 40% in trading value. The films of different types, designed
issue, which is listed on the Amer¬ to please all Ijinds of audiences.
ican Exchange, was up to $4.50 He said he was staking his whole
Monday (18) after being, until a reputation on the program.
“I
few weeks ago, at the $3.12) 2 level didn’t have an easy time even sell¬
for some time.
ing it to my board of directors,"
-Reason for the upbeat, according j be stated,
to Wall Street sources, is antici¬
20th will make pictures abroad
pated gains in AA’s fiscal future. wherever locations require it,
After some period of doubt, it’s Skouras said. Having done “Stop¬
now pretty well established that over: Tokyo," he said the studio
the costly “Friendly Persuasion” had another story for Japan lined
will wind up at a profit. Further, up — “Townsend Harris Story."
the advance reports concerning Harris was America’s first Ambas¬
“Love in the Afternoon” have been sador to Japan. John Huston will
good. AA is in an unique position direct.
among film companies, for a single
While 20th will go abroad to
picture such as “Persuasion” or shoot films, it has no intention of
San Francisco, March 19.
“Afternoon” can have a major financing
production
overseas,
Charles J. Maestri, of Lippert bearing on the corporate financial
Theatres, is newly elected presi¬ outcome for a full year. “Persua¬ Skouras said.
He reported that negotiations are
dent of the Entertainment Indus¬ sion” was brought in at a negative
try of Northern California Guild cost of slightly over $3,100,000 and continuing with Metro re a possi¬
and will preside at the group's “Afternoon,” which Billy Wilder ble lease of studio space by 20tli
annual breakfast following mass produced, was wrapped up on a on the Culver City lot. “Our engi¬
neers are surveying the situation
here next Sunday (24).
budget of $2,100,000.
now,’’ he said, noting that 20th’s
Other new officials are:
lot was among the inbst valuable in
Vice-president, James Donahue,
Leon Goldberg, United Artists
Consolidated Amusement Co.; sec¬ v.p., named to again serve as chair¬ Los Angeles. He implied that con¬
retary, Joseph Flanagan, 20th Fox; man of the entertainment indus¬ ditions at Metro were more favor¬
recording secretary, Kay Hackett, try’s campaign on behalf of the able than they had been at Warner
MGM; treasurer, Paul Schmuch, United Jewish Appeal in Greater Bros., where it would have cost
20th $14,000,000 to move in.
2Cth Fox.
New York.
“We must save money," said
Skouras. “We are still struggling^
against this gigantic (tv) competi¬
tion. People generally don’t real¬
ize how hard we have to struggle."
He called for a single and united
exhibitor organization and pointed
(1) Retains Louis Nizer; (2) Takes the ‘Habit’ Out to Britain’s Cinematograph Exhibi¬
tors Assn, as a good example.
Of Co. Purchasing; (3) Cancels Candy Concession “They are very helpful, and they
are united," he observed, adding
that the trade here could “learn a
Hollywood, March 19.
singled out by attorney Saul
lesson” from the CEA.
Louis Ni^er, Manhattan attor¬
Rogers as owned by relatives
ney, has been set by Loew’s prexy
of Nick Schenck. Rogers had
Joseph R. Vogel as special counsel
also named Imperial Carpet
to assist him in matters pertaining
'and Sterling Sign as Loew sup¬
to reorganization of the company,
pliers which were controlled
Vogel disclosed over the weekend.
by kin of treasurer Charles C.
Here for a series of top-drawer
M oskowitz.—Ed.).
Manager of the Moulin Rouge
studio huddles, following recent
A general review of company Cinema in Teheran, Iran (the
vote of confidence endorsing new
personnel also Is on the agenda, former Persia) airmails Variety
management at annual- stockhold¬
hej)ointed out, so there will be no of its amazement in having been
ers’ meet, Vogel simultaneously opportunity in the future for com¬ able to play UA’s “Trapeze” six
stated that he has established a plaint.
vyeeks.
Added comment by the
series of basic policies designed to
“As president," Vogel stated. “I manager (name undecipherable):
boost efficiency of the corporation.
inherited a great company’s repu¬
"The rush of the public was so
Hereafter, he reported, all pur¬
tation as the foremost motjon pic¬ great at the front of the cinema
chasing in every segment of com¬
ture corporation in the world, one that more than a dozen Military
pany will be on the basis of com¬
that has paid out more than $173,- Policemen were called to keep an
petitive bidding, sans regard to
conventional or habitual ties. Exec 000,000 in uninterrupted dividends. ^order and prevent the crowd from
“I am determined to put through gate rushing and destroying the
declared that notice has already
a constructive program for tfie res¬ front of the cinema.
It was as
been given to the People’s Candy
toration of Loew’s Inc., and MGM
Co., that its concession in Loew’s to their prominent position. I am though every person in our town,
young and old and from every
Theatres, which expire at end of
beholden to nobody but the stock¬
1957, will not be renewed. Wher¬ holders and nothing will deter me walk of life, was obsessed with the
idea, to see ‘Trapeze.’ . . . The
ever practical, LT will operate its from removing every course of past
word of mouth had spread so fast
own concessions, he added.
criticism."
and so wide that even several
(This cancellation is VogeVs
Vogel revealed that he will make members of the Royal Family in¬
promised blow at family** /aufurther important disclosures on a cluding the sisters and brother!
policy level at next director ate of Hi^ Imperial Majesty The King
oritism within the Loew em¬
pire. People's Candy Co. was
meeting, skedded for March 28
honored us by their visit." ^

Speed Filipino Biopic
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FILM REVIEWS
ture than a problem stqry, Huston
has directed with a, view to getting
maximum suspense. He has also
achieved a number of tender and
sensitive moments. Film was lensed
Nun and a marine marooned
on the island of Tobago in the
on Pacific island. Offbeat exWest Indies and cameraman Os¬
loitation slants; strong poten¬
wald Morris has done a good job
tial grosser, particularly with
with the Cinemascope medium,
Catholic support and general
achieving a good degree of inti¬
word-of-mouth.
macy in the cave scenes. -^DeLuxe
color is sharp and fine. Georges
20th-Fox release of Buddy Adler-Eugene
Auric’s music provides a fitting
Frenke production. Stars Deborah Kerr,
and Russell Lloyd’s
Robert Mltchum. Directed by John Hus¬ background
ton. Screenplay, John Lee Mahin and editing is smooth.
Huston, from Charles Shaw novel; cam¬
Fortified with good production
era (color by De Luxe). Oswald Morris;
music, Georges Auric, conducted by Lam¬ values and propped by an intrigu¬
bert Williamson; editor, Russell Lloyd.
Previewed March 9. '57, at the Roxy ing proposition, “Mr. Allison” has
Theatre. N.Y. Running time, 107 MIMS. the elements that should establish
Sister Angelica . Deborah Kerr it as an audience fave.
It’s cer¬
Mr. Allison . Robert Mitchum tainly a picture which Catholics
should like, and that’s a selling^
Behind the misleading title of point for the exhibitors. Hi/t.
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison,”
which suggests anything but the
8x8
story this Buddy Adler-Eugene
* (COLOR)
Frenke production relates, is an
intriguing yarn about two people
Another Hans Richter excur¬
sion into the field of surrealist
on opposite ends of the social lad¬
story telling. Very limited
der, thrown together in a highly
possibilities.
unusual situation. It’s about a ma¬
rine, marooned on a small Pacific
Hans Richter production of eight-part
atoll with a nun. They divide their film.
Produced, written, directed and detime dodging Japs and trying to si.?ned by Richter; camera (Eastman
color). Arnold Eagle; narrator, Edgar
steer clear of their emotions.
Zang; sound, Richter. All episodes acted
For what this picture might out by non-pros. Previewed March .1. '57.
have been like, one must read the in N. Y. Running time. 91 MINS.
synopsis. It contains the scenes
This one will puzzle and prob¬
(which the picture does not) which
might have made “Mr. Allison” ably bore the average filmgoer.
.more believable; scenes of the ma¬ Add to the mystifyingly esoteric
rine’s strong, male reaction to the
its over-length.
nun, in whom he also sees the quality of the
woman, and of the sister’s tender Result is a special item for small
—yet restrained—affection for the special enthusiasts of Hans Rich¬
man who saves her life. What ap-*
pears on the screen is a watered- ter, a presiding deity of the cinema
down version that concentrates avant garde.
more on melodramatic action than
What is Richter trying to say
on (frustrated) emotions.
with his creepy flngers.^his Freud¬
The Implications Inherent in ian dream symbolism,' his trick
throwing the marine together with camera-for-the-sake-of-trick - cam¬
the nun on a lonely and danger¬ era stuff? Gather round the samo¬
ous island will undoubtedly attract var for a bull session, for it can be
many people. On the other hand argued many ways.
there’ll be those—primarily among
“8 X 8” refers to the fields on
Roman Catholic audiences—who
will find pleasure in the nun’s j the chessboard and the film’s eight
steadfast rejection of the marine’s parts symbolize chess moves. Pic¬
(verbal) advances and in the glow¬ ture is described as “a fairytale for
ing description of her firm faith. grownups,” with the game repre¬
The fact that the nun is attractive¬ senting eternal conflict among
Heavy with psychological
ly played by Deborah Kerr and men.
the marine by Robert Mitchum overtones and undertones, and
should be a plus factor for both there’s no denying Richter’s vivid
imagination. He frequently con¬
groups.
The film, directed by Jbhn Hus¬ veys the sense of frustration im¬
ton with something less than out¬ plied in chess. - While a man tries
standing imagination, but with a to make up his mind on a move,
good measure of humor and bra¬ white mice are gnawing on his
vado, holds out an early premise shoes. Situation is resolved with
which it doesn’t keep. The parallel the appearance of the (nudp) muse.
is drawn between the nun and her (This scene ran into some censor¬
vocation and the marine with his, ship problems in New York).
Potential of a film -4such as this,
both subject to strong discipline,
and an attempt is made to deline¬ dealing in abstract terms—people
ate the rough and direct figure of against wholly unrealistic settings
“Mr. Allison.”
—is extremely limited In these
But—apart from a few reiparks States. A couple of arties here and
—the character and motivations of there may find an audience for it.
Miss Kerr remain shrouded in mys¬
Some of the chess “moves” are
tery and she reveals very little of more obvious and require less “in¬
herself.
Never is there allowed terpretation” than others. Picture
more than just a slight hint that is attractively scored and inter¬
she, too, is affected by either the estingly photographed to acceht
situation or the marine’s argu¬ color and composition. There are
ment, i.e., we’re on a lonely island, aspects to the game of chess that
maybe for years, so what’s the use can be logically equated to various
my being a marine and you a nun. phases of life, and Richter is adept
Point is stressed that she hasn’t in drawing the parallels.
taken her final vows.
Jacqueline Matisse appears in
Huston has tackled this story the first move, called “Black
with an obvious desire not to be¬ Schemes.” Miss Matisse is pretty,
come entangled toO deeply in emo¬ which helps.. Involved is the Black
tions or religion, though there are King’s efforts to catch the White
the expected questions (“Why are Queen. He sends (dependins here
you a nun? You’re so pretty,” etc.). on the synopsis) the Bishop, who
The high spots of the film involve tries to do the job by hypnotic
Mitchum’s exploits—and fantastic force, the Knight (the horses has
ones they are—in the midst of the sexuhl connotations) by making
occupying Japanese force when he physical love to her, and the Cas¬
raids its supply depot for food. tle, by primitive brute force. The
He’s perhaps the bravest, most re¬ Queen eventually destroys the
sourceful marine the corps could King with the same token (the
ever call its own and’ these scenes magic ball) with which he planned
are staged with noise, gusto and a to subjugate her.
good deal of suspense.
The. Sixth Move, “Queening the
Since Huston and his coscripter Pawn,” was written and directed
John Lee Mahin apparently weren’t by Jean Cocteau, who also stars in
allowed to penetrate surface emo¬ the chapter. The seventh^ “The
tions to give the film the bite and Fatal Move,” stars Paul Bowles
turmoil implied in its basic situa¬ and an Ara/b. It’s about a fellow
tion, they concentrate on humor. who
can’t answer his phone, which
Many of the scenes between Miss periodically
rings under water.
Kerr and Mitchum are genuinely
funny and it’s to the credit of the What this actually represents to
Richter
is
the
poet cutting himself
performers that they carry them
off so well. Scene when Mitchum off from reality.
Probably the most fascinating
tries to rope a turtle has plenty of
glee and some of his repartee with^ and visually interesting of the
the nun also should go over big "moves” is number two, “A New
with audiences. The Huston wit, Twist,” which features the mobiles
both in lines and occasional stag¬ and other work of Alexander Calder, who appears in the stance.
ing, is evident.
Miss Kerr is lovely as Sister An¬ Here, the color Is particularly
striking.
gelica and she reacts as best she
can to the marine’s fumbling dec¬ ' Richter, creator of “Blood of a
larations of love. If the nun’s fig¬ Poet,” etc., uses the' camera in a
ure lacks reality, it’s not the fault unique- way and his concept of
of the actress but that of the screen “art” certainly is a break
script, which avoids so studiously with tradition. It's doubtful that
even the slightest hint of anything he expects many to appreciate his
that might offend or disturb the radical.,approach to film, or that
hierarchy. Mitchum is remarkably many would understand it even if
good as the marine who falls in they were exposed to it. “8 x 8”
fove for the first time in his life is* frequently obscure, and some¬
and seeks to reason things out his times pretentiously so. To the un¬
own way.
initiated, it many also appear a
Since this is more of an adven¬ mite boring.
Hijt.

Heaven K1110WS9 Mr.
Allison
(COLOR-C»SCOPE)

an4 parents, the plot indulges in
Tiio Vintage
“one note” dramatics that provide
(C^SCOPE—COLOR)
very UGc shading between the
black and., white of the problem,
Mixture ol accquis lu Flinch
yet which are effective within the
vineyard settinr. Slow-paced
entertainment aim. Juvenile de¬
entertaiumeiit faces trouble in
linquency is not necessarilj)’ an is¬
U.S. Poorly directed.
sue. Rather, the plqt purpose is
to show how .a father should give
Hollywood, March 18.
more time and understanding to
Metro release of Edwin H. Knopf pro¬
his son. Possibly inadvertently, it duction. Stsri Pier An^ell, Mel Ferrer,
John Kerr, Michele Morgan; features
also points up that parents are not Theodore
Leif Hriekson, Jack Mulalways solely guilty, as youth too lanCy, JoeBlkel,
Verdi. Dii'ccted bj^ Jeffrey
often takes the attitude it should Hayden. Screenplay. Michael Blankfort;
from
novel
by
Ursula* Kelr; camera
4)e understood (a) without the nec¬ (Melrooolor), Joseph
Ruttenberg; editor,
essity of explanation or (b) under¬ JBen Lewis; music, David Raksin. Preidewed March 13, '57, Running time, 91
standing on its part.
Film has youthful factors other Lucienne . Pier Angeli
than just its entertainment ap¬ Glancarlo Barandero
Mel Ferrer
peal. It marks the feature picture Ernesto Barandero ........... John Kerr
Morel . Michele Morgan
breakin' of several younger talents. Leonne
Eduardo Uribuiri .Theodore Bikel
James MacArthur, teenage son of Louie Morel ..Leif Erickson
Etienne Morel .Jack Mullaney
Helen Hayes and the late Clharles Uncle
Ton Ton .Joe Verdi
MacArthur, gets his first promi¬
nent picture casting as the youthful
Probably
“The Vintage” will
star and delivers promisingly. He
is seen as the rebellious son of pic¬ fare better in some overseas playHit and Run
ture producer-James Daly and Kim dates than it will in the domestic
Hunter. Film-making keeps the market. While the pic, lensed in
(SONG)
father too busy to give much time the vineyards of Southern France,
to his son, but he realizes the er¬ has a certain foreign charm,
Elderly man marries showgirl,
ror after the son is arrested for neither the story content nor the
loses her to younger lover.
socking a theatre manager, and a combination of cast names signi¬
Poor entry for- programmer
cop, at first himself ready to judge fies much to, the U.S. wickets.
sales.
Mainstays of the names assem¬
the boy guilty, supplies the correct
lecture to bring understanding to bled by Edwin H. Knopf for his
Hollywood’, Slarch 8.
production are Pier Angeli and
United Artists release of Hygo Haas the family.
production; written and directed by Haas.
Picture is young Stuart Millar’s Michele Morgan. Both are beguilStars Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, Vince
Edwards. Story, Herbert Q.’Phillips; cam¬ first full producership after pro¬ ingly feminine and actresses with
era, Walter Strenge; editor, Stefan Arn- duction aprenticeship with William* the ability to project,the quality
sten; music, Frank Steininger; song, "What
of the characters they portray. Less
Good'll It Do Me?” by Steininger; sung Wyler, and he, too, functions pro¬
by Ella Mae Morse.' Previewed March Sw misingly.
Debuting as a theatrical adroit are male stars Mel Ferrer
'67. Running time, 15 MINS.
^
film director is John Franken- and John Kerr,, both pretty dead¬
Julie . Cleo Moore
heimer, from tv, and he handles pan, particularly the latter, whose
Gus . Hugo Haas
forte seems to be a “Tea and Sym^
Frank .
Vince Edwards the switch neatly. For Robert Doz¬
Miranda . Dolores Reed ier, son of RKO production veepee pathy” type and little else. How¬
Anita . Mari Lea
ever, the fault is not all the actors’,
Undertaker . Pat Goldin William Dozier, film is his first
He’s another showing as more knowing direction by Jef¬
Lawyer . Carl MUitatre screenplay.
frey Hayden might have helped
Sheriff . Robert Cassidy I ability.
Undertaker's Wife ..
Julie Mitchum
get them, and other cast members,
Doctor . John Zaremba t
Miss Hunter is good as the mo¬
Bartender . Steve Mitchel ther and Daly excellent as the fa¬ through a slow-moving singularly
unexciting script by Michael BlankClara . Jan Englund
ther.
James
Gregory,
the
police¬
Waiter . pick Paxton
fort, based on Ursula Keir’s novel.
man; Whit Blssel, the harassed
Ferrer and Kerr are Italians
Paradoxically, a few more cooks theatre manager; Jeff .Silver, Mac- (sic)
flee to France after Kerr
might have helped the melodrama- Arthur’s chum; Jack Mullaney, a kills who
a man. They get a job har¬
tics brewed in “Hit and Run.” funny juvenile character; Eddie vesting
grapes
on the vineyard run
Ryder
and
Jean
Corbett,
the
couple
With Hugo Haas handling a fourLeif Erickson, a Frenchman
way chore the plottage compounds that starts the trouble in the thea¬ by
(sic)
married
to
Miss Morgan. Dur¬
tre,
and
other
casters
are
satisfac¬
a mimber of faults, resulting in a
Robert Planck’s photog¬ ing the harvest. Miss Morgan’s
poor presentation overall. It’s a tory.
raphy abets the mood, but Leon¬ young sister, Miss Angeli, falls in
minor entry.
Haas wrote, produced and di¬ ard Rosenmari's score distracts via love with Ferrer; ditto Kerr with
rected from a story by Herbert Q. loud recording. Other assists are Miss Morgan. At the finale, the
police cqmev kill Kerr and Ferrer
Brog..
Phillips, and stars with Cleo Moore okay.
unbends enough to accept Miss
apd Vince Edwards. Plot is one
Angeli.
That’s about all there is to
of his favorites—an elderly man
it,
except that the assorted accents
Attack of tlio Crali
marries a.young girl and loses her
of the cast make for a curious, and
to a younger lover. Operator of
JHoasters
incongruous, mixture.
Brog.
a combo junk yard and service sta¬
tion, Hajis takes Miss Moore, show¬
Radiation
makes
crawlers
The Seeret Place
girl, as "a bride. Then, his helper,
think like human villains.
Edwards, makes a play for the girl,
(BRITISH)
Okay half of science-fiction
even Involves her in his -hit-andbill being packaged by Allied
Moderately entertaining crime
run murder scheme to get Haas out
Artists; for exploitation dating.
of the way.
>
meller; modest b.o. bet here.
The-bride and the victim’s twin
Hollywood, March 18.
brother, just out of prison, share
Allied Artists release of Roger Cormah
London, March 12,
directed by Gorman. Stars
Rank release of a John Bryan producthe estate while Edwards marks production,
Richard Garland, Pamela Duncan. Russell
Stars Belinda Lee and Ronald Lewis:
time until things quiet down. Ob¬ Johnson; features Leslie Bradley, Mel uon.
features Michael Brooke. ■ Directed by
vious twist, coming as no great Welles, Richard Cutting, Beech Dicker- CUve Donner. Screenplay. Linette Perry;
son, Tony Miller. Screenplay, Charles camera, Ernesi: Steward; editor, Peter
surprise, has Haas playing the twin, Griffith;
camera, Floyd Crosby; editor, Bezenceneti music, Clifton Parker. At
latter having been the one bumped Charles Gross; music, Ronald Stein. Pre¬ Odeon Theatre, Leicester Square, London.
off, so he can wring a confession viewed. March 11, '57. Running time, 82 Running time. 9| MINS. .
Molly Wilson . Belinda Lee
from the bride and her lover. Too MINS.
Drewer.Richard Garland Mike WUson . David McCallum
many of the scenes written and di¬ Dale
Martha Hunter.Pamela Duncan WDrs, Wilson . Anne Blake
rected by Haas have an ad lib qual¬ Hank Chapman. Russell Johnson Gerry Carter . Ronald Lewis
Karl Welgand.Leslie Bradley Stephen Waring.Michael Gwynn
ity and none of the performances Dr.
Jules Deveroux .. Mel Welles Paddy .. George Selway
is more than just adequate.
Dr. James Carson.Richard Cutting Harry^ •. .. George A. Cooper
Pat Goldin, comic undertaker; Ron FeUows ....'. Beech Dickerson Mr. Christian . John Welsh
Somers . Tony Miller Fred^e Haywood . Michael Brooke
Carl Militaire, lawyer; Robert Cas¬ Jack
Ensign Qninlan .
Ed Nelson Mrs, Haywood ..
Maureen Pryor
sidy, sheriff; Dolores Reed, Mari
Mr. Haywood ....... Geoffrey Keen
Johnnie Haywood .Brendon Hanley
Lea and Julie Mitchum are among
Allied Artists is putting togeth¬ Sergeant Paynter .
Manning
others involved to lesser degrees in er two Roger Corman productions Mr. Venner ... Hugh
Philip Ray
the plot. Either the lensing or the into a science-fiction package that Receptionist . Wendy Craig
preview print caused a poor show¬ should get some exploitation coin
ing at the screening. Franz Stein¬ generally. One-half of the bill Is
The East l^de setting among
inger composed and conducted the “Attack of the Crab Monsters,” an London’s bombed sites provides an
okay background score, as well as atomic mutatiori subject, tailored intriguing background for this
doing “What Good’ll It Do Me?,” to beguile the fans of this type crime meller. But the story un¬
which Ella Mae Morse I5 heard film entertainment.
The other spools too casually, dissipating too
singing via a noisy radio in a plot half will be “Not of This Earth.”
much of the potential tension.. As
scene.
Brog.
“Monsters,” which Corman also it stands, it's a modest b.o. bet.
There are almost two separate
directs, deals with a party of scien¬
The Young Stranger
tists which comes to a remote Pa¬ stories. The first half, of the pic
cific island to study the effects of describes how a smalltime gang
atomic radiation and to find out plans and executes aii Intricate
Problem of understanding be¬
what happened to *an earlier ex¬ diamond robbery while the second
tween the generations. Okay
pedition,
Before long, they find half the yarn depicts trying to
entertainment suitable for gen¬
that two land crabs have been recover the gems, which have accieral program bills.
turned into thinking monsters by dehtally fallen into the hands of a
a nuclear fallout, and the crabs copper’s. son. Up to,^and including
•
Hollywood, March 15.
the holdup sequen()e, the action
RKO-Unlversal releks^ of Stuart Millar almost win the ensuing battle.
production. Staril'Jahies MacArthuf, Kim
It isn’t believable, but it’s fun is taiit and the dialog crisp. How¬
Hunter, James Daly;
features- James
ever,
from then on the pace slack¬
Gregory, Whit Bissell, Jeff Silver, Jack as scripted by associate producer
Mullaney, Tom Pittman, Charles Davis, Charles Griffith and put on film ens and the incident lacks suffi¬
Marian Seldes, Eddie Ryder. Directed by
cient
credibility to sustain the
One
John Frankenhelmer. Written by Robert by Corman and his cast;
atmosphere. A final chase scene
Dozier; camera, Robert .Planck; editors, gimmick used effectively is that of
Robert Swink, Edward Biery Jr.i music, having the monsters able to ac¬ over the scaffolding of a new de--.
Leonard Rosenman, Previewed Doc. 7,
quire the knowledge and ability of velopment project commands little
'56. Running time, 83 MINS.
excitement
Hal... James MacArthur the victims they eat so that the
Ronald Lewis, in his first star¬
Helen ...Kim Hunter rescuers can be lureci into traps.
Tom Ditmar...James Daly Trick footage makes these mon¬ ring. part, shows reasonable prom¬
Shipley . James Gregory
ise
although his role as a gang
Also good
Grubbs .,.... Whit Bissell sters eerie creatui*es.
Jerry ..... Jeff Silver are the underwater scenes, lensed leader virtually calls for a one-key
performah(:e,
Lee, as his
Confused Roy ............ Jack Mullaney
via Maitland Stuart at Marine- girl friend, stillBelinda
Man in Theatre .Eddie Ryder
maintains a glamor
Girl in Theatre . Jean Corbett land of California.
appearance despite a drab environ¬
Detective .
Charles DaVls
Richard Garland and Pamela ment and simple clothes. Michael
Mrs. Morse .
Marian Seldes
fellow scientists and Gwynn puts a rare dignity into his
Donald Morse . Terry Kelman Duncan,
Ikitte .
Edith Evimson sweethearts, are the- only survivors
interpretation of Lewis’s partnerLynn . Tom Pittman
They, and such in-crime,. There’s an understanding
Doorman ..
Howard Mce among the party.
other players as RusSell Johnson, study by Michael Brooke of the
RKO via Universal has a market¬ who gives his life to save the lov¬ copper’s son, who Is tricked by the
able picture in “The Young ers, Leslie Bradley, Mel Welles, girl into lending Ills father’s uni¬
Stranger,” a subject slanted at the Richard Cutting, Beech Dickerson form for the robbery. Other roles
teenagers and family-type aud¬ and Tony Miller, are up to all the maintain an even standard. Jimmy
iences.
Regular-run situations demands of script and direction.
Parkinson belts out the number
will find it a handy entry fof twin¬
Floyd, ' Crosby provides good “But You,” which Is featured dur¬
billing with a similarly slanted fea¬ lensing for the chills and Ronald ing the credit titles and which fits
ture.
Stein’s background score is
to Inf() ^hq subsequent action. .
A story of conflict beween youth the mood.
Bro^r, ,
Myi'd.

Lost Continent

“Lost Continent,” (Continente Perduto) was reviewed
In Variety from Borne on
Aug. 10, 1955. ;The Astra Cinematografica release of an As¬
tra Leonardo Bonzi produc¬
tion, currently at the Victoria
and Fine Arts, N. Y., is being
released in the U. S. by Lopert
Films.
Reviewer HaioTc opined, “This
feature - length documentary,
filmed by an Italian expedition
to the Indonesian islands, is an
impressi'C'e item- in its field,
with sock audio-visual appeal
as well for general audiences
in all countries. Already out¬
standing in mere material col¬
lected, impact is greatly
heightened via great use of
sound and Cinemascope, per¬
haps the best use ever made
of the anamorphs.’' ,

P^stm^T
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Fortune Isi a Woman
(BRITISH)
Involved .,mcller witji Jack
Hawkins and Arlene Dahl
starred; favorable b*o, possi¬
bilities.
London, March 12.
Columbia rpleaso o< » Frank Launder
and Sidney GUUat production. Stars Jack
' Hawkins and Arlene Dahl; co-staM Den¬
nis price, Bernard Miles, Jan Hunter.
Directed by Sidney GlUlat. Screenplay,
Sidney
GlUIat
and
Frank
Launder,
adapted by Val Valentine from novel by
Wli^ton Graham; camera, Gerald Gibbs;
editor, Geoffrey Foot; music. WiUlam
Alwyn. At Odcon, Leicester Square Thea¬
tre, London, March 12, '67, Running time,
95 MINS.
Oliver Branwell ......... Jack Hawkins
Sarah Moreton . Arlene Dahl
Tracey Moreton. Dennis Price
Mrs MoreYon . Violet Farebrother
rhlve Fisher ...•• ^^n Hunter
Old Abercrombie-,...... Malcolm Keen.
Michael Abercrombie.Geoffrey I^en
Fred Connor •.
Pa^rtek Holt
Berkeley Reckitt ... John Robtasmi
Sgt. Barnes
.Michael Goo<Ulffe
Det.-Const. Watson. Martin Lane
Mr. Jerome .....
Bernard MUes
Charles Highbury.Christopher Lee
Vere Utchen .. Greta Gynt
Willis Croft . John Phillips
Anibrosme ..Patricia Marmont

The producer-director team of
Launder and Gilliat has chosen an
involved plot for its first produc¬
tion under the Columbia banner.
In this the suspense is occasionally
bogged down by intricate plot
development. The starring combi¬
nation of Jack Hawkins and Arlene
Dahl, however, may prove to be a
valuable b.o. booster and should
insure favorable returns.
Hawkins plays an insurance as¬
sessor, who stumbles onto a cun¬
ning fraud. But he keeps the facts
to himself when he suspects that
the girl with whom he was once
in love (Arlene Dahl) is Implicated.
She is married to Dennis Price,
who has evolved a scheme whereby
old masters are sold to wealthy
Americans, while substitute imita¬
tions are “accidentally" destroyed
by fire. Then the insurance col-,
lected. The entire manor house
goes up in flames while the assessor
is secretly investigating the fraud.
Price loses his life in the blaze.
After a lapse of some months,
Hawkins and Miss Dahl are mar¬
ried. They intend to return the
insurance money. But before they
get round to it, the polic^and the
blackmailers are on their .tails.
Screenplay shows obvious signs
of its origins, but while the wealth
of incident may be acceptable in
a novel, it does not always stand
up on transfer to the screen. The
film also displays some weakness
in characterization; principal char¬
acters are clearly etched, whereas
others are developed too casually.
The shock tactics in suspense make
their mark, but don't always
achieve the desired effect. Glimp¬
ses of Lloyds Insurance head¬
quarters, the English countryside
and an historic country home rate
among the plus features.
Hawkins, one of Britain’s most
constetent performers, turns in a
thoroughly convincing study of the
insurance man, who keeps quiet
for too long. It Is an unfaltering,
dependable performance.
Miss
Dahl looks her best in the opening
scenes and reacts appropriately to
the ensuing dramatic development.
Price makes a typical contribution
as the husband, but misses out as
a sinister, character, Violet Farebrother, Ian Hunter, Malcolm
Keen, Geoffrey Keen and Patrick
Holt head a distinctive cast, with
outstanding contributions by Ber¬
nard Miles, as a blackmailer, and
Greta Gynt, as a. gay divorcee.
Myro.

off the coast of Africa and the
zombies’ eternal task is to guard it
from fortune hunters.
They’ve
done a good job, too, because the
grounds of an old lady who lives
nearby are filled with the graves
of those who tried and failed.
Gregg Palmer and Joel Ashley
head a new expedition to gain the
diamonds but most all along on the
trip , die or are changed into zom¬
bies. Palmer only escapes when
he decides to scatter the treasure
so it can never again be rocevered.
This satisfies the zombies; in fact
releases them from theh’ assign¬
ment and they turn into dust like
proper dead nien should. It makes
the old lady happy, too, because
her husband was one of the walk¬
ing dead men and she wanted him
to get some rest.
Palmer goes about his heroics
satisfactorily under Edward Cahn’s
direction of the Raymond T. Mar¬
cus script, based on a story by
George Plympton. Joel Ashley is
adequate as the backer of the ex¬
pedition, as is AutunJn Russell as
the old lady's granddaughter who
gets romantic With Palmer. Alli¬
son Hayes, Ashley’s wife, makes
a fetching zombie when she’s
trapped by the dead men, Mar¬
jorie Eaton puts a surprising
amount of credence into her char¬
acter of the old lady. Morris Ank¬
rum, Gene Roth, Leonard Geer
and others are acceptable.
Background music conducted by
Mischa Bakaleinikoff, the lensing
by Benjamin H. Kline and other
technical credits do their share in
carrying out the entertainment
aims.
Brog.
ill Met by Moonlight >
(BRITISH—VISTAVISION)
Filmlzation of British exploit
in occupied Crete; stout pros¬
pect fpr domestic market, but
needs plenty of exploitation in
U.S.
London, March 5.
Rank production and . release.
Stars
Dirk
Bogarde,
Marius
Qorlng,
David
Oxley, Cyril Cusack. Written and directed
by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger. from book by W. Stanley Moss;
camera.
Christopher
ChalUs;
editor,
Arthur Stevens; music, Mikis Theodorakis.
At Odeon Theatre. Leicester Square,
London. Running time, 104 MINS.
Maj. Paddy Leigh Fermer..Dirk Bogarde
Gen. Karl Kreipe.Marius Goring
Capt. Billy Stanley Moss.David Oxley
Sandy . Cyril Cusack
ManoU . Laurence Payne
George . Wolfe Morris
AndonI Zoldakls .Michael Gough
Micky Akoumlanakis... .Rowland Bartrop
Stratis Savlolkis ..
Brian Worth
Yanni Katsias . Paul Stasslno
Zaharl .
Adeeb Assaly
Elias :. John Cairney
Chi^s Zographakis....;. George Egenlou
NikKo . Demitrl Andreas
A Village Priest..Theo Moreas
Michali . Takls Frangofinos

British producers have found a
profitable market in the filming*
of heroic war time exploits, and
yarns which ridicule the German
army are particularly popular.. “Ill
Met By Moonlight,’’ the latest in
this category, is not without its
faults, but has the makings of a
substantial grosses in the domestic
market.
Powell and Pressburger, who
had a smash local winner with
“Battle of the River Plate," have
taken as their subject this time an
operation in occupied Crete. Two
British officers, with the aid of
local patriots, are given the job of
kidnapping the German commander-ih-chlef and transporting
him to Cairo. Such an operation, if
successful would hurt German
tprestlge and work wonders for the
morale of the occupied Cretans.
As it happens, the job of hijack¬
Zombies of Mora Tau
ing the general is accomplished
with remarkable ease and luck. His
White zombies guard diamond
car is ambushed and he’s Idriven
treasure from fortune hunters.
through endless road blocks jto a
Incredible but good in horror
mountain
hideout. Then comes the
classification.
tricky part. The general has to be
led to the beachhead selected by
Hollywood, March-5.
the British navy for transportation
Columbia release
of Sam Katzman to Egypt. As soon as the Germans
(Clover)
production.
Features
Gregg
Palmer, Allison Hayes, Autumn Russell, realize that their commander has
Joel Ashley, Morris Ankrum, Marjorie been capturjsd, patrols are sent
'Eaton, Gene Roth. Leonard Geer; Karl through the country with alrl^orne
Davis, Willlain Baskin. Directed by Ed¬
ward Cahn. Screenplay, Raymond T. troops in support. When the British
Marcus; story; George Plympton; cam¬ contingent approach its destination
era, Benjamin H. Kline; editor. Jack the beachhead is found occupied
Ogilvier music
conducted
by
Mischa
German troops. It takes a
Bftkaleinikoff. Previewed Feb. 28, '57. by
Running time, «l MINS.
.schoolboy to clear the way and
Jeff Clark.Gregg Palmer Complete the operation.
Mona .
Allison Hayes
Dirk Bogarde, now one of the
Jan . Autumn Russell
George Harrison .Joel Ashley top boxoffice names in British pix,
Jonathan Eggert ..Morris Ankrum turns in another smooth and satis¬
Mrs. Peters .. Marjorie Eaton
Sam ...
Gene Roth fying performance as a British
Johnny ... Leonard Geer njajor, with David Oxley giving
Zombies.Katl Davis, WUUam Baskin valuable aid as his No. 2 man.
Art...Lewis Webb
Sailor ...
Ray Corrigan Marius Goring, an excellent choice
Johnson . Mel Curtis as the general, is smugly confident
Capt. Peters.Frank Hagny that he’ll be rescued by his own
men and gallantly accepts the fact
As^ program horror features go, that he’s been outwitted by a buncli
Zombies of Mora Tau^’ is A good of . amateurs. Cyril Cusack, as a
one, put together to handle all the British agent, who had gone with¬
demands of the spook bills.
out a wash for more than six
The zombies In this Sam Katz- monthjs to fool the enemy Into be¬
man production are a group of lieving he was a native, tops a
sailors turned Into living dead well-chosen all-male cast. To Pow¬
nien years before when they tried ell and Pressbui’ger goes full di¬
to steal a diamond treasure from rection and scripting credit. Chris¬
an • ancient Afrldan idol.
The topher Chains has doDe a fine Job
trefisure flw lies under the seS; of VislaVision lensing.
Myro,

**

The

Balloon

“The Red Balloon," (Le
Balloon Rouge) was reviewed
in Variety from Cannes on
May 16, 1956. The Montsouris
pfoduction and release, cur¬
rently at the Victoria, and
Fine ArtS) N.Y., is being re¬
leased in the U.S. by Lopert
Films.
Reviewer
Mosk
opined,
“This is a whimsical short
that will please almost any¬
where. It got a spontaneous
ovation at the recent Cannes
Film Fest though only 35 hiinutes .long. Made by the man
who made ‘White Mane,’ it
has excellent U.S. possibilities.
This has both moppet and
adult appeal.”
High Terraco
(BRITISH!
Okay whodunit with good sus¬
pense values
Hollywood, March 12.
Allied Artists release of a Robert S.
Baker production. Stars Dale Robertson,
Lois Maxwell; costars Derek Bond; fea¬
tures Eric Pohlmann, Mary Laiira Wood,
Lionel Jeffries, Jameson Clark. Screen¬
play, Alfred Shaughnessy, Norman Hudie;
adaptation. Brock Williams; story. A. T.
Weisman; camera, Eric Cross: editor,
Henry Richardson; music, Stanley Black.
Previewed March 5, '57. Running time,
49 MINS.
BUI Lang .•. Dale Robertson
Stephanie Blake . Lois Maxwell
John Mansfield ..........
Derek Bond
Otto KeUner . Eric Pohlmann
MoUy KeUner .. Mary Laura Wood
Monkton .
Lionel Jeffries
Det. Inspector MacKay.James Clark
Jock Dunmow ...Carl Bernard
Raymond White . Garard Green
Mother Superior.Olwen Brookes
Violet Gage ...
Benita Lydal
Mansfield's Landlady.... Marianne Stone
Constable West.Frederick Treves
Theatre Critic .
Jonathan Field
Mrs. Webb ..
Gretchen Franklin
Robert Baines .
Alan Robinson
Priest .... Jack Cunningham

FILM BEVIfiWS
from the equally outstanding pro¬
duction-photography job done by
Camera Eye Pictures’ Louis Clyde
Stoumen.
While a special interest subject,
and undoubtedly limited in its
commercial, possibilities because'
of that classification, “Eye” still j
will have appeal for any who see
it.
Stoumen, who wrote, pro¬
duced, directed, photographed and
edited, uses a unique technique
he calls photographic animation,
along with live action documentary
filming, to impart action to stills.
Abetting this feeling of movement
is an extremely good narration
job by Raymond Massey and a
most effective background score
by. Elmer Bernstein.
Footage covers' the history of
photography, without getting un¬
interestingly academic, while con¬
centrating on several notable ex¬
amples of the photographic art,
each with story narrative to hold
the interest. The works of Alfred
Eisenstaedt,
Margaret
Bourke'White and Weegee occupy the first
part of the footage. The Weegee
sequence, with this eccentric NY
lenser being caught in action re¬
cording the drama of a city. Is par¬
ticularly interesting.
• The photographic life work of
Edward Weston takes up the last
part of the film, Viewing his works
at all ages, with special attention
to the national scene and the de¬
velopment of his special technicque in different eras, his stay,
in Mexico and, finally, his dedica¬
tion to the natural beauties of the
Northern California coast. Shown,
too, are a number of Weston’s
beautiful nudes, display of which
almost- prevented the film from
getting a Production Code Seal
until it was ruled that the studies
actually were art. The final reel
turns to color, just as did Weston
in his later photographic days.
Brog.
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The Storm Riiler
(REGALSCOPE)
Characterizations and story
convincing. Western headed
by Scott Brady for program
playdates.
Hollywood, March 19.
Twentlelh-Fox release of a Bernard
Glasser production. Stars Scott Brady,
Mala Powers, Bill Williams; features John
Goddard, William Fawcett, Roy Engel.
George Keymas, Olin Howlln, James Dob¬
son, Rncky Lundy, Directed by Edward
Bernds. Screenplay, Bernds, Don Martin,
from novel by L. L. Foreman; camera,
Brydon Baker; .editor, John F. Link;
music, Les Baxter. Previewed March 11,
'57. Running time, 70 MINS,
Jones
.. Scott
Tay Rorick. Mala Power*
Coulton . BiU Williams
Collins ....
Olin Howlin
Cruikshank ........... William Fawcett
Rorick
.
John Goddard
Milstead . Hank Patterson
Cooper ..
James Dobson
Forrest .
John Close
Emery ..
Jim Hayward
Flood
. Cortland Shepard
Fred Feylan. Rocky Shahan
Will Feylan . Frank Richard*
Jack Feylan .
Rick Vallin
Burns ..
Ronald Foster
Todd ... Tom London
Jake . Britt Wood
Blackie ..
A1 Baffert
Bud Cooper . Rocky Lundy
Jasper ..
John Cason
Toby . Bud Osboi'ne
Boiinard . Roy Engel
Apache Kid . George Keyma*
Doctor . Lane Chandler
Mrs. Cooper ... Jean Ann Lewi*
Hanks .
Wayne Mallory

Scott
Brady-Bernard
Glasser
combo comes up with a regulation
western that meets the demands^of
the oater market for their bow
with Regal. Brady is bracketed
with Mala Powers and Bill Wil¬
liams in the speedy Glasser pro¬
duction to give marquee lure, and
both characters and story are con¬
vincing enough to rate as okay
entertainment.
Brady, former gunman for the
Cattle Assn, rides into the small
town of Hartwell to find a feud
ready to erupt between the small
ranchers and a big rancher who is
trying to squeeze them but. When
This British import is a tayt, ’ Last Of The Badmeu
he prevents fireworks, the small
fairly well developed whodunit
(’SCOPE-COLOR)
ranchers hire him as their leader,
which rates as an okay entry. The
unaware that he is the man who
Dale Robertson name may help. |
Well-plotted entry for western
killed their former leader. UnderAudience is kept guessing until
market, with George Mont¬
Edward Bernds’ know-how direc¬
final wrapup as to identity of the
gomery name to draw.
tion of his and Don Martin’s
murderer, and good atmosphere
screenplay, Brady is able to bring
backdrops the Alfred Shaughnessypeace to the community, after gun¬
Hollsrvvood, March 12.
Norman Hudie screenplay. Robert
ning down a fast-draw brought in
Allied Artists release of a Vincent M.
S. Baker production unfolds in
Fennelly production. Stars George Mont¬ by the big rancher. Despite his
theatrical London, where Lois gomery; features James Best, Douglas falling for the widow of the small
Maxwell, co-starred with Robert¬ Kennedy, Keith Larsen, Robert Foulk. ranchers’ leader, who in turn
Bouchey, John Doucette. Directed
son, registers a terrific opening- Willis
Paul Landres. Screenplay, Daniel B. falls foii him, he rides away, know¬
night hit in a show presented by by
Ullman, David Chantler; story, Ullman; ing that.the dead man will forever
Eric Pohlmann. The producer, in, camera (DeLuxe Color), Ellsworth Fred¬ be a harrier between them.
editor, WUUam Austin: music, Paul
love with his new star, whom he ricks;
Sawtell. Previewed March 4, '57. Running
Brady lends authority to his
has under contract and refuses to time, 79 MINS.
permit appear in a play written by Dan Barton .... v... George Montgomery charafterization, and Mala. Powers
Robertson, an American, is found Ted HamUton.James Best is okay on femme lead in widow
. Douglas Kennedy role. Williams portrays the sheriff,
murdered in his office. Various Hawkins
Roberts ..
Keith Larsen
members of the'company are-sus¬ Taylor . Robert Foulk in love with femme. Good support¬
ing cast is headed by William Faw¬
pected, but it remains until almost Marshal Parker.Willis Bouchey cett,
spokesman for the small
Johnson .
John Doucette
closing scene to reveal *iemme star LUa .
Meg RandaU ranchers; James Dob.son, one of
as the killer, a clever bit of writ¬ Dallas ... Tom Greenway the
ranchers
shot down by George
Dillon
.
Addison
Richards
ing. Henry Cass’ direction makes
. Michael Ansara Keymas, gunman imported by Roy
best use of suspenseful oppor¬ Kramer
Elkins . John Damler Engel, 1t)ig rancher.'
tunities.
Green •. Harlan Warde
Camera work by Brydon* Baker,
- Robertson is effective as the^
playwright who, in his desire to'
Overlooking the title which editing by John F. Link and music
have femme star for Jiis play, bears no relation to the picture, score by Les Baxter lead off stand¬
ard technical credits.
Whit
helps her dispose of the body
which she claims she discovered “Last of th'e Badmen." is a wellwith her own scissors in his back, made, fairly-suspenseful offering a
likely to throw suspicion upon her. cut above the average western. Te Scliiaye Hi Cartegene
(The Slave of Carthage)
Miss Maxwell delivers. to a<t- The George Montgomery name
(ITALIAN)
vantage, never a suspect to' the will help it through the action and
crime; Derek Bond scores as her oater markets, where good re¬
Rome, March 12.
former husband, who in turn comes sponse should accrue to a sus-- Filmar release of Cines-Yago produc¬
tion (in-Ferraniacolor and Cihetotalscope).
under suspicion; ^nd Pohlmann is tained plot.
Stars Gianna Maria Canale, Jorge Mistral,
forceful as the producer. Jemeson
The Vincent Mi Fennelly pro¬ Marisa Allasio. Directe'd by Guido BrigClark has some good scenes as Scot¬ duction gains an added boost by none. At Galleria. Rome. Running time,
land Yarder investigating case, and shrewd use of CinemaScope and 110 MINS.
satisfactory support Is-offered by DeLuxe Color, and Paul Landres’
Take the best ingredients of
Mary Laura Wood, victim’s widow; direction of the Daniel B. Ullmanand Lionel Jeffries, "company David Chantler screenplay sets a “Quo Vadis," “The Robe,’’ “Deme¬
manager;
trius
and the Slave" and other
mood in keeping with general unEric Cross’ photography heads foldment. Star is backed by a cast films of this ilk, mix well together,
the setting, revise the tor¬
up stock technical credits.
of capable players in realistic roles move
tures and this is about what one'
Whit
who add to worth of story.
has in “The Slave of Carthage."
I
Montgomery plays a Chicago de¬ Spanish star Jorge Mistral even
tective who joins a gang of butlaws suffers and fights in the best Vic¬
The Naked Fyo
to Investigate a series of stage¬ tor Mature tradition.
(Doepmentary)
coach robberies.
Gang Uses the
In this yarn, the death of a
gimmick of springing from jail any Roman proconsul is blamed on the
Excellent quality with Gsear
badiiian with a price on his head, black magic of the Christians,
nomination prestige.' Limited
so this reward may later be raised most of whom are slaves already,
but good for art spots.
when badman is recognized during and they are ordered to be put to
sub^iequent holdups. When a high death in spite of Rome’s guarantee
enough price is established, gang of religibus freedom.
Hollywood, March 18.
Marco Valerio, in the person of
Film Representations, Inc. release b£ thcti kills badman for the reward.
Camera Eye Pictures presentation. Writ¬ Montgomery joins gang* as such an Mistral, falls in love with Lea, the
ten, produced and directed by Louis outlaw, via a faked redord, know¬
slave,
played by Marisa Allasio.
Clyde Stoumen; photographed and edited
by Stoumen; scenes from "The Photog¬ ing it's only a question of time be¬ She is given star billing because of
rapher" photographed by Benjamin Doni- fore jiis own number is called her current success in “Poveri Ma
ger, directed by Willard Van Dyke; nar¬ when rewards for his arrest keep
Balli." Single-handed he defeats
rated by Raymond Massey; music com¬
He manages to round Signorina Canale and all of the
posed and conducted by Elmer Bernstein; mounting.
features photographic life work of Ed¬ up the gang and expose a town’s malefactors in some of the best sin¬
ward Weston, and the photographs pf
marshal as actual gang leader in a gle-handed fighting .since Doug
Margaret Bourke-White, Alfred Eisen¬
fast shooting finale.
staedt and Weegee.
Fairbanks’ day.
Previewed at Screen Directors Guild
Montgomery shows up well in
Bldg., March 18, 1957. Running time,'71
his characterization, and Douglas
MINS.
Kennedy scores as leader of the
“The Naked Eye" is apitly sub¬ gang under Willis Bouchey, who
registers
well as the unsuspected
Irving Sochin, general sales man¬
titled a film about the fun and art
of photography. As to its quality, marshal. James Best handles him¬ ager for the new Rank Film Dis¬
self
Well
as
a member of the gang tributors of America, left Monday
the Academy nomination in thebest feature-length documentary friendly toward Montgomery. Rob¬ (18) for a two-week swing through
class speaks for itself. It is rec¬ ert Foulk Is realistic as a killer and seven cities to finalize locations
ommended, and highly, for all who Keith Larsen, in role of an under¬ for Rank branch offices.
relish brilliant pictorial artistry. cover man who sacrifices himself
His first stop was Washington.
The nation’s millions of shutter- so detective’s identity won’t be
He’ll cover Los Angeles, San Fran¬
bugs also will find it an engrossing known, also is okay.
cisco,
Denver, Chicago, Detroit
Color camera work by Ellsworth
71 minutes of what can be done
with photography, both from the Fredericks is excellent and other, and Cleveland before returning to
Gotham
March-31.
>
credit*
satisfactory.
Whit
examples of the artists shown and,

Sochin Hits Trail West

PICTURE GROSSES
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cy HUGE $25,000,
Cold dills Mids. Albeil Dlaa’ Oby '
Despite New Fix, LA. Slow; 'Allison’ 10PORT.;
W lOUD lOG
OK $20,000, ‘Voodoo’-'Curse’ Fat 52G,
$910110; tar’llG,‘BeilnioiiK’Di9G
‘Coi^’ 57G, ‘80 Days’ Wow 2IG, 13
Key City Grosses

Portland, Ore., March 19,
First-run biz continues on lip^ade with nearly all spots haying
strong product. Holdovers are still
^
Minnejypplis, March 19,
best this round. “10 Command¬
ments” continues .terrific for sec¬
Some of wlnter*$ worst weather,
ond sesh at Paramount, “Cinder¬
including near-blizzard$ and heavy
ella"^ still Is rousing In first hold¬
snowfalls, dented weekend grosses
over week at the Fox. “Oklahoma”
Los Angeles, March 19. -fand is making going tough for
Estimated Total Orosa
climbed to a big take in 19th round
t)espite new entries here this
newcomers.
However, ""Men in
at the Broadway. “Brave One”
This Week ........$2,383,50(i
round, over-all grosses, continue
War” looks hot, and ""Shrinking
shapes fine at Orpheum opening
dullish locally, with the major sup¬
(Based on 21 cities and 228
Man” shapes Okay.
""10,000 Bed*,
stanza. “Men in War/' also new,
port still coming from hard-ticket
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
rooms” looms dull at bte Radio
looms lusty opening week at Lib¬
pix.
Best
newcomer,
“Heaven
Estimated Total Gross
cluding N\ YJ
City. ""Rififi” looms only fair. It’s
erty.
Khows,- Mr. Allison,^’ is no more
Total Gross-Same Week
This Week __. .$578,100
the 32d week for ""Seven Wonders
.Estimates for This Week
than okay $20,000 in first week at
(Based on 25 theatres)
of World” at Century, and still
Last Year .$2.290,0$0
Broadway '^Parker) (938; $1.50the Chinese. Light $19,000 shapes
lofty.
‘"Battle Hymn” continues
(Based on 21 cities and 206
Last Year . $421,400
$2)—“Oklahoma”
(Magna)
(19th
for “True Story of Jesse James”
lusty in fourth round at the RKOr
theatres.)
(Based on 23 theatres)
wk). Pushed to big $8,500. Last
in four theatres.
Pan.
week, $7,700.
“Mister Cory,” slow $18,000 m ;
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
three sites^ is getting $39,000 addi—“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue) (2d
' Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
tional in two nabes and seven
wk). Smash $12,000, Last week,
$1.75-$2,65) — “Seven Wonders”
ozoners. Combo of '^Voodoo Is¬
$10,600. (Cinerama) (32d wk).
Garnering
land” and “Pharaoh’s Curse” is
(Indie) (400; $1.26)--“Barlots of convention biz. Continues
rated okay $13,500 in two houses
retts Wiinpole Street” (M^G) (2d
amazing boxoffice performance go-*
plus $38,500 in one nabe and seven •
wk).
Slim $1,500.
Last week,
ing into hinth month. Tall $15,-^
drive-ins.
, ,
$1,900.
000. Last week, $16,000.
Reissued “East of ' Eden
and ’
Liberty
(Hamrick)
(1,89Q;
90.
y
“Rebel Without Cause’^ is only fair
Gopher
(Berger)
(1,000;
90$1.25)—“Men In War”vtt(UA)
Philadelphia, March 19$16,500 in two locations. Extra
*
Toronto, March 19.
V^ t and
$1.25)—“Teahouse”, (M-G)
(12th
“Gun
The
Man
Down”
(UA).
Loud
Biz
is
moderate
here
currently
performances
“Pull of Life” and “The Great “Gun The Man Down ’ (UA). Loud
(performances will shove “Around
wk). Winds up highly profitable
World in 80 Days” to fine ;$27,000 Man” are doing fine here currently $10,000 or near. Last week, Gun but holding a steady pace. Rain run as it attains fourth-month goal,
at Carthay in 13th week, “lo Com- but such other newcomers as “The For Coward
and 3 For Jamie Friday and springlike weather plus .Okay $3,500. Last week, $3,800.
St. Patrick’s Day parade Sunday
"‘Cinerama Holi
Holi- Rainmaker” and “Drango” are off
^U), $5,200.
mandments” and “Cinerama
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.25-$2.65)—
cramped trade “Rainmaker,”
to light starts, with overall biz not
day” are holding very steady.
“10 Commandments” (Par) (4th
which looms solid at Arcadia, and
so good throughout the city. “Oh,
Estimates for This Week
wk).
Has settled down comfort¬
$1.25-$2) Men, Oh, Women!” is dipping ”Zanzabuku’ (Rep). Fine ^
“La Strada” fancy at Studio, start¬
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2ably
to
longrun.
Satisfactory
Allison” badly in second stanza, with “Misweek. Big Land (WB) and ed slowly but picked up with fave
—“Heaven Knows; Mr. Allison’
$12,000. Last week, $11,000.
ter Cory”
ditto, However,
notices.
“Iron Petticoat” shapes
(20th). Okay’ $20,000. Last week, ter
Cory” ditto,
However, such
such “Fighting Trouble’ ^(AA), $9,000^
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)-^
standbys as “Oklahoma” in 47th
Paramount -(Port-Par)
(Port-Far;
(3,400;
^,4UU; big at Goldman*.
“Last of Bad“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” '
Well
frame and “10 Commandments” in $1.5()-$2) —
10 Commandments
men,” also new, looks so-so at Stan¬ “10,000 Bedrooms’* (M-G).
(3d wk-8 days), $8,200.
17th stanza reniain steady, par- (Par)^ (2d wk), on two-^day, hard- ton.
Upped-price pix are doing publicized world preem failed to
Lcs Angeles, Hollywood,
ticket policy on main floor, unre¬ okay, particularly “Around Worjd start this one off on all cylinders.
town, Loyola (FWC) (2,()97; 756; ticularly on weekend receipts.
served in balcony. Mighty $25,000. in 80 Days,” fast in 12th round at Maybe Dean Martin name alone
90-$1.50) -- “True
Estimates for This Week
Midtown,
and “10
Command¬ doesn’t mean enough boxofficeCarlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
week, $^4.lUU.
James” • (20th) and
ments,” rated terrific in 17th wise. Slow $9,000 in 9 days. Last
“Oasis” (20th). Light $19,000. Last (2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$!)—“Full of
week, “Mister Cory” (U), $6,500.
frame at Randolph.
week, in different units.
^
Life” (Col). Big $20,000. Last week,
i ■ •
ft
RKO-Orpheum
(RKO)
(2,800;
Estimates for This Week
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern, ‘/Carmen
‘‘Caripen Jones” (20th) and “Third
VhnniFiniT
New. Fox (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344; Man” (20th) (reissues), $16,000.
iinrinKIllP
ttrtlS
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— 75-90)^—“Shrinking Man” (U). Sen¬
965; 80-$1.50)—“Mister Cory’
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
“Rainmaker” (Par). Solid $16,000 sational and unusual drawing de¬
and “4 Girls in Town” (U). Slow Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scar- ^
^ ^ ^ or near for Burt Lancaster starrer. spite big cast names. Fairly good
$18,000. Last week, with Holly-' boro,
state, Westwood (Taylor)
boro. State,
n„*__
Last week; “Teahouse” (M-G) (11th $9,000 or near* Last week, “Full
of Life” (Col), $7,000.
wood, without New Fox, “Gun For (1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393; 753; 111 rlTnV
IiHF-At IHIiI Wk), $6,800.
RKO**Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
894; „ 50-75)—“Kelly and
* *OT.j t/lK Vt/jVVV.
Coward” (U) and “Istanbul” (U), 694; 698; 894;.50-75)—“Kelly
Boyd (SW-Cinerama) (1,430;
$17,000, plus $28,000 in one nabe. Me” (U) and ■-"Peacemaker”'
"Peacemaker”' (UA).
$1.25-$2.60)—“Seven Wonders of “Battle Hymn” (U) (4th wk). Has
a
boxofice
humdinger.
Providence, March 19.
eight ozoners; New Fox, “Giant” Light $20,000. Last week, “Crime
World”
(Cinerama)
(47th
wk). proved
(B) (2d wk), $3,900.
of Passion” (UA) and “Running
"‘Running
State’s “Men In War” is getting Okay $8,700; Last week, $9,000. Lively $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
State (Par) (2,800; 85-90)—“Men
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- Target” (UA), same.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)—
the most coin but is barely okay.
Christie, Danforth, Humber, Hy
G&S) (2,213; 1,106; 80-$1.25)—
Christh
Hy- “Shrinking Man” is actually leader “True Story Jesse James” (20th) in War” (UA). This one. pulled
Smash $11,000;
“Voodoo Island” (UA) and “Phar- land (Rank)
(Ra
(877; 1,330; 1,203
Fair $8,50() in 5 days. big from start.
1,203; with a torrid RKO Albee round. (2d wk).
holds.
Last week, “Wings of
aoh’s Curse” (UA). Oke $13,500. 1,357; $1)
$1)—“Great Man” (U). Greai
Great Majestic will hold nicely in second Last week, $13,000.
Last week, with Uptown, “Crime $16,000.
Goldmau (Goldman) (1,250; 65- Eagles” (M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.
_ ^
^
week with “Oklahoma.” -■
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
i Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
$1.35)—“Iron
Petticoat”
(M-G).
(Continued on page 18)
(FP)
(1,709; 1,486; 1,385; 60-75)—
Rousing $14,000. Last week, “Bat¬ “Rififi” (Indie). . Favorable re¬
,ro“GSf’i,SS'1i8T”Si^
views
but only light $3,000 looms.
(2Dth)
®KO)
2 200; 65,80)— tle Hymn” (U) (4th wk), $9,000.
“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (2f)th)
Shrinking Man’ (U) and Above
(2d wk). Light $11,000. Last week,
Greeu Hill (Serena) (closed Sun¬ Last week, “Great Man” (U) (2d
$16 500
Us
Waves” (Rep). Torrid $9,- days) (750; 75-$1.25)—“Baby and wk), $3,000.
$16,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)— 000 or ne^ Last week, “Voodoo Battleship” (Indie) (3d wk). Fair
«nnK«
(ATP) and
and “The
“Top Undead”
TTnnoad” $3,20Q, Last week, $3,800,
“The Rainmaker” (Par). Oke $14,* Woman” (AIP)
000. Last week, “Bundle of Joy’ (AIP), $8,000.
Mastbaiim (SW) (4,370; 90-|l.49)
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80T— —“Full of Life” (Col) (3d wk).
(RKO), $12,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)— “Clklahoma” (20th) and “Storm Preview helped to $12,500. Last
Kansas City. March 19.
“Drango” (UA). Lean $10,000. Last Rider” (20th) (2d wk). Happy $7,- week, $13,000.
2 000.
Les” (M-G) *000
090. FirjCjfFirst WPpIt
week, $12,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2Eagles
Theatre row is finding most of week, “Wings of Eagles”
State (Loew)
(3,200; 65-80)^ $2.75)—“Around World” (UA) (12th
its strength in its two-a-day, re- (2d wk), ditto,
$1.50-$2)— “Men In War” (UA) and “Great wk). Speedy $17,000. Last week,
served seat runs. Of course?, standTivoli (FP)
(995;
$1.50-$
Baltimore, March 19..
out is' “Cinerama Holiday,” at Mis- “Oklahoma” (Magna) (47th wk). American Pastime” (M-G), Oke $18,000.
It’s a rather drab gross picture
$10,000. Last week, “Barretts WimRandolph (G o 1 d m a n) (2,250;
souri, with great coin in four days. Good $9>500. Last week,, same.
i36; $]
$1.75- pole Street” (M-G).and “Slander” $1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments” here this week. “Lizzie” had an
“10 Commandments” at Roxy runUniversity (FP) (1,536;
landments” (M-G), $7,000.
(Par) (17th wk). Terrific $20,000. unexciting roimd at the Town. “Oh,
ning along with good .money, in $2.50) — “10
Commandments”
Men! Oh, Women!” is only modest
ig to $10,Strand (Silverman)' (2,200; 65- Last week, $22,000.
fifth round. Of regular-scale pix, (Par) (17th wk). Slipping
ends. Last 80) — “Texas” (Col) and “Gun
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— at the Century, ""Tattered Dress’*
“Guns of Fort Petticoat” at ParaPara¬ 000 but big on weekends.
Fury” (Col) (reissues). Sad $3,000. “Wings of Eagles” (M-G) (4th Wk). shapes slim at the Stanley. Second
Lizzie” at Midland week, $12,000.
mount, and “Lizzie”
8; 60-$l)— Last week, “Shadow On Window” Previews helping to hold with pass¬ round of “Full of Life” is moderate
Uptown (Loew) (2,098;
are sluggish, especially ""Lizzie,”
at the Hipp. ""Around World in 80
“Battle Hymn”’ in four Fox MidMid¬ “Mister Cory” (U) (2d wk). Okay «(Col) and “Sierra Stranger” (Col), able $10,000, same as last week.
)00.
$5,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— Days” looms staunch at Film Cen¬
west theatres, in its second week, $7,000. Last week, $10,000.
“Last of Badmen” (AA).
So-so tre in -rl3th week, same as last
is not so big. “Wee Geordie” has
$8,000. Last week, “Men in War” stanza*
continuing strength and looks to
“Written on Wind’* is currently
(UA) (3d wk), $9,500.
stay awhile at arty Kimo. Weather
. Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49) winding record 11-week run at
Is typical March variety, with
—“La Strada” (T-L). Fancy $7,000 ,Mayfair. It hit better than $78260
warm days alternating with cold
or close. Last week, “Tempest in in 11 weeks, unheard of for a 980,ones, and very little rain.
seat house.
Flesh” (Indie) (9th wk), $3,500.
Estimates for This Week '
Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
—“Anastasia” (20th) (12th wk).
“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (2d wk),
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50-/
staying close to original pace at
Sturdy $9,200.
Last week, $10,- $1.25)—“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!’*
tl;800, good; stays on. Last week,
(20th). Light $5,500. Last week,
Boston, March 19.
j (AIP) and “Voodoo Woman” (AIP), 500.
•Vikinr (Sley) (IsOOO; 75-$1.40)— ""Girl Can’t Help It” (20th) (2d wk),
$2,000.
Despite initial impaef of Lent $7,500.
Midland (Loew) (3,500;; 60-80)— wearing off, Hub boxoffice is weaJc
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) “3 Violent People” (Par) (2d wk). $6,000.
“Lizzie”
(M-G)
and
“Slander”
Slander • currently. ‘ However, “Incredible
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50“Proud* And Beautiful” (Indie), Tame $7,500. Last week, $7,S00.
World (Pathe) (499; 99‘-$1.49)— $1.25)—“Silent
World”
(Indie).
Shrinking Mah” looks big at the (2d wk). Oke $7,500. Last week’
""IVisky” (Indie) .(2d wk).
Disap¬ Fairish $3,000* Last week, “La
Full of Life
(Col) and
White Memorial, to stand but. “Paris Does $8,500.
Squaw ((Jol) $7,000.
Strange Things” shapes good at
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)— pointing $2,000.'^ Last week, $2,600. Strada’* (T-L) (3d wk), $1,500.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
Paramount and Fenway, “Crime of “Shrinking Man” tUI) and “Storm
SL20-S2)
—
Cinerama
Holiday”
Piicc-inn’*
fc
ii<yhf
of
<‘TVfon
«tiQ nrkn lOCVWhaiiil7G,3d
“Cinerama
Holida
$1.20-$2) —
Holiday” Passion” is light at the Met. “Men Rider” (Indie). Smash with $19,000.
$1.50-$2.50)» — ""Around
World’*
Near
pace
of
fii
(Cinerama)
first. In War” is holding okay at 'State Last Week, “Battle Hymn’* (U) (3d
(UA) (13th wk). Staunch- $12,000,
Omaha Week; ‘Land’'8G same a$ last week..
Cinerama.
Torrid $10,000 in 4 and Orpheum in second round, wk), $13,000.
days. Stays on, natch! Last week, “10 Commandments” still is torrid
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 75Five West (Schwaber) (460; 5(h
Omaha, March 19.
This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama) at Astor in 18th frame while‘‘Sev- $1.10)—“Crime of Passion” (UA)
and
Battleship*}
Biz is swinging back to the okay $1.25)-—“Baby
(39th wk), longest run of any TO'-WOnders of World” in 30th and “Halliday Brand** (UA). Light side this week at downtown first- (Indie) (2d wk). Pleasing $3,500
screen attraction here with fancy week at the Boston is smash. “Wee $12,500.
0. Last week, “East of Eden” runs.
Smart weekend for /‘lO after $4,000 opener. ’
$17,000 in last 8 days.
Geordie” Was smash at the Exeter and “Rebel
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
Rebel Without Cause’* (re- Commandments” in third week at
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; iir first week, for new house rec- issues), $11,500
the') Omaba was the high spot. 50-$1.25)—“Full of Lif^ (Col) (2d
-90)—“Guns of Fort Petticoat”
oinm
olrckT*’*
ic
-inof
rklrovr
of
I
‘Doma
Rainmaker” is just, okay at*
Paramount (NET) ('1,700; 60- Other holdover, ^Iron Petticoat,” wk). Mild $6,500 after $9,000 ih
$5,500. Last week, Saxon in fifth round.
$1.10) — “Paris
Does
Strange remains hpft:^ at the State. “Big first.
“Top Secret Affair’* (WB) (2d wkEstimates for This Week
Mayfair (Hicks) (980: 50-$L25)-Things” (WB) and "‘Hell*.s Cross- Land” at Orpheum is lukewarm.
4 days), $3,000.
*
As
""Written on Wind” (U) (llth-final
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75) roads” (Indie). Nice $14,000 or close.
Estimates for This Week
.“in rirtmmanrlmpnf
M Rf h
T.aef Mronlr
^A
r,v.^
Rockliill (Little Art Theatres) —“1
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)— wk). Winding up with boff $5,500,
(750; 75-90)—“Snow Was Black” wk).
$22,000,
special “Voodoo Womaa” (AlP), $15,500.
“1,000 Years From Now” (DCA) same as lOth round, remarkable
(Indie). Light $1,000. Last week, church parties. Last week, $26,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95) — and' “Invasion USA” (DCA) (re¬ run for this house.
“39 Steps” (Indie) (reissue), same.
Beacon Hiil (Beacon Hill) (678; “Beast Of Hollow Moun’tain
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $125issues). Okay $3,500. Last week,
Boxy (Durwood) (879; $1.25-$2) 90-$1.25) —“Great Man” (U) (6th and “Dance With Me Henry”■ (UA) “Paris Does Strange Things’/ (WB) $2.25)—“10 Commandments’ (Pa^^^
■ 10 Commandments” (Par) (5th wk),
Oke $5,000.
Last week, Okay $5,500.' Last week, “Gun foi and “Hell’s Crossroads”
(Rep), (13th wk). Nice $9,000 after $10,500
wk). Hefty $9,000; holds. Last $7,000.
Town’ $2,400.
last Aveek
Coward” (U) and “Boys Town**
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; (M-G) (reissue), $5,500,
week, $10,000.
$5,500.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 60Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; $1,25Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Graua' $1.25-$2.65)
Wonders” ' Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; 90-$1.7.5)—^ $2)—“10
Commandments”
(Par) $1.25)—“Richard HI” (Indie). Dis¬
Midwest)
2,043; (Cinerama) (30th wk). Slick $21,- “Rainmaker” (Par) (5th wk), Oke (3d wk).
$3,500.
Last week,
Wow $17,000.
Last appointing
7:00; 1,217; 75-90)—“Battle Hymn” 000. Last week, $21,300.
$7,000. Last week, $8,000.
“Great Man” (U) (7th wk), $1,500.
week, $16,500.
(U) (2d wk). Playing first in all
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.25)
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.26)—
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75excepting the Uptown where its “Wee Geordie” (Indie) (2d wk). —“Men In War” (UA) and “Peace- 90)—“Big Land” (WB). Fair $8,000. “Tattered Dress” (U). Slow $6,00().
holdover.^ Fair $11,000 or near. First week ended Saturday (16) was maker’* (UA) (2d wk). Good $13,^ Last week, “Oh, Men! Oh, Womenl” Last week, ""Mister Cory” (U)»
Last week, Uptown only, $*7,000. new house high of $18,000;
^
500. Last week, $18,000.'
$18,OOO.$5,000.
(20th), $5,500.
Tower last week, “True Story
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)—
State (Loew)’(3,600; *90-$l.25)’
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50State (Goldberg) (860; 75-90)—
Jesse James**
James’* (20th) (2d-wk),
wk).
wk), $3,000.
$2 nnn “Paris Does
Dnf^s Strange Things’*
Thitic/e’» (WB)
rwp) “Men In War** (UA) and ^‘Peace“Peace- ""iron Petticoat” (M-G) (2d wk). $1.25)—“Fear Strikes Out” (Parj.
Fairway,.
Granada
“Oklahoma” and “Hell’s Crossroads” (indie), maker’* (UA) (2d wk). Oke $7,000 Still hefty at $4,000, Last, week, Opens tomorrow (Wed.). Last weeKf
(20th) (2d (vk), $4,500;
Good $6,000* Last Aveefci “Undead” or close. Last week, $12,000.
$6,000*
, ""Lijzzio** (M^G), modest .$7,600.

Broadway Grosses

Lancaster Stunt
OiailllOiiPlilly

WPiiteK K

Toroito: ‘Mao’ lliG

I

A AAA

^Holiday' Hotsy $10,000
In 4 Days, K. C.; ‘Lizzie*
Light 8G,‘Hymn’IIG

Mo Offidi; ‘Oh, Mon'

Sad $5,500,‘Wmd’Socko
5iG,‘80Days’B«12G

Leit Hits Hd); ‘Slnnlaig’ Rwsing
$19,11110, Taris’ Olie 20G, “War’ 20!^
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New Fdms Help Qd; Hlfiiigs Sturdy
$28,000, W Lean 17G/ll)Cs Big
40^ nth, Hlfonders’ Sock 39|^G, 13
Chicago, March 19. 4----Two major openers are starting
out all right this wfeek but con¬
Estimates Are Net
tinued ticket window torpor per¬
Film gross estimates as re¬
vades Loop holdovers. “Wings of
ported, herewith from the vari¬
Eagles” shapes sturdy $28,000 for
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
initial round at the Woods. “Top
without usual tax.
Distrib¬
Secret Affair*' looks very lean $17,utors share on net take, when
000 in first at the Chicago.
playing percentage, hence the
“Lizzie** at the Loop shapes
estimated figures are net in¬
slight with $5,000.
“House of
come.*
Pleasure” is neat $5,800 for its
World bow. “Traveling Saleslady” '
The parenthetic admission
and “Man in Vault’* is an easy-go¬
prices, however, as indicated,
ing $5,000 in first set at Monroe.
include the U. S. amusement
“Return to Treasure Island” and
tax.
“Broken Star” is a gentle $7,000
opener at Grand.
Only art houses and roadshows
rated big turnouts on St. Patrick’s
Day weekend, hard ticket houses
lacking only the parochial school
daytime business during Lent.
“Marcelino” goes into frame four
at the Ziegfeld still smash and
“Wee Geordie” in same frame at
the Surf continues fast.
St. Louis, March 19.
“Seven Wonders of World” at
Biz continues fairly good at
Palace in 13th week and “10 Com¬
mainstem houses here currently,
mandments” for 17th round at Mcwith “10 Commandments” still
Vlckers are both bright.
Holdovers are mostly quiet, but heading the field by a wide mar¬
It still is great in fourth
“Men in War” at the State-Lake is gin.
round at the St. Louis.
*‘Wild
still alive in second.
“Oh, Men!
Party”
looks good at Orpheum
Oh, Women!” is pale at the Orien¬
tal.
“Rainmaker” leaves the among newcomers while “Full of
United Artists softly after four Life” shapes big in second round
"at Esquire.
“Seven Wonders of
rounds.
World” still is nice in 48th stanza
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (H8cE Balaban) (480; at Ambassador. “Wee Geordie” is
95)_“Wild Oat” (Indie) (2d wk). setting a house record for pro¬
longed run at Shady Oak, being
So-so $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50) still fine in sixth week.
Estimates for This Week
—“Top Secret Affair” (WB). Slight
$17,000.
Last
week,
“Battle
Ambassador
(SW - Cinerama)
Hymn” (3d wk), $20,000.
(1,400; $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Won¬
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; ders” (Cinerama) (48th wk). Nice
$1.25) — Subsequent - run.
Last $7,500. Last week, $7,600.
veek,
“Love Lottery”
(Teitel),
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)—
okay $6,500.
“Full Of Life” (UA) (2d wk). Big
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— $11,000 after same for initial frame.
“Return to Treasure Island” (UA)
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 75)—“Oh,
and “Broken Star” (UA).
Mild Men!
Oh, Women!” (20th) and
$7,000.
Last
week,
“Slander” “Quiet Gun” (20th).
Opened to¬
(M-G) and “Hot Summer Night” day (Tues.). Last week, “Top Sec¬
(M-G), $.5,000.
ret Affair” (WB) and “Istanbul”
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$l)— (U), fair $10,000.
“Lizzie” (M-G). Lean with $5,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
Last week, “Hell’s Crossroads” “Guns of Ft. Petticoat” (Col) and
(Rep) and “Duel Apache Well” “Utah Blaine” (CoD. Fair $10,000.
(Rep), $4,000.
Last week, “Wings Of Eagles”
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- (M-G) and “Tomahawk Trail” (UA)
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) (ad wk), $7,000.
(17th wk).
Sock $40,000.
Last
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 75)—
week, $41,000.
“Wrong Man” (WB) and “Duel at
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— Apache Wells” (Rep). Opened to¬
“Traveling
Saleslady”
(RKO-U) day (Tues.). Last week, “East Of
and “Man in Vault” (RKO-U). Fair Eden” (WB) and “Rebel Without
$5,000 or near. Last week, “Wick¬ Cause”
(WB)
(reissues), mild
ed Life” (AA) and “Deadliest Sin” $6,500.
(AA), M,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.25) “Wild Party” (UA) and “Four Boys
—“Oh, Men! Oh. Women!” (20th) And Gun” (UA).
Good $7,000.
(4th wk).
Lean $13,000.
Last Last week, “Delinquents” (UA)
week, $13,800.
and “Brass Legend” (UA) (2d wk),
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,484; $4,000.
$1.25-$3.40)—“Seven Wonders”
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 90)
—“Duel In Sun” (Relart) and “To
(Continued on page 18)
Have, Have Not” (Relart) (reissues).
Fair $2,500. Last week, “All Quiet
Western Front” (Relart) and “Im¬
itation Of Life” (Relart) (reissues),
$2,000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
90)—“High Society” (M-G) and
“Tea And Sympathy” (M-G) (reis¬
sues).
Good $2,000.
Last week,
“Rebecca” (20th) and “Dial M For
Murder” (20th) (reissues), $1,800.
Cleveland, March 19.
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; $1.25Spring grosses are dipping too
Commandments”
(Par)
rapidly for comfort here this round $2)—“10
but the upped-scale “10 Command¬ (4th wk). Great $30,000 after $34,ments,” in 18th week at the Ohio, 000 in third frame.
Shady Oak (St. Louis) (800; 90)—
and “This Is Cinerama,” also in
18th week at Palace, still are big “Wee Geordie’ (Indie) (6th wk).
to great. Top newcomer is “Tat¬ Fine $2,500 following $2,700 for
tered Dress,” with a nice sessioh fifth session.
at the Allen.
“Westward Ho,
Wagons.” in second at Hipp, and ‘War’ Bangup $16,000,
“Men in War,” likewise iU second
Buff.; ‘Silent’ Light 7G
round at State, are down sharply
from opening stanzas but still
Buffalo, March 19.
good.
First-run biz is tapering general¬
ly this session although there are
Estimates for *11118 Week
. Allen
(S-W)
(3,000;
70-$l)-- some bright spots. Top newcomer
‘Tattered Dress” (U).
Top new¬ is “Men in War,” hangup at the
comer in city, nice $14,000. Last Buffalo. “Naked Paradise” looms
^^eek, “Big Land” (WB), $12,500.
barely good at Paramount. “Seven
Hipp (Telemen’t) (3,700; 70-$l)— Wonders of World” still is in the
“Westward Ho, Wagons” (BV) (2d chips In 29th round at the Teck
“10
Commandments”
is
Fancy $12,000.
Last week, while
$18 000.
rated steady for 12th session at
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.40) Century.
Estimates for This Week
—“Ten
Commandments”
(Par)
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
U8lh wk). Big $12,000 dfter $13,“Men In War” (UA) and “Toma¬
000 last week.
Bangup $16,^ Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,485; hawk Trail” (UA).
000.
Last week, “Drango” (UA)
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama”
(Cinerama) (18th wk). Great $20,- and “Huk” (UA), $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-85)—
000 after $19,500 last week.
State
(Loew)
(3,500; 70-90)— “Naked Paradise” (AIP) and “Flesh
Men in War” (UA) (2d wk). Off and the Spur” (AIP). Good $9,500
Last week, “Rebel
lo good
$10,000.
Last
week, for 6 days.
Without Cause” (WB) and “East of
$14,000.
, Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— Eden” (WB) (reissues), $10,500.
Center (Par)
(2,000; 60-85)—
Three,
Men” (20th). Thin
ffOOO.
La^i
week,
“Slander” “River’s Edge” (Indie) and “Storm
<M-G), $4,000.
(Continued on page 18)

‘10 Cs’ Btff 3IG.
St. L;‘Affair'lOG

Dress’ Dandy 14G,
Qeve.; ‘10 C’s’ 12G
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"Shrinkiiig* Wow 20G,
Paces New Frisco Fix;
mson’Splendid 27G
San Francisco, March 19.
Most biz at first-runs currently
is strong, with “Shrinking Man”
standout.
Only a step behind is
“Heaven
Knows,
Mr. Allison,”
splendid at the big Fox. “Shrink¬
ing Man” shapes socko at Golden
Gate. “Seven Wonders of World,”
“10 Commandments” and “Around
World in 80 Days” continue big to
smash.
“Guns of Ft. Petticoat”
looms okay ^t Paramount while
“Spring Reunion” also is oke at
United Artists.
Arty houses are
okay, with “La Strada” still doing
biz in 27th week at the Vogue.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1)—“Shrinking Man”
(U) and
“Ship Died of Shame” (Indie).
Sock $20,000 or near. Last week,
“Kelly and Me” (U) and “Hell’s
Crossroads” (Indie), $9,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
‘•Heaven
Knows,
Mr.
Allison”
(20th). Splendid $27,000 or close.
Last week, “True Story Jesse
James” (20th) and “Women Pit¬
cairn Island”
(Indie)
(2d wk),
$8,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
—“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
(M-G).
Thin $9,000.
Last week,
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) (2d wk),
$10,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)—
“Guns of Ft. Petticoat” (Col) and
“Suicide Mission” (Col).
Okay
$14,000..
Last week, “Paris Does
I Strange Things” (W-B) and “Affair
I in Reno” (Rep), $13,000.
I
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.75$2.75)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(4th wk).
Great $22,000 or over.
Last week, $25,000.
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Seven
Wonders” (Cinerama) (17th wk).
Great $23,800. Last week*, $23,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l) — “Spring Reunion” (UA)
and “Fury at Showdown” (UA).
Okay $7,000. Last week, “Voodoo
Island”
(UA)
and
“Pharaoh’s
Curse” (UA), $10,000.
Stagedoor
(A-R)
(440;
$1.25$1.50) — “Oklahoma” (20th) (6th
wk). Okay $2,500 in 6 days. Last
week, $3,000.
1
Larkin
(Rosener)
(400; $1)—
“Tears for Simon” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $2,400. Last week, $4,800.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Grand
Maneuver” (Indie) (6th wk). Okay
$1,900. Last week, $2,400.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377;
$1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L) (27th
wk) and “Hello Elephant” (Indie)
(1st wk). Holding on with $1,700.
Last week, with “Paisan” (Indie)
(reissue) (1st wk), $1,900.
^
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25)
—“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (8th wk).
Excellent
$2,500.
Last
week,
$3,000.
Coronet (United California) (1,250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World”
(UA) (12th wk). Pushed to fancy
$23,500. Last week, $23,000.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Rivi¬
era” (Indie) and “Love in City”
(,Indie) (2d wk). Okay $1,200. Last
week, $1,800.

‘10 CVWkm $20,000 In
Dehren ‘Cory’ fine 12G
Denver, March 19.
Still town topper is “10 Com¬
mandments,” terrific in fifth ses¬
sion at the Denham. It continues
on. “Great Man” is trim at Alad¬
din, and is holding, “Oklahoma,”
in C’Seope version, is just good at
the Denver but not enough to hold.
“Oklahoma”
apparently
was
milked In 13-week run at Tabor
in Todd-AO original version. “Mis¬
ter Cory” is rated trim at Para¬
mount.
“Lizzie” looms light at
Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin. (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)—
“Great Man” (U),
Fine $5,000.
Holding. Last week, on reissues.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 90$2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(5th wk). Terrific $20,000. Con¬
tinues on. Last week, $22,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)—
“Oklahoma” (20th). Good $11,000,
'but stays only the one week. Last
week, “True Story Jesse James”
(20th) and “Women Pitcairn Is¬
land” (20th), $10,500.
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
70-90)—
“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (3d wk).
Good $2,300. Last week, $3,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
“Lizzie” (M-G) and “Hot Summer
Night” (M-G). Lightweight $7,500.
Last week, “Wings of Eagles”
(M-G) and “Spin Dark Web” (Col),
$10,000.
Paramount
(Wolfberg)
(2,200;
70-90)—“Mister Cory” (U) and
“Hit and Run” (UA). Good $12,000
or over. Last week, “Men In War”
(UA) and “5 Steps to Danger” (UA)
(2d wk). $10,000.
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Siiidrt NX Upbeat: ‘Affison’ Sock HOG,
‘Lost’ $4^000, ^rave’ Fanr $27,000,
Dress’ Tattered 16G, ‘^irit’ lOOG, 4th
With a lift Saturday night from
St. Patrick’s Day parade crowds
and bolstered some by four new
bills, Broadway first-run business
shapes a bit better currently. Ideal
summer
weather
Sunday
(17)
seemed to bring in some out-oftown patrons, absent from N. Y.
for many weeks.
Ace
newcomer
is
“Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison” with stageshow at the Roxy. Combo looks to
hit sock $110,000 or close in open¬
ing round. Bill got away big Fri¬
day (15) following a preview of pic
Thursday night. “Lost Continent”
Is doing splendid biz, day-dating
at the Victoria and Fine Arts. It
landed $42,200 opening session in
the two houses, second week start¬
ing Monday (18).
“Three Brave Men” is not doing
so well at the Paramount, with
only a fair $27,000 likely opening
week. It stays only one more stan¬
za. “Tattered Dress” also sluggish
with only a fairish $16,000 prob¬
able in first session at the Mayfair.
“Spirit of St. Louis” with stageshow looks to reach $100,000, okay
for fourth week at the Music Hall.
The Hall brings in its annual Eas¬
ter stage show and “Funny Face”
on March 28, “Spirit” starting its
final week tomorrow. “Shrinking
Man” shapes okay $8,500 in fourth
Globe round.
“Full of Life” wound its fifth
week of eight days last night
(Tues.) with an okay $15,000 at the
Astor. “The Brave One” opens to¬
day (Wed.). Capitol opened ^‘Men
in War” yesterday (Tues.). The
State brings in “Fear Strikes Out”
today (Wed.) after seven profitable
weeks with “Edge of City.”
Hard-ticket, reserved seat films
still are providing a stalwart back¬
bone for Broadway, all three doing
excellent trade. “Around World in
80 Days” was capacity $36,900 in
22d week ended last night (Tues.)
at the Rivoli, with ducats now
printed to July 25.
“10 Commandments” looks socko
$48,000 in current (19th) session at
the Criterion. “Seven Wonder of
World,” now in 50th week, edged
to smash $40,800 in 49th stanza at
the Warner.
“Mom and Dad” with “She
Shoulda Said No” combo held with
big $14,000 in seventh round at the
Central, eighth week opening to¬
day (Wed.).
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
“The Brave One” (RKO-U). Opens
today (Wed.). In ahead, “Full of
Life” (Col) (5th wk-8 days), okay
$15,000. Fourth week of seven
days, $14,600.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80) —‘Tloyal Affairs
in Versailles” (Times) (2d wk).
Holding up nicely.
First week
ended Thursday (14) was fancy
$10,900.
Baronet (Reade)
(430; $1.25$1.80) — “Welldigger’s Daughter”
(Indie) (reissue) (2d wk). Session
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
like a good $4,000. First was $6,000.
“Devil’s Envoy” (Indie) (reissue)
opens March 22.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
— “Men in War” (UA). Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Battle
Hymn” (U) (5th wk-4 days), dipped
to mild $10,000. Fourth full week,
$20,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(19th wk). This session finishing
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like sock
$48,000 for 15 shows. The 18th
week was $50,500 for same number
of performances.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
— “Lost Continent” (Lopert) (2d
wk). Initial round concluded Sun¬
day (!7) was great $17,500. In
ahead, “Richard III” (Lopert) (6th
wk), $6,500.
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300;
$1.25-$1.50) — “On the Bowery”
(Indie). Opened Monday (18). In
ahead, “Oedipus Rex” (Lesser)
doth wk), held'at fair $2,800 after
$3,200 in ninth.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
— “Shrinking Man” (U), (4th-final
wk). This week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like okay $8,500.
Third was $10,200. “True Story of
Jesse James” (20th) opens Friday

(22).
GuUd (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75.) —
-“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (9th
wk). The eighth stanza finished
Sunday (17) was solid $8,000. The
seventh
was
$10,500.
“Young
Stranger” (RKO-U) opens with
preem on night of April 7.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—“Tattered Dress” (U). First ses¬
sion finishing today (Wed.) looks to
reach fair $16,000.
Holds.
In

ahead, “Mister Cory” (U) (3d wk),
$7,500, with boost from preview of
“Dress.”
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 93$1.60)—“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue)
f4th wk). This round ending today
(Wed.> looks like smash $10,200.
Third was $13,000. Stays on.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)-.
“Big Boodle” (UA) with eight acts
of vaudeville. Heading for nice
$21,000 in 10 days ending today
(Wed.).
This
combo originally
booked for 10 days. “Woman’s
Devotion” (Rep) with new vaude
layout opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Paramount
(ABC-Par)
(3,665;
$l-$2)—“Three Brave Men” (20th>.
First round winding tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for fair $27,000.
Stays only two weeks. In ahead,
“Big Land” (WB) (2d wk), $23,000.
“Untamed Youth”
(WB)
opens
I March 29.
1
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90I $1.80)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA)
(6th wk). Fifth round ended Sun¬
day (17) was great $13,600. Fourth
week was $15,300. Stays on indef.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefelers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Spirit of
St. Louis” (WB) T4th wk).
Cur¬
rent week winding today (Wed.) is
heading for okay $100,000. Third
was $110,000.
Stays on, with
“Funny Face” (Par) and Easter
stage^how set to open March 28.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
(23d wk).
The 22d stanza com¬
pleted last night (Tues.) was ca¬
pacity $36,900 for 11 shows. The
21st week for same number of per¬
formances was $36,800. Last Sa¬
turday morning the demand for du¬
cats was so great that nearly 400
were turned away. Tickets now
printed to July 25, with all FridaySaturday nights sold out complete¬
ly through June.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
“Lust For Life” (M-G) (27th wk).
The 26th round ended Monday
(18) was smart $8,900. The 24th
week was $9,500.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25$2.50)—“Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
son” (20th) with stageshow. First
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is
heading for sock $110,000. Holding,
naturally.
In ahead, “Oh, Men!
Oh, Women!” (20th) with stageshow (3d wk-8 days), $42,000, in¬
cluding preview of “Allison” on
Thursday, but below hopes.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)-“Fear Strikes Out” (Par). Opens
today (Wed.). In ahead, “Edge of
City” (M-G) (7th wk-8 days), okay
$10,200 or near after $10,400 for
sixth full week.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
“Great Man” (U) (12th wk). The
11th stanza completed Monday (18)
was fancy $6,500. The 10th week
was $7,400.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (36th
wk). The 35th round ended Sun¬
day (17) was lively .$9,500.
The
34th week was $10,200. Stays on
indef.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
(Continued on page 18)

‘M Cs’ Great IliG
TopsPaDln^
Indianapolis, March 19.
A burst of spring helped outdoor
activity and is putting a crimp in
first-run grosses here this stanza.
But “10 Commandments,” while
off from its recent dizzy pace, is
still smash at Lyric to lead city
though in seventh week. Elsewhere
It’s mighty routine. Fairish results
loom for “Shake, Rattle and Rock**
at Circle. “Mister Cory” looks
light at the Indiana while “Full of
Life” shapes dull at Loew’s.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 6085)—“Shake, Rattle, Rock” (AIP)
and “Runaway Daughters” (AIP),
Fair $8,000. Last week, “Three
Brave Men” (20th) and “Quiet
Gun” (20th), $6,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-85)—
“Mister Cory” (U) and “Desperaf
does in Town” (20th). Light $7,000,
Last week, “Big Land” (WB) and
“Young Guns” (AA), $7,500.
Loew’s (Loew) J2,427; 60-85)—
“Full of Ufe” (Col) and “Utah
Blaine” (Col). Dull $5,000. Last
week, “Men In War” (UA) and
“Brass Legend” (UA), $9,000.
Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.50)—
“10 Commandments” '(Par) <7tb
wk). Socko $16,000, Last weel^
$18,000,
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French Plan 120 Pix Productions
Despite New Threat of Coin Cuts
---

Paris, MaTch 12. ^
Fr€nch film production looks to
hit the 120 mark in 1957 in spite Museums’ Disappearance
of the recent industry outcry
Is New Worry in Paris
against overproduction problems
Paris, March 12,
(129 in ’56 instead of the usual
As the tourist season nears, the
lOQ), the cut in. Film Aid Funds
French
Bureau
Du
Tourism is wor¬
via lowering of nabe film admis¬
sion prices and the attempts to ried about the abject state of the
Parisian
museums.
Although most
overthrow the governmental film
regulation body, the Centre Na¬ visitors go for the Paris-by-Night
routine,
there
are
many
who re¬
tional De La Cineinatographie.
The quality encouragement by main primarily rubberneckers, and,
besides
the
Eiffel
Tower,
Notre
the CNC, by special fiscal advance¬
ments, the upsurge of French films Dame, Fontainbleau, Versailles and
as local boxoffice toppers, plus ris¬ Chartres, want to ogle the muse¬
ing foreign income, are responsible ums. Most are now run down and
for the healthy looking production badly in need of new donations
picture despite the many pix peo¬ and modernizing acquisitions.
Famed Louvre has laid off 25%
ple who are still crying on the sup¬
of the guards and opens different
posed film bier here.
There is a tendehcy to look to- sections on alternative days. The
v^ards Hollywood for coproduction Impressionist Museum is closed for
tieups to pave the way for intrc^ repairs, the National Museum of
duction of Gallic stars to U.S. audi¬ Modern Art is reportedly falling to
pieces, the Municipal Museum of
ences,.
Buying up Gallic properties to Modem Art is primarily used fo'r
make here, such as Francoise Sa¬ salons and most of the great Gallic
gan’s “Bohjour Tristesse” (Col) collections are now on the road.
and “A Certain Smile” (20th), is
another U. S. gambit. Columbia is
backing 80% of the Paul Graetz
production of “Bitter Victory,” be¬
ing made in English here. Also
coming up are more U. S. pix to be
made in France. There is also re¬
ported some interest in French
stars, with Martine Carol, Robert
Lamoureux, Fernandel, Michele
London, March 19.
Morgan, and Brigitte Bardot get¬
The Chancellor of the Exchequer
ting lucrative offers as well as
such top directors as Rene Clem¬ was warned by the president of
ent, Jean Renoir, H. G. Clouzot, the
Cinematograph Exhibitors
Luis Bunuel and Roger Vadim.
Assn, that it would be a complete
waste of time if he only cut ad¬
mission duties to cover the pay¬
ment of the new statutory levy.
Speaking at the annual dinner at
Grosvenor House last Tuesday
(12), at which Prince Philip was
the principal guest, George Singleton said the tax must be slashed
Buenos Aires, March 12.
As a consequence of a conflict if exhibitors'were to survive. Un¬
between the Colon Opera Manage¬ less exhibs survived, British film
ment and the Musicians’ Union, production, levy or no levy, must
which may result in shuttering of perish.
He referred to the tax as “the
the theatre for the whole of 1957,
agents and Concert Managers are Chancellor’s delight and the ex¬
in suspense as to talent booked for hibitors’ nightmare,” but the day
presentation at this maximum the¬ had gone when the trade could
carry the burden.
atre.
If the Colon shutters, concert
Charging the government with
managers will have to scout round not being sufficiently ^aware Of
in a city which already has too few their difficulties, the CEA prexy
theatres to go round, trying to fix commented on the Films Bill, now
up bookings at reasonable prices, before the House of Commons. He*
mainly for Sunday mornings or the explained that exhibitors had had
traditional Monday legit rest day. to give notice to terminate their
The Municipal authorities, who participation in the voluntary Eady
operate the Colon Theatre, have levy because of the deterioration
decided to shutter entirely if un¬ in their financial position. He
able to run the theatre as an would have thought that the easy
opera, as cost of operation is far and practical way for the govern¬
too high due to the large staff re- { ment to help producers would
quired to kepp it running. The have been to have made a direct
last Mayor, Architect Luis Maria payment from the money received
de la Torre put the cost at 140 in admission duties. Perhaps that
million pesos per annum.
The was too simple a way for a govern¬
Municipality also has the San Mar¬ ment department?
tin Theatre, recently re-built,
Singleton noted that although
which could serve as a concert the bill made provision for numer¬
hall, but the city lacks the required ous penalties, they were all to be
funds to install adequate seating imposed on exhibs, whereas all the
arrangements in its three auditoria. benefits would go to the producers.
He also hit out at the delay in in¬
troducing amending legislation on
the Quota Act, explaining that
they all wanted to make it more
workable and avoid the recurrent
position of large numbers of tech¬
Sydney, March 12.
nical defaulters.
Local pix critics here rapped the
“How much longer has the in¬
Initial Elvis Presley film, “Love Me dustry to be kicked about by the
Tender” (20th), on its debut at the government?” he asked. Now that
Plaza for Hoyts’ circuit. Despite it was .fighting for its existence,
the crix’ panning, the Presley fans,
thousands of them, are flocking in was 'It too much to expect the
government to accept its responsi¬
to see their fave.
bilities to the Industry?
Understood that Lee Gordon,
Yankee indie showman. Is dicker¬
ing with Presley for a Down Under
run over his Stadium loop.

(XA Chief Warns
Tax Must Be Cut

6.A.’s Colon Opera House
Closii^i in Union Tiff
Menaces Concert Dates

Presley’s ‘Tender’ Big
With Aussie Teenagers

One Way to Plead Cut

Mulligan-Whittle Swap
London, March 12.
U. S. saxist Gerry Mulligan is
bringing his jazz Quartet to Brit¬
ain for a 13-day tour commencing
at the Royal Festival Hall on April
27.
Reciprocal exchange for Mulli¬
gan is British tenor-saxophonist
Tommy Whittle, who will be taking
his quartet to the States, opening
there on April 18 for a similar
period.
Further news on the band ex¬
change is that Duke Ellington orch
will swap with Johnny pankworth’s
band for a tour around October or
November.
'

London, March 19.
An 18-foot tall, almost nude
cutout of Brigitte Bardot on the
front of the Cameo Royal theatre
in Charing Cross Road is being
displayed to plead the case for
admission tax relief. The’ cutout
pictures the star with her arms
clasped over her upper front, while
the text reads; “It’s not just Miss
Bardot who’s lost her shirt .
Alongside the cutout is an ex¬
tract from a recent Sunday Express
story stating the need for tax
reduction, and below is a yellow
streamer stretching across the
entire frontage which says in bold,
blue letters: “Could yjou run your
business on a precarious 2V^%
margin?”'

^VAIIIITY'i* LONDON Ol>PICI
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May Film Life of Buddha
Tokyo, March 12.
The Sampo Motion Picture Co.
is considering production of an
8,0Q0-foot color Cinemascope film
depicting the life of Buddha. Time
element is the 2,500th anni of
Buddha’s death.
Early plans call for the dispatch¬
ing of three groups of cameramen
fo Red China, Korea, India, Nepal
and Kashmir for location shooting
within a few weeks.

Of Britisk Prods.; MiU Pix Resolt
-----f-

2 Top Italian Film
Stars Into U,So Plays

Rome, March 12.
Italian productions of American
plays will claim two of Italy's top
film stars during the next season.
Alida Valli, who has just made
two films, “The Cry” and “The Sea
Wall,” will do Theodore Dreiser’s
“American Tragedy.” The other
is Eleanora Rossi Drago, who will
join, with Tina Morelli and ‘Pabla
Stoppa in Arthur Miller’s “The
View From The Bridge.”
. Latter will be directed by
Luchino Visconti whose production
of Strindberg’s “Countess Julia”
was one of the hits of this year’s
Tokyo, March 19.
The censorship problem in Roman legit season.
Japan, regarding shorts, is a prob¬
lem of censors. With 750 shorts
produced here last year. Including
educational, advertising and tele¬
vision films, censors are balking at
the heavy work-load.
, Under present setup with 40
censors for shorts (a boost from 20
of 1955), the censors must sit
through five hours of screening at
Singapore, March 12.
a time. Censoring days have also
Cathay Organization, which owns
been upped from previous two a and operates some 50 cinemas in
week..
♦Singapore, Malaya, Sarawak, Bor¬
Many of the censors are teach¬ neo and Brunei, has mapped a
ers, Government employes and theatre building program calling
housewives. The boom is expected for an expenditure of $10,000,000
to continue at least through 1957. over the next four years. Cathay
Makers of short pictures have topper is Loke Wan Tho.
An 1,174-seater, it is the fourth
learned that unless censors give
approval of the Educational Movies to be opened in four menths. Still
Censor Committee, the filnis will another, the Cathay in Batu Pahat,
be boycotted by schools aiid re¬ is scheduled for unveiling shortly.
gional women’s organizations. Con¬ The airconditioned Cathay in Ipoh,
sequently, all short product iS’ built at a cost of $1,000,000, was
brought. to the committee to o1^ officially • opened by -His Highness,
tain the stamp “Approved by the the Sultan of Perak.
Education. Ministry,” of which the
Curiously, the unveiling of the
censorship committee is an ad¬ Ipoh Cathay came only 24 hours
visory body.
after the circuit’s Odeon of Kuala
At the end of the war, only 14 Lumpur, in the neighboring state
companies were making shorts, of Selangor, was razed by a fire.
with only 84 pictures listed be¬ Following'inaugural cefemonies at
tween August, 1945, and the end the Ipoh Cathay, “King and I”
of '46. At present, there are 187 (20th) was screened. The theatre
known companies making picture reportedly is the first to introduce
shorts, although only about 20 have an air-conditioned bar in Perak
adequate facilities and a perma¬ state.
nent office. Some are formed to
produce a single film, usually'public relations, and then dissolved Concert Names Dominate _
on completion of projett.
Legit-Less Lucerne Fest
Demand still far exceeds sup¬
Lucerne, March 12.
ply. A reel of black and white 15m
International
Music
Festival
film made into a short sells
here
has
just
been set for Aug. 17
for approx. $2,083. In color, a 10to
Sept.
7.
It
will
include
eight
minute picturiB sells for approx.
symphony concerts, three of which
$6,644.
will
be
.
played,
for
the
first
time,
The recent trend is toward color
and longer films. Many are eight by the Vienna philharmonics and
reels long, costing about $55,556 or the others by the Swiss Festival
the equivalent of 40, black and Orch.
Conductors include Herbert von
white pictures several years ago.
Karajan, Carlo-Maria Giulini, Ern¬
est Ansermet, Wolfgang Sawalllsch,
Joseph Keilberth, Dimitri MitropOberaiiimergau Nixes
oulos, Rafael Kuibelik and Andre
Passion Play Film Cluytens, with an impressive
strihg of soloists such as Nathan
Oberammergau, March 12.
Milstein, Arturo Benedetti-MichelMarch 12.
This village in the Bavarian Alps, angeli, Wolfgang fichneiderhan,
known over the world as the site Lisa Della Casa, Enrico Mainardi,
of the Passion Play performed here Robert Casadesus, Elsa Caveltl and
by the townspeople every 10 years, Alexander Braildw^ky,
has turned down the project of an
In addition, several concerts of
American film company hoping to chamber and organ music are also
photograph the play concerning skedded, with soloists Yehudi
the life and crucifixion of Jesus Menuhin, Irmgard Seefried, Mar¬
Christ. Mayor Raimund Lang an¬ cel Dupre, Clara Haskill and Ar¬
nounced the city council had turn¬ thur Grumiaux. Arthur Rubinstein
ed down the offer, deciding it
would be a violation of the village will give a piano recital at Kunslaw code to use the play for a’ film. thaus, and German baritofle Die¬
The mayor refused to say which trich Fischer-Dieskau will be
U.S. major company made the heard In a lieder recital.
Contrary to previous years, no
offer. He said that “a huge amount
of money” had been offered for legit performances have beem set
at Stadttheatre so far. An e^ier
the film rights.
• The play has been performed start of the regular legit season
every decade since 1634 in Ober¬ will probably make up for this
ammergau execpt when Germany void.
was Involved in war.. At that
time (1634), the villagers promised
that if their village was spared
from the plague then spreading
death and disaster in Europe, they
London, March 12.
would perform the play about
James Laurie and Associates
Jesus every 10 years. It is set for liave set a tour with the J. C. Wil¬
revival next in 1960.
liamson Theatres of Australia for
Margot Fonteyn, Michael Somes,
Rodney Ackland’s new melo¬ Rowena Jackson and Bryan Ashdrama “Dead Secret” has been ac¬ bridge. They’ll open at the Emquired by H. M. Tennent, Ltd., and pirCf. Sydney, May 28 for two
is skedded for a five-week pre-Lon¬ weeks, and subsequently will play
don tour beginning April 27 In a farther fortnight in Melbourne
Liverpool. Deal was agented by appearing as guests wRh the BoroElio Glass.
Bernard Gnm, Eric Maschwitz vansky Ballet.
Both Miss Jackson and Ashand Frank Eyton are collaborating
on an adaptation of ‘^Carmen,” to bridge, who are also members of
be titled “Passion Flower.” The the Royal Ballet, wiU be making a,
vocal score is to be published by short tour of their native New. Zea¬
land before opening in Australia.
Keith-Prowse.

Shorts High^Tide
Burdens Japan’s
Part-Time Censors

Cathay Launches
$10,00(1,000 Lineup

Set Aussie Ballet Tour

Edinburgh, March 19.
Show biz will always need the
same incentive that produced men
like Barnum, Ziegfeld and Cecil
DeMille, according to', Jim Poole,
local exhibitor. .
Attacking the subsidlizing of Brit¬
ish pix, he called for a “little lesa
mollycoddling” of English pro¬
ducers. To remove the element of
hazard was close to eliminating the
very essence of entertainment for
the public. The constant effort to
anticipate the public’s mercurial
tastes, with the thrill of success
‘and the experience gained from
bitter failure, was a prime es¬
sential.
Poole said that great showmen
like Barnum and DeMille had.^no
subsidies to soften the financial
blew of a flop.
It was difficult to understand, he
said, why British production, more
than any other, should be freed
from practically all element of risk
by a subsidy of $11,250,000 per an¬
num via a levy inflicted on the
cinema.
Poole warned the British govern¬
ment to beware that this film pro¬
duction subsidy did not merely act
as a sedative.
“It would also be wise to remem¬
ber,” he added, “that when Arthur
Rank, some years ago, during an
embargo, on American film impoi^ts,
attempted to ste^ up British film
production beyond its capacity, it
was brought home to him very
painfully that films cannot be pro¬
duced like bags of flour, and the
entire British film Industry came
close to collapse.”
The safeguards Of British pro¬
ducers' should be essentially lim¬
ited. Like their counterparts on
the theatrical side and their pa¬
trons, cinema exhibs, the producers
should take their chances like all
good showmen.

Yank Pictures Feature
Spain’s Religious Week;
Including Color Vidpix
Madrid. March 12.
American pix will be featured at
Spain’s Week of Religious Films to
be held in Valladolid March 24-31.
“Fifteen Mysteries of the Ro¬
sary,” telefilm series color-lensed
in Spain last year by Joe Breen Jr.
for Father Peyton’s “Family Thea¬
tre,” wiU get special showcasing.
Second U. S. entry Is tinter, “Left
Hand of God” (20th).
Other pix selected for the week
are the Gallic films, ’(Diary of a
Country Priest” and “God Needs
Men”; Italo “Unforgettable Friend¬
ship”; Finland’s “Unknown Sol¬
dier” and Argentina’s “La Quintrala.”

J. Ray’s British Tour
on "Bill Haley’ Circuit
London, March 19.
The precedent established by
Bill Haley’s recent tour of Britain
at picture theatres throughout the
country Is to be continued in the
case of Johnnie Ray when he starts
another tour here next Monday
(25). He will play the Associated
British circuit.
He starts at Carlisle, followed by
Stockton-on-Tees, Hull, Lincoln
and Chesterfield. Variety follows
at Glasgow Empire April 1, Man¬
chester Palace , 8, and two weeks
at the London Palladium, 15.

Daiei Prexy to Visit U.S.
Tokyo, March 12.
Daiei prez Masalchi Nagata and
actor Kazuo Hasegawa are plan¬
ning a three-week trip to the U.S.
Producer of “Rashomon” and
“Gate of Hell” and the vet actor
who starred in the latter pic ex¬
pect to leave March 26 and visit
at Washington, New York and
Hollywood.
Nagata is taking a print of
Daiei’s “Animal Empire” with him
in hopes of getting an American
distributor. He is also dickering
for U.S. release_of “Itohan Monogatori” (Again My Dream) starring
Machiko Kyo.
Laurence Olivier will play a
limited engagement opening April
10 at the RoyaL Court Theatre,
Ldndon, in a new John Osborne
play, “The Entertainer,”
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-NIX ‘OR ELSE’
GFs Abroad Like Pix About Selves; |][|| pygH p|]|]
Horse Operas 6^ Favorites, Too

Italo Film Producers Okay Move
To Unite Govt. Bureaus Handling Pix

Frankfurt, March 12. ■
Although pop opinion generally
is that military people don’t like
to see films concerning the serv¬
ices, recent survey of the top films
circulating among the Air Force
and Army in Europe during 1956
proves just, the opposite. Both
lists of the most popular films in¬
clude three about the armed
forces.
,
Biggest favorite for the armed
forces are vt^esterns, ivhich score
three leaders on the Air Force cir¬
cuit, and three on the Army cir¬
cuit. Next in appeal are films
about life in the services, three
top grossers in each branch.
Most popular of all screen ve¬
hicles playing the Army theatres
in Europe was “Picnic” (Col),
which sold 160,000 tickets. “Rebel
Without a Cause” (WB) brought in
158,000 admissions, and “Mister
Roberts” (WB) drew an even 150,000 boxoffice.
Strangely, the tops in popularity
on the Army circuit didn’t hit the
top list for the Air Force. “Vera
Cruz” (UA) was AF leader, with
“Bridges at Toko-Ri” (Par) second.
Some of the films playing on the
circuit during 1956 were holdovers
or repeats in some areas, and made
the most popular list for two years
in a row.
“Vera Cruz” (UA),
"Bridges at Toko-Ri,” “Rear Win¬
dow” (Par), “Strategic Air Com¬
mand” (Par), “Long Gray Line”
(Col), “Seven Brides” (M-G) and
“Country Girl” (Par) were on the
top grossing lists both in’1955 and
last year.
Besides ' “Vera Cruz’^ and
“Bridges at Toko-Ri,” “Rear Win¬
dow,” ‘Strategic Air Command”
and ‘Long Gray Line” were top
lavorites on the Air Force circuit.

Rome, March 12.
A giant step toward uniting all
government agencies dealing with
films has been taken with the en¬
dorsement of this movement by the
Barcelona, March 12.
National Union of Film Producers.
Gypsy M1 c a e 1 a Flores (“La
Following the failure of ENIC
Chunga”), age 16, uncouth but and the merger of CINES with
comely, saucy dancer, was discov¬ Cinecitta, the executive council of
ered by director Richard Thorpe NUFP met and followed the lines
while dancing in a Madrid nitery. already laid down by Araldo Della
Thorpe was there seeking sites for Septacolo, which is spokesman for
the pic, “Tip on a Dead Jockey,” ANICA, top Italian film body. Dr.
which takes place in Madrid. Goffredo Lombardo, prexy of TiWhen he saw ..“La Chunga,” he tanus, who heRds the union, has
cabled immediately the Metro stu¬ been meeting regularly behind the
dios.
scenes with his organization in the
Now, “La Chunga” is set to do hopes of reaching a formula which
a number in “Jotkey.” She is ac¬ will be acceptable to all concerned.
companied by guitarrist Ramon
Chief stumbling block to merg¬
Gomez and painter Francisco ers are the many employees who
Raves, W'ho travels with them as feel that nothing should be done
agent. _ “La Chunga” does not which would deprive them of their
speak a word of English and only jobs. Like the Italian government,
gypsy-Spanish. '
alb of the government-created
cinema organizations are top-heavy
with political appointees who can
bring pressures. This is hindering
the present effort to dissolve
ENIC, which owns many cinemas
throughout Italy. The employees
through FULS, their union, ar«
caimpaigning for a new organization
to take over the operation.
A tentative program of 11 points
Rome, March 12.
For the first time since the war, has . been , laid- down by the Pro¬
ducers
union in an effort to coor¬
cinema attendance in Italy is on
the downgrade, according to statis¬ dinate all the problems. These in¬
tics for the first 10 months of 1956 clude (medit and financial prob¬
propped by Lo Spettacolo, publi¬ lems, cSsts to be decided by con¬
cation of the Society of Authors. sultation with labor unions, relief
Although the number of playday^ organizations, insurance companies
scheduled In all theatres rose and dubbing organizations. Other
1V^%, the number of tickets sold problems include obligatory pro¬
fell about 3V^%. Total take, how- \ gramming of latlian films, taxes,
ever, declined less than a thii’d of' circulation of American films, tele,
1%. as the result of an average distribution of Italian pix abroad,
ticket-price increase of 3.2%. Alarm relationship of various film offices
is felt, however, because the tread and Committee of Experts, which
seems to be continuing and shows \ licenses product.
a tendency to be increasing with ,
the extension of tMe.
'
Remedies suggested by the au¬
thors society, call* for a new ar¬
rangement of distribution facilities
to obtain maximum showings., a
reform in government taxation
London, March 12.
procedures and a more solid basis
A substantial proportion of pic¬
fer the production end of the Ital¬ ture advertising may be trans¬
ian cinema industry. Outlined re¬ ferred frorn the press and maga¬
medies, written before the spec- zines to commercial tv. The matter
taculuar bankruptcy of ENIC, gov¬ is now under review by the Kineernment-backed distribution unit, matograph Renters Society, which
and the , quick merger of CINES asked members to report on the
(similarly founded production com¬ amount and value of space booked
pany) with Cinecitta, studio center, each year. There is a strong feeling
indicated considerable Insight into among several distribs that the
the actual state of affairs.
value of newspaper ads is often
The Roman evening daily, Paese negatived by adverse film reviews
Sera, has conducted a survey of published alongside. On the as¬
cinema-going habits and came up sumption that readers watch the
with the fact that 14% of Rome editorial columns as well as adver¬
residents go to the cinema eight tisements, they are more likely to
times per month. Of these, 31% be influenced by the. crix ap¬
usually go on fixed days, 28% after praisal.
last-minute decisions and 26%
Top distrib companies spend
only when the film seems to de¬ around $280,000 a year in London,
serve viewing. Others gave varied
provincial and magazine advertis¬
replies.
ing. Only about 5% of the total is
placed with the mags, remainder
goi^ig to national and provincial
dailies. Some feel that there could
be an increasing return for the in¬
dustry if a large slice of this coin
were used for tele announcements.
Vienna, March 12.
The U.S. distribs in Britain are
Mundus Film Company, which is
headed’ by. Alfred Stoeger, has a consistently heavy spenders on ad¬
comparatively huge
production vertising, with Columbia and Uni¬
program for the current year. versal International being gen¬
Starting with two classics, “William erally regarded as the leaders, with
Tell” and “Goetz von Berlichin- 2Qth-Fox and Warner Brothers
gen,” the company later will shoot, ranking closely behind.
among* others, a famous Nestroy
play, “Jux machen” (To Fool the
People), and Family Schimek,” /Rank Org. Streamlines
Latter was one of the most popiilaiv
Ist-Run Operations
shows of many years ago.
Robert Stolz will contribute the
London, March 12.
score for another vehicle, “The
The Rank Organization is to take
World Is Heavenly Blue,-^’ using as further steps to streamline its firstR basic theme his one-time big hit, run theatre operations. Within the
“Blue Eyes.” Robert Gilbert is next few months, it is reported,
scripting. Gilbert js co-author of the Gaumont, Haymarket, is to be
the Stolz musical comedy, “Little pulled down and replaced by a
Hoax in Paris,” currently a hit at more intimate theatre. Latter will
the Josefstadt Theatre.
seat about 700 plus an office block.
The existing theatre has around
1,500 seats.
The Odeon, Marble Arch, will
be jnedeveloped as a shop and office
Caracas, March 12.
Jose Bohr, former producer-ac¬ block. .The Rivoli in the Strand
tor of the Spanish screen, has is now being razed, and the Ne\y
emerged from retirement to join Gallery has been leased to a reli¬
gious organization. A few months
Bolivar Films here.
He’ll serve as director-general ago, the' Astb'ria, Charing Cross
and associate producer for the firm. Road', became a first-run.

POLITICOS DOWN UNDER
PONDER COIN PAYOUT
Sydney,"^ March 12.
Labor politicians, opposition to
the Robert Menzies Liberal gov¬
ernment, are* puzzled over how Lee
Gordon, top independent showman
and operator of the Stadium chain,
is able to entice„ace U.S. talent of
the calibre of Nat “Eling”- Cole,
Louis Armstrong and other top¬
pers, without paying plenty of local
dollars. Politicos are in fact so
puzzled they are asking questions
in Parliament, directed to the gov¬
ernment’s treasurer.
Government's keeper of the
coffers stated’in reply that his de¬
partment had no record of any
huge dollar payout by Gordon.
Several years ago when the same
question was raised, Gordon in¬
formed Variety that only a limited
amount of dollars was paid to
talent booked for a Down Under
tours, with a large percentage of
earnings being invested locally for
takeaway later when a govern¬
mental greenlight was -granted.
Dollar takeway is still restricted
here.

Pathe Exec Sez; Japs
Need Less Sob Stuff
Tokyo, March 12.
Japanese producers were advised
to, dry up the tears by Pathe’Over¬
seas Prexy Jacques Ahdrefouet,
who came here to select product.
He declared that too many sob
scenes are hurting the boxoffice of
Japanese films abroad. Andrefouet
advised j^roducers and exporters to
keep their ears closer to the tenor
of foreign markets when seeking
to export product.- He has Con¬
tracted “Harp of Burma” for Euro¬
pean distribution.
Before leav^ing for Hongkong,
Andrefouet said he would return to
set up a branch office in Japan
later this month.
Topper said that a 400-seat the¬
atre in Paris devoted exclusively to
Japanese films has been renamed
tile Etoir. Opening is slated for
Sept. 1, At is believed that a com¬
pany jointly .-backed' by ,)Pathe, and
Ualei will operate the house.

Carnival Time Booms
Show Biz in Lisbon
"
Lisbon, March 12.
Carnival time, which this year is
extended to Father’s Day, March
19, is spelling booming business
for legit theatres, cinemas and
niteries here and in Oporto. Car¬
nival period brings a great influx
from the provinces, which also ups
trade at hotels. Special programs
are presented in all houses. Gener^ly, the film houses are using
Hollywood pix either as finst-run
or as a second feature.
In all cinemas and theatres, with
bands playing in the intervals, the
shows go on until about 4 a,m.
Only the Eden and S. George cine¬
mas and the Trindade and Avenidk
theatres keep the usual schedules.

Vienna’s Legit
Season Booming
Vienna, March 12.
With the Weys-Gilbert-Rob€U*t
Stolz musical comedy, “Little Hoax
in Paris,”- as best draw of the pres¬
ently booming legit season which is
now at is peak, theatre owners and
patrons are both happy. Josefstadt
Theatre, which produced the Stolz
opus, halted it for a one week run
at the Berlin Renaissance Theatre.
George Axelrod's “The Seven
Years Itch” was al§b welcomed
here as an outstanding success.
Academy Theatre (state-oWned)
produced Eugene O’Neill’s “Long
Days Journey.” Another A-merican work, “Kiss Me Kate,” keeps
on filling the Volksopera to capac¬
ity. Kammerspiele ended “Dear
Family” after a 150-performance
run and is presenting the O. F.
Beer and Peter Preses—comedy,
"We Are Twice Young.”
State Theatre—the Burg and the
Opera were also, very active and
successful with Paul Claudel’s
“Book of Colomb” and a new pres¬
entation
of
Richard
Strouss’
“Joseph Legend” respectively.

Mexica’s Pix Pact With
Brit. Gives British Edge
Mexico City, March 19.
Mexico will win valuable mar¬
kets for her pix under a cinema¬
tographic peace pact • with Great
Britain. Some feel the new con¬
tract apparently is lopsided .in fa.vor of John Bull since it allows
15 British pix to be exhibited year¬
ly in this, country but only five'
Mexican films to be screened an¬
nually in Britain, Pakistan, Af¬
ghanistan and two British Com¬
monwealth lands, not yet selected.
The deal was inked here by Clnex,
the semi-official distributor of
Mexican pix abroad, and the J, Ar¬
thur Rjmk Organization. John Da"vis signed for Rank, and Congress¬
man Jorge Ferretis, chairman of
the
National
Cinematographic
Board, for Cinex.
Mexico broke off cinematographically with Great Britain on the
ground that the British were less
than lukewarm to Mexican pix, ex¬
tremely few being screened in
Great Britain whereas Mexico was
very hospitable to British films.
Rank agreed to foot all hills for
dubbing into English and exploit¬
ing Mexican pix in the territories
where these films will.be exhibited,
as well as exploiting British pix in
Mexico. It also allowed anticipa¬
tory payments of $3,750 to $9,000
per Mexican pic, against profits.
Douglas Filming In Germany
Frankfurt, March 19.
Kirk Douglas begins a film titled,
“Paths of Glory,” at Germany’s
Geiselgasteig Studios this week.
Pic, for pyrna Productions, i^'
beilig produced by James B. Harris
and directed by Stanley Kubrick.
It's based oii a novel by Humphrey
'C<)bb ^bbut a mutiny iil the French
army\durlhg the-first world war. |

By HAROLD MYERS
London, March 19.
With exactly thrde weeks to go
to ^ Budget Day (April 9),” entire
British film industry is gearing it¬
self to the climax of its biggest of¬
fensive ever to bring about a sub¬
stantial cut in the exceptional bur¬
den of admission duties. The de¬
mand for a cut of $58,000,000 in
the annual tax toll has the backing
of every section of the trade, in¬
cluding producers, distributors, ex¬
hibitors and the unions.
As the campaign is reaching its
climax, the exhibitors of the in¬
dustry has sent an urgent telegram
to Peter Thorneyproft, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, underlining the
importance of the trade's demands.
At almost the same time they ex¬
plained the situation to a group of
Conservative Memb.ers of Parlia¬
ment from whom^they had a sympa¬
thetic reception. The Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn., which has played a major
role in the drive for relief, ah*eady
has set the next council meeting
for the day following the Budget,
so that it^can plan the next line of
action if‘necessary. Arrangements
also have been made for an emer¬
gency meeting of the All-Industry
Tax Committee to be called after
the Budget. All provincial branches
of the CEA have been warned* to
convene special sessions if the
occasion demands.
The industry is confident its ap¬
peal for relie^^ill not go unan¬
swered. It vifuially had an as¬
surance to that effect when Sir Da¬
vid Eccles introduced the Films
Bill to the House of Commons.
However, there are doubts as to
whether the* promised government
concession will go far enough and
not'^just be confined to enabling
theatre owners to meet their finan¬
cial obligations under the new leg¬
islation.
Campaign Most Intensive
The current campaign has been
the most intensive in recent his¬
tory. And for the first time in
many years, theatres throughout
the country are usin^ their own
screens for propaganda purposes.
Special trailers, sponsored by the
industry, are being shown through¬
out the country, and theatres .are
appealing to the public to support
the trade’s agitation.
Last week Sir Tom O’Brien,
M.P., warned the industry not to
be content with anything less than
an acceptance of its demand. He
recalled that he was laughed off
some years ago when, he suggested
a tax relief of $56,000,000 a year,
but today the industry had come
round to his way of thinking.
Nothing less, he averred, would'en¬
able the trade to effect a complete
recovery.
One of the dominating features
in the- government’s attitude is the
threatened mass closure of thea¬
tres, particularly by tlie major cir¬
cuits. The R«nk group, which al¬
ready has shuttered a large num¬
ber of its theatres, is threatening to
close a further 70 if inadequate re¬
lief is forthcoming. A month ago,
D. J. (Jack) Goodlatte, managing
director of Associated British
Cinemas, indicated, that it too,
would have to close 50 of its the¬
atres if the government did not re¬
spond to the trade’s representa¬
tions.

20th-Fox Sets Dueringer
.

Frankfort, March 12.
Following the lead of Universal
International in puttihg European
stars under contract, 20th-Fox has
just signed a long-termer with a
new European star. She is 28-yearold Annemarie Dueringer, born in
Basil, Switzerland, and- one . of the
students at the Max Reinhardt
Seminar in 'Vienna.
Miss Dueringer, who played five
years with the renowned- Burg
Theatre in Vienna, also appeared
in two outstanding German films,
“Die Ratten” (The Rats) and “Vor
Sonnenuntergang” (Before Sun¬
down).

Yank Director Finds
Dancer in Spain Cafe

Italian Cinema
Biz Dipped in

BRITISH DISTRIBS EYE
M0RETV.ADVERT1SING

Vienna MundusFilm Co.
In Big Prod. Program

Jose Bohr Joins Bolivar
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Hail To A Still-Hale Film Industry
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was Warwick Productions (Irving Allen and A. R. Broccoli)
The Loevv’s management overhaul, the RKO withdrawal Persuasion,” AA’s $3,000,000 entry, is being amortized on
which recently broke away because new jand more favor¬
a cost-recovery basis and no profits or loss has been taken
from domestic distribution, the general sellout of com¬
able distribution terms are Sought elsewhfere. Dividends
into the company’s earnings statement. President Steve
pany backlog libraries to television—these seemingly hint
on rise from year to year, reaching a high of $1.13 in 1956.
Broidy wants to turn out three or four big “A’s” a year.
a harassed film business. Yet, the foundation of the film
National Theatres. Keeping up with the times in smart
industry is solid; a sizeup of variou? of the picture cor¬ Added emphasis on co-production deals expected. Comr
pany’s studio facilities inadequate to accommodate fullpayoff fashion. Debt and capitailization being cut and
porations shows that conditions are fairly favprable.
scale
production
program.
Outcome
of
soon-dueBilly
non-profit
theatres dropped with stronger financial base
Arnold Bernhard’s network of Wall Street spies just
Wilder production of “Love in Afternoon” a major money
resulting.
In strong position for divOrsification with
reported in with an optimistic message. The public is
factor
for
AA.
working capital of $9,500,000. Moves in this direction
w'atching pictures ip theatres and business has been on
already taken Include $1,000,000 Investment in Magna
the increase for over the past seven months. (Separate
Republic. Net for the year ended last Oct. 27 fell to
story on the Bernhard analysis appeared last issue). ■
$758,401, from $919,034 for the year previous.. Television ...Theatres, ^eal estate coinmgreializations such as construc¬
tion of store buildings and a super market and the pro¬
Film companies are shelling out more money for more
enterprises, studio • rentals and laboratory work , bring in
duction, now well advanced, of a picture in the Cineproduction. Twentieth-Fox will release 26 pictures in
the money. Theatrical film-making apjparently suspended
the first half of this year, compared with 32 in all of 1956. •indefinitely and what new direction president Herbert J.
miracle process. Total of 335 theatres comprise circuit
but further divestiture " (perhaps i0% more) expected in
There are soft areas in exhibition, of course, but circuit
Yates wants to take is anybody’s guess. Westerns and
men are not discouraged. They’ve met varying degrees
program pictures wdiich dominated the lineiip proved continuing the policy of abandoning the red-ink opera¬
tions or converting them to other uses. : Grossing about
of'success in disposing of non-money-making theatres in
unprofitable. Full domestic distribution organization still
capital gains deals or converting them into other profit¬
$60,000,000 annually with divvies steady , (but likely to be
being maintained.
increased in the not too distant future) at thfr rate of 50c.
able ventures, such as super markets, parking lots, etc.
I
._Circuit Production ._[
The film industry’s major tale of woe concerns costs.
I_Paramount’a Aseets
_[
Gross revenues are continually climbing but short of the
United Paramount. Now underway with a modest the¬
pace of the also-on-the-rise expenses. All sorts of econ¬
atrical production program and here’s- a case of where it
Paramount Pictures.
Grosses,, earnings, dividends—
omies are being tried, the most spectaculiu’ being RKO’s
will be tough for a picture not to make money-. The
all fine. Already out oh top with “War and Peace,” and
decision to abandon distribution in the States.
product will have a big headstart via automatic bookings
“The Ten Commandments” looks to provide, a revenue
In production, longterm contracts with top-mpney stars
in most of Par chain’s 575 theatres. Theatre inconie
cushion for at least the next couple of years. Gross in¬
are about over. The studios pay out fancy money still
'showihg
good
gains
over
a
year
ago.
Total
gross
tincludcome'went
up to an estimated $115,000,000 in 1956, new
but only for services rendered. Unit production has been
ing revenue from the American Broadcasting Co. affiliate)
high, with earnings figured at about $9,000,000. Divvies
extended to every major lot. • They’re financing the
expectedly
will
be
reported
at
$195,000,000
for
1956,
a
consistent
at
$2 annually with no change in prospect.
“packages” put together by indie film-makers. Nearly.
new high. Dividends went up to $1.'30 last year after
Making 20 “A” productions annually ^d leaving the door*
all the top performers, as well as others, have formed
$1.20
in
1955
and
$1
in
1954.,
Net
profit
running
about
’ open to indie film-makers with packages in wide budget
theu' owh corporate ententies.
10% ahead of a year ago. Regional chains are run auto¬
range. ‘ Well, spread out with ownership of Hollywood
The best of the industry’s past is the present tense of
nomously by local showmen of long experience in con¬
tv station KTLA, the Sunset Studio which is used as a
television, “free” to the public. To compete, the new
formance, of course, with policy set down by president
rental . lot for tv producers, 26%’ ownership in the two
pictures must have new story and star values, and added
Leonard H. Goldenson jmd the board. Plan is to divest
DuMont companies, control of International Telemeter
production plusses.
>
theatres which can’t turn a profit.
(the home took system), the LawrencO color tube which is
It looks for sure that the industry is moving into an¬
going into preduction via DuPont, the recently-acquired
Stanley Warner. 300-theatre chain’s gro,sses been stead'other new era, on^e to be marked, by much physical change.
Dot Records and substantial interests - in the Famou's
ily on upbeat, the 1956 total of $96,140,000 being nearly
Anticipated by liighly-placed executives are at least a
Players Canadian circuit.
100% above the level of five years ago. Diversification
'couple of operational mergers. These will have two
began in 1953 with acquisition of ejdiibition and produc¬ , Deal is nearly set for sale of 700-picture backlog to
companies sharing the same distribution facilities and,
CBS for $50,000,000 and this expectedly will have tre¬
tion rights to Cinerama and a year later the complete
perhaps, one studio in place of two.
mendous influence in boosting market prices of the combuyout of International Latex, both of which obviously
Whether such developments take place or not, the fact
figured in revenue climb. SW now wants to unload • mon share issue.
remains that cost-cutting is an economic must. And (he
C’rama at a price of $8,000,000 to $10,000,000, perhaps to
triinming of overhead very likely will go hand in hand
I
_Warner Outlook
_]
provide capital-gains for investment in other areas, in¬
with new marketing approaches. Motion Picture Assn,
cluding, if a Government okay can be gotten, standard
of America now has^ underway a survey seeking to es¬
Warners. Cut capitalization with buy in of 638,951
theatrical production for company’s own theatres, as
tablish better and more efficient ways of reaching the
common shares at cost of $17,921,112, reducing total out¬
United Paramount is doing. Earnings of $1.47 per share
public.___
standing to 1,843,296. Drawing big spotlight with “Giant”
in 1956 were highest since 1950 and first quarter of 1957
and “Baby Doll,” both very successful, and has long
I __Blockbusters, Ahoy_]_
fiscal year brought 45c. per share ($969,599), compared
list of well-known properties coming up, -such as “Spirit
with 37c. per share ($810,508) in corresponding quarter of
With all •''the foregoing in mind, a rundown on the
of St. Louis” and “Pajama Game.” WB particularly
1956. Theatre business generally firm, although nothing
various film and theatre outfits seems apprppriate. But
“deal-minded” under the new Serge Semenenkp-Charles
one thing is for sure—in the picture business there can
can be done with the second-rate pictures that are impos¬
Allen Jr.-Jack -Warner regime. In addition to film back¬
be no predicting the future by looking to the past. Just
sible to avoid over any period of time. Gross in first *57
log, properties divested include' the homeoffice building
a- couple of blockbuster pictures can substantially im¬
quarter went up to $27,143,240 against $23,892,053 in first
and the Pathe newsreel. Sale and lease-back of Burbank
prove a financial statement and'conversely a couple, of
’56 frame. Divvy rate of $1 per year appeals steady.
studio still looms as possibility. Operating revenue running
expensive duds can • be murder. And who can crystalwell ahead of last year when income amounted to 84c.
I _Financiers Run MGM_[
ball the quality of next season's shows? Anyway, here¬
per share, excluding the hefty, non-recurring cap gains.
with the sizeup of the fiscal ups and downs, company by
Net soared to 85c. per share in latest quarter, up from
Loew’s. Money men now calling the turns, president
company.
Joseph R. Vogel being the sole management member to-" 37c. New $85,000,000 production prograni has been an¬
nounced
by Jack Warner and facilities for tv production
United Artists. Although not listed on the New York
sit on the board. Slight rise in gross in 1956, to $1.72,being expanded at a cost of $600,000. All bespeaking
Stock Exchange, and earnings figures are not available
355,933, was accompanied by an earnings drop from $5,beaucoup
confidence in the future.
as a consequence, UA’s growth over the past six years has
311,733 in 1955 to $4,837,729. $1,800,000 of the new year’s
had definite bearing on trade’s economy. In this time
profit came from licensing of films to tv and the “MGM
20th Fox. . First nine months Of past fiscal year off
span the worldwide gross rose from $19,000,000 to over —Parade” tv production. Big improvement in first quarter' but strong final quarter should bring 1956 profit state¬
$65,000,000 in 1956. Management-owners headed by pres¬
of current year -with net earnings of $1,745,325, com¬ ment to near 1955. Gross revenue 'went up ^slightly to
ident Arthur B. Krim and board chairman Robert ‘ S.
pared with $248,161 for same period a year ago. TV
$120,000,000. Library film deal with National Telefiilm
Benjamin aiming for further buildup by putting all prof¬
deals will provide minimum income of. $31,000,000 in
Associates will provide at least $30,000,000 in next five
its back into more production, most of which financed by
seven years in addition to interests in several stations.
years, plus 50% interest in NTA. This side income pi’obcompany 100%. In .television to extent of selling pack¬ ■ Vogel plans disposal of any adset which doesn’t produce
ably will be used for expansion abroad and obviously
age of 39 features and grossing over $2,000,000 so far
satisfactory revenue. New division to produce tv films
will ease any possible setbacks domestically. Topped
thereby. More properties going on tv block in future.
now swinging ‘into, operation. Divorcement of domestic
the past year’s list of big boxoffice productions with' 19
Aligned with numerous top stars, producers, directors and
theatres, which had been due this month, now expected
films taking a combined total domestic "gross of $47,writers who, having formed own companies, are on non¬
in the spring. Figuring importantly in studio economics
650,000. Taking extraordinary step in increasing releases .
exclusive contract to deliver varying numbers- of pictures.
is “Designing Woman,” Dore Scliary production which
to 26 in first six 'months of ciurent year, after handling
has Gregory Peek and Lauren Bacall in the leads. Nega¬
Already mapped is product sked through 1958 when num¬
only 32 in all of 1956. Very strong lineup, of future re¬
tive cost is $5,000,000.
ber of releases being reduced to 36 instead of usual 48
leases include “Wayward Bus,” “Desk Set,” “Island in
but with new emphasis on “bigness.” Angling for capital
the
Sun,” “Heaven Knows,” “Oh, Men, Oh, Women,”
Columbia. Gross business up each year for past ^ix
to'back elaborate plans in amounts of about/$6,000,000 in
“Boy on a Dolphin.”
years but-earnings in 1966 fell off 40%, due in part to
loans from exhibitors and about $10,000,000 in public
slow playoff of a couple of big pictures. Unusual setback
Universal. 78%.-owned by Decca Records which exer¬
stock or convertible debenture issue. Specifies a.s to ap¬
was the net loss of $861,442 dropped in undertaking to
cises full control. 1956 gross up slightly, to $78,161,214
proach to public still not decided.
develop) and then abandoning the ‘TToseph and His Breth¬
on pictures ranging from “Kettles in the Ozarks” to the
ren” property. In on the ground floor in the produc¬
Allied Artists. Had net loss of $452,000 in recent sixrelatively expensive “Away All Boats” and “Benny Good¬
tion and distribution of television films via the Screen
month period after a net pi'ofit of $183,708 for the cor¬
man Story.” But earnings showed slight dip,* to $3,Gems subsidiary to the extent that 15% of the annual
responding period of a year ago. Gross in the new period
993,146. Like Paramount,, has yet to unload back-number
gross (which was $90,000,000 last year) expectedly will
jumped to $8,622,686, from $8,160',763. Figures reflect
pictures to tv and has no intention of so doing at present
come from this field in the current year. Yearly ^release
operations with the usual run of AA product—that is,
time.
Roster of 32 releases being enhanced by 44
sSked covers/wide budget range, from the bottom-rung
mostly bottom of the budget films. Income in the last
features which had been on the. RKO release sked and
“Rock ’n’ Roll” entries to such productions as “Eddy
couple of months has been improving and expectation is
II new, unreleaseth productions from that same company.
loss for the full year will be cut to $200,000. “Friendly • DuChin Story” and “Picnic,” Important product source
Divvies staying'even at $1.25 annually.

Side-Annoyance to N.Y. Distribs:
Publicists Working for ‘Partners’
With the independent “partners” i .pitch, ranging from budding young
ruling the production roost, indie . players to top producers and di¬
pressagents are becoming a thorn i rectors.
in the side of the New York dis-j Indie pluggers. also demand to
tributors’ headquarters’ ad - pub , check on stills, ad copy and other
staffs.
I phases of individual pic campaigns.
Latter are beefing that the ind^e • In many instances this is resented
by the regular company staffs who
tubthumpers in many instances are j feel they’re just as competent to
more of a hindrance than a help in>| make these decisions and in fact—
the execution of campaigns, and i in point of experience—more so.
that — where they rep stars brl
Distribs* .pubberies realize that
starlets—they find various means they must work with the indies
of tapping the companies’ budgets. and they’re trying to work out a
Case is cited where one of the modus operandi that will make the
indies appi*oached a company and process as painless as possible both
offered to have his client, a starlet, in terms of efficiency and ego. Fact
do publicity while in N^^ew York if is, .however, that the “checking”
' the distrib picked, up her tab. element has loaded down various
There are many variations to this of the distribs’ departments with

a new load of pure paperwork that
serves no other purpose than to
keep the indies “informed” of
what’s being done.

Semeiieiiko-Allen Regime at WB Now
David Lewis in Paris But
Conserving, Not Liqnidating Assets
Due Back to Testify

David Lewis, head of Metro dis¬
tribution on the Continent, re¬
turned to Paris over the weekend
but is due back in about a month
to testify in the Enterprise Pic¬
tures (now defunct) case wherein
it was charged that Loew’s distrib¬
ution -arm didn’t exercise “fullest
diligence” in merchandising Ent’s
pictures abroad.. Since then the
Bank of America has reclaimed the
product and sold the residuals to
television..
Lewis coincided his annual busi¬
ness trip back to the States with
the calendared trial of the .Case but
it has not been , postponed a month.
Mrs. Lewis is remaining in New
York, on personal business, await¬
ing her husband’s return.

Switch in policy at Warner Bros,
sees management holding on to
various company assets which at
ione tipie were tagged for liquida¬
tion.
At the tiiire of-the Serge Semenenko-Charles Allen takeover, plan
was to “streamline” Warners and
convert several of its tangible as¬
sets into cash.
Scheme was put
into effect with the dumping of the
Warner Pathe newsreel.
It could have continued via the
sale of other'assets, such as WB’s
interest in Associated; British; the
music publishing companes, real es¬
tate, etc.
Warner, headquarters
building' in ManhMtan was sold,
but. then the reevaluation started

and Semenenko & Co. were con¬
vinced that the stripping process
should be halted. In fact, Warner
International prexy Wolfe Cohen
sallied forth to the Far East with
the announced intention of acquir¬
ing theatres for the company.
In Britain, too, the decison was
made not to part with the ABPC
stock, which now Is considered a
good investment. In fact, a merger
between the WB and Associat¬
ed British facilties in Britain is in
the wind.
Observers say the hew approach
Is in part due to Jack L. Warhpr’s
pride in the company of which he
is president, and hla hesitancy to
break-up the ’‘empii'e’’. Under .his.
control,
' . ;
•
i
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Catholic Approval of larcelino’
Film During Lent Seen Precedental

mSITVOIfER! RacUs Candid Confession:
U Hoards Films for Peak Dates
MM TIDE TURNS

> Chicago, March 19. 4
_
By OSCAR DOOB
A new precedent for Lenten film
‘My Siiti’ Popular
viewing is being set which may re¬
The worst is over! The tide ha^
.. Hollywood, March 19.
verse the annual slow “attendance
turned! TV has shot its bolt!
Indie producer Tony Lon¬
during this season. '
For the first'time in years—since
don is the latest to announce
Bishop Pursley of the Fort
TV infiltrated the entertainment
“My Sin.” However, It’s not
■yVaynei Ind. Roman Catholic Dio¬
field and filtered away the cash au¬
a mass confession on the part
cese has given special dispensation
dience-expressions like the above
of Hollywood, but sudden in¬
and instructions to Catholics , of
seem to have real justification.
terest in the title .which was
that area to see “MarcelinO,” open¬
There are plenty of signs today
originally used by Paramount
ing March 29 at the Embassy there.
pointing to the probability that the
for a 1931 film.
This marks the first time Catholic
motion picture industry has turned
Columbia registered the
approval of film house attendance
the corner; it has been rocked but
title with the MPA A a few
has been officially Issued in this
now it is rolling out of it. These
weeks ago, drawing a protest
country during Lent.
sentiments are becoming more and
from the Lanvin perfumery in
‘ Dispensation from Samuel Car¬
[ more general in the business; op¬
France which markets a scent
timism is replacing pessimism.
dinal Stritch of the Chicago Arch¬
tagged “My Sin.” London’s
Some of the most conservative
diocese has reportedly been held
picture,-however, has their ap-.
up for viewing “Marcelino" here
showmen, not given to thoughtless
proval; he's made a deal to do
spouting, are now saying that they
at the Zaegfeld because of uncer¬
a film on the family’s history
believe the industry has passed the
tain implications for Catholic film
in the perfume industry and
crossroads and is on the highway
attendance at other downtown thea¬
has set Sir Cedric Hardwicke
to reclaiming its proper place in
tres.
However, instructions to
to star.
the American entertainment world.
see the film have issued from
priests in various Catholic church¬
I
It is iK)inted out that there came
es here and attendance continues
a time» years ago, when- the movies
high in the Lenten season.
—almost without knowing it—^be¬
gan the uphill climb out of the ra¬
A local Catholic Journal, New
dio' “depression.” There came a
World, is accepting ads for “Seven
time
when Amos and Andy didn’t
Wonders” and “Ten Command¬
empty theatres on Tuesday nights.
ments” after publishing “MarceRadio
had done its worst and the
lino” ads. That paper formerly ex¬
movies found they still had plenty
cluded theatre advertising during
of
cash
customers. Careful survey
• Net earnings of Chesapeake In¬
Lent,
Bishop Pursley has distributed dustries for 1950 were $1,025,878 of the industry today indicates that
such
a
moment
may have arrived
16,000 “Marcelino” tickets to Cath¬ prexy William C.- MacMUlen Jr.
olic organizations in Fort Wayne told , stockholders this week in his in the Video-vs.-Screen war. Indus¬
try
leaders
point
to many “signs”
to seU during this run and similar
promotions are expected through¬ annual report. Operating profit of to prove that the current optim¬
ism
isn’t
just
wishful
thinking:
out the country according to Tom $1,420,813 was approximately the
If Surveys show J^slow, but steady,
Dowd, midwest director of United same, as the $1,442,457 earned in
Motion Picture Organization, who 1955. But in 1955, he pointed out, upward trend in attendance, ac¬
cording to Sindlinger and others
Is handling its distribution.
the company had^a non-recurring who are in a position to poll the
boxoffice.
credit of'$568,131. This is in con¬
Lent Ada Underline Clergy
? For the first time in years, the
trast to a non-recurring Inventory
film parlors are coming through
Albany, March 19.
loss of $394,935 sustained in Vir¬
A page advertisement - in the ginia Metal Products Inc., a Chesa¬ a winter season with rising attend¬
ance; the impact of the high pres¬
Sunday (17) Times-Union on the peake subsidiary..
sure winter tv shows seems to have
Albany engagement of “The Ten
Helping
swell
the
Chesapeake
lost its force. Do they loveTmovies
Commandments” at the Stanley
Warner Ritz. March 26, Included coffers was Pathe Laboratories, an¬ more—or tv less?
other
subsid,
whose
gross
sales
If Motion Picture Editors from all
among quotations by well known
clergymen, one in heavy black rose 10% over the 1955 level ac¬ parts of the country report that
cording
to
the
report
However,
“old-time”
movie Interest on the'
type, from the Very Rev, Edward
6. Schweigler, D.D., Buffalo Dio¬ not^' breakdown is provided for part OL their readers.
Pathe’s
individual
earnings
nor
is
If
Theatre
closings have slowed
cesan Director, Legion of Decency.
any furnished for Pathecolor Inc. to* a trickle while openings have
It read: “This picture has re¬ or Television Center Inc., two quickened.
ceived the*linqualified approval of other affiliates active in the motion
If One estimate (let’s not quar¬
bishops and priests throughout the picture and amusement fields.
rel)! reports 19,110 active thea¬
country. Its message is primarily
tres in operation with seating ca¬
MacMillen
pointed
ouf
that
tel¬
spiritual. Theffifore, it is our con¬
pacities greyer , than in 1945.
sidered opinion that attendance evision is now a major source of Drive-ins have replaced many out¬
during Lent does not violate either film processing business for Pathe moded fringe houses.
“more
than
offsetting”
less
activity
of the Lenten Regulations or of a
If Conservative circuits, cautious
private resolution to avoid the in theatrcal film production and with their Investments, are open¬
usual type of motion picture dur¬ discontinuance of the Warner- ing new houses—mainly drive-ins
Pathe
Newsreel.
His
report
also
ing this penitential season.”
touched on a proposed arrange¬ —and are scouting for additional
A single-sentence comment by ment which would give Pathe “sub-‘ locations.
Cardinal Spellman, also black- stantial increases” in color film
If Removal of most of the Fed¬
typed, headed the seven quotations processing from Universal Pic¬ eral ticket tax has helped hundreds
from religious leaders.
of theatres invest in refurbishing
tures. .
Paramount Pictures were to hold
and remodeling.
Deal with U, Incidentally, was
If Producers have scheduled rec¬
a Special Guest Prevue at the Ritz
concluded following preparation of ord-breaking investments in new
Tuesday night (19)..
the annual report. It resulted in pictures and definite releases prom¬
settlement of a breach of contract ise a smash attractions for the com¬
suit brought by Pathe against U ing Spring and Summer upswing.
involving lab work, and granted U
•If Studios, breaking out of the
the right' to buy 1,500 shares of hide-bound traditions of the. past,
Pathe stock at $1 per share or 15% are now “re-tooling” to meet cur¬
of the outstanding issue. “Had. rent conditions and take fulK eco¬
such a right been exercised imme¬ nomic advantage of their facilities.
diately prior to the balance sheet This willingness to bro'hden , the
Columbia has 31 pictures going date,” MacMillen noted, “it would production vision is in Itself a
abroad under co-production deals have reduced the,equity of Chesa¬ hopeful sign for the future, the
with foreign interests,- Lacy W. peake by $831,744 and the net crystal bailers say.
Kastner, president of Col Interna¬ earnings of. 1956 by $76,841.,
if Exhibitors claim that the usetional, disclosed in New York over
Pathecolor, subsid launched last of the old major movies on air
the past week. He said there has year to invade, the lucrative field has spent its force and does not
been a cutdown only in West Ger¬ ol developing and printing ama¬ slaughter theatre, attendance as
many and this for the reason of a teur color film, was said to have feared. In fact, many say the bet¬
“money crisis.” Bavarian OFiriance incurred more expenses in its ter old movies are stimulating in^
Co,, he explained, having sustained warmup period than management terest. in the new theatre, attrac¬
losses in its backing of film-making, anticipated. Camera fans spend tions,
is now demanding 100% guaran¬ more than $115,000,000 annually
If Indicating confidence in future,
tees on all loans.
on film processing, report asserted, producers, -including, independents^
Col for some, tiine has been arid duririg 1957 Pathecolor “ex¬ arc gobblmg up hit plays and best¬
among the most active of the Amer¬ pects to determine how. much of seller books as scrqen fodder. In¬
ican companies in co-producdon that market can'be captured.”
vestments in stories are at a peak.
abroad. Company” participates in
television Center Inc., whose
If Trimming away ...extravagance
the production and takes distribu¬ president is Livingston Goddatd, In production * and distribution;
tion rights in certain countries or, has such facilities as studios, sound eliminating unprofitable operations
perhaps, the entire world. It’s a stages, cutting rooms, tecording in exhibition provide a healthy
matter of “good • business,” said equipment, etc. Last year it was' base for the come-back now. in
Kastner, fbn Col to take on the Used by NBC, Universal, United progress.
release of seven or eight pictures World Films and RKO.-Pathe all of
In recent weeks there have been
in France, for example, considering which are Pathe Lab customers.
many expressions .from careful
that this entails no Increase in
showmen each speaking for him¬
operational overhead,
\
self but' all having similar optim¬
• Col has under contract seven prp- Pearlman Prosing Up BV ism.
Jr R. Vogel, president of
duetions in Brazil, 13 in Mexico, ' Gilbert Pearlman has joined Loew’s, said the other day that “I
two in . .Germany, two in-France,, Buen*N Vista-as ad'-pub copy chief*, .think: the harm dofife tb theatre
i He?, had •befete<'»copywriter-^‘fdr' attendance by tv has prdtty nearly
sevent ihciltaly Mitid'idisi^SsiDnski
Look! iriagi’s oircuiatlbn dfepatttrierit. beached its limit;” "^Edward L.' Hyothers are now underway.

PatheLabUplO^;
Cbesaple Reports

Columbia Pictures in 31
Co-Productions; Germany
Off on 'Money Crisis’

Vodka & Caviar
Detroit, March 19.
Caviar and vodka replaced
pop and popcorn for filmgoers
attending showings of “Boris
Godunov,” Russian operatic
film,. at the nabe Dexter.
Owner-manager Dora Brown
Rose, who was toasted with
vodka by firstnighters, says the
stunt has attracted favorable
attehtion and that the. one
showing a night, along with a
short, “Art Treasures of the
Kremlin,” is popular.

C0MP0Hypo:It’$
For Very Real
Robert W. Coyne, Oscar A. Doob
and others at the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations taking a key
roM in implementing the businesshypo program adopted by a sub¬
stantial segment of the film in¬
dustry have the job now of setting
up the .necessary macliinery and
seeing to it that adequate capital
is forthcoming to finance the over¬
all operation. .
• COMPO is to run the show, its
management to work in New York
hand in hand with a five-man op¬
erating committee to be appointed.
Permanent committees ai’e to be
named, as well, .in each exchange
area and a liaison group is to be
established in Hollywood to main¬
tain contact with production per¬
sonnel.
Those sparking the undertaking
insist this is no one-shot in the
dark. They envision a continuing
setup to be at work without letup
on winning over ticket buyers, with
the approaches changed from time
to time. ..
As- for the money, TOA’s Ernest
Stellings advanced the plan that so
far has been Well received. Par¬
ticipating exhibs are to pay the
equivalent of 4/10s of 1% of their
film rental (but never less than
25c per invoice) and the distribs,
via, the Motion Picture Assn, of
America, will be asked to. match
the dxhib coin. Roger H. Lewis,
head of the MPAA ad-pub commit¬
tee, said he was hopeful the full
MPAA board will meet on this mat¬
ter next month.

DRIVE-IN SNOOPING
BY DEPUn SHERIFFS
Chicago, March 19.
A bill allowing deputy sheriffs to
keep watoh on teenage activities in
Illinois drive-ins is to be sponsored
by the Cook County board’s legis¬
lative committee.
Proposed bill calls for pres¬
ence of a deputy sheriff at all
drive-ins during show times to in¬
spect every, car containing minors.
The deputy is to seize any liquor
found and patrol grounds “to .make
certain nothing' imraobal: occurs in
the cars.”

The first public admission by a
top-echelon film executive that a
picture company had deliberately
withheld product from the market
for a more propitious releasing
time was made, last week by Mil^
ton R. Rackmir, president of Uni¬
versal.
In explaining to stockholders at ’
the company’s annual meeting the
reason’s for the company’s poor
first quarter earnings, Rackmil
noted that U.had issued-a series
of ordinary films during October,
November and early December and
had purposely delayed the release
of its so-called blockbuster films
for a later date when the public is
supposed to be more film-going
conscibus.
As a result, he declared that the
second quarter' earnings would
make up for the first stanza’s below-norraal take. In addition, he
said the company anticipated that
overall earnings would be about
the same as this year’s.
Exhibitor leaders have frequent- .
ly charged that the film companies
have deliberately withheld pictures
from the market and. as a conse¬
quence, created so-called “orphan
periods” during which there were
no important pictures available to
lure the publin to the theatres.
These “orphan periods,” it has
been claimed, destroyed the con¬
tinuity of picture-going and sent
patrons back to their tv sets be¬
cause there was nothing good to
see at the theatres.
The “orohan periods.” for the
most part, have immediately pre¬
ceded important peak holidays and
vacation periods. It has been the
contention of theatremen that the
public will turn out for a good pic¬
ture no matter what period of the
year it is issued.
U’s recent example is cited as a
case in point of deliberate with¬
holding. During the October to
early December period, when im¬
portant b.o. pictures were desper¬
ately needed, "Universal did not is¬
sue a single king-sized attraction.
In contrast. 4t released “Written oa
the Wind” and “Battle Hymn,” twd
hot -boxoffice attractions, almost
back-to-back. Declared one exhib¬
itor leader: “If we had one of thes4
pictures during the slack period,
both Universal and the theatre*
would have* done better.. It would
have continued the momentum of
picture-going that is created dur¬
ing the summer months.”
Several months ago, Edward L.
Hyman, v.p. of American Broad¬
casting-Paramount Theatres, who
has been spearbeading the drive
for a continuous flow of top prod¬
uct throughout the year, said he
had received assurance from the
major companies that the outstand¬
ing pictures would be scheduled in¬
telligently. throughout the year.
Among the companies said to have
given Hyman such assurance was
Universal.

'Miracle’ Gets Chicago
Clearance; Police Censor
Still Upheld By Court
• Chicago, March 19.
''-“The Miracle,” Italian release,
which has been banned here since
1953 was ruled not obscene by the
Illinois Appellate Court yesterday
(Mon.). Decision reverses c^uit
court ruling upholding ban by'&Sticago’s police censorship board.
New ruling marks only partial
victory for American Civil Liber¬
ties Union which made the appeal.
Earlier move to rule Chicago po¬
lice censorship itself unconstitu¬
tional was blocked by Illinois
Supreme Court which did, how¬
ever, order hearings on alleged
obscenity of pic.
Current decision only states that
“Miracle” is not obseJene and in¬
structs circuit court to order city
to issue permit for showing this
film and to enjoin city officials
from interfering.

man, vice president Paramount
Theatres, said: “Our business has
turned the corner. Television is
rapidly, finding its place in the en¬
tertainment business.” Elmer C.
Rhoden, president National Thea¬
tres, said: “Earnings in. 12 months
ending next September will be sub¬
stantially ahead of last year.” S.
H. Fabian says “I am confident a
safe * and ' prosperous period is
ahead.”
Of course there are still weak
spots in the business and serious
problems of Internal procedures to
be solved. But, many agree, 1957
may go into film history as the year
'When the movies won a draw over
tv after a long, tough fight. And
l958';may be the year in which' the
movi^* in a re-match' with tele,
won the decision. -And they both^ ''peotge.Seaton wjl!be tbb Airier^’
decided' t6 live^'ha'ppiiy- togethdl’l iedh^ juVbr at'the? 'Cdnhes’‘mrff’feist
ever afterl.: ’ ■ ’ *
* ► ^
’ j which' bdwS^May‘2
■* ’

u
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Oust WoKf Detaik His Dilemma;
UFA Offer Best, But U;S. Prejudiced;
Can Mosaik Count on Yankees?
By HANS HOEHN
Berlin, March 12.
“Nobody can blame me if I have
a considerable grudge against the
press. Just recently, I was inter¬
viewed in an apparently long and
friendly talk. Later I read the in¬
terview in his paper; it was one of
the meanest, most vicious attacks
ever made on me. Apart from
that, most of it was completely
untrue.”
These were one of the first words
which Ernst "Wolff, owner-director
of Berlin’s much troubled Mosaik
dubbing and printing plants, spoke
to this Variety reporter.
Latter
was finally granted an interview
after repeated efforts, to reach the
Mosaik boss had been in vain.
' “I can tell you everything,” said
^Wolff. “Except one thing: Who
‘will become my partner. That I
still .don’t know myself. It might
be UFA. But all this is still in
suspense. We still negotiate, but
it’s up to me when the contract
will be signed.”
Wolff’s facilities, ran into trouble
when the big and once powerful
Allianz-Film (distributor) went
bankrupt last December. The loss
Mosaik suffered is put at 7,600,000
D-Marks (about $1,800,000) in an¬
nual volume by Wolff,
Efforts have been made by the
Berlin Senate to save this plan,
particularly for economic reasons,
since it provides employment to
many Berliners. (Mosaik has cur¬
rently. 470 steady employees, main¬
ly firstclass technicians, on its pay¬
roll.)
Berlin Senate Angle
The Berlin Senate is willing to
back up Mosaik with 3,000,000
D-Marks (about $700,000) which
are to be paid back within three
(possibly more) years. However,
the Senate insists that Wolff takes
a partner.
“Actually, with such a help I
would be very well. able to get
back on my feet by myself. My
company is a healthy one. It’s run-,
ning at full speed and we have
even Introduced the third shift
again, which means that at least
92% of its working capacity is cur¬
rently used.
“But since the Senate insists that
I must have a partner, I have to
find one. The big question remains
now: Who shall it be?”
Wolff revealed he had received
lots of offers these past weeks.
They came from a banker, Jacques
Rosenstein of Zurich); the Geyer
labs, a big tobacco dealer, a big
local textile shop, even the East
German Progress (distributor), and
—among others— now also UFA.
The partnership requires a contrib¬
ution of 500,000 D-Marks (about

$120,000).

Wolff eliminated most of these
applicants, Rosenstein; for ex¬
ample, wanted more than half of
the shares and that was considered
a poor deal by both Senate and
Wolff. The East German offer was
out anyway. The Geyer proposal
is still open but belongs more to
the “also-run’’-category. Same goes
for a number of others,. As things
stand now, UFA has the biggest
chance.
‘Waiting Like Hawk*
“I fully admit,” said Wolff, “that
at first I never flirted with the id^a
that UFA could become my part¬
ner. I thought UFA is nothing
but waiting like a hawk for my col¬
lapse. I was astonished to find out
during a harmless meeting with
UFA people (not concerning Mosaik’s partnership) that UFA’s at¬
titude towards me is not what I
thought. Their offer was as fol¬
lows: They want 49% of the. shares
and are willing to return part of
them at a later date when the
status of my company is cleared.”
“Nobody made me such an offer
before. It seemed to me the best
and most generous of all. I just
bad to take it into consideration.
“The big question remains, of
course; Will the American com¬
panies, my best customer through
the years, stay with Mosaik? At
first, I thought there was nothing
wrong with taking UFA as a part¬
ner. But . now I hear more and
more voices saying that, in case
UFA moves in, the Americans will
transfer ,th^ir;, printing and. dub¬
bing activities, tp ofher plants.” .
Said IVolff: . “Everybody. wiJi

understand that I*am In quite a
spot. What’s the use my going
into a partnership Avith UFA if the
American companies leave me?
That might mean my financial ruin.
UFA seems to be a particularly
big thorn in the Americans* side,
but I still feel they exaggerate
things. I can’t understand the
whole fuss . After all, Metro is
dubbing with UFA for many years.
Nobody complained. And what’s
UFA in my case? It’s not a case of
taking over Mosaik. Only 49% of
the shares are theirs.”
Wolff, a Berlin Jew who lived,
illegally in town under Hitler and
five times had a narrow escape
from death when the Gestapo
sought to arrest him, said: > “You
will • understand the critical spot
I am in. If the court asks tomor¬
row: Where’s your partner? and
then decides: Your time is up
what then? I can’t expect that its
patience will last forever.”
Nothing To Fear?
And he firmly added: “If I had
the chance to see the directors of
the U.S. companies around the
table at the same time, I am sure
that I would be able to convince
them that they have nothing to
fear from UFA.”
With regard to tho?e who pay
the U.S. companies would be well
able to transfer their dubbing and
printing activities to other domes¬
tic plants, Wolff said that this
would mean a very complicated, if
not risky, enterprise on their part.
Mosaik can be regarded as the
Continent’s bigges facilities in this
respect. It has specialized in its
job, consists of seven studios in
addition to two mix and five sound
studios, and can take care of at
least 300 pix annually.
If the ■ American companies,
Wolff said, would leave Mosaik,
that would mean for them a total
split. (The Bavaria in Munich may
handle 50 pix per annum, Real
may come up to 20, UFA^ in Berlin
has capacity for 30, IFU'Remagen
and others are only of very small
calibre (quite apart from the fact
that they are technically not as ad¬
vanced as Mosaik), while Berlin’s
Geyer Labs only has to do with
printing. The setup of ne_w print¬
ing and dubbing facilities would
cosj; millions and could take at
least a year, Wollf opined.
“Moreover,” the Mosaik. boss
adde, “where do the Americans
have it as convenient? Mosaik
means having all pix under one
roof. And they have often admit¬
ted that Mosaik has the best tech¬
nicians and all jobs are carried out
here to excellent technical re¬
sults.”
Talking of UFA again. Wolff
said: “It’s my honest belief that
UFA’S offer is not alone a gesture
to help me for economic reasons,
it’s also based on the knowledge
that it’s better for everyone con¬
cerned that everything should
run smoothly here in Berlin. If
some big company suffers, the next
one is suffering too. The" Allianz
case is a striking example. This
outfit brought a couple of other
companies to a collapse and other
near to it..
Wolff, who owns five theatres in
town, revealed Mosaik makes a
profit of 1,000,000 D-Marks per
year (print per meter is 8 Pfennigs
—about 1.9c. in. Germany). Com¬
pany’s original stock amounts to
276,000 D-Mark which can be
brought up to 1,000,000 D-Marks.

Condon OIF to Excite 30
Towns for Kramer’s Tride’
Richard Condon, who served as
production campaign supervisor
during ^the Spain location lensing
of “Pride and the Passion,” left
New York Monday (18) on a twomonth 30-city tour to promote the
Stanley Kramer film.
Schedule has Condon conducting
luncheons and conferences with
the *press, appearing on local radio
and television programs, working
out tieups with department stores
and other merchandisers, deliver¬
ing talks < before civic groups,
women’s organizations, etc. He’ll
be equipped with 2,000 different
stills. Information fplders, slides
and trailers and otfier promotional
materlaL

Berlin, March 19.
Allianz-Film (distributor)r-:-Went banla:upt last De¬
cember." Austro’s Ludwig Polsterer moved in
and took over large part of the Allianz staff.
It’s now called Cosmopol.
Capital of founding
amounts to DM 100,000 (about $24,000) of which
Polsterer contributed 60% and former Allianz
branch leaders 40%. Cosmopol is distributing
<:' part of the old Allianz pix.
Burcr-Film (producer)—This Hamburg outfit, head¬
ed by Michael Jary (w.k. German pop com¬
poser), Hans-Georg Dammann and Otto-Manfred Weninger, got. into a critical spot as a
' consequence, of the Allianz situation.
CCC (producer)—The Allianz bust caused this top
Berlin pic producing outfit a loss of at least 600,000 D-Marks ($140,000). Some think the loss was
even higher. CCC just in the middle of an¬
other suit.
Mosaik-Film (printing and dubbing plant)—^Had
close' partnership with Allianz-Film. Big loss
(see accompanying text) on the Allianz bank¬
ruptcy. Efforts underway to save the plant.
UFA anxious to move ip. This, however, may
not be tolerated by U.S. companies which are a
prime customer of Mosiak. * UFA then would
be able to control American imports, prints, etc.)

Neue Filmvcrleih (distributor)—A feud between
COC and Neue Filmverlelh (NF) because of the
feature “Like a Storm” has broken out. CCC re¬
fused, to release copies due to “uncertainties
■ as to financing.”
Neue Viktoria (distributor)—Company, head¬
quartered in Frankfurt, has applied to the
lower court in Frankfurt and .asked for the open¬
ing of brankruptcy proceedings... Sole owner of
the outfit is Internationale Filmunion (IFU),
Remagen. Of outfit’s seven pix announced last
year, only two had been released. These two
plus a third film were taken over by NWDF
(Erich J. A. Pietrek), Dusseldorf.
Phoenix-Film (distributor)—This small outfit, also
headquartered in Frankfurt, went bankrupt in
connection with the Allianz bust.
‘ .
Union Film (distributor)^—Got rid of Gamiha-Film
(“Lola Montez”) and succeeded in establishing
a new syndicate' which guarantees continuance
of Union which had found itself in a strained
state. New associates are Emil Reinegger, gen¬
eral manager of Union, Ernest Mueller (pro¬
ducer of Sc'hoenbrunn-Film, Vienna, and RexFilm, Berlin), Paula Wesseley production
(Vienna) plus another personality who wants to
remain unknown for a while.

Open 22 Hrs. Daily, fiiii. NATIONAL GUARD TAKES
Woods, Thought World's
OUT FROM UA’S‘WAR’
National Guard this week pulled
Top Grosser Per Seat out of its tieup with United Art¬
Chicago, March 19.
Essaness Woods Theatre here
grosses more perseat than any
other film house In the world, ac¬
cording to Essaness prexy Edwin
H. Silverman. Open 22 hours daily,
the 1,206-seater at $1.50 top gross¬
ed, almost $60,000 ort its opening
week of “High Society” (Par) last
year which amounted to nearly $50
per seat.
Similar takes were
chalked up with United Artists’
“Man With Golden Arm” and
•“Moon Is Blue.”
Silverman attributes these high
per-seat grosses to his unique and
independent policies in respect to
programming and advertising. He
takes particular pride in the way
“Moon” was sold. The Woods ad¬
vertised it not with lewd or sug¬
gestive copy, but with its own for¬
mat inspired by gleaning women’s
magazines. The ads stressed the
picture as “naughty” without any
salacious appeal to youthful pa¬
trons.
Consequently, Silverman claims,
pressure groups couldn’t cite the
advertising as an additional basis
for condemnation of the film. Ef¬
fect of the ads was such that be¬
fore the picture’s 13-week run at
the Woods wound up, the house’s
theme of Audrey Hepburn in a
black leotard was adopted by UA
in its national publicity campaign.
Salesmanship has required guts
at times as shown whA the Woods
opened UA’s “Home of the “Brave”
despite dire warnings about the
effects of handling a picture deal¬
ing with race problems. The re¬
sult was packed houses for the
Woods and a “new growth and
freedom for film producers.” Sell¬
ing Metro’s “Edge of the City,” an¬
other film on the same ticklish
theme, began last month although
the picture doesn’t open until
April.
Whole selling program has de¬
veloped with the Eassaness policy
of training its advertising staff
from the lower echelons of assist¬
ant managers and ushers. More¬
over, Silverman believes a theatre
must h,ave a personality of its own
to sell, especially in the video age.
Behind thfe five-story, brilliantly
lighted marquee-facade of the
Woods is a well-decorated house
closed only from six to eight a.m.
for cleaning.

Borrowing Other Tunes
. For Remake of Tal Joey’
Hollywood, March 19.
Only five of the original “Pal
Joey?’, tunes will be used in the
film version but the score will
be embellished' with four other
Rodgers and Hart melodies from
three other legit musicals. Film,
which h)lls April 15 as an EssexGeorge Sidney production, stars
Frank Sinatra, Rita Hayworth and
Kim Novak,
Original “Pal Joey” songs to be
used are “I Could Write A Book,”
“Bewitched, Bothered and Bewil¬
dered,” ‘Zip,” That Terrific Rain¬
bow,” and “What Is a Man” Inter¬
polated numbers are “The Lady is
a Tramp” and “Funny Valentine”
from “Babes In Arms,” “There’s a
Small Hotel” frona 'On Your Toes”
and “I Didn’t Know What Time It
1 Was” from “Too Many Girls,”

ists, ‘Men and War” proniotion “at
the request of the Army.” Army
originally was to participate in the
bally by providing weapons and
other equipment for. displays at.
openings of the picture.. Pentagon
•withdrew, however, for the stated
reasons that Army preferred to
stress only Ita peacetime activities
and, besides, officers and non-coms
in the film weren’t portrayed with
sufficient dignity.
Distributor thereupon went to
the Guard* and was ^promised a dis¬
play and an honor guard for^ the
opening of “War” at New York’s
Capitol Theatre yesterday (Tues.).
But then appeared a spread, in the
N. Y. Sunday News which gave an
account of the picture, and related
the Army incident under the head,
“Too Stark for the Brass.” The
Army -then requested that the
Guard pull oiit, which it did.
UA now Is looking to the Vet¬
erans of Foreign Wars for help.

M-G Vet Roger Edens To
Produce: Screen & Legit
Roger Edens, whose contract
with Metro terminates in October
(he’s been with M-^G nearly 20
^years), h'as formed' Roger Edens
Enterprises to engage in legit, tele¬
vision and theatrical film produc¬
tion. The * independent company
will commence operations in 1958
with the production of a film and
an unidentified Broadway musical,
according to the producer.
Edens recently completed “Fun¬
ny Face” for Paramount on a loanout and has a musical to do for
M-G before checking off that lot.
M-G tuner is to be lensed on loca¬
tion in Japan.

Briefs From The Lots

Tax on 'Certain
Package Income
Washington, March 19.
Stars who operate package shows
under personal holding companies
will not have the entire package
operations subject to personal
holding company rates. Internal
Revenue Service declared last week
that it would not seek to impose
(as planned last November) higher
rate on the full package but would
permit corporate tax rates for a
portion. The formal ruling is due
within a few days.
Personal holding company rates
at a 75% ceiling are considerably
higher than the 52% ceiling on cor¬
porate incomes. The stars contend¬
ed that operating a package was ^
business venture which involved a
great deal more than their personal
services. In its' statement last week,
Internal Revenue said:
'‘Under rules to be prescribed,
in any case where a contract re¬
quires the corporation to furnish
other important and (Essential
services, only that portion of the
amounts received under the con¬
tract attributable to personal
services of such stookholder will
be treated as personal holding
company income.’*

FELIX M. SOMMER NEW
UNIVERSAL TREASURER
Felix M. Sommer was elected
treasurer of Universal last week.
He succeeds Eugene F. Walsh, vice
president and treasurer since 1953,
who is retiring on April 1.
Sommer, who was also named as¬
sistant secretary of the corporation,
has beeh with Universal since 1940.
Hp has been v.p. of Universal-Inter¬
national Films, the company’s for¬
eign subsidiary, since 1950, special¬
izing in financial phases of the
company’s
foreign
operations,
Walsh has been with U since 1925,
having been controller until his
election to the v.p.rtreasurer post
in 1953.
All other officers of the company
were reelected including N. J.
Blumberg, chairman of the board;
Milton R. Rackmil, president; Al¬
fred E. Daff, expcutive v.p.; Adolph
Schimel, v.p., general counsel and
secretary; Charles J. Feldman,
David A. Lipton, Edward Muhl, and
John J. O’Connor, vice presidents;
R. Mr Miles, controller and assist¬
ant treasurer; George Douglas and
Charles H. Stineford, assistant
treasurers, and Anthony Petti and
Morris Davis, assistant secretaries.
Reelected to the board of direc¬
tors were Blumberg, Rackmil, Daff,
O’Connor, Preston Davie, Albert A,
Garthwaite, Budd Rogers, Daniel
M. Schaeffer, Harold I. Thorp and
Samuel'H. Vallance.

Hollywood, March 19.
Pamela Duncan set for the sec¬
ond femme lead in “My (^un is
Quick” for Parklane Productions.
. . . Liliane Montevecchi into “Sad
Sack” . . . Writer-producer Ray
Wander has film rights to “The
Trouble With Cinderella,” Artie
Shaw’s autobiography . . . Keith
Larsen in “The Long Knives,”
which j^ato Skouras is producing
for Regal Films and a 20th-Fox
release . . . Dolores Michaels in
“Time Limit,” which Richard Widmark’s indie Heath' Productions
will make for United Artists re¬
lease ... Columbia’s
Kathryn
Grant with Jack Lemmon in “The
Mad Ball,” Je^ Harris production.
Bartlett-Champion Pictures has a
two-picture deal with Paramount.
. , . Michael Mineo, Sal’s.younger
brother, copied role in UA's “My
Gun Is Quick” ... Hal Wallis set
Gene Evans with Jerry Lewis,
Phyllis Kirk and David Wayne in
“Sad Sack” . . . Paul Fix goes into
Warner Bros.’ “Darby’s Rangers.”
. .. Leo iLatcher draws final scrip¬
ting chore on Columbia pictures’
“The Hard Man?’ based on his
Collier’s mag serial, in which Guy
Madison will star , . . Regal (Films
slating James Fenimore Cooper’s
“The Deerslayer” for its 20thFox program, and assigned Kury
Neumann to produce-direct . . ,
Sidney Franklin Jr., story ed for
Dean Jagger wul s.ppport BarWa C. R., Pictures, makes his-directing
Stanwyck in Glolbe.’ii .“Wpmari Wtth bow on-indie’^ “No Plage to>Pie*
a Whip”
Iproduced |)y Clark
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PM Reisman Die$ at 66;
Panorama of Experiences
A Film Industry Saga

Amusement Stock Quotations
For Week Ending Tuesday (19)

N, y. Stock Exchange
1956-57
High Low
Z2Vz
34t2
3414
26'i4
1C034
4T'B
12
251-A
914
361^2
36V2
50v^
87/«
ISVs
17
2914
2914
29%
82^2
29%
14114

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
Low
High
in 100s
22%
23^fe
Am
Br-Par
Th 89
20%
32
32%.
22% "CBS “A” .... 51
31%
32%
CBS
“B«
....
28
225&
Col Pix. 19
1734
IB'Is
17
15%
151/8
12'% Decca . 70
857/8
84
7534 Eastman Kdk 66
33.6
.3%
23/4- EMI . 122
.8
8%
6T'8 List Ind .... 107
1
^
3.4
18% Loew’s
.... 178
19%
8%
8%
Nat. Thea. .. 58
7
32%
33% 2',% Paramount .. 60
15
141A Philoo . 88
14?^4
33%
33%
31% RCA
258
bVs
5
Republic .... 29
61^2
12
12
3
.
11% Rcp.» Pfd.
16%
13% Stanley "War.. 30
1534
26
27%
22% . Storer . 51
243/4
21% 20th-Fox
56
, 24%
25
25%
23% Univ. Pix ... 24
70
69
70
Univ.,.pfd. .. >!'50
25%
18% Warner Brgs. 29 >
25%
92%
Zenith
.
7
91%
943/8

6%' 3%
8%
1314
.46% 19%
214
1
43/8
10
2%
414
3
93-4
23/4
5%
63%
13%
3
m

American Slock Exchange
' 4
4%
Allied Artists 96
10%
10
Ail’d Art., pfd 11
43%
41%
Asso. Artists
46
C & C Super 161
1
7/8
49
4:/a
5%
Du Mont ..
3%
Guild Films.. 95
8%
8%
Nat’l Telefilm 26
3%
47
Skiatron
3T&
67/8
7%
Technicolor . 61
57%
5%
75
Trans Lux ..

Net
Change
Tues.
Close
for week
'225/8
— %
—
32%
317/8
— %
18% . + %
15%
— %
•4-2%
85%
3%
—• %•
8
— %
19%
•+ %
8%
— %
3234
— %
•—
147/8
3/8
33%
6%
-f %
—
12
16
-f- %
+2
^27%
1/2
24%
25%
-f %
-fl-'
70 •
25%
— %
-f2%
94%
4%
10
42
1
434

3%
8V4
334

7 ^
5%

OvetHhe-Counler Securities
Bid
Ask
36%
. 34
2%
. 2%
■17/8
. 1%
27/s
. 2%
107/8
. 10%
2%
. 2
17/8
. 1%
131%
. 126%
5%
. 4%
’ 24%
. 22%

.
Ampex ...
Chesapeake fndiistiiei .... .....
Cineraml Inc.
..
Cinerama Prod.
DuMont Broadcastinf ,.... . . . * r
Magna Theatrea. .
Official Films .!.
Polaroid
--+-.
U. A. Theatres..
Walt Disney ' ... .

.

—-f- %
+1
—
— 3/8
— %
— %
— %
—
-f %

+ .34
—
+ %
—

+ %
-f %
— %
+8
— 3/8
+1

Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

'But Keep the French Government Ouf
Easy to Sell U.S. France’s Hits—Run-df-Mine Stuff
Problem Facing Importers and Distributors
•of the French output recoups in
By FRED HIFT
France. The rest depends on the
French producer RaoUl Levy in foreign
market..
Trouble
in
Gotham last week went on record France, he noted, was that direc¬
as being' flatly opposed to any tors took too long to make , a pic¬
French
Government - subsidized ture, which brought up the bud¬
distribution organization' in the gets. If a’^^picture costs $400,000,
U. S. “Get the government into it, and is. a hit, it can recoup in
and it's the end of distribution,” France alone (with the help of
he commented;
government aid coin),
Levy at the same time defended
French director Roger Vadim,
the Centre National de Cinemato¬ whom Levy has under contract for
graphic and its head, Jacques three years, is' being loaned to Co¬
Flaud, as being “very valuable” for lumbia to direct one film on the
the French industry. - “I think Coast.
Flaud has been a very good in¬
fluence in our behalf,” he held.
Producer's comments cahie at a
time when there was some un¬
easiness in indie circles regarding
the plans of the French COFRAM
Denver, March 19.
organization- in the U. S. COFRAM
Robert W. Selig was elected this
has government tnoney in it and
distributes French product through¬ week to the presidency Of Fox In¬
out Latin America. Its head, Jean ter-Mountain Theatres and its vari¬
He succeeds
Sefert, told Variety last week (see ous subsidiaries.
March 13 issue) that he was in-, Frank Ricketson Jf., now v.p. and
vestigating the possibility of set-’ general manager of National Thea¬
ting up a COFRAM counterpart tres. Ricketson will continue his
in the U, S. Distribs in New York association with Fox Inter-Moun¬
are firmly opposed to any such tain RE-chairman of the board.
Selig heads a seven-state opera¬
move though, if it came about,
there’s little they could do about tion and his promotion includes the
presidency and drectorship of 11
it.
■There’s been considerable pro¬ corporations. For some time, Selig
ducer pressure in France to seek has been a division manager for the
to eliminate the Cehtrd National, 400-theatre circuit.
Selig, 47,‘ has been a leader in
Levy emphasized that he wasn’t a
part of that pressure group. AL local community affairs for many
though his Productions lENA at years. He is president of the U.
this moment looms as the largest of Denver board of trustees in addi¬
and most active production outfit tion to being active in many char¬
in France, Levy said he and his itable and civic organizations.
The new Fox Inter-Mountain
partner—^Ray Ventura — weren’t
members of the French Producers president joined the company in
1939.'Previously he had been west¬
Union.
The need in the U. S. isn’t to ern division manager for the Gausell the big, important French pic¬ mont-Britlsh Picture Corp.
tures.
“Everyone is after those
Torn Sumners, former owner of
anyway,” he held. “What we need
is a broader market for the run- the Josephine, Woodlawn and
of-mine product.” He reported a Laurel Theatres, San Antonio, will
French government plan to allo¬ devote himself hereafter to real
development. A certificate
cate $500,000 out of which French estate
of commendation was presented
produce's^ of average films would by the San Antonio Motion Picture
get guar^tees. The producers, in Advisory and Reviewing Board
turn,^vwoiila^then assign their films ,;pi*ai5ihg hinf'^.lor th6 manner in
to av|iveh -tltttfibutor Ift-the TJ. Sj ’ 'which he operated bis three thcLevy^said’^tR^tweeh' flveifrilP ^0% ^ litres.

ROBT.W.SEUG HEADS
FOX INTER-KiOUNTAIN

Phil Reisman, 66, veteran execu¬
tive in foreign film operations, died
of a stroke at one o’clock yesterday
(Tues.) in Roosevelt Hospital, New
York. He was first stricken Mon¬
day while visiting Gus Eyssell,
president of Rockefeller Center
and longtime business associate
and personal friend, at the latter’s'
office. ^
f .
•Reisman at the time of his death
was president of. the Fugazy Ship¬
ping Corp,, import-export company
which he joined’ six months ago.
But most of his business career was
spent with RKO as head of foreign
operations. In addition to his filrn
industry standing,-various foreign
government citations attest to the
effectiveness of the role he as¬
sumed in cementing cultural as
well
as • commercial
relations
abroad.
In 1942,-at the request of Nelson.
Rockefeller, he became director of
distribution for the Office Coor¬
dinator of Inter-American Affairs
and a year later was named asso¬
ciate director of the motion picture
division of that same office. Also
in 1943 he served as chairman of
the film industry’s foreign man¬
agers’ unit of the War Activities
Committee.
Reisman’s decorations included:
Cruzeiro dU Sul, Brazil; Gold
Medal of Honor, Mexico; Comm.
Cross of St, George of Corinthia,
Italy; Comm. Legion of Honor,.
France; and the Gold Medal of
Honor of Uruguay..
Born in St. Paul, Reisman en¬
tered the film industry ih 1917 as
a salesman for the old Triangle
company. His associations there¬
after were numerous, including,
posts with Samuel Goldwyn pro=ductions. Paramount, the late Sid¬
ney R. Kent, Universal and Pathe.
In 1932 he became film buyer for
RKO Theatres and a year later
shifted to the RKO film export
division where he was to quickly
move up to the post of viespresident in charge of worldwide dis¬
tribution.
He survived the crises and man¬
agement-ownership changes with
which RKO had been identified
until 1952 when intra-mural con¬
flicts led to his switching to v.p. of
Joseph P. Kennedy Industries. He
and Kennedy were friends' for
years. He also was to become asso¬
ciated with Michael Todd as presi¬
dent of the latter’s independent
company. He left Todd six months
ago to join the Fugazy outfit.
Survivors include his wife, Irene;
two sons, Phil Jr., a television and
film writer, and William, semi¬
narian at the Alexandria Theologi¬
cal Seminary, Alexandria, Va., and
two sisters and a , brother.
Services at 11 a.m. Friday at the
dleorge JDavis Funeral Home. Re¬
count Place, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
followed by private interment at
Gate of Heaven Cemeteix
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Higher Admissions Vs. Bargains;
Chicago Theatres Trend Upward
Chicago, March 12.
Admission scale problems are
plaguing Chicago theatres anew.
Some managements are trying to
meet the increasing nut of today's
film operations with boosted ad¬
missions while others hope for fullelv houses resulting from cutrate
ticket prices. Never have down¬
town prices ranged so widely with
such lincertain implications.
Several reasons are Offered by
price juggling theatres: daytime
trade, kid trade, product qii.-'lity.
other theatres’ price changes, busi¬
ness j^ood, business is bad, busi¬
ness “iS'^usiness. The variety of
reasons cited for revamping b.o.
rates is symptomatic of the seem¬
ing confusion as to what course to
follow.
Top scales of course reside iii
the Palace where “Seven Wonders”
is still going strong with some
tickets at $3,40 and in the Me Vick¬
ers with a $3.30 maximum for “Ten
Commandments.” These shows are
only Involved in the present situa¬
tion by way of example since huge
chunks of their daytime grosses
derive from specially priced morn¬
ing shows for juvenile groups at
90c per head.
Sparking the upward suf-ge is
the little 430-seat Davis-owned Ziegfeld. Manager Tom Dowd upped
evening tickets from 90c to $1.25
in January and then to $1.50 with
the current success of “Marcelino.” However, prices for the ju¬
venile crop were set at 50c with
rates to schools in a selling scheme
that is bringing hundreds of Catho¬
lic parochial school kids in for
smash daytime business during
midweek, and because of word-ofmouth publicity their parents turn
out in the evenings. The pictui'e
has drawn well among the regular
art house' clique top.
ing possibilities.
Another
attack on daytime
drought in the boxoffice was just
launched by the Oriental, at 3,400
seats, the second largest theatre in
town. Morning prices of 90c have
been extended to five p. m. on
weekdays under the dub of “shop¬
pers special.” Previous afternoon
prices were $1.25. Owner Dick
Beck says theatres are in danger
of pricing themselves out of what¬
ever daytime business exists.
^
Short Notice Changes
Nathan Platt, director of the
Balaban & Katz flagship Chicago
Theatre', says ..that B&K will main¬
tain Evening rate of $1.50 and aft¬
ernoon tab at $1.25 in that 3,900seater as well as the United Artists
and State-Lake. (Pictures like
“Giant” and “Baby Doll” had a
$1.80 ceiling at the Chicago.) The
B&K exec feels that good pictures
draw as many niteowls at $1.50 as
at $i;25. He doubts that^janyone
will make special efforts to save
25c by coming downtown in the
afternoon except for an outstand¬
ing picture that draws o.k. without
price slashing. He admits that
price decisions must often be made
on short notice, although he comes
out against juggling prices with
each new bill.
The Roosevelt, B&K’s big 1,400seat action house, has run at 90c
evening prices for some time and
proved the most consistent of the
chain’s grossers.-However, the-indie
Grand Theatre .with the same sort
of double feature • stuff has held
fairly steady at a $1.25 top.
The advantage of the 90c rate
is not only in customer drawing
power but also in the economy of,
functioning with one inah in the
projection booth.
According to
union contracts houses with $1 tabs
must have two operators on duty.'
This 'Clause has been the main rea¬
son the independently-^owned Mon¬
roe has held the price line. That
house functions mainly with action
and offbeat material, which is avail¬

able at low cost. Owner James
Jovan says that women and couples
don’t come out for this and womenare the bulk of daytime filmgoers.
His contract with the Motion pic¬
tures Operators Union prevents his
raising the 87c price without using
a second man in the booth. Also
the offbeat locus of the Monroe
makes it hard to bid for first run
class product to justify the added
operator with a raised admission.
The two. remaining big Chi
screens seem apt to follow which¬
ever price trend wins out. The
1,400-seat Esquire can’t price it¬
self too far' out of the range of
the other nearby H&E Balaban
houses, Carnegie and Surf, when
it plays art product but must
cliarge high enough prices to en-.
able it to bid against the big
downtowp houses for firU run fare.
The Woods, with 1,206 seats, prices
what a particular' film justifies.
However, since prices are relative
to those of neighboring Loop the¬
atres, this is Oiily indicative of a
watch and wait policy by the
Woods management. In the past
the Woods has stuck to a $1.25 top
with $1.50 for outstanding attrac¬
tions.
Any downtown price reductions
bode particular ill for hard pressed
nabe houses. Many would have to
join the ranks of the extinct if
forced to compete price wise with
first run downtown houses.

‘Revived’ Only Yesterday
N.Y. Importers Group
Looks Extinedon-Prono

Independent Motion Picture Dis¬
tributors Assn., never exactly a
cohesive unit, is 1) shaky again and
2) may collapse. The group com¬
prises most of the indie importerdistributors of foreign films.
Membership met some weeks
back and voted to “revive” the or¬
ganization to make it more active
on behalf of the indies. Raise in
membership dues was decided on
at the same time. Dues notices
were never even mailed out.
It’s understood that, frustrated
via lack of cooperation he is get¬
ting, prexy Arthur L. Mayer has
been strongly considering resign¬
ing his post and in fact ha's been
sitting on his letter of resignation
for some time.
Indies, strongly competitive in
their field, have never been able
to see eye-to-eye on major iss’tes.
What’s happened within the past
year, too, is that the organization
has been split clearly into groups
of “haves” and “have-nots,” with
the biggies—Richard Davis, Ilya
Lopert, Edward L. Kingsley, Rich¬
ard Brandt and Jean Goldwurm—
jealpus of their individual positions
and more or less unable to take
joint action.
—
All of these men command thea¬
tre outlets and thus clearly have
the edge over other IMPDA* mem¬
Albany, March 19..
bers who do not. and who tend to
think more in local rather than na¬
A Film Row landmark, the for¬
tional terms. It’s this group, too,
mer Paramount Building, has been
v/hich has reluctantly gone along
sold to Operating Engineers Local
with the dues increase. It’s been
106, AFL. The union, which is oc¬
one of Mayer’s problems to find a
modus operand! under which both
cupying space.on the rear of the
factions can stay in the Associa¬
second floor, continues the tenants
tion and which will prevent com¬
which rented Space from the Farley
plete domination by the important
Estate, after Paramount-'Pictures
members.
moved to the sixth., floor of a down¬
But the lack of cooperation isn t
town officer center; in 1955.
confined'within the group. There’ve
The Farley, brothers^ George H,
be0n echoes, too, from the French
C. and William W., who handle the
Film Office in N. Y. whose topper,
’ealty holdings left bi^
Joseph Maternati, has been busy
sr, William W. Farley
arranging for the appearance of
loper of Film Row, have
French stars in the U. S, in con¬
tr headquarters to the
nection with an Ed Sullivan tftv
ic exchange, two doors
show, a French film week, in San^
norm, it was idle since, last April.
Francisco and a retrospective
Next to this office is the former,
French film cvcle at the Museum
and .empty, RKO exchange, also a
of Modern Art.- Maternati is said
Farley property. RKO had a long¬
to have made it plain that he isn’t
term lease.
pleased with the lethargic response
of the indies* to his efforts and he
has requested a meeting witfr an.
indie committee to discuss the
matter.
Most of the independents—in¬
[SOME STIGMA FOLLOWS TEENAGE WOOING] dividually—agree that they * could
benefit from a strong organization,
and there’s been a good deal of
The recent rash of rock ’n’ roll and so-called action exploitation
discussion of putting on a paid
pictures believed giving certain theatres a “stigma.” The houses
executive secretary. However, tem¬
playing these films, profitably, though they may be, find it difficult
peraments within the group are
to switch back to more ort'ho’dox film fare because of their new¬
such that unified action on any ex¬
found reputation as a haven for teenagers.
tended scale Is precluded. Associ¬
For example, the widespread publicity attendant to playing a
, rock ’n’ roller, especially if the police is called out,to maintain, or-. .. ation-couldn't-evep agree’:onyi^hich .
der, ‘give these theatres an aura'that causes-more 'sedate adulf's/v' member'Shouldtlie''
ucolfilng Gannes film festival.^ •'
• to Stay away,
'
•

Albany Film Row Shifts
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Gte ‘Unpredictable’ Native Reactions
To That Export ConunodHy-Films
Banning of “The King and I” in
Thailand (the former Siam) and
"Guys and Dolls” in Holland has
*erved to spotlight the unpredict¬
ability of the reception given such
an international commodity as the
Hollywood motion picture. “King”
played all the world capitals with¬
out a hitch but Bangkok news¬
papers beefed that the stoty con¬
cerning their country’s ancestral
monarch was not ■ suffciently rev¬
erent. So, Thailand’s Prime Min¬
ister revoked the “King’s” license.
“Guys” at first glanqe was a nat¬
ural to play the world without
offending anyone. But Dutch au¬
thorities felt the depiction of the
Salvation Army doll might not sit
well with some members of this
religious soldiery in Holland.
Such situations have obtained
for years and Hollywood producers
are^.more or less resigned to them.
For the most part, of course, they
take elaborate precautions to avert
the taboos in foreign lands but still
it comes to pass that a “King” is
defrocked and a doll with a tamborine is told to stay out of town.
A. F. Corwin of the International
Committee of the Assn, of Motion
Picture Producers and the Motion
Picture Export Assn, of America
has gotten together some of the
history of the strange ways of cen¬
sorship around the world. And as
Corwin points put, the rub for the
Yank film-maker is that social cus¬
toms, culture and traditions vary
from country to country and this
results in different attitudes to¬
ward the content of pictures.
The Americans, in Indonesia
seeking to shape their wares for an
unrestricted global market, have
come upon the knowledge that In¬
donesia will not permit scenes of
revolt, insurrection or guerilla
warefare. The British are sensi¬
tive to lightness in the handling of
religious themes. The French do
a burn when a picture focuses on
the French Foreign Legion. And
nearly all countries are opposed to
strong emphasis on violence or
'brutality, notes Corwin.
Toughest of all countries for the
merchants of Hollywood pix is In¬
dia. This nation is averse to films
dealing with crime, to femme at¬
tire which is more or less modest
by western standard$ and scissors
out any scene in which alcohol is
being consumed. The Indian gov¬
ernment some time ago ordered
the deletion of the entire drinkingsong segment in the Italian-made
“La Traviata’' and similarly low¬
ered the boom on the scene in
Metro’s “Student Prince’” in which
♦I9th century Heidelberg fj|'dents
waved beer steins while singing
“Drink, Drink, Drink” from the
Romberg operetta.
India, Corwin reports, is per¬
haps even more harsh on its na¬
tive producers, this to the extent
—that the-latterrTtled^oVe^rThe cuts"
being demanded by the censors,
threatened to concern themselves
only with folklore and mythology
and abandon any contemporary
topics in their productions. India
won’t allow kissing in a nativemade film but okays it, with some
restrictions, in pictures from the
western countries.
Back when Emperor Hirohito
was boss, Japanese censors barred
“Mutiny on the Bounty,” because
it dealt with insurrection on board
a British ship, and ^ “Mary of Scot¬
land,” which concerned the execu¬
tion of a British monarch. Both
features, whioh . were Americanmade, played England without inci¬
dent. but the Japs thought, such
screen merchandise might give
Nipponese malcontents some bad
ideas.

W. C. Arnold's Anlitrusler
Kansas City, March 19.
Lawsuit seeking over $100,000
fr(^ nine distributors and one cir¬
cuit was filed here last week by
Wiliam C. Arnold, Pittsburg, Kans.,
who formerly operated the Cozy
Theatre there.
Arnold alleges the defendants
entered into a conspiracy to pre¬
clude him from obtaining firs trim
pictures, and asks treble damages
of $93,000 and $10,000 attorneys
fees.
The defendants: Columbia, Met¬
ro, Warner Brothers, Paramount,
RKC), ReiDublic, United Artists,
Universal and 20th-Fox, and Fox
Midw^t Theatres.

Aging Fast, Too Costly
[PRESENT STARS] .
Dallas, March 19.
Beh Bard, 20th CenturyFox’s director of liew talent,
addressing speech and theatre
students at Southern Metho¬
dist U. here declared:
^'Hollywood’s
establisfied
stars are aging fast and do not
pull as they once did. Morer
over their salary demands are
raising production costs to ■
' prohibitive heights.”
Bard took snapshots of in¬
teresting faces here and will',
do the same at other colleges.

Japnese Gross on ‘War’
To Top ‘Roman Holiday’;
.|iiant’ Another Socko
Tokyo, March 19.
Warners "Giant” which is cur¬
rently the top blockbuster release
in the States has scored big boxoffice here. Ditto Paramount’s
“War and Peace.” Latter was
strengthened in that Audney Hep¬
burn may be the top femme star
in Japan among the imports.
Tolstoy tale grossed around
$125,000 in an eight-week run and
the new Sh'ochuki Central Theatre
in downtown Tokyo and first-run
showirigs in Osaka, Kobe and
Kyoto is drawing heavy coin. Pic¬
ture will go into generak::?^elease
at the end of this month, with ad¬
missions continuing “slightly ad¬
vanced.”
F, C. Henry, Paramount Far
East division manager, expects the
picture to amass a total take of
$972,222, which would top “Roman
Holiday’s” $808,333, pii-evious high
here for a foreign film.
“Giant” played Tokyo’s Hibiya
Theatre for eight weeks, gros.siug
approx. $111,111. Top t)u'siness is
also reported during first runs in
the Kansai area.
J. E. Dagal, Warner’s gen'eral
manager here, said the picture set
all-time records at Nagoya, Sap¬
poro and Fukuoka and is expected
to top previous WB high of $555,555 for “East of Eden.”
Dagal attributed the popularity
of the film about Texas to tl^e fact
that it is primarily a family picture
and that Orientals are very con¬
scious of family ties. He minimized
the sub-theme of Texan prejudice
against the Mexicans as drawing
sympathy from the Japanese.
Citing previous heavy coin films
here such as “Shane” and “The
Searchers,” Degal noted the Japanege like Western pictures with
X^ramatic twist.

Inside Stutf-Pictures
Cambridge, Mass.
Editor, Variety:
In several of the recent. issues
of Variety mention has been made
of the successful fight against mo¬
tion picture censorship in the state
of Massachusetts. In order to clear
the record, I would like to state
that the Brattle Theatre was prlmartly responsible for declaring
the censorship statute in ^Massa¬
chusetts invalid. This Wasi done
without the aid of any outside dis¬
tributor or exhibitor association.
In handing down the decision.
Judge Wilkins said, “it is unthink¬
able that there is a power ... to
require the submission to advance
scrutiny by governmental authority
of newspapers to be published on
Sunday, of sermons to be preached
on Sunday, or public addresses to
be made on Sunday.”
In the case of Times^ilm Corp,,
the Court concluded: “In the Brat¬
tle Films case, we have decided
that Section 4 is unconstitutional
as applied to the facts in that case.
This is enough to dispose' pf the
merits of this matter for all' prac¬
tical purposes.”
Cyrus I. Harvey Jr.,

Court May ‘Solve’
Loew Debt And
hm Sepatafion
The N.Y. Federal Court" is ex¬
pected to hand down this week an
intermediate decision relating to
the disposition of JL.oew’s Inc.’s
funded debt of $30,000,000. A.num¬
ber of hearings have been held dur¬
ing the past two weeks between the
attorneys for Loew’s and the in¬
surance companies holding the
funded debts. Arguments were'
heard by Judge Edmund L. Palmieri who is hearing all cases stem¬
ming from the Government’s con¬
sent decree orders involving the
film companies.
Whether additional hearings will
lie held depends largely on the
order issued by the Federal judge.
It’s noted by a Loew’s spokesman
that the order is not expected to
he a final one, but will represent,
for the most part, an indication
of the court’s comprehension of the
problems involved in the compli-.
cated matter of splitting the debt
between the production-distribu¬
tion company and the theatre com¬
pany. Some, reports indicate that
the production-distribution unit
may assume approximately $25,000, and the theatre segment the
remainder of the, $5,000,000,
The delay in reaching a satisfac¬
tory division bn the funded debt
has been the One obstacle prevent¬
ing the final separation Of-the theatres from the nroduction-distribution arm.

Romantic Can-Do-Vietnam Style
[Oriental Actress on Kissing and Stuff]
►By DAVID M. JAMPEL^-^
Tokyo, March 19.
Speaking of kissing, the beauti¬
ful girl drew A deep breath, pursed
her full lips and' said ■softly/ “I
can do.”
This was in reply to Hollywood
producer-director Joseph H. Mam
kiewicz who rejected her for the
female lead in “The Quiet Ameri¬
can,” now completing location
shooting in Saigon, because he
didn’t think she would kiss as well
as’a Western actress.
But Thu-Trang, “Miss Vietnam
of 1955,” disclosed to V>}lRIETY, “I
think I can kiss if my actor I like
him. But not anybody. If I play
in a movie and have kiss, I have
to play with someone I like.”
She explained that Vietnamese
films, to indicate romantic progress,
use talk, the handshake, the em¬
brace and ^kind of scenting nose
peck
the cheek.
About the latter display of af¬
fection, Thu-Trang told this re¬
porter, “If you want to know how,
you have to go to Saigon.”
The curvaceous actress arrived
hefe with Tong-Ngoc-Hap, topper
of Vien-Dong Motion Picture Co.,
who produces, directs, writes scen-

arios, composes music and you
name it.
The pai? are negotiating with a
Japanese major for a co-production
starring4he Vietnamese prize pack¬
age in a dual role. : Initial agree¬
ment has been reached and details
are biding: firmed: .up.
Thu-Trahg Is iff a Filipino-Vietnamese co-production called “The
Fire and the Shadow” now being
shown in the U.S, Her second film,
more to her liking because she
plays a .princess rather than a
bloodstained Commie gunfighter, is
“Luc Van Tien.” She and Tong are
working on dubbing and scoring
of the latter at Rengo* Film Studios
while in Tokyo.
A journalist before-copping beauty
honors, Thu-Traffg has a novel to
her credit. But most of her journal¬
ism was done on films and film per¬
sonalities. She described her inter¬
viewing technique, “I ask an ac¬
tress about her life, her sentiment
and her love. Between women it’s
very easy to talk.” With a show of
worldliness, she added, “If I ask
an actor, it’s easier.”
Asked if Vietnam intends to
make any pictures with kissing
scenes, she replied, “Not yet, but
not never.”

Senate Bill 60, Xvhich would make parents and guardians of delin¬
quent children responsible for personal injuries and property damage
resultinjg from malicious acts, has been approved by the upper branch
nf the New Hampshire Legislature. The measure, sponsored by Sen,
Nelle B. Holmes of Amherst, at the* request of Atty. Gen. Louis Wyman,
would permit juvenile courts to compel parents or guardians to pa^
for losses resulting from juvenile delinquency. The adults could also
be fined or jailed as a result of the youngsters” wrongdoing.
This is from history but appropriate to mention at this time in view
of the big-money pictures now in release. Could serve comparison
purposes.
When Paramount was swinging out with “Greatest Show on Earth,”
sales exec E. K. (Ted) O’Shea brought in rentals of $1,000,000 on just
three booking deals. Interstate Theatres bought the picture flat at
$250,000, Eitel’s Palace in Chicago paid the. same amount via a guar¬
antee against a percentage and New York’s Radio City Music Hall
contributed $500,000 on a straight percentage arrangement.
*
______
Kirk Douglas’ refusal to answer cerain questions in connectionc with
his lawsuit against Walt Disney has been apprqyed by L.A. Spperior
Judge Bayard Rhone. Actor, who is suing for invasion of privacy
over the use on tv of footage lensed of him and his children at
Disney’s home,' had declined during the taking of a deposition to
answer 19 queries regarding, his gross earnings, income tax and pref¬
erences of tv shows on which he would like to appear. When Douglas
declined to. answer, Disney’s attorneys brought a court orders requir¬
ing him to respond to the queries. However, Judge Rhone held Doug¬
las was within his rights in declining to answer.

To Note in Passing
On the basis of present rec¬
ords, “Ten Commandments”
will reach the $1,000,000 mark
in gross business at New
York’s Criterion Theatre some-time on Friday (22), according
to Paramount. Film company
plans a lobby celebration to
mark the event, and, of course,
the person on line with the
$l,000,000-clinching ticket, will
be admitted free.
Cecil B, DeMille production
starts its 20th week Friday
and the gross figure excludes
the. advance sale- of about
$200,000 expected as of that
day.

Court Slashes Brazilian
Distriib’s 272G Balm Plea
Vs. London Co. to $15,200

‘Typically American’ Not
Boxoffice Deterrent To
‘Picnic,’‘Ducliin,’‘Rock’
Characteristically' American pic¬
tures are no longer “foreign” to
overseas audiences. Trio of 'Colum¬
bia execs, in detailing strong gains
made by that company abroad,
cited “Picnic,” y/’Eddy Duchin
Story” and “Root Around the
Clock” as being outstanding money¬
makers throughout the world.
Lacy W. Kastner, president of
Col International, reported that
Col’s foreign gross rose 24%, or
by $5,000,00®, in the -37 weeks end¬
ed Feb. 9. While the general run
of Col product was on a <juality up¬
beat, according to Kastner, he and
Continental supervisor Harry No¬
vak and Far East chief Michael
Bergher underlined the impact
which the three above named pro¬
ductions had on the world market.
Bergher said he regarded as . par¬
ticularly “fantastic” the enthusias¬
tic reception given the rock ’n’ roU
entry in India where traditional
and cultural music is for the most
part stressed.
“P|cnic,” from the William Inge
play,' had been regarded in the
trade as “typically American,’* fo¬
cusing on a typically-native outing
in the midwest, and “Duchin
Story” was a biopic on the late
orchestra leader who never had too
great an international reputation.
In New York over the j>ast week,
Kastner listed .the gains made by
Col as 18%,: in England, 42% Far
East, 23% Latin America, 11% on
the Continent and 17% in Aus¬
tralia.

British Films Do Brasil Ltda.,
which sued London Film Produc¬
tions for total damages of $272,000
on breach of contract beef, last
week saw N.Y. Supreme Court Jus¬
tice Harold A. Stevens shave down
its claim to a $15,200 award. Plain¬
tiff originally sought to recover
$22,000 paid to London under an
April 6, 1953, deal plus $25O,O0O for
alleged contract; breach.
Suit arose out of the 1953 agree¬
ment under which. British Films
acquired some 23 pix frdm Lon¬
don for distribution’ in Brazil over
a five-year period. Pact called
for the'Brazilian outfit to pay Lon¬
don $23,000 in royalties. In addi¬
tion, it was accorded the right to
order extra 35m or 16m prints of
any or all of the films involved.
. By reason of London’s failure
-to-supply- -Gertain-pix—in-a-Nov^8j1954, order, British Films charged
that the entire pact was void.
Cleveland, March 19.
Among pictures involved in the
Regulai* series of oh’ce^a-week
overall deal were “Thief , of Bag¬
dad,” “Jungle l^ook” and “Drums.” Cinerama show-trains bound for
In trimming down British Films’ Cleveland is steaming up bigger
plea for heavy balm. Justice Stev¬ grosses for the Stanley-Warner
ens said “it should be pointed out palace here, now in its Ifith stanza
that plaintiff has used, exhibited, with “This is Cinferama.’j It has
before and after the contract been steadily grossing from $26,breach} soine or all of the 12 pic¬ '500 to ne^ly $30,000 in recent
tures in its. possession; that it has frames, chiefly from out-of-town
received revenue therefrom in trade, as a result of saturating
1955, and. in some instances, in Ohio with special package deals
with railroads and bus-lines.
1956, ”
Show-trains for this month are
In a lengthy opinion Justice scheduled to bring, close to 2,300
Stevens demonstrated a keen in¬ paid-in-advance ticket buyers from
sight of the inner workings of the
film industry. For in analyzing such Ohio cities as Canton, Dover,
Ashland, Mansfield, Tiffin and FqsBritish Films’ alleged loss from
Nov. 8, 1954, to the end of the conr toria. Around 1,000 bookings from
Ashtabula and about 700 from
tract period, he stated that the
plctintiff continued to show many Sandusky are' siflffed for early
April excursions via^ three rail¬
of London’s pictures even into roads and Greyhound Buses.
1956.
Through tieups
with
those
“A study of the income derived transportation
lines, , boxoffices
from each picture after the initial have been set up in 65 major cities
exhibition,” Justieg Stevens wrote, by Max Mink, managing director
“and upon each‘subsequent show¬ of the 1,485-capacity house, and
ing, reveals a sharp decline in rev¬ Arthur Manson, publicity chief for
enue. These are so-called .flat Cinerama here and Pittsburgh. A
pictures. Testimony at the trial heavy newspaper campaign cover¬
indicated that since entering of ing those towns is keyed along
the contract, VistaVision, Cinema- with .25 full-sized billboards
Scope and other more recent ad¬ thoughout the st&te along this ban¬
vancements have been introduced nerline: “Climb aboard the Cine¬
into Brazil and are being widely rama Show-Wagon For a Weekused.
End of Superlative Fun in tlleve“As such they are in direct com¬ land—the Best Location in the Na¬
petition.
The plaintiff while tion.”
claiming a profit in its operations
produced no books or records to
Columbia Pictures renewed pro¬
support its claim from . 1951 or ducer Charles. Schneer for three
1952, and afterwards.”
additional films.

Cleyeland Show-Trams_
Boost Cinerama Take
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"3 Coins in the Fountain”
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Town’s Dilemma

Picture Grosses
‘Shrinking Man’ Big 7iG,
L’ville; ‘James’ Potent
$10,500,‘Lizzie’Lean 7G
Louisville, March 19.
Moderate h.o. activity here this
week, with Lerit slowing pace
along with State High School Bas¬
ketball tournament March 14-16.
Kids swarmed over the downtown
area, and packed Freedom Hall
for battle of quintets, but had lit¬
tle effect on cinema grosses.
"Shrinking Man” is. one of best
newcomers, being solid at the Ken¬
tucky. "Paris Does Strange Things”
is good at the Mary'Anderson
while ‘‘Jesse James” at the Rialto
looks fine. “Lizzie” at Loewis is
sluggish.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.-U.A.) (1,000;
$1.25-$2) —r "10 Commandments”
(Par) (4th wk). Big $11,500 after
last week’s $14,000.
Kentucky (United Artists) (1,000;
50-85)—"Shrinking MAn” (U) and
"Hot Shots” (AA). Fancy $7,000.
Last week "Dance With Me,
Henry” (UA) and "Rebel in Town”
.(UA), $6,000.
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
50-85)—"Lizzie” (M-G) and "Flight
to Hong Kong” (UA). Mild $7,000
or near.
Last week, "Drango”
(UA) and "The Boss” (Col), same.
Mary Anderson (i*eople’s) (1,000;
50-85) — "Paris * Does Strange
Things” (WB). Good $4,500. Last
week, "Giant” (WB) (2d wk), $3,500
at upped scale.'
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-85) — "True Story of Jesse
James” (20th)* and ‘‘Women Pit¬
cairn Island” (20th). Likely will
hit nice $10,500. Last week, "Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) and
"Storm Rider” (Indie), $9,O0O.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 8)
of Passion” (UA) and "Halliday
Brand” (UA), $10,800.
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian
(ABPT-UATC) (3,300; 1,503; 85-^
$1.80) — "Rebel Without Cause’*^
(WB) and "East of Eden” (WB) (re¬
issues). Fair $16,500. Last week,
D’Town Par. "Big Land” (WB) and
"Coldlitz Story” (Indie) (3d wk-4
days), $3,100; Egyptian, ."Carmen
Jones” (20th) (reissue), $9,400.
state (UATC) (2,404; 80-$1.25)
—"Carmen Jones” (20th) (reissue)
(m.o,). Modest $6,000. Last week,
in unit.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1-$1.50)
—"Lost Continent” (Lopert) (2d
wk).
Fine $5,500.
Last week,
$6,900.
Hillstreet, Hollywood Paramount
(RKO-F&M) (2,752; 1,468; 80-$1.50)
—“Rainmaker” (Par) and "High
Terrace” (AA) (2d wk). Dull $10,000. Last week, $13,100, plus $39,200 ih five nabes, three ozoners.
Iris (FWC) (756: $.LL0J|1.5Q1—
"Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (3d
wk). Steady $2,700. Last week,
same.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296;
$1.25-$1.75) — "Battle Hymn” (U)
(4th wk). Thin $4,500. Last week,
$5,600.
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; 90-$1.50)
—"Wings of Eagles”. (M-G) and
"Hot Summer Night” (M-G) (4th
wk). Soft $4,500. Last week, with
State, $9,400.
Vogue <FWC) (885; 90-$1.50)—
"Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk). Okay
$3,800. Last week, with Los An¬
geles, Loyola, $16,200, plus $5,300
in one nabe.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25$1.50)—"Great Man” (U) (5th wk).
Light $3,700. Last week, $4,100.
El Key (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50)—
"Wee Geordie” (Indie) and "In
the Park” (Indie) (5th wk). Thin
$2,000. Last week, $2,000.
Carthay (FWC) d,138; $1.75$3.50)—"Around World 80. Days”
(UA) (13th Wk). Extra shows up¬
ping to socko $27,000. Last week,
$20,600.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
$1.50-$3.30)—"10 Commandments”
(Par) (18th wk). Great $20,000.
Last week, $20,600.
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cinerama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—"Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Cinerama) (71st
wk). Into curreht week Sunday
(17) after big $16,500 last week.
Canon (RosenexO (533; $1.50)—
"LaStrada (T-L) (20th wk). Light
$2,500. Last week, $2,700.
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50)
—"Street of Shame” (Indie) (5th
wk). Okay $3,000. Last Week,
$3,400.

Lyndonvllle, Vt., March 19.
'• This town is stuck with a
film theatre and . the problem
of what to do with it. Voters
were asked last week fo dei,
eide the fate of the Gem The^
atre building, acquired by the
.town some time ago.
It was proposed that the
building be used to store fire
-^department equipment, but the
townspeople voted to delay ac¬
tion on the idea.

Jimmy Diirahte’s H.Y. Paddyfest
Continued from page.

Z

opening crack', "No one likes our main an unsatisfactory -rhetorical
guest of honor but the people.’*
question, especially coi^idering his
(Continued from page 9)
A succession of show biz names otherwise superlative skill as a
—“Lost Continent” (Lopert) (2d
who, participated in the Mort Sun¬ toastmaster which requires Surely
wk). First session ended Sunday
shine-scripted cavalcade of the none of the dialectic Intrusions.
(17) was lofty $24,700. Playing
The Sunshine script was alter¬
Great Sehnozzola’s life and times
day-date with Fine Arts, where pic
all
attested, by word, artistry and/ nately inspired and disappointing,
also is doing well.
or personal appearance, to the the latter chiefly because it was a
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
extraordinary
affection
Jimmy libretto that sometimes read better
$1.20-$3.50)—"Seven Wonders of
Durante enjoys within and without than it played.' Kaye and Moore
World” (Cinbrama) (50th wk). The
obviously threw away the script,
show
business•
49th stanza ended Saturday (16)
was smash $40,800 for 18 shows,
Earl Wrightson set the keynote and their summations of the char¬
including two morning student
with tjie excellent "Ballad of acter and calibre that; constitute
shows. The 48th week, 19 shows,
James Durante,” written by Jackie Durante were the more effective.
was $40,000. Anytime this house
Barnett, longtime scripter for the Edward G. Robinson skillfully
runs" above 16 . shows, the extra
Schnoz.
It’s a stirring tune," clowned his bit; Miss Bankhead
shows are student morning perforliterate and accurate in its ap¬ seemed lost "because I never met
Cincinnati, March 19.
manees at 90c top.
praisal of the g. of .h., and worthy Mr. Sunshine,” indicating she had
Better-than-par outlook for three of recording. (Incidentally, if as is no written part, and was not up
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)—
“Tempest in Flesh” (Pace) (9th new bills and continuing strength customary at these functions of to the glib ad lib.* Tony "Martin
wk). -Current round ending tomor¬
could have forgotten "Lullaby of
row (Thurs.) looks like good $4,100. •of two-a-day pix this week length¬ late, the proceedings, were tape- Broadway” perhaps and clicked
ens the string of winning totals for recorded, this may become a col¬ even more resoundingly with the
The eighth week was $4,500.
Central (Maurer) (854; $1.25- downtown houses. Newcomers, in¬ lector’s item.)
The galaxy of talent reads and "Inka Dinka” parody in tribute to
$1.80)—"Mom and Dad” (Indie)^ clude "Men in War” fair at Albee
and "She Shoulda Said No.” (In¬
played like a dream benefit bill. the honored gue.st. Phil Silvers
die) (8th wk). The seventh week and ."True Story of . Jesse James,-’’ Dais headed by Mayor Robert F. should, have done' more..
ended last night (Tues.) was big/ okay at Palace. Also new, "Full of Wagner further attested" to the ' There .was also an opportunity
$14,000. The sixth was $18,500.
Life” is big- at Keith’s, "10 Com¬ guest’s, stature. Durante acted and for a bit between grownup quiz
kid Charles Van Doren and Hal
mandments” is in 13th week and later voiced his. opinion that he March, both on the dais, which was
"Seven Wonders of World” irt 41st. couldn’t believe they were all talk¬ muffed, and perhaps the most logi¬
ing about him. He confessed this cal, forseeable-opportunity for a
Estiniates for This Week
was the first time he ever had a hangup nostalgic afterpiece could
Albee (RKO) (3,100,; 90-$1.25)— dinner given for him.
have come, from .a gala^Ky such as
“Men in War”. (U^). Fair $9,500.
Nothing can top this one. The Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, Tallulah
Last week, "Top Secret Affair”.
Washington, March 19.
"bodking” was an inspiration. Any Bankhead, Jessel * and Price-forPicture . business is showing (WB), same.
of the theatrical guilds or.welfare'
Capitol (SW-Cinema Corp) (1,- agencies who will share in “the Cantor..
some pickup currently, thanks to
All of which is Monday morn¬
new entries. Top newcomer is 376; $1.20-$2.65)—"Seven Won¬ proceeds from the banquet could
ing quarterbacking. The main event
"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison,” do¬ ders’- (Cinerama) •(41st wk). Still
ing aocko business. "Incredible strpng at $14,500. Last week, have been the auspices. It was was more than satisfactory. It put
perhaps a shade more dramatic the spotlight on a lovable show
Shrinking Man” is rated fast as is $15,000.
"Barretts of Wimpole Street.” Of ..Grand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.25) that an organization called* the biz gent Who fully rated it. In the
older offerings, "Men at War” con¬ —"10 Commandments” (Par) (13th Jewish Theatrical Guild singled same tradition of selflessness he
tinues strong in second while wk).' In step with last week’s $12,- fout a non-coreligionist for thisx was the clay pigeon to attract
signal honor.
"Seven Wonders of World” is on 000, socko.
beaucoup loot for the sundry show
the upbeat in 12th round. "East of
In sequence, thejtributes to "the biz charities—about $85,000 worth,
KeFth’s. (Shor) (1,500; 75-$L25)—
Eden” and "Rebel Without- a
Cyrano,
of the cellars” whose
Cause” are dualed in a two-house "Full of Life” (Col). Big $9,000. father "was a better barber than between the dinner and the sou¬
parlay,, to take advantage of James Last week, "Rainmaker” (Par) (2d Perry Como” was keynoted by venir journal’s ad revenue.
The credits are many. Harry E.
Dean’s popularity. Pair shapes fair. wk), $7,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$ 1.10)— Tony- Martin’s lusty singing of Gould, executive veepee of the
Estimates for This Week
‘‘True Story Jesse James” (20th). "Lullabye of Broadway,” encoring Guild, was general xihairman of the
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90) Okay $10,000 or near. Last week, with a Samm/ Cahn parody bn dinner. Harry Brandt was coordi¬
—"East of Eden” (WB) and "Rebel "Big Land” (WB), $9,500.
"Inka Dinka Do,” in personal nating chairman. Quite obviously
Without Cause” (WB) (reissues).
tribute to Schnoz.
.
Abe Lastfogel, head of the William
Fair $4,500. Last week, "Gun for
Mayor Wagner, William GaxtOn, Morris Agency which has long han¬
Coward” (U), $3,500.
BUFFALO
Geprgie Price (subbing for Eddie, dled Durante, was importantly
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
Cantor and doing a capital imita¬ aligned in the overall operation,
(Continued from page 9)
—"Heaven Knows,' Mr. Allison”
Fine $9,00.0 or tive" job), Ted Lewis, Phil Silvers, as were Nat Kalcheim and George
(20th). Big $25,000, hypoed by Rider” (Indie).
fancy preem featuring Marine close. Last week, "Oh, Men! Oh, Sophie Tucker, Edward G: Robin¬ Wood of the agency.
drum and bugle corps. Last week, Women!” (20th) and "Lover Boy” son (a la "Little Caesar”), Polly
Bergen (as Helen Morgan), Ralph
"Mister Cory’"" (U), $10,000.
(Indie) (10 days), $11,500.
Bellamy, Anna Marie Alberghetti
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; .70-90)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— (a particular wow), Paul Whiteman,
— "Barretts
Wimpole
Street”
"Silent
World”
(CoU
and
"Repri-.
Danny
Kaye (who abandoned the
(M-G). Pleasant $6,000» Last week,
Continue^ from pane 2
j
Light $7,000.
Last script for his own personal tribute,
"Four Girls in Town” (U), $5,000. sal” (Col).
week, “Battle Hymn” (U) and "Four a masterful bit of verbiage), Ray impact than a ditto in either tv or
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 70-90)— Girls in Town” (U) (2d wk), $10,films? Yes, he would.
Bolger (hoofing impression of Lou
"Shrinking Man” (U). Fast $8,000 500.
Would he now drop his book¬
Clayton), Garry Moore (another
or close. Last week, "Battle Hymn”
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; $1.25- sincere thumbnail impression of writing (he’s been a bestseller for
(U) (3d wk), $7,000.
$2.50)—"10 Commandments” (Par) Durante), Tallulah Bankhead, Hal several years, was a novelist for
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 70-90) (12th wk). Steady $14;000. Last
years before his foray into video)
March, Kathryn Grayson, Don now that he’s a three-way legit-pix—“East of Eden” (WB)'and "Rebel week, $15,000.
Ameche, Mike Todd, Martha Raye tv scribbler? No, as a matter of
Without Cause” (WB) (reissues).
Teck (SW-Cinerama) (1,200; and Roberta Sherwood preceded
Good $7,000. Last week, "Gun for
$1.20-$2.40) — "Seven Wonders” Jessel’s sum-up and Durante’s fact, he’s doing a novel now foi* his
Coward” (U), $5,500.
publisher. Little, Brown.
(Cinerama) (29th wk). Fine $10,thank-you speech.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)— 000. Last week, $11,000.
How about television? Same.
"Men in War” (UA) (2d wk).
Latter was effective because of Coming up in May on "Playhouse
Sturdy
$16,000
after
$21,000
its faltering, off-the-cuff, pure frac¬ 90” is his videogtaphy of his grand¬
opener; holds.
tured English, 100% Durante-style, father, the late Sen. Gore, who
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—
but there was nothing faltering by brought him up. It will be called
St. Louis. March 19.
"Snow Was Black” (Indie) (3d wk).
the Durante & (Eddie) Jackson "The Blind Senator.”
(He was
Okay $2,500 after $4,000. Stays on.
A hill introduced in the Missouri song-and-dance-and-pianistics that Oklahoma’s first Senator.)..
TransXux (T-L) (600; 90-$i;'25) Legislature several weeks ago to "ensiied,“ihcluding a'ndstalglc" recreWhere from' here? He returns
—"Iron Petticoat” (M^G) (4th wk).
tion of Lou Clayton’s "Tea For April 1 to the Coast. Co-irtcidentalOkay $5,000. Continues. Last week, bart daylight saving time through¬ Two” tap-dance.
Prior thereto ly, that’s the date Metro starts
$6,000.
out the state has run into stiff op- Bolger had done an impression of' shooting Vidal’s screenplay, "I Ac¬
Warner (SW-Ciiierama) (1,300; posish and seems to be doomed Clayton’s "sand-dance” that was a cuse” (ex-"Capt. Dreyfus”) in Lon¬
$1.20-$2.40) — "Seven Wonders”
I highlight of the great night. •
don* and Europe. Jose Ferrer di¬
(Cinerama) (12th wk). Up to lively fbr the current session. Operators
$18,000 after $17,000 for 11th week. of hard top houses as well as I The Schnozzle’s few words ac¬ rects and stars. Vidal will be
Uptown (SW) (1,100;. $1.20-$2.40) ozoners, radio 'and television sta-. cented once again his deep strain finishing the screenplay of "Billy
of sentiment. "I’m -sure that Lbu the Kid,” to star Paul Newman,
—“Oklahoma”
(Magna). ..Fancy
tions, newspapers and civic groups Clayton up= there is watching me \^o also had' the name role in
$7,000. Last week, same.
lobbied vigorously against the tonight.” He^ also recalled Sime Vidal’s tel'eplay.
measure.’
Silverman’s influence upon his
What picture Interest is there
CHICAGO
As a result of the pressure, Rep. career. As for Louis B. Mayer’s in "Planet?” Vidal has "heard’*
N. G. Abbott (R) Stockton, Mo., counsel to him, it was: "You’re that 20th-Fox, .Warners and Metro
(Continued from page 9)
(Cinerama) (13tlfwk).i ^Gfreat :$39,- one of the isponsors declared he- all set out here (in Hollywood), are eyeing it.
From recent figures of other
would leave the bill on the in¬ Jimmy; get yourself a. house . .
500. /Lafet week, $^43,500'.
. Roosmrelt (BK) (1,400- 65-90)— formal calendar for an indefinite and Durante added, "He ali^ gaye legit sales to Hollywood, would it
me
some
good
advice
about
some
be
fair to guess that "Planet” will
period,
thus
virtually,
abandoning
“Three i Violent People” (Par) and
bring around $300,000. Yes, that
"ManVFrom Del Rio” (UA) (2d wk). it. Many state iegislators favored annuities . . .”
Sime
Silverman,
founder-editorsounds
reasonable, but William
standard
time
but
the
measure
Fine $14,000. Last week, $19,000.,
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- ran into the' strongest opposish publisher of Variety, figured more Morris Agency will do the master¬
than
once
throughout
the
evening,
minding
on the money.
$1.50)—"Men in War” (UA) (2d' from St. Louis and St. Louis Coun¬
as part of the script and in the
What about "Planet” abroad?
wk). Good enough $20,000. Last ty representatives.
lyric
of
"The
Ballad
of
James
England
for sure, and the leads
week, $33,000.
Durante,” because of his friendship are being cast now (Robert Morley
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
fair
and
counsel
with
the
original
Jayne
Mansfierd
Unhitch
has
befen
spoken of fot the Cyril
—“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (4th wk).
Clayton, Jackson & Dutante, in Jlitchard part).' Also, a number of
Still, big at .$4,200. Last wfeek,
Dallas, March 19.
furthering
tbeir
career
up
from
the
countries
on
the Continent are ne¬
$5,000.
Paul J. Mansfield has been grant¬ saloon circuit of the Prohibition, gotiating for the stock 'rights
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.50)—“Rainmaker” (Par)
(4th ed a divorce from'film and stage era.
(Belgium, France, Sweden, Ger¬
wk). Fades out with $13,000. Last actress Jayne Mansfield Friday
Miss Alberghetti who had wowed many, Italy; also Australia), George
week, $14,000.
them solo as part of the talent Axelrod and Clinon Wilder (co-pro¬
(15)
on
ground
of
cruelty.
The
Woods (Essaness) (l,206r 90cavalcade, and was perhaps the ducers of "Planet’T are starting to
$1.25)—"Wings of Eagles” (M-G). couple were married May 6, 1950, standout of the proceedings, re¬ study a national company.
Good pace-setting first week at in Fort Worth and were separated prised "Comes From The Heart”
How does he regard himself as a
sturdy $28,000. Last week, "Bun¬ Jan, 7,1955.
with Durante, in the same idiom as writer?
Topping Caesar’s Gaul,
dle of Joy” (RKO-U) (3d wk), $14,Mansfield’s only citation of when he did it with Helen Traubel. he’s divided foiur Ways in his own
000.
cruelty in the petition filed Jan. 2
There was little to be captious mind and from a worfc-a-day view
World (Indie) (600; 90)—"House
of Pleasure” (Teitel).
Sturdy was that "Jayne had gone into the about the evening. There were per¬ —films, television, book-writing,
$5,800. Last weeTc, "La Strada” motion picture business 'causing haps too many Yiddishisms. Even and now legit. Each compartment is
neglect to her husband and also Martha Raye, an Irisher, seemed separate, with different Impact
(T-L) (11th wk), $3,500.
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25- words and deeds leading to an in¬ to be doing half her stint in Lindy’s upon himself, varied values, etc. It
$1,50)—"Marcelino” (Davis) (4th tolerable situation.” She received brogue. Why an old-pro like Jessel doesn’t matter which brings What
wk). Strident $7,000. Last week, an interlocutory divorce last Octo¬ can’t curb his Yiddishisms after money
they’re all "working”
ber.
$7,500.
all these years will probably re-, spheres, part of his makeup.

BROADWAY

‘James’ Okay $10,006,
Cincy; ‘War’ Fair 9iG,
‘Life’9G,‘Wonders’14G

‘Allison’Socko $25,000,
D.C.; ‘Shrinkiiig’ Fast 8G

Gore Vidal

Missouri Is Divided on DST

Screen Play by MUN1 bUMtKY

rYOLftiEDQNUW-BEnAST.JOHN-mFRIDHyPEWHITE

Y\ \ \

MAN and LILLlt

W

pireded by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE Prcdecedby.

MICOLOR c^.^St»EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
A Sol Lesser Production AnMUIRdeas*

lYDON

Above: The 24-8heet is perfect for cut-out uses in lohhy or ori marquee

Tlie greatest attraction of its feinJ ever made. Tarzan,
a magic word for tke millions, comes to tke puLlic
now for tke first time in color. Witk an entirely
NEW, streamlined, up-to-tke-minute story, in a mag¬
nificent production, it is an entertainment of stature
/

for class-appeal as well as mass-patronized tnealres.

TARZAN 1957 STYLE!
Adventure takes to tke air in a safari
ky luxury plane. Wrecked in tke
dangerous jur^le, tke occupants, two
keautiful girls and tkeir companion^,
are rescued ky Tarzan.

presents ^'TARZAN AND THE LOST SAPARF* starring Gordon Scott as the New Tarzan • co-starring Robert Beatty • Yolande Donlan
Betta St, John • Wilfrid Hyde White • Screenplay by Montgomery Pittman and Lillie Hayward • Technicolor® • Based on the characters)
created by Edgar Rice Burroughs • Directed by Bruce Humberstone * Produced by John Croydon cA Sol Lesser Production • An M-G-M Release)
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Oral PriDinises Held No 'Contract’

U Eyes TV Safe
£ Continued from paxe 3

^

.1957

I Christophers’ Advice : ‘Squawk loudly’

feel we can do better on tv than
[COMPLAINTS GET RESULTS IN SHOW BIZJ
by reissuing them."
With U maintaining a good earn*
ing record and Decca Records, of
The Christophers, a Manhattan
Emplojpient High
headquartered movement within
Far From Home 'n' Rock which Rackmil ^s also president,
Ft. Wayne, March 19.
. Minneapolis, March 19.
the
Roman Catholic Church found¬
controlling 75.6% of the outstandr
Judge Luther M. Swygert at Fort
Madrid, March 19.
Exhibition here imdophtedly
ed by Father Edward Keller of the
Wayne U. $. District Court recent*
’ Setting a Madrid precedent
ing voting securities, there was no
Is being helped by the fact
Maryknoll Missioners, and the
ly ruled- in favor of Loew’s Inc.,
for the American Armed
thaf^ emplojrment continues at
question of the outcome of the
author of several books on mili¬
defendant in a case Instigated by
Forces cinema circuit in Eu¬
a peak high in the Twin Cities
meeting. The tone of the stock¬
tant Christianity, issues a monthly
Harrison theatre and Realty Co. of
rope, Columbia’s “Rock Around
metropolitan
area.
holder questioning was, for the
sheet of news notes. Under date of
Fort Wayne. The Harrison firm
The Clock" comes back for a
The latest state employment
most part, frlen'IKy and there were
March, bulletin No. $1, there are a
owns the Paramount and Clyde
second round at the local spe^
security department ' figures
series of significant suggestions re*
no sharp, exchanges between in¬
Theatres, and formerly owned the
cial services theatre on March
are for February and they
lating to media. Says the lead-in;
vestors and ifianagement. Rackmil,
22nd.
Emboyd, now known as the Em¬
show that the total was 488,“Don’t underestimate what one
extremely Jovial throughout the
Americans in Spain received
bassy, and' the Palace, now dark.
.
450,
a;n
all-time
record
for
person like you can do, with God’s
meeting, was frequently flippant
tlieir baptism of rock ’n’
the month.
Involved in tiie case was tjie com¬
help."
and
patronizing.
The
session,
in
roll a fortnight ago when
Moreover,
the
number
of
petition arising with the advent of
comparison to other film company,
• Following is excerpted:
“Rock" was screened for the
unemployed in the area was®
the Embassy Theatre In Fort
annual ’ meets, was sparsely at¬
Protect Your Right of Choice;
first time before a loud but
estimated at 26,300, lowest
Wayne for two Metro films, “Motended, barely filling ' the com¬
weU-behaved
capacity
audi¬
Remember that every newspa¬
since 1953.
gambo” and the reissued “Gone
pany’s small homebffice screening
ence. Heavy turnout of teen¬
per, magazine, and book publish¬
Jobs’ increase since last year
With the Wind," and oral agree¬
room.
age
bluejeaners
marked
sin¬
er,,
as.well as radio, television and
is being paced by durable man¬
ments. The judge held that a writ¬
Deal With Rank
glespot showing.
movie company is dependent on
ufacturing industries in which
ten contract gained in competitive
•
'Stockholder
questioning
brought
Many
Air
Force
and
air
jbase
you for its very survival. Their
6,000 more persons are at
bidding was weightier than an oral
out the following additional facts;
personnel, frustrated by the
business is to serve you—not domi¬
work.
arrangement.
filled-fo-capacity shingle two
Universal’s contract with, the J.
nate you.
Harrison alleged in its complaint
Arthur Rank Organization runs
two weeks ago, clamored for.
You hold the purse strings.
oral arrangement for the two films
“Rock" return.
until 1961 and as long as the con¬
Every dollar you spend can be a
had been made through Loew’s di¬
tract Is in force U has first call on
vote
for or against decency.
vision manager. Foster Gauker.
Rank films fdr release in the U.S.
How to Get Better Movies:
The talks were conducted between
Rackmil noted, however, that
Harvey Cocks, general manager of
Make your wishes known to the
“we’ve found it difficult to sell
the theatres, and Gauker for “Motheatre owner by patronizing good
[Their pictures." He sAid U relin¬
gambo,” ~4injcl between Frank J.
films
and staying away from those
quished its deal to distribute Rank
Benedict; vice president. Cocks,
which do not merit your support.
films in South America because
and Gauker for “Gone With the
He
depends
on your trade and will
“we found it impossible to sell
make his voice heard in turn with
Wind."
them there."
the movie-makers.
In both Instances the parent
There is no possibility of a mer¬
company rejected the oral .bids
The motion picture Industry has
ger between Decca and Universal
and alloted the films to the Alli¬
■With nine theatres in Copen¬ repeatedly proven its capacity to
and
that 50% of Decca’s Income
ance Theatre Corp., owner of the
provide attractive and high quality
hagen,
Denmark,
having
made
stems from the film company. \
Embassy. The basis of competi¬
entertainment.
Films, cited for
United Artists yesterday (Tues.)
The. 'Company’s ' fibrst quarter their private peace with the Amer¬ Clirlstopher Awards are eloquent
tive bidding for films began in
earnings
-were
down
because
the
ican
distributors
and
again
playing
disclosed
a
public
offering
of
com¬
proof
that
movies
can measure up
July, 1952, when the Embassy, came
into existence.
Shortly after, mon stock and convertible deben¬ company withheld the distribution U. S. films, the Motion Picture Ex¬ to three reasonable standards: (a)
of
its
better'"product
for
a
more
^suitable
entertainment
for the en¬
Loew’s informed both parties that tures will be made after the middle
port Assn^ is sitting tight, waiting
propitious time. However, the sec¬
tire family, (b) high dramatic qual¬
they would begin distribution on.
to
see
what
the
rest
of
the
Danish
of
April.
Robert
S.
Benjamin,
ond
quarter
is
expected
to
make
ity,
and
(c)
successful
presenta¬
a competitive basis, which would
tions from a box office point of
Include written bids from the' ex¬ chairman, and Arthur B. Krim, up for the loss in the first stanza, exhibitors will do.
view.
hibitors, it was said.
March 31 is the deadline for
president, revealed that an under¬ ft’s anticipated the company’s an¬
This was later orally rescinded writing agreement has been enter¬ nual earnings for the next fiscal other Danish theatreowners to re¬ Tell Your Newspapers and Maga¬
zines:
in favor of an attempt to arrive at ed with F. Eberstadt ^ Co. looking year Vwill be about the same, as sign from their organization, which
this year."
has voted not to accept the U. S.
an agreeable “split-decsjon” sys¬
1. To run more stories about the
Reserve Fund
terms. Fred Gronich, the MPEA achievements of normal, decent
tem whereby the competing exhibi¬ to the issuance of debentures due
tors are given a choice of a number 1969 and 350,000 shares of common
The company Is maintaining its rep in Germany, still is In Copen¬ people and less- about those who
of films out of a specified group of stock.
reserve fund of $3,000,000 because hagen and will remain there are vulgar and decadent.
first-run films chosen by the dis¬
Thus the last of the privately there are approximately 200 out¬ through the end of March to keep 2. To be discriminating in the ad¬
tributor. This proved unsatisfac¬
vertising that they send into the
standing antitrust suits involving on top of the situation.
held .major film companies vdll
tory.
unspecified damages.
. MPEA since May of 1955 had en¬ home. Many reputable firms are
Competition was restored, and it come under public ownership.
letting
a sexy,' seductive angle
The company is reacquiying forced an embargo on shipments
was during this period that nego¬
However, it was stated the man¬ shares in the open market to maiur in a dispute over rental terms. creep into their ads for autos, soft
drinks,
bread,
Wearing apparel and
tiations were undertaken to ob¬ agement group, comprising Ben¬ tain its dividend rate,
Some week^ ago, the Danish exhib
many other items. One newspaper
tain the two films. The plaintiff
The salaries of U executives are ranks were split. The Americans in Manchester, N. Y., threatened to
argued loss when “Mogamgo” jamin Krim, Arnold Picker, Max E.
figure that, with some of the top
grossed $13,883 in two weeks else¬ Youngstein and William J. Heine- less than their counterparts in the houses now on their own, the rest ban all theatre advertising lay-outs
where while the Harrison houses man, will still own a majority of other film companies.
of Danish exhibition won’t be able unless there is an improvement
the
corporation’s
stock.
Of
the
to¬
over the-present “filthy" motion
Universal expects added Income to hold out very long.
grossed a total of $5,834. Like¬
picture ads.
wise, with “Gone With the Wind," tal issue, 250j000 shares are to of¬ from the releasing of the RKO pic¬
the gross was $18,090 in a two-week fered for the account of the co- tures but “it’s hard to state" the
Point
No. 6—^Insist on Decent
Hell and Back" was the largest
period, while the gross for Harri¬ poration and 100,000 for the man¬ amount.
Recordings:
son’s during the same 'time was agement partners.
The company spent approximate¬ grosser last year.
Make
your preference known to
■ Status of Newsreel
UA execs .say they’re legalistical- ly $1,000,000 less in advertising in
$5,500.
Universal’s newsreel operation radio stations. Offensive records
Judge Swygert ruled that Gau¬ ly restrained from discussing the 1956 than in 1955, the ’56 total be¬
may
slip
through by neglect. Most
ker had no contractual powers, and specifics, such as the amount of ing $2,853,000 as compared with is breaking even, and as long as it disk jockeys will cooperate.
continues to do so the newsreel it
consequently ^ could not enter into new capital expected to be brought $3,801,000 in ’55. ^
wiU be maintained.
an agreement without approval of in, offering prices, and the propor¬
Endorse Censorship
Universal at present has no
The 10-man board of directors
the parent firm, defendant in this tion of stock to be retained by man¬ plans to make pictures available
Columbus, March 19.
was
unanimously reelected. At the
agement
as
against
the
public’s
case. These talks “did not consti¬
The
Ohio
Catholic Welfare Con¬
for
the
wired-tv
systems.
meeting there 906,052 sliaves or
tute legally binding contracts," he minority ownership. Registration
ference has taken a stand in favor
The
company
will
maintain
its
91.4%
of
the
outstanding
stock
statement
is
to
be
filed
later
this
ruled. _He_further ruled that rathof
cehsorshlp
for_films and printed
J present production- -program; “To present in- per^on-or- Jby-prox-yv—
~ er flmn granting ~an agreement ■ l-month,matter.
^. '
Gauker was solicting bids in comMeeting Tuesday (12) here, it
petiton with Alliance Theatre
urged “vigorous support" for such
Corp.
legislation.
The conference also asserted:
“While we recognize that the chief
responsibility'rests on parents and
public opinion for all forms of
Washington, March 19.
Rose by any other name etc,; but game, vis., “Three Brave Men," in Glory” sounds like UA’s “Paths public entertainment ... we hold
Capital Film Studios, operated by
the firm conviction that public au¬
National Video Productions since it still needs a name. Film industry “Three Outlaws," “Three 'Violent of Glory."
Howard Hughes’ “Jet Pilot" Is thority cannot be absolved from its
Its opening in 1953, will be known is finding it more and more dif¬ People" and so forth.
Problem for the producer,* In ad¬ still awaiting release and the pro¬ own direct responsibility for main¬
as National Film Studyjs as of ficult to come upon original titles
dition to coming upon a tag that ducer is protesting A.F.A. Produc¬ taining the highest standards of
April ,1. Plant was founded by
public decency and morality."
Capital Film Laboratories but was for new pictures, to the extent that will distinguish his picture from tions’ “Jet World.". Sounds like
The conference also declared
in the past five to six weeks nearly everything else, is to have that tag a gag but WB registered “Hare to
run by National on lease.
itself in favor of making parents
100
titles
filed
with
the
Motion
contain
a
certain
amount
of
“sell"
Eternity"
for
a
cartoon
when
Col,
Change in the studio’s tag came
responsible
for vandalism of their
after National acquired the lease Picture Assn, have been protested quality. Allied Artists execs, for objecting, had its biggest feature children.
and leasehold improvements from by producers who claim too much example, recently offered $1,0P0 In “From Here to Eternity.^’
Thus it goes. All the top studios
Cap Laboratories earlier this year. resemblance with- the names of for suitable titles for several of
and many indie producers become
F. William Hart remains as v.p.- pictures they’ve already made. their new productions.
But to get back to the protests involved in the title conflicts from
manager while the studio will con¬ Either that or they say the newPittsburgh, March 19.
tinue to be available for indie pro¬ nomenclature being laid claim to over similarities. United Artists’ time to time. They’re meaningful,
Nixori Theatre, has made a deal
by others is too close a copy of registration of “Scarface Girl” is of course, only when a registered
ducers.
their
previously-registered
labels.
with
Mike
Todd for “Around the
objected
to
by
Howard
Hughes
and protested title Is actually in¬
(Another instance of no imagi¬
Last year, 4,977 different titles Productions, which owns “Scar- tended for use (filings are made World in 80 Days" and picture
nation in titling' film companies
will
open
here
at legit house April
were
filed
with
MPA
A
and
to
avoid
face."
The
latter
Is
an
oldie
but
often on simply the producers’
since there is already a National
Film Service as well as a National some instances of similarity with could be remade or reissued. tentative thoughts about doing li, with the preem skedded as a
such
an
avalanche
is
just
about
an
benefit
for
the
United Nations
Columbia
has
had
“Sirocco"
on
pictures on Jopical themes, such
Screen Service.—Ed.)
impossibility. The producers in file since 1951 and calls Warners’ as rock ’n’ roll. Calypso, Joseph Assn, of Pittsburgh. Gabe Rubin,
cases of conflicts seek to work out attention to this. WB has just Stalin, a major event, etc.). And owner and managing director of
agreements among themselves or registered “Sorocco," Walt Disney even then the differences among Nixon, has been dickejring with
Union Buys Into Film Row resort
to arbitration. Total of 18% has “Banner in the Sky" and would registrants are Ironed via the Todd for couple of months now
Albany, March 19.
of last year's registrations were prefer if UA didn’t use “Tower in MPAA machinery (Margaret Ann without getting anywhere when
Sale of the former Paramount protested and most of these were the Sky.” Nick Pery’s listing of Young runs the Title Registration negotiations suddenly came to a
building, at the lower end of Film settled by negotiation and 27 of “The Magnificent Impersonator" is Bureau) without any need for a head after lengthy conference in
Row, to* Operating Engineers Lo¬ the disputes resolved by arbiters. too close to Universal’s “The Great trek to the courthouse.
N.Y. last week.
cal 106, AFL, was followed .by the
Danger in Likenesses
Impersonation," U feels.
Nixon is already equipped with
But the activity on the registra¬
moving of the Farley Estate realty
But, still, likenesses do slip
Paramount, which has “Greatest' tion front does suggest one signifi¬ ToddrAO process* having ‘ played
and business offices to the old Re¬ through and the result can be pub¬ Show on Earth," Won’t hold still cant conclusion. Titles on pictures “Oklahoma" for six months last
public exchange, two doors away. lic confusion. Consider Metro’s for Abner Greshler’s “Greatest are Imjwrtant, and they’re harder year. With booking of picture,
Both the two-story structure and “Power - and the Prize," Para¬ Circus on Earth." Metro, With to drCam up. That Is, titles that Rubin has dropped any efforts to
the one-story exchange building mount’s “Proud and the Profane” “House of Numbers," points up the have originality and Individuality land sonie additional legit attrac¬
were constructed by the late Wil¬ and Stanley Kramer’s upcoming similarity between this and Boris and, when lighted on a marquee, tions and season will €|nd week of
liam W. Farley, cp-develQper o^* “Pride and the Passion." Pitfalls, Petroff’s “House of Monsters." And have some persuasive ticket-selling April 1 with Ruth Gordon in “The
Row*
>
^ apfie'jlr particularly ih the numbers M-G is being told that its “Awake power.
MWchmakei^’vv

Harrison at Ft. Wayne Loses Damage Action On
^Mogambo’ and ‘WindV Bookings

OA Plans First _
Public Issue of
Shares in April

Capital Studios Alters Tag

Wait to See If
Lesser Danes
Follow Suit

Picking Film Titles: Arduous Sport

Nixon Gets ‘80 Days’

'P^lBTr_
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Is Spain 'Nearer Deal on U. S. Fix?
20tli Offers Elution to Deadlock
posal to show Mediterranean
JV. V. note: 20th-Fox has of¬
MPEA rep Charles Baldwin if and
fered to break the deadlock in
when
situation leads to renewed
Spain by taking on for local •
roundtabling. In past year, Span¬
distribution all of the Spanish
ish
producers
have become much
features- at issue, Spaniards
more conscious of world market
have been insisting that the
film values and will, ask MPEA
American distributors handle
for slice of frozen pesetas to set up
one Spanish film for every
new-born Uniespana organization
four American* releases. De¬
in U. S. along lines of frozen profit
mand has resulted in an MPEA
handback to Italy’s I.F.E. and Gal¬
embargo against shipments to
lic Unifrance.
Spain.
Although Government is quick
By HANK WERBA
to see monetary benefits result¬
Madrid March 19.
ing from a Uniespana toehold in
Jesus Arfila^ Head of Servicio de U. S. market, producers themselves
Ordenacion Economica de la Cine- will carry ball pn this issue. Feel¬
mat ografia (key cinema section ing here is that frozen, coin contri¬
chief for Ministers of Ccwnmerce bution to help Spain prpduct reach
and Industry), told Varjety that American screens would help off¬
possibilities for resblving MPEA- set irk effect MPEA boycott, has
Spain distribution impasse appear had here during past eighteen
brighter now than at any time dur¬ months.
ing turbulent year and a half of
Orfila concluded that strong ac¬
unsuccessful negotiations and sub¬ tion by MPEAf of sparse benefit to
sequent MPEA boycott of Spanish either country, has been- a public
market.
relations e:^sore in otherwise harr
. Spain has contributed, he stated, monious intercourse between Unit¬
to clearing ai^. of extraneous is¬ ed States and Spain during past
sues of pinpointing principal area two years, and that his country
of dispute in order to facilitate new would welcome a quick and mutual¬
ly beneficial settlement of extend¬
distribution agreement.
Cinema echeloner referred to ex¬ ed deadlock.
pose of problem by film scribe Al¬
fonso Sanchez some, two months
ago, Article, checked first and
cleared later with all government
and industry negotiators,, was
deemed significant not only for
St, Louis, March 19. .
clear outline of local position but I
also because it laid to rest preAs the ozoner season gets under
sunbed intention her of imposing way in the St. Louis trade area the
guaranteed distribution of Spanish Frisina Amusement Co., will shut¬
films in U. S. as price of new agree¬ ter one of its hardtops and operate
two others on an abbreviated pol¬
ment.
As Seen here, four main points icy. The Grand, Keokuk, Ill., will
at stake are (1) American film im- be,closed while the Iowa, in the
potts limited from 80 to 100 with same town will, continue ,^on a full
MPEA sympathetically aware of time basis. HdWever the Lincoln,
Spain’s weak currency position; Robinson, Ill., will be closed three
(2) increased import and dubbing midweek nights and a similar pol¬
costs which MPEA resisted weakly; icy applied, to the Capitol, Litch¬
(3) four-to-one distribution ratio field, Ill.
requiring all distrib organizations
Other hardtops, near spots in
In Spain to release one Spanish Illinois are expected to follow suit.
feature for every four foreign
films imported—a thorn to MPEA;
MIDNIGHT-TO-DAWN
• and (4) repartition of American
product among all distributors here
to which MPEA replied “No can Would Be Curfewed For Teenagers
do.” '•
at Drive-Ins
Four-to-one jratio and repartition
Dayton, O., March 19.
are main troublespot issues. ' The
Pati’ons at drive-in theaters may
ratio, officially decreed in Aug.
'55, which led to MPEA boycott, have to carry some proof of their
now seems headed for exile. De¬ age, if- a proposed bill is enacted
signed to encourage local film out¬ by the Ohio Legislature. The bill,,
put, the measure plus heavy coin sponsored by Reps. Jesse Yoder
subsidies, spurred low-grade as¬ and Charles W. Whalen, both of.
sembly line product (with some Dayton, would ban minors under:
notable exceptions), causing panic 18 from attending drive-in theaters
among exhibs as Hollywood-influ¬ and other amusement places after
enced moviegoers here stayed away midnight, unless accompanied by
In hordes. Exhibitor group howled their parents or legal guardians.
to bring back American films.
The bill was inspired by the
Government undersecretary for dusk-tp-dawn Saturday programs
Cinema and Theatre, Munoz Fon- offered at Dayton area drive-ins.
tan, officially told trade, representa-. Sheriff Bernard L. Keiter said
tives a' fortnight ago he would pro? there seeraecT to be hb Taws requir¬
pose to Council of Ministers abro¬ ing drive-in theaters to close at
gation of four-to-one ratio if any midnight Saturdays.
The proposed curfew bill would
two of the three industry sectors
back his proposal. With distrib provide a minimum fine of $10 and
a
maximum fine of $50, to be as-’
group already on record, exhibitors
are expected to take parallel action sessed against amusement place
owners
who were convicted of
momentarily.
-r
Orfila readl\y admitted alloca¬ having minors in their places of
business
after midnight, any day
tion of U. S. product looms as
tough negotiating nut to crack. of the week.
Spain Contends MPEA demand that
60% of U. S. film imports go to
MPEA distribution companies in
Spain gives gravy train treatment
to outsiders with local release
merchants getting cattle-car berths.
Hollywood, March 19.
MPEA members, it is felt here, are
Metro, which will release three
also top IT. S. producers and prefer¬
ential quality as well as quantity films this month, will follow up
privileges to U. S. distrib outlets with nine additional new films and
in Spain would sigh death warrant four reissues during the fourfor natives in similar film branch month period starting in April,
With “10,000 Bedrooms,” “Liz¬
here.
Producer contingent on negotiat¬ zie” and “Edge of the.'City” to go
into
distribution in March, tenta¬
ing committee has a brand new. pro- j
tively set to go out next month are
“Designing Woman” and “The Vin¬
tage.” May slate includes Sol Les-^
ART HOUSE
ser’s “Tarzan and the Lost Safari,”
“This Could Be the Night” and
OPERATOR
Mark Robson-F. Hugh Herbert’s
“The
Little Hul.”
*
Top man in art film field
= Pencilled in for June release are
If ■'$ee^cs one or more sH“The Seventh Sin” and “Some¬
uationj in potentially
thing of Value;” and July releases
J
good townsa Take over
include “Silk Stockings” and “Mai
on Fare/’ latter tentatively skedor partnership basis.
ded.
Reissues are ‘Gaslight’* and “The
J
Box V.H77, Variety.
Postman Always Rings Twice,” to
)«i*»4 W. 46 St.. New Yerk 36
hit theatres in April, and “The
Bride Goes Wild” and “Our Vines
^Have Tender Grapes/' June.

DARKENING PART-TIME
HOUSES FOR SUMMER

Upcoming Metro Product

t
I

FRERESSCHULBERG’S
WARNER RELEASE
Warnpr Brothers has signed a
two- picture, deal with the newlyformed
Schulberg
Productions
(Budd and Stuart Schulberg), ac¬
cording tp prexy Jack L. Warder.
First film will be “In the Ever¬
glades,” skedded to roll on location
in Florida this summer.
To be shut- in WarnerColor, “In
The Everglades” will tell a story
against the background of plume
hunters in the Florida Everglades
in the early 1900’s.- Budjd Schulberg’s last venture involved the as
yet unreleased “Face in the
Crowd/” which he wrote for Elia
Kazan. Stuart’s last was “Special
Delivery.” He had been active in
European production for the past
nine years.

Health Forces Retirement
Of Veteran George Seed
Albany, March 19.
A heart and ulcer condition
forced George Seed to retire ds
manager of Fabian’s Cohoes in Co¬
hoes. Edgar Stillman has been
promoted fr^im, assistant at Proctor’15, in Troy to the top spot at
the Cohoes.
Seed, who had handled the thea¬
tre since its opening in .1940 and
who previously managed old Har¬
mans Bleecker Hall in Albany,
was connected with show business
for^ three decades. He is a; brother
of David Seed, vaudeville com¬
edian, and of Harry Seed, retired
Warner Bros, sales official.
.. A resident of Albany, Seed was
presented with a desk set by, the
Cohoes staff.

‘Art’ Bottleneck
Continued from page *5

sible moveover or even firstrun
outlet, in competition with Brandt’s
Apollo on 42nd St.
America’s getting in on the
artie act has served to cramp the
Imports’ style. And the pressure
from that end is expected to in¬
crease in future months.
Since “art” houses in suitable
locations are hard to come by,
some—like Richard Davis of the
Fine Arts Theatre—- are ..thinking
of building new theatres. Davis,
who’s also a distributor, Tias a spe¬
cific .Eastside project oh the
griddle.
'
Quite a number of houses ordi¬
narily devoted to imports at the
moment are making a strong show¬
ing with American product. The
Guild is
busy with
“Albert
Schweitzer.” The Plaza has rung
dp a 25 week run with “Lust for
Life.” At the 55th St. Playhouse
“Oedipus Rex” has ' been holding
forth, and “On the Bowery” is due
to move in. At the Normandie,
“Cinderella” .is attracting mobs of
kids and appears good throughout
Easter. The Sutton has “The Great
Man.”—.. _Adding to the shortage of artie
firstruns in midtown are some longrun Imports. “Gold of Naples” at
the Paris, for instance, is a solid,
hit and looks good for a long run.
The Baronet is tied up with Thonlas
Brandon’s French film classics fest.
“La Strada,” at the Trans-Lux 52nd
St.-has been a tenant for 34 weeks
and undoubtedly will hold until
Academy Awards time (and prob¬
ably Thereafter). The Sutton has
been taken over by J. Arthur Rank
and in another month or so will
be devoted exclusively to the Rank
product.
All of which'/leaves the Fine
Arts, the World and the Little Car¬
negie to reckon with.
Into the
Fine Arts comes the combo of “Red
Balloon” and “Lpst Continent,”
day-and-date with the Astor on
Broadway. The World has booked
in a reissue of “The Third Man”
and, after that (in'April) the Ger¬
man “The Devil’s General.”
Beekman, Rugoff & Becker
house up on 2nd Ave. occasionally
goes firstriiri.
- '
,
Fine Arts is owned by Bichard
Davis who also Has a backlog of
foreign lingualers via his United
Motion Picture Organization re¬
leasing outfit.
Jean Goldwurm,
who operates the World and the
Little Carnegie, also distributes his
own plx, and so does Richard
Brandt of Trans-Lux.
Question: What about the poor
fellow, who just wants to import
a picture and who doesn’t own a
theatre? 'What are his chances^
when the men who own houses
can’t play off their own backlog’? '
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Study ThoiRe DriveJn Road Sps
For turn Here to Prosperity
Di'ive-in season, due to get fully
under way in another couple of
weeks, this year will be watched by
the distributors With greater atten¬
tion than ever. Thby’re jcOunting
on the ozoners to deliver the rental
coin that’ll make up for the erratic
b.o. performance of the hardtoppers.
Considering the product and the
number of rive-ins as well as the
still-growing number of cars on the
American road, the distribs are
looking to one of the biggest out¬
door season on record.
One compan^^—20th-Fox—reports
that its drive-in take during the

RejGfret Color ‘Fade’
Minneapolis, March 1^,
Now booking for-the coming
season which in this territory
starts in late April or early
May, generally, outdoor thea- e
tre operators are unhappy be¬
cause the. proportion of color
featjire pictures is the smallest
in recent years.
It’s 'pointed out that the fact
that pictures are in color has
been one of the big selling
point for the ozoners and.
these are virtually, their bread
and butter offerings.
first seven Weeks of 1957 was fully
one-third ahead of the same period
last “year. 2pth also says the num¬
ber of ozoners equipped for Cin¬
emascope now runs to 3,800, of
which 3,200 are “possibilities,” i.e,
drive-ins which any one film can
play. Total number of outdoor installaitions throughout the country
now stands at about 4,50O and is
still growing.
The bigger driye-ins’ are increas¬
ingly bidding for first-run product
in competition with the,. regular
houses and frequently are in a
position to outbid them. Distribu¬
tion execs maintain that the drivein public to a large extent isn’t
the same as that of the hardtop
situations, so that actually' the
ozoners attract an additional audi¬
ence that, norihally, might not even
call'at the b.o.
Product situation doesn’t affect
the outdoor situations as it would
the regular runs Inasmuch as the
ozoners for the most part shutter
over the, winter months and thus
have a backlog of product waiting
for them when they open up. About
one-third of the drive-ins are in the
South, Southwest and West where
they can stay open the year ’round.
According to available informntion,- the drive-iris take runs be¬
tween 18% and 25% of the distribs’
overall domestic revenue. Much de¬
pends, however, on the weather.
Last year, for instance, was partly
spoiled because qf a cold and wet
spring.. Ozoners.- continuously seek
to expand their season via the in¬
stallation of heaters, which allow
extension in chilly weather at the
beginning and the end of the drivein “year.”
Meanwhile; abroad, the drive-ins
fad is beginning to catch on also.
Operators in several countries have
begun to experiment with ozoners.
Trouble is that in no foreign coun¬
try does the car population com¬
pare with that of th^ U, S.
Make It ‘Puncture Park’
San' Antdnio, March 19.
A local elementary school teach¬
er, Miss Eddie McCurry and Albert
H. Hildebrandt, a projectionist at
the Empire Theatre were booked
on suspicion of malicious mischief
here at the local'police station.
• They were arrested when sharp
pronged staples, capable of punc¬
turing auto tires were found scat¬
tered in and near the San Antonio
Twin Drive-In Theatre.
Officers
said similar incidents and a shoot¬
ing have occurred at the ozoner
where projectionists are non-union.
Hildebrandt is a union projec¬
tionist.
, Clifton Chestnut, manager of the
drive-in • said about 100 auto tires
were punctured by staples at the
ozoner Feb. 2. Some l^shots were

fired into the crowded drive-in on
March 1, at least one shattering a
windshield and showering occu¬
pants with glass. Other shots struck
the projection booth.
300 Protest Drive-In
Beverly, Mass., March 19.
More than 300 North Beverly
residents attended a mass citizens
meeting at Browh School Friday
(15) to protest plans for a new
ozoner at the juncture of routes
lA and 128.
They instructed Alderman
Carleton Merrill to ask the board
of aldermen to hold a public hear¬
ing on the matter. A citizens’ com¬
mittee has organized opposition to
the project.

N.Y. Film Critics
- Continued

from

page Z

New York is so unpredictable any¬
way.
Times Still Toughest
In terms of the 10 films re¬
viewed, the New Yo?k'Times easily
emerged as the toughest, critic, rat¬
ing seven of the ten as “Poor,” one
“Poor to Fair,” one “Fair” and
one “Good.” Trlb is next with
five in the ‘-Poor” class, three in
“F^air,” and one each in “Good”
and “Excellent.”
Apart from the News, w'hich put
j one in “Poor,” one of the remain¬
ing four papers rated a single pic¬
ture as “Poor” or “Poor to Fair.”
The News put two in “Excellent”
j and another tv'b in “Good to Excellent.” It rated'three as “Good”
I arid one “Fair to Good.”
I Mirror, not quite as indiscrimi-'
, nately enthusiastic as in years past,
j pegged two in “Excellent” and five
I in “Good” with two running
“Fair.” Post had two in “Good to
Excellent,” four in “Good,” three
in “Fair to Good” and one in
“Fair.” Journal-American, which'
for the most part simply synopsizes films, rated two “Excellent"
and four “Good.” Another two
were “Fair.” Telegram & SUn also
figured two as ‘Excellent” and two
as “Good.” However, it rated two
as “Fair to Good” and three, as only
“Fair.”
In a number of cases, the tone
of the reviews was such that they
had to be judged noncoirirriittal.
Among the titles reviewed were
“Oh Men, Oh .Women,” “Spirit of
St. Louis,” “The Girl Can’t Help
It” and'’“The Big Land.”
While his influence is decidedly
stronger with foreign films than it
is wjith Hollywood entries, the filid
companies still consider the Times’
Bosley Ccowther The most impor¬
tant critic in town, partly because
his reviewi^^t the tone-for many
out-df-towri scribes.
With films of wide potential pOpr
ular appeal, the “stars” handed out
by the Daily News are viewed with
respect—and are much sought af¬
ter—by the company tubthumpers.
There Is a questiori, however,
whether lack of approval from The
News-r-or from the Mirror and the
Journal for that matter — does,
much to affect a picture one way
or the other. These papers know
how to rave. They’re much weaker
in the field, of critical evaluation
and analysis, and with rare excep¬
tions they fail to put their finger
on what ails a film. It is here
where the Times, and very often
also the Tribune, excel and bal¬
ance their competition's much
larger potential readership.

New York Theatre
l—IODIO CITT MUSIC MUL-n
Rockefeller Center ^

JAMES STEWART '
A$ CHARLES A. LINDIERGH IN

‘‘THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"

In Cin*m«S<ap« and WarnorCalor
A Wornor Ire*, f iciwra
onrf SfECTACILAI tlASE HESERTATIIII

SECRETARY WANTED
FEMALE CAPABLE OF RAPID DICTATION
Pleasant surroundings. State qualifications and salary.
Box y-9l3-57. c/o variety.
15f
Strcff. New York ii, N. Y.
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Print Scarcity as
Urged Upon Justice’s Attention
Hollywood, March 19.
An artificial print scarcity to
force exhibitors to follow a “sug¬
gested price scale” was charged by
Oscar R. Cummins, general coun¬
sel for Southern California Thea¬
tre Owners Assn, in a letter com¬
mending the Justice Dept, on its
plan to investigate alleged distrib¬
utor control of theatre admission
prices. However, he warned in his
letter to Assistant Attorney Gen¬
eral Victor R. Hansen, that Justice
should guard against being misled
by the testimony of any “favored
exhibitors where such favored li¬
censing of filn\ is coincident with
high admission prices.”
Cunamins asked an investigation
of the print scarcity, charging that
it “is being u^ed to force exhibitors
who will not accept the suggested
admission price to play the picture
only after it lias been played at the
higher admission price. The .sup¬
ply of prints for the exhibitor ex¬
pands , or contracts, curiously ac¬
cording to the admission price he
indicates he will charge.”
Cummins ' added that “prompt
availability and preferred clear¬
ances have long been associated
with high admission prices” and
charged that an investigation -yvill
show some distributors to be “cold¬
ly brazen in their communicating*
to the exhibitors the admission
price the exhibitor should charge.”

Legit Still Best Route
To Theatrical Hints, The
Actor’s Creme de la Creme
Hollywood may be experiencing
an upheaval in its operations, but
as far as performers are concerned
theatrical films remain the cher¬
ished goal from the standpoint of
monetary gain and recognition.
Despite television’s impact on the
nation, Hollywood continues to pro¬
vide thesps with the “big moriey.”
At least that’s the view of Ar¬
thur O’Connell, a veteran charac¬
ter actor who received and ac¬
cepted the Coast’s blandishments
as a result of his performance in
“Picnic” several years ago. Brought
to Hollywood to reenact his stage
role, O’Connell subsequently re¬
ceived roles in more than a half
a dozen pictures. In three upcom¬
ing films—“Monte 'Carlo - Story,”
“The Violators,” and “The Mad
Ball”—^he is receiving ,star ^r costar billing.
Although he’s been acting* on
Broadway and later^ in radio and
tv since 1929, it wasn’t until his
appearance in the hit play that
O’Connell received Hollywood of. f ers. “T wasn’t doing anything dif¬
ferent than I did before,” he. said.
“I guess it was just a case of get¬
ting the right role in the right
play.” O'Connell, therefore, main¬
tains, that the best stepping stone
to Hollywood, as it has been for
many years, is the Broadway stage.

Cinema Editors’ Awards
Hollywood, March. 19.
At annual dinner last Tuesday
(12) Shelley Winters presented
American Cinema Editors awards
to Oscar nominees Albert Akst for
Metro’s “Somebody Up There
Likes Me”; Philip W. Anderson,
Fred Bohanan and William Hornback, “Giant,” George Stevens
Productions-Warner Bros.; Anne
Bauchens, “The Ten Command¬
ments,” Cecil B. DeMille-Paramount; Gene Ruggiero and Paul
Weatherwax, “Around the World
in 80 Days” Mike ’Todd-UA; Mer¬
rill G,, White, “The Brave One,”'
King Bros.-RKO,
Janis Paige presented awards to
Emmy nominees Samuel E. Beetley, “Tunnel of Fear,” Four Star
Playhouse; Richard Fantl, “Betty’s
Birthday,” “Father Knows Best”;
Frank Keller, “Our Mr. Sun,”
AT&T Science series; Daniel A.
Nathan, “Between Jobs,” Jane
Wyman Theatre; Robert Watts,
“Bounty Killers,” Cheyenne.
Following the program, there
w^s dancing with music provided
by Manny Harmon’-s orch.

STAGEHAND UNION RULE
May Bring Change of Policy
at Frisco’s St. Francis
San Francisco, March 19.
Decision will be reached this
week about switching St. Francis
Theatre, where “Ten Commandmerits” has settled to a long run,
from reserved-seat to unreserved
seat policy.
Principal reason,. according to
manager Earl Long, is that Stage¬
hands Union insists on two jobs
with two-a-day, reserved-seat film.
If seating policy was switched, only
one stagehand would be required.
United California chain fought
this''same battle before opening
Todd-AO films at Coronet, and
eventually gave in, now uses two
stagehands just like Orpheum,
xwhere Cinerama films play.

‘Naked Amazoo’To
Stay AO-Buff In
Maryland State
The Maryland Court of Appeals
has upheld a lower court which
ruled that scenes in the documen¬
tary “Naked Amazon”—showing na¬
tives naked below the waist—^were
not obscene and should not, be cut
from the picture.
Case was appealed by the Main¬
land censor board -Which had in¬
sisted on the deletions of the scenes
as “obscene” and “oornofiranhic.”
Board held that the showing of
nudity, of nude people, in a pseudo¬
documentary ... is calculated to
arouse sexual desires of substan¬
tial numbers of people.”
“Naked Amazon” is distributed
by’Times Film Corp. Case was ar¬
gued in Maryland ..by the Times
Film attorney, Felix J. Bilgrey, who
has won some spectacular victories
over state censorship in other
places.
The Maryland Court of Appeals
sidestepped the question of the
Maryland film censorship per se,
but did raise another important
point, stating:
“The board acted on the assump¬
tion that a scene could be eliminat¬
ed because its possible obscenity
outweighed'any of Its‘merits, con¬
sidering that scene alone. It did
not weigh the scenes it found ob¬
jectionable in relation to the pic¬
ture as a whole to determine
whether overall worth more than
counterbalanced' possible obscene
or pornographic bits or sequences.
The board’s interpretation is in the
teeth of the words and implications
of the statute.”
The statute, as quoted, reads: "a
motion picture film , , . shall be
considered obscene If, when con¬
sidered as a whole,
main pur¬
pose and effect is to arouse sexual
desires and if the probability of
this effect is so great as to out¬
weigh whatever other merits the
film may possess.’*
The Court said the board misin¬
terpreted and misapplied the sta¬
tute and that “there Is no reason¬
able nr substantial basis even on
its theory of the law, and certainly
not under the statute as we read
it, for a finding that the calculated
purpose of dominant effect of
the ‘Naked Amazon’ was ‘substan¬
tially to arouse sexual • desires,^
based as it was only on the show¬
ing of primitive unprepossessing
aborigines going about their daily
lives in their native surroundings,
unclothed, as la their custom, with
no intimation of sexual activity or
awareness.”

Doug Whitney Exitf RKO
Hollywood, March 19.
Next departure from RKO will
bq that of Douglas ‘Whitney, who
Joined the studio late in 1955 as
studio talent exec. He departs
March 30,leaving only secretary
Anna Teague In the casting depart¬
ment.
RKO said it will bring in a caster
wlien it is ready to start on Paul
Gregory’s . “The Naked and the
Dead” Which rblls late this year..
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aancsofimioc’ Chy Favors, Rnrak.Don’t, SiudayPix;
Greoiville Wishes Brushed Aside

Cecil B.
DeMille yesterday
(Tues.) rebutted those who’ve chal¬
lenged the accuracy of the Scriptu¬
ral background of his “Ten Com¬
mandments” production. Specifi¬
cally, ' the producer charged that
Rev, James L. Anderson and A. J.
McDonald of the Baptists* Biblical
and Archaeological Research Foun¬
dation, blundered on all counts in
their recitation of alleged errors
in “Commandments.”
Rev. Anderson, who was identi¬
fied as a Baptist, and McDonald
were quoted last week in a Variety
stoi'y under a San Francisco date¬
line. DeMille states that the for¬
mer is not a Baptist but a member
of the Christian Church, and a co¬
member, Rev.. Charles F. Arnold of
Tulsa, had written in his own
church paper a laudatory account
of the film.
DeMille cites chapter-and-verse
in undertaking to. refute the
charges of inaccuracy.. Recognized
American Bible scholars agree that
'the Pharaoh of the> Exodus was
Ram'eses ll ias depicted in his pic¬
ture, whereas the charge had. it
that the Rameses line of Pharaohs
was out of focus.
Questioned was how Moses could
have returned “after 40 years in
the desqrt” to find his girl friend
still young. DeMille answers there
-has been great variance on inter¬
pretation of the “40 years,” rang¬
ing from one year and five wjeeks
in the Book of Jubilees to eight
years in the Koran and 20 and 40
years in other interpretations. Ac¬
tually, according to the film,-maker,
“40 years,” as used- frequently in
the Old Testament, is a Hebrew
idiom meaning any long period.
DeMille argues back on all other
points, citing, for example. Exodus
17 which relates that Mdses and
Joshua were contemporaries, and
Chronicles One as authority for the
identity of the daughter of Pha¬
raoh, who found the infant Moses,
ap Bitihiah.

Parental Liability Bil^
Out of Texas Committee
Austin, March 19.
'In an unexpected move the
House Judiciary Committee ap¬
proved a bill that would make parenffe responsible for malicious mis¬
chief done by their children.
The bill, by Rep. Joe Burkett of
Kerrville, was presented at a pub¬
lic hearing previously and sent to
a sub-committee while, the attorney
general was asked for a ruling on
its subject matter.
“This bill has been with the at¬
torney general for five weeks and
we haven't heard a word,” Burkett
said. “This session is going to be
over pretty soon and nothing has
happened. I move we pass this
bill out.”
The measure, making parents
liable up to $30(1 property damage
for vandalism done by minor chil¬
dren, was approved by a voice vote.

Crediting Murray Bilmes
New York.
Editor, Variety: ..
Respecting your story headed
“Managers Liable for Unemploy¬
ment”: At the time that this case
originally came to AGMA’s atten¬
tion, I was employed by the Amer¬
ican Guild of Musical Artists as an
Assistant
Executive
Secretary.
Robert Ruddy’s cas# was the first
to be heard by the referee, and I,
on behalf of AGMA, represented
Mr. Ruddy at this hearing. When
the referee requested that a brief
be submitted, I prepared a memo¬
randum of law a^id fact and sub¬
mitted jit. Miss LeSawyer’s case, by
agreement of all the parties con¬
cerned, was to be governed by the
decision reached in the Ruddy case.
Throughout these stages I con¬
sulted with Mr. Jack/ London, of
the then Jaffe & Jaffe office, Mr.
London submitted a brief to the
Appeal Board, based on the mem¬
orandum that I had prepared for
the referee. The written opinion
of the Appeal Board quite copious¬
ly quotes from the memorandum
that I had prepared.
In no way should the work of
Mr, London be minimized, for^ he
was consulted, gave his advice, and
was available at all stages. How¬
ever, I do feel that you have
slighted my service$ in this matter.
As of the first of this year, I re¬
signed to enter the private prac¬
tice of law.
Murray Bilmes/

---
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'LUST' LONGEVITY IN N. Y.
Kirk Douglas Artie Grosses
$235,000 In 26 Weeks
Now in its 27th week at the arty
Plaza Theatre, N. Y., “Lust For
Life,” ‘Metro’s Kirk Douglas starrer, has a chance of being one of
the biggest arty-theatre grossers in
Manhattan. Although the pic now
is down to an average of about
$10,000 weekly,'end of the riin at
the Plaza is far from- being in. sight.
Present indications are that it will
run two to four months longer, con¬
tingent partly on whether Douglas
wins an Academy award.
“Lust” has grossed slightly bet¬
ter than $235,000 in 26 w'eeks that
it has played at'the N. Y. house.
For weeks, the film held above
$14,000 weekly, and even now
draws lines on Saturdays and Sun¬
days. The N. Y. engagement for
“Lust,” incidentally, easily is the
^outstanding one for the pic thus
far.

Tarody Stifling’
Feared K MG
Suit Upheld
Washington, March 19.
Question of whether the burles¬
quing of- plays and films is subject
to the copyright laws has been‘laid
at the U. S.*Sup<^me Court door¬
step for solution. , . ^
Specifically, CBS, Jack Benny
and American Tobacco Co. are ap¬
pealing the “Gaslight” suit. The
U. S. District Court for Southern
Califorriia and 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals have sustained an injunc¬
tion for LoeW’s Inc., barring CBS
from using a filmed parody, “Auto¬
light.” Made iri 1953 for a Benny
video program, the 15-minute film
features Benny and Barbara Stanjvyck. A year earlier, the two had
done a live televised parody of
“Gaslight,'’ a MGM picture.
Counsel for CBS, Benny and
American Tobacco declared in the
brief to the High Court last week:
“This case presents an important
issue whose determination will
have a decisive Influence on the
future of the art of parody and
burlesque. The courts below have
denied the right of ‘fair use’ to an
author of a parody or burlesque
and have held that a ‘substantial’
use of<a copyrighted work, which
is usually essential to the creation
of an effective burlesque or
parody, constitutes infringement.
“Such a construction of the
Copyright Act gives rights and
creates limitations never before
considered to have existed, as is
evident from the unchallenged use
of copyrighted material in the
famous parodies and burlesques of
literary history. If permitted to
stand, it will'have a stifling effect
on parody and burlesque.

WATERS BILL ON CENSOR
FEE CHANGE TO VOTE
Albany, March 19.
N. Y. State Assembly is slated
tq vote today (Tuesday) on the
Waters bill which amends the Edu¬
cation Law to Increase the fee
charged by the State Censorship
from $3 to $4 a thousand feet and
to reduce that for prints by chang¬
ing the rate from $2 a thousand
feet to $4 for each additional en¬
tire copy. The Education Commit¬
tee favoral^ly reported the meas¬
ure a week before.
In 1955 and 1956, Lower House
unanimously approved it, but both
years stormy seas were encountered
in the Senate. That body rejected
the bill the first year; passed the
same, after a sizzing debate, last
year.
Gov. Averell Harriman applied
the coup de grace in April via a.
veto. He pointed out the proposal
would cost the State $270,000 of
revenue in the- next 12 months,
and no substitute source for this’
amount had been provided.

Greenville, S. C.,,March 19.
Residents of this city of 58,000
their'theatres open on Sun¬
day. They voted in favor of it, but
their legislative delegation turned
them driwn.
County residents voted against
Sunday amusements, and the dele¬
gation refused, by a 9 to 1 vote
a resolution by Greemdlle City
Council asking legislative action to
legalize Sunday amusements inside
the city.
The lone dissenting vote was cast
by Rep. Preston S.. Marchant, who
contends that “any political entity
has a right to regulate its own af¬
fairs.”
Several South Carolina cQmmunities have this year legislated in
favor of Sunday amusements. Un¬
less amended locally, the state con¬
stitution prohibits them,

I want

Myers Sees Film Ads
’Monotonous’; Points To
Coke Copy as Ideal Example
Charging thal;^ film advertising
is in a rut, Abram F. Myers, Allied
States Assn, general counsel, sug-gests that the film companies con¬
sider the possibility of institutional
advertising rather than concentrat¬
ing wholly on program advertising.
Myers, maintains that advertising
based completely on the pictures
“tends toward a monotonous uni¬
formity.”
“The illustrations.” he says, “fea¬
ture the same situations; the only
difference is that the actors some¬
times do their kissing standing up,
sometimes sitting do ..n. and occa¬
sionally in less conventional pos-tures.”
Myers outburst against film ad¬
vertising is based on a Coca-Cola
backcover ad in This Week maga¬
zine which Myers'states “gives a
lesson in good taste.” He declares
that it is a good ad both for Coke
and the film Industry. The ad
shows a foyer of a theatre. Except
for the words “popcorn” and “CocaCola” on the boxes and cups held
by patrons, there is no lettering in
the picture. In the foreground are
“a half-dozen smartly dressed,
highly civilized people.”
“These people,” says Myers, “are
not juvenile delinquents, bobbysoxers, or rock ’ri’ roll addicts,
dressed in leather jackets and over¬
alls, and bent on making other peo¬
ple unhappy. They are the kind of
people decent-minded folks think
they are or would like to be.”
Myers takes exception to observ¬
ers who poke “i lot of cheap fun”
at theatres for selling popcorn And
soft drinks. No one, he points out,
thinks it’s ludicrous when ^ople
eat popcorn at circuses ana ballgames. Again referring to the Coke
ad, Myers says it “shows people
whose respectibillty arid social cor¬
rectness stand out all over them
enjoying the moviels—cokes, pop¬
corn and all.’*'
He asserts that he can’t help
wondering that the public response
woulmhave been “had the ad in
question been a movie ad instead
of a Coca-Cola aiL” The Allied
leader points out that while many
other suppliers feature theatres in
their national advertising, the film
companies have neglected to do so.
He deplored “the systematic dis¬
paragement of both pictures and
theatres in recent years” and noted
that this attitude has cost' theatres
a vast amount of patronage. “This
has reached a point,” he states,
“where it is considered not quite
nice to go to the -movies, Myers
maintains that ads similar to the^
Coca-Cola one will do much to con¬
vince the pubic that theatres are
“clean, comfortable and orderly.”

‘Palate’ lo Zannck
Continued from page 2

ai

that Miller shares 40% in the film
coin, along with the $2,000-a-Week
surcharge.
Achard gets^ 60%
which he will p^bably share 50-50
with whoever IiAhe Broadway legit
adapter. Irving P* Lazar agented
the deal.
Previously Lazar set the deal
with Zanuck for “Compulsion,” the
current bestseller by Meyer Levin,
who is also doing a dramatization
of his Own book. Lazar is agent
for. Levin.
'
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WHO GOES WHERE WITH WHAT
NBC Bays Out Barry & Enr^t
. Barry & Enright, “this year's" red hot packaging outfit, has
been bought outright by NBC in a deal reportedly reaching seven
figures and which, though the exact amount has been kept under
wraps, elevates partners Jack Barry and Danny Enright into
“very rich" brackets.
Acquisition of the B & E operation gives NBC 100% owner¬
ship of the Monday night “Twenty One" quizzer, the show which
put the network back into Monday night respectability after
seven years of “I Love Lucy" supremacy on CBS, along with the
daytime “Tic Tac Dough" entry, which in it§ own right has become
a major breadwinner for the network. Undetermined 1$ status of
“Winky Dink and You," currently a CBS-TV Saturday morning
entry. A fourth B & E package, “You’re On Your Own" has just
been knocked out of Its Saurday night CBS-TV slot, NBC's prin¬
cipal interest^ obviously, centers around it brace of “21" and
“Tic Tac Dough" entries.
Barry’s emceeing of “21" and “Tij" quizzers will henceforth
be independent of his capital gafns transfers. Similarly, although
Barry & Enright had initially flanned a new package starring
Charles Van Doren, the latter does trot go along with the NBC buy.
Henceforth any Van Doren deal would have to be made through
MCA, to whom the “21” graduate ^s now committed._

$1,500,000 Net Last Year, With Gross HHting
$5,520,000; Biz Elsewhere Good
A conservative estimate of
WNEW's net take last year sug¬
gests a good reason why DuMon^
Broadcasting'is so willing to fork
out over $7,000,000 in cash and Du¬
Mont stock to take own^ship of.
the Gotham radio indie. It is re¬
ported that last year the 50 kw
radio outlet hit a...,net of at least
$1,500,000.- Deal for station trans¬
fer is practically a, fait accompli. •
DuMont board n.et yesterday
(Tues.) and was expected to okay
the purchase, two-thirds of which
is to be paid for in cash. The rest
in stock to present WNEW owners.
Dick Buckley, WNEW chief, is ex¬
pected to “get DuMont Broadcast-'
ing stock in return for all his
WNEW shares. It is. reported he
vwll stay as the indie's active" boss.
Details will take approximately
two months before finalization of
the deal.
WNEW's gross for 1956 is said
to have run at a monthly rate of
$440,000 to $480,000, putting the
annual , gross at approximately $5,520,000, (at an average of $460,000
a month). One of the many ways
to equate the woi;i(h of a station
today is to multiply its annual net
earnings (before taxes) by five,
which in this-ease is $7,500,000.
Earnings at the station are the
best in WNEW's history and cer-.
talnly the best among all indies
in the met market, But they are
also an indication of the general
rises during 1956 and the first part
of 1957. in the earning power of all
independents,
,
WMGM, WMCA and WINS,
other leading English-language mu¬
sic and news stations, are all known
to have^liad increasesnet earn¬
ings this past year. The foreign
language stations, such as WHOM,
WOV, WWRL, are said to have had
net earningi^ increases as well.
Situation has a new host of po¬
tential station ‘ buyers scurrying
around not only in New York but
all metropolitan areas 46oklng to
make buys and the purchase price
is hardly any object at all, accord¬
ing to many tradesters.

Axes 'On Trial'
Hollywood, March 19.
The casualty-season gained mo¬
mentum the past week as Camp¬
bell’s Soups cancelled out on “On
Trial."
Series, produced by Collier
Young’s Fordyce Enterprises, is
hosted by Joseph Cotten, who also
stars in some segments of the NBCTV series. Campbell's Soups handed
the series its cancellatidon notice,
and it goes off tv when its current
pact expires in June.
Show is slotted at 9 p.m., Friday
nights, opposite CBS’ “Mr. Adams
and Eve,” Ida Lupina-poward Duff
.starrer owned partly hy Young.

H wood Runs Out of Nags
Hollywood, March 19.
'Upbeat in tv western series
has brought in its wake an
unusual turn of events in Hol¬
lywood.
It’s much easier to-rent an
actor than a horse.

SlimPicldns
For CBS-TV On
Summer Shows
It looks like an awfully slim year
for new summer replacement en¬
tries at CBS-TV. Thus far, the
schedule calls for oiily eight sum¬
mer substitutes, with a slim pos¬
sibility of three more before the
hot spell rolls around. Otherivise,
the web’s lineup^ill carry right on
through the dog days, with film
shows going Into repeat cycles and
the live stanzas staying right on
through to the fall.
Only two of the entries thus^far
will be brand hew, the still unfinalIzed hour Jackie Gleason replace¬
ment show, which will stress young
talent,' and the “Richard Diamond,
Private Detective" telefilm which,
sub “December Bride" (see sep(Contlnued on page 52)

Bill Jacobson’s l-Man
Beltline; 9B-Min. Spec,
8 Package Series, Novel
Bill Jacobson, radio-tv comedy
writer for the past 10 years,
emerged from a year and half’s
self-imposed literary confinement
with the following: first drafts of
two novels, a 90-minute original
musical, and eight tv package ser¬
ies. In addition, Jacobson co¬
scripted the pilot for CBS-TV’s
highly-touted “The Big Record," set
as a fall entry. Frank Cooper office
set latter deal for Jacobson, who
before entering his literary hiber¬
nation Was head writer for the
K|ite Smith show for three seasons
and worked on the^Max Liebman
spectaculars for one year.
Talent Associates Is eyeing
Jacobson’s series, “Baker’s Dozen,"
story of a benevolent con man who
employs an off-Broadway drama
grolip to commit his good deeds.
Screen Gems and Gomalco Pro¬
ductions are weighing “Connecticut
Yankee at Large," an adaptation
of Mark Twain’s classic dealing
with a simple character who em¬
ploys 20th century knowhow to dif¬
ferent periods and Incidents in his¬
tory, and including several excur¬
sions into the future.
The 90=minute musical, “The Fall
of Keenan’s' Glen," has lyrics and
a score by Larry Holofcener and
Dick Chodash,

By GEORGE ROSEN
Ever3i;hing is In
confusion
around the tv networks in their
efforts to put their '57-’58 program¬
ming houses in order. In fact they
are going through something bor¬
dering on chaos to a degree never
quite experienced before. With but
very few
exceptions, notably
among the -automobile companies,
the major sponsors are sitting on
their fat billings and refuse to
make a move. Nobody knows who’s
going where—or with what. -“Play it slow and watch” is the
theme around the agencies as they
sit back and wait. As a result the
networks are up a tree. Because of
the succession of sponsor defec¬
tions and disillusionment over the
present season’s programming, the
networks are not only rescheduling
hours, but redoing entire evenings.
Sponsors can pretty much have
their choice of shows and top -per¬
sonalities, along with cream middle-of-the-evening time segments
—but they aren’t budging.
There have, of course, been
some exceptions, as in the case of
Chevrolet buying up all 52 weeks
of Sunday night 9 to 10 on NBCTV; a Dodge standing pat with the
brace of Lawrence Welk shows;
Buick siphoning coin into ABC-TV;
Chesterfield satisfied to ride with
Frank Sinatra next season, or a Du
Pont agreeing to a 10-spec pro¬
gram pattern on CBS next season.
A half dozen Others have also put
in their' orders.
But these are the exceptions.
For otherwise it’s a late, late buy¬
ing season, and the most cautious
one of all. Although the calendar
year on setting budgets in most
client cases starts on April 1, the
majority are still holding back,
still trying to determine which way
the nighttime tv winds will blow.
It isn’t just the sponsor troubles
.causing the network jitters. All
facets of the business are going
through a crucial period. The webs
don’t know, for example, what
they’re going to do with some very
important. pieces of talent (Jackie
Gleason, Sid Caesar among others.)
They’re confused as 'to the status
of film vs. live programming. The
sponsor can’t make up his mind
about color vs. black-and-white.
And the average bankroller is
pretty much up in the air as to
just what returns Bis dollar will
bring him in the new three-net¬
work economy: All are contribu¬
ting factors In the restiveness and
feeling of instability.
And it isn’t that there’s a scar¬
city of program availabilities. The
networks have been peddling like
mad these past few weeks, both on
trying to pin down clients on pro¬
gram renewals or pledging them to
new entries (and they come in all
sizes, shapes and formats, from 90minute specials' and fuU hour
shows to a variety of half-hour
(continued on. page 34)

‘LUCY’TOPS‘21’BY
9IRENDEX POINTS
Charles !Van Doreh was badly
missed on “Twenty-One" Monday
night (18), with “I Love Lucy"
jumping the quizzer by a .Trendex
score of 35.5 to 26.2. Bishop Sheen
bn ABC ran last with a 5.0. New
“.Twenty-One" champ, Mrs. Eliza¬
beth Nearing, raised her stake to
$16,000, but it’s suspected that it
wiU take some taller coin than that
to gain the ascendancy over “Lucy"
again, •
NBC-TV’s new “Wells Fargo"
8:30 Monday entry, preceding
“Twenty^One," did nicely in its
first time out, grabbing a 22,8 op¬
posite “Talent Scouts’ ’’ 28.5‘and
a 6.4 for “Voice of Firestone" on
ABC. That 22.8 is double the last
Trendex taken on “Stanley," which
“Fargo" replaced, taken in Debember.

40 Caught in NBC Pr(^ram-Sales
Siatf Prunn^; McGarrett, Ehrlich,
Hazelhof Arnold Those Exith^ Weh
---1-

DICKER JOHN CROSBY
0N‘7UVELYARTS’
CBS-TV has been having discus¬
sions with John Crosby, the N. Y.
Herald-Tribune tv-radio critic, on
the latter assuming the role of host
on the network’s “Seven Lively
Arts" series, which is scheduled to
preem in the fall as a Sunday
afternoon attraction under the
exec production reins, of John
Housman. Crosby would in effect
handle an assignment similar to
that of Alastair Cooke on “Omni¬
bus."
Crosby recently left the hospital
after suffering a mild heart condi¬
tion. This, coupled with the fact
that he’s just taken on additional
chores as a regular back-of-thebook contributor to Holiday . mag
in covering the so-called lively arts
(films, tv, theatre, etc.), may iitftuence his ultimate decision on the
CBS-TV bid.

Gobel & Fidier
TV Hour Sold To
Ch’feld&RCA
h

Chesterfield
and
RCA*RCAWhirlpool have signed for the
Tuesday night Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel full hour stanza. Chester¬
field, via McCann-Erickson,. and
RCA, out of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
-will sponsor to 8 to 9 showcase on
alternate Tuesdays.
Fisher and Gobel will be for¬
matted on a “major-minor" pattr^n,
similar to the major-minor com¬
mercial pattern employed by alter¬
nating sponsors.
That is, one
Tuesday will be the Eddie Fisher
show, ^th Gobel as special guest,
while the following week will be
the Gobel show ,with Fisher as
guest. They will alternate guest
shots through the: season,^ making
the setup tantamount' Jto a cbstarring format. Tt hasn’t been decided
yet which sponsor will take on,
which stanza. Starting date still un¬
determined.

Arthur Murray Tries
To Waltz Out of CBS
Deal—NBC Wants Him
NBC-TV is busy trying to wrest
away !rom CBS-TV a summer show
which Is already committed, to Co¬
lumbia and a sponsor. Show is the
perennial summer replacement, the
“Arthur Murray Dance Party,"
which, is scheduled to replace “Hey
Jeannie" Saturday, nights under
sponsorship of ^‘Associated Prod¬
ucts." NBC-TV, along with Purex
Co. and Speidel Watchbands, wants
the show as a replacement for the
Tuesday night “Big Surprise."
At this point, Murray is trying to
get out of his CBS commitment
simply because NBC wants him to
start April 2, while the Columbia
pact doesn’t start till summer.
Purex and S|)cldel have been has¬
sling among themselves over “Sur¬
prise,” one of the sponsors want¬
ing to continue and the other in
favor of dropping the show. Com¬
promise was reached with the Mur¬
ray stanza, if it can be had.
At any rate, “Surprise" or its
successor will run only through the
summer, making way for the Chesterfield-RCA Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Tuesday 8 to- 9 pairing in the
fall.
Other show in- the slot,
“Panic," will probably move to
Saturdays at-9. under, the same. sponsorship, L&M and Max Factor.

NBC’s whittling down of person¬
nel (based on Booz, Allen & Ham¬
ilton’s blueprint and contention
that the organization is overstaffed)
picked up in momentum last week
when about 40 persons, mostly
from within the programming and
sales operations^ were given their
walking papers. In some instan¬
ces the status of some key person¬
nel has yet to be resolved.
In the program-production cut¬
backs, at least one top-level pro¬
ducer was caught in the sweep.
He’s George McGarrett, exec pro¬
ducer on the Perry Como show
since is start, who’s been let go by
the web. Reason in his instance,
it’s understood, is the network’s
feeling that with General Artists
Corp. devoting most of its televi¬
sion staff for the show,, the exec
producer spot isn’t needed.
McGarrett’s a vet of NBC-TV,
having moved around the pro^am
■ department in several capacities
over the past several years. At
one time he was in charge of day¬
time programming.
Another casualty is Bud Ehrlich,
associate producer on the “Home"
'show. Eric Hazelhof, an NBC vet¬
eran who in recent years worked
under v.p. Michael .Dann in sale*
and more recently was involved in
the network’s closed-circuit opera¬
tion, is also exiting. Understood
he’s talking a job with Radio Free
Europe in Munich. ,
Another vet at NBC, Roy Porteus, who headed up the “Today”“Home’’-“Tonight" sales operation,
found himself without portfolio
when Booz, Allen & Hamilton rec¬
ommended that “T-H-T" be brought
into the overall sales setup at the
tv network. What happens to Porteus is stilt problematical, but it's
reported that radio veepee Joe Culligan wants to shuttle him over to
the AM side.
Most of the other cuts came at
lower levels, such as production
casting, etq.

Reynolds Metals
Axes‘Circns Boy’
It’s now a clean sweep on Sun¬
day dVening NBC-TV cancellations
in the 90-minute period extending
from 6:30 to 8, with Reynolds
Metals serving notice on the net¬
work that it Is calling it quits with
“Circus Boy." Previously General
Foods had cancelled out of the
“Bengal Lancers" 7. o’clock show
(which, like “Circus Bqg** is a
Screen Gems property) with' GF
also notifying the web it was drop¬
ping the Roy Rogers 6:30 film
entry.
Reynolds, in relinquishing the
7:30 time period, has decided to
throw in its lot with “Disneyland"
on ABC-TV. Despite the client de¬
fection, NBC is still bullish about
retaining “Circus Boy" (on the
newest Nielsens it came in only
two points under Jack Benny com¬
petition), but “Circus Boy" may be
moved to another period if NBC
goes ahead with its plans to install
a 7 tq 8 full hour entry in the Sab*
bath^lot next season.

GE Ankles ‘Arrow’
General Electric is dropping its
half interest in ABC-TV’s “Broken
Arrow," but Miles Labs is retain¬
ing its half on the- Tuesday telefilm
through next season.
Loss of the GE biz on the adult
western was anticipated in some
quarters. The sponsor cut back in
the first place-this'season to make
room for the Mllfes tb-de^al. • '
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Newest TV Wrinkle: Hie Guest Gets
Booked, Pays for Booklet Mailing

-----

Newest ^v^inkle'in the parade of X
"success story” television shows
dealing with successful business
Within three weeks of first re¬
execs and their operations is a
payment by guests of mailing lease, the nationally syndicated
“Barry Gray Radiq Show” has
costs for booklets based on the signed with six audio stations and
program and sent to viewers re¬ another 16 contracts are pending,
questing copies. In the new in¬ according to producer Sandy How¬
stance, a projected program called ard.
The WMCA, N. Y., midnight-to-2
"Address the Nation” inquires
some guests to pay $3,500 toward commentator was signed in Miami,
where he once appeared locally,
mailings of 100,000 copies of such and in Philadelphia.
a booklet.
Show is packaged by an outfit
called Associated News Service,
SAMMY KAYE
headed by Bob Courtney. It’s a
flashes a greenback as a reminder
of
his
new minty Columbia disc,
filmed series which Courtney/^ex"MONET,” backed, by "THE SHIP
pects to spot-book in 150 markets
THAT NEVER SAILED.”
in the U;S. and in 19 countries
Albums; — "MT FAIR LADT”;
overseas, on which businessmen
"BELLS ARE RINGING.”
apE4^ and tell the story of their
ON TOUR:—March 21, Durham,
op^^ion. parts of their lives are
GBS-'TV will' Ampex-tape all N. C.; 22, Baltimore, Md.; 23, Pottsdramatized as well. Norman Bro- nighttime live shows this summer town, Pa.; 24, Upper Darby, Pa.; 25,
Onancock, Va.; 26, Norfolk, Va.
kenshire has been booked to emcee
on the Coast for repeats there and
the stanza.
delayed
feeds
to
Central
and
Moun¬
The booklet would be an ani¬
mated-style piece pictorializing the tain Time Zone stations using
program’s content. A different standard time. That’s the main fea¬
book would be printed for each ture of the web’s new Daylight
guest, with average- of four
guests per show. The guest must Savings Plan. NBC-TV and ABCfoot the bill for mailing costs of TV earlier unwrapped plans for ex¬
a press-run of 100,000 booklets, at tensile use of tape repeats, but
about 3V6c apiece, or $3,500 for not on so large a scale as CBS.
Judy Garland has filed a libel
the lot. Courtney said the actual
and breach of contract suit against
production cost of the booklets, Total CBS taped schedule will
which he said would normally rdn come to 14 hours a week, with five CBS, seeking damages totaling
$1,393,333. Suit filed in New York
ioc each, will be footed by the Ampex units-handling the load.
Under the plan, all live night¬ Federal District Court, stemmed
sponsor. Organic Corp. of America.
Courtney stated also that not all time shpws will be taped on the from Miss Garland’s hassle with
guests would have to pay the $3,- Coast and a new repeat sequence CBS early this year over a pro¬
500, “We expect to have large created there designed primarily to
corporations like Westinghouse avoid product conflicts. 'Moreover, posed tv spec that she was to have
and Sylvania on the show, and they the Coast repeats will be fed to done under her five-year contract
normally mail a great deal of public Mountain and Central stations using with the net.
.relations matter anyway, so they standard time on a schedule de-.
The $1,000,000 libel portion of
don’t need this service. We’re, pro¬ signed" to retain the usual time her complaint alleged false and de¬
viding this for the smaller compa¬ period for the programs. In situa¬ famatory matter about her. She
tions
where
the
usual
time
can’t
nies who don’t.have any public re¬
charged that CBS was responsible
lations setup or material, and all be used, other alternative periods for statements as “she is known for
they have to pay is the mailing will be substituted, but shows won’t I a highly developed inferiority com¬
charge.” All guests, said Court¬ simply be moved one hour earlier plex” and doesn’t “want to work
ney, are free to use their own mail¬ according to Bill Hyland, v.p. in because .something is bothering
ing facilities instead of paying the charge of sales administration.
her.” The complaint further at¬
As an illustration of the new tributed to a CBS official this
$3,500, but the mailing itself must
go out one way or the otlier, or the system, the Ed Sullivan show would statement: "I don’t know but I
guest won’t be allowed to appear. be taped on ihe Coast and re¬ wouldn’t b^ surprised if she thinks
Courtney said the books are a peated at 8-9 Los Angeles daylight she’s terribly fat.” Who made such
necessary ingredient to the show’s time. Simultaneously, it would be statements and where it was print¬
success. Guests will get up 20,000 fed out to Central and Moutaln ed was not detailed in the com-'
standard time, stations for broad¬ ptaint. She contended as a result
copies for their own use.
Courtney, asked about the size cast at 9-10 Central Standard Time I of such quotations her reputation
of the press run—100,000 copies, and 8-9 Mountain. Standard Time. ! and character, as well as her ability
said that with 150 stations and 19
! to obtain employment, had been
foreign countries, he’d be "very
! impaired.
disappointed” if the requests
In the breach of contract portion
didn’t exceed that number. Show
of the suit, she claimed that $393,will use a trailer or telop urging
333 was due her under her fiveviewers to write in for the booklets
year contract, inked Dec. .20, 1955.
and start an "educational libNBC-TV has sewed up its first CBS paid her over $41,000 for the
rarys eries.” Also, the writers of the sponsor for its new Saturday after¬ first year of the contract. As spell¬
best.letter of request each week noon baseball schedule.
R. J. ed out in the complaint, her $435,would receive a $1,000 and a $600
000 contract caled for $83,333 each
Lucien Picard watch, which: Court¬ Reynolds has bought in for one- year for the first three years,' $90,.
ney stated, would help the show quarter'sponsorship of tl^e games, 000 for the fourth year, and $95,exceed the 100,000-letter mark. which start. April 6 with Jim Woods 000 for the fifth year. On Jan^ 8,
Picard, incidentally, is working on and Lindsey Nelson on the play-by- she stc.ted, CBS cancelled its agreea tie-in basis; it’s not the sponsor.
ii.ent with her, referring to CBS’
Organic will foot all program play and Leo Durocher handling and Miss Garland’s failure to teach
costs, but the series will be booked the color.
agreement on a proposed show for
with stations on a public service
Web is’now out peddling another Feb. 25, 1957. Two days later, she
basis, free of charge with stations one-quarter sponsorship, with the continued, she informed CBS that
providing the time free.
other half of the games going to she would sue.
Miss Garland’s
the stations as a co-op. feature. suit contended that the agreement
The Reynolds deal, incidentally, with CBS gave her the right to
pits one cigaret against another in approve script> producer, director,
the NBC-CBS rivalry on the Satur¬ et al.
day stanzas, since Marlboro is al¬
Miss Garland made two live ap¬
ready in for one-third of the CBS
“Game of the Week.” That rivalry pearances ,on the net.
may be cut short, however, since
CBS is sounding out stations on
possible, Sunday clearances for
At Ease, Boys '
Out of the present Saturday games after July 1.
At CBS-t'V’s "Cinderella”
night confusion on CBS-TV has
press party last week, hne
come at least one virtually certain
tradepaper reporter walked up
commitment. That’s the new Gisele
to a distinguished, whiteFor the second year Allen B.
haired gent and said, "I don’t
MacKenzie half-hour show which
DuMont
Labs
reported
a
loss
to
think
I know you. What paper
jack Benny’s, company is packag¬
are you with?”
ing. Lever Bros, and Scott Paper, stockholders. On sales of $47,To the reporter’s embarrassboth out of the J. Walter Thomp¬ 401,000, company was out $3,887,- ■ ment, the reply was, “I’m Mer¬
son camp, have put in an order 000 in 1956, after a tax carryback
le Jones; I’m with CBS.”
for the show as alternale-week of $1,262,000 ^and a reserve of $1,CBS-TV prexy then put the
sponsors if CB slots the prbgram 688,000, set up to cover the com¬
reporter at his ease by relat¬
in the Saturday 9:30 p.m. slot.
plete writeoff of the balance of its
ing a similar experience , he
That’s the time Procter & Gam¬ tv transmitter inventory and' to
went through when he went to
ble is giving up along with its “put its other inventories and re¬
' work in Washington some
sponsorship of "Hey Jeannie.” ceivables in a sound condition.’*
years back. A party was thrown
However, since CBS was ^vision¬
Year before, sales were at $66,in his honor, and he found
ing a full hour 9 to 10 showcase 378,000 and losses $3,674,000. Com¬
himself introduced to. a "Mr.
(possible “The Big Record”) the pany says lower sales due to ab¬
Martin.” Not knowing many
network has got to decide whether sence of broadcasting Income since
people in the Capital, he
or not it v/ants to retain the half- spinoff of DuMont Broadcasting
asked, "What agency are you
hour pattern and find a new time Corp. in Dec., 1955. Meanwhile,
with, Mr. Martin.” The reply
berth for “Record.”
Otherwise, DuMont Broa;dcasting Is finalizing
was, "I’m Joe Martin.” It was
Saturday night on CBS Is still pret¬ negotiations for purchase of N. Y.
the Republican Congressional
ty much m an iffy programming radio iqdie WNEW at over
leader and erstWhiie Speaker
statUa.’'
$7,000,000.’'
' •
of the House.

Barry Gray Syndicated^

CBSGiriiigAinpex
Summer Play

Judy’s
Suit Against CBS

NBC-TY BAGS CIGGIE
COIN ON BALLCASTS

Levtr, Scott Paper
In Gisele Dickers

DuM Labs’ Losses

"GE The^re” jumped to the top of the'Nielsen average audience
list for the^two weete ended Feb. 23, and. with "Alfred Hitchcock;
Presents” right behind, CBS-TV scores a 1-2 parlay with its Sunday
9 to 10 hour. CBS took six out of 10 this time around,. With ABC-TV
placing only "Disneyland” and NBC scoring three entries, among
them the Tennessee Ernie Ford show,, making its first appearance
on the Top 10 list.
Total Audience
Average Audience
G. E. Theatre (CBS). 41.7
Ed SuUivan Show (CBS) 45.2
Hitchcock Presents (CBS). 39.4
G. E. Theatre (CBS).... 45.0
Disneyland (ABC) .42.0
I Love Lucy (CBS).. 38.4
Hitchcock Presents (CBS) 42.0
$64,000 Question (CBS) ... 36.2
December Bride (CBS)... 35.8
Perry Como Show (NBC) 41.7
T Love Lucy (CBS)..... 40.0
Dragnet (NBC) .35.3
Steve Allen Show (NBC). 39.7
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS). 35.1
December Bride (CBS).. 38.8
Perry Como Show (NBC) 34.0
Ford Show (NBC).34.3
$64,000 Question (CBS).. 38.5
Disneyland (ABC) _
34.0
Dragnet (NBC) .37.8

Morgan s Short-Waved Liherian
Crack Miifs Sponsor Firestone
f

WPAT’s 30% Rate Hike
WPAT, the Paterson radio indie
which plugs itself as the metropoli¬
tan New'York "gaslight station,” is
jacking time rates by 30% as of
April I." Rate card No. 12 is the
first hike at the. station since
August, 1955.
Dickens Wright, WPAT topper,
said that the station, which relies
heavily on a background music
sound, had an overall audience in¬
crease in the last year of 39% and
national spot revenue went up
99.75%. He added that local and
regional biz also went up, bringing
WPAT total revenue for 1956 to
the highest gross in the station’s 16
years.

?Iay Marco’Held
Not a Lottery
Washington, March 19.
By a 2-1 vote, the Court of Ap¬
peals of the D. C. Circuit held
last week that the FCC mis¬
interpreted the Federal statutes in
issuing a declaratory ruling in 1955
that the "Play Marco” program
is a lottery.
The Commission’s ruling was
appealed by the Caples Co., which
claimed injury •s a result of the
cancellation of its program by
KTLA-TV in Hollywood and more
than 20 other stations. The Court’s
decision permits the giveaway
show to return to the air.
The Court's opinion, written by
Judge David Bazelon, held that a
Supreme Court decision in 1954
which threw out an FCC ban on
giveaway shpws should apply in
the case of "Play Marco.” While
agreeing that the program’s re¬
quirement of a visit to a sponsor’s
store involves more than merely
"listening,” the Court declared
that "the undesirability of this
type of programming is^ not enough
to brand those responsible for it as
criminals.”
If the Commission wants to pro¬
tect the public against shows of
the “Play Marco” variety, the Court
suggested, it must seek methods
"not pegged so tightly to the,crim¬
inal statute or in additional legis¬
lative authority.”
”

CANADA YIELDS TO
KRAFT ON‘PLAGUE’
Toronto, March 19.
Production of "Night of the
Plague” by the Canadian Broad¬
casting Corp. tv network, skedded
for Sunday (17), was suddenly
yanked to avoid duplication of th6
same play ske'dded by "Kraft TV
Theatre,” with latter winning out
on play purchase, plus CBC carry¬
ing the Kraft series on its transCanada network. Kraft will preswit “Night of the Plague” tomor¬
row (Wed.) with.Edward (“My Fair
Lady”) Mulhare in the lead.
Leads for the CBC-TV produc¬
tion, in rehearsal here, were Pat
McNee and Tobi Robins. Filling
the gap, CBC (17) presented a
kinescope of "The Magic Life,”
this by Ann' Henry and shown a
year ago with Ailene Kamins and
Jerry Sarracini as leads in this
tale of carnival life.

A March 11 short-wave broad¬
cast by ABC Radio commenator
Edward P. Morgan from Liberia
Irkefi Firestone Tire & Rubber, it
is reported. Firestone, which re¬
cently renewed its half-hour con¬
tract with ABC-TV and is still be¬
ing sought by to renew on the ra¬
dio side, got miffed by criticism
levelled at it and other big biz in¬
terests in Liberia, which the AFLClO-sponsored reporter said, is a
"miserable
and
Impoverished
country.”
Network explained that the • re¬
action of Firestone was cued by a
press release made after the broad¬
cast which excerpted a portion of
the Morgan discourse without giv¬
ing it» full meaning. It was also
explained that the Morgan tran¬
script of the broadcast was un¬
available, since it was being re¬
viewed by Firestone,
However,
another copy was acquired, wMch
reads as follows:
"Behind us in Liberia, we left
a miserable and impoverished
country, which has not enough
paved roads to cover the streets
of Des Moines, Iowa,* and has hard¬
ly a single schoolteacher with a
college degree.
Eighty percent,
roughly, of the country’s 'entire
staff of teachers—and, indeed, it’s
a small staff—have never gone
beyond bighschool . . . The wages
paid on the Firestone rubber plan¬
tation and plants on the rich Ironore shoulders of Burney Hills, run
by the Liberian Mining Co. (a sub¬
sidiary of Republic Steel) run as
little as 30 Cents a day. Some
minimums in Liberia are as low
as three cents an hour. There are
usually other things to go with
this—including housing and food,
but the standard of, living is worse,
or at least It appears worse in a
quick look, than any country this
correspondent has visited in 25
years of reporting, with the ex(Continued on page 52)

Gary Cooper In
Hour CBS Series
Gary Cooper has signed for his
first televisiohshow, an hour a_dventure-western series for CBSTV which won’t begin until a year
from next October. The CBS deal,
which will run for three yvears ef¬
fective in 1958, while Copper was
also negotiating^ With ABC-TV for
an hour western; with the actor
and his partner in Ashton Produc¬
tions, I. H. Prinzmetal, apparently
going for the Columbia show be¬
cause of the later starting date and
the fact that Cooper will merely
host and narrate the series but not
act in it;
Unusually long lag between the
contract arid starting date is re¬
portedly due to Cooper’s current
picture . commitments,
Ashton,
which is headed by Prinzmet^il, will
get filming underway shortly, but
with nearly a year and a half to
turn out 39 episodes, Cooper will
be able to set a schedule which he
can dovetail with his motion pic¬
ture work. Presumably after the
first year, he’ll devote most of hii
time to the vidpix stanza.
Deal was set last week on the
Coast by CBS-TV business affairs
veep Spence Harrison, who re¬
turned to N. Y. Friday morning
(15) with the contract in his back
pocket. Ted Ashley repped Prinz¬
metal and 'Codjper.

P^Steff
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Hm Weekend Trendex
NBG-TV's Emmy Awards presentation swept the Trendex field
Saturday night (16), but the following evening, the same web's
“There Shall Be No Night" Hallmark presentation, starring Charles
Boyer and Katherine Cornell, was in.turn swamped by the Ann
Sothern-Ed. Sullivan competition. Also noteworthy was Perry
Como’s two-to-one Trendex margin over Jackie Gleason, despite
Kate Smith's stint on the Gleason stanza.
. .
In the Emmy department, the 90-mhiute presentation averaged
out to 29.1. The 9-10 average outpointed ABC’s,Lawrence Welk
by 29.3 to 18.1, with the CBS lineup comprising a 10,3 for "Oh
Susannah" and 8.9 for "Hey, Jeannie." At 10, CBS fared better
with a 16.4 for "Gunsmoke" and ABC worse with 7,9 for "Ozark
Jubilee,’’ with NBC's Emmys still way on top with 28.7. On Sun¬
day, "Halhnark" bowed to Ann Sothern at 7:30 by a 24.1 to 12.2'
score, with ABC's "Amateur Hour" close behind at 10.2. At 8 to 9,
Sullivan scored a smashing 28.9 (last half-hohr was up-to 43.5)
against an 11.8 average for "There Shall Be No Night.” "Amateur
Hour" had a 4.8 at 8 while "Open Hearing’s" 8:30 score for ABC
was 1.4. .
•
...
Como scored a solid 31i4 vs. Gleason’s 15.8 and "Famous Film
Festival’s’' 5.7 on Saturday night. Spread between Como and
Gleason was one of the biggest yet.
_

Cost-Per-Hiousand Less Important
Than Moving Sponsor’s Prodncts
With the television Industry suf-4
fering its first major period of f
gponsoi "attrition,” It's time the |
medium began selling Itself on the j
Blueprint is complete as six
basis of its uniqueness and impact
as an advertising medium and not more men take yeep - stripes at
simply on a cost-per-thousand ABC. As expected, three were pro¬
yardstick alone. So believes Jack moted in tv and three In radio by
Schneider, director of CBS Tele¬ American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres topper Leonard Goldenvision Spbt Sales, and he’s con¬ son.
vinced the answer lies in more and
ABC-TV upped Gene .Accas, to
better research.
administrative veep; Don Coyle,
Though primarily concerned veep in charge of sales develop¬
with the spot field, Schneider be¬ ment and research, and Jason
lieves the network picture is even Rabinovitz, administrative veep.
more demanding of qualitative re¬ In ABC Radio, George Comtols be¬
search, since' program costs con¬ came sales veep; Stephen Hiddletinue to spiral upward while audi¬ berger, administrative veep, and
ence levels remain the same, re¬ Dean Shaffner, veep In charge of
sulting in an ever-growing cost- sales developihent and research.
per-thousand. In spot, the picture
isn’t so dark, since‘ill that's sold
is time and there’s little likelihood
of substantial time chai^ge in¬
creases.
Kind of research Schneider feels
the industry needs is "results"
studies—surveys of the effect of
television on sales^ not merely a
nose-counting. of impressions and
costs.
"If , television moves the
goods, the sponsor doesn’t worry
about his cost-per-thousand. We
know television moves goods, but
Washington, March 19.
now we’ve got to prove it.V
FCC today (Tues.) ordered its
CBS-TV Spot Sales is already
engaged—at its own cost—in such staff to prepare decisions giving
research. It just recently wound four major markets additional
up a Pulse study -for BBD&O on VHF stations. The new VHF’ers,
the impact of the Hit Parade ciga- all drop-ins, would givr Miami its
ret tv campaign. , Though radio fourth commercial V on channel 6;
and newspapers got far and away Charleston, S. G.^its third coMmer,the lion’s share pf .the budget, it cial V on Ch. 4; Norfolk its third
was television that. made people VHF’er on Ch. 13 and Duluth-Su¬
buy, the survey discloses. Simi¬ perior its third V. Order, which
larly, for the past year, Spot Sales disposes of the last of the group
6f J14 reallocation cases on the FCC
' (Continued on page 50)
agenda, iS not a final decision but
tips off the Commission’s leanings.
In .another FCC development,
the temporary grant to. KTVI, St.'
Louis VHF. outlet, to operate' ten¬
tatively on Ch. 2, recently moved
to St. Louis from Springfield,, was
attacked by a new company, Louis¬
iana Purchase Co. New company,
which threatened to go to the Court
Procter & Clamble came through of Appeals , if the FCC does not
with its second half-hoim time- st^ the grant within .48 hours, also
program cancellation within a filed an application for the channel
week, posting the closing notice on and asked that it receive the tem¬
the Saturday night ."Hey Jeannie" porary grant instead of KTVI. New
series as well as the GBS-TV time company is headed by Lon Hocker,
slot after only 39 weeks. Earlier, St. Louis attorney and unsuccessful
it had dropped its "Jane Wyman Republican gubernatorial candidate
Fireside Theatre" and the NBC-TV in the last election ,and St. Louis
Browns, prexy Donald L: Barnes Jr.
Tuesday time slot as well.
The "Hey, Jeanhie’J axing, though
anticipated, comes before the start
of the summer, Mth P&G forego¬
ing the reruns on the Jeannie Carson-starrer. Four Star Films pack¬
age. Moving into its ^30 time slot
The. fourth and final quarter
will be the perenniaPsummep en¬ sponsor has inked with "Disney¬
try, the "Arthur Murray Dance land" on ABC-TV for next sea¬
Party.’” Moving in as sponsor for son. Reynolds Metals is taking a
the show will be Associated Prod¬ half hour skip weeks on the
ucts (Five-Day Deodorants, Rival Wednesday 7:30 to 8:30 show.
Dog Food, etc.), out of the Grey
Reynolds, which takes the place
agency.
of the ankling American Dairy
* Associated only last week bought Assn., goes into the telefilm on
another n'ew entry that’s expected Sept. 18 at the start of the new
to ride out the summer on NBC- season. JBuchanan and Clinton E.
TV, tlie "Masquerade P^rty" stan¬ Frank, jointly pact6d the deal with
za which moved into . Wednesday at ABC. Other "Disneyland" bank8 as the "Hiram Holliday replace¬ rollers for next season are Swift,
ment.
General Foods and General Mills.

ABC Stripes for Six

NewVHFsFor
4 Markets; Hit
St. Louis Grant

P&G Also Drops
'Hey Jeannie’

'Disneyland’ Grabs Off
Reynolds Metals Coin

(-MONTH HIIITU!;
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NBC-TV Gets Hot in the Daytime;
lever, P&G’s $6,500,000 Deals

. The suggestion has been made
2 Agencies in Trouble
(and not so much as a gag, either)
Couple of top agencies are
that the tv industry take a sixreported in for some trouble¬
months or so hiatus on all ratings
some days in resolving their
—just to see what happens. Just
tv-radio key personnel slots.
Chief tv-radio boys in both
let Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Trendex, Mr.
shops answer to the descripPulse, Mr. Hooper and Mr. ARB
^ tion of "nice guys," hut ap¬
go peddle their decimal points
parently it’s carrying no
some'place else, and to determine
weight with sponsors in cut¬
back on bUlings and programs.
if. In the process, some more real¬
istic, closer-to-the-truth ■'bpxoffice '
equation can he found for pro¬
gramming.
Such a move, of course, would
require the fullest cooperation of
all the networks, the stations, the
sponsors and the agencies. "Wheth¬
er a rating-conscious industry
could survive such an ordeal (prob¬
ably more' nerve wracking than
laying off martinis for six months)
A "Wide Wide World" program
Is something else gain. But the
suggestion has been made that, by on Cuba, scheduled for April 28,
sending the Messrs. Nielsen and was called off last week as a re-r
Trendex off on an extended fishing suit of the revolutionary outbreak
vacation someplace, the industry in which 40 students were killed in
might in the half-year interval an attempt to raid the Presidential
promulgate a more definitive and. Palace. The NBC-TV show will in¬
qualitative yardstick with which to stead devote its April 28 program
gauge the true valuation of shows, to California, with producer Herb
notably In terms of sponsor impact. Sussan already on the Coast ex¬
Isn’t it conceivable, for example,' ploring origination sites.
it’s been asked, that, despite the
Sussan had already begun pre*comparatively poor Trendex show¬ liminary planning for the Cuban
ing of the recent Old Vic "Romeo show in consultation with Goar
and Juliet" on NBC-TV, those 15,- Mestre's Cuban tv network. In
000,000 or so people who addressed fact, the Mestre production unit
themselyes to the performance had called a staff meeting of all its
meant considerably more on the technical personnel last Wednes¬
sponsor payoff charts than the day (13) and during the meeting
40,000,000 to 50,000,000 viewers itself the sound of gunfire broke
who were engaged in watching "I out. Next morning, they called
Love Lucy?" And in the final Sussan and told him it wouldn’t be
analysis wouldn't that automati¬ advisable to do a show from Cuba
cally create an awareness and re¬ right now.
spect for a more truthful yardstick
California segment—and ’ all fu¬
than an overnight rating sample ture "Wide Wide World" shows,
based strictly on quantitative re¬ will be footed entirely by NBC—
search? In other words the pro¬ no contributions please.
It’s a
ponents of the "rating hiatus" are policy decision taken by the web
convinced that, by relegating the because of the unfavorable taste
ratings to obscurity over a period left as a result of hassles in Flori¬
of time, a concentrated effort can da-amd in Providence by local gov¬
he made to evolve a boxoffice def¬ ernmental and civic grants to foot
inition ' of programming which part of the bill for local origina¬
would truly reflect where the spon¬ tions. NBC has decided it can do
sor and his product came off.
without the money and the publici¬
Since any such drastic step ty. Sussan will look over dozens
would be bound to affect the net¬ of sights for the Coast show—he
work.- station - agency - client
re¬ wants to call it "Land of Promise”
search fraternity (representing a —including the Imperial Valley,
sizeable chunk of industry per¬ Death Valley, Mt. Whitney, Palo'sonnel) it wouldn’t necessarily
^ontinued on page 52)
mean a Work cessation for them.
They could simply turn t^heir en-,^
ergies and sliderules over to evolv- '
ing the new qualitative yardstick.
As the guy said, it’s merely a
suggestion.

Axe m World’
Cuba Origination
Following Revolt

Norman Frank’s leave’
From NBC-TV Tonight’
Now Permanent Thing

Bukk’sCoinTo .
Ride With ABC-TV
Buick, which, has been out of
network ty since it ankled its
Jackie Gleason-CBS-TV contract
last seasbn, 15 re.turning via ABCTV next fall in-a $3,000,000 alter-.
nate-Fridays gross time and talent
deal.
Buick has taken 8:30 to 9, just
before the Frank Sinatra-Chesterfield half-hour on ABC, and is ex.pected'to start when Sinatra does
in October. The half-hour vehicle
for the skip-week Detroit outfit is
being dickered now, with the net¬
work reporting that a telefilmed
drama will be filled by a big name
performer who has not done much,
if. any,, .tv before. Network has
feelers out for the other lialf-sponsor on the strength that Sinatra’s
leadout alone could readily attract
another buyer for 8:30.
Besides the new Buick coin, ABC.
has approximately $11,000,000 in
gross time charges from Plyiriouth
■'and Dodge on the two Lawrence
Welk hours and for the post-Sin¬
atra half-hour. Chevy time and i
talent on Pat Boone costs the auto
company $5,000,000.
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Norman Frank won’t return to
NBC-TV’s "Tonight" as producer.
Frank left the show six weeks ago
to turn out his "UF 61" pilot for
ABC-TV on a leave-of-absence
basis, with all parties concerned in¬
sisting he’d return to the show at
the end of the six weeks. His
leave .started, just a week after
"Tonight" hit the air.
NBC-TV execs 'svon’t give the
reason Frank isn’t returning, but
it was apparent they weren’t too
happy with the way he brought the
show In. Dick Linkroum, the web’s
"Today’’-"Home’'-"Tonight" exec
producer, who took over temporar¬
ily as "Tonight" producer when
Frank left, will continue on indefi¬
nitely with the show.
Linkroum has suggested that he
be relieved temporarily of his
"Today" and "Home” supervisory
duties, but the probability Is that
Mort Werner, v.p. in charge of
daytime programming and parti¬
cipating shows, will ride herd a
little closer on "Today" and
"Home" while Linkrounx concen¬
trates on "Tonight.” Program de¬
partment realignment set recently
pinpointed Werner’s duties and
took much of the general program
load off his back, leaving him more
time for the participating shows.

Just how important the. soap
companies are to daytime televi¬
sion was illustrated this week as
NBC-TV made Its biggest daytime
comeback in over three years.
Lever Bros, returned to the NBC
fold, while Procter & Gamble,
which has only dabbled in NBC
daytime, also threw in its hat to
bring the combined billings on the
two deals to $6,500,000. Both are
in for a firm 52 weeks, P&G with
four and a half quarter-hours a
week and Lever with four.
At the same time, Colgate has
expressed interest in returning to
the web’5 daytime lineup, though
discussions are still in the pre¬
liminary stage. It was just a year
ago that NBC’s daytime picture hit
its nadir with the withdrawal by
Colgate of some $3,000,000 in day¬
time billings- which it poured into
radio. Since then, the web’s day¬
time ratings have steadily in¬
creased until on an average basis,
they top CBS’ with Colgate’s own
"Big Payoff” outrated by NBC’s
“Matinee Theatre."
(New ad¬
vance Nielsens maintain NBC’s
slight lead, achieved for the first
time in the last Nielsen report.)
■ Closer' to fruition than the Col¬
gate prospect is-still a fourth soap
deal, with SOS Magic Cleanser,
which would bring still another
$1,000,000 into the web’s daytime
coffers. If the Colgate and SOS
deals materialize, along with other
business (Dixie (I!up, for one), web
expects to be ,85% sold out in
daytime within three weeks.
The Lever buy calls for four
quarter-hours a week, set into two
contiguous discount patterns start¬
ing May 1. Soap outfit, for its
new Whisk product, will sponsor
Wednesday and Friday quarterhours on "Truth or Consequences,"
a Wednesday quarter-hour on
“Comedy Time" and.a Friday quar¬
ter-hour on "The Price Is Right."
P&G, for Lava and Dreft, out of
Dancer^-Fitzgerald-Sample, is buy¬
ing "Tic Tac Dough” five days a
week, a quarter-hour on an everyweek basis daily except Thursdays,
where it will, go alternate weeks.

ABC-TV &IBC In
Multi-$$ Deal
ABC-TV and International B6xing Club have pacted a new twoyear multi-million dollar deal on
supplying Wednesday night fights.
At the same time, Mennen repacted for another 52 weeks as co¬
sponsor on the 10 p.m. show. Both
contracts go into effect June 1.
The new contract contains some
changes, it is reported, with the
network having the right to go
elsewhere besides ^IBC a certain
number of times for bouts. Lester
Malitz, who is quittihg as a veep
at Leo Burnett agency, will be re¬
sponsible for lining outside-IBC
talent as the show’s new' producer.
No co-sponsor has been found yet
to replace the ankling Pabst, but
•ABC says it has developed a plan
whereby it could handle cig spon¬
sors without sponsorship conflict
during the crucial five months of
Daylight Savings Time,

PAUL MONASH QUITS
CBS‘CLIMAX’SERIES
Hollywood, March 19.
Paul Monash has turned in his
•resignation as associate producer
of CBS-TV’s “Climax" series, the
second associate producer to ankle
that series in the past three?
months.
.
(
Monash, signed by the web in
January to be associate producer
on the show, asked for" and re¬
ceived his release from his year’s
pact. He will stay with the series
for 'a couple of weeks before he
exits.
A tv and motion picture
writer before he joined "Climiax,"
Monash will return to writing.
Last December Victor W’olfson
exited as associate producer
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Windheim Exits D’Arc;
Stations Irked by Discrepancies
h Exec Prodocer
TY-Radio Prodnctioii Centres
In Ratings; Depends Who Makes ’Em
IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
Marek Windheim, for the past
eight years with the D’Arcy ad
agency as executive tv and radio
producer, resigned from the agen¬
cy last week. He will announce a
new association shortly..
Windheim, who was brought
Into D’Arcy by Paul Louis, had a
colorful show business career
prior to going into advertising.
While starring with an opera com¬
pany in his native Poland he VaS
discovered by' Gatti-Casazza, man¬
aging director of the Metropolitan
Opera Co., who brought Windheim
to America where for eight years
he sang leading tenor roles with
the Met. He subsequently became
a featured film player in Holly¬
wood.
In the wake of^dwindling tv bill¬
ings, D’Arcy has llone considerable
retrenching of late. The loss of
the Coca-Cola account last year,
with its $17,000,000 in billings, has
been the biggest factor in the
agency’s move to conserve.

There is a distinct and consistent-f |
difference in findings of one tv rat¬
ing company as opposed to those
of another, according to a study, of
the three big local rating services
The “Meet the Press” format will
made by a station sales exec. Study be the feature a closed-circuit tele¬
was done because the problem of cast sponsored by Pfizer Labora¬
audience research discrepancies tories today (Wed.) via the facili¬
has gotten worse as six of New ties of Visual Electronics Corp.
York seven video outlets have be¬ The program will originate in Los
come [enmeshed in a highly com¬ Angeles and wilLbe viewed by doc¬
petitive push for advertising’s fea¬ tors in 16 cities.
ture film^' buck.
Program will consist of a panel
The findings of the station study discussiop moderated 'by Lawrence
are based on Nielsen, Telepulse
and ARB infer for last November Spivak. Guest authorities who will
and JanuaiT, 1957: ARB gives the discuss “Is Revolution Possible in
web flags the best of it on all pro¬ the USSR?” include Gen. J. Laugh¬
grams: Telepulse gives the indies ton Collins, Sen. Harry M. Jackthe best shake; Pulse, Nielsen and son, Dem., Wash,; Josef Swiatlo,
ARB chart the same audience
curves, yet ARB peaks fo\/he former officer in the Polish Secret
three network, keys are much high¬ Service; and Nicholai Khokhlov,
er and indie vallej'S much lower, former Soviet intelligence agent.
Gabe Pressman,' the “roving re¬
than either Nielsen or Pulse; Tele¬
porter” for WRCA and WRCA-TV,
pulse and Nielsen run the same Paiiel of questioners in addition' to the NBC flagships in New York,
curve and practically match each Spivak will be Eugene Lyons, has . been upped to manager of
other for both network and indie Louis Fischer, Mrs. May Craig and news for the station. Realignment,
Ned prooks.
stations.
following last week’s reorganiza¬
Spivak produced the program in tion of station’s upper echelon,
This is based on the calculated
share-of-audience of the three net¬ association with the Medical Com¬ sees A1 Perlmutter moving up to
work stations versus the four in¬ munications Division of Paul manager of special events and
dies. The January figures, much Klempner & Co. of Newark.
Patricia Farrar becoming manager
like those of November, show that
of religious and educational pro¬
AT&T Campaign
Telepulse gave the three web sta¬
gramming, Pressman will continue
The American Telephone & Tel¬ his legwork as well.
tions a collective share of
against Nielsen’s 81 and ARBs egraph Co.'and 21 associated tele¬
Oil the advertising-prOmotion85.8. For the same month. Tele¬ phone companies Will launch its merchandising side, Tony Kraemer
pulse gave the four indies a Joint 1957 Yellow Pages Directory cam¬ beconres manager of advertising
19.6; Nielsen gave them a 19 and paign via a closed circuit telecast and promotion and Joseph E. Mur¬
on Friday (22). Originating in N.Y. phy merchandising manager.
ARB a 14.2.
Following the same share-ot- at 2 p.m., the program will be tele¬
audience pattern for the first 15 vised to advertisers in 60 locations
Karasik’s Vienna Slot
shows of each ratingkervice, ARB s throughout the country by TNT
CBS newsman Dan Karasik has
diary technique gave the top name Tele-Sessions, an affiliate of Thea¬
tre
Network
Televisiqn.
been
upped to fuU-fledged corre¬
shows the edge whereas Tele^
In addition *to business messages, spondent status with the network
pulse’s aided recall and roster and
featuring
AT&T
prexy
Frederick
and
has
been assigned to Vienna*.
Nielsen’s meter and aided-diary
R, Kappel, there will be televised
Karasik will be the first full-time
were almost identical.
Since all 15 top shows Were net¬ entertainment with Hollywood star correspondent in the Austrian capi¬
tal since , the fall of 1954, when
work, the station salesman charted Walter Pidgeon as m.c.
Program is under the supervi¬ Alexander Kendrick was shifted to
the competition on the other two
networks at the time and also on sion of. Cunningham & Walsh, London. He’s an ex-Chi'Daily News
staffer.
the four indies. Again November AT&T’s Yellow Pages agency.
and January were similar. In Jan'uai'y. Telepulse gave the first 15 a
share of 51.6 of the total viewership; Nielsen a 49.6 and ARB a
59.7. Competing network programs
were given a 32.6 share by Tele¬
CBS scored a neat exclusive Sunday (17) that was frontpaged all
pulse, a 34.8 Nielsen share and 28.3 over the country the next morning in its snaring of Teamsters’ Union
by ARB. The competing indies ran
prez Dave Beck as the “Face the Nation” guest. Papers’fully credited,
15.8-on Telepulse, 15.6 on Nielsen the show in reporting on Beck’s admission on the program that he had
and 12 on ARB.
Mere the first 15 are concerned, borrowed $300,000 from the union over the past 10 years.
How CBS snared Beck is simply a story of initiative and per.slstence
thesfation man reports, ARB runs
from five to 10 points higher than on the part of Ted Ayres, “Nation” produc^er. Day after Beck returned
from
Europe, Ayres called him at his Seattle home from Washington.
either Nielsen or Telepulse. ‘At the
same time the competing network Beck said he’d think it over, then called back the next day, last Tues¬
day (12) but missed Ayers, who was out on an assignment.' Wednesday
shows suffer to the extent of being
two to six points lower on ARB morning Ayers called Beck again, waking him up. Beck promised-to
than on the other reports. Indie call back in a couple of hours after discussing the appearance with his
stations, the same on Telepulse associates, and that afternoon did so, agreeing to appear on condition
and Nielsen, run a full three points he receive “fair and impartial” treatment from the panel. He said
the newsmen could be tough as they wanted, just as long a% they
or more lower on ARB.
were fair, and after the Tacoma-originating show was over, told Ayers
he felt that he had “certainly” been treated OK. Beck is due to ap¬
pear before a Senate committee investigating labor racketeering.

Gabe Pressman Upped

Inside Stulf-Radid-TV

CBS-TV Revamps
Sales Operation

How long an option should a network get in return for financing a
pilot or audition kinescope on a new property? ABC-TV apparently
feels it should be as long as a year; Keeshan-Miller Enterprises doesi^t
think it should be that much of a commitment. That’s why negotia¬
tions for a kinnie of K-M’s new “Scramble” series, which the web was
scheduled to kinnie April 2 and pitch X6 sponsors as a possible 5:30
strip, have fallen through. K-M, who produce the CBS-TV “Captain
Kangaroo” series, will make their own Idnnie and peddle it independ¬
ently. Show,, formerly spotted locally under the title “Hilil the
Champ,” matches teams of parents and childi'en In stunt contests.

With the promotioiT two weeks ago
of Bill Hylan to v.p. in charge of
sales.administration and Tom Daw¬
son to v.p. in charge of network
sales, alofig with the recent death of
Though Kaiser Aluminum hasn't yet decided whether it will renew
program sales manager Tom Connplly, CBS-TV this week completed its NB(^-TV “Kaiser Aluminum HoUr” next fall, it’s okayed some heavy
a major reshuffling of the sales set¬ projnotion on the show right liow. Talent Associates’ Divid. Susskind
up under Dawson with the top takes to the road March '27, night followiug the “Kaiser” telecast, to
spot going to George Klayer. For i hit four cities—^Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and Cleveland—
nearly two years the web’s eastern in five days, crowding in interviews With local tv editors, etc.
Then, for the April 23 entry, “A Man’s Game,” the baseball musical
sales manager, Klayer moves up,
to network sales manager, Daw¬ starring Nanette Fabray, NBC will stage .a closed-circuit press, con¬
ference with Miss Fabray answering questions of columnists'stationed
son’s old post.
Stepping up to become eastern at affiliates for the closed-circuit, press conference will be held April
sales manager in Klayer’s place is 22 from the show’s dress rehearsal, and NBC is trying to bring in a
Sam K. Maxwell Jr., midwestern baseball personality like Leo Durocher to jdd, some more color to
sales manager for nearly two years. the proceedings. ' '
In the chain reaction. Roland Blair,
The average network television advertiser has been on the air for
account exec in the Chi-office, suc¬
ceeds Maxv/ell as midwestern sales almost four years; according to Television Bureau of Advertising which
manager. Robert Hoag, account is soon releasing a^full annual report on network bankrollers. Survey
exec in the Gotham homeoffice, will list all national sponsors from 1949 through T956 and the number
"
is upped to manager of program of years ea’ch has been ort the air.
TvB says that 321 different companies were on the networks last
sales, Connolly’s job.
Final niove sees Ted Shaker, year. Eighty-six were new to network. The 321 figure represents an
sales manager- for WXIX, Milwau¬ alltime high, Norman (Pete) Cash, TvB prexy, rep’orts.
kee, the CBS-TV o&o there, trans¬
The Boston conference on local public service programming, held
ferring to the network opei’ation
as an account exec in the N. Y. of¬ under the auspices of the'Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., will be re¬
fice, Shaker was an account exec peated in 1958.
■WBC prez Donald H. McGannon said the decision W6s made in light
with CBS-TV Spot Sales in Chi and
N. Y: before taking over the WXIX of the success of the recent one, and the request of broadcasters arid
spot,
Hoag incidentally, is the educators foj; a repeat in ’58. Site of next year’s confab hasn’t been
former pre;:. of .HbAg-JBlAU% >thje.;sta-.| selected.,, piphard M- Pack, WBC programming v.p., again will super¬
vise the development of the agenda.
tioh rep outfit.

i:

Bob & Eileen Mason Pollock taking over writing chores on “Brigliter*
Day” daytime tv serial. They’re the scripters of tomorrow (Thurs.)
^‘Climax” drama on the music biz payola racket. . . Geraldine B. Zor*
baugh; v.p."arid general attorney for CBS Radio, named “Woman of
the Year” at the annual alumni meeting of New York U'a Washington
Square College of Arts & Sciences .,. Elliot Silverstein, who directed
last week's “Bottle Imp” on “U^ S. Steel Hour,” set to do “Hidden
Fury” March 27, his fifth assignment this season for the Steer show
... Abby Lewis appears oii NBC-TV’s “Frontiers of Faith” Sunday
(24) . . . Richard L. Bare arrived from the Coast Monday (18) to pro¬
duce and direct a “Man Against Crime” pilot iitarring Darrin McGavin
for ABC-TV. Shooting was originally to be done on the Coast, but was
switched because of McG-avin’s Broadway stint in ‘-‘Tunnel of Love,”
Clips from ABC Film Syndication’s “Exclusive” series will be pre¬
viewed via the Joe Franklin show oji WABC-TV March 29, with Helen
Zotos, who wrote the George Polk story for the series, as guest . . .
Mortimer Becker, whose appointment as attorney for the New York
local of AFTRA was approved by the membership last week, planed
to New Orleans late in the week for a regional conference of the
union, and after a day back in N.Y., planed to the Coast yesterday
(Tues.) for about a week on private legal matters . . . Mary Ellen Blake
into a lead role on “One Minute to Ditch’.’ ori “Robert Montgomery
Presents” Monday (251 . . . Television producer Paul Kasander (Walt
Framer Productions) and wife Estelle will direct-produce “Wet Socks,’*
fourth annual show of North Valley Stream Auxiliary, March 29-30 at
Valley Stream's Central Highschool, for Cerebral Palsy benefit. It’a
third year for the Kasanders on that chore. Show written by tv scripter Bob Barbash, orchestrated by Jerry Black, choreographed by Nora
Bristow, with sets by Bob Glazer.
Ervin Drake, Ray Allen and Harvey Bullock set to write the sketches
and score for Joe Cates’ baseball spectacular on NBC-TV in April, in
which Gene Kelly stars. Drake has two more NBC specs on his agenda,
a score for “Just Married” spec and a special bearing the working
title of “The Easter Project”-. . . Sara Seegar planes from her Bucks
Country farm to appear on “Climax” from the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.)
and returns March 27 to spell .hubby Ezra Stone from the chores; she’s
also to be seen soon-opposite Hugo Haas on the filmed “Telephone
Time” . . . Singer Judy Johnson set as permanent hostess on the “To¬
night” show . .
Marion Lonsberry, manager of operations for
WCBS-TV, off for a week in Nassau,. . . Jason Robards Jr., currently a
click on Broadway in “Long Day’s Journey Into Night/^ plays a pressagent in “The Big Buildup” on “Alcoa Hour” March 31,.. . Patti Page
guests on the Ray Bolger show Sunday (24), a date origtnally'scheduled
for April 7 but moved forward two weeks . . . Dell Publishing bringing
out an edition of “Cooking at Home,” based on the NBC-TV series*
hints and recipes . . . Ralph Story renewed for another 26 weeks as
emcee of $64,000 Challenge” in a non-cancellable pact set by his agent,
Harold Jovlcn, who has now returned to his Coast headquarters; Rev¬
lon will also use Story for drug and supermarket promotions . . ,
John Newhouse, producer of the Jack Sterling walker-upper on WCBS,
takes the family for a 10-day Miami vacation Friday (22) . * . Joseph
Liss getting round-the-world treatment on his “Thd Silent Partner,”
dramatic show he wrote for “Matinee Theatre” last season—CBC re¬
cently performed it in Toronto, and now it’s been sold to BBC-TV in
London . . . Jacqueline Scott plays the femme lead opposite Ralph
Bellamy on-“Kaiser Aluminum Hour” Tuesday (26)
WCBS’ Lanny
Ross down to the Everglades Club in Florida for a one-week booking
starting Monday (25) . , . Jerry Grant into a running part on “Modern.
Romances” last w^ek, not Betty Sue Albert as erratumed . . . Johnnie
Johnston set for the “Masquerade Party” panels with Eddie Bracken
moving in as moderator, of the show . . . Instrumentalist Don Elliott
(he's bn the ABC-Paramount recording roster) tapped by Jackie Glea¬
son to conduct the 40-piece Gleason recording orch on his show Sat¬
urday (23) . . . Variety’s ,review of the “Peter Lind Hayes Show” on
CBS-TV Feb. 27 erratumed on the name of the horse act. John St
Rusty Newsom, originally scheduled for the turn, did not appear in
their “Cactus the Horse” routine. Instead a couple of unbilled pro¬
duction dancers did the nag bit . . . Nick Keesely, Lennen & Newell
radio-tv-yeep, producing next week’s show in Chicago for the annual
convention of the National Assn, of Tobacco Dealers , . . Peggy Feury
arid Roy Campanella featured on U.S. Steel Hour’s “Hidden Fury’*
next Wednesday (27) . . . Paul Tripp, host on WCBS-TV’s “On. the
Carousel,” signed for his second “Studio One” role in six weeks, via
a featured role on Monday’s (25) Hbj4on Foote drama, “Member of the
Family,” in which he plays Hume Crohyn’s brotheV . . . Robert Trout
and his wife sail for France on the Queen Mary today (Wed.) for an
11-week junket through Europe and the Balkans, with Stuart Novlus
subbing Trout on WCBS-TV’s “Seven O’clock Report” ,.. Dick Dudley
preems a new 12:30 to 1 a.m. music strip, “Night Flight” for BOAC
on WRCA starting April 1 , . . William Shatner Set for “I^ook lip and
Live” on CBS-TV next Sunday (24) . . . Jonathan Winters stanza re¬
newed through June, with Winters slated' to originate the show for
three weeks in Los Angeles while working at the New Frontier in Las
Vegas / Starting April 1 . . . Don Briggs featured on “Robert Montgom¬
ery Presents” Monday'(25) . . . William Prince set for “True Story’*
Friday (23) .. * Alistair Cooke to speak on “Transatlantic Propaganda:
A Two-Way Street,” at Arno Huth’s Information, Propaganda and Pub¬
lic Opinion course at the New School for Social Research tomorrow
(Thurs) . . . Betty Walker of the “Middle of the Night” cast set for a
repeat on the Steve Allen show April 21 and returned to the Garry
Moore daytime cast last Week . . . Richard D. Heffner, producer-mod¬
erator of WRCA-TV's “Open Mind,” lectures this week on “The Welfare
State and America’s Quest for Social Justice” at the NYU-^Bellevue
Medical Center’s Institute of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation . . .
Charles W. Christenbeiry Jr. set to produce-dircet Galen Drake’s ABCTV'er . . . Recent Variety review of “Your Figure Is Your Fortune,”
NBC-TV color show sponsored by Warner Bros. Co., erroneously listed
Barry Shear as its director instead of Kevin Joe Johnson. Error stem¬
med from inaccurate NBC-TY credit sheet fot fashion spec.
Joe Frankliii hosts Ethel Waters tomorrow (Thurs.) and, Thco Fanidf,
concert pianist at the Mongishore, the following day ttiL.WABC-TV's
“Memory Lane” . . . Ralph Paul (“The Millionaire")! sighed by Colgate
for the plugs on Palmolive Shave Cream sports seg to be spotted na¬
tionally this spring and fall on radio-tv . .. Betty Ann Grbve signed for
five more shots on ABC-TV “Circus Time” , . , Actress Torn! Romcr
inked for several more Phil Silvers stanzas . . . Gary Stevens working
up a new tv’er to be headed by Ai t Van Horn .., Sidney Furst to ABC
Radio ^as sales presentation'scribe in switch from research at BBD&O
... In an effort to upbeat the “Jonathan Winters Show” NBjC-TV has
moved In new production auspices . . . Gordon Auchincloss has been
rushed in by the network in a try at hypoing the 7:30 Tuesday night
comedy stanza.
Paul Andrews “Let’s Tra\'el” program, currently presented as a
weekday feature on Mutual’s New York flagship WOR, will be extended
as a Saturday program on the net, effective Saturday (23), from 6:15
to 6:30 p.m. .. . Lester Krugman has joined Getschal Co. ad agency as
exec v.p. Krugman resigned from Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Corp., where he had been v.p. in charge of marketing and a member
of firm’s executive committee . . . WPIX will telecast first' annual
“Teen-Age Cookoff” from the stage of the Brooklyn Academy of
Music on Saturday, April 6. Cooking contest is, being staged by
' (Continued on page 34)
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Kool Shake’s Limited Budget Cues
Unique Sponsor Deal on 'Oakley

Ben Hue’s Series
Hollywood, March Id.
Blue ilay Productions and Hal
Roach Studios will roll a pilot for
Ben Blue-starring teleseries; “Ben
Blue’s Brothers,” next, week. Blue
and producer Jerry Stkgg are top.pers ih Blue Jay firm.
Script for nitiialer was penned
by Marion Hargrove and'Russell
■Beggs. '

Unique and extremeTy complex-f
pattern for partial sponsorship of
the alternate week of a film series
In 90 markets has been worked oul;
by Kool Shake, the General Foods
TV commercials producer Bob
cummer drink'product, and CBS
Television Film' Sales. Under the Lawtence, whose operations have
been expanding‘to include indus¬
plan, Kool Shake is buying two trial films and Coast and Canadian
one-minute spots on alternate affiliates in recent months, this
weeks in the “Annie Oakley” show week set up still another affiliation
directly through the stations in the by forming Pintoff-Lawrence Pro¬
markets it wants, leaving the sta¬ ductions Inc. in partnership with
Chicago, March 19.
tions to jsell the other minute.
vet animator Ernest, Pintoff.
Now that WBKB plans to telecast
Pattern was worked out because
New company will specialize in
Kool Shake has only about $760,000 the production of animated films for the “Martin Luther” biopic, the
to spend over its 16-week cam¬ theatrical release, television pro¬ Action Committee for Freedom of
paign, and full sponsorship of the gramming and commericals. Pintoff'^ Religious Expression has dropped
alternate “Oakley” week would was formerly with Tei^toons and
have cost about $400^000 more UPA, and the setup will introduce its formal protest to the FCC
than it could spend. Continental new animation techniques and em¬ against WGN-TV. Protestant group
Baking has the other week on the ploy, more modern music than has had petitioned the Commission to
show and is committed through been customary. Firm’s first new hold a hearing on WGNr^TV's lic¬
ense, on the grounds the Chicago
1958 on its share. •
productions are commericals for
Backgrounding the arrangement RGA and American Beer. Law¬ Tribune station bowed to “sectar¬
ian
censorship” when it cancelled
Is the pullout of Carnation Co. rence, who already has an anima¬
from its alternate-week sponsor¬ tion affiliate on the Coast, Recently a scheduled showing, ot the film
last
December.
ship of the program after April 1. bought up the industrial film con¬
With an alternate week to fill, cern of Loucks & Norling Studios. t Action Committee, through Frank
Ketcham,
its Washington attorney,
CBS Film Sales started peddling
notified the FCC tfiat its immediate
the skip-week and found Kool
goal of getting “Luther” on. Chi¬
Shake as a potential sponsor. With
cago tv has been adiieved by
the money problem a major stum¬
WBKB’s action, and thus there was
bling block, CBS Film Sales de¬
no need to pursue its petition.
cided on the arrangement.
First, it got a “letter of intent”
Committee • chairman Dr. John
from Kool Shake and Foo'te, Cone.
Harms said, however, the group
wilL continue on a permanent basis
& Belding, the letter stating that
in some 90 markets, Kool'Shake
to “exercise vigilance that such
would buy two minutes in the
First brand-new series set for censorship does not happen in the
show on ^the free week. Then,
future.”
^ .
CBS Film Sales went out and sold sunimer exposure is ‘.^Richard ;pia“Luther” picture, incidentally,
the alternate week directly to the mond, Private Detective,” which had* its tv premiere via WIBN-TV
stations carrying the show for General Foods has purchased from in Milwaukee March 8 and accord¬
Continental. 'Stations had their Four^Star Films for summer re¬ ing to. ARB drew a 26.6 rating.
choice of finding local sponsors or
Competing shows on the other
agreeing to the Kool Shake offer placement duties vTtee “December three stations copped 13; 4.6 and
and selling off the remaining one Bride” on CBS-TV. General Foods, 3 respectively.
minute. To complicate the deal via BentonBowles, has ordered
still further, Continental wanted a 13 of the films, all of them new,
major-minor cross-plug pattern, so for summer duty, and will o.o. the
Kool Shake agreed to use one of reaction to the series towards pos¬
its ‘minutes on the Continental sible purchase as a regular fall
week as ^its own cross-plug and entry.
Property is owned by Dick
use the other minute on. its own
Hollywood, March 19.
week, with Continental coming in Powell, who did the show on radio,
Claudette Colbert has set up own
for a second ininute to cross-plug but lie won’t star in the telefilm
producing
company to shoot the
version though as a Four Star part¬
and leaving a minute open.
Under the arrangenient, CBS ner he’ll be active on the produc¬ pilot of a series bearing her name.
It
deals
with
a congresswoman and
Film Sales is selling the alternate- tion end. Set for the title role is
week to stations for a limited time, David Jansen.* Practice of subbing her family in Washington.
Leif
Erickson
has been set for
13 alternate weeks, or 26 weeks in a brand-new series during the sum¬
all, at the end of which cycle it mer is 'unusual but not without the male lead. Norman Tokar will
will recapture the show in those ^precedent. “I Love Lucy” has been produce and dirpct at Desilu the
markets and ?»ttempt to find a new spelled by several new shows dur¬ end of this month.
national spat sponsor to share the ing the past few years, one of which
show with Continental.
That’s made it as a regular fall entry.
because Kool Shake, a summer That was “Racket Squad,” which
was subsequently highly successful
sponsor, is in for only 16 weeks.
All billing will be done through in syndication. Others have been
the stations, with CBS Film Sales “Those Whiting Girls” and “The
In the picture only as the seller of Charlie Farrell Show.”
Hollywood, March 19.
the program to the statiops, OutProduction on new telepix slate
lets ■ ■will, collect the sponsorship'^
of Dayton Productions commences
coin direct from FC&B and will
this week at RKO-Pathe studios,
make their deals directly with the
Japanese .television fans evi¬ utilizing below-the-line facilities of
agency. Some, in fact, may sell dently have a yen for westerns. Four Star Films. Dayton is a sep¬
the show locally instead of buying
arate firm, but toppers of Four
the General Foods deal. But at CBS Television Film Sales last Star—Dick Powell, Charles Boyer,
this point, about three-quarters of week spld three oaters to** Radio David Niven and William CruikKool Shake’s 90-market target are Tokyo Inc., the “Annie Oakley” shank—are also principals in Dayseries, “Buffalo Bill Jr.” and “Ad¬ ton.
in the bag.
. ' .
,
ventures of Champion.” Deal was
Projects are “The Stubby Kaye
handled through Sekiye & Co. Ltd. Show,” with Don Taylor set to di¬
of Tokyo.
rect, and “Indian Scout,” starring
- ThAt makes six CBS entries play¬ champ rodeo rider Casey Tibbs.
ing the Tokyo stlTtion. Previously "’Scout” was created and scripted
set were the CBS Newsfilni service; by Aaron Spelling, thesp-turnedthe Terrytoon cartoon library and writer, together with Anthony
Los Angeles, March 19.
Breach of implied contract was “The Whistler.” Negotiations are LaWTencCi another ex-actor.
in the* works for several other stan¬
charged by Richard Sanville last zas, including “Air Power,” which
SHERMAN ROSS UPPED
week in Superior Court,, in a in part depicts the air war against
Hollywood, March 19.
;
/
$100,000 suit against Warner Bros, Japan.
Film editor Sherman Ross has
revolving around the “Conflict”
been upped to associate producer
teleseries.
HolIywood-;?^inky Lee and pro¬ of the new ABC-TV “Bold Jour¬
Sanville alleges through attorney ducer Albert C. Gannaway have ney” series, according to producer
inked
scripters Richard Conway Julian Lesser.
Eric Julber that he submitted an
Ross, was previously supervising
anthology format entitled “Con¬ and Roland' MacClane to pen the
pilot
for
the upcoming “Perils of editor of the net’s “Crossroads”
flict” to the studio’s tv department, Pinky” teleseries.
series.
which was rejected. Six months
later, he • complained, the studio
brought out the present ABC-TV
aeries of that title.
Sanville is currently at Desilu
Productions as a show creator.

Lawrence, Pintolf In '
CoIIab on Animation

Protestants Drop
'Luther Protest

'Dick Diamond’To
Spell'Dec. Bride’

CUUDETTE COLBERT
IN OWN VIDPIX SETUP

Dayton Telepix Slate
Rolls at RKO-Pathe

Japanese Yen Oaters

SAPILLESUESWB
ON ‘CONFLICT’ SERIES

Feature-Happy KTTV

WRCA-TV Sets Sponsors )
For ‘Silent Service’
California National Productions
has sold its “Silent Service” syndi¬
cated entry in New York, with the
NBC-TV o&o, WRCA-TV, picking
up the series and selling it in turn
to Schaeffer Beer and LaRosa Ma¬
caroni for 52-week alternate spon¬
sorship.
Series, dealing with the sub¬
marine service, gets underway
April 5tin the-7 to 7:30:time slot.

Hollywood, March 19.
, KTTV, Times-Mirror-Metro "station, is booking still another
feature pix package into prime time, consisting of “Andy Hardy,”
“Dr. Kildare” and “Mefisie” pix from station’s MGM backlog. New
package goes into 8:3^ p.m. Thursday time slot, replacing a batch
of half-hour telefilms, and intensifies this programming trend in
Class AA or adjacent time, periods. KTTV already shows “Col¬
gate Theatre” (prime MGlVl pix—8 p.m., Fridays), NTA-20th Fox
package (Wednesdays, 7 p.m.) and “Wallace Beery Theatre” (MGM
Beery-starring pix, Sundays, 6:30 p.m.).
It’s further understood that the NTA package of prime 20th
features, around Which the NTA filni net is being built, will also
go into a’ prime KTTV time slot next month.
The “Hardy-Kildare-Maisie” package, respectively starring
Mickey tRo.oney, Lew Ayres and Ann Sothern, consists of 39 pix
which Will rotate in the Thursday eve time.

TVv Anthologies Take the Count'
Procter & Gamble’s cancellation of the Tuesday' night “Jane
Wyman. Theatre” series on NBC-TV pinpoints the decline of the
anthology .series as One of the major program components on tv.
■With the exception of the Sunday night “General Electric Thea¬
tre,” the Friday night “Schlitz Playhouse,” the Sunday Loretta
Young series, and Colgate’s “Millionaire’^ they’ve all been scratched'
off the network rosters as entries for next season.
Unusual aspect of the P'^,& G cancellation is that the sponsor is
relinquishing the time period, which it held since almost the be¬
ginning of bigtime television with its “Fireside Theatre” anthol¬
ogies (and even now considered one of the dream time avallabilir
ties).
^
Only the week before Du Pont decided to call it quits with its
longtime anthology series on ABC-TV, with -the client preferring
to buy into a bundle of CBS-TV specs next season.
“Ford Theatre,” the Screen Gems entry on ABC-TV, will be
scrapped as an anthology series at the end of the season, with theauto company moving in next season with a brand new non-an¬
thology .film series>’this too probably off the SG beltline,
In view of the new Chevrolet Sunday 9 to 10 NBC blockbuster
formatted for next season, the ultimate fate of the competing “GE
Theatre” anthology series is already, being, conjectured.

AAP Envisions Nothing But Moiiey
On WB, 'Popeye’ Sales; Reduces Debt
Accountants for Associated j^tists Productions Corp. have high
hopes thH by the end of 1958 the
distribgtipn company will be mak¬
ing nothing but grhvy from the ■
Chicago, March 19.
Wairner Bros, library and the “PopInitial nibble on ABC-TV's Sun¬ eye” cartoons.. In the eight-and-R'*
day night Screening of the RKO half months that most of this prod¬
feature film cahie from EVinrude uct has been selling, AAP has re¬
outboard motors.
duced its debt to Manufacturers
Milwaukee firm, via Gramer- Trust by a reported ^2,000,000 or '
•
Krasselt, bought eight weekly par¬ better.
ticipations in the film showcase*Last week,Vhen AAP disclosed
which kicks off April 7 in the 6:30 a four-forrone split on its stock, it
to 8 (GST) spot. '
announced an approximate figure
of $22,000,000 gross on the product
sold in that time. Actually, the gross
is understood Closer to $21,600,000/
of which $3,600,000 Was made In
“Popeye” contracts. Of.the gross,
AAP is said to have collected
$3,000,000 in cash as a result of
the tv contracts, and out of this
the payment to the.bank was made.
Against this two-and-one-half'
^ Ghicago, March 19.
year profit threshhold are stacked
For the first time" in a long spell, the original'estimates, which at the
WNBQ has hung the SRO tag on most optimisttC allowed that no
its 10:30 to 11 weeknigbt strip, distribution company could re¬
thanks chiefly to syndicated film alize an absolute profit within five
entries. Period has been a .trouble years.
spot for the NBC-TV station for
The AAP tv contracts amount to
the past year but now appears to a net return Of $16,200,000 when
be \shaping up with some consis¬ 25% is taken from the ^topT for dis¬
tency..
tribution -and print costs, accord¬
. Monday night segment is cur¬ ing to one source. ’ About $14,000,rently occupied by the “I Am Ibe
of the net is applicable to the
Law” \|dpic for Nelson Chevrolet Warner features and presumably
on. a short-term deal until April 15 the Warner cartoons, “LOonie
when Squirt comes into the bank¬ Tunes” and “Merrie ’ Melodies.*'
roll a live sports show featuring The rest is as a result of “Popeye’'
Norm Barry. Tuesday night bowl¬ sales.
ing display continues for^^General
The entire 'Warner library cost
Cigar to be replaced during the AAP $21,000;000, $9,000,000 oT it .
summer by the golf telecast from via a loan from Manufacturer*
Tam O’Shanter.
Trust, another $7,000,000 from the
RCA is dropping the Wednesday distrib’s own coffers and the re¬
night “Championship Horseshoes” maining $5,000,000 to be paid in
to bring in Guild Films’ “Capt. installments to the producer. The
David Grief” tinted filmer starting 234 “Popeye” shorts from ParaApril 3. On Thursday night the
(Continued oh page 47)
Chicago Furniture Mart is under-r
writing the “Victory at' Sea” J*e- j
peats and Ftiday nights Peoples
Pontiac is installing NBC-TV Film’s
“Captured.”
Meanwhile, Schlitz which is cur¬
rently sponsoring MCA-TV’s “State
It took six months, but WATV’s
Trooper’^, in the 9:30-10 spot Wed¬
nesday nights has ordered the same (Newark-New York) “Famous Allperiod Tuesday nights for a second Star Movie” multi-exposure pack¬
filmer still to be selected for an age of 20th features has finally hit
SRO this week. Starting Monday
April 9 start. '
(18), the twice-nightly stanza went
to full capacity with 10 advertisers.
It previously hit a high of eight
bankroUers at once.' Currently,
sponsors are: Hit Parade cigs, Rob¬
ert Hall, Breath of Pine purifier,
Hollywood, March 19.
Vanity Fair tissues. Laddie Boy
N. W. Ayer agency is searching Dog Food, Light'Diet Bread, ,A1for a replacement producer for the .coa Wrap, Colonna Cheese, Amer¬
American Telephone & Telegraph ican Chicle and A&P.
Co.’s hour-long science series, wjth
Frank Capra ankling after the*
fourth segntent. AT&T is deter¬
mined to continue the series next
season, and the agency has dispatcHd its tv topper, James Hanna,
London, March 19.
here to set a successor. It’s ex¬
The first two episodes of “Th#
pected the new producer will be
Adventures
of
WiUiam Tell,” pro¬
known this week,-probably from
duced by Ralph Smart under the
pic ranks. '
«*
Incorporated
Television
Pro¬
The assignment is considered a
difficult one because of the pat¬ gramme Co. banner, have been
completed
and
will
^
be
ready
for
tern set by Capra, who has long
dabled in science, and the docu¬ /their New York “pilot showing”
next
month.
mentary nature of the hour-long
Smart is the producer-director of
films, which are being distribbed
to colleges and schools after their j the original “Robin Hood” series.
telecast. Capra opened the series
"With “Mr. Sun,” has “Hemo the
Des Moines—Clarence Filby ha*
Magnificent” coming up, and. has established the Filby Film Produc¬
“Cosmic Ray” in the editing stage. tion Co. in Des Moines, specializ¬
He winds his commitment with ing In agrifetiltural mfiition picture*
“The Weather.”
and television'litbductions. '

ABC-m First GBent
On RKOPk Showcase

000

WATY’S SRO STATUS
RN‘AU-STAR MOVIE’

AT&TONPROWL'FOR
CAPRA REPLACEMENT

‘WiamTeU’Pilbts
Set for N. Y. Showing
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Tord Theatre AO Over Summer Map
In Screen GertV largest summer replacement deal with the
nets, it has placed “Ford Theatre" reruns on up to four networked
shows.
* Selected programs from the 1^6-’57 “Ford Theatre" series will
replace “The Lineup" skein on CBS-TV for Procter & Gamble
and Brown & Williamson. Also on CBS-TV the “Ford Theatre"
reruns will replace “The Red Skelton Show" for S. C. Johnson Co. ,
and the Pet Milk Co. In addition, it will be seen it its usual time
period, Wedn^days at 9:30 p.m., on ABC-TV for the Ford Motor Co.
Foote, Cone Sc Belding has also purchased segments of “Ford
Theatre" as a summer replacement for “George Gobel Show" on
NBC-TV, and/or the “Danny Thomas Show" on ABC-TV.

Everybody Taking a 'Hard Look’
So It s Patience With the Pilots
With few exceptions, new pilots 4
being pitched this selling Season '
for network airing are being
rocked at this stage in a sea of
Hollywood, March 19.
confusion.
First project on slate of newlyUnlike previous years, many net¬
work sponsors are not committed formed Grand Prix Productions
for a definite time slot comes Sep¬ will be an anthology series entitled
tember. This results in a wait and “The Hoaxers," topper Arthur S.
see attitude on the agency-sponsor Katz "disclosed over the weekend.
level, for the feeling is that what Pilot film, entitled “Riza Bey," has
would be a good buy for the 7:30 been written by Shelly Lowenkopf,
p.m. slot may not be advisable for who has been named story editor
a 9:30 p.m. slotted show. Also for the series.
Grand Prix has been formed
many network spenders are re¬
examining their tv expenditures, with Canadian and U. S. financing,
ginning would-be series the “hard- to lens at least two telepix series,
look" before committing them¬ with plans to shoot much of foot¬
age abroad. • Reese Halsey is sales
selves.
Another contributing factor is rep.
the comparative large number )f
cancellations this current season
of skeins sold last year, making
both agencies and networks wary
of quick buy in the early season.
(One of the few exceptions appears
to be some pilots out of the Screen
Gems portfolio^ Deals are. said to
close on three including “Here
Comes the Showboat.”) ,
. While' ABOTV appears to be
buttoning up its fall, lineup the
'programming picture at NBC-TV
i.s less discernible. The transition
The required pre-planning and
period for NBC-TV under the pro¬
gramming reigns of Bob .Kintner, the coordination of efforts that
whil^'it looks like it will lead to goes into telefilm production .in the
more, outside ' deals ’ and therefore current highly competitive market
welcomed by telefilm companies, was underscored by* Screen Gems
at this di'te is proving a tough nut topj>er Ralph Cohn, as the Colum¬
ti crack with all the changes going bia subsid kicked off on Monday
(18) a series of confabs attended
on.
While telefilm companies over by top production personnel, sales
the past few years have strived to execs-and foreign officials.
Cohn, blaming the failures of
bring in their pilots earlier and
earlier for fall airing, indications many telefilm efforts on the lack of
adequate preparation, cited the ex¬
point to a late buying season.
tent SG goes to insure proper
preparation' before a pilot is
launched, with department heads
initially going over some 100 ideas
for possible series, scouting new.
trends, exploring, the requests of
sponsors and agencies, etc. Plan¬
ning begins 18 months before’ a
show is aired. For the upcoming
fall season, SG has propped 18
Official Films, in a major pro¬ pilots.
On new trends, the ^G topper
duction-distribution move, will re¬
enter the first-run syndication likened the sponsor tv habits to a
swinging
pendulum. The alternate
field, propping three first-run en¬
sponsor kick of the current season
tries during the coming year. '
and
the
projected
shared sponsor¬
Decision follows return to New ship of 60 and OO-minute
shows
York of Hal Hackett, prez, from a next season may not be the accent
trip to England and Coiltinent, and for subsequent seasons, he opined.
return from the west coast of Her¬ Acknowledging the rising 6osts of
man Rush, sales v.p. In line with network entries and the current
its reentrance into the first-run trend- for sponsors to ride mibre
field. Official plans to expand its than one half-hour show as alter¬
sales force in necessary areas as nate sponsors,- spreading -the risk,
part of the coming year program.
Cghn, nevertheless, pointed to the
One of the syndication proper¬ many advantages accruing to 'sin¬
ties will be from the Sapphire gle, sponsorship. It’s not just , a
Films, Ltd., of England portfolio,
(Continued on page 52)
either “Pistol Point," starring
Louis Hayward, or “The Blade,"
starring Edmund Purdom. One of
these costume-adventure proper¬
ties will be put on the syndication
market in September, the other to
be pitched nationally. Delivery of
Blue Plate Foods, New Orleans
the pilots on the two series Is due food products distributors, has
next month. Another Official syn¬ purchased MCA-TV’s “If You Had
dication property—this one from a Million" in eight Southern mar¬
the U. S.—will be “Vagabond," a kets, bringing the . total markets
half-hour travel series by Bill Bur- sold for the series up to nearly the
rud Productions., ‘ The' third for 100 mark.
the coming year also will be a U. S.
The skein, first-run off network
property.
where it was titled “The Million¬
Official's reentry in a bullish aire," will debut for Blue Plate
first-run syndicated sales market Foods early In May in two markets
marks.the first such step since 1953 and in the fall in the other six
for the company, when it placed cities. The food outfit has an op“The Star and the Story" on the tipn with MCA-TV to spot the
market. For the, past several years, show in 20 additional southern
in^,£)ddiiti9n: to, l^&.thji’^ejn^twork en¬ markets,; “Representing sponsor was
tries, Official 'iVa;|,j concentrated on Fitzgerald Advertising, New Or¬
the rerun field in syndication.
leans. -

'Hoaxers’ Series

SG Kicks AroundTrends&Fasbions
In Week s Confab

Official Reenters
First-Run Market

BLUE PLATE fOODS’
SPREAD ON‘MILLION’

[XPLOREFIIISi

Tv-riLUfs
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UA in Unique Status on Post-’48
Fix for TV; Preps Bnndle of 52
■

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
With the number of first-run
syndicated entries increasing, from
six to 12 new series slated from
now until the fall, and with costs
of fresh syndicated product about
30% above what it was a year or
two afio, telefilm companies are
'exploring a variety of new avenues
for revenues, as * well as pruning
their current sources to get added
dollars.
Ziv, out with two new ones “Har¬
bor Command" and “The New Ad-.
ventures of Private Kane" has a
seven-point expansion program,
keyed to fill the gap between ris¬
ing costs and what it believes -to
be the limited price boost possible
in today’s market. Television Pro¬
grams of America, like other out¬
fits, has a similar program, the
program though of each company
varying to its resources and ori¬
entation..
Highlights of the expansion pro¬
gram of the major telefilmeries in¬
clude further exploration of the
growing foreign market, concentra;tion of selling in the so-called
“middle-markets," the pruning of
the sales.forces for more effective
selling,, latching on to new adver¬
tisers never before in first-run
syndication, and wherever possible
promoting the establishment of
new stations in the U. S.
Ziv prez John Sinn, before de¬
parting for Europe pinpointed the
problem' when he said because of
Ziv’s emphasis on location shoot¬
ing in new series, costs have risen
from 20% to 40%. On the other
hand, he added the price outlook
for the fall of this year is no more
than a 10% or 15% increase. The
Ziv experience is symptomatic of
most other companies, despite the
ready sales of most new first-run
prpperties in today’s market, a
market currently still marked by
the comparative scarcity of firstruns. ^
To meet the situation, Sinn out¬
lined the following program:
1. It is in syndication’s interest
to urge at least three or four tv
channels, available to all viewers,
in all of the larger markets in the
country. The IT. S. economy can
definitely • sustain such an expan¬
sion. He welcomed the new sta¬
tions coming on the air, a factor
which should ease the time' clear¬
ance problem.
2. Follow the latest product de¬
velopments,, such as the booming
growth of trading stamp companies
which, already are riding on a mul¬
tiplicity of Ziv shows in a variety
of markets.
3. Get established advertisers,
particularly those wi.th heavy ex¬
penditures in non-tv media, to ride
the syndication'bandwagon.
4. Continue plying the fields of
arranging "marriages" between
alternate siwnsors. Last year, Ziv
arranged about‘865 of these pair¬
ings representing $22,000,000 in
time arid prbgranr billings in
nearly 300 tv markets.'
5. Accent the specialized selling
to advertisers and agencies, lining
up sponsors for , jskpins already
purchased by statioits;, ,
6. Point up the,, .flexibility oi
syndication to national advertis¬
ers facing specialized marketing
situations. Ziv expects that “at
least 20%" of new biz now open
to syndication will come from this
bluechip field, which needs addi¬
tional advertising impact to sup-port other non-tv and tv media, in¬
cluding network shows.
7. Defray upped costs via the
foreign route, which daily is be-'
coming a more important factor in
the telefilm industry.-

Pyramid’s ‘Decoy’
Pyramid Productions is shooting
a pilot in New York on a projected
series titled, “Decoy," dealing with
the adventures of a policewoman.
Starring is Beverly Garland
Mel Goldberg is doing the script.

More TV film News
On Page 47

United Artists, the company with
np production arm and in an en¬
viable position on post-’48 features
fo’r tv, is prepping another 52 pix,*^
2Dth-TV Abandons Cheese
virtually all made in the 50’s, for
Film as Belated Entry
the video market, including such
possible titles as “African Queen,"
Hollywood, March 19.
“Moulin Rouge," “Go Man Go,"
Previously dropped by 20th-Fox and “The Barefoot Contessa,”
as a theatrical film project and
UA’s envialbe position stems
subsequently shunted to its tv sub¬ from the fact that- it is solely a
sidiary for a vidfilm, “The Cheese distribution company. On the
Stands Alone" has no\y been question of residual payments to
dropped for television.
the guilds after the August, ’48
Property originally purchased cut-off date, it represents the pro- .
by 20th-Fox for feature filming ducers concerned in negotiations
deals with an egocentric comedian, with the guilds.
and was shelved by the studio
The big ones on its upcoming tv
when it ran into casting problems, j release schedule were made
Studio later turned it over to its abroad and therefore not subject to
tv subsid,. TCF-TV, as a 20th-Fox guild payments. Also not subject
Hour entry, and Jerry Davis wrote to residual payments are pictures
the teleplay. However, TCF de¬ foreclosed by banks. The remain¬
cided in view of UI’s “The Great ing pix in the upcoming 52 pix re¬
Man," and “The Comedian," . on lease schedule had been low budg¬
“Playhouse 90," both of which et entries and UA, representing the
dealt with egocentrics in tv, it •producers, because of that is will¬
would be unwise to go ahead with ing to go along with the “Mono¬
gram formula." This formula, ap¬
the production.
plied in the past to many post-’48
features released to tv, grants the
Screen Actors Guild V2^/i% of the
original cast costs if the picture
grosses $20,000 in the tv mar¬
ket, and 15% if tlie picture
grosses more. It is on the basis
of this formula that UA and SAG
are in virtual agreement on the 10
films in the post-’48 “Top 39"
package, now in about 90 markets.
UA execs also have met with offi¬
cials of the Screen Writers Guild
and Screen Directors Guild on the
films, advis¬
In a turnabout, apparently 10 produced in U.
sparked by. the dissatisfaction of ing the respective guilds to hold
talks with individual producers on
the telefilm companies, the 'Nation¬ the residual ,problem pending a
al Assn, of Radio and Television solution on each of the 10 pix, UA
Broadcasters has sch^uled a one- has set up a reserve to take care
hour panel discussion on film pro¬ of that contingency.
.Such a procedure is prohibitive
gramming bn Monday^ April 8, the to the major studios*. First off,
opening business day 'of NARTB’s guilds will not make a deal on a
four-day Chicago convention, to be pix by pix basis with the majors
but want an overall formula. The
held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
“Monogram formula" Which the
The rescheduling of the telefilm
(Continued on page 52)
panel was heartily welcomed by
the film companies. Who, over the
past few years, have been- waging
an uphill fight for NARTB recog¬
nition of the growing importance
of filmed programming.
For the panel discussion, the ex¬
act topic of which Is yet , to be de¬
cided, two film company represen¬
tatives and .two broadcasters will
be selected, as well as a moderator.
“The New Adventures of Martin
It is being slated to start at 2 pTm. Kane," Ziv’s first series to be pro¬
The NARTB is asking the film duced entirely overseas, got off to
companies to recqmmend and vote a brisk selling start with over 50
on their representatives.
Important markets inked for an
Film companies were miffed the early spring debut.
previous week when they were no¬
Advance deals include: Anheu¬
tified that a previously scheduled ser-Busch for a seven-state market¬
tv film.^panel discussion had been ing area, including St. Lbuis and
cancelled, the discussion being Kansas City, and regionals for
what was then the only film forum such brewOrs as*Drewry’s Ltd., Falon the agenda. Instead, NARTB staff. Progress and Stroh. Other
had scheduled a discussion on the advance sales include such stations
problems of music on tv fi.e., as as KTTV, Los Angeles; WGN-TV,
related to ASCAP-BMI as well as Chicago; KOA-TV, Denver; KINGother areas), fiut apparently after T% Seattle; KRDO-TV, Colorado
major telefilm comipanies, the ma¬ Springs; KERO-TV, Bakersfield. ’
jority of which are NARTB associ¬
Skein stars William Gargan, fea¬
ate members, had raised the cry of tured on the “live” series when it
“second Tclass citizens," the NARTB was networked. Location shooting
reconsidered and found room for will be' in many of the principai
tv films on Its erb'v^^ded agenda.
cities of Europe. Barry Cohon of
Ziv- TV’s Hollywood studio opera¬
tion is presently in London for
shooting. Also in London to over¬
see’the initial episodes is Ziv prez
John Sinn.
Despite the 55-market' Hamm
Chicago, March 19.
Brewing deal on Ziv’s other new
first-run
syndicated show', “Harbor
Bowling on tv is evolving into
a year round attraction, according Command," that series will be
pushed for the fall season, with the
to sales statistics compiled by the spring big selling push on “Martin
Walter Sch^yimmer Co., distributors Kane."
of the “Championship Bowling"
telepix series.
When the series was first offer¬
ed as a" summer bookmg three
yOars ago, it was sold in'less than
Hollywood, March 19.
10% of number of markefs that
Director of Walt Disney’s “Zorcarried it the preceding winter.
The second year, the kegler show ro" telepix series for ABC-TV is
was purchased in 62% of the cities Norman Foster, set last week.
Foster, who directed “Davy Crock¬
as hot weather fare.
On the basis of early returns, ett" segments for ABC-TV “Dis¬
neyland,"
is sitting in current cast¬
Schwimmer. expects this summer to
have the shOtmt‘G(miing>in 90%-of ing-sessions.
the . 175 markets - carrying' It. cur¬ ) ♦f.Zorro’t^fdlls Jiirife ^10, foj' Ob- "'
rently.
( tober starting date on the net.
TOO MANY EGOCENTRICS

Telefilmers Win
Right to Panel At
NARTB Chi Meet

Ziv $ 50 Markets
For'Martin Kane’

BOWLING EMERIES AS
YEAR ROUND TV FARE

Norman Foster To
Helm Disney's ‘Zorro'
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By showing most people
what they most like to see
CBS Television attracts
the greatest audiences
day and night and is the
largest single advertisung
medium in the world...

1. CBS Television broadcasts 8 of the
10 most popular nighttime prograips
* *, 6 of the top 10 during the daytime
XFIRST FEBRUARY l#57 NTI).

2. The number of people who actually
watch the average proflrram—not the
total number of people who casiially
tune to a network sometime during
the course of the broadcast week,
5. CBS Television daytime programs
deliver a 23% larger average audience
than the only other network with a
daytime program schedule (7 am-6pm,
MONDAY-FRIDAY. FIRST FEBRUARY 1967 NTI),

4. CBS Television nighttime programs
deliver a 21% larger average audience "
than the second ranking network.. ^
79% larger than the third (ftPM.

11 PM. SEVEH NIGHTS OF THE WEEK, FIRST
FEBRUARY 1967 NTI).

6. Today, as in 1956,1955 and 1954.
6. According to the most recent PIB
figures, CBS Television is earning a
^1.5% larger share of America’s total
advertising appropriation than any
other single advertising medium,^
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' From the Production Centres
Continued from paRe Z9
Brooklyn Union Gas Co. . . . “Officer Joe” Bolton, emcee of WPIX’s
“Clubhouse Gang Comedies,” received a special award from the Pa¬
trolmen’s Benevolent Assn, for his interest in police activities . . Ked
Buttons, cuiTently “on location” In Japan, was heard yesterday (19)
on Mutual’s “Army Hour,” He was interviewed following a* G.I. en¬
tertainment .appearance at Camp Otsu, Army Jjase there . . . WLIB
joined in the celebration of National Urban League Week in New York
with a special Monday (18) program, highlighted by short addresses by
Mayor Wagner, former Senator Lehman, and Manhattan Borough
President Jack.
Halsey Barrett, national sales chief of Television Bureau, to the
Coast for two weeks selling to non-video advertisers . . . Doug Ander¬
son to do the regular Bonomo Candy pitches on “Wonderama” kid show
via WABD ... Having done Hallmark’s “There. Shall Be No Night”
Sunday (17)^ ^Theodore Bikel is planing to the Coast for a Hitchcock
half-hour, “The Hands of Mr. Ottermole” . . i Diana* Dorrone," “Diary”
of Anne Frank” lead, stars in Don Luftig’s teleplay, “The Caliph and
the Seed,” on “Great Jewisli Stories” today (Wed.)^over WATV ...
Fred Krais Jr. and George Kupper to New York sales at Peters, Grif¬
fin, Woodward . . . Butterfly McQueen guesting on “Night Beat”
(WABD) tomorrow - . . First annual yearbook by Joe Rosenfield’s
“Happiness Exchange,” latenighter carried by WMGM, will be pub¬
lished shortly . . . Edgar Franken into Robert Montgomery’s “One
Minute to Ditch” next Monday (25) . . . Bobby Van,.featured on “The
Jackie Gleason Show” last Saturday night (16), shelves the sohg-anddance temporarily when he goes Into rehearsal this we^k for straight¬
acting roles as the lead in three of 'Ziv’s "Annapolis” telefilm series.

IN HOLLYWOOD . , .
Ralpii Edwards taking his whole crew to Truth or Consequences,
New .Mexico, late next month to participate in Fiesta Day Celebra¬
tion
. NBC coast veep John^K. West gifted MCA’s Berle Adams with
the lowest denomination currencies of the 10 ^European countries he’ll
trek across. Total cost; .$11.24 . . . Joe Donahue, veteran agency exec,
joined Don Quinn’s ad staff, which will turn out jingles and co'mmer-.
cials for tv. His partners are Henry'Russell, former NBC music head
in Hollywood, and Marty Sperzel, once with the Sportsmen Singing
group . . . Jerry Thorpe drew another assignment at Desilu so Noman
Tdkar takes over direction of “December Bride” . . . Torn Moore, CBS.
film sales manager, came out from N. Y.'^to.firm a deal with Frank
LaTourette and James' Moser for “Attorney.”
They teamed up on
“Medic” . . . “Pat” Weaver handed out the annual awards at the Seattle
Ad Club. He and Fred Wile, also NBC-ite, gabbed with Washington
state broadcasters before heading for Hollywood . . . Dave Levy Of
Young & Rubicam casing the shows for next season . ♦ . Phil Leslie,
for marty years scripter for “Fibber and Molly,” has a new family
comedy completed and jeady for piloting. It’s called “Side by Side”
and' deals with the humorous incidents in the life of a newly married
couple residing in a housing development.. . Bill Bacher around for a
few days to line up guest talent for Ray Bolger’s “Washington Square.”

eon (14) at the Barclay /... WFIL-TV’S Johnny Carlton slating disk
hops in Edgely, Levittqwn and-Bristol, Pa„ this month . , . For the
fourth consecutive' yed^all PhllUes gardes will be aired live over WIP,
and fed to 15 stations'^ on the PhUlies Baseball Network throughout
Penna., Jersey and Delaware . . »Jim Kiss, WPEN public relations rep,
In Chestnut Hill Hospital Jor surgery . . Dee jays Al Taylor afid Joe
McCauley acted as judges fot the talent coiitest at Eastern State Pen
(18) . The better efforts will he recorded dnd broadcast over WIP . . .
Lloyd Yoder, NBC exec here, named to board of directors of .United
Vintners, Inc,, marketing company for Swiss Colony and Petri Wines
... Ronnie Snowden^ Charles Vanda’s administrative assistant at
WCAU-TV, takes a two-month j leave of absence to tour Eurdpe . . .
WCAU-TV stars Ed McMahon and Harry K. Smith snagged coast-tocoast commercial stints.

IN SAN FRANCISCO • . .
Chronicle’s Terrence O’Flaherty devoted a column to how* stupid the
tv stations, and especially the ad agencies, are in trying to grab pub¬
licity for their touring celebs. • O’Flaberty landed with both feet on
Clint Walker of “Cheyenne,’’ which is quite a trick for a guy who’s a
ftill foot shorter than Walker. ' But columnist^s point was well-taken,
namely, that tV writers don’t give a hothoOt about ad agenby fellas . ..
KQFD tried a live children’s opera, “Hansel and Gretel,” yesterday
(19) . . . Rock ’n- roll station KOBY sought to broadcast* the San Quen¬
tin execution of an Oakland mprderer On the grounds that broadcast
would “serve as a lesson to any would-be criminal.” That, at least, is
what boss David Segal said. Prison rtixed the publicity stunt . . . New
sales promotion chief at, KRON is Richard C. Block, who’s been pro¬
motion manager at KRCA-TV, Sacramento, the last year and a half.
Block succeeds John W. Reavis Jr., who quit.

IN BOSTON ...
Phyl Doherty, WNAC-TV p. r. and ad director, hack Monday (18)
from two week Carribbean cruise ... Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV “Dear
Homemaker” show, off for New York rounds . . . Dimcan MacDonald,
WNAC radio “Yankee Home” show, presented • UNICEF
by
Danny Kaye , . . George W. Steffy, WNAC-TV veep,'honored by Bro¬
therhood Temple Israel for public service in radiq-tv . . Franklin A.
Tooke, gen. mgr. WBZ-TV, hosted 40 reps of Greater Boston’s public
service orgs at’Ritz Carlton luncheon to intro WBZ-TV’s year long “Let
Freedom Ring” project . . .' WBZ-TV auditioned three “fire eaters” for'
special feature on “2000 AD” set for Sunday (24) in which they will
demonstrate their talent , for scientific research in overcoming the
thermal barrier . . . N. H. Fire Insurance Co, has begun initial tv adver¬
tising on spot basis over WMJR-TV, Manchester, N. H. . . . Broadcast¬
ing Executives Club will have Ben Strouse, prexy of WWDC, Wash¬
ington, D. C., as guest at its luncheon sesh -at thq. U. Club Thursday
(21). John Hurley, gen, mgr., WNEB, Worcester, Is luncheon chairman.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...

KSTP Radio now using new $125,000 transmitter and claiming to be
“the only Twin Cities’ station with tru hi-fi” . . . Recent magazine ar¬
ticle, “The Man from St. Paul,” by Rollie Johnsonr-WCCO-TV news
department head, dramatized on Du Pont Theatre for ABC network
presentation ... KSTP disk jockey Don Hawkins having a long Swedish
hospital strep infection session . . . Singers Cannel Quinn and Jim
Lowe headlined WCCO Radio, show before audience of payees and
. . .
over air as St. Paul Winter Carnival attraction . . . Film star Eva
Three Associated Television dates have been lined up for Rosemary Bartok, here in person for “Ten Thousand Bedrdoms”. world premiere,
‘ Clooney, who’s due here next month to join husband Jose Ferrer, who appeared on KSTP and WCCO-T^V and radio shows . . . ^tcr Arlene
i^ making a new picture here . . . Director of “Round The World In Frances appeared in Twin Cities in person for St. Paurwinter Car¬
Eighty Days,” Michael Anderson, guested on BBC-TV’s “Picture nival the ARB rating on her “Home network show Immediately jumped
Parade”, on Monday (IB . .. Pearl Bailey topped the bill of ATV’s “Sun¬ three times its previous pre-trip figures in Minneapolis and St. Paul
day Night At The London Palladium” (17) . . . Comedian-niagician area. Show is carried by KSTP-TV . . . TV fight announcer BUI Nemo
Tommy Cooper starts his own Associated-Rediffusion series titled in Twin Cities for Flanagan-Fuentes prize fight.
“That’s Life” next Monday (25) . . Ex-BBC executive Franklin Engelmann, made his commercial tv debut as chairman of ABC-TV’s “State
. . .
Y^our Case ” oh Saturday (16) . . . Christopher Chaiaway, BBC-TV re¬
porter for news featur^ program “Panorama” due back froni Poland
Gene Edwards, WRIT program director, reports the station set fo^
where he’s been collecting material on the life and politics of that coun¬ 10 hours daily remote stints from Home Show at Milwaukee Arena
try to be aired next Monday (25) , . . Bud Flanagan and Chesney Allen and Auditorium, April 6 thru 14 . . . In expanding the technici|l acare teaming up again after 12 years to do a six week half-hour series tivities: at -WITr-TVj considerable hew equipment went into opera¬
for commercial tv starting April 5.
tion March 13 .
Sat. (16) on WITI-TV, Merceline Skoll interviewed
Sister Mary Thomasita, Art Director of San Damiano Studios of Cardinal
Stritch
College,
on
“Art and You,” program . . . Former jdeejay on,
IJV
...
WFOX, WMIL and deceased WEXT, Ken Windl in new post as MUwauNBC veep Jules Herbuveaux and Mrs. H. autoing through the South¬ kee -branch manager for Mercury Records . . In Thrurs. (14) kickoff,
west on their annual vacation trek . . . Russ Davis’ Imperial World *WTMJ-TV’s “Adelman Playhouse,” formerly “Playhouse 15” with local
Films has signed A. & F Film Corp., Montreal, as its Canadian distribu¬
cleaning and laundry firm, Adelman Associates sponsoring, Inno¬
tor .-. . ’Jack Drees Working a nightly 10-miiiute sports show follow¬ vated weekly j-emote telecast from John Ernst Cafe, 10^5 to 19:20 . . .
ing “Movietime USA” on WBKB . . . Chicago American tv editor Janet On Sat. March 20, on WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Journal tv outlet, 12
Kern surveying the Coast production scene for a fortnight . . . While hopefuls, for snagging winning votes in April 9 election will give sum¬
auditions continue for a permanent replacement for Betty Johnson as maries of their platforms on “Voter’s Guide,” in co-op with Milwau¬
femme singer on ABC’s “Breakfast Club,” Wyoma Winters is working kee League of Women Voters , . . Sun (10), WTMJ-TV showed onetime
the show this week and Elaine Rodgers next week . . . Chi NBC staff only half-hour telecast on overweight problems, with a panel of Mil¬
announcer Louis Roen and wife vacationing in Captiva, Fla . . . Joe waukee doctors answering telephoned queries in “Call the Doctor,”
Flahive, formerly with the George P. Hollingberry rep shop, added to
WGN-TV’s N. Y. sales office ... Deejay Bill Evans checks off WIND
. . .
April 1 with Dom Quinn taking over the 8-10 a.m. platter strip.. . .
Eddy Howard and his band debut a Friday night half-hOur' on WGN-TV
Biggest local radio time block has been sold by KLIF to Lone Star
this week for Hatlen Construction . . . Chi NBC news chief Bill Ray. Brewing Co., San Antonio, starting April 1. Brewery will sponsor the
and.Bill Garry; his CBS counterpart, to join the Chicago daily city Perry Andrews d. j. segment three hours nightly, Monday through
editors in a panel discussion on crime coverage at the Headline Club Saturday . . Fairfax Nishet, vet Dallas News radio-tv editor, switched
dinner Thursday night (21).
to art and film reviewing, with nitery reviewer Tony Zoppi doubling as
radio-tv columnist ... A. Harris Record Shop picking up tab for five
hours each Saturday, on KIXL-FM) with dance music only . . . Internal
...
Revenue Service spotted 15-minute public .service shot on 23 Texas tv
Helen Sioussat, director of talks for CBS, will be guejt of honor outlets, to aid in prepping tax returns . . . Local talent getting breaks;
at a luncheon of D. C. Professional Panhellenic Association, March 30 Skip Fletcher, ex-WFAA-TV vocalist, won a “Talent Scouts” on CBS. . . Martha Roundtree featured speaker past week at Columbia XT’s TV and gets a Columbia Pictures screen test; Ralph Sanford, western
Scholastic Journalism Association cqnfab . . . Donna Douglas, WTOP singer from the same local station, gets a shot on Lawrence Welk’s “Top
femmecaster, prepping a 10-minute film on the critical condition of Tunes and New Talent” show Monday i25), and Jimmy’Dupree and his
local public schools . . . WTTG-DuMont will telecast the 48 Washington Mississippi Wildcats duO Saturday (23) bn “Grand. Ole Op’ry” from
Senators baseball games and the 26 Baltimore Oriole games for the NashvUle.
11th consecutive season . . . Betty Darling Gwyer, media and research
director for Henry J. Kaufman agency, named “Advertising Woman
of the Year” by Advertising Federation of America . . . Frank McGee
has joined NBC news staff here as network news supervisor . . . WRC
personalities Jim Henson and Jane Nebel will appear, with their. “Muppets,” on the Steve Allen show next month.

IN LONDOTS

IN MILWAUKEE

CHICAGO

IN DALLAS

IIS WASHINGTON

Alan Bautzer, ex-KYW-TV promotion, now with G. M. Basford agency
. . . Gerald A. Walsh named assistant KYW record librarian . . . Roy
West teams with Joseph Troyan for WJW series of 6 a.m. shows . . .
Pete Roper named WERE publicity-promotion aide . . . East Ohio Gas
to sponsor across-the-board 11 p.m. WEWS newscast . . . Joe Bova,
exited New York, for return look-see at local moppet, scene . . . Almanac
ended two-year KYW twice-daily run . . . Chris Miller signed off allnight WSRS stint leaving KYW’s Joe Mulvihill and WERE’s Carl Reese
only all-night diskers . . . Bill Veeck, onetime Cleveland Indian owner,
back in town as public relations consultant with new firm, including
Jim Gallagher, ex Chi Cubs and Marsh Samuels, Cleveland PR man.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
Mac McGuire preems cross-the-board record session (1-3 p. m.),
slanted towards adult audience, on WPEN . . . Robert Alan Aurthur
. discussed tv scripting at the Television Radio Advertising Club lunch-

JERRY MARSHALL’S RECORD
ROOM
Producer: Marshall
129 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 10 a.m.; 180
Mins.,. Sat., 10 a.m.
Participating
WMGM, New York
A look at the Variety radio pro¬
gram files of 1954, when Jerry
Marshall replaced Martin Block on
WNEW’s “Make Believe Ballroom,”
w 0 u 1 d- Indicate how Marshall
sounds today. In moving over to
WMGM, a principal WNEW rival
in New York, all the mellifluous¬
voiced vetCTan jockey picked up
was a new title ^'Record Room,”
and a minutely rearranged format
to escape his oldtime identifica¬
tion.
Marshall, who launched his twohour ayem broadcast on WMGM,
Monday (18), has the opportunity
to gobble up a good part of the
AM fjcmme listenership.
He’s
slightly stronger than Art Ford, his
o\vn replacement at WNEW, and,
by beginning at 10, he'll have a
time, advantage over Martin Block,
the > original “Ballroomer” now
heJrd from 11 And after on WABC.
He and'Block are definitely sound;alikea. The WMGM. stanzai, in the.
portions heard, did rather nicely as
to advertising on a liew show,
probably
because participating
sponsors figure that all he’s really
j changed la his frequency. Art.
CIVIL DEFENSE MEANS YOU
With Martin Weldon
Producer: Weldon
ISMins,..
Transcriptions Distributed by N.Y.
State Civil Defense Commission
An attefnpt to humanize the ap¬
proach to civil defense has been
made in the series of 24 15-minute
transcriptions, done by broadcast¬
ing newsman Martin Weldon, of
WCBS, N. Y., co-chairman of the
Broadcasters Committee of the
Civil Defense Commission, tinder
the supervision of Kastor, Farrell,
Chesley & Clifford, radio and tv
consultants to the Commission,
Series, broadcast locally via
WNYC,N.Y., is making the rounds
of stations in the state. On the
basis of a few sample broadcasts,
the series, while 4t does pOt break
[ new grounds, should help to stimuUte citizen Interest and activity In
i civil defense. The featured human
I approach is. the key to its success,
despite some weaknesses.
Weldon, who does the features
on WCBS’ "This Is. New York’*
show, uses the Inteiview approach
to get the message across, talking
to people active in civil defense in
a variety of state areas. The. peo¬
ple questioned, are frolh all walks
of life. . Problems afe pinpointed
and brought home in that manner.
Interest in the show, however, var¬
ies in direct proportion to the ar¬
ticulateness and color of the per¬
son interviewed. One of the weak¬
est segment in a particular show
was a little play on civil defense
done by an amateur Binghamton
theatrical group.
But on the whole, the. series adds
up to a workmanlike job, attempt¬
ing to stimulate Interest in an area
regarded by the public apatheti¬
cally.
4^ '
Horo.

WILL JONES SHOW
Producer-Director: Brooks Hen¬
derson
Writer: Jones
15 Mins.: Moii^thru Fri., 6:05 p.m.
KSTP, Minneapolis
KSTP-.Radio undoubtedly has an
asset in widely read Minneapolis
Morning Tribune columnist Will
Jones, somewhat of a controversial
figure because of his frank and
emphatic Viewpoints, now launched
on a five-nights-a-weeY 15-minute
6:05 p.m. show.
^
i Jones’ peppery, humorous and
frequently temper-raising and an¬
tagonizing one-sided comments on
films, tv, radio, the night club
scene and entertainment generally
Continued from pace 23
have won him a big newspaper fol¬
programs.) But hardly any one's evening slot On NBC-TV as it did, lowing. If, as is likely, he can be
biting as yet.
only last week in announcing can¬ as entertaining on the air as he is
in his column and enlist a substan¬
What's happening, ask the net¬ cellation Of “Circus Boy?” And how tial number of his reading fans, his
works, when a Procter ft Gamble does one account fpr the whole¬ show should be on the way to
sale
General
Ftfods
retrenchment
can buy in, smack in the middle
sponsorship.
of the season, on the toprated “I (to the tune of nearly $12,000,000.)
During his 15 minutes Jones
Love Lucy.”’as it did not long And still refusing to commit itself selects a few unusual news items
"back? What’s happening, they ask, on where it is going next ^season, ffor witty, sarcastic or serious com¬
when the selfsame P Sc G can not though perhaps with some Justifi¬ mentary. Generally, his observ¬
only give up its “Jane Wyman cation in GF’s case In view of its ance of the passing world show is
Theatre” and “Hey Jeannie” hut three-out-of-four poor show track serio-comic. He also spins a plat¬
also relinquish two such enviable record this season.
ter or two with pertinent observa¬
But GF is not alone in Its hesL tions and engages in conversation.
tnme franchises as • Tuesday and
Saturday nights in the 9 to 10 p.m. tation. Most of the bigtime spend¬ With some other KSTP personality.
area? What’s happening, they re¬ ers, whether in foods, soaps, drugs
Program proved interesting din¬
peat, when a Reynolds Metals or cigarets are contributing toward ner table listening and was helped
dqesn’t hesitate about forfeiting the utter confusion in the inability by the fact that Jones’ voice car¬
th'e valuable 7j30 p.m. Sunday of the network;? to pip them dovvn/ ries w,ell ovfr the air.
Rees.
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ABC’S ‘EQUAL FOOTING’ CHANCE
Sponsors Savvy Hiose ‘Specials^
The rising cost of weekly and even alternate-weekly television
sponsorship is creating a new breed of tv advertiser, the “special"
sponsor who moves into the area of “spectacular" styled program
on a periodic basis. Although the new pattern sacrifices continuity,
It gives the advertiser prestige, merchandising flexibility and for
the first time, lower cost than a weekly series.
New pattern is pinpointed by the decision of E. I. du Pont last
week to abandon iti longrunning “Cavalcade" series and buy 10
90-minute specs on CBS-TV next fall. An analysis of the costs
shows that du Pont will spend less on the 10 specs than on a
weekly series. The time charges for each 90-minute show run
about $150,000, Even assuming a per-program layout of $200,000
per show, du Pont’s total seasonal outlay will come to $3,500,000.
That’s less than the cost of a weekly-hour series, which in most
cases has jumped* to the $4,000,000 figure on an annual basis.
Moreover, the prestige and merchandising-promotion factors are
right up the alley of an institutional advertiser like du Pont. In
signing Leland Hayward for at least two of the 10 shows, du Pont
starts with a major showmanship plus right off the bat. Equally
important, it has the per-show budget to bring in the kind of prop¬
erties that are in a standout class. Qn the promotion-merchandis¬
ing front, the weekly continuity for an institutional bankroller in¬
evitably involves some wasted weeks, while the one-a-month pat¬
tern majces for.tailormade types of merchandising and promotion
schemes, be they holiday or seasonal efforts.
Du Pont isn’t alone in this thinking. Breast-O-Chicken Tuna, is
down for several NBC-TV one-shots, first of which was last week’s
“Maurice Chevalier’s Paris." Hallmark Cards has adopted- the
“spec" pattern and last week inked for six more such shows next
season on NBC. The pattern has also been useful for new adver¬
tisers seeking a special impact on the market, such as Shulton,
who’s sponsored several one-shots on CBS-TV, and Norelco, who
last season bankrolled the “Project-20" shows on NBC. Others
in this and next season for more limited use of the technique are
Swift Packing, whidi has three on the boards for NBC, Standard
Oil of New Jersey, which is down for two next season on NBC, and
Timken Roller Bearing has two, also on NBC. Also a. major
“special" sponsor is the Warner Bros, foundation garment outfit
which sponsored four Saturday afternoon tinted fashion specials ,
this season and has already signed for nighttime shows for next
year.
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Hollywood, March 19.
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trip after his current CBS-TV
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(Continued on page 43)
business.
I to jump ta an early start next fall network organizations to be inde¬
Gay, a not-so-simple country boy
in many times where established pendent'of each other, and thus to
'^from the hills of N. Carolina, dis¬
shows are bucking new NBC and assure that, networks can freely
covered the power of the hillbilly
CBS entries.
compete for affiliation with local
beat some years ago, when he was
As for its clearance problems, stations and local stations freely
assigned, as a farm expert, to the
the picture keeps improving as compete for network affiliation."
original “Farm Hour" produced
more grants are issued by the FCC
Citing various decisions in
for radio by U.S. Dept, of Agri¬
in key one and two-station markets.
culture, for which he worked.
As to the facilities where it does which the Commission attached
considerable,
importance to the
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with country music, strummed on
better than its programs, and with fact that a substantial stockholder
It was a fairly even split between
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of
an
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company was an
an even start next fall with the
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London, March 19.
be able to break that long-stand¬
Hour" in theTatest Emmys. “Play¬
government airer. From,then on
MCA is mulling plans to go into ing audience habit that has kept that Trammell is not in the situa¬
he has successively found new and tv production in Britain, both for ’em glued to the CBS and NBC tion of “an agent" because he re- house" got six major awards, five
via “Requiem for a Heavyweight"
larger fields to conquer, but always filmed series and live packages.
(Continued on page 43)
outlets in the past.
and “Caesar’s Hour" got five.
in the hillbLly music field. ,
Preliminary negotiations were
The Academy of Television Arts
The new CBS show will be-based begun by Taft Schreiber and Tom
&
Sciences, which supports the tv
on the current “Town afid Country McManus on a recent visit to Lon¬
awards, gave" 15 awards, to the east
time," aired daily o . er WMAL-TV, don, when they began negotiations
and 14 to. the Coast. In breaking
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sion—and also B^C-TV.
(Continued on page 43)
ABC two,
According to informed local
“Requiem" -author Rod Serling
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for
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he
add¬
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Washington, March 19.
MCA will launch co-production
The hostility of Republican ed, to “throw away” a VHF chan¬ got the award for the best tele¬
play
writing, while show star Jack
series with tHfe Granada web and members of the Senate Ifiterstate nel.
^
possibly also with A-R. Neither of Commerce Committee to question¬
If that’s the case, asked Cox, Palance, director Ralph Nelson,
and
art
director Albert Heschong
these commerci^ tv outlets has its ing by Committee counsel Kenneth how is it that the Commission
(Continued on page 50)
own production at the moment and Cox at last week’s hearing's on voted to remove VHF channels
both are known to be in need of FCC allocation policies had more from. Elmira, N. Y., and Vail Mills,
their own program series.
to it than met the eye. Behind Sen. N. it., without using them else¬
MCA, which negotiated the Jack John Bricker’s protestations of where? McConnaughey muttered
Chicago,'March 19.
“impropriety” and Sen. John But¬ that every situation is ‘peculiar.”
Pat Weaver, ex-NBC factotum, Benny series with BBC-TV, as well ler’s departure in a huff from the
At this point, Sen. Bricker, who
has. sounded out indie WGN-TV on as his live personals last year, are proceedings, is what might be as Governor of Ohio appointed Mcthe* possibility of it serving as the also dickering with the commer¬ called the Hartford story.
Hollywood, March 19.
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and
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for
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NBC and MCA are dickering to
What Cox set out to learn from of the Ohio Public Utilities Com¬
“fourth network," it’s been learned. number of live packages. They’ve FCC Chairman George C. McCon- mission, again protested the ques¬ have Abbe Lane sub for, Perry
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in
the
talking
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naughey (which produced the in¬ tioning as “highly improper.” The Como as summer replacement. Miss
veep Ward Quaal during a quiet stage, but they are unlikely to dignation) was how come the Com¬ deintermixture decisions, he point¬ Lane and husband Xavier Cugat
reach fruition before early. sum¬
Chicago visit a couple, of weeks mer.
mission deintermixed out the V’s ed out, are subject to appeal in are currently filing the NBC
back.
quarter-hour spot previously oc¬
from other cities (except Madison) the courts.
Talks, it’s understood, were only
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), cupied by the “Eddie Fisher
but kept channel' 3 in Hartford,
on a preliminary basis but some¬
Conn., for a station to be built by presiding, thereupon invited Cox Show."
thing more concrete could well jell
Travelers Insurance Co.
to explain the reasons for his in¬
Whether or not Miss Lane and
since the Chicago Tribune station
After the protests to his line of terrogation. Cox said he was sim¬ Cugie can take over the hour-long
is the only possible Chicago avenue
questioning were overruled, Mc- ply trying to get “clarification" of (;)omo spot depends on whether she
Frank M. Folsom, chairman of Connaughey (whose vot^ was de¬ Commission policy in order to as¬ can juggle her foreign film com¬
open for Weaver’s "project. Other
three'stations are network-owned. the executive board of RCA the cisive in the 4-3 action) replied sist the Committee in Its Inquiry, mitments. There’s also the possi¬
WGN-TV is the Chi “affiliate" for Radio Corp. of America, quickies that the existence of a VHF sta¬ whether legislation might be need¬ bility that after the current 13National Telefilm Associates film to Caracas next week.
week cycle In'the present twicetion in New Haven influenced his ed, etc.
web, thus there’s a precedent for
RCA is auditioning an expansion thinking. Futhermo're, he' said,
Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D- weekly NBC-TV spot, the web
a possible hookup with Weaver & program in Venezuela and South there was 'no place to use the V if Okla.) threw his support to the might re-sign her In the same for(3o.
America in general.
rifat.
(Continued on page 43)
Hartford were made all-UHF. It j
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1^1949 ttre Number One Nielsen-rafed half-hour network
radio program reached 7.8 MILLION different families
with 23.6 MILLION minutes of commercial message.
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P^^Bfv - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-hy-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

tional spot film covers 40: to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur^

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternopn children’s show, with a low rating, may

eau on a moiflhly basis.

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor^
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s putrket. Abbre¬

Cities will be rotated each week^ with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case^ and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be itsed by distributors, agencies,

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv)i adventure^ (Ch), children's;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Hus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q)9 qui%; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),

stations apd clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are XJHF. Those ad agencies listed as

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

TOP TO PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

Attention should be paid to time-f-day and

STATION

NEW YORK

DISTRIR.

DAY AND
TIME

FEIRUARY
RATING

. Ziv...

2. Whirlybirdi. (Adv)
.WPIX...
3. Popeye the Sailor (Ch)...... . WPIX...

CBS..
AAP..

3. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WRGA

Ziv...

SETS IN
USE

. Mon. 7:00-7:30 .. .*.16.6. 40.1.
.Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .13.4.. 26!6.'.
.Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 .12.8..... 40.3.
Sat, 5:30-6:00
Sun. 4:30-5:00
.Fri. 7:00-7:30 .12.8. 30.1.

4. Locipe^ Tunes (Ch) .WABD...

Guild.

• Mon.-Sat 6:30-7:00 .....10.5. 32.4.

McC-E

.Wed. 7.100-7:30 . 9.5.... 26.1.

6. Abbott & CosteUo (Co)...... WPIX....
7. Guy Lombardo (Mus) ....... .WRCA.. .i,

,MCA..
MCA..

..Sat. 7:00-7:30 .. 9.4......... 20.9....
..Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . 8-.7. 24.1.

8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).;.WPIX ...
9. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv).. WPIX ...

,MCA. .
■ ABC..

..Sun. 6:00-6:30 . 8.5.. 22.3.
.Sat. 6:30-7:00 . 8.4... 27.7.."

^

Approx. Set CoaiU—2,900,000

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

41.4 7 O’clock Report.;’..WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS
50.4 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon. .WCBS
32.0 .Early Show (M-F).WCBS
Late Matinee (Sat).......WCBS
Wide Wide World (Sun).. WRCA
42.6 7 O’clock Report..WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS
32.4 Early Show (M-F)...WCBS
Sheena of the Jungle (Sat)WpiX
36,4 7 O’clock Report ..WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwai'ds.. WCBS
44.8 Beat the Clock.WCBS
36.1 7 O’clock Report .WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS
38.0 Meet the Press.
WRCA
30.3 Looney Tunes.WABD

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Flrtlnn ThAatr^ (AiivV KTTV.
Frontier (W) . .KRCA. .NBC.
Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KTTV.
Highway Patrol (Adv). .KTTV.
Brave Eagle (W). .KNXT,... .CBS.
Annie Oakley (W)... .KABC. .CBS.

10. Popeye the Sailor (Ch). .KTLA. .AAP.

CLEVELAND

KJNXT (2), KRCA. (4), KTLA (5),
Stations— KHJ
(9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

Approx. Set Count—^2,313,000

1. Life of Riley (Co)... .KTTV. .NBC.. ..,
2. San Francisco Beat (Dr). .KTTV.
3. Search for Adventure (Adv).. KCOP_

7.7
8.2
10.0
15.3
14.3
,15.5

,10.2

10.9
23.6
,11.6
.10.9
11.3
,7.4

Sfafions—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

.. .“WNBQ_ _MCA. .Wed. 9:30-10:00 . . .15.5. ... 27.4. ... 56.6 20th Century Fox. .. WBBM
.Fri. 6:00-6:30
..14.8. ... 43.2..' ... 34.3 News—J. Bentley........ ..WBBM
2. Superman (Adv) .. ...WGN..!...
News—John Daly...... .. WBKB
.... Fri. 8:00-8:30 . . .14.0. ... 24.9. ... 56.1 Treasure Hunt... .. WBKB
3. Highway Patrol (Adv). ...WGN..
.. WBKB
. .13.8. ... 25.6. ... 53.9
4. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .. .WNB^. ...'. NTA.
5. Studio 51 (Dr). . ...WBKB. .... MCA..
. .13.5. ... ^5...... ... 55.1 Studio One. ..WBBM
6. San Francisco Beat (Dr)... . . .WGN. .CBS.;.
. .12.9. ... 19.0,..:.. ... 68.0 $64,000 Question......... ».WBBM
7. City Detective (Myst) ..,.. ...WGN. ......MCA.. .Fri. 9:30-10:00 . ..12.5..... ... 19.9. ... 62.7 Persoj\ to Person. ..WBBM
8. Annie Oakley (W)......... . . .WBBM__CBS. _Sat.. 5:30-6:00 ___ . .12.3. ... 50.6. ... 24.3 Foreign Legionnaire., s.,«, ..WBKB
8. Life of Riley (Co).. .. .WNBQ. _NBC... ..... Sat. 6:00-6:30 ... . .12.3_ ... 31.7.. ... .38.8 Beat the Clock.
.. WbBM
9. Secret Journal (Dr)... ...WNB<5..MCA. .. . Sat. 10:00-10:30 .. .. . . . .11.9,.. ....
60.0 Best of MGM_...... ..WBBM

LOS ANGELES

RATING

WOR (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13)

«. Death Valley Days (W)WRCA...,

CHICAGO

I
|

WCBS (2), WRGA (4), WARD (5), WABC (7),

Stations-

Approx. Set Count—4,525,000

1. Hitrliway Patrol (Adv) ,, i,,.. WRCA /..

SHARE
(%l

...
...
...
...
,..
...
...
...

.. 17.0
..10.0
., 8.8
.. 19.4
.. 20.7
..22.8
., 34,2
..38.3
..' 6.3
,.. . .24.7
... .26.2

KABC (7),

...Mon. 8:30-9:00 . .. .21.6. .... 30.8.. .. 70.1 Producer’s Showcase. ..KRCA .... . .18.3
... Sat. 9:30-10:00 . .. .16.8....'. .... 31.1.._ .. 544 .Hey Jeannie... ..KNXT . ..15.8
... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 _ .. .16.6. .... 26.2. .. 63.4 Popeye the Sailor. ..KTLA .... . .12.5
Name That Tune.. ..KNXT ..... . .21.4
.. ,15.7. _23.0...... . . 68.3
. .18.3
..KNXT
...Sat. 7:00-7:30 . ...15.4..... ,...31.6...... .. 48.8 -Globel Zobel..... ..K’i'TV _ .. 8.7
..KNXT . ..17.7
,.^Sat. 9:00-9:30 . . . .14.9. .... 25.5.. .. 58.5 Oh Susanna
...Mon. 9:00-9:30 . . ..14,1,.... .... 19.3. .. 734 I Love Lucy............. ..KNXT _ . .27.9
... Thurs. 6:30r7:00. ...13.0..... .... 31.3....... ,. 41.6 Sheena of the Jungle. ..KABC . .. 8.2
... Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . . . .12.7. .... 32.8. .. 38.7 Report; Stout; Sports-- ..KNXT. .. 7.8
CBS News-=—D. Edwards.. ..KNXT . .. 9,7
,.. .M;on.-Fri. 7:00-7:30 .. .. .11.9. .... 18.4....... .. 64.7 $64,000 Question. ..KNXT-.. .43.5

Approx. Set Count—1,900,000

1. Highway Patrol (AdV). . .WJW.
...Tues. 10:30-11:00 ..
. .KYW. .MCA.........Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ....
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W). ..KYW.
4
Rider (W).. _ . WEWS.... .. .. CBS .. , j.Sun. 7:00-7:30 .
5. Frontier (W1 .. . WJW..... ,. ... .NBC. .. . ..^.Sat, 10:30-11:00 _
.......Sat, 6:30-7:00 .
6. Annie Oakley (W) ........ . WJW.
7. Crunch dc Des (Adv). . .KYW. .NBC..
8. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv). . KYW,_ .ABC. .. . ... ..../..Wed, 6:00-6:30 .....

Stations—^KYW (3), WEWS (5), WJW (8)
_29.7....
_24.4_
...23j0....
... 22.3_
... 20.5_
...19.5..;.
.. .18.5....
. .18.0. ...

_ 65.6..,..
.... 62.4.....
.... 38.9.
.... 41.5....,
.... 35.1.
.... 62.9.
.... 55.4'.,..
_61,4.

Hold That Note. ....KYW .... ,... 9.0
.....WJW_ _8.1
What’s My Line
....WJW .... ,r..32.3
...,wjw .... .17,1
....KYW ...'. . 31.4
G^ne Autry.. ... WEWS .. .... 7.8
Western Marshal....... .,..w.pws .. .... 8.9
Gene Autry.
....WEWS .. .... 10.3
News Highlights. ....WEWS .. .... 8.1
9. Scienee Firtion Theatre (Advl KYW. ...;. Ziv.....Tues. 7:00-7:30 . .. .17.9... . _47.8. ... 37.5 San Francisco Beat.... .... WJW __*.. .11.8
10. Kit Carson (W).....;
..WEWS..., .MCA.. .Sun, 6:00-6:30 . .. ,17.7. .... 38.9. .... 45:4 Telephone Time....... ...,WJW ..w..14.0

ATLANTA
1.
2.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,

Approx. Set Couni—565,000

.WSB •. ..NBC. ...Mon. 7:00-7:30
Badgfe 714 (Myst) ..
Superman (Adv)...;... .WSB. .. Flamin Jb... i... ...Wed. 7:00-7:30 .
Highway Patrol (Adv). .WAGA. .. Ziv. ..Fri. 7:30-8:00 .
State Trooper (Adv) ... .WAGA.. . .MCA.. .. Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WAGA. .. Ziv. .. Tues. 7:00r7:30 .
City Detective (Myst). WLW-A.,.MCA..
.. Wed. 6:30-7:00 .

...
...
...
...
...'
...
...
...

45.3
394
59.2
.53.7
58.4
31.0
34.4
29.3

Stations—^WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)
....26.9./.
... .23.8.
_23.8.
... .2L9.
.. . .20.4.
.. .17.9..

Amos V Andy (Co). .WAGA..,,'.... .CBS . .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... ... .16.5.
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)_ ,WAGA .:., .MCA. ., Sat; 6:00-6:30 .. ....16.2.,.
Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W). WLW-A-. . CBS. ..Wed. 6:00-6:30 . ....15.6.:.
. . Mpn. 6:00-6:30 "_ .14.5.,..,..
Ahhie iOatil.ey^,(W) t../ <.
•5V
...
‘
“
' -i A?

.
.
.
.

67.8...
56.2... ..42.%
44.9,.. .. 53,0
57.6...
. 49.8...
. 63.2...
.
.
.
.

39.5...
52,8...
6L1...
58.4.;.=

Rosemary Clooney..
Man Called X.
Rin Tin Tin.. .
Dr. Christian,..
Search for Adventure.....
Successful Gardening.
CBS News—Di Edwards
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
comedy, with more lags .than
Shower of Stars
With Jack Benny again topping laughter.
the bill, Chrysler. Corp.’s full-color -. Hiram Sherman^ in a lesser role,
musical variety show more than was, in fact the only one who made
narred the course Thursday (14) on for the hi-jinks, scoring solidly in
its monthly CBSrTV outing. There, the, role of a. stuffy, millionaire
was star power aplenty what with who, discovering that Miss Fabray
Hedy Lamarr,/Gale Storm and is a jewel thief, tries to make her
Lawrence Wellf on hand. That in marry him by threatening othwitself -was enough to Insure a wise to turn her and her mentor
healthy rating.
dver to the law. Sherman squeezed
Value of crisp writing was dem¬ every bit of laughter out of his
onstrated anew via this Hollywood- role, and very little was left for
originated live layout for veteran anyone- else,
Ecripters Hugh Wedlock and How¬ : Miss Fabray was sprightly and
ard Snyder came up with some!,•charming, but the role of the
crackling bon mots.
Particularly Newark girl who agrees to steal
amusing was a rib on “Foreign In¬ jewels in return for a Pygmalion
trigue,” A sketch located in a Lis- . treatment -an an introduction to
bon cafe, it utilized all the show’s Hollywood society was neither., tax¬
principals.
...
ing nor rewarding. John Williams
Cafe scen^. in which he por¬ was competently suave and father¬
trayed the dashing, American re- ly as her mentor, Darren McGavin
poiHer, was a merry romp for Ben¬ was sufficiently romantic as the
ny, In fact the entire session was romantic lead and Evelyn Varden
a romp for the comic who’s tamed was only a pale copy of her usually'
for his perfect timing and . violin acerbic self ^ as Sherman’s devilengagements. *T played at Mama may-care mother.^
Gabor’s wedding,” .he recalled,
Kirk Browningi who does such a
“her age is like' mine—it’s flex¬ superb
job on the NBC operas,
ible.”
could have picked a more auspi¬
Miss Storm, who never looked cious property with which to re¬
lovelier, engagingly‘’warbled “You turn to the straight-play fold. His
Make Me Fpel So Young.” She direction was merely competent
later provided some rewarding mOr- (but hardly brisk enough for the
ments in a song-and-dance bit at comedy.
Chan.
the Lisbon nitery. . Miss Lamarr
handled her lin^ deftly in some
Ed Sullivan Show
spirited byplay with Benny, Se¬
Ed Sullivan celebrated St. Pat¬
quence also afforded the pair to rick’s Day last Sunday (17) with a
work in a plug for the actress^ re¬ routine laybyt on his CBS-TV
cently completed film, “Love of show. The Ames Bros, were on
Three Qufeens.’^/
hand for satisfactory songselling,
Welk showed his versatility as a mostly in the Irish vein, Robert
straight man for Benny—or was It Mitchum gave them an assist on
vice versa? Repartee flew fast, one tune prior to soloing on a
garnished with some 'Ohoice Benny Calypso, number* He registered
adlibs. Rounding out the frame more impressively with the group
were ballet dancer Jacques d'Am- than alone.
boise and Sid Krofft’s. marionette
The madcap antics of the foreign
turn. Former contrlbbed a hep ex¬ team of Joe, Jack Sc Joanie were
hibition of leaps and spins high-; novel, while Edith Adams scored
lighted by ^irtne comedy terping with her familiar Impression of
with “Madame Lavotka,” a three-> Marilyn Monroe. Her other take¬
toot tall Krofft ballerina,
offs weren’t as potent. Comedian
Pennanent host Bill Lundigan Phil Foster grabbed;.a few laughs,
was his usual amiable self and ably while a dance sequence from the
guided a “mistaken identity” rou- Broadway production of “Ziegfeld
. tine surrounding the principals as Follies” was okay.
they 'made their entrances. Auto
Tielng in with Mitchum’s appear¬
sponsor’s message, commendably ance, a film clip of “Heaven Knows,
brief, stressed its “torslonaire” Mr. Allison” was shown. The scene
ride and claimed “the switch is oh was good, but the buildup via
to Chrysler Corp.'s five great other clips of Hollywood celebs
cars,”
, G.ilb.
saying hello to Sullivan prior to
attending a preem of the picture
Playhouse 96 •
was downright silly, Sulliyan also
“The Last Tycoon” • was Jack had Dublin^s Lord Mayor Robert
PalancO first, last and always. -Briscoe guesting.
That gives him two legs on Colum¬
Irish harpist-singer Mary O’Hara,
bia’s “Playhouse 90” cup since he who provided the show With one of
also sihashed over In “Requiem its ^brighter moments, just man¬
for a Heavyweight.” Against the aged to get on under the wire, with
latter, with its other characters in a pretty Irish-English tune. Jess,
two or three dimensions, notably
father Sc son Ed ahd Keenan Wynn,
Omnibus ^
“Tycoon” last week (14) concen¬
“Omnibus” took bn the guise of
trated its power In the title role, “This.Is YoUr^Life” to present the
leaving virtually all the others as biq of Amelia Earhart oH, its Sun¬
shadowy figures Against . the .ty¬ day (17) outing over ABC-TV. The
coon's substance.. Whether it was story of the aviatrix who was lost
that way in F, Bcott Fitzgerald’s over the Pacific some 20 years ago
unfinished novel would be known was fashioned by Sidney Carroll
to the readers of same. • ’Tls- true With ■ authenticity but without
that the magnetic Ylveca Lindfprs much color.
(with that illusion, of beauty she
He outlined her drive and her
diffuses), the Ultra-reliable Keenan achievements via reminiscenes of
Wynn’and veteran character, thesp people who knew her (portrayed
Peter Lorre were In there, but by actCrs) and a sugary narrator
they were mostly jstock figures-r-. (Burgess Meredith). Meg Mundy,
or even caricatures—to give the who has an amazing likeness to
Hollywood “production chief” (Pal- Miss Earhart, played the title part
ance) a backboard from, which to with an understanding of the wom¬
bounce in one of Fitzgerald’s most an that went beyond the script
brooding works. Even the second- limitations. (She’d- be a surefire
fiddle one-sided love interest con¬ bet for the film, bio if it ever
tributed by lovely Lee Remick (she comes). Also good was Robert Passure looks great in toreadors, too) tene as her proper Bontonian bus-;
seemed a vague ingredient dragged i band. The 45-minute segment was
in by the heels in an attempt to heightened by actual film clips but
roupd, out a portrait that was never the .whole never seemed to get to
fully packed.
Adaptor Don M.
heart of the matter.
Mankiewicz moved In with, what theBalance
the show was filled
probably , were Fdt^:gerald*s most •by two filmofclips,
and not too ex¬
withering and cynical lines and ex¬ citing, either; First was Richard
changes, and the came^ras moved
pictorial tour of New
fluidly, under John Frankenheim- Leacock’s
Museum of Modern Art ex¬
er’s alert direction to maintain the York's
action between the- half dozen hibition of “Building For Busi¬
commercials plus. the station- ness” with a narration of Robert
breaks. After the first act—^the Sharpe's script by Brendan Gill.
best, one—these plugs seemed to be Closing film was “It Could . Be
coming at set-buggers every 10 You,” a satire, oh television pre¬
minutes or so, vtrith Hedda Hopper pared for the Westinghouse public
at front Sc centre to keep the service meet - in Boston several
weeks ago. It was strictly for the
tuners tuned.
Jess.
The production was impressive, trade.
including Walt Herndon’s snazzy
cTuMO
sets, but Palance could have play¬
With Dennis James Installed as
ed it bn a bare stage with his ihner turmoil made the more poign¬ the permanent helmsman for at
least
the balance of thtf initial 13ant by his quiet manner. As a
teleplay, “The Last Tycoon” still week cycle, NBC-TV’s “Club 60’.*
‘‘needs work.” It may be that out of Chicago has settled into an ,
Fitzgerald left it In a too unfin¬ easygoing informality that thehousewlves shouldn’t find at all
ished state.
Traw.
hard to take as a midday respite.
Making no pretense at being a
Alcoa Hour
Frederick Lonsdale’s “The Last funnyman; James presides over
of Mrs. Cheyney” was adapted into this' tinted musical-variety smor¬
“The Original Miss Chase” as a gasbord with a nice low pressured
,
starring vehicle fan ]Nanette Fa- style.
bray’^' by ' William *'“'T6Clcery * for ..i vJt wasi>aiiila^6nt‘ on the segment'
(Continued on page 43)
“Alcoa Hour.” Result was. a spotty

THERE SHALL BE NO NIGHT
EMMY AWARDS
(Hallmark Hall of Fame) With Desi Amaz, Phil Silvers, em¬
cees; Ed Sullivan, Dave GarroWith ‘. Charles Boyer, Katharine
Way, 'Jinimy Durante, Ernie KoCornell, Ray ■'Walston, Theodore
vacs, Nat King Cole, Ralph Ed¬
Bikel, Phyllis Love, Bradford
wards, Peggy Lee, Julie London,
Dillman, Karel Stepanek, Gerald
Lloyd-Nolan, Peggy Wood, Dan¬
Hiken, Val Aver^, Sandor Szabo
ny Thomas, Robert Young; Gor¬
Producer-Director: '
don Jenkins orch
George Schaefer
Original Play: Robert E. Sherwood Executive Produper: William Kay- den
Adaptation: Morton Wishengrad
Producers: Elliott Lewis, Julian
90 Mins.; Sun. (17), 7:30 p.m.
Bercovici
HALLMARK CARDS
Directors:
William Bennington,
NBC-TV, from N.Y. (color)
Craig Allen
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
Robert E. Sherwood’s play about Writers: Carroll Carroll, Nat Hi¬
ken, Ernie Kovacs. Hal Good¬
the Russian invasion of . Finland
man, Larry Klein
back in 1940 failed to jell in a new
setting ..of the Hungarian revolt 90 Mins., Sat. (16) 9 p.m.
against the Soviets. The perform¬ RCA-WHIRPOOL, OLDSMOBILE
ance and the production was ex¬ NBC-TV, from New York & H’wood
(color)
cellent, but the script was so pe¬
(K& E;D. T'. Brother)
destrian and preachy that it dulled
Emmy moved a notch—perhaps
the drama of the events.
a
fraction
of an inch—toward re¬
Morton Wishengrad’s adaptation
suffered most of all from too much spectability Saturday night (16)
ideology. Not satisfied with indic¬ when the Annual awards ceremony
ting Russian brutality In Hungary of the Academy of Television Arts
within the context of the action, and Sciences took over the. 90the play periodically came; to a halt ipinute “Saturday Color Carnival”
to permit -speeches against Com¬ spec on NB(/-TV. As these indus¬
munism. The sentiments were try kudos clambakes go. an hour
laudable, but soapbox denuncia¬ and a half can add up to a lot of
tions, even against Stalinism, do repetitious and tiring viewing, un¬
not make for the most effective less, of course, it gets that extra
added fillip which, for example,
dramaturgy.
>
Charles Boyer, in the central ■characterized Bob Hope's bestowal
role of the-Hungarian Nobel Prize of the Oscars a couple of seasons
winner who accommodates himself back. Unfortunately Enimy was
to the regime,-was most effective lacking a Hope.
It did, on the- whole, have a
as. the idealist who beebmes aware
of the full meaning of totalitarian¬ greater ring of professionalism
ism. The part was not fully drawn about it in contrast to previous
and some of the intellectual transi¬ telecasts, suggesting that the Acad
tions were too sudden for credibili¬ boys at long last knew what they
ty. but Boyer nonetheless lent some were abo^t in evaluating -qualita¬
weight to the play because of his tive programming. But if Emmy
has yet to,attain full maturity, it’s
performance.
Katharine Cornell, as Boyei;’s primarily because the nonsensical
American-born wife who also rises categorizing and duplication of
heroically to the occasion, also awards on variations of the same
played
with
conviction
and theme still prevails.
warmth. She had a most difficult
The show had one thing in its
time, however, in the closing favor.. As pointed out by Ed Sulli¬
sequence when she had to, recite van in a brief intro, the shedding
a very prosy letter written'to her of network rivalries, with the NBC
by her husband before he goes off camera's round-robin spotlighting
to fight and die in the war against of^ such CBS luminaries as Desi
the Russians.
Afnaz and Phil Silvers (who divid¬
Bradford Dillman, as the son, and ed the East-West emcee chores),
Phyllis Love, as his fiancee, were Ed Murrow and Sullivan, and with
fine.
Miss Love, particularly; CBS “Playhouse 90” copping the
played with a moving intensity and major laurels of the evening, gave
bitterness and her plea for an evidence, if nothing else, of a
al>ortion was the most daring thing maturing industry. (Divorcement
in the play. Theodore Bikel, as of the sponsorship auspices, in this
the morose uncle, was okay while instance RCA-Whirpool and OldsRay Walston and Val Avery, as mobile, would be the next logical
a couple of NBC newsmen on the step toward an unfettered all-in¬
scene, also handled their assign¬ dustry Emmy show.)
ment creditably.
For mass audience tv pull; this^
Although some newsreel clips star-saturated Emmy show, as with
TALES OF WELLS FARGO
With Dale Robertson, Chuck Con¬ from the recent Hungarian street- the Oscar counterpart, is'Knd alfighting^ was used to cue the /hood .ways will be a Trendex - Nielsen
ners. Jacqueline Holt, others
for the session, the play v^s set natural. But elsewhere on SaturProducer: Nat Holt
for the most part in the "interior ,days* show., the voids were more
Director: Les Martinson
of the doctor’si»home. The settings 'apparent. 'Three of the many “pre¬
Writer: N. B. Stone Jr.
were convincing and the camera senters,” Peggy Lee. Julie London
30 Mins., Mon., 8:30. pjn.
work
was smooth.
Uerm.
PALL MALL, GENERAL FOODS
and Nat King Cole indulged in
NBC-TV (film)
some extra-curricular vocals, all to
THE OFFICER HAPPY SHOW
(SSC&B, Young & Ruhicam)^
good effect, but this just about
With
Richard
Dix,
Betty
Jo
Haw-,
. “TAles of Wells Fargo” has a
-summed up the “entertainment
kens
headstart on the slew of new west¬
production,’’ aside from the. gratui¬
erns scheduled for next season by Producer: Dix
tous if sometimes dubious come¬
virtue of its mid-season bow as a Directors: John , Michael White, dies of some of the other “pre¬
Joseph Sullivan
replacement for “Stanley,” but it’s
senters,” including Jimmy Durante,
doubtful whether the jump on the 30 Miiis.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 ajn.
Danny Thomas and, bhst of them
others will prove of any Value. WBAL-TV, Baltimore
all, Phil Silvers.
Two years ago, Richard Dix,
This Revue (MCA) series is strictly
Desi Arnaz wasn’t a particularly
formula, with none of the charac¬ WBAL staff announcer, was given scintilating emcee on the Coast
terization or human values that the task of hosting “The Little end of the ceremonies (although he
have embellished the better class Rascals” (nee “Our Gang”) series fulfilled the assignment decorously
for late afternoon moppet pro¬
of tv westerns to date.
gramming. When this series ran its and managed to keep things mov¬
First episode was - the tipoff— course, Laurel • Sc Hardy comedies ing). Silvers on the eastern front
central character, played by Dale were substituted with a “Big Ras¬ gave it a little more bounce. But
Robertson, is a special agenf for cals” title change. Now that L&H since; rightfully, the major empha¬
Wells Fargo who goes to pick up a- have reached the end of their sis and concentration was put on
stage whose driver has been killed cycle, a “Last -of the Mohicans” the bestowal of the Emmys, it was
and guard injured. Robertson takes series is now current cross the the “awards script” itself that
a liking to the guard, but by the board on a participating sponsor¬ needed a doctor.
Not that one
end of the half-hour suspects him ship basis in an appropriate after could quarrel too much with the
and sure ’nough, turns the tables school slot/ The tijle is ttow “The major awards. Certainly the “Play¬
just as it looks like the end for Officer Happy Show” and a varia¬ house 90” and its “Requiem for a
him. Spliced in between are a cou-. tion of the format whs recently ex¬ Heavyweight” accolades were In
pie of gunfights to spice things up. panded into a daily a.m. spread order, And . there was more than
Robertson seems authoritative aimed at pre-school viewers.
poetic justice in the due recogni¬
enough as the agent, and Chuck
Dix has a rich background. in tion accorded Sid Caesar Sc Co.
Conners was excellent as the local theatre dating back to his Between the two entries, they div¬
heavy. Supporting cast didn't get youth and including many seasons vied up 11 statues. (See news story
much exposure; but Jacqueline in “The Common Glory,” a histori¬ for complete list of winners.) But
Holt appeared long enough to es¬ cal pageant in Virginia. His Officer Emmy still hasn’t rid herself of
tablish: herself as the romantic in¬ Happy is a mellow and warm char- her “let’s be kind to everybody”
terest. Nat Holt, the vet Par oater- adterization of an English bobby complex. It iriade for burdensome
-maker, is producing this series, but .with a colorful Irish brogue. In ihoments as too many' “sound
it seems he’s sticking strictly to two years time, he has developed alike” awards were passed around.
the old bottom-end-of-a-double-bill a solid character that has stimu¬ And how do you square that “neat¬
technique. Best that can be said lated an enthusiastic following.
est trick of the year” kudo in the
for “Fargo” is that it should have
The new morning section for the “Caesar’s wife” award to Nanette
been placed In syndication; where pi:e-schoolers has a great deal of Fabray, even though she hasn’t
it’s safe to play it by formula: net¬ charm. Particularly helpful is the been on the show since last spring..
Rose.
work exposure implies the willing¬ daily storytelling contribution of
ness to depart from the routine.
Betty Jo Hawkens. Miss Hawkens’
Chan.
background includes a stint in the ENTERTAINMENT PRESS CON¬
London production of “Oklahoma”
FERENCE
and several other impressive cred¬ With AI Morgan, Jay Nelson Tuck,
its prior to her marriage to an Air
Harriet Van Horne, Ernie Kovacs
The Drackett Go., Cincinnati- Force lieutenant colonel stationed Producer: Jeremy Tarcher
based cleanser manufacturer, has in Baltimore. Her treatment of the Director: Arnee Nox
made its first buy into network traditional children’s stories are 30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m.
television, picking up six Steve Al- imaginative and poised. Her mate¬ WABP, N*Y,
len shows for its Windex glass rial Is worthwhile and her delivery
“Entertainment Press Confer¬
cleanser, Drackett, through Young 4s full of art.
ence” is a road company version of
To supplement the daily live WARD’S
Sc Rubicam, has purchased oneown . “Nightbeat.” But
story, Dix weaves in an animate’d
third sponsorship of the Allen seg¬ cartoon and two recorded songs aside from the closeup camera
ment for six weeks starting May 5. that are accompanied by excellent technique used soudramatically to
Sponsor moves into the one-third cartoon crawls created by George spotlight the q. and a. parrying
between “Nightbeat” host Mika
sponsorship, slot being vacated by Horn.
'Viceroy, which bows out after spon¬
John Michael White ^nd Joseph, Wallace and his guest in the hot'Seat, “EPG” lacks the. punch that'
soring the Show nearly a year, Sullivan alternate as dh-ectors.
(Coptinued on page 46)
Bunn.
since its start.

JO STAFFORD SHOW
With Jaye P. Morgan; Bill Hayes^
.Tyrones, The Spellbinders, Topy
Marvin, Guy Raymond, Michael
Dbhiihco, Burt Farber Orcli
Producer: Lee Cooley
Director: Byron Paul
Writers: Norman Barasch, Carroll
■.Moore’
60 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m. (One shot)
BRISTOL-MYERS, PILLSBURY,
KELLOGG
CBS-TV, from New York
(Y&Rf 'Leo Burnett)
With Arthur. Godfrey vacation¬
ing, various personalities are
pitching in with programs that are
serving as-auditions for candidates
with a potential for heading their^
own show. Jo Stafford has come
up with a good song-concert which
included fellow chirpers Jaye P.
Morgan ~ and Bill 'Hayes. A lot of
singing for one hour, especially in
the light of a deficiency of other
elements, namely comedy and
dance.
Although, the variety elements
were lacking, Miss Stafford gaye
a good account of herself. She’s a
singer who came up in ttie bandvocalist era just as the tonsileers
decided to emancipate themselves
from the bandleaders and go in
business for themselves. It was the
era that produced Frank Sinatra,
Perry Como and ‘ Miss Stafford,
among others. The aforementioned
are. w.k. along the video circuit,
and Miss Stafford now seen\s to be
branching out. She’s a singer of
authority, can handle lines and
turies with equal facility and makes
good as a persdnality as well as
a singer.
Show coordinated a pair of other
pipers in having Miss Stafford
work with Miss Morgan and Bill
Hayes. It made for a lot of enter¬
tainment in the same vein. While
the principals work well and imag¬
inatively, it. was still a hard job
trying to create variety out of this
menu.
The major optis which introduc¬
ed a weak element of comedy was
the finale, a spoof on western radio
shows. Again the singers came
through,, but the comedy by Gene
Raymond didn’t hit successfully. A
dance number, an Irish step se¬
quence by Michael Dominico cho¬
reographed by Lee Morrisoh was
excellent and timely. There was
an outside act too, The Tyrones,
but they also sang, this time in
rock ’h’ roll manner. More variety
elements would have given Miss
Stafford a first rate showcase.
Jose.

Cleanser Coin for Allen

TV'S ALL-TIME
ALL-FAMILY
DRAMATIC HIT
NOW MATCHING
ITS RECORD-BREAKING
1ST RUNS WITH FABULOUS
2ND RUN RATINGS...
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■■■

iiii;
FIRST RUNS-No.

1 ratings everywhere!
SECOND RUNS-No. 1 (or "Top Ten”) every,
where! Second runs already sold in 163 markets!
THIRD RUNS-No.

1 in Boston, No. 8 in Cleveland!
100%, many right thru 1959

RENEWALS-Nearmg

and 1960!

'

78 HALF HOURS iOF THE HIGHEST-RATED
ADVENTURE PROGRAM IN TV FILM HISTORY

What’s your port o’call?
DonH miss the boat!,,Sign aboard today with
your nearest MCA TV bos*n.„for another WATERFRONT hitch,..

I

698 Madison AvenuCt New York 22, N, Y. (PLaza 9-7500)
and principal cities everywhere.
A ROLAND REED PRODUCTION Created and
produced by Ben Fox, executive producer, Guy V. Thayer

* Source: ARB and Pulse, 1955,1956,1957.
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-juffl FEATom nui

Vabiety’s weekly chan, based on ratings furnished by American; Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will'be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in .a specific rnarket have been
included in this Vamety chart Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and , day, the high and dow ratings for the measured^

feature period and: share of audience; since these' factors reflect the effectiveness
of the, uaturo, aud audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m: would hardly
have , any children. Viewers; but ^
of audience-may reflect dominance dn that
.tin\e period. In the cities where'stations sell their feature programming on a multistripped basis-utilmng the same: theatrical throughout the Week, adotAl rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles; the listed features
■ for. tfie particularly rated theatrical. filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer
tamed from a. multiplicity of itation Ond other data. /

OKLAHOMA CITY
ARB
RATING

tiiGH

si^AAE or

LOW

AUDIENCE

12.4

74.3

FEBRUARY,, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

ARB
RATING

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

TIME SLOT

1. SAHARA—
Humphrey Bogart, Dan Duryea;
1944; Columbia; Sefeen Gems

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Feb. 10 •
1:30-3:00 p.m.'
KWTV

14.4

2. JANE EYRE— •
Joan Fontaine^ Orson Whiles; 1944;
20th Century Foe; NTA

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Feb. 10
10:30-12:00 a.m. .
KWTV

13.6

13.8

13.1

75.5

Movietime Oklahonia

Family Movie Time
Mon. Feb. 11
4:00-5:30 p.m.
KWTV

10.9

12.4

9.5

45.4

Comedy Time ...WKY . 7 5
Waterfront ..WKY . eis
Glsnt, Kids Matinee..WKY .*...110

16.3 .

Your Bible ... .WKY ..
NBC Opera..
.WKY .. . * .

2'2

.KGEO . .2.0

3.

GOOD SAM—
Gary Cooper; Ann jSheridan; 1948;
, RKO; NTA

4.

THE MATING OF MILLH^
Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes; 1948;
Columbia; Screen Gems

Family Movie Time
Fri. Feb. 8
4:00-5:30 p.m.
KWTV

10.5

11.3

9.5

48.8

Comedy Time ..WKY .. 71
Waterfront -.WKY .7!8
Giant Kids Matinee.. ,WKY . ....l6!2

5.

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN^
Bing Crosby, Madge Evans; 1936;
Columbia; Screen Gems

Million Dollar Movie
Fri. Feb. 8
11:00-12:30 a.m.
KWTV

^.1

,9.5

8.5

56.5

Movietime Oklahoma .KGEO

6. COMMANDOS STRIKE AT DAWN—
Paul Muni, Sir Cedric Hardwicke;
1943; Columbia; Screen Gems

Family Movie Time
Tues. Feb. 12 C
4:00-5:30 p.m.
KWTV

8.7

-9.9

7.4

43.9

Comedy Time .... ....WKY .
Waterfront
.. .. ■ . •
• Wky
Giant Kids Matinee....... ... .WKV

8.5

9.2'

8.1

69.1

Giant Kids Matinee. ... WKY
Open Window _...... ....WKY

. Movietime Oklahoma
y
Fri. Feb. 8
10:00-12:00 k.m.
KGEO

8.2

8.8

6.7

27.3

Weather & News.. ....KWTV
News; Big 9 Scoreboard..., ....KWTV
Mr. Adams and Fve.. ....KWTV
Million Dollar Movie. , ...KWTV

Family Movie- Time
Thurs. Feb. 14
4:00-5:30 p.m.,
KWTV

7.7

8.8

6.0

40.3

Comedy Time . ....WKY .
Waterfront
. . ...WKY .,.... 8.7
Giant jKids Matinee. .^.WKY .,....10.8

Million Dollar Movie
Wed. Feb. 13
11:00-12:45 a.m.
KWTV

7.6

8,1

6.4

80.2 >

Tonight

«

7. THE FINAL HOUR—
Ralph Bellamy; 1936; Columitiia;
Screen Gems
8. DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK—
Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda;
1939; 20th Century Fox; NTA
9. FULLER BRUSH MAN—
Red Skelton, Janet Blair; 1948;
Columbia; Screen Gems
10. CRASH DIVE—
Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter; 1943;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Movietime
Sun; Feb.. 10
12:30-1:30 p.m.
KWTV

•/

»

1. HONKY-TONK—
Lana Turner^ Clark. Gable; 1941;
MGM; MGM-TV

Premiere Movie
Parade. #2
Sat. Feb. 9
9:15-11:20 a.m.
KPHO

32.7

33.1

29.0

73.4

Code 3 ..'
Front Page Detective
Pillsbury Show ....
Oh Susanna .
News; Movieland ..
All Star Theatre....

2. COMMAND DECISION—
Clark Gable, Van Johnson; 1948;
MGM; MGM-TV
/

Best , of MGM
Thurs. Feb. 14
7:00-9:00 p.m.
KPHO

21.8

22,8

20.0

36.5_

.Bob Cummings
Ernie Ford ..
Playhouse 90 .

Stellarama
Sun. Feb. 10
7:00-8:30 p.m.
KPHO

21.1

21.7

20.7

36.5

Captain David Grief
Annie Oakley..
$64,000 Challenge .

Premiere Movie
Parade #1
. Sat. Feb. 9
7:00-9:00 p.m.
KPHO ;

17.1

- 17.6

•15.9

24.8

Lawrence Welk ..
George Gobel ...
Your Hit Parade.

Premiere Movie
Parade #3
Sat. Feb. 9
11:20-12:15 a.m.
KPHO

. 13.5

. 15.9

11.4

75.1

Million Dollar Movie
Movieland ...

20th Cent. Showcase
Wed. Feb. 13
t:00-'8:30 p.m.'
KPHO

13.0

14,1

11.7

21.6

Disneyland ..'....
Navy Log ;.
Wednesday Night Fights

Movie Masterpiece
Mon. Feb. 11
7:00-8:30 p.m.
KPHO

.10.8

11.4

10.0

16.3

Warner Brothers
Mon, Feb. 11
9:30-11:15 p.m.
KVAR

/9.6

io.7-

Arizona Premiere
Sun. Feb. 10
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KTVK

88

Stardust Theatre
Tues. Feb. 12
7:00-8:30 p.m. • •

86

4.

TREASURE' ISLAND—
Wallace Berry, Jackie Cooper* Lionel
Barrymore; 1934; MOM, MGM-TV .

8. APACHE TRAIL—
Lloyd Nolan, Donna Reed; 1942;
MGM; MGM-TV

6. DRUMS ALONG We MOHAWK—
Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda; 1939;
20th Century Fox; NTA
7. COMRADE X—
^
Hedy Lamarr, Clarke Gable;
1940; MGM; MGM-TV
8. THREE CHEERS FOR THE IRISH—
Dennis Morgan, Thomas Mitchell; 1940;
' Warners, Associated Artists
‘ *’
Productions

>I Love Lucy ...;
Welk’s Top Tunes

6.6 ^

31.2

Burns & Allen .
Headlines & Weather.
Count of Monte Cristo
Movietime ..

9.7

7.9

20.8

G. E.- Theatre.
Alfred Hitchcock ...,,
Headlines; Weather ..,
Holmes-.

.9.7

7.9

14.2

Chtynne
SVoiton
...r....
^*530 Qubstlph .. .■.,...

I

9. THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH—
Abbott & Costello; 1948;
United Artists; UA-TV
10. DU BARRY WAS A LADY—
Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Gene Kelly:
1943; MGM; MGM>-T.V - ^
‘ j

..... 3.2

...
...

,*...24.0
. pa

;...WKY __2.0

PHOEMX

S. LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY—
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland; 1938;
MGM; MGM-TV

.. 7.8
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Comr. Lee Speab Ife Mind
.Waihlhgton, March 19.
Comn llobeijt S3. Lee, whose approach, toward tv allocation prob¬
lems has undergooe <iuite a metamorphosis since he Joined tha
agency foor years ago, revealed his thinking with unusual candor
lii a statement he filed last week, with the Senate Interstate Com¬
merce Committee. Recalling the Commission’s unsuccessful ef¬
forts to get the military services to relinquish VHF space for
television, he said: “I still am not satisfied that the public need
Was carefully weighed against whatever security factors were in¬
volved ... I have not quite giv€;|ii up his project and I hope the
government user can still be persuaded to do a little trading (for
UHF space).”
Not only was the FCC turned down, Lee continued, “but wc now
hear rumblings, of the military possibly requiring the use of chan¬
nels 2 through'6. Such a. tragedy, if necessary, would make our
allocation problem somewhat moot. There would be nothing left
but to go to an all-UHF. system with its serious dislocation and
monetary loss to the public.”
'
Lee said he also urged the Commission to reduce the mileage
separations between stations on VHF channels in order to pro¬
vide for more assignments, but got no support. ”Thus,” he dis¬
closed, ”I had no place left to go except to deinterniix in those*
relatively few areas where the least disturbance would be caused.
This remaining alternative is a puny'solution indeed, but there
is no other path at this time. I feel that the.Commission’s action
in deintermixing is wholesome and I like to think of it as insur¬
ing that the patient does not die even though he remains, severely
crippled.
“I could not support a move to an all-UHF system at this
time although I am prepared to recognize it as a long-range pos¬
sibility, when and if technical improvements make the UHF a
better service than it is today. I do favor Comr. (T.A.M.) Cra¬
ven’s suggestion that we encourage the VHF operator to duplicate
his programs on UHF much as we now permit AM and FM. I also
favor removal of. the excise tax oh all-channel sets or raising it
on the VHF sets only.”__.
_

NewUSlAOuerWinCJO^
Commercial B easting Resources
Washington, March 19. ^
United
States
Information
Agency will use the resources and
cooperation of commercial broadContinued from pzgt 39
cas^g more and more in the fu¬
ture, according to Arthur Larsen, seen (13) that the knowledgeable
newly, appointed chief of the gov- pro has brought all facets of the
eimroent information agency. In 60 minutes into sharper focus.
addition, Larsen indicated, in a Regulars Nancy Wright and Mike
talk to the Women’s National Press Douglas piped out a couple of
Douglas’
Club, that USIA plans to develop pleasant tunes each.
new techniques in order to delete “Cino Robles”-was especially effec¬
the stigma of propaganda from the tive. The Mello-Larks worked a
cute “production” bit on “Bidin’
agency’s world-wide activities.
My Time” for some chuckles, and
Larsen, whose book, “A Repub¬ the Art Van Damme instrumental
lican Looks at His Par^,” won quintet took over the spotlight for
him party acclaim and Presidential a pair of jazz specialities. Also in
attention, dropped the first hint of the same idiom was guest Eddie
his plans in his new role at last Hey wood who tinkled out a • fine
week’s luncheon of the femme assortment of cool tunes, including
press group. He indicated that he “Canadian Sunset,” on the Stein¬
was still in the exploratory stage way (Grand. Joseph Gallicchio and
of the job, but was preparing to the staff band backstopped..
Dave.
go into the action stage. It is un¬
derstood that he plans to trek to
Home
Germany soon in order to study the
Point of Howard Whitman’s sur¬
U15IA operation there.
vey of “The Crisis in School Dis¬
Larsen .pointed out that the cipline” on NBOTV’s “Hfime”
agency is. the largest of its kind show Thursday (14) was that the
in the world, with facilities to con¬ three F’s (friendly, firm, fair) were
vey information to half the world’s joining the three R’s in the school
population, via radio and press, curriculum. It was a point sharply
within less than 24 hours.
etched by Whitman, “Homfc’s”
The new. USIA chief, who suc¬ roving reporter, and made the first
ceeded Theodore Streibert less portion of the stanza an eyethan two months ago, is no stranger opener.
to show biz. He has written mu^ic N In the half-hour allotted, Whit¬
for the organ, voice and string in¬ man gave a clear and concise run¬
struments; his wife is alalented ac¬ down of the problems and pros¬
of school discipline. That he
tress with a background of reper¬ pects
did a well-rounded research was
toire and civic theatre* works; and evident in the national scope he
his teenage daughter has studied gave to the subject. By citing
dancing abroad and in this country, actual cross-country cases and
and plans.^a career in ballet.
bringing in “live” exhibits to bols¬
ter the report, Whitman was able
to get right to the heart of the
matter with deft reportorial
strokes. XWith “The Crisis In School Dis¬
cipline,” Whitman added a new
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s stay dimension to tv journalism.
Gros.
at ABC-TV may not be over de¬
spite the fact that next season the
clergyman’s 9 p.m. Monday halfhout is going to “Voice of Fire¬
stone” on ABC-TV. The network
said that it is offering Sheen a new
time, subject to the approval of
Hollywood, March 19.
both.
Frank Sinatra has inked Jack
With his current contract ending
at the end of this season, it’s Donohue to direct the half-hour
thought that Bishop Sheen and telepix segments of his new ABCthe network might arrive at a late
Sunday afternoon time for. con¬ TV series^ which will start filming
tinuation of his weekly telecasts. on the Samuel Goldwyn lot July 1.
Donohue also directed Sinatra’s
live CBS-TV shows in 1951 and
1952.
The new .director takes over,the
following end of the current NBCTV “George Gobel” season, which
Hollywood, March 19.
he is producing-directing. Present
Dick Lewis haS been named pro¬ plans are for Donohue to lens five
ducer of Revue’s. hour-long cater or’ six Sinatra shows during July,
seri^, “Wagon Train,” to be filmed then resume in November for an¬
fop NBC-TV for next season. Lewis other two months. In intervening
has been producing Revue’s Stu¬ three months, Donohue has been
dio 57 series.
set to stage the new Paula StoneWard Bond is one of the stars In Mlchael Sloane musical comedy on
the series, with another being Broadway, “Rumple,” slated to
soughi,-.,
open/in October.

Tele Fellowep

ABC’S TOME ON BACK’
TO BISHOP SHEEN

DONOHUE PACTED
FORSINATRA SERIES.

Tap Dick Lewis As
'Wagon Train’ Producer

Hartford
Continued
tbi»4 from
iron pare 35
u

ssss;

questioning. *1 think the Commit¬
tee has a right to find out the cause
of UHF morality/' he said.
It reniained for. Sen. Pastoi’e to
let the cat out of the bag. ”A lot
of people,” he said, ”feel the Vought to go in there, including Mr.
Purtell.’'
Sen. William A. Purtell (R-Conn.)
had no complaint with the Com¬
mission’s decision. “Sen. Pastore,”
he retorted, “would like to see the
V in Providence.”
Sen. Pastore said he has become
“resigned” to the V going to Hartfoijd.
The Commission’s proposal to
deintermix Hartford was tied in
with a plan to use channel 3 to
provide a third VHF station in
Providence.
But the majority
claimed the channel could not be
placed close enough to Providence,
under FCC mileage separation
rules, to adequately serve the city.
Be that as It may, it’s regarded
as more than a coincidence that
the Connecticut member of the
Committee is a Republican and- the
Rhode Island member a Democrat. i
However, the Clommission is try¬
ing to find a way to keep, both Sen¬
ators happy. It has instructed its
staff to study the feasibility of
shifting channel 8, used by WNHCTV in New Haven, to Providence,
and giving channel 6, allocated to
Nashaquita, Mass., to WNHC.

connie

cay

CoAtinued froiA page 35

;

telecast over WMAL and carried to
Baltimore, Richmond,
and
Harrisonburg, Va. Gay plans to
continue his high rated WMAL
shows, but “will gradually replace
his current stars with newcomers.
CBS has exclusive rights to the
Gay headliner, Jimmy Dean, an
attractive young Texan whom Gay
discovered singing in an Air Force
troupe at Bolling Field. Other
Gay discoveries, such as George
Hamilton IV ("Rose and a Baby
Ruth”) will be used on new show.
In addition to his live tv shows,
Gay owns three radio stations;
packages “Town and Country
Town” on disks for radio stations
which he numbers over 2,000;
boasts that his syndicated tv series
is currently shown on 55 stations
throughout the country; and is also
in the automobile business.
Although a number of network
news and panel shows originate in
the capital, this will be initial
entertainment show originating
here—from studios of WTOP— 6n
a regularly scheduled basis, show
debuts April 8.

Trammell
Continued from page 35

signed from NBC. On this point,
the Court declared:
“A person under contract to do,
nothing Ip conflict with a particu¬
lar network of the scope of NBC,
fi*om/Which he receives compensa¬
tion (as a consultant) of $25,000
per annum ... is contractually
bound to the interests of the net¬
work, though'not by' the Ordinary
employer-employee of officer-com¬
pany relationship. He is an agent
serving. two principals whose in¬
terests may not always coincide.
Mr. Trammell’s relationship with
NBC is of a character that is not
unlikely to ailect Biscayne’s choice
of network affiliaton, and NBC’s
choice of a local outlet in the
Miami area.”
While Biscayne is “not neces^^sarily disqualified by this conflict
of interest of its president,” the
Court held, “the error in reifusing
to consider it as adverse to Bis¬
cayne cannot be said to insubstan¬
tial.” Pointing to the preference
given other applicants on the issue
of diversification of media (be¬
cause of Biscayne’s interests in
Miami’s two daily newiSpaper), the
Court suggested that on reconsid¬
eration the Commission might ac¬
cord less weight to Biscayne’s, pref¬
erences. “In any event,” the Court
declared, “we cannot say that had
the Commission also considered ad¬
versely to Biscayne and Trammell
arrangements with NB(j the'deci¬
sion would hav^ been the' same.”
The Court remanded the case to
the Commission for further pro¬
ceedings “not inconsistent” with its
opinion. Immediate conjecture was
whether Trammell would resign
liis NBC consultancy.
,
I

Chi Radio Stations Never Had
w «
A
I
n*II*
O
It So Good as Billings Soar;
Ik Trend Is Up on Rate Cards
--:--=——Chicago, March 19.
17
O J*
VnThe bo,bming pace of local radiq
r ord t KadlO Ivitty
business continues pis- a source of
Ford Motor Co. has a $3,000,gratified amazement for the Windy
000 kitty for the launching of
City AM entrepreneurs. In fact,
a big radio campaign.
business is so good that it hak
Ford and agency execs are
to^hed otS a Practically unanl.
'currently listening to a nummoos reappridsal of Indlvidurf rat.
ber of new program availabilistructures, with hikes already for¬
ties submitted by the four networks.
Multi-messaged pro** every Loop station,
jected campaign is designed
Spot .check disclosed that in
for in-car and home listening, .^ nearly -every instance, the recordbreaking sales volume of ’56 is
• »
carrying through the first two
!•
I
months of this year. If, as most.
ilK| KOfllH ■ PirlrC
tradesters expect, the pace com
lljMV ItaiUU I V»tinues throughout this semester,
’57 will top last year. And such is
dlA AAA AAA *
the confidence in the revitalization
INNI Inlll in IvAlM of. radio as a baisic advertising meVJjVVVjWV 111 llCff
dium, the hunch has been ex¬
pressed by a couple of. veterans
0*11*
O
1
current state of radio’s
KlIliniTC KAnAUTQlC bealth will be less 'elficcted than
llUllvTwClld will he that of television’s should
;
the national economy soften the
In the first 70 days of 1957 ABC last half of the year.
Radio racked up somewhere under
The flurry of rate boosts, a few
$9,000,000 in net billings, outstrip- of
«^^ounced but
xxov-iv, w'ost of them still getting the final
pmg several times over the early gQ^^g
sliderule ex1956 returns. New business alone pgrts, underscore the belief that
brought a flat' $5;()b0,000 net (be- the rosy glow Is no mere passing
I fore agency commission) profit in- phenomenon,
to Lhe web’s coffers, and renewin a sudden move two weeks
als made up the rest of the over back, WBBM implemented a 20%
$3,500,000 in business.
hike cross-the-board on all times
A “healthy profit” is the full- periods. This is the Columbia stayear prospect, according to the net- tion’s first rate revamp since Janwork, which in 1956 broke slightly uary, ’55 when the .gross nighttime
better than even on the books, rate was lowered to equalize with
ABC resurgence corresponds close- the daytime charges,
ly to the generally renewed internbC’s WMAQ, the other network
est reported in the past several owned plant, is blueprinting a new
weeks in network radio. It’s the ^ate formula that likely will be
biggest spurt of biz the network introduced by midyear. Henry
has felt in some, years.
Sjogren, Chi NBC assistant genOf the new biz coin, $2,700,000 of eral manager, reports that WMAQ’s
it is accounted for by the net volume during the first two months
profits from buyers of full radio of the year topped the same period
programs: Dow Chemical for the last year. He and station manager
Saturday afternoon “Red Foley Howard Coleman are currently reShow” half-hour and the previous- evaluating the rate structure with
ly unreported addition of a new an eye to increases in strategic
and separate Sabbath half-hour by areas.
Radio Bible, which already owns
WIND headman Ralph Atlass
one half-hour a week on ABC. The gays there’s a new card in the
other big chunk of new biz comes vi^orks for the indie, now owned by
from Camel, with a $1,000,000 buy Westinghbuse. The -topdog indie
of segmented weeknight news and hiked its charges approximately
its half-sponsorship, with Norwich 10% a year ago this month. Just
Pharmacal, of the weekend news what percentage elevation the upsegs at nearly another $1,000,00()— coming boosts will be isn’t known,
all net profit. Midas mufflers also but Atlass states the hike will still
made some ABC Radio time buys “maintain our position as the lowPf l^te.
est costrper-thousand station in
The'^ayem block accounted for a Chicago.”
good part of the renewed contracts,
Glenn Snyder; general manager
with Don McNeill’s 9-10 “Break- Qf WLS jointly owned by the
fast Club” coming in for the lion’s prairie Farmer and ABC, believes
share. Biggest of the renewals that ’57 may even be a .better year
was General Mills repacting on than ’56 and states thought is beMcNeill for five segs a week. D. jng given to a rate increase. While
Drackett Co. took two,, and there there’s no definite timetable for
were a couple of other renewals, bringing out a revised card, Snyall to begin in early April. Net- der says “there are certain times
work says it averages 56 -sold, out of day when a rate' increase is
of the 60 weekly McNeill segs avail- justified.” At WLS and elsewhere
able, with much of'the advertising the so-called “traffic hours” of 6:30
overflow hitting the 10-11 zone, to 9 a.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. are most
which is running neck-and-neck jn demand by national and local
with Arthur Godfrey’s CBS ratings timebuyers.
and is swamping “Bandstand” on
windy (3ity’s two other 50,000
NBC.
waiters, WGN and WCFL, have
Other major renewals were by already issued upgraded cards.
AFL-CIO for Ed Morgan and John WGN, which severed its ties with
W. 'V'andercook by Bankers Life & Mutual last fall, raised its daytime
Casualty for Paul Harvey and All- rates an average of 22% and in
State for Mel Allen. In all, the some instances 40% on Jan. 1. The
$1,000,000 December loss of Texas Chicago Tribune station hit its
Co.’s weekend news buy was far historical- peak in hillings last Noand away outweighed by the new vember and the pace is continuing
and. renewed biz. Network says, so far this year,
that it has lost next to nt>thing In
WCFL, owned by the Chicago
cancellations since the first of the Federation of Labor, as of Feb. 1
year.
raised its minute rates in the 6:45
■
to' 9:30 a.m. period from $30 to
$35 flat. Coqimercial manager Tom
All*’
Haviland reports business is curlllllllvll UI mf
rently running between 10-14%
_
«_== Conttoued trom paxe 35
== ahead of last year which was the

ABC Radio Perks,
$9,000,000 in New
Billings, Renewals

improving the speaker’s own reliA new card goes ipto effect April
gious movement;
Rev. Davis’ 1 at the Plough-owned WJJD. Manscript, the spokesman went on, ager Fred Harm dubs business as
dealt with a religion not his own “absolutely sensational” since- the
and in a couple of instances was daytimer switched to its new clock“negative.” This, pliis the fact like music-news fopnat last April,
that it did not follow the inspira- Station revamped ^its '‘rates twice
tional pattern, was the reason CBS last year and the latest jump of
asked him to discuss it on some about 6% represents a 47% inother pf its shows, the network crease over the past 12 nionths.
maintained, and there was no sugAnother manager who anticigestion of censorship or cancell a- pates this year will see a further
tion involved. Rev. Davis, the web improvement over last is Tom
said,^ even agreed to return to Davis at WAAF. And it’s expected
“Church of the Air” at a later date that daytimer will be breaking out
with another^ topic, t *}-V
U new scale inr*thd'hi05N:t:fe.w(mon(ths.
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Television Reviews
; Continued from page 39 ;

brought “Nightbeat" into the top
rating brackets.
Fonnat pits three panelist in¬
quisitors against a single show biz
guest but they seem to. do no more
than pussyfoot around the impor¬
tant issues. The queries ' for the
most part "are of a surface nature
and when a panelist appears to be
getting into something really in¬
teresting the ball is shifted to a
colleague or the matter dropped"
entirely.
On the second show of the series
caught last Tuesday (12), Ernie
Kovacs was up for the third degree
by A1 Morgan, author' of “The
Great Man;” Jay Nelson- Tuck;

tv critic for the New York Post,
and Harriet Van Horne, ditto for
the World-Telegram & Sun. They
all were^ pleasant folk givihg
Kovacs the right of way all the
way.
^ •
Kovacs’ candor on humor, hu¬
morists and devil-may-care attitude
towards tv would have had more
value if further.'developed by the
panelists.
The
interview-show
smoking
habit established cartonloads .ago
by Ed Murrow got an unintentional
spotlighting with -Kovacs matching
his king-size stogie against Mor¬
gan’s ciggie puffing. There was
lotsa smoke even though the stanza
didn’t generate any heat. Gros.

EUROPEAN itLEVISIOM
CORPORATION

THE GUMBY SHOW
With Bobby Nicholson, Bob Smith
Producer: E. Roger Muir
Director: Bob Hultgren
30 Mins.; Sat. 10:30 a.m.
SWEETS CO. OF AMERICA (alt.
weeks)
NBC-TV, from New York
(Moselle & Eisen)
■; ‘•'“Gumby” is a delightful piece of
stop-motion animation, and the
little clay character is considered
by NBG-TV as the backbone of its
new Saturday ayem half-hoiir
stanza for juves. There are, how¬
ever, other facets of the program
taking up as much time, which are
not quite as good as the 10 or 12

'

Wedneiday, March 20, 1957

RABIO-TECJBVISION

Th# Leading Program! Outfit in Europo
Buy and So// TV film Program!
Beriln W 15,
Brandenburgische Str. 38
Coble: Telfsvislon Berlin

THEY LOVE ME IN

Contact: RICHARD A. HARDER, General Sales Mgr.
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000

minutes that were devoted on the
preem to “Gumby” but were
mostly sufficiently Strong to hpld
moppet- Interest. Until sometime in
May, Sweets Co. of America will
skip-week its bankroll (other week
is presently open) and thert pay
the weekly wad. Gumby, a wedge-like mound of
clay who resembles the ginger¬
bread boy, was a sometimes thing
on the old “Howdy Doody Show.”
The whimsical star was involved
in a pleasant,, cleanly developed
yarn during the initial outing
called “The Little Lost Pony.”
Bobby Nicholson'was the blus¬
tery emcee, going by the name.of
Scotty McKey. Nicholson brought
a lot of the characterization he
gave to the puppet Mr. Bluster in
the latter .days of “Doody.” His
performance had no quality to
make him other than ordinarily
identifiable to the juves.;,Help on
the first show—and on shows to
come for the next couple of months
—was given by Bob Smith. (Buf¬
falo Bob did the heavy share of
commercial pitching ih his oily
fashion). Notch above' the video
norm was the closing cartoon; it
was nicely done art work, though
not in the Gumby class.
Art.
DON CHERRY SHOW
With Doree Crews
Producer-Director: Barry McKinley
15 Mins.; Mbn.-thru-Fri., 10:45 p.m.
HIRSCH CLOTHING
WBBM-TV, Chicago
This easy going 15-minute songfest by Don Cherry and Doree
Crews nicely tails off WBBM-TV’s
10-11 p.m. block of live shows.
Cherry impresses as an ‘ amiable
late evening host, completely at
home in the offbeat game room set.
He's ably assisted by Doree Crews
who makes with the distaff Warb^-

ago offerings. Instead of a majoi)
attempt at production, this hew
30-minute Sunday stanza concen¬
trates on talent, and on the show
caught there was a plethora air
Frank McCall, JfBC-T'V' producer
though, unfortunately, all in the
vocal lane which failed to lend in the news department and one
that type of variety to captivate.
The Diamonds in their rendition of the veterans in 'network news
of “1,000 Miles Away” and “Little operations, is resigning from the
Darlin” set an eager pace that was web. McCall is shifting to Florida,
enhanced by the Chordettes with
“Come Home to My Arms” and where he becomes general man¬
the windup with Gene Nash in¬ ager for the new Channel 10 tv
cluding his “Rock-a-Bye ' Your station in Miami to be owned and
Baby,” “Sometimes I’m Happy,” operated by National Airlines.
“Take a Gamble on Me” provided
Despite longtime hassling among
for. a socko finis.
Eastern Airlines and others to
For reasons best known to Ran¬ forestall the channel award to Na¬
dle, he concluded With an inter¬ tional, the FCC removed the last
view of a Hungarian refugee cou¬ obstacles last week and station will
ple—a charitable pitch—^but it go on the air shortly.
lent nothing to the stanza. Ran¬
McCall'will be toasted at a godle’s ease made for neat liaisoh,
but his iise of superlatives and ing-away party by his longtime asoptimism for all performers and Lsociates and friends tomorrow eve¬
offerings becomes somewhat sticky. ning' (Thurs.).
Production was good with camera
work on the Diamonds excellent.
Musical background by Eddie
Ryans crew was professional.
Mark.

McCAU EXITS NBC
FOR MIAMI STATION

Foreign TV Reviews

SIX-FIVE SPECIAL
With Jp. Douglas, Pete Murray,
Kenny Baker & his Dozen, Mi¬
chael Holliday, King Bros. (3),
Pouishnoff, Bobby Breen and
his Quintet, Lisa Gastoni, Fred¬
die Mills, The Herculeans (2),
others
Producer: Josephine Douglas, Jack
Good
Writer: Trevor, Peacock
55 Mins., Sat. 6:05 p.m.
BBC-TV, from London
ver the long pull the strip will
Given an extra hour’s transmis¬
need some added fillips to spice up sion time 'between 6 and 7 p.m.,
the songalogs. It’s understood pro¬ the state web Inaugurated a fast,
ducer Barry McKinley plans to use modern show, designed for the un¬
guests now and then and some der thirties. The first was socko.
topical film clips. Sammy Davis Jry
An imaginative Rock number
did an unbilled walkon on segment titled “Six-Five Special” intro¬
watched (6),
,
'
duced the show, and after prelim¬
Cherry knocked off three ever¬ inary play-in film, the cameras
green ditties and Miss Crews switched to the studio where an
As any old riverboat-man will
.invited audience was jiving to
Kenny Baker’s Band. Bobby Breen tell you, the best channel runs
the off camera musical combo.
and his Quintet gave out with some ■
Franklyn McCormick tongued lively Rock ’n’ Roll, which set the deep and lets you travel fastest.
the ■ blurbs for i Hirsch Clothipg dancers in motion agaiin, and Pete Same is true today with tele¬
which underwrites the strip/'three Murray (who shared the emceeing vision throughout this busy Ohio
nights a week.
Dave.
duties with Jo Douglas) inter¬ River Valley of oUrs.
viewed Lisa Gastoni before hand¬
BILL RANDLE SHOW
ing
to the King Bros., a youth¬ No advertising medium gives
'With Chordettes, the Diamonds, ful over
rhythm trio, who supplied a you such smooth sailing into
Gene Nash, Eddie Ryan’s Or¬ couple
of
numbers, one comedy
chestra
over 100 of its high-producing
and the other Rock.
Director: Betty Cope
Freddie
Mills,
ex-British heavy¬ counties as WSAZ-TV * . , no
30 Mins.; Sun.v 10:30 p.m.
weight champ, filled the next spot station’s influence runs so deep
ENGLANDER RED LINE MAT¬
with the Herculeans, two muscu¬
TRESS, MAYBELLINE
lar boys who were with the Hun¬ with almost three-quarter million
WEWS, Cleveland
Back on television avenue. Bill garian State Circus ui^l the re¬ TV families comprising Amer¬
cent
tgoiibles, and are now resident
Randle’s new show is a far more
polished venture than his year- here. With their help. Mills dem¬ ica’s 23 rd televisioji market.
onstrated some keep fit exercises. Today the nation’s heaviest con¬
After this break, which let the
pace down a little. Rock ’n’ RoU centration of industry crowds the
was featured again in a'filmed ex¬ banks of the Ohio — generating
cerpt of Little Richard. Jo Doug¬
las didn’t pretend to know much within the WSAZ-TV area a buy¬
about the modern trend of music ing potential nearly four hillion
or dancing, and seemed relieved dollars deep! You can reach it
when she introduced concert pi¬
anist Pouishnoff. Somehow his • surely via WSAZ-TV’s Channel
music didn’t deviate from the .3> without fear of shoalA, snags
trend of the show, and he got one
or backwaters. You’ll travel, too,
of the biggest receptions.
The lineup also included Mi-’ in company with many of Amer¬
chael Holliday, who sang two num¬ ica’s most successful advertisers.
bers with the Baker band and then
got out his guitar for “Marrying' 'Any Katz office has the latest
for Love,” to solid results; and a
choir frpm an East London Jewish soundings for your inspectioii.
Boys Cluib which sang several He¬
brew songs and were well received.
Bary.

Dear Employer:
Looking for a top notch, crackerjack Radio or Television Assistant?
Because of a change in my position,
I haven't any further need for her
services.

She Jcnows

the

radio,

television, film and music business,
is extremely loyal, has a fantastic
memory for names, facts and fig¬
ures, a

huntimgton-charlrston, w. va.

srsTWOHSs

Milioted with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington and WKAZ, Chatleston
LAWRENCE K ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

wonderful personality, a

winning smile, young, pretty and'
intelligent toof

She can obtain

top figures of the entertainment,
political and newspaper field for
your show.
ence

A gal with her experi¬

doesn't come

along

often.

It took 15 years to find her and
I won't let her go until assured'
she's found the "right'' job.
Call TEmpleton 8-4764

‘‘The Boss”

WANTED
First-rate expert for German
TV — advertising agency or¬
ganizing, production/ and
sale of TV Commercials in
Germany.
Send
applicaHon
to
European
Television Corporation, Berlin W
15, Brandenburgische Straiie 38.

TV-FILMS

March .20,

NTA !Pilm Network, which goes commercial under .Warner-Lambert
and Old Gold auisplces on 129 stations April 1, is using “Suez,” the
20th-Fox-Tyrone Pbwer-Loretta Young-Annabella'starrer, as its'kick¬
off show on the ♦'Premier Performance” feature showpaser. Web is
urging affiliates to tie the showing in with current headlines relating to
the Suez crisis, as well as tieing the pic in with classroom studies. Net¬
work Is running full-page ads in Look mag and other national consumer
media, as well as trade ads, listing stations and dates for the showings,
On the list for future weeks are “Leave Her to Heaven,” “Forever
Amber” and “Gentleman’s Agreemnt.”
An eight-month tour of two tv shows, “The Lone Hanger” and
“Lassie” will begin this month, sparked by merchandisng outfits tied
to the shows, under the overall supervision of H. G. Saperstein and
Assoc., the merchandising agent.
Present plans call for the tour to begin in Hartford, Conn., and
extend through the month of October, hitting such states as Illinois,
]\iaine, Florida, Missouri, Delaware, AJabama and Michigan, covering
go cities before the p.a. trek winds up.'Saperstein said appearances al¬
ready booked guarantee the tour will bring in more than $1,000;000
on “Ranger” and “Lassie” trademarked products.
Screen Gems, which last year instituted a policy of limiting its tv
commercial ^ork to clients which it could senfe on a continuous basis,
is keeping on in that vein, Although welcoming new biz. SG clients
include: Lever Bros.; National Biscuit, Players’ Cigarets, General Elec¬
tric, Du Pont, and American Dairy Assn.
Ill the Variety-ARB Feature Chart of the past issue (13), in the
Washington market, the top feature should have been listed as “Dia¬
mond Jim” for the Saturday, night Feb. 2 telecast over WRC. Due to
an Inadverent mistake on logging Information, “You Can’t Take It
With You” was listed in its stead. “Diamond Jim” hit an average 18.6
rating for the 10:30-12:30 a.m. slot, putting it tops among the leading
10 features in the market.

Director Rudy Flothow in N. Y,
■last Week en route from the Coast
to London to prepare for filming
there of “New Adventures of Char¬
lie Chan” episodes for TPA; film¬
ing s^rts April 15 at National Stu¬
dios in Borhamwood . , . Lee Phil¬
lips of the “Middle of the Night”
cast on Broadway signed for the
pilot of “UF 61,” which Norman
Frank is filming for ABC-TY and
which rolls this week in N. Y. . . .
Don Ameche, who did a special
hosting job for TPA on its “Stage
Seven” series in 10 midwestern
markets for Drewrys Beer, has
completed 472 openings and clos¬
ings for the show and will host the
series in all markets for the com¬
pany . . . Neil Hartley, stage man¬
ager of Broadway’s “Middle of the
Night,” appearing In some Kool
ciggie commercials ... Isaac. Kletnerman, associate producer on CBSTV’s upcoming “Twentieth Cen¬
tury” series, planes for Europe
next Sunday (24) to scour Contin¬
ental capitals for rare film footage
and also to shoot fresh footage in
France and Italy ... Producer Ber¬
nard Small to Washington over
weekend to obtain U.S. Air Force
approval fo» “Supersonic Sled”
Initial script of Batjac’s new tele¬
series .
. David Hunt and Ken¬
neth Fay into Associated Artists
sales . . . Jinx FalkenVerg signed
by Continental Grip-Kote Wax for
series of commercials being shot
by Guild , .. Tom Whitesell, Trans¬
film project supervisor, N. Y:-toL. A. on two-week assignment . . .
■Howard Schneider, art director at
Guild, splicing with Fay Levine,
United Nations economist, in June.
Same company’s Walter Abel, pub¬
licist, joins with the Army next
month ... Frank Fitzgerald, for¬
mer sales exec of MCA and NBCTV, has joined Ziv’s national sales
force, bringing the number of sales
execs in that department to 27 . . .
Mel Fenster, film buyer of RKO
Teleradio o&o stations, has re¬
turned from vacation . . . Jerry
Hyams and Bob Seidelman, top¬
pers in Screen Gems - syndication
department, back from Coast . . .
Ziv prez John Sinn in London
Howard. Magwood, veteran tele¬
film prodhcer-dlrector, new Sound
Masters veep in charge tv produc¬
tion in corporate top level shuffle.
. . . ATV is producing the commer¬
cials for Kate Smith’s Youngstown
Kitchen ABC-TV “special” in late
April, with Miss Smith doing the
telefilm blurbs . . . Max Brofman,
chief taxvcounsel of the bureau of
excise taxes of N.Y.C., will guest '
the Tuesday (26) meeting of the
Motion Picture Industry Credit
Group at Rosoff’s; group member¬
ship now open to vidfolk . . .
Pat O’Malley, Florence Hender¬
son, William Marshall, Carlos Montalban and Joe E. Brown Jr. were
pacted for Guild’s “Captain Grief,”
next eight of which are being
lensed in Cuba with aforemen¬
tioned and 18 others (plus four
regulars) being flown there shortly
. . . Kevin McClory, lenser of for¬
eign sequences in Mike Todd’s
“Around the World,” to Filmways
as staff director for special proj¬
ects ... Ed Kasper, Filmways
prexy, back after fortnight in Nassau.
, ,
' h'
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mount are Relieved to have cost
AAP better than another $2,500,000, /which many tradesters pre¬
sume' came from another bank
loan.
[ It has been estimated by various
sources that AAP can expect
monthly cash payments by stations,
from here through the end of '58,
at the rate of, at least $600,000
monthly. This would clear the
! debt on both Warner and “Popeye,”
knd allow.for further distribution
costs.
Total gross at'' the end
of another 20 months (Dec.,
1958) would be about $33,600,000,
amounting to about the total cost
of the product plus distribution
costs and interest on the loans.
The Warner pix have been sold
in between 55 and 60 markets to
date. The Par cartoons are sold
in approximately half that numbe;*
of markets. The above revenue in¬
cludes the amount made from dis¬
tribution of some 50 features, from
the Warner catalog. AAP will
continue selling them until fall,
’57, which puts a limit on' the
amount to be made theatrically
until after all 777 pix have played
tv. An item in the Warner library
not calculated in the returns so far
are the 1,433. short subjects, for
which AAP is understood propping
a catalog, preliminary to tv sales
efforts.
.
.

OFF TO ADVENTURE
With Rev. Everett C. Parker,
. Eunice * Parker,
Tim
Paige,
others
Co-producers: Rev, Parker, Albert
Crews
Writer-director: Albert Crews
15 Mins.; Sun., 12 p.m.
WPIX, N. Y.
The National Council of Churches
of Christ is attempting to dove¬
tail this quarter-hoUr series of 13
films with Sunday school instruc¬
tions. The fnitialer got off to a
weak start.
The aim of the series is to show
that the stereotype of the American
Indian held by children is not
true, and perhaps in that way to
break up stereotyped conceptions
held about other people, taking
the thought one step forward.
While the goal is laudable, the
initialer did not make much use
of the tv medium pictorially, a re¬
quirement for hypoed interest.
The opener had host Rev. Ever¬
ett Parker talking to two children,
a girl, Eunice Parker, who hap¬
pens to be his daughter, ;ind a boy,
Tim Paige. He asks them what
they think-of Indians and gets the
stereoed replies.
The ' minister
then shows slides of Indians in a
variety of occupations today, whom
the children don’t Identify as In¬
dians. He also talks about^the
White Man’s injustice to the darkskinned natives and how they

could possibly be helped, mention¬
ing the fact that about only half
of the Indians have embraced the
Christian .religion, the only sec¬
tarian bit In the 15 minutes.
Perhaps future skeins will be
better, with a number of modernday Indians slated to appear* in
episodes. The two kids are mod¬
erately successful in getting some
spontaneity in their performances.
Haro.
UNITED NATIONS REVIEW
With Charles Lynch, others
Director: Arnold Rabin
Writer: Charles Lynch
tK Mins.; Sun., 1 p.m.
WOR-TV, N. Y.
United Nations Television, which
Is distributing this series of 15minute weekly wrapups of UN ac¬
tivities, has come up with a serv¬
iceable show. Sunday’s (17) was
the initialer for the series, the
first to be launched between meet¬
ings of the General Assembly, al¬
though it comes under the same
title of the previous UN Television
series.
Judging from the opener, : it
shapes up as a weekly newsreel,
steering clear of taking sides inf •
dispute, the latter condition vir¬
tually ^dictated by the organization
it serves.
Some of the filmed
footage used was not too good,
(Continued on page 52)
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APPLIANCES
_R.C.A. ’
Ronson
AUTOMOTIVE

In "spots"...
there's no substitute for experience

Chevrolet
Chrysler
De Soto
Dodge
Ford
General Motors
Mercury
BEAUTY

Producing TV commercials demands expert know-how! The kind of
know-how that comes only with years of experience.
In 1948 Universal-International was the first major film company to offer
its vast studio and technical facilities to TV advertisers.
Since then—■ starting with a spot series for Lux—Universal’s list of clients
has grown and grown,
In addition to an entire 400 acre movie-making city, Universal boasts a
complete staff, skilled in the viry special requirements of television.
. But—the proof of the spot is in the viewing. What Universal-International
has done for other successful advertisers, it will do for you! Why not see!

UNIVERSAL PICTURES TELEVISION DEPARTMENT
New York Office—445 Park Avenue
Telephone: PLaza 9-8000

,

Hollywood Office— Universal Studio, Universal City
George Bole in Charge of Production
Telephone: STanley 7-1211
Write for free illustrated hiockurf^^

u-i®
FOR THETT^fci^

, Camay
Colgate Soap
Lustre Creme
Lux
BEER
Budweiser
Burgermeister
Narragansett
Pabst
CIGARETTES
Hit Parade
Marlboro
Old Gold
Parliament
Philip Morris

FOOD
Campbell Soup
Foremost Dairies
Kellogg
Langendorf Bread
Pijlsbury Co.
HOUSEHOLD
Du Pont
Eastman Kodak General Electric
Lava
Lux Liquid
Scott Paper Co.
U.S. Steel
Products
OIL & GAS
Conoco
Union Oil
SOFT DRINKS
Pepsi Cola
INDUSTRIAL FILMS
American Stock
Exchange
Calvin Bullock.
Ltd.
U.S. Army Reserve
U.S. Steel

My sincere thanks to my
great writing staff who
helped so much to make
the awards possible

—

MEL tOLKIN
LARRY GELBART
MEL BROOKS
NEIL "DOC" SIMON
SHELDON KELLER
MIKE STEWART
GARY BELKIN

P!^ISfY
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'Emmy’ Awards
Cont.nucd from page 35

also got the awards in their respec¬
tive “one hour or more” cate¬
gories. “Best single show of the
year” was “Requiem” while “Play¬
house 90” won “best new program
series of 1956.” The CBS series
w’as done from Hollywood. .
For “Caesai-'s Hour,” on NBC
from the east, the star won “best
-continuing performance by a come¬
dian.” Other aw'ards to the show
were . through Nanette Fabray,
“best continuing performance by
a comedienne”; . Carl Reiner and
Pat Carroll, “best supporting per¬
formance” by actor and actress,
respectively. The program itself
won the award for the “best show
of one. hour or more” in a contin¬
uing series.
other national Emmy winners arc: Not
Hiken, Billy Friedberg, Tony Webster,
Leopard Stern, Arnold Rosen. Coleman
Jacoby, “Phil Silvers Show," CBS, east;
for best comedy writing—variety or sit¬
uation comedy. James Cavanngh, "Fdg
Closing
In"
on
“Alfred
Hitchcock

Presents,” CBS, west; for best lelcplay
writing—half-hour or less. Paul Barnes,
“Your Hit Parade," NBC, east; for best
art direction—half-hour or loss.
“Years of Crises” with Edward R.
Murrow and CBS coTrespondents, east;
best coverage of a newsworthy event.
Edward R. Murrow, CBS, east; Best news
commentaior. Leonard Bernstein, ^ com¬
posing and conducting on "Omnibus,"
ABC., east; best musical contribution to
tv. Perry Como, NBC, east; best male
personality — continuing
performance.
Dinah STiore, NBC, v/est; best fem.ale
personality — continuing
performance.
Sheldon Leonard, "Danny’s Comeback"
on "Danny Thomas Show." ABC, west;
best direction—half-hour or less. "Sue It
Now.” CBS. east; best pvbsovvice series.
“Phil Silvers Show." CBS, east; best
series—half-hour or less. Cl-ive Trevor,
“Producers Showcase” via "Dodswoi‘th
as Mrs. Dodsworth, NBC, east: actress—
best single performance. Robert Young,
"Father Knows Best,” CBS, we.st; actor-—
Young Show.” NBC, west: actress—best
continuing- performance in a dramatic
series. Frank Keller, “Our Mr. Sun."
CBS, west; best editing of a film for tv.
Development of video tape by Ampex and
further develrmment and nractical appli¬
cations by CBS. west (div-)! entry)—Best
engineering or tecbnic.il -chievement.
Norbert
Brodine,
“The
Pearl"
on
“Loretta Young Show,” NBC, west; best

Wednesday, March 20, 1957

cinematography for tv.
A Night to
Remember," “Kraft Television Theatre,"
NBC, east; best live camera work,
ATAS gave local New York tv Etnmys
to: “Night Beat," WABD, as most out¬
standing live local program; "Camera
Three," WCBS-TV, as best documentary
or
educational
program;
"11th
Hour
News with John
K.
M.
McCaffrey,"
WRCA-TV, as best news pro.gi-am; a dual
award to ‘ Children's Theatre with Ray
Forrest,” WRCA-TV, and “On the Carou¬
sel," WCBS-TV, ati best children's or
teenage program; Mike Wallace, WABD,
as most ^outstanding male personality;
Jinx Falkenberg McCrary. WRCA-TV, as
moat
outstanding
female
personality.
WABD. for “Night Beat." and WPIX, for
coverage of the Middle-Easi crisis at the
UN, received special awards.

BBC-TVVCriypso News’
London, March 19.
Pre.senting the news headlines
via a calypso is one of BBC-TV's
newest gimmicks during the newly
acquired 6 to 7 transmitting time.
Appearing on alternate weeks,
calypso. singers ’ Cy Grant and
Rory McEwen, nightly sing their
way through the day’s events on a
week day show titled “Tonight.”
Man behind the lyrics is journal¬
ist Bernard Levin of the “Manches¬
ter Guardian, who daily sifts and
sorts the current views and puts
it into rhyme.

Cost-Per-Thousand
-■ Continued frdm page 25

has been offering clients a free
“spot check” research job, compar¬
ing media in selected test markets
for those advertisers buying cer¬
tain types of campaigns.
These “spot check” surveys cover
the Impact of television not only
in measuring public awareness of
the product, but actual,sales be¬
fore and after the tv campaign.It's not only a useful device for
convincing the clients to use more
spot tv, but a valuable case history
reference library in the making
for use with any category of client.
It’s this kind of research, de¬
clares Schneider, that’s vital now
that the bloom is off the rose. He
describes the current ’^'attrition”
period as steijdmlng from the fact
that the flow of new’ products into
the economy is slowing down. In
the past, regular established ad¬
vertisers came and went, but there

were always new ones to take their
place.. Now, the new advertisers
with" new products seem to be
scarcer, due to the tight money
economy.
Because of this, the media situa¬
tion has become increasingly com¬
petitive. Radio, with lower costs,
is beginning to pull advertisers
away from tv, and spot radio has
been particularly successful of
late.. Schneider admits that while
spot tv can make a cost-per-thousand case against print, it doesn’t
stand a chance against spot-radio,
and that’s^ why “we have to take
the real measure of our medium.”
Milwaukee—^Edmund C. Bunker,
general manager of CBS-owned
WXIX, reports Richard P. Hogue
is now general sales manager. He
succeeds Theodore P. Shaker who
jumped to network sales out of
New York City for CBS Television.

Thanks to Sid Caesar—
and The Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences.

Congratulations, $ici—
I'm proud to be associated with you

K"

and the wonderful Caesar's Hour Unit.

Qa>U
Your Executive Producer
eMal

-

Thanks Sid—
and Everybody,
Sincerely^

PAT CARROLL

USota^
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for
BREAD and BUHER TV SHOWS
in NEW YORK
YOU CAN’T BEAT WPIX-11
(jropA

AytkjU^

C^v<A4/>t6>uL^

at

**GOOD BUY’’ ^/icCiul

Alternate sponsorship of multiple programs on WPIX41 delivers the
kind of impact and penetration the big New York market demands.
Many combinations are available for all size budgets, starting with
two shows for under $1,000. Here are some actual samples based
on Nielsen ratings (Jan. 1957):

EXAMPLE;

A

B -

C

D

you get Alternate Sponsorship
(2 + 1) of...

2
Shows

3
Shows

5
Shows

7
Shows

at a cost per thousand
per-commercial minute of...

$1.83

$2.37

$1.71

$2.38

Dr. Christian—Crunch and Des—Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal—Popeye—The Man Called X—David Niven—Dick Powell—Man Behind the Badge-Combat
Sergeant-Susie—Range Rider—Stryker of Scotland Yard—Captured—Stories of the Century—Fabian of St^WfijillfUCSgncJi—Badj 714—Soldiers
of Fortune—Mystery Is My Business—^Three Star News—^The Whistler—Abbott & Costello—Victory at Sea—Buffalo Bill<

Inspector

Mark Saber—Code 3—yVhIrlybirds—Charles Boyer—Mr, District Attorney—Brave Eagle—Ida Lupino—Halls of lvy-J|pj^|Ji||pn^Botre-^Me ^/Vy
Men—Public Defender—Captain Midnight—Sheena—Paris Precinct—Uncovered—Kingdom of the Sea—The Tracer—City Deteg|H||||j|||^^^|| Search for
Adventure—I Led 3 Lives—Life With Father—San Francisco Beat—Highway Patrol—Ramar of the Jungle—Police Calf—Overseas Adventure—Madison Square
Garden—Captain David Grief-Clubhouse Gong Comedies—Sky King—NTA Film Network—Yankees—GlanrS^-*

or your Peters, Griffin, Woodward salesman

The best spot in New york for your advertising dollar

^
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CBS-TV Summer Shows
; Continued from page 23 ;

arate story). Only two others will
be live, the “Arthur Murray Party/'
which goes in Satutday nights for
“Hey, Jeannie," and the still un,selected Wednesday night Arthur
Godfrey show sub (likeliest bct is
Frankie Laine, who’s handled, the
assignment the past two years).
Day-by-day, the summer lineup
stacks up this way: Sunday remains
as is, except for the 7:30 to 8 peri¬
od, where American Tobacco will
sponsor
“The Joan Caulfield
Show,-' the rerun title for “My
Favorite Husband” repeats. Mon-

day is stet except for “Diamond,”
though there’§ also a possibility of
a summer sub for “I, Love Huey,”
but no decision lias bOen made. O.n
Tuesday, “JPbrd. theatre” reruns
will sub. Red' Skotton/ iVednosday
remains the sanq^'.ijxceptTior the.
Godfrey hour.
Thursday is exactly the same,*
with “Playhouse 90” scheduled to
remain on using the repeats of the
eight film shows of this, season,
Friday, “T/ndercurrent,” reruns of
“Ford Theatre,” will replace “The
Lineup” ^s per last year, while the
replacement for “Person to Per¬
son” isn’t set yet but looks like
“Pantomime Quiz” again., “West
Point” may also be replaced. Sat¬
urday, its the Gleason sub and the
Arthur Murray show.

SG Confab
• Continued from^age 31

^iaiLii.iKi<§Tr®iKi
HOTEL & BATHS
AIR CONDITIONED
Inviting *you to refreshing change andrejuvenation at this famous southern
Spa. Superb bathhouse within the hotel/
treating occupational fatigue and rheu¬
matic ills iii these beneficial radioactive
wg^ters. ’^*G^ood g6lf/ club privileges;
mellow sunshine; scenic beauty; racing at
■ Oaklawn. Tops in good food and
social entertainment.

colorful folder
and. reservations,
address:
R. E. McEACHIN,
A-General Mgr.
For

ARbINGTOH HOTEL & JATHS
Telephone-NAt/ono( 3’7771
HOT SPliINGS, NAriPARK/ ARK.

pfiatter of cost, but- also what a
show can do for the advertiser in
terms of marketing,' tie-ins .and
point of sale. Those advantages go
along With program identification,
single sponsorship, ' he stressed,
apd advertisers may veer again in
that direction in subsequent sea¬
sons.
Commenting on the caution
among tv spenders, exemplified by
the alternate sponsorship kick, and
other signs, Cohn said the hesitaeny is not peculiar to the tv
media, but is reflective of general
business conditions. Being mulled
by biz execs are such questions as
whether the U.S. is hitting another
economic plateau, et aH
Attending the’.current series of
confabs, which will list all week,
are Irving Briskin, prexy of Briskin
Productions and SG production
chief; Fred Briskin, v.p.-production exec; William Sackheim, di¬
rector of program development;
Selmer Chalif, exec director; J. B.
Cron, SG topper of Britain; Lloyd
Burns, Canadian topper; John H.
Mitchell, v.p; in charge of sales;
Steve Krantz, program develop¬
ment, exec in East: Henry White,
ad-promotion director, and other
SG execs.

CBS-TV Teenage Bid
On Tfancy Drew’ Series

2Q» 1957

TV Film Reviews
Continued from page 47

CBS-TV is making a try for the
teenage audience via a. new pilot
filni based on the “Nanpy Drew”
novels by ; Carolyn Ke^he- Pilot
jalni in th^ half-hour serfes is
scheduled , tp; roll in New York on
April 8, with; Art Hoffe, former as¬
sociate producer on “Private Seccretaiy” but now. a OBS-TV staff
producer, assigned to the show/ ,
Hofte has set Phil Reisnian Jr.
on the pilot script and' iai bringing
Oscar Rudolph in from the Coast
to direct:' Filming will probably
be done at the Gold Medal Studios
in the Bronx. Key problem is that
of casting the. lead, a i5-year-old
to play the title character.

but where it . sparkled was In the
anthorltattye,. -^telligent Informational' approach. Charles Lynch,
of the ^GE(nadian Broadcasting
G)orp., did . tf good job as host. In¬
terviewing the director of UNRAA,
the organization now plagued with
the Arab refugee problem la the
Gaza strip. It ^iteered away from
controversy in that it did not ex¬
amine the hot politicid Issues
posed by Nasser’s opposition to
UN occupation of the strip. Rather,
it focused attention on the Arab
refugee. problem, the pathetic
fbackwash of Middle East unrest.
Utilized was film footage showing
UN occupation of the strip, en¬
gineered during the night, prob¬
ably one reason for the compara¬
tive poor film quality of that seg¬
ment. There also were segments
Philadelphia, March 19.
devoted to the. .Secretary General’s
Ben Gimbel, president arid gen¬ report on the refugee problem to
eral manager, of WIP, as part of a the General Assembly.
lorigrange plan dubb^-“Blueprint
The informative series probably
for Radioes Future,” established an will be continued up to the sum¬
outlet for station’s . programihing mer,, with the Weekly klries aired
by the CBC, -educational tv sta¬
through WIPA, Annapolis.
Two major sessions will be inter¬ tions throughout this country, and
changed each day—“Start the Day ^’from five to 10 commercial sta¬
Horo.
Right”*.') with Joe McCauley (7-10 tions in the U. S.
a. m.) and the “Jack Pyle Show”
(1:30-4 p. m.).
The radio exec noted that “this
will be of great benefit to 'sponsors
i Continued from page 24 ;
since it increases coverage approx¬
imately one-third. , For advertisers ceptipn .of ihe grimy poverty of
having distribution in the, Watshington-Baltimore-Annapoiis area, this Asia. ■ This cannot be tackled
is a great “plus.’.’ It also paves the overnight. The country'was mis¬
way for program .exchanges . be¬ erable—^poor to begin with, with
tween these two metropolitan great problems of the jungles to
areas. WIPA,
was be cleared, diseases to be fought,
purchased by Jamfes atblcz,. owner, etc., .and .the country has been
of WNJK, Norwalk, Conn.^ and, pulled lip—as President Tubman
WBUX, Doylestown, over a month told us at a news conference—
ago. Stole? and Gimbel. decided it pulled up by its bootstrlngs, but
would, bo wise to have similar call the. bootstrlngs
haven’t
been
letters and with FCC approval this pulled hard enough, either by
became effective Feb. 15.
Liberia pr the American com¬
panies, who have- Invested much
capital there and are investing
more.
Wide World
'“It is very likely that out of this.
Nixon trip will come strong recom¬
Continued from pap;e 25
mendations for an Increase in stu¬
mar, the Redwoods, etc., He’s go- dent and teacher exchanges . . .
ihg to try for pickup on the show and an encouragement to Ameri¬
of John Steinbeck from his farm can capital to expand its invest¬
and • Is discussing the possibility ment in Liberia, but on points
With Justice Dept, officials of ac¬ which will increase the country’s
companying a wetback raid with, standard of living more rapidly
live cameras.
than there hais been in the past”
Sussan believes that “Wide Wide
World”—at least his onte-out-offour productions—is changing its
approach.’ Instead of merely shOw=ing the viewers places, it’s show¬ —- I Continued froip page 31
ing .them people in those places.
“The first year/of the show,” Sus¬ SAG will accept today, is eco¬
san said, “taking people .to' places nomically prohlbiti'^e to the ma¬
was showmanship enough.” But af¬ jors, with their high original casi
ter a year, thie; show found itself costs, for many of their pix. 1e
running put of- sights to* see and the post-’48 period, UA, with nc
places, tocover. Susspn believes foreknowledge of its unique posithe answer is in.covering people bn I tion in today’s tv market, foi
location. His “A Woman’s Story” rawhile specialized in low-budgeted
and “A Man’s Story” segments action-exploitation pix, with Iom
were examples of that, the first cast costs.
Whether “A#ican Queen,” the
time the viewers had a chance to
listen to people Instead of merely John Huston. Academy Award
looking at them. Sussan . intends winner,/^ and a few other toppen
to carry the approach through thf are moved bn the market now de¬
California' show <md all his future pends bn the money response foi
segments as wbll, declaring that those pix. UA-TV wlU release its
the- show will never want for sub¬ finally determined titles in the
ject matter a? long, as it can do new schedule immediately prior tc
human beings instead of just the National Assn, of Radio and
Television Broadcasters conventior
places.
in Chicago, opening April 7. Others
slated for tv release Include “SudSeattle-^Bill Greene, account exr
ecutive at KTVW here,'has resign¬ denly,” produced in 1954, starrins
ed to become sales manager and as¬ Frank Sinatra, “The Purple Plain,’
sistant general manager of KENI- 1955,. Gregory Peck; “Return tc
Paradise,” 1953, Gary Cooper and
TV in Anchorage, Alaska.
Barry Jones; and “Hobson’s
Choice,” 1954, Charles Laughton.

WIP-WIPA: Sister Act

Morgan

Carl Stanton Named
NBC Color Coordinator
With thB moveover of. Howard
L. Letts, RCA Victor Records* v.p.*
operations manager, to NBC-TV as
veep for business affairs of tv pro¬
grams & sales, Carl Stanton hai
been placed in charge of color co¬
ordination for the web.' Stanton,
who held down the business af¬
fairs spot only a few months, takes
over the Job originally designated
for exec v.p.. Bob Kintner before
the latter took over programs &
sales.
Letts, who’s been with RCA for
28 years, will be proposed for elec¬
tion to v.p. at the next board meet¬
ing. Stanton, who's been a v.p. for
the past three years,“headed up the
NBC Film Division before moving
back to the network side in the
business affairs spot. .

Mort Sidley to KLAC
Hollywood, March 19.
Mortimer Hall, prexy-owner of
KLAC, has named vet broadcaster
Mort Sldley, previously with
KFWB, as general manager of the
indie deejay station. Up to now,
Hall has been his own general
manager..
Meanwhile, with appointment of
Sidley, Hall disclosed plans to ac¬
quire additional AM radio proper¬
ties in the Southwest.

Just in!

Seattle • San Diego
San Francisco

OUTRATES ALL
COMPETITION
FIRST RATED
TELECASTS

UA’s Pdst-’48 Fix

HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL?
Outside of gold bricks and -the Brooklyn Bridge, I^S*rp-TV
can sell about anything.
,
Thafs because KSTP-TV is the leading TV stetion in the
important Northwest market with its 6I5,OOQ TV homes aind'
nearly four billion dollars in spendable incoma.
_
. (On s^ohd thought, if you do want to sell the Brooklyn
Bridge, we’ll give it a try.)

I^CTD

Kj I

Tlf

MINHEAPOIIS

r - I V CHANHE}^ SMHT p^L

Bdsic NBC AtfiliGtB

r RWI
Edward Patry & Company, Inc., National Reprsientatives

MiMl

ATii)iniE]ri«i
STAMINO

DAVID RRIAN

SYNDICATED
SHOW IN
SYRACUSEARB,
JUNE, 19W
Mgt.i Wllllim Morris Agtncy

BEATS NETWORK SHOWS INOLRDIRO:
Godfrey ind Friends
Kraft TV Theatre
Ford Theatre
Four Star Playhouse

Bob Cummings
Alcoa Hour
Circle Theatre
... and others.

ON IVIRY CHANNEL C

BROOKS
COSTUMES

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS, Inc.

(incinnofi, (hicogo, Hollywood, New York

> W*tt «•! SI., N.Y.C. -T*). ri. 7-5M0

Television Programs of America, Inc,
Madison AVe.. N. Y. 22 • PLaza 6-2100
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You’ve seen “Waterfront.” It appears on film in many markets . . . in Philadelphia it’s
the number one local television show, You just don’t get a rating like that
for a syndicated show without weU-executed publicity, promotion and merchandising.
And that’s just the kind of support WCAU gives its programs. One sponsor,
La Rosa macaroni products, canceled, other forms of advertising because, “the combination
of WCAli-TV coverage plus ‘Waterfront’ audience is actually delivering more
per dollar than anything we ever used before.” The co-sponsor. Foremost Dairies,
reported lightning reactions to a spmal. cottage cheese offer made on the
. Sunday night program^ with, driver-salesmen selling out on Monday morning.
So you see WCAU sells with drama. WCAU can sell for you.

WCAU, WCAU-TV

the Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and

TV stations. Represented nationally hy CBS Spot Sales, By far Philadelphia's
■ ■ most popular stations. Ask ARB. Ask Pulse. Ask Philadelphians.
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Jocks^ Jukes and Disks

Album Reviews

By MIKE GROSS

Pop single sellers finally are be¬ the heading of “For Whom The
ginning to take hold in the album Bell Tolls.’^ It’s a gi'ade-A key¬
field as evidenced by Elvis Presley board recital which puts the Young
(RCA Victor). Pat Boone, who’s tunes in proper perspective.- Among
been running Presley a close race the highlights are “Around The
In the singles area, should ditto World,”
“My Foolish Heart ”
with’his new Dot package simply “Golden Earings” and “Love Let¬
titled “Pat.” The arrangements by ters.”
Billy Vaughn are all in the rock 'n’
Although the televersion of
roll idiom and Boone makes the “RUggles of Red Gap” made a dis¬
most of it with his exuberant vocal mal showing, the cast album, un¬
bounce. Among the tunes that’ll shackled from the cumbersome Da¬
draw the buyers are “Rock Around vid Shaw script, has a lot of pleas¬
The Clock,” “Pledging My Love” ing values. Such Jule Styne-Leo
and “Shake A Hand.”
Robin offerings as “A Ride»On The
Already an established single hit Rainbow” and “I Have You To
via Terry Gilkyson on Columbia, Thank” are worth repeat spins.
“Marianne” noW turns up as the The Verve package features
title of a new Col package by The Michael Redgrave, Peter Lawford,
Easy Riders; vocal trio which in¬ Imogene Coca, David Wayne and
LAWRENCE WELK
Gros.
cludes Gilkyson, Richard Dehr and Jane Powell.
and hll.CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Frank Miller. Set is an ingratiat¬
Coi’al—Thesaurus TranscA'iptiona
ing medley of calypso, folk and
91st Consecutive Week
sundry other styles delivered with
Dodge Dance Party
slick harmony form. Some of the
ABC-TV—Sat: 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
tunes, especially “True Love and
Sponsored by Dodge
Tender Care,” “So True Blues”
Dealers of America
and- “Everybody Loves Saturday
London, March 19.
Top Tunes and Talent
Night,”
could step out for a single
Ronnie HiHon: “Once” - “For
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.,
KAY STARR.. *
. A LITXLY LONELINESS
Sponsored by Dodge and PlymouthT^^”^
Marianne.Your
Love”
(HMV).
Hilton makes
(RCA Victor )>•♦♦•.•♦••••••... Jamie Boy
With “Gentlemen, Be Seated,” a the most of this prize-winning bal¬
Dealers of America
minstrel show on wax, already a lad from the recent BBC fest- of
MICKY & SYLVIA ....THERE OUGHT TO BE A LAW
solid catalQg item for Epic, the pop songs, and it could be h^s first
CVik)..... JDearest
di^ery has now come up with big disk in the U, S. “For Your
MARTY ROBBINS..
A WHITE SPORT COAT
a grooved showboat production Love” makes for a strong coupling.
(Columbia) .....Grown-up Tears
tagged “Here Comes The ShowTommy Wjitt, Orch:' “Grasshop¬
boat.” Payoff results will be isimi- per Jump”-“Holiday for Trom¬
IVORY JOE HUNTER.LOVE’S A HURTING GAME
(Atlantic)
..
.Empty Arms
Mozart: Concerto No. 5; Bach: lar to the minstrels—and that bones” (Parlophdne). Studio out¬
Concerto No. 1 (Capitol). Nathan means big. It’s a lively and frolic¬ fit blows cleanly and the unit has
Trombones in
Milstein in sensitive, cleanly in¬ some shellac oUting that captures a tight sound.
A shoo-in on all levels. “Dearest’’ Love”-“Ain’t That Love” (ABC- toned performances of two major all the zest and flavor of yesteryear David Rose^ “Holiday” are stand¬
Micki Mario fits works from the violin repertory. show biz. It’s an imaginative wax out, while the engineers merit an
is another top quality entry and Paramount).
makes the platter a two-sided nat¬ neatly into the rockin’ groove of With the Festival Orchestra con¬ offering produced by James Fogle- assist for their electronics on
song with musical arrangements by Grasshopper,” which uses lots of
ural for the jukeboxes.
,
• “The Beginning of the End.” With ducted by Harry. Blech.
a sharp orch and vocal chorus back¬
flutter-echo.
Vocal Music of Cl^lidio Monte¬ O. B. MasingUl.
Marty Robbins: “A White Sport ing to heighten the beat, side is due
Billy Taylor on the ABC-Para¬
verdi
(Columbia).
The.
N.Y.
Pro
Coat (And A Pink Carnation)”- to attract plenty of jock and juke
Lynne Allisoh: “If Only”-“The
“Grown-Up
Tears”
(Columbia). action; “Ain’t That Love” also has Musica Antiqua, a top N.Y. vocal- mount label is the latest to take Sky” (Columbia). “If Only” is the
crack at adapting the Alan Jay big~song from the new British mu¬
Marty Robbins, who did well with a solid beat and Miss Mario makes instrumental group under Noah
Lemer-Frederick
Loewe
“My
Fair
sical film, . “The Good Compan¬
“Singin’ the Blues” in the hillbilly the most of it with her slick vocal- Greenberg’s direction, in a delight¬
ful program of Monteverdi songs. Lady”- score to the jazz idiom. ions.” Song’s main merit is its
field ■ while Guy Mitchell cleaned istics.
'
Boito: Mehstofele (RCA Victor). (Shelly Manne & Friends already I simplicity, a feature-matched , by
up in the pop area with his ver¬
Pat Kirby: “Please Be Gentle A powerful version of Boito’s mas¬ have whipped up a^socko jazz ver¬ iLynne Allison’s' treatment, which
sion, will finally get pop attention
with “A White Sport Coat.” Tune With Me”-“If I Had A Needle and- terpiece by a superb cast headed sion of the score for the Contem¬ has warmth and charm too. “The
Taylor’s approach Sky” is a French song in origin,
will have no trouble winning teen¬ Thread” (Decca). There’s a sub¬ by Boris Cristoff, Giacinto Pran- porary label.)
age approval because of its prom tle rock ’n’ roll touch to “Please delli and Orietta Moscucci with the shows a. lively Imagination at work and is stronger melodically than
peg and Robbinns delivers with Be Gentle With Me” that should Rome Opera House orchestra under through the eight improvisations in its lyrics.
of the familiar Loewe melodies.
the prominent guitar and twang give it wide appeal, Pat Kirby Vittorio Gui.
Malcolm Vaughan: “The World
Beethoven: String Quartets No. Set,* tagged “My Fair Lady Loves Is Mine”-“Now” (HMV). Vaughan’s
that seems to be taking over the handles the beat appropriately. “If
disk market. “Grown-Up Tears,” I B(ad‘A Needle and Thread” is a 10,11,16, Great Fugue (Decca), The Jazz,” features an orch conducted light tenor is well-suited to the
by
Quincy
Jones
in
addition
to
brisk
and
bright
folk-styled
novelty
Koeckert
Quartet,
an
outstanding
on the flip side, is just along for
vocal histrionics demanded by
that will win favor with many.
German ensemble, performs^ these Taylor’s trio.
the. ride.
Hans Langsfeider, the peregri¬ “World,” a tango-styled ballad
The Tarriers: “Those. Brown late Beethoven chamber' works nating composer, has gone to the that should register. . “Now” is an
Ivory Joe Hunter: “Love’s a
even stronger bet, and either side
Soft with feeling and precision. ..
Hurting Game”-“Empty Arms” Eyes”-“Chaucon” (Glory).
Borodin: Symphony No. 1; Rims- stock market for the musical in¬
(Atlantic). The rock ’n’ roll equality folk flavor of “Those Brown Eyes” ky-Korsakov Capriccio Espagnol spiration of his. new Request Rec¬ could be the followup to the sing¬
of Ivory Joe Hunter is dehvered j has lotsa charm and should rate (Angel). Two colorful, melodic ords’ release, “Musical Portraits of er’s recent click with “St, Therese
with such, taste that even the pop with the jocks. The Tarriers, just works from the Russian 19th Wall Street.”
Using varied and of the Roses,”
Ray Martin Orch.: “Tango in the
diehards can be attracted to it. In off “The Banana Boat,” handle it
likeable melodic forms, the com¬
Century
school
in
sparkling
rendi¬
with
consideration
for
lyric
and
Sergeant
“Love’s a. Hurting Game,” he gives
poser etches a livuly impression of Rain”-“The Whistling
a blues number the rockin’ idiom melodic values. Trinidad tempo tions by the Philharmonia Orches¬ his subject. “Ticker Tape Tango,” Major” (Columbia). Martin^ who
tra
under
Alceo
Galliera.
and
island
lingo
make
‘Ghaucoun”
this
month
ankles
his
a&r
chore at
with an Infectious beat. It’s due
“Risk and Reward Rhumba” and
Haydn: Symphonies^ No. 100, 101, “Wall Street Waltz”, are among the Columbia, bows out of his bafor a big spinning play. He’s in a just okay for the buffs.
103,
104
(Vanguard).
Four
of
the
toneering
role
for
the
label
with
slower rockin’ groove on “Empty
Teacho Wiltshire: “Coffee
items that round out the package.
Arms” but it, too, has a strong Break”-” Shut-Eye” (Tin Pan Al¬ most popular Haydn symphonies in ^Humphrey Mathews conducting these two sides. “Rain” i,s a bright
spinning potential.
ley). “Coffee Break” is an offbeat finely recorded performances by ,the Wdrld Symphony Orch delivers tango, while “Sergeant Major,”
the Vienna Opera Orchestra under in topflight manner.
Martin’s own composition, is so-^o.
Romeo Penque Orch: ; “Seven rhythm slice that the jocks should Mogens Woldike.
Herm.
Jimmy Jackson’s Rock V Skif¬
The late Victor Young left an
Days in Barcelona”-“A Scot in get wise to: The beat fits into cur¬
impressive catalog of film melodies fle: “I Shall Not Be Moved”-“CaliSpain” (Epic). The piano and sax rent market tastes but it’s handled
fornia
Zephyr” (Columbia). Jack¬
Gene
Krupa
Quartet
into
the
from
which
pianist
Harry
Sukman
with
wit
as
well
as
bounce.
“Shutpairing on “Seven Days in-Barce¬
lona” gives it a haunting quality Eye,” on the filp, is a satisfying lit-' Brass Rail, Milwaukee, for a week has culled a dozen items for his son’s outfit couples the off-beat
starting March 25.
tribute-in a Jubilee package under rhythm of r ’n’ r with the' folksy
with takeoff possibilities.;'Henri de tie ballad.
balladeering of the Lonnie DonePari has the original on the Ave¬
gan fraternity, and the whole
nue label but it lacks the fullmakes for a solid - punch which
bodied quality of Penque’s treat¬
should-earn big sales. This group
ment. On4he Epic reverse, Penque
is worth watching.
has an interesting Spanish-styled
Vera Lynn: “The One Beside
entry.
( Terry. Gilkyson ...Columbia ^"
1.
MARIANNE
(6)
..
You”-“The
Faithful Hussar” (Dec¬
Dick Haymes: “Now at Last”■ {Hilltoppers .
Dot
ca). Miss Lynn, an echo chamber
“C’est La Vie” (Capitol). “Now at
and
several
dozen, 'assorted Boy
f
Tab
Hunter...
Dot
1
►
Last” could be an important side
2. YOUNG LOVE (10)
. j Sonny James.rCapitol ^ Scouts give “The One Beside You”
for Dick Haymes. He’s in his old
“come-for-a-hike” bounce which
[Crew-Cuts.Mercury
ballad form on this ballad that’s
goes oddly with the I'ornantic
perfectly suited to his warm ap¬
i Andy Williams .Cadence
lyrics. Backing simply shows that
3. BUTTERFLY (4)
proach, Flipover is an interesting
1 Charlie Grade .Cameo
despite Miss Lynn’s talents, “Hus¬
rendition of last year’s Sarah
sar” makes a better instrumental.
Vaughan click.
I [Harry Belajonte .Victor
Pip.
4.
THE
BANANA
BOAT
SONG
(10)
. -j Tarriers .Glory
Mandy Miller: “Do Anything
[Fontane Sisters .Dot
(But Don’t Say Goodbye)”-“Oh,
Promise” (Flair-X), Mandy Miller
TOO MUCH (7) .
. Elvis Presley.Victor
gets off tc a fine start on her
TEEN-AGE CRUSH (3)
Flair-X bow with “Do Anything.”
. Tommy Sands.Capitol
Thrush has a power-packed piping
f Buddy Knox .Roulette
attack on this rockin’ side and
7. PARTY DOLL (3)
' \ Steve Lawrence
.Coral ^
London, March 12.
builds it effectively wdth the aid
of a driving, orch and choral assist.
A new British disk company^
DON’T FORBID ME (9) ..
. Pat Boone.Dot
Jocks will go for this newcomer.
which began operating in January
I’M WALKING (2) .
“Oh, Promise” is a pleasant entry
, Fats Domino.Imperial
as Conquest Records, is preparing
which she delivers for okay results.
a dossier to take before the
10. WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT (1)
Patsy Cline .... ‘ Decca
The Metronomes: “I’m Gonna
Monopolies Commission. Conques/;
Get Me a Girl Somehow“-“I Love
claims it is being kept out of the
Second Group
My Girl” (Cadence). The Metro-1
market by the giant concerns.
nomes are jumping harmonizers
So far. Conquest has waxed
(Nat
(King)
Cole....Capitol
BALLERINA
w4io bring a lot of zest to their
three disks. One of them features
\Vaughn Monroe .Victor
material. They’re more effective
Sabrina
in her first singing role.
on “I’m Gonna Get Me a Girl
ROUND AND ROUND ..
...... ■ Perry Como . ..Victor
The company had 30,000 copies
Somehow” and it should get fair
MOONLIGHT
GAMBLER
made
of
this record, and though it
....
Frankie
Laine.Columbia
jock exposure. Reverse is a rock
has been plugged on both tv and
’n’ roller that’s par for the course.
LOVE IS STRANGE . . ..
.. Mickey & Sylvia.Groove
radio,
the
diskery still has 25,000
Ann Reynolds: “Written In The
BLUE MONDAY
_
on its hands.
...... FaL Domino.Imp'erial
Willow”-Say I Can Count On
Norman
Lonsdale,
managing di¬
You” (Kapp). “Wind in the Wil¬
(Russell Arms ..
Era
CINCO ROBLES
.
rector of Conquest, has been
low,” an easy-on-the-ear ballad, is
.... * ..\ Les PaulrMary Ford.Capitol
quoted as saying: “The big con¬
already stirring up action in some
YOU DON’T OWE ME A THING
areas and could spread into a solid
.. Johnnie Ray .Columbia ^ cerns are trying to keep us out. In
spinning bet. Newcomer Ann Rey¬
this business you expect competi¬
I DREAMED .. .
.. Betty Johnson.Bally
nolds gives it a vocal lilt that’s
tion, but this is unfair.” A spokes¬
pleasant and appealing. She also
JAMAICA FAREWELL..
man
for the label said that most of
.... Harry Belajonte ...Victor
has an effective-reading of “Say I
the main distributors were either
ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY ,. .,
..'. Jerry Lewis.Decca
Can Count On You,” a likeable
owned or controlled by the major
ballad entry.
record companies, and for that rea¬
(Figures in parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top lOl
Pon , Cornell: .• “My Faith, My
son wpuld not .handle; .Uonquest
Hope, My Love”*-;‘Sittin’ In The
M-4 ♦ f 4 ♦ t ♦ ♦ M ♦ M ♦ M ♦ ♦ ♦
t♦t♦f
f
disks.' ,
. *
■ ..

Kay Starr: “A Little Loneliness”- Balcony’ (Coral).
With a deep
“Jamie Boy” (RCA Victor). Kay voice and plenty of emotion, Don
Cornell 4s running after Jimmy
Starr has latched on to a big one Young’s Dotfdon slice of “My
again. Both sides are headed for a Faith, My Hope, My Love,” It’s a
big spinning whirl with' “A Little strong tune that can carry both
Loneliness”, likely to come out. versions. Cornell also is covering
“Sittin’ In The Balcony,” giving it
with the payoff edge. It's a nifty the kind of bounce that adds up
rhythmic entry which the thrush to spins.
Pat O’Day:? “I Love, Love, Love,
delivers with an infectious . beat.
“Jamie Boy” is in a more driving Love, Love You Baby”-“How Can
groove, also suited to her highpow- You TeU Him” (Golden Crest).
Pat O’Day has a sprightly rhythm
ered vocal attack.
Micky & Sylvia: “There Ought item that should bring the tune
to Be a Law”-“Dearest” (Vik). The to the attention of the majors. A
-bright calypso quality of “There zingy cover platter would take the
Ought to Be a Law” will keep song far. Thrush Tias a full-blown
Micky & Sylvia rolling at the hot'l ballad to work with on the reverse
pace set by their “Love Is Strange.” and builds its charm with an at¬
Tune’s highly rhythmic quality is tractive folk-flavored treatment.
Micki Mario: “The Beginning of
sustained by team’s expert dueting.

Best Bets

Best Sellers on Coin Machines.^^.^^

Brit’s Conquest Records
Charges. ‘Giant Monopoly

^ednc§day» March 20» 1957
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As Production Costs Zoom 60^
The price structure on pack-f
goods is becoming flexible '
due to upped production costs,
jdany of the indie labels have been
slowly drifting awar from the
Hollywood, March 19.
$3.98 tab established in January,
Glenn E. Wallrnhs, Capitol Rec¬
1955, when RCA Victor -sliced Its ords prexy, planed to England over
m-ices to that base. This has been the weekend for a series of busi¬
especially evident with the indie ness conferences. He’ll attend the
annual meeting of the board of di¬
jazz labels.
The indie diskers report that rectors of Electric & Musical In¬
nroduction costs have risen as dustries Ltd., Thursday (21). EMI
much as 60% in the past couple is Cc^pitol’s parent company.
Walllchs expects to fly to Mona¬
of years. The stress on attractive
album packaging has been the con¬ co while overseas to present a
tributing factor to the rise. Disk* gold record to Grace Kelly for the
cries, which used to be satisfied “True Love” disking on which she
With two-color album covers, have paired with Bing Crosby. It has
jiow found it important to turn topped the 1,000,000 mark.
out four-color covers which cor¬
respondingly has jumped artwork
costs from $100 to close to $600.
One disk company exec pointed
out that an average gross profit
on a $3.98 LP corhes to about 51c
and a net of only 21c after produc¬
tion costs have been taken care of.
“With an average album costing
ibout $5,000 to produce,” he
added, *‘it takes' a lot of sales be¬
fore we can. get into the black/* |
Some other production costs
mentioned were: 52c. for pressing,
With the moveover of Howard
Ic for stampers, Ic for labels, 5c
for American Federation of Mu¬ A. Letts from operations manager
sicians, 24c for publisher royal¬ and v.p. of RCA Victor tb a v.p.
ties, 20c artist royalties, and 40c slot at the NBC network, a re¬
placement, for Letts In the disk
excise tax.
division is* expected shortly. It’s
Latest diskery to throw in the figured that Victor will follow Its
towel on the $3.98 price is At¬ usual policy of making promotions
lantic Records. Label’s complete from within the organization.
line, which includes pop and jazz
Letts, recovering from* a minor
sets, has been hiked to $4.98. At¬
lantic also has set five new al¬ operation performed last week,
bums for April release. Th^ big was next in command to Victor
push will be on “Greatest Rock v.p. and general manager Larry
‘n’ Roll,” an anthology of the disk- Kanaga. A veteran with the disk¬
ery’s recent single hits which in¬ ery, Letts was given his v.p. stripes
cludes such artists as Ruth Brown, last year. With Letts* exit from
LaVern Baker-and Clyde McPhat- the Victor division, the diskery
ter. Other LPs will be by Tony now has two veepees in its upper
Talbert,
Jimmy . Giuffre,
Joe echelon; Kanaga and George R.
Marek, chief of the album division.
Mooney and Lee Kontiz.
The decision on Letts’ successor
in the disk division is awaiting his
exit today (Wed.) or tomorrow
from a Summit, N. J., hospital. The
department heads who had been
reporting to Letts in the chain of
command arc W. W. (Bill) (Bullock,
head of singles division; George R.
Marek, v,p. over albums; and Jim
Lonnie 'Donegan,' English folk Davis, operations manager. Davis
linger who clicked in the U. S. last is currently taking a short course
year with “Rock Island Line,” has at the Ha.rvai-d Graduate School of
been booked as the entertainment .Business Administration.
These
with the Harlem Globetrotters’ execs are now reporting; directly
basketball tour this year. Abe Sap- to Kanaga.
erstein, promoter of the. Globetrot¬
Filling of the Letts spot may
ter games, signed Donegan and his spark several switches in the Vic¬
“skiffle .group” for $J.6,00Q for a tor exec setup with-each promotion
19-city tour, opening in New York’s cueing a vacancy that will have to
Madison Square Garden, March 31. be filled. RCA’s personnel setup is
Donegan, who arrives in the U. S, geared to pick the man for the job
this week, made a personal appear¬ and, in fact, was responsible for
ance tour here last year.
choosing Letts for the business
Since clicking with “Rock Island affairs slot at NBC-TV.
Line,” Donegan has continued to
be hot In the British disk hi? pic¬
ture. Before his breakthrough on
wax, the Glasgow-horn performer
Was an obscure guitar player who
occasionally sang with Chris Barl)er’s English jazz band.
Marv Holtzman has been added
to Decca Records’pop artists & re¬
pertoire division. According to
Milt Gabler, Decca veepee and a&r
chief, buildup of the department
stems from the expanding mer¬
Leonard Feist, publishing exec chandising program In both the al¬
In the standard field, has joined bum and singles field.
Already assisting Gabler in a&r
the Associated Music Publishers as
assistant to prexy Charles A. Wall. activities are Paul Cohen, Leonard
Joy,
Jack Pleis and Hal Webm£|n.
AMP is the longhair publishing
subsidiary of Broadcast Music Holtzman will work in the pop
singles
field as well as packaged
fnc,~qnd F6ist’s appointment is in
line with the expansion of the goods.
^Holtzman
comes to Decca after
AMP catalog. Wall, incidentally.
Is also v.p. and treasurer of BMI. three years as pop a&r chief at
Epic
Records,
Columbia subsid. His
Feist, formerly head of the Mer¬
cury and Century music publish- post at Epic was taken over by
Arnold
Maxin.
firms, was president of the Mu¬
sic Publishers Assn, from 1952 to
1954 and still continues as chairinan of that trade association’s leg¬ Moppets’ 'Flair-X. Cradle
Flair-X, New York indie label,
islative committee.
He is the son of the late Leo has come up with a moppet duo,
^eist, founder of Leo Feist Inc., the German Sisters, consisting of
Upw a part of the Big Three (Roh- 12-year-old Bobbi and six-year-old
Mns, Feist ^ Miller) combine. The Viv.. Duo has appeared on sev¬
elder Feist was “a pioneer ASCAP eral kiddie video shows.
♦
Publisher and of course so is the
They' will make their debut on
Hig Three.
wax next month.
aged

Wallicbs to Britain
For EMi Huddles

Letts’NBC Move
May Cue Series Of
Victor Uppings

Brit’s Donegan Paired
With Globetrotters For
19-Cih Hoop-La in U.S.

HfiLTZMANTODECCA
IN A&R CRESCENDO

Leonard Feist Joins AMP
As Aide to Prexy Wall

By HERM SCHOENFELD
The current calypso song cycle
is a cinch to wind up in Tin Pan
Alley annals as the top source of
publisher friction. Who owns what
is still the big question as each
cals^so song crops up.
One of the reasons for the con¬
fusion is that the' folksongs in the
Haiti, Jaritaica and Trinidad terri¬
tories are not as well documented
as the public domain tunes of
America and^ most countries of
Europe. In the latter countries,
there are usually books in which
the musicologists have compiled
the major folk strains, so It’s rela¬
tively easy to establish if a song
is p.d.
In the calypso area, however,
it’s a case of depending on peo¬
ple’s memories. In order to fix a
tune as a p.d., It would be neces¬
sary to get affidavits that someone
heard his grandfather sing it and
thus roughly establish the age of
the song.
Lots of the calypso material is,
of course, copyrighted. Some of
the cleffers have placed It directly
with U. S. publishers as, for in¬
stance, Leeds Music, which has
been showing Up with an extensive
catalog of such numbers. In
many other cases, the calypso
tunes have been copyrighted in
Britain and hence ure protected in
the U. S. under the Berne conven¬
tion.
There’s still, however, a consid¬
erable area of doubt about the
calypso songs. Latest song to be
questioned is “The Last Train,” a
•tune that was cut by Ray Lang for
Decca. That song was copyrighted
by Pinebrook Music.
Howie Richmond’s Ludlow Mu¬
sic firm, meantime, has filed a
claim for the song, saying that
“The Last Train” is actually “The
Last Train to San Fernando,” a
1950 tune written by Randolph
Padmore and Silvest^e DeVere.
There have been similar owner¬
ship tussles over such calypso
tunes as “Mama Looka.At Bubu,”
“The Banana Boat Song” and
“Mai'ianne,”

Mills Testiog ‘Madonna’
For Disclick Potency
After Its Ban by BBC
London, March 19.
Mills Music is making a test
case of its latest number, “Silver
Madonna,” which has been banned
by the BBC on the pounds that it
is “purely superstitious and in¬
consistent with religious teaching.”
Mark Pasequin, Mills’ professional
manager, said they’d try' to make
the number click without the aid
of the BBC. If it comes off, then
there will be some new thinking
in the British music business, for
until recently a number was as
good as dead if cold-shouldered by
the outlets.
The last number to get the brush
from the BBC, “St. Therese Of The
Roses,” is among the exceptions to
do good business. The HMV wax¬
ing by Malcolm Vaughan has up to
now sold well over 500,000 copies.
This was achieved through plugs
on Radio Luxembourg, the only
commercial radio outlet reaching
Britain, and over the commercial
tv channels.
“Silver Madonna” was written by
Peter Hart and Jack Fishman, and
to date has been recorded on the
Decca label by Kirk Stevens, who^s
making his comeback after an 18month layoff with throat trouble.

Meyers to Roulette

No Ceiliiig on Disk Biz by Potential
As Retail Base GrowsFumer: Kanaga
“

TV, O’seas, Odier Dates
For Ella, Now Mended
Ella Fitzgerald, kayoed by ill¬
ness for the past two months, has
rescheduled her European tour to
kick off late In April. Norman
Granz, who had booked the thrush
with the Oscar Peterson Trio In
“An Evening of Jazz” package, was
forced to reshuffle the dates when
Miss Fitzgerald was stricken while
playing at the New York Para¬
mount in January.
Miss Fitzgerald will make her
first appearance since her illness
on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV show
Sunday (24). She then takes off
for a two-weeker at the Twin
Cloaches, Pittsburgh, the followingday and is set with the Peterson
combo for two frames in the 'West
Indies beginning April 1.

BMI Sets P. R.
Post to Tell Its
‘Story; Tap Ross
Broadcast Music Inc., which has
been subjected to recurrent attacks
during the last couple of years by
ASCAP cleff^s and in Congres¬
sional hearings,' Intends to tell its
story to the public mbre vigorously
from now on. Effective April 15,
BMI will have Walter Ross as directoc-of public relations, a post
heretofore nonexistent in that
organization.
Ross has been with Warner Bros,
for the past four years as head of
publicity copy and press relations.
He has “ contributed articles to
many of the top national mags. He
is also the author of a hook, “Diet
To Suit Yourself,” published by
New American Library and Mc¬
Bride.
In the new BMI setup, Meyer
H. (Shap) Shapiro, veteran publi¬
cist with BMI, will continue to"
handle trade press' relations.
Earl Newsom’s publicity firm
worked for BMI in the early years
and, more recently, has been re¬
tained as consultants in the public
relations field. Before Ross, BMI
has never had a p.r. director work¬
ing directly in the organization.
In Washington, presently, BMI
has employed Samuel Stavisl{:y to
keep it informed of all develop¬
ments in the nation’s capital af¬
fecting the BMI operation. Stavisky, however, is solely an infor¬
mation source and does not handle
any other job.

COL’S 2-PlECE SUIT;
B’WAY& PIC‘PAJAMA’
' Hollywood, March 19.
For the first time, a diskery Avill
have both the original cast album
and the soundtrack album of a
musical in its catalog.
Columbia has secured the rights
to the soundtrack package from
Warners’ film version of “Pajama
.Game,” which stars Doris Ray, a
Columbia contractee. Label also
issued the original cast album
when the show debuted on Broad¬
way.
Package is unusual in that it
marks a disk reprise of certain
chores since John Raitt, Carol
Haney and Eddie Foy Jr., all of
the Broadway cast, are also in the
film version. They could not have
participated in a soundtrack al¬
bum for any other label because of
the usual five-year limitation on
recoi'ding the same material for a
rival firm.

Arnold Meyers has joined the in¬
die Roulette label to head up the
album production department. For
the past 18 months Meyers had
been handling deejay promotion in
the New York area for Mercury
Records.
Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore,
I
Roulette toppers, have blueprinted,
Jacques Singer to conduct the
a wide album program for the disk¬ Corpus Christ! (Texas) Symphony
ery which was launched Only two Orchestra for fourth consecutive
months ago.
season.

RCA Victor Records’ veepee and
general manager Larry Kanaga,
steeped in salesmanship traditions,
points to the stability of the disk
business as symptomatic of what
he feels will be a lasting virility.
He spells it out on several fronts.
For instance, more record deal¬
ers are coming into the field. One
man came into Victor with $100,000 and wanted to know how to
best go about investihg that in
three record stores. Not so long
ago that would have been fool¬
hardy, today it is not even risk
capital, because business is solid.
Recent years have proved that
better quality merchandise and at
an increasingly popular price have
been the two potent factors in
withstanding the competition from
television, for example. In- fact,
the phonograph, record business
has been the lone. show biz seg¬
ment
successfully withstanding
video
and kindred
opposition
which have plagued othfers in the
amusement industry.
Kanaga likens the cost cuts for
LPs to the “popular” budget as
something akin to the late Jack
Kapp’s adventure with producing
Bing Crosby, the Andrews Sisters,
the Mills Bros., Guy Lombardo, et'
al., at 35c on Decca when that
company was first founded some
20 years back. Subsequently, of
course, base costs increased the
price of singles, hut it was at that
depression period that a record
was a drug on the market.
The whetting of mass taste for
what’s “in the groove” has re¬
moved that longtime dealer hazard
that “losing a good customer” was
(Continued on page 62)

Don George’s ASCAP
Blues on ‘Yellow Rose
Of Texas’ Royalties
“The Yellow Rose of Texas,”
song first associated vdth the Civil
War, is now involved in a payoff
battle within the confines of
ASCAP. Although a special arbi¬
tration panel last month decided
that the recent version of the song
should be rated at 20% of an orig¬
inal son^, Don George, who adapt¬
ed the p.d. hit, is charging the
Society with “discrimination, and
arbitrary unfair treatment.”
George claims that writers or
publishers affiliated “politically”
with ASCAP or who have “some
association with the board of directors”^have been given a 100%
rating on an adaption of a p.d.
song.
Among the updated p.d.
songs getting full song credit cited
by George were “La Cucaracha”
„
(Continued on page 62)

ABC-Par Sets Palmer As
Manager in (^ast Buildup
ABC-Paramount is eyeing a
Coast , buildup. Sam Clark, diskery
prexy, last week set Lee Palmer
as divisional manager of Coast
operations.
In line with, the Coast expansion,
label will step up its pressing and
warehousing activities in that area,
•Palnjcr will supervise the opera¬
tion in addition to his duties as
distributor liaison.
He’ll headquarter at the Ameri¬
can Broadcasting Co. offices in
Hollywood, reporting to Gothambased Larry Newtorn, diskery’s
national sales manager.

Verve Inks Tony Travis
Hollywood, March 19.
Tony Travis, who recently com¬
pleted a contract with RCA Victor,
has been jslgned to a longterm disk
pact by Buddy Bregman, Verve
Records, artists and repertoirie
director. He flew in over the week¬
end to make the deal and will be¬
gin cutting singles this week to
launch the -pact.
Travis’ last Victor effort was the
album, “I See Your Face Before
Me,”
'
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French Disk BestseUers

musicians’ Bare TV Cupboard

1.

Paris, March. 19.
Que Sera, Sera.Day
(Philips)
Bamh’o “Guaglione”,Dalida
^ (Barclay)
La Corrida.... G. Becaud
(Voix De Son Maitre)
Ma Blonde.. .Helian Arch
(The Yellow Rose of Texas)
(Pathe)
Lisboa Antiga...G. Lasso
(Voix De Son Maitre)
Many-Splendored. Mariano
(Pathe)
Arrivederci Boma. .Delyle
(Pathe)
Le Torrent.Lasso
(Voix De Son Maitre)
Valser Avec Papa. C-Heigel
(Pathe)
Marinette_G. Brassens
(Philips)

PIANO TOO STIFF
Carlo Bussotti, Before sAudience,
Kefusea to Play Concert

D.S. Orchs Get

Continued from -pai^t 1
as
•• 2.
San Francisco, March 19.
thf American Federation of Mu¬ I are the rarities. Groucho Marx’s
3.
sicians, a bare 200 or so are gain¬ “You- Bet Your Life” quizzer rates
■' Italian pianist Carlo Bussotti
American orchs will move, be¬
fully employed regularly on the tv 'the “live” usage, but in the in¬
took his solo bows with the Little hind the Iron Curtain this year. Al¬
4.
spectrum, and for this they can be stances of non-quizzers on cellu¬
Symphony
Orchestra"
here
last
ready
set for tours through the
thankful for the varietyrmusical loid, a mere handful of situation
satellite countries by the Interna¬
week, but never played a note.
shows (Ed Sullivan, Steve Allen, comedies, such as “I ^.ove Lucy,”
tional
Exchange Program of the
5.
Perry Como, Sid Caesar, Firestone “December Bride” and “Father
It happened this way:
American National Theatre &
Hour, “Hit Parade," and—surprise I Knows Best” stand perhaps alone
Bussotti flew in from St. Louis Academy are David Rose and the
6;
of surprises—the quiz shows.)
! and unique in the employment of
late last Wednesday (13) afternoon Glenn Miller orch under the di¬
Indeed, if it weren’t for the live musicians—each with singular
for a performance that night at rection of Ray McKinley.
7.
The
“live” showcasing of musicians on effectiveness and success.
the Veterans’ Auditorijjim—he was
The Rose orch trek has been
such entries as “$64,000 Question,” rest of them almost without ex¬
to solo in a dementi concerto.
slated for August while the Miller8.
“$64,000 Challenge,” “Big Sur¬ ception cross their “bridges” on
He went straight to the hall, sat McKinley outfit moves in April l
tape.
prise,” “Twenty One,” “You Bet
down at the piano' and found the for a four-tO“Six weeks’ junket. Lat¬
9.
Grateful For Quiz
Your Life,” “You’re On Your
piano so “stiff” he couldn’t play ter crew will nlav iazz concerts in
Curiosity as to the qiiiz shows.
Own,” “Name That Tune” and “Tic
it
properly.
Poland, Bumahia, Czechoslovakia
10.
Tac Dough,” the state of the live Of all the tv program categories,
Little Symphony efforts to get and Yugoslavia. Band currently U
musician would, bad as it is, be these perhaps are the easiest to
playing
at military bases in Europe.
another piano faileckand when the
“bridge” with recordings.
near evaporation.
orchestra’s president, Chauncey
Thus a “Twenty One” show uses
The musician has fallen on lean
staffers on “You’re On Your Own” McKeever, introduced Bussotti on
days in contrast to bigtime radio, ho less than 14 musicians, all out
^tage that night, all he could do Mitchell Torok Due Here
when even the most routine half- of the Paul Taubman freelance one of the world’s outstanding was urge, in fact,, beg, that the
stable.
Taubman,
represented
harpists—Ed
Vito, who was with
Edinburgh, March 12.
hour dramatic show was back¬
pianist play. But not Bussotti.
Toscanini
for
17
years.
Because
Mitchell Torok, country & west¬
grounded by a full complement of with such other entries as “Tic Tac
The pianist bowed, responded to ern singer topping the bill at the
the
show’s
Hazel
Bishop
commer¬
Dough,”
“Winky
Dink
&
You,”
musicians and any local station
the good-sized audience's applause
worth its 50,000-watts maintained “Edge of Night” cross-the-board cials were using a brand of canned with further bows and in a Empire here, winds his current
its own house band. Perhaps only daytime show and “You’re On music that Vito found repulsive to friendly, firm manner declined to British vaude tour May 26. He is
jnulling a trip to both. South Africa
in the daytime serial field is there Your Own,” has played a unique his ears, he threatened to quit
and Australia,
a continued recognition of the role in pressuring for live music the show altogether, just so he play.
So conductor Gregory Millar,
Singer will play tv dates in the
need for a live organist or pianist on tv (as, too, has Harry Sosnik, wouldn’t have to hear it. Taub¬ leading his last Little ^mphony
man
went
to'
work
on
the
client—
U. S. on dlls return. He’s set to
whose
most
recent
contribs
to
for the background sob stuff. Few
program before turning over his begin a c&w show trek at end of
are the tv stations that staif mu¬ the Ernie Kovacs comicalities, it was a case of losing Vito’s fabul¬ baton
to Piero Bellugi, had to con¬ August. His wife Gall Is expect¬
sicians and even though ‘ the net¬ many feel, virtually rate him a co- ous harp crescendos or substituting
4ive commercials. Hazel Bishop tinue without Bussotti, or de¬ ing to By over and join her hus¬
works comply with union contracts star status.)
Taubman
numbers
among
his
menti.
yielded.
'
band for a few weeks of his tour.
in maintaining minimum staffs, it’s
the recorded music that’s invari¬
ably brought into play. •
Few Exceptions
Despite the unprecedented coin
being lavished on tv production to¬
day, with a fancy chunk of it go¬
ing into set designs, costuming,
choreography, etc., the live' mu¬
isician is invariably “blacked out”
as the producer trots the recorded
background music from the* over¬
. Survey of retail disk best
stuffed network libraries (which
sellers based on reports ob¬
they get practically for free be¬
tained from leading stores in
cause of the ASCAP or BMI per¬
20 cities and showing coni'
formance rights that accrue.)
parative sales rating for this
The major specs, of course, rec¬
and last week.
ognize the need for live musicians.
A few other entries consider them
fl I .2
a “must,” such as “Wide Wide
National
World,” which allocates in the
Rating
neighborhood of $6,000 per show
This Last
(out of total $125,000 production
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
budget) for musicians, arrange¬
ments, etc., probably the tallest
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
single-program bonanza for the
2
7
8
6 .
5
3
3
4
4
86
“Teen-Age Crush”. . 2
7
4
5
7
7
1
musician. But in the area of dra¬
PERRY COMO (Victor)
matic shows, where the need for
/
74
5
1
6 10
4
1
7
9
7
9
1
1
“Round and Round”. . 8
2
5
a vital, full-bodied musical accom¬
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
paniment and backgrounding would
..
4
3
1
68
6
3
5
7
7
7
1
“Party
Doll”.
12
seem to be uppermost, the brush3
off of the live musician is nothing
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
short' of startling.
3
2
2
2
4
10
5
9
66
“Too Much”. . 3
4
4
4
U.S. Steel, whose “Theatre Guild
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
of the Air” back in a happier ra¬
1
3
4
“The Banana Boat Song”. . 5
8
8
3
3
1
63
3
5
dio day prided itself on its musical
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
staff, was doing it the recording
..
8
9
8 10
4
3
“Fm Walking”.
1
1
4
8
6
10
8 59
way on its hour tv show until only
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
recently, when it reverted b^^k to
2
6
6
9
6
6
4
6
57
“Butterfly”
.
.
7
1
14
7
a live music status.
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
With the exception of the occa¬
..
“Young Love”...
6
. i
1
5 ^ 5
10 .
2
56
8
1
2
sional Leonard Bernstein install¬
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)
ments and perhaps one or two
others, the productio’n-stressing
3
1
2
“Marianne” .. . 6
5
6
5
49
2
9
“Omnibus” shuns live musicans.
ANDY WILLIAMS. (Cadence)
(Even the. Agnes de Mille sequences
“Butterfly” . .
2
2
6
7
5
8
10
8
4 43
fell- back on recorded- background
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
music.)
The ambitious CBS-TV
9
3
4
2
“Gone”
...
2
39
11
7
“Odyssey” series doesn’t use live
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot)
musicians. Nor does the “Rob¬
“Come,
Go
With
Me”.
2
12
19
8
4
2
10
37
3
ert Montgomery Presents” drama¬
tics. Nor the alternating Tuesday
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
night Armstrong-Kaiser Aluminum
“Little Darling”.< ,.
2
•13_
4
10
1
2 _36
Hours on NBC-TV.
Nor does
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)
“Kraft Theatre,” except on occas“Young Love”. ..
14
1
4
9
_29
1
sion. Nor does the Chrysler-sponPAT BOONE (Dot)
sored “Climax” series. Nor does
15 A 6^ “Don’t Forbid Me”.
_24
... 4
5
9
8
6 .
10
the biggest dramatic show of them
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
all, the $150,000-weekly budgeted
15B 2^ “Mama, Look at Bubu”. . .!_
3
_24
. .♦
.. do
3
4
“Playhouse 90” on CBS. The ma¬
gic words, instead, are “tape mu¬
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
sic”—and those Shostakovich sym¬
17_ 16
“Who Needs You” .
8 .
7
5
3
phonies (for the frustration scenes)
PAT BOONE (Dot)
and' Aaron Copland’s “Music ^For
“Why, Baby, Why”.
18
2
19
1 .
the Theatre” (for the happy domes¬
MICKY & SYLVIA (Groove)
tic scenes) never had it so bounti¬
19A
9
“Love
Is
Strange”.
.
10
9
1. 10
8
_17’
ful.
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
'Studio One’ Discovers It
19B 17
“Marianne” ..'. .
3
_17
4
_9_
“Studio One” has only just be¬
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
gun using live musicians (at least
21
“Ninety-Nine
Ways”.
6
10
9 .
5 14
for the next 10 weeks). AlcoaGoodyear now gives ’em a break
DRIFTERS (Atlantic)
22
“Fools Fall in Love”.
after a long run of taped music.
_13
'
2
And so does “Lux Video Theatre,”
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
which took up precisely where it
23A 18
“Moonlight Gambler”.
_10
6
/ 8
left off on “Lux Radio Theatre”
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
in respecting the status of the live
23B
“Lucille” .
10
_10
_5
8
musician. .The big, expensive “To¬
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
night” show on NBC-TV (in which
23 C
“My True Love”.
1
10
music is obviously the dominant
factor), rests its thematic “Ameri¬
3
'
1
*
1
1
«
1r
‘
'1 •
«
1
’
1
»
1
»
1
>•
ca After Dark” case with ' three
CAIYPSO
CLOSE TO YOU MY FAIR LADY
ELVIS
KING AND I
OKLAHOMAI
After
AROUND THE
LOVE IS
EDDY DUCHIN
staff musicians when not remoting
WORLD IN
THE THING
from niteries, etc.
MIDNIGHT
STORY
Harry Belafontt
EIvU Protley
Frank Sinatra
Film Soundtrack Film Soundtrack
Broadway
Ca«l
80 DAYS
Primarily because of James C.
Nat (King) CoU Film Soundtrack Nat (King) Colo
Petrillo’s demand that 5% of the
Capitol
Film Soundtrack
Victor
Capitol
program cost go into the AFM’s
Capitol
Victor
Columbia
SAO^ 595
Pension Fund vldieh niusicians are
LPM 1248
^ Capitol
. Decca
Capitol
W 740
D.eccA . •
employed, the filmed entries on tv
EPA 1248
OL 5090
W 78?
LPM 1382
EAP 740
SDM* 595 I
W 782
W824
‘ ‘DL'9046
DL 8289
that give a break to live musicians
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OLD FIX ON TV IN ASCAP ROW
4-;

Wape’s TouDoiie BMI Wrw^’ Beef
To Be A'red By SPA Board Next Week
Ever since a group of song¬
writers within the Songwriters
protective Assn, attacked the or¬
ganization for its alleged discrimi¬
natory outbursts against Broa(5^cast
Music Inc., SPA execs have been
tiying to meet them.
Bernie
Wayne, head of a group of SPA
cleffers affiliated with BMI, has
publicly criticized SPA leadership
for its entry into the ASCAP
cleffers' fight against BMI. Wayne,
however, has not responded to in¬
vitations of the SPA board to ex¬
pound his position at its meeting
of March 26. Wayne is. currently
vacationing in Florida. '
I SPA has informed Wayne, in a
letter addressed to him last Fri¬
day" (15), that, his complaints will
be presented to the SPA council at
its meeting whether or not he
shows up. SPA prexy Abel Baer
also informed Wayne of the organi¬
zation's basic policy that “song¬
writers must be entitled to partici¬
pate in all decisions, as well as in
all proceeds, concerning composi¬
tions written by them." Baer said:
“Unfortunately, the BMI operation
does not recognize this right of coadjninistration. It is the only im¬
portant organization throughout
the world in which performance
rights are administered which does
not grant the creative talent at
least equal representation.”
Baer also cited a BMI circular
letter to its affiliated publishers,
advising them not to use the SPA
basic contract. The BMI circular
pointed out that the SPA contract,
“contains a catch-all clause which
provides that the author is entitled
to 50% of all baynients received
by the publisher, except monies
distributed to the publisher by
ASCAP on another society which
divides royalties on the ASCAP
formula.”
The BMI circular noted that
“BMI, of course, has no desire to
reduce the payments made to au¬
thors by publishers and it looks
with favor upon all such pay¬
ments. Publishers may, however,
wish to consider whether,the pay¬
ments which they are td make to
authors on performing rights
should not be covered by an af¬
firmative. clause which sets forth
the payments precisely, in lan¬
guage adapted to the BMI way of
doing business, rather indirectly in
a catch-all clause contained in a
contract which appears to have
been designed for use by ASCAP
publishers. There may be other
provisidns of the SPA contract
form which also are not particular¬
ly appropriate in the case of BMI
publishers.*’

‘FAlIies’ Producers Eyeing
Original Cast Album On
Their Own in Majors’ Nix
Charles Conoway and Mark
Kroll, producers of the “Ziegfeld
Follies,” are mulling a disk fling
to put out their own original cast
album of the revue. The major la¬
bels had nixed grooving the Bea
Lillie starrer currently running at
New York’s Winter Garden Thea¬
tre. ,
*
The producers have been hud¬
dling with Mike Adrian, freelance
album producer, to put the musical
on wax. Before cutting the show,
however, the producers would like
to assurq, themselves of a tie-in
with an established Company to
handle the^ album's distribution.
One of the o'ffers now being pitched
is that if the disk conipany foots
50% of the production cost (an
estimated $12,000) it would get a
royalty deal on sales in the U. S.
and complete European rights.
There have been no takers as yet.
The cast album of the “Follies”
must be nrade within the next
week or so because of contractual
stipulations with Mickl Mario and
Jane Morgan, ABC-Paramount and
Kapp Records pactees, exclusive¬
ly. Both thrushes haye okays from
their companies to get in on the
original past set for. another com:
I>auy Within a $pecificld time limit.

Finkelstein, Hanson Set
For UNKCO Commission
Washington, March 19.
Herman
Finkelstein,
general
counsel for ASCAP, and Howard
Hanson, director- of the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, N.Y.,
have been named to the U.S. Na¬
tional Commission for .the UN
Educational Scientific & Cultural
Organization (UNESCO).
Appointments are for three years.
The commission advises the State
Dept, on American affairs in rela¬
tion to UNESCO.

Stations Feeling
ASCAP Axe On
Fees & Licenses

Trust Funds $3,900,000 for Tooters
FEi yPSET
OF POO PFF Culfo Concerts an All-Time Record
The pouring of old Holy wood
films into video channels is
sparking concern among some
ASCAP publishers over a possible
unbalance of performance credits
in favor of the picture tunes. A
proposal that tunes in such old
films should not be credited for
publisher performance coin has al¬
ready come up before ASCAP’s
classification committee which re¬
jected it. There’s a possibility,
however, that the matter may
come up before an arbitration
board for final disposition.
Some of the publishers, without
extensive catalogs of picture tunes,
fear that if ASCAP treats the old
pic tunes as a straight plug, the
liayoffs to publishers will be
thrown completely out of kilter.
It’s held that only a. handful of big
firms will benefit frm these pic
plugs.
The old pictures, are going onto
all stations and* are being played
repeatedly.
Performance credits
for pic tunes will be multiplying
at a tremendous rate while plugs
of other shows will be diminishing
since there will be less program
time available for such material.
With ASCAP now weighting the
video plug three times over a radio
performance, the impact of logging
and crediting the pic tunes will be
to siphon the bulk' of ASCAP’s
revenue into . fewer and fewer
hands. That’s the argument of
those 'seeking to stop payment on
such plugs to publishers. There
has been no suggestion made, how¬
ever, that writers should not get
paid.
ASCAP’s classification commit¬
tee, meantime, has taken the posi¬
tion that a performance is a per¬
formance and the Society cannot
legitimately distinguish between a
plug in an old picture or a new
picture.
Some members of the
board, moreover, believe, that the
pic tunes will not create as great
an unbalance as feared. The base
of ASCAP’s performance credits
is too wide, they believe, for any
particular type of plug to affect it
deeply.

Recent crackdown by the Ameri¬
can Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers against radio stations
performing its music without li¬
censes is continuing. In the wake
of suits filed by ASCAP publishers
against several radio stations last
month, a new action was initiated
last week against WEYE in San¬
ford, N. C., by Williamson Music,
a part of the Chappell combine,
and Leo Feist Inc., of the Big
Three Music firm.
. The suits against the radio sta¬
tions have been involving only
small stations. It's understood that
these stations have .been allowing
tfieir licenses with ASCAP to lapse
but still continue to play ASCAP
music. In some cases, ASCAP is
taking legal, action against stations
which become delinquent in their
license fee payments. Plaintiffs in
the present suit, filed i^ the North
i Carolina Federal Court, are asking
for an injunction, plus damages of
not less than $250, for each unau¬
thorized
performance,
together
with court costs and attorneys’
fees.
Chappell Music,, meantime, was
given a $500 awatd last week in
Maryland. Federal Coui't against
Berlin, March 12.
Hiram E. Smith, owner'of a Mary¬
Another important jazz concert
land spot who was charged with
performing two numbers without took place here last week (7) ^at
the 7,000-seat Sportpalast. It was
an ASCAP license.
“Dixieland Jubilee,” a presentation
arranged by the German Jazz Fed¬
eration and featuring Mezz Mezz¬
row along with the Michel Attenoux band of Paris, London’s
Crane River* Jazzband as well as
"fhe Symphony of the Air Or¬ Germany’s
Two Beat Stompers, a
chestra is making its .first fullscale dixie outfit from Frankfurt.
bow on disks, since the late Arturo
In
the
main
this was a big per¬
Toscanini retired from its leader¬
ship, on Decca Records this month. sonal triumph for Mezzrow, the
U.S.
clarinetist
(who now lives in
Under the baton of Igor Markevitch, the orch, known as the NBC Paris) who is also acclaimed here
as
one
of
the
founders
of “dixie¬
Symphony during the Toscanini
era, cut Brahms First Symphony. land revival” in Europe. Next big¬
gest
*
applause
went
to
K^insas
Another set by the Symphony of
the Air and Mar^evitch, the Ger- - Fields, drummer of the Attenoux'
band,
whom
Mezzrow
personally
man
conductor who
recently
toured the U.S., is due next month. picked up in Harlem several years
Decca is also releasing its second ago. The Crane River band and
volume in the “New Directions in the Two Boat Stompers also
Music and Sound’! series, spot- proved winners.
! lighting contemporary music from
j Germany. -

Mezz Mezzrow No.l Hit
At Berlin Jazz Concert

SYMPHOFAIRBACK
ON DISKS VIA DECCA

‘Face in Crowd’ Film
Tracked Down by Cap
Capitol Records, which had a hot
film soundtrack set streak last
year, has latched on to the Elia
Kazan production, “A Face In The
Crowd,” Pic stars Andy Griffith,
a Cap pactee.
Score for the film was written
by Tom Glazer ^music) and Budd
Schulberg (words)), latter also the
scenarist. Plug tunes set by Music
Publishers Holding Coro, (the War¬
ner Bros, firms) are the title song
and “Mama Guitar.” All the major
labels have readied etchings for an
end-of-March kickoff. The pic is
slated lot May $0 release*

Mickey Rooney’s Album
1-Shot for RCA Victor
Hollywood, March 19.
Mickey Rooney reports to RCA
Victor next week to record a spe^
cial 12-inch album on a one-shoL
deal.
It’s his first ’'effort as a
disker although he’s been heard
on platters before via soujndtrack
albums of MGM musicals in which
he appeared.
For the Victor package, Rooney,
will cut six sides from the score
of the forthcoming George M.
Cohan spectacular on NBC-TV and
six standards. Album will be re¬
leased around May 1, about 10
days ahead of the tv program.
Van Alexander will conduct for
the recording sessions. One-shotter was negotiated by Rooney’s
personal manager, Red Doff, who
is also discussing a regular record¬
ing* contract.

Decca Todd Pic
Set Taking Off;
' 10fl,WW in 2 Wks.
Hollywood,'March 19.
Decca package of the music from
“Around the World in 80 Days”
yesterday became the fastest seller
in the history of soundtrack al¬
bums, Sales passed the 100,000
mark yesterday, two weeks after
the Victor Young score was re¬
leased.
On the basis of present sales,
Decca expects the package to be
an all-time champion in the sound¬
track field.
Ironically, label almost didn’t get
the package. Deal had been virtu¬
ally set for RCA Victor to -release
the score of the Michael Todd pro¬
duction. LegaUtes decided however
that since Victor Young was under
contract to Decca at the time of
his death and “80 Days” was one
of his creations, Decca had the
rights to the package.

DORIS DAY COMING
THISAWAY (CALYPSO)

The Music Performance Trust
Funds, the centre of numerous law¬
suits 'in New York and Los An¬
geles, is making a record-breaking
allocation of $3,900,000 for musi¬
cian employment for the year end¬
ing this June 30. That compares
with $2,800,000 for. the previous
year.
The Trust Funds, which cover
both the disk, and vidpix field,
were set up in their current form*
in 1948 when the disk companies,
as a condition of their pact with
the American Federation of MusiciAifs, set up the organization un¬
der an impartial trustee, Samuel
R. Rosenbaum. Since then, tht
Funds have been collecting a per¬
centage on each disk sold for the
purpose of sponsoring cuffo con
certs in parks, hospitals, etc. Vid
pix companies using AFM musi¬
cians joined the setup in 195(5.
The first legal attack against thi
Fund was laupched in N. Yi in
1955 by a group oL stockholden
in various major disk companies.
The plaintiffs, in N. Y. Federal
Court, have charged that th(
Trust Funds are under AFM con¬
trol and contravene -the Taft-Hart
ley law. The plaintiffs ask for sus
pension of all disk company pay
ments to the Fund. Pre-trial ex¬
aminations in this action were held
from June to December of Iasi
year, but no further proceedings
have since been taken. *
Last November, two groups o1
AFM musicians on the Coast ini¬
tiated suits against the- Funds, tin
AFM and the disk companies and
vidpix producers having agreements^with the AFM, The tooten
hold that the payments made to the
Funds should be made to the musi
cians who ^originally made th«
disks and vidfilms. Preliminarj
injunctions against further pay¬
ments to the Fund have beei
granted in the California courts.
' Meantime, Rosenbaum, as tht
Fund’s trustee, started, action in tin
New York Courts in December tc
confirm the validity of the Trust
Fund agreements. Rosenbaum haj
not appeared in the California
suits, being advised that he is nol
j subject to the jurisdiction of thal
court. If the decisions in the New
York and Los Angeles actions are
in conflict, presumably the whole
matter may wind up. in the Federal
courts for final adjudication.
The fourth legal action against
the Funds has been started by Re¬
public Pictures which signed the
Television Trust Fund Agreement.
Republic claims that the agreement
is in restraint of trade.
During 1956, the Funds provided
; coin for about 17,000 different proj¬
ects invoN^ing 249,500 dates for
musicians.
That. compares with
12,800 projects and 179,300 musi¬
cian dates in 1955.

Daywin Music, publishing firm
operated by Doris Day and her hus¬
band Marty Melcher, is hopping on
the calypso vogue.
A1 Kavelin,
firm’s general manager, iias pur¬
chased six tunes by Sam Manning
from Antilliana Music.
Included in the buy are “Don’t
Blame It On ElVis,” “Tickle, Tic¬
kle,” “Whoalay Whoala,” recorded
by the Fabulous McClevertys
(Verve); “Sugar Cane,” recorded by
Geoffrey Holder (Vik); “Home
Cookin’ Mama.” recorded by Count
Bernadinb (Mardi Gras), and “Too
Late To Cry,” 'which has not yet
London Records’ drive on its
been put into the groove.
spring album line . will be based
on a “Baker's' Dozen” campaign.
The deal offers retailers 13 LPs for
the price of 12.
The program allows a dealer to
buy whatever items he wants in
the spring release package in un¬
Hollywood,
March
19.
Holland Bisk Bestsellers
limited quantities.
The 13-for-12
Program of 16 new albums dur¬ offer will run through April 5
Amsterdam, March 19.
ing March and April was outlined with price gulirantees extending to
1. Great Pretender. .Platters
(Mercury)
ito 25 of the firm’s 32 distributors Aug. 31. Diskery also has set up
2. True Love... Crosby-Kelly
at the first national sales meeting a 100% return privilege on the
(Capitol)
held here last week by Liberty packages in the drive.
3. Que Sera, Sera, ..Day
To expedite deejay program¬
Records on the label’s second anni¬
(Philips)
versary. Firm played host to some ming for the eight LPs in the
4. Heimweh .Freddy
1,500, including deejays, newsmen, spring release, London is offering
(Polydor)
publishers, writers and recording radio stations special copies at $1
5. Two Moths.Manders
I artists at Liberty’s new transistor¬ each.
(Decca)
Albums in the spring, release
ized- studios.
6. Singine^ Blues.... Mitchell
Prexy Si Waronker presided over are “Ted Heath’s First American
(Philips)
the session at which veepee Jack Tour,” Stanley Black’s “Red Vel¬
7. Society Calypso Armstrong
Ames and Mrs. Bobbie Deterle out¬ vet,” Edmundo Ros’ “Rhythms of
(Capitol)
lined futui’e production and adver¬ the South,” Cyril Stapleton’s “Mu¬
8. Happy. Gooyer-ICraaykamp
tising and promotion plans. March sic For Dancing In The Dark,”
(Telefunken)
and April releases, they reporte'd, Frank Chacksfield’s “Mediterran¬
9. See You Later.... .Haley
will Include classical items and ean Moonlight,” Lita Roza’s “Love
(Brunswick)
the firm is negotiating for sound¬ Is The Answer,” Matt Monro’s
and S.e^^timental,”
anfi
10. Giddy-Up.Freddy Bell
track albums from current films to “Blue
(Mercury)
Chris Hamilton!* “inlying Fingers.”
add to tha catalog.

London Records Springs
'Baker’s Dozen’ for Its
Dealers in Album Push

Liberty Label Plots
16 March-April Sets

•
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B

ia_^ Yftflr
Promise Me’' (The Can-Can Song),
iicw turn
.Dance was preemed early, this..,
Benny Goodman holding over at month by the thrush at'the Yale
ojf retail 'sheet
the Waldorf-AstoriJl until. April 6 U. prom.
best -seller^ Abased* on repottt
obtained from leading stores^in
. . . Lionel Hampton starts his j
London
13 . cities and showing cony
three-weeker in Australia April 111
fi d 3 1
parative sales rating for this
. . . Abbey Lincoln set for the
Joe Loss gets the Carl-Alan
and last loeek.
Town Casino, Buffalo, for two Award as the mosfpopulatr modern
weeks, April 1 . . . Carmen Caval- bandleader for fourth time on
« ASCAP
fBMI
j
laro 'returns to the Embers April-l March 30 . . . BBC radio airing
. . . Salii^ Blair-due jn town from tribute to singer -Steve Conway
National a
Miami next week for a three-day who died five years ago . . . Lonrecording session with Bethlehem nie Donegan and his skiffle combo
Rating '
. . . Sarah Vaughan guests on leave for U.S.*tour with the HarThis Last
Jackie Gleason’s CBS-TV show lem Globetrotters package show
Title and Publisher
wk, wk.
Saturday (23) ,
. Flossie Broolcs next Tues. (26), in exchange for
now associated with the Hecht,. the recent Bill Haley tour here ...
Lancaster & Buzzell music firm . . - Slim Whitman opened his second
jMarianne (Montclare).
1
Tommy, Mercer and Bobby Baird British vaude tour (18) . . . The
tYoung Love (Lowery)...-...
5
to vocalize . with Jimmy Dorsey BBC Show Band, formed by Cyril*
orch durinjg the band’s run at Stapleton £our-and-a-half -years.
""tBananai Boat Song (Marks-B) 9
Roseland Dance City.
ago, terminates Its contract at end
iPon’fj^rbid Me (Roosevelt). ..
Decca pactees, Matys Bros, debut of June . . . Songstress Terry Bur¬
"TAlmost,Paradise (Peer)..... 4
st Wally’s Glover Club, Miami,
set for week’s spot on ATV
April 20 . . . Bill Hayes waxing an midday show “Lunchbox.'
~*Cl^tiia, Chantez (Chantez).
8
album of Walt Disney filin-tunes starts April 1. '
tButterjfly (Hill & Range)....
3
for ABC-Pafamount . .
Jazz in-;—
strumentalist Don Elliott will,.cohI
'^■Cineo Robles (Warman).
duct- an orch on Jackie Glea^.n’s
tiOllyWOOu
~*Round and Round (Rush)... 2
tv stanza (23) . . . Epic Recor^; is
Tom Adair pen lyrics for Gordon
jTeeq' Agjf Crush (Central).. ♦
sending deejays’‘Forbidden Fruit” Jenkins melodies for the revue
liquor to plug Anita Ellis’ new disk which opens the new Tropicana
tToo Much (Southern Belle-P) ..
of that name . . . Choreographer, Hotel, Las Vegas, April 4 . . .
’^True Love (Buxton Hill).
Danny Hoctor has whipped a “Rob- Guitarist Jack Marshall, who re¬
‘jParty Doll (Jackie)
bin Hop” to tie in with Robin cently exited Metro’s music dept.,
Hood’s MGM’s etching of *T)ori’t set to score C, V. Whitney’s pic.
~tSingin^the Blues (Acuff-R). ..
“The
Missouri
Traveler”
.
.
.
Mary
I
i^b
:
14 ~*Anasta^
(Feis't)-TTTTT; Ti ^“77; .. ..
8
8o 7« .. • 11
* Anastasia
Anastasia (Feist)....
Kaye Trio, Bobby Troup and The |
14
^reisi>.
o .. iF’Ti
au
Goofers set for chores in Bel Air’s
••
■
————i——^
OF THE “Bop Girl Goes Calypso” . . . R. Dukr Ellington into Blue Note for, Jimmy Dorsey into the Blue NoteiHelmuth Blum, Frisco; soprano
Butts, composer under pact two measures July 10 . . . Andy June 19 for twd weeks . . . Cass Leona Gordon. Oakland, and pianWEEK Dale
to Republic, has exited lot after 17 Powell orch into Oh Henry Ball- Paley Trio at Deshler Hilton, Co; Ararnxr«
years ... The Tamers, Globe label room for an indef stay May 22 . . . lumbus, for eight sets May 20. ' '
Marilyn Raubitschek, San Ma*
teo, Arthur Fletcher, Oakland, and
pactees, set for Sam Katzman’s ciiuck’ Foster orch takes over at
“Calypso Heat Wave” i . . Dick Aragon Ballroom mid-April . . .
Richard Norris, Yiburon.
See and Hear
Philadelphia
Hassard. snagged music director Quy Mann at Bon Ake Hotel,
post on William F. Broidy’s “Ca¬
• Ga., . Friday
Billy Daniels in one-nighter at
lypso Joe,” starring Herb Jeffries.
the Erie Social Club April 7 ..
. . . Lester Sims, Bourne general
The Blue Note featuring a modern
Sinf
professional manager, in town.
Belgian Disk Bestsellers jazz festival—^Art Farmer, Hank
Mobley, Slam Stewart, Ed Camp¬
Antwerp, March 19.
bell, Howard Reynolds . .. Georiie
San Francisco
1.
Carousel
.Waltz
,.
.
.Martin
Shaw at Sciolla’s this week with
It’s back to a nitery for Guy
(Columbia)
the MlUs Bros, slated for April 1,
Cherney—this time Smith’s Prime
followed by Woody, Herman (8)
2. Can’t Help It.. L. Richard
Rib in suburban Belmont where
. , . Current at Chubby’s are Steve
(Ronnex)
he’ll open a one-act policy tonightLawrence, Eileen Rodgers, Four
(Wed.). Singer continues his dee3. Don’t Be Cruel .. Presley.. Esquires and Jerri Adams . . .
jay stint at KCBS . . . Jimmy Jones
(RCA)
Steve Gibson &; Red Caps opening
went' to Japan trying to get to¬
at Kresson Manor today (Wed.)
4. Qiie Sera, Sera.... D; Day
gether a rock ’n’ roll show . . .
and booked again for the summer
(Philips)
Erroll Garner into the Blackhawk
at Jack Diamond’s Martinique,
5. Ballerina .Nat Cole
April 9 . . .Rusty Dra]^r returns to
Wildwood, N. J. * . . Sometibln^
(Capitol)
Bimbo’s tomorrow night (Thurs.),
Smith Sc Redheads, who just closed
StGVG Allen Show
and the Village gets Larry Steele’s
6. Blue Boler_L. Marshall
at Chubby’s, make a South Ameri¬
“Smart Affairs of 1957” March 27.
(Ronnex)
NBC-ty, Sun.. Mor.24Hi
can tour next month . ,
Calvin
7. I'm Sorry.Platters
Jackson, local pianist, cleffer-ar(Mecury)
Chicago
ranger and accompanist for Paul
8 Once Million _Platters
Draper, pacted by Liberty . » ,
Qulntetto Allegro set for Fazio’s,
(Mercury)'
Micky & Sylvia into Pep’s.
Milwaukee, for six sets April 26.'
9. I Cry More.A. Dale
. . . Ben Arden orch into the Stat(Coral)
ler, Detroit, April 8-June 1 . . .
Kaniat City
10. PInten, Plnten-Fluwijn
Richard Maltby Inked Elitch’s,
New Hif on Coral
Sue • Carson steps In at Eddys’
(Ronnex)
Denver, for two weeks July 24 . . >
March 22, in place of Marggret
Whiting who cancelled a return
date here . . . Harding Sic Moss
Revue heads out of the Muehle-'
bach’s Terrace Grill March 28 for
Fort Wayne and the Embers, open¬
ing there April 1 for two weeks , ^ .
Joyce Almee to the Coast and some
tv time following her two-week
stand in Terrace Grill:; .. Next in
Mills Music, Inc
the Muehlebach will be Estrelita Sc
Raul and Paulette Sisters (3) open¬
ing March 29. Then' it's Henny '
Youngman who’s been absent from
town for several years *. .. Brenda
We believe that all writers have basically the same problems, whether they
Lee and revue played one-nlghter ,
license through ASCAP or BMI. Therefore we consider all SPA members as
at Memorial Hall, Kansas City,
writers first, and licensing society affiliates second.
Kan., Sunday' (17). Only'10 days
before she played the auto show
as a single.
We believe that SPA Is a tremendous power for good, and haSj^ over the years,
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DEAN JONES
YOUNG AND
IN LOVE

THE GYPSY
IN MY SOUL

.

Teresa Brewer’s

IM DROWNING
MY SORROWS

OPEN LETTER TO

SPA-ASCAP MEMBERS

ROaERWILUAMS

done Immeasurable good for all writers.
We believe there Is a crisis developing within SPA now, of which most ASCAP
writers are unaware.
We believe that the ranlc-and file ASCAP writer has been too busy writing
songs to pay much attention to statements made In his name.
^ Therefore.we asic you to try for a moment to disregard all wild statements,
and ask yourself calmly and with an open mind a few simple questions.

ALMOST
PARADlsr

Critics Pick Soloists
San Frandsco,«March 19.
Two singers and three pianists
have been selected to solo with the
San Francisco Symphony this sum. mer In a aeries of pops concerts.
Selection,wAs made by t;he .Music
Critica Circle of the Frisco area.
Picked Were contralto. Margot

I. Do you believe that our organization, SPA, should be Injected, as such,
into the current ASCAP-BMI controversy?
2. If, in the future, BMI writers should dominate SPA's Council, at
ASCAP writers do now, would you then approve SPA's taking tides
against ASCAP writers?
3. (n all honesty, don't you believe that SPA should return to its proper
functions, and assume an impartial position in this controversy?
Should you care to register an opinion, we would appreciate hearing from
you at the address below.
Sincerely,

SPA Committee for Fair Play
BERNIE WAYNE, C/ia/rman
1619 Broodway, New York 19, N. Y.

CHANTEZ
WNAH SHOU
PUBLISHED

BY

CHANTEZ MUSIC, INC.
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20, 1957

“SPIRIT OF
ST LOUIS”

RCA Victor

!;4i
From RCA Victor, It’a one of the greatest promotion pushes on
record for one of the greatest movie sound-tracks on records! Here*$
whaVs going to send your “Spirit of St. Louis’* album sales soaring—
){( NATIONAL MAOAZINC ADS in “Look” and “Family Circle”

— exciting, action-getting ads to sett millions of consumers*
>|c NEWSPAPER ADS. A complete, hard-hitting co-op
campaign with a special new deal for you. For details on a
plan very much to your interest, contact your RCA Victor
record distributor.
% RADIO COVERAGE. This is thorough covei’age, outstripping

all previous efforts of this kind. Free albums are already
enroute to every station and to leading disc jockeys
all over the country I

/
w'

4-

>|c POINT OF SALE. Colorful eye-openers designed to stop and
sell your customers on the spot.
“The Spirit of St. Louis” is the picture the whole country’s been
talking about — waiting for. It opens in key cities across the country
on April 20th. Get in touch with your Warner Brothers theater
managers and your RCA Victor record dirtributor now, and be
ready to cash in on the stir this highly-acclaimed hit will set off.
Stock up now, and be prepared for sky-high sales 1
LPM-1472 $3.98

CTOR

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA^

Nationally Advertised Pricen
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,
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MUSIC

Songs With Largest Radio Audience Package Cob 40^
OfJbp^Take

as— Continued from page 55

UT ME SMC AND
I’M HAPPY
ibuco 9-302«3; 302«3)

JERRY LEWIS
itrry jumps agqini - Right back on hit
dock with sensation follow-up to "RockA-Bye.'^ Double-treat disc by the linging
phenom of the yearl

DO I LOVE YOU
BECAUSE YOU’RE BEAUTIFUL
•

WHO AM I
TO SAY
(Decca 9-30254; 30254)

V-

V

/

JERI SOUTHERN
The "singer's" singer comes through with
two ^.O. potential ballads -as only she
can sing them. Her lush renditions of
"Because You're Beautiful" and "Who
Am I" truly defines the Southern style » . .
warm, intimate and wistful;

MARY KAYE TRIO

MUSIC ON A
SILVER PLATTER
(DL 8454)
Distinctive styling of this popular trio
brings you all the excitement for which
this socko-act is famed. The brand new
Decca package boasts such standards as
"Laura," "Fools Rush In," "Masquerade
Is Over," and others.
Mark this a
"most" for fast movement with this
group's wide appeal in mind.

DECCA
Records
m. New World or 0ound...

an economic disaster. If a dealer
had 100 good cuttomers, l.e. those
who bought $15420 • worth of r^ec;;or,ds a month, ahd perhaps one or
two movecj from theiheighhorhood
of .something happened to them it
cQiild effect an already thin mar¬
gin of profit. Not so today, which
further attests .to the overall
virility of the diskery merchan¬
disers,
Furthermore, the impact of the
“golden” record volume constantly
creates sound income for the rack
manufacturers, the jobber, dealer,
distributor et al., riot to mention
employment in pressing, trucking,
shipping, and the like.
“We now accept.the $300,000,000
figure but that doesn’t mean that
if we hit 400 or.500 millions that’s
the ceiling. There is perhaps no
ceiling on what the recording in¬
dustry can bring,” opines Kanaga.
Kanaga, who took- the top post
of the Victor disk division just a
year ago, noted that retailers have
generally become more showman¬
ship minded. “One of the health¬
iest factors in the whole business,”
he said,
is that the dealers have
learned modern merchandising
techniques. In the past they were
not among the most aggressive of
merchants, but now they are pitch¬
ing-for that consumer dollar.”
Kanaga said that the growth on
the retail level has beep steady
and healthy. At the present time,
there are about 8,500 outlets, a
10% rise , over a'couple of years
ago. But,. Kanaga said, the retail¬
ers now coming into the business
are equipped to operate. The dis¬
tributors no longer are interested
in under-financed propositions.
Another powerful incentive in
the disk biz, Kanaga stated, has
been the outstanding success of the
independents; pointing to the Dots,
the Atlantics, the Imperials, ’ etc.,
who have made the grade. The in¬
dies, he stated, taught the whole
industry how to do the most in the
fastest way. He pointed to the
success of Pat Boone, Roger Wil¬
liams, and Norman Granz’s jazz re¬
leases as the possibilities still open
in the disk business.
G-R-Q and Talent
“In what other field,” he asked,
“can ail independent come in so
freely and make such a big mark.”
He- warned, however, that the disk
business is no get-rich-quick set¬
up. “Without talent,” he said, “an
independent can’.t make it.”
■ Kanaga said the structure of the
industry now has the right com¬
bination of stability and flexibility.
The dealers, he said, know how to
handle the monthly specials,
samplers, the coupon sales pro¬
grams as sparks for regular mer¬
chandise sales. Kanaga does not
foresee any change in the present
price setup.
The Victor disk chief also
stressed the stability on the talent
end. “The industry is developing
new names all the time, like Elvis
Presley, Harry Belafonte, Guy
Mitchell, etc., but the established
stars, like Perry Como, Nat Cole
and Frank Sinatra, still stay up
there,” Kanaga said. The disk biz,
Kanaga said, can’t'only depend on
what’s new. It needs staple mer¬
chandise as well.
10-Point Upbeat
Kanaga said that the»^disk busi¬
ness has been completely over¬
hauled since the end of the war.
He listed the following factors as
responsible for the Industry’s re¬
vamping:
1. The change In speeds from
78 rpm to the 45 and 33.
2. The lowering of the price
structure to achieve-a mass market.
3. The -high fidelity movement,
and the boom in phonograph sales.
4. The impact of the indepen¬
dent labels.
5. The spread of the new mer¬
chandising plans, such as Victor’s
Sajie-On-Records coupon program,
Columbia’s Buy-of-the-Month, Mer¬
cury’s Ic sales, the samplers, etc.
6. The development of the su¬
permarkets as new outlets for
disks.
(Kanaga pointed out that
as these new outlets have come
into the picture the regular retail¬
ers also increase their take.)
, ' 7. The development of the onestop operators to Service the juke¬
box customers.
8. The merchandise tie-ins with
other manufacturers, such as the
Gillette razor and Shrank pajama
promotions.
9. The disk Clubs.
’ 10. The tie-ins between the disk
and phonograph phases of the in¬
dustry.
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The top 30 songs, of week (more in case o/* tics), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage }[nd0x it Audience Trend Index,
Published bp Office of Research, lnc„ Dr. John'Gray Peatmaiv,
Director: AIphabethically listed. ,*Legit.musicq.l. fFilm. tl'Tir.
Survey Week of March 8rl4/1967
, '
A Poor’s Man's Roses • ... ..... . .. Shapiro-B
Almost Paradise
. peer.
Anastasia—t“Ahastasia" ..
.Peist .
Banana Boat ■ Song
.........Marks-B
Butterfly .'.*...Mayland-P
Can I Steal A Little Love..Northern ^
Chantez, Chantez
..... ..Chantez
Cinco Robles...Warman
Do I Love You—tt“6inderella’' 3^.,..WlUmmson
.1 Dreamed .. v.. •.. ..... Trinity
I Thought It Was Over- .. •..... Remiclc
In''De Banana Tree . ......... .Laurel
Independent—*"Bells Are Ringing” ..... Stratford
It Was That Kiss .
.• • • •,........Broadcast
Just in Time:—*"Bell5 Are Ringing”..
Stratford
Lonely
.
Famous
Long Before I Khe\v'You—*"Bells Are Ringing”.. .Stratford
Mama Looka Boo^,^po .;_Duchess
Mangos ,.*......Redd Evans
Marianne
.
Montclare
On The Street Where You Live—*‘‘My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
Round and Round ......
Rush
That’s Where I Shine ..■..... I.. Remick
i^ippy Toe. .
Meridian
. True Love—t”High Society” ...... I.. Buxton HiU
Una Momento—^t”Three Violent. People” .i.. Famous
Wartermelph Song .....;..j.. G&G
Who Needs You
...... Korwin
Wind In The Willow ...i.. Broadcast
You Are My First Love .'...i..Rex
'
Young Love ......
;......'.... Lowery

Hollywood, March, i9.
Scheduled package'releases for
the remainder of the year Indicate
that Imperial Record^, jheretofore
regarded primarily as a singles
label,' wilt derive abbut 40% of. its
anticipated $7,000,000 gross this
year from albums. In 1956, prexy
Lew Chudd • reported, the firm
grossed $5,000,000, of which only
22% came from packaged goods.
. Currently, Imperial has 40 al¬
bums in the catalog and Chudd ex¬
pects to pick up about 20 more
when he returris to "Europe in May
to finalize option deals rilade dur¬
ing, a trip last year. Label also is
entering . the 'soundtrack album
market with the scores from “Men
in -War” and “Ride Back,” plus
othetjS on which negotiations now
are in progress.
.
By fall, Imperial will also be in
the tape market. Chudd disclosed.
All recording sessions for the last
tys^^years, he said, have been cov¬
ered stereophonicaJIy. .
Jan Garber prch signed for the
annual San Aritonid 'Policeman’s
Ball set for May 31-June 1 at Bexar
County Coliseum.

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Ballerina .f...Jefferson
Banana Boat Song ....... .Jdarks-B
Blueberry. Hill ...'.....Chappell
Bottle Imp ..'.. Charles St.
Butterfly ......Mayland-P
Chantez, Chantez ......
Chantez
Day-0 .....
.... Shari
Don’t Forbid Me ...... Rooitevelt
Friedly Persuasion—t“Friendly Persuasion” .Feist
Gonna Get Along Without Ya Now .. Kpllem
I Could Have, Danced All Night—*“My Fair Lady”..’ Chappell
I 'Ihough It Was Over ..Remick
. Just in Time—+Bells Are Ringing _'..Stratford
King of Paris..
I. Walton
Knocked Out Nightingale .Joy
Love Me Tender—:t“Lov'e Me Tender”..
Presley
Man of the Moment ....Kassner
Mangos
......Redd Evans
Marianne .Montclare
.Mutual Admiration Society—’!=“Happy Hunting” ... Chappell
‘■On The Street Where You Live—+“My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
Party Doll ......Jackie
Poodle Walk .*..
Raphael
Round And Round.....Rush
Stashu Pandowski ......Pincus
Too Much ..
South. B-P
Who Needs You ...Korwin
Wind in the Willow ... Broadcast
Wringle, Wrangle—1“Westward Ho, The Wagon .. .Disney
Young Love....Lowery

Ml ■ mr

MICHAEL CHIMES
and His HARMONICA
Currently'llsard on tho Now
GEORGIA GIBBS, Morcury Record—
"Silent Lips" b/w "Pretty, Pretty"
Phone Mo 7-5873
Mount Vornon, N.Y.

Percy Grainger, the sole writer,,
receives only 50%.
Another
squawk
raised
by
Geor^ge regarding “Yellow Rose”
—Continued from page 55
payoff was that ASCAP was col¬
and “Love Somebody, Yes I Do,” lecting 100% on^ perforriiances.
When asked what was happening
In the case of “La Cucaracha,” to the other 80%, George was told,
George stated that Stanley Adams, “It’s going into the pot.”
former ASCAP, prexy, was getting
100% credit despite 12 other ver¬
sions on file in ASCAP. The 12
others, he said, were collecting
Norman Granz’s Verve label is
20%. “Love Somebody, Yes I Do,” going after some of that rock; ’n'
according to George, is also col- roll gravy. Diskery has latched
'lecting 100% although writers
Alex Kramer and Joan Whitney on to its first, r&r artist in Rock
made only an eight-bar addition to Murphy, featured player in Uni¬
the original.. Kramer is on the versal’s “Rock Pretty Baby.” His
board of directors apd classifica¬ first release will be “St. Louis
Blues” and “Shortnln’ Bread
tion committee.
George also claims that in some Boogie.”
On the artists & repertoire front,
instances publishers are receiving
a greater portion of the* perform¬ Granz is bringing in guitarist Bar¬
ance payoff than writers.
G. ney Kessel to assist Buddy Breg->
Schirmer, which was represented man.l
on the ASCAP board, gets 100%
for “Country Gardens” . while

Don George

Verve 1st Rock (Murpky)

British Disk Best Sellers
London, March 19.
1. Young Love...Hunter
. (London)
2. Don’t Forbid Me.. .Boone
^ondon)
3. luiee Deep Blues.Mitchell
: (Philips)
4. Rock Me Daddy-O.Donegan
. (Pye-Nixa)
5. Long Tall Sally
Richard.
(London)
6. Singing Blues.... Mitchell
(Philips) . *
•
'
:
7. Banana Boat Song,
Belafonte. (HMV)
8. Garden of Fden. .Vaughati:
(Philips)
9. True Love. Crosby-G. Kelly
(Capitol)
10. Friendly Persuasion.Boone
(London)

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Pres.

I

203

Chicago
No Waba-ih

Holl y wood
1619 SunM'f Blvd.

f^&aiEfr
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proudly Introduciiig

YOUR FLAIR LADY

I

u

ANYTHING
(BUT DON’T SAY GOODBYE)
III

b/w

OH. PROMISE
FLAIR 5005

... and the

WAILING
instrumentai

KELLY OWENS

THE SWEEPER
b/w

SODA POP

feoturihg Jimmte Buchanan on Tenor Sax
riAIR 5004

->c

1050 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
(KAPPY JORDAN, Pr«f.)

A riMNT P FUM IKMt, M.
PUMIC RIMTIONSi MARVIN DRAGER
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Bostons Have Aladdm, Needlainp’
As Showmm 0.0. ‘Radio City’ Future

Ray’s WaMorf Debut

Johnnie Ray has been signed for
a four-weeker at the Waldorf-As¬
toria, N. Y., starting May 6*. Ray
was originally slated to play the
Latin Quarter starting April . 20.
However, a dispute over ‘ Ray’s
iBy GUY LIVINGSTON
f:-^
=— -- right, to work video dates during
' Albany, March 19.
his‘stay at the'cafe ended the deal.
Theatres,, night clubs ,ahd other
Boston, March 19v. j
It’s Ray’s first stand- at the hotel,
places of amusement would benefit
A resurgence in Hub show biz is
his previous N. Y.'dates, haying
from operation of Olympic Park
Arena, with a seating capacity of
been at the LQ and The Copacaat long last envisioned here with a
bana.
150,000 which the Greater New
number of new factors paving the
Blackpool, Eng., March 12. '
.CrlasgoW, March 10.
York Sports Arena Inc, proposes
way and indicating that a new era
Joan Regan, tv and disk chirper,
Johnnie Ray is pacted to head¬ to build in the Bronx, so speakers
may be forthconiing. Big factor is is pacted to star in James Bren¬
line in vaude at the Empire Thea¬ on behalf of the project declared
the multi-million-dollar develop¬ nan’s upcoming summer revue,
tre week of April 1.
last week at a public hearing be¬
ment, a “Radio City” in Hub, to be “Nap Hand,” at Que'en^s Theatre
Crop of U.S. acts will likejy give fore the Assembly Ways and
built by Prudential 'Insurance Co. here, opening June 1. Distaffer
impetus to vaii^^ attendances here, Means Committee on the Duffyof America, but that is five years starred in same theatre-’a successful
already hit by Inroads of tv.
Harrington bill. 'Latter author¬
away.
•
■
“Pick of thie Pack” revue iri 1955.
The Platters open at tha Empire izes establishment of a harness
However, since announcement of Vic Oliver' longtime yaude and
on Monday' (25). The Teenagers! track in New'York City, for night
the project, several New York radio comedian, will be co-billed.
are set for a two weeks’ stint from races to be run between Nov. 30
showmen have visited here to o.o.
Cast will include Jimmy ClitheAprjl 22.' Howard Keel opens for and April 1, and permits the Arena
rooms around town, theatres, film roe, Terry Hall, Musical Elliott’s,
one week May 20.
company to retain 10% of the pari¬
and legit,, and possible strawhat Hammond’s Cockatoos, Vanda Vale,
American acts are a bigger draws mutuel take until construction
sites. One new film house opened Jimmy Currie’s Scottish Water
at the No. 1 Auld Lang,Syne yaud- costs are amortized.
this past year in Boston, the Saxon, Spectacles, and the 16 Nap' Hand
A tug-of-war is., now going on ery than'top tv acts from England
Led by Franklin D. Roosevelt
which rebuilt the old Majestic Lovelies.
between Local 802 of the American or the Continent. ■ The Glasgow Jr., whose law firm is. attorney
legiter. Another, probably the
The Rock ’n’ Roll Jack Tars, of Federation of Musicians and the Empire Is a favorite tune-up spot for the Arena corporation, the
Copley, long-dark legiter, looks to H.M.S. Eagle, are named for James Paramount Theatre, N. Y. Union for U.S. performers.
proponents contended there is
be the spot Mike Todd will put his Brennan’s second summer revue at is trying "to get the theatre to ink
.“nothing new” In the bill’s pro¬
“Around the World in 80 Days” in. the Regal Pavilion on Blackpool a ohe-year deal entailing • the con¬
posal that the State .authorize pari¬
(Theatre is located near the aiP^aj pf gouth Pier. Others, in this show tinued use of stageshows during
mutuel betting at harness race
the forthcoming “Radio City” dei- will be Denny Willis, Scot come¬ that time. Theatre, however, feels
meeting as This has been continu¬
velopment.)
I
dian, plus Wilson, Keppel & Betty/ that it cannot obligate Itself to a
ously approyed.in New York State
steady stageshow diet for many
No new supperV clubs have and the Zid Angels.
since 1940’.
,
opened this season, but there’s talk
Gary Miller, English singer, will reasons, including lack of suitable
The proposed planter, to be con¬
of a big oiie soon while at the same be in Tom Arnold's reVue at the headliners and uncertain pic sched¬
structed on one of four sites un¬
time, the Bradford Roof has folded Hippodrome, starring Ken Dodd as ules.^
der consideration, would be the
London, March 19.
its floorshows.
* comedian.
. Meanwhile, in the absence of a
A conference being held in Gen¬ largest enclosed structure in the
formal
contract,
union
'is
putting
Hub*^s show biz potential was fur¬
world having hp supporting col¬
eva
late
In
March
by
the
Interna¬
on the highest sidemen minlmums
ther highlighted recently with
umns., It would be like an Eiffel
in its history. During the recent tional Confederation of Free Trade Tower for New York, attracting
publication of a new fact book by
Unions,
with
the
object
of
setting
Alan Freed show, the band was
the Hearst Advertising Service re¬
visitors by the unique, construc¬
paid $225 per man. It’s likely that up an all-emhracing international tion and size alone, a''speaker de¬
vealing that New* Englanders’'have
this scale will continue in the ab-' for artists, performers, musicians clared.
a 10% higher per capita income
I
and
film
technicians,
is
being
boy¬
sence of a steady AFM contract.
than the U. S. average.
The project would cost $67,425,In contrast,' it’s expected that in cotted by someiOf the British un¬ 000, financed by a $15,000,000 in¬
The cry among nitery operators^?
ions.
Both
British
Actors
Equity
return for steady employment, it
of rising costs seems to have little
vestment of the promoters and a
Portland Ore., March 19.
would consider a scale of around and the Varjiety, Artists Federation bond issue of $53,000,090, to be
validity ‘ presenting as a negative
have declined Invites and the Mu¬
Nate Zusman, the self-styled
factor versus the top talent when “Mark of Stark Street,” is home $150 per man with a year’s pact. ‘ sician’s Union Is expected to follow sold to the general public. The
In the recent Freed sh,ow, the suit.
tlje region has the cash potential from the wars of the McClellan
arena would be covered by an eiiportrayed so' graphically in the Senate Investigating Commitjtee in musician scale didn’t make too
Equity and the VAF, it is imder- clPsure 1,000 feet long and 25
Hearst research job. Also living Washington, D. C. His Desert Room much difference to the theatre, stood object to the ICFTU poli^ of stories high. A tot^l of 25,000
proof that the big name policy, was relit last week, defying Com¬ since the terms of the booking limiting membership to Organiza¬ seats would be permanent, the re¬
chorus line and all the nitery trim¬ missioner Stanley Earl and the city called for the first $50,000 going to tions in the free world, and exclud¬ mainder of the mobile type. "Pro¬
The house, thus the theatre got its
mings will draw in Boston is the council to close the premises.
visions are made for press, radio
'fixed costs and a profit out of the ing unions in the Iron Curtain and tv studios, above the grand¬
continued success of Blinstrub’s
Zusman hasn’t lost the 'fire he first money. It did make a vast countries. They take the view stand section, In the plans drawn.
Village in South Boston, a* 1,700that art should have no barriers.
seater, in an out-of-the-way loca¬ displayed at the Senate vice im difference, however, to Freed, who
Principally occupying the interior
Although the MU will probably would be a standard hajf-mile
tion. Stanley Blinstrub’s spot is vestigation earlier in the week. “He had to shell out the increased
not be represented, Hardiei Rat- track, with a glass-covered infield.
big winner this season-with sked can’t close me down” said Zusman. scale.
“My place is strictly Tegit' and
cliffe, its. general secretary, Is ex¬
Richard D. Gittlin, president of
of names. •
pected to attend In his capacity as the Arena corporation, in a state¬
The intimeries, which started Earl knows it. What’s more I’ve
president
of the International Fed¬ ment read to the Assembly com¬
got
64
state
liquor
inspectors
and
out strongly last season with semi¬
eration of Musicians. The. latter mittee pointed out that for many
name acts and high level, nit^ery- 600 Portland policemen to prove
organization imposes no member¬ years his father and family have
type atmosphere, have degenerated it.”
ship ' embm’go on the Iron Curtain been jn manufacturing businesses
The intimate, offbeat nitery was
into sttaight drinkeries, with little
countries.
of several kinds “on very large
attention paid to entertainment, the only club to be involved in
Amoffg the British unions attend¬ scales.”
most settling on a trio of the noisy the now famous Senate vice inves¬
ing the conclave will be the Na¬ • “Gigantic exhibitions” do not
type, or an 88 thumper and ama¬ tigation in D.C. The spot is again
London, March 19.
going full blast. City councilmen
teur femme pipers.
Pearl Bailey cancelled out of her tional Assn, of Theatrical and Eline come to New York City “because
last week directed the city attorney stand at the Cafe de Paris here a Employees, the Electrical Trades we have no place large enough for
'
Need More Intimeries
to serve notice on Zusman to show fortnight ahead of schedule, be¬ Union and the Assn, of Cine, Tele¬ them to show their wares,” Gittlin
There is a dearth of rooms of cause why his license should not
vision, & Allied Technicians. Lat¬ said. “Bn this respect, our arena
the intimate type, only one of be revoked. The council took the cause of illness. She ■will plane ter vwlU bo repped by George H. El- would in no way compete with the
class stature. Guy Guarino’s Mou¬ action after Commissioner Earl de¬ back to California as soon as medi¬ vin, who Is being ^scharged from new Coliseum . Shows too large
cos
permit.
Miss
Bailey
exited
the
lin Rouge in Hotel Vendome. .. It scribed the club as a “hangout for
show after an appearance Sunday the hospital this week after a six- for the Coliseum would come to
Inaugurated a successful policy undesirables.”
us. The ones that fit into the Coli¬
(17-) on “Sunday Night at the Pal¬ month stay*
of Continental-type entertainment
seum naturally would go to It, be¬
ladium” tv’er.
this season and is on the clicko
cause it Is in the centre of Man¬
Comedienne
-appeared
on
the
side with big play from the young¬
hattan.”
telecast against doctor’s orders. Re¬
er set, who not only dig the chichi
sultant
shojsr
neared
the
'disaster
format' but like dancing to the
level and made splash stories with
singing which has been set up for
all London dailies featuring de¬
first time.
Col. Tom Parker, personal man¬
Boston, March 19.
nials that Miss Bailey was under
Indications that New Yotk show¬
Danny Kaye All Star Interna¬ the influence of liquor. Her at¬ ager of Elvis Presley, has tak^
men feel Hubbers will go for in¬ tional Show broke all records for torney and personal manager, over the one-nlghter tours of Hugh
Honolulu, March 19.
timate rooms was seen lately the Colonial with an advance of Chauncey' Olman, who planed O’Brien who plays Wyatt Earp In
Several nitefles and restaurant*
with the visit of several nitery im¬ $112,000 and gross df $47,000 for in from the U.S. when advised of the tv film series. Under plans
suffered
damages
during Hawaii's
presarios surveying the Boston first week, March 11-16. The vari¬ her illness, stated that Miss Bail¬ now beln^ considered, Parker will
situash and who are on the prowl ety package, with Sfenor Wences, ey’s difficulties are an aftermath lease various auditoriums and do tidal wave. Hardest hit niteries
were the Hukilau and the Isles,
for suitable layouts in hotels.
Roberto Iglesias & Ballet Espanol of the use of pain-relieving drugs his own promotion just as he has- both of which front the bay at Hilo.
In legit, a group is trying to es- and the Marouis Family, is in for and pep pills.
done In the case of Presley.
Damage to each was estimated at
j tablish a New England Theatre four weeks ending Mahch 30, but
O’Brien was set to do a tour of
Miss Bailey appeared on the
Centre with a downtown fall-winter indications are the run will be ex¬ video session without rehearsal, ar¬ arenas In which the gunslinger $15,000..
Although HawaiL-wide damage is
house and a Rack Bay strawhatter tended.
,/
riving after the broadcast had would have received only a per¬ figured to be ‘ $3,000,000, fib fatal¬
in John Hancock Hall.
With the house scaled at $6 top started. She' insisted upon appear¬ centage of the profits. That series ities occurred because a Wjftrning
The new resurgence means more Friday and Saturday and $5.50 ing although the Bernard Bros, was called off by Parker.
system alerted- abthorlties almost
Most of O’Brien’s dates will be four hours before the waves struck.
bookings for local acts with more Monday through Thursday, geared were standing by.
club dates, more nitery bookings at $48,000 capacity, obstructed seats j Miss Bailey had undergone medir played during the spring. Parker Indirectly, two ■ liveA were lost as
and press accounted for the $1,000 cal treatment throughout last week will send a staff of advance men Star-Bulletin personnel were cover¬
and doubling in silo musicals.
I for a long-standing knee ailment.
into various towns and will pay all ing the disaster frPm a private
Taking the research findings difference.
expenses on his own so that there plane. Reporter Sarah Park died
that New England is a $6,000,000,will be no profit participation by instantly and a'dyertlslng Agency
000 market with Boston as the hub
promoters.
of the wheel, show biz interests
.executive Paul Beam was fatally in¬
certainly have something to go on
jured when his plafie ^crashed Into
, in taking the plunge into new and
the waves. Photographer Jack Matmodernized show biz efforts, it’s
sumoto was injured In the crash
felt.
but was rescued from shore.
Las Vegas, March 19,
Marie McDonald w|ll make, a Las
Vegas appearance '"bn the Ted
Las Vegas, March 19.
spot, while the Desert Inn would Lewis show at the Desert Inn,
The Desert Inn here is reported¬ operate the other facets of the inn. startlng-May 24.
Buenos Aires, March 19.
ly attempting to extend its inter¬ .(Currently, Desert Inn operates
Edith Piaf Is to be the first big
Format of her act hasn’t been
national as well as domestic opera¬ the Casino Parisien at the Nacional disclosed
attraction
to brighten entertain¬
as yet.
London, March 12.
tions in every situation where gam¬ Hotel, Havana, which is conceded
ment for Argentines this year. She
When the current pantomime bling is legalized.
The Wilbur to be one of the top gambling oper¬
will open at the' Opera filmtheatre
eeason, starring Norman Wisdom, Clark spot is currently, seeking to ations in the Caribbean.
Carter Town & Country 3 April 3, accompanied by husband
finishes its-run at the London Pal¬ install its wheels at the Veradero
Reportedly, the Desert Inn
Jack Carter has signed a con¬ Jacques Pils, who Is no stranger to
ladium March 30 U. S. stars will Beach Hotel, Veradero Beach, operators are looking for other tract for three appearances at the this country.
headline a season of international Cuba, and the International Hotel, sites in the Caribbean area in Town & Countfy Club, Brooklyn.
The Piaf booking was arranged
variety in two-weekers.
Panama City. In addition, deal is which to install the Las Vegas Type First date under the new pact is by Embassy nitery operator Paul
The Teenagers vocal group play currently in the works for the inn of operations. It's a fairly open for April 23 when he’ll be oh the Kutscher, following a cariocan
there from. April 1, followed by to take over the dining room and secret that honest wheels were same bill with Frances Faye.
junket, but she will not sing at
Johnnie Ray (from April 15); the nitery and casino operations at the brought into Cuba as soon as Las
•Carter appeared at the cafe sev¬ that cafe, only at the Opera and for
Platters vocal group (from April Stardust Hotel-here. Negotiations Vegasites started operMions on eral weeks ago, and new dates are radio. Fee is reported to be $9,000
29); Frankie Lajne (from Mayi 13) are .on for the Sheraton chain to that island. Casino business has to be played out within three, for, 14 daysj, two performances a
and Howard Keel (from May 27).
take over the hotel end of that increased considerably sihca then. years.
dHy. ’

In Bronx as 'Etfd Tower Lure

Joan Regan, Olim On
Blackpool Sunuaer Sked

U.S. Acb Punching Up
Glasgow Entire Vande

Local 802 Toots
For 1-Year Pact
At N.Y. Parain’t

British Equity and VAF,
Maybe Musicians, Too,
Shun Trade Union Meet

Portland’s Nate Zusman
Reopens Desert Room In '
Defi of City Council

Pearl Bailey, III, Exits
London’s Cafe de Paris;
Planing Back to Coast

KAYE WHAMMO $47,000
IN 1ST BOSTON WEEK

Vegas Desert Inn Glomming Cuba,
Panama Casino, Plus Spa s Stardust

YANKS TO SEGUE PANTO
AT LONDON PALLADIUM

TOM PARKER PRIMES
TARP’^’BRIAN TOUR CAPES’ $30,000 DAMAGE
IN HAWAII TIDAL WAVE

Marie McDonald’s LV.’er

La Piaf’s B.A. Date,

WedneflJiiyy
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PALLADIUM‘QUICKIE’
FOR EDDIE FISHER
London, March 19.
In a switch from its normal
policy of booking headliners for a
minimum two weeks, the London
Palladium has closed a deal with
Music Corp. of America for Eddie
Fisher to play the theatre for a
single week, beginning June 10.
On June 16 he’ll star in the ‘‘Sun¬
day Night at the London Pal¬
ladium” telecast. '
After his week’s run at the Pal¬
ladium, Fisher will play two weeks
of one-nighters in Rank picture
theatres. This is in line with the
new Rank policy to feature top im¬
ported talent through its. circuit.
MCA'has^ also closed? a deal for
Rosemary Clooney to top the
‘‘Sunday Night at the Palladium”
bill April 14, Four days later she’ll
present "The Rosemary Clooney
Show,” also on the commercial
network. Dates are'also being set
for her to play four concerts.

See No Hitch in Switch
Of CC Revue to Royal Nev.

In Bid to Snare Younger Trade
-

-:

Jack Archer Quits Shavr,
Dick Boone Replacing
..Jack Archer has resigned as vic6
president of Shaw Artists Corp.
after being with the office for about
eight years. Dick Boone, ex-Universal Artists Corp., Is coming in
as a replacement.
Archer said he would announce
his plans after a Florida vacation.
However, it’s believed that he will
go into business for himself since
he recently filed Incorporation pa¬
pers at Albany.

Walters Nearing
Copa City Deal
Miami Beach, March 19.
Deal is on for the purchase of
Copa City here (now the Cotton
Club) by Lou Walters, operator of
the Latin Quarters in New York
and Palm Island in Miami Beach.
Should deal be consummated, it’s
expected that it will have import¬
ant local repercussions locally as
well as in N.Y.
Although details are being kept
under wraps, it’s believed that
Walters is going through with this
deal on his own, and sans his part¬
ner in N.Y. and Miami Beach E, M.
Loew, a New England film exhibi¬
tor. Loew is the owner of the
Palm Island property.
Copa City Is currently operating
as the Cotton Club with a Negro
revue headed by o Cab Calloway.
Lou Chesler, Canadian investor ac¬
tive in telefilm operations with his
financing of Associated Artists
Production, is the owner of the
Copa City property.
The Copa City deal by Walters
is a climax of the changing picture
in Miami Beach nitery operations.
The CC location is far more advan¬
tageous than the present Palm Is¬
land spot. Because of the shifting
uptown sweep of "this year’s ho¬
tels,” the Copa City spot is far more
accessible via cab than the other
spot. The high Miami Beach fares
looms as a large factor in the de¬
termination of which nitery to pa¬
tronize.
Another factor making
Copa more favorable is its better
location in comparison to the down¬
town spots.

MOULIN ROUGE’S PEAK
$10,000 FOR LIBERACE
Hollywood, March 19.
Liberace has been signed for the
Moulin Rouge here starting July 2
on a deal which calls for $10,000
against a percentage.. It’s thb high¬
est priced name yet booked by
Frank Sellnes, spof s operator, who
Ts seeking to provide a steady diet
of names for the spot
Sennes is currently dickering
for appearances of Jimihy Durante,
Dean Martin and the Will Mastin
Trio tqpped by Sammy Davis Jr.

Borge SRO $16,200 At
$5^50 In Port, 1-Niler

The legal difficulties surround¬
ing the indebtedness of the New
^Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, are
se^n as having no bearing on the
operations of the resort's Royal
Portlanji, Orej, March 19,
Nevada Hotel, which has an inter¬
Victor Borge grabbed a capacity
locking management.
$16,200 in a one-niter concert at
The' Royal Nevada has taken the Civic 'Auditorium last week
over the booking of the Cotton (13). The 4,200-seater was scaled
Club Revue which goes in April at $5.50,' much higher than the reg17. The.Cotton Club inanagement .ular.top for legit stuff here. One
recently • signed Jack Bertell to of the ' wings of thq house was
handle the show with General .opened and the audience spilled,
Artists Corp. to do the booking.
over onto seats set up onstage.
Business at the Cotton Club in Borge appeared here under the
Miami Beach continues excellent¬ Northwest Releasing banner with
ly. Last week, spot hit a gigantic Frank Breall handling the promo¬
$61,000, and it’s believed that tion.
should the slightest difficulties oc¬
Borge started his northwest tour
cur ih the Las Vegas situation, the with a modest $11,800 in Salt Lake
revue will stay put in the Florida I City (12). He works Vancouver,
spot for the period When it would,.! |B. C., -and Seattle for northwest re¬
have gone to Vegas.
leasing before moving into the east.
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I I The Palace Showcasing Diskers

New Frontier s Cafe-Casino Dropout;
Tax Agents &iter Picture in Vegas
Lai Vegas, March 19.
Status of the New Frontier
Hotel's casino and nitery opera¬
tions is up in the air after forced
closure of the ’Spot Sunday (I'll)
midnight. The County Licensing
Board meeting which had met to
discuss the fate of the inn yester¬
day (Monday) was called off when
landlord Beldon Katleman and
hotel operators Maurice Friedman,
Ervin Leff and Bill Simonds failed
to show and tell the plans for the
reopening of ,the now shuttered
parts of the hotel. Booms portion
of the hotel is ^till in operation.
The dining room and casino
were closed as a climax of a losing
financial struggle by the hotel, fol¬
lowing the exit of its major stock¬
holders. Stockholders y were unable
to meet $100,000 rent, and decided
to relinquish control of the resort
to the landlords.
' .
Another turn in the lowering
fortunes of the inn came last week
when tax agents seized the hotel's
assets in lieu of $180,000 back tax
payments. Major asset of the pres¬
ent operators is a $30,000 per
month lease of the. Silver Slipper
which the New Frontier Gorp.
rented to a group headed by Rob¬
ert Schultz.
Tax men were unable to attach
any coin because there was none
on hand, nor were they able to
seize any furnishings because of
ownership by a landlord holding
corporation which is not in trouble
with Uncle Sam.
I It’s being speculated that the tax
men will have no trouble because
of the fact that the Silver Slipper
lease is negotiable and will prob¬
ably be purchase^ by a Vegas in¬
vestor who might relish the idea
of collecting $30,000 monthly for
five years, which is the term of the
.lease.
All show biz contracts are up in
the air, although acts appearing at
the spa, including Yma Sumac, the
Lancers, and Johnny Puleo have
been paid up to date.

VAVnBVVULB

By JOE COHEN
Nitery 'owners throughout the
country are getting petrified at the
current tax situation.
Virtually
every night club bOniface has had
some visitation from the tax de¬
partment in recent weeks, and
several actions filed by the Inter¬
nal Revenue Service indicate that
a “get tough” policy on collections
of the miscellaneous taxes (which
include the 20% cabaret tax) is
currently in effect by IRS. The bulk of the operators aren’t
worried so much about turning in
the coin on taxes collected; they
are brooding on the possibility of
the Feds asking for taxes in areas
which they thought to be exempt
from the levy. For example, cer¬
tain spots felt that because of the
separation of the bar from the ma¬
jor part of the nitery, there was
no necessity for collecting the im¬
post on revenue from that end of
the business. In some situations,
where neither dancing nor enter¬
tainment permitted before a cer¬
tain hour, owners felt that time to
be iihmune from the tax.
The now. defunct Versailles,
N. Y., difficulties arose from its
belief that checks paid before,
dancing and entertainment started
were not ^taxable. This brought a
(Continued on page. 66)

Sennes-Dobritch Hassle
Brings AGVA in Vs. Both
As Legal Plot Thickens
The Frank Sennes action against
A1 Dobritch has brought a series
of counter-actions from several
quarters. The American Guild of
Variety Artists has started disen¬
franchisement actions with Artists
Representatives Assn, against both
the Sennes agency- and Dobritch.
At thb same time, Dobritch is re¬
taining ah attorney, Harold Berg,to bring an actioii against Sennes
claiming that during their relation¬
ship Sennes Incurred some debts
which Dobritch now wants to col¬
lect.
Sennes, at the same time, is now
preparing a suit against Dobritch
claiming that under terms of an
agreement, Dobritch owes him be¬
tween $^000 and $6,000. under an
arrangement in which Dobritch was
to have given the office 5% of all
commission business brought in by
Dobritch In return for Sennes fur¬
bishing office space secretarr&l
help, etc.
The AGVA action against the
Frank Sennes Agency, which has
its headoffices in Cincinnati, stems
from the fact that the union by¬
laws do not permit a nitery owner
tp operate an agency. Sennes owns
the Moulin Rouge, Hollywood. Sen¬
nes has clhimed that he sold out
his talent office to his brothers.
Rocky and Tony, and that he .was.
acting on their bqhalf when he
made the arrangements with Dob¬
ritch.
^
Union also says that, in the case
of Dobritch, when the arrange¬
ments with Sennes were made, he
had a full agency franchise and
should have applied for an associ¬
ate’s franchise during his term in
the Sennes office. AGVA contends
that he functioned illegally as a
full agency operator during that
period.
Meanwhile, both are telling it to
attorneys in. preparation for law¬
suits, each to ask for an account¬
ing and settlement of all debts.
Union has no objection to either
agent going to court, but it’s likely
that ARA will try to resolve the
dispute before permitting its mem¬
bers to go 'through with the le^gal
action.

Sands’ GAC-to-Deutsch
Vic .Sands has resigned from
General Artists Corp. to join the
Milton Deutsch Agency’s N. Y.
office. Deutsch recently opened a
N. Y. branch Of his Coast outfit.
Some weeks ago, Lenny Ditson
also left GAC to join the. Deutsch
office.

^

The Palace Theatre is going
after an entirely new audience.
After years of playing to the older
folk who remember the Palace
when it was the Palace and keep
on going out of loyalty to a tradi¬
Salisbury Beach, Mass., March 19. tion, booker Dan Friendly is now
Salisbury Beach Frolics will re¬ trying to entice the youngsters by
open this season with the same big going after diskers. The Broad¬
name policy as in former years de¬ way landmark is spending consid¬
spite the dry ruling which prohib¬ erably more coin with the new
its serving of liquor. In addition, type bills, but expects a bigger
to same admish charge of $1, there payoff.
will be a new miiiimum of $1.50 for
For example, the layout starting
which customers will get setups, tomorrow (Thurs.) will have A1
ice and charged water, or soft Martino, the De John Sisters and
drinks. Jacy Collier will book the Richard Hayman, plus surrounding
room.
talent. There will be a maximum,
Denny Mulcahy, Frolics operator,'' of six acts, so that all the turns
says he will spend around $100,000 can get a good shake on time.
for talent for the season which
The layout coming in April 4
starts around July 1, terminating will be headed by Jerry Marshall,
Labor Day>
the WMGM disk jockey who will
The Frolics is first of the spots have a bill comprising Sonny
on the beach strip to announce James, the Tarriers, Teddi King,
continuation this season. Most of Vince Martin and the Three Jaye
the others, it is indicated, will re¬ Sisters. Curiously, this bill will
main shuttered.
mark a reunion of sorts for Vince
Martin and the Tarriers. ’fhey
started as one act having hit prom¬
inence with the recording of
“Cindy.” Since then, Martin and
the Tarriers split and have gone
into business for themselves.
They’ll be on the same Palace bill,
but won’t return as one act. The
entire, layout is a package gotten
Vaudeville is hitting an in¬ up by Music Corp. of America.
More - acts of the same calibre
creased stride.
More theatres
throughout the country are inquir¬ are being sought. According to
ing about the possibilities of get¬ Friendly, the usual restrictions
For example,
ting shows with queries coming will not apply.
from indie as well as circuit houses. should an act of sufficient stature
become
available,
there’s
a possi¬
For example, the Paramount,
N.Y., in addition to the rock 'n' bility of setting up bills of two
weeks
or
more.
rollers and Pat Boone, is now set¬
The new. booking « situation is
ting up a bill to be topped by Tony
Martin, probably for an April or highly advantageous to the talent
May date. Pat Boone has been set agencies. Many of the disk acts
for May 29, and there’s a likeli¬ cannot be slotted in any midtown
hood of Johnnie Pay topping a N.Y. spot. They can now be show¬
cased and graduate to some of the
bill at this house.
In addition, Loew’s State, which important niteries locally. The of¬
has a disk jockey layout headed by fice hopes to create a demand for
Jocko Henderson for April 19., has these disk singers through their
now started a bid for the Cottbn slotting at the Pajaqe.The new policy started last week
Club show 'current at the Cotton
Club, Miami Beach. This layout is with Lillian Briggs on the first bill
following
the Jerry Lewis two-aalso being sought for an engage¬
day. According to Friendly, the
ment at the nearby Palace.
new
format
shows isigns of increas¬
The State Theatre, Hartford,
which has been ' getting shows ing the coin tally at this house.
Friendly will^se the waxworks
when available for weekends, has
also been lining up whatever refugees in an effort to entice the
younger elements. Remainder of
names it can get.
The feeling is now growing the talent td. be booked will be
among vaude bookers that there’s aimed at holding onto the social
plenty of business to be gotten security set. Whether the talent
from adults. The recent Para¬ mixture will lure the mixed ages
mount bills headed by Frank remains to be seen. Thus far, the
Sinatra and .Nat King Cole proved policy seems to be working out.
that juves aren’t the only ones tnat
will shell out at the boxoffice when
a suitable attraction comes along.
The thinking of some metropolitan
vaude bookers is that there should
be some distribution of types of
Columbus, O., March 19.
bills being booked so that a more
The Ohio State Fair operated in
universal audience cOn be tapped
1956
with
a net profit of $26,051,
for the various houses.
Exhibitors' are now also more State Auditor James A. Rhodes re¬
vealed.
The
fair operated in the
receptive to the idea of putting in'
stagebills on, occasion. Siiice tom- black because of four draws, Roy
Rogers,
Pat
Boone,
auto races and
petition for top pix is fierce, some
house operators are looking into wrestling. The harhess races and
nightly
horse
shows
operated at a
the possibilities of ah occasional
Rhodes emphasized .that,
stageshow. Talent offices now en¬ loss.
while
the
fair
operated
at a. profit,
vision the possibility of forming
fairground expenditures for the
units to take to the road.
The talent offices feel that year were $408,978 in excess of re¬
there’s no, possibility of a whole¬ ceipts.
Report showed that Roy Rogers
sale •vaude comeback, but the
amount of playing time can cer¬ grossed $122,855 and netted $26,044
tainly be increased with coopera¬ after production costs of $96,810.
Other profits reported included the
tion from theatres and talent.
Pat Boone show, $1,994; stock car
races, $1,538, and wrestling, $805.
Dallas Lines tip Acts
The night hprse show suffered a
loss
of $4,406 and the harness races
For Sports & Boat Show
a
loss of $J6,607.76.
Dallas, March 19.
Ninth annual Southwest Sports,
Boat ^ Vacation Show at State
Fair Park, sponsored by the Dallas
Morning News and its radio-tv out¬
Ripley’s Odditorium is. return¬
lets, WFAA and WFAA-TV, March ing to Broadway with its lease of
22-31, will offer a 10-act stage and the auditorium in the basement of
aquatic show.
the Astbr Theatre Bldg. Spqt is
Bill Brown will again emcee and due to open April 1. The audi¬
Billy Mayo’s -band returns for the torium opened several years ago
eighth consecutive year. Acts in¬ with a display of antique cars.
Ripley maintained an Oddi¬
clude the cycling Therons, Atayde
Circus,
Gautier’s
Steeplechase, torium about 15 years ago on
Three Ivanovs, Amin Bros., Three Broadway, and collection has been
Houcs, Chief John* White Eagle and in circulation at various locations
since then.
illusionist Rl chiardi Jr.

Salisbury Beach Frolics
Sets lOOG Talent Budget

Theatres Mahihg
Eyes at Vaude

OHIO STATE FAIR NETS
26G ON ROY ROGERS

Ripley’s B’way Odditorium

P^SRTEff
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AGVA Nkes Chez Paree Artists As
‘Employer’; Group Shll Boohing Dates
Chicago, March 19. 4-----Plans for Chez Parec Artists’
traveling one-niter revue package
set for May 18-June 19 have run
into a serious snag with Anaerican
Guild of Variety Artists. The union
The Black Watch Band will do a
turned thumbs down last week on
tour of arenas this year, having
the use of AGVA talent.
been
signed to play Madison
National h.q. in N. Y. nixed the
contract giving Chez Paree Artists Square Garden, N.Y., Sept. 21-22.
Outfit
starts
its trek for the Arena
union status as talent employer.
Phil Console of CPA was tolcT by Managers Assn, in Philadelphia
AGVA midwest director Ernie Fast Sept. 20.
Black Watch is the replacement
that to go ahead with the show
would require a club date pro¬ for the Scots Guards which toured
thje
U.S. Last season for a heavy
ducer’s franchise from AGVA
which the union recently refused gate, in virtually every"' spot. The
S.
Hurok
office is importing the
his organization.
British regimental band.
Fast interpreted the N. Y. deci¬

irit. Black Watck Band’s
Arena Tours Under AMA

sion as the final nix on the small¬
town tour that headlines Sammy
Davis Jr., but CPA is continuing to
sign up, organizations in midwest
towns to sponsor the show. Publi¬
city is going full flast and accord¬
ing to Jay LuiTe, booker of on^
nighters for Chez Paree Artists,
“We feel confident that within a
few weeks the problem existing be¬
tween Chez Paree Artists and
AGVA will be straightened- out
100% and on that basis we are pro¬
ceeding with our plans for touring
the ‘Chez Paree Kevue’ with the
Will Mastin.Trio starring Sammy
Davis Jr.”

Vande, Cafe Dates-

BRIT. GRANADA HOUSES
EYE YANKEE l-NITERS

Singly—>1.05 Each In Sequence
• 3 Parody Books, per Bk ... $10 •
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk-$25 •
Minstrel Budget ...$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
• "The Comedian" Monthly Servtw •
$15 per Year (12 Issues)
We Also Teach M.C.Mng and Comady
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NO C.O.D.'S
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MORE AFRICAN TOURS
Dick Campbell Reconnoiters' for
U. S. Cultural Attractions
Lisbon, March 19.
Dick Campbell, ah official of the
American National Theatre and
Academy,. as gont for the U. S.
State Dept, has* been touring
Africa and Visiting 18 countries
where he interviewed government
officials^ sport promoters and thea¬
tre impresarios in order to estab¬
lish a plan for Yankee legit and
ballet companies, singers and musi¬
cians to appear in the principal
African towns, in International
Cultural Exchange programs spon^
sored by State and “administered”
by ANT A.
Campbell declared at a press
conference here that companies
like the New York City Centre
Ballet or artists such as Benny
Goodman, Duke Ellington and
Lionel Hampton and even the
“Harlem Globetrotters” will jtour
South Africa, West and East Portu¬
guese Africa, the Belgian Congo
and North Africa.

New York

Morgana King and Stuart Rose
have signed to the William Morris
Agency . . . Linda Lynch Trio to
the Town Casino, Buffalo, April 8.
. . . Ruth Harrison & Kossi, ice
terpers, are at the Palace Hotel,'
Copenhagen, having moved to this
spot following a stand at the Berns
Theatre, Stockholm ... A Long
Island version of The Living Room,
N.Y., opened Friday (15) in Kew
Gardens. Michael Short is hosting.
. . . Irving Fields remains at the
SI. Moritz Hotel until the sidewalk
cafe opens late spring . . . Mills
Bros signed for the Stagecoach Inn,
So. Hackensack, N.J.,.April 12-13.
London, March 12.
. . . Sophie Tucker pacted for the
Plans are being developed to ex- Latin Casino, Philadelphia, Oct. 13.
tend the presentation of topline
Chicago
American stars at Granada picture
Tune Tattlers (4) will handle the
houses in Britain on a one-nighter
with next .ice show at Con¬
basis. Lou Berlin, who recently vocals
rad Hilton, opening Aug. 1 . . .
left the Ted Heath agehcy where' Little Buck inked for Moulin
he was general,.manager for sev¬ Rouge, Los Angeles, April 9 for
eral years, is now devoting most of two sets . . . Bonnie Baker hooked
his time with Granada lining , up for the Montoleone, New Orleans,
for two frames, April 2, carrying
artists for future presentation.
her own trio with her; follows with
He’ll be aiming at Palladium eight weeks at the Dunes, Vegas,
headliners.
Tentative
arrange¬ July 4 . . . Shecky Greene at the
ment have already been made for Chase, St. Louis, March 27 for two
the Platters to do a couple of Sun¬ weeks . . . Slapsie Maxie into
day night dates at Granada thea¬ Jane’s Hideaway, Posen, Ill., yes¬
tres, and Slim Whitman, who’s due terday (Tues.) for two rounds . . .
here for eight-week season this Cathy Carr at Jimmy's Show
month, is also in line for a series Lounge, Detroit, for two weeks,
Monday (18) ... James Melton into
of midweek one-night stands.
Rancho Don Carlos, Winnipeg, for
one frame, Saturday (23), then to
N.Y. for concerts . . . Hilltoppers
PROFESSIONAL
for
a double frame at B & B, In¬
COMEDY MATERIAL
dianapolis, April 1 . . . Morey
for all Theatricals
Amsterdam set for Congress Hotel,
Louis, for a two-weeker, April
CLASON^S
FUNirMASTER St.
1 . . . Harding & Moss Revue into
Tht Original Show Biz Gag Fil*
Embers, Ft. Wayne, for two frames,
Wf Service the Stars
35 Issues S25 — First 13 for $7
April 1. •

Hollywood
Singer Ilona Adams holding at
the Bar of Music ... Nitery songdance comedy team of Alan &
Phyllis Sues film-debuting in War¬
ners’ “The Helen Morgan Story.”
. . -. Nick Castle is staging Zsa Zsa
Gabor’s hoofing in act she opens
April 17 at El Rancho, Las Vegas.
Joe E. Lewis will toi^ne show . . .
Gus Lampe, Cocoanut Grove en¬
tertainment director, back from
Las Vegas where he scouted nitery
acts . . . Pliil Shukin penning new
material for Marie Wilson's open¬
ing April 10 at the Riviera, Las
Vegas.

Montreal
Jimmy Tapp (whose weekly^ tv
“Tapp Room” guests cafe artists)
back from Hollywood where he
made two tv appearances . . .
Baker Sisters, heading Bellevue
Casino’s 'first all-girl show, guested
(14) on “Tapp; Room,” doing, part
of their as yet unreleaSed disk
“Trinidad Daddy” . . . Momho
Cafe enlarging its 1,200 capacity to
1,500, adding Golden Zebra Lounge
... El Morocco due for a second
increase in size next summer . . »
Upstairs Beaver Cafe, under new
manager Gaston Lortie, opening
new street-floor lounge where a
popcorn shop now stands.

Miami Sun (Eadi* Tor) said—"Cab Calloway novti
gavo a moro ramarkablo porformartco in hit startpanglod carttr, Joading tho band, .omcoolng, ting¬
ing, dancing and clowning.”

CAB CALLOWAY
Currently Twelfth Week

CaiTDN
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Vedneisdliy, March 20, X5)57

ACVA Pressing
Chi’s Cafe DJ’s

Cafes' 20% Tax Woe^
Continued from page 15

$350,000 tax bill from Uncle Sam
who said that wiisn’t the case.
Difficulties have started heavily
in New York with other areas
throughout the country to he
tapped either by the regular staffs
or by special tax units.
For example, Internal Revenue
has filed against John Perona’s El
Morocco with an assessment of
$849,085 plus two' Hens totalling
$10,046. Impost against this spot
wa.s for the period from October,
1944, to September, 1951, Penalty
is included in the assessment.
El Bprracho was assessed $2,347
for the second quarter of last year*
$4,149 for the third quarter, and
$3,550 for the last quarter. Govern-ment said it was withholding taxes
that weren’t paid up. Apparently
every type of levy will come under
the purview of the current revenue
hunt.
Spots such as the Latin Quarter,
and the Copacahana, N. Y., which
have been collecting 20% on
everything, aren't being hit In the
current looksee.
Matter of Interpretation

music, would be included. The
Government estimated that its
revenue from that field Would be
greater. The hotelmen rebelled
at that offer^,and it was killed In
committee.
It’s noted by the cafemen that in
virtually every case in, a legit cafe
operation, the Government is
stepping into situations where the
difficulties started because of in¬
terpretation. "Thus far, no fraud
actions have been initiated. In¬
ference is being made that because
every nitery has a different physi¬
cal construction, the tax on the
bar business could have been in¬
terpreted in several ways. This
error stemmed from lack of in¬
spection by the Government, and
.the difference of various Internal
Revenue .areas in interpretation.
The Versailles’ difficulties, for ex¬
ample, stemmed from a faplty in¬
terpretation of its modus operand!
in presentation of checks. A hardand-fast determination years ago
by the Government would have
staved off that kind of difficulty.

Saranac Lake

It's an open secret that the vari¬
ance of interpretation, which Is
By Happy Benway
now being translated in the Go^
Saranac Lake, N.Y., March 19.
ernment’s favor, thus making boniA bow to Joe (lATSE) McCarthy
faces liable for many years of un¬
collected taxes, can put 90% of the and the boys of Theatrical Protec¬
Chicago, March 19,'
niteries out of business. There are tive Union No. 1 for taking' time
Disk jockeys piping out of niter- situations under which patrons out to cheer up and gift the needy
ies and eating spots here are to were urged to pay the checks on of the actors colony and the Will
Rogers Hospital.
pack another union card in their that
bill accumulated' before
wallet. American Guild of Variety danco and entertainment time in ‘ Ruth Burke, • formerly of the
Artists started
policing the d.j. order to escape the levy. The Loop Theatre, Toledo, and who
circuit here as of last Friday (15). revenooers are now asking for graduated here in class of '50, is
in the William Roche Hospital,
Signups have already started and taxes on those bills.
Toledo, awaiting major surgei*y.
are expected to be completed in
However, not all cases will be
Mitzi White planed in from
short order.
looked into. For example, some Oklahoma City and joined the
As with other dual union mem¬ cafes advertise a pre-theatre din¬ third
floor gang for the usual
berships, AGVA is allowing, the ner which gets the customer out checkup and rest period. Fred
American Federation of TV and of the house before tax, couvert McCabe, former theatre doorman,
Radio Artists’ members to halve or minimum goes in effect. These also is progressing nieely.
their $100 initiation fees.
are interpreted as being okay, pro¬
Albert Ba'gdasarian, -WNBZ an¬
Announcement of AGVA push vided there was no dancing nor en¬ nouncer, was recently admitted to
followed chief Jackie Bright’s visit tertainment at that time. For ex¬ the N.Y. State Sanatorium at Rayhere Thursday (14) to address the ample, the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria brook.
local organization.
Chicago’s discourages dancing before 8:30
Kitty Bernard (Stapleton Sis¬
AGVA staff is also being increased p.m. by the simple expedient of ters), wife of the latp Mike Bernard
to accommodate increased activi¬ putting a fruit bowl or a meat- ragtime pianist, and who graduated
ties.
wagon in the middle of the dance¬ here in class of '52, reports that
floor. It further discourages pa¬ she is in good health and now
trons from terplng by utilizing resides in Champaign, Ill,, to he
only a cymbalom player for that near her son who is in the Air
period.
Other hotels and cafes Force.
After being floored for three
discourages hoofing in a similar weeks
Bob (Mello-Larks) Smith is
manner, in order to accommodate back in circulation and alternating
Builders Show, Mpls. . patrons who won’t stay for the en¬ between the main office switch¬
tertainment.
Minneapolis, March 16.
board and downtown shopping for
The most worrisome aspect of the infirmary gang, while Alonzo
Spike Jones’ Musical Insanities
of 1957 with Spike Jones Orch the tax . for many bonifaces will Fisk, chairman of the “We The
(12), George Rock, Freddy Martin, come from the. operators of night Patients” committee, is upped for
Gil Bernal, Mousie Garner, Billy clubs with bar adjuncts, who felt meals in the main messhalL
Write to those who are ill.
Barty, Diane & Deone, Francis that this part of the club was suf¬
Brunn (2); Mpls. 'Auditorium, ficiently shielded from the enter¬
tainment to warrant exclusion of
March 16-24; 90c-$1.40.
the tax tap. Should the Govern¬
The only other time Spilce Jones ment ask for the 20% of that
and his gang provided the stage husihess, many will fold immedi¬
entertainment for this annual ately,
Builders Show, back in 1953, its
A number of N. Y. niteries have
attendance records were shattered. already beeit visited, and while no
If the hefty opening Saturday (16) final opinions have been given, it’s
afternoon turnout and the fact expected that a number of liens
that the musical lunatics are at and assessments will be filed.
their hilarious best mean any¬
The cabaret tax is now the only
thing, a safe prediction is that an¬
Federal entertainment levy in the
other new mark will be set.
20%
category. Other branches of
At the bargain admission scale,
Jones furnishes an extra big the entertainment industry had
their
excise taxes reduced to 10%
money’s worth of fun and enter¬
tainment to back up 450 exhibits. from the original 20% put on dur¬
ing
the
war.
In addition to his own perform¬
ers, he has brought in two aqts
May Seek Reduction
that are top-drawer in their par¬
It’s expected that night clubs
ticular lines. One is a sensational and hotels will now treble their
juggler, Francis Brunn, and the. efforts to get the tap reduced to
other a youthful feminine acro¬
the same amount jfts :the other
batic .duo, Diane & Deofie,
fields or eliminated entirely. It’s
While setting music back 10,000
years, as he claims, the Jones a known fact that the number of
lunatics outdo, if possible, their cabarets has been vastly reducedprevious zanyisms. Along with in the past year or so, which has
plenty of new monkey’ and other reduced the number of jobs avail¬
shines and insanities, they devote able to performers and musicians
a little time, too, to performing as well as culinary and. service
musical mayhem on such of the crafts.
It’s recalled that^a number of
perennial Jones’
favorites
as
“Black Magic,” “Poet and Peasant,” years ago, the American Hotel
SAHARA HOTEL
“Chloe” and ”Love and Marriage.” Assn, had the opportimi^ of get¬
LAS VEGAS, NEV.
Strangely. enough, with all the ting the 20% tab reduced to 5%,
MILTON PEUTSCH AGENCY
shenanigans, there’s plenty of but that would have meant that
9157 Suniat, llvd.
tuneful melodics. And everything rooms with "music only, such as
Hollywood 44/ Col if.
moves 'at breakneck 'speed with a string trios, a piano, or even piped
maximum of noise. Vocalistics
mixed with elowning are entrusted
to George Rock, Freddy Martin
The Amazing
and Gil Bernal, and all score. Ber¬
nal’s long-winded session on the
saxaphone is a highlight, too, and
Martin on the banjo and Mousie
Garner with his comedic clarinet-,
ing also land strongly. Midget
Billy Barty makes merry through¬
CURRENTLY APPEARING
out and his impressions are among
THE EMPIRE ROOM. Hotel Statler, Washihgton, D. C.
the show’s many hits.
P.S.: Roturnirtg THE COTILLION ROOM, Now York City
" In a way, the local Jones appear¬
ance is a break-in for hi« CBS-TV
Thonki.to STANLEY MEIJA
^
sei'ies which starts April 2.
Rees. ■

Trade Show Review

YVONNE MORAY

LUCILLE AND EDDIE

ROBERTS

Match 20» 1957
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The Ladrlnglos^ two femmes, rouse
yocks, then gasps, as they whirl at
fast, tempo in revolving frame
through the air, Ibop-the-loop style.
Gillian & June (see New Acts) are
opening dancers. Weakish layout
is backed by resident orch under
Gord.
sheen. Dressed in sailor ‘ suits, Bobby Dowds.
their act has been widely imitated
but none can touch the zest and
perfection in the tomfoolery of
this group.:
Yves Joly & Co. (4) have um¬
brellas cavorting as humans in an
offbeat marionet number. Clever ANGELA & FRED ROBEY
humanizing of the situation, plus Ventriloquist
fine blending of visual and musical 10 Mins.
elements, make this an unusual Latin Quarter, N. Y.
act. Tags Bros. (3) mime to rec¬
Angela & Fred Robey, recent
ords, primarily those of Spike imports from Prance, have the
Jones. However, the mugging is basis of a good novelty turn. In its
obvious and invention still low- present state, there’s too much re¬
level. This igets okay local accep¬ liance on a duck character, in the
tance. but looks limited for inter¬ manner of Robert Lamouret, but
inclusion of'»an aero dance turn by
national chances.
Anne-Marie Carriere is a breezy the femme member of the act, and
femme raconteuse dealing with the an excellent technical display at
war of the sexes for risible re¬ the end give the act a good rea¬
turns. Konyots (2) do a pratfall- son for working the better spots.
Male’s ability to smoke, drink,
acro bit. The woman is fey and
full of comic dignity in her im¬ and perform ^at various voice levels
broglios with her male partner fqr gives the turn its biggest values.
The start of the act has. a lot of
•an ingratiating filler.
moments, both on 'the tech¬
Kam Tai Co. (5) are a"group of weak
and writing end. The voices
Chinese contortionists and acro¬ nical
are slight and characterizations
bats who do difficult thmgs with indefinite.
It’s an expensively
deceptive ease. This is a sriiooth, mounted turn.
The dummies are
elegant act which would liven, any made with care and
the costuming
house or video prograrii. Donald B. ,of the twosome is tasteful.
Stuart is a tall Anglo magico who
Granted that the lad’s language
does it the satirical way by bun¬ difficulties
are considerable, he
gling his tricks. A pleasant, corny still needs some
stronger writing
mien arid a 'fractured French ac¬ to iron out' the kinks
in the fore¬
companying patter bring this in for part of his turn.
. Jose.
okay filler usage.
Mosk.

House Reviews
Wiitityf 3W.

Y.

Robert C. Rothafel presentation
of **Carib Calypso,’* with Enid
Mosier ^ Trinidad Steel Trio,
lance Haven, Montego Joe, Nancy
Lee Parker, Manuel Del Toro,
Paula Newland, Bud Robinson,
Roxyettes (24), Skating Squires
(12), Robert Boucher Orch; chore¬
ography, Anolyn Arden; sets, Bruno
Maine; costumes, Winifred Morton;
••Heaven Knows Mr. Allison’’
(20th),. reviewed in current issue
of Variety:

The Roxy has put on a colorful
caper in recognition of the current
calypsp vogue. Robert C. Rotha*
fel has provided a show that looks
like it had a bottomless budget.
Costuming and sets seem as lush
as the Carib scenery with even
the local 802ers in the pit garbed
in the manner of the Trinidad
troubadors. While the pacing of
the layout is good, some cuts
need to be made and a few minor
changes are in order to bring the
show up to maximum effectiveness.
Admittedly, there aren’t too
many top calypsoers extant, but
the Roxy has gotten some of the
better items in that field, includ¬
ing Enid Mosier and her Trinidad
Steel Trio.
Miss Mosier was
brought, up on small rooms like
the Village Vanguard tnd recently
broke into the larger cafes. Her
activity in the vast. expanse of the
Roxy doesn’t hit its top effect,
since she uses a lot of the subtlety
that she perfected in the intimeTies. The sepia singer has a lot or
Pearl Bailey characteristics and a
wealth of humor that doesn’t
come off. Perhaps she should get
fuller lighting so that her facial
expressions could be seen to bet¬
ter advantage. Miss Mosier, how¬
ever, delivers melodically, and the
steel drums aid her cause consid¬
erably.
Another major item is Montego
Joe who does a lengthy conga
drum aria and figures promineiftly
in the production. Lance Haven
does the calypso vocals pictur¬
esquely. Some of his tunes are
topically germane to the Roxy
show and add interest.
The ice production seems fuller
than in most of the previous ex¬
hibits. The choreograjphy is. fast
and colorful and individual num¬
bers come off well. Nancy Lee
Parker, Bud Parker and Manuel
Del Toro give lithe frappe exhi¬
bitions, and . Paula Newland con¬
tributes the incidental singing,
The mixed line., of 36 Roxyettes
provides plenty of action.
The
routines are intricate and excellenty performed and the great
stage -population contributes to
the spice and spectacle on this
show. Robert Boucher provides
competent showbacking.
Jose.

New Acts

Apollo, N. Y.
Chris .,Columbo Orch (12), Cadil¬
lacs (5), George Holmes, Spence
Twins, Minors (6), Joe Tex, Linda
Hopkins; ’•Wichita” (AA).

Apollo management is way off
base this inning in allowing some
of its acts to carry on with assort¬
ed vulgarisms. It’s a sad com¬
mentary on a house once noted for
top-grade Negro talent, and lately
as a rock ’n’ roll mecca, to have
drifted into a state where taste in
showmanship apparently has been
checked at the stagedoor.
Biggest offenders are Joe Tex
and the Chris Columbo combo.'
Tex, in a takeoff on Elvis Presley
singing “Hound Dog,” resorts to
gutter antics in a strip and with a
“Keep Off” signed pinned to the
derriere of his red longjohns. And
Columbo’s at fault for allowing
sax-man Jimmy Tyler to toot out
dirty epithets on his horn.
Management Ought to apply
some-self restrictions before the
house bill sinks any lower.
Rest of the bill is routine.
George Holmes opens with some
cigaret-smoking trickery, the i)NO
long-gammed Spence girls wiggle
their educated derrieres and then
the singers take over.
The Minors, five boys and one
girl, sounding like an offshoot of
the Teenagers, take off on some
rockin’ tunes,
Linda 'Hopkins
soloes on some blues notes and
"Ilobino, Paris
The Cadillacs, popular repeaters
here, wrap it up with a session of
Paris, March 12.
Gros.
Sidney Bechet & Andre Rewell- their disk faves.
otty Orch (6), Paul Peri, Crad¬
docks (3), Yves Joly & Co. (4),
Empire, Glasgow
Anne-Marie Carriere, Tags Bros.
(3), Konyots (2), Kam Tai Co. (5),
Glasgow,^ March 14.
Donald B. Stuart; $1.75 top.
Tex Ritter, Morton Fraser’s Har¬
monica Rascals (7), Alan Clive,
Sidney Bechet, the veteran of Len Young, Maurice French &
New Orleans jazz, has become a Partner, L^ringlos (2), Gillian &
regular here during his nine-year June, Bobby Dowds Orch.
residence. His disks are bestsell¬
ers, has composed two ballets, and
Tex Ritter, here on current Brit¬
now roams Prance doing one-night ish vaude tour, offers pleasant but
stands. He does the houses when not'Standout songalog as headliner
in Paris.
of this layout. Between tunes he
With the Aqdre Reweliotty Orch gabs amiably about Hollywood,
(6) Bechet is now pulling the films, his leading ladies and his
younger set into this nabe house. horse, White Flash.
Garbed in flashy blue suit and
Oldsters also listen attentively',
even if they give some incompre- white hat. cowboy singer ranges
hensive, shrugs from time to time. from “Jealous Heart” through
However, an excellent bill makes “Green Grow the Lilacs” to “Way¬
this a program which should have ward Wind” and “High Noon.”
Bechet riding high through the Scores with “Whisky, Rye Whisky,’*
and shows sense of humor by ref¬
Ides of March.
Bechet, ably assisted by the Gal¬ erence to his own “large ranqh,
lic band, shows that he has lost all two acres of it.”
He’s backed by four instrumen¬
none of his wind and versatility.
He has the audience indulging in talists of the Morton Fraser Har¬
Gang, plus the resident
handclaps both with and for his monica
orch, and winds with topical
music. Also in for good results is house
locally-penned r&r song to boost
Paul Peri. Singer has A direct, current
anti-tuberculosis campaign
virile voice arid enhances it' with
a fresh, earthy songalog under¬
Fraser’s
Harmonica Rascals liven
lined bjLknowing thespic interpre¬ things up musically,
their comedy
tation. "Tperi is on his way to be¬ byplay with a dwarf member scor¬
coming a top pop singer here and ing with the audience. Alan Clive,
appears tp have the, attribute for tall, sturdy comedian, offers his
musical‘ Comedy. Talk has it that familiar impression of James Stew¬
he will do an Anglo vetsion of the art, but blots his copybook with
current Gallic musical hit “Irma, some indigo-flavored. stories. Len
La Douce,” in Englaind &nd the Young, who’s a better singer than
U.S. with Zlzl Jeanmaire as costar. comedian, also goes off rails with
Craddocks
(3)
uncork their questioAablte fun fodder that’s not
knockabout, slapstic number which suited to family audiences.
is always a laughfest. Sons •£ the
Maurice French doffs jacket, shirt
famec^^^^^^^^^n^^^^ir cir- and exjtra truusers whili? balancing
on rojler. This follows a juggliiag'

CHRISTINE NORDEN
Songs
24 Mins.
Colony, London
Christine NOrden'Is a local girl
who’s been in the U.S. for a few
years. In London she was develop¬
ing fast as a film actress and had
several important screen roles to
her credit. Now she’s back with
her husband (composer-arrangetconductor-accompanist Herbert
Hecht) and headlining at this fash¬
ionable- Berkeley.. Square rendez¬
vous.
Miss Norden is a tall, well-built
blonde, with a striking appearance
and a friendly stage personality.
She has a powerful set of pipes
and a natural talent for dealing
with bold, brash numbers. As long
as she keeps on that taqk she’s
fine; but she’s out of character
when she tries her hand at senti¬
mental ballads. Her opener, “I’m
Glad to Be Back,” strikes a note
of nostalgia and in “An Occasional
Man” she has a typical number to
matph .her personality. That goes,
too, for her interpretation of
“Bongo,” in which she lures re¬
luctant customers onstage to join
her in some simple stepping.
Her weak spots in an otherwise
crisp routine were “Cry' Me a
River” and “Rockabye Baby.”
Hecht’s smooth accompaniment
helped in achieving a professional
finish.
Myro.
GILLIAN & JUNE
Dancing
8 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Two young .girls offer neat
dancing turn . that’s above-average
as oJ)ener on British vaude circuit.
Pair are garbed in black and
white, with narrow-fitting" black
pants, and teeoff with bowler hats
or headgear. Following opening
routine notable for good precision
timing, they don straw hats for
breezier brand, of terping, and
wind, in. sailor headgear, with
nautical routine that wins palm¬
ing.
Distaffers are pretty and
easy-on-eye throughout.
Good act for general run of
vauderies.
Gord.
BOB GIBSON .
FAlksongs
20 Mins.
Village Vanguard, N. Y.
Bob Gibson I15 a pleasant folksinger. Accompanying himself on
the banjo, he delivers a variety of
tunes ranging from dramatic to
comedy. His manner is polished
and his singing good. He starts off
with a calypso-type arrangement,
moves into a blues and. then
switches to a humorous item in a
bright ditty about a guy planning
a trip to Morrow, a city In Ohio.
For a closer, he gets the audi¬
ence to join In on a number for
neat results. Gibson is youthful,
personable and an okay bet for
most spots.
Jess.

Old Roumanian Breather

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 20
Numarula In conntctlen with bills below indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) independent; iL; Loew; (M) Moss;
<P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (P) 21
Ann Gilbert
Foursome
Rockettes
Eleano"? Reina
Ann Buchan

Palace (R) 18
Richard Hayman
DeJohn Sis.
A1 Martino
Archie Robbins
Derby WUson
Colleanos

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 18
George WaUace
Jim Gerald
CoUeano & White
Jennie Howard
Queenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
Christine ■& Moll
Tony Moynlhan
Brenda Charles
George Nichols
Jack O’Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Top's
2 Randows
Honky Tonk 4
SYDNEY '
Tivoli (T) 18
Richard Hearne

JuUa
Nicolas Darvas
Ross & La Pierre
Lane Bros
Bob Bromley
Albins .
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis. Jacob
PERTH
Malestys (T) 18
Malestys (T) 18
uohnny Lockwood
Bobby Limb .
Rayes & Faye
Dawn Lake
Johnny O’Connor
Darryl Stewart
Les Thaika
AUCKLAND
Malestys (T) 18
K Dunham & Co.

BRITAIN
Dave King
BIRMINGHAM
UIppidrome (M) 18 Shani Warns
Andrea D’ers
Platters
Jones &■ Arnold
Lane 2
Los Gatos
Warren & Genie
Walthon & Dorralne Jimmy Lee
Metropolitan (18)
Amley A Gloria
Lee Lawrence
Frances Duncan
Nat GoneUa
Alan & Steve
Des O’Connor
Joe Black '
Johnny Silver
BRIGHTON
Hlppodronio (M) 18 'Walters Dogs
Mnrelands
Max Wall
Terry Kennedy Co. Sonny Farrar
SUver & Audrey
Anne Hart
Jumpin Jax
NEWCASTLE
" Speedacs
Empire (M) 18
. Teen-Agers
Slim Whitman '
FINSBURY PARK Flack & MlUs
Empir«.,(M) 18
Joan Rhodes
Art Baxter Co
Gordon & Colville
Haley Sis
Topper Martyn
Morecambe & Wise Weldens
A & R Van Bolen
Fred Atkins '
Dickie Bennett
NOTTINGHAM
Bobby Dennis
Empire (M) 18
Bernard Landy
Ruby Murray
Lana Sis
Francois & Zandra
GLASGOW
Dickie Henderson
Empire (M) 18
El Grandas & Peter
Max Bygraves
Jimmy Gay
A & V SheUey
Audrey Jeans
Kaye Sis
Jack Francois
White &/Ann
Hatry Jacobson
Kendor Bros.
Kordas
Die Naukos
SHEFFIELD
Rusty
Empire (M) 18
EDINBURGH
Tony Crombie Co.
Empire (M) 18
Maxine Daniels
Tex Ritter
Don Fox
Gillian & June
Morton Fraser Co. Billie 'Wyner
Ron Scott
Alan Clive
Ross & Howitt
Ladringlos
Jerry Harris
Len Young
Dancing McKennas
Maurice French
SHREWSBURY
LEEDS
Granada
Empire (M) 18
Alma Cogan
Harry Bailey
Albert Burdon
Rhoda Rogers
Elizabeth & CoUihs
George -Meaton
Renee Strange
Bob Grey
J Baldwin & Part Freddie Harrison
K & A ./Uexis
2 Rexanos
Lester Sharpe
LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 18
Iris
SUNDERLAND
Teenagers
Empire (M) 18
2 EUtes .
Hylda Baker
Arthur Maynes
Mayfalrs
Granger’s Puppets
Billy McCormack
Freddie Frinton
Overbury & Su^ette
Brockways '
Alexis Tr.
Rosinas
LONDON
Marcles
Hippodrome (M) 18 Juggling Brauns

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dagmar
Jay Lawrence
Wayne Roland
Blue Angel'
'.‘Calypso Tropl-.
cana’*
Jennifer Marshall
Lord Christo
Priscilla Hood
Maraca King A
Tijuana
Lady Alina
A1 D’Lacy Ore
Blue Note
Dave Brubeck (-1)
Two Ton Baker
Chez Paree
Jimmy Durante
Sonny King
Jackie Barnett
Muriel Landers
Cernays (2)
Chez Paree Adorables (8)
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Cloister Inn
Chubby Jackson’s
Rascals (5)
Dick A Kiz Harp
Conrad Hilton
"Skating Memories’*

Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons (2)
Karen
Jo Ann McGowan
Bill Christopher
Paul Gibben
Naomi Wold
"China’’ Clark
Ann Cucksey
Encores (4)
Frankie Masters Oro
Boulevardears A
Dons (12)
Drake Hotel
Gale Robbins
Gate of Horn
Luc Poret
Glen Yarborough
London House
Eddy Heywood (3)
Ahmad Jamal (3)
Mister Kelly's
BUlie Holiday
Mort Sahl
Harry Slottag (3)
Marx A Frigo
Frank D’Rone
Palmer House
Lisa Kirk
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Music
Fulton Burley
Jimmie Shawn
Jerry Linden .Ore
Ciro'i ■
Shirley Bassey
Janik A Amaat
Gerl Galian Ore
Felix Martinique Ore
Crescendo
Mary Kaye Trio
Ray Toland Ore

Interlude
Cal TJader Quintet
Mocambo
Johnny Bach
Ann Mason
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
GoOfers (6)
Statler Hotel
Wiere Bros. (3)
Dick Stabile Oro

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
F^nkle Laine
Beverlee Dennis
Art Johnson '■
Donn Arden Dners
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dunes

Joe Graydon
Bruce Davis
The Players
New Frontier
Yma Sumac
Johnny Puleo and
Harmonica Gang
The Lancers
"Minsky Goes To
Page and Bray
Paris”
Venus Starlets
Kathy Barr
Garwood Van Orch
Ted Lawrle
Riviera
Patti Ross
Dennis Day
' '
Niki A Noel
Carsony Bros.
Miss Lonl
Dorothy Dorben
Vallkyra
Dancers
Joe DeRita
Novelites
Irv. Benson
Lenny Kent
Murray Brisco
Jaci Fontaine
Grace Reed
Ray Sinatra Orch
Pat "Amber’* Sahara
Halladay
Tony Bennett ,
Larry Griswold
Constance Bennett
'Minsky Girls
Yvonne Moray
Hoyt Henry Oro
Louis Prima
El Cortez
Keely Smith
Maya Angelou
Saharem Dancers
Lester Horton Dners
Sands^
Dick, Drake
Will Mastin Trio
Cirduettes
Sammy Da'vis Jr,
Burter Hallett Ore
Copa Girls
El Rancho Vegas
Antonio MorelU Oro
Milton Berle
Showboat
Betty George
WaUy Vernon
The Dunh^ls
Mkrcia Edgington
Metropolitan Sextet Garr Nelson
Renee Molnar Dcr* Showboat Girls
Dick Rice Orch
Mike Werner Orch
Flamingo
Silver Slipper
Haiik Henry
Helen Traubel
Peop-etts
Robert Lamouret
Richiardl Jr.
Boubouka
Flamingoettes
Jessica James
Jody Lawrence
Lou Basil Orch
.Fremont Hotel
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Ish Kabibble A
Sparky Kaye
A Shy Guys
Mac Dennison
The Make Believes
Slipperettes
Golden Nugget
Geo. Redman Orch
Thuhderbird
Polly Posstun A
"International Rev**
Joe Wolverton
Leny- Eversong
Harry Ranch
Lara, Lee
Jig Adams
. Hacienda
Peg-Leg Bates
Eddie Peabody
Barney Rawlings
Ann Weldon
Thunderbird Dners
Day, Dusk, Da'wn
A1 Jahns Orch

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
NEW YORK CITY
Bon Soir
Johnny Haymer
Felicia Sanders
Jimmie Daniels
Three Flames
Bruce Kirby
Warren Vaughan
Blue Angel
Alice Pearce
Johnny Mathis
Charles Manna
Martha Davis
St. Spouse
Jimmy Lyons 8
Charttas
Anby Kapitanny
Lili
Bela Babal Ore
Tibor Rakossy
Bill Yedla
Dick Marta ,
' Chateau Madrid
Malagon Sis
A1 Castellanos Oro
Luis Ortiz Oro
C^opacabana
Roberta Sherwood
Myron Cohen
Gaylords
Dorlanne Gray
Ron Beatty
Kathi Dean
Bud Spencer
Michael Durso Oro
Frank Marti Ore
Downstairs Room
CeU Cabot
Jack Fletcher
June Ericson
Gerry Matthews
Julius Monk .
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Nancy Andrews
Dick Smart
Bob Downey
Harold FonvlUe Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Janl Sarkozl
Gypsies
Quintero Rhumbas'
Hotel Pierre
Frank Parker
£ A L Roberts
Stanley Melba Ore
Alan Logan Oro
Joseph Sudy
Hotel Rowevelt v
•&ddie Lane Ore
' ,,Ho»ei,'Ta##i’.

The Old Roumanian, N. Y., will
shutter for 10 days starting April
15 fpr alterations and a facelift.
It coincides with the Passover holi¬
days when business throughout the
lower eastside area reaches a low
ebb.
5 ; i^pot will' reopen Aprill 25» .with
Vlnce^^ J^jp
.limUarly \ 5p0iseav ,' Jan Bart headlining.

Hotel St. Regis
Genevieve
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Hotel Statler
Ray McKinley Ore
Latin Quarter
A. L. Simpkins
Isabel A Miguel
' Georgia Reed
Kitty Dolan
Carmen Phillips
Trio Cottas
Syncopated Waters
Jo Lombardi Oro
B Harlowe Ore
Hotel Plaza
Jacquel'n Francoise
Ted Straeter
Mark Monte
Park Sheraton
Miml Warren
Jose Melis
Spark Thurman
Town A Country
A1 Hlbbler
A1 Bernie •
James A Jardlne
Williams
Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey Oro
La Playa
Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Dolores Daiiphine
Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene A Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Viennese Lantern
Monica Boyar
Dean Sheldon
Barbara Kirk
Ernest Schoen Oro
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Norma Smith
Ralph Michele
Danny Davis Ore
Larry McMahon
BUly Kelly
Irving Harris
Village Vanguard
Mae Barnes
Faith Wintbrop
Bob Gibsen
C WUllams Trio
r. ^Waklerf-Aatmaav^
Benny Goodman Ore
JUscha.Bora Oro... .i

Americana
Jack Garter
Lllo
Charlivels
Jackie Heller
Joe Reichman Ore
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Giiia Valente
Guy Rennie
Harvey Bell
Clark Fiers
Vivian Lloyd
Cotton Club
Cab Calloway
Lonnie Sattin
Sallie Blair
WiU Gaines
George Kirby
Joe Chisholm
Anjoel Trio
Savar Dancers
Michelle Clark
Norma. Miller Ders
Orioles
Eddie Barefield Ore
Balmoral
Judy Tyler
Sonny Kendis Ore
Tana Lenn
Club Calypso
Lord Flea A Co.
Carlos Varella’s
Cubanaires
Dl Lido
Mandy Campo Ore
Jack DeLeon
Bea Kalmus
Marla A TbnJ
Caney Ore
Eden Rot
Lena Horne
Jimmy Komack
Chlquita A Johnson
Mai Malkin Oro
Chuey Reyes Oro
Palmetto Boys
Empress
Mickey Katz
Sheila Guyse
Mandy Campo Oro
Fontainebleau
Llberace
George Libernce
Llberace Symphony
Jean Fenn ■
Murray Schlamme
A1 Navarro Oro
Sacasas Oro
-‘HMtapd^pM*^^'Club!

^Olseq A Johqsjon

Marty May
Malagon Sisters
Eileen O’Dare
June Johnson
Leonard Sues
Gene Austin
Conrad Dancers
Latin Quarter
Zlegfeld FoUies
Bob Kennedy
Dominique
George Matson
Ving Merlin Strings
Lynn Christie
Leon A Eddie's
Vanities of *57
Bubbles Parlen#

IfUcerne

Havana Revue
Marquez Sisters
Eva Flores
Milos Velarde
Renee A Lidia
Questel
Mardl Gras Girls
Don A Tyler
Luis Varona Oro
Malayan
The Riveros
Mighty Panther
Bahama Mama
Conrad Hodges* Calypsonians
Monte Carle
Billy Eckstine.
Leonard Young
Sid Tucker Ore
Murray Franklin's
Irwin Corey
Leon Fields
Dick Haviland
Joan Perry
Johnny Franks
Murray Franklin
Billy Mitchell
Eddie Bernard
Nautilus
Moishe Oysher
Frankie Scott
Antone A Ina
Syd Stanley Ore ^
fans Souci Hotel
Redcaps A Damita
Jo
Freddy Calo Ore
Place Pigalls
B S Piilly
Dixie Evans
French FolUes
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NIGHT CLUB REiTEWS

Eden II0C9 HBanii Bi^ch
Miami Beach, March 17.
Lena Horne (Lennie Hayton con¬
ducting), Jimmy Komack, Chiquita
& Johnson, Henry Tobias, Mai Mtilkin Orch; $4-$7 beverage minimum.
First weekend’s crowds flocking
lo see Lena Horne in the cafe
Pompeii—her
first
appearance
along the nitery belt here in some
years—point to a two-week run
for the sepian beauty that may well
top the records set by Harry Belafonte and Joe E. Lewis in this
plushery.
Miss Horne sparks palming on
completion
of her fast-paced
opener and keeps the “do more”
din building throughout a stint
that is oikB of the most shrewdly
devised a top performer has dis¬
played in this setting. The book,
contains the standards she’s asso¬
ciated with plus newies that stress
her inherently dynamic quality, an
underplayed facet of her highly
stylized delivery wherein she
hypoes the lyric content of the
cleffings. To further maintain the
mood changes she adds a tonguein-cheek set of comedy-lined tunes,
best of which is “New Fangled
Tango,” to spark howls and
heighten end-results.
Lighting is a plus, as' is the
work of husband-conductor Lennie
Hayton, who keys the cues in
alert manner to keep fluidity of
the Horne style to sustained con¬
sistency. Miss Horne is the big hit
of the season in a smart room
which has seen more than its share
of big clicks in past weeks.
Jimmy Komack is lost on this
bill. He’s a clever young lad who
utilizes -off-trail lyric ideas on
which to peg his comedies. The
soft, underplayed musicomedy type
material is tailored more for an
intimery. Odd part is that he did
okay on his last outing in this
showcase last fall, hut in this line¬
up, a standup, talking comic would
be more in order. Still he man¬
ages to spark a fair palm payoff.
Teeoff spot is more in keeping
with the Horne big-click aura,
Chiquita & Johnson, familiars to
cafegoers in this area, hit solidly
with their adagio lifts, and tosses
that end in' splitslides. It’s eye¬
catching, gasp-raising and gets
over for optimum results. Lithe
little Chiquita adds to class-content with flair for ballet-spins and
toe patterns. Vic Damone follows
on the 29th for a two-weeker.
Lary.
Village Vangnard, N. V.
Faith Winthrop, Bob Gibson, Mae
Barnes, Clarence Williams Trio;
$3.50 minimum.
Songstering in the mellow, folk
and fun vein makes up the cur¬
rent entertainment package'at this
Greenwich Village cellar club. It’s
a neat combination on all counts.
Rotund Mae Barnes is on hand
to stimulate the' yocks with her
robust delivery. She’s a familiar
figure around the local intimeries
and a definite plus factor. In a
more sedate vein. Faith Winthrop,
recruited from the Coast, does a
slick song-selling job in the jazz
idiom.
Miss Wintlirop’s clear, soft styl¬
ing is a natural for small rooms of
the Vanguard type. Her workover
of “Running Around in Circles” is
particularly pretty. Bob Gibson,
who holds down the folksinging
segment, is reviewed under New
Acts. As usual, the Clarence Wil¬
liams Trio does a firstrate job in
■backing the show and luring the
customers to the dance floor.
I
Jess.
New Frontier, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 12.
Yina Sumac, Johnny Pitlco 6c
Harmonica Gang, The Lancers,
Page & Bray, Venus Starlets (11),
Garwood Van Orch (14), $2 mini¬
mum.
Yma Sumac may falter as a
drawing card on the Strip, since
she’s stacked against a powerhouse
lineup of magnetic night club
names, but her act as presented in
the Venus Room is offbeat enough
to start multiple word-of-mouth
raves whifch should help .fill the
room for the next thrqe weeks.
Augmented by three solid -acts.
Miss Sumac is packaged in an
omnibus-type show—something for
everybody.
Shrewd shownianship showcases
Miss Sumac’s brilliant voice with
the four-octave range. She makes'
an impressive entrance at the close
of an exciting Shaw-Hitchcock pro¬
duction number called “Mystic
Shrine of Love” which sets the
mood for her five numbers, four of
v\;hich have the flavor of her Perul^just . awdiefice

responge:;!^:

Iief,' “Inca' l;oV,b:.

Song” ^ana ''Chuncliu.”^ IhclUded

in repertoire is an interesting lyric
exploration of “Clair de Lune,”
and all numbers get haunting ef¬
fectiveness via an echo chamber
device.
Johnny Puleo & Harmonica
Gang is an act combining slap¬
stick, mayhem, pantomime and
fine music into perfectly timed
clownology which again draws top
laughs. Puleo’s gimmick of the lit¬
tle man who is browbeaten by outsized surroundings has often been
imitated, but he’s stiU the master
of such panto-plus-miisic—in his
case, harmonica artistry.
Excellent arrangements, good
phrasing and smooth key changes
make the Lancers one of the most
listenable quartets in the biz, and
here they do their part to keep the
show at a lofty entertainment lev¬
el. With half a dozen songs, in¬
cluding
“Alexander’s
Ragtime
Band” and “I’m Just Happy Being
Me,” they draw enthusiastic ap¬
plause.
The French terp team of Page &
Bray, which closed a few nights
ago at the Sands, is a Vegas fave
adding grace and eye-appeal to the
omnibus. With each act, the Gar¬
wood Van orch (14) performs as if
it had been backing it for years,
instead of just at a few rehearsals.
'
'
Duke.
Aiverstde, Reno
Reno, March 14.
Rosemary Clooney, Peter Wood,*
Starlets, Bill Clifford Orch; $2 min¬
imum.

W'ediie§jtay» Mait'ch
Latin Quarter, N» IT.
(FOLLOWUP) .
The longtunning Loii' Walters
show, “Bon Voya,ge,” in its periodic
refurbishings through changes of
headliners, frequently heightens
the interest In the proceedings. An
addition this trip is .^rthur Lee
Siifl'pkins, the ,Negro singer who is
one of the regulars oh the LQ
roster.
Simpkins came in at an unfor¬
tunate time, when a slight fire in
the cloakroom and attendant din
by the fire-fighters made rehearsal
impossible if the spot was to be
open in time for the regular Mon¬
day (18) business. Consequently,
Simpkins came on cold with prob¬
ably only a verbal tune-up. How¬
ever. the combination of an experi■enced show biz hand plus the good
musical instincts of the Jo Lom¬
bardi band got the show off the
hook:
Simpkins provided a^ wide vari¬
ety of tunes delivered with his ac¬
customed flair for applause. Singer
plumbed the depths and rode, the
falsettos with a mixture of operatic,
nop, calypso and what have you.
He asked for requests (rarely de¬
livered). gauged audience tastes
expertly and walked off for several
bows.
Best of the show is working in
a smooth manner^ ’The Trio Cottas,
two boys, a girl and a pair of Great
Danes, do some fancy acrobatics
that hit a high-aot)lause rating.
The Y Knot Twirlers perform a
barnyard bacchanale with some
fancy ru.®!tic revelry, and Isabel &
Miguel -do picturesque flamenco.
Angela & Fred Robey are under
New Acts. The show values hold'
up excellently.
Jose.

This is the first time^ since the
holidays the Riverside has done
such business! It looks like the
middle of summCT. It takes big
Gay Nineties, S. F.
names to snap the town out of its
San Francisco, March 12.
so-called winter doldrums and,
Bee & Ray Goman, Ray K. GoRosemary Clooney proves it.
man,
Allie
Lorraine, Joy Healy
For some reason she’s chosen
this off-season clime to play her Dancers, (6), Wally Rose Orch (7),
only nitery engagement of the Elliston Ames; $1-$1.50 cover.
year. From this two-week stand
she wings to Europe to join hus¬ [ The three Gomans—mother, fa¬
band Jose Ferrer. (And since the ther and son—^have put together a
news is now out about her condi¬ sharp, fast blackouts-type review
tion, It appears unlikely she’ll do which rates hearty, laughter and
any more shows this year.)
heavy applause at their club. Show
For 40 minutes she balances the is only 50 minutes but covers a lot
room between rapt attention and of ground, including seven 60-sec¬
loud applause, ^t’s a straight song¬ ond blackouts on tiny subsidiary
selling job, except maybe for a stage to one side.
Opener, with improving Joy
humoroiis takeoff on “This Old
House,” with pieknist - conductor Healy line, has Ray Sr. in a rock
’n’ roll number. It’s not smooth but
Buddy Cole,
Rich arrangements, with a cou-. ,it’s loud and gets customers, into
pie of extra fiddles hired for the mood for considerable blue mate¬
occasion, make every song a pro¬ rial which follows.
Smiling, brunet Allie Lorraine
duction, except for a few intimate
moments with Cole’s piano. She belts out oldtime songs such as
parades her disclicks, in a medley “Sailin’ Down Chesapeake Bay”
for the Italian novelties she once pretty well when she sings straight.
specialized in, and alone without Her attempts at stylization are less
fanfare for “Tenderly.”
successful. Possibly best bit of the
New comic to the west is suave show is Ray K.’s cowboy specialty,
Peter Wood, who finds rough go¬ “Last of the Strong Silent Men,”
ing, While he starts off fairly in which he uses a line • girl as a
strong with stories, delivered in straightman. Young Goman’s wit
detail and with a kind of quiet and personality radiate through
English manner, he gets involved nufhber, win cheers.
with his routines later, to the point
Ray Sr. lands a nice mitt with a
where the aud loses the idea. This
is especially true with “Young at
Heart.” He renders the lyric in Lake Club, SprlngfIIL
the manner of various nationali¬
Springfield, Ill., March 16.
ties, but the material for the vari¬
Deep River Boys (starring Harry
ous bits just isn’t strong and the Douglass), Harry Jarke, Dorothy
endings are almost dangling.. Pres¬ Kramer Dancers with Bill Drew,
entation is slick with his authentic
dialects and. mannerisms, but the Buddy Kirk Orch (8); $1.20 admis¬
material definitely needs building. sion after 8 p. m.
Starlets decorate the scene with
The high esteem in which the
a mambo for opening and a hoedown preceding Miss Clooney. The Lake Club holds the Deep River
Boys
is evident in this third book¬
square dance is fast and strenuous,
leaving the girls panting and a lit¬ ing in less than one year for the
singing
group. Proof that their
tle disheveled at ringside at the
end. It’s not a becoming attitude welcome has not been worn out
is
the
boffo
business racked up
for the closeup ending.
Mark.
currently.
The Deeps, whose area follow¬
I
ing restricts their repertoire to
Drake Hotel, Clii 1
established rhythm tunes, never¬
Chicago, March I2I
theless manage to squeeze in sev¬
Gale Robbing, Jimmy Blade Orch eral smooth ballads. Lead bari¬
,6); $1.50 cover weekdays, $2 Sat. tone Harry Douglass renders
“Young Love” in oldtime style,*
Gale Robbins is the latest in the tenor Jimmy Lundy shows quiet
list of glamour canaries to parade know-how with “The Night Is
through the Drake’s Camellia Young and You’re So Beautiful,”
House since its opening last fall. while bassman Al Bishop stands
TJiough she shows flashes of spirit, out in “True Love.”^ It's always
that distinctive aura of savoir-faire a begoff affair when the trio guid¬
expected in this plush context is ed by pianoman Ray Durant rock
somehow missing during the 40- the joint with* “Calypso Rock ’n’
minute stint.
Roll,” “Green Door” and a new
Miss Robbins, in a tight, gilded good omen opUs, “Lucky Black
gown, meanders through a routine Cat;”
collection of tunes chiefly in the
Comedian Han^ Jarke gets the
brassy idiom. Her log is long on layout off to a clicko roll with his
such standards'^as “Oh, You Beauti¬ Memphis ■ mirth which builds to
ful Doll” and “What Is This Tljing. hilarious pitch as he turns “Ten¬
Called Love” and she turns on the nessee preacher boy” for broad
torch with a sultry “I Love to comedy effect.
Several pseudo¬
Love,”
magic tricks are received in a
There is the cliched trip around manner aopredated by comedians
the ringside, but here her patter —with bellj^laughs..
pijiterial is pretty weak stuff. She
Buddy Kirks orch does an ad¬
signs off with “Heartbreak Hotel” mirable job of showbacking, their
iji a nod to the rock ’n’ rollers of- previous work "with. the Deeps
which there probably aren’t many showing to fine advantage. Band
who frequent the Camellia House is likewise solid with routines
at those fancy grocery prices.
executed by the. Dorothy Kramer,
Miss Robbins and thq backstop¬ dancers featuring three brunet
ping Jimmy Blade band undoubt- lookers in line chores frdnted by
aft?r >the^flrst set .,l!i(fTss • Kr'>mer /^nd terp . partner
ssejd;cues>
Bill. Drew.,/, .yhair, qostume.s arp,.
on thijpugh Ai
plush.
.

ed^;^d„4. ta

banjo medley, followed by his
singing “Acedn the Hole” and-sev¬
eral other oldtime pop tunes/-and
inama Bee caps-show with three
new, good songalogs, one of which
has the captivating refrain, “Why
Don’t They' Bring Back the Old
Overnight Boats If They Want to
Bring Back Romance?”
• Winder-upper ‘ of Miss Lorraine
and the Gomans Is swift, includes
gags and neat dancing. Pianist
Elliston Ames and Wally Rose orch
are excellent. This revue, pro
throughout, should keep club
packed,
Stef. .
Riviera, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 13.
Dennis Day, Carsony Bros. (3),
Donald Doyle, Dorothy Dorben
Dancers (15), Ray Sinatra Orch
(17); Sammy Leuns Production; $2
minimum.
Much of Dennis Day’s act which
he has brought Into the Clover
]^oom will be familiar to those
who saw him recently at the Sa¬
hara (which he calls the “O’Hara”).
Even so, he’s now supported by
fresh embjgllishments which make
it a breezy family-type show with
which there will be few dissenters.
It's not billed as stfbh, but ap¬
parently the format is a ’ spoof of
Mike Todd’s “Around^the World
in 80 Days.” In several okay black¬
outs, Day appear^ as the King of
Siam, as a Britisher, and a Ger¬
man, complete with accents. Two
ornate production numbers, fea¬
turing
the
Dorothy
Dorben
Dancers (15), one with songs from
“South Pacific,” the other called
“Fountain of Versailles,-’’are held
over from the Belafonte show, but
■fit appropriately into Day’s trav¬
elog.
Outstanding
is
Donald
Doyle as the leprechaun who neat¬
ly weaves the show's numbers to¬
gether.
In the tune department, Day’s
fine tenor pipes are especially good
with “Hello Young Lovers” and the
w.k. “Finian’s Rainbow” songs.
Abetting him are the pleasant
voices of Angel Mario, Monte Bat¬
ten, Bill Parsons, Dennis Love and
Chuck Nelson. The musicale is
laced with precision by Ray Sina¬
tra’s orch (17).
The Carsony Bros. (3), longtime
faves on the Strip, amaze with
their feats of balance which draw
appreciative applause.
Package,
produced by Sammy Lewis, runs
through April 9.
Duke.
Fontainebleau, M. B’ch
Miami Beach, March 15.
Liberace, George Liberace with
the ‘^Symphony Orch’' conducted
by Gordon Robertson, Jean Fenn,
Sacasas Orch; $3.50-$7 beverage
minimum.
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Beverly Hills9 Neiwrpori;
Newport, Ky», March 1&,
■Joe'E. Lewis (with Austin Mack),
Morrison Sisters (3)-, bonn Arden
Dancers (10), Bruce Yarnell, Gard¬
ner Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy
Wilber Trio, Tony efe Dave; $3 min¬
imum, $4 Sai.
Absent from ‘ the Cincy nitery
belt for eight years, Joe E. Lewis
is in for a lost-son welcoming by
regulars and new fans during this
fortnighter in northern Kentucky’s
ace casino., Opening night’s reac¬
tion and. attendance bulge point to
a banner engagement. He’s sur¬
rounded by class talent, adding up
to a great floorshow.
. Yocking it up for a 45 minutes,
the vet funster pegs topical puns
on names and characters, talksings parodies, injects a lot of
spicy lines, joins' ringsiders in
highballs and does a bit of stepiflng. All of his material matches
the exclusive ||pjewis manner. Pins
many gags on himself and several
on Austin Mack, his longtime ac¬
companist.
.Morrison .Sisters, young and
winsome trio, harmonize . special
and pop tunes, including their lat¬
est Decca recording ot “Made.For
Each Other,” strum guitars and do
dance routines over a pleasing lbminute route..
Donn Arden line, with Jerry
Ruffner as a holdover feature danc¬
er, has -added Janet Green, so¬
prano, from Cincy radio and tv for
vocals, Bruce Yarnell, baritone,
continues as singing emcee..Gard¬
ner Benedict^ combo takes care of
the showbacking and gets assist¬
ance from Jimmy Wilber’s trio for
intermission dancing.
Betty &
Jane Kean top ' the two-framer
opening March 29.
Koll.
$

-

—^

Blue Angel, Uhl
Chicago, March 12.
*’Calypso Tropicana,” with Lord
Christo, Maraca King & Tiajuana,
Jennifer Marshall, Priscilla Hood,
Lady Alina,, Lord Carlton, Al
D’Lacy Orch; $3.50 minimum.
The usual fast pace, color and
tight-knit production un'der tht
Far^uli trademark resulted in an¬
other bright boxoffice spectacular.
Some faces are familiar at this
calypsery and some are new in line
with the Blue Angel's past policy
of searching out fresh Trinidado
talent.
Topper on the bill is Lord
Christo, fresh off the caribe belt
with his private repertoire-and the
mainstay of the calypsonian idiom
—sharp Improvisation. He features
numbers like “Frozen Chicken”
and his smash “Bedbug” song. His
material isn’t all tops but what goes
goes big.
Maraca King & Tiajuana hit the
evening’s high note with their
“Exotic Love Dance” and their
equally sizzling “Calypso Tease.”
In the latter the maraca monarch
does some impressive bongo beat¬
ing for a big milt as well as adding
to the terpantics. Tiajuana is a
flexible, fleshy femme who looks
as good with a calypso label as any
other,
Jennifer Marshall might have
seemed out of place in this setting,
but since the Caribbean beat is now
an accepted part of a pops reper¬
toire, this torchy blond vocalist is
right at home with “Banana Boat
Song” or “Man Smart, Woman
Smarter.”.
Priscilla Hood goes into the
“Don’t Touch My Tomato” for a
big hand. The sweet', swirigyvoiced thrush is at her best in the
more intimate Jamaican Room with
her own 88ing. Her duet with
Jennifer Marshall on “Jamaican
Farewell” shows her at her best on
the big stage. This girl could work
best with the more sophisticated
calypso lyrics availablOi
Lady Alina’s serpentine convolu¬
tions appe** under this show’s
Voodoo Dance label. It’s spicy and
swirly but shows more freneticism
than finesse. The ‘’girl gets a big
score for her youthful enthusiasm.
Al D’Lacy’s five get their usual
workout and add to the color of
the show and terpology.

Liberace, in his first cafe ap¬
pearance in these parts, plays it
for laughs in the showmanly stag¬
ing he’s arranged for his night
club act. For the jaded cafegoers
here who make premiere nights a
must, it pays off in spades, the
mitting coming early, surprised
laughter ditto and the warmup on
a continuing build that results
even in occasional bravos.
The gab segment amounts to an
“inside Liberace” theme, laced
with
surprisingly well - timed
punchlines.
The
serio-Baldwin
beats, plentiful interweaving of
pdps-standards and'an “excerpt”
front “The Great Waltz” which
features lovely Metopera soprano
Jean Fenn and brother George,
come off ter sock, effect that wins\
the dubious males completely and’
entrances femme auditors who,
obviously, brought them in.
The unusual personality, preestablished in the minds of pa¬
trons, is played out in full as he
jazzes the standards, concertizes
as expected. His ya-ta-ta is in¬
triguing in a comically odd sense,
but he works out the monologs
with all the aplomb and assurance
of a vet performer who knows he’s
got it made.
Jean Fenn is a tall, smartly clad
blonde looker with a soaring Set of
pipes that project operatic ex¬
cerpts in full voiced, smoothly
Bllnstruli^s, Boston
achieved high-noters. Unaffected
manner adds to the effortless’ im(FOLLOWUP)
presh she imparts to her arrange¬
'
Boston, March 16.
ments. She almost steals the pro¬
Eddie Fisher, opening here in
ceedings from Liberace, and, when the secondt date of his current nit¬
she joins, him in a “My Fair Lady” ery swing, packed them in for
lift, zings up show-stop reaction boniface Stanley Blinstrub at a $5
from the assemblage.
minimum. Fisher’s opening was
Brother George makes his pres¬ highlighted by the star’s "^many
ence felt via costume changes friends, some qf whom flew in,
along his brother, and with vio¬ and Danny Kaye, who opened^
lin‘and. occasional song-talk-'join¬ same night at the Colonial. ^
ing. It’s all Liberace, however, in
Fisher handled his stint in slick,
a shrewdly staged 90-minutes that relaxed .manner, -scoring solidly
has him on for major portion of with identifying numbers and
the time.
pleasant chatter, capping with
Gordon Robertson rates bows special bit on Phily.
for . the fine manner dn which he
Fisher had aud all the way from
tempos , the backgrounds from the bow-on 'to bowoff in the 1,700expanded (18-piece) Sachsas orch. seater, •Balance of show is same
Betty Hutton &.;’Co. .take over on .as preyiojua..? I'isbw exits .Sunday
the J26th for the; last Of the .wiyutO). (L7<X.; sCarmeh Quinn? 5a"nd new; show
tun of two-weekers*.
tdry.
.open-Monday (18)k.-»
,

Vedneidayy Mai^h 20, 1^57
BlHa Angelf N* Y*
Alice Pearce, Charlie Manna,
Johnny MathiSi Martha Davis &
Spouse, Jimmy Lyon Trio; $5 mini¬
mum.

They’re trained by Lovena, who Is
choreographer ana producer. Back¬
ing each show and pounding out
Hawaiian tunes between shows are
four girls, led by ‘ Leinaala, who
doubles as femcee,
Roona is jampacked several
nights a week, which would indi¬
cate that hojjietowners and tourists
know a bargain when they see it.
Waif.

The Herbert Jacoby-Max Gordon
eastside intimerie is now a virtual
monopoly since Le Ruban Bleu has
retired from the field. With its ex¬
cellent showcasing facilities and a
knack of presenting talent advan¬
Mr.
CMtageously, the Blue Arigel seems to
Chicago, March 12.
be hitting a succession' of worth¬
Billie
Holiday,
Mort
Sahl,
Marx
while demonstrations. Its current
layout has a smart combination of ic Frigo, Carl DrOkard, Paul Quinisong and comedy that should en¬ chette, Jerry Slosh erg; no cover or
tice much of the after-theatre minimum.
Ciowu.

Display is topped by Ahce
Pearce who has been missing a
long time from this haunt. Miss
Pearce is a clever and literate
zany with a knack of appealing to
the high IQ set. Although her ma¬
terial isn’t too much different from
that which she has displayed in
this spot in previous visits, it’s
still fresh because it isn’t being
done by anyone else. It’s a distinc¬
tive brand of special material that
combines -good writing and boffo
delivery.. Her telephone tune and
impression of a record singer work¬
ing from a cracked disk, top her
efforts for excellent results.
Charlie Manna, who came up
from the 'Village Vanguard, has be¬
come a regular here also on the
basis of some highly individualis¬
tic efforts. He has a number of
routines delivered with an easy
amiability that makes the audience
an easy mark for him.. His routine
with a hanky tops his work at this
spot.
Martha Da vis, & Spouse are get¬
ting, to be an attraction here. Miss
Davis at the piano and her hus¬
band at the bass do a-wital song
and instrumental routine that hits
the customers with excellent re¬
sults. Miss Davis- sparks the act
with good humor and robustness
that makes her pops and standards
standouts.
Completing the lineup is Johnny
Mathis, a personable Negro singer
with an individualistic style who
has appeared here previously.
Mathis, seen in the forthcoming
Metro j)ic "‘Lizzie” and who’s a
staple on Columbia Records, mixes
rhythm and pash for excellent re¬
sults. The Jimmy Lyon Trio back¬
stops effectively.
Jose.
Hotel Railtsfiion^ Mpls.
Minneapolis, March 16.
Evelyn Knight, Don McGrane
Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 minimum.
Undoubtedly because j^he has
been in retirement until recently,
it has been a long time—nearly
five years— - between Visits of
thrush Evelyn Knight to this plush
Flame Room. That she hasn’t been
forgotten here and that her name
still looms large locally were in¬
dicated by the almost completely
filled , tables to greet her opening
dinner /show on a nasty night
vveatherwise.
The hearty welcome accorded
her and the enthusiastic reception
evoked by each of her seven num¬
bers bespeak the likelihood of a
successful ‘‘comeback” in such
class, bistros as this one where she
impresses as a natural-once more.
It’s a pleasantly restrained and re¬
laxing vocal session by the lovely
blonde chantoosie whose pipes,
charm and warbling know-how that
lifted her to eminence in her field
again assert, themselves.
Don McGrane orch backs up the
performer flawlessly and provides
bigleague dance music. Ventriloc'uist Jimmy Nelson is next, March
28.
Rees.

UTSiWff
Sahara^ X«0 Vegas
Las Vegas, March 12.
Tony Bennett, Constance Ben¬
nett, Yvonne Moray, Saharem
Dancers (12), Cee Davidson Orch
(15); staged by George Moro; pro¬
duced by Stan Irwin; $2 minimum.

Two solid acts featuring nimble
hands and nimble. feet result in
mucho palm-pounding on the part
of Crescendo patrons, and should
assure continuing good business at
privatery through current stint.
Barrancos, two latinos definitely
in the fleet-footed category, offer
20 minutes of lightening toe work
with galaxy of rhumbas,. cha-chas,
sambas, congas, etc. Reception is
enthusiastic. Twosome’s claim to
oTtginallty lies in precision. Blonde
gal is a looker in tassled blue sarongrtype dress.
Second half of
act features smooth-working audi¬
ence participation routine.
Opener by Ben Beri also is a
positive hit. . Comedy . juggler,
with scarcely a word during IOt
minute segment, gets good laffs
merely bouncing a ball. Act con¬
sists mainly of-ball; tambourine and
pin juggling. He slays ’em. with
deadpan facial accompaniment.
Current stanza finales March 25,
Snnds, Honolulu
followed by Rennie Eastman.
. Honolulu, March 5.
EurL
Gene Roland, Faauila, Sands
Dancers (5), Sands Hawaiians (4);
Boston
50c cover.
Boston, March 14.
Ken Barry, Peggy Kane, Barbers
Bargain-wise, this is Waikiki’s
top show. Half buck cover lets one & Dale, Don Dennis, Tony Bruno
stay as long as hp wants and it’s Orch (5), Harry Fink Trio; $2.50
not necessary to order drinks or minimum.
fdqd. Entertainment virtually is on
a grind basis^, first show slotted for
Ken Barry, gags it up for Steu¬
family dining trade at 8 p.m,
ben patrons with •money changing
Entertainment - wise, i t’s no and magico routine for added fill¬
slouch of a troupe, either, with the ip in his comickinng stint. Tall,
credits and applause pretty evenly personable lad works to ringsiders
with fast gags, mixing in topical
divided.
'
Gene Roland, not many years out material, and extends himself for
of highschool, is featured vocalist. laughs.
Peggy Kane opens the show with
Youngster broke in at the Waikiki
Biltmore’s Top of the Isle (now bright tunes on the xylophone.
closed) and. the Clouds. Foray to Harbers & Dale, terp team just
California some months back prov¬ back from European bookings,
ed premature and he's now getting score solidly with dramatic rou¬
extra know-how and grooming at tines. Dress-suited blond lad and
handsomely gowned brunet get off
the Sands.
Knife twirler Faauila and his some fancy spins and twirls, clinch¬
bronzed lava-clad torso have been ing with terrific airplane spin and
around the beach, nitery scene for segue to slick Parisian dance num¬
some time. .His . flaming Samoan bers.
Don Dennis, . singing emcee,
sword dance, acc.ompanied by
tlirobbing drums, is the flash high¬ whams out a- solid "‘Valencia,.”'
light of this variety-packed show. takes ‘‘Round and Round” for nice
Gal dancers are - attractive and- effect and winds up vvith a-Hilde. competei^t in;Hawaiian‘and Tahi¬ gardian “Je Vous Airhe.” This lay¬
tian numbers, especially-in solos: out exit* Wednesday (2'0), Guy.
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Ahiminuin No. 1 Lure At
Henry J. Kaiser’s‘Dome’
In Honolulu; U. S. Next?

Honolulu, March 12.
Impressive array of talent in
premiere show at Henry J. Kaiser’s
l.SOO-seat aluminum dome was all
but overshadowed by the new audi¬
torium itself. Dome actually was
erected in less than 36 hours, at
cost of less than $4 a square f lot.
It’s the prototype of similar cutrate auditoriums whiqh Kaiser pre¬
dicts will spread all over the na-^
Louil^vii
tion, wdth moderate-sized cities ex-London. March 12,
pected to benefit most immediately.
"‘Lovelies to Look At,“ written
Dome itself was brought on for
and devised by Bryan Blackburn; a ridiculously low $80,000 (lightwith Magy Fitigibbon, Johnny
Web, Barbara Windsor, She'ena I Kaisor Boino9 Hauolulu
Marsh, Princess Amina, Sidonie
Alfred Apaka & Hawaiian Vil¬
Darrell, Judy Cornwall, Amanda \ lage Serenaders (5),- George KainBarrie, Rosalind Michaelis, Penny apau
& Island Serenaders (5), Teri
Newington, Ingred Behrendt and
Toni KayCy.Harry Conway and Den¬ Rua’s Tahitian Troupe (7), Joe
Mullan
Group (4), Honolulu Sym¬
nis Walton orchs; choreography by
phony Orch conducted by George
Lionel Blair; $2.80 cover.
Barati; $3 top.
Minlatm’e revues have become
ing, sound, flooring and seating ex¬
the vogue in London's extra late tra). It still would be a construc¬
night spots and the new presenta¬ tion bargain at many times the
tion at Winston’s sets a good stand¬ price
Futuristic-like interior has mov¬
ard in presentation value. Bryan
chairs siting about 1,400 and
Blackburn, who ivrote the words able
around compact round
and music,. is achieving a reputa¬ grouped
for beverage service (75c'
tion as a prolific writer oJf nitery tables
per
drink).
Stadium-style balcony
revues. He has three currently in
at rear holds about 400 more.
the West End.
Kaiser says dome actually Could
Without using expensive name [ handle 7,000 persons if he had en¬
talent, the new. revue sets out to gineered a fullfledged balcony into
hit a gay note. With emphasis on [ the design.
eye appeal. There’s a lineup of six
Dome, which resembles an over¬
attractive gals to support the three
principals, and the show is given' grown mushroom from exterior
but
is hot unattractive, consists of
solid production values, despite the
modest Stagingfacilities. The three- 1575 panels, erected by use of a
sided Venetian blind provides an t temporary riiast. Kaiser says New
added intriguing touch to the Orleans interests already are inter¬
ested in a larger dome for a 14,000decor.
seat sports arena. Accoustics are
Among the specialty items in the
and lighting of platform45-minute routine is a stripping act excellent
curtainless stage was good at
in silhouet by Princess Amina and type,
■
a fan dance by Toni Kaye. Both dedication show.
One-nighter featured all the tal¬
items match the mood of the show
ent from Hawaiian Village hotel’s
and fit the overall pattern.
Barbara Windsor, a pert and ap¬ four niteries, with vocalists Alfred
pealing newcomer, Has good come¬ Apaka and falsetto-voiced George
dy lyrics and tells them in a stylish Kainapau sharing top honors.
George, Barati batoned full Hon¬
way. Her best number, “I Wish I
Was Built Like Mansfield,” has olulu Symphony in a pops reper¬
Sheena -Marsh in the background toire, forayed into Hawaiian music
to underline the points of the Ijauc. and even baeked Apaka in “Hello,
Miss- Marsh is a striking, well- Young Lovers” and “Isle of Gold¬
endowed blonde. Maggy'Fitzgibbon en Dreams.”
Paper-wise, it looked socko for
and Johnny Web also make their
vocal contributions and interpret islanders and tourists alike and a
capacity crowd turned out, but it
the lyrics with-meaning.
Lionel Blair puts considerable didn’t play off that way. Each of
imagination into his choreography Kaiser’s nitery troupes did its
Americana, ]Hia]ni B’cli and overcomes the natural limita¬ nominal routine with an orch num¬
tions of. a confined space. The ber separating each act. Pruned by
Miami Beach, March 12.
Patti Page (yjith Rocky Cole), opening rock number particularly 30 • minutes, show would have
Sym¬
Harvey Stone, Tina & Coco, Jackie illustrates his ingenuity. The cos- played more . effectively.
phonic music, Tahitian ' dancers,
Heller, Joe Reichman Orch (con¬ .tumes have a rich look and con¬ progressive
jazz fMullan group)
tribute
to
the
overall
color
of
the
ducted by Lee Martin); $3.50-$7.50
and Hawaiian entertainment
production. •
minimum.
•It’s only a few months since emerged as too much for a single
show.
The Bal Masque of this new Bruce Brace severed his connec¬
Biit the auditorium itself is the
plushery has itself another box- tion with Churchill’s to branch out starring attraction. Just as this
office Winner in current package on his own, and he’s already suc¬ one’s a cinch to revolutionize Hon¬
ceeded
in
making
Winston’s
a
pop¬
installed for two weeks. Patti Page
olulu’s nitery and showgoing hab¬
proved a solid draw at the Fon- ular. late night rendezvous. The its, simifar low-cost domes may fol¬
tainbleau two years ago. Since then two house bands take vigorous care low suit across the nation, Walt.
of
the
dance
sessions,
with
Harry
she has added handsome maturity
and poise, as against the former Conway backgrounding the show in
Myro.
Black OrcliiiL 1 hi
platterclick chick personality who lively fashion.
Chicago, March. 15..
stood at mike .the first times
Dagmar,
Jay Lawrence, Wayne
around five years ago in this area Hotel Mlieliloliacli, K. C.
and ■ worked out her book in a
Kansas City, March 15. ‘ Roland, Joe Parnello Trio; no covert
stolid manner. Miss Page is now
Harding & Moss Revue (6), Tom¬ or minimum.
the very much assured performer. my Reed Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover.
She takes command from slickly
New Black Orchid show gradu¬
staged opening ^zinger-upper and
Something a bit different for the ally works the audience enthusi¬
builds from number to balanced'
asm up to an anticlimactic dull
number, to wind into the encore intime room Is this tabloid revue thud. Headliner Dagmar’s new
under the Harding & Moss banner.
plateau.
routine falls flat in every respect
The staging of her act by It’s the whole show, wrapping up but the scenic view.
Charles O'Curran is keyed to songs, .dances and production
The bi| lady belts out a half
smooth interchange of inventive within its own compact little group. dozen numbers with a volume that
lighting and fluid delivery for Unit, playing here for the finst overcomes the recurrent tabletalk
time,
offers
a
considerable
variety
floats around stage, to keep inter¬
by‘sheer force. The act starts with,
est at high pitch while she works of moderate entertainment in its special material intermingled with
out the catalog of newies, pops 45 minutes.
uncomfortable cornball patter and
Comprising the company are switches to the “So long, suckers!”
she’s been associated with and spe¬
cial material. A bit with' aide Dick Harding at the Hammond, idiom of Texas Guinan. But the
Rocky Cole coming down from Bill Moss at piano and on the easy mastery of the house to allow
piano, to join her centre-stage for boards, Jerry Dean, Sue Wagner the exchange of badinage between
upbeat dueting. is a winner, and and Joanna Watson doing the sing¬ stage arid tables doesn’t show up
serves to point up the ease of man¬ ing and dancing, and Larry Strick¬ here. The act is saved only by the.
ner with which she now handles land on drums. Within the com¬ fast tempo which runs the talking
herself. Very much slimmed down' pany are thus both orchestra and songs one after another.
and in high couture that bespeaks cast. They make a busy time of it,
Comic Jay Lawrence finds him¬
the class touch imparted to her with the’ two girls on stage most self when he goes into impersona¬
demeanor, she holds them through¬ of ,the running time, except for tions of Screen stars or gives a Nat
out to the begoff point. Miss Page quick changes, and Moss and Dean Cole styling to “That’s My Girl.”
is at her peak, this showcase, with sharing the stage with them. There His staging of radio newscast for
payoff coming via the word-of- are singing specialties by Miss •the British Broadcastilpg Co. pro¬
Wagner and ballet by Miss Watson, grams bats a thousand, as does his
mouth Ground town on her act.
Harvey Stone is ;also on the click pencil sketching by Moss, a slice of windup with takeoff on“a ringside
side in this layout. He’s played the roaring ’20’s, a bit of the gay fight broadcast. The first 10 min¬
every top hotel-cafe in town and ’90s, and a'n instrumental version utes of his turn spent in apologiz¬
ing for his existence could be
comes back with the same basics of “Malaguena.”
The. period sequences are pro¬ scrapped. His recovery from this
in comedy he’s used before, albeit
freshened up with a load of topical ductions, running through a vari¬ low ebb speaks well for his stage
lines that zoom.up the laugh re¬ ety of songs of the times, with presence.
Wayne Roland’s opening ventro
turns. On for a tight 20 minutes, some broad interpretations. Cos¬
tuming is good, and the troupe car¬ bit with his wooden accomplices
he could have stayed on longer.
Tina & Coco provide the latino ries some of its own backdrops Herki and Cecil is a good sequence
beat most cafes try to work into hoisted up before the bandstand that climaxes. nicely with a trum¬
their shows ta please the plentiful for the proper numbers. Pacing is pet-playing fist puppet. The scatgroup of aficionados who make the Swift, movii^ things along in good ology seems a bit overworked for
cafe-circuit hereabouts nightly. shape, and in all the troupe offers an eaterie audience but the crowd
They workmen a more classical bent a good deal of entertaihment in its warms up to the distinct perfebnalithen the usual rhumbaddicts, con¬ capable styling. Show closes March' ties of his assorted blockheads..
• '•
Leva,
centrating on authentic flamenco^ 28.
■
I

A couple of unrelated Bennetts
—Tony and Constance-rrare head¬
lining the new show in the Congo
Room, where their unrelated tal¬
ents complement each other. They
have separate acts—in fact they
never, appear onstage together—
and supplemented by midget come¬
dienne Yvonne Moray plus two
lively new production numbers,
they are part of a well-balanced 85
Billie Holiday’s solid start bids minutes,
Tony was plagued with occa¬
a busy Lenten season for Mr. Kel¬
ly’s, Comic Mort Sahl, whose fiVe- sional throat obstruction on open¬
weefc stint here with Anita O’Day ing night, and at times had to di¬
raked in some of the heaviest rect the apparently, not-too-well
grosses this house has seen, re¬ rehearsed orch himself, but he
turns after a two-week-absence to I came through with his usual strong
delivery to draw maximum ap¬
his own-new following.
The torcliy tonsils of “Lady plause. He’s at his best on belters
Day” could sustain her audience .like ‘‘Without a Song” and “Sing
here all night. , Even the .hefty You Sinners,”.but makes the'mis¬
of blasting an intimate classic
mitting between numbers doesn’t take
break the spell of intense feeling like ‘‘One For the Road.”. With
voice and facial- expres¬
she casts from the stage. Miss Hol¬ dramatic
he sings with lyric-conscious¬
iday retains an easy mastery over sion,
ness
that
is highly effective.
the room from the moment she
enters. The almost stark simplicity ' Miss Bennett is gorgeously
gowned
and
still looks like the
of hej singing is backed up by topnotch instrumental work with glamorous lady that was her film
forte.
She
has
a good cafe voice
.great swells of rhythm that are a'
perfect complement' to the vocalist. which dwells mainly on sophisti¬
cated
songology,
but pulls a sur¬
Bass is handled by Mr. Kelly’s
Johnny Frigo and the drum brush¬ prise finale with a rock ’n’ roller,
ing by Jerj^ Slosberg. Carl Drak- in which she’s clad in dungarees
ard on piano and Paul Quini- and is joined by the Saharem
chette’s sax came in with Miss Dancers (12) who also arc blueHoliday. The simple staging, the jeaned. Her best bit is “Mack the
quiet white gCwns are the perfect Knife,’’ and she pleases with some
setting for the Holiday personality. very funny lyrics to “Happiness.”
She gets a loud laugh with the
Mort Sahl, billed as the world’s line, “The place is dripping with
only working philosopher, stirs up Bennetts . , . someone flattered me
the dust under the Wordy • carpet¬ by asking if Tony is my brother
ing of the day’s newspapers. He ... I just hope they don’t ask,if
always gets a ready response with I’m his mother!”
no strain on his shotgun dispersal
The unique talent of tiny Yvonne
of top-of-the-head quips. Whether Moray is almost lost on the huge
dehning a diplomat’s handshake as stage, but she' holds her own with
‘‘I’m sincere but haven’t much clever i.mpreshes of Sophie Tucker,
time” or treating with the folklore Mae West and Jimmy Durante.
of Einsteinian relativity, the cqmic From the beginning, she gets view¬
keeps stirring up fits of howls ers on her side by kidding herself
through the crowd.
and her size.
Curtain-raiser is a nifty New
Marx & Frigo, house piano and
bass team, still draw kudos on York production piece, complete
their-own right and are currently with w.k. Manhattan tunes. Claude
supplemented with Jerry Slos-> Thornhill at the piano directs the
berg’s drums. Lee Lynn handles Cee Davidson.orch (15) for T. Ben¬
the mood music piano with ease. nett, while- Don Pittman Is Miss
Joe Ross
Miss Holiday stays till next Mon¬ Bennett’s conductor.
day (25) when Josephine Premice clicks as a specialty terper with
enters. Sahl continues through Miss Bennett. The Stan Irwin
package runs through April 1. •
the Premice booking;^
Leva.
Duke.
Crescenflo9 Houision
Houstom March 15.
Los Barrancos, Ben Beri, Jose
Ortiz Orch (5); $3'cover Sat.

NlCHT'CLtfB REVIEWS
heel & toe stomps and other Iber¬
ian dances. They add up as a bit
different,
Jackie Heller has taken over
here as house emcee, and turns in
a smooth, able job on the intros.
He also has chance to reveal his
still potent pipes, with opening
and show-closing tunes, a charm¬
ing little guy who keeps matters
bn a warm plane. Lee Martin and
the Joe Reichman orch' back the
proceedings adeptly, while Rocky
Cole rates special kudos for the
manner in which he sets up Miss
Page’s scorings.
Lary.

P^t0f
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firm, acting on the principle “what
we have we hold,” and the Duch¬
London,. March. 14.
ess stands equally firm and locks
Stephen Mitchell presentation of com¬
edy in three acts, hy Henry Denker. the cook in her room.
Stars Yolandc Donlan, John Justin, Phil
The island ringleader evades the
Brown. Staged by Henry Denker; decor,
Michael Weight. At Aldwych Theatre, British net and takes to the hills,
and the cook escapes from her
London, March 13, ’57; $2.50 top.
Sam Grassinan .. Phil Brown room, and takes to the shrubbery,
Betty Grassinan .Patricia Marmont
Lester Lewis . Peter Copley armed with a rifle. The rebel lead¬
Olive Ogilvie .
Yolande Donlan er is captured and his execution is
Mick Mandelbaum. Ronald Radd
ordered, and the Duchess decides
Alec Grimes .
John Justin
Russell . Harold Lang to folow suit and execute her cook.
J. Bannister . Edward Burnham
It all takes place at a house party
Herman .. Peter CoUingwood
Mr. Kronberg .. Reginald Jarman folowing a political rally at which,
the guests include the Minister for
Henry Denker is the latest Amer¬ Colonial Affairs and his Parliamen¬
ican writer to use the West End tary Secretary (who is also the
There's action
as a testing ground for a new play. Duchess’ son).
In this case, it may he regarded galore—mainly in true farcical
as a wise decision, particularly as vein. But it is all too obviously
the lower production costs reduce contrived, with forced situations
the initial investment and minimize taking^ precedence over natural
the risk. And in its present form humor. The romp becomes, tedir
“Olive Ogilvie” isya long way from DUS long before the final curtain.
Apart from a magnificent set by
being a b.o, bullseye.
The girl in the title is a Holly¬ Hutchinson Scott, the redeeming
of the production is the
wood sex number, a top b.o. star, feature
who first drew attention by posing high (Quality acting, particularly by
in the nude and having the result¬ Ronald Squire and Athene Seyler
ant picture reproduced on calen¬ as the Duke and Duchess. They
dars. And, to complete the iden¬ have a happy gift of making un¬
tifiable resemblance, she quits her impressive dialog s o u n d quite
.
studio, expresses a desire to act funny.
William-Mervyn invests the Min¬
In the Russian classics, and goes
ister
with
maximum
pomposity and
to New York to take a course at
David Hutcheson tries to emulate
the Actors’ Studio.
Potentially, this could provide his superior. Gladys Henson con¬
the basis of a highly diverting tributes a.reasonably dignified por¬
comedy, but it nefeds a light satiiv trayal of ‘the cook and Olaf Pooley
ical touch. Denker chooses to settle makes an acceptable showing as
for farcical comedy in the first two the Gimaltan Minister.
Jane Downs adequately takes
acts and then goes serious in the
final act, presumably to bring the care of the romantic appeal am
Rosamund Greenwood provides the
story to a conclusion.
The real-life -analogies extend best moment of lighter relief.
well beyond the principal charac¬ Jack Minster has staged the farce
Myrp.
ter.. The script writer in her life at a vigorous pace.
is a tall bespectacled Hollywood
exile, and a colleague from the
The Tovchiril
A.ciprs* Studio, with whom she im¬
Edinburgh, Feb. 23.
provises a dramatic scene, is ob¬
Emile Littler presentation of, comedy
three acts, by
viously modeled on Marlon Brando. in
Wallace Douglas; setting, Pam Mayo.
The play has some funny mo¬ Stars Ronald Shiner Dora Biya". At
ments and some excellent comedy Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh, Feb. 18, 57,
scenes. But they are irregularly
.
spaced and fall between too much Fa'fsir&'r,
Victor Sellars ..
obvious padding. The entire script,
indeed, needs drastic streamlining Su^Doiiu'.
beforcc it could make the grade Julie Skidmore .^Iner
across the Atlantic, and particular¬
ly demands to be revamped as high Prof Wellington Lloyd... Tom Macaulay
satire.
In its present form, it depends
very largely on the individual per¬ Cecil Gibson . Douglas Hayes
formance of Yolande Donlan, an
This pre-London tryqut is a
American girl who has been resi¬
entry with an offbeat
dent here ever since she became Ightweight
The title refers to a budan overnight star with her perform¬ heme.
erigar,
a
kind
Australian paraance in "Born Yesterday.” She eet, given as a of
wedding present to
epitomizes the dumb blonde and
newlywed couple. A farcical uphas perfected the wiggle-walk. oar
when the bird turns
With stronger dialog she could ut toensues.
be the reincarnation, of the
have been a standout smash.
iride’s
deceased
first husband.
Phil Brown is obliged to over-,
The slight yarn is held up by
play as her manager, turning in a oimd
acting apd unexpected thirdhard-hitting performance without ct plot twists. Ronald Shiner
adequate shading. John Justin )lays the husband as a rougish
strikes a more restrained note as
in the fake antique busithe writer and Patricia 'Marmont labhler
and Dona Bryan flutters and
shows personality as the agent’s less,
naintains
a worried air as ms
long- suffering, but understanding iride. The voice
of the lovebird Is
wife.
Personal hits are scored by poken from offstage by Douglas
Ronald Radd and. Harold Lang, but ^^otable supporting performances
oth.er performances are of an un¬ ire given by John Scott as the
even quality. The author’s direction
father,' James Sharkey as
matches his writing—it’s , good in vife’s
stammering boxer and Dorothy
parts. The New York apartment IJlythe
is an outsize aunt, 'donor of
set by Michael Weight is first class.
he lovebird.,)
.
^ ^ -r. i
Mjyro.
The scenery, designed by Paul
dayo and painted by Reg Sayle,
The Iron Duchess
leems authentic, and Wallace
London, March 15.
Douglas has diiected with a balE, P. Clift Sl Anna Deere Wiman
inced sense of comedy. If properly
presentation of comedy in two acts (four
loctored, “Lovebird” may serve as
scenes), by William Douglas Home. Stars
Athene Seylcr, Ronald Squire. Staged by
I lightsome comedy for unsophistiJack Minster; decor, Hutchinson Scott.
t.a‘?tes.
Gord,
At Cambridge Theatre, London, March

Olivo Ogilvic

14, ’57; $2.50 top.
Jean ...;..
Anne Leon
Mrs. Green ... Gladys Henson
Collins . Richard Pearson
Duke of Whitadder . Ronald Squire
Mr. Sass .
Olaf Pooley
Duchess bf Whitadder.Athene Seyler
Marquis of Cranshaws.. David Hutcheson
Mary Gei-vald .
Jane Downs
Rt. Hon. Percy Garvald. .William Mervyn
Revi William Twitworth
Geoffrey Lumsden
Mrs. Twitworth .. Rosamund Greenwood

The author describes this piece
as an “extravagance,” but it’s no
more than a fai'cical comedy, aind
not a particularly good one. Al¬
though it has a relatively amusing
themeT “The Iron Duchess” is
treated in a preposterous style,
with the-humor largely dependent
on the cast. The appeal tends to
be purely local, with |he b.o. draw
dependent on the cast names.
William Douglas Home, who au¬
thored “Duchess,” also wrote “The
Reluctant Debutante,” which had a
22-month run in the same theatre
under the same managerial banner.
It’s highly questionable whether
the new entry will achieve a com¬
parable success, even allowing for
the stars’ big following among Lon¬
don- theatregoers and provincial
visitors.
For his theme, the author draws
a parallel between a political and a
domestic crisis.
The mythical
state of Gimalta w^ants its freedom
from British rule, and the Duch¬
ess’ cook wants to quit her job.
The British Goverpmeht - stands

TIic WU to Woo
London, March 13.
London Arts Theatre Committee presentatloq of comedy in three acts, by Mervyn
Peake. Stars Colin Gordon. Staged by
Peter Wood. At Arts Theatre Club, Lon¬
don, March 12, ’57; $1.75 top.
Percy Trellis ..Colin Gordon
Sally Devius ...... Zena Walker
Old Man Devius.Wensley Pithey
Kite
. Kenneth Williams
Dr. Willy .; .. George Howe
Hodgekins .. Nicholas Meredith
Watkins . Jonathan Field
Parkins ..
Derek Tansley
Jenkins .. • Graham Rowe
Mrs, Lurch .
Winifred Braemar

After offering numerous adapta¬
tions from the French and Italian,
the Arts Theatre Club has. present¬
ed a diverting first play by a Brit¬
ish novelist. . In parts it is near
boetic, witty,' often ludicrous and
mostly entertaining.
If the story cannot be taken
seriously, it is redeemed somewhat
by a first rate cast, and in this in¬
timate theatre achieves a success
that it would scarcely merit on a
larger stagd before a wider audi¬
ence. Its originality and sprightly
dialog, however, denote a promis¬
ing . author.
Utilizing a very early English,
and modern French technique, the
introduction and many of the lines
are delivered straight across to the
audience in confidential asides.
The story concerns a young man’s
desperate effort to win a girl wdio
despises him for his timidity. He

fakes suicide and attends his own
funeral, disgtiised a’s a Bohemian
artist cousin. The girl finally ac¬
cepts him when her father’s bank¬
ruptcy makes her realize, she can
no longer be choosey.
There are broad farcical situa¬
tions, including the bed-ridden fa¬
ther descending on pulley ropes
from the floor above, and the al¬
coholic imbecilities of the funeral
attendants whose lugubrious entry
opens the play. Temporary hide¬
outs in the grandfather clock and a
suit of armor are also utilized un¬
til the coast is clear for the im¬
postor to change identities.
Colin Gordon, with his custom¬
ary dry hum'or, gets comedy from
the line^, and Zena Walker de¬
lights as the elusive wench, her
first real chance in the West End.
George Howe gives a-fruity per¬
formance as an old soak of . a doc¬
tor who issues the phoney death
certificate, and ' Wensley Pithey
roars convincingly as the girl’s im¬
mobile father.
Kenneth Williams scampers
through the role of the conniving
manservant and the four under¬
takers are individually realistic,
played by Nicholas Meredith, Jon-,
athan Field, Derek Tansley and
Graham Rowe.
The direction br Peter Wood is
nicely balanced between solemn
and giddy.
Clem.
Waiting IV^iglit
Dublin, Feb. 26.
Abbey Theatre production of (!^ama In
three acts, by P. S. Laughlm. Features
Michael
Hennessy,
Vincent
Dowling,.
Eileen Crowe. Produced by Frank Dermody; setting. Thomas McCann. Abbey
Theatre, Dublin, Feb. 2^. '57.
John Murray . Michael Hennessy
Martha Murray .. Eileen C^we
Rose Murray . Joan«0 Hara
Michael Murray .Vincent Dowling
Ned Walsh ... • Harry ^ogan
Sgt. Clarke . Thomas McKenna
Detective Inspector.Edward Golden
Mrs. Coyle ..-. Angela Newman
Charlie Kerr .. Patrick Layde

This P, S. Laughlin whodunit is
located in an Irish farm kitchen,
and has enough red herrings to
make a man-size bre^^kfast. But it
lacks dramatic point and realistic
purpose for the characters. The
story involves the murder of a badboy emigrant who returned to his
native village.
The author has written several
good radio plays, but this stage
piece is a colorless effort demand¬
ing little from its players. Harry
Brogan provides relief as the farm
laborer with a cynical outlook on
life, but doesn’t contribute to the
story. Edward Golden provides a
realistic portrayal as a detective
inspector, but the other players are
dull except for the unpleasant re¬
turned emigrant, and Vincent
Dowling makes him too whiney.
The kitchen set seems too big
for the players, but Frank Dermody’s direction keeps things mov¬
ing. The show lo6ks unlikely to
settle for a run.
Mac.
Restless Heart
Edinburgh, Feb. 28.
Stephen Mitchell (In association with
Theatre Guild of N.Y.) presentation of
drama in three acts, by^ Jean AnoiUlh;
translated by Lucienne Hill. Stars Mai
Zetterling,
Robert
Urquhart, . Donald
Pleasence. Staged by William ChappeU;
decor, Peter Rice; spefclal music, John
Hotchkis. At Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh,
Feb. 27, ’57; $1.20 top.
. „
„
Therese Tarde ..
Mai Zetterling
Monsieur Tarde ....... Donald Pleasence
Madame Tarde . Betty Warren
Gosta . John Bennett
Jeannette ... Joan Linder
M. Lebonze .
Peter Stephens
Waiter .... Philip Ashley
Florent France . Robert Urquhart
Hartmann ... Peter Bull
Madame Baziu ... Winifred Evans
Marie France .Jennifer Wright
Fitter .... Lala Lloyd
Assistant ./... Mary Richards
Head Housemaid
Lilian Moubrey
Scullery Maid .Jedn Hardwicke
Customer^.. Winifred Evans, Lala Lloyd,
Jean Hardwicke, John Grant,
Mary Rlchaptts

I

This Jean Anouilh three-acter
about, a poor and beautiful French
girl with a past apparently loses
something in. translation into Eng¬
lish. Originally titled “La Sauvage,”
it seemingly requires more of the
intensity which Gallic thespers
and dialog would portray. It’s try¬
ing out here for London.
As is, however, “Restless Heart”
is a good drama and a dream act¬
ing vehicle. The principal fault is a
tendency • to wordiness, largely
overcome by the high quality
thesping. Mai Zetterling gives a
calm, well-spoken performance as
the heroine Who is swept off her
feet and from a shabby seaside
cafe Into arms of' a rich talented
musician and unaccustomed luxury.
She conveys the feeling of a femme
who can’t reconcile herself to new
and dignified life, whpse heart is
too restless to stay tied.
The other standout portrayal is
by Donald Pleasence as a roguish,
rakish French cafe musician, the
girl’s greedy father, always quar¬
relling with his wife. He emerges
as tragi-comic figure, aware of his
own failure but quick to take ad¬
vantage of his daughter’s new
suitor..
Betty Warren portrays his blowsy
and vulgar wife, despising her hus¬
band and two-timing him with ah(Continiied on page 74)
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Shows Out of Town
Hotel Paracliso
Washington, March 16.
Richard Myers & Julius Fielschmanu,
and Bowdeh, Barr & Bullock presenta¬
tion of a farce in three acts (three"
scenes); adapted by Peter Tnenvllle from>
the French original by Georges Feydeau
and Maurice Desvallieves.
Stars
Bert
Lahi-, Angela Lansbury, Arthur Treacher,Vera Pearce, Dduglas Byng; features
Carleton Carpenter, Sondra Lee, Leopold
Badia. Staged by Peter Glenville; set¬
tings and costumes, Osbert Lancaster.
At National Theatre, Washington, March
16. ’57; $5.50 top..
^
Angellque .Vera Pearce
Marcelle ..
Aneela Lansbury
Cot .
Arthur Treacher
Maxime ..
Carleton Carpenter
Victoire .
Sondra Lee
Martin .. Douglas Byng
Porters...... James Coco, James Bernard,
Fred Baker, Rov Johnson,
Neil Laurence
Violette .. Joan-Ellen Caine
Marguerite .. Nancy Devlin
Paquerette
.
Patricia Fay
Pei-venche .. Helen Quarner
Annlello .
Leopold Badia
Georges ...
.Tames Bernard
Lady . J.ucille Benson
Duke .
Horace Cooper
Tabu .. William Edmonson
Police Inspector Boucard
. George Tynp
Policemen.Fred Baker, James Coco,
Roy Johnson, Neil Laurence

I the two will end up in a romantic
clinch, and the manner of bringing
it abqut is only mildly Intriguing.
. As the heroine, Miss Wlrlslow
has considerable charm and abil¬
ity. Hugh Reilly is effectively non-'
chalant as. the roving scribe but
his role also involves , little more
than a convei’sation piece.
Others who give capable inter¬
pretations
of
routinely-written
characters include Anne Seymour
as a sister of the deceased tycoon,
Bert Bertram and Edward Hunt as
the other two trustees, Marion
Brash as a beautiful-but-dumb
model in the market for a husband.
Scenic department rates a nod
for its transformation of an aboutto-be-redecorated apartment.into a
beauty spot for the final act, and
effective use is made 6f. a spot[ lighting technique that pinpoints
action in varying segments as story
progresses. There’s a high polish
to the costuming. Direction by pro¬
duce Michael Sheridan is adept.
Bone.

“Hotel Paradiso” is a “one good
turn deserves another” try. The
British hit the jackpot at Ameri¬
can boxoffices with “Boy Friend,”
a spoof of the musical comedies of
the 1920’s. Now, they’re trying
again with a broadly burlesqued
version of the old French bedroom
farce.
^
This is straight farce without
music, and it’s played as broadly
as an old Mack Sennett comedy
but without, alas, the cheesecake.
It offers nothing to interest films
and is of relatively limited appeal
for the live theatre, despite some
highly hilarious touches and a
hard - working Anglo - American
“Hotel Paradiso” Is an adaptatinri of the old Georges FeydeauMaurice Desvallieres comedy,
“L’Hotel du Libre Exchange.” It
is strung together in a series of
artfully contrived coincidences,
doors opening and closing, wife
ducking husband, etc. The comic
arflessness with which the melange
is handled is likely to appeal more
to critics than to a paying audi¬
ence,
Bert Lahr, plays a Parisian
builder, circa 1910, who persuades
Angela Lansbury, as the wife of
his architect associate, into spend¬
ing a night at a hotel with him.
This turns out to be a joint and,
naturally, various people they
know show up. Arthur Treacher,
as the architect, is there seeking
to determine the truth of reports
the place is haunted. The archi¬
tect’s nephew and the hero’s housemail! also arrive foi; an assignation.
Added to that, an innocent man
from the provinces arrives for a
stay with his four young daughters.
That,' as the saying goes, is only
the beginning.
Such charm and possibilities as
the play has are imparted hy Lahr
as the amorous builder. He works I
hard all the way for his laughs,
ranging from blackface to prat-l
falls. Miss Lansbury is a fine foil I
as^hls almost paramour. Treacher
plays the stuffy architect, like a;
retireii Col. Blimp, which might he
better for laughs in London than
here. Vera Pearce fills ably as the
builder’s' formidable wife, and
Douglas Byng plays the. innocent
stutterer from the sticks.
A pair of former dancers, Carle¬
ton Carpenter and Sondra Lee,
are so-so as the young man and
housemaid.
Osbert Lancaster’s
sets and costumes are tops.
Lowe.
Liza
New Haven, March 13.
Michael Sheridan production of comedy
in three acts (nine scenes), by Elsie Lee,
based on a novel by Faith Baldwin, Fea¬
tures Hugh Reilly, Anne Seymoui', Bert
Bertram, Marlon Brash. Edward Hunt,
Rain Winslow. Directed by Sheridan; sea¬
ting and lighting. Carter Mornlhgstar;
costumes, Alice Gibson, At ShuSert, New
Haven, March 13, ’57; $4,50 top.
Abby Lennox ..... Anne Seymour
Liza Lennox... Rain Wlrtslow
Dr, Fleming . Bert Bertram
Richard Lennox . Hugh Reilly
Hiram Mason .... — Edward Hunt
Patty Palmer . Marion Brash

One good act qut of a possible
three is not enough to rate as a
Broadway prospect. That just
about classifies “Liza” as preemed
here.
The third frame of this bit of
froth finally gets around to a
spark of enthusiasm, but the build¬
up Is too long in making its point,
There’S fodder here for a tv briefie,
and maybe okay stock production,
but it’s all too fragile for Nrw
York. The production at- least
serves as a showcase for the talents
of Rain Winslow in the title role,
and the unusual- scenic-lighting
eombination^reveals technical skill.
The comedy Involves a young
widow whose middleaged husband
had left her financial affairs in
the hands of three male trustees,
one of them a carefree, twice-di¬
vorced foreign correspondent; It’s
obvious from the beginning that

Hide and Seek
Wilmington, March 13.
Fred F. Tlnklelioffe; Mark Marvin &
Gabriel Ratzka production of new drama
in three acta, by Stanley Mann and
Roger'MacDougaU. Stars Franchot Tone,
Geraldine Fitzgerald,
Basil
Ratbbone;
features Isbbel Elson. Staged by Reginald
Denham; setting and lighting, Ralpn Alswang;
costumes,
Virginia
Volland.
Presented at the Playhouse, Wilmington,
March 13. '57; $4.80 top.
Saul ..... Peter Lazer
Michael . Walter Brooke
Judy
. Marilyn Siegel
Ann Richards ...... Geraldine Fitzgerald
Janice ... Dolores Dorn Heft
Tom Richards'. Franchot Tone •
Sir Roger Johnson.Basil Rathbone
Margo Johnson .. Isobel Elsom
Gregson . Carl Harbord

Labeled Tas a British suspense
thriller, “Hide and Seek” is a dis¬
appointment.
It starts off at a
sluggish pace, gets bogged down
further in small talk time and
again, and doesn’t begin to- reveal
any real excitement until the clos¬
ing act, which Is too late. .
The setting is a cottage near an
(Continued on page 76)

Legit Followup
Hamn Yankees
(46TH STREET THEATRE, N. Y.)
Possible reservations anent’
“Da5nn Yankees” are academic.
After a surprising two years (come
May), the ticket reservations tell
the story in b.o. figures. The cus¬
tomers are eating it up, “poison”
baseball and all, and. as a post¬
script, “Yankees”
ceiitain to
carve out a new and brighter niche
for Gretchen Wyler, who went ln.to
the Gwen Verdon part a few weeks
ago.
.
*
.
Miss Wyler is the news. She can
hoof like mad, handle the songs
comfortably enough without being
talent-scouted by Rudolph Bing,
and has an ingratiating puss along
with an appreciation for timing.
As the frustrated theda-bara, she’s
poised and surefire, winning and
agreeable, a one-woman dynamo
and dancer who can boff up a show,
where there’s a drag or Sag potehtial.
,
.
Now in the Ray Walston role of
the Devil is Nathaniel Frey, re¬
cruited from the Smokey part.. He
is an amiable, somewhat tongue-in-r
cheek interpretation. There's no
hatin’ his Satan, which may be the
key to role’s appeal, as well as
adding to the general air of cam¬
araderie that pervades the BrissonGrlffith-Prince production, with
George Abbott book and staging.
Stephen Douglass, set as the
third of the top principals, is. an
extremely pleasant Joe Hardy,
though his extra-competent singing
pipes surpass his acting. The meaty
subsidiary roles are well handled
by Shannon Bolin, Russ Browh,
William Adams, Kenneth LeRoy,
Don Rogers, Anita Webb, Norman
McKay, Ray Allen and Elizabeth
HoweU.
Though . "Damn Yankees” is not
geared as a solo show, Miss Wyler
pretty nearly makes it her own.
She is ultra in. “A Little Brains, a
Little Talent,” a spotted, number
of the. vaudeville “in one” class,
and ultra-ultra in the charmingly
sexy “Lola” to which her duplex
cl^ssis is added for the desired
strength in luring the ogles. An¬
other standout is "her song and
dancer with Kenneth LeRoy in the
“Pain” number.
If the show lacks music that can
endure, the score and lyrics fit
deftly into the hook and 'general
shenenigans, which is more impor¬
tant. That the troupers give a real
“Damn” about the musical com¬
edy’s continuing success is reflect¬
ed in the speed and alertness of
all hands. Indicating regular re¬
fresher sessions. Many marathon
legiters tend to . become slovenly
after a while.
one jfunctiop^S;
bke the Yaq'keesi’.the ballclub. thaf,
is. '
■ *'
Tfuu.
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New Plan for Sparldi^ Stndeiit
Interest in Legit (at 6.0. Prices)
A new plan to stimulate students
interest in legit is being targeted
at the "League ot New York Thea¬ ^Damn Yankees' Set For
tres. It's hinged principally on an
Seattle Summer Theatre
educational tie:up. * Unlike the
Seattle, March 19.
League's present campaign to lure
Greater
Seattle Inc. will stage
students to the thtlatre at reduced
"Damn
Yankees”
here in the Aqua
b.o. rates, the new plan does not
Theatre,. July 10-13, to mark first
involve price cutting.
time
a
sumifier
theatre has pre¬
The program, developed over the
last 12 years by Daniel E. Lewitt sented the hit. Other show to be
presented
is
"South
Pacific,” which
Associates, a student-theatre pro¬
motion firm, would take in all pro¬ was pi'oduced here in 1955 with
ductions Involving members of the Martha Wright starring.
Gustave Stern, musical director
producer-theatre organization. In
the past, the Lewitt office has han¬ for the production, said "name”
stars
will be signed for leads in
dled assignments for individual,
both productions and that auditions
producers only.
will
soon
be held to choose support¬
Working with Lewitt on the new
project is David Steinberg, former ing casts.
"South
Pacific” is set for July
theatre editor of the Newark (N.J.)
Sunday News. The program calls 16-20.
for campaign to hypo the interest
of students in legit by keeping them
informed as to what's going on and
pointing up educational factors in
the vairous productions offered.
The firm plans hitting 1,100 public
high schools, coUegesr and private
schools within a 100-mile radius of
New York and with a total attend¬
ance of about 3,000,000 in an age
group ranging from 14-25.
A longtime user of the Lewitt
organization Is the City Center,
which is currently employing the
outfit to promote its legituner se¬
ries. Other shows on which the
firm has worked this season include
"Inherit the Wind,” "Separate
Tables,” "Diary of Anne Frahk,”
"Apple Cart” and the off-Broadway
productions -of "In Good King
Charles’ Golden Days,” "Iceman
Cometh” and "Easter.”
In material sent to the schools,
the organization accentuates^ the
purchase of group tickets, either by
contacting the Lewitt office or the
management.- There’s no extra
charge on tickets sold, but a fee
for services is obtained from the
producers. Besides hitting schools,
the Lewitt outfit is also going after
Little Theatre groups, which have
been snowballing as a result of the
suburban exodus.
In the past, the Lewitt firm ar¬
ranged for students to be cuffo
guests at a preview of the Broad¬
way production of "Stalag 17.”
Last year -it also invited faculty
(Continued on page 76)

‘Say, Darling’ Is Amusing
Story ol a B'way Musical;
Not ‘Game’ (It Says Here)
Perhaps the breed of non-show
bizzers whom Mike, Todd calls
"civilians” will swallow the no¬
fair-pointing disclaimer in the
front of this new book. But any
denizen of Shubert Alley Or Sardi’s bar will eagerly identify all
the principal charaOters in "Say,
Darling” (Atlantic-Little Brown;
$3,95), the latest "fictional” novelabout the production of a Broad¬
way show.
The author, Bichard Bissell,
wrote a hovel called "7V^ Cents,”
which he co-adapted as the book
of asmusicarcomedy, "The Pajama
Game.” Lest anyone think that
"Say, Darling” is thfe production
saga of "Pajama Game” and .the
characters are taken from life, the
author’s deadpan disavowal reads,
"As anyone on Broadway cart tell
you, none of the fictional charac¬
ters in this novel resemble anybody
living or dead on the main stem.
They are all too lovable. At any
rate, the only place they have ever
lived is in the author’s Imagina-.
tion.” The key word In that state¬
ment is perhaps "fictional.”
Assuming that non-hep readers
Will accept "Say, Darling” as fic¬
tion (and that legit pros will get
callouses on their pointing fin¬
gers), it’s also likely that some of
the "Pajama Game” personnel will
be a trifle self-conscious for a
while. Cb-producer' Robert Griffith,
to whom the book Is dedicated, will
hardly be Insulted, and director
and co-adaptor George Abbott isn’t
likely to object to the virtual dei¬
fication of his counterpart. But
without mentioning names, some
other "Pajama” figures may pri¬
vately burn, though probably not
admitting even the identification.
As a backstage story about how
a Broadway show is actually pro¬
duced, "Say, Darling” is more or
less standard.
It’s reasonably
(Continued on page 74)

TraubeMiilling
'Death’in London
Shepard Traube, who owns the
rights to Michael Blankfort’s meller, "The French Death,” is con¬
templating a London production of
the play prior to bringing it to New
York. The producer-director, cur¬
rently represented on Broadway by
"Holiday for Lovers,”' planes to
London this week to discuss for¬
mer project and also the prospects
of a West End edition Of "Lovers.”
He’ll remain in Britain about 10
days, then go to Paris for confabs
with Boileau and Narcejac, authors
of the novel, "The Woman Who
Wasn’t There,” from which "Death”
was adapted. The discussions will
involve another one df their prop¬
erties.

Mull Compromise Bill
For Revision of State
Unemployment Payment
Opposition to proposed New
York State legislation calling for
a reduction in-the number of work
wee^ required for unemployment
insurance eligibility may result in
a compromise measure. Assembly
majority leader Joseph F. Carlinp,
who’s carrying the ball for the en¬
tertainment Industry, is trying to
work, out an acceptable formula.
The reduction of the required
work weeks would be beneficial to
performers and has been long
sought by various' talent unions,
notably Actors Equity. Under the
present law an actor has to work
20 weeks of the 52 preceding the
claim. The proposal drawing op¬
position would reduce the mini¬
mum work weeks to 15. An alter¬
native- qualifying anyone earning
1,000 during the year is also
sought.
A compromise suggested by Carlino would involve a staggered pay¬
off on the basic weekly unemploy¬
ment insUrande coin for those hav¬
ing worked 15-20 weeks. In other
words, taking the $36 per week
unemployment coin now being
handed out, a persqn with 15 work
weeks would get 75% of that
amount. The take would go up to
80 % for 16 weeks, 85% ^or 17
weeks, 90% for 18 weeks, 95% for
19 weeks and 100% for 20.
Oscar Kanny is still functioning
as the entertainment industry’s
campaign manager and public re¬
lations advisor In its drive to get
the law revised.

New Concert ‘Don Juan’
Planned for Off-B'way
A revival of the concert version
of "Don Juan in Hell,” a 1951-52
Broadway- entry, is planned by the
off-Broadway Players. The group
was recently formed by Oscar
Kanny, who’s been active in the
radio-tv field and Is now heading
the entertainment industry drive
for the revision of N. Y. State un¬
employment Insurance law.
Kanny acquired the rights to the
G, B. Shaw work from the Theatre
Guild.
He’s currently looking
around for an off-Broadway thea¬
tre and intends presenting the
"Man and Superman” excerpt in
the form used by producer Paul
Gregory in the original concert
edition.
,

Malcolm Wells Leaves
Playwrights This Week
Malcolm Wells, production assis¬
tant for the Playwrights Co., is
quitting the job next Friday' (22).
He's leaving to concentrate on his
own playwrighting and produc¬
ing'chores. On the managerial
end, he and Don La Susa have op^
tioned William David Roberts’
play, "Lovers in Midstream,” for
Broadway production.
Wells is also revising on his own
play, "Between Seasons,” besides
working on another play, tentative¬
ly "Paramaribo,” and several tv
scripts. '

Legit Using Pic
01#s to Teach
Comedy Playing
Oldie films, already a staple for
television showing, have now been
"discovered” by legit.
In the latter case, the interest
is not in selling the'Dlx, but, rather
in studying them. That’s reflected
in the use of the vintage film,
library of the Museum of Modern
Art, N.Y., by producers, directors
and others in the theatrical field.
Illustrating the legit value of old
pix is the recent use of the' Mu¬
seum product by Peter Glenville
in connection with the upcoming
Broadway production of "Hotel
Paradise.” The British adaptordirector of the original French
farce by George Feydeau and Mau¬
rice Desvallieres rented the Muse¬
um’s screening room twice recently
to run off old Mack Sennett come¬
dies for members of the cast.
The idea was to study techniques
employed by the veteran producerdirector of slapstick comedies, and
Glenville stopped ' the pictures' at
various intervals to accentuate
certain points. Incidentally, it’s
understood that choreographer
Jerome Robbins employed a simi¬
lar system in developing his Mack
Sennett Ballet for the 1947 Broad¬
way. production of "High Button
Shoes.”
"Paradiso,” which began a tryout
tour last Saturday (16) at the Na¬
tional Theatre, Washington, has a
five-star lineup including Bert
Lahr, Angela Lansbury, Arthur
Treacher, Vera Pearce and Douglas
Byng. It’s being produced by
Richard Myers & Julius Fleischmann in partneship with Charles
Bowden, Richard Barr & H. Ridgely Bullock Jr.

SET‘TEA’FOR LONDON;
CLUB MEMBERSHIP UP
London, March 19.
"Tea and Sympathy,” the second
of three officially-banned American
plays scheduled for production" in
the West End by the New Water¬
gate Theatre Club, will open April
25 at the Comedy Jheatre. Eliza¬
beth Sellers will play the femme
lead originated on Broadway by
Deborah Kerr. John Fernald, is
staging.
The Robert Anderson drama was
banned by^ the Lord Chamberlain,
the official censor, for public per¬
formance in England because of its
homosexual angle, but will be pre¬
sented at tfie Comedy on a private
subscription basis for New Water¬
gate members. The final of the
three Ui S. plays to be offered will
be "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” by
Tennessee Williams.
"View from the Bridge,” Arthur
Miller’s drama, is current at the
Comedy as the first presentation
under the New Watergate opera¬
tion. It is scheduled to fold April
21 after 221 performances. Club
membership, which was zero when
the Comedy Theatre venture was
launched, now exceeds 45,000. The
membership fee is about 75c., with
the price of theatre tickets extra.

Ballet Theatre 1-Nighter
$4,600 in Columbus !^ud.
Columbus, March 19.
The American Ballet Theatre
grossed $4,600 for one performance
at the 3,964-seat Veterans Memor¬
ial Auditorium here Wednesday
(13).
Presented as a special attraction
by Hast-Amend, local concert man¬
agers, the huge place had a top
ticket price of $4.

ri

'Tables/ with Pic-Partnership Mgt.,
Using Pic Methods for Promotion
-..
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Ballet Theatre Holds^
New Dancer Auditions
American Ballet Theatre, now in
process of planning new values for
its future, as foreshadowed some
months back, will audition for new
girl dancers next Monday (25) at
2:30 in the group’s school at 316
W. 57th St., and the following
afternoon will recruit new male
dancers.
Just back from a short U. S. tour,
the company will' spend seven
weeks rehearsing for its four Mon¬
day nights in May at the Phoenix,
N. Y., where Agnes deMille will
present all-new ballets. It wiiy;ake
to the busses in August under its
new management, Columbia. Stars
remain the same, headed by Nora
Kaye and John Kriza.

Qinton Wildfir s
London 'Autumn
Clinton Wilder, co-producer of
"Visit to a Small Planet,” is tentativ(31y planning*'a London produc¬
tion next fall of "Autumn Garden,”
the Lillian H611man drama which
had a 101-performance Broadway
run during the 1950-51 season. He
will co-present the play with
George Axelrod, his partner in
"Planet,” if the latter wants to
participate.
Although Wilder is mostly iden¬
tified with the production of come¬
dies (his last offering prior to
"Planet” was "Tender Trap”), his
primary interest is in serious plays.
On the other hand, he can’t help
speculating a bit whether, having
become accustomed to the audible
reaction of art audience at a laugh
show, he may not be disconcerted
at the silence at front at a drama.
According to the present time¬
table, Axelrod & Wilder will do
"Planet” in London next fall, in
association with H. M. Tennent
(Hugh Beaumont). They’d like to
get Robert Morley for the dual
staging-star assignment handled
by Cyril Ritchard in the current
original edition of the Gore Vidal
comedy at the Booth Theatre,
N. Y., but have no assurance that
he’ll be available by then (he’s
now costarring in the London" pro¬
duction of "Fanny”) are even that
he’d be interested.
Wilder figures that he’d like to
do “Autumn Garden” in the'West
End as soon as he and Axelrod
have launched "Planet.” He hopes
his producing partnership with
Axelrod, originating with the Vi¬
dal play, will be a permanent ar¬
rangement, so he’ll welcome the
latter’s participation in the pres¬
entation of "Autumn.”,
• Incidentally, Wilder reveals that
because both he and Axelrod were
unable to raise their stipulated
shares of the "Planet” financing,
each had to put a substantial
amount of his-own money into the
venture. Since the show appeared
to be a dubious payoff prospect
during its road tryout, the pro¬
ducers, were pretty much resigned
to losing considerable coin, but 'on
the strength of the smash reaction
[ on Broadway and the continuing
capacity business, they now stand
to make at least a moderate clean¬
up on it.

Broadway legit is getting a taste
of Hollywood-style exploitation.
Taking a cue from picture pro¬
motion techniques, the manage¬
ment of "Separate Tables” is
bringing out-of-town critics to New
York to catch the show on an expenses-paid basis. The move, un¬
usual for a legit entry, is being
handled primarily on a film indus¬
try level. It stems from the in¬
volvement in the production, of pic
producers Harold Hecht & Burt
Lancaster.
The duo,, who are now partnered
in filmmaking with James Hill, are
associated with the Producers The¬
atre in the Broadway presentation
of "Tables.” They also own the
pie rights to the Terence Rattigan
duo-drama. It’s felt that not only
will hinterland promotion of
"Tables” benefit the show businesswise, but that public awareness of
the vehicle will also have payoff
value for the subsequent film ver¬
sion.
Bernard Kamber, executive as¬
sistant in charge of the HechtLancaster office in New York, and
Barry Hyams, the sliow’s pressagent, are takipg care of the visit¬
ing critics. Hyams, however, han¬
dles all the legit angles such as
ticket reservations and interviews.
Field men of United Artists, which
distributes the Hecht-Hill-Lancaster product, are* being used to
spread the Invitations in the vari¬
ous cities they cover.
Thus far, reviewers from De¬
troit, Toronto and Philadelphia
have caught the play under the
expenses-paid setup, with a flock
of others scheduled to come in.
The bill on this facet of the opera¬
tion is being footed Jointly by
ProdiLcers Theatre, Hecht-HillLancaster and Rattigan. "Tables,’*
currently in its 20th week at the
Music Box Theatre, costars Eric
Portman, and his wife, Margaret
Leighton.

Toby Rowland Group Is
Trying Out ‘Janus’ As
First of 4 London Shows

London, March 19.
A number of wellknown legit
managers have combined in the
formation of the International
Playwrights Theatre, which has
named Peter Hall as its artistic
director and which will put three
plays into immediate production.
Backers of thfe new venture are
the American,* Toby Rowland;
Campbell "Wiliams, a director of
the Arts Theatre, and Lars
Schmidt, the Scandinavian pro¬
ducer.
The group’s first presentation,
Carolyn Green’s Broadway comedy
hit, "Janus,” is currently playing a
six-week tryout tour before com¬
ing to the Wtest End.
Googie
Withers and John McCallum play
the leads, with Peter Sallis fea¬
tured.
-a
The second production will be
Tennessee Williams’ drama, Camino Real,” with a cast including,
Diana Wynyard, Harry Andrmvs,
Denholm Elliott, Freda Jackson
and Elizabeth Seal. Subsequent
projects will Include Anouilh’s "Le
Voyageur” and a new play by John
Whiting, who, has, incidentally,
translated the Anouilh original.
In the four years since he at¬
tracted attention by his undergrad¬
uate direction at Cambridge of
"Uncle "Vanya,” Peter Hall has
moved into the front rank of the
profession and among his recent
productions have been “Waiting
Dublin, March 12.
for Godot,” "The Waltz of the
Tennessee Williams’ “The.Hose Toreadors” and "Summertime.”
Tattoo” is among the plays sched¬
uled for presentation during the
first international Theatre Festival HVood's Marcal Theatre
to be held here next May 12-26.
May Convert for Legit
It’ll be produced by Alan Simpson
at the Pike Theatre. Other entries
Hollywood, March 19.
slated include "The Old Lady Says
Deal is in the works for the con¬
No” at the Gate and "Juno and the version of the Marcal Theatre, Hol¬
Paycock” and "Playboy of the lywood Boulevard film house, to be
Western World” at the Abbey."
a legiter, beginning with Jack Lin¬
The Globe, offering a season of der’s scheduled revival of "Lady
seven plays by W. B. Yeats, will Chatterley’s Lover.” The producer
also be represented with an unde¬ has been negotiating with owner
signated play, as will the Olympia. Mark Hanson with a view to using
England’s Royal Ballet will play a the theatre for other revivals as
week at the 3,500-seat Theatre well.
Deal is being,held up pending
Royal, with the festival period also
coinciding with the final weeks ;of determination of final costs of cor¬
the Dublin Opera session at the recting backstage plumbing and
other difficulties.
Gaiety.

‘Rose Tattoo’ Skedded
For 1st Dublin Fest

72
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at each of the question mark cur¬
tains. But if Pirandello is to get
his off-Broadway due, actors must
be able to meet him on his par¬
desirably might inform the eve¬ ticular level of intellectual titilutopia, Uiinited
The Beggars Opera
sly reprobates have exterminated
lation.
Geor.
Donald H. Goldman ic S'hakespeare* ning.
N. Y. City Center Light Opera Co. all human compassion in them¬
wrljThta presentation of American Savoy¬
Elspeth March warmly plays the
(Jean
Dalrymple,
managing
director) selves and delight only in their
ards revival of operetta in-two acts, with tragic mother in “Riders to the
presentation
operetta
by
John 'Gay,
TVie Auatoinist
and macabre relish of
libretto by W, S. Gilbert and music by
adapted and directed by Richard Bal¬ cunning
Manson Productions revival of farce in dridge. Stars Shirley Jones, Jack. Cassidy, deceit.
Arthur
Sullivan.
Staged
and
chorco- Sea,” and she appears as a^rowdy,
acts, by Edward Ravenscroft. Staged Paula
gi-aphed by Dorothy Raedler; music di¬ red-wigged,
Laurence;
features
George
S.
clay
pipe-smoking two
The
smaller
roles have been
by Howard Scammon; settings, Eugene Irving, George Gaynes, EamaR Sunningrected by Ronald Bush; assistant choreog¬
slattern in “Wedding."
Gurlitz; costumes, ^argaretta Maganlnl; ham, Jeanne Beauvais, Peter Turgeon, well selectedrthe rogues male be¬
rapher, Helene Guilet. At 264 West 87tli
Patricia Newhall has staged the choreography, Myra Klnchj lighting, Mar¬ Constance Brigham, Marla Karnflpva, ing matched’ by the rogues fe¬
St., N.Y., March 1, '57; $3.85 top.
Cast: Tom Plank, Arthur Matthews, three plays with due affection. The vin March. At Royal Playhouse, N.Y., David NUlo. Music arringed by Daiilel
If there Is a good deal of
Feb. 26, '57; $2.50 top.
John Bridson, Raymond Allen, John J.
Pinkham, staged by John Heawood, con¬ male.
Cast; Eamon Flynn, Karl Emerson Wil¬ ducted by Miles Morgan. Setting, Watson bounce to the/ song and dance In¬
Smith, Tom Boyd, Morgan Stuart, Harry cramped arena staging demanded
Goz, Dan Foster, Walter Kantosky, Daryl by Theatre East’s minute facilities liams. Bill Farley, Jeremy CluloW, Keith Barrat; lighting,' Jean Rosenthal; cos¬ tervals some special notice is ow¬
Dodson, Salty Knapp, Irene Dean, Carol doesn’t work well for the come¬ Edwards, Herb Ronson, Mlchaal Hart, tumes, Robert Fletcher; production super¬
David Friedman, Marion Prlmont. Annette vision by Burt Shevelove. At N. Y. City ing the feature, dancers, Maria
Plamondon, Dorothy Hatch, Helene Gullet,
Karnilova and David Nillo. There
Lorraine Phillips, Elaine Rogers, Kath¬ dies, which really need the detach¬ Hunt, Carol Teltel, Barbara FuUcr, Shir¬ Center, March 12, '67; $3.80 top.
leen Kirwin. Ann Pickles.
ment provided by a proscenium ley Jensen, Lucille Ormay^ Elonzo Dann. Beggar Poet . Tetcr Turgeon is no program credit for chore¬
Filch ................. Cnarles Bolender
arch.' The poignancy of “Riders to
Macheathf . Jack Cassidy ography, although production is
“The Anatomist" isn’t a play, it’s Matt of the Mint .. ...Robert Burr much mentioned, to wit,; Baldridge
In the canon of Gilbert and the Sea," however, is the more
an antic. A knockabout piece writ¬ Jemmy the Twitcher ...... Hal England as director but With a special
Sullivan operetta, “Utopia, Limit¬ personal for its Intimacy. Gcor.
Crooked Finger Jack..Maurice Edwards
ten by Edward Ravenscroft in 1696, Wat
ed" is considerable minor. Recon^
Dreary .
Francis Barnard stager, John Heawood, of the mu¬
it’s a zany and improbable enough, Nlmmlng Ned.J. C. McCord sic, Apart from the pit conductor,
ciled after their, celebrated dispute
Aunie Get Your Gun
Slippery Sam.. Jack De'Lon
farce to have been source material Bob
Miles Morgan. Finally, a line adds
over a rug, W. S. and
Arthur
Booty .. David Nillo
Equity
Library Theatre revival
of for the Marx Brothers.
weren’t able to find the sponta¬ musical
Tom Tizzlo'.William Inglis “entire production supervised by
cqmedy in two acts, with music
At the Royal Playhouse on off- PoUy Peachum .;. Shirley Jones Burt Shevelove."
neous inspiration that had marked and lyi'ics by Irving Berlin, book by Her¬
bert and Dorothy Fields, Staged by Jay Broadway’s jumping E. 4th St., Mr. Peachum . George S. Irving
Watson Barrett’s set creates old
their earlier work. However, Doro¬ Lee;
choreography. Matt Mattox; settings “The Anatomist" (or “The Sham Mrs. Peachum . Zamah Cunningham
Mr. Lockit . George Gaynes London and Newgate, prison atmos¬
thy Raedler, regisseur of the and lighting,
Charles Brandon; assistant
Lockit . Jeanne Beauvais phere quite neatly.
Action is on
American Savoyards, has revived on bo^ direction, Edward Sostek; piano Doctor" by subtitle) runs, the cus¬ Lucy
Mrs. Coaxcr . Paula Laurence
arrangements
and
dance
music.
Jay tomary two hour^.
Said' to have Jenny
“Utopia" with as much dedication Thompson;
Diver.;.. Constance Brigham two levels, with stairs on each side
duo-planists, Thompson and
as if it were the best thing G & S Janice Fuller. At Lenox HUl Playhouse, been offered originally as an after- Dolly. TruU . Maria Karnilova and platforms above. The noose
Vixen . Anita Cooper hangs high throughout.
Business
had ever done. The results should N.Y., Feb. 28, '57; admission, by con¬ piece to “The Merchant of Ven¬ Mrs.
Betty Doxy ..
Jenny Lou Law
ice,” it was exhumed six years Mrs.
satisfy the sternest Savoyard and tribution.
Slammekln . Adnia Rice calls.'for a certain amount of fran¬
Cast: Bill Goleeke, Julie Oser, Joe Sil¬
Suky Tawdry.Shirley Chester tic acrobatics with Cassidy at Tme
make new friends for the Victorian ver, Jack Eddleman, Larry. Stevens, June ago in the archives of the Molly
Brazen . Charlotte Ray juncture swinging cross stage on a
Squibb,' Jack
Kauflin. Elaine' Swann, Williamsburg (Va.) Foundation and
Rodgers & Hammerstein.
Singers, dancers; WiUlqpi Ashley, Hal
Nichols, Jessie Elliott, Betty Jane produced there.
This June it will Barnet, George Broadhurst, Willie Compier, rope. He" seemed to bang himself
When initially produced in 1893, James
Single, Ruddy Moore,. Michael Martin,
Joan
DuBow,
Jack Emrek. James Kerr, badly bn the table opening night,
be
done
at
the
Jamestown
(Va.)
the satire on colonization and em¬ David Davis, Geraldine Stuart, Marilyn
Cooper, Naomi Newman, Jay Gerber, Festival, so its off-Broadway stand Sara Meade, Louis Saporito, Lee Warren, and is surely no Doug Fairbanks.
pire had pith, point and joviality. Diane
Hurd Wiese, Louis Algarra, Jennie An¬
McDaniel, Cal Von Rheingold,
With the British Empire now hav¬ Doug Spingler, Heward Caine, Gcrri might be regarded as a sort of pre- drea, Evelyn Arlng, Robert Atherton, ■ Costumes are credited to Robert
Barbusci, Don Becker, June Buck- Fletcher and are a plus. The sluts’
Jamestown tryout. It stacks up as Nicola
ing shrunk to a small “e," how¬ Still.
nor,'. Julie Gerace, Peter Held, Matirice
a “folded out-of-town" item.
ever, the Gilbertian raillery tend^
Kostroff, Mary Lesawyer, Maria Martell, (the script’s* fAvorite word) are es¬
Although
Overplaying,
to
be
effective,
John
Person,
'' Thomas Powell, Robert pecially well suggested.
to have a hollow ring.
Pint-size Jessie Elliott, with
grouped with the latter, Constance
Even the indefatigable American near-Merman voice, is the most must seem effortless. The minute Ruddy, Mary Thompson, Mara Ya'vne.
the
actors'are
obviously
working
Brigham
comes
strongly
to
the fore
Savoyards have difficulty getting vibrant performer to hit the Lenox
A quaint old (1728) musical spoof as the most calloused and hypo¬
“Utopia" off the ground, but after Hill stage in some time. This year at prankishness, the jest is Over.
an opening 15 or 20 minutes when the annual musical is “Annie Get Much of the cavorting is done by with the quaintness pretty much critical of all the jades.
Concede considerable animation
they’re manifestly working at it. Your Gun," and when Miss Ellidtt co-producer and actor, David bleached out in a new modern ver¬
and they manage to get it aloft, it socks away at such numbers as Friedman. The author, of course, sion (by John Baldridge, who also to the production, much talent and
wafts along gracefully enough.
“Doin’ What Comes Naturally," provided the cue, his whim being directed) has been chosen to open some sparkle to the company. But
the spring cycle of musicals at the in the end the entertainment suf¬
Sally Knapp, who’s been with “Showbusiness,” or-“I'm an Indian, broad, bustling and bawdy.
Stager Howard Scammon has N. Y. City Center. It is another fers from sameness in contradis¬
the American Savoyards since Too," when she’s being alarmingly
modest days in the Jan Hus base¬ tossed around by the show’s provided a sight gag a minute, instance of the Center doing it the tinction to the un-uniformity of itsment, has matured into a first-rate hoofers, or just yenning for her probably on premise that some¬ hard way ori an. opener. Last style. Call it a lark which doesn’t
Land.
thing had better happen since the spring’s . catastrophic loss-leader quite' spark.
G & S actress. She has attractive man,, she’s all solid performer.
“King Lear" with Orsofi
poise and charm, and even when
This revival, in fact, is a prO' play doesn’t move. Decorations, was
Welles,
and
In
the
fall
“Orpheus
surrounding
the
revival
are
divert¬
adroitly singing swiftly "intricate fessional showcase of, by and for
The Sin '«f Pat Muldoon
Gilbertian patter, her eyes never professionals. After a few cornball ing. There's excellent harpsichord in the Underworld." Although the
Richard Adler & Roffer L. Stevens prosubsequently did well at the auction
of comedy-drama in three acts
stop smiling.
moments in the opening scene, olaying by periwigged Stoddard latter
(five
scenes) by John McLiam. Staged hy
boxoffice,
it
took
perhaps
the
sea¬
As King Paramount -the First, “Annie" becomes an hilarious, Lincoln, and arcljaic playbill with
settings, Mordeqai G<u-elik;|
son’s
worst
critical
drubl)ing
on
its
“Farce
wrote
by
Mr.
Ravens¬
ruler of Utopia, Tom Plank dis¬ strenuous,
Ughtln^
Paul Mornson; costumcs.^Anna'I
eyefilling
diversion.
Hill Joh^tone. Stars Janies Barton; fea*'
plays the customary timidity that Most of the performers are much croft” style, not to mention a plump the score of taste.
Taste is also a question in the tures Elaine Stritch. Katherine Squire,
marks a whole line of parts in the more than competently with* it,' and Orange Girl usherette.
Edgar Stehli, James Olson; Gerald SarThe peak moment is when fes¬ present “Beggar’s Opera" for What racini,
Patncla Bosworth. John Helda-:
G & S stock company; This revival stager Jay Lee has brought all
N.Y., March 13,
belongs most to Plank and. Miss facets of the production into sharp, tivities halt while AdoK Anderson, emerges is gallows humor'without 57; $5,75 top ($7.50 opening).
the
deadpan
wit
of,
say,
Bernard
assisted
by
three
marked
dancers,
Knapp (with appropriate bows to compact focus,
\ .
Theresa Mmdoon.Patricia Bosworth
Shaw
in
“The
Devil’s
Disciple.”
MuWooii . Katherine Squire
Miss Raedlpr), although there’s
A major contributiW is made by and Myra Kinch”s choreography, The action is probably speeded and Brigid
Cornelius De Lacey...Edgar.^ehli
conunendable support from Irene, Charles/Brandon’s many sets. De¬ discourses on “Bows and the Use of
.
Stritch
Dean and Carol Plamondon. as two spite the Lenox Hill’s constricted the Fan". The play stops, the the points are made clearly, but a
Muldoon . James Barton
very proper En.eli§h-tuto.red Uto¬ facilitm-s and the ELT’s limited caper begins, and so does genuine mood piece is played without con¬ Attendants.James McGUllcuddy,
sistency
of
mood
in
a
variety
of
_
'
, Rose-Bennett
humor.
•
Geor.
pian lasses, and Morgan Stuart, as budget, the scenery has color, econ¬
Dr. Glass ... . John Heldabrnnd
keys. The show is occasionally di¬ Father
Gallagher . James Olson
the dashing hero, Capt. Fitzbattle- omy and appropriate atmosphere.
verting, often well performed and Joe Vlerra . Gerald Sarraclul
The Doctor in Spite
axe of the First Life Guards.
Matt Mattox’s choreography is
sung,
but
never
quite
satisfying.
. Accompaniment is by Ronald vigorous.'and the duo-piano team
of Himself
This cannot even be regarded as
Nearly three years have elapsed
Bush at the Hammond Organ and of Jay Thompson and Janice Ful¬
Afternoon Theatre . revival of. comedy
education since here is since “Sin of Pat MuldcTon" was
Eunice Wilcox at the piano. Dialog ler do an accompaniment that sus¬ ... three acts, by Moliere. Staged by theatrical
Charles Morrison. At Tempo Playhouse, not the original, either literally or tried out on the strawhat circuit.
and patter are occasionally inaudi¬ tains but doesn’t intrude.
N.Y., Feb. 27. '57; $3 top.
in spirit. Gay’s 18th century cyni¬ The delay in getting it to Broad¬
ble, which is surprising in so small
As shootin’ Frank Butler, whom
Cast; Skedge MUler, Roxane Berard,
It's not
Farlello. Gene Derr, Boris Ostrovsky. cism is retained, but the sauciness way is understandable.
a theatre.
Annie covets from first ogle, James A1
Milton
Carney,
Ronnie
Cunningham, is largely lost.
much of a play.
The prognosis is so rosy, how¬ Nichols is a handsome six-footer Pamela King, Steve Press.
As a guess, the. choice of this ve¬
Giviiig the John McLiam com¬
ever, that the Shakespearewrights’ who certainly looks the part, al¬
hicle was dictatea by star availabil¬ edy-drama its biggest lift are the
Donald H. Goldman, who’s co-pro¬ though his singing’s on the chirpy
Charles Morrison, stager of this ity'—namely Shirley Jones, cur¬
highlighted
by
ducing “Utopia," says his . an¬ side. Howard Caine’s concept of Afternoon Theatre’s revival of rently hot after two important performances,
nounced revival of “Julius Caesar” Sitting Bull, wth its deadpan play¬ The Doctor in Spite of Himself,” screen credits. She and husband James Barton’s starring portrayal
in
the
title
role.
The
acting,
how'
has been deferred until early next ing and muffled grunts, is guffaw has recruited an Equity cast, but Jack Cassidy, performed in this
season.
Gear.
stuff and Joe Silver plays a typi¬ he hasn’t delivered a professional adaptation last year at the Cam¬ eyer> Is not enough to put this
Richard
Ai^ler-Roger
L.
Stevens
cal fast-talk promoter.
production.
bridge summer “drama festival." production on a solid commercial
June Squibb is a blonde, baby
It’s bootless to refer to style, They are jointly starred (with footing.
Throe PBays hy Syngo^
Irish Players revival ofw three one--»ct blue-eyed ingenue ;who’s amusing energy, satire, or any .specific in¬ Paula
Laurence sub-starred, if
The title character, an IrishPlays. “In thq Shadow of the Glen," "The when playing it poker-faced, and gredient missing from this revival.
there’s such a status, in smaller American Catholic, represents'the
Tinker's Wedding" and “Riders to the
Sea," by John Millington Synge. Spen- her “I’ll Share It All With You" Listening to “can’t-miss" Moliere type)
in the , present two-week free-thinker as opposed to reli¬
sored by A. WourseUj staged by Patricia and “Who Do You Love?" is a lines drop with a thud on the Stage mounting.
gious ranters and bigots. That’s
Newhnll; settings, Don F. Jensen; Ii<Tht- good combo with Jack Kauflin’s
apron and watching surefire situThe royalty deal is reportedly
ing, Mary Alma Dyas; costumes. Cliff
ationsrthat have induced guffaws nominal, so this Consideration .may established, but little more. No
Sapone. At Theatre East. N.Y., March 6, excellent tenor warbling.
conclusions are drawn,' and the
*57; $3.45 ton.
Geor.
for centuries vahish into aston¬ have figured.
Trade
speculation
, Cast for "G]en": Barry Macollum, Gerry
play proceeds unexcitingly to an
ished silence is a thoroughly dis¬ would also wonder about the sin- ineffective
Jedd, Dei-mot. MoN-imara. Tom Brennan,
ending.
'
Cast for “Wedding": Stephen .Toyce,
night Yon Are
heartening theatrical experience. cerest form of flattery-imitation—
Although dying, Muldoon re¬
Michael Conaree, Neil Fitzgerald, Elspeth
J. E. Schenker revival of drama in
The
Afternoon
Theatre
is
f
since the longrui\ off-Broadway hit, fuses to confess his “sins,” despite
March.
three act.<! by Luigi Pirandello, new ver- group of ladies who have the ad¬
“Threepehny Opera,’’ is also de¬ the urging of a young priest and
Cast for “Sea": Michael Conaree, Gerry ■sion by Eric Bentley. Stars Erik . Rhodes.
Jedd, Elspeth March, Stephen Joyce.
Be
Staged by Alfred Christie; setting. Her¬ mirable objective of wishing to rived from the same source.
wife and
bert Senn and Helen Pond; costumes, establish “a first class professional that’as it may, lightning has not his devoutly religious
B, Meyer. At Carl Fischer HaU, N.Y.,
brother-in-law. He Is, however,
Perhaps the chief difficulty with Leo
theatre
ifi
New
York
City
for
stu¬
struck
twice.
/
March 4, '57; $3^90 top.
copscious-stricken
over
having
the Irish Players’ revival of three
dent
audiences,
ages
13
to
19"
at
Cast: ErJk Rhodes. Dee Victor, Suzaii|ie
Shirley. Jones' prettiness, pert
of John Millington Synge’s one-act Eden, Dennis Drew, Helen Lambert, Viola 99c per head. In this opener, Mor¬ personality and singing are attracr peddled tlm family’s only valuable
Albert Ackel, Vincent Gardenia,
asset
and
having
squandered
the
plays is that the company is sa in¬ Sw.ayne,
rison
&
Co.
have
floundered
badly.
tive values, although she seems too money on a spi'ee prior to becom¬
Mlvlajn
Goldina,
John
Vari,
Maggie
tent on being Irish. The musical Owen.s, Tver Fischman. Leonard Elliott,
Geor. I much the well-bred Procter & ing
ill.
prose, so akin to poetry in its Dolorbs Quinton,
Gamble girl of today to be quite
He dies at the end, with little
rhythms and human compassion,
convincing in the role of Polly, the
Life with" Luigi Pirandello isn’t
requires simplicity, rather than
promising wench who ruined her resolved except .that one of his
daughters,
disregarding the biased
easy. The basic dram-atic question
stress.
career prospects by getting mar-r
“In the Shadow of the Glen" was of his “Right You Are" Is who’s
ried. Indeed, this is a weird kind protests of her mother, marries a
Once a reasonably clear
Mexican.
O.tber
than that, the play
Synge’s first produced play, and who.
of “lead," for in the second act
London, March 19. . Polly becomes co-equal in plot im¬ is just a surface study of the con¬
its 1903 Irish audience raised hob answer seems to emerge, Piran¬
London producer Stephen Mitch¬ portance and in song with her ri¬ flicts and problems confronting a
■because of the wry concept of .the dello quizzically inquiries, “But
old farmer’s dissatisfied young are you sure?" and brings the cur¬ ell will premiere Jonathon Grif¬ val Lucy, effectively played by' family 'during a critical period.
Barton emerges as.the most like¬
wife running away with a tramp. tain down. It’s provocative, but fin’s “The Hidden King," described Jeanne Beauvais.
It no longer seems a swipe at wom¬ hardly commercial.
as a “contemporary myth in a Ren¬
Making a dashing figure in tight able of all the characters, giving
Alfred Christie’s loos€. direction aissance setting, at this year’s pants and marked, by considerable a colorful and polished perform¬
anhood and becomes '& mildly ir¬
lets the actors go their disparate
reverent farce.
Edinburgh Festival, opening Aug, professional authority and pres¬ ance. Katherine Squire, as his
“The Tinker’s Wedding" trans¬ ways. Designers Herbert Senn and 18 and continuing through Sept. 7. ence, plus an acceptable musical wife, is a pitiful picture of a hard¬
pires in a ditch. This time the Helen Pond, however, have created The play will be staged by Chris¬ comedy grade of voice, Jack Cas¬ working mother and spouse, with
clergy and its strictures are re¬ a natty set which, except for some topher West, resident director for sidy leaves something to be desired formula Ideas. Elaine Stritch and
garded sacrilegiously, part of the awkward sliding doors, creates a Convent Garden Opera, and Les¬ Ir the department of lustiness re¬ Patricia Bosworth round out the
quired for. the role of the wench¬ immediate family as sisters. The
jest being tying^the local priest up fragile atmosphere befitting Piran- lie Hurry will do the decor.
ing highwayman, Heatham. If Miss former, a hitter Rnd brashy bread¬
in a sack bag. It’s froth, but fun delliaft metaphysics.
Also slated for Festival premiere Jones is as wholesome as a full winner, has some good moments,
There is occasional urgency in
in its calculated impiety.
■ “Riders to the Sea," of course, the playing. Miriam Goldina, as is Walter Hasenclever’s “Man of page in McCall’s, Cassidy looks while the latter does okay as the
mother-in-law who may or may Distinction," with Anton Walbrook more like the senior class presi¬ one who weds the Mexican. ^
is Synge’s masterwork, a model of
be demented, has introverted as star, i Hans Lietsau, who staged dent at Holy Cross than a hell-forJames Olson, as the priest; Ed¬
tragic compression. In the short not
tension. John Vari, as the son-in- a recen#revival of the play in Ber¬ harlots candidate for hanging.
gar Stehli, as the brother-in-law;
moments during which a widow I'law
who also may or may not be lin, will repeat the assignment for
Several seasoned character ac¬ John Heldabrahd, as a young doc¬
mses the last of her six sons,
unbalanced,
provides
,^an
overtors underpin the make-believe to tor, and Gerald Sarracini, as the
Synge compacted a century's himdance of emotional overtones. Edinburgh.
High Mexican, are satisfactory. Jack
Other legit offerings at the Fes¬ the extent it comes off.
worth of man’s piteous acceptance T’he company, however, misses the
points go to George S. Irving and Garfein directed aptly. The pres¬
of an obdurate fate.
tival
will
Include
an
English
Stage
Jjustling inquisitiveness and pomp¬
entation, Incidentally, marks the
George
Gaynes
as
the
corrupt
In “Glen," Dermot McNamara ous politicking that beset the pro¬ Co. production of Jean-Paul Sar¬
has relaxed colloquiality as the vincial town.
tre’s “Nekrassov," the Edinburgh and-proud-of-lt receiver of stolen Broadway- managerial bow of Ad¬
ler,
who did the tunesmithing
goods
and
heafdkeeper
of
Newgate
tramp._ Michael Conaree (Miss) is
Since Erik Rhodes stftrs, it must Gateway Co. presentation of “The
beguilingly smudged as the gamin be reported that he speaks clear¬ Flowers of Edinburgh" and ah en¬ gaol respectively. Include Zamah chores with the late Jerry Ross for
would-be bride in “Wedd.mg," and ly, hDok$ handsome in-red lounge- gagement Of the Madeleine Ren- Cunningham as the unwed mother “Pajama Game" and “Damn Yan¬
'
Jess. •
Neil Fitzgerald, as the r«riest, dem¬ i.''''k''t and grey ascot, And smiles aud 4c Jean-Louis BaiTault troupe of Polly aifd Peter Turgeon as. the kees."
story-setting beggar poet, plus the
(Closed-last Saturday -ilB) after
onstrates a performance level that an appropriate Cheshire Cat smile, from Paris.
aforesaid Miss Laurence.
These -five perfornunices)^
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Slate King,’ ‘Distinction’
For Edinburgh Preems
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Literati
Mrg. Bob Hawkins Makes It
. The Robert Fr. Hawkins (he’s
Variety correspondent in Rbme)
had good cause for celebration
last week,when his Madrid-born
wife, Carmen, got her American
citizenship.
, , .
Since she is married to an
American working abroad for
American interests, the waiting
process Is accelerated but, none
the less, the skull practice on
Americanism is intense.
It ap¬
peared to. be even more so, to an
American cross-section at a New
York party on the night of Mrs.
Hawkins* receipt of the actual
naturalization papers, since a large
segment at this cocktallery would
have flunked out on some of the
questions, Unde Sam puts to his
new citizens,
Hawkins, a longtime resident of
Italy, was also bom abroad.
His parents resided in Genoa where
Hawkins Sr. was the Standard’ Oil
executive in that country, but
with him it was a matter of reg¬
istering with the U.S. consul.
The Hawkinses return to Rome
March 27 on the SS Constitution
and he resumes corresponding
for VARiETy, among other chores.
Christiansen Recovered
Arthur Christiansen, editor of the
London Daily Express, is in New
York for a brief spell en route
from Nassau, where he had been
recuperating, back to his Fleet St.
desk.
As part of his convalescence fol¬
lowing a long illness, he scaled
down from 186 to 150 pounds.

into focus a summation of Amer¬
ica today. This is “seeing our¬
selves” between hard covers in’an
analytical yet entertaining volhme
which should be fun as well as in¬
formative reading.
Abel.
Serializing Pontiff's Biog
McClure Syndicate is handling
the daily serialization rights to
“Crown of Glory,” by Alden Hatch
and Seamus Walsche (Hawthorn
Books), the official biography of
the Pope Pius XII. Kenneth S.
Giniger-just returned from Rome
where he, as managing director of
Hawthorn (a Prentice-Hall subsid),
officially presented a specially
bound copy to the Pontiff at an
official Vatican reception.
“Crown of Glory” starts in the
N. Y. Journal-American next "Sun¬
day (24) and other dailies includ¬
ing the Chi Sun-Times and the San
Francisco Examiner.
Old Vic's 3d Encore
“Shakespeare, at the Old Vic,
1955-56,” by * Roger Wood and
Mary Clarke (Macmillan; $5), is
third in a series of annuals on the
O. V. operation. This issue holds
special interest for U.S. readers,
covering, as it does, some of the
plays and players seen recently at
the Vic’s engagement in New York.
Richard Burton, . Wendy Hiller,
John Neville, Rosemary Harris and
Paul Rogers are the featured
actors in the period covered in
this book, and Michael Benthall
directed,
Pla^s photographed and com¬
mented upon include “Julius Cae¬
sar,” “The Merry Wives of Wind¬
sor,” “The Winter’s Tale,” “King
Henry V,” .“Othello’* (with Burton
and Neville altematinyg as lago
and The Moor)j and ‘Troilus and
Cresslda.”
Down.

*Duke’ For Negro Male. Mkt.
Duke, new monthly mag slanted
at the male Negro market and pub¬
lished'in Chicago, is due to hit the
stands late in April.
Dan Burley, former Ebony asso¬
ciate editor, will edit the monthly
Sobers Vaude Book
which will feature considerable
Bernard Sobel, who recently
fiction. Sylvester C. Watkins, also authored
“History of Burlesque,”
ex-Ebbny, is circulation director.
now working on “A Pictorial His¬
tory
of
Vaudeville.”
It would mark
Bromfield’s Farm
The House of Representatives his second treatise on that subject,
of the Ohio Legislature has ap¬ having written a brief history-on
proved a bill which wUl appoint a vaude In “Theatre Handbook.”
Citadel Press will publish.
committee to study purchase of
Malabar Farm owned by the late
Setters TV Comedy Tome
author-farmer, Louis Bromfield.
Irving Settel. whose “Best TV
As the bill went to the Senate for
• similar approval, interest in the Humor of the Yeaf” will be pub¬
farm took a sharp turn upward.
lished by Ballantine next Septem¬
The Richland County farm Is ber, Is readying “How To Write
priced at $145,000. If the state Television Coihedy” for Writer
purchased the 640-acre farm, it Pub. Co., with chapters to be writ¬
may be used for a new state uni¬ ten by top comedy scripters. Sid¬
versity or experimental farm.
ney Reznick, Art Hanley, Eric
Other than the state, interest in Heath, Bob Howard, Leonard Hole,
he farm has been expressed by George Tibbies, Ann Howard
he Friends of the Land, a conser¬ Bailey, Bob Richter, Frank prser,
vation society which Bromfield Mort Green, Goodman Ace, George
headed at the time of his death. Foster, Jay , Burton will be among
The society reportedly has made the contributors.
an offer' to purchase the farm,
but the price was not disclosed.
Pines' New 'Miss'
It is reported that New York
Pines Publications is propping
agents handling the Bromfield es¬ a new
beauty & fashion mag, Miss,
tate are seeking $150,000 for the for later this year. Jean Carney,
farm, which is located southeast former associate editor of Seven¬
of Mansfield^ Ohio.
teen and managing ed of Modern
Bri(^e, will edit.
Beckett's New Duo*
“Waiting for Godot” author Sam¬
William Murray's 2d Novel
uel Beckett has two tomes coming
William Murray has dropped the
out March 15 for Grove Press. One
is “Murphy,” a novel by the Irish- Jr. since- his father. Bill Murray,
born scribe, and the second is a who founded and headed the radio¬
tv department of the William
critical study, “Proust.”
“Murphy” was first published in Morris agency, died some years
London in 1938. “PrOust” was is¬ ago. Now a .New Yorker staffer,
after a stretch in Rome bureau of
sued in 1931.
Time, his “Best Seller,” which
Harcourt, Brace is publishing this
Sydney Harris' 2d Book
Houghton Miffin this fall will • month, deals with the book pub¬
publish a collection of columns by lishing business.
Somewhat in the same idiom is
Sydney Harris, Chicago Daily
News columnist-drama critic. This another another HB book by ad¬
■will be the second hardcover pub¬ man George Panetta, titled “Viva
lication of Harris’ “Strictly Per¬ Madison Avenue!,” and has to do
sonal’* pieces which are carried by with guess what? Panetta has been
60 newspapers via General Fea¬ in advertising for 12 years, has
published two previous novels, but
tures.
Henry Regnery brought out an this is the grst bearing on the
earlier volume about three years advertising field.
In another parallelism, Murray's
ago.'
1D55 novel, “The Fugitive Romans,”
also drew/ on his closeup on the
Seeing Ourselves
“Mass Culture: The Popular Ai’ts 1953-55 bull market in Italianin’ America” .(Free Press & Fal¬ AmCrican coproduction. His moth¬
con's Wing Press; $6.50), saga¬ er’s occupation as playreader and
ciously edited by Bernard Rosen¬ translator doubtlessly, also had a
berg. and David Manning White, little .to do with his inclination
wiU probably inspire automatic towards that theme for his first
analogy to Gilbert Seldes’ “The 7 book.
Another novel having to do with
-Lively Arts” of a quarter-of-acentury ago and his more recent the publishing biz is Macmillan’s
writings. The parallel ends there. Just published “Spring List,” by
This is an astute, well-organized Ralph Arnold, himself, a director
anthology of writings from divers of a British publishing house. Un¬
sources .which Rosenberg, lecturer like the Murray book’s native
at CCNY, and White, research locale and characters, Arnold’s
prof, in, journalism at Boston Unlv., book treats with the British scene.
have interestingly organized' under
Afore Seafaring ■ Sagas
suOh categories . as mass culture,
The click of Walter Lord’s saga
-mass, literature* pictures, tvrradio,
divertissement, advertising and a of the sinking of the Titanic, Holt’s
conclusion^ which sums up mass bestseller of “A Night To Remem¬
ber,” has inspired books like “Graf
communications.
All the contribs are pros and Spee: The Life and Death of a
tile editors have ..Ctflled from fa¬ Raider” by Dudley Pope for Lippmiliar arid ph^cuj** sources to bring incott publication, Ballantine is

bringing , out “The German Raider.
Atlantis” by Wolfgang Frank and
Bernhard Rogge, latter the captain
of the feared Nazi vessel.
Michael. Powell (and Emeric
Pressburger Productions, London)
authored “Death In The South At¬
lantic: The Last Voyalge of the
Graf Spec” for Rinehart, which is
also bringing tout "Holocaust At
Sea: The Drama of the Scharnhorst,” by Capt. Fritz-Otto Busch
(translated by Eleanor Brockett
and Anton Ehrenzweig),
Bossin’s Theatre Treatise
Aptly titled “Stars of David,” a
history of the Jewish contribution
to the Canadian theatre has been
compiled by Hye Bossin, author of
“The History of the .Canadian Mo¬
tion Picture Industry” and contri¬
butor to the forthcoming “Ency¬
clopedia of Canada” on the filmtheatre field. Bossin's “Stars of
David” (Twinex Century Publica¬
tions) replete with ancient woodcuts to contemporary photographs,
comprehensively treats of the Jew¬
ish impact 'on the early history of
the theatre in Canada — 4n its
English-language and later Yiddish
aspecti^up''to such present enter¬
tainment media as film, radio and
television.
Bossin has done a remarkable
job of historical research, this com¬
mencing with playwright Mordecai
Noah (1785-1851). The author also
lists the 300-seater Theatre Royal,
Toronto, with frontispiece cut of
the exterior, as being given a court
charter in 1836 and built on the
site of the present Globe & Mail
newspaper building. Emanuel
Judah, the first actor of Jewish
birth, came to Toronto in 1826,
when he played in the ballroom of
Frank’s Hotel, Toronto.
Bossin. cites W. G. Noah as To¬
ronto’s first Jewish theatre man¬
ager, who took oyer the Theatre
Royal, A daughter, Rachel, became
leading lady of the Boston Theatre
in 1864. From army garrison days up
through the years of touring com¬
panies and the building of theatres
from the Royal Lyceum in"1848 to'
the Grand Opera House in 1874, and
the present Royal Alexandra Thea¬
tre m 1907, Bossin has researched
and written an enthralling story of
the legitimate theatre in Canada
and the contributions of managers
and stars of Jewish lineage.
Bossin has undertaken a valuable
task for “Stars of David” is a pains¬
taking labor of love, rich in histori¬
cal record and nostalgic lore, with
plenty of professional name-drop¬
ping. The compilation is s'prightly
told and a meritable work that
should be on the reference shelves
of all lovers of the theatre and
such comparative johnny-comelatelys as films and other entertain¬
ment.
McStay.
CHATTER
William S. Campbell, business
manager of Cosmopolitan mag
since December, 1955, upped to
post of publisher.
- . .
Howard Greene, formerly pub¬
licity manager of Pines Publica¬
tions Inc., named assistant promo¬
tion and public relations director
for the firm.
Pick Publishing Corp. chartered
to conduct business in New York,
with capital stock of $2,500. Proskauer, Rose,-Goetz & Mendelsohn,
N.Y., filing attorneys.
Mexico City News columnist
Pepe Romero back, to his news¬
paper job after-N.Y. and Detroit
one-man showings of his oil paint¬
ings. Sold 24 of the 38 he exhibited
at New York’s Hammer Galleries.
Horace Sutton’s—weekly travel
column, “Of All Places,” signed
with the Montreal Star and the
Toronto Telegram. The N. Y. Her¬
ald-Tribune Syndicate column is
already being .carried in Montreal’s
French language Le Petit Journal.
Frank Gagnard of the Dallas
News has joined the New'Orleans
Item as “fine arts editor. Radio-tv
columnist Fairfax Nisbet will fill
his,slot and review films, and Tony
Zoppi will assume the radio-tv slot,
addhig to his nitery coverage.'
Study of motivational research
and “symbol manipulation” in the
fields of advertising, publicity,
politics, merchandising and public
relations, "The Hidden Per¬
suaders,” will appear the tailend of
April via David McKay Co. It was
written by Vance Packard, former¬
ly of Collier’s.

German Prisma Sold
To Its Ex-Manager
Berlin, March 12.
Prisma Filmverleih, the former
state-owned pic distributing out¬
fit, has. been de-nationali?ed and
sold to Franz Sulley, previously the
company’s general manager. Pris¬
ma had been an UFA outfit, such
as Capitol-Fllm, which after 1953
produced films for Prisma release.
Both companies were postwar
children and set up to exploit the
local UFA potential until the lat¬
ter’* sale.
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By Frank Scully
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Palm. Springs, March 19.
By an odd coincidence (or is it even this time?), at the very mo¬
ment Chicago was blowing 21 outmoded and mothballed gangsters'
out of cannons in a salute to the Windy City’s 120th anni, the town’s
most driving salesman was in Palm Springs, selling me “Chicago Heart¬
beat” as if ,I were a sponsor of a product that sells around the .world.
(Arid what makes you think Variety Is not a product that s.a.t.w.?—
Ed.)
His name is Les Lear and it seems that years ago I wrote that
“among the back^Ound boys of show biz Lear is king.” King Lear,
get it? Well, anyway, he got it and turned around and used it to sell
people into giving up their hoarded dough for the cause of cerebral
palsy. As he set the quotes in 20 point type, it made me feel good,
because the only thing I ever envied abont contemporary columnists
was that they could wangle bigger type out of their editors.
This time Lear’s charity pitch was directed toward an older field—
the Chicago Foundling Home, second oldest basket market in the
country. Next 'to Moses, the most famous baby .found in a basket was
a little girl (what was her name again?) who was left outside the Chi¬
cago Foundling Home on Jan. 30, 1871.
It happened that Dr. George E. Shipman had placed the night be¬
fore a cover-lined and blanketed wicker outside the new orphanage
with this message :
“Those having babies of which they wish to disposto, whether of
sin or poverty, have hut to leave them in the basket and they will
be cared for, and rio questions asked.”
'No Babies In Baskets, Please'
The next morning thjwffe'was the baiby girl’in the basket. It started
a trend. It’s got so popular that today when you go into superrriarkets
you read: “No babies in the baskets, please.”
<
The Chi surplus moppets are still being taken in at 15 Wood St.,
as they have since 1871, for it seems the place survived the fire. But
after 80 years they need a new place arid Lear is the boy to get it
for them.
Lear brought the further good news that he is going to revive “Wel¬
come Travelers” and take the show back to Chicago. In New York
it withered under alien hands. It had eight great years in Chi. Unless
Campbell sponsors it, however, there will be a good deal less soup in
the program in the future. People in the birth-pains of the bides will
have to take their toil-worn,, cotton-pickin’ hands to programs else¬
where, because Lear is going to fan his 27-man crew out of Chicago
each morning to catch incoming tourists who have pay t^les to tell
this time.
Lear had a gay tale to tell himself. I’ve run into three super-sales¬
men of late—Grordie Curry, Barney Gerard and Lester Lear—and of
the trio Lear is by far the most. Even jackrabbits outside our adobe
hacienda were held spellbound by Lear’s eloquence. He was talking
at such a rate of speed that some of his words shot right thrOugh the
sound barrier. As this trespass on one of nature’s physical laws al¬
ways produces an explosion, the resulting blast sent the previously
fascinated jackrabbits scooting across the desert as if pursued by
Presley’s old hound dog.
But Les was only telling of his past and how he rose to eminence
practically froiri infancy as a top salesman of men’s suits. It seemed
to be the old story of chameleons on scotch plaids and I felt the symp¬
toms of a multiple and split personality breaking me up to the point
of complete disintegration. In brief, in trying to keep up with the de¬
tails of how he developed into such a salesman, he just about wrecked
my love of a simple tale simply told.
But I did get the^dea that he was campaigning on a platform of
the producer’s choice: People. Happy people.
It may. be thought that he got the idea while producing Walt Dis¬
ney’s Magic Kingdom at Disneyland for ABC last year, but actually
he was heading in that slap-happy direction before- his sponsors pres¬
sured to switch “\Y'elcome Travelers” to Manhattan and thus lost Lear,
He wouldn’t go thataway. And he was right. A program for transi¬
ents belongs in (Chicago and nowhere else.
Back To The Old College Try
It will set the Old College Inn downstairs in the Hotel Sherman
jumping when he takes over that cubbyhole in the corner and begins
talking in 11 telephones to 11 different persons about 11 different sub¬
jects at the same time. For a man married 35 years, the father of
two married daughters and one son, and the patriarch of hundreds
he has adopted temporarily as he has. poured wangled loot into their
arms on the hundreds of shows he has produced. Leaf is an amazingly
young-looking and young-acting man.
He has had plenty of success but he acts as if his whole career
rested on the flawless success of this day’s show, obviously a char¬
acter who stands out in a town teeming with them. At Disneyland he
felt hemmed In. He had only four telephones in his cubbyhole. The
last time I visited him there he grabbed a letter from a stack of mail
while telephoning and said, “Here, read this. It’s great!”
It wasn’t great. It was just-a letter from a manufacturer wanting
to know what the sum -total of seconds across the country would
amount to in the plug he was going to get for giving a new bedroom
set each week,
“Get me Joe E. Brown, Pat O’Brien, Laura LaPlante and Claire
Trevor,” he was demanding.
“We only have four phones and you’re on two of them.”
“Okay, I’ll get off and talk to Scully.”
But before' he could .ask me how I was, he was shouting (I suspect
to Hank Koval who has resigned so often he can’t count the times),
“Tell that guy who changed my tires he nearly killed me by a blow¬
out on the freeway. And write that woman in Akron that we cannot
send her kid to. prep school if she returns the prizes!” (Back to the
phones.)
“Hello Joe?” Wait,, Joe, Pat’s on the other line. You both listen¬
ing? Okay. Walt wants -us to come oyer to his house With our wives
tonight. Sure, I want to go* Okay see you tonight.”
(Hangs up, grabs another phone and hands the office visitor an¬
other letter.) “Claire? You were great on G. E. Theatre. Got to have
you on our show. Okay I’ll send you some dates and you pick One.
Fine, Claire. Best to Milton, Peter, Don, Chuck and Ann Pippin.”
When all the-'pfiones, weary and worn out, are back 5n their cradles,
he begins scribbling notes and chatting with the visitor who’s still
trying to find out why he was handed those letters. “How’s Alice?
And Skip and the girls?”
Before you can answer, those phones start again. If he isn’t ringing
somebody, somebody is ringing him.
Let ex-King Michael of Ru¬
mania, Hugh O’Brian or Lawrence Welk wander into the park and
Lear had them hooked for his program.
.After the war Lear formed an alliance with Tommy Bartlett, fresh
from the Air Transport Command, and in 1946 tfi-fey started “Welcome
Travelers,” first as a Saturday morning show. It was an hour-long
clambake, starring Bartlett, Patti Page and Kay Armen. On June 30,
1947, Procter & Gamble took up the tab and from then on Lear be¬
came an all-year Sahta Claus. “Welcome Travelers” caught transients
passing through Chicago until May, 1955. The show enjoyOd high day¬
time rating, outranking such standards as Arthur Godfrey, Garry
Moore and Kate Smith. The price was low, the sales were high.
Before the show was yanked to New York and Lear said goodbye
to it, he had begun to tint the format’s color from melancholy blue to
cheerful rose. The new twist was to make daydreams come true. In
the revival he> going on from’where he left off,*,. Strictly oh the sunny
ride of the street.
^
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Hartford Hans Reyise
Of 'HoiilieMor ^ext Pall
Hollywood, March 19,
“Praise House,” Charles O’Neal’s
drania about racial intermarriage,
Fred Bultman Raises. $40,200 in Three Di^ysr—
will be extensively rewritten and
may be tried out again next fall
Whereupon Most of Old Board Resign
at the Huntington Hartford Thea¬
tre here.
'■
■♦
.
....
,
The play, with Louise Beavers
starred, was fried out by Hartford
New Orleans,. March 19. ®
at the Alcazar Theatre, San ^'ranNew Orleans Opera House Assn,
cisco, but was taken off March 2
will be able to open its spring sea¬
after a single week’s engagement.
son Thursday night (21), with
The venture represents a $60,000
A fourract play by the late necessary funds to meet all out¬
investment..
Eugene O’Neill, previously believed standing obligations. Fred Bultto have been destroyed by the man, new president of the asso¬
playwright, has been acquired for ciation, raised $40^200 between
possible production by the Royal Tuesday (11) and Thursday (14) to
Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm, set an operatic fund-raising record
Sweden. The drama, “More State¬ for the city.
ly Manners,” is the fourth in a cy«^
Last week the opera group was
cle of nine plays written by the bankrupt. There was only $122 in
A tentative project to remodel the Huntington Hartford Theatre,
author during the last years of its treasury with the scheduled
Hollywood, to boost its seating capacity by 200 has been dropped as too
his life.
'
costly. Understood it would have cost around $400,000, including pur¬
“Faust” production only a week
Six of the works were reportedly off. In addition there were stag¬
chase of required adjacent parcels of land. Scheme originally was to
destroyed by the author and his gering obligations.
push back the proscenium to accommodate several new rows of seats.
wife because they required too
House now seats 1,024, which makes it impossible to book touring musi-^|
Bultman volunteered to raise
much revisions and cutting. An¬ the money rather than let opera
cals and heavy straight plays. Last year house lost money on the “Inherit
other
of
the
plays,
“A
Touch
of
die here. The money he raised in¬
the Wind” engagement, despite capacity business, because the gross
Subscription engagements on the the Poet,” is scheduled to have its
was insufficient to meet costs under the favorable terms granted for
cluded cash donations of $25,000
world
preem
March
28
in
Stock¬
coast
and/or
a
guaranteed
stand
the prestige booking.
and opera bond donations of
holm,
where
O’Neill’s
autobiogra¬
at the annual Texas State Fair at
$15,000.
phical
play,
“Lbng
Day's
Journey
The production of “All for Mary” opening March 28 at the Pasadena Dallas have become a virtual must
-The president of the association
and members of the opera board
(Cal.) Playhouse, with Edward Everett Horton as star, will not be the for touring musicals. That’s in¬ Into Night,” also debuted.
In
its
current
form,
“Manners”
agreed to resign if Bultman was
American preem of^the Harold Brooke-Kay Bannerman comedy, as
erratumed in last week’s issue. The play, originally presented for a dicated by the route lined 'up for would take 10 hours to perform. fiucceSsful in raising the sorely
The.
author’s
notes
on
how
the
play
needed funds.
nine-month run in London during the 1954-55 season, was given what’s the road company oP “My Pair
President Ralph Emke resigned
believed to have been its U. S. preem at the Port Washington (N. Y.) Lady” and the similarly-patterned should be cut have also been ac¬
quired,
however.
as did the board, with one or two
Playhouse, opening Aug. 3, 1955, with a cast including Viola Roache tour planned next year for a tour¬
exceptions.
This left Bultman
and Feliz Deebank (the spelling was listed as Dee Bank). It was done ing edition of “Bells Are Ringing.”
The Theatre (juild, which origin¬
with a nine^man “interim” com¬
again the week of July 23, 1956, at the Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan,
mittee in complete charge to work
ally intended getting a touring pro¬
Me., with Horton as star.
duction of “Bells” out next August,
with him to carry out the work of
the association until the annual
has scrapped that idea in favor of
an early ’58 getaway. The new
Limited Investors, a syndicate of meeting of members (season sub¬
plan is to work out a^deal with the show biz personalities that puis scribers) in May.
Bultman, as new president, has
Civic Light Opeta Assn, in Los modest amounts in Broadway plays,
Angeleis and San Francisco, for
inherited liabilities of close to
Ellas Goldin and Morty Halpem Fausts,” plays the title role Satur¬ summer bookings of the tuner as paid $4,732.87 in dividends during $40,000 to Which debts must be
1956, aceording to an accounting
will be general manager and stage day matinees and is scheduled to
manager, respectively, for “Shin¬ take over the assignment for six part of the regular local subscrip¬ sent^ to the members last week. added the production costs of four
evening performances the early tion series and then to get it to For^the current season, the group spring operas totaling $76,917.
bone Alley.”
Dallas for the annual State Fair has*^ already had total flops with
Maurice Huisman, head of the part of April.
“Small War on Murray Hill” and
Production staff for “First Gen¬ in October.
International Clearing House for
That’s the way it’s laid out for “Night of the Auk,” but has an ap¬
Cultural Exchange, planed into tleman” includes James Russo,
“Lady,”
which
began
touring
Mon¬
parent money-maker in “Happiest
New York last week from -Brussels stage manager; Rex Partington,
for confabs concerning American stage manager, and Jon Wiley, as¬ day (18) in Rochester. A road Millionaire.
itinerary had already been lined
Each member of the syndicate
legit representation in the Brus¬ sistant stage manager.
sels World Fair of 1958.
Jean |
“The Praise Agent,” by Frank up for “Bells,” starting Aug, 26 puts up $150 a year, and between
Dalrsrmple is director of the U. S. | Orser and George Q. Le^s, will in Toronto. The tuner wa§ then $1,000 and $1,500 each is invested
The management of the Ballet
section at the fair, while Howard | be presented as a reading next scheduled to work its way to the in three straight-play productions
S. Cullman is U. S. Conunissioner Wednesday (27) at the Comedy Coast for a Dec. 9 bow at the Bilt- per season. The total payoff dur¬ Russe de Monte Carlo has been
General to the fair. Marcella Cis- Workshop, N. Y.
mOre Theatre, L.A., and a Jan. 20 ing 1956 included $17.80 from ordered to make full payment of
ney will work with Miss Dalrymple {
Mitchell Howard is staging “A opening at the Curran in Frisco. ‘^Hasty Heart,” $59.07 from “State unemployment insurance tax for
in organizing the program, with i Land
Beyond the River,” opening Those dates would have been with¬ of the Union,” $27.60 from “Detec¬ its dancers. It had been making
Miriam de Kika succeeding the lat¬ March 28 at the Greenwich Mews out CLO backing.
tive Story,” $24.98 from “Four- only half-payments.
ter as bead of the Amencan Na¬ Theatre, N. Y.
The ruling was handed downjast
poster,” $392 from “Seven Year
tional Theatre & Academy-Rocke¬
The N. Y. City Center revival of
Itch,” $195 from “The ^Crucible,” weqk by the State Unemployment
feller Foundation Program for as¬ “Brigadoon”
Is being staged by
$138 from 1953-54 season invest¬ Insurance Appeals Board, on a mo¬
sistance to Hungarian performers. George Englund.
ments, $794.34 from 1954-55 invest¬ tion by the management to set
A musical version of Jean GlrauDaryl Fr Zanuck has made a prements, $2,997 from 1955-56 invest- aside a recent referee’s decision.
doux’s “Madwoman of Chaillot,” production purchase of the film
ipents and $90 frftn the current The company had beep making
originally adapted for Broadway, rights to Gilbert Miller’s upcoming
Hollywood, March 19.
season. The total return to date only half-payments on the assump¬
production by Maurice Valency, Broadway presentation of Marcel
Billy Gilbert, costar of the tour¬
is scheduled for May 2-4 presenta¬ Achard’s French play, “Patate.” ing “Fanny,” in the role originated for each $150 invested for the last tion that a U.S. Treasury ruling al¬
three seasons has been $292.30 lowing such reduction on with-^
tion at Yale U., under the sponsor¬ The deal reportedly involves a
ship of Alfred de Liagre Jr., who $150,000 down payment, plus $2,000 on Broadway by Walter Slezak, is from the 1952-54 season, $139.92 holding tax of performers on tour
presented the play in New York. for each profitable week the play under doctors’ orders to take a from the 1954-55 season and applied equally to unemployment
insurance.
Quincy Porter is responsible for runs on Broadway after its 100th rest, and has asked for release, $154.57 from the 1955-56 season.
the music, while Raymond Sipherd performance. ^Incidentally, the di¬ from his contract for the musical.
The Treasury regulation permit¬
Members of the group include
provided the book and lyrics.
rectorial assignment on another - The rigors of ^e Toad are un¬ Gertrude H. Applebaum, of the ting reduced withholding .tax is
British director Peter Brook and forthcoming Miller producer. “Un¬ derstood to have proved too much Cornell-McCilinti(>
of^ce
staff; on the ground that a tourmg per¬
American producer-realtor Roger der Milk Wood,” has been changed. for the veteran comedian, but after pressagent Phyllis Perleman; press- former has greatly increased pro¬
L. Stevens have acquired the Eng¬ Robert Lewis will be unable to a few months’ layoff he’s expected agent* Marian Byram; director fessional expenses which will sub¬
lish and American rights to Jean- handle the chore, with the stint to be sufficiently recovered to Mark Daniels, actor Paul • Ford, stantially decrease the amount of
Paul Sartre’s “The Devil and God.” going to Douglas Cleverdon and work again.
actress. Arlene Francis, director income tax payable. Particularly
Luclenne Hill is adapting. The Edward Burnham, stagers of the
John Gerstad, League of N. Y. for moderate-income taxpayers, it
pjiay was originally produced in original British production.
'v, No word on Successor
Theatres secretary Ruth Green, would presumably involve a hard¬
William Wilson, currently com¬
Paris, in 1951 under the title “Le
Cincinnati, March 19.
producer T. Edward Hambleton, ship to have the full amount with¬
Diable et le Bon Dieu.” Brook, in¬ pany manager for the Jose Greco
There’s apparently no one set to former dancer Eunice Healey, ac-^ held at a time when living expenses ^
cidentally, returned to England troupe, will return for his third
last week to fulfill a variety of season next summer as house man¬ take over the costarring assign¬ tress Phyllis Hill,, attorney Meyer were greatly increased. At the
commitments.
Stevens also took ager of the Carter Barron Amphi¬ ment in “Fanny” when Billy Gil¬ Mermin, attorney David Miller, performer’s request, therefore,
bert * withdraws for reasons of actor Tyrone Power, actress Natalie half-withholding is permitted.
off for Europe last week.
theatre, Washington.
The test case was brought by
Ed Sultan, df CBS-TV’s Network health. A decision may be reached Schafer, Mrs. John Wharton (for¬
Production staff for “Hotel Par¬
adise” includes Charles Mooney, Operations Dept., will stage man¬ in New York this week, a ca^ mer actress Mary Mason) and actor the American Guild, of Musical
Bert Whitley. The outfit holds an Artists in behalf of dancer Eugene
general manager; Edward Blatt, age a Iqgit production to be pre¬ member said today (Tues.).
The musical is playing the Shu- annual party, usually immediately Slavin. The attorney for the un¬
company manager; Edmund Baylis, sented April 16-18 in New York by
berf Theatre here this week.
after the opening-night perform¬ ion was Jack London, and the
production stage manager, and Joe j (^roup id.
ance of a show in which it has in¬ management was represented by
Lustig, pressagent.
I The off-Broadway production of
Virgil Miers, Dallas Times Her¬ “Exiles” at the Renata Theatre,
vested.
Watson Washburn. ^' There has
N.Y..
is
giving
Sunday
matinee
and
ald amusements editor, is in town
Excuse It, Please
been no decision so far as to
evening
performances.
for two weeks of o.o.’ing stage fare.
whether the Ballet Russe will have
The management of the
James PiTeston has succeeded
Charles R. Meeker Jr., managing
to make retroactive, payment of
Gene
Wolsk
as
general
manager
of
Circle
in
the
Square
Theatre,
director of State Fair Musicals,
full unemployment insurance taxes
the
New
Theatre
Co.,
presenting
in
Greenwich
Village,
N.
Y.,
Dallas, is in New York with his
for all its dancers.
To do so
“Take a Giant Step” at the Jan
stationed a member of the staff
staff for talent auditions.
might be financially ruinous, so
in the Houston Street subway
Ottawa, March 19.
Margo Jones Theatre ’57 trying Hus Theatre, N.Y.
AQMA may not insist upon it.
Kyle Crichton, author of “The
out “Second Wind,” by Elinor
station for. several days last
♦ Patricia Joudry’s “Teach Me
Lenz, through March 31 at the Happiest Millionaire,” sailed for
week to take telephone orders
How to Cry,” a 1955 entry at the
England last Friday (15) to finalize
Dallas arena theatre.
for tickets to its current show,
Theatre de Lys, N.,Y., is scheduled
Elia Kazan planed to Frisco to arrangements with British pro¬
“The
Iceman
Cometh.”
The
for production in London. Under
check the performance of the tour¬ ducer. Emile Littler for a London
wrinkle was that a display ad
the title, “Melinda,” it will be pre¬
ing “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” at production of the play next June.
in the Sunday drama section
sented in the West End by Mark
Dorothy James, standby for Mar¬
the Curran.
of the N. Y. Times carried an
Another production of “The
Marvin and the playwright’s hus¬
United Air Lines is sponsoring a garet Phillips in “The Lady’s Not
incorrect phone number.
World of Sholom Aleichem” is in
band, John Steele.
Frisco-to-Broadway theatre tour For Burning” at the Carnegie Hall
Playhouse, N.Y., will succeed the
Marvin, an American, is co-pro¬ the works. Actress Gubi Mann is
The wrong listing turned out
this week.
ducer with Fred Finklehoffe and planning a presentation for Jewish
to be- fqr a pay phone in the
Legit actor George Cotton re¬ former during the show’s final
Gabriel Katzka of “Hide and community centers around the New
subway station, and when the
couping from surgery in St. Clare’s week ending JHarch 31.
Thelma Polish, featured in the
Seek,” which begap a pre-Broad¬ York area. The offering, which
attendant in the cashier’s
Hospital, N.Y.
original
Broadway
production
of
James Bender will be managing
booth kept having to leave his
way tryout last week in Wilming¬ she would also direct, would be
“The
Pajama
Game,”
is
back
in
director this summer of the. Fal¬
post to answer calls for ticket
ton, Del.
The Steeles are Ca¬ booked by the Jewish Welfare
mouth Playhouse, Coonamessett, New York after a Coast stay dupli¬
orders for the Eugene O’Neill
nadians. It’s figured the London Board, which lined up an extehsive
cating
her
original
assignment
in
Mass., opening its season June 24
drama, he made frenzied
production of “Cry” will cost tour for a prior edition of the Ar¬
with Mrs. Sydney Gordon continu¬ the Warner Bros, filmization of the
squawk to the off-Broadway
about $20,000.
The producers nold Perl adaptations! in 1955.
musical.
She’ll
also
appear
in
the
ing as producer.
theatre.
hope to get most of the backing
Comprised of three short stories
Alex Robert Barron, recently- upcoming N.Y. City Center revival
derived from Russian-Jewish folk¬
in Canada.
The staff member who hus¬
admitted to the Assn, of Theatrical of the tuner.
The film rights to “Cry,” which lore, “Aleichem” was originally a
tled around to take the ticket
Beginning next Sunday (24), the
Pressagents & Managers under
was originally done in (Canada as 1953-54 off-Broadway click. As in
order calls had to pay a 15c.
the “new blood” clause, is company Broadway production of “Uncle
a radio play and then twice on tv, the case of the previous JWR tour,
Willie” will switch to a Sunday
fare to get through the sub¬
manager for “First Gentleman.”
were purchased by Universal after the production put together by
way turnstile, then spent a few
Robert Kidd, who has one of the matinee and evening performance
be% cutdpWh
its de Lys<debut. The piqtui^ertitle Miss Mann
days in the underground “boxsubsidigry parts in the Blackfriars’ sked in lieu of the regiffar Monday
Version,'
‘
(Continued on page 74)
is ^'Too Young.’*
office.**
Guild production of “Doctor
Wednesday matinee and evening audiences are the toughest and
Saturday trade the most responsive, according to a poll of performers
active In New York legit. That’s divulged in a two-week survey con¬
ducted by the James M. Vicary Co., a marketing & research opinion
outfit. It covered the fortnight, ending Feb. 2.
Questionnaires were sent out to 102 performers in 20 Broadway and
12 off-Broadway shows. There were 20 Broadway returns, covering 12
shows, and 12 off-Broadway returns, covering seven productions.
Broadway respondents included Rex H^rison (*’My Fair Lady”), Edith
Adams (”Li’l Abner”) Charles Xiaughton (**]Vlajor Barbara”), Loring
Smith (^'Matchmaker,” now on tour) and Robert Weede (”Most Happy
Fella”).
The purpose of the survey was to determine whether audience reac¬
tion at a given time was the same for all shows and,, if so, whether
there were any contributing factors. The analysis called for perform¬
ers to check out four categories of response, very warm, warm, very
cold and cold, after each performance. Although the Vicary firm kept
tabs on daily news events, no definite observations were made on con¬
tributing factors.

Play by 0’N# Found;

Coast & Dallas
Dates Are IWiKt’
For Road Tuners

‘POOR MAN’S SYNDICATE
HAD TWO WASHOUTS

Legit Bits

Gilbert Exits Tanny';
No Replacement Set

Aim London Production
For Pat Joudry’s ‘Cry’

To Revive ‘Sholom’ For
Jewish Center Stands
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night and Wednesday afternnon Maurice Evans office and now with
performances.
v.
agent Miriam Howell, will‘be marGorgi Kramer and Giovanni Ga- ried May 3 to Lewis Perkiss, an
rinei arrived itt ^New York from attorney. She’s the daughter of
Italy last weeki;o discuss the pos- company manager Max $iegel.
sibilitv of a Broadway production
k' pair of one-acters; Barbara
of the Italian musical, “Good Night Miller’s “PilJLar of Salt” and Albert
Bettina ”
Zuckerman’s “Beer in the BackTheodore Pollock’s “Wedding in wash,” will be presented by ShowJapan” which opened March 11 at case Theatre at its New York stuthe Greystone Theatre, N. Y., was dio for one week, beginning next
originally reviewed in Variety, Monday (25).
May 11, 1949.
,
Joe Lustig, who recently injured
As expected, the criminal case hjg jgfi^as resigned as pressbrought against Theatre Trains & ggent for “Hotel Paradiso” because
Planes by N. Y. City License Comdifficulty in getting around. He’s
missioner Bernard J. O COnneii
succeeded by the team of
has been dropped.
Marian Byram' and Phyllis PerlHoward Erskinc, co-producer of j^an;
“Happiest Millionaire,’ and nis
Legit publicist Howard Newman
actress-wife, Lou Prentis sailed jg
Philadelphia working on
last Saturday (16) on a oi^-week “Around the World in 80 Days,’’
round trip to Bermuda. They.re ^hich opens at the Nixon Theatre
due back next Friday (22).
in April.
“The Shoemaker’s Prodigious
Robert Rounseville, who’s been
Wife” will be presented we^eims g^^.
y. City Center reonly tit the Theatre Club, N. Y., yivai of “Brigadoon,” had to jugbeginning next Saturday (23).
gie three concert dates to take the
“Every Bed is Narrow,’ a comedy assignment. The bookings conby Mary Jukes, of the Toronto flicted with the rehearsal period
Globe & Mail, is planned for Lon- j^nd the two-week running time of
don production by Amia Doere
musical, which opens next
Wiman, who’s also scheduled to Wednesday (27).
co-produce a West End ediuon ot
Czechoslovakian actor Karel Stc“Hide and Seek” Mth
panek will appear as Shylock in a
klehoffe, Mark Marvin and Gabne^. concert reading of “The Merchant
Katzka, producers of the upcoming gf Venice” tonight (Wed.) at CoBroadway production of the play, lumbia U.'s McMillin Theatre, N.Y.
Imogene Coca, who succeeded yhe presentation is being presentMargatet Sullavan and Claudette g^j hy the Helen Hayes Equity
Colbert in “Janus” on Broadway, Group, under the direction of Jack
is repeating her assignment this Manning.
week with Jules Munsbm m a ptoy^e pressagent ^d company
duction of the comedy at the Som- manager assignments at the Cocobrero Playhouse, Phoenix.
nut Grove (Fla.) Playhouse have
Eevie Hays will play the lead t,ggn switched for the remaining
femme role in “Wonderful Town eight weeks of the season there,
at the Starlight Musicals, Indian- Ren Washer succeeds Lorella Valapolis, beginning July 23.
Mery as drumbeater and Charles
Louis A. Lotito, vice-president Mulligan succeeds Jack del Bondio
of Producers Theatre, gets pro- as company manager.
«
gram billing with partners Roger
John Kennedy, Erector of “The
L. Stevens, Robert Whitehead and ^iegfeld Follies,” will follow up
Robert W. Dowling, on the firms ^ith two summer chores, one as,
current Broadway presentations of general director of the St. Louis
“Waltz of the Toreadors^ and (Mo.) Municipal Opera season and
“Hole in the Head,” and also on the other as stager of the return
the third entry, “Orpheus De- stand of Guy Lombardo’s producscending,” opening tomorrow night tion of “Show Boat” at Jones
(Thurs.) at the Martin Beck Thea- Beach, L. I.
tre, N. Y., of which he is managing
An
exhibition of theatrical
director.
sketches by Goulda Shaw, witlT a
Ellen Siegel, formerly of the supplementary survey of the thea¬

trical caricature, opened last week
and will ebntinue through April 26
at the Brander Matthews Dramatic
Museum of Columbia U., N. Y.
Richard Myers and Julius
Fleischmann have put off produc¬
tion activity on John O’Hara’s
"You Are My Sister” until next
season. Most of the backers who
put up coin for ‘that project have
switched their investment to “Hotel'
Paradiso,” which the managerial
team ’s co-producing this season
with Charles Bowden, Richard Barr
and H. Ri'^'r^’v Bullock Jr.
Alice Childress’ comedy, “So
Early Monday Morning,” produced
ofpBroadway - ut the Greenwich
; Mews Theatre last season, has been
picked up for Broadway produc¬
tion in April by David Kahter,
Charles Ihratt Jr. and Edward
Eliscu.
William Penn has been employed
to direct the 11 plays to be pro¬
duced next summer at the Wingspread Summer.. Theatre, near.
Colon, Mich. The plays will be re¬
peated during the season at the
Wagonwheel Playhouse, Warsaw,
Ind.
Herb Rogers’ tWo Highland Park,
Ill,, summer operations, the Tenthoiise Theatre and the Music Thea¬
tre, will open, respectively, June
9 and 10. The stock company at the
former spot, will Include Marian
Walters, Tim' O’Connor and Sidney
Breese, with Michael Ferrall di¬
recting.
Steinbrook - McKee Productions
has taken a summer lease on the
Provincetown
Playhouse,
N.Y.,
and plan to open there June 4
with “Kaleidoscope,” a revue.
“The Sound of Children,” a new
play by Syd Shaw, has been op¬
tioned for Broadway production by
A1 Gorta Jr. and Jim Downey Jr.
The latter is son of the proprietor
of Downey’s restaurant, N.Y.
Noel Behn, manager of the
Cherry Lane Theatre, N.Y., and co¬
producer of the house’s current
tenant, “Purple Dust,” has op¬
tioned “The Circus of Dr. Leo,”
which Nathaniel Benchley and
Gwyn Conger Steinbeck adapted'
from Charles Finney’s nov^. An
off-Broadway production is con¬
templated.
The Group 20 Players begin
their fifth season June 25 at the
Wellesley (Mass.) Theatre on the
Green.
Ex-boxer Lou Nova, currently
appearing on Broadway in “Hap¬
piest Millionaire,” will give a
poetry recital May 14 at Carnegie
Hall, N. Y.

Shows Abroad
V
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sss Continued from page 70

.nesiless Heart
other musician.-Robert Urquhart
is imposing as a richly endowed
musician, but seems somewhat
lacking in fire and temperament.
In smaller parts, Peter Bull is
convincing as a manager-corttpanion,. Jennifer Wright is perhaps loo
Anglified, Joan Linder offers a
good cameo as Sluttish French girl
and Lala Llbyd scores as a matterof-fact costume fitter.
The'Peter Rice decor strikes an
appropriately rich note in draw¬
ing-room set of the second and
.third acts, while conveying authen¬
tically the Bohemian atmosphm*e
of a shabby northern French sea¬
side cafe in the opening act. Willianr Chappell has staged with
warm appreciation of the atmos¬
phere.
Gord.

La Mamma
(Mama).
Paris, Feb. 26.
Benoit-Leon I>«utsch presentation of a
comedy in two acts (five scenes), by
Andre Roussin, based on a'novel, "Le Bel
Antonio," by Vitaliano Brancati. Stars
Elvire Popesco; features Jacques Toja,
EsteUa Blain, Jean RouqueUe, Paul Oettly.
Staged by RoUssin; setting, A. M. Vargas.
At Theatre Madeleine, Paris, Feb, 23,
'57; $3 top.
Rosaria
. Elvir^ Popesco
Antonio ... Jacques Toja
Barbara . EsteUa Blain
Aldo
. Jean RouqueUe
Glldo .
Paul Oettly
Priest . Paul Faivre
Puglisi . Georges Hubert

needed spice and dynamism to
sweep the show alopg. The sup¬
porting cast is good, but subordi¬
nate to the tour-dc-force presence
df the Star. Roussih has directed
deftly and the colorful deqor also
helps.
In a program note, Roussin ex¬
plains that with the theatre being
used by American authors to
dramatize sexual problems, he felt
that it woul^ be In order to treat
such a subject ip comic vein.
'
Mosk.

‘Say, Darling’
Continued from page 71

Andre Roqssin has his annual
hit with “La Mamma,” following
his pattern of taking a scabrous
subject, dressing it up in slick
dialog and plot twists, with a top
player to carry the brunt of the
action of an insouciant comedy.
The new work deals with a Sicil¬
ian roue who turn.s out to be im¬
potent after bis wedding. The
groom’s outraged mother, played
by Elvire Popescu', finally rights
things and brings the son back into
the proper Sicilian sensuality. The
star’s skillful bombast keeps , the
play moving and prevents it from
falling into tastelessness.
The subject matter is obviously
offbeat for the U.S., hut might be
adapted as a vehicle for an actress
The North Jersey Playhouse,
who could create and hold the
which <)pens'■ April 2 with “Anni¬
proper mood.
Miss Popesco, though seemingly versary Waltz,” will have a policy
miscast as a Sicilian, has the of reduced tickets for students.

The Honourable

ROBERT BRISCOE
Lord Mayor of Dublin
nowin the United States
Publicity

Management

PHILLIP BLOOM

IRVING ROCKMORE

230 West 41st Street
New York, N. Y.
CHickering 4-5185

j

funny, hut as prose it isn’t, worthy
of serious ratiflfe. Moreover, un¬
like “7V^ Cents,” it offers little
scope for stage dramatization,
though it would perhaps be the
basis for a picture.
The. author seems adept at catch¬
ing the flavor of everyday conver¬
sation (some of the' characters
sound uiicannily like their living
counterparts), but he apparently
concentrates only on conversa¬
tional cliches and stupidities,, ju§t
as he tends to be a caustic ob¬
server of the genus homo and the
surrounding scene. If he ever
overheard a sensible or genuinely
humorous remark,'he doesn’t indi¬
cate it, and if he observed a kindly
or generous action he fails to men¬
tion it.
Generally, “Say, Darling” is a
shallow, somewhat acid, but read¬
able and amusing account of how
an unsophisticated but sharp midwesterner had a hand in the Broad¬
way musicalizatlon of his novel.
But assuming that the''trade will
identify its leading characters (and
perhaps ip- some cases believe that
its incidents are based on actual
happenings), at least one aspect of
the story seems, Jto express, it
mildly, in questionable taste.
Hohe,

ASSOCIATES, INC.
250 West 57th Street
New York, N. Y.
JUdson 2-2371
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lie Gross Truth WiD Out
'Tamiy” and to. some extent “The Matchmaker” are not as stronjf
, road draws as previously indicated. In tfie case of “Fanny,” in par¬
ticular, the actual grosses have averaged around the break-even
point, while on “Matchmaker” there appears to have been-a modest
profit.
The misrepresented figures on the two shows have been given to
Variety correspondents in the various cities the shows have
played. That is suggested by the fact that other show grosses
given to the same correspondents have been accurate.
The following are the actual weekly grosses, obtained from an¬
other source, for “Fanny” and “Matchmaker,” as..,recently as avail¬
able;
' .
,
Fanny
City
Gross
Week Ending
„$34,573.33
Boston
Dec. 29
Boston
44,854.43
Jan. 5 '
Philadelphia 29,473.79
Jan. 12.
38,438.22
Philadelphia
Jan., 19
35,491J76
New Haven
Jan. 26
Montreal
35.058.50
Feb. 2
27,400.25
T-ordnto
Feb. 9
Matchmaker
^22,601.70
Detroit
Feb. 9
. 24,748.50
Detroit
Feb. 16
25,561,40
Cincinnati
Feb. 23
19,852.81
St. Louis
March 2
25,575.75
Chicago
March 9

Philly Tapering as Season Wanes;
'Orpheus* $23,8110, 'Joker Sad $6,500
Philadelphia, March 19. 4--;Only two shows were on the rinDf r
TIHV 01T
local boards last week, both try- nl rLCi LAlVl 11111 Zill
outs. ‘ The Tennessee Williams
IM 1 CT WPCIf HliTDAIT
drama, “Orpheus Descending,” did.
lIi'liJl TfLLIV| 1/LIliUll
satisfactory business, with sellout
Detroit, March 19.
“The Apple Cart,” starring Mau¬
houses Friday and Saturday (15rice
Evans
and
Signe
16), but “The Joker,” hobbled by Hasso, turned up afeaturing
good $21,000 at
poor reviews and worse word-of- the Cass last- week in the first
stanza of a fortnight’s engagement.
mouth; had rough going.
All three first-string critics Potential capacity at the 1,482(MurdocTc, Inquirer; de Scnauensee, seater Is $38,000 at the scale, with
Bulletin; Gaghan, News) panned $4.50 Saturday eves, $4 other
the Arthur Sheekman comedy, nights.
/Meanwhile, there is a phenomen¬
which is undergoing intensive doc¬
toring in preparation for its sched¬ al advance sale for “My Fair
Lady,” which opens a three-week
uled Broadway opening April 4.
engagement March 26 at the re“Liza,” another tryout, opened verted-to-legit Riviera. About 30,a Philly tuncup fortnight last 000 orders have been returned, and
night (Mon.) at the Walnut, and an only a few singles remain for a
additional pre-Broadway candidate, matinee.
“The First Gentleman,” is due
next Monday (25) for a two-weeker
at the Forrest.
^ Estimates for Last Week
Joker, Forrest (C) (1st wk)
($4.80; 1,760; $32,500) (Tommy
Noonan). Tryout piece about an
egocentric tv comedian had its
troubles, getting a dismal $6,500;
holds this week.
Orpheus Descending, Walnut
/
Wilmington, March 19.
(D) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $32,000).
“Hide and Seek,” starring Fran¬
This reworking of an old Tennes¬ chot Tone, Geraldine Fitzgerald
see WiUiams effort apparently and Basil Rathbone, set a new rec¬
benefitted from the author’s rep, ord for the 1,250-seat Playhouse
getting a healthy $23,800; previous here, grossing $19,900 In a fiveweek, $18,400; exited Saturday performance breakin last Wednesnight (16) for New York.
day-Saturday (13-16). The play, a
subscription entry, was virtually a
sellout before opening. It's current
Tanks/ $37,100, Hershey; at the National Theatre, Washing¬
Walston Succeeds Clark ton.Next offering at the Playhouse
will be “Hatful of Rain” costarring
Hershey, Pa., March 19.
Vivian Blaine and Ben Gazzara,
“Damn Yankees,” starring Bobby April 5-6.
Clark, grossed an okay $37,100 at
the Community Auditorium here
jast week.
Broadway
■ Clark withdrew from the cast
South
Pacific , (City Center): Mindy
last Saturday (16), and Ray Wal¬ Carson.
ston has taken ovc r as star. The
Zloflfeld Follica; Walter Darg Wahl.
Jokar: BIU Hoyer.
musical is current at Ford’s Thea¬
Shinbono Alloy: Gwen Harmon, Julian
tre, Baltimore.
Barry, Cathryn Damon, Carmen Gutierrez,

‘Hide’Big $19,900
Ih5,Wiliiiiiigton

Casting

Touring Shows
(March 18-31)
Apple Cart (Maurice Evans)—Shubert,
Dot. (18-23); Nixon, Pitt (25-30).
iCanadlan Players (Peer Gynt, Hamlet)
j—Wlsconsin State College Aud., Stevens
P(Unt (18); St. Mary's in the Woods Colieve, Terre Haute, Indiana (19); Emporia
(lUn.) State CoUege (21); Mmer Aud.,
Tulsa
(23);
Tarleton
College
Aud.,
StephenviUe, Tex. (26); North Texas State
College Aud,, Denton (27); Texas Chris¬
tian Aud., Fort Worth (28); Court Yard
Theatre, 'Dallas (26-31).
^ Cat on 0 Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez,
NOrJorie Steele, Alex Nicol)—Hartford,
L.A. (18-30).
- Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (RaSTWalston)—
Pord’a Balto (18-23); Shubert, Boston
(2^30).
Panny atalo Tajo, Billy Gilbert)—Shu¬
bert, Cincy (18-23); Murat, Indpls, (25-30).
First Oantleman dryout) OValter Sle2a)c)—Shubert, New. Haven (20-23); For¬
rest, Philly (25-30).
Hatfui o# Rain (Vivian Blaine, Ben
Gazzara)-^Nixon, Pitt (18-23); Ford's Balto
(25-30).
Hide and Seek (tryout) (Franchot Tone,
Geraldine .Fitzgerald, Basil Rathbone)-^
National, Wash, (18-23); Shubert, New
HSven (25-30).
Hotel
Paradise (tryout) (Bert Lahr,
Agela Daiftbury, Arthur Treacher, Vera
iarcc,- Douglas Byng)—National, Wash.
3-30).
Joker (tryout)—Forrest, Philly (18-23);
piiubert,
Wash.
(25-30)
(Reviewed In
VARIETY, March 13, '57).
Liza (tryout)—Walnut. Philly (18-30).
^ Matchmaker
(Ruth
Gordon,
Loring
Smith, Patricia Cutts)—BlacMtone, Chi
(18-30).
My Pair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Ahcme)
j-Audltorixun, Rochester (18-23); Riviera,

^M'd^^lme *for Ssridsnfl (Id Co,)^lrlan-

ler, Chi (18-30).

Carolyn George, Nora Reno. Dorothy W.
Scott, Elizabeth Taylor, Myrna White,
Gene Gavin, Harold Gordon, Albert Popwell, James Tarbutton. Don Farnsworth,
Claude Thompson, Arthur Mitchell, Chita
Rivera (standby for Eartha Kitt).
Damn Yankees: Nathaniel Frey (suc¬
ceeding Ray Walston), Howard Caine
(succeeding Frey).
,
Strongest: Lee Marvin.
Look Back In Anger: Claire Bloom.
Bella Are Ringing: Paul Llpsou (suc¬
ceeding George S. Irving).
Holiday for Lovers; Bob Drew (under¬
study to Tom Carlin).
Greatest Man Alive: John Glbsov, Nydla
Westman.
Brigadeon (City Center): Virginia Os¬
wald, Helen Gallagher, Scott McKay.
Sloan Simpson, Matt Mattox, John C.
Bechcr, Lldlja Franklin, Elliott Sullivan,
Russell Gaige.
New Girl In Town: Mark Dawzon, Pat
Ferrler, Marie Kolin, Dale Moreda, Har¬
vey Jung, Lulu Bates, Eddie Phillips, Jean
HandzUk, Drusilla Davis, Mare Lynn.
John Aristides. John Nola, Claiborne
Cary, Harvey Hohnecker, Ethel Martin,
Bob Bakanlk. John PetUk.
Merry Widow (City Center): Monique
Van Vooren.
First Gentleman: .Dario Band, Macr
Gregory
Gibb,
Earl
Simmons,
Curt
Lowens, Phena Darner, Edward Dunn,
Rossana San Marpo, Edmund Roney.
Of f-B roadway
Waysldoj Ed Glover, Jack Barnet.
Land .Beyond RIvor: R. Grahme Brown,
HoWard Welrum, Charles S. Griffin, Clay¬
ton Corbin, Jacqueline Barnca.
Apollo' ol R^iac A Virtuous Island:
Carole CoUche, Edward Carmell, Alan
Dolan, Plppa Scott, Albert Gttenhelmer,
Sara Aman, Frank Melfo, Ed Rote,.l4esUc
Reed, Robert Marius.
Purple Dust: Scottlo McGregor (tuoccedlng Mary Weldon).
Out-of-Town
8outh
Pacifle
(Coatt
CLO)i Martin
Wolfsort.

Derr,

Tajama Tops^ O.K. $8^300,
Time Limif $5,300, JU A.
Los Angeles, March 19.
The touring “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof” opened gt. the Huntington
Hartford Theatre last night (Mon.)
to keep Los Angeles on a two-show
level.
“Time Limit” exited the
Ivar Theatre over the weekend
after an unprofitable run.
Final week of “Time Limit”
climbed to $5,300 with the aid of
two Saturday. night performances,
but the four-week tally was only
$16,600 for the 400-seater. Across
town, “Pajama Tops” eased off
slightly to $8,300 for its 2lst week
at the Forum, still, profitable.

'Sergeants’22^20,
'Bridge 14}4G, Chi
Chicago, March 19.
^ Loop legit. business Was spotty
last week, ^in the usual Lenten
pattern. ,
There are only two more entries
on the horizon for the balance of
this season. “Desk Set” is due
April 1 at the Harris and “Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof” arrives April 29
at the Erlanger, on subscription.
Estimates for Last Week
Matchmaker, Blackstone (C) (2d
Wk) ($5; 1,450; $33,000) (Ruth Gor¬
don, Loring Smith, Patricia Cutts).
Estimated about $20,000 on -^Subscription; previous week, over¬
quoted, was actually under $25,600;
show has been consistently over¬
quoted on tour.
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
(C) (27th wk) ($5; 1,335; $35,495).
Over $22,500; previous week, $25,600; exits April 27 to resume tour.
View From the* Bridge, Harris
(D) (1st wk) ($4.95;, 1,000; $22,000)
(Luther Adler). Almost $14,500 for
first eight performances.
Miscellaneous
Lyszstrata, Studebaker.
Stock
revival runs through March 31.

1IZA’MEAGRE8G1N5
Off BOW IN NEW HAVEN
“Liza,” playing a five-perfor¬
mance breakin last WednesdaySaturday (13-16) at the 1,650-seat
Shubert Theatre here,«.^had slim
pickings for just under $8,000 gross
at a $4.50 top.
Word-of-mouth
comment on the pre-Broadway en¬
try was mild.
Another tryout, “The First Gen¬
tleman,” opens a five-performance
breakin at the house tomorrow
night (Wed.) and plays through
next Saturday (23). Further Shu¬
bert bookings include tryouts of
“Hide and Seek,” March 25-30; the
musical “New Girl in Town,” April
8-13, and “Greatest Man Alive,”
April 17-20.

‘Cat’Walloping $37,700;
Frisco Goes Legitless
San Francisco, March 19.
The touring “Cat bn a Hot Tin
Roof” pulled in a thumping $37,-.
700 last week, its fourtti and final
stanza at the Curran'Theatre here.
The Tennessee Williams drama costarring Thomas Gomez, Marjorie
Steele and Alex Nicol drew $36,000
the previous week. •
All three local /theatres are
slated to remain dark for the next
two-and-a-half months, the longest
local legit hiatus in many years.

‘IJatfuF Average $18jlQ0
At i31oomington-L’\alle
^Louisville, March 19.
“Hatful of Rain,” costarring
Vivian Blaine and Ben Gazzara,
grossed a moderate $18,100 in a
two-way split between ^.Indiana U.,
Bloomington, last Monday-Tuesday
(11-12) and the ' Memorial Audi¬
torium here Wednesday-Saturday
(13-16).
The show is current at the Nixon
Theatre, Pittsburgh.

ELT Show'
(March 18-30)
Point of No Return—Clinton H. S.,
Bronx (22-23); Bryant H. S., Gu.ecns (29-30).

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Brigadoon, City Center* (3-27).
Hid* A Stok/ Barrymore (4-2).
Liza, Belasco (4-2).
Hotol Paradise, Miller (4-3).
Jokor, Playhouse (4-4).
Morry Widow, City Center (4-10).
Shinbono Alloy, BVay (4-13).
South Pacific, City Center (4-24).
First Gentleman (4-25).
Moon tor Misbegotten, Bijou (5-2).
Greatest Man Alive (5-8).
Now Girl in Town, 46th St. (5-9).
Palama Came, City .Center (5*15).

OFF-BROADWAY
Land Bayond the RIvtr, Mews (3-28).
Minna von Barnhelm, Berkeley (4-8).
GIraudoux Twin Blll> CArnegie (4-9),
Waysidt, BarblzOn Plaza (4-18).
Livin' the Life, Phoenix (4-25).

LEClXmiATE
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B’way Uneven; 'MiDionaire $29,200,
'Jouraey $25,600, 'Barbara $21,5i,
'Yanks’33G,‘Tables’25i/2G,'Night^25G
Broadway was spotty last week.
The up ’n’ down fluctuation, except
for the hits and one other entry,
ranged from $100 to $1,9.00.
Capacity entries included “Aunt¬
ie .Marne,” “Bells Are Ringing.”
“Li’l Abner,” “My Fair Lady” and
“Visit to a Small Planet.”
Keys: C {Comedy), D {Drama),
CD {Comedy-Drama), R {Revue),
MC {Musical-Comedy), MD {Musi¬
cal-Drama), O {Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, Opacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10%. Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Maine, Broadhurst, (C)
(20th wk; 157; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182;
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell).
As
always, $43,600. Comedy lays off
Holy Week (April 18-21) as stip¬
ulated in Miss Russell’s contract.
Beggar’s Obera, City Center (OP)
(1st wk; 7; $3.80; 3,090; $45,000)
(Shirley Jones, Jack (Ilassidy, Paula
Laurence). Opened last Wednesday
(13) to two favorable reviews <McHarry^ J^lews; Peper, World-Tele¬
gram) and five unfavorable (Atkin¬
son, Times; Coleman, Mirror; Herridge, I^ost; Kastendieck, JournalAmerican; Kerr, Herald Tribune);
over $27,900 for first seven, per¬
formances and one^ preview.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(16th wk; 124; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039)
(Judy Holliday). As always, $55,600/
Damn Yankees, 46tll ’ St! (MC)
(98th wk; 780; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573). Has to vacate theatre April
27. Previous week, $33,600; last
week, nearly $33,000.
Diary of Anhe Frank, Ambassa¬
dor (D) (76th wk; 605; $5.75; 1,155;
$35,000) (Joseph Schildkraut), Pre¬
vious week, underquoted, was $17,200 on twofers; last week, nearly
$18,700 on twofers.
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
(C) (17th wk; 135; $5.75; 995; $26,000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous
week, $21,400; last week, over $20,200.

ton). Previous week, $25,500; last
week, nearly $25,500.
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (5th
wk; 3.7; $5.75; 994; $34,200) (Tom
Ewell).
Previous week, $31,800;
last week, alniost $33,100.
Uncle Willie, Golden (C) (13th
wk; 100; $5.75; 800; $24,000)
(Menasha Skulnik). Previous week,
$13,000; last week, nearly $12,000.
Visit to a Small l*lanet. Booth
(C) (6th wk; 44; $6.60-$5.75; 766;
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous
week, $27,400; last week, nearly
$27,600.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
(CD) (9th wk; 68; $6.90; 1,001;
$35,040). (Ralph Richardson). Pre¬
vious week, $17,700 with Richard¬
son out all week; last week, almost
$24,200, with Richardson out ,for
five performances.
!
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden
(R),(3.d, wk; 19; $8.05; 1,404; $63,000)- (Beatrice Lillie),
Previous
week, $48,700; last week, over $48,400.
^
Closed Last Week
Hidden River, Playhouse (8th
wk; 61; $5.75; 994; $30,033) (Rob¬
ert Preston, Dennis King, Lilli
Darvas). Previous week, $13,800;
last week, over $15,000. Closed
last Saturday (16) at an approxi¬
mate $90,000 loss on an $85,000
investment.
Sin of Pat Muldoon, Cort (C)
(1st wk; 5j $5.75; 1,036; $28,854)
(James Barton).
Opened last
Wednesday (13) to unanimously
negative notices (Chapman, News;
Coleman, Mirror; Donnelly, WorldTelegram; .Funk, Times; Kerr,
Herald Tribune; McClain, JournalAmerican; Watts, Post); almost
$4,500 for first five performances
and closed last Saturday (16) at
an approximate loss of its entire
$75,000 capitalization.
. Opening This Week
Duchess of Malfi, Phoenix (D)
($3.85; 1,150; $25,000). Stock re¬
vival of Elizabethan play by John
Webster,’ presented by the Phoenix
Theatre (T. Edward Hambleton &
Norris Houghton) in association
with John Houseman. Opened last
night (Tues.),
Orpheus Descending, Beck (D)
($6.90'? 1,280; $41,500). Tennessee
Williams play, presented' by the
Producers
Theatre;
production
financed at $96,000 (including 20%
overcall) cost about that to bring
in and can break even at around
$18,000 gross. Opens tomorrow
(Thurs.) night for an interim book¬
ing prior to moving May 20 to the
Morosco. -

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
(15th wk; 116; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989)
(Ethel Merman). Previous week,
$67,100; last week, nearly $66,400.
Hole in the Head, Plymouth (CD)
(3d wk; 20; $6.25'-$5.75; 1,062;
$36,625) (Paul Douglas). Previous
week, $31,000; last week, almost
$31,500.
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre
(C) (5th wk; 36; $5.75; 1,101; $29,OFF-BROADWAY
378) (Don Ameche). Previous week,
American Savoyards, St. Igna¬
tius Church (2-26-57).
$20,000; last week, over $21,000.
Inherit the Wind,* National (D)
Anatomist, Royal (2-26-57).
(87.th wk; 694; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
Box of Water Colors, B’way
$32,003) (Paul Muni). Previous Cong. Church (2-17-57); closes
week, $23,600; last week, almost April 21.
$23,800.
Dr. Faustus & Parade at the
Li'l Abner, St. James (MC) (18th Devil’s Bridge, Blackfriars’ (2-18wk; 140; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). Pre¬ 57).
Dr. In Spite of Himself, Temp^
vious week, $58,200; last week, al¬
most $58,10.0, with commissions on (2-27-57); closes March 24.
a theatre party cutting into capac¬
.Exiles, Renata (3-12-57).
ity take.
Iceman Cometh, Circle-inLong Day’s Journey Into Night, Square (5-18-56).
Helen Hayes (D) (19th wk; 114;
In Good King Charles’ Golden
$5.90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
March, Florence Eldridge). Previ¬
Lady’s Not for - Burning, Car¬
ous week, $27,500; last .week, over negie Hall Playhouse (2-21-57); has
$25,600.
to vacate house March 31.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12(20th wk; 159; $6.90; 946; $37,500) 27-56).
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere-.i / Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3dith, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis 6-57).
Skinner). Closes May 18. Previous
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9week, $23,300; last week, over 22-56).
$21,500.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9Middle of the Night, ANTA (D) 20-55).
(50th wk; 397; $5.75; 1,185; $39,Trojan Trilogy, Theatre Mar¬
116) (Edward G. Robinson). Pre¬ quee (3-18-57).
vious week, $23,700, with about
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
$2^500 refunded on a performance
Wedding in Japan, Greystone
missed by Robinson; last week, (3-11-57).
over $25,000.
Closed Last Week
Most Happy Fella, Imperial
Right You Are, Carl Fischer
(MD) (46th wk; 364; $7.50; 1,427; Hall (3-4-57).
•
$57,875). Previous week, around
$38,700: last week, over $44,300.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(53d wk; 419; $8.06; 1,551; $67,696)
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). As
always, $68,700.
Miss Andrews
Baltimore, March 19.
begins a two-week vacation follow¬
Joan Bennett, Donald Cook and
ing next Saturday (23) night’s per¬
formance. Lola Fisher will substi¬ Romney Brent wound up their road
tour in “Janus” at Ford’s Theatre
tute.
No Time for Sergeants,^ Alvin here last week with a limp $10,000,
(C) (74th wk; 588; $5.75-$4.60; the lowest take of the trek. The,
1,331; $38,500). Previous week, rigors of Baltimore’s feast or fa¬
$24,800; last week, over $24,400. mine legit picture created a situa¬
Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (7th wk; tion where the Carolyn Green com¬
55; $5.75-$5.25; 603; $20,400) (Sybil edy was the first In a series of
Thorndike, Robert Flemyng, Leu- three consecutive legit weeks.
een McGrath).
Previous week,
“Damn Yankebs,” current at thi
$18,000; Jast week, almost $17,100. theatre this week, racked up a
staunch advance, while “Hatful of
Closes April 20..
Separate Tables, Music Box (D) Rain” due next Monday (25), "has
(21st wk; Ifi4;-$5r75; l,010r;$3mW the advaHtiige 6f GUild-ATS-;.ilUb(Eric Portman, Margaret Leigh¬ scription.

‘Janus’ Unhappy $10,0d0;
Closes Tour in Balto

76"

"Wiedlnctdayr Mancfc 20, 1057
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Harvard Groujl Preeina
Jeatt Genet ‘Deathwatch*
Spring Thaw
Toronto, March !*
NOW Ploy Society presentation of reviie
in t^ acts (22 ;jcenes).
Moore; musical
Ht Blanche Lund; sets# Richard^ Knowies,
liffhtlng/^iAJan Beeson;, costumes#‘Suzanne#
musical arrangements# Raymond
vocal director, Andrew
t'®Avetral conductor, Manan Si"deM. At Ave
nue Theatre# Toronto, March 1, ov, 5J.ou
*^Cast- Dave Broadfoot, Barbara HamUton Bob Goulet, Paid KllRnian, Margo
Mackinnon# Peter Mews. Sheila Billing#
Andrew MacMUlan, Louise Thomson.

After a four-city tryout, '‘Spring
Thaw'' stocks up as a breezy, en¬
tertaining edition of the annual
revue series. It's slated for the
usual cross-Canada tour after the
current Toronto engagement.
Outstanding in the topical mate¬
rial is the choreography of Alan
and Blanche Lund ballet-vcrsuswrestling satire, “The Nutcrack¬
ers,'' using current tv techniques,
including the “Waltz of the Cauli¬
flowers.''
on the writing end,
honors go to Pierce, Berton for his
“Ode to Woodbine," sung by a
top-hatted male quartet lamenting
the lack of a liquor license at
Canada's newest race track.
4
Another click is Don Harron's
sketch spoofing the
Stratford
(Ont.)
Shakespearean
Festival,
“Something Cool in Denmark," a
blend of “Hamlet" and *rock n
roll dialogue. , The author, inci¬
dentally, is a Broadway actor, cur¬
rently in “Separate Tables."
Barbara Hamilton is a top co¬
medienne,- particularly in her solo
vocalistics of “Madrid," dealing
with romantic episodes in Spam,
and “Too Much of a Good Thing,
the latter a clever exaggeration of
Italian femme filni • stars with
bosomy expansions.
Mjirgo Mackinnon, a handsome
blonde soprano, is excellent in “I
Can't Stand You," a nice-girl
switch in lyrics about a lover-boy
who is just a schmoe. Peter Mews
and Paul Kligman score as* con¬
victs recalling the good old “Mem¬
ories" of bank stickups.
Dave
Broadfoot proves himself a good
comedy-monologist as a . summer
resort huckster and later in a con¬
vention speech as president of a
buttoh factory.
Louise Thomson, former bahd
vocalist, is in good voice and shows
a flair for comedy. One grim note
is set by full-voiced Bob Goulet in
his singing of “The Lost Cabiri"
and “Black Jaquette," a motor¬
cycle narrative, but both ballads
hive recording possibilities. There
is also tv material in some of the
sketches.
In this tough entertainment me-

WOTEl PRtSlPEWr
48th St., West of^fl wdy
Circle 6-8800
BERGEN CO.

I

dium of mood changes in revue,
“Spring Thaw" is, on the whole,
an evening's neat diversion, thanks
to Speedy direction, good writing
and the talents in song and dance
of fresh faces and good-looking
principals,
'^MeStay.
JLysistrmtu
Chicago, March 12.
Studebaker Theatre Co. production of
Comedy in two a.cts by Aristophatics,
translated by Gilbert Seldes. Stars Vicki
Gumminss. Staged by Paul Sills; scenery^
Clive Rickabaugh; costumes# Theoni V.
Aldredge. At Studebaker Theatre# Chi¬
cago# March 12# '57; $4.50 top.
Cast; Vicki Cummings# Tresa Hughesi
Elaine May# Sally Breskin# Barbara Har¬
ris# Maureen Hayes# Joanne Allaband#
Elise Kupka Fell, Barbara Herman, Jan
Mockus. Margaret Rudy# Severn Darden.
Genevieve
Andrews# Moultrie Patten#
Chuck Wassil, Eugene Troobnick# Lee
Henry# Andrew Duncan, Tek Osborn#
Laurence Zerkle, Mike Nichols# David C,
Jones# Otto Senz# Robert Laurie, others.

“Lysistrata,” as done by the
Studebaker stock grouj?, is a 12gauge bore. Director Paul Sills'
clumsy attempts to improve on a
comedy that has been kicking
around for more than 20 centuries
have only blunted the wit and
liisty style of Aristophanes’ classic.
It’s an iihcomfortable evehing for
all concerned.
Vicki Cummings is far off course
as the title role ma^termihder of
the sex moratorium by the women
of Athens and Sparta to get their
menfolk to end their 20-year war.
She and her co-workers give it the
old college try, but with a ,few
fleeting exceptions they’re unable
t() cope.
•Elaine May and Eugene Troob¬
nick momentarily 'Stifle the yawns
in a fairly funny love scene. For
the rest, it's a strikeout.
Dave.

Student Interest

Over a half-acre of sweeping lawns#
stately shade find picture-book gar¬
dens salute this magnificent English
Tudor home & spacious 2-caf garag4;
huge reception foyer; beamed living
room is 32x20 with massive fireplace;
vista-view picture windows overlook
32 ft. flagstone patio; 14 ft. ^tudy;
unique circular breakfast room; 3
huge bedrooms; each with private col¬
ored tile bath; master suite is 20x20;
plus 4th bedroom and bath over ga¬
rage; paneled recreation room 40x20
with fireplace; extra powder room;
heavy brick & hand-hewn doublethick slate construction; costly stained
windows, etc., etc.
Here In this
sought-after prestige community# only
a few easy minutes to Geo. Washing¬
ton Bridge, is a bit of rural England
—and priced far below today's re¬
placement cost at $88,000. We'll be
proud to show it; phone for appoint¬
ment.
^

J. I. KISLAK, Inc.
179 MAIN ST., HACKENSACK, N. J.
Dljnmpnd 2-290<l
OptmSonday

MOLLY HCON TAKING
EXTENDED ‘HONEYMOON’
Molly Picon is getting continued
mileage
out
of “Farblondjete
Honeymoon."She has been 'Star¬
ring in the Yiddish production onand-off since its preem at the Pal¬
ace Theatre, Brooklyn, in Septem¬
ber, 1955.
She’s now slated to
open in it April 16 at the Eighth
Street Theatre. Chicago.
Following a full season's run in
Brooklyn, the vet comedienne ap¬
peared with the show in Florida,
Philadelphia, summer stock and
earlier this season at the Elsmere
Theatre, Bronx.
Likewise keep¬
ing busy with the offering since
its inception have been her hus¬
band and costar, Jacob Kalich,
who also directed, and Michael
Michalesko and Jacob Jacobs, dou¬
bling as co-producers and per¬
formers.

Continued from page 71

members and editors , of school
newspapers to a “Discussion on the
Theatre" with “Diary of Anne
Frank” costars Joseph Schildki'aut
and Susan Strassberg plus the
play's director, Garson Kanin.
One of the organization’s current
projects is the promotion of an
essay contest being sponsored in
high schools and colleges by Mo¬
tion Picture Distributors in connec¬
tion with the film “Oedipus Rex."
In son^e instanc/es the productions
Involved offer students reduced
b.o. rates#
Included in the Lewitt plan are
the following recommendations:
1. The publication of a weekly
Theatre Information Bulletin" to be
distributed, to chairman of English
and/or Dramatic Arts departments
of schools involved.
2. Monthly seminars on the thea¬
tre for students arid faculty mem¬
bers, with playwrights, producers,
directors and performers partici¬
pating.
3. The development of a speak¬
ers' bureau to arrange lecture at
schools.
4. The distribution to schools of
visual aids such as slides and
photographs pertaining to produc¬
tions running on Broadway.
5. The preparation of study
guides dealing with the productions
being promoted.
6. The preparation of stories for
publication in school jpapers.
^ 7. The broadcasting of taped in¬
terviews with legit personalities
over the Eastern Intercollegiate
Radio network.
8# The setting aside of seats, at
regular prices, for groups of stu¬
dents and/or faculty members.

WEST ENGLEWOOD

YOU'RE A
COUNTRY. SQUIRE

Cambridge, Masg.j( March 19.
The first American production of
Jean Genet's “Deathwatch," mark¬
ing the initial production of a new
independent group of Harvard stu¬
dents, concluded a five day^ run
March 10 at the Pi Eta Theatre
here.
The students, all seniors
working tpw^ards careers in the
professional theatre, performed
“Deathwatch" twice each evening.
A score for the" piece was com¬
posed by ^aldWll Titcomb, who
composed music for the Cambridge
Drama Festival here last summer.
The experimental play involved
three prisoners in a death cell. In
1955, Genet's “The Maids" was pro¬
duced off Broadway# The Cam¬
bridge production of “Deathwatch"
.was the first attempt since that
time to intro Ameidcan auds* to
Genet’s dramas.

fair Lady’
Contlinicd froiu pago 1 ■ --

erty has been raised# In the “Fol¬
lies,". for example, “The Rain In
Spain" has become “The Stink Is
In The Sink," while in the Fore¬
most album, “I Could Have Danced
All Night" becomes “I Could Have
Boozed All Night" and “I’ve Grown
Accustomed To Her Face" turned
into “I'm* Kinda Partial To His
Puss.'-'
Action against Foremost has
been postponed until Lerner &
Loewe return to Gotham after
[ launching the national company of
the tuner. It opened in”Rochester,
N. y., Monday (18).
Foremost is an indie Kansas City
diskery.
Album features Nancy
Walktr, Reginald Gardiner and
ZaSu Pitts.

Nets Over 500%;
Mopping Up On Tottr
“Cat On a Hot Tin Roof" has
moved into the 500% profit class.
That's based on a March 2 account¬
ing.
The Playwrights Co. production,
starring Thomas Gomez, Marjorie
Steele and Alex Nicol, has been
cleaning up on post-Broadway
trek. For the eight weeks ending
on the date of the audit, the Ten¬
nessee Williams play netted $34,962 on tour.
Profit on the production includes
revenue from the sale of the film
rights to Metro, plus other subsid¬
iary Income. Highlights of the ac¬
counting are as follows:
Investment (repaid), $102,000.
Total profit, $522,938.
Distributed profit, 491,000 (split
50-50 between the management
and backers).
Actors Equity bonds, $12,987.
Sinking fund reserve, $15,000.
Balance available for distribu¬
tion, .^*17951. -

British Shows
(Figures denote Qpenlng dates)
LONDON
At Drop of Hat/ Fortune (1-24-57).
Boy Friond# Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Bride A Bachelor# Duchessr (12-19-56).
Chalk Garden# Haymarket (4-11-56).
Diary Anne Frank# Phoenix (11-29-56).
Double Imaqe# St. James (11-14-56).
Dry Rot# Whitehall tC.31-54)#
. Ewige Feuilfere Co.# Palace (3-4-57).
Fanny# Drury Lane (11-15-56).
For Amusement Only# Apollo (6-5-56),
Grab Me » Gondola, Xyric (12-26-56).
Hatful of. Rain# Princess (3-7-57).
House by Lake# York's (5-9-56).
Iron Duchess# Cambridge (3-14-57).
Mousetrap# Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys# Westmin (12-11-56).
New Crazy Gang# Vic, Pal. (12-18-56).
No Jime Sgts.# Her MaJ. (8-23-56).
Nude With YloUn# Globe (11-7-56).
Plaintiff in Hat# St. Mart. (10-11-56).
Plume de ma Tante# Garrick 11-3-55).
Repertory# Old Vic (9-7-55).
Romanoff A Juliet# PiccadUly (5-17-56).
Sailor Beware# Strand (2-16-55).
Salad- pays# Vaudeville (8-5-54),
Subway In Sky#- Savoy (2-27).
Under Milk Wood/ New (9-20-56).
View From Bridge# Comedy (10-11-56).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Wit to Woo# Arts (3-12-57).
Scheduled Openings
Tom# New Lindsey (3-20-57).
Polish Theatre# Wint, Gard. (3-25-57).
Dark A Bright# New Gate (3-26-57)#
Damn Yankees# Coliseum (3-28-57).
Tea A Sympathy# Comedy (4-25-57),
Closed Last Week
D'Oyly Carte# Prince's (12-3-56).
Zero Hours# St. James's (9-4-56).
On Tour

Bed
Doctor In the House
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Ghost Squad
Clamour Girl
Harmony Close
Janus
Kismet
Look Back In AngSr
Lovebird
Mile of Vice
My Wife's Uncle
Peter Pan
Restless Heart
Reluctant Debutante
Separate Tables
Spider's Web
Square Ring
Zuleika

Shows Out of Town
Cc^tinued from pax* 7^

Hide aiiA Seek
atomic research Center in rural
England. The plot centers around
the young $oh of an embittered sci¬
entist whose “secret" sets off a
chain of events spanning three acts
before things are finally cleared
up.
The son moves about the stage
carrying a little red box containing
a mysterious object.
A lethSlly
radio-active egg has disappeared
from the atomic center, and there's
a sort of “hide and seek" contest,
retarded by conversation, to locate
the youth and recover the instru¬
ment of death. The ending is plau¬
sible but a little too pat.
The cast generally is excellent.
Franchot Tone, as the scientist who
grows morose and bitter as he.
rebels at his role in the atomic
scheme of things, is convincing.
Gerajidine Fitzgerald, as his wife
who finds her husband becoming a
stranger, gives a nicely shaded per-^
formance and Beter Lazar, as their
son who causes all the commotion,
enacts a meaty juvenile role with
skill.
_
Basil Rathbone, the boss scien¬
tist. is his usual suave and authori¬
tative self. Isobel Elsom contrib¬
utes a fine characterization as
Rathbone’s wife who frequently
has a quip when the going gets
rough. Walter Brooke is excellent
as a woman-shy scientist and Dol¬
ores Dorn Heft is lovely as the
young widow who breaks down his
defenses.
Ralph Alswang's rustic cottage
setting and lighting effects, espe¬
cially the storm scene in the first
act, are outstanding. Stage group¬
ings are used to good effect by
director Reginald Denham.
The Stanley Mann-Roger MacDougall script is not without merit,
but falls short of the suspense
thriller classification. By the same
token, the script would need strong
hypo to interest Hollywood.
KZep.
Rochester, March 18.

Herman Levin presentation of tourini
company of musical comedy, in two acts
(18 scenes)# based on George Bernard
Shaw coniedy* "Pygmalion," with booli
and l:^ics by Alan Jay Lerner# music bj
Frederick Loewe. Stars Brian Aherne.
Anne Rogers; features Charles Victor.
Hugh Dempster, Margery Maude,. Kath¬
erine H^es# Michael Evans, Eric Brotherson# giarles Penman. Reid Shelton,
Marie Paxton# Velma Roytpn. Staged hy
chorenwaphy and musical
Hanya Holm; scenery# Oliver
Smith;, costumes# Cecil Beaton; muiical
arrangements. Robert Russell Bennett,
Phil Lang; fighting# Feder; dance music
arrangernems* Trude Rittman; musical
director. Sylvan Levin. At Auditorium,
Rochester# March 18# '57.
Buskers..Charles Kitchell# Terry DeMarl,
Miriam Demax
Mrs. Eynsford-HiU.Marie Paxton
V.;* V**** Anne Rogeri
Eynsford-HiU.Reid Shelton
Col. Pickering .. Hugh DenuYstex
Bystander .., Michael Evaiii
Henry Higgins .. Brian Aherm
. Charles Penman
Hoxton Man.... ....Christopher Edwardi
Another Bystander.. i... .Eric Brotherson
Cockneys.... ....John TaUaferro# Gordon
Ewing, Dick Gppdlake, Roberl
Driscol
Bartender . Robert Cosder
Harry.
Charles Penmax
..
Brotherspx
Alfred P. Doolittle....... Charles Vletoj
Mrs, Pearce
Katherine Hynei
Mrs. Hopkins ..
Velma Roytox
Butler .
Robert HeU
Servants....Don BrasSlngton# Dianni
Barton# Marilyn Taylor# Lynx
_ .
Barrett# Judy Rawllngi
Mrs. Higgins . Margery Maudi
Chauffeur .. Nick Dam
Footmen.Gordon Ewing, Jan Gbui
Lord Boxliigton . Charles Penmai
Lady Boxlngton -.
Velma Roytox
Constable ..
Nick Dam
Flower Girl ..* Miriam Demai
Zoltan Karpathy....rMichael, Evani
Flunkeys...Gordon Ewing# Jan Gbui
Queen of Transylvania.._Susan Bakei
Ambassador ... Eric Brothersoi
Bartender .
Gordon Ewlni
Mrs, Higgins* Maid....... .Patricia Moon

The nationfil company of “My
Fair Lady"’ is a stunning portable
edition of the original Broadway
smash# The- physical production,
with sets and costumes, appears to
be ah exact duplicate. an(i on the
basis of the opening performance
of* this Rochester bi’eakin stand,
the cast comes close to equalling
the parent troupe.
Brian Aherne, in the Prof. Hig¬
gins role, played on Broadway by
Rex Harrison, seems fine as, the
carefree bachelor, lacking only the
confidence that continued perform¬
ance should bring* His singing Is
generally excellent, vocally supe¬
rior to Harrison's, with only/added
polishing required*
He comes
through admirably in the comedy
scenes.
Anne Rogers, British comedi¬
enne-singer imported as costar In
the Liza role orginated in New
York by Julie Andrews, Is a visual
delight, with plenty of youth and
enthusiasm. She Is a gifted com¬
edy player, especially In the hilari¬
ous Ascot race scene* Her singing
is sweet and charming, though pos¬
sibly a trifle light.
Charles Victor, another British
import, is a solid click in the char¬
acter comedy part of Eliza’s father*
Hli clowning is in uproariously

broad style just right for the as¬
signment, and. his delivery of the
“Little Bit of Luck" number is
standout..
Hugh^ Dempster, also brought
from London, is a very satisfactory
sidekick and stooge for Higgins,
though the characterization is still
a trifle rough in spots. Margery
Maude seems just right a$ the pro¬
fessor's amused mother and Reid
Shelton comes through nicely as
Eliza's smitten suitor, partmularly
with the melodious “Street Where
You Live" number.
The choreography in the Ascot
number, the Embassy Ball and the
flower market scenes is exception¬
al, and the music is directed^ with
infectious gusto. From immediate
indications, this “Lady" will prove
just as fair as the Broadway model.
Hays.

Mike. Ellis Sets ‘Faces'
As 2‘'Week Preem Bill
New Hope, Pa;, March Tk
“New Faces,” one of the touring
packages being readied by Leon¬
ard Sillman, will open the season
May 4 at the Bucks County Play¬
house here. The revue will play
two weeks, replacing “JanUs” and
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hiuiter,"
which silo producer Michacf Ellis
had originally scheduled, but can¬
celled because of increased royal¬
ties demanded for the two come¬
dies.
For his second offering of the
season, Ellis has set “Lady's Not
for Burning," opening May 20, will
star Don Murray for his only barn
appearance of the summer. ^Paton
Price will stage the show, with
Hope Lange (Mrs. Murray) as
femme lead, provided she's able to
work by then, following the ex¬
pected birth of the couple's child#
Third item of the Bucks schedule
will be “Witness for the Prosecu¬
tion," opening May 27 through a
special release from producer Jules
Pfieffer, who acquired the road and
stock rights last fail from Gilbert
Miller and Peter SaUnders.
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Mrs. Bob Hawkins Makes It
The Robert Pr Hawkins (he’s
Variety correspondent in Rhme)
had good cause for celebration
last week when his Madrid-born
wife, Carmen, got her American
citizenship.
Since she is married to an
American working abroad for
American interests, the waking
process is accelerated but, none
the less, the skull practice on
Americanism is intense.
It ap¬
peared to be even more so, to an
American cross-section at a New
York party on the night of Mrs.
Hawkins’ receipt of the actual
naturalization papers, since a large
segment at this cocktallery would
have flunked out on some of the
questions Uncle Sam puts to his
new citizens.
Hawkins, a longtime resident of
Italy, was also bom abroad.
His parents resided in Genoa where
Hawkins Sr. was the Standard Oil
executive in that country, but
with him it was a matter of reg¬
istering with the U.S. consul.
The Hawkinses return to Rome
March 27 on the SS Constitution
and he resumes corresponding
for Variety, among other chores.
Christiansen Recovered
Arthur Christiansen, editor of the
London Daily Express, is in New
York for a brief spell en route
from Nassau, where he had been
recuperating, back to his Fleet St.
desk.
As part of his convalescence fol¬
lowing a long illness, he scaled
down from 186 to 150 pounds.

into focus a summation of Amer¬
ica today. This is “seeing oprselves” between hard covers in an
analytical yet entertaining volume
which should be fun as well as in¬
formative reading.
Abel.
Serializing Pontiff’s Biog
McClure Syndicate is handling
the dally serialization rights to
“Crown of Glory,” by Alden Hatch
and Seamus Walsche (Hawthorn
Books), the official biography of
the Pope Pius XII. Kenneth S.
Giniger just returned from Rome
where he, as managing director of
Hawthorn (a Prentice-Hall subsid),
officially presented a specially
bound copy to the Pontiff at an
official Vatican reception.
“Crown of Glory” starts in the
N. Y. Journal-American next Sun¬
day (24) and other dailies includ¬
ing the Chi Sun-Times and the San
Francisco Examiner.
Old Vic’s 3d Encore
“Shakespeare at the Old Vic,
1955-56,” by Roger Wood and
Mary Clarke (Macmillan; $5), is
third in a series of annuals on the
O. V. operation. This issue holds
special interest for U.S. readers,
covering, as it does, some of the
plays and players seen recently at
the Vic’s engagement in New York.
Richard Burton, Wendy Hiller,
John Neville, Rosemary Harris and
Paul Rogers are the featured
actors in the period covered in
this book, and Michael Benthall
directed.
PlaVs photographed and com¬
mented upon include “Julius Caesiar,” “The Merry Wives of Wind¬
sor,” “The Winter’s Tale,” “King
Henry V,” “Othello” (with Burton
and Neville alternatinyg as lago
and The Moor), and “’Troilus and
Cressida.”
Down.

’Duke’ For Negro Male Mkt.
Duke, new monthly mag slanted
at the male Negro market and pub¬
lished in Chicago, is due to hit the
stands late in April.
Dan Burley, former Ebony asso¬
ciate editor, will edit the monthly
Sobers Vaude Book
which will feature considerable
Bernard Sobel, who recently
Action. Sylvester C. Watkins, also authored
“History of Burlesque,”
ex-£bony, is circulation director.
now working on “A Pictorial His¬
tory of Vaudeville.” It would mark
Bromfield's Farm
The House of Representatives his second treatise on^that subject,
of the Ohio Legislature has ap¬ having written a brief history-on
proved a bill which will appoint a vaude in “Theatre Handbook.”
Citadel Press will publish.
committee to study purchase of
Malabar Farm owned by the late
Settel’s TV Comedy Tome
author-farmer, Louis Bromfield.
Irving Settel, whose “Best TV
As the bill went to the Senate for
similar approval, interest in the Humor of the Yea^” will be pub¬
lished by Ballantine next Septem¬
farm took a sharp turn upward.
The Richland County farm Is ber, is readying “How To Write
priced at $145,000. If the state Television Comedy” for Writer
purchased the 640-acre farm, it Pub. Co., with chapters to be writ¬
may be used for a new state uni¬ ten by top comedy scripters. Sid¬
versity or experimental farm.
ney Reznick. Art Hanley, Eric
Other than the state, interest in Heath, Bob Howard, Leonard Hole,
the farm has been expressed by George Tibbies, Ann Howard
the Friends of the Land, a conser¬ Bailey, Bob Richter, Frank .Orser,
vation society which Bromfleld Mort Green, Goodman Ace. George
headed at the time of his death. Foster, Jay Burton will be among
The society reportedly has made the contributors.
an offer to purchase the farm,
but the price was not disclosed.
Pines’ New *Miss’
It is reported that New York
Pines Publications is propping
agents handling the Bromfield es¬ a new beauty & fashion mag. Miss,
tate are seeking $150,000 for the for later this year. Jean Carney,
farm, which is located southeast former associate editor of Seven¬
of Mansfield^ Ohio.
teen and managing ed of Modern
Bri(^, will edit.
Beckett’s New Duo'
‘‘Waiting for Godot” author Sam¬
William Murray’s 2d Novel
uel Beckett has two tomes coming
William Murray has dropped the
out March 15 for Grove Press. One
is “Murphy,” a novel by the Irish- Jr. since his father. Bill Murray,
born scribe, and the second is a who founded and headed the radio¬
tv department of the William
critical study, “Proust.”
“Murphy” was first published in Morris agency, died some years
London in 1938. “Proust” was is¬ ago. Now a .New Yorker staffer,
after a stretch in Rome bureau of
sued in 1931.
Time, his “Best Seller,” which
Harcourt, Brace is publishing this
Sydney Harris’ 2d Book
Houghton Miffin this fall will month, deals with the book pub¬
publish a collection of columns by lishing business.
Somewhat in the same idiom is
Sydney Harris, Chicago Daily
News columnist-drama critic. This another another HB book by ad¬
man
George Panetta, titled “Viva
will be the second hardcover pub¬
lication of Harris* “Strictly Per¬ Mudison Avenue!,” and has to do
sonal” pieces which are carried by with guess what? Panetta has been
60 newspapers via General Fea¬ in advertising for 12 years, has
published two previous novels, but
tures.
Henry Regnery brought out an this is the grst bearing on the
earlier volume about three years advertising field.
In another parallelism, Murray’s
ago.
1055 novel, “The Fugitive Romans,”
also drew/ on his closeup on the
Seeing Ourselves
“Mass Culture: The Popular Arts 1953-55 bull market in ItalianAmCrican
coproduction. His moth¬
In America” (Free Press & Fal¬
con’s Wing Press; $6.50), saga¬ er’s occupation as playreader and
ciously edited by Bernard Rosen¬ translator doubtlessly also had a
berg and David Manning White, little to do with his inclination
will probably inspire automatic towards that theme for his first
analogy to Gilbert Seldes’ “The 7 book.
Another novel having to do with
Lively Arts” of a quarter-of-acentury ago and his more recent the publishing biz is Macmillan’s
writings. The parallel ends there. Just published “Spring List,” by
This is an astute, well-organized Ralph Arnold, himself a director
anthology of writings from divers of a British publishing house. Un¬
sources which Rosenberg, lecturer like the Murray book’s native
at CCNY, and White, research locale and characters, Arnold’s
rof. in journalism at Boston Unlv., book treats with the British jscene.
ave Interestingly orgmiized under
niore .Seafaring Sagas
such categories as mass culture,
The click of Walter Lord’s saga
mass literature, pictures, tv^radio,
divertissement, advertising and a of the sinking of the Titanic, Holt’s
conclusion which sums up mass bestseller of “A Night To Remem¬
ber,” has inspired books like “Graf
communications.
All the contribs are pros and Spee: The Life and Death of a
tijie editors have culled from fa¬ Raider” by Dudley Pope for Lippmiliar and obscure sources to bring incott publication. Ballantine is

UTBIIATI
bringing out “The German Raider
Atlantis” by Wolfgang Frank and
Bernhard Rogge, latter the captain
of the feared Nazi vesseL
Michael Powell (and Emeric
Pressburger Productions, London)
authored “Death In The South At¬
lantic: The Last Voyage of the
Graf Spee” for Rinehart, which is
also bringing out “Holocaust At
Sea: The Drama of the Schamhorst,” by Capt. Fritz-Otto Busch
(translated by Eleanor Brockett
and Anton Ehrenzweig).
Bossin’s Theatre Treatise
Aptly titled “Stars of David,” a
history of the Jewish contribution
to the Canadian theatre has been
compiled by Hye Bossin, author of
“The History of the Canadian Mo¬
tion Picture Industry” and contri¬
butor to the forthcoming “Ency¬
clopedia of Canada” on the filmtheatre field. Bossin’s “Stars of
David” (Twinex Century Publica¬
tions) replete with ancient woodcuts to contemporary photographs,
comprehensively treats of the Jew¬
ish impact on the early history of
the theatre in Canada — in its
Englisl\-lap^uag^ and later Yiddish
aspects-^up to such present enter¬
tainment media as film, radio and
television.
Bossin has done a remarkable
job of historical research, this com¬
mencing with playwright Mordecai
Noah (1785-1851). The author also
lists the 300-seater Theatre Royal,
Toronto, with frontispiece cut of
the exterior, as being ^ven a court
charter in 1836 and built on the
site of the present Globe & Mail
newspaper building. Emanuel
Judah, the first actor of Jewish
birth, came to Toronto in 1826,
v/hen he played in the ballroom of
Frank’s Hotel, Toronto.
Bossin cites W. G. Noah as To¬
ronto’s first Jewish theatre man¬
ager, who took oyer the Theatre
Royal. A daughter, Rachel, became
leading lady of the Boston Theatre
in 1864. From army garrison days up
through the years of touring com¬
panies and the building of theatres
from the Royal Lyceum in'1848 to
the Grand Opera House in 1874 and
the present Royal Alexandra Thea¬
tre m 1907, Bossin has researched
and written an enthralling story of
the legitimate theatre in Canada
and the contributions of managers
and stars of Jewish lineage.
Bossin has undertaken a valuable
task for “Stars of David” is a pains¬
taking labor of love, rich in histori¬
cal record and nostalgic lore, with
plenty of professional name-drop¬
ping. The compilation is s^irightly
told and a meritable work that
should be on the reference shelves
of all lovers of the theatre and
such compau*ative johnny-comelatelys as films and other entertain¬
ment.
McStay.
CHATTER
William S. Campbell, business
manager of Cosmopolitan mag
since December, 1955, upped to
post of publisher.
Howard Greene, formerly pub¬
licity manager of Pines Publica¬
tions Inc., named assistant promo¬
tion and public relations director
for the firm.
Pick Publishing Corp. chartered
to conduct business in New York,
with capital stock of $2,500. Proskauer. Rose, Goetz & Mendelsohn,
N.Y., filing attorneys.
Mexico City News columnist
Pepe Romero back to his news¬
paper job after N.Y. and Detroit
one-man showings of his oil paint¬
ings. Sold 24 of the 38 he exhibited
at New York’s Hammer Galleries.
Horace Sutton’s weekly travel
column, “Of All Places,” signed
with the Montreal Star and the
Toronto Telegram. The N. Y. Her¬
ald-Tribune Syndicate column is
already being carried in Montreal’s
French language Le Petit Journal.
Frank Gagnard of the Dallas
News has joined the New’'Orleans
Item as “fine arts editor. Radio-tv
columnist Fairfax Nisbet will fill
his slot and review films, and Tony
Zoppi will assume the radio-tv slot,
adding to his nitery coverage.
Study of motivational research
and “symbol manipulation” in the
fields of advertising, publicity,
politics, merchandising and public
relations. “The Hidden Per¬
suaders,’* will appear the tailend of
April via David McKay Co. It was
written by Vance Packard, former¬
ly of Collier’s.

German Prisma Sold
To Its Ex-Manager
Berlin, March 12.
Prisma Filmverleih, the former
state-owned pic distributing out¬
fit, has been de-nationalized and
sold to Franz Sulley, previously the
company’s general manager. Pris¬
ma had been an UFA outfit, such
as Capitol-Fllm, which after 1953
produced films for Prisma release.
Both companies were postwar
children and set up to exploit the
local UFA potential until the lat¬
ter’s sale.
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

il

By Frank Scully
Palm Springs, March 19.
By an odd coincidence (or is it even this time?), at the very mo¬
ment Chicago was blowing 21 outmoded and mothballed gangsters
out of cannons in a salute to the Windy City’s 120th anni, the town’s
most driving salesman was in Palm Springs, selliiig me “Chicago Heart¬
beat” as if I were a sponsor of a product that sells around the world.
(And what n^akes you think Variety is not a product that s.a.t.w.?—
Ed.)
His name is Les Lear and it seems that years ago I wrote that
“among the background boys of show biz Lear is king.” King Lear,
get it? Well, anyway, he got it and turned around and used it to sell
people into giving up their hoarded dough for the cause of cerebral
palsy. As he set the quotes in 20 point type it made me feel good,
because the only thing I ever envied about contemporary columnists
was that they could wangle bigger type out of their editors.
This time Lear’s charity pitch was directed toward an older field—
the Chicago Foundling Home, second oldest basket market in the
country. Next to Moses, the most famous baby found in a basket was
a little girl (what was her name again?) who was left outside the Chi¬
cago Foundling Home on Jan. 30, 1871.
It happened that Dr. George E. Shipman had placed the night be¬
fore a cover-lined and blanketed wicker outside the new orphanage
with this message:
“Those having babies of which they wish to dispose, whether of
sin or poverty, have but to leave them in the basket and they will
be cared for, and no questions asked.”
‘No Babies In Baskets, Please’
The next morning there was the baby girl in the basket. It started
a trend. It’s got so popular that today when you go into supermarkets
you read: “No babies in the baskets, please.”
The Chi surplus moppets are still being taken in at 15 Wood St.,
as they have since 1871, for it seems the place survived the fire. But
after 80 years they need a new place and Lear is the boy to get it
for them.
Lear brought the further good news that he is going to revive “Wel¬
come Travelers” and take the show back to Chicago. In New York
it withered under alien hands. It had eight great years in Chi. Unless
Campbell sponsors it, however, there will be a good deal less soup in
the program in the future. People in the birth-pains of the blUes will
have to take their toil-worn, cotton-pickin’ hands to programs else¬
where, because Lear is going to fan his 27-man crew out of Chicago
each morning to catch incoming tourists who have pay t^les to tell
this time.
Lear had a gay tale to tell himself. I’ve run into three super-sales¬
men of late—Gordie Curry, Barney Gerard and Lester Lear—and of
the trio Lear is by far the most. Even jackrabbits outside our adobe
hacienda were held spellbound by Lear’s eloquence. He was talking
at such a rate of speed that some of his words shot right through the
sound barrier. As this trespass on one of nature’s physical laws al¬
ways produces an explosion, the resulting blast sent the previously
fascinated jackrabbits scooting across the desert as if pursued by
Presley’s old hound dog.
But Les was only telling of his past and how he rose to eminence
practically from infancy as a top salesman of men’s suits. It seemed
to be the old story of chameleons on scotch plaids and I felt the symp¬
toms of a multiple and split personality breaking me up to the point
of complete disintegration. In brief, in trying to keep up with the de¬
tails of how he developed into such a salesman, he just about wrecked
my love of a simple tale simply told.
But I did get the Jdea that he was campaigning on a platform of
the producer’s choic^: People. Happy people.
It may be thought that he got the idea while producing Walt Dis¬
ney’s Magic Kingdom at Disneyland for ABC last year, but actually
he was heading in that slap-happy direction before his sponsors pres¬
sured to switch “\Yelcome Travelers” to Manhattan and thus lost Lear.
He wouldn’t go thataway. And he was right. A program for transi¬
ents belongs in Chicago and nowhere else.
Back To The Old College Try
It will set the Old College Inn downstairs in the Hotel Sherman
jumping when he takes over that cubbyhole in the corner and begins
talking in 11 telephones to 11 different persons about 11 different sub¬
jects at the same time. For a man married 35 years, the father of
two married daughters and one son, and the patriarch of hundreds
he has adopted temporarily as he has poured wangled loot into their
arms on the hundreds of shows he has produced. Lear is an amazingly
young-looking and ydung-acting man.
He has had plenty of success but he acts as if his whole career
rested on the flawless success of this day’s show, obviously a char¬
acter who stands out in a town teaming with them. At Disneyland he
felt hemmed in. He had only four telephones in his cubbyhole. The
last time I visitqd him there he grabbed a letter from a stack of mail
while telephoning and said, “Here, read this. It’s great!”
It wasn’t great. It was just a letter from a manufacturer wanting
to know what the sum total of seconds across the country would
amount to in the plug he was going to get for giving a new bedroom
set each week.
“Get me Joe E. Brown, Pat O’Brien, Laura LaPlante and Claire
Trevor,” he was demanding.
“We only have four phones and you’re on two of them.”
“Okay, I’ll get off and talk to Scully.”
But before' he could ask me how I was, he was shouting (I suspect
to Hank Koval who has resigned so often he can’t count the times),
“Tell that guy who changed my tires he nearly killed me by a blow¬
out on the freeway. And write that woman In Akron that we cannot
send her kid to prep school if she returns the prizes!” (Back to the
phones.)
“Hello Joe?” Wait, Joe, Pat’s on the other line. You both listen¬
ing? Okay. Walt wants us to come oyer to his house with our wives
tonight. Sure, I want to go.* Okay see you tonight.”
(Hangs up, grabs another phone and hands the office visitor an¬
other letter.) “Claire? You were great on G. E. Theatre. Got to have
you on our show. Okay I’ll send you some dates and you pick one.
Fine, Claire. Best to Milton, Peter, Don, Chuck and Ann Pippin.”
When all the-pfibnes, weary and worn out, are back 6n their cradles,
he begins scribbling notes and chatting with the visitor who’s still
trying to find out why he was handed those letters. “How’s Alice?
And Skip and the girls?”
Before you can answer, those phones start again. If he isn’t ringing
somebody, somebody is ringing him.
Let ex-King Michael of Ru¬
mania, Hugh O’Brian or Lawrence Welk wander into the park and
Lear had them hooked for his program.
After the war Lear formed an alliance with Tommy Bartlett, fresh
from the Air Transport Command, and in 1946 they started “Welcome
Travelers,” first as a Saturday morning show. It was an hour-long
clambake, starring Bartlett, Patti Page and Kay Armen. On June 30,
1947, Procter & Gamble took up the tab and from then on Lear be¬
came an all-year Santa Claus. “Welcome Travelers” caught transients
passing through Chicago until May, 1955. The show enjoyed high day¬
time rating, outranking such standards as Arthur Godfrey, Garry
Moore and Kate Smith. The price was low, the sales were high.
Before the show was yanked to New York and Lear said goodbye
to it, he had begun to tint the format’s color from melancholy blue to
cheerful rose. The new twist was to make daydreams come true. In
the revival he’s going on from^vhere he left off» Strictly on the sunny
side of the street
.
—
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secretary and Jack N. Hoffberg
head saucier at the old Ritz-Carltreasurer. Max E. Youngstein, as
ton, N. Y.
past president, was named chap
Anchorage businessman John H.
Adult quiz kid Charles Van lain.
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Kim Novak hospitalized for gen¬
Clawson announced plans to buildi
Doren^’s first nov6l will be pub¬
Roy Disney here for budges $65,000 skyroom restaurant-^bar to eral checkup. ' lished by Little, Brown.
with London distribution execs.
Rock Hudson in hospital
cap 14-story Mt. McKinley Apart¬ forMrs.
Ben Grauer to emcee the 11th
James . Archibald, Rank studio ments.
treatment of hepatitis, Cafe will overlook city and
annual Artists Equity Ball this
executive,
resigned
from
his
lob.
Alfred Hitchcock recovering at
0\^r 25,000 Elvis Presley platr
Inlet.
year at the Waldorf - Astoria ters
George Campbell here on ad¬ Cook
after gall bladder surgery,
reported sold in Chile.
Metro and Lathrop Theatre Co. Cedars
April 5.
vance
promotion
on
Victor
Borge'r
Gower Champion cut his lip and
“Entretelones” news review
at
Fairbanks
have
come
to
terms
A. J. Balaban, former managing moved from Radio Nuevo Mundo show» due at Palace April 9.
loosened a couple of teeth in a ear
Forrest Tucker back to U.S. for after a ZV2 year standoff. Locals crash.
director of the Roxy Theatre, and to Radio Balmaceda.
claimed
M-G
prices
too
steep,
re¬
now a permanent resident of Gene¬
Marisa Pa van (Mrs* Jeap Pierre
Adolfo Yankelevic, former star a tv shot/ but returning next week sulting in freezeout for over two
Aumont) due here from Paris next
va. going back to Europe April 3 announcer or Radio Cpoperativa for another British film assign¬ years.
Theatre
operator
Dan
Red¬
ment.
month.
on the Queen Elizabeth.
Vitalicia, into ad bizi
Ray Milland named by Warwick den said oldies will play the Lacey
Dolores Gray underwent sur¬
Carmen Cavallaro sledded for
Archibald Ogden back in the
St. Theatre whfle new M-G flicks gery, an aftermath of a water ski¬
Productions
as
the
star
of
“High
20th-Fox story department, where Goyescas, Radio Corporacion and
will get hooked at slick New Em¬ ing accident in Hawaii,
Flight,”
which
it
is"
producing
for
he was seven years ago; most re¬ Santiago Restaurant in mid-March,
press, the only two- theatres in
If 20th-Pox can- do it, so can
cently with RKO until the foldo
Raul Aicardi ankled his Job as Columbia release.
Princess
Margaret . attending Fairbanks.
Fred DeCordova; so he sold the
program director of. Radio Cooperof the entire department.
Boris
Karloff
will
star
in
An¬
charity preem of Darryl F.
to oil beneath his house. .
Eva Bartok, who has a top ativa Vitalicia; Julio Miranda Zanuck’s “Island in the Syn” July chorage, -production of “Arsenic rights*
Arlene Dahl apparently forsak¬
femme role in Metro’s “10,000 scheduled to replace.
and
Old
Lace,”
brushing
up
his
fa¬
ing smogville-by-the-sea and. has,
Jose Bohr aired to Lima to Start 25 in aid of Royal Ballet School.
Bedrooms,” planed in from Minne¬
Billy Marsh, executive in Ber¬ miliar role or Jonathan Brewster. taken a fiveyear lease on N. Y.
apolis last week where she attend¬ shooting of “Chamorro Levanta el nard Delfont organization, left for Play will be presented March 21apartment.
Vuelo” (Chamorro Takes Off”)
ed the picture’s world preem.
N. Y. last week bn a talent prowl 23 by the Anchorage Community
Ted Williams, Boston Red; Sox
will star Eugenio Retes.
College Theatre Workshop and outfielder, made screen bow with
Phil
Strassberg,
amusements It Miguel
which
will
take
him
to
Chicago,
Frank sold his scripts,
staffer on the N. Y. Daily Mirror, “Matrimonio para Tres” (“Matri¬ Hollywood, Las Vegas and Miami; mounted on the city’s high school Bing Crosby in. special trailer for
to teepee at the Hollywood Roose¬ mony for Three”) and “La Senorita
Barbara Bales terminated her stage. Director Frank Brink said the Jimmy Fund*
velt while covering the^ Academy Mambo” to Clasa Films in Mexico, seven-year pact with the Rank Or¬ Karloff will arrive March 16. Kar¬
Education campaign of Motion
awards, and thence to Las Vegas.
ganization and her role in/‘Camp¬ loff’s '^pearance is hailed as “an¬ Picture Relief Fund postponed two
other
^milestone
in
the
cultural
his¬
bell’s Kingdom” has been takfen
Johnny Meyer, co-producer of
weeks to permit United Jewish
over by Barbara Murray. ^" Latter tory of Alaska.”
Appeal to complete its annual
“Action of the Tiger,” recently
left
for
locations
in
Italy
last
completed Martine Carol starrer,
drive.
,
,
Thursday.
By Gordon Irving
National Council, of Women of
in town for sales talks with Metro
Geoffrey Martin, who heads
(Glasgow: Kelvin 1590)
the U* S. tabbed Mike Todd’s
which is releasing the foreign“Around World in 80 Days!' as
Duncan Macrae to star at Perth publicity division of new Rank
made film.
By Gene Moskowitz
“best pie .of 1956”; Kirk Douglas,
Friends of Philharmonic, 200 Theatre in comedy, “Muckle Ado." distribution setup in America* due (28 Rue Huchette; Odeort 4944)
best actor for his “Lust for Life”; Vienna Boys’ Choir set for April back in N. Y. this week after wind¬
strong, gathered last week for an¬
Michele Morgan set for another Audrey Hepburn, best actress,
nual “tea” at Gracie Mansion with 2 concert in Usher Hall, Edinburgh. ing up personal affairs here. He costume film,/‘Madame Bovary.”
who was in “War and Peace”;' Wil¬
Max Bygraves topping vaude at was guest of honor at a farewell
Mrs. Robert Wagner as hostess.
Michael Cacoyannis,, Greek pic liam Wyler, best director, for the
Revealed fact: goal of $250,000 Glasgow Empire opening March 18. luncheon last Thursday (14).
director,
in
to
looksee
dubbing
on
“Friendly Persuasion.”
Kenneth McKellar, Scot tenor,
stands at $193,000.
his “Stella.”' which Universal re¬
waxing new version of “Scotland
RKO Theatres prexy Sol A. the
leases here next month.
Brave.”,
Schwartz to the Coast this week¬
Gerd Oswald in to prepare direc¬
Duncan Macrae pacted for How¬
By Guy Livingston
end to 0.0. his L. A. and S. F. ard & Wyndham pantomime De¬
torial chores on the forthcoming
(344 Little Bldg; HAncock 6-8386) Bob Hope - Fernandel starrer,
houses; also take in, coincidentally, cember 1957.
Ben Hecht and family staying
the Academy Awards which are
Eddie Fisher current at Blin- “Trouble in Paris” (UA).
with Robert O. Haggiag, chief of
Tex Ritter to Glasgow in vaude.
held at the RKO Pantages, Holly¬ Slim Whitman skedded for vaude strub’s.
David Schoenbrun. CBS news Dear Film.
wood.
Disk jock Bill Marlowe ankled correspondent here, heading for
Rosanna Rory leaving for Holly¬
week in Edinburgh.
U, S, to do a lecture tour coinci¬ wood to do screen test for “The
Film Estimate Board of National
Jack Anthony, Scot comedian, WCOP for WBZ.
Bradford Roof switches from dent with publishing his new book, Buccaneer.”
Organization has handled its first iniured in auto accident near St.
nitery to function room.
“As France Goes,” by Hdrpers.
Italian-Austrian film commis¬
“distinguished film award” to Mike Boswells, in South Scotland.
Pat Mathews Current at the Ho¬
Emerico Papp in to. take over sion meets in Vienna to discuss
Todd’s “Around the World in 80
Gil Johnson -inked for dancing
tel
Bostonian
Jewel
Room.
present offices here of the Italo new agreement.
Days.” Jessie M. Bader, national specialty in upcoming “Five-Past
Saxon Theatre set for “Around org to hypo pix abroad, Unitalia.
Cobina Wright and fashion dele¬
chairman of the Protestant Motion Eight” revue at Alhambra, Glas¬
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in
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is also the foreign-^rep of gation . passed through Rome but
Picture Council, presented the gow.
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.
ANICA,
official
government
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award to Todd Monday (18).
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Murray Thornton, Scot-born ex¬
Danny Kaye and his Interna¬
stars in town.
Theatrical archivist Sam Stark ecutive of Chappells Music, Lon¬ tional Show current at Colonial regulation setup.
Cannes
Film
Fest
selection
com¬
Spanish film stars here for
writes “the Wilma Montesi trial don, doing deejay program on Theatre.
mittee here will have a stormy few “First Week of Spanish Cinema”
(in Rome) is harder to get into Scot radio.
Freddie Hall, Mayfair emcee, cut weeks ahead of it before it picks were received in a special audience
John Gregson, English film actor,
than ‘My Fair Lady' inf New York.
a new disk with Sam Clark of the one pic to rep' France at this by Pope Pius XIi.
It’s also funnier than anything to star in new thriller “Listen, ABC-Paramount
in.
show, set to unspool May 2-17. Five
Lester Welch has opened office
Kaufman & Hart ever did. The James!” at Lyceum Theatre, Edin¬
Four Lads, who closed at the pix are under consideration.
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Harold Holt Ltd. presenting
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“King
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“Man
Eighty pix stars expected to par¬
Authors Guild reception for out- in Ballet Highlights at Lyceum
Samuel Pinanski, ATC prexy, Who Never Was” (20th) and Gallic ticipate in Cinema Auto Rally
of-town book reviewers at Sherry- Theatre, Edinburgh.
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ace
London
pro¬
Netherland last week presented a
Civic Progress Committee by Crea La Femme” (And God Cre¬ to San Remo April 2^-7.
parody of tv panels. John K. M. ducer, huddling with comedians Mayor Hynes.
ated Woman), “L’Homme Et L’EnCortina d’Ampezzo is scene of
McCaffery was emcee with the fol¬ Jimmy Logan and Stanley Baxter
Salisbury Beach Frolics to re¬ fant’^ (“Man and -the Child”), “Tylowing ' writers as panelists: Jean in Glasgow over production plans open this summer with big name phon Sur Nagsaki,” “Mitsou” and 13th International Festival of
Kerr,
Russell Lynes, Richard foi “Five-Past Eight,set to open policy despite dry law, with pa¬ “Assassins Et Voleurs” (Murderer’s Sports Films in which 17 countries,
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Powell, Leo Rosten. Elicited side- at Alhambra, Glasgow, May 31.
trons to be served setups.
and Thieves).
Britain, 'are entered.
*
intelligence: Rosten once taught
Smiley Hart, former head of
UA production staffs here will
Fernando Previtali, director of
dancing at a boy’s camp.
Boston Branch, AGVA, now in Sar¬ have their hands full as a flock of Santa (lecilia Orch, returned from
asota, Fla., with Fred Wheaton, pix ready to roll on-the Continent four-city American tour but will
A show biz contingent is sched¬
Harry Davies in town beating formerly of Providence Branch, this summer.
uled to fly March 28 from N. Y. tg
Among them are return next fall to direct N.Y.
Wilmington, N. C., to attend the drums for “Hatful of Rain.”
now head of local office.
Trouble in Paris,” Stanley Ku¬ Philharmonic in 10 concerts.
The Variety Club of New Eng¬ brick’s “Paths jgf Glory” and Kirk
three-day Azalea Festival starting
Tun Tun heads lineup of new
there on that day. Those due to principals in current show at New land will present its Great Heart Douglas’ “The Vikings” (in Mu¬
make the trip include Kathryn Nixon.
Award to Thomas A. Yawkey, nich), and “Quiet American” and
Grayson, George Jessel, Dale Rob¬
Andrini Brothers booked for a prexy of Boston Red Sox,, at a din¬ “Legend of Lost” in Rome, plus
ertson, Debra Paget, Paul Henreid, quick return engagement at An¬ ner in Hotel Statler, April 14.
“Kings Go Forth” and “Separate
By Mark Curtis
Cyril McGerigle, head booker of Tables,” to be shot on the French
Rbonid^ Fleming’ and Stage and kara in June.
KWRN’s new call letters now
AredS Guild of America prexy Irv¬
Murray Gold, former Playhouse RKO, Went to DCA to become of¬ Riviera this summer.
K-DOT.
ing Strouse.
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University of Nevada production,
(Wed.) morning’s sailing time at Twin Coaches week of March 25.
(32 Florastrasse; 347032)
Hometown girl Eileen Rodgers
9 a.m. on the SS Queen Elizabeth,
“East of Eden” (WB) is longrun “Kiss Me Kate,'- slafed for March
to open April 1 at the Cafe de coming to Holiday House April 11
22-23.
hit at sureseater Piccadilly.
Mary Kaye Trio signed to open
Paris, London. This meant no with hometown boy Marty Allen
By Lary Solloway
Theatre am Central's next preem
sleep all night for “the last of the (& DeWood).
new
Reno Harrah's Club when it
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
will
be
Frederick
Lonsdale's
com^
Lily Jay (Mrs. Moe) Silver, wife
bows late in May.
red hot mamas.” Miss Tucker last
Pupi Campo moved his bongo- edy, “Last of Mrs. Cheney.”
week hosted a 27th anniversary of Stanley-Warner zone manager beats ' into Boom Boom room of
“Diary of Anne Frank” is hit of
party for longtime friends (Jesse) here, sold her first novel to Duell Fontainebleau.
legit season at Schauspielhaus. It
Block & (Eve) Sully. Block is now Sloan & Pearce.
Seville Hotel adding 212 rooms, has been SRO since last October.
with Ira Haupt & Co., Wall St.
making total of 512,-second Only to
“Power and the Prize” (M-G),
house.
(Delaware^ 7-4984)
Fontainebleau with its 565.
with Swiss star Elisabeth Mueller*
Latino revue, which has clicked will be released here soon at Urban
Jim Halsey, head of thunderCompany presidents in the area
at the Lucerne, held over for an ad¬ Theatre.
of the Marguery Hotel on Park
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By Victor Skaarup
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.
,
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Jimmy
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Music publisher Mork is launch¬ cional, Havana run, picked, up his
ing Monday (25).
By Alice Scully
the UC&C prexy to the effect “it ing a big sales campaign for Dot now company-member Rocky Mar¬
Paul Raffles, Black Orchid, on
(Tel 4077)
ciano oil way north to testimonial
may appear distant but it really records in Denmark.
Harpo Marx got the UJA enter¬ the Coast where he signed Frances
won’t be so long* before we’re
For the first time in years Copen¬ dinner in his honor In N. Y., tainment
Faye for April 6 opening.
award.
neighbors” and the hope was ex¬ hagen has two cabarets running, March 17.
Lily Pons has hit the concert cir¬
Jerry Allan, formerly Metro rep
Bob Hope stopped over at Eden
pressed that they won’t mind too simultaneously and successfully:
in Indiana, now doing deejay pro¬
much the traffic congestion that Hyggepeisen and La Reine Peda- Roc to looksee Miami Beach on cuit till May.
Herb Rogers staged “Wizard of motion for MGM records.
way back north from Havana holi¬
comes with new building, the noise que.
for shavers.
and the inconvenience.
Hypnotist Ted BOyers checks out
World Cinema, local firstrun, has day; nixed prexy Hafry Mufsori’s G2”
Winchell coming to traffic the of Club Cairo after a -two year
Spectacular dre on Variety a hit in the French version of “The blank-check offer for a date-fill in
cop's benefit April 13.
street, just off the Broadway cor¬ Hunchback of Notre Dame” with cafe Pompeii.
stand to do series of Coast dates.
Chuck Travis at Compass Room
Charles Winninger and Gloria
ner of West 46th St., in a photogra¬ Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony
Stylemasters plied deMay cir¬
De Haven, set for “Holiday In piano of Desert Air.
phy business, gave a brave fire lad¬ Quinn.
Oscar,
Cartier, Paris ' comedian, cuit over weekend plugging their
die a P. 1 spread on his rescue of
initial Foremast pressing, “Cutie
The season's most ^successful Sun,” film with Beach background booked into Palm House.'
a three-year-old boy. Brief but Danish pic, No.rdisk Film's “Qivi- which indie producer Murray King
Peter Lorre scaring horses that of Kitten Crowd.”
spectacular blaze, which had, ‘the toq,” a drama* from Greenland in starts shooting at the Roney soon:
Music critic Irving Sablos^^ex¬
have
seen tv at Ranch Club.
He’s
paging
Eddie
Albert
for
the
Times Sq. crowds applauding the Eastmancolour^ has played at PalLaurye’s and Kon Tiki price iting the Daily Newi^ to take an
Monday (18) afternoon daylight adsteatret (1,550 seats) for 17 lead, and the Ritz brothers for star
cutting eatery tabs 20% till 6 p.m. overseas assignnient with U. S. Inrescue, was In a floor above Leeds, weeks. It’s director, Erik Balling, comedy spot.
Estelle Sloan back to the. Chi fornaation Service.
the theatrical clothier, which was. will be in Hollsrwood for the Oscar
Chi, second booking there in a
Mike Todd has re-tagged the
gutted by a more serious fire about awards (just in case) as this feature
month.
Selwyn Theatre, where his
a year ago.
has a nomination under new For¬
Bob
Howard
featured
a
Dodger
“Around World in 80 D^tys” is to
Robert K. Shapiro, managing eign Film Award.
By Ricardo Brown
highball in hopes the Bums will op^n April 4, as Todd’s Cihestage,
director of the Paramount Theatre,
Most popular film star .here dur¬
University of Alaska Theatre head this way next year for spring
Frankie Harmpn hosted a „party
was reelected president of the ing the 21 months Hollywood Workshop presented “Lo and Be¬ training.
for Jimmy Durante at the ShangriN. Y. Cinema Lodge of B’nai blockade, that now has been lifted, hold” by John Patrick in cramped,
Chuck Walters deserted his shop La Monday night (18) prior to
B’rith last night (Tues.) at Shera- was German-Italian songsress Cate- chilly university gym while basket¬
ton-Astor meeting. Named veepees rina Valente. Her pictures—like ball team was on road trip to An-^ to direct “Don’t Go ^ Near The comedian’s opening at Chez Paree.
Watefr" for Metro, his 15th pic on
Mike Todd in for a quick-look
were Joseph B. Rosen, Nat Rudich,! “Bonjour, Kathrin” "(Constantin) chorage.
same lot.
last week at Selwyn Theatre which
Marvin Kirsch, Milton Livingston, “You are music” (Criterion)—have
Model-Cafe reopened after re¬
Bing Crosby, Phil Harris . and is being remodeled and will be
Norman Rob,bins, Cy Seymour, played for mopths at first-run thea¬ modeling,Owner Steve Boinich
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Wednesday, March 20, 1957

OBITUARIES
PHIL REISMAN
Phil Reisman, 66, veteran film
industry executive and specialist in
foreign operations, died suddenly
ot a stroke early yesterday morn¬
ing (March 19) in New York.
Details in dim section.
JOSEPH M. RITCHIE
Joseph M. Ritchie, 64, Irish film
distributor, died in Las Vegas,
Nev., Feb. 20 after a long iPness.
He was the father-in-law
Las
Vegas Sun publisher Hank C.^jenspiin.
Prior to joining his family in
Las Vegas in Sept. 1955, Ritchie
was widely known in film circles
in both Belfast and Dublin, and
in Wardour St., London. Entering
the film industry in its early days,
he joined the staff of Paramount
Film Service Ltd. at its Dublin
branch in 1927 and later was made
branch manager for Ireland. Leav¬
ing Dublin in 1939, he opened of¬
fices in Belfast for Anglo-Ameri¬
can Film Corp., Eros Films, and
later, Ritchie Film Service Ltd. .
In May, 1955, he underwent ma¬
jor surgery at The Royal Victoria
hospital in Belfast, and on his re¬
covery joined his family in the
U.S.
He is survived by his wife, three
sons and a daughter, Mrs. ]d^rbara
Greenspun.
CURLEY WILSON
Capt. Curley Wilson, 77, former
circus and carnival wild animal
trainer and one-time superintend¬
ent of the Cleveland Zoo. died Feb.
24 in Cleveland. His real name
w as EUlward McEnaney, a native of
Providence, R. I. He first joined a
circus as a pony trainer and at 16
he was working on animal cages.
He was lion man for Frank C.
Bostock and toured 11 years with
Johnny J. ^ones and nearly a doz¬
en years with Brown & Dyer, both
carnivals.
Surviving is a niece, Mrs. Julie
Kassay of Cleveland.
ALBERT E. PTAK
Albert E. Ptak; 70, nabe theatre
operator in Cleveland, died in that
In Memory of

IRENE BORDONI
March 19. 1953

U.W,
city March 2 from cerebral hemorrhagel He founded the Lyceum
Theatre in 1912 and also ran its
successor. New Lyceum, in asso¬
ciation with bis brother-in-law,
Martin Polcar. Although Ptak re¬
tired in 1950, he retained part
ownership in Lorain Drive-In and
a manufacturing company.
Surviving are his wife, son, two
daughters, three sisters, a brother
and six grandchildren.
PHYLLIS GILES
Phyllis Giles, 69, who trouped
with her husband in vaude in an
act known as Phyllis & Giles, died
Feb. 23 in Blackpool, Eng. They
tcgired vauderies for years with a
comedy musical specialty billed as
"On the Farm."
Couple's turn used a varied se¬
lection of props in a farmyard set¬
ting. Musical instruments were
disguised as farm implements. Act
toured Australia and South Africa
with the late Sir Harry Lauder.
Husband survives.*
FRANCES STRINGER
Frances Stringer, 59, mother of
WRC-NBC tv personality Tippy
Stringer, and widow of Arthur,
late NARTB exec, died March 6 ki
Washington. She had been regis^ar for John Roberts Power
model and charm school until her
Illness several months ago.
Daughter Tippy is a well-known
linger in Washington club circles,
and "weather girl" for WRC-TV.
A son, staffer with Blair Television
Associates, Chicago, also survives.
JOSH BILLINGS
Frank (Josh) Billings, 54, jazz
musician in the early 1930s. died
In New York March 14 after'a
short illness. Since 1940 he had
been working in the lithography
field.
Billings had played with a Jazz
group known as the Mound City
Blue Blowers and had worked with
such popular jazzsters of the *308
as Eddie Condon, William (Red)
Mackenzie, Jack Bland and Muggsy Spanier.
ESTELLA H. KARN
Estella H. Karn, 64, for 20 years
personal manager for Mary Mar¬
garet McBride, died March 12 in

New York after a lengthy illness
She did show biz promotion for
years, having been with the Feist
music publishing firm and other
top accounts.
For the past few years. Miss
Kam conducted a publicity and
management office in New York.

79
que comedienne, died of a stroke just about matched up to itl title
March 2 in Mlamli'
with a r^n of 27 performances.
It was samewhat fitting that the
William E. Reid, pioneer ex¬ 63d St, should be named for Ar^
hibitor, died recently in Leeds, nold Daly who first encountered
Eng.
legit censorship at the turn-of-theAlexander Anderson, 68, magi¬ centdry when he produced and
cian, died March 7 in Aberdeen, starred in "Mrs. Warren’s Profes¬
sion," deemed too daring by the
Scotland.
N.Y.-gendarmerie, regardless of its
Herman Ferguson, owner of the Shavian authorship. Mae West’s
Liberty Theatre, Malden, Mo., died "Sex” clicked for about a year but
March 5 in that town. His wife when she attempted "Wicked Age"
late in ’27 it was good for only 19
survives.
performances before Cain’s got it.
Joseph A.' Malenfant, 69, long¬
time projectionist, died March 13
in Nashua, N. H.

CHARLES €. CHARLES
Charles C. Charles, retired film
exec, died March 10 in Orlando,
Fla. Onetime branch manager for
Daughter, 17, of music director
Ross Federal service in Albany, he
Continued from page 1
later operated a screen advertising Marlin Skiles, died March 15 in
business there. He retired to Flor¬ Hollywood.
"forthright action" by the Com¬
ida eight years ago when seriously
Mother of producer Arthur mission "would result in applica¬
injured in an auto accident.
Freed died March 13 in Hollywood. tions for UHF stations in the tpp
His wife and sister survive.
50 markets in a matter of weeks."
Sister, 59, of actor William
JACK KING
The Commission, he said, not
Frawley, died March 8 in Holly¬
John Kingstrand, 76^ former wood.
only has The "authority" to sanc¬
vaudeville comedian known profes¬
tion pay tv but it has "an obliga¬
sionally as Jack King, died March
Mother of Morty Hal pern, stage tion" to do so under a provision
9 in Miami. He was a member of manager, died March 12 in New of the jCommunications Act which
the comedy team of Stepp, Mehrequires the FCC to advance new
linger Jc King and at one time was York.
uses of radio. There’s nothing in
an associate of composer Joe
Mother, 98 ,of comedian Joe E. the legislative liistory of the Act,
Howard.
Lewis, died March 15 in New York. he declared, which indicates that
Wife and two sisters survive.
Congress intended to deny the pub¬
lic "the right to try a new mouse
SAMUEL AMOROSI
Samuel Amorosi, 63, harpist,
trap." Nor should Congress want
died March 12 in Philadelphia. He
jurisdiction over "this thorny prob¬
played with Rudy Vallee, Richard
lem."
Continued from page 2
Himber, Jack Denny ^nd Clarence
If pay-as-you-see is as good as
Fuhrman. He also appeared on tv Marion Davies-Arthur Brisbane
powerhouse acquiri. g valuable re¬ its promoters claim, he said, then
and in musicals.
Wife, son, daughter, six broth¬ alty in Columbus Circle, with its it might solve the UHF problem.
ers and two sisters survive.
fancy Cosmopolitan Theatre On the "other hand, if it is as bad
(named for the Hearst-Davics film as its opponents say, "it will soon
DANIEL T. HENON
company. Cosmopolitan Produc¬ be a thing of the past and the
Daniel T. Henon, 68, theatre tions, not to mention the Hearst entrepeneurs who wanted to gam¬
construction man, died March II mag of the same name). Then the ble will be the principal loser since
in Philadelphia. He was a partner
I would se^ to control the new
in the firm which built the Mast^ same group veered somewhnt east baby so the public investment is
and
bought
up
tracts
of
6th
Ave.
baum, Erlanger, Stanley, Earle
property on which the Warwick the very minimum." He explained
and Boyd theatres.
that he would seek to encourage
Suh^iving are two sons, two Hotel on 54t]t St. stands, and they the subscription broadcaster to in¬
also built the Zle^eld Theatre,
daughters, a brother and sister.
across 6th Ave., which Billy Rose stall and maintain the decoders on
John J. Lyons, 55, former busi¬ now owns, ard has subleased to a moderate lease basis rather than
ness agent of Local 278 Building NBC for a television playhouse. sell it to the subscriber.
Comr. Lee said he would not al¬
Service International Employes
8th Ave. Never Made It
low subscription in single station
and former secretary of the Holly¬
wood AFL film Council, died in
Martin Beck and his old Or- markets in order to protect ‘‘soHollywood March 9 after a brief pheum vaudeville echelon, in line called free programs."
illness.
with the Hearst & Co. moves north
ward, also envisioned 8th Ave. as
* Benjamin L. Jacobson, 70, an a main artery, but the Beck Thea¬
attorney who had been associated tre remains as the sole symbol of
with his brother, Joseph, in the
Continued from pafi:e 1
theatre business in both Dubuque of that plan.
Back to Daly’s 63d St. When vet
and Davenport, la., died of a heart
tists,
like Bing Crosby, Frank
showman John Cort conceived the
attack March 13 in Davenport.
idea of a legit musical, with an all- Sinatra and Nat-^ (King) Cole,
Juan Luis Suaii, 33, radio and Negro cast, this w'as a departure whose aggregate album sales total
dubbing actor, died March 3 in from the Cotton Club and kindred in the millions, but Presley and
Barcelona following a motorcycle nitery patterns but he proved him¬
crash. Wife, children and parents self right. "Shuffle Along" ran 60 Belafonte are the first to hit the
survive.
weeks, called "the first Broadway 1,000,000 figure for a single pack¬
hit" by Negro talen^ since the hal¬ age. At a 5% royalty figure, cal¬
Robert K. R,ummford, 86, bari¬ cyon days of Williams & Walker— culated on the retail price of the
tone and widower of the late con¬ the same Bert Williams who was to albums, Presley and Belafonte fig¬
tralto, Dame Clara Butt, died jBtar in several "Ziegfeld Follies.’* ure to rack up over $200,000 apiece
on these albums alone.
March 10 in North Stoke, Oxford,
It may have been forgotten that
Eng.
Hitting of the 1,000,000-marker
Florence Mills was -lot in the orig¬
is another symptom of how wide¬
inal
"Shuffle
Along"—she
came
James R. Sweeney, 55, a charter
ly the disk market has expanded
member of Motion Picture Film into the cast three months after, in the last few years. With some
Editors Local 776, died in Holly¬ succeeding Gertrude Saunders.
30,000,000 phonographs now in cir¬
wood March 11 of a heart attack.
Miss Mills gave "Shuffle Along" culation, the potential g'ale of both
Wife and two sons survive.
new vigor. A Wednesday "mid¬ albums and singles is now far
night matinee" was an innovation.
Hermann Spoehrer, 80, life She doubled as a cabaret star in greater than ever before. Single
niember of the St. Louis Municipal her own right into the Plantation, hits, for instance, now are soaring,
Theatre Assn., died of a heart at¬ the nitery above the Winter Gar¬ over the 1,000,000 mark with in¬
creasing frequency while more and
tack March 10 in that city. Two
den which was variously the Lido, more platters are going over the
sons and a sister survive.
the Boardwalk and other names, 2,000,00 and 3,000,000 total. Pres¬
Lena Ashwell, 84, actress, died and played lush stars like Moss & ley’s "Don’t Be Cruel" is now
March 13 in London. In private Fontana, Mae Murray & Basil Dur¬ around 4,000,000, while Guy Mit¬
life she was L^idy Simson, widow and, the De Marcos, Beatrice Lillie, chell’s "Singin’ The Blues" has
ad infinitum. It’s now the Singa¬ gone over 2,500,000 for Columbia
of the late Sir Hefiry Simson.
pore (Chinese cuisine) restaurant Records.
Mother, 72, of Sherm Feller, and by coincidence, Miss Lillie is
WVDA disk jock and Hub radio back in the orbit, starred in the
personality, died March 5 in Rox- 1957 road company called "Ziegbury. Mass.
feld Follies." generally appraised
as being pretty remote from the
Son, 3, of Robert W. Dundas, Florenz Ziegfeld Jr. original. (Al¬
Continued from pace 67
^
staff announcer with KPRC-TV, though, in all fairness, it might be
Thundorbird
Houston, died March 10 in that observed that FZ Jr. "original" Ton)my Ryan
The Kentones
Johnny Silvers i
city.
Dick Sterling ,
might be pretty dated stuff today.) Rey Mambo 'Ore
Rip Taylor
Saxony
Rey Mambo Ore
"Shuffle Along." when it opened "East Meets
Otto H. Sutter, 57, an associate
Wes
Vagabonds
producer of tv advertising films May 23, 1921, at the 63d St. Music Louise Hoff & C
Vagabonds
Housler Dancers
Danny Stanton
with Roger Wade Productions, Hall—the Daly’s was added later— Charlie
Spivak C
Helen Forrest
included (Flournoy E.) Miller & Cortes Ore
died March 10 in New York.
Ronnie Eastman
Plata
B
C Robinson
(Aubrey) Lyles in its bast. The LordRoney
Count
Jay Salerno
Son, 41, of Floyd Odium, presi¬ click set of songs were by (Noble) Juliette Robbins
Scott Sc Boyd
dent of the Atlas Corn., an invest¬ Sissle & (Eubic) Blake, the same Serge Valdez Or
Frank Linale Ore
5 OX lock
Yorsaillos
ment firm, died March 15 in New Sissle who is today president of Nudema
Alan Gale
York.
Tommy Raft
the Negro Actors Guild.
The Haggetts
A1 Goldeh
Arnold Dover
Only Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds." Parisian Rev
Teddy King Ore
Son, 20 months old, of Herman
with
its
great
Jimmy
McHugh
and
Rush, v.p. of Official Films, died
HAVANA
of pneumonia March 5 in New Dorothy Fields songs, and pos¬
sibly "Hot Chocolates" (with songs
Tropicana
Sonia Calero
York.
Cruz
Victor Aivarez
by Andy Razaf and Thomas Fats Celia
Gloria & Rolando
Ortega . Ore
Barrie Barnes, comedian, died Waller), repeated the "Shuffle Godlno Singers
Montmartre
Adriano Vitale
Chavales De Espann
Feb. 20 in Ancoats, Eng. Survived Along" click.
Leonela Gonzalez
Fajardo
Ore
by his wife, fbrmer half of the
When Miss Mills took her "Plan¬ Richard Robertson
Casino Playa Ore
double act, Dukes & Earl.
Alvarez
Naclonal
tation Revue" from the,cabaret of Paulino
S Suares Orq
Chanteurs de Paris
that name into the 48th St. Theatre
Ora
Augie Sc Margo
Luis Rojas Gallardo, Chilean it flopped. Miller & Lyles tried to A Romeu
Sans Souct
Dancing Waters
legit, film and radio actor-writer,
June Christy
W Reyes Ore
repeat lit the same theatre in 1928
died March 5 in Santiago.
with "Keep Shufflin’ ’’ and that
RENO
Nicholas Bonomo, projectionist, folded in 104 performances, and
Mapos Skyroom
Riverside
another attempt by Flournoy E, Don Cornell
Rosemary Clooney
died March 3 in Chicago.
Peter Wood
Miller with "Shuffle Along of Skylets
BiP Clifford Ore
Heleh Stuart (Mrs. Harry Trax- 1933,’* again with songs by Sissle & Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
New Golden.
Romaine Bro\Vii
ler), 79, former vaude and burles¬ Blake opened Dec. 26, 1932, and Starlets

Toll-TV

Moving B’way Uptown

Non-S’way Albums

Variety Bills

MARRIAGES
Claudia Jane Mittendorf to Carl
H. Skoog Jr., 3An Antonio, recently.
He’s better known as Happy Herb
Carl, disk jockey on KONO in that
city.
Ann Davies to Richard Briers,
Liverpool, Eng., recently. Bride is
stage manager at Liverpool Play¬
house; he’s an art actor at same
legit house.
Edwina Lee to Saveen, London,
March 17. Bride’s a fashion model;
he’s a ventriloquist.
Barbara Winder to John Mackie,
Preston, Eng., March 9. He’s son
of Albert D. Mackie, Scot play¬
wright.
Merle Jordan to Iver Person, Las
Vegas, March 6. She’s secr^ary
to NBC film production topper
George Calian; he’s film editor on
NBC-TV’s "Life of Riley" telefilmseries.
Norma Koch to Bob Martin,
Hollywood, March 4. Bride’s a film
costume designer; he’s in the sound
department of Hecht-Hill-Lancasler.
Judy Tyler to Gregory Lafay¬
ette, Miami Beach, March 17. She’s
a miisicomedy singer and tv ac¬
tress; he’s an actor.
Dorothy Sarnoff to Milton H.
Raymond. New York, March 15.
She’s a musicomedy singer; he’s
with the Dowd, Redfield & John¬
son ad agency.
Dorothy Joan MacDonald to Max
Reinhardt, London, March 14.
She’s former casting director for
Showcase Productions at NBC; he’s
director of a London publishing
combine.

BIRTHS
IMr. and Mrs. Vic Wilmot, daughtc;, Chicago, March 11. Father is
a publicise; mother is a former
Chicago NBC staffer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bosh Stack, son,
SiifriMTi, N.Y., March 11. Father
i.s a publicist.
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Valentine,
son, London, Eng., March 9.
Father is a stage and radio singer.
Mr. and Mrs. A len Zimmerman,
daughter, Kansas City, Mo., March
12. Father is an account exec with
WHB, K.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mann, son,
Hollywood, March 14. Father is a
film director.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Parker,
son, New York, March 4. Father
is a songwriter.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kent,
daugher, New York, March 11.
Mother, Betty Lee Kent, was a sec¬
retary with Edward Petry & Co.,
radio-tv reps.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carter, daugh¬
ter, New York, March 11. He’s a
presentation writer for the Petry
tv promotion dept.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. DeGray,
daughter, White Plains, N. Y.,
March 13. Father is v.p. in charge
of station relations for ABC Radio.
Mr. .and Mrs. Paul Zara, son,
Chicago, recently. Father is in tv
sales and production with Filmack.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Silver,
daughter, Hollywood, March 16.
Father is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fox, daugh¬
ter, Hollywood, March 7r Father is
statio/i KDAY account exec.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Martin,
son, Lynwood, Cal., March 14. Fa¬
ther is assistant merchandising
manager at KTTV.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Petrich, son,
San Antonio recently. Father is
disk jockey on KONO in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Perkins,
daughter, San Antonio, March 7.
Father is a member of the KENS
announcing staff in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Gillespie, son,
Pine Bush, N. Y., Feb. 9. Mother
is the former Dorothy Jackson,
onetime Roxyette; maternal grand¬
mother is Annette Jackson of the
Garson Kanin office.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Miller, son,
Lancaster, Pa., March 3. Father
is WGAL announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Leebron,
daughter, Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
Father is WCAU-TV film manager.
Mr, and Mrs. Monty Raphaelson,
son. New York, March 18. He’s
sales manager of Fortune Features.
Mr. and Mrs. Rod Alexander,
daughter, New York, March 12.
Mother is dancer Bambi Lynn;
father is dancer-choreographer.

‘Summer Slumming’
Coiitinued from pa^e 1 ■■

'—

"Private Secretary," has been
booked for the Chez Paree, Chi¬
cago, at a refiorted $13,000 for a
10-day stand starting April 21.
Because of the lincertain status
of manr video sho\ys, more tele
heaOthrers cannot be submitted at
this time. However, as the status
of more displays is settled, it’s be¬
lieved that more headliners will
become available fo’’ sumJner as
well as fall bookings in niteries.
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Old Folk' Homes a la Hollywood;
Deluxe Retreats Ex-Show Hiz Spots
By KAY CAMPBELL

4-

Hollywood, March 26*.
Mark Van Dor^n Nbdng
Triggered by the spiraling num¬
‘Charlie My Boy’ Offers
ber of ^'senior citiien$^," the conver¬
Comments Reader’s Digest edi¬
sion of well-known hotels, apart¬
ments and luxurious mansions into tor Agnes Rogers Allen: “Don’t
country clulntype homes for re¬ go calling Irita Van Doren, ^‘Char¬
tired persons has been picking ley’s Aunt.' She’s tired of it.” In¬
up momentum in the- past few cidentally Charley’s papa, Mark
years. The movement is not con¬ Tan Doren, has a,new book due
fined to any one area in the coun¬ out, “Home With Hazel.”
try—one chain has 16 such estab¬
During the peak of sudden fame
lishments stretching from John IX^ which television quizzing brought
Rockefeller's estate at Ormond to Charles Van Doren, young Co¬
Beach,.^Florida, to the west coast lumbia U. instructor, his dad was
—but in California alone approxi¬ suddenly “discovered” by various
mately $30,000,000 has beeip ih- program producers.
But in the
vested in more than 100 .“best light of his having been a pi:omiyears” Jiomes.,
nent man of letters some 40 years
These residences offer . shelter (as was his’ brother,''' the late Carl
cum security plus congenial com¬ Van Doren), Prof. Mark Van Doren
panionship. Founded^ by church followed a fixed policy: any invitaorganizations, philanthropists and tiort extended him because of his
priya^ capital, usually on a nom son, or With the idea of exploiting
profit^ bails; accommodations and the family connection, was auto¬
i
facilities Vary, Some are located matically turned down.
In the heart of big cities, others
ire in mountain, desert and beach
resorts*' Basically, theV offer room
ind .board utilities) laundry, maid
lervice, reildent nursei,*^ physieiins
ind dentists, .clubrboms and recrea¬
tion areas.. Swimming pools; golf
[iourses; private beaches, boats and
nshing piers, weekly movies, guestnight - dinners or ^barbecues, and
luided tours are among the extra
attractions at various places.
Some offer life care, including
The Civil War, long a prime sub¬
surgery, hospitalization^and .funjrals. Others' provide, accoihmoda- ject in the publishing field, Is
breaking loose into television in a
(ContinUed on page 64)
big way. No less than six pilots
based pn the War are making the
agency rounds, with most of them
sneaked in during the past couple
Of we^S. Whether any will make
the network grade next fall is still
problematical, but at least in the
preliminary stages, the War be¬
tween the States looks like the
Norfolk, Mass., March 26.
Two hlp'cons, serving long terms' next big cycle in tv.
■
One major entry, out of the CBS
it the Norfolk bastille," scored a
(Continued on page 15)
vham decision jover two Emerson
Itollege femmes in a debate on £1[is Presley and rock ’n' roll be- WTOP Doejs A Kefauvcr
■ore an appreciative aud^ of 400
On Beck-Teamsters Probe
prisoners here Friday (22) night.
Defending and winning were Al¬
Washington, March'26. .
ien Barrows and J. Paul Bathlett.
WT6P-TV dropped all comnlerr
Barrows defended the rock as cial programs today (Tues.) to
‘something that belongs to funda- cover Teamster Union president
nental rights. A .person 'has the Dave Beck’s appearance before
ight to choose music which suits the Senate’s Select Committee on
lis mood. It doesn't have a bad Racketeering and Labor & Man¬
iffect on those who dig it,” he con- agement, and created much the
eridedi.
same* effect in the Capital as the
The
college
girls,
Cynthia 1952 • Kefauver Crime Committee
iVhalen* and'Janet Baltusnik, both telecasts; * CBS-Ty affiliate was the
)f New* Ynrfc,'argued for the out- only station in the country with
awipg of rock;.' ^‘Shoo 'bee doo bee live'coverage today. Station’s outdoo doesn't* mean anything to any¬ of pocket cost ran $10,000.
One Interesting development at
body,” said 'Miss Baltusnik.
Presley and all orchs and media the hearings came when Beck took
the
'Fifth Amendment when asked
playing'the rock shbuld be fined,
he girls contended, “Rock ’n’ roll to • confirm the veracity of state¬
appeals to the lower emotions,” ments' he himself made Sifnday
Wiss Baltusnik claimed. The fem- before last (17) on “Face the Na¬
nes also contended that the rock tion,” on CBS-TV. Reason he re¬
Jives off a beat “so strong you can" fused to discuss those statements
valk on it . . . and causes young is that he wasn’t under oath on the
telecast.
I
(Continued on page 71)

TV Dkcovers
Civil War; Six
POats in Works

Shoo Bee Doo Boo Boo, Or
Cons V Coeds Debate On
Presley and Rock V Roll

PRICE 25 cents
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Off-B way on Theatre Parity With
FEIITURE Pll Stem; 31 Houses in Use, 4 to Come

After years of desperate battle
against subscription television, ex¬
hibitors are now getting steamed
up about a boxpffice in the home
which they can Cohtrol and in
which they can share. Method to
be used involves the transmission
of firstrun films via cable, thus
circumventing the jurisdiction of
the Federal Communications Com¬
mission.
While still largely in the blue¬
print stages, this exhib-controlled
wire service is already excitedly
talked about-as the start of a new.
era. But the prophets of doom
and of riches are just about evenly
split: There are those who say the
wired parlor b.o. is “bound to ruin
the business”—both ends of it—'
since theatres would dlose aiid pro¬
duction would lose its incentive to
turn out fine films with expensive
tint Effects.
Others, ignoring predictions of
chaos, hail the current excitement
as “the next and logical step for¬
ward in serving the' public’s con¬
venience,” and in tapping the
home tv source.
Wire or no, all indications point
to rising sentiment in favor of
some sort of toll system. It may
start on a subscription basis, with
a viewer paying a flat monthly
rate. ' But, say the crystal-ball
(Continued on page 16)

Vegas Nude Shows
Bad News For Dice
Several Las Vegas operators
have started worrying whether
nudity will become a necessity in
order to attract casino as well as
nitery business, demonstration has
already been given at the Dunes
Hotel with the engagement- pf
J'Mlnsky Goes to P.ari^” and the
nudfe showgirl policy. will be con¬
tinued with the next tenant, the
Ben Blue Show.
At the same time, Harry Delmar,
vet producer of such shows as“Delmar’s Revels” and “Follow the
(Continued on page 16)

Woollcott & Calypso
The
calypso
craze
has
caught up with the late Alex¬
ander Woollcott. A' quote at¬
tributed to the famed. “Town
Crier” and drama critic has
been adapted into a calypsong
by Wally Griffin, Ken Hecht
and Gary Bruce.
The tunesmiths took the
Woollcott line, “All the things
I really like to do ilre either
immoral, illegal, or fatten¬
ing” and calypsoed it to “It’s
Illegal, It’s Immoral (Or It*
Makes You Fat).” Ben Barton
is publishing.

1

Sandburg-Corwin Play
About Abraham Lincoln
Carl Sandburg, poet and biog¬
rapher of Abraham Lincoln,, and
playwright Norman Corwin, will
collaborate on a play about the
Emancipator. It’s to be ready for
Broadway production in 1959, the
sesquicentennial of Lincoln’s birth.
' The play , will be produced by
Donna Workman and Ralph New¬
man, close friends of Sandburg.
Newman, a Lincoln authority, is
connected with the Abraham Lin¬
coln bookshop in Chicago. *

Quake Shakes Up
’Frisco B.O., But
Theatres Intact
San Francisco, March 26.
Last Friday's earthquake scared
a lot of people, hurt film and night¬
club business over weekend, but
left theatres physically, practically
untouched. Some exhlbs estimated
business off as much as 50%. Both
first-runs and jneighborhoods agree
“things are blow.”
Strongest shock occurred at
11:46 a. m., when relatively few
persons were In^ do'wntown thea¬
tres. Even so, a ilumber walked
out, according to maWgers.
Most radio and tv stations were
(Continued oil page.lO)

Ice Show Set to Tour
Musical Tent Circuit
A touring Ice show Is being
readied for the musical tent tjircuit
next summet. It's another move
in the diversification, which Imgan
last summer, of ‘ canVaStop fare
from musicals to straight plays- and
other product.
The skating entry is being pack¬
aged by Robert Rapport, general
manager for legit producer Mau¬
rice Evans. It’s a followup to his
debut In the ’tent field* lAst sum¬
mer as a packager of “Teahouse
of the August Moon.” Rapport is
leasing a portable xink, and other
necessary equipment from Everett
McGowan;
formerly
associated
with his-wife, Ruth; in an ipe skat.'
Ing act known as McGowan & Mac.
The rink will be similar th one
already bejng used by the borscht
belt’s Coheord (N. Y.) Hotel. The
process used enables the ice to hold
up under 100-degree temperature.
Most of the performers for Rap¬
port’s offering -will be recruited
from the tab “Skating Memories,”
currently playing the. Conrad Hil¬
ton Hotel, Chicago, McGowan's
daughter, Jo Ann,^ also with* the
Hilton show', will head the summer
package.

Off-Broadway is now on ^ par
with Broadway in the number of
theatres housing legit shows. Thus
far this semester, professional pro¬
ductions have been mounted for
regular runs in at least 31 spots
outside the Times Squ^re„area.
The boom in off-Broadway pro¬
duction has spurred the opening
of smallseaters all over Manhattan •
in recent years. Four new outlets
have already opened this season,
bringing to about 14 the number
of houses that have debuted in the
past few years. Two^ other spots
are sclieduled to- preem in April,
while another two have been an¬
nounced as future projects.
In practically all cases, the loca¬
tions had been used for a variety
of purposes prior to becoming offBroadway legiters. The present
lineup ‘of theatres takes in houses
running from the lower^eastside to
the upper westside. Those that
opened this season are the Renata,
Greystone, Theatre Marquee and
the St. Ignatius Church outlet.
Schec^uled to open next month
are the 41st Street Theatre and
the 35th Street Playhouse, while
the former Second Avenue Taber-*'.
(Continued on page 18) •

DotHe Kilgallen Tikes
Off With Voiiintafy Pan
Of Tennessee Williams
Conflicting critical reviews are
narrowing down from different
papers, to different pages of the
same paper.
In last Friejay’s (22) N. Y. Journal-American, regular drama critic
John McClain’s -notice on “Orpheus
Descending,” which opened the
previous night, was backed up on
the preceding page by another
full-length piece on the Tennessee
Williams play -by columnist Dor¬
othy Kilgallen. The latter copy
exceeded McClain’s in length and
also contrasted In opinion.
The firststringer summed the
play up as “searing and always
compelling; it reinstates the au¬
thor’s position in the modern
theatre.” Conversely, Miss Kilgal¬
len found it “so crammed with
preposterous melodrama, most of
it .unmotivated and. unexplairied,
that it might pass for a cruel bur¬
lesque of his (Williams) work by
some-of his cattier friends in the
profession.”
Miss Kilgallen, who regularly
attends Broadway first-nights in
her capacity as a columnist and
telecaster-broadcaster, was appar
rently so incensed at “Orpheus”
that she pulled' her regular gossip
column for the following day and
rushed into print with the special
piece castigating Williams. IfopjE^
cally, a statement in McClain’s
review could be taken as applying
to the columnist. The ^drama, he
wrote, “is not for the young Or the
squeamish—these are not the peo¬
ple for whom Williams writes.”
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European Film . ‘
'80J)ays/ Ingrid ('Anastasia X Brynner Largest
Theatre j)pOns in Rome
('King’), Stevens ('Giant’) Oscar Picks

Wjednei^dayit ^^March, 27, 1957

n

Ku^iUn Tastes & Taboos

Rome, March 19.
CWALTZ & SLO^r rOJETKOT IN tiANSAPATION]
' Europe’s largest film theatre, the
Maestoso, located on the Via ApBy ABEL ^REEN
pia .Nuova, has been opened by
Hollsnvood, March 26. ^
Italp Gemini, head of AGlS, with
Irving R. Levine, NBC’s corre¬ rock ^n' rdll, although regularly
‘‘Around the World In 80. Days,”
“Guandalina/* .one of the Italian spondent in Russia since. July, 1955, heard, and just what It means or
NO SEDUCIRS, THEY
Is predicted to win the “Best Pic¬
films destined fgr the Cannes Film 1 now. in New York on holiday but doesn’t mean would remain ^
ture of the Year” award. Authority
Fest.
J •
' . .
due to return to Moscow in two secret If Pravda didn’t accent
Is the annual advance poll con- Italian Sensitivity Bill Promoted
The new cinema,:‘which features 'weeks,: has bbser^d the passing it is “western degeneracy.” Thus
For Its Political Value
.ducted by Daily Variety here. If
escalators throughout, is a modern show business scene in the Soviet Elvis ^Presley et al' is more read
wiiTnihg, as doped, the Mike Todd
one, being equipped for all types capital, besides staying close to about than heard. The only kil
/ Albany, March 26.
production will be first release in
Itallan-extraction citizens Who of large-screen projection and new the political i^rspective.. As oc- ' cultist manifestation are the still
wider-than-35 millimeter to do.^so.
sound amplification 'methods.
It
Voting this year Mv;as not domin- resented the “seducer” in Tenn¬ tops the Gaumont in-Paris^ hither¬ caslonal correspondent also for heard “Taiaan!’ woodland calls, ab¬
ated by any one-H?icture, first time essee Williams’ film, “Baby. DoU’^ to Eurppe’a- largest, by about. 110 Variety^ he has been ^particularly sorbed irom the perennially ex¬
attuned to the .amusement phase hibiting films.
(WB).
being
mi
Italian
are
emotion¬
this has happened sigice 1953. Last
seats.
aiid has some interesting findings.
An American VJB would get this
year “Marty” ’won most of the ally pleased by the Periconi bill
The ballet, of course, is the kind of • treatment: He would be
pending
before
the
N.
Y.
state
leg¬
Daily Variety^—and Oscar—
pinnacle of everything. The favor- : checked into one pf the three top
awards; the year before it was “On islature.' Although deemed admim
ite terpsichhrean . exponents get hotels: tfie National, the Sovietskathe Waterfront,” and the year Istratively impractical (depial ‘ of
bobbysojjc ovations usually identi¬ ya or the Leningradskaya. Dinner
prior to that “From Here-to Eter¬ state license to any film “disparagihg
one’s
nationality”)
and
turned
fied in the Western orbit only with would be In one of the private din¬
nity” virtually swept the annual
some currently hot dlskery' artist ingrooms at the Praga (Prague)
Oscar race. However, results of down in the judiciary, committee of
or band. The Russian accent is on where the menu is in four lan¬
the poll this year indicate there the lower chamber, measure has a
cultural, musical and folk song, guages—Russian,. French, English
will be no one-picture domimmce chance to pass the Senate.
This is meaningless in law but
dance "and music. Only the cir- and Gehnan,dn deference to the in- ;
of the Academy Awards this year.
cus-^nd 'there is a good, perma-- tematiohal clientele. A good din¬
Only film to win more than one apparently has political value to
nent.. indoor circus In every large ner for four, as detailed below, :
Category in
Daily VARiE'fY those from largely Italian constitu¬
poll this year is “Written On the encies.
city-^mlght approach the “popu¬ would be 280 rubles, technically
Italians In U. S. have long been
Wind,” the Universal picture,, with
lar” appeal as it would apply Jto $70, at 25c. to the ruble. Then
Dorothy Malone winning for best sensitve to the use of Italian names
both
the West and thelron Curtain the Bolsboi-. Ballet or a David
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
supporting actress^ • and Robert for gangsters, dope pushers, etc., in
belt.
Oistraikh concert'and the like.
melodrama, but this Is believed the
'
Paris, March 26." _
^tack for. best supporting actor.
Cabaret,
dansapation,
night
- No Fillc* de Nult
Ingrid Bergman was voted Best first instance of expressed resent¬
Vaudeville is definitely not dead life, films, and the like are not
Miseellaneoui^ intelligence: there
Actress for her role .in “Anastasia,” ment by Italians against a fictional in Paris: In fact, it is still grow¬ curbed,' per se, as -“decadeht” but
is
no
red
fight district, there are
for 20th-Fox, and Yul Brynner was character for plotting to commit ing and next season will have even in light of the. general character of.
voted Best Actor for “The King seduction:
more facilities and playing time for national thinking these are more or lio irtreetwalkers^ there is nb" black
market.
and I,” also a 20th-Fox filna. Other
both regular acts and headliners. less automatically retarded. The
A movie admission is four
Winners are: Best director, George
The existing musichall directors latest' American pictures making
Stevens, “Giant,” George Stevens
have plans for spreading out, and the rounds repeatedly are Walt rubles (1); an' .Oistrakh concert,
legit
or folk dance troupe com¬
Productions-Warner Brosi; Bestit looks to. develop into a trio of Disney’s “Snow White,” one-of the
original screenplay, Robert Lewin,
combines leading .the field, with “Tarzan”. series and a Deanna mands a' 5-25 rubles admission
($l'25-$5.75);
the Bolshoi Ballet’s
“The Bold and. the Brave,” Filmsome independents are also filling Durbin film, ‘’tlJhristmas Holiday,!'
scale ranges from 7-38 rubles
akers Releasing Organization-RKO;
in.
•all of which were captured-by the ($1:75 to $7.75). .
Best original story, Robert Rich,
Bruno Coquatrix gave vaude a Russians In Germany during World
That dinner for four would com¬
“The Brave One,” King BrOs.powerful impetus when he success- j War II.
Buenos Aire?^ March 19.
prise good caviar, salmon, sardines
RKO; Best song, “Friendly Persua¬
fully reconverted the famed pre¬
As result, in light of the impact and kindred hors d!oeuvres; fried
Now
the
event
is
over,
a
ques¬
sion” (Dimitri Tiomkin-Paul Fran¬
war.
Olympia
bac
toa
live
house,
of
these
three
films,
“Isle
‘
of
tion being mulled here is what use¬
cis Webster).
from a film theatre, four yeai*s ago. Capri” (a 1934 copyright) and mushrooms in butter; an entree
comprising shashlik, chicken or
Daily Variety poll encompasses ful purpose is served by sending Since then this has become the
“Iirtanbul (Constantinople),” which
both the production and exhibition delegations to frolic at junkets like vaude flagship and sparked a re¬ was an Ames Bros. RCA Victor beefsteak (“the latter always too
branch es^f the film industry in an the Punta del Este Festival, which turn of the Alhambra-Maurice record novelfy of 1950, are the well done, no matter how much you
tell ’em/’ .says Levine); dessert and
overall trade effort to establish a opened March 1 and closed the Chevalier format. The Bobino stays curi-ejit “hit paraders.”
Other¬ coffee. Also ,two kinds of (domes- I
Not exactly
cross-section on the “bests” of the first of this week.
a lead nabe house while the Mou¬
year in the nine categories.. Bal¬ a fest this year, since it was de¬ lin Rouge, is primarily a vaude- wise It’s Strauss waltzes and their tic) wines, from Georgia (on the
own brand of slow foxtrots, native¬ .Bliick Sea, , not like in'“marching
lots were mailed to 2,250 persons voted exclusively to uheompetitive slanted cabai-et.
ly written and recorded. Levine through”), which produces good red
in the production end and to 250 exhibition of American pictures, it
Coquatrix
will
shutter
the
Olym¬
exhibitors throughout the country. was attended by Hedda Hopper, pia for the summer to give it a brought back 4 7-inch 33 rpm disk and white tabU wines. Otherwise
which is colloquially called “LP,” the domestic champagne is NG, and
Mitchell
Leisen,
Anatole
Litvak,
(Continued on page 18)
Anita Ekberg, Anthony Steele, Yul facelifting costing $120,000, and utilizing the same small spindle- the local llquerk are according
Brynner, Van Heflin, Ann Miller, :add 300 seats to its present 2,000. hole now reserved in the U. S. for to standards; if- you don’t know the
Alexis Smith, Joanne Dru and Lana First show, in Octi^r, will feature the .33 rpm LP or the now fast French or other brands you don’t
terper Colette Marchand backed dwindling ^ oldfashibned 18 rpm
Turner.
knew the difference, -Since Rus¬
Seven orjygbt fii^tutes were ex¬ by a; sumptuous revue. Coquatrix disks.
In* Russia, singe most sia- imports .no lUxUry Items—just
hibited, together with some bad is also dickering with an old house, phonographs
are
still
hand- heavy duty stuff—^few locals do.
the
Ba-Ta-Clan,
which
he
wants
to
weather, atrocious organization,
cranked, the market for LPs (be
Albany, March 26.
At the Sovietskaya, for a brief
Governor Averill Harrjman swore bad tempers and worse manners.' buy and use as a vauder. It is in they of 38 or 45 speeds) is only spell, there was an attempt at a
In Frank M. Folsom, chairman of ^Pictijttves screened were: “At¬ the neighborhood of the Alliambra,- 5%.. The rest are 78 rpm. - A pop U. . S.-style jazz •. baud and the
the executive board of the Radio tack” iU A), “Solid Gold Cadillac” Chevailier, which he intends. to single cost 7 rubles, technically U, S.-type of torch singer but these
■ .
Corp. of America, as a member of (Col), “High Society” (M-G), “The challenge. ■
$1.75, but thg money exchange
Alhambra has gone in for spe¬ will be more realistically brought “advances’' have been curbed. The
the Saratoga Springs Commission. Mountain” (M'-G), *'The Brave
“night life” edmes from the ortho¬
The industrialist has held this ot- One“ (RKO-U) and “King and I” cialized shows ‘ headed by a star into focus below.
dox local -.dansapation groups
fice since last fall, when State Sec¬
(Continued on page 64)
(Continued bn page 64)
Tape. Yank Jazz
which play alteinately for dinner
retary Carmine deSapio officiated
The youngsters listening to the music and terphtg.
in a N. Y. City swearing-in cere¬
Voice of America’s 11 pm-untilThe Prag^ (Prague) restaurant
mony.
midnight “popular music” pro¬ is the plushery of. the town. It’s a
Folsom told the Governor he was
grams have developed a unique four-story building and was one of
slated to attend the Vienna con¬
tape-recording cult..'- These are Moscow’s
{epicurean
landmarks
clave of the peacetime usages of
swapped regularly. There is no pre-World War JI. Since the capi¬
atomic energy in June, as official
^By ROBERT J. LANDRVh
jamming of VGA music—^just the tal Was little bombed during the
representative of the U. S. Govern¬
Come this weekend at the Hotel ^ion which concerns itself with the English-language programs — and war-it has been preserved in all its
ment. Before he treks to Austria
he will receive his sixth honorary Roosevelt in Manhattan 150-odd economics of the opera art-form,' Ella Fitzgerald, .Rosemary Clooney, bfnateness. ‘ It comprises several
Louis Armstrong, Les Paul & Mary restaurants and other rooms for
LLD from Provincetown (R.I.) Col¬ personages
gather to . discuss
Workshops on technical prob¬ Ford ipd JBenny Goodman are the private dinners, each more, ornate
lege, coincidental with a similar “grand opera” in thflation America
lems
of
staging
opera,
integration
faves. ^here is continuing interest than the other in old-school, heavy
honor to Cardinal Spellman. Fol¬ and how to promote it. Rudolf
som, a prominent Catholic layman, Bing of the Metropolitan, will be of opera with music educators and in Glenn Miller but few know al¬ red velvet. Each lacks the, quality
though many ask why he hasn’t of being “ihtime” in the western
attempts
to
sink,
grassroots
appeal
is reported slated for the official the chief speaker at the luncheon
post of the Vatican representative meeting, Met’s own national coun¬ are all on the agenda: actually done “newer” stuff, unaware that sense. This conforms to the Rus-,
to the United Nations.
cil promotes the annual (third) ses- there is a National Grass Roots they are hearing his postmortem sian idea that if It’s bigger it’s
Opera Co. which will be. repre¬ catalog. There is no interest in
(Continued on page 71)
sented as will productions at vari¬
ous colleges (Illinois, Washington,
Marymount) and elsewhere.
Opera Notes: (a) Another top
diva, Sena Juiinac, enlivens the
Met next fall and will be “CanesTnO* Hark Registered
Sa” in the brand-new Samuel Bar¬
FOUNDED IfOS by t|M,i SILVIllMAN; Published Weekly by VARIltY^HNC.
ber work for which Gian CarloSyd SUverman, President
Subaeriptiou Order Form
154 West 46tb 8t.. New York 36. N. Y.
JUdsoa 12700
Menotti is doing the English words
Hollywood It
and staging.' Jurlnac is the singer
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Coluipbia ' Management’s
Fred
. Washington 4
;
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Schang -had detour to N. Y. enEncloseci find check for $
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route Australia-to-Italy at Christ¬
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mas time to meet the composer,
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Please send VARIETY for
,
Rudolf Bing, et al . . . (b) At
Andre Mertens, cocktail party
SUBSCRIPTION Annual. $10; Foreign. 611;.^ Single Copies. 29 Cf ntg .
Saturday (23) honoring Met diva
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Renata Tebaldi feUow-guest Cesar.
(Please Print Nam*)
Siepi joked with prima donna fon
seeking his autograph at La Scala,
Milano in 1946, when she was then
INDEX
unknown..
Incidentally
Miss
Tebaldi will open next fall’s Chi¬
Bills .
* 64
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season,
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Powerful Product Prospects Perking
QkAlAfttlAn* Rut Niaa Tolriniirc NAtiiil

Whether Joseph Xomlinson, the-f
Canadian industrialist who sparked
by MIKE KAPLAN
Col bWet $18,800,000
the iipheaVal^nt Loew’s,..is sin:
/ Hollywood, March 26.
in> an extension of its bank¬
cere in his efforts to maintain the
!‘Telemeter’s Electronic Jher,
ing agreements, Columbia has
company’s stability and return it
at're,” ..a .hew .paypsee hpme televi¬
borrowed $1,800,000 from the
to former status as Am industry
sion. system which operates, (a) on
Brewster Boosters
Irving Trust Co., the money to
bellwether , will be tested at the
cable lines without requiring Eedbe used as general working
Hollywood,, March 26.
company’s board of directors meet¬
eral Communications Commission
capital^
Several top film industry.
ing tomorrow (Thurs.), The ses¬
approval — and (b) apparently
This, brings the Col indebt¬
sion is“ft>cpected to be a crucial one
execs are expected to give
Without the need for payment of
edness to $18,800,000.
“character endorsements” for
for the management of Loew’s.
residual fees to Hollywood guilds
Frank Brewster, chairman of
Although the new bpard met short¬
and crafts, is now declared ready to
the Teamsters’ 11-state West¬
ly after its election by the stock¬
be , franchised to film exhibitors,
holders, this will be the first
ern Conference, Who haS" been
'Or. Others around the country. Tele¬
"down-to-earth” meeting at which
indicted for contempt of Con¬
meter claimed at a press confer¬
the entire operation , of the com¬
gress.
ence, here that its system can pro¬ '
pany will be reviewed.
Endorsements were request¬
vide three different film or special
So far' the .trehabiUtation moves
ed on Brewster’s behalf and
.“programs,” in color or black and.
of prexy Joseph K, Vogel are be¬
there' reportedly has been no
ing hailed in all quarters. Vogel
Purchase of 95,000 shares of white and scan assure film distrib¬ ’ hesitation on the part of' in¬
has lived up to his promise to bring Warner Bros, stock was reported utors an accurate count of home
dustry execs who have- known
about reforms without regards to to the board last week by prexy '.screenings for payment of rental
him favorably for some time
ties of thef past and without senti¬ Jack L. Warner. Shares were pur¬ percentages.
for assistance in studio' labor
mentality. He took a bold step chased'.from AUen.fc Co., leaving
Paramount prexy Barney Balaproblems and other matters.
prior to the stockholders' meeting that outfit still holding 50,000 WB ban and Telemeter toppers Paul
in terminating the contract of Dore shares.
Raibourn and Lou Novins empha¬
Schary. He Was evefi bolder in re¬
Acquisition, at the current price, sized that the system is ‘“complete¬
moving the charges of nepotism by would have cost Warner $2,300’OOO. ly reliable” under all conditions.
his failure to renew the contract However, there were no Indication
Balaban admitted ■^that wide¬
of Peoples Candy Co., the candy what price he did 'pay for the spread use of the system “might
concession firm controlled by rela¬ stock, or over what period of time. accelerate” the closing of mar¬
tives of former’ prexy Nicholas M. The
95,000
additional
shares ginal theatre operations. But, he
Bchenck, Vogel has changed the bring Warner’s holdings in the pointed out, there have been many
An infringement suit brought in
company’s entire purchasing pol¬ company to 233,399 shares, includ¬ closings in the last few years and
N.Y. Federal Court. almost .seven
icy and has ordered that bids be ing 1,400 shares in a trust of they have been offset by the open¬
years ago by writer John Szekeley
required for all materials bought which he is the beneficiary.
ing of drive-ins so that there are
by Loew’s. This was an obviohs at¬
against Eagle Lion Films ap¬
To questions re thq, purpose of “now more seats available” today parently ended 'last week when
tempt to end ”in” bf firms control-'
than ever before. The new Tele¬
led by relatives of Loew’s execu¬ Warner’s move, a "WB spokesman meter system was described as the U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed
replied simply that Warner con¬
tives.
adding still more seats, in that it' a $25,000 award Iri favor of the.
Vogel/ iff agreed, has accom- sidered the stock a good Invest¬ can
be operated like a regulation plaintiff. Following trial last year
I
plisheil'A great deal in the short ment.
Federal Judge Archie O. Dawson
In any event, the Warner ac¬ film thetatre insofar as admission held that Eagle Lion had no right
perio.d
held the top post.
' With cycles C* Moskowitz, v.p. quisition leaves the Semenenko price collection and • distributor to distribute the British-made film,
• and t^asurer and tabbed ”a group as the second largest stock¬ rental collection Is concerned.
I'Give Us This Day,” for which
Invite Exhibitors
| Szekeley had written the screen¬
holder in Warner Brothers, hold¬
(Continued on page 15)
ing 160,000 shares. Warner’s im¬
Invitations are . going out oyer play.
mediate family also holds what’s the weekend to some 2,500 exhibir
Judge Dawson also . granted
described as “a very substantial tors to come and see the demon¬ Szekeley interest amounting to
block” of WB stock. .
stration of the new system! and about $8,000 which, raises the judgrl
No friction is believed to exist discuss franchises in their areas. ment to $33;000. Appeals Court
between . Warner and Semenenko While.*. preference for franchises held that Szekeley in creating an
over , the running of the company probably will be given Exhibitors, original adaptation of Pietro di
and the two reportedly see eye-to- J;he system will be available to real Donato’s novel, “Christ in Coi$
eye on future policy.
estate developers or other groups Crete,” had established for him¬
The Warner Bros, board last Interested in utilizing' the system self a common law copyright.
wbTBk declared a 30c per share divi¬ for both films and special events. Tribunal also stressed that Eagle
dend, payable May 4, 1957, to
Basic cost per unit to the fran¬ Lion “had notice of plaintiff’s
stockholders of record April 19, chise holder will run to a top. of claim several weeks prior to the
1957.
around $100 per home, the figure^ first distribution and chose to
Charles
Moskowitz, v.p. and
apparently based on group instal-' ignore it.”
treasurer . of: Loew'S, has notified
Suit has its origin in a deal that
lations of around 2,500 homes. At
prexy Joseph R. Vogel that he will
that
figure, it was estimated, the Szekeley: entered Into with Rod E.
retire; at' the termination of his
franchise holder can recoup his Geiger Productions to write a
contract in March, 1958!, Decision
(Continfled on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
of Moskowitz to retire follows J:he
complete severance from the com¬
Political sensitivities showed
pany of Ibrmer president Nicholas
M. S.chenck, with whom Mosko¬ following the preview in Washing¬
witz has long been identified. In ton of “Beau James,” the Para¬
Industry circles, Moskowitz was mount film biography of the late
once considered heir apparent to Mayor of New York, James J.
Schenck, but the economic up¬ Walker. The Mel Shavelson-Jack Biz Spotty; *10 Cs’ Champ 8th Time in Row, ‘Allison’
heaval at Loew’s and in the indus¬ Rose film starring Bob Hope broke
2d, *80 Days’ 3d, ‘Wohders’ 4th, ‘Shrinking’ 5th
try in general, altered the situa¬ the public prints in Gotham and
tion.
Washington over the weekend after
For many years Moskowitz was it was shown sto a group of Demo¬
Trade in key cities covered by Denver, shapes mild in St. Louis.
the presiding officer at stockholder cratic legislators in the capitol
Party” (UA), also new,
Variety stiU is sluggish in many lo¬ “Wild
meetings while Schenck was on his city.
cations for present stanza with not looms fine in Chi.
annual vacation in Florida. He was
“Tattered
Dress”. (U), another
'
DemoCratics
were
divided
in
enough
strong
fare
to
go
around.
a member of the board of directors
since 1934, but voluntarily relink their opinions as to what effect the Some of new films are doing great newcomer, fair in N. Y., shapes
picture
Would
have
on
the
party’s
stout
in
Philly.
“10,000 Bedrooms”
but
there
are
too
few
of
them.
quished the post this year as
“10jCommandments”'(Par) again (M-G), tame in Chi, is mild in
Loew’s'''faced a proxy fight from political future in New.York, State
and
city.
•
Providence,
modest
in Indianapolis
is champ, being the eighth consecu¬
dissident stockholders. Moskowitz,
Most vitriolic of the screening tive week that it ha's.befen. on top. and fair in Cleveland, St. Loo and
associated with Loew’s since 1913,
room reactions belonged to Rep. Second place goes to . “Heaven Frisco. * “Zombies of Mora Tau”
Will retire on a full, pension.
^Exploded Knows, Mr. Allison” (2Qth) in first (Col )is lively in Boston but light
Moskowitz’s retirement separates Healy of the Bronx.
Healy: “I came expecting to enjoy week that it has -been bn release in K. C.
(Continued on page 17)
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) looks
a pleasant evening.' Instead, if I to any extent. It promises , to go'
were a member of The Republican even higher since only in 11 keys good in Washingtbn and Minneap¬
olis. “Top Secret Affair” (WB) is
STlU STAR THO DEMISED
National Committee, I’d want to currently.
“Around World in 80 Days” disapijointng ln“Chi and Toronto.
show the film widely in New York
“Rainmaker”
(Par), fast in
Robert Walker Status Part of before the next municipal election.. (UA) is finishing third while
It’s a dish of Republican propa¬ “Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬ Philly, is rated good in Boston and
* Venus’ Legal Settlement
mild in Toronto. “Big Land” (WB)
erama) will be fourth.
ganda.”
“Shrinking Man” (U), with some- is okay in last-named city. “Wings
Hollywood, March 26.
Rep. Celler of Brooklyn called
Stipulated settlement of, the the film, ’’nostalgic” and- said it new sock openers, again is winding of' Eagles” (M-G) shapes trim in
quiet title suit on Universal’s “One would have no effect on Mayor up fifth. “Men in War” (UA) is Chi, and is okay in Detroit and
Touch Of Venus” preserves the Wagner’s campaign for re-election. capturing sixth money, although Cincy.
fetar status of Robert Walker, who Another reaction came from Rep. not as uniformly strong as a week
“Battle Hymn” (U), good in
died almost six-years ago. Title to O’Brien of Albany. As a reporter, ago. “Full of Life” (Col) is land-* L.
Is terrific in Toronto. “Paris
the film passed to Sunset-Securi¬ O’Brien had covered the Seabbry ing sevehth position, same as a Does Strange Things” (WB) shapes
“Fear Strikes Out” fair in K. C. and Washington. .
ties with the signing of the'settle¬ investigation which ultimately led week ago.
ment by Loew’Si last of the firms' to Walker’s resignation in 1931 and (Par), out for first time this week,
“Don’t Knock Rock” (Col) looms
And individuals which had a claim which is the dramatic climax of the is finishing eighth though far from big in Buffalo. “Bundle of Joy”
on the film to wrap-up the legalis- film.
Said O’Brien: “The movie big in many locations. “Oklahoma” (RKO-U) is racking up a sizable
tics.
brings back fine memories. But it (Magna) rounds out the Top Nine figure playing in nine Los Angeles
Under the terms of the stipula¬ portrays Walker as more spirited list.
“Great Man” (U), “Lg Strada” spots.
tion, Walker must be credited as than he actually was during the
“True Story of Jesse James”
(T-L) and “Wee Geordie” (Indie)
star, or at least co-star,- whenever Seabury investigation.”
(20th) is fine in N. Y. and Provi¬
are the runner-up plx.
film is shown. Sunset is barred
dence. “Rock, Pretty Bay” (U)
“The
Rrave
One”
(RKO-U),
good
from using stills of either Walker
Nat "King” Cole Is up for title
or Ava Gardner for any commer- role in “Life of W. C. Handy,” in Washington, looks fair in N. Y. looks socko in Boston.
c^l tieups although'they can, of Robert Smith production for Para¬ and mild, in Minneapolis. “Gnhsl| . (Complete-jpcwq^c^^^ports on
of Ft. Petticoat” (Col), okay in.
c5urse;' bb“hyed''t6 exploit the film. mount.

For Lfl Releases More Cheering

------^^

Jack Warner’^s Buy Of
95,000 Shares Described
As ’Just a Good Trade’

Writer’s $J3,000Awsird
Vs. Eagle Lion on Piracy
Affirmed by Appeals Ct.

Moskowitz Exits
Loew's in Year;
Respeded Vet

’BEAU JAMES’SURE TO
PlEASE-REPUBLICANS?

National Boxoffice Survey

Film industry, at the moment
still in the familiar doldrums of
Lent, is considerably buoyed by
the product prospects of the year
ahead. There’s a feeling -that a
good percentage of ’the upcoming
pictures—in the summer''and there¬
after—are of sufficiently strong
calibre, to .put bounce in the boxoffice against recurring cycles of
public lethargy.
Within the past year, the studios
and the mdies have been on a buy¬
ing spree, with, practically every
major play and novel snapped up
for the screen. This policy. It’s
felt,, now is bound to pay off hand¬
somely.
,
. At the same time, the realization
of. the small picture potential is
being brought home to the indus¬
try even as the run-of-the-mine en¬
try is having a tough, .time at the
b.o. it looks, with the great need
for programmers, that the lowbudgeters simply can’t lose.
: Here are a ccuple of recent ex¬
amples. One $100,000 film, out 18
weeks and having played off 3,800
dates, grossed $195,000. Its po¬
tential is figured around 9,000
dates.
A black-and-white film
costing $100,000 should break even
at around $150,000 to $160,000.
This 4)articular film-probably will
gross an eventual $350,000, or pos¬
sibly. even $400^000. But that’s in
the U.S, and Canada alone. StiU
to be figured is the foreign market,
where action entries go over big,
Here’s, another example. An(Continued on page 64)

Trans-Lux Into
Detroit; Goal Is
3|) Big Burgs
In line with its expansionist
plans, TranS^Lux Theatres, has
acquired the Krim Theatre In
Detroit on a longterm lease. Deal
for the 1,000-seater has been
closed (though hot yet signed),
according to T-L prexy Richard
Brandt. A summer takeover is
likely.
Trans-Lux aims to acquire im¬
portant situations in various parts
of the country, particularly if the
theatres show longrun capabilities.
The Krim falls into that category.
According to Brandt, Trans-LuX
aims for coverage in 3(f' major
cities. It now operates in four-^
New York, Bostpn, Philadelphia
and Washington. Trans-Lux also
is in tv, and it distributes its own
foreign releases, including the
successful “La Strada,” one of the
Academy Award cojitenders.
Brandt said the Krim would play
only top product, mixing American
films and imports.
EXECS' SPECIAL AWARDS
Buddy Adler Gets ‘Thalberg,*
Freeman First ‘HershoU’
Hollywood, March 26. .
Buddy Adler, 20th-Fox produc¬
tion topper ,will be awarded the
Irving G. Thalberg Memorial
Award tomorrow (Wed.) night at
the 29th Academy Awards presen¬
tation.
Other honorary' awards
will be made to Y. Frank Free¬
man, veepee in charge of Para¬
mount studios, and Eddie Cantor.
Announcement of the selection
of the recipients was made' last
week in the earliest pre-awards
presentation disclosure in Academy
history. Freeman will receive the
first Jean Hersholt Humanitarian
Award and Cantor Will receive a
special honorary award.
^ .
Both the Thalberg and Hersholt
awards are special in that they are
not made annually but occur only
when the Academy Board of Govworthy recipient; .
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PUTS PUBLIC IN ON UNITED ARTISTS
By GENE AKNEEL
United Artist^ which six- years
EXPECT 1,000 DELEGATES
ago was strictly a deficit operation
seemingly- trapped in red ink, now Variety Clubs HaUed By U. S.
Prez,, Britain’s Freem
has a market valuation of $20,000,000. Company is switching to pub¬
Berlin, March 26.
Ne'W.Orleans.-March 26.
lic ownership for the first time in
Only American release certain
Messages of .greeting to'^ barkers ao far to be shown at the forthcom¬
its history with an authorized com^ •
mon stock issue of 1,000,000 shares attending the 21st annual Variety ing Seventh Berlin Film Festival
at a projected price of $20 per Clubs International Convention is Disney’s . “Secrets, of Life.”
have been sent by the President of Other U. S.vifeatures are still un¬
share.
That’s what -Alfred Bauer,
Up for immediate public offer¬ the United States and the Prime set.
head of the Festival, told Variety
ing, in behalf of the corporation, Minister of Great Britain.
The convention will be held here this week.
are 250,000 shares of jthe common,
representing $5,000,000 in new cap¬ April 3 to 6 and is expected to
As to festival rules, U,^ S. (as
italization. Going on the block draw 1,000 delegates from the a country that produces more than
are 100,000 shares in behalf of the U.S., Canada, Mexico, England and 80 features per year) is eligible
present management - ownership Ireland.
for two official entries (inclusive
team. This means -$2,000,000 ac¬
of a full-length documentary).
cruing to president ‘ Arthur B.
However, paragraph 10 of the Ber¬
Krim, board chairman Robert R.
lin rules permits that, additionally,,
Benjamin, et .aL, who will Use the
films of particular artistic yalue
money in large part to pay off their
may be “invited.” Bauer stated
individual indebtedness' (separate
that he intends to invite two
American films of this calibre.' He
story).
didn’t know yet for certain which
Balance of 650,000 shares will be
they would be.
shared by the present owners and
the corporate tr-easury, Treasury
. Bauer would like very much to
show Michael Todd’s “Around the
stodk is to be issued as a concur¬
World in 80 Days” via a special
rent convertible subordinated de¬
performance at the Waldbuehne
benture issue of $10,000,000 at 6%
is tended for conversion. Regard¬
Charles Smadja, United Artists’ (local ^O-.OOO-seat amphitheatre)
less of how accelerated, the conver¬ v.p. in charge of European produc¬ during the fete. “80 Days”, can¬
sion is, the treasury-owner split is tion, is a co-owner of the company. not be an official U. S. entry since
so figured that Krim, Benjamin He has been for some time but this it will have been screened at the
and partners will retain at least information *was held under wraps, Cannes Festival.)
presumably because Smadja, being
61% of the total issue.
Bauer is expecting Fred Grona resident of Paris, simply did not ich, MPEA rep in Germany, this
Ebersiadt In
want
such
participation
in
an
Amer¬
week
for discussions on the Berlin
Move to the public expectedly
Film Festival which this year will
will be via the New York Stock ican company known.
run
here
June 21 through July 2.
Key
inside
UA
stockholder
is
Ar¬
Exchange on condition, of course,
that the stock is so distributed as thur B. Krim, president. It wa^
Krim
wjio,
initially,
pocketed
the
to meet exchange requirements.
Underwriting agreement already 50% of the ownership under the
has been' entered with F. JEber- deal with Charles Chaplin and
stadt & Co. and the intention is Mary Pickford. He was given this
to have dealers throughout the because the company showed a
country participating for the pur¬ profit in 1951, thus meeting ’the
pose of spreading the stock around condition under which Krim.WOulQ
come upon the stock.
as many Investors as possible.
Hollywood, March 26.
Exec thereupon distrilDuted the
Krim group is clamming on mo¬
Sim Spiegel flatly opposed pro¬
tivations and future modus oper- stock—the total amount of shares jection room previews of his “The
andi plans for fear of being at that time was 1,600—among his Strange One” and Columbia has
charged with “overselling”—that management partners. Krim and agreed to respect his wishes. Film
is, making any claims which might the pards divided 800 shares and was screened for the Coast , press
draw objections from the Securi¬ Miss Pickford and Chaplin held Thursday (20) at the Pantages The¬
ties & Exchange Commission. How¬ 400 each.
atre in what proibably will.be the
Blocks were received by Robert only showing in Hollywood. Not
ever, it's become known that a un¬
usually strong dividend po^cy is S. Benjamin, board chairman; Max infrequent is producer reluctance
anticipated to the extent that the E. Youngstein, v.p.; WiUiam J. to unspool a film without benefit
percentage of payoff to investors Heineman, domestic distribution of theatre audience reaction, On
will be tops in the film industry. v.p.; Arnold M. Picker, foreign de¬ the Coast, previews are divided be¬
Naturally, while this is the inten¬ partment v.p., and Smadja.
tween projection room showings
The group later bought out both and theatres while in the East such
tion, future profits must in large
measure be the guidep.ost to divvy Miss Pickford and Chaplin.
screenings normally are held only
declarations.
in projection rooms.
The $15,000,000 in new money
In view of Spiegel’s nix, Colum¬
'DOPE' A NAUGHTY WORD
. will provide UA with the bankroll
bia refused eastern projection
necessary to implement its most
room screenings even for Such^
’Pickup
Alley’
Will
Refer
To
ambitious production schedule in
long-deadline magazines as Life'
‘Narcotics’ in Copy
history. ' In a certain sense, UA is
and Look.
going against the industry trend.
Hollywood, March 26.
This is toward more and more low¬
Motion
Picture
Assn:
of
Amer¬
er-budget pictures. UA is blue¬
printing more and more produc¬ ica’s Advertising Administration
tions in the $3,000,000 negative- has okayed the, trade paper ad
cost class, and veering away from campaign for Warwick’s “Pickup
the program-type entries. With Alley,” but has requested one
“Search for Paradise” has been
the latter now being turned' out change^namely the word “Dope.”
Columbia, which will release, selected as the final title for the
by so many other companies, UA
wants its future tied to expensive has complied with this request, fourth Cinerama film, currently
being completed by producer Low¬
merchandise and believes this pol¬ and subbed word “narcotics” in its ell Thomas and director Otto Lang.
icy will better its own position and place. ,
Film deals with international il¬ The picture, was previously known
that of exhibitors.
licit drug traffic and will be first as “Search for Shangri-La.” It
Disclosures Due
tells the story of two American
The public ownership w'ill mean of this type to be released by a aviators who seek an escape into
disclosures on UA fiscals ups and major company since modification a more exotic way of life.
dov/ns, exactw profits and state¬ of MPAA Code several months ago.
Footage for the picture was shot
ments and the exact participation
Marilyn Mouroc-Laurence Olivier in the area of Himalaya and Kara¬
of, each inside management-owner¬
koram mountains, Kashmir, the
starrer,
'“Prince
and
the
Showgirl,”
ship member. The revelation of
kingdom of Huza, and Ceylon. The
such data will be required under has been booked into Radio Ciiy picture is not scheduled for re¬
No definite date' is
the SEC regulations and that Music'Hall.
lease until later this year.
set.
there’s widespread trade Interest
in it is obvious.
For Krim. Benjamin and pards
have been the “wonder boys” of
the industry. They rescued a com¬
pany that was losing $100,000 a
week and within a year’s time—
they took over in February, 1951
—a profit was shown. It was the
first profit since 1946.
An agent has answered back. simple matter of supply and de¬
However, the extent of that prof¬
it in 1951, or In any subsequent Often-expressed charge that -the mand, has caused the increasingly
year, has yet to be made known Hollywood talent agencies and per¬ high payoffs to talent.Preminger believesf that produc¬
publicly. Gross business soared
from $19,000,000 in 1951 to $65.- sonal reps of screen stars are un- ers making the loudest squawks are
reaspnable
in
their
demands
for
the
ones who can’t land top names
000,000 in 1956.
their clients is simply not thought at any price. On the other hand,
Qut, according to Ingo Preminger. he said, all stars becbme coopera¬
The studios and, the producers who tive when such top-stature produce
do the complaining are the ones ers as William Wyler or George
Universal has entered new em¬ responsible for the current star sit¬ Stevens wants them.
Agent further stated that studio
ployment contracts with Milton R. uation, he claimed. this. week.
Although primarily a literary spokesman, instead of attacking
Rackmil, president, and Alfred E.
agent, Preminger indicated he felt agents, ought to concentrate on
Daff, exec v.p.
Rackmil’s. deal runs seven years the same way as all of Hollywood’s, building new talent, for this would
and pays him $125,000 a year. player reps. He accused producers decrease the demand for the few
Daff’s pact is
of ”frantic„<qutbl<Jdip,g’’ .for tqp established V.I.P.’s among the play-,
$105,000 per year*
name performers arid'this," by the ers nov^ available.

YANK FEATURES FOR .
BERLIN STILL WRING’

Charles Smadja
SubrosaTartner

You Can Tell THey’re Alive
In Screening Rooins By
Sound of Breathing

NEXT CINERAMA TmE,
‘SEARCH FOR PARADISE’

Troducers Josde One Another to Bid
On Stars, So Why Blaine Agents?’

Rackmil, Daff Wage Deals

[OF EXPANDED PRODUCTION]
While United Artists is figuring on $10,000,000 from a debenture
Issue and $5,000,000 from a common stock offering, the company
Is stllj looking to tap exhibitors for $4,000,000 to $6,000,000 for
further production fin^cihg,'
> , .
Idea of obtaining loans from the top circuits was projected some
time ago and^since some trade conjecture had it that the plan was
being scuttled. However,' there has been activity on this front right along, although not exposed to public view, and it now looks
like the exhib loans will materialize..
Chains principally Involved are National Theatres, Loew’s,
Uhited Paramount, Stanley Warner (and Fabian .Enterprises) and
National Theatres. They’re dealing with UA individually—^that
is, the idea is for each to provide UA with a loan, i
Firm commitments have yet to be made but on t]^ basis of oral
statements made by various of the parties the a<^d money will
be made available to the film company.
Significant factor, heretofore overlooked, is the*reasoning which
UA has been urging upon the circuits. Several chains have been
jockeying to segue into production, largely to enhance the product
•supply. UA execs have pointed out that they’ve had six years ex¬
perience in getting films produced and the record attests to their
effectiveness.
'
,
Thus,-in effect, UA makes the point-that there’s no need for
exhibs to undertake production when UA is in position to supply
the product.
So as to avert any legalistic reb, the deals are being designed
on a straight loan basis. Exhih lender is simply to be paid interest
against the principal and is to be given no preferential treatment
so far as the licensing of UA pictures is concerned, ’

UA 'Owners’ Carry Debt Obligations
Any possible thought that Ar¬
thur B. Krim and his associates
in the ownership of United Artists
would come upon personal wind¬
Hollywood, March 26.
falls via 7 the company’s public
Screen Actors Guild- board
stock issue is unfounded; they’re
of directors has revoked fran¬
to collect $2,000,000 but have to
chises of the following agents:
pay most of it out to wash up per¬
Artists’ Associates, Charles
sonal indebtedness.
L. Baker, Callas-Sive, CampbelLRosenthal, Sam Howard,
They individually, and not the
International Talent Associ¬
company as such, have obligations
ates, Pauline Mickey, produc¬
to meet with Mary Pickford, Matty
ers Studio Corp., Ralph Rogers
Fox and Milton CJordon. After tax¬
and Associates, and A1 White.
ation on’’•the $2,000,000 and the
SAG reminded members
payoff to this trio, there’s to be lit¬
they cannot have as agent any¬
tle cash left for Krim, Robert S.
one not franchised by the
Benjamin, Max, E. .Youngstein,
guild.
William J- Heineman,- Arnold M.
Picker and Charles Smadja. (See
separate story on Smadja).
The group ‘ dame into indebted¬
ness With Gordon ihrodgh the lit¬
ter’s previous association- with
Walter E. Heller & Co., Chicago
factoring outfit, which had been a
UA. capital source. Matty Fox was
an original co-owner and while he
sold out some time ago he has yet
to be fully paid off.. Miss Pick¬
ford . has been paid about $2,000,000 of the $3,000,000 which she
sol^ out .at, meaning she still holds
Los Angeles, March 26,
notes
for $1,000,000.
Indie producer Roger Corman,
Charles CiiRplLn, who also sold
currently winding “Teen Age Doll,”
out
to
the Krim syndicate, was
planes to Puerto Rico next month
to survey production facilities and paid in full.But
while
there’s to be no im¬
consider an offer for 100% finayli^
ing of a program of pictures on* the' mediate bundle for the manageinent-Qwners,
their cqtiity in the
island. «Talk8 haye already bead
held with Jack Odell, of Common;-' company obviously is to be sub¬
wealth Management Corp;, which stantial. They're to hold the ma¬
controls'theatres In Puerto Rico jority. of the. stock and 1,000,000
At the
and with Juan Vigue, In control of shares are authorized.
studio and lab there, both of whom projected market value of $20 per
share, their stake is $10,000,000were here a few weeks ago. Part of the promised 100% fi¬ plus. .
nancing, Corman said, is. Puerto
Rican government cpin. One of the
inducements offered to produce
Robert Aldrich
films there, of course, is the./Fed¬
Lauren Bacall
eral Income tax savings, Ed Gard¬
Barney Balaban
ner made one film on the. Island,
Mortimer Becker
some years ago to earn such sav¬
N. J. Blumberg
ings.
Frank Cooper
Don DeFore
Roger Edens
MARTIN DAVIS WESTCOASTING
Henry Ephrom
Martin S. Davis, eastern ad-pub
Sol Baer Fielding
head of Allied Artists, is on the
Lester Gottlieb
Coast, this week to onceover the
Marcel
Heilman
new product and work on cam¬
Robert E. Kintner
paigns.
Ely
Landau
He also wants to be on the spot
Joseph H. Moskowitz
for the Academy Awards announce¬
George Mucknic
ments tonight (Wed.), AA having
Jean Negulesco
a contender in “Friendly Persua¬
Debra
Paget
sion.”
Neva Patterson
Paul Ralbourn
Europe to
Y«
Manle Sacks
Nigel Balchin
Robert W. Sarnoff
Milton Sperling
Bruno Coquatrix
Leslie Stevens .
Mo Rothman
Oliver Unger
Roger Vadim
Ed
Wynn
N. Y. to Europe

Unfrocked Agents

Puerto Rico Tax

Corman Look See

L. A. to N. Y.

Victor Borge
.Arthur Christiansen
Norman Granz
Julie Harris
Robert F. Hawkins
C. J. Latta
Albert Lewin
J. Carrol Naish
Terence Rattigan
Dr. Sydney Roslow
Thomas Schermari
, Sandu Scott

N. Y. to L. A.

Eva Bartok
Jesse Chinich
Martin S. Davis
Gant Gaither
Virginia Graham
WlUiam Keene
Ronald Leif
-.Julie London
Irving H. Ludwig
Bidney ILqm.ef r ,,.,,
Chester Mbtfli'
’' ‘

,
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NON DOLLAR EXPORT ASSN. NUT
More Flashes From Spanish Front
...

By HANK WERBA ♦♦♦-»44»4444444444

Madrid, March 26,
Assn of Spanish Distributors has
no quarrel ^Vlth America’s Motion
Picture Export 4ssn. and current
dispute is one entirely between
MPEA and Spanish government.
Distrib assn, prexy Joaquin Agusti
feels position and Sideline status,
of his organization should be made
*^^^Crux of the problem, as seen by
distribs, is reduced to two
elements: (D a Spanish govern¬
ment decree (dated July ,'55 and
made public in Aug. ’55), now
known as the 4-1 ratio, which com¬
pels all distributors in Spain to
release one Spanish feature for
every four foreign Aims imported
and (2) MPEA disagreement with
this decree and subsequent 18month boycott of Spanish market,
itill in effect.
.‘
Opining it is considered impolite
for outsiders to disagree with Span¬
ish law, Agusti went on to predict
that unless unforeseen- changes
materialize within the coming
Aveeks, deteriolration of MPEA posi¬
tion in Spain will accelerate.
Accenting MPEA^ unwillingness
to meet with his organization,
which includ,es the seven MPEA
meihber companies here, Agusti
said U.S. distrib attitude precludes
across-the-table contact so neces¬
sary to friendly consideration of
the other man’s problems. Get togetiier, he felt, would produce a
compromise formula which both
parties could hopefuUy present to
Spanish authorities as solution to
longstanding differences. .
Should present effbrts fail to un¬
tangle impasse, local distribs will
local

feel obliged‘‘to act themselves in
pushing for production-distribution
entente cordiale with France, Italy
and possibly Germany, to nego¬
tiate in the future as a bloc.
Expressing good will toward
America, Agusti underscored that
organization he heads would pre¬
fer early reestablishment of smil¬
ing relations between. fUm indu'Stries of both countries. ■
Political aspect of the long fight
now dominates the picture. U.S.
foreign policymakers - and Spain’s,
government leaders are determin¬
ed to help film industries of both
countries reach a new agreement
quickly and amicably. . Unfriendly
film overtones are becoming em¬
barrassingly
inconsistent
with
otherwise eye-to-eye compatibility
between U.S, and Spain.
Arrival here last week of Charles
Baldwin, Mediterranean MPEA
rep, barc^ high level intention. .U.S.
Ambassador in Madrid, John Davis
Lodge, personally intervened to
set the stage for meeting, between
new Commerce Minister Ullastres
and Baldwin. .Significantly, meet¬
ing was'first audience granted by
Ullastres .since Franco cabinet re¬
shuffle last month.
In a close to the vest statement
to Vahiety, Baldwin stated his
meeting with Ullastres was a pre¬
liminary one to place MPEA posi¬
tion on record and atcent U.S. de¬
sire for quick reconciliation. Bald-,
win, who also met with other key
government cinema figures, said he
would remain headc^uartered at the.
Ritz as long as present .upbeat
ambiance continues to hold new ac¬
cord potential.

Hurry Up and Wait for Scarce Stars;
Waterfield Decries Name Rule V Ruin
Elusive and lofty stars continue^
as a major problem for the inde¬
pendent film producer. Bob Waterfield who, in p,artnership with
his wife, Jane Russell, helms Russfield *Productiohs, underlines that
the difficulty is mUlti-faceted:
name players who mean something
on a marquee are few in number,
they’re becoming less and less]
available and they’re getting fan¬
cier wages.
Waterfield mentioned as being
among the top names Burt Lancas¬
ter, Gary Cpoper,, John Wayne,
Clark Gable and iJames Stewart.
There are others, of course, but he
notes, “not too, many.” , Russfield
outfit doesn’t have to strain for
femme stars, co-oyvner Miss Russell
being available.'
Example of the rubs in casting
is provi(jlQ.d in- “King and. Four
Queens,” recent Russfield. entry.
Company wanted Gable for the pic¬
ture and had to wait a year for
him. Actor had made a picture
just before the Russfield bid and
to accept immediately would have
meant concentrated’ earnings and
so much more for the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
So “King” was delayed for the
year, it was made at a cost of
$1,500,000 and the deal with Gable
Rives him 10% of the worldwide
gi’oss or 50% of the profits, which¬
ever turns out Jiigher, reports Wa¬
terfield. He adds he figures on'
gross revenue of $4,500,000.
Another source this week re¬
ported on a king-sized take by .an¬
other picture. Some time ago Ty¬
rone ;Power signed to make “Mis.sissippi Gambler” for Universal on
a 50-50 split. Power worked only
three weeks on the film, which was
no artistic epic, and so far has col¬
lected $780,000. Income is still ac¬
cruing to Power and, it’s estimated,
*^Q^night climb to a total of $900,Tax angle is the key to many
stars’ reluctance to work in many
pictures. Also, they have their
own companies and this adds fur¬
ther to the indie producer’s prob¬
lems in signing them. Waterfield
stated he has a major assist,
though, in Miss . Russell who''can
work for another producer on loan(Continued pn. page .6),

Theatres Kill DST
Denver, March 26.
Because of a united and
forceful front put up by thea¬
tres, daylight savings lost in
the Colorado state legislature,
and is apparently dead on a
statewide basis for another
year at least.
The bill had passed the sen¬
ate but the opposition was so
determined that the proposal
was overwhelmingly defeated
in the lower house._

Aldrich Asks $302,000
On Columbia About-Face
On 'Storm ip the Sun’
Los Angeles, March 26. *
Columbia backed out of a deal
to finance and release “Storm in
the Sun,” the .Associates and Al¬
drich charged in a $302,000 breach
of contract) suit filed in Superior
Court. Action included a provi¬
sion for later amendment in case
there are additional damages.
Suit contended Columbia agreed
■on Jan. 24, 1956, to finance, make
production facilities available and
release the film which the indie
would deliver with Robert Aldrich
producing and directing. In ad¬
dition, studio was to advance $85,750 as part of the negative cost
of the film. Under the terms of
the contract, Columbia and The As¬
sociates and Aldrich were to split
the profits evenly.
Action alleged-that Columbia ad¬
vanced only $8,750 toward the pur¬
chase of the Fern Mosk-Anne Tay¬
lor play and then “wilfully and
wrongfully’! called off the contract.
Associates and Aldrich asked
$75,000 for\the services of the pro¬
ducer-director, $200,000 for loss of
profit and $27,000 in legal fees.. In
addition, plaintiff indicated that
unless filming begins before Deq.
21, 1957, the property reverts to
the playwrights and since the legal
hassle probably will make it im¬
possible to meet the deadline, the
complaint will be amended to in¬
clude damages suffered through
loss of property.

N[i MEU SET; hik Pitches MPAA 'Subsidy;
MBREmLIi’ Lopert and Davis Don Mourning
/-

^

.' Motion Picture Export . Assn.,
board last week adopted a $20,000
a month annual, budget for its
overseas offices. Coin covers only
non-dollar expenditures at the lo¬
cal level,, including such portions
of salaries as are'^paid out in local
currency.
•The $240,000 a year specifically
does not take in the New York op¬
eration, nor does it pretend to
cover expenses-incurred by visiting
MPEA executives from New York,
for which the companies are as¬
sessed separately.
This year’s budget is not sub¬
stantially higher ^than last year’s.
Increase amounts to $800 a month
(of $9,600 a year). Most of this
is accounted for by the new setup
in Latin America, where Harry
Stone will travel more to cover not
only his own bailiwick, Brazil, but
also Argentina and some other
areas. Budget rise doesn’t take
into account ^e new, MPEA office
in India under Charles Egan. India
is down for $1,500 a month.
Offices covered by the budget
are Paris, Rome, Frankfurt, Rio de
Janeiro, Tokyo and Jakarta.
Paris Tops
Largest ^allotment .by far —
$60,000 a year— goes to Paris, the
headquarters of Marc Spiegel, the
MPEA chief on- th^ Continent.
Again, this figure is deceptive in¬
asmuch as from these funds are
covered the visits to Paris of
MPEA reps from the Continent
and .some, of Spiegel’s own travel¬
ling expenses.
Actual salaries of MPEA employ¬
ees abroad (i.e., the American
reps) aren’t known to the compa¬
nies and come under the New York
administrative set up which is con¬
trolled entirely by Eric Johnston.
It’s believed that part/ of the
Americans’ salaries are paid out' in
local coin. The MREA office in
Britain ^Iso functions under New
York and doesn’t enter into budget
considerations.
The overall Motion Picture Assn,
of America budget is understood to
run around $2,000,000, but this can¬
not be confirmed.
Rome' Building
^ The Rome budget is up to
around $4,000 a month (or close to
$50,000 a year), which represents
an increase due" to Charles Bald¬
win’s travels to Spain. Tokyo,
where Irving Maas has been spend¬
ing time and from, where Leo.
Hochstetter has been commuting
to Manila, , also is up.
It should be eryphasized that the
budget, as adopted last week, is by
no means a final figure. Additional
expenditures could easily be in¬
curred, particularly if great crises
develop in the foreign market.
While some companies feel that
some of the local MPEA offices are
spending quite a lot of money, oth¬
ers stress that it’s a case of spend¬
ing money to earn it. It’s pointed
out, too, that expenses frequently
are Incurred at the behest of the
New York companies which want
information fast (i.e., by Ipng-distahee phone) and which have no
hesitation in sending vmen into
trouble spots to head off unfayor-^
able legislation, etc.
It’s indicated that some of the
companies will require MPEA to
submit a' closer account of how
monies are spent.

For Goldwurm Ideas & Candidacy
By FRED HIFT

Motion Picture Assri. of America
has been asked to financially “spon¬
Toronto, March 26.
sor” the Independent Motion Pic¬
While visiting Here to help
ture Distributors Assn.—or take
exploit his current release,
the consequences.
!‘Ten Thousand Bedrooms,”
The proposal, startling in nature,
producer Joe Pasternak re¬
has been broached to MPA A exec
vealed that his onetime child
v.p. Ralph Hetzel and was reported
protege, Deanna Durbin, is
in Manhattan last week (22) to the
currently interested in a .film
membership of the IMPDA, which
comeback.
—^for the moment at least—:takes
Pasternak said he saw her
in most of the important foreign
recently in Paris, “slimmed
film importer-distributors.
down and .eager to get before
Idea of MPAA sponsorship of
the ..cameras -again.”
the indie trade organization- origi¬
nated with Jean Goldwurm of
Times Film Corp. who is openly
campaigning for the presidency of
the association. Goldwurm’s pro¬
posal touched off. violent disagree¬
ment both during and after the
meeting, even.though it was never
formally discussed. Powwow had
Univertal’s first quarter earn¬ its dramatic highlight when both
ings, covering the 13 weeks end¬ Ilya Lopert and Richard Davis
ing Feb: 2, 1957, dived to $163,786 walked* out in response to a “perafter provision o^ $200,000 for Fed¬
eral taxes on incQihe. After divi¬
dends on preferred stock, this is
Thank You, No
equivalent to 12c a share on the
Asked for its reaction to the
927,254 shares of connon stock
money-raising proposal ad¬
outstanding.
vanced by Jean Goldwurtn,
For the comparable 13-week
the Motion Picture Assn, of
period of the previous year, earn¬
America made it plain this
ings were $1,122,420 (after provid¬
week that it would have no
ing $1,120,000 for taxes),' equiva-,
flirtation
with
any
such
lent to $1.10 per share on the-968,scheme. “MPAA has never
519 shares of stock outstanding at
gone for such an idea,” said a
that time.
spokesman. “Furthermore, I
Despite -the tremendous first
doubt that foreign govern¬
quarter drop this year. Universal
ments would be party to this
prexy Milton R. Rackmil told
type of procedure.”
stockholders at the company’s an¬
As ^or the proposed indie
nual meeting recently that total
“Code.”
the MPAA spokesman
earnings for the year are expected
said; “I very much doubt that
to be the same as last year. He
this
is
the
best solution. How-'
reported a substantial pickup in
ever, we’d have to look into
second quarter earnings which, he
it.”
,
said,''most likely woiild make up
for the poor first, quarter showing.
Rackmil explained that U had sonal attack” on Lopert by Edward
withheld some of ’ its top product Harrison.
during the first quarter for a more
Rump Org^anization?
propitious tjme. During the second
Both Lopert and Davis have, fq^
stanza, such pictures as “Written all intents and purposes, resigned
on the Wind” and “Battle Hymn” from the organization and there is
were released. Both pictures, on
(Continued on pa^e 17)
the basis of returns already in,
loom as substantial and profitable
grossers for Universal. It’s antici¬
pated that the returns from these
films will help to overcome the
poor first quarter showing.

Deanna Dulrbin’s Yen

Big Quarterly Drop But
Rackmil Sees Universal
Annual Earnings Okay

BERNIE SCHUBERT IN
DEAL WITH SYD BOX

20TH-F0XN.y. EXECS
MAKE WITH THE ACTING
Robert Rpssen, fresh from di¬
recting “Island in the Sun,” will
dfrect 20th-Fox homeoffice execs
in sequences for the upcoming
90-minute 20th product trailer in
Gotham tomorrow (Thurs.).
Prexy "Spyros P. Skouras will
intro the_ showmanship trailer
which outlines the company’s big
^1957 production program. Other’
h.o. execs to appear will be Murray
^Silverstone, president of 20th-International; v.p. . Charles .Einfeld,.
and general sales manager Alex
Harrison.
New York sequences will be
added to the main portion of the
trailer now being Hlmed on the
Coast under the supervision of
exec producer Buddy Adler.

. The 20th-Fox offer, to distribute in Spain -all the local pictures
that' would be “forced” on the American industry by the four-toone decree, isn’t going to be accepted by either the Spaniards nor
the U. S. distributors.
The decree, which has cued the longstanding Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn. embargo on shipments to Spain, would force an Amer¬
ican distributor operating in Spain to handle one Spanish picture
for each four American films released.
The 20th offer isn’t any good from the American point-of-view
inasmuch as there is no assurance as to how long 20th would
stick it out. “And if they decide to drop the whold thing, whose
responsibility would it become then,” was one question.
Spaniards don’t seem to go for the idea either, but for different
reasons. It’d deprive them of their freedom of action in “playing
the field” in determining distribution charges arid’bther’faqtdjs.V

Bernard L. Schubert, long a ra¬
dio operator, now a telepix pro¬
ducer, is expanding into the
theatrical film-making field via a
co-production deal with British
producer Sydney Box. The agree¬
ment between Schubert and Box^
also involves the production of"
films for tv. According to present
plans, the Anglo-American part¬
ners propose to film two features
and two telepix series annually.
The first feature under tlje-coproduction agreement will be
"White Hunter,” a film based on
the exploits of J. A. Hunter, dean
of the African safari leaders. The
material for the film will be ob¬
tained from Hunter’s recent book.
Actual production . on “White
Hunter” was launched Monday
(25) in London. Exteriors will be
filmed by a camera crew in Nai¬
robi and interiors will be shot at
Box’s Beaconsfield Studios.
An American pei'former, Rhodes
Reason, last seen in Universal’s
“Voodoo. Island,’’ has been flown
to London to portray the white
hunter of the story. Don Mullghy
wrote the screenplay and Compton
Bennett, who guided “King Solo¬
mon’s Mines,” will direct.
Schubert and Box are gearing
the film for a June release. They
are making no prior commitments
for its distribution, but will set a
deal when it is completed.
As part of - the deal between
Schubert and Box, the African
background material will be em¬
ployed later for a tv series, with
Reason continuing to play a run¬
ning part of a white hunter in
Africa. The series, as the feature,
film, will be based on the experi¬
ence’s of J. A.‘Hunter, ^,
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FOLM REVIEWS

Margulles, even if the hues are not
pose the moral tone isn’t the be$t
TImb Rlver^tf Cldge
Tnrzmi amd the ILost
alWRys, consistent in values. Lesley
for this particular group.
(C’SeO^^eWLOR—SONG)
Safari
Selander’s
direction, generally
" Di’iving beat of the music, four
(COLOR)
holds
to an action pace that is. only
r&r pieces and one calypso, holds
Two males fight over girl and
occasionally flowed by plot holes,
the footage together more so than
a
million
dollars.
Familiar
..First Tarzan under Metro banr
the actual. story development.
latter seemingly causod mostly by
names, . mild ^ melodrainatics
ner in 15 years^ Takes easily
inconsistent editing.'
'
Numbers are well staged within
spell regular-run situations.
to Technicolor hues. Good
the plot framework, even though
John Dehner plays the Virginian
general market adventure fea¬
director Howard W. Koch tends to
commanding Fort Laramie who,
ture.
Hollywopd, March 26.
oveiHaurit "Mamie Van Doren’s
when war comes between the
20th-‘Fox release of Benedict Bogeys states-, turns over his post to Gregg
more prominent physical attributes
production. Stars Ray Milland, Anthony
Hollywood, March 26.
and her bodily gestures.
Quinn, Debra Paget; features Harry Palmer so he can join the Con¬
Metro release of John Croydon (Sol
The script by John C. Higgins Carey Jr., Chhbby Johnson, Byrdrf K. federacy. Meanwhile, there is the
Lesser) prqjiuctibh. Stars Gordon Scott, from a story by Stephen Longr 'Foulger, Tom MeKee, Frank Gerstle. Di¬ Indian problem, with Bed Cloud
Robert Beatty, Yolande Donlan, Betta
by Allan Dwan. Screenplay, Har¬
concerns a* racket' being rected
St; John, Wilfrid Hyde White; features street
old Jacob Smith. James Leicester; from wanting $50,000 in gold to sign a
George Coulouris, Peter Arne, Orlando worked by a femme judge and^^n Smith’s "The: Highest Mountain"; camera treaty. Also wanting, the gold for
Martins, Cheta. Dh'ccted by Bruce Hum(De
Luxe
Color), Harold Lipstein; editor,
berstone. Screenplay, Montgomery Pitt¬ big cotton grower whereby young Jaines Leicester; music, Louis' Forbes; the south are the southern loyal¬
man, Lillie Hayward; based on characters, people are sentenced to work on song,, Forbes. and Bobby Troup; sung by ists, but Dehner, an honorable
created by Edgar Rice Burroughs; camei*a the farm for slave' wages;
The Bob Winn. Previewed March 20, *S7. man, talks them out of it and the
(Technicolor), C. R. Pennington^Richards;
Running time, 17 MINS. '
group leaves Palmer to his Indian
African photography. Mild Carter; editor. racket is doing okay until Miss
Bill Lewthwaite; music, Clifton Parker; Van Doren and Lori Nelson, sisters Nardo Derining'!'..... •.Ray Milland problem, ohly to run into one it¬
conducted by Louis Levy, Previewed and entertainers, are arrested as Ben Cameron.. Anthony Quinn
Meg Cameron ...
Debra Paget self. Climax deals with Palmer’s
March 20, "57, Running time, tO MINS.
vagrants and’ the judge’s son, Don Chet .... Harry Carey Jr;. rescue of the southern party from
Tarzan .... Gordon Scott
"Tusker’* Hawkins.,.Robert, Beatty Burnett, gets a job on the farm and Whiskers ... Chubby Johnson Red Cloud’s iittack and Robert C.
Barry ...Byron K. Foiilger
Carnage Dean
Yolande Donlan falls for Miss Nelson.
Events are U.Sr
Border Patrol Captain " Tom McKee Dennis’ story then comes to an
Diana Penrod. Betta St. John
"Doodles” Fletcher..Wilfrid Hyde White bontrived to wreck the scheme, get U-S. Border Patrolman.Frank Gerstle abrupt close With some loose ends
Carl Kraski.George Coulouris Miss Van Doren on television and
dangling.
Dick Penrod ..
Peter Arne Miss Nelson into Furaett’s arms.
A girl and one Imillion dollars
Neither script nor direction
• Chief Ogonnoro .: Orlando Martins
Miss Van Doren sounds real fset up the "conflict” in "The makes strong demands on the play¬
good . on "Salamander" and "Go, River’s Edge," an fronic outdoor ers, but Dehner, Palmer and most
Tarzan, perennial screen hero Ih Go, Calypso," both by Les Baxter, story about two men who want of the others comes off okay via
black-and-white here takes to color, "Rolling Stone" by Baxter and both. The melodramatics are mild, their performances. Frances Helm
giving this entiw an extra plus for Lenny Adelson, and "Oobala but the names of Ray Milland, is adequate, no more, as the hero¬
' b.o. coin in the series' established Baby," hf Baxter, Adelson, Eddie Anthony Quinn and Debra Pagetj ine, a southern belle in love with
market. ‘'Tarzan and the Lost Sa¬ Cochran and Jerry Gapehart. Also supply familiar dressing., for the Yankee Palmer.- Les Baxter’s
fari" should prove good fare for a click is Eddie Cochran’s Presley- mariiuees in the regular twin-biU score and other behind-tjaniera as¬
action houses, particularly with the type treatment of "Cottonpicker,” situations so'^an average quota of sists are acceptable.
Brog.
Miss Van playdates—shoUtd be forthcoming.
moppet trade and those oldsters clef fed by , Baxter.
Doren does okay by her story por¬ ^ The Benedict Bogeaus produc¬
who decline to grow up.
Not of irhig Earth
Along with the tint treatment, tions and Miss Nelson is appealing tion whi<5h 20th-Fox is distribut¬
Taiwan takes to authentic jungle in her part.
ing is locationed in Mexico, result¬
Good science-fiction;' ^ thriller
John Russell heads the villainy ing in attractive scenic -backing for
backgrounds for this screenplay by
being packaged with ""Attack
Montgomery Pittman and Lillie department as the cotton-picking the meller tale scripted by Hai*old
of"
Crab Monsters’* by Allied
Legree.
Liirene
Tuttle
is
the
Jacob Smith and James Leicester
Hayward, and the antics, come off
Artists; promising ballybbU.
entertainingly under Bruce Hiim- judge, secretly married to Russell. from Smith’s "The Highest Moun¬
berstone’s actionful direction. The characters and romantic cir¬ tain.’* Cinemascope and De Luxe
Hollywood, March 21.
Listed as a British production by cumstances of the association never Color help the plitf . value of Har¬
AlU«d Ariistts release of Roger Corman
John Croydon for the Sol Lesser ring true. Burnett is acceptable old Lipstein’s lensing. Mild rating production, directed by Cowman. Stars
Paul Birch, Beverly Garland, * Morgan
presentation banner, film is the in his spot and other assists come for the melodramatics comes from Jones:
features WUliam* Roerick, Jona¬
first Tarzan to Wear the Metro re¬ from ■^Cochran, Yvonne Lime, deliberate pacing and not too cred¬ than
Haze, Richard Miller, Anne Carroll,
lease label in some 15 yeffcs,'. The Jeanne Carmen, Robert Foulk, ible plotting. Story is grim and the Pat Flyrfh, Roy Engel. Screenplay, Charles
Griffith,
Mark Hanna: camera. John. Mes¬
Wayne
Taylor,
Valerie
Reynolds^
combination of African footage
violence bloodthirsty, though, as it call: editor.
Charles Gross; music, Ronald
unfolds under Allan Dwan's direc¬ Stein^ Previewed March 14, *57, Running
lensted in Technicolor by Miki Car- Lucita and Wally Brown.
Carl Guthrie’s photography tops tion.
tim^ 47 MINS.
teir
the matching studio-staged
the
capably-handled
technical
cred¬
Johnson' .... Paul Birch
se(iuehb6.s by C, R. PenningtonMilland is the man with a mil¬ Paul
Nadine Storey . Beverly Garland
Ricliards ^idds excellent sight val¬ its and Les Baxter's background lion, a shady sharpie who wants to Harry.
Sherbourne. Morgan Jones
Brog,
ues, to go with the standard adven¬ score is able.
get his money and himself safely Dr. F. W. Rochelle.WiUiam Roerick
Jeremy Perrin .. Jonathan Haze
turing. Future Tarzans are slated
over the border into Mexico. To 'Joe'Piper
:. Richard Miller
for color.
guide him across the mountains he Davanna Woman ... Anne Carroll
X^io Qjalet Gun
Simmons .-.Pat Flynn
seeks out Qiiinn, smalltime rancher Sgt.
Gordon Scott has the physique
Walton ..........:.. Roy Engel
(Regal Scope)
and expert outdoorsman now mar¬ Joanne
for the title role and does accept¬
... Tamar Cooper
ried to Miss Paget, MiHaud’s old Specimen ..... Harold Fong
ably by it' This one was lensed
Girl ... Gail Ganlcy
A quiet one, for a western^ but
partner in crime. Not content with Boy
about a year ago. It would seem
..... .. Ralph Reed
okay for outdoor programmers^ a good guide, Milland also tries to
in order to unstiffen character for
dates.
steal the gUide’s-M'ife, but during
the new era Tarzan. Nature boy
The out-of-this-world sciencethe long, tedious trip. Miss Paget fiction .flavor of "Not of This
has no Jane here, but Cheta (the
Hollywood, March 5.- comes to recognize-, the worth of Earthu:* Uiakes It a handy entry for
umpteenth such) is around to sup¬
ply plenty of chuckles. . 20th-Fox relca;Se of Earle Lyon (Regal) her ^husband and the selfishness exploitiifion
playdates generally.
Stars Forrest Tucker, Mara and cruelty of her ex-partner.
This time, the script based on production.
The Rog^er Corman production is
Corday, Jim Davis, Kathleen Crowley;
the Edgar Rice Burroughs charac¬ features Lee Van Cleef, Tom Brown, Windup finds Milland dead, having being packaged by Allied Artists
Martin, Hank Worden, (Serald fallen over a cliff, his money scat¬ with another Corman thriller, "At¬
ter finds the hero guiding a party Lewis
Milton.. Directed by William Claxton.
of bored Uppercrust socialites but Sferecnplay, Eric Norden; camera, John tered to. the w'inds, while Quinn tack of the Crab Monster" (review¬
of the jungle after its plane has Mescall; editor, Robert F4.'itch; music, I*and Miss Paget resolve to return ed last issue) and the teaming has
Paul Dunlap. Previewed March 4, *57. to face the authorities for their marketable possibilities.
crashed. To give the hero obstac¬ Running
lime, 77 MINS.
Corman also directs the script
les to overcome, plot introduces Carl..... Forrest Tucker part in the abortive flight and the
Robert Beatty, hunter who has a Irene ........ • Mara Corday murders that resulted -from it.
by Charles Griffith and Mark
The two male stjars answer up to Hanna. It plays off at a regula¬
..... V... Jim Davis
deal to turn over some white sac¬ Ralph
..... .Kathleen Crowley the demands put upon them by
tion pace with attention to chills
rifices to native chief Orlando Mar¬ Teresa
Sadler ... Lee Van Cleef
Tom Brown story and direction and Miss Paget and thrills in' telling how an ad¬
tins as payment'for a vast hoard of Reilly .
. Lewis Martin is acceptable. Harry Carey Jr., vanced human comes from another
Ivory. Needless to say, Tarzan is Hardy
Sampson .... Hank Worden seeil briefly as a filling station
too much for Beatty and the na¬ Lesser .....
planet to scout the earth as a pos¬
Gerald Milton
Judge ... Everett Glass operator; Chubby Johnson, an old sible source of blood for the na¬
tives.
Mrs. Mcrric . Editlr Evanson prospector wantonly murdered by
tives of Davanna. ' Things get
Distaff i;oles fall to Yolande Don¬
Milland; Frank Gerstle,- border rather goiy, but science fiction
lan and Betta St, John, members
patrolman
who
meets
a
violent
"The Quiet Gun" is a little too death at the hands of the sHarpio, fans won’t mind. They should like
of ' the party, and both come
through nicely. Beatty Is a good quiet for a good western. It’s cryp-. and others in the cast do their the ending because, just as - the
scout has been . laid to rest on
heavy and Wilfrid Hyde White, tic, too, so the fans will have to work satisfactorily.'
earth, fadeout finds another ar¬
George Coulouris and Peter Arne, work as hard as the sheriff hero to
The title tune by Louis Forbes
male members of tlie rescued figure out what’s going on during and Bobby Troup is sung behind riving to continue the work.
Paul Birch is the super human
party, do their share in the enter¬ the 77 minutes running time.
the credits by Bdb Winn; but is no
tainment. Editing by Bill Lew¬
The Regal presentation through asset to the picture. Forbes’ score from outer space. He, like liis peo¬
thwaite functions expertly in 20th-Fox has a good beginning and otherwise is okay, as are the tech¬ ple, are dying of a disease in which
the blood evaporates and the $upblending the scenes, while Clif- end, but loses action steam In the nical contributions.
Brog.
ply on Davanna is running out.-He
[on Parker’s music, directed by mid-stretch with talky scenes and
sets up quarters on earth, replen¬
Louis Levy, ably backs the jungle vague plotting that keeps the audi¬
ishing
his own blood from time* to
Vamatics. •
Brog.
ence as well as the principals in Revolt at Fort <L,araiiile
time while taking specimens to
the dark as to what the heavies are
(COLOR)
transport through space to his
about. With all its flaws, though,
home:* Mixed up in the action are
Untaiiied Yaath
picture has some rewarding mo¬
Cavalry vs.. limans, plus Un¬
attractive and competent Beverly
(SONGS)
ments and makes a definite stab at
ion-Confederacy conflict. Rou¬
Garland, a nurse; Morgan Jories,
mood.
tine actioner.
her
suspicious policeman friend;
Crooked.lady Judge, plantation
. Forrest Tucker heads the cast of
William Roerick, the doctor for
Legree, sex and rock-and-roll
the Earle Lyon production as the
Hollywood, March 12.
whom
she works; Jonathan Haze,
mixed together. Musical gives
United
Ai'tists release
of
Aubrey
sheriff who hacks his badge with a
Howard W. Koch (Bel-Air) mo- Birch’s handyman, and sundry vic¬
it^boxoffice.
quiet authority. He’s sure, there is Schenck,
The
duction. Star* John Dehner, Gregk Pal- tims of the experimenting.
skullduggery afoot when the town nier, Frances Hehn. Don Gordon; features cast does all that is required by the
Hollywood, Match 22.
council tries to get a rancher, in Robert Keyar. WUUam . "Bill" PhiUips. story and its screen development.
Gain
Mason,
Robert
Knipp.
Directed
by
Warners release of Aubrey Schenck trouble for keeping an Indian girl, Lesley Seiahder. Written by—Robert C.
Helping tu keep the Berie tale
production. Stars Mamie Van Doren, Lori and a lynch mob, takes over Whqn Denniis:' caniera (De Luxe Color), William
moving is John Mescall’s photog¬
Nelson, John Russell, Don Burnett; fea¬
Marsuliej^; editor,. John F. Schreyer;
tures Eddie Cochran,. Lurene Tuttle, ;the rancher kills the city attorney. music, I.es Baxter. Previewed Feb. 28, raphy and the score by Ronald
Yvonne Lime,' Jeanne Carmem Robert Not until the cn4» after several *57; Rurihihft lime, 72 MINS.
Stein..
Brog.
Foulk, Wayne Taylor. Directed by How¬ deaths,
does he discover that Major Seth Btedner........ John Dehner
ard W. Koch. Screenplay, John C. Hig'
saloonkeeper
Tom
Brown
and
killer
Captain
James
Tenslip.
..
..Gregg
Palmer
gins: story. Stephen Longstreet; camera,
Carl Guthrie; editor,.John Schreyer; mu¬ Lee Van Cleef have schemed to Melissa Bradner .......... Frances Helm
Sallgnac .Don Gordon
sic. Les Baxter: songs, Baxter, Lenny grab the rancher’s land to use as a Jean
Sergeant Darrach .Robert Keys
Adelson, Eddie Cochran, Jerry Capehart.
Serrell .
William Phillips
Previewed March 19, ’57; Running time, base for rustled cattle. He corrects Ezra ..
Cain Mason
matters in a good finale street Lieutenant Waller
79 MINS.
Continued from page 5 ;
Robert Knapp
that leaves the two Red Cloud ..
Penny ...Maihie Van Doren showdown
Eddie Little
Janey . Lori Nelson heavies dead and law once more Rinty ..
Dean Stanton out on condition that the other prpHendr.ey ..
Bill Barker ducer in turn provides Russfield
Tropp ...
John Russell
Clay Randolph
Bob ...Don Burnett established. The Eric Noi'den script Caswell ....
'''
Kcnne Duncan with a star.
Bong ..
.Eddie Cochrai, also has something to say about Captain Foley ..
Mrs. Steele...Lurene Tuttle townspeople taking the law into
Waterfield was In New York this
Baby
... Yvonne Lime
The
cavalry
and
the
Indians
are
their
own
hands,
but
doesn't
say
week to work on the promotional
LiUibet ..
Jeanne Carmen
Mitch
Robert Foulk it very well.
still at it in. "Revolt At Fort Lara^ approach with his newest, "Fuzzy
Duke ..........Wayne Taylor
irtie,”
btit
with
an
added
cOhiplicaHink
Nightgown," lighji comedy
•
Performamies
are
sometimes
un¬
Ral^h .
Jerry Barclay
Plot period is just at the starring Miss Russell. 'I^is is his
Angelo ..
Keith Richards even under William Claxton’s di¬ tion.
Arkie ...... .Valerie Reynolds rection,
time the (Confederacy is estab¬ fourth picture to be delivered to
although
Tucker,
Mara
Margarita .....
Lucita
lished and divided loyalties among United Artists undep m contract
Landis . Glenn Dixon Corday, the Indian girl; Jim Davis,
Pinky ..
Wally Brovm the rancher; Kathleen Crowley, the troops within the fort made it calling for six,
UA provides the
his widow; Van Cl^f, Brown, and difficult to handle the common full financing and distributes.
A combination of melodramatics, the others are acceptable. . Hank redskin enemy. While this angle Richard Alan Simmons did the
sex and rock-and-roll gives "Un¬ Worden, as the sheriff’s deputy, gives a somewhat different twist, script from a Sylvia Tate novel.
tamed Youth" good commercial and uncredited Vince Barhetl, an the playoi^ is to the standard ac¬
Being considered for the fixture
prospects. Deliberately aimed at eager undertaker; add some eom- tion formula.
Sthenic dressing is all that could are "Blood Money,” which iS a
exploitation playdates with full¬ edy touches. ,
western,
and "The Big Hay,” which
blown selling, the Aubrey Schenck
John Mescall’s black-and-white ♦be asked in the Aubrey Schonckproduction delivers as Specified. lensing in the RegalScope anamdt- Hoxviird W» )Koch Bel-Air produc¬ concerns oil drilling^ Meanwhile,
The entire setup is slanted at the phic process is exceptionally
tion for United Artists. Kanabe, Miss Bussell Is planning to. go on
younger filmgoers an(l they willJb© and the Paul Dunlap score
is Utah locations take well to the De the road tub-thumping for "Night¬
• , :
attracted,'e.veji if
may; sup-' a plus credit.
Luxe C9lor lensing by William gown."
Btog,

Hurry Up & Wsil

Hnimaiilliiatiyely ex^iiiuted scU
enee-ficttdn
picttV
tame.
HoUywod, March 22,
Univeml release of William -AnJv.j
wpductioh Stars Craig fiteyeC Va fill
Hopper,
'il^lton; features DonaS
Randolph, Pat Conway, Florenz
Paul Smith, Phil Harvey, Floyd
Paul CampbelL m-ecte/by NathaHSJai
Screenplay, Mar^ Berkeley; story. aT
land; camera, EUis W, Carter; speeS
photography, Clifford Stine; editor. Chi,
Wr Schaeffer; music supervision, jSt
GeVshenson.. • Previewed March 19,
Running tithe, U MiNt.
’
Col, Joe Parkmah .. Craig
Dr, Ned JackstbnWiUiamnioS
Marge Blaine
.... Alix Taitnn
General Mark Ford.,,..Donald Randoffl
Sgt. Pete Allen , <.. Pat Couwav
Prof. Anton GuntJi'eJf.Florenz AniS
Floyd SimmonS

Universal has a record for doing
right well with science-fiction
thrillers, but "The Deadly Man¬
tis” is not one of its better ones
although title and story idea are
gqod.
First quarter Of the footage is
ektremely slow; taken up with tedi¬
ous explanations and world maps,
so an audience is not immediately
caught up in the plot Elsewhere,
too* the scripting by Martin Berke¬
ley is poor, being singularly un¬
imaginative for this type of fea¬
ture; thus Nathan Juran’s direction
has a handicap that it never quite
overcomes.
The prehistoric ancestor of the
insect known today as the praying
mantis (inches high) escapes from
the polar icecap when an earth¬
quake breaks up his iceberg home.
Gigantic in size, it'takes its toll ol
life and Continental Ah’ Defense
equipment in the polar region be¬
fore heading south, killing and de¬
stroying as it goes. Finally cor¬
nered in a Hudson River vehicu¬
lar tunnel at New York, poison gas
land mines finally kill the monster
and the world is safe.
Craig Stevens, commander of the
northern base, William Hopper,
paleontologi/st called in to help
with the elimination of the crea¬
ture, and Alix Talton, museum edithe leads in the
Williaii|'-A9^nd production accept¬
ably, whjlj^; the ether players are
okay in leisser parts. Straight lensing by Ellis W. Carspecial photography .by
Clifford Stine help' for thrills, but
the latter, mostly turn out rather
tame considering the subject mat¬
ter.
Brog.
the Counterfeit Plan
(British;
Okay
program
melodrama
with Zachary Scott, Peggie
Castle for names.
Hollywood, March 22.
Warners release of Alec C. SnoAvden
(Anialgamated) production. Stars Zach.nry
Castle. Mervyn Johns, Syd¬
ney Tafler, Lee Patterson; features David
Lodge, Mark; BelUiJiy, Chili Bouchier,
Rotei't ^Ardcn. Directed hy Montgomery
Tully. Screenplay, James l^stwood; camPhibp Grinrod; editor, Geoffrey
MuUw; music, Richard Taylor. Previewed
March 19, *57. hunhlng.time, 79 MINS.
.Max ^ *....
Zachary Scott
Carol ...
Jeggic Cast!*
Mervyn Johns
...
Sydney Tafler
Duke .. lice Patterson
Watson .....
David Lodge
Vlk . ..... Mark Bellamy
Housekeeper...Chili Bouchier
....
Robert Arden
Wandelman .. Eric Pohlmann
.• - -«- r.. Aubrey Dexter
Police Inspector ..... t Jolin Welsh

"The Counterfeit Plan" is a
British-made melodrama which
piroves suitable fare for the lower¬
case spot. Zachary Scott and Peg¬
gie Castle, familiar names for the
domestic marketi head an other¬
wise all-British cast on the Alec C.
Snowden production and the show
comes off okay.
James Eastwood’s screenplay
has -portraying a cold-blooded
crook' who -escapes a ^urder rap
in France and comes"'to England
to set up a counterfeit ring at the
country home of Mervyn Johns,
who is forced to be an unwilling
partner in the enterprise because
he’s an expert ex-forger. The un"
expected arrival of-Johns’ daugh¬
ter, Miss Castle, launches a series
of circumstances that eventually
bring Scott to ruin.
Montgomery Tully directs satis¬
factorily, although his methodical
atttentlon to detail In showing hoW
the ring intends to operate slows
the pace occasionally. Scott han¬
dles his lead chore excellently and
Miss Castle is good as the girl who
gets mixed up in the scheme.
Jehns, Sydney Tafler, Lee Patter¬
son, David Ijodge, Mark Bellamy,
Robert Arden and others are okay
types.
Philip Grinrod takes care of the
camera chores acceptably; in fact
there are some rather good shots
of the British countryside and ac¬
tion -sequences. Other technical
factors are standard.. •
Brog.
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OllIDOOR DISPLAY ADS IN ’56: $402^6;

fums lag dehind ‘CIRCUSY’ forebears

More people attend more schools, and years, in America than else¬
where but.when it comes to reading bpoks, total of population read¬
ing at any one tintfe runs this way: Brit^iin, 55%; Australia, 34%; Can¬
By HY HOLLINGER
ada 31%, and lil old U. S, A. only 17% (Source: American Institute of
The
major film companies spent
More Red Melo
public Opinion) ... titles published in U. S. during 1956: 1^,538, but
a total of $402,536 in outdoor ad¬
if that sounds large, here’s the count of titles in Britain”; 19,107.
Motion , Picture
Export
vertising during 1956. Although
Assn.’s Marc Spiegel in Paris
More speculation this 'week on Howard Hughes*and ^Qth-Fox. Serial¬
this sum is a drop in the bucket
hasn’t initiated any film talks
ized profile omthe former RKO owner in iSr.Y. Daily News rumors him
compared with the record $114,with the Hungarians^ and for
to be a substantial stockholder (350,000 .to 500,000 shares) of. 20th and
000,000* shelled out by American
a very good reason: ' .
possible angling to take over. ThisVhaS Ijeeif gossipped around Wall
industry in 1956 for exposure on
The Hungarians were supStreet for more than six months but never any confirmation.
Campaign of American Broadcast- billboards, the film industry total
posed to huddle' With Spiegel
casting-P a r a m o u n t
Theatres, nevertheless represents a fourfold
In an astringent and urigallent piece from Hollywood in Canada’s
in Paris. One showed up and
ing-Paramount Theatres, sparked increase in the use of the medium
Weekend Magazine, Lloyd Shearer raises the question of “Those Too
made contact. Then he disap¬
by prexy Leonard Goldenson over the last three years.
Durable Leading Ladies.” He lists (in’ order of age) Marlene Dietrich,
peared with not ^o much as a
and v.p. Edward L. Hyman, for the
Claudette Colbert, Barbara Stanwycks Joan Crawford, Greer Garson,
The leading user of outdoor ad¬
faredhee-well.
release of quality product during vertising among the film com¬
Bette Davis, Joan Blondell, Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett^ Lucille
Meanwhile,
the
Poles,
Czechs
the
so-called
May-June
“orphan
Ball, Ginger Rogers, Rbsaliiid Russell, Loretta Young, Dorothy Lamour,
panies was 20th-Fox with a total
and East Gerlnans continue to
period” is said to be working out expenditure of $106,648. Warner
Jane Wyman and Betty Grable (with their ages from World Almanac)
pick and screen American
satisfactorily. According to Hy¬ Bros, was second with $67,315, Walt
and notes that only. Miss Davis and Miss Russell are playing character
films to select their eventual
man, who returned yesterday Disney third with $56,713, and
roles. He adds: “Only Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn and Grace
purchases.
(Tues.) from a one-week survey of Paramount fourth with $55,964.
Kelly,, were developed in seven* years.”
the
product situatjon on the Coast. The rest of the film ..companies,
Byron Foy bought Marshall K. McClelland's article “The Woman
“Holljwvood is improving its quan¬ employing the medium follow in
Who Wrecked the Dope King” and submitted it to Columbia,as a pack¬
tity
of quality productions in suf¬ this order: Universal, $47,000;
age . .. Metro baSso Salvatore Baccaloni next will be featured in “Merry
ficient numbers to give the ex¬ United Artists, $40,331; Metrd^
Andrew,” ihe Danny Kaye starrer which Sol. C. Siegel will produce at
hibitor an orderly flow of topnotch $28,565. Columbia, RKO, Repub¬
Metro,
pictures throughout the year.”
lic and Allied.Artists made no use
Frieda Frewer leaving as Bob Benjamin’s girl Friday for six months
poldenson and Hyman launched of the medium at all during 1956^
in Europe and then semi-retirement . . . And Mary Mahoney> Paul Raitheir campaign in January when
The total spent by the film com¬
bourn's g.f., received her MA degree from Columbia.
/
^
they pleaded to/ the distributors panies is comparatively little when
N
Lida Piazza, widow «f Ben Piaaza, vet showman,'foy role in VWill
not to bunch the top films around compared to the overall advertis¬
Success Spoil Rock'Hunter” at 20th . . . Paramount has tv quizzer Hal
the four major holidays of the ing outlay of each film company.
March in “Hear Me Good” which Don McGuire will write, produce and
year. They urged that equally fine Although billboard advertising is
direct . . . Harry Brandt in the hospital. Ulcer trouble . , . Egypt re¬
pictures be released during the generally regarded as the “tradi¬
ported readying a* heavy tax on film imports . . . Erie Johnston now
“orphan periods” such as pre^
In the first such promotion at¬ Easter,' May-June, pre-Christmas tional” medium of show business,
plans to convene the meeting of the MPEA’s European reps in Rome
instead of Paris. The approximate date: AprlLlfi . . . Swiss-Genhan tempted by a foreign' Induitry in and immediately following Labor dating back to early circuses, it
has been considerably neglected
film star Maria Schell was guest-of-honor at a press reception in Man¬ the U. S., the French film biz is Day.
by the motion picture industry in
hattan last week. Trench Film’ Office-’s Joseph Maternati hosted. Miss
Hyipsh said the pictures sched-^ recent years. Primary reason is
underwriting
a
French
Film
Month
Schell is now on the Coast to attend Academy Award ceremonies. Her
uled "for release during the up¬
“Gervaise” is among the nominated imports. Deal for U. S. distribu¬ in the States during April and coming May-June period indicates the uncertainty of exhibition dates
which makes it difficult for the
continuing Into early May.
tion of the picture is virtually concluded.
that the prdoucers and distributors producers and the theatres to make
Sindlinger & Co. is at hand with the information that February was a
Bevy of French stars are *due “are taking even greater cogniz¬ firm space roster reservations in
big month 'for^'talk about” pictures. Analyst found that 31,000,000 per¬ to arrive in New Yorkyp April-4, ance of the needs of the exhibitor advance.
sons engaged in “talk about,” i,p., discussion in any form re films, and
than they did in 1956 when we
30-Day Practice
the biggest of this jvocal attention went to “Giant,” “10 Command¬ to kick off a French film week in proved to them” that top pictures
San Francisco, and a retrospective
Under present practices the
ments,” “Anastasia””and “Baby Doll.”
roll up substantial grosses
showing of French features at the “could
in the ‘orphan period’ of May length of the showing period Is 30
M, H. Rood; New York correspondent* for the Paris tradepaper,
Museum of Modern Art in N. Y. even
days.
The outdoor advertising
and June.”
France Film International, is one of the most unabashed, or per¬
later in the month. French play¬
The AB-PT executive said he business, in attempting to con¬
haps lazy is a better word, cribbers from Variety noted in some
ers also are slated to make guest had received: assurance that the vince the film 'industry of the
time. He respects no journalistic nor international courtesies ap¬
appearances on various tv shows, following films will be released value of the medium, has stressed
parently for'fie lifts exclusive interviews with every willingness,
notably on the Ed Sullivan show, during the .upcoming 'May-June its value as a pre-selling medium
it would seem, to have the material thought his own. Latest crib
“Toast of the Town.”
.
stanza: “Gun Fight at OK Corral,” and as one which provides the
in his March 5 Issues is of the Jan. 30 Variety exclusive check of
. Among those coming from -“The Lonely Man,” “Face in the greatest exposure. For example, it
foreign film earnings. Quel prix de gloire?
It does happen, it sure does. The N.Y.-Times and the Joumal-Ameri- France are Gerard Philipe, Jean Crowd,” “Story of Mankind,” notes' that test market studies
• can reviewers last week disagreed on “The True Story of Jesse James,” Marais, Francoise Arnoul and “This Could Be the Night,” “Some¬ show that over a 30-day period
more than 90% of all people pass
• as might be expected. Only this time, the Times liked a western, and Micheline Presle. The French film thing of Value,” “Desk Set,” “Is¬ by
current posters—on the average
the Journal didn't , , . french distributor and lab operator Leo Lax in week in Frisco is due to get.under land in the Sun,” “Wayward Bus,” of 21 times.
Manhattan prior .to going on to Hollywood find Mexico . . . Little Car¬ way April 13, "'with the first U. S. “Garment • Jungle,” “A b^a n d o n
The
outdoor advertising industry
showing^of
“Gervaise.”
Ship” and “12 Angry Men.”
negie advertises the fact that “Versailles’”^ is the picture Mrs. Eisen¬
points to social and economic
French month has been arranged
hower asked to see at the White House . . . Mike Todd’s “Around the
trends which it believes makes
World in'80 Days” has collected a logical' award the American Society by the French Film Office in New
billboard notices valuable to the
York. .If successful, it will be re¬
of Travel Agents has voted it Best Travel Picture of the Year.
motion picture industry. ^ These
peated
to
stimulate
interest
in
Columbia has started in on the distribution'of Mexican films in the
include (1) the steadily increasing
U.S. , . the Rya Loperis are^ going to live it up in style at the Cannes French films and personalities in
papulation,
(2) the increase in au¬
film festival. They’re ’to stay at a Maharaja's home . . The German other cities.
Holland has scheduled an inter¬ tomobile use, (3) the American
Real Film's G. Trebltsch, partner of Walter Koppel, how on the Coast
national film week at The Hague trend toward outdoor living, (4)
French Stars To Hit Frisco
for the Academy Awards. Real Film’s “Hauptmann v. Koepenick” is ah
June 17 to 22 within the frame¬ the shift to suburban living, re¬
San Francisco, March 26.
entry . . ; Jean Goldwiirm off April 3 for Europe with ultimate des¬
work
of the Holland Festival of sulting in more travel from home
Maury Schwarz has worked out
tination Cannes.
'\
.
Music, Drama, Dance and Fine to work, and (5) the 50% Increase
It’s now second nature for American film company execs to work in deal for a French Film Festival at Arts.
in woman workers since 1940 and
unity in dealing with foreign'governments and trade, groups. It was his 400-seat artle, the Bridge, start¬
Apart froni screenings, thmre the daily circulation of these
• remarked last week Ih N. Y. that Phil Relsman, who died at 66, was ing April 13 and running through will be**^study discussions covering woman from home to work plus
April 17.
among those chiefly responsible.
various aspects of the filmic art. that of the nation’s housewives as
Walter Ross, Warner Bros.’ press relation chief for the past four
<Jerhrd' Philipe, Micheline Pr^sthey travel around town to shop,
years, exits the film company to become public relations director of le, Jeain Marais and Francoise Ar¬
pick up the kids at school, etc.
BMI, effective April 15 . . . Viveca Lihdfors to London for Metro’s noul are scheduled for personal ap¬ L. B. Mayer Giving Up
By using outdoor advertising as
“Captain Dreyfus,”" which will be filmed at the company’s .Herts pearances opening night.
Cinerama Directorship a pre-selling device before open
Studios . . .,M-G’s eastern story chief Olin'H. Clark back from a
dates,
everyone in the community
Louis B. Mayer has resigned as can become
Jamaica, BWI, vacation . . . American Dubbing Co.^s prexy Peter
aware of an upcoming
a
member
of
the
board
of
direc¬
Ricthof off to the Coast,
picture, the outdoor industry says.
tors
.
of
Cinerama
ProducUons
Here’s how John Krimsky, account exec at Donohue & Coe, got the
It claims that the impression made
Corp. This has been Mayer’s sole is so intensive because of the wide
English speaking rights to the German Classic, “Maedqhen in Uniform,"
active motion picture’ connection coverage and multiple repetition
for which there’s now remake interest. Krimsky had the rights to the
since he exited Metro several that the strength prevails for a
German version In the early 30s. Herman Shuinlin had the. English
Hollywood, March 26.
, n
version rights. Shumlm sued Krimsky, charging/that release of. the ' Bel-Air Productions, which re¬ years ago.
considerable time beyond the 30The former M-G studio chiefs day showing period. As a result,
original with English subtitles constituted an infringement. Krimsky‘s leases through United Artists, is
tain,
however,
retains
a. substantial goes the outdoor pitch, a poster
lawyers advised hint to buy out Shumlin, which he did. Still to be ready to provide 10i)% financing
settled is the question: Does a subtitled picture represent an “English for other indie, packages for co¬ interest in the company, owning showing for a motion picture
more than 1Q% of the oustaiiding
version?” .^
,
production but has been unable to stock. He said he .'(vgs resigning should not only appear in ad¬
vance of the opening date, but can
Max Brofman, chief tax counsel of New York*]? Bureau of Excise find any such deals.
because of the pressure of other .appear profitably one or more
Taxes, addressing the Motion Picture Industry Credit Group March 26
Edwin
F.
Zahel,
prexy
of
Aubrey
business
and
.
because
he
was
con¬
weeks before the opening date.
. . , Andrew Sarris, reviewing “Baby Doir’ in the highbrow “Film
Because of the difficulty in ac¬
Culture” mag: “The ultimate esrror of ‘Baby DolF lies in its. aesthetic Sehenck-Howard Koch outfit,, said fident that the company could ob¬
quiring space exactly when it is
assumptions which overrate the power of certain elliptical techniques firm hopes to line up several to tain financing on its own credit.
Mayer
has
played
an
important
meet
its
expanding
needs.
Out¬
needed, the outdoor industry sug¬
in writing, acting and direction to creat valid emotional effects with¬
out the laborious processes of Intellectual and thematic development. fit, also will start telepix operation I role in obtaining financing, for gests, that theatres “nail down” the
In this artistic context;. . . the fact th^M: ‘Baby Doll’^succeeds as popu¬ in May with two pilots, “Fort Cinerama Productions. In .addi¬ space on' a 12-month basis for dif¬
Courageous” to be lensed in tion to providing aid in obtaining ferent . attractions. At the same
lar entelrtainment is alihost irrevelant” So is the comment.
Actress Jane Wagner signed Ijy producer Herman King to a featured Kanab, Utah, and “Pioneer Trails” bank loans, he has also lent the time, it is noted, the space can be
company his own money.
j used for institutional selling of the
role in “The Syndicate,” whichTl be lensed in Miami, Chicago and probably to be shot in Arizona.
theatre as a center of family enter¬
New York.
A lil gravy of sizeable proportions is that “Around the World in 80 newed engagements in downtown theatres in anticipation of the Acad¬ tainment.
Days” souvenir boo.k, at $1, which Random House publishes, and which emy Awards tqday (Wed.) ... Shirley Eder, formerly of N.Y. and
producer Mike Todd sells at the rate of 2,000 a w^eek at d'he Rivoli, now a Detroit columnist and NBC Monitor reporter, on the Coast for
on Broadway, alone. / He’s said to profit about 50c a copy on this. three weeks of taping Monitor interviews, and doing special features
Art Cohn, ^ho edited, and who is doing Todd’s bibg, also for Ran¬ for Detroit newspajjers ... Eli Wallach received his award from the
dom House, gets ai royalty cut thereon. Biog' may not be ready now British Film Academy as most promising film newcomer for his per¬
until late fall or next spring because of Todd’s preoccupation. Cohn formance in_, “Baby Doll.” English actress Margaret Leighton made
did the Joe E. Lewis biog, “Joker Is Wild,” just completed as a Par the presentation at Sardi’s on Monday (25) . . . Robert Q. Lewis back
'Hollywood, March 26.
pic with Frank Sinatra as Lewis’.
^
from the Coast where he appeared as himself in 20th-Fox’s “An Affair
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster has agreed
The honeymooning Todds (Elizabeth Taylor) leave their Palm Springs to Remember.',’
to an ou^of-court settlement of
Edward L. Kingsley last week addressed a press luncheon Rt the John Van Druten’s $91,000 law
house April 2, for Chi for the April 4 opening of “80 Days,” then to'
Europe April for 5-7 months reading “Don Quixote.” They’ve taken Boston Club in Boston on film censorship. His “Lady Chatterley’s suit over “First Love” script.
a house near Nice, on the French Riviera.
'Lover,” barred by the N.Y. censor and the subject of a lawsuit, has Amount -undisclosed but underMorris Ebenstein, Warner Bros, attorney, discussed copyright law caught on socko at the Beacon Hill, Boston. Management handed out stpod to be within $10,000 of
revision befpre the Federal Bar Assn, of New York, New Jersey and reaction cards asking patrons whether they thought the picture should amount author sought.
Writer claimed firm refused to
Connecticut at the U.S. Court House in Foley Square, last week
, be banned. The overwhelming reaction; Nol
Ralph Hetzel MPEA exec v.p,, and Griffith Johnson, v.p., plan to tour pay for his screenplay of Turgenev
Lynn Farnol employing editorial food outlets for publicity for Ciner¬
ama. For “Cinerama Holiday,” considerable space was Copped on Scandinavia after accompanying. Eric Johnston on the London-Paris- novel. Producer contended it was
It
cheese fondues. Now for “Seven Wonders of World” Farnol has news¬ Rome trip in mid-April. Johnston to be back in the States the end of dissatisfied with his work.
papers and mags featuring favorite foods of Lowell Thomas—in coun¬ April . . . MPEA's Leo Hochstetter to Vietnam and Malaya before agreed to pay off in several pay¬
tries he visited to shoot the picture . . . Warner Bros, is charged by going back to Manila ;.. Irving Maas’ Japanese loan negotiations ($13,- ments. witli final amount, due. Van
Dj^iifen ‘ImDecemberl
theatremen- oT withdraVi^ing*'‘‘Giant’’ from sub-runs because of re- 000,000) at the “crucial” stage.
'
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PR0V:;‘JAMES'fl0T9iG|
Tliin$17,OIIOJear’NSH6G,Tark’.
SlowlZii, *600(116’ Fah'43Gin 10
Los Angeles, March 26. ■
Crop of lightweight new films
and slow over-all pace .means a
poor grossing week amqpg local
first-runs. Most. newcomers are
very lean, with $12,000 each fig-*
ured for “Paris Does Strange
Things” and combo of “Lizzie
with ‘"Edge of City,” both bills day¬
dating in two situations.
'
“Fear Strikes Out” is modest
$6,000 at Hollywood Paramount
while team of “Naked Paradise
and “Flesh and Spur” is the same
at Orpheum. “Oh, Men! Oh, Wom¬
en!” is slim’ $17,000 in foiir loca^
tions on popscale run.
Full of
Life” is light $17,000 In three
.^^‘^Bundle of Joy,” small $8,000 in
two first-runs, is collecting an ad¬
ditional’ $35,000 in one nabe and
seven drive-ins. Hard-ticket pix
are holding best although below
previous round.
Estimates for This Week
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468; $1-$1.50) — “Fear^ Strikes
Out” (Par).
Slow $6,000. Last
week, with HiUstreet, “Rainpaker
(Par) and “High Terrace” (AA) C2d
wk), $10,100.
Downtown Paramuont, Eg3T?tian
(ABPT-UATC) (3.300; 1,503; 85$1.80)—“Paris Does Strange
Things” (WB) and “Man of Africa”
(Indie). Thin $12,Q00. Last week,
•‘Rebel Without Cause” (WB) and
•‘East of Eden” (WB) (reissues),
$17,600.
State. Pantates (UATC-RkOl
(2,404; 2,812; 80-$1.5p)--“Uzzie”
(M-G) and “Edge of City” (M-G).
Dull $12,000. Last week. State,
“Carmen Jones” (20th) .(reissue),
$6,200; Pant ages, “Wings of
Eagles” (M-G) and “Hot Summer
Night” (M-G) (4th wk), $4,3(W.
Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2,213;
•041,25)—“Naked Paradise” (AIP)
and “Flesh and Spur” (AIP). Mod¬
est $6,000. Last week, with Ha^
waii. “Voodoo Island” (UA) and
•‘Pharaoh’s Curse” (UA). $13,600,
(Continued on page 17)

‘Hydm’ &iiash $32,000,
Toronto; ’Affair’ Wild
9(i‘life’Fast 14G, 2d
Toronto, March 26.
Of newcomers here currently,
“Battle Hymn” looks sock in two
theatres at upped prices. “The
Green Man” is smash while “Top
Secret Affair” is not up to expec¬
tations in three spots, “Invitation
To Dance” making a belated ap¬
pearance at arty house for hefty
biz. Topping the holdovers, all in
second stanza, are “Full of Life,”
“The Great Man” and “The 'Rain¬
maker,!’ aU holding good except
the last-named.
Estimates for This Week
Caiiton, Colony, FairlaWn (Rank)
(2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$!)—“Full of
Life” (Col) (2d wk). Fancy $14,000.
I^ast week, $20,000.
Century, Downtoum, Glendale,
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon. !^arboro, State, Westwood (Taylor)
(1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393; 753;
694; 698; 894; 50-75)—“Big Land”
(WB) and “Good-bye, My Lady”
(WB). Oke $24,000. Last week,
“Kelly and Me” (U) arid “Peace¬
maker” (UAI, $21,000.
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877;
1,357; $1)—“Great Man” (U) (2d
wk). Fine $8,000. Last week,
$9,000.
Hollywood, Palace, Runnyme^
<FP) (1,709; 1.386; 1,385; 60-75)—
-WTop Secret Affair” (WB). NSH
$9,000. Last week, “Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!” (20th) (2d Wk), $8,500. .
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)—
“The Rainmaker” (Par) (2d wk).
Dipping to mild $9,00G. Last week,
$13,000.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)
— “Green Man” (IFD). Smash
$4,500. Last week, “Great To Be
Young” (IFD) (4th wk), $3,000.
iioew’s Uptown (Loew) (2,096;
2,098; 75-$1.25) — “Battle Hymn”
(U). Wham $32,000. Last week,
tioew’s, “Drango” (UA), $7,000;
Uptown, “Mister Cory” (U) (2d
wk), $6,000; both house;? at 60-$l.
TivoH (FP) (995; $1.50-$2) —
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (48th wk).
Steady $8,500. Last week, $9,000.
Towne (Taylpr) (1,080; $1) r•Tnvitation To Dance” (M-G). Big
$6,000. Last week, “Friendly Per¬
suasion” (AA) (13th wk), $4,500.
University (FP) (1,536; $1,75$2.50):^“10 Commandments” (Par)
(I8th wk). Good $9,000. Last week,

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week ;... . .$558,400
(Based on 25 theatres}
Last Year .$490,600
(Based on 23 theatres)

'Allison Lively
$12,0i;Mpl$.Ace

Providence, March 26.
■^‘10,000 Bedrooms” is attracting
some biz to Loewis State, but only
mild.* session looms. .Majestic’s
“True .Story of Jesse James” looker
tall. Strand’s twin-horror show of;
“Zombies of Mora Tau” and “Mari
Who Turned to. Stone” is attracting
rougher element and not so much
biz. Saturday tradS was sloughed
when a stench bomb was set' .off,
necessitating a thorough firing of
theatre. / ' ..
•
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
“Lawless Breed” (U) and “Great
Sioux Uprising” (U). Opened-Sun¬
day (24). Last week. “Gun For
Coward” (U) and “Bullfight’V (U)
(reissue), did only $2,000 ift 4 days.
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80)—
“True Story of Jesse James” (20th)
and “Quiet. Gun” (20th); - Tall
$9,500. Last week “Oklahoma”
(20th) and “Storm Rider” (20th)
(2d, wk). $8,0'00..
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—“10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G) ands“Man Is
Armed” (Rep). MBd $9,000 or near.
Last week, “Men In. War” (UA)
and “Great American, Pastime”
(M-G), $9,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200r 65-80)
“Zombies of Mpra Tau” <Col)
and “Man Who Turned to Stone”
(Col). Modest $6,000. ,Last week,
“Texas” (Col) and “Gun Fury”
(Col) (reissues)/ fair $5,500.

Key City Grosses
. Estimated Total Grosa
^Thia

........ $2,560,200

(Based on 22 cities and 242
theatres, chiepy first runs, in-eluding N. Y.j,
Total Gross-Same Week
Last,Year .........$2,349,600
(Based on 22 cities and 215
theatres.)

'Shriiddng’Sock
$20,OW in Ph3ly

Philadelphia, March 26.
Mild spring •'V/eather over the
weekend resulted, oddly enough,
in\ Strong ni^hlT trade. However,
new product is spotty with , either
riLrighf. takes, or. modest grosses.
Standout is . “incredible Shrinking
Man,” smash at the Fox. “Fear
Strikes Out” paired with “Hot
Summer Night!’ is rated fair at
Stanton. “Tiered Dress” looms
sturdy at the Goldman. “Notorious
Mister Coty” .looks slow at Mastbaum. “Rainmaker’* still is fancy
in second week at>he Arcadia.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
“Rainmaker” (Par) (2d wk). Fancy
$11,000. Last week, $16,000.
Clevelandi March 26.
Boyd (SW-Cinerama) (1,430;.
- Although boxoffice ' takings in $1.25-$2.60)
— “Seven Wonders”
current round apparently are be¬ (Cinerama)"" (48th
wk). Holding • at
ing hurt somewhat because of $8,300. Last week, $8,700.
usual downbeat during Lent, there
Fox
(20th)
(2,250;
55--$1.80)—
are some bright spots. An out¬
(D). Smash $20,standing exception is-'^‘Incredible ‘Shrinking
000.
Last
week,
“True
Story
Jesse
Shrinking Man,” which is sturdy
at the Hippodrome to easily top James” (20th) (2d wk), $8,500 in 5
the city among newcomers. “10,- days;
iGoldmau (Goldman) (1,250; 65000 Bedrooms” is rated fairish at
State while “Fear Strikes Out” $1.35) — “Tattered Dress” (U),
and “Full of Life” are very dis- Sturdy $14,000. Last week, *‘lr6ii
appPinting. “10 Commandments”'I Petticoat” (M-G)< $14,000. ..
still is okay in 19th Ohio round.
Green Hill (Serena) (closed Sun¬
!‘This Is Cinerama” shapes solid in days) (750; 75-$1.25)—“Baby and
same session at Palace.
Battleship’’^ (Indie) (4th wk); Oke
Estimates for-^TUs Week
$2,900. Last week, $3,200.
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l)—“FuU
Masibaum' (SW) (4,370; *90-$1.49)
of Life” (Col). Mild $10,000. Last ,—^“Notorious Mister Gory” (U).
week, “Tattered Dress” (U), $14,- [Slow $12,000. Xast week,“Full of
500 '
' Life” (Col) (3d wk), $12,500* wifK
Hfpp (Telem’t) (3,700;, 70-$l)— preview helping.
“Incredible Shrinking Man” (U).
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2Sockn $20,000 to top city. Last $2.75) — “Around World in 80
week, “Westward Ho, Wagons” Days’* JUA) ‘ (l3th wk). Terrific
(BV) (2d wk>, $12,500.
$17,000. Last week, same.
I
Ohio (Loew). (1,244;, $1.25-$2.40)
Randolph *(G o I d m a n) J2,250;
—^“10 Commandments” (Par) (19th $1.40-$2.75)—‘*10 Commandments”
wk). Okay $13,000 after $15,000 (Par) (18th wk7. Big $18,000. Last 1
IdSt W0^1c*
week, $20,000.
^ ’
. Palace (SW-Ginerama) (1,485;
Stanley (SW). (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
$L25-$2.40> — ‘-This. Is Cinerama*’ Gun ior Coward” (U) and “Kelly
(Cinerama) (19th wk). Solid $18,- and Me” (U). Dull $9,000. Last
100. Last week, $19,000./
-week; “WirigS' of Eagles”* • (M-G)
- State (Loew) * '(3,500; 70^90)— (4th wk), $10,000.
“10,000 Dedrooms” (M-G). Fairish
Stanton (SW)* (1,483; M-$1.49)—
$12,000. Last week, “Men In War” “Hot Summer Night” (M-G) and
(UA) (2d Wk), $9,000.
“Feat Strikes Out” (Par). Fair
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— $8,300. Last week, “Last of Bad“Fear Strikes Out” (Par). Light men” (AA), $8,000.
$7,000.. Last .week, “Three. BraVe
Studio (Goldberg)
(400; 94Men” (20th), $6,000,
$1.49)_.‘Xa Strada” (T-L) (2d wk).
Neat $6,800. Last week, $7,000. ...
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
— “Anastasia” (20tfi) (13th wk)..
Fine $9,700. Last week, $9,200,
Vikihr (Sley) (1,600; 75-$1.40)—
‘Three Brave Men” (20th). Mild
$7',500. Last week, “Three Violent
People” (Par) (2d Wk), $7,500.
World (Fathe) (499; 99-$1.49) •—
“Gold' of Naples” (DCA). Sock
Hearty $1,800. May stay. Last $6,00Q.
Kansas City,'March^26.
Last
week,
“Frisky”
(Indie) (2d-wk), $2,000 In 5 .days.
Weekend rain and NCAA basket¬ week; $2,000.
Midland (Loew) (3.500; 60-80)—
ball, finals will cut into theatre “Zombies of Mora Tau” (.Col) and
totals this session, with newcomers < “Man Who Tumhd To“ .gtone”
mediocre at wickets fexcept for (Col). Drab ■'$.6,509. L5s.t''‘week,
“Shrinking Man,” rated Sturdy at “Lizzie”' (M-G) and, -“Slander’*'
four Fox Midwest, houses. “Paris (M-G), same.
Does strange Things” at Para¬
Missouri (SW-Ginerama) (1,194;
St. Louis; March 26.
mount looks Very mild. “Zombies $1.20-$2) — “Cinerariia Holiday”
Almost continuous rain Sunday
of Mora Tau”'at Midland is dull; (Cinerama) (3d wk). Good $11,000. and
-snow^mixed
with rain on Mon¬
“10 Commandments” at Roxy in Last week, ditto.
(25) has not slowed down biz
sixth week and “Cinerama Holi¬ . Paramount (United Par) (1,900; day
activity
much
at
first-runs this
day” at the Missouri in third con¬ 75-90) — “Paris Does Strange round.' Trade is rated
nice, with
tinue strong.
-i; 'Things” (WB). Fau' $6,000. Last holdovers again predominating.
Art houses are getting important week, “Guns of Fort Petticoat” Biggest coin total for a^ newcomer
• .
' is going to “Qh, Men! Oh, Women!”
play, -Richard HI” at Rockhill,in (Col), same. Rockhill (I/ittle Art Theatres) which wound its-one week Monday
first round and !!^ee Geordie” at
Kimo in third are good, and both (750; 75-90)—“Richard-'.III” (Indie) (25) night at' the Fox with good
wilLhold. Rain cut into the spring •opened to good play.' with $2,000 takings. “10,000 BCdrooihs” is next
likely; stays. Last Week,-“Snow best but rated only fair* at Lo.ew’s.
debut of drive-ins.
Was Black” (Indie), $1,000.
‘
Estimates for This Week
“Wee Geordie” is rated okay pn
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2)—
Glen, Dickinson^ Shawnee Drive- “10 Commandments” (Par) (6th irioveover at Pageant. .“10 Com¬
In, Leawood Drive-In (Dickinson) wk). Fancy $9,000; holds. Last mandments” still is terrific in fifth
stanza at the St» Louis,
' •
(700; 700; 1,000’ cars; 1,000 cars; week, ditto.
75c person) — “Spring Reunion”
Estimates for This Week
Tower, Ylptown, Fairway, Gra¬
(UA) and “Big Bdodle” lUA). Be¬ nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
Ambassador .(SW-Cirierama) (1,gins new policy of first run pic¬ 700; 1,217; 75-90) —“Shrinking 40'0; $1.20-$2.40)
“Seven Won¬
tures as drive-ins are opened. Rain Man” (U) and ‘.‘Duel at Apache' ders Of World’-* (Cinerama) (49th
took charge, resulting in light Wells” (Rep). Strong $16,000, Last wk). Neat $8,000, Last week,,
$2,500.
s
week, •‘Battle Hymn” (U) (2d wk), $8,500.
KImo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— after playing a solo week‘pervious
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 90)—
“Wee-. Geordie” (Indie) <3d wk). in Dptow'n; went to $13,000.
(Continued on page 17)’

Minneapolis, March 26.
State high school championship
basketball
tournament
brought
thousand^ of out-of-tpwners here
over the "weekend and the boxoffice generally was helped. There
are four newcomers to help
"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison^’ leads
the procession with a solid take at
Radio City. Other fresh entries
include “Iron Petticoat,” good
at Gopher, and “Woman of
Rome,” nice at World. It’s the
33rd week for “Seven Wonders of
World.”, fifth for “10 Comrhandments’^ and second for. “Men in
War” and “Shripking Man.”, Good
weather is a favorable factor. •
Estimates for This Week
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;,
$1.75-$2:65) — “Seven Wondew”
(Cirierama) (33d wk). ' Going into
ninth month and still . amazingly
virile; Stout $16,000. Last week,
$16,500.
Ck»i^er (Berger (1,000; 85-90)—
‘Iron Petticoat” (M-GL
Good
$6,000.
Last week, “Teahouse”
(M-G) (12th wk), $3,000 at 90$1.<5.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.254p2.<5^5)-“10 Commandments”^ (Par) M5th.
wk). Start of second month rinds
this one still plenty healthy.. Boff
$10,000. Last week, $10,900.
Radio City (Pai) (4,100; 85-90)—
“Heaven I^ows, ,Mr. Allison”
(20th).' Highly regarded offering
should soar to solid $12,000. Last
week, “10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G),
$7,800 for 9 days.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO (2,800; 7590)—^“Brave One”» (RKO-U). Con¬
siderable praise this one which has
management’s personal indorse¬
ment. Lack of cast names no doubt
a handicap. Mild $8,000. Last
week, “Shrinking Man” (U), $8,500.
RKO-l?an (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“(prinking*Man”.(U) (m.o.>. Satis¬
factory $5,000. Last week)' “Battle
Hymn” (U) (4th wk), $4,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-9Q)—“Men
in Wat” (UA) (2d wk). Okay at
$5,000r Last week, $10,500. ’ •
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
‘Woman of Rome” (DCA). Advnr^
tised as definitely “not for junior.”
Good with $5,000. ' Last week, “Rififi” (Indie), $3,7p0 in eight days*. -

in Oeve.

‘Oh* Men’ Strong $13,000;
St.L.;‘10C’s’32G,5th

1957

J3etroit, March 26.
Business isTineven currently but
still solid at-many of the down¬
town deluxers, “Heaven Knows,
Mr. Allison” looks hearty at the
Fox. “Wings of Eagles” is just
okay at the Michigan. “Barretts of
Wimpole Street” Is Very disappointlfag at the Adams. Oldie
James Dean duo of “Rebel With¬
out Cause” and: *^East of Eden” is
only fair.
“Shrinlring Man” shapes big at
the Palms m second round. The
long-runs. .“10 Commandments,’•
“Around World in 80 Days” and
•‘Seven Wonders of World” con¬
tinue very strong.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—“Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
son’’. (29th), and “Storm Rider”
(20th). Hearty $27,000. Last-week,
“True Story Jesse James” (20th)
and “Women ’. Pitcairn ' Island’*
(20thl (2d wk), $12,000.
Michigan. (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25) — “Wings of Eagles”
(M-G)- and “Kelly and Me” (U).
Barely okay $17,000. Last week,
“Revolt Fort Laramie” (UA) plus
WXYZ disk jockey Mickey' Shore
heading 12-act r&r stageshow.
Great $40,000 In three .days only
at advanced prices of $i.50-$1.80.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$L25) —
“Shrinking Man” (U) and “Istan¬
bul” (UA) (2d wk); Big ($12,000.
Last week,. $18,000.
Madison .(VDY (1.900; $1.25$2.75)—“10 Cornmaridments” (Par)
(18th wk). Gfeat .$23,000. Last
week, $26,000.
Broadway^apitbl (UD) (3,500:
90-$1.23)--“Reb€l Without Cause’^
(WB) and “East of Edeh” (WB) (re¬
issues). Fair $r0.0!00.. Last week,
“Gun for Co^Ward” (U) and “Sui¬
cide Mis^n” (Indie),. $8.0<)0.
^ United Artists (UA) (1.668; $1,25$3)—“Around Worid’* (UA) (13th
wk). Fine $20,006. Last week,
same.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$I.25)
—“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
(M-G). Slow $8,000. Last week,
“Iron Petticoat” ^(M-G) (2d wk),
$7,700.
Musie HaU (SW-Cinerama) (l.«
205n $1.50-$2.65)-^‘‘Seven Won¬
ders^ (Cinerama) (41st wkL Smash
$23,300. rl,a'st week. $23,400.
Krhu (Krlm) (1.000; $1.50) —
•.‘Oedipus Rex” (Indie). Fair $6,000.
Last week, ••Fantasia** (BV) (reis¬
sue) (5th wk>, $4;500.

‘Sliiyigig* RmsiKg 7G,
Ball0;1$ar’ii|^8G,
‘Fear’ Fur at $6,000
Baltimore. March 26.
•• Lenten slump is gettingan eJrly
start, here this week with gener¬
ally offish grosses in prospect.
“Fear Strikes^Out** shapes,fair at
the .Town. •‘Men In War” ip light
at the Stanley. “Three. Brave
Men” lo'oms. thin at the Century.
“Incredible ShriinlEirig Man” looks
lofty at the Mayftiir; ‘ “Around
World- In'80 Days”-shapes stouc for
a 14th round at Film Centre. “10
Commandments” is sturdy in 14th
week at the New.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtmari) (3,100; 50$1.25)—“Three Brave Men” (20th).
Slim $6,000. Last week, “Oh, Men!
Oh, Women!” (20th), $5,000. .
Cinema (Schwaber) ■ (460; 50$1.25)—“Silent World” (Col). (2d
wk). Fairish $2,000^ after $2,500
opener.
‘
• Film CeUtrd (Rappaport)- (800;
$1.50-$2.50)
“Around World”
(UA) (14th wk). -Feeling. Lent but
still sharp' .at -$11,000 after $ 11,500
last week.
-•
Five Wesi (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25) -^ “Baby And Battleship”
(Indie) (3d ^k>.‘> Okay $3,000 after
$3,500 in,second,
Hi^ppodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50--$1.25)—“Full Of Life” (Col)
(3d wk). Slo\Y $5,000 after $6,000
for second.
\
Mayfair (Hicks) (980;. 25-90)—
“Incredible Shrinking Man” (U).
Fancy $7,000 or near. Last week,
“Written On Wind” (11th wk),
$5,000.
New (Fruchtman) '(1,600; $1.25$2.2j5)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(14th wk). NStill sock at $11,000
following $9,000 last week.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410;' 50$1.25)—“Richard IH”. (Indie) (2d
wk).*^ Moderate $3,000 after $3,500
opener.
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 5Q-$1.25)—
“Men in War” (UA). Light $8,000,
Last week, “Tattered Dress” (U),
$6,000.
, Town: (Rappaport) (1,400; 50$1.26)—“Fear Strikes Out” (Par);
Fair $6,000 looms.
Last week,
“Lizzie” (M-G), $6,500/

umeff
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'ALUSON'WHAMZIG,
BUFF.;‘ROCr HEP 15G

But ‘AIBsott’ Sma^ 45G; ‘Bedrooms’
1C ‘Wings’ Dips to 1C

Euifalo, March 26.
Biggest thing in town currently
is the amazing figure being racked
up by “HeaVen Knows, Mr. Alli.$pn/’ which is rated terrific at Par¬
amount. “Fear Strikes Out” is
only fair at Center while “Don’t
Knock Rock”, looks lusty at Lafa¬
yette.' “10 Commandments” shapes
..socko in 13th week at Centliry.
“SiSven Wonders of World” is
bright in. 30th round at the Teck.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo, ILoew) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Men in War” (UA) and “Toma¬
hawk Trail” (UA) (2d wk). Steady
$9,500. Last week, $17,00().
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
(20th) and “Calling Homicide” (In¬
die). Sky-high at $21,000 or better.
La.st week, “Naked.Paradise” (AIP)
and “Flesh and Spur” (AIP) (6
days), $9,700.
Center. (Par) (2,000; 60-85)—
“Fpar Strikes Out” (Par) and
“Duel at Apache Wells” (Rep).
Fair „$9,500. Last week, “River’s
Edge” (20th) and “Storm Rider”
(20th), $9,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
“Don’t Knock Rock” (Col) and
“Rumble on Docks” (CoD- Bright
$i5,000 or.tiear. Last week, “Silent
World” (G61) and “Reprisal” (Col),
$7,000.
eenfury 'CBuhawk) (3,000; $1.25$2.50)-^“i0 Commandments” (Par)
(13th' wk),.. Socko ^bowout session
with $15,000. Last week, $12,200.
Teek /(SW^Ginerama)
(1,200;
$1.20-$2:.40.) —: “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cineranja) (30fh). Bright
$10,000, Last week, same.

PICTURE GROSSES

New Bills FaO to Help B’way; ‘Jesse’
Nicel2a‘War’FairmTear’OK16a
‘Brave’ Mild 15G, ‘ADison’ Big lUdG, 2d

Despite four new bills, including Sunday (24) was neat $7,500. The
Chicago, March 26.
some pictures from . which much- •eighth was $8,000. “Young Stran¬
New openers, aided hy heavy
had been expected, Broadway first- ger” (RKO-U) opens with preem
publicity, shovr littte likelihood of
run business continued very offish night of April 7. ,
rousing lethargic film patrons this
Film gross estimates as *feMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79for the -most part. There were
Chi frame. “Heaven Knows. Mr,
ported herewitji from the vari¬
some bright spots, but too few of $1.80)^“Tattered Dress” (U) (2d
Allison” at the Oriental shapes
ous key. cities, are net; l.e.,
them. Outdoor weather, income wk). This stanza winding today
socko $45;000 while “10,000 Bed¬
without usual ta3k. Distrib¬
tax headaches arid Lent all con¬ (Wed;) is heading for fair $13,000
rooms” is rated slow at United Art¬
utors share on net take; when
tributed to the heavy tone. Fourth Dr close. Fii'sL was $16,000. Stays
ists with $14,000. ^
playing
.percentage, hence the
“Shadow On Window” with “Last
factor, of course, was the dearth of a third.
estimated figimes are net in¬
Man to Hang” is mild $5,000 at the
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95big draw product.
come.
Monroe. “Oasis” andJ'Quiet Gun”
“True Story of Jesse James” is $1.80)—“Cinderella” (BV) (reissue)
combo looms lean $6,000 at Grand,
doing better than most newcomers (5th wk). The current frame fin¬
The parenthetic admission
“Wild Party” and 'Tour Boys and ' prices, however, as indicated,
with a nice $12,000 at the Globe. ishing today (Wed.) looks to hit
Gun” shapes Ane $12,000 at RooSer
“Men in War” looms respectable lofty $8,700. The fourth was $10,include the U. S. amusement
with a fair $30,000 at the Capitol 200. ■ Stays on, probably until
tax.
'^^Holdovers generally loom mod- Easter.
though below hopes.
est.
war ' light
iignt lor
est, with "Men
“Men in War”
for
“Fear Strikes Out” also was fair
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
•
third set at State-Lake and “Wings •III
I n.
1 AiT*
with 416,000 in first week at the “A Woman’s Devotion” (Rep) -with
of Eagles” sinking but still, good at Mfor KQIUnin lllls
State, although given excellent re¬ 8 acts of vaudeville. Week ending
of
the Woods in second. “Lizzie” is ^11411
’
UalKUU .IVU^
views, Same is true of “Brave tonight (Wed.) looks like okay $15,fair in its second Loop set while
^ »
One,” only fairish $15,000 or close 000. In ahead, “Big Boodle” (UA)
looks bleak at
at the Astor.
“Top Secret Affair” looks'
«
11'*! 1 f $ *11
and vaude, $21,000 in 10 >iays.
the Chicago, also in second.
Im
^11^
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1The roadshow pix still are tortor¬
HI |flll|l mj VIIIH
with stageshow is holding in great $2)—“Three Brave Men” (20th)
rid, as “10 Commandments” goes
istyle with about $100,000 in sec¬ (2d-final wk). This stanza winding
Me Vickers
ond session at the Roxy. It is do¬ tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit slow
Into its 18th week at McVickers
Louiwille Marrh
and “Seven Wonders ot World”
ing so well that the pic is being $20,000. First" was $27,000. “Paris
SU.ckeningTth^m^etpafeis
marks
gevident
held much longer than originally Does Strange Things” (WB) opens
maiks its
its 14th
14m at
at the
tne Palace.
P^ce.
at hrst-runs .this week,
planned. Second week of “Lost Friday (29).
Estimates for This Week
»
Estunates^for
^ith only “Men. In War” at Loew’s
Continent” is holding in great
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (480; and return .engagement of ••Rifbel
fashion at the Fine Arts with $1.80)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA)
05)—“Doctors” (Teitel) and “L,dne- Without Cause” and “East of
$14,600,
and
stays
on
indefinitely.
(7tli
wk). Sixth week finished Sunly Night” (Teitel). -Quiet $2,500. Eden” at the Mary Anderson ShowHowever, at the Victoria it is off to
(Contlnued on page 17)
Last week, “Wild Oat” (Indie) (2d ing much piill. However, “Great
$17,400,
still
fine
but
fibwn
sharp¬
wk), $2,000.
Man” looks okay,
Commaiidly from initial stanza.
Chicaro (B&K) (3,900; .90-$1.50) ments” at the Brown is sagging to
“Spirit of St. Louis” with stage—‘‘Top Secret Affair” (WB) (2d fine total in fifth week. ‘Mister
shoiv is off to $90,000, modest, in
wk).
Pale $12,500. ^‘Designing Cory” is only okay at Rialtd.
fifth (final) week at the Mu^ic HalL
Woman” preems here Thursday
Estimates for This Week
“Funny Face”'■and Easter stige(28). . Last week, $1L500.
(Fourth Ave.-U.A.) (LOOOf
show replace;? tomorrow (Thurs.).
Grahd (Indie) (1,200; .90-$l,25)— $1.25-$2) — “10 Commandments”,
“Three Brave Men” looks light
“Oasis” (Wth) ^^‘“Quiet Gun” (Par) ?-(5th wk). Evident slowup
$20,000 in second round at the
(20th). Mild $8,(WO. Last week even oh Saturday i^ght, Which has
Boston, March 26.
Paramount, with “Paris Does
‘Return Treas^e bland”
sellout in . previous stanzas.
Strange Things” coming in Friday
With initial impact of Lent less¬
“Rrnlrpn Star*'
Star” 4TTAV
<7 000
aaa shapes aJfter
-xl_ $11,“Broken
(UA), $7,000.
But fine
fin $9,000
ened, biz is climbing back and this
(29).
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 9041.50)-* .500^ in fourth.
“Tattered Dress”-^shapes fairish frame brought put more patrons
$13,000 6r near in second round at via a rash of new products. “Fear
Kentucky (United Artists) (1,000^ j j
Indianapolis, March 26.
**Lizzie” .(M-.Q) (2d; Wk). . Mjld
Kent
$4,800. Last week, $5,200.
50*85)50*85)^“Great Man” (U) and “Is¬
Biz continues spotty at first-runs the Mayfair: “On the Bowery” Strikes Out,”, with local ' link,
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- tanhul”
tanbul” (U). Okay $5,00,0. .Last Jbiere this round, with spring weath¬ landed a great $9,600 opening shapes slick at Paramount and
$3.30)—“10 Commiihdlinehis’^. (Par) week,
Week, “Shrinking Man” XU)‘ and er, Lent and finals of state high frame at 55th Street Playhouse, Fenway. “Heaven Knows Mr. AUi(18lh wk). Strong f34,400. Last “Hot Shots” (AA), sharp $7,000.
sehool basketball tournament .all upped scale and seven shows open¬ son” is big at the Met. “Full of
week, $35,000.
..
|
. Xoew's (United Artists) (3,000; cbntributing to downbeat. How¬ ing Saturday making such figui'e Life” looks good, at State and OrMonroe (Indie) (l.pOO; 67-87)— 50-85)—“Men -In War” <UA)'~and ever, “Incredible Shrinking Man” j possible.
pheura. Horror bill, “Zombies of
Hard-ticket, two-a-day entries Mora Tau,” and “Man Who Turfted
“Shadows Oa Window” (Col) and ^Tort Laramie” (Col). One of jfew IS drawing big at Circle 'to lead
“Last Man to llang” ^Col), Lean bright spots currently at oke ;$10r new entries “10 Commandments” ] still are socko. “Around 'World in To Stone” shapes Solid at Pilgrim.
$5,000.
Last week, “Traveling 000.
OOO. Last week, “Lizzie” (M-G) still is ehamp in-^ eighth week at 80 Days” hit a capacity $37,100 in “Rock, Pretty Baby” is socko at the
Saleslady.” (RKO-U) and “Man in and “Flight Hong Kong” (UA), Lyric although its pace has slacken¬ 24th week at the Rivoli,, pic now Memorial. “10 Commandments” in
ed a bit. ;‘‘$1(),000 .Bedrooms” at being in 25th round.- “10 Com¬ 19th frame at the Astqr and “Sev¬
Vault” (RKO-U), $5,000.
$7,0<
$7,000.
Oriental (thdle) (3,400; 90-$1.25)
M
. Mary
Anderson (People’s) (1,000; Loew’s shapes fair. “True Story mandments” is heading for a great en Wonders” in 31st at SW*Cirie—“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison” 50-8
50-85) — “Rebel Without Cause” of Jesife James” at Indiana looks $47,500 .'in current (20th) week. rama are holding strong.
^‘Seven Wonders of World” now in
(20th). Sock^$45,000. Last week, (WB) and “East of Eden” (WB) (re- slow.
Estimates for This Week
51st stanaz, held ‘with smash $40,“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) (4th Issues). Likely -big $8;500. Last
- Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
wk), $11,000 m 6 days.
200 in 50th week.
week, “Paris Docs Strange Things”
Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle)
(2,800;
60—-“10
Commandments” (Par) (19th
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; (WB), $4,500.
C^stimates for This Week
85) — “incredible Shrinking Man”
Slick $22,000. Last week,
$1.2543.40)
“Seven Wonders”
nders” - Rialto (Fourth. Avenue)' (3,000; (U) and “Night Runner” .(U). H^fty ' Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— wk).
$24,000.
(Cinerama) a4th wk). Happy $39,^ 50-85)—“Mister Cory” (U) and $11,000. Last week, “Shake, Rattle, “Brave One” (RKO-U). Initial ses¬
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill)—•
000. .Last weak, $39,500.
“Accused of Murder” (Rep). Passa- Rock” (AIP) and “Runaway Daugh¬ sion ending today (Wed.) looks to j
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie).
Roosevclt (BAK) (1,400; 65-90)—‘ ble $9,000. 'La^week, “True Story ters” (AiP), $8,000. .
hit fairish $15,000 dr near. Holds.' With “Adults Only” tag wham
‘Wild Party” (UA) and “Four Jesse James” (20th) and “Women
Indiana (G-D) (3,200; 80-85) — In ahead, “Full of Life” (Col) (5th $15,000.. Last week, “Great Man”
Boys and Gun” (UA). ..Nice $12,r .Pitcairn -Island” (20th), 410,000.
“True Story Jesse James” (20th) wk-9 days), $15,500, for a nice ex¬ (U) (6th .wk), $4,000..
000. Last week, “Three Violent
and '*Women Pitcairn Island” tended-run.
People” (Par) and “Man From Del
^ ^
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354:
(20th). Slow $7,000. Last week,
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) $1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders'*
Rio” (UA) ,(2d wk), $14,000.
^Cinerama Socko lOG,
“Mister Cory” (U) and “Desper¬
State-Lake (B&iK). (2,400; 90101//^ adoes Are In Town” (20th), $6,500. (550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Royal Affairs (Cinerama) (31st wk). Big $18,000,
Versailles” (Times) (3d wk). Sec¬
$1.50)—‘Men in War” (UA) (3d .
oeattle; 10 G S 12y2G
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427;. 60-85) — ond round completed Thursday Last week, $18,500.
wk). Slow $13,000.' Last week,.
Seattle, March 26.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
$10,000 Bedrooms” (M*G) and (21) dipped to good $8,000. First
$20,000.
Most ney^comers. are getting no “Tomahawk Trail” .(UA). Modest
“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (3d wk)w
place here this session, with bulk $7,000. Last week, ‘Tull of Life” was $10,900. Current pace indi¬ Second week ended Saturday (23)
of strength centered in longruns (Col) and “Utah Blaine” (Col), cates it will not been held too was stout $17,600.
many weeks.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)
^
moveovers. “Big Land” and $5,000.
Baronet 'tReade) (430; $1.25- —“Fear Strikes Out” (Par) and
“Tattered Dress” are both surprisLyric (C-D) (900; 1.25-2.20) —
ingly slow. “Oklahoma,” still good “10 Commandments” (Par) (8th $1.80) — “Devil’s Envoy” (Indie) “Affair in Reno” (Rep). Fancy $9,Last week, “Paris Does
wk). ■ Solid $15,000 after $16,000 (reissue). Week ending Thursday 000.
(28) was okay $4,00Q or near. Like¬ Strange Things” (WB) and “Hell’s
last stanza.
ly won’t hold. In- ahead, “Well- Crossroads” (Indie), $4,000.
digger’s Daughter” (Indie) (reis¬
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
sue) {2d wk), $4,200.
—“Proud And Beautiful” (Indie)
(2d
Trim
is g?eat in fifth session at
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) (3d wk). Oke $5,000. Last week,
week $28 000
Fiftli Avenue.'" “Shrinking Man’.’
—"Men in War” (UA) (2d wk>K $7,000,
World (’indie)
moveover to Music
('indie) (606; 90)-“House
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
First round completed Monday (25)
of Pleasufe”
Pleasure” (Teitel) (2d
.
or
(3d wk).
.,' 1.1. _ ,
was fair-$30,000. In ahead, “Battle “Rock Pretty Baby” (U) and “Duel
Nifty $3,800. Last week^ $5,400.
Estimates lor This Week
At Apache Wells” (Indie). Smash
Hymn”
(U)
(4th
wk-11
days),
Ziegfeld " (Davis) (430; $1.25MouiSe ' (Hamrick). (800;
$18,000. Last -week, “Incredible
$31,000.
$1.50)—“Marcelino” (Davis) (5th $1.5042) — “Oklahoma” (Magna)
Cincinnati, March 26.
Central (Maurer) (501; $1.25- Shrinking Man” (U) and “Storm
wk). Socko $6,700. Last week, (21st wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
Mainstem pix traffic thiii week $1.80)—“Mom /and Dad.” (Indie) Rider”. (Indie), $19,000.
$6,500.
$6,400. :
continues'briskly by Lenten stand¬
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 75“She Shoulda Said No” (Indie)
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 95- ards. “Wings of Eagles,” fair at and
(9th wk). The eighth round corri- $1.10)—“Heaven Knows, Mr.
<lil»
y /I
i 0^10 AAA '$1-25) — “Phantom Stage Coach” the big Albee, is a bit ahead of pleted last night (Tues:) was fancy Son” (20th). Great reviews and
Great SI3;000.'
(CoD and “FuH of Life” (Col). “Drango,” also fair at .the Palace.'
The seventh was- $13,600. lofty $24,000. Last week, “Crime
_
T
> ;
f
Swell $9,000. Last weekj “Jesse “Full of Life” maintains a strong ‘ $11,000,
Criterioii. ■ (Moss) (1,671; 41-80- of Passion” (UA) and “Halllday
pace in second week at Keith's. $3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) Brand” (UA). $9,000.
“Seven Wonders of World” shapes (20th wk). Present stanza winding
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60or <1A
Iflr !- OJ
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; for reboundbr in 42d frame. “10 tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for i $1.10)—“Fear Strikes Out” (Par)
Ou, lU t S lyu in jd $1.50-$2.30) “lO commandments” Commandments” retains real $47,500 in 15 Shows. The 19th and “Affair Reno” (Rep). Solid
sturdiness in 14th, round.
$16,000. Last week, “Pari|i Does
week was $48,000.
.
Portland, Ore.; Marcli 26.
£,s?'weik,*’$13!600.$12,500.
Estimates for This Week
■ Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) Strange Things” (WB) and “Hell’s
Big news here in current round
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90—“Lost Continent” (Lopert) (3d Crossroiids” (Indie), $10,000.
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
90-$1.25)—
is the great business being done $1.25)—“Shrinking" Man” (U) and “Wings of Eagles” (M-G). Fair wk). Initial holdover round ended
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)—
by “Heaven Knows, Mr; Allison” “Thunder Over Arizona” (Rep)
Sunday (24) was solid $14,600. “Zombies of Mora Tau” (Col)* and
opening-week at the Fox. “In¬ (m.o,). Fine $4,500, Last week, $10,500. Last week, “Men in War” First
“Man
Turned Ta Stone” (Col).
was
$17,500.
(UA),
$0,500.
credible Shrinking Man” also looks “Paris Doe;^ Strange Things” (WB),
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300; Lively $13,000. Last week, “Beast
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
trim at Liberty whUe “Hebei Wit^ .fSio
1 “
®
'
$1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” $1.25-$1.80)—“On the Bowery” (In¬ Hollow Mountain” and “Dance
H>« (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- (Cinerama) (42d wk). Perking to die) (2d wk). First week completed With Me Henry” (UA) $6,000.
“'a' $1.25)—“Tattered Dress” (U) and swell $18,500 with lift from extra Sunday (24) was great $9,600. In
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; 90-$1.75)—
issues-at Orpheum. “10 CommandBoodle” UIA) Slow $5 noo
matinee for juves.
Last week, ahead, “Oedipus Rex” (Lesser) “Rainmaker” (Par) (6th wk). Oke
^
Last
(U)'Td
nf T>Of4jjaob week,
wccik, ‘‘Gr^fMfn”
taicML avxrtii
f auu $13,000.
(10th wk), 2,800 but winding a $7,000. Last week, ditto.
at Paramount.
.
“Affair in Reno” (Rep), $5,800.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 00Grand (RKO) (1,400; $l25-$2.25) strong longrun here.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Hamtick) (2,700; 90- —“10 Commandments” (Par) (14th
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70'-$L50) $1.25)—“Full of Life” (Col) and
, Broadway (Parker) ^938; $1.5p- $1,25) -r-. “JBig Land” (WB).. and wk). Still hefty at $11,000,' match¬ —“True 'Story of Jesse James” “Ride High Iron” (Col). Nice $13,$2) ^ “Oklahoma’ (Magna) (20th “Cruel Tower” (AA), Dull $7,000. ing last week.
(20th). First session ending tomor¬ 000. Last wee, “Men In War” CUA)
wk). Up to solid $9,000. Last week, last Week, “Shrinking Man” (U)
Keith’s (l^hor) (1.500; 75-$1.25)— row (Thurs.) looks to hit nice $12,- and “Peacemaker” (UA) (2d wk),
$8,400.
"
and “Thundef Over Ariioria”'(Rep), “Full of Life” (Col) (2d wk). Nice 000 or close. Holding. In ahead, $10,000.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536;. $1-$1.50) $8,800,
’
“Shrinking Man” (U) (4th wk), $8,State (Loew) (3.600; 90-$1.25)—
$8,000. Last week, $9,000.
7-“H6aven Knows, Mr, AUlson”
Piramount (SW-Cinerama) (I,-*
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 75-$1.10)— 700, for a solid extended-run here. “Full of Life” (Col) and “Ride The
(20th) and “Quiet Gun” (20th). 282; $1.20-$2.65)—“This Is Cine- “Drango” (UA). Fair $8,500. Last
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— High Iron”. (ColL Good $9,000.
Great $13800: Last week, “Cinder- rama” (Cinerama) (32d wk). Big week, “True Story of Jesse James” “Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (10th Last week, “Men In Wdr” (UA) and
wk). The ninth week 'fi.ampleted “Peacemaker” (UA) (2d wk),^5i000,
(Contin^eid ,pn p.ag« 17).
$10,00.0, Last. week^ .$9800.
(2Dth), $9^000.

Estimates Are Net

$11,000 in Indpis.

‘Wings’Fair $10,500 In
Cincy; ‘Life’ Lusty 8G,
‘Drango’ So-sv at 8iG

Allison

Port.; ‘Shrinking’ Trim ■

eotw.

‘Ailin’Great $24,000,
Hub; ‘Fear’. Sinootb.25G,
‘Baby’Big 18G,‘Life’22G
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Produced by

SAMUEt 6. ENCa

COLOR by DE LUXE

Directed by

JEAN NE6ULESC0
Screenplay by

IVAN MOFFAT and
DWIGHT TAYLOR

SAVE EXTRA PLAYING TIME
FOR YOUR HAPPY EASTER/
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THEATRES NEW SELLING ZEST
Sift I72J89 Pieces of Film-Sell

Among Themselves Indie Producers
Grope for 'Saner Distrib Fees

[REJECTION RATIO: 1.62%]
Advertising Code Administration of the Motion Picutre Assn, of
America In 1956 handled the largest volume of advertising and
publicity material sincp 1937. Total ran to 172,789 pieces, of
which 1.62% virere rejected or returned for revision.
In 1955r the tally'showed 159,930 screened,, with rejections run¬
ning to 2.55%. Most of the rejected material is eventually corrected
and resubmitted,
Whereas most of the stills, are reviewed in the Code’s Hollywood
office, the rest. Is handled in New York by Gordon White. Stills
constitute the largest part of the ad-pub material submitted. In
1956, MPAA was asked tq pass on 140,500 items.
Apart from stills^ i^PAA also passes on posters, lobby display
cards, mag and newspaper ads, trailers, pressbooks, etc.-

Cineraima-Stanley Haggling Yet
Hazard Rcevcf Report Detailf Tortured Course Of
Relationship and Renewal Terms
Cinerama Inc., the equipment
manufacturing firm, and Stanley
Warner, the exhibition and pro¬
duction company, are haggling
over new terms for the rental of
Cinerama equipment, it Is dis¬
closed by Cinerama Inc. prexy
Hazard E. Reeves in a report to
stockholders. Leases with Stanley
for theatre exhibition equipment
began to expire on Dec. 31^ 1956,
with nine scheduled to ex:pire dur-r
ing 1957 andsjx during 1958.,
According to Reeves, there have
been a number of .proposals
and counter proposals but no
agreement has been reached “as to
what constituted a reasonaWe rent¬
al.” Cinerama Ihc. has proposed
that beginning with the month .fol¬
lowing the expiration of .current
leases, the rental for thq equip¬
ment should be the difference be¬
tween 5% of the,,.gross boxoffice
receipts of each; feeatre and the
actual amount, jpityable as royalties
under the preserit formula as in¬
terpreted by circuit; Stanley, how¬
ever, has not agreed to these terms.
The Cinerama Inc. prexy also
discussed other areas of- dispute
with circuit. He disclosed that the
arbitration proceedings relating to
Stanley’s delivery of ‘^SevCn Won-,
ders of the World’’ has been de¬
layed because of the-death .of one
of the arbitrators; He also charged,
that SW has not as yet delivered a
picture to follow ^‘Seven Wonders’’
although Cinerama Inc. feels that
the contract provides that delivery
should have been made by Aug.
13, 1956.
V
Without specilici|lly -inentioning
SW’s negotiations with Technicolor
for the latter - to take over the
rights to the process, HeeVes notes
that pending talks between SW
and “a large corporation hiay have
an important .effect on tne future
of this corporation.” .The annual
meeting of Cinerama Inc. • awaits
the outcome pf the negptiations
but in any .a,vent will not be held
later than Iday 15.
. From ai . .financial standpoint,
Reeves isaid the company “enjoyed
a year of record business during
1956.” Net Income climbed to
$118,477, a 31% hike over 1955’s
$90,529. Net income was equiva¬
lent to 4.6 cents per share on the
2,584,878 shares. The earned sur¬
plus increased to $327,445.
Royalties paid Cinerama Inc.
last-year by Stanley Warner to¬
taled $600,145, compared. with
$573,621 in 1955. Of this Total,
$457,974 came from the U. S. and
Canada and $142,198 from abroad,
compared with $452,582 and $121,039 in 1955.
Reeves revealed that the. com¬
pany is expanding its base of ac¬
tivity in anticipation of the time
When SW’s exclusivity ends. Cin¬
erama Ine, plans to form a new
production and distribution com¬
pany, its immediate* objectives be¬
ing the production'of “The Eighth
Day,^’ the story of peaceful uses of
atomic energy; and initiation of
Cinerama theatre openings In key
cities for the exhibition- of-the
picture.

Lack of Pre-Production
Planning Stretched
;il Grido'-Cochran
By GEORGE GILBERT

Steve Cochran!s first' co-produc¬
tion in Europe under his own ban¬
ner took twice as long to shoot as
originally anticipated, but despite
his experiences with “H Grido”—
or possibly because of them—he’s
readying another film to be made
on a joint basis. The produceractor, who arrived in New York
over the weekend' to arrange a
distribution deal, has western
hemisphere rights to the Italianmade venture.
“H Grido,” which stars Cochran,
Betsy Blair and Alida Valli, rolled
asj a Po valley locationer last
Nov. 1 and failed to wind up until
Feb. 12.
“It should only have
taken eight weeks,” Cochran said,
“to do this story about people in
love. But lack of organization and
pre-production planning stretched
the shooting schedule doubly.
Curiously, the extra time resulted
in only a 10% rise-in the budget.”
Film, was turned out by Coch¬
ran’s Robert Alexander Produc¬
tions in association with SpaCinematografica headed by Franco
Cancelieri.
Midhaelangelo Anto¬
nioni directed from a screenplay
by himself and Montgomery Pitt¬
man based on Antonioni's original
story. Versions in both English
and Italian were made simulta¬
neously.
Cochran’s
company,
which is named for his late father,
provided dollars and the star whilp
its Italian associate- financed the
balance of the budget in lire.
His Baptism
Cochran, who made his initial
step as a producer last year with
“Come Next Spring” for Republic
release, has acquired a script by
Hans Jacoby which he hopes to do
later this year. “It’s called ‘Heads
dr Tails’,” he said, “and I’ve al¬
ready explored possibilities of do¬
ing it as a cor-production in either
Yugoslavia, Italy or England. Noth¬
ing has been set as yet. But in
event of a British deal It would be
filmed as a quota picture with in¬
teriors in England and exteriors^
in Hamburg with another unit.”
Jacoby,,- incidentally, authored
“Carnival Story,” a German-made
film of a couple of seasons ago in
which Cochran appeared with
Anne Baxter in the English ver¬
sion. Produced by the King Bros,
for RKO release, it mopped up at
the b.o. While Jacoby’s “Heads
or Tails” Is a romantic drama set
in Hamburg, Cochran declared it’s
unlikely the project would be done*
as a German co-production since
the native film-makers prefer to
devote their time to the domestic
market.
Cochran planes to the Coast to¬
morrow (Thursday),’ but expects to
return to Gotham in a couple of
weeks J^o finalize ah “II Gxido” re¬
lease deal with an undisclosed
major. Picture’s original title will
be retained, lie said, since.it can’t
Kay Thompson came in from be readily translated. A free inter¬
Paris Saturday (23) for bally work pretation might be “The Scream”
on “Funpy Face,” in which she has or “The Cry.’’
Producer-actor,
A top role.
howeveiv prefers “II Grido.”

Reversing the situation of recent
years where the zip and zing be¬
hind proposed industry-wide pro¬
motion came from the producerdistributors and the theatre lagged,
the exhibtion segment of the mo¬
tion picture trade at the moment
is supplying initiative and, inci¬
dentally, nagging their brethren
of distribution to pony up.
Exhibitors, via a definite pledge
made by Ernest Stellings in behalf
of Theatre Owners of America,
have taken the initiative on the
money-raising end of a joint proj¬
ect.
j
Stellings has* promised TOA
members will contribute at least
$1,400,000 for the so-called Better
Business Building program.
As
detailed in Variety last week, this
is a multi-faceted approach to con¬
vince the public that pictures are
a big deal and only the theatre
provides the ultimate in screen
viewing.
. It’s now up to the distribs to de¬
cide on matching TOA’s $1,400,000
dollar for dollar.^ The companies,
as jmembers of the Motion Picture
Assii. of America, are to take up
the matter in a board -session next
month.
And it appears- 'pretty
much of a certainty that there’ll'
be much questioning and, perhaps,
hesitation before a formal decision
to shell out $1,400,000.Several hbmeoffice execs have
stated privately they’re 100% for'
the campaign. But they, noted the
j*eluctance with which MPAA has
supported, the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, which is
running the bally show., - COMPO
not long ago pitched for an MPAA
contribution of $150,000 to cover'
the cost of its operation; MPPA
came across with -only! $100,000.
While the 'day-to-day activity of
COMPO and the projected allihdUstry ^fograni ye not one and
the* same,'the point. is * made that
MPAA's less-thari-spirited backing
of .COMPO does reflect some dis^trib. timibity about ante-ing up.
The’ distribs went along with
the dbllar-for-doUar matching* of
exhib nxbriey to pay for the various
tax battles- as conducted • by
COMPO. . But this meant only a
small fraction of .the $1,400,000
-<^'hich Stellings is angling for.
Regarded as another possible
core difficulty is the means of col¬
lecting the revenue. The Steftings
idea is for theatremen to pay the
equivalent of
of 1% of their
film rentals - for the campaign.
They would be so billed by the
distribs. But already expressed iii
distrib circles Is the feeling that
this would “Entail such aii. abund¬
ance. of extra paper work -as to
make it prohibitive.

Joan’ to Irish Fest
Otto Premlngei^s “St. Joan” will
be presented during the World
Film Week which is • beihg ar¬
ranged in conjunction with the
fi)m festival at Cork, Ireland, this
year,
.. Week is skedded from June 3 to
June 9. “St. Joan” is a United Art¬
ists release and stars Jean Seberg.

Love That (Katz)-Man
Hollywood, March 26.
The shortest speech on rec¬
ord drew the heftiest response
at the Motion Picture Sound
Editors Fourth Annual Awards
Luncheon. Said Sam Katzman,
whose' Columbia production
“Earth Versus Flying Sauc6rs”
was kudosed as the best sound
edited film of the year, prom¬
ised:
, “On every picture of mine
from here on in—and I’ll make
16 this year—Fll give credit to ■
the sound editor,”

Eva Bartok Discovers
Shake, Smile and Sign;
Not Thataway in Europe
Hollywood’s promotional meth¬
ods are much more aggressive than
those employed by European pro¬
ducers in the opinion of Eva Bar¬
tok who’s making her American
film debut iit Metro’s ‘“Ten Thou¬
sand Bedrooms.”
Actress just
wound up a four-city tour in behalf
Of the picture in which she co-stars
with Dean Martin. .
Not only did “Bedrooms” mark
Miss Bartok’s first appearance in
a Hollywood picture but it was also
the first tune she was exposed to
the intensive merchandising tech¬
niques usually followed by a major
company’s ad-pub departipent. , It
Was', a' big contrast, she said,'to the
cOhsei’vative promotional customs
of continental film-makers.
[A story'from Minneapolis in ■
this issue reports “Bedrooms”
• opened weakly,—EdJ -\ ' '
Before returning to the 'Coast
Friday (22),* Miss Bartok summed
up. . her ' tub-thumping ' swing
through Minneapolis, Chicago, De¬
troit and New Yprk as an “inter¬
esting experience although a hec¬
tic one.!’ In the course of. a little
over; one week, she inked auto¬
graphs in a theatre lobby, did' radio-tv, press interviews and ap¬
peared at women’s clubs, etc..
"Nothing like this,” she said, “is
done in Europe—particularly in
Germany. There a star isn’t calledupon for such a strenuous program.
Generally, a producer' has a re¬
ception prior to the picture’s open¬
ing and representatives of- the
press attend. Later, the stpr makes
an appearance on the theatre’s
stage .. . . that'* about all.”
Miss Bartok, who’s knoWn iii
some quarters as “The Quiet HungarianV* nevertheless coheeded that
such tours as the “Bedrooms” junk¬
et, could help both her own career
and the picture’s boxoffice. Prior
to heir Metro stint she appeared
in some 20 foreign-made films as
well as-several legit productions.
A freelance actress, she asserts
an aversion to longterm contracts.
Meantime, she has deals pn to ap¬
pear in a couple of indM pictures
and will star in a 30 half-hour telepix series to roll in Hollywood next
year (see separate stoi-y in radio¬
tv section).

Merchant s 105G Ticket Buy
Chicago Dealer Taking Care of Triends’
(i.e. Customers) With *80 Days’ Ducats
Chicago, March 26,.
Local merchant Sol Polk has
completed biggest single ticket buy
in history, $105,885 worth of seats
for “Around the World in 80 Days”
which opens April 4 at Mike Todd’s
Cinestage, thq former Selwyn
Theatre which Todd bought and re¬
furbished.
Buy was at full price and covers
100 seats per performance for full
year. Polk also has option for sec¬
ond year on same deal.
Merchant, 'long known for pro¬

gressive sales methods and hefty
exploitation tieups, plans to “give
these to my best friends, by this I
mean my customers.” Tickets will
be distributed to purchasers of
large appliances. Polk will back
up campaign with full newspaper,
plus radio-tv spots, billboards. How¬
ever, he has agreed word "free”
will never be used. That Polk once
froze store parking lot and had
“Icecapades” present full perform¬
ance for benefit of prospective pa-1
trons.

Certain independent film producers, preferring to cloak their
identities for the nonce, are quietly
priming a drive to revise the cur¬
rent sysfem of distribution charges.
The fixed percentage fee, be -it
35%, 30% or 25%, has long been
an irritant to such film men who
feel they don’t get sufficient re¬
turn from the major companies
for the' charges.
The behind-the-scenes idea be¬
ing cooked up by the indies is a
system where they would pay item
for item for distribution expendi¬
tures rather than a blanket per¬
centage fee. . Although it’s ac¬
knowledged that the method would
entail a complicated booking pro-^
cedure, a number;-of indies main¬
tain that a satisfactory, system Can
be established. Another' plan being
considered is a flat distribution
fee plus a modest override. Since
all pictures' dq not :|ierform simi¬
larly at the boxoffi.e^^ :Vthere are
some sales, exechtiv^.'-who are of
the: opinion that’= stipulated' flat
fee, carefujly -worked out, could
conceivaply worlfcfto the advantage
of the distrib.UtDi^'
These senemes, qf cbiirse, are
only being discussed.privately and,
as yet, there has been , no move to
introduce them in the open. How¬
ever, they represent the thinking
of many in the Industry who are
convinced that a reappraisal of the
entire distribution machinery is
necessary under current conditions
faciqg the motion picture industry.

FILM LICENSE FEE CUT
RESTS WITH HARRIMAN
Albany, March 26.
The battleground on the. DuffyWaters film license fees reduc¬
tion bill has shifted from the Leg¬
islature to Governor Averell Harriman.
Harriman, who vetoed a similar
measure last yeai% bn the Nationale that it would cost the State
$285,000 revenue in a year,, is to
consider the proposed Change dur¬
ing the 30-day period following
adjournment of the Legislature,
scheduled for this Friday (29).
The bi-^partisan bill passed the
Senate by a vote of 44 to 9, and the
Assembly by a tally of 102 to 18,
following brief debate Tuesday
(20). It was the first time the meas¬
ure had been debated in the lower
house. Speaking for the bill was
Assemblyman Alonzo L. Waters,
Medina Republican; against. As¬
semblyman Daniel M. Kelly, Man¬
hattan Democrat-Liberal.
The,bill would take effect July 1,

Columbia Nixes Aides’
Circuit Side-Business
Two Qolumbia field execs this
week stepped out of a deal to be¬
come participants in the operation
of a theatre circuit when they be¬
came acquainted with Col homeoffice policy.;
Harry Weiner, division manager,
and Lester Wurtele, Philadelphia
branch manager, were underway
with negotiation of an on-the-side
affiliation with the Lewen Pizor
chain of 11 houses in the Philly
area. They had planned to buy in.
But the Col homeoffice refused td'
permit this and the deal died.
UPGRADE WILL COWAN
U’s Vet Shorts Producer Set
^For His First F<^ature
Hollywood, March 26.
After 11 years as producer of
the studio’s two-reel musical featurettes, Will Cowan has been as¬
signed by Universal to produce a
full-length musical feature. David
Harmon will screenplay.
Cowan began producing the
shorts in 1940, in addition to mak¬
ing feature length films:. Since
1946 he has concentrated solely on
the briefies.
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The schoolteacher
(Jean Simmons)

The night club partners
(Paul Douglas,
Anthony Franciosa)

IT WILL TAKE YOU ONE
CIGARETTl TO READ THIS!
^‘This Could Be The Night’^ presents that
'most/ innocent of heroines, a schoolteacher,
in a setting where neither we nor the Board
of Education ever expected to find her—
backstage at a hot-spot night club run by.
an ex-bootlegger with indigestion and his
young partner who thinks nice girls should
be home before dark.
Jean Sinmjons is the pretty teacher who
is kept after school, serving as the secretaryof-all-work at The Tonic, a little club which
has a large band, sma:ll floor and more
smoke than a three-alarm fire. Paul Douglas,
as the older owner, is convinced that Jean
is the greatest thing since they invented
the cover charge. The other partner, played
by virile newcomer Anthony Franciosa, is a

dancers and mobsters whose day begins
when the sun goes down.
This picture is rich m personalities.
There is seductive Julie Wilson, (the torch¬
swinging tops of “Pajama Game”) and the
newcomely Neile Adams (in a sensational
strip-tease number called “Hustlin’ N4ws
Boy”) plus such talents as Joan Blondell,
J. Carrol Naish, Rafael Campos, ZaSu Pitts
and Ray Anthony and his orchestra.
Joe Pasternak produced with a know¬
ing eye on life. Robert Wise directed wisely
and well. Isobel Lennart,'who wrote the
amusing screen play, based it on stories by
Cordelia Baird Gross.

M-G-M put this trio together, in a
breezy story with mood and music to match.
Fun, frolic and a flock of surprises follow as

“This Could Be The Night” is a good
tune to whistle and a good CinemaScope
movie to go see. We figure it is for anyone
who has ever known a pretty schoolteacher,
eVer visited a smoky night spot,^ or ever
enjoyed a really relaxed night at the moviei?This could be the night for it. You’ll have
an awfully good time.

surely as a happy hangover follows a night
on the town. Before ‘‘This Could Be The
Night” is over, you’ve had a really wonder¬
ful date with a Rui^onesque assortment
of' people—the istrippers and singers and

THINGS-TO-LOOK-FOR DEPT.:
The. visit of the tough night club operator
to the schoolteacher’s classroom. (He finds
himself in the middle of a junior “Black¬
board Jungle” and quells a pint-sized riot).

romantic guy who doesn't know about good
> girls and doesn’t want to learn.

The singer
(Julie Wilson)

The dancer
(Neile Adams)

The stage mother
(Joan Blondell)

The chef
(J. Carrol Naish)

NOTE: The above text appears in M-G-M*s '^Picture-of-the-Month** column in leading national magazines.

The band-leader
(Kay Anthony)

'VARIITY'r LONDON OPPICI

t St, Martin's l*laca, TraMl«ar Squara

New Arg. Rent Law Seen Fordi^
Sreahip of Major Cmema Chains

P^Rmff
Gotta Be 5 Years Old
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London B.O. Spotty; 'Doctor Wow 12G,
Mothers Sock IIG, 3d, 'Anastasia’
Bo(fliy2G, 4th,'Eagles So-So 12G

Vienna, March 19.
Vorarlberg, Austria’s most
western province, once feared
by film distributors because of
Its strict censoring, now has a
very liberal board of censors.
When the. picture, “No
4
Buenos Aires, March 19.
Boom for Wild Animals,” con¬
Film business here will be In
taining some very risky scenes,
Pay
Dispute
Keeping
somewhat of an upheaval before
.was shown to the board, all
long, as a jna^l scramble for play¬
Royd Ballet Off TV agreed that it could be ex¬ —:-;-^-_4.
London, March 19.
ing tinle can resOlt from the gov¬
hibited. Board issued a rul¬
.-London, March 26.
Apart from three partjQulai'ly
ernment's amendment of the rent
ing, heretofore unknown in
As a result of a dispute over pay,
Sidneys May Produce
strong entries, uneven trade re¬
laws,' decreed .last Weejc. Most BBC-TV has abandoned its: project
the film industry, stating that
from first-run situations for
first-run. cinemas are-operated by to feature the Royal Ballet in “Pe¬
“the picture" is eligible to be
‘Pacific’ in Hawaii sulted
the past, stanza. “Anastasia” in its
exhibitors or exhlb circuits who trushka” next Sunday (31). Pres¬
shown.to persons more than
.
Honolulu, March 19.
fourth
Carlton frame is great
hold them on leases which have entation^ caUed for a cast of 90
five years old.”
_
•Vet Hollywood studio exec L. K. $11,500.
been frozen under the old Rent dancers, headed* by Margot Fon¬
Sidney and his son, George Sidney,
“Doctor
at Large” made a boff
Law since 1943, the rents which teyn, and 80 musicians.
plan to film “Pacific Crossroads” start at Leicester Square Theatre,
sometimes scarcely covering pres¬
in Hawaii this summer, the former with a wow $12,000 for its second
According to British Actors
ent taxes. ' Now that rents for Equity, BBC-TV offered^he dang¬
disclosed here. It's, an original sesh. “Fortune Is Woman” is neat
commercial buildings are thawed, ers a fee ranging from about $33
screenplay written by the senior $9,500. “Seven Waves Away” is
they Will either have to" agreed to to $42 .for the show. It demanded
Sidney while nursing himself back steady $6,000. at Gdeon, Marble
pay higher rents or surrender the a minimum equal to one-and-a-half
to, health, here after retirement Arch in second week. “Wings of
properties tO the owners. The lat¬ weeks’ pay, ^^ch would have
from active show biz.
Eagles” shapes average $12,000 at
ter arl bent on recouping their amounted to at least $45. The BBC
Sidney is impressed with the ex¬ the Empii-e opening round.
losses of the last 14 years, and may objected to this Equity demand.
panding film activity he’s noted in
Among the longruns, “Cinerama
either lease to legit operators who The Union tagged the BB,C’s action
Hawaii and believes the day is com¬ Holiday” finished its 58th frame
are desperatOly in need of houses “a scandal and an insult to the pub¬
ing when Hawaii maj^ be recog¬ with a sturdy $13,100 at the Casino
or sell their buildings for demoli¬ lic.”
nized as a majdr film site. Asked and “War and Peace” closed its
tion and erection of skyscrapers.
Frankfurt, March 19.
about Hollywood acting talent, r7th session with a solid $8,000.
Outlook for distributors ^s in the
“About 25% of the German ex; L. K. Sidney singled out Rock
Estimates for Last Week
state of fliix since they must seek
hibitors, distributors and producers Hudson, Kim Novak and Frank Sin¬
Astoria (CMA) (1,650; 42-70)—
playing time through independents
will go broke if there’s a hot sum¬ atra as standouts “who have it “Tammy”
(Rank) and ‘‘Appointif the major circuits break up.
I’d take any
mer this year in Germany.” That’s with<Jlit question.
•hient With Shadow” (Rank) (2d
Exhibs are faced with paying
the prediction of one of the one of them for'any kind of film.” wk). Moderate $3,600. First 'week,
higher theatre rents despite con¬
major German exhibs who did not
$4,500. “Time Without Pity” (Eros)
trolled admission scales already
want his name to be linked with
follows M^rch 21.
rates* much too. low for .their cur¬
this Surprising theory.
Carlton (20th) (1,128;-70-$1.70)—
rent overhead. *
Pointing out that this last win-,
“Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk). Smash
Along with the change in this
Paris, March 26.
ter’s cinema season was the worst
$11,500.
Last week, $12,600..“Sea
rent law a government shakeup
The^ governmental Centre Nation¬ crisis for the German industry
Wife” (20th) opens- April 4.
ended in the resignation of Com¬ al De La Cinematographic has re¬ since the currency reforms, he cited
Casino
(Indie) (1,337; 70-$2;i5)—
merce Minister.Rodolfo Martinez, leased; statistics on the French the major reasons for poor busi¬
“Cinerama Holiday”. - (Robin) (58th
at whose bidding film theatre ad¬ foreign income from native films ness. Political unrest due to the
wk). Stout $13,100. .
missions were slashed last August. in 1956. Though it shows a de¬ Hungarian situation kept people at
' Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
London, March 26.
He had promised to review these cided "rise over previous years, the home listening to news on the ra¬
As part of the general trend to “Wings of Eagles” (M-G). Fair
prices, but subsequently the ne^ fact that, various payments date dio or reading their papers last
$12,000
or near.
streamline
distribution
costs.
Ex¬
Film Law was published and back some years, have to be taken fall, rather than going out to see
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
clusive Films, which, hitherto, re¬
changed the setup. Film prices into consideration.. Even so, the films.
—“Brother
In Law”' (BL) (3d wk).
leased
its
own
product
in
the
Unit¬
should be decided in future by the concerted French assault on off¬
Then, with the Hungarian and
National Film'Institute created un¬ shore marts, both east and west, is Suez problems, and the start of ra¬ ed Kingdom, now has several deals Over sock $11,000 same as previous
week.
French
film fest op^ns
der this law.
paying off, with income for last tioning of gas in France and Eng¬ in the works, with U.S. majors. Its
That law Stipulated enactment year gbing to $12,000,000 of which land, the Germans with money to own outfit is being maintained, March 22.
Leicester
Square
Theatre (CMA)
within 30 days, but 60 have elapsed. $1,524,000. came from the French spend used it4o buy up stocks of however, and only recently Exclu¬
(1,376; 50-$1.70) — “Doctor at
Although work is known to be pro¬ Union.
goods that might'be in short supply sive concluded a deal with Anglo' Large’” (Rank) (2d wk). Over
Amalgamated for physical distribu¬
ceeding on drafting enactment,
Top customers were West Ger¬ in case of war. They bought cotton,
$12,000, big. Opening round was
there is a curious delay in appoint¬ many, with $1,794,000; Belgium, canned goods, extra gasoline, shoes tion of the latter’s output.
The new development, motivated $12,400. .
ing the four members of Jhe In-- $1,632,000; Switzerland, $687,000; and coal in case of shortages. And
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50stitute who should draft it. ‘Defi¬ Japan, $567,000; Italy, $465,000; there was no money left over for partly by rising produrtion costs
and partly by higher ^ distribution $1.70)—“Julie” (M-G). Fair $6,000
nite action is sadly missing in all U. S., with $423,000; Great Britain, pictures.
or a bit over.
charges,
already
has
resulted
in
this.
V
/
Next came Fasching, the ’ Ger¬
$381,000, and Latin America with
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
deals with United Artists and
See No Admission Relief
$351,000. The Eastern block man pfe-Lenten celebrations. By two
(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Fortune Is
Distribs predict there are un¬ showed $198,000 in'coin.
that time, the German attitude another with WB. A fourth one Woman” (Col). Neat $9,500.
has been worked out with British
likely to be price changes at least
Although there are still some was “Let’s spend the money before Lion.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
for another six months.
film problems domestically, the the next crisis.” And the night¬
The deal with UA covers “Quar- (2,200; 50-$l.70)—“Seven Waves
As summer doldrums end and CNC is giving much attention to the clubs and hotels reported a huge
Away”
(Col) (2d wk). Average
termass
II”
and
“Steel
Bayonet.”
vacationers pour -back into town foreign setup. This is because it’s boom, the best biz for many since
In each case, the British producer $6,000 or near. Last week, $7,000.
earlier than usual becaUi« schools felt that in the long run, no the war;
Plaza
(Par) '(1,9'02; 70-$1.70)—
provided
about
25%
of
the
budget
reopened punctually March 11,^ a French film can fully amortize It¬
Several top hotels here sold 33%
big scalping radeet is mushroom¬ self from the French market more ^ champagne than last year and US the balance. They’ll di¬ “War and Peace” (ABP) (17th wk).
Stout
$8,000
or close. Stays few
vide
returns
from
the
world
mar¬
ing in the city, with ticket vendors, alone. JPrench attention apparent¬ during the Faschiug ^ season. At
ushers and sometimes other theatre ly now is focused on the Common Wiesbaden's fashionable Kur ket on a 50-50 share, after the orig¬ more weeks with “10 Command¬
ments”
(Par)
due
to follow.
staff implicated.'; Biz is good for Market idea and the European House (Cure House, the central inal investment has been returned
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)—
this time of year and should pick Organization Fpr Economic Con¬ clubhouse of the spa) four huge to the two companies. WB will be
“James
Brothers”
(20th). Moderate
up.
public Fasching parties were held, releasing Exclusiye's “Curse of $3,900. “Anastasia” follows March
trol.
Outstanding id the last three
The CM, composed of France, with entrance fees tabbed at 7 Ger¬ Frankenstein,” also on a worldwide 28 to run concurrently with Carl¬
weeks have boen “I'll Cry Tomor¬ West "Germany, Italy, Holland, man marks ($1.75) for two evenings basis, but on a straight distribu¬
row” (M-G), which hfild .three Belgium and Luxembou^, ap¬ and 10 German marks ($2.50) for tion deal. The U. S^ distrib did ton.
not put up any coin for this'pro¬ . ■ Rltz (M-G) (432‘; 50-$1.30)—“High
weeks at the Metro; the Swedish pears much nearer realization than the other two nights.
Society” (M-G) (12tl\ wk). Solid
pic, “The Thirst”; “Mister Roberts” the ,17 *‘Elation EOEC. Both of
Even at this unusually high price duction. British Lion, which will $3,000 or near. “A Man Is Ten Foot
(WB),'ran four weeks at the these are primarily economic in for German entertainment, the release “The Phoenix,” provided
Opera, and “Alexander the Great” origin to form fiscal blocks, and Kur Hotel had from 2,000 to 3,000 about 70% of the $560,000 budget. Tall” (M-G) preems March 21.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70)—
(UA), two weeks at the Broadway. films are only a small item in the guests every night—and guests in That was Exclusive’s most aipbi“Good Companions” TABP) (2d
setup.
elaborate, expensive Fasching cos¬ tious undertaking to date and wk). Disappointing $4,200. Hit
The CM would abolish all tariffs tumes, as never before. Wine and couldn’t have been tackled solo.
As evidence- of the growing pro-, $4,500 in opening week of six days.
between the member countries on champagne were big sellers as the
“Their Secret Affair”. (WB) opens
pix, and would agree uplSn a levy guests turned their purses inside duction costs, the budget for March 21.
“Quatermass II” is roughly 60%
on outside pix in common. This out for the season.
is’ figured to allow CM countries to
But meantime, theatre receipts above that of “Quatermass Experi¬
Vie with the U. S. as well as being have continued to fall off. German ment,” which cost around $140,000.
able to deal with American films exhibs reported February grosses The British company favored shar¬
Edinburgh, March 19.
via a common front.
down one-third fro'm January, and ing the financial burden with an
Net cost of the Edinburgh'Fes¬
January had experienced its usual American major rather than sacri¬
tival increased last year by more
post-Christmas slump. If the sum- ficing. quality of production.
than $42,000, the. most expensive
-mer is hot and keeps people out¬
performances listed in the revenue
doors instead of inside the cinemas,
account being the operas^ at the
Rome, March 19.
this exhib predicts 25% of the
King’s Theatre. These resulted in
With five American film com¬
German film industry may be
London, March 26.
a deficit of about $125,127. Gross
panies active here, the blood infu¬
An addition to the,20th-Fox Brit¬ forced out of business. ^
loss on tbe 1956 Festival was $171,sion seems to be bringing Italian
696 as against $127,836. in the pre¬ ish production program was an¬
London, March ^6...
film productions to life. With a
nounced
last
week
by
Bob
Gold¬
vious year.
V
‘
Keith-Prowse, Britaiii’s leading dozen pix' in various stages of pro¬
Annual report of ^e Festival So¬ stein. John Gossage ' is - to pro¬
ticket brokers, had a turnover of duction, four new co-productionS,
ciety notes a downward trend for duce “Family Doctor,” based on a
$4,200,000 in its finatldiai '"year, two eac^P with France and Spain,
Intake of coin. At the 1956 Fes¬ novel by Joan Fleming, with script
which ends thisvweek. The figure have been announced.
Paris, March-19.
tival, opera cost $11,500 more than by Derek Twist. -It’s to be filmed
was released last week by Peter
Peter Ustinov will share billing
International bestseller author Cadbury, the chairman of the com¬ with Pablito Calvo, star of “MarIn 1955, and drew $8,100 less. Cost in Cinemascope, with Paul Crosof concerts iii the Usher Hall was field named as associate producer. Francoise .Sagan’s new book is be¬ pany, who said it was also paying cellino,” in “An Angel Descended
up by $11,800.
. '
j This is in addition to the lineup ing fought over by Gallic film pro¬ off ail preferred dividend arrears. on Brooklyn,” to be directed by
At the Lyceum, the deficit recently announced by Goldstein, ducers even though publication
Apart from ticket broking, the Ladislao Vajda. Ettore Manni and
jumped from $2,700 to $12,300, which included a program of 11 date is some time off. To be called company is an important ^dlsk dis¬ Anna Maria Ferrero will co-star
mainly because the Festival Society British pix for the year, three of “Ceux Prives D’ Ombre” (Those tributor, and its turnover in this in “Birth of the Nqmads” in wh’ch
did npt get exemption from Enter¬ which already have been com¬ Deprived of Shadows, French film¬ sphere- rose from $700,000 to Benito Perojo will be concerned.
makers would .like to get it before around $800,000.
tainments Duty in respect of the pleted.
The French co-productions will
a U. S. producer does. This hap¬
plays produced by Henry Sherek
be “Aphrodite,”, to be made by
pened to her first two literary bo¬
Prora Film with Rialto Paris;
during the first and third weeks. Connery Chappell New
nanzas, “Bonjour Tristesse” and London Variety Club
“Wave of the Cruiser,” to begin at
Publicity and advertising s charges
Pic Producer for Rank “JQn Certain Sourlre” (A Certain
Trieste under direction of Andre
are also lip..
To Host Disk Toppers Michel; and “Secret of Chevalier
Smile). “Tristesse” will be made in ,
“In the/'llght. of the figures pro¬
London, March 26.
London, March 26.
d’Eon” to be directed by Alessan¬
duced,” slatjps %e Festival Society
Connery Chappell has joined the France by Otto Preminger as a
The Variety Club of Great Brit¬ dro Biasetti. “Crime of Sarajevo”
report, “th<^:
to Bank Organization as a studio ex¬ U. S: pic for Columbia, and-ditto
examine ita'I^Qiril.pdli
regard ecutive, with headquarters at Pine- “femlle” for 20th-Fox with Jean ain is holding a lunch at the Savoy will be directed by Aldo Vergano
April 9 when it will entertain all in association with Bosna Film of
to Its proiiqtiii^;
Never¬ wood. Until recently, he was edi¬ Negulesco likely to direct.
Meanwhile, Miss Sagan is writing the British recording artists who Yugoslavia.
theless, therb. seems to ' be little tor of Illustrated magazine.
American films here currently
doubt that, the lOth Festival was,
As a newspaperman, Chappell a play and working on a film script have won Gold Disks for a million
are “Legend of the Lost” (UA),i
both from , the standpoint of the has had •close links with the pic¬ with a local film director, Alexan¬ sales.
These comprise pianist Winifred “The Quiet American" (UA) “The
public and from that of ..the jour¬ ture Industry since 1932, when he dre Astruc. Miss Sagan huddles
nalists and critics attending it« became film critic of the Sunday here this week wlth-Premlnger and Atwell, trumpeter Eddie Calvert, Sea Wall” (Col), “A Farewell to
among the most successful of the Dispatch. In 1937, he Joined WB* the star of “Tristesse,” Jean Sc- singer Vera Lynn, bandleader Mah- Arms” (20th) and “Seven Hills of
tovanl and singer David Whitfield. Borne” (M-G).
i burg.
Whole series.'^
1 as ad script writer.

---

German ExUbs
Fear Worst If
Summers Hot

CN Shows French
Fix Earning More

Exclusive Films
Warner, DA Deal

High Cost Operas Hike
'56 Loss of Edinburgh
Fest; See Change Need

'Doctor'Added British
Entry To 20th-’Fox Setup

Keitii-Prowse Will Pay
. All Pfd. Divvy Arrears

SAGAN’S LATEST b60K
SOUGHT BY FIX PRODS

5 Yank Film Producers
Active in Rome; Stirs
Up Other Pix Activity
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CHANDLER HAS ONE OF THE BEST
DAILY
ROLES OF HIS CAREER!"
V, P.

JEFF CHANDLER

but the

Chandler

#

that spelk
boxoffice!

'/W' '''' ''

"Attractive lure for the ticket buyers! Superiorl
A memorable film!"-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"Compelling, actionful drama I Many angles of
appeal!"-SH6WAtfN'S TRADE REVIEW
"Emotion packed I"-M.

VyVW,,^

Y/^'> 'W">V '

P. EXHIBITOR

"A trio of top boxoffice draws! Should have
exploitation and boxoffice appeal!"—F/IM DAILY
"Fast moving, holding one's interest throughout]
-HARRISON'S REPORTS

co-starring

JOANNE DRU-JULIE LONDON. DONALD CRISP‘JOHN LUPTON

and introducing

RONALD HOWARD

Music by ELMER BERNSTEIN • Directed by HALL BARILEH and, JULES BRICKEN • Written and Produced by
Executive Producer MEYER MISHKIN • A HaIl BARTLETT Production

HALL BARTLETT

IIA

Wednesday,^ March 27, 195"?

PICTURES

TAKARAflA NEW YMK
RP>F0RSH0(1IKU

Ow^Film Setup
Veteran mm producer and for^
mer Legit libijettlst Harlan Thomp¬
son has organised Ws own inde¬
pendent production company. New
company^ to
known, as; Harlan
Prodiictiona; will headquarter in
New York and operate out of the
same oificc' a« Artists-Prodiicej^
Associated, which ;is headed; by
A. W. Schwalberg, former Para¬
mount $3*168. chief.ArtistSrProdUcers will be the dis-^
tributiixg;ouUet for Thompson Pro¬
ductions aiid will'WorJc closely with
the new outirtt in selecting and pre¬
paring its production lineup.
Among properties being, prepared
are “The Case of Lela Cade/j by
George Z!uckerman, and ^‘Star on
a Christmas Tree,” by Susan
Weyer. New outfit is ..also readying
a television series, “The Girl in the

Los Angeles, March 26.
Shljgemasa "Shig" Takarada has
arrived from .-Tokyo to become
m.anager of U, S. Tirahch of Sh'ocliiku Cb., L+d., leading Japanese
film .company.
. He feplace.s Takashi Koide, man¬
ager fon past three and a half
years, recalled to homeoffice in
Tpkyo.

15

Frisibif Quake
‘ Continued from page 1

unaffected. Only'KSAN, an indie,
was jolted off ajr a few minutes,
Spot check shows damage done
to theatres is negligible. '
United California’s house in Daly
City, at southwest corner of Frisco
where quake Centered, reports
“onlj' a little plaster off the walls.”
Nearby United .California house,
the Amazop says, it has a cracked
window and another nqaxby thea■tre, the Granada, is unscafhqd.
Huge, 5,000-seat Fox closed its
balcony Friday night "just in case”
and the Paramount and Warfield
•

To Suit Public-Raibourn Pitch

Future welfare of the motion
picture business is inextricably tied
to' “public convenience”; without
it there’s not to .be the improveColumbia will spend ‘more than .ment possible. It must of necessity
$500,000 on the campaign for
“Fire Down Below,” Warwick "^en¬ take one or both-wof these forms:-,
try, according Col ad-pub v.p» Paul home toll-television, through which
N.'. Lazarus Jn Film stars'Rita Hollywood-’s merchandise can be
Hayworth, Robert Mitchum • and observed on living-room screens at
Jack Lemmon.
Key feature of'the bally will be a fee; a reorganized system of the¬
iftardi gras celebrations in various atrical exhibition of film product
cities, the -first to be at Palisades so that pictures will be available
Amusement Park, N,J.
to t •'.s public Over long periods of
Frisco’s Rock W Roll
Income of American Broadcast¬
time, and not for the traditonal
San Francisco, March 26.
ing-Paramount Theatres shot to a
runs "of a few days, to perhaps, a
Gag making rounds after big
new high of $206,916,000 in 1956,
fo'.V weeks.
earthquake of last Friday was:.
$8,666,000 higher than the previ¬
This revolutionary concept of the
“Rock .V roll has taken
ous mark in 1955.> Information is
picLvve business to come, if thereover, hut this is going, too^
contained in report to the stock¬
is to he a better business, Was.
far."
holders released today''<Wed.),
Music-Bojf’V'
ske- ahed yesterday (Tues.) by Paul
Consolidated net earnings of the
Ralbourn, v.p, of. Paramount Pic¬
theatre chain and radio and tv net¬ report a few plaster cracks. Gold¬
JOHN STURGES BEDDED
tures and key figure in this film
works^ were .$8,477,000 or $1.96 a en Gate and Stagedoor show ho ef¬
The most consistent exhibiLdr company’s mo.ves in tb.e electronics
beef in recent years has-beem the ■fie'e’.
Mexican BUk Takes Him Off share after $362,000 was deducted fects whatsoever.
for preferred dividends; This is
I Wallisf^ Obsession'
Pars ideas on home toll, via the
Both main Frisco nightclubs, shortage of boxoffice pictures. Now
compared to $8,373,000 or $1.93 a
Homes a quiet admission from . an In ernational
Telemeter
Goi'p.
share in 1955, after preferred divi¬ Binibo’s. 385 and The Village, are Allied States Assn."unit—the In¬
Hollywood, March 26.^
.w.iich
it controls, are^ detailed in
undamaged
and
claimed
weekend
John Sturges has been forced to dends of $488,000. Of the 1956
dependent
Theatre
Owners
of
Ohio
otlior
stories
in
this
issue.
withdraw as, director of “Obses¬ amount, company reports, $7,735,- business “Not too bad.’.’
•—tfiat there is an “apparent plent*While the principle of boxoffice
Theatre ’ managers have had tude of product in some areas.”
sion,” which Hal Wallis is produo 000 ' or $1.78 a share . came from
vieJ.p at home is entirely •ne^y, in
Ing for Paramount, because of ill¬ net operating earnings" and $742,- stagehands, structural engineers The admission is based on some that
it has yet to be put to a fullness. After four days of hospital 000 or 18 cents a share came from checking propei'ties ail weekend. examples of double featurq billing
scrle practical test, Raibourn’s intests it was found f hat Sturges is capital gains. In 1955; these fig-, One manager sums up:
which the Allied unit feels repre¬ sis’ence on a switch ta protracted
“The worst effect probably is sents a challenge for the h^st film
suffering from ah amoebic .ailment, ures were $8,218,000 or $1.89 a
ti-oalrical engagements of pictures
believed contracted on a recent share ^vhile capital gains returned that crowds will fall off for n few buyers.
conceivable could draw even great¬
days."
$155,000 or four cents a share.
trip to Mexico.
Here are some examples of the er reaction from .^imong the trqdt-,
Film has an April 4 starting
Income- -for the ABC Division
Part of the Script?
double featuring that Ohio Allied tionalists.
date, which means a hasty search was $98,759,000, a jump of $17,Peak shock of tlie earthquake has come up with: “Friendly Per¬
. Conventional Downtown
for a replacemeilt. Adding to the 642,000 over 1955. AB-PT notes, here last week came right in the suasion” and “Hollywood or Bust”
problem is that Anna Magnani, who however,, that fourth quarter re¬ middle of the closed circuit tele¬ at a sub-run in Erie, Pa., “Tea¬
Specifically he wants to break
has a starring role, has director sults were below those of the sim¬ cast staged by Theatre Network house of the August Moon” and away from the system that was
approval rights.
ilar 1955 period, because video Television for the American Tele¬ “Hollj’^wood or Bust” at a Chicago adopted with the inception of tlie
sales were “not up' to expecta¬ phone
Telegraph Co. The tele¬ dr.-ve^-in, “Anastasia” and “War film trade and has undergone vir¬
tions."
cast, Avhich went to 60 cities, was and Peace” at the Commodore The¬ tually no change at all. It always
- Income for the theatre side 'iq. seen here at the Sir Francis Drake atre in Chicago with a 45c. admi,-?- hr s been and still is a matter of
'the last quarter of last year was in - Hotel and the Pacffic Telephone sion price, “Written on the Wind” a picture opening in the coniven• ■
Contlaneil from page 3
frdnt of the 1955 final quarter,, but Auditorium.
and “Teahouse” at a Balaban & tional downtown showcase holding
Schenck man";.by the dissidents, full-year results fell off over 1955,
Viewers were not quite sure of Katz theatre in Chicago, “War and over until the customers aren’t suf¬
retiring at the'end of his contract thereby reversing the network’s what was happening because Peace” and “King and I” at the ficient enough in number to pay the
period; another .factor in the so- situation completely. Theatres last earlier ,ip the telecast there was a. Rena Theatre, Chicago, with a 35c overiiead, spreading out to first
called "old guard" Influence will year pulled $100,565,000, as against sequence-dealing with an invasion admission, and “Hollywood or subsequent runs^ the tlie sub-sub-,
be separated from the company. 1955’s $110,503,000. Company, cur¬ Jrom Mars. This was accompanied Bust” and “Friendly Persuasion” sequent runs.
The result is that frequently in
Although Vogel docs not relish his rently operating 550 theatres, said by a deafening roar and a simu¬ at the Layton Theatre dn Chicago.
mandatory role- of "hatchet man," that the drop was reflected by the lated shaking of the screen ac¬
Distributors have long fought a given area the public has the
he is reported to be determined to continuing short supply of quality complished via camera techniques. against thi$ type of double bi'ling choice of .seeing a, picture within
live up to his promise that he will picture releases, a'qd, to some ex¬ When the real quake came, the tv but have failed in their efforts to ai limited time, perhaps, three^ays,
do eveiything possible to remove tent, by AB-PT’s shaving of 32 equipment reacted somewhat sim¬ bring about reforms.
It’s the or not seeing it at -all.' It’s in this
stockholder complaints .and re¬ 'theatres in 1956.
ilarly so that viewers, believing opinion of the film companies that rc.spect that the “public conven¬
turn the company to a profitable
another Martian- sequence was this type of program dissipates the ience” is not, being catered to,
coming,^'tlid not panic. . The pic¬ audience quickly since each of the
basis. As a result, it's expected
Raiboiirn believes .the picture
LEGION HANGS ‘W ON 8
ture and audio resumed normally pictures involved Is strong enough should be placed in central loca¬
that additional members of the
“old guard" will; be leaving the Metro’s 'Desirnlngr Woman’ Among •right after the shock.
to stand of its own or with a less tions and ■Splayed indefinitely. '
company, either before or at the
important secondary feature. As a 'This is stating the system in its
Those Partly Disapproved
time their present contracts^ ex¬
result, distribs have claimed that, broadest terms, of, course, But
pire.
This Includes top-echelon
the exhibitor charges of a product even on this, basis the proposed'^
National Legion of Decency this
execs both atHhe homeoffice and week rapped eight new' produc¬
shortage are artificial when the¬ new approach to mesh with modern^
at the studio.'
tions, classing them as “morally ob¬
.Continued from
1-=^ atres are able to put together a push-button living would be a star¬
Tomlinson and his associate, jectionable in part for all." This
feature progam as strong as those tling innovation replete with all
Stanley Meyer, who became a mem¬ is the “B" category, and while not Television Film Sales hopper, is mentioned above.
sorts of ramifications and legalistic
ber of the hoard as a consequence nearly so significant as the “C”— “The Gray Ghost,” series based on
problems.
of the threatened proxy fight', discourages attendance by those The exploits of Mosby’s Raiders
. Theatres’ Rights
are keeping close tabs on the Catholics who are guided in large
Raibdurn recognizes that theatre-^,
Loew's operation. Meyer, son-in-' "part by the reviewing organiza¬ and culled from Virgil Carrington
men have court decrees guarantee¬
Jones’ “Gray Ghosts apd Rebel
law of Universal's board chairman tion.
ing them runs of pictures as.they
Nate Blumberg, is a former part¬
“Beauty and the Bullfighter," Raiders." Pilot has already been
become available, either Jirst-run
ner of Jack Webb's and has been French import, is frowned upon filmed on the Coast by Lindsay
Hollywood, March 26.
on a conapetitive. bidding basis or.
connected with fihn production ac¬ because of its “suggestive i costum-, Parsons, and CBS Film; Sales is
Edwin L. Baumgarten and Rob¬
tivities. Tomlinson, who now re¬ ing, dialog and situations," and pulling a new switch by staging a ert L. Uppert, heads .df. Regal sub run '' either -immediately or
Portly
, after that first run.
sides in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., has “Royal Affair in Versailles," also mass screening April 2 at the Films, will trek to New York short¬
been spending considerable time French (Sascha Guitry) has its Transs-Lux theatre, N. Y'., for 5Q0 ly to negotiate extension of Regal’s
If the Raibourn theory is. to be
at Loew's 'homeoffice gathering In¬ “suggestive costuming and light agency and client personnel. distribution deal with 20th-Fox. pursued, the exhlbs in many cases
formation about the' company’s tieatment of the virtue of purity” Screenings will be repeated in Chi¬ Contemplated is a more elaborate would have to agree- to. relinquish
cited.
cago April 7. Todd Andrews stars
operation.
program to be turned out by the their rights to runs or agree-among
Also given “B" status because as Gen. John Mosby,
It's understood that there has
independent company for 20th re¬ themselves on who is to license
been a rift between Tomlinson and of suggestiveness, brutality or
which picture and for which time
Other pilots in the works are lease.
his attorney, Ben Javits, who was otherwise downbeat moral tone in “Battleflag,” which ex-Young &
Under the current deal, Regal, is period.
associated with the'Canadian mil¬ the Legion’s view: AUied Artists’ Rubicam v.p. Everett Meade is pre¬
Importantly,^ Raibourn stresses
lionaire when he launched his “Daughter of Dr. Jekyll,” Metro’s paring; ‘.‘The Blue and the Grey,” producing 28 features at a - total that the overhaul can be made to
proxy battle. In addJton, the pub¬ •‘Designing Woman" and “This which NBC is understood to be budget of $3,000,000 for 20th. work only if the pictures being,
lic relations firm-of Tex McCrary, Could Be the Night,’* Republic’s working on; “Johnny Reb." “The Lineup so far has been showing offered are genuinely big enter¬
which repped Tomlinson during “Hell’s. Crossroads," and Colum¬ Confederacy” and “Lee’s Lieuten¬ good returns and has led to plans tainment. No matter how strate¬
the proxy dispute, is no longer in bia’s “Man Who Turned to Stone" ants.” There’s even talk of rer to set an expenditure of $5,000,000 gically placed, and no matter for
to $6,000,000 for the next program.
the picture. Louis A. Johnson, for¬ and "The Strange One."
<viving the ill-fated “Eagle and the
“Strange One'* which has homO’ Rose” pilot which Ed Byron made, It’s understood the Bank of Amer¬ how long available, the picture of
mer Secretary of Defense afid now
ica
will continue as source of fi¬ mediocre quality will not stir com¬
a Loew’s board member at Tom¬ sexuality as a plot angle, last week a year ago but failed to sell. ^
fort-loving modprnites from their
nancing.
linson’s suggestion, is now the at¬ was given Production Code ap¬
“Stagecoach
to Fury,” which was homes he' states*.
proval after Col. consented,, to
torney for Tomlinson.
'Odyssey' Kudosed
-Regal’s
first
for
20th,
was
brought
The Par official offered results
minor
deletions.)
Tomorrow’s board meeting is ex¬
in at a cost of $125,000, grossed of recent surveys to bolster his ar¬
Washington, March 26.
pected to determine whether there,
$260,000
in
the
first
five
months
of
gument
for the “great readjust¬
The
CBS
video
show,
“Odyssey,”
are two separate teams on the
won kudoes on the Senate floor last release and is expected to reach to¬ ment.” Sindlinger & Co., market
board—one favoring management
tal
revenue
of
$600,000.
It’s
as
a
analysts,
in
a series of recent check¬
week
from
Senator
Joseph
S..
Clark
and the other Tomllhson. The 13(D., Pa.).
He- called attention result of this kind Of showing that ups discovered that the number of
man board, selected after consider¬
Regjil
wants
to
pay
for
taller
stakes
persons
who,
“talk about” a picture
especially
to
the
fact
that
the
Sun¬
able negotiation. Is regarded by
day, March 31, show will feature with more production values and by far exceeds those who actually
Houston, March 26.
Loew’s officials as an impartial
cast
names.
see
it.
They’ve
heard about the
the
story
of
Pickett's
charge,
at
the
Houston’s third film exchange
one, but the degree of Impartialty
film (word of mouth, reviews, star
is still an unknown quantity. The opened here/When Universal held Battle of Gettysburg.
attraction,
etc.)
but
don’t actually
Tommy Powers Now City. Mgr.
“I should like,” added Clark, “to
answer is expected to coipe out af¬ open house at its new bujlding.
get around to seeing it. Because,
San Antonio, March 26.
ter several meetings.Columbia Pictures opened the first congratulate Dr. William M. MilliTommy
Powers,
formerly
man¬
reasons
Raibourn,
the
pictux'e is on
Loew’s has received the report branch office here early in 1955. ken, president of the American As¬
of Booz, Allen & Hainilton, the firm 20th Century-Fox followed. George sociation of Museums, CBS, the ager of the Texas, has been named the market on a-* now-you-see-itcity
manager
of
the
four
Cinema
now-you-don’t
basis.
hired to survey . the stiu^o and Byrd manages U's office. Mark M. Pennsylvania State Museum and
Theatre Circuit houses here.
Another angle is advertising, it's
homeoffice operations. It’s under¬ Hqlstein an<| Phil Sherman have the National Park Service for'their Art
is switching from the
stood that Vogel is acting on the moved here fronii-Dallas, exchange contribution. to the educational Doug“Naylor
circuit's Woodlawn Theatre’s man¬ pointed out. A great part of promo¬
suggestions, made in the report. to join staff'. Richard May comes value of television, and the high ager post to that ^it. the Texas.
tional bally budgets is exhausted
These consist mainly of consolidat¬ here from Oklahoma City to be-* ■ standards they have used in select-^
Richard Vaughan is switching on first-run engagements of pic¬
ing many departments both, on the come head booker,. Other, staffers: ing and presenting the kind of pro¬ from the Interstate Theatre Cir¬ tures. The budget could be better
Coast and N.V. lir'order to put the Roberr Lee as booker and Mrs. gram which will' enrich oUr under¬ cuit’s Aztec, where he was assist¬ spread out over the long haul of
company on a more economic Janie Lee as cashier and Glynna standing of -our history and herit- ant manager, to manager of the exhibition under Raibourn’s proj¬
basis.
ected pattern.
Farquhar as secretary to Byrd.
Woodlawn.

AB-Par iDcome
Bp’5li'Over’55

Big Bally Bankroll Backs
Warwick-ViarCol ^Below’

'Shortage Slants

Where Tomlinson?

Civil War Pilots

MORE REGAL REGAL FIX
FOR 20TH EXPANSION

HOUSTON HLM ROW
GETS THIRD OFFICE
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SchinesFned
93G For Criminal

Na^nal Alli^ Leaders
Addrening'Delinquent’
NorDiCenirakMeeting

Sans FCC A‘Re-Use’
Continued from iMtce 3

Vednegday,^ JVfarcjb 27y 1957

Griffmg’s VidM Theatre
Promotioii Evokes ExUb
’Partnership’ Curiosib

Exhibs ‘Wiring’ HoMe
^Continued from page 1

initial investment within a period
gazers, it won’t-be lonjE before it
of three years.
Oklahoma City, March 26. > all dissolves into pay-as-you^see of
Minneapolis, Match 26.
System furnishes service
Many local exhibitors have indi¬ the original concept, I.e. the viewer
The fact that North. Central Al¬
over specially-strung cable . cated their desire tp become part¬ paying only for the films (or
lied here is in arrears on dues to
lines ■ from.^ a central studio,
ners with Video Independent shows) he wants to see.
its parent body, national Allied
which' may be either a theatre
In step with current interest,
Theatre;^, Inc,, which has been
States,: isn’t keeping, the latter’s
or a specially-constructed head¬
granted a permit.to install coaxial Barney Balaban’s Telemeter sys¬
Buffalo, March J56. '' new president, Julius Gordon of
quarters.- '
tem
has quickened the whole .prob¬
cable
and
other
facilities
for
"teleBeaumont, Tex., and its veteran di¬
Home unit consists of a coin
Schitie Theatres Inc.^ eight affili¬ rector, Jack; Kirsch of Chicago,
movie” operations in this city of lem With its invitation to 2,500 ex¬
box complete with electronic
hibitors
to “get busy”, and ,declare
300,000.
ated theatre codlpanies, and four who also is Illinois 'Allied head,
"barker/* which verbally lists .
Video, ,in applying to, the City themselves in.' (See separate story,
executives of the Bchine theatre, from accepting the roles of prin^
ihO programs offered, the time,
page
3.)
Cbuncil for permission, "'said it
enterprises wfere' fined a total of cipal speakers at the NCA annual
and the price.
Tliere is tacit agreement on sev¬
would invite [all other exhibitors in
convention in Minneapolis, April 2 '
Coin box unlocks the
1^93,000 today in Federal Court and 3.
the metropolitan ■ area to partici¬ eral points:' If the' "telemovies’*
"scrambler"
which
permits
idea, first proposed by Henry Grif¬
here by Judge Harold P. Hurke . S. D. Hane, NCA executive coun¬
pate,
.Nearly
all.of
tl>em,
both
in¬
■ viewing the program When the
dies and chains, responded favor¬ fing of Video Independent Theatres
for criminal contempt of eburt. sel, has described the body’s finan¬ ' proper admission price is paid;
ably. Some 50,. houses are involved. of Oklahpmai • catches on, it ‘ may
Thfi defendants were found guilty cial condition, a$ "fair/’ Appar^
Mechanism is variable so
Heiiry S. Griffing, Video prexy, mean tl^' demise .of quite a lot of
ently, however, it isn’t good.enough
' that admissions of 5c to $2 can
jby Judge Burke on Dec. 17, 1956, to permit it to paji its dues to the
said he was offering other exhib¬ theatres, since i^opli can hardly be
be charged and it has A;; credit for failing to divest themselves of parent organization.
itors
a financial interest "in pro¬ expected to pay for their entertain¬
storage feature under which
portion* to. their present business.” ment both at home and at the film
At the regional;. convention a ' ' the viewer can drop coins in
certain theatre, holdings as ordered
Video will reserve 25'% of the fi** hbu^j'j There are, to., be sure, no
successor’must'be found to presi¬
by the court in 1949.
when he has them available and
nancial investment in its. pay-tv assufaheeit that the public ,1s basic¬
The fines were imposed as fol¬ dent Bennie Berger who has, been
the coinbox keeps track of his
subsidiary, 'i'heVumore Cb.,' and ally; willing to pay substantial "ad¬
lows: ' J. Myer : Schine, $25,000; at the helm 11 years and is step¬
credit total-for fiittire use.
will manage the operation. The re¬ missions” for pictures in the home,
Donald G. Schine, $25,000; How¬ ping-out
. Leasing Temia Pend
maining 75% will be. available to even though these might be new
ard M. Antevil, $5,000; John A.
Whether home viewers will pay exhib-partners. Video, will receive ones. The actual advent of closedMay, $5,000r Schine Theatres Inc.,
an
installation
price
will
.appar¬
five,
percent Of the ^’oss as a buy- cirCuit tv service is bound to create
$25,000, and Schine Lexington
a great deal of agitation in favor
ently be. decided by the individual Ing-bopkihg-admini^ration fee!
Corp., Schine Circuit Inc., Schine
franchise
holder.
Also
still
to
be
Griffing
figured it’d take about a of home-toll, if any, using air chan¬
Theatrical Co., Schine Enterprises
determined are the actual details year to start delivering telemovies nels into the home, a much cheaper
Corp., Hildemart Corp., Elinart
of the ‘Teasing’* arrangement un¬ in Oklahoma City, with the actual method of transmission, and one
Theatres ' Inc,, Chesapeake The¬
der which the equipment will be cablestringing not to start until held in horror by theatres, as leav¬
atres and Qarnell Theatres Inc.,
made available. In all probability, early 1958. Cost of the equipment ing them "out.”
$1,000 each.
it will be on a percentage of the and installation was estimated at
One observer opined last' week
Louis W. Sfhine, -who died on
■between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000. that the current agitation re the '
gross arrangement.
Nov. 5, 1956, was also found guilty,
Balaban expressed the hope that Goal is to put installations into at "home theatre” was bound to have
but judgment of conviction was
top first run product'will be "made least 30,000 homes with the initial an effect on the current FCC "long
not entered against him.
available,” pointing out that in the charge to run to $9.50 a month. think.” The feeling persists that,
Exhibitors, trying to latch on to event of a conflict between a Tele¬ This might be lowered once" a total despite considerable counter-pres¬
wired toll-tv for their own ends— meter system and a conventional of 10,000 subscribers is- reached. sures, the Commission is likely to
"they’re only trying to protect the exhibitor for a specific film, "the
act soon, if for no other reason
theatres”—are in for a lot of un¬ man who pays the most gets the
than tdv counteract the charge that
pleasant, and costly, surprises, product."
it’s stifling progress.
Matty Fox, president of SkiatronHighlight of the mechanism,
Investors last week obviously
TV, predicted in Gotham Monday from the distribution standpoint,
thought so. Zenith’s stock went up
(25).
is a magnetic tape which electron¬
2V^ points and Skiatron registered
Fox stressed his belief that Para¬ ically records . program selections
a remarkably large stock turnover
Paramount v.p. Paul Raibourn, mount’s competitors wouldn’t go over a month’s period. "Then the
on the American Stock Exchange.
as guest speaker yesterday (Tues.) along in providing film product for collector comes on the first of the
Both have developed and tested
at a luncheon-meeting of the New the Par-owned Telemeter pay-as- month lo remove the cash accumu¬
toll-tv systems.
York Society of Security Analysts, you-see system.
"Why should lated in the coin box, he takes the
It’s generally thought at present
said in effect that the projected they?" asked Fox. "They’re not tape with him. Bookkeepers are
that the home theatre idea, as long
$50,000,000 CBS buyout of the Par out to enrich the competition.”
as it’s restricted to a cable opera¬
then able, by transcribing the tape,
backlog is still On the fire. He was
tion, is restricted to comparatively
Skiatron is one of the vet outfits to determine exactly how many
Dallas, March 26.
asked abotit the deal following his
the toll field. Pending Federal sets were turned On for specific
Big D Theatre'Co.', drive-in Op¬ small communities. Even with
statement that "excepting Ziv in
Communication Commission au¬ pictures or programs and pay dis¬ erator here, has applied for a per¬ cheaper wire, such as the one deevery interest in tv which distrib¬
tribution fees accordingly.
mit to build a "television film ve.Joped by the engineers of Skiautes, networks or syndicates ha^ thorization of. fee-video, the com¬
is also playing the wire field
house” in northeast Dallas. Also, tron’s Matty Fox, who has two test
Unions Not Party?
told us they would like to have it pany
operations running in Utah and
and, according to Fox, plans to go
Since the system operates via Leon Theatres Inc., of Abilene,
(the library)."
into several situations in the not- cable rather than by "air link,” owner of three drive-ins, has ap¬ Montana, the costs of establishing
Questioned on whether the CBS too-distant future. It’s got two test
a system still would be fantastic
plied
to
suburban
Garland’s
city
transaction was dead, as had been situations running in the west, but FCC approval is not needed to put council for permission to pipe first- in metropolitan areas.
reported elsewhere,^the exec re¬ Fox identified them as being of the new Telemeter into operation run feature films into • Garland
What adoption of wire systems
anywhere.
Similarly, since the
plied with a flat "no" but other¬ "technical" interest only.
homes. §et owners would pay a in the smaller towns would do to
process is not actually television monthly
wise he did not elaborate.
current
release patterns, particu¬
fee
for
the
service.
Fox charged exhibs with enter¬ but rather an exteiision of the nor¬
Two weeks ago four such applica¬ larly if there are several "A”
ing the field solely to forestall the mal theatre, there, appears to be no
houses
in
the place) is difficult to
tions
were
submitted
to
the
Dallas
arrival of real pay-as-you-see. "The present problem on re-use fees.
kind of programming they envision Asked specifically about. this, .as¬ city council. Requests came from. predict. Discussing it last week,
one
film
distributor,
sales exec de¬
Interstate
Circuit’s
subsidiary.
In¬
isn’t going to get them anywhere,’’
John Hust’on quit last week as he convmented. ‘*Apart from that, pect, Novins said "we would hope" terstate Home Movie Corp.; scribed the mere thought as a
the director for Dayid O. Selznick’s they’re going to find out what huge that unions would agree with the Charles W. Weisenburg Theatres;. "night-mare.”
"‘A Farewell to Arms,” which Selz- kind of investment is required to theory that re-use fees are not in¬ -Rowley United Theatres, all of Dal¬
Question remains, of course,
nick is making for release through do this thing properly.. The . way volved. .
las, and Midwestern Video Corp., what .the. attitude of the Various
Cost to the exhibitor, in addition^ of Little Rock, Ark. All want to film companies would be viz these
20th-Fox. Selznick let it be known the theatres are . talking, wire sys¬
from Italy, where the picture is tems are going to be had for a to the actual unit cost, could run pipe first-run movies into Dallas schemes. Par^lmount obviously is
locationing, that he is negotiating dime not long after they get start¬ to another $40,000 for a completely, , tv sets via coaxial cable, using ex¬ prepared to go along and make
equipped ce/itral studio Capable or isting utility poles.
with other directors.
its pictures available. Bpyros P.
ed. It’s no good to look at this
Meanwhile, Selznick said, spec¬ whole proposition as just an exten¬ feeding three separate films at the
Skouras of 20th-Fox, on the other
same time. However, it was point¬
tacle scenes will be Shot as origi¬ sion of the theatre seat."
hand, made it plain recently that
Trilling’s
Shoulder
Boards
ed out, that this cost provides a
nally skedded starting March 23
he
had severe doubts (1) that films
Steve' Trilling, associate execu¬
Fox Indicated that Skiatron had system which could be' us6d during
in the Dolomitess They’ll be done
in the home' would succeed) apd
tinder the guidance of Andrew its own, and distinctly different, the daytime . hours — when. the tive producer at Warner Bros., last (2) that 20th .should participate in
Marton, second unit director of ideas of how to handle the parlor specialized programming is not of¬ week 'was' elected a vice-president a scheme tha^ might hurt the thethe picture, which stars Jennifer b.o., wl^ch differed considerably fered—^for any variety of free or of the company.
.
,
Trilling joined Warners in 1928 tres.
from the current proposals. While public service programs.. It is, in¬
Jones and Rock Hudson,
It’s figured that, if the time
when he was appointed manager of.
No lowdown on tiff at press<time. Skiatroh-TV is the operating com¬ effect, a complete closed circuit the Warner Artists Bureau in the con)es where the companies figure
pany, Skiatron Electronics, headed system encompassing as many
by Arthur Levey, is the develop¬ homes as are joined by cable to homeoffice. In 1942 he became they can take in sufficient addi¬
executive assistant to Jack L. War¬ tional coin to counterbalance the
ment outfit which originally pushed the central studio.
possible loss of income from some
the Skiatron .Subscriber - Vision
Asked about the availability of ner, headquartering at the studio. theatres, they’ll switch their al¬
project. •
top product, Balaban pointed out He’s, held his present position legiance to wherever the most
^ Continued'from
3 —
.
Discussing current toll proposals, that it was purely a matter of eco¬ Since 1951.
money is. Basically this has always
screenplay based on the di Donato Fox opined exhibs would never be nomics. He recalled that he had
been the producer p.osition and
book. He was to Receive $35,000 able to get together on the sharing testified before the' communica¬
,evert in the early toll days, when
plus 5% of the producer’s profits. of .the t^oll; "loot’i.;iexccpt in .the tions regulators in Washington
pay-as-you-$ee was little more than
But Geiger, who had financial dif¬ "closed” situations',. .'i.e.; . towns :th.at -,-Paramount had not mpde
a gleam in someone’s eye, several
Continued from page' 1
^ production figures spoke but quite
ficulties, paid him only $10,000. where all houses are owned by the films available in the past because
Girls,” has been pacted to produce openly for the tollbooth in the
Szekeley’s pa^t, provided that all same man or’ circuit! That is the of the econofnics involved.
•"I said, that- \vhen^ the medium the displays at that hotel.
rights and title in the script re¬ case in''Bartlesville,' Okla., where
home. ^
main with him until he was paid Video Independent Theatres is ebuM' meet our prices," he re¬
The nudes at the inn have pro¬
Subscription-tv proponents, long
planning a cloSed-circuit test.
the full amount agreed.
called, "our product would be vided audiences entirely new to un4er fire from the exhibitors, wax
Production of the picture as
available. This system can provide the casinos, especially during the sardonically over the theatres’ cur¬
"Give Us This Day" started in
a gross that would malce it worth¬ late* shows.
For example, the rent interest in a pay system which
1949. Screenplay was by Ben Actor Ken More Hits U. S. while and I would be derelict in stickmen at the various inns con¬ they could control. At the same
Barzman who revise'^cT the Szekeley
my
duty
if
I
did
not
make
film
gregate
for
the
late sessions. Other time, it’s true that tv-by-wire
For Rank Film Personals available. I assume other studios workers at the nearby
original. When Eagle Lion acquired
inns similar¬ doesn’t require either the alloca¬
Moving on one of its prime ob¬ will feel the same.’*
western hemisphere distribution
ly get' together during the late tion of extra channels or the use
For the demonstration, Tele¬ sessions at the Dunes. *
rights to the film Szekefley charged jects in the S.tatesj' i.e. to popu¬
of channels currently in operation
it had no right to release it as the larize British film players with meter showed opening footage of
Drawback, however, lies in the and taken up by “free” video.
Barzman script incorporated his the American public. Rank Film Paramount’s "Desperate Hours” on fact that the big monied elements Whereas, fbr the moment, theatres
of
America
has one channel and a'kinescope of a aren’t congregating there and seem to favor a system of flat
material. Also defendants were Distributors
producers Geiger and Nat A. Bron- mapped an elaborate personal ap¬ World Series baseball game on the while there’s a lot of traffic that monthly fees fo^ subscribers, it’s
stein as well as J. Arthur Rank pearance schedule for Kenneth others., Third set used, it was ex¬ wasn’t at the Dunes previously, the figured that the .Telemeter pitch
whose General Film Distributors More, star of "Reach for the Sky.” plained, differed from the others payoff at the tables has been much alone is bound to change that pic¬
Picture will be the Rank Or¬ in that the coin box was geared to smaller in proportion.
handled the film in the eastern
ture and Irnng in the next logical
ganization’s first release under its make the specialized programming
hemisphere.
Howe^'er, it’s believed that nudi¬: step, i.e. payment for individual
Suit against Geiger, incidentally, own banner in the U. S. It’s due available in existing "community ty has obtained an opening wedge shows, ^whether they be film or
was dismissed by consent. Repre¬ to bow at the Sutton Theatre, television” are4s while the others in Vegas and likelihood is that it’s other events. Whereas this method
senting Szekeley were Fitelson & N. Y. soon.
were foi^normal reception.
'there to stay—for a while anyway. involves more of a risk on returns,
Mayers while counsel for Eagle
"This demonstration,” Novins New show will'" haveabout 50 it can undoubetedly also be more
More arrives March 31 and is
Lion was Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin primed for a long series of inter¬ declared, "marks the end of one nudes and exotics. The Hacienda, profitable In the final accounting.
& Krim, It could not be imme¬ views and ty appearances. He’ll era in pay-television and the be¬ whlich will have shows produced by
diately learned whether the de¬ be followedln the months to come ginning of another. Up to now it Nils T. Granlun'd (NTG),‘'is also
Tyrone Power due in from Lon¬
fendant contemplates an appeal to by other British players, all due has been largely academic. As of likely to be generous in the expos¬ don today (Wed.) en route to
the U.S. Supreipe
,,
Mexico City,
ure department.
ley. jshnilar buildups.'
today, we are in business,**
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Film Importers’ Own Rock ¥ Roll

Washington, March 26.
Coiitinued froiii page 5
Main stem b.o. is tyjpical of
Lenten season. Despite four new talk that they, may form the er the smaller members would go
BROADWAY
entries, an unpsually big number nucleus of a new association. Lo¬ along with the new sked, designed
(Continued from page 9)
in these days of longruns; there
to raise around $10,000 to $15,000
day (24) was socko $lS',200. The are few standouts. “Brave One” at pert,- while stressing the need for to elldW the hiring of an executive
fifth week was $13,600, Continues. RKLO'Keith’s is mild. “Paris Does an indie organization, said he con¬ secretary. Only voice raised at the
Denver, March 26.'
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ Strange Things” is mild in two sidered the IMPDA “useless” in its
“Heaven' Knbws, Mr, Allison’’ is fellers)-(6,200; 95-$2;85)^-“Spirit of spots. Holdovers are generally present form,. Earlier, Richard meeting against the new dues was
nev/leader here this session, With St. Louis” (WB): and ■ stageshow down, except “Seven Wonders” Brandt of Traris-Lux called IMPDA that of Harrison who—as he has
done in the past—spoke' passion¬
a terrific bpening week at the Cen¬ (5th-final. wk), This session, ending which is more than, holding its own
and indicated he did not ately against them.
tre. “Allison” is'pushing aside “10 today (Wed.) looks to hit modest in 13th stanza at the Warner. ‘‘defunct”
expect
to
have
much
to
do
with
it
Commandments” for ■ top jspot al¬ $90*000. Fourth week was $100,000. “Heaven Knows, Mr.. Allison” is
Indies at this moment 'appear
though latter still is big in sixth Easter stageshow, including ‘!Glory fancy in second stanza at Palace. in the future.,, At the same time confused. <On the one hand, some
he, stressed* his belief in the need
Denham week.^ “Shrinking Man” of Easter” and “Spring Sailing,”
severely
criticized. the the DavisEstimates,
for
This
Week
for 'an 'orgahization. •
'
^
also is' great at Paramount. “Naked with ■ Easter pic, ^“Funny Face”
Lopert walkout, even though they
Ambassador (SW) '.(1,490; 70-90).
Paradise” shapes light at the 0£- (Par), opens, tomorrow' (Thurs.).
New association, if it’s formed, deplored Harrison’s intemperate
^“Paris Does Strange Things” probably will take in the top-layer
pheUih, ■
Reserved-seats for Easter show
attack on Lopert. On the other,
•: Elstimates for This Week
sold out for several weeks before (WB). Mild $3,500.. Last • week,' of the importer-distribs,' i.e. those
Centra (Fox) (1,247^ 70-$1.25)— it opens, covering most sessions to “East of-.Eden” (WB) and) “Rebel that control.theatre outlets. .That it’s realized that Davis, particular¬
ly,
is today 'the leading importer
Without Cause” (WB) (reissues), .could include Walter Reade and
“Heaven' Knows, Mr; Allison” April 26.
and distributor of French films
(20th); • Great $21,000. Holding,
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) $4,000.
Frank Kassler ’ whose Continental and that - ■without him, Lopert,
naturally. Dast week, on reissues. —“Around World” (UA) (24th wk).
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) Distributing never joined IMPDA.
Brandt and Reade-Kassler, an or¬
Denham ■ (Cockrill) (1,428; 90- The 23d week ended last night
“Heaven Knows, Mr.. Allison”
$2.25-r-“10 • Commandments” (Par) (Tues.) was capacity $37,100 for (20th) (2d wk). Fancy $18,000 after It could include, too. Distributors ganization can hardly function ade¬
. Corp. of America..
quately.
(6th wk). Big $17,500. Last week> 11 performances. The 22d round, $24,000 last week. Stays.
The Goldwurm proposal re
$20,000.
' •
Edward L. Kingsley, tie up with
same number of shows, was $36,Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
Denver (Fox) (2,525;i 70-90) — 900. Higher gross, for capacity in
MPA
A
runs
like
this:
The
MPAA.
Columbia,-.last
week said it seemed
“Guns Ft. Petticoat” (Col) and. 23d session stems .from. fact that River’s Edge” (20th). ' Average should sponsor IMPDA to the tune to him that an organization, taking
$7,000.
Last
week,
“Barrets
Wim¬
“Utah Blaine” (Col). Okay $11,000 nine more balcony seats .have been
of
$12,500.
If
it
refuses,
the
indies
in
Davis,
Lopert.
and Qoldwurm,
or near. Last week, “Oklahoma” installed. Half of Easter week ex¬ pole Street” (M-G), $5,500.
Keith’s (RKO) (1;859; 85-$1.25)— would then go to the 'French, the was unworkable, While disapprov¬
(20th), $10,500.
tra shows already sold out.
Italians
and
other
foreign
goverm
ing of Goldwurm’s “unauthorized”
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—“Wee
Plaza (Brecher) (5/55; $1.50-$2)— “Brave One” (RKO-U). Disappoint¬ ments and ask for a portion of the
Geordie” (Indie) (4th Wk). Good .“Lust For Life” (M-G) (28th wk): ing $8,000, despite titled scale and regular MPEA licenses on a moves, Kingsley nevertheless ap¬
$2,500. Last week,' $2,300.
The 27tff session'completed Mon¬ Mexican government cooperation “bonus” basis. IMPDA would then peared to side with Goldwurm.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— day (25) perked to. great $9,000. on preem. Last week, “Shrinking
Goldwurm Respected
be in a position .to raise money by
“Naked Paradise” (AIP) and The 26th week was $8,900. The 27 Man” (U), fast $8,500.
Goldwurm, on the other hand. Is
“Flesh and the Spur” (AIP). Light weeks’ gross totalled $344,000, with
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490;' 70-90) re-selling these licenses- to the respected abroad and he also
$7,500. Last week, “Lizzie” (M-G) chance that it may hit $375,000 on —‘'Paris Does Strange Things” American companies.
. and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G), its run here.
Apart from this, MPAA would promises to bring invigorating
(WB). Fair $5,000. Last week,
leadership to IMPDA, something
$7,500.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25- “East of Eden” (WB) and “Rebel acknowledge the right of IMPDA which it actually has never had
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2.200; $2.50)—“Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬ Without Cause” (WB) (reissues), to set up its own “seal” of ap¬
70-90) — “Incredible Shrinking son’’ (20th) with stageshow (2d wk). $6,'00Q.
proval, which would be patterned (though there’s much praise all
Man” (U) and “Beast Hollow Current round ending tomorrow
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25r— after the British example (in fact, ’round for the unselfish devotion
Mountain” (UA). Big $17,000. Last (Thurs.) looks to hold at socko “10,000 Bedrooms” (M-G). Opened an adult rating system) and would of Mayer to the job).
week, “Mister Corey” (U) and “Hit $100,000 or close. Continues. The nicely on Saturday (23). Last week,
At the meeting last week. Max
be accepted by the theatres. This,
and Run” (UA), $12,500.
first week was $107,000. smash, es¬ “Men in War” (UA) (2d wk), fine then, presumably would relieve Goldberg of Pacemaker Pictures
pecially for this time of year. This $11,000.
^
MPAA of the necessity of having and some others sharply criticized
is holding so well it will continue
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—
Variety’s story in the last issue
aftei* April'10 when “Boy On Dol¬ “Snow Was Black” (Indie)- .(4th- to pass on—and nix—so many im- (20), tipping off trouble in the in¬
phin” (20th) will be shown at night final wk). Very slim $2,000 after ‘ ports.
die camp. The “leak” to- Variety
Loperi’s Language
on that date in a benefit for $2,500 last. week.
Queen’s'Fund For Greek Orphans,
Goldwurm’s proposition was at¬ was deplored, the man who’d given
Trans-Xux
(T-L)
(600;
90-$1.25)
San Francisco, March 26.
“Mr. Allison” resumes on April 11. —“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) (5th wk). tacked as “pure blackmail” by Lo¬ the • “interview” was denounced
"Weekend earfhquaikes frightened
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
pert. OtTiers, feeling less strongly, (actually, there was no interview),
off patrons at many cinemas mak¬ “Fear Strikes Out” (Par) . (2d wk). Steady $4,500 after $5,000 last nevertheless questioned .Gold¬ and—upon Goldberg’s urgings—it
ing current session very uneven. First week ended yesterday (Tues.) week. Stays.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; wurm’s right to initiate such dis^ was agreed that, in the future, sto¬
However, “Heaven Knows, Mr, Al¬ hit fair $16,000 or near. In ahead,
ries about IMPDA meetings should
lison” still was good ih second “Edge of City” (M-G) (7.th wk-8 $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of cusrions with Hetzel. Goldwurm is be handed out only by “authorized”
World” (Cinerama) (13th wk). Inch¬ skeddedjto see Hetzel again today
round as was ,^‘Shrinking Man.” days), $10,000.
persons, such as the. president.
ing
up
to
pleasing
$18,500
after
(Wed.)
and
has
asked
for
an
inter¬
“10,000 Bedrooms” shapes only
Sutton. (R&B) (561; 91-$1.75) —
(The foregoing, story is a sam¬
view with Eric Johnston.
Gold¬
fair while “Full of Life” looms “Great Man” (U) (13th wk). The $18,000 last week.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40) wurm .holds that he’s merely put-' ple of the usual effectiveness of
modest. Longnins are off some¬ 12th frame ended Monday (25) was
what except for “Around World in fast.$6,500. The llth week was —“Oklahoma” (Magna) (22d wk). ting Out feelers as an individual such a forced news ''handout’'
Pushed to big $10,000. Last week, and has a perfect right to do so.
policy.—Ed.)
80 Days.”
$6,700. Stays on.
$8,000.
Estimates for This-Week
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; .$1Indies will meet agajn Friday
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- $1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (37t|i
(29) to discuss the question of.the
LOS ANGELES
$1)—“Incredible Shrinking -Man” wk). The 36th week completed
presidency in the light pf the res¬
(Continued from page 8)
(U) and, “Ship That Died of Shame” Sunday (24) was an amazing $9,500,
ignation submitted by Arthur L.
(Indie) (2d wk). Very good $9,000. same as 35th week. Continues in¬ plus $37,400 in one nabe, seven Mayer. There are two versions.
Continued ffom pa^re 3
definitely. .
Last week, $19,500.
Goldwurm said it was his clear un¬
,
^
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) drive-ins.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Up¬ derstanding that, Mayer having re¬ another member of the so-called
“Heaven Knows, Mr. AUison” —“Lost Continent” (Lopert) (3d town, -Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 756; signed, Max Goldberg as first v.p. “bid guard” from Loew’s. He
(20th) (2d,wk), Good $17,000. Last wk). Second week finished Sunday 1,715; 1,248; 90-$ 1.50)—“Oh, Men! had taken over pending a new started with the company over 40
(24) was fine $17,400. First was- Oh. Women!” (20th) and “Storm
week, $26,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2.656; 90-$1.25) $24,700. Stays four weeks in all, Rider” (20th). Slim $17,000. Last election. He said he felt quite cer- years ago as a bookkeeper during
—“10,000 Be<Jrooms” (M-G). Fair as originally planned, with “Bache¬ week, “True Story Jesse James” 'tain of becoming president.'
the regime of the late Marcus
Others hold that last week’s
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Bar¬ lor Party” (UA) due,in next.
(20th) and “Oasis” (20th), $19,600.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; ♦Warner Downtown', W i 11 c r n, meeting was inconclusive on the Loew. Before reaching his present
retts Wimpole Street”
(M-G),
$1.20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders” Hawaii (SW-G&S) (1,757, 2,344; point of the Mayer resignation, and position, which during Schenck’s
$9,000. .
The 50th 1,106; 80-$1.25) — “Full of Life” that this week’s powwow really is tenure was rated as “second, in
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)— (Cinerama) (51st wk).
“Rebel Without Cause” (WB) and session ended Saturday (23) was (Col) and “Wild One” (Col) (re¬ for the purpose of deciding wheth¬
great
$40,200
for
17
shows.
The issue). Light $17,000. Last week, er to accept it or not. In any case, command;” Moskowltz rose steadily
“East of EdenV (WB) (reissues).
Okay $10,000. Last week, !‘Guns 49th week was $40,800 for 18 with New Fox, without Hawaii, Mayer has indicated his willing¬ in the Loew’s echelon. He had
at Ft. Petticoat” (Col) and “Suicide shows. Continues on.
been v.p. In charge of Loew’s
“Mister Corey” (U) and “4 Girls in
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)— Town” (U), $18,600, plus $38,300 ness to serve out his term, which
Mission” (Col), $14,000.
expires in September, provided he Greater N.Y. Theatres before be¬
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.75- “Tempest ih,Flesh” (Pace) (10th in two nabes, seven ozoners.
gets
better
cooperation
than
in
the
coming
v.p. and treasurer in 1945.
wk).
Current
week
ending
tomor¬
$2.75)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
Hillstreet, New Fox (RKO-FWO
(5th wk). Splendid $20,000. Last row (Thurs.) likely will hit oke (2,752; 965; 80-$1.25)—“Bundle of past from the membership. Mayer He is presently also president of
has
agreed
to
attend
Friday's
meet¬
Loew’s
music
companies, Robbins,
$3,600.
The
ninth
was
$4,100.
week, $22,000.
Joy” (RKO) and “Above. Us Waves”
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; “Third Man” (20th) (reissue) opens (Rep). Small $8,000 plus $35,000 ing. However, he’ll definitely not Feist & Miller Music Corps.
serve
beyond
September.
$1.75-$2.65)—^“Seven Wonders of April 1.
In his letter to Vogel, Moskowitz
in one nabe, 7 ozoners. Last week,
World” (Cinerama) (18th wk).
It. is apparent that IMPDA has said: “I feel the time has come to
in other units.
Very good $21,000. Last week,
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2) reached a crucial stage at a time relinquish my heavy duties and
ST.
LOUIS
$23,800.
— “Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison” when i^s existence is admittedly responsibilities. Where does one
(Continued from page 8)
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
(20th) (2d wk). Medium $17,000. important. Fact is that, even with¬
70-$!)—“Full of Life” (Col) and “Full of Life” (Col) (3d wk). Good Last week, with preem coin, in the comparatively small mem¬ find,words to sum up more than
40 years of-daily association with
“Sierra Stranger” (Col).
Fair $7,500 after $8,500 in second.
$21,900.
bership, the area of common in¬
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 75-90)—
$8,500, Last week, “Spring Re¬
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1-$1.50) terest .is narrow and that, except the company. I know that you will
want
to give thought to some new
union” (UA) and “Fury at Show¬ “Gun For Coward” (UA) and —“Lost Continent”' (Ldpert) (3d
.“Shrinking Man” (U). Opened to¬ wk). Mild $3,600, Last week, for such issues as print storage, man for the post and undoubtedly
down” (UA), $7,000.
uniform
contracts,''censorship,
etc.,
to
have
me familiarize him with
day
(Tues.).
Last
week,
“Oh,
Men,
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25$5,800.
$1.50)—“Great' Man” (U). Good Oh, Women!” (20th)- and “Quiet
Iris (FWC) 4756; $1.10-$1.50) — there is little to cement the unity his tasks. Of course I would do
of
the
organization
hi
a
highly
$4,500. Last week, “Oklahoma” Gun” (20th), solid $13,000.
anything
you wish to make the
“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (4th
Loew’a (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)— wk). So-so $2,600. Last week, competitive field. '
(20th) (6th wk), $2,5Q0 in 6 days.
transition successful.” Comment¬
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; “10,0()0 Bedrooms” (M-G) and $2,900.
ing
on
Vogel’s
regime, Moskowitz
Not. With ‘That Mm*
$1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L) (28th '“Rode Iron Horse” (Col). Fair
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296:
Also, personality differences and said: “I am happy that the reins
wk) and “Hello, Elephant” (2d wk). $10,000 or near.-''Last week, “Guns $1.25-$1.75) — “Battle. Hymn” (U)
of the company are in your hands.
Holding on at $1,600. Last week, For Ft. Petticoat” (Col) and “Utah (5th wk). Dull $4,500. Last'week, antagonisms are pronounced. Both From my heart I share the indus¬
Davis and Lopert made it plain last
Blaine” (Col), $9,000.
$1,700.
'$4 200
try’s appreciation of the high qual¬
week
that
they
would
have
nothing
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; ,75)—
• Coronet ' (United
California)
Vogiie (FWC) (885; •90-$l,50) —
(1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Around “King And I” (20th) and “Friendly “Anastasia” (20th) (5th wk). Thin whatever to do with an organiza¬ ities of Joe Vogel as an executive
World In 80 Days” (UA) (13th wk). Persuasion” (AA). Opened today $2,700. Last week, $3,900, plus tion .headed by Goldwurm, and and as a human being.”
Vogel, in accepting Moskowitz’s
Excellent $23,000. Last week, $23,- (Tues.). Last week, “Wrong Man” $4,500 in one nabe.
they charged that he was seeking
500.
(WB) and “Duel' Apache Wells”
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- the presidency for selfish reasons. retirenient, wrote: “Everyohe has
(Rep), neat $7,500.
$1.50)—“Great Man” (U) (6th wk). Goldwurm, in turn, suspects both a high regard for your executive
Orpheum (Loe\g) (1,914; 50-85) Light $3,0(ro. Last week, $3,800.
Davis and Lopert of wanting to ability and your storehouse o^
PORTLAND, ORE.
—“Guns Ft. Pettiebat” (Col) and
El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50 -- head up the organization for simi¬ knowledge which has been given
.(Continued from page 9)
“Utah Blaine” (Col) (m.o.). Mild “Wee Geordie” (Indie) and “In lar motives, i.e. representation in devotedly. The years run by and,
ella” (BV) (reissue) - (2d wk), $4,000. Last week, “Wild Party” Park” (Indie) . (6th wk). Scant Europe.
while we still think of ourselves as’
$12,200.
(UA) and -“Four Boys^ And Gun” $1,800. Last week, $2,200.
Organization at its last meeting youngsters and only notice the
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- (UA), $4,500.'
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75gray
hairs on the other fellow, the
was
unable
to
agree
on
who
should
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; $3.50)—“Around World 80 Days”
$1.25) — “Incredible Shrinking
Man” (U) and “Tomahawk Trail” 90)—“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (m.o.). (UA) (14th wk). More of same represent it at Cannes, with Lo¬ word ‘retirement’ hits us between
(UA). Trim $8,000. Last week, Oke $3,000. Last week, “Duel In after. Last week, socko $27,000.
pert particularly emphatic on the the eyes. But it is part of wisdom,
“Men In War” (UA) and “Gun Sun” (Indie) and “To Have, Have
Warner n Beverly. (SW) (1,612; point that he didn’t want ^o be I suppose, not to let even good
Not” (Indie), (reissues), $2,000.
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments” repped by anyone. If Goldwurm habits, like work, enslave us and
Man Down” (UA)* $9,500.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1Richmond (St.' L. Amus.) (400; (Par) (19th wk). Good $19,500. gets the presidency—of which we should take some leisure while
$1.25) — “Rebel Without Cause” 90)—“The Killing” (UA) and “Pat¬ Last week, $20,300.
thejre appears some doubt—he’ll we still are vigorous enough to
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ then go to Cannes as the Indies’ enjoy It. Fortunately you are that
(WB) and “East of Eden” (WB) (re¬ terns of Power” (UA). Good $2,issues). Solid $7,000. Last week, 500. Last week, “High Society” rama) (1,334; $1.20-$2.65) —“Cine representative, a title which ap¬ vigorous and your decision is wise.
“Brave One” (RKO) and “Zanza- (M-G) and “Tea And Sympathy” Holiday” (Cinerama) (72d wk). pears to carry some weight.
We all wish you a long life with
Into current round Sunday (24)
buku” (Rep), $6,800.
(M-G), $2,000.
At last week’s meeting, the In¬ good health and happiness.”
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; $1.20- after big $16,600 last week.
Paramount (Port - Par) (3,400;
Vogel stated that no successor to
dies
again
discussed
dues
pay¬
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) —
$1.50-$2) — “10 Commandments” $2.50)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(Par)•(3d wk). Hefty $19,000. Last (5th wk). Terrific $32,000, Last “La Strada” (T-L) .,(21st wk). Big ments, which have been raised. Moskowltz has been appointed a"
There^d
been
some
question
wheth¬
$2,500. Last week, $2,700.
week* same.
week, hiked tb $25,000.

‘Allison’ Boffo ?21,000,
Denver; ‘Shrinking’ 17G

Quakes Slow .Up Frisco;
‘Bedrooms’ Fair $12,000

Moskowitz’s Last Year

PICTUnES

18

VedneBday, JV^arcli 27» 1957
"THE SWEET BMELL OF SUCCESS"

Hollywood Production Pulse
Valerie
Allen,
Ross
Lagdasarian,
Gerald Milton, Paul Fix
(Started March 4)

ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year*..4
This Date, Last Year****** 5

'SAD SACK"
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.<—George Marshall
Jerry Lewis, Phyllis Kirk. David Wayne,
Joe
Mantell, Llllane
Montevecclil;
George . Dolenz, Peter Lorre
(Started March 18)

"CALYPSO JOE"
Prod.—^William F. Broidy
Assoc. Prod.—Lonnie D'Orsa
Dir.—Edward Dein
Herb Jeffries. Angie Dickinson, Edward Keromer, Lanrie Mitchell, Clau¬
dia Drake. Stephen Dekassy
«
(Started Mart* 18)

COLUMBIA

0

(Marksman Films)
^hooting, in England)
Prod.—^Maxwell Setton
Dir.—Ken Hughes
^
^
Victor Mature, Diana Dors, Peter Rey¬
nolds, Patrick Allen, Liam Redmond,
Gene Anderson
(Started Feb. 18)

Prod.-Dlr.—^Nunnally Johnson
David Wayne, Joanne Woodward, Lee.
J. Cobb. Keiv Scott, Edwin Jerome,
Alena Murray'
(Started Feb. 8)
Prod.—Samuel G, Engel
Dir,—Henry Levin
Janet Gaynor. Terry Moore. Pat Boone,
Dean Jagger, Natalie Schafer. Isabel
Jewell, Ronnie Burns, Dick Sargent,
James Drury, Val Benedict, Tom Pitt¬
man
(Started Feb. 8)

"AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER"

"BITTill VICTORY"

Ray¬

"CALYPSO HEAT WAVE"
Prod.—Sam Katzman
Dir.—Fred F. Sears
.
Johnny Desmond, Marry Anders, Meg
Myles, Paul Langton. Michael Gran¬
ger, Joel Gtrey, The Treniers, the. Hi¬
lo's, George E. Stone. The Terriers,
Maya Angelouc, Darla' Hood, Jeanette
Dana,
Calypso Mac
Niles,
Gloria
Marchal
(Started March 12)

"THE MAD BALL"
Prod.—Jed Harris
Dir.—Richard Quine
,
,
Jack Lemmon, Kathryn Grant. Mickey
Rooney.
Arthur
O'Connell,
Ernie
Kovacs, Dick York, William Hickey
(Started March 25)

WALT DISNEY
I Starts, This Year.. I
This Date, Last Year...... I
• "OLD YELLER"
(Buena Vista Release)
Prod.—Walt Disney
" Dir.—^Robert Stevenson
Dorothy McGuire, Fess Parker, Jeff
York, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran
(Started Jan. 28)

METRO
Starts, This Year... .p. *. ..5
This Date, Last Year.... .. 4
"L'ES GIRLS"
Prod.—Sol C. Siegel
Dir.—George Cukor
^
Gene Kelly. Mitzi Gaynor. Kay Kendall.
Taina Elg, Jacques' Bergerac, Leslie
Phillips
(Started Jan. 3)

"TIP ON A DEAD JOCKEY"
Prod.—Edwin H. Knopf
Dir.—Richard Thorpe
•Robert Taylor, Dorothy Malone, Gla
Scala, Marcel Dalio, Martin Gabel,
Jack Lord. Peter Adams
(Started Feb. 25)

"DON'T CO NEAR THE WATER"
Prod.—Lawrence Weingarten
Dir.-Charles Walters
Glenn Ford, Gia Scala, Anna Kashfi,
Earl HolUman, Anne Francis, Eva
Gabor, Keenan Wynn, Fred Clark,
Russ Tamblyn, Jeff Richards, Mickey
Shaughnessy
(Started March 1)

"UNTIL THEY SAIL"
Prod.—Charles Schnee
Dir.—Robert Wise'
Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine, Paul
Newman, Piper Laurie, Sandi'a Dee
(Started Match 14)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year.,..*.5
This Pate, Last Year...... 5
"SHORT CUT TO HELL"
Pibd.—A. C. Lyles
Dir.—James Cagney
Robert Ivers, Georgann Johnson, Wil¬
liam
Bishop,
Jacques
Aubuchon,
Murvyn Vye, Peter Baldwin, Denis
MacMullin
(Started Feb. 25)

"THE DEVIL'S HARPOON"

Prod.-Dlr.—Cornel Wilde
Cornel Wilde,
Jean
Wallace,
Mary
Astor. Arthur Franz, Larry Pennell,

CAPITAL TO INVEST
Complete financing available
to independent producers,
directors and writers for mo¬
tion picture production^

Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Leo McCarey
..
^
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Richard
Denning. Neva Patterson, Cathleen
Nesbitt, Charles Watts
(Started Feb. 12)

"TKI SUN ALIO RISES"
(Shooting in 'Mexico)
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
Dir.—Henry -King
^
„
Ava Gardner, Tyrone Power, Mel Fer¬
rer, Errol Fl:^i{. Eddie Albert
(Started March 18)

"WILL SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER"
Prod.-Dir.—Frank Tashlln ‘ • ,
Jayne Mansfield. Tony Randall. Betsy
Drake. Joan BlondcU. John Williams,
Lili Gentle. Rachel Stephens. Hciury
Jones, Mickey Hargitay, Patricia Pow¬
ell, Ann
Lida Piazza
(Started March 19),

"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
(Shooting in Italy)
^
Prod.—^David O. Selznick
Dir.—John Huaton
Jennifer Jones, Rock Hudson. Vittorio
dc Sica
(Started March 25)
.

UNIVERSAL

"MY MAN GODFREY" ,
Prod.—Ross Hunter
Dir.—Henry Koster
June Allyson, David hflven, Martha
Hyer, Jessie Royce Landis.. Eva Ga¬
bor, Robert Keith. Jay Rohin'son, Jeff
Donnell, Eric Sinclair
(Started Jan, 28)

"BADGE OP EVIL"
Prod.—AUtert Zugsmitb
Dir.—Orson Welles
Charlton Heston, Orsoh Wells, Janet
Leigh, Joseph Calleia, Akim Tamir'off,
Joanna
Moore. Ray Collins,
Phil
Harvey, Harry Shannon, Mort Mills
(Started Feb. 18)

"ALONE TOGETHER"
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Abner Blbcrman
George
Nader,
Cornell
Borchers,
Michel Ray, Judson Pratt. Jeanne
Cooper, Russ Conway
(Started March ID

"SLIM CARTER"
Prod.—Howie Horwitz
Dir.—Richard Bartlett
Jock
Mahoney.
Julie
Adams.
Tim
Hovey. BiU Williams, Barbara Hale,
Joanna Moore. William Hoppei', Ben
Johnson, Walter Reed
(Started March 11)

"DECISION AT DURANGO"
Prod.—Gordon Ray
Dir.—Harry Keller ,
_
Fred MacMurray. Joan Weldon, John
Ericson,
Robert
Middleton,
Marie
Windsor,
Edgar
Buchanan,
Skip
Homeier, Ann Doran, Robert Foulk,
Eduard Franz, Christopher Dark
(Started March 11)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year... 6
This Date, Last Year.3
"SAYONARA"
Prod.—William Goetz
Dir.—Joshua LoganMarlon Brando. Red Buttons, Patricia
Owens,
Ricardo
Montalban.
Miiko
Taka, James- Garner. Myoshi Umekl
(Started Jan. 7) .

"BAND OF ANGEL'S"
Sidney

"THE HELEN MORGAN STORY"
Prod.-r-Martin .Rackin' •
Dir .-^Michael Curtiz
Alin
Blyth, Paul Newman. Richard
Carlson, -Alan King, Geiie Evans,
Sammy White
- ■
(Started Jan. 24)

"NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS"
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
Andy Griffith. Myron McCormick,
Adams, Miuray Hamilton. Jeanles, Henry McCann, Dub Taylor,
liam Fawcett, Raymond Bailey.
colm Atterbury
(Started Jan. 28)

Nick
WilWil¬
Mal¬

"THE D.l."

To small record companies
or individuol record and/or
artist promotion.

(Mark VII Ltd.)
Prod.-Dir.—Jack Webb
Jack Webb, Don Dubbins, Jackie Loughei'y, Mdnica Leuds, Virginia Gregg,
Lin McCarthy
(Started Feb, 28)

To new faces, actors,^ac¬
tresses,
singers,
dancers,
models, etc., under manage¬
ment contract.

Starts, This Year.32
This Date, Last Year.21

Details, resume and pictures,
for appointment.
Rtply in ConfidMc*
lex Y.4U2. VARIETY,
154 W. 44lh Sr.. New York 3«. N.Y.

(Dlno Dc^urentiiS^ Rroductions) .
(For Columbia Release) . (Shooting in Thailand)
Prod,—Dlno De Laurentiis
Dir.—Rene Clement
'
SUvana. Mangano, Richard Conte, An¬
timony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet. Alida
.
VaUi, Nehemiah Persoff, Ruth Storey
(Started Jan. 7)

"LEGEND OF THE LOST"
(Batjac-Ponama Production)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Rome)
. Prod.-Dir,—Henry Hathaway
John Wayne,. Sophia Loren,
Brazzl. Kiirt-Kaszhar
(Started Jan. 12)

Rossaho

(Figaro Production) (For UA Releas^
(Shooting In SelgOn)
ProdfDir.—Joseph L. Manklewicz
Auole
Murphy.
Michael
Redgrave,
Claude Dauilhin
(Started Jan. 21)

"HELL ON DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Regal Films)
(For 20th-Fox)
Prods.—Leon ChoOluck, Laurence Stew¬
art
Dir.—Christian Nyby
Helmut Dentine. William Talman. Jean
WlUis. Donna Martell, ..Rex Ingram>
Jay Adler,. Peter Adams
(Started March 7)

INDEPENDENT

"THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI"
(Columbia Release)
(Horizon-Amerlcan Prods,)
(Shooting in Ceylon)
Prod.—Sam Spiegel
Dir.—David Lean
William Holden. Alec Guinness, Jack
Hawkins, Sessue* Hayakawa, James
Donald, John Boxer

Amusement Stock Quotatioms
For Week Ending Tuesday (26)
1956-57
High Low
.32^i
34 V4
263/i
16%
1C03/4
4Vb12 '
25%
9V4
36%
36%
.50%
8%
15%
17«%
29%
29%

2m

82%
29%
141%

20%
22%
22%
17
12%
753^.
2^4
6%
18%
7
27%
14%
31%
5
11%
13%
22%
21%
23%.
69
18%

Dl%

"MY OUN IS QUICK"
(Parklanc. Productions)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting at Allied Artists)
Prod.-Dlrs,—George White, Phil Victor
Robert Bray. Whitney Blake. Donald
Randolph. Richard Garland. Peter
Mamakos. Pamela Duncan, Pat Dona'
hue, Jan Chaney, • Virginia Coray
(Started March 14)

"I WAS A TEENAGE WEREWOLF"
(Sunset Productions)
(For> American International Release)
Prod.—Herman Cohen
Dlr.-^ene Fowler Jr. ’'
Michael Landon, Yvonne Lhne, Tony
Marshall. Dawn Richards, Michael
Rougas, Barney Phillips, Kenneth Mil¬
ler, Cindy Robbins
(Started March 14)

6%
13%
46%
2%
10
4%

3%

m

19%

1

4%
23/«
m _3
53A
23^
63/4
13%
3
5%

N. r. Stock Exchange

Net
efiange
for.week
+ V4
— %
34
— %
— %
— %

iVeekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
High
Low
inlDDa
236 &
Am Br-Par Th 114
22%
22%
CBS “A” .... 166
32%
32%
32%
CBS “B” .... 26
32%
31%
31%
Col Pix. 58
18% ' 18%
1.8%
Dccoa ...... 60
15%
14%,
15
Eastman Kdk 59
85%
84%
85
EMI . 153
334
364
3%
List Ind..... 43
.7% • • 7%
' 8%
‘Loew’s ..... 168
19
19%
18%
Nat. Thea. .. 89
8%
8%
8%
33%
Paramount .. 49
.3234
33%
Miilco . 119
15%; .
14%
14%’
RCA ..
245
33
33%
33%
Republic .... 13
.6
6
634
Rep.* pfd. ..,
12
12
4
12%
Stanley War.. 45
16%/
16
1534
Storer . 20
27
26
26%
20th-Fox ;.. 133
25%
24%
25%'
Uiiiv. PIx ..
6
25%
24%
24%
Univ., pfd. ;. *30
■70
70
70
Warner Bros. 139
25%
23%.
2334
Zenith ...... 73
103
95
101%
American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists 31
4%
4
Ail'd Art., pfd
1
10
10
Asm. Artists
26
42%
41%
C ic C Super 163
1
%
Du Mont ..
72
4%
434
Guild Films.. 35
3%
3%
Nat'l Telefilm 18
8%
311
4%
Skiatron
3%
Technicolor . 117
7
6%
Trans Lux.. . 22
564
5%
Over^the-Counter Securities
: Bid

— %
•— %

-f.%
— %
—1%

+ %

—1

Zi%
4-6%

4 .
10
4164
%
4%
3%
8%
4%
664
534

^
+
—
—
.-f—
—

%
%
%
%
%
%,
%

Ask

"THE DREAM MACHINE"
(Amalgamated Productions)
(Shooting fii London)/
,
,, ,
Prods.—Richard Gordon, Charles Vet¬
ter, Jr.
Dir.—Montgomery Tully
^ ^
Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy, Peter
llllng
.
(Started March 18)

"PATHS DF GLORY"

Starts, This Year. 8
This Date, Last Year.. 7

Dir.-^Raoul Walsh
Clarlc Gable, Yvonne DeCarlo,
Poitier
(Started Jan. 14)
’

"THE SEA WALL**'

"THE QUIET AMERICAN"

"BIRNARDINE"

"THE LONG HAUL"

'

.Starts, This Year..11
This Date, Last Year. ** *i .4
"THE THRRR PACE! OF EVE"

Starts, This Year......... 7
This Date, Last Year...... 5

(Transcontinental Films)
(Shooting, in Libya)
Prod.—^Paul Gracta
Dir.—Nicholas Ray
Richard Burton, Kurd Jergcns,
mond Pellegrin, Sean Kelly
(Started Feb. 18)

20th CENTURY-FOX

(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Productions) ,
(For UA Release)
Pxad-.-rJames. HiH
Dir;—Alexander Mackendrlcfc
-Biirt
Lancaster. “ Tony Curtisi
Sam
Levene, Susan Harrison, Marty Milner,
Barbara Nichole^ Jeff Donnell, Lurene
Tuttle, Joe Frisco, Lawrence Dobkin
(Started Nov. 4)

(Bryna Productions)
(For UA Release) ^
(Shooting in Germany)
Prod.—James B. Harris
Dir.—Stanley Kubrick
Kirk Douglas, Ralph Meeker,
Menjou, George Macready,
Mortis, Richard Anderson
(Started March^lS)

Adolph
Wayne

Chesapeake Industrie! .....
Cinerama Inc.
..
Cinerama Prod.
DuMont Broadcasting.
Magna Theatres .
Official Films .
Polaroid
..
U. A. Theatres..
Walt Disney ....

.
.........

1%
2%

.. 2
... 134
...124

.'2%
. 1%234

10%
2%
2
129
5%
•24%

+ %
%
— %
‘ — %
-f %
—2%
4- %
4-1

♦ Actjpal Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co:)

,,

"RED ARROW"
Prod.—Plato Skouras
Dir.—Elmo WUli^ms
Keith Larsen, Eujgenia Paul, Jim Davis,
George
Keymas,
Rudolfo
Acosta,
Lane Bradford, Michael Carr, John
Miljan
(Started^March 19)

"BOP GIRL GOES CALYPSO"

'80 Days,' Ingrid, Brynner Oscar Picks
Continued from page 2

The poll achieved a tremendously
high return, with 1,325 Hollywoodites and 179 exhibitors taking part
in the final balloting. Vote return
breaks down to slightly under 60%
in the production group, and just
"RIDE OUT FOR REVENGE"
over. 70% in exhibition.
(Bryna Productions)
(For UA Release)
daily Variety selected the five
Prod.—Norman Retchin
Dir.—Barney Girard
Academy Award nominees in each
Rory Calhoun. Gloria Grahame, Joa^e
GUbert, Lloyd Bfidges, Vince Ed¬ of the nine categories, testing, as it
wards
did last year, whether the Academy
(Started March 25)
Award winners are, by and large,
"BEYOND TERROR"
representativeof the industry’s
(Regal Films)
:
“best", choices.
(For 20th-Fox)
Prod.—Robert Stabler
One classification is so Very
Dir.—Charles Marquis Warren
close in the Daily Variety poll
(Started March 28)
there Is a possibility an3Chne of
three candidates could win. This
is in the Best Song category. While
“Friendly Persuasion’’ emerged
—Continued from page 1
^ the winner in the Daily Variety
poll, only a few votes separated it
nacle on the lower eastside is be¬ from runnersup “Whatever Will
ing converted into a/two-theatre Be, Will Be’’ and “Trup Love.’^’
operation by Lilly Turner, who
There was no race in the other
co-produced “The House of Ber- eight categories polled even ap¬
narda Alba” on Broadway in 1951. proaching this one for closeness.
Another projected venture is the In the other categories winners
establishment of a Cabaret Theatre were faiWy well defined’ but in the
by a corporation headed by Philip Best Song the trio of tunes were in
Posner, It’s planned for a site pre¬ a virtual deadlock.
viously used as an eatery and will
This is the tenth year of Daily
be patterned along. theatre-restau¬ Variety’s poll, which up to and
rant lines,, with a fepertdry policy including last year had a lifetime
contemplated.
average of .887, a figure without
A rundown of the off-Broadway precedent in the polling on any
theatres in operation this season subject.
In 1955 and 1956, the
follows:
Daily Variety poll scored bullsLower Eastside
eyes.
Tempo, Downtown, 4th Street, I Following are the Academy
Open Stage (being converted to norrilnees in each category epnthe Berkely), Alahambra Hall (a tained in the Daily Variety poll:
branch of the Open Stage), Royal,
BEST PICTURE; “Around the
Rooftop, Phoenix.
^
World in 80 Da^,'* “Friendly Per¬
Greenwich Village
suasion,” “Giant,” “The King and
Actors Playhouse, Greenwich I,” “'The Ten Commandments.”
Mews, Circle Ih the Square, ProvBEST ACTRESS: Carroll Baker,
incetown' Playhouse, Cherry Lane,
“Baby Doll”; In^id Bergman, “An¬
Theatre de Lys, Bleecker Street.
astasia”; Katharine Hepburn, “The
£astside-23rd St.,-81st St.
Rainmaker”; Nancy Kelly, “The
Davenport, Chanin Auditorium, Bad Seed”; Deborah Kerr, "The
Theatre East, Jan Hus, Covenant King and 1.”
(forhierly Finch College Aud.),
BEST ACTOR: Yul Brynner,
Theatre Marquee, Lenox Hill Play¬ “The King and I”; James Dean,
house.
(“Giant”; Kirk Douglas, “Lust for
Westside-56th St.-91st St.
Life”; Rock Hudson, “Giant”; Sir
Broadway Congregationjil Laurence/Olivier, “Richard III.”
Church Blackfriars’ Guild, Car¬
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
negie Recital Hall, Carnegie Hall Mildred Dunnock, “Baby " Doll”;
Playhouse, Carl Fischer Hall, Bar- Eileen Heckert, “The Bad Seed”;
bizon-Plaza, St. Ignatius Church, Mercedes McCambridge, “Giant”;
Patty. McCormack, “The Bad Seed”;
(Bel-Alr Production)
(For UA Release)
^
Prod.—Aubrey Schenck
Dir.—^Howard W. Koch
■Judy Tyler, Bobby Troup, The Mary
Kaye Trio. Lord Flea, The Goofers,'
Nino Tempo, The Titians
(Started March 20)

Off'B’way Lsgit

Dorothy Malone, “Written, on the
Wind.”,
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Don Murray, “Bus Stop”; Anthony
Perkins, “Friendly Persuasion”;
Anthony Quinn, “Lust tor^ Life!’;
Mickey^ Rooney, “Th^ Bold and the
Brave”; Robert Stack, 'Written bn
the Wind.”
BEST screenplay*'(onginal):
“The Bold and the Brave”; “Julie’';
“The Ladykillers”; “La Strada”:
‘‘The Red Balloon.”
BEST DIRECTOR: Michael An¬
derson, “Around the World in 80
Days”; William Wyler, “Friendly
Persuasion”; Gedi-ge Stevens,
“Giant”; Walter Lang, “The King
and I”; King Vidor, “War and
Peace.”
BEST ORIGINAL SCREEN^
STORY: “The Brave One”; “The
Eddy Duchin Story”; “High So¬
ciety” (withdrawn); “The Proud
and the Beautiful”; “Umberto D.”
BEST SONG: “Friendly Persua-=
sion” (“Friendly Persuasion”); “Ju¬
lie,” (“Julie”); “True Love” (“High
Society”); “Whatever WiU Be, Will
Be,” (“The Man Who Knew 'Too
Much”); “Written on the Wind”
(“Written on the Wind”).

Bob Coyne to Hot Springs
Robert W. CoynCj special coun¬
sel for the Council of Motion Pic¬
ture Organizations, heads for Hot
Springs tomorrow (Thurs.) to ad¬
dress the Independent Theatr#
Owners of Arkansas convention.
He’s thus fullilling a promise he
made when Theatre Owners of
America, with which the Arkansas
group is affiliated, was In session
in New York last ifall,
. Coyne Is taBhg his family With
him and will be away from his
Gotham office a week to nine days.

New York Theatre
i-IIDIO CIU MOtlC NUl-i
Rockcfellei'Center

AUDREY HEPRURR • FRED ASTAIRE
“FUNNY FACE”
CO-iUrrmi KAY THOMFSON
A roromevnt fkMra
anJmWIIICIIKlllWTMimTMtlllfi

PUSsreff
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sure which company wq would use,
whether Osaga, Kyoto or Tokyo."
About Trumjan Capbtq being on
the scene when shooting started,
Logan said, “I don’t think he’A go¬
ing to write anything on the pic¬
ture. He read the 'script, loved it
and made a tey{ suggestions. He
state and local, admissions and^
said one of the reasons he decidqd
not to Write about. ‘Sayonara’ was
gross receipits taxes nicked exhibi¬
Ducks Overhead
that there was no villain. .He got
tion for $23,000,000 minimum in
fascinated with other angles of
San Francisco, March 26.
1955, according to a study conduct¬
Japan and was busy working on a
St. .Francis Theatre, where
ed by the Council of Motion Pic¬
novel
about Japan.
. ,
“Ten
Commandments"
is
start¬
ture Organizations: This is the top¬
“I’d hate for him to do a ‘New
ing third month, has switched
billed finding of the COMPp re¬
Yorker’
story
op
thfe
picture,”
from
reserved-seat
to
unre¬
port on its survey.
Logan added. “It would hurt our
served-seat policy.
"
Admission, tax revenues ,in 17
pre-sale
campaign
of
romanticism."
Principal
aim
is
tq
cut
down
States and the territories oi Hawaii
Questioned' aboUt trouble get¬
overhead. Unreserved-seat pol¬
and Puerto Bico amounted fb $9,ting cooperation . frqm , the- Air
icy allows* St. Francis to trim
944,716. Boxbffice cut taken by 306
Force, Logan replied, ^‘They never
down to one 'stagehand per
local governnients (actually-491 cut
really refused copperattou. and
show from two, allows replace¬
in on the b.o. but the amounts they
clamped down on ‘Sayona]^a.' It
ment of more expensive boxtake were not available) was listed
was madq'^a lot more of tlian was
office men by girl cashiers.^
at $13,623,4^0.
true. Cooperation was never de¬
While these figures dramatize the
nied us. We simply negotiated for
drain on industry economies, per¬
a few days to decide how much.
haps more meaningful to theatreThey were loathe to put boys in
men are a couple of points made by
service
through any kind of dare¬
Kobert W. Cdyne, COMPO special
devil aeronautics which, ..was in
counsel. He warned that state and
the
script
at the. beginning. We
municipal officials are constantly
took the aeronautics ouL • We
bn the alert to means of grabbing
didn’t
need
them .anyway."
tax money from .theatres where
“But the Air Force did object to
they are not. already doing so, Extwo
inaccuracies
in . ‘oUr. script,"
hib inattention can let this happen,
Logan admittedii ‘.‘Kelly' (the . en¬
he stated.
listed
airman)
would
• not .On first
Coyne, on the second count,;
seeing. Gruver (major and jet acq)
notes that'35 cities and towns re¬
By DAVID M. JAMPEL
in
the
orderly
room
refer
..to .him
duced theatre taxation in recent
as ‘ace.’ Again, taldng directly
Tokyo, March 19.
years and 66.others repealed their
from
the
James'Miclienqr
book,
Sve
Director Joshua Logan whose
tax laws entirely. This largely was
the result of exhib pressure for “woes" in: connection with . the had a definite order shipping men
who
had
married
Japanese
girls
relief. Local* officials often are shooting here of “Sayonara" for
amenable to the idea of easing up Warner Bros, were .previously re¬ back to the Staites. We found that
there never was such a definite
on theatremen’s tax burdens when ported, personally disclosed other order."
Inequities, are shown or where the aspects of the experience.
Logan . discussed casting prob¬
theatres are “distress'' situations,
“I got much more than I' had lems. Last summer, after seeing
said Coyne.. ■
y
'
'
bargained for or dreamed I’d get," hundreds of girls here, he was
Lpgan states. “This picture had unable to find one with the doSirqd
the unusal problems of all pictures, appeal and ability to speak' Eng¬
but that’s ..part
the game.
lish. When he left- Japan, he was
I’ve had less problems with this talking in terms of Audrey Hep»
picture than anything I’ve ever burn for the female lead of Hanadone. ‘South Pacific’ was a prob¬ ogl.
lem when it opened in New Haven.
The director admitted he offered
I thought I had a flop on. my the role to Hepburn. He said,
Washington, March 26.
hands."
“She
considered it so seriously
The petition for American
Logan then proceeded to dis-- that I went to Europe to talk to
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
to acquire a de lUxe nabe house mlss each reported “woe" with his her about it. She read the script
four times, but became terrified
In Chicago, will be aired ,ln New version of the situations.
York, April 15, before Federal
About not getting cooperation of the idea of acting and thinking
Judge Edmund L. Palmieri. In¬ from the. Takarazuka Girls’ Opera like an Oriental. Finally she said
1
.
dications here are that there will Troupe, Logan s^id, “cooperation no.”
As the female lead, Logan, finally
be opposition to the request front was never denied because it was
settled
on
Mieko
Taka,
a Los An-*
Industn^ sources.
never asked.
geles-bom Nisei and a non-profes¬
Justice Dept, has not indicated
“When
the
Michei^er
novel
first
sional.
Logan
referred
to her as
Up to now where it stands. Its canie out in translation the girls
approval would almost certainly said they’d nevei cooperate if the “the biggest chance we took."assume an okay by the court ^tvhile story were to be filmed,” he ex¬
its opposition would probably kill plained.
“It was a matter of the
the AB-PT bid.
girls feeling blackened by the story
of one. of their members living out
of wedlock with a U.S. milit^y of¬
ficer.
Their slogan is purity,
" St. Paul, March 26.
beauty and art.- When we read
Documentary
film
“Albert
their reaction, we decided not to
Schweitzer"
due into the World.
ask
them.
Mr.
Kobayashl
(prez
of
Minneapolis, March 26.
Here on visit, Lester B. Isaacs, Toho, which controls the Takara¬ Theatre will benefit by some
national theatre operations direc-' zuka (jlrls) is a very good friend of 36,b00 tickets, in bulk, at 35c ea,ch.
tor, said that Minneapolis contin¬ ours. We’ve entertained in each Money is being spent by Hill
ues to be aihong Cinerama's half- other’s home. We decided not to Foundation here so that all the
dozen best towns. Operating, re¬ embarrass them. It didn’t matter juniors and seniors in St. Paul’s
sults here have exceeded all ex¬ whether we called the troupe Tak¬ high schools may view the pic¬
pectations for all three Cinerama arazuka or Matsubayshi, a fictitious ture.
Explanation: picture’s producerofferings, the total grosses being name.
There are a number of
higher than for many of the larger girls’ opera companies in Japan we director, James Jedrome Hill, is
cities where the attraction holds could have used. It wasn’t a prob¬ grandson'of thq railroad magnate,
forth, he said.
lem. We could have even recruit¬ James J. Hill, who established the
“Seven Wonders of the World" ed some girls and train them or do said foundation. .
Is now in its 33rd local Century it in the States.”
theatre week and still hitting a
Commenting on the fall-through
$15,000 to $18,000. weekly pace of negotiations with Schochiku for Fox Vs. San Bernardino
most of the time.
Drive-In Without Jury
150 girls from their Kokusai The¬
Its two predecessors ran 67 and atre in Tokyo, Logan ottered,
Los Angeles, March 26.
54 weeks, respectively.
“When I was here in 1951 I started
Early trial of Fox West Coast’s
negotiating
with
Mr.
Otani declaratory relief action against
SEASONS ON CUE
(Shochiku topper) to bring Ka- the Belair drive-in in San Bernar¬
buki to the States. After a year,
Mack Johnson's Sky-Drop Hustles I gave up. We" couldn’t agree on dino was indicated following Fed¬
eral Judge Harry C. Westover’s
Weather Changes
money. Last summer I returned ruling separating the action from
here with Bill Goetz (“Sayonara" the ozoner's $300,000 antitrust
,
Hollywood, March 26.
producer) to look for locations. I
A nbw sky background which again met with Shochiku. They countersuit. Fox. charges will be
can Instantl)^ give the effect of agreed to help us when we' came heard sans jury.
changing seasons, weather or time over to do the picture with Kabukl, , Circuit also was successful in
of day has been devised by Para¬ Bunraku puppets and with their having several portions of the Bel¬
air countersuit struck from its an¬
mount art director Mack Johnson Kokusai girls.
They were also
and will be used for the first time going to help ...us with Noh. We swer as not being concerned with
the Fox'move to have the court
on Don Hartman's “Desire Under had no <jontract, just talk.
They declare the rights of the various
the Elms."
New backing is ex¬ gave us a very reasonable price,
pected to save considerable time but it was all in a vague way since theatres to product in the San
and money since there will no we had no. schedule. It was more Bernardino area.
longer be the need of installing or less for the month of October.
new drops, etc.
Brandon Break
New method achieves* any de¬
“In the meantime, we were un¬
Boston, March 26.
sired exterior background effect able to cast as quickly as expected.
by the use of colored gelatins and Finally (Marlon) Brando became
Mike Todd’s “Around the World
lights focused on clouds painted in available and wq. had tq. niove in 80 Days” is set to open at the
red on a giant ' blue cyclorama. quickly. It came at an extremely Saxon 1,100-sqater here on April
Backing, however, can not be used inopportune time
as far
as 20 under. a regular contract per¬
for color films.
Shochiku was concerned.
They centage deal. The house, formerly
couldn’t open up- any time sud¬ the Majestic legiter recently re¬
done as a film theatre, will be scal¬
denly.
“We had also negotiated with ed at $3.30-$1.50 reserved seat
policy.
Eugene Walsh, who recently them for the use of their KabukiSam Blchmond, manager, will
bowed out as Universal treasurer. za Theatre. We. had planned to
Is to collect $9,360 a year for the shoot actual scenes there, one with handle same duties with his pres¬
next five years under terms of his their Kabuki actors and the other ent staff. Max Kendall is up from
deal.
with Bicardo Montalban on stage. New York to assist. Todd and
Walsh's contract provided him, We never spoke to the actors di¬ Elizabeth Taylor * Will be hei’e ioi '
rectly. In fact, we weren’t even the opening.
with a weekly salary of $800.

State & Lo<;^ Ik-Seekers Ready
To Pounce on BoxoSice-So Beware!

Joshua Logaji s

On Jap Feature

Par Chain NabebjeLoxe Yen
In Chicago Coining Before
N. Y. Fed Judge April 15

MINNEAPOLIS PBETTY
DANDY FOR CINERAMA

HILL FOUNDATION BUYS
^ 36,000 35c DUCATS

'80 Days’ Hub Scale: $3.30

Eugene Walsh's Severance

nCTCBES

19

Oughta Have to Give Prior Notice
Of 'Mergers Is ADied States Slant
On RKO Product Going to U
End Swishing Well
Los Angeles, March 26.
Los Angelet^’County Sheriff’s
office, on orders of Beverly
Hills. Judge Charles J. Griffin,
has shuttered the Carmel The¬
atre, West Hollywood pabe
which. had been branded a
hangout
for
homosexuals.
Sheriffs’ investigation of com¬
plaints of queer doings in the
balcony led to the discovery
that' operator Chaples Tarbox
had failed to obtain a 1957
business license and this was
used as the grounds for the
shutdown.
•
County Board of Super¬
visors has beefi asked to re¬
fuse to reissue a license for
the house.

Light on Thief
While Stealing
A. patent for a new device to
disepurage the theft of the loud¬
speakers at drive-ins has been reg¬
istered in Washington by two
Texans. . The invention sets off an
alarm which exposes the person
who is trying to make off with the
loudspeaker.
Theft of loudspeakers, which are
usually installed in pairs along the
ramps, by vandals or by individ¬
uals who can employ the unit for
use oil other electrical apparatus,
has long plagued drive-irr owners.
The new gimmick, actording to
the patent application, rings a bell
and; flashes a light on a central
panel to indicate where'the wires
have been broken. At the same
time a light goes on outdoors at
the point of theft. This system,
it’s said, will enable theatre per¬
sonnel to accost ‘/the guilty party”
quickly. But “since it is not de¬
sirable to bodily harm such guilty
party,” the wiring is so arranged
that he will not be electrocuted.
The inventors are Bishop N. Alshrook Jr., of El Campo, and Thom¬
as H. Harkey, of Bay City, Tex.

Strew Some Posies Along
Brown’s Path to Pasture
Los Angeles, March 26.
Stan Brown, director of research
for National Theatres, retires April
1 after/'47 years in show business.
He joined the NT's Fox West Coast
division in 1937 as a theatre man¬
ager, became a district manager in
1941 and has held his present post
since 1954.
Brown first started/in show biz
with a legit housq in Cial^ary, Can¬
ada, and subsequently was with
traveling rpad shows, Finklesteiii &'
Buben in Minneapolis;
Sacks
Amusement Enterprises, Milwau¬
kee, and Paramount Publix beforq
going with Fox. He resides in Long
Beach. .
District managers tossq.d him a
farewell luncheon (Mbn.) in the Na¬
tional Theatres hoineoffice- pent¬
house on Film Bow, and a series of
other farewell parties are planned
before month’s end.

'Istanbul' Tiff Drags On
Los Angeles, March 26.
Kim Inc. lost the first round of
its $450,000 Superior Court action
against Universal when Judge
Bayard Bhone declined to issue an
injunction halting distribution of
the Errol Flynn starrer “Istanbul."
Plaintiff conteiids this release
harms its similarly titled picture,
starring Virginia Bruce,'which was
originally circulated via television
and is now being released thea¬
trically.
However, Judge Bhone over¬
ruled a studio demurrer and gave
Universal 10 days in ^which to
answer the complaiht.
Case originally was tossed out
of Federal Court foir'labk bf Jiifisdlotlon.

■Washington, March 26.
“Disturbed" by the recent ac¬
quisition by Universal of the “film
distributing business" of BKO, Al¬
lied States Assn, has submitted a
statement to the House Judiciary
Antitrust. Subcommittee favoring a
bill to amend the (jlayton Act “by
requiring prior notification of -cor.porate mergers, and for other pur¬
poses."
Statemont, presented by Allied
general counsel Abram F. Myers,
points out that his organization'“is
anxious that all possible efforts be
made to prevent further transac¬
tions between corporations en¬
gaged in the production and dis¬
tribution of motion picture films
involving the acquisition by one of
the capital stock, physical assets
or business of another.”
• ' According to Myers, the Clayton
Act, unless it is amended, “will' be
subject to evasion." The act,, as
originally enacted, applied only to
the acquisition by one corporation
engaged in interstate conamerce of
the whole’ or 'any part of the capi¬
tal stock'' of another corporation,
where the effect might be to les¬
sen substantially competition or to
tend to create a monopoly. .
Myers says that corppriitions de¬
siring to merge took advantage of
the obvious loophole and, instead
of acquisitions or exchanges of
stock, one would simply buy the
physical assets of the other. In
1950, Congress remedied this de¬
fect by making the Act applicable
to purchases of physical assets as
well as acquisitions of shares of
stocks.
Myers points out, however, that
in the case of the Universal and
BKO transaction there was no
transference of stock or acquisition
of the physical assets. U merely
took over the distribution of
BKO’s pictures. From the stand¬
point of the antitrust laws, Myers
says, the important Result is that
an exhibitor^ if* he could not li¬
cense a picture he wanted from
U “at what he thought was a prop¬
er rental" could apply to BKO “to
see, what it had to offer.” The
Allied counsel stresses, however,
that “today, so far as the exhibi¬
tors are concerned, there, is no
BKO.”
Therefore, Myers suggests, that
the Clayton Act be amended so
that after the word “assets" the
words .“or business" be inserted
and that similar insertions be
made in other appropriate places
in the bill so as to. have the effect
of heading off “unlawful consoli¬
dations before they, c^n be con¬
summated.’^ He notes that the
amendment “will greatly strength¬
en the antitrust laws without im¬
posing undue hardships and will
constitute much needed remedial
legislation."

Group Auto Theatres
For Firstruns; Kansas City
Ozoners Brave Chills
Kansas City, March'26.^
Advent of spring last week saw
a number of drive-ins reopening
here- and Dickinson circuit inaug¬
urating a new first run policy for
two ozoners it .operates here, the
Leawood and the Shawnee. They
are being coupled with the Glen
Theatre, with a midtown location,
and Dickinson Theatre, southwest
suburban, in a four-way combina¬
tion, all playing the same firstruns.
Policy was’ tried occasionally last
year.
Policy opened with “Big Boodle"
and “Spring Beunion" from United
Artists, but ran into rain (much
needed in the area) and chill
weather to cut take seriously. Cir¬
cuit officials announced that first
runs will be the regular policy for
the four units through the summer.
Opening the drive-ins brought
some shifts in managers. Homcr
Eldridge has been shifted from
Olathe to the Shawnee, and Kersey
Clark from Branson, Mo., to the
Leawood. New manager at the
Trail (indoor) Theatre at Olathe is
Frank Blanke^berger, and. new
man at the Owen The..tre,’ Bran¬
son,, is John Westmoreland. George
McLaird is manager^of the Dickln■'Son','^OTd*''Herb'<3ari^ 'doubles*iit
the Kimo and Glen.
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Dairy Assn. Biiyii^ lucy Reruns
But Mon. Shows May Not Be Back

The TrendexScorecaM
“Twenty-One’* still misses Charles Van Doren, but not as sorely
as last week, the first week he was off the.show. “I Love Lucy”
again topped the NBC-TV quizzer on the t)vemight Trendex, but
by a narrower margin, 32,6 to 28.0. ABC’s Bishop Sheen outing
had a 5.7.
. ,
.
, .
Over the weekend, the, Jackie Gleason show fell to Its lowest
rating of the season. With Gleason on vacation and Kathryn
Grayson taking over for the weekr the show averaged 11.4 (hitting
an 8,8 low in the second half), with Perry Como zooming to a
34.5 average and “Famous Film Festival’’ on ABC averaging 5.4,
First of Steve Allen’s two Coast originations didn*t do him much
good rating-wise on Sunday. Allen hit a 23.£) on the hour, vs. a
28.9 for , Ed Sullivan. ABC’s “Amateur Hour’’-“Open Hearing”
composite averaged to 4.3. On Friday night (22), Dinah Shore
breezed in well ahead of her competition, averaging 24.6 on her
9-10 hour. Competitive CBS had a 12.9, for “Mr, Adaips & Eve”
and 17.1 for “Schlitz Playhouse,” while ABC had 12.6 for “Treasure
Hunt” and 10.9 for “The Vise.”
Last Wednesday (2Q), Frank Capra’s “Hemo • the'Magnificent”
just edged by competitive “Kraft Theatre,” which starred Edward
Mfulhare, by a 19:9 to 19.4 edge. ABQ’s “Ozzie & Harriet” and
“Ford Theatre” averaged to 13.3.

Whether or not ‘1 Love Lucy”-f-“returns to its Monday night CBS;
TV slot in Its present half-hour
Chicago, March 26.
form, reverts to a one-a-month fullMagnavox, radio-tv set manufac¬
hour series (as Desi Arnaz wants
turer based in Ft. Wayne; Ind., is
It) or doesn’t go on at all, there switching its advertising account
will be definitely by a “Lucy” show to the Maxon Agency from Foote,
on the Columbia spectrum next sea¬ Cone & Belding as of July 1.
This is Maxon- second crack at
son.
the account, having had it for sev¬
American Dairy Assn, has just eral years prior to the move to
pacted a deal with the network for FC&B a year ago.
SL 39-week sponsorship of “Lucy”
reruns starting In September, and
has put in a bid for the Wednesday
night 7:30 period. Whether or not
SAMMY KAYE
it gets that time depends on the
proves "poetry is akin to music" on
continued General Mills sponsor¬
his new unusual Columbia album,
ship of the .“Giant^ Step” quizzer.
"SAMMY ICAYE’S SUNDAY SERE¬
NADE," based on his ABO broad¬
GM recently renewed the shpw for
Colgate has pulled in its horns casts. It features Sammy’s read¬
another 13 weeks extending to the on nighttime tv spending, leaving ings of love poems over "pop"
end of the current season but has R. J. Reynolds saddled with full themes by Tchaikovsky, Rach¬
maninoff and other classicists.
yet to commit itself on its plans for sponsorship of two half-hour shows
Albums:
"MY
FAIR
LADY,”
♦the next semester. If “Giant Step” on CBS-TV, unless the network can "BELLS ARE RINGING."
London, March 26.
find new clients to fill the gap. The
On Tour: March 30, Kingston, N. Y.The ratings rivalry has come to
“gap” in this instance represents'
Britain,
but
BBC-TV,
which has
another $5,000,000, the cost of al¬
been on the run in all areas where
Desi^s ‘8 or Nothing'
ternating on two 30-minute seg¬
Rihgllng Bros.-Barnum & Bailey, it
has
to
meet
commercial
opposi¬
ments per season.
on the strength that the 7 p.m. tion, is claiming an overwhelming
Hollywood, March 26.
- Colgate has' served notice that it
Sabbath circus performance is tra¬ victory. Their director of tele¬
Desi Arnaz advised his cur¬
is pulling out of the “Bob Cum¬
ditionally weak, is turning the first vision broadcasting, Gerald Beadle,
rent “Lucy” sponsors that he
mings- Show’ ’and “Mr. Adams and
Sunday show, April 7, over to a tv has gone so far as to suggest that
fully Intends to make only
•Eve” series. Both, in effect, are
personality iii the hope of bolster¬ it will be some years before the
eight one-hour shows next
Reynolds
properties,
with
Colgate
ing
the b.o. Joe Franklin, who commercial network. becomes a
year at $350,000 per show.
brought in to help share the tab.
emcees “Memory Lane” middays
General Foods and Procter &
Scott Paper over the weekend on WABC-TV, N.Y., will act as serious rival.
Sponsorship
terminates
in.
June.
Gamble just as firmly told
Just over a month ago the state
Colgate’s plans for next season, finalized its deal for sponsorship of ringmaster, backed by a circus
him they’re not interested.
web began to release their top 20
as' with,many another client, are the new Gisele Mackenzie half- regular, clown Felix Adler.
Weekend meeting at Palm
shows, based on surveys carried
hpur musical show which Jack
up
in
the
air,
with
indications
Circus,
for
its
Garden
stand,
be¬
Springs brought firm state¬
pointing to a major expansion in Benny’s own company is packag¬ gan, a month-long pitch on Frank¬ out by their own researchers. Conment from Arnaz that the
the daytime area of programming. ing. However, it’ll wind up on lin’s tv stanza yesterday (Tues.). si.stently they’ve collared all 20
price fag is “not publicity.”
NBC-TV in the Saturday night 9:30 Dick Casper of McKnight Associ¬ places and not once has a com¬
P&G and GF are pulling
slot starting in the fall, which ates inked for the advertising and mercial production been featured
out because the price is too
clinches the fate of the present Sid set the “Franklin Circus Party” in their charts.. In their most
high and both demand week¬
recent list they. placed “Sunday
Caesar 9 to 10 hour.
night.
ly exposure. Both are said to
Night at the London Palladium”
Originally Scott had been dick¬
have a joint franchise on the
(one of the commercial web’s most
ering
for
the
same
night,
same
9-9:30 Monday night CBS-TV
consistently^ successful shows) In
time position on theTival CBS-TV,
time. GF also owns succeedr
40th position.
in
view
of
the
fact
that
Procter
&
Ing half-hour now tenanted
In all their surveys they’ve
London, March 26.
Gamble is giving the heave to
by “December Bride” and is
omitted to mention the fact that
Sophie'^ucker has cancelled out “Hey Jeannie” in that slot. How¬
certain to renew both the show
their
audience figures embrace the
of her Associated Television star¬ ever, P&G asked for an extension
and time next season.
entire country, whereas the com¬
ring spot in “Sunday Night at the of its option on the time segment,
Cost of “Lucy” hour-show
mercial
web has only three outlets
London -Palladium,” scheduled for so Scott, via J. Walter Thompson,
with time would run around
in London,' the Midlands and the
April 7, but may possibly do the negotiated the NBC deal.
$4,000,000. which according to
North.
This ’ gives the BBC a.
Hollywood, March 26.
show at a later date after she has
client reps is “way out of
completed her month’s season at
NBC has wrapped up a package natural 2 to.l advantage over their
bounds for us.”
compeI;ltors.
the Cafe de Paris. Miss Tucker
with Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis and
Their report also significantly
opens at the Cafe next Monday
Dean Martin for 14 special onehour shows that will cost the un¬ omits to make any comparison. in
stays, another time period will be (April 1).
areas
where they’re subjected to
Her
cancellation
has
not
been
in¬
derwriters, time and talent, over
found for the Dairy Assn.’s pickup
fluenced by the Cafe management,
$4,000,000, Hope and Lewis will commercial competition, although
of “Lucy,”
independent
ratings give the com-,
although
their
general
manager.
each do six shows through the sea¬
This, of course, is not the first
(Continued on page 48)
time that CBS has sold “Lucy” re¬ Major Donald Neville-Willing, has
Though Gotham radio independ¬ son and Martin is slated for two.
welcomed,
her
decision.
At
the
runs for network showcasting si¬
ent last week was absorbed for ap¬ Each show is tagged at $200,000.
Shows.will be slotted on a stag¬
multaneous with the Monday first- same time he has decided that proximately $7,500,0.00 (in stock
run segments. Couple seasons back henceforth a clause, excluding tv and cash) by DuMont Broadcasting gered schedule td avoid conflict or
Lehn & Fink picked up the re¬ performances during their seasons Corp., Richard Buckley Is going to adjacency with the sponsoring
runs for weekend exposure, the se¬ will, in future, ' be inserted in remain active chieftain of the sta¬ product. Several bliiechip adver¬
ries running for a time on Satur¬ artists’ contracts. Such a manage¬ tion. Buckley, president and gen¬ tisers are. reported interested and
day evenings at 7 and then shift¬ ment would leave them free to ap¬ eral manager, will continue as a sale imminent.
pear, for example, in the Pal¬ prexy of Dumont’s WNEW division
ing to Sunday afternoon.
The future of the Monday stanza ladium tv show the night after and become a veep and director in
Is very much up in the air and it’s they complete their cabaret en¬ the parent company. .
NBC-TV program veeps Bob
considered very possible that it gagement.
It was asserted by a company
Lewine and Mort Werner this
Although she does not come un¬ spokesman that Ted Cott, veep and
won’t be back at all next season;
week firmed up specific assign¬
Arnaz has practically handed down der this dictum. Miss Tucker, general manager of DuMont’s two
ments within .'the web’s program
an ultimatum to the network to whose Cafe date winds on Satur¬ tv stations, would not participate
Chicago, March 26.
department in . their respective .
either sell the show' as a once-a- day, April 27, might possibly make whatsoever in active management
Sunbeam Corp,, one of NBC- nighttime and daytime bailiwicks.
month 60-minute attracton or for- her Palladium tv show appearance of the nation’s largest radio indie. TV’s most steadfast midwest
The 10 new appointments involved
■ get ’the whole thing. Neither he the following night.
Cott was once program manager clients, will be back aboard the complete reorganization of the de¬
nor Lucille Ball want to commit
of WNEW, Furthermore, there will network’s college football telecasts partment undertaken a few weeks
themselves in the future to a week¬
be no shifts among WNEW employ¬ again next fall and also has or¬ ago when Lewine and WOmer got
ly exposure. Thus far the spon¬
ees, the • employees themselves dered 16 one-third segments of the their assignments. sors have balked at changing the
were told^ arid they personally Saturday night Perry Como show.
In nighttime, John N. Galley,
pattern.
Appliance firm again takes a
feel there will not be any signifi¬
quarter of the Saturday National formerly a general program exec,
Robert Eastman, exec veep at cant changes for at least a year,
becomes manager of program ser¬
Collegiate
Athletic
Assn.’s
grid
Buckley
*
exchanged
'
his
25%
the Blair „ spot representative
vices. Alvin Cooperman, Perry
agency, js reportedly the hottest WNEW interest entirely for stock package which this year embraces Cross and Joseph Cunneff become
in DuMont. His former partners, nine nationally televised games and
prospect for the job of vicepresi¬ WNEW former chairman Jack four regional contests. Agency is directors* network nighttime pro¬
grams, With each taking on respon¬
dent in charge of' ABC Radio. Wrather, and stockbroker John Perrin-Pausa
sibility for administering specific
Final decision by Leonard Golden- Loeb, owned the other 75% of the
nights of the week—Cooperman*
son, president of American Broad¬ indie and are taking their DuMont
for
Wednesday, Thursday and Fri¬
WORKSHOP TAPS TAPE
casting-Paramount Theatres, is ex¬ payoff 75% In cash and 25% in
day, Cross for Saturday and Sun¬
Purex and Speidel have battled pected within the next few weeks. DuMont stock.
day
and Cunneff for Monday ana
DuMont Broadcasting, formed CBS Radio Show Schedules Brace Tuesday.
Goldenson, since Don Durgin
their way to a Mexican standoff
Of Offbeat Segments,
again on a replacement show for quit for NBC-TV some weeks ago, via spin-off in late 1955 by giving
William. H a m m e r s t e 1 n, who
“Big Surprise,” which Purex wants has been looking outside the ABC DuMont Lab stockholders two new
Columbia Workshop, continuing ,joined the web as ^ a producer in
to retain and Speidel doesn’t. Last shop for the next network boss, stocks in the subsidiary company its present radio incarnation, has January, becomes director of pro¬
for
every
five
held
in
the
parent
week, the sponsors and NB.C tried and the field has pretty.much nar¬
gram submissions for nighttime,
Blair manufackirer, Is offering a new two novelties brewing:
to get Ai’thur Murray to back out rowed down to Eastman.
(1) Charles S.“Monroe, CBS pro¬ with Ross Donaldson, formerly ,
of his CBS-TV summer commit¬ handles several ABC owned-oper- string of 300,000 Broadcasting gram Writing chief, and CBS en¬ riianager of writing services, upped
shares to present holders.
A
ment and move in as “Surprise” ated stations.
spokesman expected that each cur¬ gineer Mort Goldberg, are ready¬ to manager of program submis- replacement on April 2, but Mur¬
ing a Workshop about the subject sions and reporting to Hammerrent
stockholder
would
’be
offered
ray couldn’t get out of his contract
one new share in the company for of tape recording. This swings .the stein. Leroy Passman continues as
With the web and sponsor. Associ¬
WorlKho]? really far back into his¬ manager of program administra¬
With the sale of WNEW to Du¬ eyery three held now.
ated Products.
tory. When, the late, Irying Reis tion and refiorts to Lewine and ,
So both sponsors got, together Mont Broadcasting, WPIX now is
originated the Workshop back in Werner. Dave Tebet. formerly :
and recommended the Ina Ray Hut¬ the only tv station in the seven- Phil Cohan's Trade Nod 1936 he devoted several experi¬ general program exec,, becoiies
ton show'as a replacement. That
Phil Cohan moves over from the ments to the microphone, the elec- manager, special programs.
was the stanza which served as station New York tv market with¬ CBS-TV press department to CBS trie eye and- other then-new gear.
In the daytime area, Werner
“Surprise’s” summer replacement out a radio affiliate.,
Radio as trade editor in the press
(2) Marianna Norris, a writer on named Carl. Lindemann Jr., for¬
last year, and both clients liked
DuMont’s WABD will now have info department. Cohan replaces Monroe’s staff, is doing a Work¬ merly a prograi-. supervisor, as di¬
the show. Trouble is NBC didn’t, WNEW a,s its radio partner. In¬ Howard Berk, who left to join the shop- script retailing her personal rector, of daytime, programs, and
an.d nixed the suggestion. The die WPIX, though, is the only tee- Bernard Relin Associates indus¬ adventures as a Madison Avenue William V. Sargent, formerly di¬
bankrollers and the web are now veer with a newspaper tie in the trial publicity outfit.
gal who took a job in a Texas ra¬ rector of administration for the tv
in the wher^rdo^W^-gQ-frpm^hefe, Metropolitan market, being an. q^o, ^ .Cohan’s been with CBS-TV sincq, dio station,,and what happened to network, as director of the “TpdAy”-“Horae”-“Tonight’.’ shows.
.stage.
' ■
her.
of the New York Daily l^ews.
January of 1956.

Magnavox to Maxon

Colgate Exiting
2(BS-TVSIiows

Britain Also Gripped by Rating
Fever; BBC-TV Claims Victory

-

Ringmaster Joe Erankiin

Scott Paper Buys
Gisele for NBC-TV

Cafe Owners ‘Welcome’
Move As Soph Cancels
Her ‘Palladium’ TV’er

NBCsM-Comic
Hour TV Package

Buckley Remains At
WNEW Helm; Employees
Assured of Status Quo

SUNBEAM’S COIN
FOR (HUD « COMO

ROBT. EASTMAN LIKELY
TO HELM ABC RADIO

Purex & Speidel
In Mex Standoff

WPIX Plays It Alone

NBC-TV Pn^am
Jobs Resolved
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SLIDERULE RUNS THE TV SHOW
NBC-MCAs Big Romance
',

For the past several weeks the trade, or at leSst a large segment
of it, has been outspokenly laware of the liig romance existing be¬
tween Music Corp,; of America and NBC, particularly since the ad¬
vent of Bob Kintner as exec veepee in charge. of programming,
Notably* the c^ose, relationship between Kintaer and MCA-s tv
- factotum, Sonny Werblin, has been anything but a secret and has
obviously been th^ major factor in the virtual wedding of the two
companies insofar as tv programming is concerned.
, In some respects it’s a complete switch from the Pat Weaver
days at NBC when, a few years back, the Williajn Morris boys were
•^getting the big NBC play, with practically the whole stable of bigtiine VfM comics arid packages entrenched on the NBC spectrum.
Virtually every new show set by NBC since the Kintner.:move-in,
carries the MCA label and it’s estimated that, projected' to their
sponsor potential per annum, the MCA-incepted deals thus far add
up to approximately $34,000,000. (And at the going rate of 10%
commission for MCA, that ain’t exactly hay.)
Item: “WClls Fargo,” thd new Monday night western series which
bowed on the network last week, is an MCA-TV film series:
Iterii: The hour-long Monday night Alfred Hitchcock “Crisis”
series preeming in the fall is out of the MCA shop. '
Item:. The “Wagon Train” filmed series, also preeming Wednes¬
day ey^ings in th^ fall, carries MCA tag.
s , ,
Item:.The NBC buyout of the Jack Barry-Dan Enright packaging
operation, which is still in negotiation, is by way of MCA, which
initially handled the “Twenty-one” transaction on NBC.
Item: The Tuesd^iy night George Gobel-Eddie .Fisher xollaboratiori in their hour-Ipng weekly series starting in the fall, is an
MCA deal, with both stars pledging allegiance to the agency.
Item: Giesle.MacKenzie, whose .half-hour show is slated to bow
Saturday nights on NBC-TV next season, is MCA. 6
Perhaps the lone, exception in the deals thus far set is the Suhday
night 9 to 10 Chevy spread, with Dinah Shore taking over 20 of the
shows. ' This is out of the Henry Jaffe packaging stable with no
direct MCA tie-in. One' other, the hour-long “Escaper” series
scheduled for early Monday evepings, is also non-MCA, but con* tracts have yet to be signed.
Otherwise, “the play nas been going to MCA to the extent that
Werblin’s appearance at the dedication of the new NBC Bur¬
bank studios on the Coast last week inevitably invited the quip:
“Sonny's looking over MCA’s Burbank branch office.”

R&H s XindereOa TV er 'Opens h
New Haven Via Tryont Technique
By BOB CHANDLER
Air the advantages of an out-of¬
town legit tryout with a minimum
of the costs are being employed by
the production team on “Cinder¬
ella.” the original Rodgers & Hammerstein musical which hits the
air Sunday (31) on' CBS-TV under
Pepsi-Cola and Shulton sponsorship.
The ‘‘tryout” technique, evolved
by exec producer Dick Lewine and
being employed for the first time
on the “©inderella’- production, is
giving the show the benefit of two
full weeks of sharpening, reroutin¬
ing, restagipg and perfecting the
entire prodiijctipn before air time.
''With all these advantages, the
extra • cost involved will come to
little more thtm about 6% of the
original budget.
Technique is simple; two weck.j
before air date, or March 17, the
complete show was performed in
a full-scale production—^not a
dress rehearsal but an actual per¬
formance which was recorded via
kinescope. Though the cast was
not working before an' audience
(except for a foin: some, Rodgers,
(Continued on page 44)

Pay Hike For
(]BS ^idoyees
An across-the-board salary in¬
crease of 7% has been granted all
CBS employees in New York in
the web’s labor grade class (nonexecs), along with a provision for
overtime payment on a daily basis
effective with the conclusion of an
eight-hour day.
Previously, overtime was calcu¬
lated on a weekly spread, with the
first five hours over the regular
40 hours calculated on a straightsalary basis and everything beyond
that getting time and a half. Undef the new provision, any time
worked beyond the eight-hour day
Is calculated as time and a half.
New wage structure is almost
the same as that requested by the
Employee Group, which asked the
new overtime setup and an 8%
salary increase. In gran^ng 7%,
CBS warned that employees should
not consider the upping of the in¬
crease over last year’s percentage
as 'a trend.

Una Bows Out
Hollywood*, March 26.
Conflict with the starting date
of her U-I starrer, “Lion in the
Sky,” has forced Lana Turner off
her slated guest shot on the Perry
Como NBC-TV show Saturday (30).
She’ll make the Como date .later
“this season.

NBC-TV May Sen
Dual Kinnies On
Escapers Series
Use of dual kinnies—an hour and'
a half-hour version—of the new
Delbert Mann-David Shaw-David
Swift “The Escapers” series, is' be¬
ing contemplated by NBC-TV.
Network last week finalized the
deal for an hour version of the
live & film meller series, fi'gured
for tb,e Monday. 7:30 to 8:30 period
in the fall, but client interest .in a
half-hour version has spurred the
possibility of a second • kinnie as
well. Understood Alcoa and Good¬
year are interested in the show
for their Monday 9:30 period.
Goodyear picked up the alternate
week on the time period last week.
Meanwhile, the old “Danger”
producer-director team of Charles
Russell and Bob Stevens have been
reunited to do the hour kinnie,
(Continued on page 48)

PACT BEHE DAVIS
FOR‘CRISIS’SERIES
Hollywood, March 26.
Bette Davis is the first star to
be signed for Alfred Hitchcock’s
hourlong filmed series, “Crisis,”
for NBC-TV next season. She will
topline “Split Second,” a Daphne
du Maurier stoiy to be produced by
William Frye.
Hitchcock will produce 10 of the
films, while a Revue team headed
by Alan Miller will produce the
other 10. Other producers with the
Miller unit will be Frye, Frank
Rosenberg, Jules Bricken, Bill
Kozlenko and Dick Lewis,
,

m|NBC-TV Daytime Advances (PSG,
GETS THEmUSH Lever, Etc.) Cue Closed-Door
'Crisis’ Meets at Rival CBS Web

By GEQRGE BQSEN
If there’s a tendency today tobecome critical of an industh^ that
had been nurtured on showrhanship, it’s^ because too many people
in high places have lost sight of
CBS-TV is calling it quits on
these showmanship' values and “Mama” after the web completes
have fallen prey to, bogus sub¬ the 26 films in the current cycle.
stitutes. Unfortunately the slide- Web is going ahead on production
of the full 26, despite the show’s
rule has become the be-all-and- failure to win a substantial audi¬
end-all in determining.what’s good ence or sponsor In its Sunday af¬
and what's bad. for„ ^the medium. ternoon period, in order to be able
In fact that seems" to sum up to turn a full package* ;over to its
today’s story of television and is CBS Television Film Sales for re¬
certainly one of the major con¬ run syndication at the end of the
tributing factors in the continuing season.
'
'
cycle of inferior program finding
Cutoff date on the show will be
their way into the 'medium.
around mid-June.
In contrast to an era when the
agency vice-president in charge of
radio was riding wide and hand¬
some in the scheirie of agency
thinking, pTaniiing and buying and
when all major program decisions
(when, network radio was in its
glory) were dictated by his instinc¬
tive good judgment, his flair for
showmanship and his know-how,
today the average tv-ridio veepee
in the Madison Ave. purlieu carries
buflFttle weight. As likely as not¬
it’s the media man and/or the
account executive, usually fright¬
Talent Associates has received
ened by mounting costs and back- permission from NBC tp cross the
stopped- by the aforementioned
sliderule and cost-per-thousand internetwork battle lines to pro¬
charts, who is the determining duce up to eight spectaculars on
factor in the choice of the client’s CBS-TV for duPont next season.
new tv program bpy. There are, Talent Associates, the Dave Sussindeed, cases on record / where
agencies • have recently acquired ‘kind-Al Levy production outfit, has
properties on behalf of their a five-year. program producjtionclients without even the knowledge development pact with NBC under
of the tv-radio veep.
whiph it’s exclusive to that web.
And since these are times when
Susskind & Levy are set'to do
the inherent showmanship values a minimum of six of the' du Pont
of a‘particular property may have specials, of which there will be
little or nothing to - do' with the 10, with the NBC arrangement
client’s purchase, it’s estimated in leaving them a. leeway' of two
some quarters that the v.p, in more if du Pont taps them. Though
charge of tv-radio might conceiv¬ properties aren’t selected yet, TA
ably disappear from the agency is planning three' classic literary
scene altogether in the nof too properties and three originals, all
distant future, at the rate of his 90-minute entries ' and all ex¬
present diminishing stature.
pensively mounted' prodtictions.
Unfortunately the thinking isn’t
As to the other entries, the en¬
restricted exclusively to the agen¬ tire list is beginning to shape up
cies. Only within recent weeks one now. “Aladdin,” the,musical with
of the tv networks premiered a book by S. J. Perelinan, will be
new half-hour show in a major one, witli CBS exec producer Dick
tim.e slot. It was acquired as an Lewine in charge. Leland Hay¬
outside package. Selection of the ward is tentatively slated for at
property had nothing whatever to least one and possibly two, while
do with merit (as was established Paul Gregory is down for another.
by the time the critics got through
One reason NBC was willing to
with it). The network bought it let the banders down for Susskind
.strictly because of the attractive
price structure and discounts that and Levy was that they brought
du Pont and NBC together and
were appended ta the deal.
gave the web first crack at the spec
There are, of Course, exceptions business. NBC and du Pont were
to the rule, but generally speaking, unable to make a deal, it’s under¬
tv is becoming saturated with stood, because the web insisted on
bargain basement buying (a situa¬ selling the outfit some telemention that is even more applicable taries and some of the new “fairy
to syndicated films). It’s a de¬ tale” specs, while du l^ont had its
pressed market and most every¬ own ideas on what it wanted. When
body’s running scared.- For the they’ couldn’t come • to terms,
medium’s own good, too many du Pont went over to CBS and
clients are looking for cheap buys. made a deal. '
Content and quality run second in.
It was Susskind, through the
their evaluations. And since it’s
already been established, that you offices of BBD&O (he does “Arm¬
can’t measure a pilot by a sliderule, strong Theatre’*' for- the agency),
the likelihood of next season even who gave du Pont the idea of go¬
surpassing the present- one-vjn in¬ ing from a weekly half-hour to a
ferior” programming content is one-a-month sped basis, and he,
worked out the dramatic concept
already creating jitters. ,
for the advertiser. Hence the lat-,
ter’s eagerness to retain TA as
producer on the basic nucelus of
What Timing ^
six shows.
San Francisco, March 26.
Ben Draper, exec producer
of KRON’s “Science in Ac¬
tion,” arrived back in Frisco
last Tliursday (21) after a fort¬
night in New York
Plymouth has decided on the
One of his major missions,
Don Fedderson telefilm package
while in Manhattan, had been
“Date lyithi the Angeljs”' as its Fri¬
to try to sell CBS “Odyssey”
day 9:30 entry over ABC-TV. Halfon the idea of doing 60 min¬
hoqr package takes the air Friday,
utes here about „ the 1906
May 3, at 10 p.m. When Sterling
Frisco quake. Draper and his
ankles 9:30 early in July, the
staff at the California Acad¬
Plymouth show, starring Betty
emy of Sciences had done all
White, wllUmove up to 9:30.
the research. and Were ready
to go with a script.
Frank Sinatra is slated to
But “Odyssey” nixed the
launch with an hour spedial from
-idea—and day, after DrapeiL
9 to 10 on Oct. 18 next season, and
returned home the biggest
the week following Sinatra and
Frisco quake in 51 year^
“Angels” will be *back-to-back for
11)0 first "thtifc: .
•
struck.
•

‘Mama’ jGettmg Axe

Talent Associates
GetsNBpodTo
Helm CBS Specs

‘DATE WITH ANGELS’
SET FOR PLYMOUTH

As NBC-TV’s new daytime surge
took on juggernaut proportions
last week and this—the web signed
nother $3,000,000 gross biz to
add to its $6,500,000 of last week—
CBS-TV’s higher echelons met be¬
hind locked doors in a series of
emergency meetings on what is
clearly amounting to a Columbia
daytime crisis.
While no details came out of the
meetings, held virtually, every day
on Columbia’s 20.th floor, the net¬
work may have to face a barrage
of questions in two weeks, w.hen
it meets with its affiliates in Chi¬
cago on the eve of the NARTB
convention. It’s expected that by
that time, the network , will have
formulated a drastic revamp in its
daytime bperation to meet the
combination of slipping ratings and
static business.
That CBS has been concerned
over the situation was apparent a
couple of weeks ago when it re¬
vamped the daytime program setup
under v.p. Oscar Katz. Latter in¬
herited the problem area after the
handwriting was already on the
M'all. so he’s not, on a hot seat as
for past responsibility, but he lost
no time in bringing in Ed Friendly
from the sales end to head up pro¬
gramming as director and setting
up a program development arm un¬
der Bert Berman.
But it was NBC’s Lever and
P&G deals, totaling $6,500,000,
that touched off the closed-door
meets.
Fact that Lever hadn't
been near NBC daytime for years,
and that P&G, except for a few
“Matinee” spots, had been a CBS
daytime baby, was a cause for con¬
sternation. Equally significant was
the interest Colgate has expressed
in returning to the NBC daytime
picture, particularly in light of its
cancellation last week of alternateweek half-hours on the CBS night¬
time “Mr. Adams & Eye” and Bob
Cummings entries (see separate
story).
Adding to Columbia’s woes was
this week’s $1,900,000 $ross SOS
Magic Cleanser deal oiit of McCann-Erickson of Sari Francisco.
SOS bought in on three alternate
Friday quarter-hours on “Tic Tac
Dough,” “Queen for a Day” and
the Tennessee Ernie show, starting
in July.
In addition to the SOS order,
which comes to $1,900,000 gross,
NBC this week signed Standard
Brands to $700,000 in additional
daytime business and was poised
to sign another $5()0,000 with
Dwight & Church, the manufac¬
turers of Arm & Hammer cleans¬
ing powder, which have been , out
of broadcast media for some^ time.
Standard Brands is buying one
additional alternate-week quarterhour on “Queen for a Day” start¬
ing April 23, while the Dwight &
Church deal is for an alternate
Monday quarter-hour oil “Tic Tac
Dough.”

Pat Weaver In
Edsel Dickers?
Is there a Ford in Pat Weaver’s
future? Or more specifically, an
Edsel? There were reports this
week that Ford had hired We'aver
as a consultant on the marketing
and advertising campaign, for the
ne\V Edsel model, which is sched¬
uled to make its bow in August.
Foote, Cone & Beldlng has the ad
account.
Weaver himself had a mere, “no
eomment” on the reports. But sev¬
eral months ago, it’s known, he and
Ford were discussing a deal under
which he’d produce all the com¬
pany’s television entries. The deal
in its original form subsequently
fell through, but the Edsel setup
may have been a result of that,
since it leaves him free to pursue
his new packaging-network opera¬
tions on a multifold basis.
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Squaring lucjr’ in S|)aiusli <

Justice Dept Rnlii^ Seen lmmiiient
Slapping Down Block Sellii^ of OU
Pk to TV as Anti-Trust Violation

CBS Television Film Sales has completed dubbing of 39 'T Love
Lucy!,' shows after having encountered difficulty <4n getting the
correct comedy pacing and lip sync in several previous tries. Dub¬
bing was done by Henri Grunding, CBS Film Sales' Latin Amer¬
ican chief, at his studios in Madrid. Grounding is currently on a
Latin American trek peddling the shows. *
“Ludy” is the sixth CBS Film' Sales'series, to get the Spanish dub
treatment. 'Grunding, incidentally, employs what he calls a “neu¬
tral” Spanish which overcomes the many differences among pure
Castlllian, Cuban, Mexican and Argentine dialects and is accpetable
to all the countries. Problems exist npt only in differences in pro¬
nunciation and intonation, but in the fact that phrases which might
be quite iniioc^t in one country take on a vulgar idiomatic mean¬
ing that could be highly embarrassing in another.

-----

Washington, March 26. 4
The Justice Department may an¬
nounce this week that block selling
Hollywood, March 26.
and blind booking of old films to
Sam Hersh, prexy of- Family
tv violates the Sherman Anti-Trust
Films^ has acquired tv rights to
'
' r" ■■ ■
. ‘
'
■... ■■ ■
■ '
Act.
biog series of late Tom Mix, silent
For some time, the Anti-Trust Di¬ pic western star.
Pilot will be
vision has been looking into the lensed next month under direction
sale Of blocks of old films to tele¬ of Frank McDonald.
Package wilL be -tagged “The Ad¬
vision stations and networks. The ventures of Tom Mix.”
division feels that those who pur¬
JIM LOWE
chase old film catalogs of the pjx
Dot Record*
studios and- sell them in comp^Still riding high With “GREEN —--;--f
Hollywood. March 26.
sory blocks^are just as much in vio¬
DOOR,”
Current
release
“BY
Profits froni Four. Stars Films
YOU”—-“I. FEEL the BEAT.”
lation of the Sherman Act as were
Inc. are being plowed back into
Radlo'-TV Personality—Eight solid
the motion picture distributors who
hours weelcly—WCBS, New York,
production by partners David,
sold compulsory blocks of pix to
plus Major TV Guest Shots:—Star
theatres.
Niven, Dick Powell, Charles Boyer
Sales'man for Libby’s,. Hoffman’s,
Victor Hansen, Assistant Attor¬
New film series based on the and prexy William Cruikshank,
many others.
ney General in charge of the AntiPersonal Management
books of James D. Horan, city edi¬ Niven disclosed over the weekend.
CSIDA-GREAN Associates, Ino.
•frust. Division, disclosed he has
tor of the New' York Journal- “We’re enormously solvent.” liven
101 West 65th Street. New York American, is in the hopper at Herb typically commented, “but we need
been receiving complaints from
Circle 7-0700'
video stations that they are com¬
Jaffe Associates, new agency-pack¬ a large working capital. Lots of our
aging house. Titled “The Desper¬ profits go into a working; fund for
pelled to purchase entire blocks of
Producer Bernard Luber who
films to obtain those they.want. In just completed 13 episodes of “Ex¬
ate Men,” the show deals with his¬ pilots and such.”
many Instances, the« blocks have
torical yarns drawn, from the 1860Niven outlined the projects of
been sold “blind,” with purchasers clusive!”, distributed in the XT. S.
1900 period and is based on what promises to be Four Star’s
not permitted to see them in ad¬ by ABC Film Syndication, has at
Horan’s “Matthew Brady,” “Con¬ biggest producfioii year. He dis¬
federate Agent,” “Tales of the closed that a’ newly-formed outfit,
vance.
least two other telefilm projects
Pinkertons” and “Desperate Men.” Dayton Productions, has largely
Last September, testifying be¬ planned, one based on the “Raf¬
Horan is currently working on supplanted Four Star Films as the
Scranton, Pa., March 26.
fore the Celler monopoly subcom¬ fles” fictional society Jewel thief,
WGBI-TV Is using many of CBS- outlines for 39 episodes for the production arm of the firm. All
mittee of the House of Representa¬ and the other “The Ace of Dia¬
Four Star toppers are principals in
tives, Hanson said there was con¬ monds,” dealing with the illegal TV’s top stars on film as part of its series.
Dayton, but unspecified outside
siderable similarity between what trading of diamonds throughout promotion campaign to alert north¬
coin is also involved. Altogether,
is going on today in television and the World.
'
" - eastern Pennsylvania that its call
some 10 series are involved under
letters are changing to WDAU-TV
the practices outlawed by the Su¬
Luber, a feature film producer
the Dayton and Four Star banners.
preme Court * in the Paramount in Hollywood as well, also plans on April -1, when it also will
switch
to
more
power,
new
trans¬
case.
On the Da^on slate are “Rich¬
three features, all in the exploita¬ mitting equipment and a higher
ard Diamond. Private Detective,”
tion groove. His activities in the tower.
Dick Powell’s former radio pro'Vtelefilm and feature field will be
Jack Benny, Walter Cronkite,
erty, already sold as a CBS-TV
under the banner of Radiant Pro¬ Robert Cummings, Carmel Quinn,
summer replacement;: and pilots
ductions in the U.S. and Ardleigh Jack Sterling, Gene Autrey and
for
three new series. These are
Films in Britain. Functioning with Lassie, each made 20 second film’,
“Stubby
Kaye Show” and “Indian
him on both sides of the Atlantic spots for the occasion. Promotion
Scout,” now shooting; and footage
will be Edward Sutherland, vet also is being pushed via a news¬
already
in
the can for “Gulliver’s
Hollywood director who also di¬ paper campaign and other media.
Travellers,” co-starring Niven, Boy¬
rected “Exclusive,” Maury Seuss, Also aiding campaign is WCAU,
Chicago, March 26.
er,, Jack Lemmon and Jane Powell
WBBM-TV figures to gross close on a rotating and overlapping basis.
In its first week of availability, in production, Guy Morgan and Philadelphia. Scranton station is
Screen Gems’ newest theatrical Gene Feldmaiij^ in the story depart¬ an affiliate of WCAU-TV which to $3,250,000 over a year’s span Plans are to lens much abroad on
1 bought controlling interest last from- its Metro feature film stock¬ “Gulliver’s.” in keeping with travel
package of 39, “Hollywood Pre¬ ments.
pile, Columbia station’s spot car- agency theme.
miere Parade,” has been sold in
.Luber, questioned on why he August.
When WGBI-TV switches to drying. “Early Show” matinee and
14 markets, with present indica¬ shot 13 “Exclusive” episodes rather
Additiopally, Four Star is cur¬
tions’ pointing to the sale of the than the usual pilot for a national higher power on April 1, the wat¬ the evening “Late Show” matinee rently doing below-the-line produc¬
package in 24 additional markets sale, said he had enough confidence tage will be boosted nearly six and the evening “Late Show” are tion on ‘Mr. Adams and Eve” for
within the next two weeks.
in the series, based-on the adven¬ times, from 178,000 ’ watts to running at a virtually sold out Bridget Productions (Howard Duff
gait, for an approximate weekly
SG, in another move affecting tures of Overseas Press Club cor¬ 1,000,000 watts,
take of $49,500. Premium priced and Ida Lupino) and CBS-TV: ana
telefilms as well as features, es¬ respondents, to go on the hook for
is filming “Zane Grey Theatre” in
Saturday night “Best of MGM” partnership with Zane Grey Pro¬
a
lot
of
coin.
With
13
in
the
can,
tablished a new division under its
showcase has been a solid winner ductions, and “Hey. Jeannie” In
syndication department which will the worst that possibly could hap¬
since its Inception last December, partnership with Tartan Produc¬
handle “B” arid “C” pix from the pen would bo that skein would
grossing $13,500 weekly.
Columbia library, as well as reruns find a summer replacement' berth.
tions,
*
Minute spots on the early and
of Skeins. The operation will be ABC Film Syndication, which' is
WABC-TV, with its first batch of
While Dayton has largely sup¬
similar to Ziv’s Economee branch. distributing the series in the U.S., first-run features, is departing late strips go for a base price of planted Four Star in the upcoming
SG is kicking off the new division pitching it for nationl sale, has a from . the usual cross-the-board $375 .per, which average down to schedule. Four Star has lensed a
with 52 pix from the Columbia li¬ financial Interest in the show.
sales plan in New York on multi¬ around $300 with discounts. The Civil War-anthology pilo.t, ‘‘Battle
He estimated that if “Exclusive” exposure , and is instead sellihg dozen minute blurbs in the Satur¬
brary. First man hired for the new
Flag,” in* conjunction with Zane
production
had
been
based
in
Hol¬
division is Jack Gilbert, formerly
one-minute participations on any day night feature go for $900 flat Grey outfit and' creator 'Evarard
with Lippert, with another man or lywood, rather than England, it Of the six nights each of its new and the six ID’S for $450 per.
Mead'e. Also, Four Star Is prepping
two slated for the division. All would have cost another 25%. He Columbia pix is shown. Top one¬
another series project “Track
will report to Jerry Hyams, direc-' -said the difference in costs-4n main¬ time rate, based on regular rate
Down,” to be made with coopera¬
tor of syndicate distribution, and ly tha1: of wages for technicians, card, Is $225 per minute, ranging
tion of Texas Rangers. Niven dis¬
(Continued on page 44)
Bob Seidelman, sales manager.
to an end rate of $191.
closed. Additionally. Four Star still
has hopes for “Arizona Ames,” anFollowing the opening sale of
“Hollywood Premiere Parade” to
. (Continued on page 48)
WABC-TV, N. Y., SG Inked the fol¬
lowing stations: KRON-TV, San
WPIX, N. Y., continues to gar¬
Francisco; WTVN-TV, Columbus,
ner that double exposure coin, ink¬
O.; WSM-TV, Nashville; WREC-TV,
ing Liebman Breweries for “Code
Memphis;
KTVK-TV, • Phoenix;
3,” also shown on WRCA-TV, and
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; WTIC-TV,
N.Y. Film Producers Assn. Doesn’t Think So;
Hartford; KCRA-TV; Sacremento;
V. La Rosa and • Schaefer Brewing
Treatise to Cite ^Limitations’
WEEK-XV. Peoria, Ill.; KBAK-TV,
[for “Silent Service,” on WRCABakersfield, Calif.; KONO, Hawaii;
TV, too.
and KTMB, San Diego.
An authoritative word of caution chines In use. Color, too, is a ques¬
Other double exposures on the
Hollywood. March^26.
is expected to be offered within' tion. m£^rk;. instead of starting from New York Daily News indie in¬
Interstate TV Corp., Allied Art¬
the
present
stages
of
tape
develop¬
ists tv subsid. is the apparent win-,
the week against the unrestricted
clude
“Science
Fiction
Theatre,”
ment,. companies such as Ampex
ner in the race to get a teleoix
ex;ub.eranoe of some tradesters once, again have. to start pretty “Stage Seven,” “Highway Patrol”
series underway on winners of the
about the future of electronic tape. much ^rom the beginning to con¬ and “Dr. Chfistian,” deals all nation’s highest combat award, the
It is understood that engineers in vert to tint, it will be said. Ani¬ pointing to the feeling Of adver¬ Congressional Medal of Honor. In¬
Toronto, March 26.
the 'Film Producers Assn, of New mation, stop-motion and special- ef¬
terstate last week disclosed that it
Nearly doubling original esti-. York ptan for next Tuesday (April fects—the* forms of tv commercials tisers that in the large Metropoli¬ wiir start filming 39 half-hour
mates, 28 episodes of “Pierre 2) a treatise on the limitations of today—cannot be done ^ith pres¬ tan market, they can get added “Medal of Honor” telepix very
Radisson,’? founder-explorer of the taped video.
ent tape machinery; hence, the mileage on a skein by slotting the shortly for its own distrit? org.
Hudson’s Bay Co., with scripts by
Paper will be included in FPA’s function of ordinary film in com¬ pi’ograih and commercial on two, , Idea has been kicking around in
John Lucarotti, Toronto, will cost two-and-a-hal£ hour presentation mercial-making will not be de¬ rather than one station.
other quarters, and indie producer
the State-operated Canadian Broad¬ on “New Horizons for the Televi¬ stroyed by tape’s advent, “Tape
On the feature front, WPIX, Albert C. Gannawav recently stat¬
casting Corp. $821,600 and not the sion Commercial — New. Tech¬ is not the be-all, end-all of tv; it whkh Is the New York outlet for ed he had a similar ’ series with
original $520,000, according to-Rev- niques, New Ideas and New Film.” cannot be distributed as a national the NTA, Film Network, has set same title in prepping stages. How¬
enue Mihister John McCann, with¬ Approximately 1,200 agency and spot vehicle,” the paper reads.- Saturdays at 10 p.m. for the NTA ever, Interstate prexy G. •'•Ralph
in whose Federal department the client personnel have received in¬ Along with this will be the obser¬ theatricals, playing them to com¬ Branton stated the project, to be
CBC falls.
vitations to the session, FPA re¬ vation Jthat tape is only a'“tool.” pletion, with “Suez,” the first in filmed In association with produc¬
Filmed separately in English and ports.
At the presentation, FPA mem¬ the roster, kicking off next Satur¬ ers Ed Henderson and William
«
. Dean, has been in the works for
•French, “Radisson” already has* 17
Caution against “professional bers will highlight a new anamor- day (6).
episodes in the can, eight had re¬ prognosticators who don’t take into phic or wide-angle lens technique;
Under the heading of new biz, four years,
ceived final editir . th'- ' had been account tape's inherent limita¬ converting black-white to color, Brylecreem has inked for a large
Henderson, and Dean have story
released over the CBS-TV net^ tions” wil^be the basis for the silhouette lighting, rear-seteen pro¬ package consisting of 26 pre- clearances from 39 Medal of Honor
works. (The French-language vdr- treatise, one of the Several to be jection techniques, color experi¬ Giants game shows with Jimmy winners, and scripter Sam Roeca
sion is shown Sundays; the English delivered. As far as is known, it mentation, and special featur^sj Powers and 21 post-Giant game has finished 13 teleplays. • Major
kinescope the following Satur¬ will be state, electronic tape can¬ described as unusual, on abstract, shows with Frankie Frisch. Out¬ Raymond Harvey, also a Medal of
days, i
The director is Pierre not be as flexibly spliced or edited, paper sculpture, puppets and su- fit also has taken one-quarter of Honor winner, was technical ad¬
Gauvreau; musical background by and it certainly cannot be distrib¬ , perimpositiohs over live aqtion. the 20-second spots around both visor. Defense Department coperaJohnfiy Cowell, Toronto, composer uted to lockr stations so long as Another treatise Will be on new WPIX’s telecast of the Yankee and' tion has<. been promised for the
of “Walk Hand in.Hand.'*
filming..
Dodger games..
there are only a handful of ina- use of sound.

Pilot on Toni Mix Series

Dayton-Four Star Bares Ambitious
Schedule With 10 Series on Agenda

'Ace of Diamonds/
'Raffles’on Luber
Telefilm Agenda

Mull Series Based
On.Jim Horan Tomes

Promotional Hoopla
For Scranton Station
Uses^Top Stars on Film

WBBM-TVEyeing
$3,250,000 Gross
On Year’s M-G Pix

SG Pushuig New
BuudleofColPix

WABC-TV Selling hTime
Only Min. Plugs on Pix

Video Tape the 8th Wonder?

CANADA’S 821G FOR
HUDSON BAY SERIES

More Doable Exposure Coin to.WPIX in Inking
‘Code 3,’ 'Silent Service’

Interstate Winnah
On Medal’Vidpix

P^Rieff
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PassanteTeDs’EmOif

TPA s $2,700,000 htl Biz; Envision
50% of Total Income as Foreign
Mounting importance of , the in-4
temational telefilm market is re¬
flected in a Television Programs of
America report on the first anni
Hollywood, March 26.
of the founding of its TPA Inter¬
Ralph Acton, casting exec for
national division. In the one year NBC-TV “Matinee Theatre,” has
that the international operation been named to supervise telefilm
has been in business, according to
casting for NBC-TV, under Juiie
TPA, it has grossed a total of $2,- Leff,
Coast casting topper for the
700,000 on 12 different series in as net.
many countries.
Gene Reynolds, former thesp,
TPA toppers Milt Gordon and steps into Acton’s “Matinee” post
Mickey Sillerman believe this is on April 1, when switchover be¬
just the beginning, that within comes effective.
two or three years, international
revenues will comprise between
40 and 50% of total income and
that as in the motion picture busi¬
ness, foreign revenues will supply
a strong profit margin, to the
business.
The 12 countries in which TPA'
has made sales include Canada and
England, with these comprising
the bulk of the business. List in¬
cludes several sales made only
last week, one of them with Sheaffer Pens, via Russel M. Seeds
Official Films,-in another expan¬
agency, for all of Canada via
CBC-TV of the: “Star Showcase’’ sion move, has added two proper¬
series. Other shows already in ties to its projected national sale
Canada are “Private Secretary,” roster, bringing the number of
“Lassie,” “Fury,” “Count of Monte pilots which will be ready for
Cristo” (in English and French), showing next months under its dis¬
“Hawkeye St the Last of the Mo¬ tribution label to five.
hicans” (also in two ’ languages)
The new ones are: “Life-Size,” a
and “Ramar of the Jungle.”
half-hour skein done in conjunction
List of new sales in South with Mark Stevens Productions’ dra¬
America in >.the past couple of matizing lives of colorful personali¬
weeks includes a Spanish version ties in many pursuits, done in a
of “Fury” to Laboratories Picot semi-documentary fashion, with
for Mexico City*and “Stage Seven” Mark Stevens doing the narration.
Corporacion Nacional Electronica, The initialer is based on the life of
also in Mexico City. Borden Co. former Mexican lightweight, champ
has bought “Stage Seven” and Lauro Salas. Skein stems from
“Lone Ranger” in San Juan, “Pageant” magazine series penned
Puerto Rico. England and Austra¬ by Turnely Walker. The other is
lia have contracted during the Pyramid. Productions’ “Decoy,”
' year for “New Adventures of dealing with the adventures of a
Charlie Chan,”^ “Cristo,” “Secre¬ policewoman, the pilot of which
tary,” “Fury,” “Halls of Ivy,” is currently being shot in New
^‘Lassie,”
“Hawkeye,”
“Ramar” York, with Beverly Garland star¬
and the Ellery Queen “Mystery Is ring, under the direction of Don
My Business” stanza.
Medford.
- '
On the Continent, firm’s activi¬
Just a week ago,. Official FUnis
ties have been more limited, with took moves to reenter the first-run
only two deals, one for “Ramar” syndication, preppihg three firstin Brussels and the other for run entries, one from Hanna Wein¬
“Fury”, on Service Suisse de Tele¬ stein’s Sapphire Films, Ltd., of
vision In Switzerland.
England, portfolio, the other, be¬
ing the “Vagabond” travelog, and
a yet-unannounced property. Ex¬
pansion of Official’s sales vforce
and establishment of a multi-million
dollar revolving fund for produc¬
tion is planned under the program.
Othet properties being prepped
for national sales include: “Pistol
Point,” and “Marco, the Mag¬
Favorable- ruling of the Internal nificent,” formerly titled -“The'
Revenue Bureau last week permit¬ Blade,” both Sapphire productions;
ting stars who operate package and “The Sixth Sense,” filmed in
shows to pay taxes at the corpora¬ Holland. One of the two Sapphire
tion rate instead of the much productions will be corraled for
higher individual income tax scale the syndication market, according
was an indirect factor in swelling to Current plans.
Screen Gem’s 1958 production pro¬
gram.
Eva Bartok, who’ll star in a new
39-half-hour telefilm series for SG
. release, revealed that originally
she ’ was doubtful about going
MCA-TV’s “State Trooper,” with
ahead witlKthe project due to the its recent sales to WBUF-TV,“Buf¬
tax angle but changed her mind falo; and CKLW, Detroit-Windsor;
when the Government relented. is now in 180 markets.
Tentatively titled “Forever . , .
Biggest regional riding the
Eva,” series will relate the experi¬ skein is Falstaff Brewers in more
ences ol.a Hungarian refugee who than 70 markets followed by recomes to America on the Freedom gionals inked by other brewers in¬
Airlift.
cluding Schlitz, Hamm, Carling
Prior to returning to the Coast and Schmidt & Son, Other impor¬
Friday (22), Miss Bartok .pointed tant regionals include Reynolds
out that the venture Stems from a Tobacco, Lipton Tea, Kroger Su¬
company in which she’s partnered permarkets, Coca Cola, National
with independent producer Alex- Biscuit Co., Prince Macaroni- and
(Continued on page 48)
Sego Milk Products.

Acton’s Telefilm Berth

‘Decoy,’‘Life-Size’
Other POots Off
Official Beitline

%a&SG(iet
AU.S.TaxBreak

‘STATE TROOPER’S’
180-MARKET SPREAD
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Last Sunday night (22) the *'Spanislu-Hour’' live entry on
WATV, Newark, N. J., gave its final performance. Station is
taking over the. time to install a new cycle of 20th-Fox features.
But Don Passante, the show’s emcee, didn’t take it lying down.
As result ^viewers were treated to some on-the-air observations
and commentary remarkable for. their candor; Passante told
the viewers not to hesitate, to write in to the station’s prexy and
register; a squawk, ile said, in effect, it was a downright shame
that kuch a show had to give way to films. At one point he al¬
luded to the fact that they were cueing him tp get off the air,
but that he was going to have his final say. As for being shifted
to Sunday afternoon, he added “Who wants it? Everybody’s
watching baseball anyhow.’’
'

TV-FIUlfS

30PIL0TSNOW
London and its environs have
emerged as the second telefilm
production Capital of the world,
outdistanced only by Hollywood,
with the made-in-Britaih stake in
American tv growing by millions of
dollars yearly.
The size and importance of the
U.S, television market to British,
interests was underscored by John
B. Cron, Screen Gems managing di¬
rector in the U.K., in New.York for
exec confabs on new product. Since
1950, from $34,000,000 to $37,000,000 has been grossed from Ameri¬
can tv by British films, both madein-Britain tagged telefilm series
and theatricals., he estimated.
Cron offered no documentation
for his estimate, other than it was
based on a study he did for SG
about a year ago, collating new de¬
velopments to bring it up to date.
But that the estimate is fair—and
that Britain’s stake in U.S. tv is
mushrooming—was gathered from
other sources. Parenthetically, it
should be stated that sonic heavy
financing coin comes from this side
of the Atlantic on many of the tv
projects, but for a variety of rea¬
sons it’s important that these pro¬
jects come under the Union Jack
banner, bringing scarce doifftrs to
: Britain.
A look-see at the American tv
scene over the years bears out the
$34,000,000, -to $37,000,000 esti¬
mate. First off, some 300 British
theatricals, vintage pix and current
one'^s, have found their way on U.S.
tv screens. No big money was paid
for them, but in the aggregate, their
U.S. earnings add up. On the tele¬
film side, here are some of the
Union Jack labelled series sold-in
the U.S. market: “Robin Hood,”
“Sir Lancelot.” and “The BuccanOers,” all networked out of Sap¬
phire Films-Official Films shop; in
syndication, 156 episodes of “Doug¬
las Fairbanks Presents;” “Col.
March of Scotland Yard,” also from
Hanna Weinsten of Sapphire; “Fa¬
bian of Scotland Yard,” “Sherlock
Holmes,”
“Scarlet
Pimpernel,”
“The Vice,” Danziger Bros.; as well
as partial production in England of
“Count of Mqijte Cristo” and
“Flash Gordon” skeins; “Aggis”
and “Sailor of Fortune,” to be dis¬
tributed here by RKO Teleradio; as
well as a few other series not men¬
tioned. Under present production
costs, programming revenues from
the three networked Sapphire-Offi¬
cial films amount to about $4,400,.000 alo^e.
Lotsa Current Activity
That the British stsdce'in U.S. tv
Continues to mushroom is garnered
by the current production activity
in the U.K., described to Jbc at its
height, with all of the big projects
aimed at the. U.S. markenl^as well.
SG completed the costly “Ivanhbe”
pilot, in color, there and Cron
said he hopes to do three more pro¬
jects in' Britain - in the next . 18
months. He estimated that there
are 30 pilots, being shot in Britain,
currently. The British outfit. In¬
corporated Television Program Co.,
has' 12 programs already in the.
works, a schedule involving a capi¬
tal irivestmeht of over $10,000,000.
Their program includes deals with
Sapphire-Official, accounting for
(Continued on page 40)

PILOT ROLLS ON
GOBEL’S ‘BEAVER’

U-I’s Library Dickers Getting Hot;
Syndicate of B’casters Mullii^
$23,000,111 Purchase of 550 Pix
----—:—f

Randy Scott’s TV Plans
Hollywood, March 26.
Randolph Scott plans to make his
entry into vidfilm via a rotating
star playhouse format.
Scott and Bob Fellows have
teamed in the package which they
will produce. Pair plan an hourlong filmed oater series, with Scott
appearing in some of the episodes,
other stars being tagged for the
rest in the anthology series.

Features or No,
^/^-Hr. Syndicated
Entry Still Kii^
Feature films may be able to
garner high ratings in weekend
showings, but when it comes to
matching strength with half-hour
syndicated entries throughout the
week, the half-hour wins handsown. That’s the opinion of Jake
Keever, sales manager of the NBC
Television Films division of Cali¬
fornia National Productions, and
he backs it with a 12-city study of
features and syndicated entries
which shows the only strength Of
the features lies ph the weekends
and that half-hours take their
measure even then.
Study, a compilation of -Ameri¬
can Research Bureau Top 10 list¬
ings in the 12 cities, consists in
each market of a combined Top 10
listing for both features and syndi¬
cated- shows. . Features and halfhours are thrown together in a
combined list and ranked by rat¬
ing. In three cities, Detroit, Portdaod. Ore., and Seattle-Tacoma, no
.features even made the Top-10 list.
In four cities, Bpston, Los Angeles,
Baltimore and -Denver, only one
feature made the Top 10, and that
was in a weekend time period in
all but Los Angeles.
In four markets, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Philadelphia and
San Francisco, syndicated halfhours took seven out of 10 places
and features only three. In Frisco,
two out of three were weekend
features, in Philadelphia and Chi¬
cago one each of the three were
on weekends , and in MinneapolisSt. Paql, all three were weekend
showings. In only one city did
features dominate the syndicated
shows, New York, wl^ere features
took six out of the top 10 places.
Two of. the six were weekend show¬
ings. On a total basis, 22 fea;tures
made the Top 1() list in the 12
cities, and of thb- 22, more than
half, 12 of them, were weekend
showings*
KeeVer declared that “adver¬
tisers would have to have features
played exclusively on weekends
even to approach the results ob¬
tained by syndicated programs.”
Results put station operators in a
hole, said Keever, because with
large capital investments in big
feature film packages, they can’t
reserve the features for weekends
alone.

■ ,
HoUvwood. March 26.
Pilot for a non-George Gobelstarring telefilm Series, “Wally and
the Beaver.” is being rolled this
week at Revue by Gomalco Inc.,
Gobel and David O’Malley’s firm.'
Pilot, starring Casey Adams, Bar¬
bara Billingsley, Jerry Mather and
Paul Sullivan, was scripted by cre¬
ators - Joe Connolly and Bob
* Hollywood, March 26.
Mosher. >
Telefilm actress Louise Paget en¬
Jerry Hopper directs, with Rich¬ ters producer ranks with her own
ard Lewis co-producing with Con¬ property, “The Flying Fish,” to be
nolly and Mosher.
piloted by Desilu Productions.
Series revolves around case his¬
tories of Donald Fish, chief secur¬
More TV film Newa
ity officer for British Overseas
On Page 41
Airjvays' Corp. and formerly with
Scotland- Yard. '
' - ' ' '

Paget’s ‘Flying Fish’

The Universal Pictures library is
the “hottest” on the market, with
Universal prez Milton Rackmil due
in from the Coast tomorrow (28) to
take a personal hand in'the negoti¬
ations with a group of tv broad¬
casters, one of whose chief repre¬
sentatives is Sy Weintraub, partner
in Flamingo Films and prez of
KMGM-TV, Minneapolis.
Broadcasters involved in the deal
include Westinghouse Broadcast¬
ing, Storer, and possibly DuMont,
the same group of broadcasters in¬
volved in the Paramount library
negotiations,' now put in cold
storage pending the outcome of
Universal talks. Both the Universal
and Paramount talks mark the first
attempt by broadcasters to negoti¬
ate directly with film companies
for libraries, a step aimed at elimi¬
nating the “middle-man” distribu¬
tor profits, and bringing the cost
down to the stations in the pur¬
chasing group.
Reportedly, ‘'"the price talked
about is in the neighborhood of
$23,000,000. Involved are about
550 pre-’48 titles.
Preliminary
talks have been held with Uni¬
versal execs in New York, contents
or which have been reported to
prez Rackmil on the Coast by Nor¬
man Gluck, head of Universal’s tv
division. Gluck returned earlier
in the week.
One report also had M & A Alex¬
ander, outfit which - has bought
some Universal arid United Ajrtists
product, bidding for package, but
broadcasters discount Alexander
as factor.
The broadcast syndicate’s pro¬
jected climactic talks came on the
heels of the virtual collapse, of ne¬
gotiations with NBC-TV, which
(Continued on page 48)

WCBS-TV Strips
!5usie & lopper
' WCBS-TV, the CBS flagship in
New York, refurbi'shed its telefilm
stripping operation this week .with
the purchase of 104 “Susie”, epi¬
sodes at a reported cost of $225,OOO,^ along with 78 “Topper” pix
at a far smaller outlay. Each
series, it’s understood, is. for five
runs per show, and fhe films in
both packages will start on the sta¬
tion next October.
The “Susie” series, purchased
from
Television
Programs
of
America, is the rerun version of
“Private Secretary.” It will be in¬
stalled in the 5 to 5:30 p.m. period,
replacing “My Little Margie,”
which returns to the 9-9:30 a.m.,
slot. The Stu Erwin show, cur¬
rently in that period, moves up to
9:30, bumping “Amos ’n’’ Andy,”
which will be retired after their
umpteenth run on the station.
“Topper” pix, which have played
all three networks (including a
stripped exposure on NBC-TV in
the “Comedy Time” series), were
purchased from Bernard Schubert.
“Susie” films will get their first
N. Y. strip treatment, though the
series has run on a one-a-week
basis via WPIX,

ABC FILMS’ 500G
TAKE FROM CANADA
Six sales of three telefilm skeins
to Canadian stations have been
inked by ABC Film Syndication,
bringing total sales in Canada for
ABC Film to nearly $500,000 in the
past three years.
Recent sales include: 26 “Sheena,
Queen of the Jungle” episodes to
stations in Barrie, Kitchener and
Quebec City; 26 each of “Passport
to Danger” and “Racket Squad,”
also sold in Quebec City. Several
films from “Kleran’s Kaliedoscope” series were bought by Canadiah BVoa'dca'stiri'g Cbrp. .

Pi^BSfr
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The “best dramatic series"of the year
(HAS ROOM FOR ONE MORI ADVlRTISKRt

PLAYHOUSE 90 set out to do
something that had never before
been tried in television;.
To offer a nationwide audience the
important dramatic entertainment
• that can be achieved only by using
sufficient time to develop'the full
potentialities of plot and character.
, Jo contribute a new dimensiomto the.
medium by presenting an hour nnd-a
half of this full-scale drama every,
: .Y^eek on 2i .regularly scheduhel basis.
The achievement proved even more
exciting than the idea.
It won the sustained applause of the.
nation’s critics, who continue to give
serious attention to each production.
It captured the enthusiasm of the
nation’s best writers and performers,
anxious to take part in an adventure
that gave full scope to their talents.
Its unique accomplishments were

♦

recognized /or the 18th time this '
season with the announcement of the
“Emmy” awards the other day.
But the most important reward is the
enthusiasm of 25 million intensely
loyal viewers who return week after
week for the next production.
The advertiser who sponsors the only
- remaining segment of PlaykgiJtse HO
will inherit all the extra values of .a
. program that each week generates
new excitement as it continues to make,
history on

CBS TELEVISION
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Hour Monthly Showcase Urged To. ‘Monitor’s’ Record Quari^^r
"Ventilate Religiose Tensions
NBC. Radio's “Monitor^ racked
up the biggest first-quarter sales in
its history the past three months,
registering an increase of. 84%
over the previous record first quar¬
ter last year. '
Moreover, the second quarter is
already 76% sold out in advance,
and business on the books repre¬
sents an increase of 50% over the
entire second quarter of 1956, with
three months of selling still open.
New “Monitor” biz, according to v.p.
Joe Culligan» represents a substaritial part of the. $10,000,000 in new
biz already on the books since the
first of the year.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Washingtoni' March 26. -f
Bill Crumley, Adam Young Inc. (spot reppery) t^search chief, be¬
Problem of handling religious
comes a veep after comirig ^er from a trade book less than, two
controversy on the air prompted
'Vear’s ago; he’s chairman of Station Rep Ass.’s research committee.
a predominantly Protestant organ¬
ization here last week to suggest
James F. O’ferady, assistant sales manager of Ydimg, was also elected
that the radio and tv networks de¬
Hollywood, March 26.
to the board of directors . . , Dr. Sydney Roslow, Pulse topper, to
vote “a dignified hour” once a
Errol Flynn will star in a new
London fqr semi-annual look-see of PuIm international, and to return
month to church-state issues. The CBS-TV series, “Cavalry Patrol,”
in
10 days ... Alan’Freed; Jo . Sullivan, Herb Sheldon, Sandy Becker,
solution was offered by Pi*^estants with Charles Marquis Warren as
and Other Apiericans United for producer-writer on the vidfilm
Al Hodge, .William B. Williams, Virginia Graham' and Hat Jackson to
Separation of Church and State in show.
appear on April 6 Arthritis-Rheumatism over WABD . . . Charles Van
a letter to CBS-Radio ,prexy Arthur
Warren originally made the pilot
Doren doesn’t get paid-for this one: into WNYC’s book festiyal pro¬
Hull Hayes. ■
of “Patrol” with Dewey Martin
gramming 10 days or so hence . . . Jerry Roemer directing Catholic
Glenn L. Archer, exec director;’ some time ago. However, Flynn
Charities NBC-TV stanza Sunday (31) with Lida Albariese, Cardinal
of POAU, told Hayes that CBS starred with Anne Sheridan in a
Spdlman
and Symph of Air appearing ... Jazzaphile Stan Getjs will do
was ‘‘well within its rights” in “Playhouse 90,” entry, “Without
“Night Beat” tomorrow (Thurs.), hooking vis-a-vis to music and drug
cancelling an address by Father Incident,” produced by Warren for
addiction
,
.. Edward W. Allen, after several years in DuMont Lab pubr
Thurston N: Davis scheduled for CBS, arid as a result of this asso¬
licity, becomes manager of publiq relations, succeeding Benjamin BowMarch 10, on the web’s “Church ciation the star agreed to topline
ker, who ankled to U. S. Plywood . . . Irving Rosenhatis, WAW boss,
of the Air” program because no the new entry. Flynn, it’s under¬
-sight-seeing in Guataniala with the Ted Maick amateur, company.
, . '
provision had been made for pre¬ stood, will have a 50% piece of the
series, although contracts haven’t
'
The Timex watch commercials fronting John Cameron Swazye bn the
senting a contrary viewpoint.
yet
been
signed.
Steve
Allen
show
will
be
among
those
o.o’d
for
honors
at
the
4A's
con¬
“We believe,” said Archer, “that
Flynn leaves this week for MexiInevitable expansion of the' ABC- vention in White' Sulphur Sprinis next month. The blurbs 'wera
CBS is right in suggesting th^
created
and
produced
by
Sylyan
Taplinger,
tv
head
of
the
Peck
agencY
need of equal time to offset such a D City to star in “The Sun Also TV prograrii department is taking
. Jay Barney .was in another Phil Silvers tv segment last nigh.t (Tues.)
partisan treatment. We feel that Rises,” ror Darryl F. Zanuck, and. place. Program veep James Au¬
listeners subjected to Father Davis’ will go to work in the vidpix series brey Jr. in the past several days in the Col.’ Wlster role and iWn.hiS 11th month on CBS Radio’s “Ro¬
analysis of the causes of Catholic- when he finishes his iStint in that has shuffled a number of network mance of Helene Trent.” . . . Television, radio and ad. execs are joining
program executives.to bring some iri the sponsorship of the “Palfents With A Purpose” fund raising din¬
Protestant tensions would not get film.
formerly autonomous areas under ner on Wednesday .(3), to be held at Toots-Shors. Among ;those aiding-,
an unbiased conception of the real
his wing. Aubrey figures in the drive are Hal Hackett, Herman Rush,. Robert Sanford,’ Mariie Saohs^
Issues of. birth control, Catholic
next
several months on adding , a Clint Wheqler and Dave Savage. Organization helps retarded infants
censorship, and the use of public
TJhb “Army Hour” series, carried by Mutual,
story'division tef the network and and th'eir^ families .
money for parochial schools. The
several
more men iri the producer again awarded Freedoms Foundation citation ^ , « On Saturday (30)
correct solution, we feel, i^ not
director category tp build up a live Mutual kicks off its “Game of the Day” broadcasting season, with the
suppression but valid controversy.”
program staff for the 1958-’59 sea¬ 'Str Louis-Philadelphia. game slated as-the opener. Setting Will be
In the current controversy her
•Clearwater, Fla. . . . S,ix-pOUnd briby boy, Adim Jeffrey, born to Malii
son. . ..
tween the National Council of
’ Under the n^ setup, four execu¬ Torre, N. Y. Herald-Tribiirie tv-radio editor, last week In, Lenox Hill
Catholic Men and CBSv' Archer
hosp. She’s wife of tv produce^ Hal FHediiian.
tives,
have
been
heisted
to.a
major
suggested that Father Davis be re¬
Status under-Aubrey. As far, as the.l ^ H^per & pros, last week.published CBS Paris correspondent Davii
quested “to engage in. a, Quict and
Upcoming,
season
is
concerned,,
the,
Sch^nbruo’is “As Frarinb’rGoes,” a .comprehensive riufyey pf. whrit'i
constructive tw6-way discussion of
network doesn’t plan any nighttime wrong with France , . . Christopher Cross, Grey Advertising publicitythe issues with either or both of
programs
that
are
entirely
house
promotion
topper, upped to a v.p. Also sales promotion chief Howard
two prominent critics of Catholic
Chicago, March 26.
productions.
L. Bergman and account ni.an Richard J. Martell handed stripes at the
policy who are identified with our
Importance of ^ news in • the
J.
English
Smith,
brought
from
agency..
..
Johnnie Ray set for, the Ed Sullivan show May 12 . . . N. Y .
organization.”
Archer
offered WBBM-TV
operating
formula,
Bishop G, Bromley Oxnam, a .vee- where it has ,No. 1 priority from California recently as the net¬ Herald Trib advertising columnist Joe Kaselpw a poppa again, third son
work’s
administrative
program
born.
March
7 , . . Terrence McGuirk upped from sales manager of a.
pee of POAU, and Paul Blanchard, top management on down as the
author of “American Freedom and key homegrown programming com¬ head, and Ted Fetter, who changes special Extended Market Plan unit at CpS-TV to an account exec with
from
director
of
the
program
de¬
CBS-TV
Spot
Sales, replacing Richard HogUf, named general sales
Catholic Power,” POAU’s special modity, Is being reflected in the
counsel. He said he has been au¬ rating supremacy of the Columbia partment to director of programs, manager of WXIX, the CBI^ o&b in Milwaukee . . , CBS-TV prexy
loom
as
the
two
of
the
four
who
•
Merle
Jones
named
honorary chairman for the 13th annual observance
thorized to offer these speakers station’s ‘ news strips. WBBM-TV
Don Russell goes ’on again as'
“in an hour of honest controversy stable of newscasters, back by are topmost under the program of Sunday :School Week, April 8-14 .
veep.
Smith,will
be
completely
in
emcee of “]^C Bandstand” tomorrow (Thurs.) and Friday (29), with
designed to ventilate the real facts three full time newsreel crews
charge,
as
Aubrey
.puts
it,
of
“day
Walter/O’Keefe,
Johnny
Desmond
and
Al
tJaisbo) Collins to follow in
lying behind Catholic-Protestant (plus CBS News Film), a battery"
to day' operations,’-’ assuming com¬ what amounts to a series of auditions to firid a replacement for>the de¬
tensions.”
of fewritemen and the.latest Tele- mand after the programs have parting Bert Parks . . . WRCA-TV broadcast coordinator Stan. Zabks
Archer predicted that hourly Prompter gadgetry, has pulled been selected. Fetter fields the off on a two-week vacation business trip to London, to record a few
programs of this kind, if produced ^ahead of dVen the nifttwork news creative department, "and as such of the 5ongs he's composed, among other things .... WCBS’ John
regularly each month, “would gain pdisplays in the local rating derby. he will be instrumental In stanza Henry Faulk addresses tiie New York Federation of Women’s Clubs
an immense and interested audi¬
For example, Julian_ Bentley’s 6 choice and he will-serve, in part, tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Hotel New Yorker . , . Miml*Benzell pinchence and would serve in the long p.m. quarter-hour strip for Shell as executive producer.
hitting for Martha Wright on WCBS . . . Dolores Hawkins set for CBS
run to promote tolerance and un¬ Oil ran a deadheat with^John Daly’s
Sandy Cummings, until lately the Radio’s “Woplworth Hour” Abril 7 . . . Nathan , StrauSs, owner of
derstanding.” At present, he said, 6:15 ABC-TV newscast with a 6.9 network liaison to Walt Disney,
WMCA, will 'deliver the principal address at the annual dinner of tha
“too many of the causes of re¬ average for the first week in will be something of a Coast coun¬ Men’s Council at the Jewish Community Center on AprU 2 . •. . James
ligious intolerance are hushed up March, according to the latest ARB terpart to Smith- in “day to day”
and hidden away through fear of report. Doug Edwards’. CBS-TV dealings. However, according to Arness; star of “Gunsmoke,” in town over the weekend with his wifeV*
offending someone. This ivas espe¬ wrapup also at 6:15 tallied a 6.4 available information, he’ll report enroute to Europe . . . Sig Mickelson, CBS news & public affairs veep,
to College Station, Tex., last Friday (22) to address the Southwest
cially apparent in Chicago when average, while the NBC-TV Chet through Smith to. Aubrey.
Journalism. Conference bn “The Current Status of‘Broadcast News” .,,
the film ‘Martin Luther’ was sup¬ Huntley-David Brinkley tendem at
James McNaughton has been The Red Barbers celebrate their 26th wedding anni Friday (28) and for
pressed.
We believe that the 6:45 averaged 3,9. During the pre¬ placed4 in charge of what ABC
American people would be better ceding month when the murder terms production services, thereby the 26th time, they’ll celebrate, at a baseball training camp, this year
off if the issues which cause fric¬ of the two teenage Grimes sisters'] bringing under Aubfey’s wing an- at the Yankee .quarters in St. Petersburg . .. Lanny Ross to participate
tion between great religious groups was a big local yarn, Bentley regis¬ area of operations that was pretty in the circus benefit show at Madison Square Garden April 2 . ,. WCBS
waker-upper Jack Sterling making with the dramatics again; he gb^a
in this country were brought out tered an 8.3 average across the much autonomous before. Mc¬
into the open and frankly dis¬ rating weak board for a clearcut Naughton will be in charge of con¬ into rehearsal witfi the Stamford Players early next month and expect*
to do two plays this summer . , Tony Webster, vet comedy scrlptcr
cussed.”
^
dominance of the 6 to 7 news struction, trucking, studios, stage¬ currently bn the Phil Silver'S staff; saw his first legit play, “The-Greatt
POAU recently challenged the roundelay.
hands, graphic arts, etc.—duties est Man Alive,”, go into rehearsal* Monday (23). Elliott Nugent, Freder^
right of Jesuit schools,* such as
An even stronger Channel 2 which have always been called part ick Fox and John Gerstad sponsoring, Nugent directing, pbnriis King
Loyola U. in New Orleans, to, own audience puller is Fahey. Flynn and of the “operations department.”
stars and New Haven opening is April -17. and N. Y. May 8 .Luis VaA
and operate tV stations on grounds P. J.. Hoff’s nightly 10 o’clock
Under these exeCs will be Dan Booten, N. Y. AFTRA prexy, named, chairman of .the AFTRA Division
they are responsible. to an alien Standard Oil news and weather Melnick, who as head of program for the N. Y. Chapter'of the American Red Cross. . "Van Robteh’s di¬
authority (The Vatican). The chal¬ roundup. March ARB shows this development, will report to Fetter; vision is part of. the advertising, publishing and ent’ertairifrierit . section
lenge was made, said Archer, as quarter-hour strip averaging an and Bob Adams, who as the Coast’s for the 1957 campaign, headed by CBS veep Larry Lowman ... Anthony
part of a “counter-attack against 18.6, topping all the local competi¬ exec producer, reports to Cum¬ Liotti upped to radio-tv research supervisor for NBC Spot Sales, ret
the sectarian pressure” which tion- for the time period except the mings.' Ruth Kierstad will be head placing John Scanlon, who;s been upped to network status as project
prompted cancellation of a “Mar¬ Friday night Courtesy Motors fea¬ of traffic and operations, as the supervisor-in corporate plannirig for NBC research
planning. ■
tin Luther” telecast by-’ WG,N-TV ture film on WBKB'. Arid .with the network sees them, and she’ll prob¬
Art Van Horn pinchitting for Mike H^allace’s eyening news show
in Chicago. .
aforementioned Grimes case in ably report to Smith. (Miss Kier¬ Mardh 29 and April 1 , . . Arnold. Shaw guests April 1 arid Ted Cott
February, Flynn & Hoff rang up a stad will be liaison to affils on pro¬ on the 8th at Bill Smith’s show biz course kt the NeW School^. > . Total:
gram information,) Rowe Giesen,. Romer appears with Mike Todd on the Phil Silvers Show April 2
2.1.9 average.
Frank Reynolds’ news at noon meanwhile, assumes Cummings’ for¬ Rosemary'Rice and Dick . Van Patten, for eight years the siblings on
the ‘.‘Mama” video series, get their -first ron\antic teairiing on ABC
segment has inched , up to a 5,5 mer Disney liaison post^ .
Hanging' frbe ior the time being Radio’s “My True Story” Thursday (28) . . . Jazz buff Sidney Grbsi,
average, running second only to
is the network film staff under
WGN-TV’s “Lunchtime Little The¬ Freelon Fowler. It's thought more produces “Voice in the Night,” in the relaxed vein, Saturday and Sun¬
Fifth annual WNVC (N. Y.) book atre”
day latenights on WINS beginning this weekend . #. Joan l^nkel has
angled
for
the
kids.
festival begins April 7 with over Reynolds’ 15-minute band is’ SRO than likely he will report directly been named Librarian of the CBS Reference Dept., succeeding, Agne*
to Smith for the. present.
Law, who has retired after 30 years with the network. Miss Frankel
100 special programs for presen¬ as a spot carrier. WBBM-TV’s
was last with Ted Bates agency and Catholic -U. in Washington.
tation in the ensuing week. City fourth regular riews spread, John
Richard L. Stahlberger upped to sales promotion manager of WCBS
owned station is doing the fete in Harrington's. 10:30 p.m. show for
.., Hy Gardner Interviews Blossom Seely & Benny. Fields on his WRCAconjunction with the American the Chicagoland Ford Dealers,
maintained a respectable,4.1 aver¬
TV “Hy Gardner Calling” Saturday (30) . . . “Our Gal Sunday” starts
Book Publishers Council.
age in the face of the typically
its 21st year April 1 on CBS Radio . . , Bud Collyer set to emcee thg
Harding Lemay, of ABPC, and strong rating week featui^e film
Toronto, March 26.
Tony Awards presentation forithe American Theatre Wing at the Wal-.
Henry Morgenthau III, WNYC'as¬ competition from WBKB an^ WGNWith costly “Graphic” tv series dorf April, 21 . . . Anne Harding of CBS Radio/Press lAfo hospitalized
sistant program manager, will TV.
starting last October and unspon¬ in New •York Infirmary . . , Eva. Gersori will be on “Kraft Theritre’^
jointly produce the festival. Fea¬
sored since then, Remington Rand Wednesday (3) ., . Dr. Bruno Furst, director^ of 'the School of Memory
tured during the week will be
Ltd. (Business Machines Division) and Concentration, and some of his students, Will do a demonstration
Joyce Cary, James Michener, Anne
will underwrite the program on over WABD, Sunday (7) at 7 pjn.
‘
Fremantle, Erskine Caldwell, Rob¬
alternate weeks, commencing April
ert Anderson,- James T. Farrell,
One of the hottest station rep 12 and concluding with the &ial
Babette Deutsch, Elmer Rice, Clif¬ houses in 1957 is Petry, which after June 21 telecast.
ton Fadiman, March . Connelly, Rex having picked up WJAR-and-TV,
John <JfeY^West, NBC western division, veepee, played host to mort
With Joseph McCulley doing an
Stout, Langston Hughes, Arthur the multi-million dollar plum in Ed Murrow “Person to Person”
Echlesinger Jr., Marchette Chute, Providence recently, is assuming carbon, complete with chair-inter¬ than 1,000 agency and. industry leaders attending the cej-emony tb
Phyllis McGinley, Santha Rama representation of WANS a^ WIN- views, “Graphic” has been carried dedicate' the web’s^'new administration building in Burbank, Also on
Rau, John K. M. McCaffery, Vir- TV, Fort *Wayrie.
»
Dear begins by the State-owned Canadian hand were Prexy Robert Samofl, Robert lUntner and Manic Sacks
gilia Peterson and Thomas Costain, April 1, two months before the Broadcasting Corp. network. on Note on new generations; offsprings of Oaaie & .Harriet Neli^U and,
et al.
WJAR official start.
Friday nights at 9 p.m. Supervis¬ Perry Botkin, long Bing ’Crosbyi* guitar accompanist, made their
Readings will be done by enter¬
The Indiana stations were re¬ ing producer is Williairi Bolt; edi¬
tainment name such as Eva Le- cently bought by J. H, Whitney Co. torial supervisor, Norman DePoe; pro debuts as singers . . . Bert Lo^vn, CBS division station relations
Gallienne, Clair Bloom and Eli WIN-T, UHF and CBS-TV affil, Ronald Krantz, writer; Lou Apple- manager, in N.Y. for staff meetings arid dropping in on the NARTB
Wallach.
_ .
call letters to WANE-TVj
musical direc^qr,,..^. ,
i,
i «^9ntipqe(i pn, p^ge jSb)

CBS-TV.‘CAVALRY’
SETS ERROL FLYNN

Names Key Aides

Payoff as
toslopPf^^

100 Special Programs
For WNYC Book Fest

CANADA’S‘GRAPHIC’
SERIES GETS CLIENT

Petry Packs ’Em In

IN HOLLYWOOD
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'A Show We Can Call Qur Own’
There's a lot of unrest among participating sponsors on major tv
network showcases who are now beginning to fed that they lack a
show they can call their own and are complaining that their ad
messages, by virtue of the multiplicity of commercials, are stripped
of the desired impact. • Initially brought Into the participation
pattern by promised of ’‘low cost per impression,” many sponsors
are expressing disillusionment over the results and .are manifest¬
ing renewed interest in the single-sponsor formula, considering
the added hike in budget well worth it.
These sponsors have no objections to alternating on half-hoUr,
full hour and even 90-minute shows, but at least on the alternateweek basis they want the show for their own thus giving their prod¬
uct greater Identiflcatloii. General Foods, for one, it's understood,
is appraising the '57-’58 tv picture in terms of a ‘‘General Foods
Theatre” to give It an exclusivity lacking in participating shows.
Three major shows that have run into cancellation problems are
“Caesar's Hour,” the . “Jackie Gleason Show” (both of which are
scheduled to fold at the end of the season) and “Playhouse 90.”
All subscribe to the participation pattern or variations thereof.
Gleason only has two sponsors—^Bulova and Old Gold (with the
.former dropping out April 1), but it's not an alternating pattern,
with both clients sharing the commercials weekly. Neither feel it!«—
their own show. The Sid Caesar hour has several sponsors (along
with the inevitable round-robin of station break commercials).
“Playhouse 90,” though hew this season, has already encountered'
sponsor trouble on a. couple of occasions. Viewer gripes stem
chiefly from the fact that over the 90-minute span and counting the
station breaks (where, in the hinterlands, stations are even trlplespdtting) the commercials have, gotten way out of hand, with prac¬
tically every scene Inviting a fresh plug.

(erFlX;
VaoftUi^ Pay-a»-Yoa-(io PoGcy
Washington, March 26. . 4
Federal Communications • Com¬
mission was voted $8,300,000 by the
House last week for runningjlts
operations during the fiscal year -. George ^ Bice is switching . from
beginning July 1. The amount, pro¬ programli''director of ' WABC-TV,
vided was $650,000 less than whiit. New York, to an executive capac¬
the agency requested' jbut /about ity at another ABC-TV owned &
$500,000 more than its' estimated operated station, KGO-TV, Sari
expenditures for the current fiscal ITancisco. A1 Hollander, manager
of radio and television for the Ed¬
year.
.. •
ward KJettor agency, takes oVer as
House consideration- of. the ap¬ tbO* liCw WABC-TV program chief
propriations for the independent on April 1.
offices, including the FCC, prompt¬
Hollander was director of oper¬
ed Rep. Chiles A. Vanik (D:0.) ations for the former DuMont tv
to demand that the broadcasting network.
*
industry pay for the cost; ot a large
part, of operating the agency; “It
seems to me,” said Vanik, “that
it would be good public business
to require the private tv and radio
broadcasters who hold public cer¬
tificates br licenses authorizing
them to broadcast to contribute an
irttnnual fee which bears ^ome rela¬
tionship to the services rendered
by the FCC.”
Tlie Congressman said there is
no justification to charge all the
people Collectively for “the preWashington, March 26.
ponderahce of priyate service”’
rendered by the Commission. The . Free competition must prevail in
broadcasters, he asserted, “charge the broadcasting industry even if
it means-destruction of pne station
(Continued on page 44)
by another with restfitant loss of
.service to the public. This, in sub¬
stance, was the dicta laid doWn by
the Federal Communications* Commisslou 'last week In a decision in
which a major Issue was whether
likelihood of “economic Injury” to
an existing station should prevent
a competitor from being licensed.
The decision was issued in af¬
• Hollywood, March 26.
firming an examiner’s recommend¬
Latest telepix casualty appears ation to authorize a daytime station
to be *;Crpssroads,” on AHCfTV In Cleveland, Tenn:, to Southeastern
Friday liights. $eries is not on the Enterprises '’(WCLE) tp compete,
web sked for next season, and pros¬ against WBAp, a fulltime 250 wai¬
pects arp It VyIU fade off tv follow¬ ter owned by ’Robert W. Rounsaing its current run.
ville. An Issue in the proceeding
Producer Harry Joe Brown con¬ was whether the advertising poten¬
firms that with CheVy pulling out tial of the community is such “as
of the series to put its coin into the may indicate that both stations will
new Pat Boone show, Ond Bulck go under, with the result that “S
buying the ‘‘Crossroads” slot for portion of the listening .public will
another show, this may mean the- -be left without adequate service.”
•.Citing various Court decisions to.
end of the religioSa series.
“WftHre happy. We made a lot support its position, the Commis¬
of picturesr—78. We had a good sion held that it had no power to
rating and a terrific response. grant protection against competi¬
That’s enough. We got a wonder¬ tion, eyen if the public is injured.
ful response from Congressman, “If we must protect every exist¬
educators and. the clergy, among ing broadcast service when it is
others, and it was mojBt gratifying. shown that the public may he in¬
It did die gooff to know our series jured if the provider of an existing
played a part in the trend back to service is injured,” the Commission
religion. .Wg never had any jpro- held, “free competition will not be
' test, except from those of the Jew¬
(Continued on page 48)
ish faith 'who complained they
couldn't see the series because it
RIJTENBERG UPPED
was.shown°:on their Sabhoth eve,
Morris Rittenberg, for oyer a
when they were in the synagogs.
They felt badly about It,'^ said year manager of sales development
Brown.
, for NBC-TV, has been named man¬
Federal Telefilms, which makes ager of special program sales at
the series, may try fo^ another the web.
sponsor, he said. Series reruns' ■' He’ll report to Mike Dann, v.p. in
will be on through the summer. .Charge of NBC-TV program sales.

Geo. Rice to Frisco

Gotta Have Free
Radio Competition
At Any Cost: FCC

A W Casual^

Don Quixote,’ ‘Virginian,’ ‘Dial M’ To
-Pace Season of NBC-TV Specials
Next season’s lineup of “spe¬
If network radio is making a
cials” is beginning to take form at
‘Comrs Are Better’"
comeback-^as it well appears to I
NBC-TV, though in virtually all
be doing—the comeback is taking
cases the production details, stars,
Boston, March. 26.
an alarming form. The four radio
et al., are still to be resojv,ed. 'Top¬
Radio commercials are im¬
webs are losing their distinctive¬
ping the list of dramatic entries is
proving, Ben Strouse, general
ness as separate'advertising media,
“Don Quixote,” with. Jose Ferrer
manager of WWDC in Wash¬
and in the race to sell themselves
slated to produce-direct and pos¬
ington, told the Boston.Broad¬
strictly on a circulation basis are
sibly star; “The Virginian,” an
cast Executives Club last
tending to dissipate the values of
adaptation of the Owen Wister
week.
showmanshp that built them in the
classic with Van Johnson slated to
Many are entertaining and
first place.
star; “Dial M for Murder;” which
many are in informative and.
That the networks face a prob¬
will be done on the “Hallmark
I honestly believe that most
lem of no easy solution Is plain, but
people are interested in inf or- . Hall of Fame” under the Mildred
while they are worried about the
Freed Alberg-George Schaefer pro¬
mative advertising.” Noting
trend they haven’t yet come up
duction aegis, and “Wonderful
that some “heavily commer¬
with any alternate solution. The
Town,” also slated as a Hallmark
cial” shows have higher rat¬
result is that advertisers ate no
entry.
ings than sustaining programs,
longer buying one network, but two
Strouse, asked: “Is there , any¬
Fred Coe, out of action for the
or three, spreading their money
thing on your station more
past year, will get a heavy share
around on a cost-per-thousand basis
pleasant to listen to thafi Julie
of the spec assignments. Coe has
with little regard for the other
London singing the Marlboro
been detailed- the job of turning
valhes inherent in broadcasting. It
song?’!
out five “kidspecs,” fairy tale
appears to make little difference to
adaptations which the web has
the advertiser whether he buys. a
found highly successful in the
CBS schedule or' an NBC Ineup,
past. His exact properties In this
or ABC or Mutual, or some com¬
area haven’t been set yet, but he’ll
bination of all three, just so long as
also do at least one adult show,
the cost-per-thousand matches up
the J, P. Miller tv adaptation of
correctly.
“Of Whales •& Men,” which was to
Hence the plethora of' recent ad¬
have been one of the Friday night
vertising campaigns on radio spread
specs this season before the Fri¬
among a combination of the webs.
day project fell through.
The Kent cigaret campaign involved
Also on the kidspec front, the
purchases on CBS, NBC and Mu¬
web has scheduled “Pinnochio” as
tual, Camel cigarets spread the
a
September
29 Sunday entry, and
coin on CBS, NBC and ABC, Si“Hans Brinker” as the.. Christmas
Hollywood, March 26.
moniz just bought 'CBS and NBC,
night
special.
Producers haven’t
and so it goes down thO'line with
While tekvision shows are being
few exceptions.
Much of this axed • as Jiever before, eight tele been • assigned on these properties
yet.
The
kidspecs,
incidentally,
money is new to radio and accounts
for the ■ medium’s comeback, but programs handled by the j. WalC^r have all been slated for early eve¬
ning
time,
7:30
to
9.
at a cost of diffusing the very per¬ Thompson agency have been or are
Web’s “Project .20” series has
sonalities of the networks, which to be reticketed in the near fu¬
ture. Not a single JWT show has at least three specials in the hop¬
were years in the making.
been
axed
this
season.
per,
all for weeknight 10-11 p.m.
Situation stems from the fact
Lever Bros, is renewing “Lux exposure. . These are “The Inno¬
that with their backs against the
cent
Age,” based on the prewall, the networks had to come up Video Theatre” on NBC-TV, al¬
with efficient sales patterns to though discussions are currently World War I decade, a study of the
’30’s,
and
an hour tentatively titled
make themselves efficient and eco¬ underway as to the feasibility of
nomical cost-per-thousand vehicles.. retaining’ the format of adapta¬ “The Trail "Party,” consisting of
They couldn’t sell programs, they tions. of old feature filifis. TheVe NBC cameraman 'Al Hartigan’s
couldn’t sell pei^sonalilies, or ex¬ is a distinct possibility Lux next color footage of “Operation Deep¬
citement, so they sold commercial season may go in for original freeze,”' the U. S. Navy’s' Antarctic
impressions at as low a dollar cost stories as well as adaptations, but Expedition.
as possible. Nobody buys a pro¬ the question hasn’t been resolved
A John Collier story, originally
gram anymore in network radio; yet. Lux ratings have declined titled “Evening Primrose,” about
the standard pattern is the mass since the major studios flooded tv a group 0^ people who live in
purchase of announcements spread with vintage pix, another argu¬ Macy’s, has been acquired for as
through a daytime schedule, a ment favoring use of originals on December dramatic entry under
weekend, nighttime or what have Lux Video.
the title “The Others,” while
you. .
Also assured of renewal are Coast producer Alan. Handley is
It's this “tonnage buying” con¬ Tennessee Ernie Ford’s show on propping a May. spec titled “The
cept that has both encouraged NBC, sponsored by Ford; “Adven¬ Comics.” Other properties in the
and disheartene^d the networks. It’s tures of Ozzie and Harriet,” ABC- lineup are -the two-hour “Annie
TV, bankrolled by Eastman Kodak; Get Your Gun” and Irving Berlin
(Continued* oa page 48)
co-sponsorship by Ford qf Dick salute, set for Nov. 28 and Jan. 4,
Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre, CBS- respectively; the Emmy nomina¬
tions and awards shows on Feb. 20
TV.
in addition Ford will likely pick^ and March 17; the Oscar Awards
up half the tab on “I Love Lucy^'' show March .26; a Standard Oil
if it goes once-a-mohth on CBS-TV (N. J.) anniversary show Oct. 9; a
next season. Another JWT client, Sonja Henie or Esther Williama ice
Scott Tissue, has renewed “Father or swimspec 'Feb.' 28 and a Swiftsponsored special still to be select¬
“Children’s Hour,” for 27 years Knows Best,’^NBC-TV series which ed for Sept. 14.
a fixture on the New York radio stars Robert Young.
Still another JWT client, Schlitz,
and television scene, will be
dropped by WRCA-TV and WRCA, seems very likely to renew Schlitz
the NBC flagships in - Gotham, Playhouse, CBS-TVT although the
after April 21. Reason is lack of renewal date is some time off.
sponsor interest, what with long¬ However, sponsor is satisfied with
time bankroUer Honi & Hardardt the- Revue-filmed series which is
off and the stations having been virtually sure of renewal. . Also
able to sell only half the show. the. safe for . next season is Screen
past couple of years.:) ‘.‘Aunt' Alice” Gems’ Ford Th(^atre, bankrolled by
Philadelphia, March 26.
Clements has been producer of the Ford. Hojveyer, there will most
likely he a new time slot for the
Two stations which started oper¬
stanza for the full 27 years.
Dropping the stanza reflects' still series now seen Wednesday nights ations within an hour of each
10 p. m. on ABC-TV, although other 3.5 years ago, celebrated
another cutback in th«|'“ambunt of
annis last week. WFIL and WIP
live local production at. the sta¬ it will remain on that network.
Another JWT client, 7 Up, will held special broadcasts reviewing
tions. On weekdays, the outlet
produces only 35 minutes a day of co-bankroll Walt Disney’s new se¬ their pr'ogi'ess from the radio pi¬
live programming, this consisting ries, “Z6rro,”'to be seen on ABC- oneering days in lf22.
Atomic energy was used to
<of two newscasts, two. weathercasts TV next season.
trigger WIP’s signal into the
and file early-morning “Windows.”
atomic era. Benedict Gimbel Jr.
On weekends, the total comes to
AT HOME ABROAD
station's president and general
four hours on Saturdays and three
manager, set off the device in a
on Sundays, with the remainder of
the schedule consisting of network Royal Ballet Due On NBC Now ceremony at Convention Hall de¬
Also ‘U. S. Institution’
claring “we are proud to be part
feed, film and' kinescope (the /lat¬
of the sound that histoi^y makes.”
ter the two and a half-hours a
London, March' 26.
week of educational “programs sup¬
WFIL reviewed its history from
Royal Ballet, as Sadler’s Wells is a 250-watt beginning with a staff
plied by NBC to the country’s edu¬
now known, flies to Manhattan of four—all of whom .held other
cational outlets).
As a result, station has dropped April 20 for a special NBC telecast jobs to its preseht stature of
eight people, three directors, an April 29 of Frederick Aston’s bal¬ reaching five states with an audi¬
associate director, three additional let, “Cinderella.” Sol Hurok will ence of nearly seven million.
Walter Annenberg,. Pres, of Tri¬
production people and one pub- precede them to handle arrange¬
angle Stations which now operates
Hcity aide.
Cutbacks stem not ments'.
Currently in London Hurok de¬ WFIL, said “A station merits Its
.from the “Children’s Hour” axe,
but from the cutback in local clared at a reception for the direc- 'franchise only by virtue of its
shows in the cross-the-board 1 to tors of the two subsidized compa¬ service in the public interest.” He
2:30 period where the .o&o-and- nies that both Sadler’s and Old cited such award winning series as
co-op “Close-Up” and “Club 60” Vic were now' also “American in¬ “Studio Schoolhouse” and “Uni¬
versity of the Air.”
stitutions.’*
•
•
shows .are now carried.

JWT’s Boast: All
8 Agency Shows
Ride Next Season

‘Children’s Hour’ Going
Off After 27 Years In
WRCA-TV‘Live’Cutback

PhiByWIP.WFIl
MarkM Annis
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TELEVISION: A sponsor using today’s most popular
advertising medium reaches an average of 7,9 MILLION
families in the average nighttime minute*And, depending
on the program buy, the sponsor’s commercial message
allowance generally ranges from two to six minutes.

RADIO; A sponsor using the CBS Radio NetWork IMPACT
plan complenaents and thsur'es l^le^^ioh’s effectiveness.
He reaches a ribt of S.3 MILLION fftinih^ and he delivers
over three minutes of conunercial messages per family, at the most efficient costs in all advertising.
does far better than that across the street, on CBS Television,;
1

ON THE
CBSR/tDIO
NETWORK

SO

ItADlO-TEUE^SION
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convention before desking up . , , Htfbbell Robinson and Lester Gott¬
lieb, CBS programming toppers, around for a few days on talent forays
. . . Robert Temple, executive veepee of Raymond R. Morgan agency,
off for^'twO'^month junket through Europe to sell off radio and tv rights
to “Queen for a Day” ., . Bill Robson, producer-director of CBS radio’s
“Suspense,” baiting his lines for top talent and caught Jeff Chandler,
Vincent Price, Mercedes McCambridge "and Vanessa Brown . . . Robert
Adams swung from CBS to ABC-TV to be executive producer of Hol¬
lywood program department . . . Rowe; Giesen was Sandy Commings’
choice for his old berth, coordinator of the Disney-ABC operation.

IN CHICAGO ...
Ernie Walker, ABC Radio’s central division director, treks this week
to Abbeyville, La., on a sales missioi^ then swings Up to New York for
a round of conferences . . » Dan Enright guestspeaks before the Broad¬
cast Advertising Club tomorrow (Thurs.) . . ; Eddie Hubbard has taken
over WGN’s 6-9 ajm. eye-opener disk strip, vacated by Norman Ross
. . . WBKB today (Wed.) started telecasting its full schedule from its
new quarters in the. ABC .State-Lake Bldg;. . . Martin Vasquez added
to the WTTW engineering staff . . . Myrna McCauley, formerly with
Needham, Lbuis &. Brorby’s tv department, joined Foote, Cone &
Belding’s copy staff . . . WBBM-TV exec producer Frank Atlass and
director Barry McKinley cut a kine Saturday (23) of the projected
CBS-TV version of Susan Heinkel’s “Susan’s Show” ... Stan Dale
to hejm WJJD’s 6 to 10 p.m. deejay spread starting Monday (1) . . .
When Don McNeill takes a couple of weeks off later next month from
his ABC “Breakfast Club” toastmastering duties for a Florida fishing
trip, Bill Malone of WMAL. Washington, and D6n Stone of KSCJ,
Sioiix City, will each host the show for a week. Two personalities
worked the network show last summer as part of McNeill’s campaign
to showcase local radio “salesmen”
. Chi. NBC news chief Chet
Hagen subbing for Sun-Times City editor Karin Walsh the imxt two
weeks on WMAQ’s “Night Desk” ... Bill Evans Jiosting a GO^minute
'music-interview, spread on WBKB Saturday afternoons. Dick Locke,
‘directs.

IN WASHINGTON ...
Herbert Marshall has just completed a series of 13 quarter-hour tele¬
films for Federal Civil Defense, with Robert Enders, Inc., producing
. . . Ben Strouse, prexy of WWDC, elected for two-year term to Radio
Board of NARTB . . j Hugh O^Briari, the “Wyatt Earp” of ABC-TV, here
to receive award- at National Rifle Association confab, and for personal
appearances . . » WMAL-ABC’s Bill Malone used deck of the “Susan
Constant,” replica of the Colonial ship for one of his broadcasts . . .
U.S. Department of Agriculture has released a one-minute public
service tv film on beef . . . Bertram Libin has been named general sales
manager of WMAL-Radio, replacing Robert Jonscher, who recently re¬
signed . . . John Douglas, weather forecaker for WTOP-CBS, elected
member of the American Metrological Society . . . Merritt Trott, ex of
WBAL-TV Baitimox-e, new account exec at WTTG.

IN LONDON ...
French cabaret star Henri Salvador made his farewell tv appearance
on Associated Television’s “VaJ Parnell’s Star Time” last week. Sal¬
vador was returning home after a successful two-week season at the
Prince of Wales Theatre . . . The first in the series of half-hour tele¬
films based on. the true-life experiences of members of the Overseas
Press Club will be aired by ABC-TV on Saturday, June 15. The series,
titled “Exclusive,” was made by Ardleigh Films Ltd. at Elstree Studios
. . . Comedian Charlie Chester starts his own nine-week series of 30minute shows on BBC-TV on April 4 . . . Helen Cherry arid Griffith
Jones star in tonight’s (Wed.) Associated-RedifEusion Play of the Week,
“Dead on Nine,” by Jack Popplewell . . . The next CBC teleplay to be
aired by BBC-TV will be “Street Music.” The play, by Jack Kuper, will
be networked on April 5 . . . “Cross Talk,” a new John Irwin presen¬
tation to discuss controversial subjects of topical interest, will have
its-first airing on April 5. The show will be networked by Associated
Television.
.
,

caster, exiting next month for Voice of America . . . Moppet Richard
Keith, of the “I LoVe Lucy” show, here to plug line of children’s
clothes, visits Joan and Gene Crane on their WCAU-TV “Mr. arid Mrs.”
session (April* 7) . . , .Bill Macormac, former program director of WIBG
and local sales rep of Storecast Corp. of America, switches to New
York as sales manager of qompany.

IN PORTLAND, ORE ...
S. John Schile, general manager of KLOR-TV returned to his desk
after a 10-day speaking tour at the annual tv clinics in NYC, Chicago,
and San Francisco . . . William Lundfgan and Mary Costa set to appear
as guest speakers for the Key Club April 6 . . . Chuck ft Betty Foster,
hard- hitting news team for KOIN-TV celebrated 2d birthday of “City
Desk,” tops news. show . . . C, Howard Lane, KOIN-TV managing di¬
rector, just back from l^YC ... Jackson L. Gitchell has been appointed
account for KPTV . . . Gene Phelps has rep of top engineer in area.
He gets paid by KPTV . . . Gene Brendler, winner'of the annual
Rosy Award for top host will have his own show at KPTV starting
April 9. -

IN CLEVELAND ... .
Carl- George, WGAR general manager, named president of Rotary
Club, . , . A1 Krivin, KYW-TV sales manager to San Francisco . . .
Gordon Davis, KYW general manager, and Ed Wallis, KYW sales
manager, both to Chicago for confabs . . . Bill Levy, INS sportswjiter,
doing WJW high school basketball championships from Columbus . . .
Joe Bova, in town for weekend, back in New York where he pacted
series of moppet commercials . . . Kathyrn Covie, formerly with WSRS,
added to WJW-TV promotion staff . . . Sheep Jackson skedded to move
sports show from WSRS to WHK. . . . Bill Beutel added to WGAR
news staff ... . Tom Haley, host of KYW-TV “Open Camera” now does
Friday 10:45 p.m. sports stint . , . Ken Armstrong extends his nightly
weather shows to Sunday 11:15 p.m . . . WERE’s Tommy Edwards cut
Coral record following success of his “What Is a Teenage Girl.”

IN DETROIT ...
Ralph R, Rust, former program-operations manager at WJBK-TV, is
now prografn director; Lewis P. Johnson, formerly Storer Broadcast¬
ing Co.’s Midwest tv sales office manager in Chicago, is station’s
new national sales manager operating from N.Y. office; Dale Young
has returned to job as staff announcer after a two-year hitch in Army
Signal Corps.; “Lady’s, Day,” six-year-old audience participation show
with Chuck Bergeson as emcee, is state’s first regularly scheduled “live”
color program^ station was lauded for alerting .residents of. Man¬
chester, Mich., to boil all water as a protection against typhpid or
similar disease while a broken water line was being repaired , . .
“Crusader,” starring Brian Keith, is a new WWJ-TV entry in 10:30
p.m. Monday time slot, sponsored by The Rambler Dealers of Greater
Detroit.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
Diane Fivey, Frisco biz rep for AFTRA and on the union’s staff six
years, has resigned to spend' more time with her family. Replacing
her is Mrs.'lSrisari B. Murray , . . KRONIs trying to buck Disneyland
with ventriloquist Bob Fillman’s “Happy Holsum” in a . daily quarterhour strip . . . Don Sherwood was ordered to stand, trial for drunk
driving—bail was cut from $5,000 to $2,000 . . . Cute stunt of KYA’s
Iry Phillipsp^pith- helmets to agency execs in kickoff of “Great White’
Hunter” competition . . . Kenneth Dunham, ex-Hollywood NBC and
MBS, returning to KCBS as assistant news director in place of Nor¬
man Kramer, who’s been transferred to WCBS Radio, New York ...
KNBC’s general manager George W. Fiierst gave Frisco Mayor George.
Christopher a public service award . . . J. 'G..(GiD Partridge, general
manager of KROW, Oakland, elected a director of NARTB.'

IN MILWAUKEE ...

Subpoena Powers
Invoked By FCC
In Network Probe
Washington, March 26.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission served notice last week
that It will use its subpoena power
to Obtain vital data it needs to
complete its comprehensive inves¬
tigation of the television broadcast¬
ing industry. Study, which started
in November of i955, is scheduled
for completion by June 30,
Agency announced that its Net¬
work Study Committee, under the
direction of Dean Roscoe Barrow
of Cincinnati U., has decided to
hold investigatory proceedings for
production of documentary and
oral evidence. To assist the Com¬
mittee, the: agency therefore .is¬
sued an order providing it with
subpoena power.
Commission disclosed that most
segments of the industry have been
cooperative in furnishing info
called for by the Committee but
that “certain persons, firms and
companies . . . have expressed re¬
luctance to provide voluntarily in¬
formation which is essential to the
study.’*
Besides, agbncy# ^said, “prelimi¬
nary evaluation of the . data and
information indicates that in some
areas it may be necessary to ob¬
tain further information of a more
specific character.”
*
Under the order issued by the
Commission, it is provided that any
member of the Network Study
Committee or other designated per¬
sonnel may act as presiding of¬
ficer “for the purpose of taking
evidence and issuing subpoenas
or. other process in connection
with the proceedings.”
Barrpw’s Committee has been as¬
sembling its information through
questionnaires and informal meet¬
ings. with most components of the
industry. The Committee .is study¬
ing such matters as netvi'ork'rela¬
tions with affiliates, multiple own¬
ership of statipns, network. owner¬
ship os^tations, production and distributi^ of programs, availability
of talent, possibilities fop. additionr
al networks, the national advertis¬
ing potential and related subjects.
Dean Barrqw anticipated at the
outset of the inquiry that an in¬
formal . type of public hearing.
would be held before his Commit¬
tee is ready with a preliminary
report on its findings.

“Your World,” Milwaukee World Affairs Council program, WXTI-TV,
March 17, covered education in Russia.—Colgate U’s Dr. Albert Parry,
Milwaukee Downer students and moderator David Beckwith, Director,
World Affairs Council of Milwaukee, handled panel . . ^ “What’s New
in the Kitchen,”‘ WTMJ-TV, in ninth year, bow in . color Mon. thru
Fri. Show has Breta Griem arid asst., Mary Cavanaugh, plus guests . . .
WFRM-FM feature's high fidelity, emphasizing operas Sundays, p.m.
. . . Hal Walker, WXIX-TV’s sports editor back from Milwaukee Braves
Bradenton, Fla., dariip . . . It’s Don Metzger WRIT’S deejay dojrig .the
daily 8 a.hi. furu • • ..Paul Bartell, prez,^“The Fox Club” WFOX’s daily
IN BOSTON ...
diik deal entered radio at 17. "-Featured on “Fox Club” Mon. thru Sat.
WBZ-TV’s 1,349-ifoot tower construction completed and power lines 2-5:15 p. m., are Bartell’s reports in hot moving platters . . . Ken Vogt,,
being connected With series of extensive tests going on . . . Dick Farn- staff annoji.ncer, WXIX-TV, fronted a combo a while back . . . “WRIT’S
ham, WBZ-TV sales staff, back from Florida with nice tan . . . WBZ- “Top 40 Survey” record buying, guide hit 25,000 copies recently.
TV sales mgr. Herb Masse picked for jury duty .'. . Bob Emery, WBZ- ,
Minneapolis, March 26..
TV personality; back from New York where he filmed scenes at the
Spike Jones, appearing with hli
Statue of Libetty for his mopped aud ... Ed Jahcewicz, WBZ-TV pro¬
“City Slickers” at the Builders
duction staff, producer for “Let Rreedom Ring” programming ...
Show here, revealed his new (5bS-'
Don Kent, WBZ-TV weathehcaster, back from Florida vacash . . . Nor¬
TV network show, replacing “DO
man Knight, exec veep WNAC-TV, back in Hub after attending BMI
You Trust ‘Your wife?” and staH+ ‘
clinics in New York, Chicago and San Francisco where he was guest
Key sjpeech by FCc Chairman ing April 2, Will be “a Cross .be- '
lecture speakin|['on “Film and the TV Statibn” ... Cedric Fester,
tween Perry COnlo and Medi#* ”
George
MOConnaughey at the instead of being entirely chaos;
WNAC and Mutual commentator, in ..New York for UN sessions . . .
Indianapolis, March 26.
National Assn, of Radio ft Televi¬
Leo Perkins, WNAC-TV production supervisor, off to Europe for three
Working with his writer-proweeks tour . . . Nat Herman, WNAC-TV sales staff, back from two • Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has sion Broadcasters Convention in ducer-director tv team of Dick
weeks vacash in Miami . . . Jim Gates, WNAC-TV sales dept, an¬ announced plans to begin operat¬ Chicago April 9 will be carried on. Da'rley and .Torn Waldman* while .
nounced arrival of baby daughter
Dimcan MacDonald, director ing station WLWt-I here by Sep¬ radio and tv by CBS. Web has here, Jones revealed“what he has:
WNAC and “Yankee Home and Food. Show,” only femme judge “Miss tember on channel 13, "which it was scheduled a live video pickup. of in' mind.
Photographic Queen” contest of Hub. press photogs association ... awarded recently'by FCC after 10- the address from the Conrad Hil¬
For music, there will, be rock ■
‘ .
• ton Hotel for 2:30 to 3 p.m. that ’n’ roll, calypso and ‘‘even pretty
Senor Wehccs guests with Louise Morgan on her WNAC-TV show year contest.
preempting
the
“House!! tunes,” vi^ith Mrs. Jones (Helen
Friday (29).
Robert R. DunviUe, Crosley pres¬ day,
ident, and James p. Shouse, board Party” stanza. CBS Radio will Grayco) devoting herself to thq ;
chairman,'signed. 50^-year lease on carry the tape at 10:05 the same latter,' he said. ,^so, he has hired
IN KANSAS CITY . . .iv"
..
..
'
stjidio site.. Plans also were under night.
Corky Hale, the blonde who usea
Joe Story has joined sales staff of KCMO,"his appointment dnnouhced Way,.,;for tr^nsiriitter location sub¬
v^BC-TV had previously agreed to play harp for Liber ace, to play .
as effective March 15 by E. K. Hartenbower, 'gefieral manager! Story ject .to ’zqmpg variance. Studio to cover the Wednesday (10) ses¬ both harp arid piano. And there
was general manager for several years''of KCKN when it yfas a Capper costing. ,$^(l00,li00^ a 1,016-foot sion during the aftfernoon, high¬ will be guest stars.
property. His switch to KCMO follows' recent ..sale bi' the' station, towdr arid $600^000. annual payroll light of which will be the address
“Until now, all we’ve used the
to new owners . . . Walt Bodine, the WDAF newscaster, is recuperat¬ are planned, Shouse said.
of NARTB prez Harold Fellows. harp for is to slice hard-boiled
ing after hospitalization and a bout with laryngitis ... Sam Molen,
Web has no preemptions lnvolvfi.d. eggs,” said Jopes. ‘/But Miss Hale
He
added
WLW-I
will
have
a
the KMBC and tv sportscaster, beating the Florida buShes for a couple
"Will play the harp riiostly as a le¬
of weeks,to get the front row slant on the ball clubs, while Jim Burke network affiliation which means
gitimate instrument;, even though
subs for him on his regular sportscasts here . . . KCMO’s sportscaster one of three channels now operat¬
she occasionally may be called ;
Bruce Rice radio-ing the NCAA championship- basketball games, in¬ ing here will be in for a fight.
upon to shoot a few bows and ar¬
WLW-I
is
expected
to
bid
for
ABC,
cluding “live” to the Armed Forces Network.
rows.
,
now held by Sarkes Tarzian’s
“We’re only . jpping to do'twQ .
WTTV at Bloomington. Tarzian is
satirical.
numbers
on
each.
:dJOWr’*
IIS PHILADELPHIA • .
George A, Graham Jr. has been
now relocating WTTV tower 21
Jones also, tbld .WRl Jones, “Th^
Statewide shortage of Salk vaccine forced postponement of WRCV miles south of Indianapolis and ex¬ upped from director of sales serv¬ rest will' be straight music. Thai
station’s planned public service' campaign, including free shots, special pects to have it operating by mid- ice to director of sales planning at will be easier for us.”
programs and displays* in lobby . . . WCAU-TV director-producer Jack July. It will increase WTTV Indi¬ NBC Radio.
In his new spot,
Show will have some acrobats
Dolph named No. 1 programming assistant’ to veep Charles Vanda , . . anapolis'" coverage by 250,000 Graham will Oversee the activities billed as the Kitten Sl$tersi He
Bob Bradley, host On “Color Recital” and <^‘Detective Time,” has people, Tarzian said. Present tow¬ of sales development, under man¬ also stated he was trying to get
joined WRCV-TV announcing staff. He replaces Fat Landon who er is 39 miles from city.v
Crolsey first applied for Indi¬ ager Howard G. Gardner, sales Helen Traubel as, his Brst griest
ankles to Rochester, N.Y., as program meager of WHAM . ; . Chief
presentations under Robert C. star, but “she wantS more to siritf
Halftown and Sally Starr to host 90-miilute festival of color cartoons anapolis tv station in 1946.,
Hitchens, and sales service And with me than with anybody els0
(April ’7) on WFIL-TV .. . John Paul Weber, vet WIP arinounoer, gifted
traffic under Sackett B. Miles.
and I can!t afford her,”
by president Ben Gimbel to mark 20th anni with station . . . WFIL
Graham has been with the radio
Detroit—Fred
V.
Davis,
former
stations presented with “Appreciation Award” by Protestant Radio and manager of the Detroit office of web since last August, when he
Houston —* Greg Jordon has
TV Center, for “its contribution to the religious -life of our nation” . . . Colliers,' has been named manager moved over with v.p. Joe Culligan
the staff of KXYZ and will •
Stuart F.. Louchien named recipienUof the first NBC public service cf the newly-opened Detroit office from network sales. He was ad¬ joined
be m.c, of “Night Scene” the allaward in this area for his Centennial Concert and Ball in behalf of • of TNT Tele-Sessions, an affiliate ministrator of NBC-TV sales at the night show which has been pre-the.^Ai5a(^my of I4u$iQ,re?tDr.4tion tod . . . Jules Rind, WPEN news- of Theatre Network Television. ^
trine.'
1 sided over .by Ken Collins,^ , . ,
orit oi ti/il
tgsq no boi/niiuo'J)

Spike Jones Sez Format
Will Be Cross Between
Perry Como & ‘Medic’

Crodey Bid For Indpis.
RADIO-TV COVERING
Network Affiliation
ITS OWN CONVENTION
Aiigurs 3-Cliannel Fight

NBC Radio Ups Graham,
Dirocts Sales Planning

ttABIO-TELEVISIOX
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Closed-Circuit Closeups

31

Westinghouse, in Blast at Storer,
Qiarges ‘Trafficking in licenses'
In Bid to Prevent Shift to Boston

Interfesting postscript to the annual Emmjt-Awards confusion comes in the ,form 4)f a contest among tv editors throughout the
Western Union plans to deliver
country by the Kenyon & Eckhardt promotion department on
a new type of message. It is pre¬
“Who Will Win This Year’s Emmy Awards?” Editors, 193 of whom
paring to play a major role in the
entered tl;^ contest, were asked who they thought would win in
expanding field of closed-circuit
12 categones, not their own personal preferences.
television communication.
Results were mildly astonishing. Nobody got a perfect scoreThe telegraph company's entry
in fact, the best reply had fgur incorrect categories; Moreover, . into closed-tv, particularly for
the majority counts for six of the 12 categories turned out to be
Washington, March 26.
business and industry communica¬
off-base. While the editors figured correctly in six cases. Majority
tion, stems from.^ its, substantial
Blunt accusation that the Storer
was wrong in the following catjegories:
stock interest, in the. TelePrbmpter
Broadcasting Co. is “trafficking in
Best Continuing Performance of an Actor in a dramatic Series;
Corp., which recently added closedWith “Ozark Jubilee” on ABC- licenses” was levelled this week by
they chose Hugh O’Brian and winner Robert Young .ran second.
circuit tv to its activities.
TV
sponsored
only
alternate
weeks
Best Continuing Performance of ji Comedian in a Series; they
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. In
’ According to^ Irving B. Kahn,
chose Phil Silvers, winner, Sid Caesar was second. Best Continuing'
TelePrompter prexy, WU’s nation¬ this season, the network has final¬ a comment before the FCC oppos¬
ly
had
a
breakthrough
on
skipPerformance of a Comedienne in a Series; editors picked Lucille
wide reps will provide ort-the-spot
.Williamson-Dickie work ing the change' in transmitter loca¬
Ball in a breeze.while winner Nanette Eabray ran fourth in their
liaison
between
TelePrompter, weeks.
poll. Best Single Performance—Actress; they chose Grade Fields^
meeting sponsors, technical per-, clothes of Fort Worth has inked tion end' power and sale to Storer
for
one-minute
in the available of WMUR;TV, -Manchester.
while winner Claire Trevor was fourth. Best Supporting Perfor¬
sonnel and others in order to as^
mance by an'Actor; editors picked Ed* Wynn while winner Carl
sure proper-coordination Snd su¬ half-hour every second week. The
WBC comment, filed in reply to
network
is
on
the
prowl for two
Reiner was third. . Best Supporting Performance by an Actress;
pervision of all closed circuit tele¬
FCC questions in the case, de¬
choice was Audrey Meadows, while winner Pat Carroll ran fifth
casts.
In addition, WU offices other participating* sponsors on the
same
basis.
manded that” both the application
throughout the country will store
and last.
Buy is in the first half-hour of of WMUR-TV for a new transmit¬
Winners in the contest with the best scores were David WestTelePrompter’s large screen equip¬
heimer ofithe Houston Post and Arnold K. Knapp of the Charleston
ment.
This ' arrangement, Kahn tfie show, since the I'emaining por¬ ter location nearer Boston and a
(W. Va.) Daily Mail. They won personal tv sets, while 22 other edi- ' said, will enable the TelePrompter tion is co-opped weekly.. Show is hike to maximum power, along
to set up at short notice an exten¬ from 10 to 11 p.m. Saturdays.
tors won RCA hi-fi shts. Poll was handled by K&E’s Stan Warren
with the application for conditional
sive network linking a large num¬
and Wauhillau La Hay for clients RCA Victor and Whirlpool
sale of the outlet, be dismissed, or
ber of cities by closed-tv.
-Seeger.
Telegraph company reps, it’s as¬
as an alternative, set for hearing.
serted,' will coordinaate the vari¬
Westinghouse accused WMURous factors involved in staging and
TV of trafficking as well, charging
receiving closed , circuit telecasts.
These include the hotel seating ar¬
the station’s application for a con¬
rangements, installation and test¬
struction permit is “not for the
ing of equipment, the time sched¬
purpose
of building and operating
ule, setting up the podium and mi¬
Miss Fabrety ‘Embarrassed’ by Emniy Award; Other crophones, and coordinating the CBS Inc. reported record sales in the public interest, bilt only for
and
earnings
during
1956
this
week
purpose of sale.” ;
program with the origination point.
Stan Chime in With Postscripts
TelePrompter, according to in its annual stockholders report
Listing an extensive summary of
4-:-Kahn, “will also have the added with net revenues and sales jump- Storer’s station transactions over
advantage of being able to call in 12.1% over the 1955 totals to a the past few years, plus several
Hollywood, March 26.
new
peak
of
$354,800,000
and
earn¬
upon Western Union’s highlyings up 21.5% to‘ a high of $13, currently In negotiation, WBC de¬
"Johnny Mercer, prexy of the Hol¬
clared that Storer “has been or,
'WLIB, N. Y.. which gears its skilled specialists for technical as¬ 400,000.
lywood branch of the Academy of programming ^primarily for the sistance and advice.”
Per-share profit increased from upon completion of this chain of
Television Arts & Sciences, brands 1,100,000 Negroes in the Metro¬
$1,83 in 1955 to $2.17 per share in contingent transactions, will have
as “untrue” claims by some Emmy politan area, will boost its rates
1956. Latter figure was attained been involved in at least 17 trans¬
10%,
beginning
despite a 41c. per share loss in¬ actions, and possibly more, and
nominees that they were informed approximately
April 1.
volved in the liquidation of, the will still continue to own seven
beforehand of results of the March
CBS-Columbia
radio-tv set manu¬ television and seven radio sta¬
Station maintains that it has
16 presentatio'ns. Mercer said un¬
facturing division. All divisions tions.”
equivocally they were not telling more than doubled its listening
After stating that “Storer also
except
CBS-Hytron,
the tube and
the truth, and that he regarded audience since the current rate
semiconductor manufacturing arm, promises more trafficking,” West¬
their claims as an unfair reflection card went • into effect In 1952,
inghouse
declared that “the fore¬
continued
profitable.
Though
CBSon both the Academy and Price- basing its claim on a Negro Pulse
Hytron tripled its semiconductor going record indicates that the
survey which found WLIB’s aver¬
Waterhouse.
present
application to move
business
and
increased
its
tube
re¬
age quarter hour daytime audience
Nanette Fabray, whose winning higher by 110% compared to fourplacement volume, original- equip¬ WMUR-TV from Manchester and
of an Emmy for best comedienne in and-a-half years ago.
transfer ownership to Storer should
ment
tube
sales
were
down
due
to
Johnson's Wax is nearing a deal
a series aroused a storm of criti¬
be dismissed. Storer clearly has,
WLIB’s new basic rate for one to take over alternate-week spon¬ the decrease in the number of set and frankly states it will continue
cism here because she has not beeti
hour
will
be
$180
as
compared
to
sorship
of the full-hour Sunday manufacturers—22 went out ot to traffic in licenses in utter disre¬
on Sid Caesar’s show since last
business
..or
merged
in
1956,
ac¬
night Steve Allen NBC-TV show in
season, said “the whole situation $165 presently being charged.
gard of the public interest and
the fall. Execs of Needham, Louis cording to the report.
is very embarrassing to me. I
Advertising revenue on CBS-TV contrary to the Commission’s re¬
& Brorby agency, which handles climbed
don’t even know why' I was nomi¬
peatedly
announced policy 'that
by 18.3% over 1955, while
the Johnson’s business, are in New
nated, but I must admit I am de¬
licenses should not be gi'anted to
York working on-the final details, CBS Radio continued profitable persons whose primary intent is to
lighted that, I won. I was on the
with a decision from the Chi-based and increased its daytime commer¬ sell them at a profit rather than to
show for six months in 1956—^the
agency due by tomorrow (Thurs.). cial business. Colupibia Records’ operate a station in the public in¬
year of eligibility—and that’s two'Total
time-talent nut pn the deal sales volume was up 50% and LP terest.’ (The Atlanta-Manchester
thirds olthe season.
would come to around $4,500,000 sales up 120%. The CBS-TV owned transaction being a wanton Illus¬
Desi Arnaz entered the post■ stations, with the exception of
for the year.
tration.)” Sale of Storer’s WAGAEmmy controversy by suggesting
Money for the stanza" would pre¬ WHCT in Hartford, increased their
that in the future voting be lim¬
Moving to “fill a void’* which sumably come out of the “Robert billings ^y 24% during 1956. CBS TV, AM & FM is contingent on its
ited to creative artists, that nets exists in broadcasting news cover¬ Montgomery Presents” show, which, Television Film Sales, the web’s being able to purchase WMUR-TV.
and agencies should not vote— age—the inability of networks or has been ousted from its Monday syndication arm, increased its bill¬
Comment chids Storer for its
“such a change would take it out stations to cover national news time to make way for the new ing by 18% during the year as own statement before the FCC that
of politics.”
And Dick Powell with local angles — Westinghouse- “Crisis”- series and for which no well.
it is a “pygmy” in the television
wrote the Academy suggesting a ''Broadcasting Co. this week set up a new time period has been assigned.
fifeld by citing from the company’s
new method for, awards' presenta¬ fulltime Washington bureau under The Allen stanza has been sold In
prospectuses for is_sue of stock in
tion, suggesting the awards be Rod McLeish, until now news di¬ one-third sponsorship segments
1955 and 1956. Company grossed
doled out in July' or August, so rector of WBC’s WBZ-WRZA in this year; but would probably shift
$19,688,830 in 1955 and $11,971,418
that they could be given for shows Boston.
for the first half of .1956 in televi¬
to either a fuU-Uour sale or -a co¬
and personalities seen during one
sion alone, with “radio gross rev¬
MacLeish will feed Westing- sponsor setup OQ the alternate
season. Thus, he said, it would house’s 10 radio and tv stations on stanza.
enues approaching $5,000,000 in
prevent overlapping which saw a daily basis via direct broadcast
1956. From a viewpoint of earn¬
Miss Fabray win although she line, beep phone reports and tape,
ings before taxes, these statements
Washington, March 26.
hasn’t been on the Caesar show' and will initiate filmed reports pn
indicate that these approximated
The 13th annual dinner of the $12,000,000 in 1956.”
since las£ season.
Sn occasional basis for the tv out¬
Radio and Television Correspon¬
“The way it's.being done now it’s lets. Officially, the bureau opens
Westinghouse declared that
dents Associatipn, Saturday (23);, “Storer is no naive or inconsider¬
very confiTsing.
These Emmy’s April 1-, but after a Monday (25)
In an attempt to boost the was the largest ever; but entertain¬ able element in this vital indus¬
were given for 1956, yet Miss press conference in N.Y. MacLeish
“Home”
show’s
average
audience
Fabray (a fine talent) was only on planed down to. Washington to
ment-wise provided one of the thin¬ try,” pointing out that George B.
the Caesar show a few months of cover the,.'Dave Beck’s appearance ratings and also to pitch to bev¬ nest bills ever offerecl here at the Storer “personally holds 1,278,250
that year, while' her successor, before the Senate, committee in¬ erage sponsors, the NBC-TV stanza annual dinners of the various news shares of Class B stock and 14,640
share of Common Stock which, ac¬
Janet Blair, was on beginning last vestigating labor racketeering, with is injecting^ a new musical feature correspondents’ associations.
September. I think awards should emphasis on Portland, Ore. (Beck’S called-‘‘Coffee Break,” with top vo¬
cording to a conservative price of
Danny Thomas, who emceed and $25 per share represents a fortune
be based on the tv season, from bailiwick) and Boston (Sen. John calists and instrumentalists doing
September through May or June. Kennedy and committee counsel five-minute stints throughout the supplied the comedy, went far be¬ in excess of $30,000,000—some¬
yond the call of duty; he gave ife thing achieved by no other individ¬
They'hand them-oUt now in March Bob Kennedy) angles. It’ll, be a show during the week.Guest ' lineup has, been set a gallant try but ^a? unable to ual or limited group of individuals
because they think winning- an direct line feed in this case^
through
the
week
Of
May
20, with carry the entire operation on his in the broadcasting business.
Emmy will help sell a show, but
New setup is aimed initially
shoulders; As solid as he was at.
I don’t think that's so. Caesar won. more at the company's radio, sta- Frankie Carle Trio ' and Snpoky this same organization’s dinner in
Comment also disputed Storer
Lanson featured the week of April
all those Emmy’s, yet he’i! prac¬
“ (Continued t)n page 48)
1, Bob .Eberle and the Carte unit IBSS, Thomas wowed ’em early and and WMUR-TV on engineering,
tically off dv next season,
the.week, of April 8, the Stan Free¬ late with such cracks as “I’m prob¬ market and legal data, charging
“Our own ‘‘Four Star Playhouse’
man • Trio and Andy, Williams set ably the only fellow who could that the transmitter relocation
went off tv almost a j^ear ago, yet
for the week of April 15, the Free¬ walk on either- side of '.the Pales¬ would be tantamount to shifting
we received nominations for the
man Unit and Don Cornell the tine partition in safety,” and-a gag the allocation to Boston in viola¬
year 1956. Four Star Is not on
week of April 22 and the Three monolog and song about his home tion of the FCC's own rules and
would deprive Manchester of pri¬
this season, and it’s the current
Suns set for the two weeks starting town, Toledo.
mary coverage. Westinghouse de¬
season which people , ren^ember.
^;irst comnaercial radio station to. May 13.
The Vagabonds were nicely re¬ nied a charge by Storer and
The tv Academy' seeks to emulate be started in the New York metro¬
ceived for their songs and play¬ WMUR-TV that in opposing the
the movie Academy, and producers politan area in the past 14 years
ing, especially “Lazy River,” but reAllocatlon its “only purpose is to
have always'—helped the' movie will go to Staten Island, a New
Small, Small World
thereafter Tt was. a case of the prevent a fourth principal commu¬
Academy; may be the tv Academy York City borough which has
Hollywood, March 26.
wrong bill before-the wrong au¬ nity grade signal over Boston.”
should seek the i help of tv pro¬ never had a fulltime station of its
KNX, CBS Radio 50,000 wai¬
dience.
WBC, which operates Boston^
ducers,”, said JPowelL.,
ter here, just got a complaint t
own. Tele-Broadcasters Inc., o*wnHugh O'Brian, who would have WBZ-TV, stated that it reserves
er Of stations in Pasadena, Kansas
from. New Zealand, 7,000
been sensational before a kid au¬ the “full right to voice an opinion
City, Hartford and Knoxville, has
miles away, that Asiatic. sta- . dience, simply didn’t belong in^n as to what constitutes 'the good of
bodght WBBR, a Brooklyn (former
tions on the same wavelength
auditoriunr fuR of broadcast's, the industry’ and the ‘service to
Brooklyn-Staten Island) outlet.
are interfering with reception
newsmen, government officials, etc. the Industry,’”- and Insisted that
Musical Version of*^*'Pinocchlo,”
H, Scott Killgore, prexy of TeleHe worked hard, especially in a “a situation that would Seek to
of the station’s post-midnight
based on the Original characters Broadcasters, Said that "the 5‘lew’s
progi*amming.
duet with Jaye B. Morgan, who was pyramid VHF . facilities in major
created by Cblludi, Is being pre¬ call letters' will be changed to
substituted for the Andrews Sis¬ metropolitan areas at the expense
Last year, KNX technical
pared as* a* tv spec- by Maurice WPOW once the FCC okays the
ters when this "trio—like Humpty of smaller communities and their
operations director Ted Den¬
AlOvy; who wrote the book and purchase from Jehovah’s - Wit¬
Dumpty--couldn’t be put together ability to enjoy a local television
ton received a similar com¬
lyrics and also staged it in Dallas. nesses, a religious sect. Station
again for the show. Miss Morgan, service and the power of local ex¬
plaint, but complainer was a
Aa original musical score is be¬ will operate on .a pop ^music and
who
varied her offering from song pression is considered to be harm¬
Swede beefing about Soviet
ing writtea by Irwin Andrews.
hews folmat on 1330 kc.
interference.
(Continued on page 48)
ful to the Industiy,” '

Texas Coin for ‘Ozark’

CBS; $13,400,000
Peak’56 Earnii^s

Nanette s ‘No No'

WUB’s lOlRate Hike

Johnsons Wax
$4,500,0110 Deal
For Steve Allen

WBCs Fulltime
Capital Bureau

Wrong B31 for Wrong
Audienco Capsules D. C.
Correspondents’ Hoopla

‘Coffee Break’ Musical
Insert for TV ‘Home’

Staten Islaind Gets 1st
Fnlltime Radio Station

P'SSitEFf

America’s biggest
TV show Is

from NOON 'TIL 1 P M. EVERY SATURDAY.
YEAR AHER year...
BIG TOP

DELIVERS...
49% of available audience
3,200,000 viewers
20% below average
daytime costs...
$1.80 vs $2.26 per 1,000 homes

BIO TOF

Wednesday, Marcli 27^ 1957

PiSSWFf

Wednesday, March 2^7, 1957

S3

BIQ TOF
for the last full year
of Its 6 year sponsorship
Nielsen reported BIG TOP
among the top 10 In all
daytime television.,.
In both minute by minute
and total audience
ra tings I

for full Information... call,,. write,.,or wire
TOM DA WSON • CBS TV NETWORK SALES * NEW YORK
or CHARLES VANDA ^ WCAU^TV * Philadelphia

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

BOSTON

STATION

DISTRII.

DAY AND
TIME

FEBRUARY
RATING

SHARI
(%)

SCTSIN 1
USE
1

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
program
■
5TA.

WBZ

Approx, Set Count—%395^000

rating

WNAC (7)

' WBZ - ...4lS
1. Waterfront (Adv)....... ......WNAC. .... MCA. .Sun. 7:00-7:30 ... .....31.6...... ... 70.6...,.;'V.. 44.8 Judge. Roy [Bean
Eddie Fisher .
.WBZ .... ....144
.24.3. ... 57.9;...,
I Led 3 Lives (Adv).,.. .. ..-. .WNA(^. .... Ziv.....
■ News-^Huntley-Brinkley - .WBZ .... ....17.2
Noahj’s -.Ark ..•. ...;; ,WBZ .... ....30.7
S. Count of Monte Cristo (Adv). . WNAC. .... TPA.-. ....,Tues. 8:30-9:00 .. .23.5. ... 41.3.
,WBZ .... .,..20.1
.Sun. 6:00-6:30 ... .23.5. ... 51.4...;.
Pleasure Playhouse
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .•. WNAC.
.Wed. 10:30-11:00 . .23.0. ... 46.6.... ...... 49.4 20th Century Fox ........ i. .WNAC .. ....22.1
S. Highway Patrol (Adv). . .WBZ__
,,WBZ .... .‘,.,17.0
Boston Movietime
.... .Fri. 6:30-7:00 .... ,.... . 23.0. ... 57.9 ...
5. Superman (Adv)..._,.. . . . .WNAC.
. ;WBZ .... ....144
Nightly Newsteller
,.WBZ .... ....15.0
Wild'Wide World..
6. Annie Oakley (W). .WNAC. .... CBS..... .....Sun. 5:00-5:30 ... .22.&r_ ... 58.8 ..1.1
7. State Trooper .(Adv)_ .WNAC. ....MCA... .Sun, 10:30-11:00 . ,..'...21.5...... ... 60.1.... ...;, 35.8 Star Performance .. ,.WBZ .... ....11.1
8. Studio 57 .(Dr).. .WBZ. .MCA..... .....Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .... .20.4. ... 56:9.... .35.8 Secret Journal ... .WNAC .. ....12:’8
9. Frontier (W)..... . .-. . . .'.WNAC.;..._NBC. .Fri. 10:30-1^:00 .. .17.3. ... 45.5.... _ 38.0 Cavalcade of Sports
..WBZ .... ....17.8
Sports; Big Playback ;...: WBZ ........ 12.4

I

COLUMBUS

Ajrprox. Set Count—357,000

StaHomr-^WLW C (4), WrYN (6), WBNS110)

1. Highway Fatrof (Adv). ...WBNS. . .Ziv.... . Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... ...31.1. ,..
2. Death Valley Days (W). .. WBNS.. ♦,
. Sun. 9:30-10:00 . _30.3.,.... ...
. .WBNS..;.^i;. .NTA. .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .... ...28.5,.':.., ...
a. Sheriff of Coehise
. .WBNS_.... , .MCA. . .Wed. 6:30-7:00 ..... ....21.1...... ...
5. Public Defender (Dr). ..WBNS.. . .Interstate.. . Mon.6:30-7:00 ..... ..19.4. ...
€. Frontier Doctor (W). ..WTVN.. . H-TV. . Fri.7:00-7:30 ....... ,...17.6...... ...
7. China Smith (Adv). .;wTVN...r.... .NTA....,,Wed. 7:00-7:30 . .,..15.9...... .,.
t. Dr. Christian (Dr). ..WBNSi.'. ..Ziv... . Bun. 6:30-7:00 ._15.3. ...
9. Superman (Adv).,.r.. ..WBNS. . .Flamingo..**.... ..Wed.6:00-6:30 ..... ,...15.2. ...
10. Hopalong Cassidy (W).. .. WTVN. .NBC... Mon.7:00-7:30 . ... .14:3. ...

RCA Theatre.. . WLW-C .
Alcoa Hour.:.. , WLW-C .
Lone Ranger.. . . ,WTVN ...
Meetin’ Time at Moores.... .WLW-C ..
Meetln’ Time at Moores.... .WLW-C .
News—Chet Long. vWBNS ...
CBS News—^D. Edwards. ..WBNS ...
News—Chet Long. ,......-. . WBIJS ...
38.7...
CBS News—D. Edwards. WBNS .;.
34.2... ....... 44.7 Roy Rogers... . WLW-C .
67.5... .22.5 Foreign Legionnaire.. • WTVN ...
35.7... . 40.1 News—Chet Lqng. .WBNS
CBS News—D. Edwards. .WBNS ...
Robin Hood..
.WBNS ...

68.7... . 45.3
58.8
51.6...
56^...
76.1... ..27.7
70.9... .27.4
42.2...

... 8.9
... 21*,4
.. ,13.7
... 3.9
... 4.8
.. . 20.9
.,.20.9
., .-22.0
. . 22.9
.. .17.5
... 4.5
.. .22.3
.. 20.3
.. .20,6
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MEMO THE MAGNIFICENT
, TWO FOR THE MONEY
With Dr. Frank Baxter, Richard
V^ith Sam LavMUMMt, MUion De
Carlson, Sterling Holloway
'Lufff 0^c^> wate '
Producer-Director-Writer:
Frank
producer-dlreotor: Ira Skntch
Capra
30 Mins., Sat., 10:3# pjn.
Sustainiaa
•
»-»404-04 4< Animation: Shamus Culhane
Studios Ino.
CBS-TVi from New York
“Two for the-Money,” which has
playhouse 90
parently meant it to apply more deliver the top artist for his tune 60 Mins., Wed. (20), 9 p.m.
been off CBS alnce last summer,
Whatever possessed CBS-TV’s as an ethnic study.
also could have happened in the BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
returhed last we^ki to- replace the “Playhouse 90” to tackle the Perle
In any case, knight’s script and aictual music biz. In fact; some¬ CBS-TV (color film)
(N. W, Ayer)
ill-fated “You’re On Your Own’ Mesta story in the first, place will editing trimmed off only the edges, thing similar to this suicide did
If “Hemo” wasn’t magnificent, it
quizzer, which I'asted.for a scant 13- probably remain one of those Rip¬ leaving the core of the film un¬ occur a few years ago.
'week cycle. As of the moment, leys for which tv has long been touched and undamaged. . He had
But despite the documentary was fascinating, but why quibble?
with “New York Confidential” famous—and hardly to Its credit. a narrator tell the story, end Luis realism of some of the yarn, the The secohd in the^ science series
Blated for the Saturday: 10:30 time True,, the network grabbed itself van Rooteii speak as the "grand¬ whole stanza failed to make much by Frank Capra and sponsored by
period, come Septisimlj^r, “Money” some enviable newspaper'^ space father., who lived on the Farrebique of a dramatic point. Maureen Bell Telephone was an imaginative
is somewhat in the .position of a when it announced the show last farm all his life and died there. O’Sullivan, as the aSet man's wife, study of the heart and circulation
filler show for . the remainder of summer, but it might have been Thrown in, too, \vas a conversa¬ was a woebegone creature whose put into completely comprehensi¬
the spring and - Summer, :but un¬ the better part of wisdom to have tion between Charles Colllngwood climactic, speech to her husband ble terms. The complexity of the
derstood CBS vis -pushing this one subsequently dropped the .whole and Dr. Pierre-Martin, a French about faith, in the future was .subject was made to appear so
for a. sale and'it's conceivable that idea. Perhaps the paeting of Shir¬ anthropologist, who testified to the maudlin. Jill Corey, who plugged I elementary that there was a quick¬
it may be around in-thfr fall in an- ley Booth to play the Mesta role fact that conditions depicted were one tune, “Let It:Be Me” on the! ly opened shade of suspicion that
sparked the network’s enthusiasm, still true in a certain region of show, was convincing in the role Capra was oversimplifying, but the
/Other' slot.'
,^
and the respect for the
The Goodson-Todnaan package but as things turned out-the “Host- France.
of the hottest disk artist while humor
matter at hand more than kept the
returns in essentially the-same for¬ est With the Mostes’.”'as it came
The beauty of “Farrebique” was Steve Forrest, as an honest a&r
stanza *from being con¬
mat, but jvith. Sam Leverison, who off last Thursday night will hardly its simplicity, and Knight happily staffer who Is shocked to find out 60-minute
descending..
did the show' for a couple of sum¬ redound to Miss Booth’s everlast¬ didn’t inteipose too many “learned that his boss is on the take, carried
[ In making education palatable,
mers, in as permanent emcee.. ing glory* In fact the sooner,it’s observations” to detract from the off the naivete convincingly.
Levenson’s a cinch for the title of forgotten the better.
story the picture had tfi tell. In
At the windup. Albert is cured Capra, who directed, produced and
The cloyingly slow-moving un¬ fact, the scripting very capably of the payola habit and he pre¬ wrote (with the help of several
television's most genial emcee.
scientists), employed Dr.
veiling
of
the
life
of
Mrs,
MeSta,
Apart from the. .*lw*X3rgP^
matched the poetic tone of parts of sumably lived a poor, but honest consulting
Frank (Shakespeare) Baxter and
p.-routine, he's got a, flair for j hpr ^Idhood frustrations, love .the film, and^ their interlacing of life thereafter.
Herm.
actor Richard Carlson. Baxter, as
ringing the wanpth and humor life and the Washington segment the narrator’s and the grandfa¬
“Dr. Research,”; and Carlson, as.
out of his guests, or at-least getting made' for a tedious story that was ther’s voices was effectively han¬
Kraft Television ’Theatre
“Writer,” engaged, in a colloquy
them, to make a remark that sets both trite and unmoving. No se^- dled.
Irish actor Edward" Mulhare, with Hemo, their blood symbol,
crets were revealed to disclose how
him up for an anecdote.
“Farrebique,” part of which who moved into the Broadway and other animated characters. The
Result is a genuinely good- an international hostess wins, her showed up- rather dark on the limelight as regular replacement wonderful injection of another
humored show in which the quiz laurels. And her parties seemea as screen, had about it a feeling •of and* subsequent successor to “My cartoon character, “Professor Ana¬
gimmick is subsidiary to the Lev- dull. as any in Centerville, USA. genuiness, whether In the peasants’ Fair Lady” costar Rex Harrison, tomy,” to delineate the function
ensonism, which is;aU to the good. Having the script hew to the bio¬ faces as they discussed local af¬ isn’t . sitting around waiting to go of the heart In terms of. living
Producer-director Ira \Skutch set graphical ■ sketch of Perle Mesta fairs in the pub over a glass of op in the musical.- ■ A couple of rooms with one-way entrances and
up the guests for the pteem. care¬ sadly handicapped Miss Booth. None wine, in the shot of a rabbit hot¬ weeks ago he gave tt sampling of exits, was entirely typical of the
fully, with a retiring Army colonel, of her warinth, individuality or footing it across a snowy field, or his performance in the tuner on ingenious things- that Capra devis¬
his wife and seven ’ adopted chil¬ abtindant talents were given a the moving dignity of the funeral. Ed Sullivan’s Sunday night CBS- ed to make his subject clear.
dren; as one team of entrants, and break, with: result that her per¬ It communicated the wonder of TV stanza and last Wednesday
This' business of bringing a full
Vic Damone'i .kid sister and a formance was one dimensional .and springtime and the loneliness of (20) played it straight as star of
of entertainment Into educa¬
Bamone fan club officer as the came out as a ^ reading of rather farmlife.
“Night of'the Plague” on “Kraft quota
tion
is fast becoming a higlilydreary
dialog.
other with Damonc sneaking in as
“Odyssey” not only came up with Television Theatre.”
polished video art. Capra did it
Hedda Hopper. Shepperd Strud- ari enjoyable and Informative hour,
surprising guest. The screening
Mulhare showed up well on the
paid off in terms'of a couple of wick, et al were equally cnn>eshed it also demonstrated what skill and hour-long drama. That, however, with “Our Mr. Sun” in November,
and Walt Disney has done it a few
interesting and entertalaning ses¬ in the ■ undramatic trivia. Rose.
'affection for the subject can do to is about* all the commendation the times of late, in his “Disneyland”
sions.
make 'll foreign subject palatable snow warrants. Initial indications yarns, on. “Our Friend the Atom”
Jack Benny Show
Preem tended to be son^ewhat on
that
the
Lester
Powell
script,
might
Hlft
and “Man,In Flight." In all these
Maurice Chevalier has been mak¬ on the air.
the rough side insofar as pacing
develop into an Interesting meller Instances, the producers mixed fact
was concerned, but that appeared ing f§ii’ly frequent appearances, on
fell flat. The basic situation had and fancy in wholesome and inter¬
Climax
U.S.
video
via
filmed
displays.
Re¬
to be a matter, that will shake
but the progression , df esting—more, exciting—amounts.
Payola, a phase of the music biz substance,
down in a couple of weeks. Clian. cently, the Gallic . chanteur did a
were somewhat confusing
Art.
Parisian travelog in which he had which everybody believes to be a events
virtually a whole hour to himself fact but which nobody seems to be and' lacking in credibility.
SHARILAND
Powell
had
some
bitter
com¬
on NBC. He made another t^ed able to prove, came under dra¬
appearance Sunday (25) with Jack matic. scrutiny on the CBS-'TV ments to make on the invasion of With Shari Lewis
Benny on his regular CBS-TV- “Climax” series last Thursday personal rights brought on by the Co-producers: John Fengler, Bill
Ratcliff .
show, which was filmed in Paris night (21) in a play titled “Let It tightening of security measures.
last summer.
' .
Be Me.” Although the dramatics These .were brought Into play xs a -Director: Hugh McPhilltps
Write;
Lan O'Kun
British
pathologist,
portrayed
by
AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Despite the expensive presence in the Eileen and Robert Mason
With John RoDlnson, Peter Wyn- of Chevalier on this session, the Pollack script were .somewhat Mulhare, resisted his government’s 60 Mins., Sat., 8 a.m.
garde, Clive Morton, JIU Dixon, Benny show really never got off weak, the sociology was frank and attempts to get him to turn over WRCA-TV, N.Y,
Shari Lewis, the comely young
info on producing a deadly germ
Jessica Speneer, Tony Sympson, the ground. The entire program accurate.
^
lady with a bundleful of talents
Tom' Ciiddle, Brian Franklin,. seemed like a routine venture in
At the center of this modern Tin culture. In the end, though, he
Anthoiiy Wilson, Edward For¬ which neither Benny, Mary Living¬ Pan. Alley yarn was Eddie Albert, gave in rather than take a chance and tricks for the- kiddies, has
syth, ' John Salew, Reginald ston nor Chevalier were used to a corrupt artists & repertoire chief on having the process fall into shifted her stand, from WPIX,
N.Y., to the New York NBC flag¬
Marsh, Jnlla Chester, Malcolm best advantage.. Extent * of ' the of an up-arid-coming independent the hands of enemy agents.
W'atson, Michael Ely, George imagination used in the pr.esenta- label. His “taking” price for re¬
The cast contributed little in the ship. Her stint now is a full hour
instead of 30 minutes.
Ricarde, Joanna Glam
tlon of Chevalier, was having him cording a song was set in the script way of punching up the proceed¬
On Saturday (23), she and her
Arthur Miller verslon- of Henrik get uf> to do a turn on a nltery at around $3,()<)0, a price tag which ings. The performances were gen¬
amiable puppets, Lambehop and
Ibsen play
erally
uninspired
and
the
frequent
floor, and Chevalier delivered with corresponds to the actual goss^'i in
Adaptation: Elspeth Cochrane
Ills usual style and aplomb.
the music biz when the subject of muffing of lines didn’t help either. Charlie Horse, performed well.
Other ingredients' of the show
Producer-Director: Silvio NarizJess.
Benny’s travels abroad, as de¬ ' a&r payola is brought. As Albert
consisted of a song or two, a story,
zano
picted on this particular episode, L put it in the play, an a&r man is
some chitchat with children, and
90 Mins., Wed. 8 p.m.
Omnibus
I
onlyas
big
as
his
last
hit
and
he
: comprised constant battles between
a “betcha” trick. Lan O’Kun who
Granada TV, from Manchester
If
last
Sunday’s
(24)
ABC-TV
Benny and society in anx attempt I gotta take all he can get when he
supplies some of the o'riginal ma¬
Arthur Miller's versfon of Ib¬
separate the comic from a por¬ can get'it. Also in the yarn was edition of “Omnibus” had been car¬ terial, as well as doing the music
sen’s complex political play did to
ried
in
New
Bedford,
Mass.,
in
tion of his bankroll. There were a ma^inal publisher who has
and lyrics for Shari's songs, shows
nothing but good for the .transla¬ some
good situations as a result mortgaged his whole catalog and is 1893, the then 33-year-old Lizzie some original imagination and wit.
tion English speaking peoples.have of this gag which frequently paid now banking on a single hit to pull Borden would probably have been
become accustom^ to: In l^e 90 off in the laugh department. Chev¬ him out of a whole. His ultimate found guilty of the hatchet slaying Miss Lewis is a winning, comfort¬
able performer.
'minutes, playing time, the pace alier went along with this ' gag. suicide when Albert is tmable to
(Continued on page 46)
After an inventive opening with
never faltered from one which, was I affably for several sides of dialog,
the puppets,, show, bogged down
crlsD and tense. Miller’s treatment but a personality of Chevalier’s
somewhat initially with Miss Lewis’
of the play, which tells of a small magnitude should have gotten
seemingly forcing talk. Apparently,
Norwegian coastal town governed [some lines far removed from the
additional* sparkle is needed for
by an expansion crazed council, Lusual Benny routine.
Jose.
an even 60 minutes of entertain¬
headed by a Mayor prepared to
ment. But the potential is there
endanger the lives of thousands of
The Chevy Show
and'
should be realized as show
Rosie
Dolly
seems
to
be
on
a
p.a.
kick,
first
on
Mike
Wallace’s
visitors who will use the newlyThere’s a sunny and refreshing
goes along. Camera work could
erected spring baths, even though, quality to Dinah Shore’s work that
“Nightbeat” (DuMont) teeveer and later on Barry- Gray’s WMCAhave been more adept in avoiding
his brother, the medical officer of makes an hour’s tv outing with her
AM’er. Somehow the surviving half of the Dolly Sisters, already
Miss Lewis’ fillers as she worked
healths has proved that they are skip by at a happy pace. It was
glorified in celluloid in one of those George Jessel bloplx at 20ththe. puppets, (jamera, picking up
polluted, is. one full, of imderstand,- demonstrated once again Friday
Fox, permitted herself to be boxed Into the*fcbld, somewhat cruel
such details, spoils the Illusion.
ing. Producer-director Silvio Nar- (22) via “The Chevy Show” stanza ■ camera eye of the image orthicon, so far as the y^deo Interview
More songs also might be helpful.
izzano deserves full marks for his on NBC-TV.
was concerned. If it was a trailer for her blog It’S apparenHy far
Headliner and her puppets are
work. The sets were imaginative
in advance because, admittedly, her memoirs are still in the think
In addition- to the warm and
winners vocalizing.
and realistic, and camerji. work winning,
hostess, production, broad¬
stage.' Miss Dolly, a legendary name of the 1920s, could not have
As to the puppets, Miss Lewi*
was on an edual par.
cast in color and black-and-white,
endeared herself with the Yank bourgeoisie of the “plane now, pay
and
witer O’Kun could add an¬
Outstanding member of the cast was topgrade all the way. Pro¬
later”^ category. No doubt that some such bewildered Americans, ^ other dimension to Lambehop,
was John Robinson, who played ducer-director Bob Banner tied it
of middle-income class; making their Installment-plan tourist trips, ' Charlie Horse and Wing-Ding via
the doctor. His p^ormance In all up into a bright and extremely
piojecling
eiqptional
qualities.
do^ behave in the manner she alleges, but this didn’t jibe with her
this difficult role whiA varied be¬ likeable musical package. He sur¬
Right now, they are in the main
own humble beginnings. She was proud of the fact that she and
tween pathos, humor and frustra¬ rounded his star with Pat Boone,
only
smart
and
clever.
In
one skit.
''Jennie—-in
the
heyday,
of
their
billing
their
first
handles
came
out
tion. was excellent. He was well Shirley. MacLaine and Dan Dailey
Miss Lewis had Lambehop stricken
Yancsi and Hoszika--came to Brooklyn with nothing from their
supported by Clive Morton as the and they all come through in., top
with
sadness
by
Charlie
Horse.
native
Hungary.
Wallace
sought
to
remind
her
of
this,
nor
did
she
Mayor and Peter ^Wyngarde. who form.
That skit was the best.
Horo.
played Hovstad, editor of a circu¬
duck the issue. But seeming^ her patience with gauche behavior¬
With Boone; Miss Shore ducted
lation .‘seeking^ newspaper. B.ary,.
ism .of franc-conscious American tourists isn’t as tolerant.
“Butterfly,” with Miss MacLaine,
CONFESSION
Wallace could have done something more with Colymbia Records’
there was -a- happy takeoff of
With Jack 'Wyatt, guest*
THE BIGGEST THIEF IN TOWN I “Young Love” to a, cha-cha beat
adcr topper Mitch Miller than did the Ehtertainment Press Confer¬
Producer: Wyatt
With Bernaril Braden, Carl Ber¬ and ^vith the whole mob, there vWas
ence (Al Morgan, Harriet Van Home and Bill Stem). Miller
Director: Patrick Fay
nard, Jerry Storin, Fred J<diii80n, a spirited treatment of “Drop a
ducked a lot on the payola issue but was vigorous in his displeasure
Writer:
Jim Boltz
; Evelyn Boberta, Joy Rodgers, Name," a special material number
with the record arrangement copyists. Had the trio been as pre¬
so Mins.; Frl. (15). 10 p.m.
Neil McCaUnm, George Street,. out of the cxirrent Broadway tuner
pared as Wallace is usually some Interesting inside stuff could
WESTON CARPETS. COOK’S
Deiiis McCanhy, Timothy Grey, “Bells Are Ringing.” >
have-been evolved. As it is. Miller bested'hlg three inquisitors
MODERN HOMES
Keith Marsh
Among the other pleasantries
KRLD-TV, DaUaa
on an Issue that is a big common denominator with the public in
Writer: Dalton Tnunbo
were Miss Shore’s solo on “These
(Wyatt k Bearden)
light
of
the
astronomical
totals
that
pop
platters
now
rack
up.
Mil¬
60 Mins., Thnrs. 8 p,in.
Foolish Things,” Boone’s workover
This highly successful tv seg¬
ler’s “r don’t know If that is going on” could have been a different
Associate Television; from London of “Why, Baby, Why,” Dailey’s
ment, which started a year ago.
thlng-<inder a more •skillful Q. & A. And It need not have been
‘ Presented'" Id' tho. Assdciat^ hoofing sequence and Miss Macpulls no punches. Indicative of
Television “TeloVisioh Playhouse” | Laine’s spoof of “The Dance of
the almosi antagoniailc yp^ stance that Bill Stern assumed. Miss
drawing power of such an offbeat
series, Dalton TrUmbo’s macabre the Seven Veils.” ^
Van Home seemed somewhat esoteric with her questions on the reGros.
show Is its February-Pulse rating
comedy was one long laugh from
- ligioso song" aspects. Morgan tried to stay with payoUr cut-lhs and
of 24, just short I of the top 1$
tfeginnliig to eftdi Bernerd Braden,
'Odyaiey
the intra-trade angles but the bearded obolsi-a&t exec took the play
showe, network and local,, in this
who played the leid in the .London
How. a foreign-made documen¬
sway.'
'
area-^and a ohe-polnt gain over
stage production five . veers ago, J tary can be presented with telling
" There are now any number of “behind the scenes of show busi¬
the last. survey. ‘ Last week the
wa.«! at home in' nls irdle is Bert Impact on American .
was de¬
ness” variety programs. They dot the dlals^ both ty and AM. The
Dallas county district attorney (a
Hutchins the small tovm under- ! monstrated Sunday (24) when
payoff, of course, is the commercial for whatever is belng^ plugged.
frequent panel member on thf’
taker who triei^ lo Increase hls^ “Odyssey” on CBS-TV offered
But-the sum-total end-result is a constant dilution of the vafues
show) swarded producer Wyatt a
business l>y ' iH^ng.^ a |12;000 Arthur ^nl^t’i adaptation, of the
and the illusions thet come with professional ehow business.' If
plaque and certificstt of merit “in
bronze.' casket ’he""ho^ 10 Sril at- French clal;t(c, “Farfeblque.’’ 'J’he;
rMognltipn of outstanding publio
this keeps’up the public msy yet turn back td films because Hdlly:
- a prqfitt to thO ■ big time undc^-1 .filth depicts'tb6 passage of the sea-;
service in shedding th# lignt of
wood, for all its j^st penchant fot dishing its inside stuff in Fiibtake's. In'neajrt>Y .Denver ;;arhen. the-: sons,. th6. cycle of me and death;
community uhdSivtandlBg^ on the
locfi! millionaire, who’a^.et death^j on ‘"a • French .farm. It'# jgood en¬
lie, at least gives them a jloSsy pSekege of thoroughly‘eveliiited
-entertainment^ sens the auxiliary end incidental plug*;'
' -Abel.
(Oehtinuisd on p^e 4g)
• ; (Continued‘On^pago id) '' *
tertainment, though “Odyssey” ap-^

Tele Follow-Up Comment

S

Foreign TV Reviews

Those Interviews
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itv the world over
t... as hard to simulate as a foreign accent. . . appreciated throughout the alphabet of nations

U^TRALIA
Lassie • Private Secretary • Fury • The Count of Monte Cristo • The Halls of Ivy • Ramdr
of the Jungle • Mystery Is My Business • Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans

y'

RITAIN
Lassie • Private Secretary • Fury • The Count of Monte Cristo • Hawkeye and the Last
of the Mohicans • Rdmar of the Jungle • New Adventures of Charlie Chan (in production)

Canada
Lassie • Private Secretary • Fury • The Count of Monte Cristo • Mystery Is My Business
Your Star Showcase • Edward Small Features • Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans
Ramar of the Jungle * Captain Gallant of the Foreign Legion * Science in Action
And hopscofc/ung the world:

Latin America
Lassie (Spanish version) sold to the Kellogg Company through

to

Bristol-Mybrs through Boclaro Advertising Agency in

Venezuela; also in Cuba.
The Lone Ranger sold to the Borden Company through

J. Walter Thonipson de Mexico in Colombia, Cuba, El

National Export Advertising Service in Puerto Rico. Other

Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Puerto Rico and Venezuela.

ffpa series sold in France, Switzerland, etc.

Sta^e 7 sold to Corppracion Nacional Electronica through
McCann-Erickson de Mexico in Mexico; and to the Borden

Within a short time, tpa has already outsold ail other com¬

Company in Puerto Rico; also in Cuba.

panies, because tpfl shbws have the basic essentials of enter¬

Fury sold to Laboratories Picot through the Noble Adver¬

tainment which transcend language or distance . . . and please

tising Company in Mexico.

audiences everywhere. This quality is making sales for business
through

both home and abroad. A discussion with us of your television

McCann-Erickson de Mexico in Mexico; to Campbell Soup

program needs can .give you a new approach to domestic

through Robert Otto and Company in Puerto Rico; and

an(l foreign sales, and profits. Just phone PL 5-2J00.

The

Count of Monte Cristo ’ sold

to

Nabisco

Television Programs of America, Inc.
^

EDWARD SMALL • MILT6n A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN
Chairman

'

President

Executive Vice-President

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. • PL. 5-2100

sa
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FEATURE fhh chart

weelcly chart, based on ratings^ furnished by American Research Bufeature .period and share ~of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
reau*s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each * of the feature, and audience composition, i.e, a late show at 11:15 p.tn. tooultf hardly
week, the iO top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
time period. In the cities where stations seR their feature programming on,a multidetermining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical,throughout the week, a total rating for the
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is otoen, the total rattfig not taking into account
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid, for the particularly rated. theat^al filmed show are as accurate as could be flscer
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
fained from a multiplicity of station and other data.
Variety’s

CINCINNATI
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

TIME SLOT

ARR
RATING

SHARI or
ADDIENCl

HIGH

ARB
HATING

10.3

46.4

Hi Kids ..;v.
‘ WKRC i rf, i.. .. 6 7
The Seventh VeU, Platinum
Playhouse .;. WcpO^^
5.4

8.O.,,

7.7

39.7

Movietiihe; UiS.A, ,.
Zoo parade.. .

7.8

8.0

7.7

41.6

Bowling , .... .WKRC .
Movietiipe, U.S.A.
. V..; :WLW-T

Steven’s Show
Sat. Feb. 2 ,
11:00-12:45 a.m.
WCPO

7.6

8.6 :

6.0

33.t

The Show
Sat. Feb. 2
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WKRC

7.4

8.6

5.7

37.8

Once Upon a Time, Stevens’s
Shbw', .'....:..... .WCPO . ... 4.7.6

Home Theatre
Wed. Feb. 6
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WKRC

6:4

7.4

5.2

55.2

Tonight

7. THE CARIBOO TRAIL—
Randolph Scott, Gabby Hayes; 1950;
20th Century Fox; RKO Teleradio

Home Theatre
Fri. Feb. 1
11:20-1:15 a.m.
WKRC

6.1

7.2

3.7

46.9

Tonight ... .WLW-T . t
Hollywood Theatre. WCPO .

7. THREE ON A MATCH—
Bette Davis, Humphrey, Bogart, Joan
Blondell; 1932; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Best of Hollywood
Sun. Feb. 3
11:15-12:30 a.m.,
WKRC

6.1

6.9

5.4

42.9

Million Dollar Movie... WCPO

I. MADNESS OF THE HEART—
Margaret Lockwood,«Paul Puis; 1950;
Universal-International; -ABC-TV

Famous Film Festival
Sat. Feb.,2
7:30-9:00 p.m.
.
WCPO

5.9

.6.3

5.4
%

9.3

8, THE SEVENTH VEIL—
Anh Todd, James Mason; 1946;
J. Arthur Rank Production; ABC Film

Platinum Playhouse
Sat. Feb. 2
6:00-7:30 p.m.
WCPO

5.9

6.6

4.9

15.4

Gold Cup Theatre
Sat. Feb- 2
5:00-6:30 P.m.,
WLW-T

10.8

Movie at 3
Sun. Feb. 3
3:00-4:00 p.m*
WCPO

7.9

3. EAGLE SQUADRON—
Robert Stack, Eddie Albert; 1942;
Columbia; Screen Gems

Prize Playhouse
Sun. Feb. 3
1:30-3:00 p.m.
WCPO

4. ONCE UPON A TIME—
Cary Grant,’Janet Blair; 1944;
Columbia; Screen Gems
5. GIRL FROM lOTH AVENUE—
Bette Davis, Ian Hunter; 1935;
Warner Brothers; Associated * Artists
Productions

U IT’S IN THE BAG—
Fred AUen, Jack Benny; 1945;
United Artists; NTA
2. WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS—
George O’Brien, Irene Ware; 1935;
20th Century Fox

.

6

AIR STRIKE—
Richard Denning, Gloria Jean; 1955;
Llppert Productions; Telepictures

11.5

FEBRUARY, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

‘ .

■
iWLW-'P » _• ( '• 4 442.1

,,

. irv, .-13 7
1-6.8

Front Page News; Weather.;...WKRC ^ 4..^^43.8
^Ghrl frbm lOth Ave., The Show.WKRC .4 ■44; 7.4

_”...

WLW-T

49

People Are Funny .. .WLW-T ,
Perrv Como .. 4...,: WLW-T ,... 43 2

It’s in the Bag—<]iOld Cup
Theatre . WLW-T ,
WLW-T .
Midwestern Hayride ..

.22.5

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
1. BATAAN—
'
Robert Taylor, George Murphy,
Robert Walker; 1943; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM Time .
Sun. Feb. 3
9:00-11:15 p.m.
KMGM

18.4

22.0

13.5

38.8

$64,000 Challenge.
O. .Henry Playhouse :.
.
Today’s Headlines
Masterpiece TJieatre ..

2. THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—
Robert Montgomery, John Wayne;
1945; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM Time
Sat. Feb, 2
9:00-11:45 p.m.
KMGM

16.7

17.7

9.9

41.2

.George Gohel .
Your Hit Parade ..........
Today's Headlines.
Weather; Sports ..
Racket Squad.
Million Dollar Movie.

3. THE BLACK SWAN—
Tyrone Power, Maureen O’Hara; 1942;
20th-Fox; TSfTA

Command PelT.
Sun. Feb, 3
2:00-3:45 p.m.
WCCO

14.8

15.5 '

13/5

62.2

Outlook ....;. .. KSTP . ... 3.7
...KSTP
• Zoo Parade ;.
... 6.1
.. KSTP" ..... .. 12

Masterpiece Theatre
Sun. Feb. 3
9:30-11:15 p.m,
WCCO

12.3

^8.2

24.0

4. THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE—
Dorothy McGuire, George Brent;
1946; Selznick; NTA

’ 11.3

...WCCO . ...25.7
.. KSTP ...... ...19.1
. . KSTP
,. . 26.5
..WCCO . .. .10.6
...KSTP
...KSTP
..KSTP
...KSTP
.. KSTP
...WCCO

..... ...21.1
..... .. . 24.3
...25.9
V.... .,U7.5
. ... 7.9
,;V.. ... 3.7

.... ...18.4.

Bataan, MGM -Time........ ...KMGM
/

6. CANON CITYScott Brady, Jeff Corey; 1948;.
Eagle Lion Films; United Artists-TV

Tonight, at 9
Frl, Feb. 1
9:00-10:45 p.m.
KMGM ,

9.6

11.0

5.6

18.4

Line-Up ............... .'4
Person tf> Pe*'-‘'On; ...
Do You Trust Your Wife..
Tomorrow’s News; Weather.

6. MIN AND BILL—
Marie Dressier, Wallace Berry;
1930; MGM; MGM-TV

Tonight at ,9
Tues, Feb. 5*
9:00-16:15 p.m.
KMGM

9.5

10.1

8.5

17.1

$64,000 Question -.... ...WCCO ..... ...33.0
...WCCO ..... ...19.8
AVrestllng ..

7. MONSOON—
/
. Ursula TIXiess, Gedrge Nader; 1953;
United Artlstfer^nited Artists-TV

Tonight at 9
Wed. Feb. 6
9:00-10:30 p.iri.
KMGM-

7.8

8.7

6.8

13.7

This Is Your Life. .. KSTP ..... ...23.1
' 20th Century Fqx.. ......WCCO . ... 17.2
What's My. Line......WCCO . ... 16.7

Movieland
Sun. Feb. 3
7:00-8:30 p.tn .
KMGM

7.5

9.0

6.2

12.0

Ed Sullivan ..... ...WCCO . ...37.5
G; E. Theatre..
...,wcco ..... . ..25;9

t. NIGHT AT THE OPERA—
Marx BrotherSr Kit^ Carlisle, Allan
Jones; 1935; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM Time
Mon. Feb^4‘
9:0(W0:55l>.m.
KMGM;

6.6

7.6

3.9

15.2

. . 26.9
Wclk’s Top Tunes
^.. ... .,.WTGN.
Search’ for Adventure . 1
..16.9
. 34.9
Today’s Headlines .......
,...
KSTP
.
..19A
Weather, Sports ........
KSTP
Federal Men ..
.. 5.8

M. THE CHAMPION^
Kirk Douglas, Marilyn Maxwell; 1949;
United AxtUts; Atlantic Television

Early Movie ;
Wed. Feb. 6
10:0^11:45 pjn.,
.... WTCN

5.8

6.8

3.7

23.2..

Today’s Headlines ..... . KSTP ...29.6
What’s My LineWCCO
47,2
Tomorrow's News; Weather .. WGCO
’8:7■Mr,. District '• Attoriiey.*.. /..
■,
Hollywnbcl i^ayhouse-;,
.... WCCO .., *:«,;.; 3;4

S« ISLAND OF DESIRE—
Linda Darnell, Tab Hunter; 1952;
United Artists; United Artists-TV

•v.

. , .WGCO . .. .25.4
,..WCCO
.. ,33.7
:..Wcco .....
...WCCO
.4^1.3
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BEST FEATURES!
X

One of the best feature^ of wcbs-tv’s feature film
programming is that everyone—viewers, advertisers
and the industry itself—agrees it’s the best.
The trade: The Billboard’s Fifth Annual TV Film
Service Awards (a poll of hundreds of stations, spon¬
sors, agencies and producers) voted wcbs-tv “the
best station in the nation for imaginative and effec¬
tive programming of feature films.” (Gratifying but
not new: this is wcbs-tv’s third win in five years.)
The viewers: wcbs-tv’s feature films are command¬
ing the biggest audiences in their history i-. . far
bigger average audiences than feature films on any
other New York station, (The Early Show 81% larger,
The Late Show 112% larger).
The advertisers: Sponsors consistently invest more
in WCBS-TV’S features than in any other feature film
programs in New York—and get far bigger returns
on their investment!
But the best feature of all, from the advertisers’
point of view, is that Channel 2 commands much
larger average audiences than any other New York
station not only during, feature film periods—but
throughout the entire week as well. And has done
so month after.month, year after year!
Channel 2 in New York
CBS Owned • Represented by ^
CBS Television Spot Sales

Source: NSl.,J«n. ifSttHnvXtUoetUvfea^reo,

A

^

J^T^mr

RADIO-TEUB VISION

Inside Stntf-Radio-TV

Union Jack

Radio Reviews
CONVERSATIOK
With Clifton Fadinlan» host; Charles
Van Doren, John Dickey
Producer-director: Polly Cowan
Assoc, director: Bob Maurer
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.hi.
NBC, from New York
Appropriately, this program,
dedicated to the art of ^ooji, in¬
telligent talk, kicked off a new
series on Thursday (21), with hav¬
ing the most celebrated egghead
in the U.S. as guest, Charles Van
Doren. The topic was “What Is An
Educated Man’' and Van Doren,
host Clifton Fadiman and John
Dickey, Dartmouth College prexy,
had a good time kicking the con¬
troversial question around—to the
enlightenment of listeners.
That the round of talk may not
have been enlightening as its potention could be blamed on the
participants w'Ro more times than
was necessary used the jargon of
the educational trade, without ex¬
plaining some of the terms. Fadi¬
man, although his contribution was
solid, detracted somewhat from the
overall interest by shifting ground,
too often, before a particular point
had been adequately explored. On
the taped recording, there were
one or two references to Van
Doren continuing on “Twenty-one,”
fortunately unpointed references,
even though they may have been
baffling to the listener.
The above are minor defects to
a show which is as interesting as
this. After a three months hiatus,
the series is now being reinstituted
and it must be a welcome reentry
for a lot of-listeners.
What is an educated man? Van
Doren felt that Robinson Crusoe
symbolized such a being, a man
able to function in any environ¬
ment, even, said he, in a “TwentyOne” isolation bjioth. Fadiman felt
the educated man was one who
knows who,.when and where he is
in all time and space (whew!).
Dickey placed different stresses on
the proposed answers, seeing the
merit in. both approaches though.
Trmiscripts of the program should
be made available to colleges and
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Continued from page 23

other agencies of learning. They
could be used to trigger some valu¬
able discussions.
Horo.

Radio FoQowop
Prejudice Clinic
Presented weekly by WMCA,
N.Y., in cooperation with the Cen¬
ter for Mass Communication, Co¬
lumbia U., “Prejudice Clinic”
Thursday (21) probed the question
of bias between the sexes. But
upon the conclusion of this halfhour panel discussion it might be
said that the problem was no
clearer in the minds of listeners.
While the subject inspired lotsa
thoughts from guest expert Dr.
Margaret Mead, Columbia U. Pro¬
fessor of Anthropology, and a num¬
ber of reps of community groups
who have “faced the problem,” the
analysis primarily evoked generali¬
ties. Admittedly prejudice exists,
but little light came out of this
forum as to a practical solution.
On psychological differences be¬
tween the sexes as raised by an in¬
quiring panel member. Dr. Meade
replied that she’s inclined to be¬
lieve the^e are differences “but it’s
difficult to determine what they
are.” Another panelist (a woman
personnel director) asked “why is
an applicant frequently turned
down simply because she is a
woman ... do you think legisla¬
tion,could do something?”
Laws perhaps may have some
effect in civil service jobs. Dr,
Mead remarked, “but it’s more im¬
portant that society decide what
is a proper job for a woman ... it
has tp ,be dealt with by public
opinion.” Freelance writer Howard
Philips explored the trade angle
by citing radio and tv’s situation
comedies.
In some of these, he said, the
head of the house is invariably
depicted as a bumbling character
always rescued by his wife and
kids. “Would you call that anti¬
male prejudice?” he deadpanned.
“No,” answered Dr. Mead, “I would
call that a Madison Ave. stereo¬
type of 10 years ago , .
Gilb.

five of the 12 projects, NBC, Tele¬
vision Programs' of America and
Flamingo Films. Ziv is currently
lensing “The New Adventures of
Martin Kane” from its British base.
Bernard Luber-ABC Film syndica¬
tion just completed 13.“Exclusiver’
episodes from UK headquarters.
While Holl3wopd by any yard¬
stick still far outdistances London
and its environs as a tv production
center, U.S. tv is offering to Brit¬
ish filmmakers an audience they
never reached via American thea¬
tres—and a cash-box measured in
millions of dollars.
In the past two years, American
telefilm companies have earned
about $3,000,000 from the UK mar¬
ket, Cron estimated. SG, which jUst
sold 36 episodes of “Circus Boy” to
the, British Broadcasting Corp., is
well-represented on the UK cbmmercial tv roster, with 13 shows.
Cron said he was in sympathy with
the British quota on fdreign^. vir¬
tually, meaning American, tv pro¬
gramming, as a native aid to a
budding' Industry. He felt though
that the quota should be upped
from the current 14% to 30%, a
percentage equal to that reigning
in UK theatres. (One of* the strong
motives for Anglo-American pro¬
duction in Britain is to get outside
the quota limitation which doesn’t
box-in Union Jack labelled telefilm
series. Another Is to win a favored
position in Commonwealth nations
such as Canada and Australia.)
By 1958, the British government
must decide on a third channel,
^either linked with the governmentowned nqh-commercial BBC, or
with the commercial tv channel,
inaugurated in September, 1955,
operating in London, Manchester
and Birmingham, Cron stated. He
said an American telefilm seriea
brings in about $4,000 per halfhour in the UK today. All deals
made by SG are for one run, he
added.
On the continent, SG has entries
in virtually all countries, running
nine shows in Italy and 11 in Bel-,
gium; for instance. West Germany
was cited by Cron as a growing
television market for U. S. tele¬
films.

New York Daily Mirror this week inaugurated a major'iiinovation
in tv coverage, devoting two columns of the back page of the Monday
(25) issue to television ‘reviews. Back page of the Hearst tabloid is
ordinarily devoted to pictures and sports results, while tv coverage has
been limited in the<,past to Nick Kenny’s mixed music-tv-radio-poetry
column.
New feature is being handled by vet staffer Gerald Duncan under
the title of “TV Last Night,” with Duncan turning In reviews of “OmnL
bus,” “Odyssey,” “Meet the Press” and “Air Power.”
WOR, N.Y^., has commissioned Pulse to undertake an extensive cover¬
age study, designed to measure the audience of major New York sta¬
tions throughout a 13-state area.
Approximately 14,1)00 personal interviews will be conducted through
mid-April. The area to be checked includes all counties where any
New York radio station showed a 10% 0^: better audience penetration
in the 1952 Standard Audit and Measurement study.
WOR will use the “aided recall” technique in its survey, a technique
which is claimed to eliminate Maws in other methods. Robert Mr Hoff¬
man, director of promotion and planning for the. station, outlined a
Pulse experimental study conducted in January in Philadelphia, which
pointed up the flaws in other than “aided jcecall” methods.
•

-

' \

For the first time, the Academy pf Television Arts & Science will
have representatives and an exhibition room at the NARTB Convention
in Chicago starting April 7. Reason is to .lay the groundwork for a
truly national organization with establishment of local chapters through¬
out the country. Reps of the board of governors in attendance will
be NBC’s Syd Eiges, CBS’ Larry Lbwenstein and Screen Gems’ Henry
White, along with Tex & Jinx, who’ll do their ‘^Close-Up’^ telecasts
from Chi during the convention, and the Miss Emmy of this season,
Nancy French.
Television Bureau of Advertising is expected to establish a Coast
office by June at the latest. Norman (Pete)" Cash, the promotion
bureau’s prexy, left for California last . week, where he will Interview
prospects for a sub-bureau chieftain.
Cash is also out west to spend two weeks pitching at Coast agencies.
It is the feeling that the amount of coin spent in viedo by .Coast
advertisers in relation to the coin they have to spend is alight.
It is said Cash would prefer a man who has already sold video on the
Coast to head the branch.
/
John Cameron Swayze has an unusual role in television. Apart from
his job as a video newsman, the new WABC-TV (N.Y*.) employee is
an Integral part of the sitoryline in four tv shows and most recently
he Is the John Swayze In the Elia Kazan-Budd Schulberg picture “Face
in the Crowd.”
Swayze who was in video’s version of “Skin of Our Teeth,” has
frequently done duty for “Armstrong Theatre” and Kraft's “I, Mrs.
Bibbs.” Not the least of all this, he gets a plug in the legiter, “Visit
to a Small Planet,” which was originally a tv play.
. Erik Bamouw, Incumbent prexy^of Writers Guild of America,
East, Will iace HMsted Welles for reelection at the annual meeting
of the guild in May. Welles is currently a member of the WGA
council. Facing the membership will be a vote on recommendations
to change the constitution adding a second veep and splitting the post
of secretary^reasurer.
Union has added a new division to council representation. Comedyvariety writers will sit hereafter on the council.

which is the

TV staM&n in New
WHAT THE
RATINGS SAY

WHAT THE
INilllSTfiy SIWS;

THE A. C. NIELsEN REPORT FOR FEBRUARYr
7 DAYS A WEEK
TOTAL DAY SHARE OF AUDIENCE

LAST WEEK WARD RECEIVED MORE

WABD 9.9
Ind. station A 7.4

Station Achievement Award

EMMY AWAROS THAN ANY OTHER STATION.

Top Local Live Program

Ind. station B 5.8

m

Ind. station C 3.1

^

Top Male Personality

LEADING INDEPENDENT STATION IN THE NATION’S LARGEST MARKET WABD

Channel

WedBesd^y^

27> *1957 _^

Inside S^-TV Films
NTA Film Network Is taking additional advantage of the timeliness
of its kickoff show in the ^‘Premiere Performance” featqre film series
which starts Monday (1) to get the web off the ground commercially,
Initialler is ‘‘Suez/’ the 20th-Fox Tyrone Power-Loretta Young-Annabdla jtarrer, and Fox Movietone news is now preparing a special news>
reel roundup on tije current Suez crisis to introduce the pic. The
network lineup, incidentally^ has expanded from 128 to 133 stations' and
now includes Hawaii and Alaska.
The Hin Tin Tin troupe and moppet-actor Mickey £|raddock, the
Corl^ in ^reen Gems\ “Circus Boy,” are set to make separate personal
'appearance' tours, all of which will be tied to the merchandising plans
mapped by SG’s merchandising, director Ed Justih.
Presently scheduled for the “Adventures of Bin Tin Tin” troupe
are appearances on Saturday (30) in Portland, Me., Sundajr (31) in
Bangor, Me,; Monday (1) in Waterville^ JMe.;, Tuesday (2) in Berlin,
N. H.; May 25 to May 26 in §an Jose^ Calif.; Aug. 30 td Sept. 6 at
the I^chlgan State Fair, Detroit; and Oct. 3 to Oct. 12 at the Georgia
State Fair,:-Atlanta. ...
'•.'v.
Mickey Braddock has been . scheduled to star at the “Fiesta Flam¬
beau,” a latate-wide event to be^ held in San Antonio, Texas, on April
27. Skein »n .NBC-TV Sunday nights lias been eahcelled by Reyholds
Metahs for the new season, biit a hew spot and Sponsor is being sought.
Only 220 of the 6,065 feature Alms and westerns now being sold to
television ar^ available in col^rV according to Broadcast Ihformation
Bureau’s latest “TV Film Program Directory—Feature Films.”
New 6,065 total, comprising 5,640 features and 1,325 westerns, is of
course a record high for the Industry, Stemming from the fact that
over 2,000 features have been released to television in the past year
alone.

Telefilm Chatter
Originators of “Bert and Harry
Piel” tv commercial spots, Ed
Graham, prez of Gouldmg, Elliott
& Graham, and Jack Sidebotham,
tv art supervisor of Young & Rubicam, will be the guest speakers at
tomorrow’s (28) meeting of the Na¬
tional Television Film Council . . .
Robert Manby, v.p. in charge of tv
activities for RKO Teleradio, has
returned from Coast . . . Edmund
Purdom, star in Sapphire-Official
Films’ ^‘Marco, the MagniAcent”
will hold a press party toniorrow
(28) in The Living Room. Friday
(29) he is due to marry European
painter Alicja Darr . . . Helen
Zotos, foreign correspondent'^who
covered the Communist war in
Greece, will be the guest on Fri¬
day’s (29) Joe Franklin Show,
WABC-TV. Zotos’ account of the
George Polk murder, is an episode
in the “Exclusive!” series . . . John

Barrymore Jr., will star in the
“FaU of St. Malo,” new Ford thea¬
tre episode . . . Jack Gage, former
producer-director for CBS Televi¬
sion, has been signed by producer
Sam Bischoff to make his Screen
Gems directorial debut on “They
Saw Death on Their Screens” for
the George Sanders Mystery Thea¬
tre . . . Norman Gluck, head of
Universal Television, back from
the Coast. Charles C. (Bud) Barry,
v.p. in charge of Metro-TV, also re¬
turned from Coast.
Henri Grundman, who for the
past year has been handling CBS
Television Film Sales’, Spanish
dubbing out of Madrid, has taken
on sales responsibilities for the
Latin American markets as well,
and will be splitting his time be¬
tween Madrid and Latin America
henceforth. In last week for meet¬
ings with v.p.-general manager

TV-FIOfS
Leslie Harris, he took off at the
weekend for an extended sales
swing through the Latino territor¬
ies
. Society of Motion Picture
Engineers has called a meeting to.
discuss setting up two new com¬
mittees on closedr^ircuit television
and animation for May 1 at the THE TRACER
Shoreham Hotel in Washington (The Policy)
during the SMPTE . ebnvention: WiilL James Chandler, others
there . . . Gordon Yoder, southwest Producer: Ben Parker
division manager for ‘ INS-Telcr Blreckir; Jack Sledge
hews, named Newsreel Cameraman WrUer: Robert C. Dennis
ot the Year in; the 14th annual 36 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
'News Pictures of the Year compe¬ KTLA, Los Angeles (syndication)
Crudely^ as it is done here,
tition sponsored by Encyclopedia
Britannica and the National press there’s the germ of a ’good idea
Photographers Assn, fOr his story displayed in this series, filmed and
on “MansAeld, Texas Segregation distributed by MPA-TV Produc¬
Violence” . \ . Manny Reiner, Tele¬ tions of New Orleans. However,
vision Programs pf America for¬ lack of professional know-how be¬
eign sales chieL now sending! hind the... camera, as indicated by
out a feguRir newsletter pn /the i this segnient, plus employment of
.company’s activities in. the
| a largely amateur east in front,
elgn held to oversea^ interr ate impbs^ing handicaps to he overnational agencies and ‘sponsors . . . 'come by this New Orlearts-filmed
‘ ‘
.
Fred Mahlatedt, CBS Television entry....
“Tracer” is based on the files of
Film Sales operations chief, pi'e- the
. Tracer Cp.. .of America, head¬
paring to leave for Tokyo on sales quartered
in N. Y, This particular
discussions there . . NTA pfe? Ely incident 'concerns ! an insurance
Landau and exec v.p. Oliver Unger fraud, which James Chandler, an
back from! the Coast aft^r studio' investigator for the. group, cannily
conferences oh new 20th and Des- solves. A JPan pretends suicide to
ilu properties. They toss a kickoff collect on a policy,, with the conshindig for their new NTA Film nivancTe of his wife. - However, he
Network operation Monday (1) at blows -the game, when he fin^s
the Hampshire House ... Don wifey two-timing him with another
Morrow Aew back from Mexico guy.
:
City Vacation to lense new. series
Chandler, the only credited cast
of Speidel commercials.
member, acquits himself com¬
petently, much better than other
thesps involved. Jack Sledge’s di¬
rection manages a few well-played
sequences, but otherwise doesn’t
help the able Robert C. Dennis
script very much.
‘
Toronto, March 26.
The series has a built-in exploi¬
Here to o.o. Canadian locations tation gimmick with listing of
for his “Adventures of Rin Tin missing heirs and such at pro¬
Tin” tv seriesj Herbert Leonard, gram’s close.
■ ‘
Kove.
Screen Gems producer, will, under¬
take Canadian production plans CODE 3
arid film the show in Banff and (The Nelson Case)
the Laurentians in July, these to With Richard Travis, Christopher
.be carried, by the ABC network in
Dark, Mae Clark, Wilton Graff,
October. Leonard, who is also pro¬
Rafael Campos, Nelson Leig^h
ducer of “77th Bengal Lancers” tv Exec. Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.
series and co-producer of “Circus Producer: Ben Fox
Boy,” was house guest here of Jo¬ Director: Ted Post
seph Dunkelman, president of Writer: Jerry D. Lewis
Screens Gems (Canada), Ltd., and 30 Mins., Mon., 10:30 p.m.
LIEBMAN BREWERIES
Telepix Movies, Ltd.
WRCA-TV, N.Y. (Syndicated)
'^Leonard will bring his “Rin Tin i
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
Tin” cast here but said 90% of his |
“Code 3,” distributed by ABC
production crew would be Cana¬ Film Syndication which has been
dians,. though he would bring his on the market, since last April and
own chief cameraman and sound- is now in about 130 cities, looks
effects man.
like one of those syndicated “bread

TV Film Reviews

Leonard in Canada For
‘Rin Tin’ Prod. Footage

[Sarah Bernhardt got $1,000 a day...
and she got it in goldt'

and butter” shows that earns its
way. Judging from the initialer,
it presents a suspenseful cops and
robbers drama, with uncomplicated
plot lines, just enough characteri¬
zation to keep things interesting,
wrapped up by real pro lenslng.
It’s late arrival in the New York
market (series is being double ex¬
posed via WPIX) is due to previous
advertising commitments by the
sponsor, which
April bought
it for spot placement on the west
and east coasts.
The opener- was concerned with
the nefarious^ plot of a' husband
to murder his wife via a hired
killer, a plot^ like the other epi¬
sodes in the series based on Los
Angeles police files. There wasn’t
too much hokeying up of the story
to rob it of its stamp pf authen¬
ticity.
.
‘ ,
” Richard Travis as. the assistant
sheriff who intros each episode and
does the narration, was convincing,
Rafael Campos, the young Mexican
lad, who runs to the priest when
his boss trie$ to forde him to kill
his wife, was especially gbod.
Christopher Dark, a police , ser¬
geant who poses as the Would-be
killer, was effective, as was Wilton
Graff, the plotting husband. Mae
Clarke as the wife also carried off
her role well.
Horo^

MCA-TV Realignment
In a 'realignment of portfolios,
still mcomplete, Wynn Nathan is
no longer sales manager of MCATV, but he retains his v.p. stripes,
functioning as head of regional
sales.
The post of sales v.p. is yet to
be filled, with David Sutton, re¬
maining v.p. in. overall charge of
MCA-TV. Other execs in the syn¬
dication department remain un¬
affected, including v.p, Lou Friedland, and Ray Wild, field sales
manager.
^
WB’S 200G FACELIFT
Hollywood, March 26.
Warner Bros, is starting a
$200,000 remodelling job on Stage
22 on Burbank lot, in anticipation
of upped telefilm activity.

That’s the late Fred Allen talking on “Books
and "Voices,” The conversation continues.
“You^had to pay her every night . . . when
the sun went' doWn. She was always afraid
that she would die during the night and you
might owe hejr something.”
Here’s Grace Metalious defending her
“Peyton Place.” “I don’t think it’s terribly
fair of anyone to say I was making an effort
to be dehberately shocking. I was not. I did
. the best job I knew how with the characters
I had to work with.”
It’s not always authors who speak. Another
evening a college gnl describes the heroine of
a reepnt novel. “She seems to be the tiredest
yoxmg lover I’ve ever read of!”
Books come alive on WBC’s new radio
program “Books-and Voices,” a sort of literary
: salon of the air, John K. M, McCaffery of
“Author Meets the Critics”, and TV news¬
casting fame is the moderator. By adroitly mpeing specially taped interviews, authors’ read¬
ings of their own works, and music with ^his
book reviews, he adds the dimension of sound
to modem literature. George Bernard Shaw,
Dylan Tliomas, Wilson, and Taft—^the people
who make Iwoks worbh reading make wonder¬
ful listening on WBC.
^
‘ “Books and Voices” follows the WBC tradi¬
tion of great public Service programs designed
to entert^ while informing. Its enthusiastic
reception wherever aired confirms our belief
that broadcasting is most effective on stations
that have earned tfie respect and confidence of the
communities they serve.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

RADIO.-WOaTON, WBZ-fWBZA, PITTaBUROH, KOKAi OLKVELAND, KYWt
rORT-WAYNK, WOWOi CHICAEO, WIND, BORTLAN0, KEX
TELEVISION —aoaroM, waz-TVt PirrsaunaH, kdka-tvi
CLEVELAND, KYW-TVi BAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES • KPIX REPRESENTED BY
THE KATZ ^CENCY, iNC, • ITlL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED
BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.

“Books ani Vofcss,'’ Bargan Evans* “Of ManV
Things,''! f d Nsisn Porkhul-stls “Growing Pains,'*
era avallabla toi aducaiion'al slaltoni avarywlnira
on raquast le Rkhard Pack, VP—Programming,
of Waitlnghou a Broodcosllng Company, InCt
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A new word, a new idea in radio
...with Howard Cosell

Pick any big spectator sport — like baseball.
Track down the important names In the game.
Go to the field, locker room, front office. Cap¬
ture the voices of the top stars of the top
teams. Ask searching questions and get un¬
varnished answers.'Weave what you get into
30 or 60 minutes of drama and excitement...
and broadcast it on the eve of the season
opener over a nationwide network. The result
- SPORTACULAR.
Then preview the Kentucky Derby in May
\ with a Racing SPORTACULAR. Get the cham' pions together for a World Series SPORTAC¬
ULAR in September. Anticipate the first big
fall weekend with a Football SPORTACULAR.
Plan for all eleven of the most engrossing

sports programs ever broadcast.'Howard Cosell
is doing just that. He's already lined up the
best of 200 inteh/iews for the Baseball SPOR¬
TACULAR on Sunday, April 14, 6:30-7:25 PM
(NYT). (See the samples below).
Howard Cosell's weekend series on ABC
Radio, "Speaking of Sports,” has come up with
exclusive, provocative„humari interest mate¬
rial that has won acclaim from players, col¬
leagues and listeners.
The 55-minute, April 14 Baseball SPOR¬
TACULAR costs $11,235 for time
and talent. And, there’s a generous
advertising and promotion plan.
JjQt the full story OaSPORTACULARS riow from ABC Radio.
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R & H's ‘Cinderella’
—^ Continued from .pa^e 21

Hammerstein, Lewiiie and director changes. Even when Lewine tried
iRalph Nelson), this was the equiv¬ the kinescope method', once before,
alent of a “New Havehl opening/’ with Noel Coward, there wasnx
Following day, March 18, the enough time to doctor extensively.
four sat all afternoon, watching
This time, he look pains to set
each act and discussing changes, up a schedule that will perihit not
restaging, reroutining of numbers, one but two kinpies. Cast.began
orchestration, lighting, set design, rehearsing five; weeks before air
costumes, makeup, additional back-* date (it would have been four but
ground music, etc. Act by act, they for the Broad wav commitments of
dug deeply into the “finished” pro¬ Julie Andrews and Edith Adams,
duction -for additional refinish which limited rehearsal time) At
Ing.” Lists of corrections went to the end. of two weeks, the VNe’,/
the various departments, and the Haven” kinescope was made. After
following day, the dep^tments extensive changes, a second kinnie^
were called in for a production the equivalent of a “’Boston open¬
nieeting ‘at which the detailed ing” was made i§st Sunday (24).
changes were discussed and puti The final* touches will have been
into work,'
made by today and from here on
Lewine feels the show has been in, it's straight and fullscale'per¬
vastly improved by the doctoring formances right through tp air
process, stating that “it Would have- time.
been a shame to put it bn the air
VJl this, Lewine states, has come
that night because we knew we to an additional $20,OCK),u which is
could make it so much better.” The something of a drop ip the bucket
entire opening scene was restaged;^ when compared with the $350,000
songs were reroutined, lighting to $375,000 production cost of . the
slips were noticed, orchestral vol¬ color • show. That $20,000 stems
ume was lowered or raised, ad¬ mainly from the additional camera
ditional backgoiind music filled in, rehearsal .time Involved; any cos¬
one electronic effect dropped, sets tume or scenei'y changes are extra,
were dressed up where .they looked but iii the case of “Cinderella”
bare or stripped where they looked there’s only been sOftie retouching
ponderous, setting of at least one and nothing extensive. That ad¬
ditional $20,000 may even be
scene was changq^. etc.
Overall result^ was a sharpening amortized over two performances,
process that promises to get tne since CBS-TV has rights to two
best out of all the professional showings of the property.
judgments concerned, a process*
Lewine doesn’t recommend the
that’s ordinarily unattainable iii technique to a regular hourlong
television. The tv producer doesn’t dramatic series. «fot example. But
see a fullscale production until the in the case of a special show such
dress rehearsal, and then it’s us¬ as this, with all the elements in¬
ually too late to make extensive cluding the production team brand-

fi’s

si.'^

P^iEfr_
new to each other, he feels it’s a
vital element in turning out a topnotch effort. He intends to use it
'in his next CBS spec assignment,
which will probably be “Aladdin,”
the musical version of the fairy
tale .with book by .S.X Perelntkn,
which is slated as one of the 10
du Pont 90-minute entries in the
fall.
_-
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$8,300,000 For FCC
Continued from pago 27
ample fees” for the use of radio
and tv time. “They consider the
certificate or license which they
own as valuable private property
which they sell at tremendous
profits. It seems* to be on the side
Of sound discretion to provide an
annual charge for the license-which
brings so much profit and which is
considered as;so* vital an asset by
fhe individual radio and tv broad¬
casting companies and systems.”
Vanik told the House that the
problem of the mounting cost of
government operations must be
met by either reducing appropria¬
tions or levying a “reasonable”
charge in ^ industries regulated by
Federal agenciei.
;
An effort to Impost t fee sys¬
tem on the.-FCO' was made some
years ago by the Bureau of the
Budget but the plan was shelved
because of‘the difficulty of deters
mining a basis on which fees could
be assessed.

Glazer’s Longhair TV
Stance on WTMJ Playl
Fancy Hielsen Tunes
1
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Milwaukee, Mdtch 26.
, With local teleyislQn Tlyifig out
of a can these days, cqncerfc^iknist
Frank Glazer, from his stund at
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, l^ 4ipsUtting all the pat thinking .about lo¬
Washington. March 26.
cal “live” programming.
Supreme Court yesterday (Mon.)
He has a longhair 15-niinute mu¬
refused to review a lower court
sic show on the Milwaukee Journal
station Thursday eveniugsend
decision which upheld the Federal
it’s cornrhercially succe$i^; eikfnCon^municatlons Commission grant
sored, and HtlngwUe beitog
of chaniiel" 10 in Saci*araento,
runs Of the Fatti Page ehdw/ Tea'*
Calif., to^ CTET-TV in 1954. Ap¬
turOs, telefilms and a. locid spoiHks
peal was sought by McClatchy
show, all (h similar time, elbts, or
newspapers which claimed the
on competing stations. In. additioh,
commission had no right to turn
Clazer
has had some nibbles/from
down Its’ application solely on
the nets on the bask of the show,
grounds of its newspaper ahd
having appeared oh . NBC-TV’s
broadcasting ijiterests in the area“Home” with anQther appearance
.Tribunal also^ refused to disturb
on that show slated for April 2,
a lower court. ruling which re¬
Glazer, who commutes by plane
quires the FCC to grant . Mc¬
between Milwaukee and New.Yprk,
Clatchy a hearinjg onjts objection^
tiiber
Where he currently is living, says
to a later.' authorization to KBET-^
Continued from page 2Z
the ifiusic. he plays, ts^ not /‘pop’^
TV to move Its trapstnitter site.
concert pieces either, biit tnusfcrhe
etc., adding though that the series
play -at Garnegie Hall re¬
with its variety of European locales would
citals, Brahms, Chopin tmd Sebucould not be based anywhere but In man. He does hot water dowm his
London. The series, which fdr the
William H. Brennan Jr„ CBS first time used the studios of Assoc. numbers^ nor talk dOWn to his
Radio producer bn the Coast, lias British Productions for telefilms, aitdience, his only concession v^(if
been tapped to head up the web’s already has beep sold for British you can call it that) is that he h,aa
"hew station relations setup there. tv. Producing abroad was not of¬ a short intro for his pieces, in
He’ll hold down the post of West¬ fered by Luber- as any panacea* for which he “humanizes” ;tfie' work
ern division manager of station re¬ upped production •costs. He warned about to be played with some'aneclations, and will also handle the that unless the producer .knows, dote.
Results? According to the latest
^Columbia Pacific-Radio Network.
his way around filmwlse abroad^ he
Web is opening a new station re¬ could be caught in a mesh of costs, 'Nielsen for thV, Milwaukee area,
hij shovv/* titled “Playhouse 15.”
lations office for the Coast April 15. hardly calculated beforehand. drew a 20.0 for the first 10 minutes
and 16.T ,foT ' the subsequent five
minutes. His^ show tuns from 10:03
to 10:20 p.m., which does not fall
into the regular Nielsen l5rniinute
breakdown
On Wednesdays -and
Fridays on: the same station In >the
samei^lnie period, the Patti Page
rerun .'films hit e 38.6 and 16.6
Wednesdays and 19.8 and 18.3 Fridays.
On the competing stations! -the
“Frontier Doctor” skein on Thurs¬
days* opposite him on WXIX regis¬
tered-a .13.4r featui^es on WlTl. 8;1,
and a sports show on WISN, 8.6.
On March 21, Glazer will celebrajte
his 50th perforinahee . oii
TV by rendering Aarpn Cotffaud's
“Plana. Variations.x .
.Glazer, a native .VHs^iisinjtte,
ftomparatlveljr/young, htts; .toiired
Europe, - Canada. and Alaska/’ as
well as playing .tb* condait'cjrcult
In the U. S. ,He cteditg hl«
tha former Rutff, Ge^ajl/A- concert
Shakespeare 4ald It Filmwayi actually does It -^producei
singor, for bringing, the Idea into
film commercialf qokkiyv with at little pain ot possible
fniltatlon. Botlj - Were "in Milwau¬
and, we submit, often handsomely.
kee In July,'’55! for a summer mu¬
sical at Wisconsin State College,
The reasons; we have a basic permanent staff of 35,
when she laid the groundwork for
the show with the station, with tha
producers, directors, editors and technicians with commercial
sponsor saying at that time that
experience second to none; and we own the best physical
he'll go along with it for a few
facilities of any producer devoted solely to mdkin9
weeks as an experiment.
television commercials.
^
The sponsor has been with the
show ever lince, except for a
We also offer/we think, the rarest buys of allt fight
hiatus of ft few months, and is very
organization at every point — In pre-production, shooting#
pleased. And who Is thO sponsor?
completion, printing and delivery; and a,n attnosphere
Not a big firm, public utility or
bank, usually associated with such
of creative, give and take between the agency and the
longhair ende.avors. But Adelaman
producer that often makes films a little bit better.
Associates, a local laundry firm.
Naturally, we would enjoy the opportunity to show you
pur facilities and to screen a few of the more than a
NBC Aides Injured
^ t^usand minutes of commercials a year we produce for
In Ill. Plane Crash
such leading clients as Ford, Eastman Kodak, and Colgate.
Chicago. ■
' 26.
Three Chicago N
yees
ON THE EAST COAST; two large studios, slx^completely
and the, pilot of a
,^.>lane
equipped editing roomsr d real camera car (not a revamped
were Injured Friday v...when
station wagon)/rear projection, oui' bwh optical printer;
the craft crashed into telephone
wires at Peru, Ill.
camerqs, and lots more.
Newswriter Richard Applegate,
canleraman Bruce Powell, and
ON THE W£ST COAST;'all the. facilities of the.Qoneral
sound
engineer John Dial had been
Service Film Studios where our Hollywood staff operdtei.
in Pehi to film an’'Interview with
officials of an International Broth¬
erhood of Teamsters local,
All were released from the hos¬
M you would m an "OUT OAMNED SPOT" pfapital after examinations.
card for your desk or wall like the one In the

HUH COURT UPHOLD^
SACRAMENTO GRANT

Brennan’s Coast Slot

Illustration above, call or drop ut a.note-and we
will glodly send one along.
^
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241 Wert 54th St., New York 19. Plaza 7-1800
1040 N. lai Palmat, Hollywood 30. HORywood 7-3111

Svbleti t reoMf la the 70s, foclag
INali, aied*^*!ir
wall-tewall carj^gtai* Iteliiwiv^ frend*
Magaavox ,TV';^coaib^ .alf, eaadlHaaW LeOviiif U.$. paniiioiaHy,
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(fear lease.
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39 TOP RATED HALF HOORS...
A NETWORK QUALITY

ORAMAtlO

anthOlqgy series fIeAtUrjng
HOLLYWOOD’S MOST POPULAR

S>tARS

for information

RATINGS ^ A.R.I. NOV. 1956'

NEW YORK
711 Fifth Ave.
PIaza l'44i32

TELEVISION SUBSlbtARY.OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

DETROIT
709PoxBldg.
Woodward 1-3979

CHICAGO
230 Ni Michigan Ave.
Franklyn 2-3696

HOLLYWOOD
1334 N. Beechwood Dr.
Hollywood 2-3111

NEW ORLEANS
1032 Royal St.
Expre^39l3

TORONTO
102-108 Peter St.
Empire 3-4096
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pitch of the story was built excit¬
ingly by Lieberman, and by the di¬
rector. Lewis Allen, who took his
lead from the script, without once
getting feverish. The return of
the child, through the efforts of
Continued from pUgc 35 ;
the publisher, came as a moment
of her father and stepmother. The last Friday (22), most of the pick¬ of deep relief after lots of "quiet
celebrated case was given an intet- ups in the stanza Were-forced and I'soul-searching.
esting dual workover on the 90- 'uninteresting.
More of. this material-^that is,
Immediately after n brief musi¬ more of Lieberman and more of
minute stanza via an hour-long dra-1
matization and a subsequent ballet cal intro', show moved into a 10- others in Hollywood like him—
miniite segment bannered by Hy.| should be put on tv. "
interpretation.
Art
The two-part program was par¬ Gardner, who neatly transported
ticularly enlightening in its verbal his local (WRGA-TV) interview to-,
account of the legal aspects sur¬ network as part ojT. “Tonight.”
rounding Miss Borden’s trial and Gardner misdirected the attention
her subsequent acquittal on the of his vis-a-vis with Bill Stern, who
murder charge. The information lately recovered from a nervous
presented was culled from actual breakdown and several months in
records’ and left little doubt as to a rest home. Columnist Gardner
her guilt. The trial and other in¬ asked Stern sCveral statistical
cidents. relating to the base were j -questions about mental illness, and
effectively dramatized, while Bos-i the thought that e'Sme to mind at
Washington, March 26.
ton attorney Joseph Welch was on the time was that because his guest
Initial decision by a Federal
hand to comment on various- had been ill it didn’t make him an
expert on the broad problems of Communications Commission ex¬
aspects of the proceedings.
. The ballet was less absorbirig. psychiatry. It was too cautious and aminer last week on the seven-way
Here choreographer Agnes De didn’t convey much of Stern as an contest for channel** 11 in Toledo,
Art
O., favored Great Lakes Broadcast¬
Mille built a terp tale in line With, individual.
ing Co., in- which Seymour W.
her . view that MisS Borden did
20th Century-Fox |Iour
Siegel, diiec.tbr of WNYC in New
commit the crime. It was, in es.^
The trade in New York has York, holds a>79^ interest. Com¬
Bence, a rundown of what J^ss De'
Mille apparently considered basic built up'over the years a feax and pany is headed by Arthur-Reichert
factors contributing to the sordid resenfment of Hollywood encroach¬ of the BeesOri-Reichert ad agency
action. Besides working in the ments on television, and probably in Toledo."
^ ^
.
familiar dance groove, Miss De with some justificatioh], since the . Examiner J. D. Bond gave the
Mille also collaljorated with Joseph Coast boys haye become known for hod to Great, itekes on factors of
Hurley on the script, appropriately smartly polished surfaces and lit¬ local residence of most of its prin-:
titled “The Trial of Lizzie Borden.” tle tO'nothing in content to strike cipals, diversity'of their interests,
The ballet, Incidentally, was tagged ajsympa'thetic or profound ..spark broadcast record of Siegel, who is
“Fall River Legend.” <
, . I in the.'viewer. However, lii last
Miss De Mille also contWbuted in ] Wednesday’s ‘(20) “20th Century- ekec vcepee of the company, in¬
a third capacity, that: of commen-.! Fox Hour-- there was an evident tegration of ownership and operas
tator and scene-setter with Welch; .concentration on the subtleties of tion, and likelihoqd of effeetuafing
The actors and dancers all handled stbryteRing; Leo Xdebermaii wrote n* program' .iseiwice thal; will iiesf
their assignments well. . The- for-r: h.'The IVTan • Who ..^oiildn’t Wait,”^ serve- the nheds of the community;
Other hPl^Oahts in thb p.rohe'edmer lineup included : ^Katharine ;ibted by Charles' Bickford, -Arthur
Bard, Robert Preston andVRibhard Franz,-■ jay CrFlippen and others in ing 1 are Edward;' Q. (Larnh’s Unity
^
Kiley in principal xoles; While ;the ah'iexc.ell'eiit;cast '■...
Gqhp.; The Toledo Bla4e'(owhed by
chief ballet asslgrthienf:
hahr , '; Biclcfprd \was a^^'h^
pub¬ ^aul Block newspapers); Commudied by Noth iCaye as JVliss Bprden. lisher, who printed the stnry of 5 pRilty Br6jad<5?asting Co., .headed'vby
.. v
- ••
; , JCSS. / - kidnaping' against the insistehce ' fqfmef Ohio Congressman -Frazier
.of his sbnV Franz and the chief of Reams, which' operates radio' sta-^
police, Flippen, and, for'that mat¬ tion WTOL; Citizens Broadcasting
^ Tonight; America After Dark
The best segments on NBC-TV’s ter, of the whole town, including Co., controlled by the United Auto
“Tonight; America After Dark” are the parents of the child. Story •Workers union; Maumee Valley
those which most resemble the way smacked of a situation that existed Broadcasting. Co., owned in part by
Steve Allen used to do it. There’s here in New York last summer. members of.vthe Taft family; and
a naturalness about the music on But instead of, building a smart Anthony Wayne Television Corp.,
the latenighter.
Though he ' did biff-bang-shotemu'p talei, which
little more than be there, host Jack 20th does famously, the major, un¬ headed by Mason B. Jones, Toledo
Lescoulie stood in with the band der the scripted prompting of oil well equipment manufacturer.
Last of the major market con¬
and tooted a modest note or two Lieberman, got into a story of what
on the trombone. Pert Judy John¬ makes people tick in addition, tests to reach the initial decision
son added a few pleasant vocals to which only added to the dramatic stage, hearings on the channel 11
applications began nearly three
the cause, and, in skipping to Los tautness of “The Man.”
Bickford wasn't a villain and he years a^ and invqlved 24 lawyers,
Angeles to see deejay Johnhy
Grant off on the 11th of his Ko¬ didn’t seem to this party to be a in addinbn to the examiner, in the
rean Junkets. spotlight.was focused misunderstood hero; he had made proceedings.
on a couple of entertainers in the a mistake, which was slowly and
troupe; viewers got .a looksee at intelligently made clear by his
what the GI Far East populace own reactions to the dangerous
Dallas—^KLIF sold one of the
could expect in Stateside reminis¬ situation. But he was, at all times, largest single blocks of radio time
a man who acted under th^ com- ever purchased in Dallas to Lone
cences.
Great difficulty in wheeling from plusion of - what he thought was Star Beer of San Antonio. Brewery
city to'city or place to place, for right. A newspaperman Is often has taken on . the sixrnight 9:05pickups seems to be that in pre¬ faced with the not unimportant or midnight Perry Andrews disk
planning the remotes, the show’s easy problem of deciding what jockey stanza. Glenn Advertising
production plan loses the ease and should be left out of his columns inked for Lone Star, with contract
spontaneity it seeks. When.viewed and what should be put in.v. The beginning .April 1. .

Tele Followups

Great Lakes Co.

Foreign TV Reviews
'

~ Continued from page 35 u-:—=

door, Jin?dly departs, .But instead,
Hutchins sees a way to make mote
money, by shatebinjg the body,
which later comes to life again.
The rest of the. cast in this three-,
act tv version of the play were in
top form, with notable perform¬
ances by Carl Bernard as Jay
Stewart the local doctor, and Fred
Johnson the bible punching drug¬
gist.
The plfty was aired from the
large. ATV theatre with an invited
audience, whose laughter often
di’bwned. the lines. The players,
obviously
audience
cdfiscience,
projected their voices, and' the
sound engineers never seemed to
find a Happy medium between too
loud and too quiet. Camera work
was'limited to long shots and close.ups from very few different angles,
which became tedious after a while;
The. set, confined to the under¬
takers parlor , was good, but Teft
too fnany vacant spaces on the
large stage; .
Bary.

brighterj inpre ikittenish, than the
Minuet from a string trio by Bee¬
thoven, Opusr 8, and similar tunes,
would ‘probably have a stronger
attraction.
'
• • ,
Following the show’s theme',
played by Kash on vipllri alone, he
explained, with diction cUcko, that
the first strijng sound was the twang01 the hunter’s bow, developed by
stringing several boW-strings to^*
gether to make a harp.. Kash used
parts of a yiolin to illustrate the .
instrument's construction, then
troduced various string instru¬
ments, closing by haying them plsy^
in quintet Guest musicians;^ Wm
change each show as bercussions,
brass, woodwinds get showcased on
the stint.' Opener had Armattd
Weisbord, violin; Helen Keetbaas,
cello; H. Delcellier, .viola; Matcel
Lafortune, bass, plus Kash on first
violin.
Gorm.

Tele Rcviawi

THE JILL DAY SHOW
■
Continued IrpM pAse ^5 BsaWith Robert Ayres, Harold Berens,
Anton Kdg^s, TRe Jphiiny Pear¬ tragic, factual berpetrdtion of ‘
son Trio, The. Redheads (7), The crime as told by persons 'jyho -ComLaurie Johnson Orch
mitted them, and by illustratihg'
Producer: Russell Turnef
the cause,, results lind possible' prig-;*
30 Mins., Thurs. 7:30 P^ni.
.yentiori of such'crimes.’'’r^^ ^ ^
BBG-TVT^rbm London
- Wyatt intel^ews convict
- the first in a new weekly series JCcts, from the couhtr. iril vdpd.
qf .sHbws scripted: Ry: and starring: soniiftlmesv Under
WllHiitfi
blonde ’ songstress ..Jill . Da'y,'.-'w&s InterviCwdiM^et tfo'glossing; Wyau
saved by. three" things;' tHe staria subjects them th i “uoiR-mortem-*' looks, and’’vitality; a wise choice of 'te’illihg - which amounts to an anti- ^
song?; :ahd ‘good sets! Miss Day's: climax tb their-jtrlal. Results at# '
first: venture' into' script' writing Stark'/and' vivid when mbderatoF '
could easily be her last unless' sRe lA^att poses :
brink comics up WitR. something better iii' frdUk.-ansL'verSr:;
future'airiH^S; The’ theme’'to Which
iSeghient Cilught Rad Ss siihjbct
she pegged her show was the old a 17-year-old Dallas County resi¬
backstage routine of a dumb dent who shot and killed his. ex¬
blonde star driving her hard sweetheart. He received a life
pressed producer crazy. This didn’t sentence last week, escaping thequite work out. But Jill Day the death penalty on the plea of the
performer showed plenty of talent. dead girl’s father, a Baptist pastor.
Miss Day opened with a peppy Teenage boy, unmasked but never
version of “From This Moment eyeing the camera, told of “going
On,” backed by a dance routine steady” for two years and when his
from the Redheads. But the tempo gfrl friend' ended the friendship,
borrowed a gun and shot her
slowecl down when she went into
her acting role with Robert Ayres in her bed. Boy^ father admitted
lack
of parental knowledge of his
who played the producer. Some
fair comedy was supplied by Har¬ son’s activities. Surprise panel
member
was the dead girl’s father, ..
old Berens, and the Johnny Pear¬
son Trio, comprising Rlano, bass Rev. A. R. Housewright, who asked
and guitar, played and sang .well. that the lad seek forgiveness for
Miss Day scored with a nice, re^ his crime and stated that he had
laxed version of “Someone To asked a life sentence, instead of
Watch Over Me,” and sang with the death penalty, for the boy:
Grim showcase is. even lighten¬
good voice and plenty of feeling.
Laure. Johnson Orchestra did a ed with commbreis^s by Martha
first rate job of providing the ac- Bumpas, a looker with selling
appeal. She clicks with her spiels.
companinieiits.
<
Bary,
Bark.
THE MAGIC OF MUSIC
Witii J. Eugene Kash,- guests
Producer: Marion Dunn
Writer: Helmut Blume
30 Mins.; Tues., 5 p.m.
CBC-TV, from Ottawa
The “Magic of Music” is designed
for moppets at the 5 p.m. slot on
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. tele¬
vision but initlaler seemed too
stodgy'to hold many Juves. First
section of the half-hour stanza was
lively with EugeUo Kash, batoner
with the Q^wa Philharmonic Orcbeitra aira originator and produc¬
er of the Kash Children's Concerts,
setting out the . history of string
instruments. It was when the
strings began to play, in chamber
music style, that the airer dulled
for the youngsters. Something

.PMithoiitf Sfudlu Offic*
117 W. S7.> Aerpst fir«m Carn*al*<
apaiux. I/MT; moit ■Uriaut thaw*
In.tawa. IS wlnOowt, 1 4—r»
ia ^tfdaO tarraca, frant 1Sx«S. S iully
Aalyad claaata,
Canv. all trantp,
J*"*
•• *•/ naw laaia
tharaaftar.

PIAT. CIRCLI 4.ifOA

ASMASHHm

|o# a Bargain Buy!^

East vs. West
lOWUNS dUMnONSHIPS
Uiupa Uvi
One hour of thrill-Raclced
iW
bowling featuring
S f the nation’s top bowling star^. ’
battling for the 1100,000 award.
An amazingly low-priced package for
bOwHng’s “greatest show in history.”
Written across the sports pages daily
and rated a "top highlight” in every TV
column. Currently showing on WOR*TV»
10 :
11:30 R;, M.fr $atu^ays.> Ayrilidile
I ior full or co*Q>poK>rship
April Jipi

fOft

INPORMATIOH ipmACi ]

kunt Productions, Inc.
T*ltvlM<l BowUog ProdiKM,

' 107 Vmy St.,N*warl(,N.I. Phon* MA. 2-7044

PSRWtr
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1956 SUMMER RATINGS
Look! MINNEAPOLIS-WCCO-TV
BOWLING- .20.3
No. 2 Station..

4.7

No. 3 Station...> 3.3

Who would believe that CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLING rocks ’em in the summer time

No. 4 Station.

2.0

Look! INDIAKAPOLIS-WFBM-TV
BOWLING ..22.2

...some os. during the "bowling season"?

No. 2 Station (Major League Baseball).. 9.1
No. 3 Station.... ..

(Air conditioned alleys now make bowljng
virfoelly a year-’round spOrt)

4.)

iooW TULSA-KOTV
BOWLING ..

We come up with ratings that J-O-M-P

12.9

No. 2 Station......
No. 3 Station.

1.5
0.5

with the temperature. JUst look****.^
look/ COLUMBUS, OHIO-WBNS-TV
BOWLING ,........... .. .... ;i U
No. 2 Station. •

.e

No, 3 Station, ese.

7^7
».*«...»»• 4*3

NOW-SIGN THE SHOW FOR THE SUMMERTIMEI

Championship Bowling
81 FULL HOUR FILMS-FEATURING AMERICA'S GREATEST STARS
See u'j at the Convention
Room 553
ConrcicJ Hilton Hotel

Walter Schwimmer Co.
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago • FRdfriklin 2-4392
527 Madison Ave./New York 9 Eldorado 5-4616
Haan Tyler. 5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood • Hollywood 2-7421
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thumbed down the proposition be¬
cause it was felt that it would be
uneconomic to shoot a 60-niInuta
format, for the time and coin in¬
volved.
Continued from page -20
Opening a new can of beans,
Niven
commented that “We’d live
mercial companies «n average 2 to on 'the percentage of receivers to do a feature film." indicating
1 beat over their pid-establi^hed, capable of tuning into both BBC that Four Star has some discus¬
arid commercial channels, the Pal-* sions going along these lines.
rivals.
Gerald Beadle, prompted to ladium show had an overall rating
reply to numerous questions on' of 69; while the boxing had 51 in
these points,, neatly avoided the the Northern area and 43 in both
issue when he. wrote an article on the London and Midlands zones.
the subject , in ' the BBC's official
Meanwhile, since commercial
Cbutiiiued from pace 31
journal, the Radio Times. He did, programs began 18 months ago,
however, state that the audience their audience has risen from belting to the softer “Just a Gigo¬
figures for opposition programs 700,000 to over 10,000,000,^. and^ lo” went okay. But, again, this
were widely publicized by the plans for new outlets in Wales and was. the wrong audience for herr
Estelle Sloan, tap dancer in
commercial companies '“who nat¬ Scotland are well under way.
tights, opened pleasantly. Closing
urally wish to make their spaces
number was the U. S. Naval Awdfor advertisements appear as at¬
emy Glee Club.
tractive as possible to their pro¬
These dinners are normally
spective customers ”
given for the President of the
Beadle also explained away the
^Continued from iMiRe* 21 = United States. This year, because
fact that at the end of last year,
about one-fifth of the homes in- scheduled for April 15 to 26 on of his tight schedule, he has re¬
Britain were equipped to receive the coa.st. Kinnie will be a Swift jected invitations to all of them.
both channels, and that around original, “Emergency Operation.” Vice President Richard M. Nixon
62% of the time viewers elected to Swift, Mann and Shaw, together subbed. Nixon drew a tremend¬
watch commercial tv. From the with agent Herb Jaffe, .who set up ous hand, for became out of a
BBC point of view, he insisted, the deal (his first under his new sick bed at Walter Reed Hospital
that was not true. State tv pro¬ Herb Jaffe Associates shingle), will for the affair, and returned to the
grams were at all times command¬ go out to the Coast to supervise, the hospital immediately afterjvard.
Joseph F* McCaffei^ of WMALing a “vastly greater" audience session. The new l>roducing com¬
than their competitors. .
pany, Carolina Productions (named, TV and ABC, outgoing president
of the association, turned over the
As an example of the disparity i after Mann's wife), ds contemplat¬ gavel of office to^his successor Rob¬
between the : audiences. Beadle ing Paul Stewart «5 director of the ert F, Hurleigh, Mutual network’s
cited tfie BBC Viewing figures for fi^ed shows once the series itself national news and special events
the week Feb. 10 to 16, which put gets ioUlng,
director.
Dinnei: chairman was
“Sunday Night at the London
Series,'incidentally, had to un.Palladium" into 4Dth. place, with; dergo a titlte change from the prigi- Julian>Gpodma]i, uf
Among hea^tahle guests were
amateur homing irom ' Glasgow] jial ‘^Esca^^’ to the new ^the
running away with the honor* f^r capers." Reason was A conflict with Leonard Goldenson^v head of ABPT; Thpiha* F. O'Neil, Mutual wch
the BBC ^th an widlence ht an old CBS Badto show of the same
S.750,000. Accordia# to Televliiott; riam.e and a'novel and.motion pic-, board ^diahmau; Charles Denny,
NBC vice-preay; OHver Treyz, ABC;
Audience Measurement*; one-of
John B. Poor, president of Mutual
^
the sources which coinplto* jrathigs :tnre».
Network; Merle S. Jones, president
for the ;commeitti|d proframmers,
CBS-TV; Arthur Hull Hayes, presi¬
dent CBS radio; Davidson Taylor,
NBC; and top figures in Govern¬
.-■; Continued from page 22 __ ment and the Supreme Court.
Lowe.
other FS-Zane Grey pilot, lensed
last season.
Niven nersonall# plans to do
more than ^10 tv shows during the
coming year, including telefilm, live
M Continued from page 31
shots and guestings,. ,iOf these, at
least eight appearances are to be tions than itsr ty’ers, and stems
ia the !‘Gulliver’s". aeries, half to largely firom their indie status.
be shot here and half abroad.
When the outlets had an NBC af¬
. .F4)ur StaivDayton Will stick pret-1 filiation, they got network news
ty much to the half-hour telefilm coverage, which with their hot
format, according to partner Niven. local news operations, was sufficient.
The firm has been offered an hour- Now that they’re indies, the new
long series by ABC-TV, but service will give them straight na¬
tional news coverage with a brandnew added bonus—^locally slanted
coverage and special material on
specifically local issues being leg¬
islated or handled in Washington.
Object; according to WBC prez
Don McGannon and program v.p.
Dick Pack, is to give the outlets
wider scope than the ordinary music-and-news operation, which works
off the press association tickers and
little else. MacGannon believes that
hard coverage of local station areas’
Representatives'’'and Senators will
open up a new field of “intimacy”
betweeq them and the listeners and
will make for an exciting new kind
of radio-tv journalism.
MacLeish will open the office
with one assistant, adding staff as
he goes along. He'll basically cover
Washington, though handling the
UN and some international stories
as well.

Britain’s Rating Fever

D.O.Correspoadents

.‘Escapers’

Daytoii-4Slar

^

WBC Capital Bareau

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Soles Mgr.
MGM-TV^ a senvica of Loewfs Incorporatod
701 7th Ave.^ New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000

Hollywood—^KFWB is laying out
$50,000 to refurbish broadcastingand office equipment, according to
.station topper Bob Purcell.* Sta¬
tion is installing a new 5,000 watt
transmitter, iplus two tape ma¬
chines, added turntables, special
mikes and two shortwave receivers.

ZIV HAS THE HOT SHOWSI

Play’s Nol llie Thing
1,;;

Continued from page 27

,

the only means to an economic
comeback, and it’s also destructive
of all ihe values networking has^
placed upon itself. CBS, for cx«
ample, dislikes the term “tonnage
buying," and its affiliates In okay¬
ing a rate reduction, once again in¬
sisted that the web sell prqgram
segments and riot announcements,
CBS of course insists it’s selling
programs or sefments of programs,
but any advertiser buying a' fiveminute segment of a half-hour pro¬
gram is not, let’s face it, buying for
the sake of the show, but for the
sake of the one minute of commer¬
cial time he gets.
Naturally, the networks will con¬
tinue to vai^ and shake up their
program schedules, and all for the
sake, of maintaining the highest
possible audience, which means the
highest circulation. But the webs
no longer shuffle for the 4;ake of
building a particular show or per¬
sonality, but simply to raise the
general level of a. single-priced
block of time. The CBS daytijpic
lineup, for example, is priced the
same throughout, and while it's
concededly the most potent lineup
n all network radio, virtually ndne
of its advertisers bought for the
sake of a single show but -simply
for tonnage circulation spread;
throughout the week.
What’s happened is that. .After
s^ven years of lapdog statu*,, the
radio''networks have at last be^n
to become competitive to televi»
sioUj but at the cost of4osihg much
6f the once-keen condpetitibn;
among themselves.

Gene Austin Story To
Goodyear 1Y Despite
Upcoming Feature Pic
Hollywood, March 26.
, In, belief that ari hour-long show¬
case will hypo its upcoming feature
film project bn Gene Austin, Case
Productions has sold live tv rights
for a segment of the Attstiu, story,
for showing on NBCt’TV “Good¬
year Playhouse" April 21., Case is
an affiliate of Desilu Productions.
Deal presents a sharp contrast
to Warner’s beef to upcoming
CBS-TV “Climax” telecast of the
Helen Morgan story. Case feel¬
ing ,is that vidcast will arouse in¬
terest in the Austiu pic. WB, on
other hand, objects to thll MorgAn
teleshow on the grounds that it
will hurt the studio’s biopic of the
singer.
George Grizzard, Broadway ac¬
tor, will play Austih .in the tv
show and is a possibility to reprise
in the theatrical pic version.

Admiral Earnings Dq»
> Chicago, March 2flf.
Admiral Corp.'s side* and net
dropped sharply last year under
the impact of the intense.competition'ihat marked the radio-tv man¬
ufacturing. field.
' Firm earned $1,637,274, equal to
44c A share on sale* of $182^,166.
Profits ill '55 were $3,932,144,. or
$1)66 a share, on. i, a l>oo ' of
$202,361,797.

U-l Backlog
Continued from page 23

wanted to cull the Universal li^
brary for’the top BO. to 100 pix for
WRCA-TV’s Sunday night feature
program. Disagreement bn price
was the major factor in the col¬
lapse of talks.
The broadcast syndicate is seek¬
ing full tv distribution rights of
the Universal library in'the U. S.,
with broadcasters In the syndicate
being given prior rights to pur¬
chase the library in their particu¬
lar markets, with a distiibuticm or¬
ganization formed to reach the re¬
mainder of the markets. Under
present plans) the possibility even
exists that the broadcasting mem¬
ber of the syndifcate may elbet not
to buy the full library in a particu¬
lar market. In that instance, the
sale would be handled by the yet- As any old riverboat-man will
to-be-formed distribution organiza¬
tell you, thil best channel runs
tion.
Weintrahb is not representing deep and lets you travel fastest.
Flamingo Films in the negotiations, Same is true today with tele*
nor would Flamingo- Films take
overi the distribution function In¬ yisipn throughout this busy Ohio
I Jliver Valley of ours.
herent in the deal.

Free Bailie: FGG
--^ Continved from paxe 27

the rule in this industry; it will be
the exception. In any event, such
consequences of competition are not
so unexpected, remote or rare for
us to assume that Congress was
unaware of these possible results
when it decided that free competitioi\ should exist in the broadcast
industry."
The Commission suggested that
if WBAC's allegations are true
and the public is injured by the
new station, then WBAC must per¬
suade Congress to modify the law.
“Until Congress gives tis the power
to permit something less than
free competition in the industry,
the Commission said, “we have no
power to save either the public or
the protestant'’from certain of com¬
petition’s uncomfortable effects."

No advertising medium gives
you . such smooth sailing into
over 100 of its high-producing
counties as WSAZ-TV ... no
station’s influence runs so deep
with Almost three-quarter million
TV families comprising Amer¬
ica’s 23rd television market.
Today the nation’s heaviest con¬
centration of industry crowds the
banks of the Ohio — generating
within the WSAZ-TV area a buy¬
ing potential nearly four billion
dollars deep! You can reach it
surely via WSAZ-TV’s Channel
3, without fear of shoals, snags
or backwaters. You’ll travel, loo,
in company with many-of Amer¬
ica’s most successful advertisers.
Any Katz office ha* the latest
soundings for your inspection.

EvaftSG
; Continued from page 23 ;

*1

nn{ ill Mlwork skm ill mck
tied with Playhouse of Stars and
Vyhat’s^y Line and beating Arthur
Godfrey and many others.
PUkSE, July,

ZlV HitYiilON

L'v “ AM,

INC. C'n^.rnr,'-

hc- 'WCCd

St-rt VoiK

ander Paal. Their outfit and SG
share ojqL. a 60-50 basis. Paal has
turned but a number of theatrical
films in the past, chiefly in Eng¬
land and on the . continent.
“Eva" project won’t xoU untU
next year. Meantime, a aciipter if
being sought. It’ll be Mis* Bartok's initial teleseries. However,
the actress isn'thew to the medium
since she recently completed “Bar¬
JUBUoAwi With Radio Stations
gain Bride" with Ronald Reagan
for “General Electric Theatre’’ WSA2, Huntlngfw and WICAZ, Cbsrlistoa
airing April 7. She also did a tele¬ LAWRENCE H ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Rapr^ntsd by Ths Kats Agsnqf
film for Joseph Gotten’* “On
Trial" series.
.
.A/

Veaiiewi«r»
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‘D.C.T0N.rAS
Britain’s ‘Meet the Stars’
Day of iBe Indie Press
WCBS-TVEM Ts Spelt‘PaUadinm’mr
Agent Over? Swiiis They
‘'Capitol Hill to New York” will
London, March 26.
Trqi OverEikcb Other be launched as a weekly half-hour Included in the new summer
New York.
public affairs feed from Washing¬
Edifon Vabitty:
ton to WCBS-TV, the CBS flagship'
iVe been meaning to wnite and in New- York, starting April fi in the
refute an article in Variety which
stated that the day of the indepen¬ Saturday 2:30 period. Show mod¬
dent press agent in radio and teler- erated by Stuart Novins, will ques¬
vision is over. But Tve been too tion the 41 Congressmen and four
busy as an independent press agent Senators from the station’s N. Y.
and New Jersey Viewing areas on
to get around to it until now.
local and national issues, based on
• As a matter, of fact, the indie in i[questions
sent in by constituents.
this field has reached a new pin-Series will be produced by CBS
nacle of prosperity.
There are
[News
In
Washington
at WTOP-TV
more publicity purveyors in televi¬
sion today tb^tt you can shake a studios and piped Into N. Y. A
taped
version
of
the
show' will
fist at. Most pf them are tepeed
in New Yotlrand Hollywood, with ;be aired on WCBS Radio Saturday
evenings
at
10:30.
Station
threw
many maintaining offices in both
places. Chicago has many of this a. luncheon yesterday (Tues.) in
:the
House
Dining
Boom
for
the
ilk, too, but they handle it on the
local level, since ^ew network legislators Involved, with general
shows originate in the Windy City. manager Sam Cook Bigges asking
Some teevce shows have so many the lawmakers for their coopera¬
Independent press agents they tion with the series.
sometimes trip over each other.
One other CBS-TV o&o has a
Thus, in additibn to one offiide similar show, KNXT in Hollywood,
handling the show for the pack¬ which does a once-a-month “Capi¬
ager, others' may represent the tol Hill to Los Angeles” half-hour
producer, director, the stars, the with Griffing Bancroft as mod¬
musical director or even the light¬ erator.
ing man. Everybody has a press
agent these days.
Some of the guys do a national
job, others jhst stt&k to the local
scene. Some stars, like Jackie
Hollywood, March 26.
Distinguished Public Service
Gleason, for example, have more
than one press agent, in order to Award, Navy’s highest civilian
cover columns and magazines as award, has bwn presented to Sam
GaUu, producer of ABC-TV “Navy
well as general stuff.
Among the independents in New Log,” he was notified last week by
York whO' depend oii radio and tee- Navy Secretary Charles S. Thomas.
vee for a good part of their income ^ Gallu, who’s directing final five
arc Lee Solters and Jim O’Rourke, stanzas of thd series for this seaLarry Gore, Bud Brandt, Joe Bine ^son, left for San Diego over the
Allan Kalmus, Ursula Hallpran, weekend for three weeks locationHairy Sobol, Paul Benson, Frank ing. He’ll trek to Washington in
Goodnian, Marvin Drager, George mid-April, for both, jx-esentatton of
Shreicr, Frances Kaye, ' Marvin award, and to^ confab with Navy on
Kohn, Virginia Wicks, Arthur more story material. Series re¬
Cantor, Nat Fields and yours truly. newal- isn’t up yet, but Gailn is
The H^lywood contingent in¬ prepping scripts for next season.
cludes Rogers k Cowsn, Msrgaset
Ettlnger, Ruttcll BlrdwcU, Sue
Clark, Cleary, Strauss & Irwin, handled personalities before they
Maury Foladime, Frank Liberman, got into radio and television and
Mack Millar, Charles Fomerantz, grew Into the field with their
Charlotte Regers, Los Smith, Bill clients,
Busiaess: la fine, thank you, and
Rlawtt^ Ted Loell* and Arthur
: the lutmre leoka exceedingly bright.
Jacobs.
In many cases;, these pareai agents
David O. Alher

/

_

Gallu’s Navy Kudos

program plans, just released by
Associated Television, weekday
Midland, and London weekend
commercial tv programmers, is the
news that “Sunday Night at the
LohdcHi Palladium** will be re¬
placed hy a show titled “Meet the
Stars,” which will be beamed from
Blackpool.
The summer schedule ‘takes ef¬
fect from June 15. Another new
series is the followup on the “64,006 Question” show called “The
64,000 Challenge.” Existing shows
to be continued include “Val Par¬
nell’s Saturday.. Spectacular,” “I
Love Lucy,” and “Wyatt Earp.”

Aussies Apathy Toward Com! TV;
Envision Red Ink For Some time

Sydney, March 26.
Insiders closely watching ihe
local television scene aver that the
commercial operators will be
deeper in the red at the-end of
this year than previously figured.
Frigidaire division of General Speculators buying tv' stock will
Motors, which, waltzed out of net¬ have to wait a long time before
work television in January when they get a sight of their invested
it cancelled its half of the erst¬ I coin, plus a profit margin, insiders
say.
while “Do You Trust Your Wife”
Reasons given for current apathy
CBS-TV stanza, may be back in of the public towards tv are the
May for a seasonal push with a high cost of equipment, unsuitabili¬
ty of programs, outdated celluloid,
pair of one-shots.’
Company is dickering with NBG and the lack of on-the-spot major
sporting events.
on a possible “Project 20” rerun,
Aussie film exhibitors have got¬
probably “The Jazz Age,” and par¬ ten over their early tv jitters and
tial sponsorship of a couple of figure it will be at least two years
Steve Allen vshows.
before the look-listen opposition is
felt at the box-office, and only then
if sets come below the $400 mark,
license fee is eased from the cur¬
Minneapolis, March 26.
rent $10 figure, and the entertain¬
ment ’ dff.ering is geared to the
Bitter competitors KSTP-TV and
Aussie-,^taste, plus a major upbeat
WCCO-TV, local NBC and CBS
Hollywood, March' 26'.'
ir- top- sporting events.
outlets, respectively, for a second
Anne Baxter hai replace'd Bette
A1 Daff, prexy Universal-Inter¬
successive year combined to tele¬ Davis in the lead of CBS-TV Play¬ national, in a speech here to the
vise the 12 games of the state bas- house 90’s “If You Know Eliza¬ MPI,’said that this country had
[ ketball championship tournament beth,” which was to have, been. nothing to. fear from tv. Daff ad¬
Miss mitted that cinemas had closed
which draws capacity crowds of Miss Davis’ live videbut.
18,500 for three d^s, afternoons Davis’ .husband, Gaiy Merrill, re¬ down in the U.S, “But,” said Daff,
and evenings, at the tJ.' of Minne¬ mains with “Elizabeth,” which airs' “those houses deserved to shut
April II.
sota field house here.
because they were obselete and
Miss Davis reported that she was lacking in showmanship.” Prexy
[ They paid the state high school
[association $12,506 for the privi- “sick,” had been working too added that for every shutdown in
■lege of televising the games, al- hard, was “too exhausted,” and the States, a new drive-in opened.
' ternated in doing so, and had Spon¬ that “Elizabeth” would be too He- went on to say that the only
much for her. Slie starred in a new menace facing American ex¬
sors for each of the telecasts.
The tournament is a major “Telephone Time” telepic last hibitors would be a governmental
greenlight for toll-tv. Daff pointed
sports event in the state and at¬ week. •
out that figures proved a good
tracts an enormous amount of
newspaper and other attention. S. F. AFTRA EXPItS RANDOM picture would always hold its own
against any type of opposition, and
[With ' a $2 admission, thousands
San Francisco, March 26.
are turned away from the games.
Membership of AFTRA’s Frisco that producers today were makEight regional winners c(»npete local has expelled Michael Donn > ing sure of giving the payees solid
for the championship.
Random on charge he violated screen fare.
At Brainerd, Miim., a town of picket line of NABET during
13,606 located 12B mUes from the NABET strike of KEAR (now
Albany—Henry Walden, for 17
Twin Cities, the telecasts were KOBYl last October.
years affiliated with WNEW. has
brought in to the high school audi¬
Random admitted strikebreaking, joined WPTR as program director.
torium on a closed circuit over said he intended to continue to do Walden, who. specialized in news
towers erected; there recently to so despite, AFTRA order. Last and who also served in a supermake for better tv reception from December and January he worked ;visory capacity at the New York
Minneapolis; St. Paul and Duluth for.KSFO v^hen. that Independent station, succeeded Dick Bradley
here. Bradley, resigned. ^_
was struck by AFTRA.
for paid subscribers.

FRIGIDAIRE NOT COLD
TO TV; MAY BE BACK

Annual State Basketball

Hottest Viewing in Mpis. Anne Baxter’s^layhouse’
Stint Bette Davis Exits
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was MAGNIFICENT!
.. remarkably clever cartoons • •
especially vivid and entertaining''

. « brilliantly graphic explanation''

JACK COULD

JACK d’brun

New York Times

New York Journal-Amencan

. • cartoon characters were suherb,"
JACKIB SOUTHERLAND

*‘Shamus Culhane drawings vividly and eh*
tertainingly drive home point after point/*

Chicago Tribune

HARRY HARRIS

Philndelphid Inquirer

♦. animated scenes well done and dramatically
effective/*
,
HAL HUMPHREY

Los Angeles Mirror^News
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELD.
Elvis Presley: “All Shook TJp’“That’s When Your Heartaches
Begin” (RCA Victor).
Tapering
off somewhat on his 1956 pace, El¬
vis Presley has gone from the sen¬
sational to the merely terrific.
This latest coupling is. another au¬
tomatic'hit with the rhythm side,
“All Shook Up,” having a slight
edge in impact, over the ballad,
“That’s When Your Heartaches
Begin.”
The Jordanaires lend a
solid vocal ensemble assist.
Guy Mitchell: “Rock-A-Billy”“Hoot Owl” ^(Columbia). “Rock-a.billy” is just what the title says.
It’s a simple idea combining both
the rock ’n’ roll and hillbilly
Idioms. Guy Mitchell hits it for
maximum distance and should con-

Jill Corey-Jimmy Carroll: “Let
It Be Me”-“Make Like A Bunny,
Honey” (Columbia)i • On the basis
of the tVfc plug'on the “Climax”
show last week, “Let' It Be Me”
should have a good ride. ItSs a
lachrymose ballad which Jill
Corey, who performed it on the tv
show, handles very effectively
with Jimmy Carroll’s orch backing.
•“Make Like A Bunny,. Honey” is a
bright rhthym piece with an oldfashioned flavor
Anthony Perkins: “Melody For
Lovers”-‘Tool' In Love” (Epic).
Anthony Perkins, the latest pic
player to turn disk artist, registers
pi'omisingly with pipes that just
manage to keep on key. The un¬
trained quality of the singing is

Best Bets
ELVIS PRESLEY.:.ALL SHOOK UP
(RCA Victor)
That’s 'Whm Your Headaches Begin
GUY MITCHELL
..
ROCK-A-BILLY
(Columbia)
..
v.c.Hoot Owl
LAWRENCE WELK ..TEN LITTLE APRIENDS
(Coral) ...The Bridge of St Lo
BING CROSBY..... SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
(Capitol) ...Man of Fire
PATIENCE — PRUDENCE..
DREAMER’S BAY
(Liberty) ..-... .We Can’t Sing Rhythm & Blues
tinue to ride with his “Singin’ The
Blues” - impetus even though this
material isn’t anyway as near as
strong. “Hoot Owl” is more of the
same, except for the hooting
chorus.
Lawrence Welk: “Ten Little
Trees”-“The Bridge of St. Lo”
(Coral). Lawrence Welk, a potent
and steady seller on. wax, could
break through with a very big one
in this coupling. , “Ten Little
Trees,” a melodic Instrumental, is
handled in Welk’s typical unpre¬
tentious, bouncing style.
“The
Bridge of St. Lo” is another fine
side which will pick up hefty spins.
Bing CrosW: “Seven Days A
Week”-“Man of Fire” (Capitol).
Having returned into the wax
sweepstakes with “True Love” on
Capitol, Bing CJrosby is sticking
with the label for his newest single.release. “Seven. Days A Week”
is a clever piece of material with a
snappy tune which Crosby projects
in top form. “Man of Fire” is a
weightier ballad also,, with good,
dfchances.
Patience & Prudence: “Dream¬
ers’ Bay”-“We Can’t Sing Rhythm
& Blues” (Liberty). The young
sister team from the Coast turn up
with another one of their charm¬
ing harmony jobs.
“Dreamers’
Bay” is a highly pleasing ballad
while the flip is a cute piece of
material nicely tailored for this
duo’s styling.

LAWRENCE WELK
•nd hi. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Coral—Thesaurus. Ti’anscrlptions
92d Consecutive Week
'
'■
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge
Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T.
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
Dealers of America

the main appeal and Perkins could
develop a considerable following
with his delivery of a lovely balr
lad, “Melody for Lovers.” “Fool
In Love” is another slow ballad,
also delivered pleasingly.
Sil .Austin: “Seven Days in Bar¬
celona” - “Pretend” (Mercury).
“Seven Days in Barcelona” is an
attractive
instrumental gaining
wide coverage. Sil Austin gives it
a contemporary rocking,flavor that
should' go over with the kids.
Freddy Martin has a fine straight
version for .Victor, with a soprano
sax lead giving.it a “sound.” Lew
Quadling orch’s version is similar¬
ly handled on the Coral label. On
the Mercury flip, Austin has a slow
rhythm rendition of “Pretend,” a
hit of a couple of years ago."
Dean Jones: “Young and In
Love”-“The Gypsy In My Soul”
(MGM). Dean Jones is a new¬
comer-on disks who displays excelent piping form. He hits very
well on the ballad, “Young and In
Love” and also makes' a fine im¬
pression with his projection of the
oldie, “Gypsy in My Soiil.”
Kitty Kallen: “Star Bright”“Gently, Johnny” (Decca). “Star
Bright” is a pretty ballad which
Kitty Kallen delivers with sensi¬
tivity. Excellent fare for jocks
who want a change of pace from
the louder and more raucous type
of pop offerings.
“Gently,'
Johnny’.’ is another quiet type of

ballad nicely phrased by Miss Kal¬
len.
Ray Bolger: “Once In Love With
Amy "-“The Cricket Song” (Kapp).
Ray Bolger, returning to his lead
role in “Charley’s Aunt,” delivers
the Frank Loesser tune from that
musical, “Once In Love With
Amy,” is his usual ingratiating
style. It’s one of those personality
sides by a savvy performer, v “The
Cricket Song” is another pleasing
side, with a clever lyric.
The Teardrops: “After School”“Don’t Be Afraid To Love” (King),
The Teardrops are a fine vocal ensremble who deliver iii the ap¬
proved modern way.
“After
School” is another of those tunes
exploiting a direct, teenage idea.
It’s a well executed number. “Don’t
Be Afraid To Love” is ihorfe in the
rocking school, conventionally pat¬
terned.
~

Nassau’s Gooinbay Kings
Pacted by RCA Victor
More calypso artists are. turn¬
ing up every day. Now the Goomr
bay Kings, a group from Nassau
in the Bahamas, will cut for RCA
Victpr. Richie Del Amore is featureck vocalist with the group,
which has been playing the top
clubs In the Caribbean area.
Combo plays “goombay-calypso,”
which derives its naine from the
goombay drum, a native instru¬
ment made from^m old barrel with
a goatskin stretched across one
end. It is used in the traditional
goombay, or fire dance.

Best Sellers on Coin Machines..
"
'
^Andy Williams .Cadence'
1.. BUTTERFLY (5)." \ Charlie Grade .Cameo
1

nTT'rrrK'vnTV/Ifx

jJ.

YOUNG LOVE (11)

3.

MARIANNE (7)

f Tab Hunter.Dot
.....Sonny James.Capitol
[ Crew-Cuts.Mercury
j Terry Gilkyson.Columbia
...A.IHilltoppers .Dot

5

(Harry Beldfonte
.Victor'
THE BANANA BOAT SONG (11)..-j Tarriers .Glory
{Fontane Sisters ..Dot
TEEN-AGE CRUSIET (ji) ...^... Tommy Sands .Capitol

6

I’M WALKING (3) .•......

+ 4.

PARTY DOLL (4) •
,. •...
^
i Buddy Knox .Roulette
.*.\ Steve Lawrence..
Coral
DON’T FORBID Ap: (10)...... pat Boone..\.Dot
WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT (2) .....,.

* .Victor

Patsy Cline .'.Decca

Second Group
TOO MUCH .....
LOVE IS STRANGE .. ...;.
WHY, BABY. WHY.....

Elvis Presley.i. .Victor
Mickey & Sylvia.Groove
Pat Boone..
Dot

..
..
j Nat (King) Cole ..Capitol
.-.*..
{Vaughn Monroe ...Victor
WHO NEEDS YOU...... Four Lads .Columbia
BALLERINA

ALMOST PARADISE .......
MAMA, LOOK AT BUBU
...
CINCO ROBLES

Roger Williams

.Kapp

Harry Belafonte.Victor
( Russell ^Arms.'.. . Era
\ Les Paul-Mary Ford ..... Capitol

LUCKY LIPS ...

Ruth Brown ...........Atlantic

I’M SORRY.

Platters

...

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 tongs of w^ek (more tn case of ties), based on
copyrighted ^Audience. Coverage Index k- Audience Trend Index.
Published bp Office of Research, Inc., Dr.'John Gray P^eatman,
Director. A tphahdically listed. *Legit musical.
ttTV.
Survey Week of March 15-21, 1957
Almost Paradise ..Peer
Around The World—t“Around The World”.Young
Banana Boat Song ..»..4
. Marks-B
Butterfly .
Maylahd-P
Can I Steal A Little Love ....««*• *.•.
Northern
Captured ....
Bourne
Chantez, Chantez ...Chantez
Do I Love You—tt“Cinderella” .......Williamson
‘ Don’t Forbid Me...Roosevelt
I Could Have Danced All Night—*“My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
I Dreamed ...... Trinity .
I Thought It Was Over..... Remlck
It Looks Like Love...Paramount
Just in Time—*“Bells Are Ringing”..
Stratford
Mama Looka Boo Boo..Duchess
Mangos ......Redd Evans
Marianne
... Montclare
Maybe It’s Because I.Love You Too Much .........Berlih
-One Kiss Away From Heaven...Bourne
Round and Round ...Rush
Scarlet Ribbons ,.....
Mills
Seven Days in Barcelona ...
Britton
Teen-Age Crush..Cent’l Songs
That’s Where I Shine ....
pemick
Una Momento—t“Three Violent People”.Famous
Where Is Cinderella—tt “Cinderella” .Williamson
Who Needs You .......Korwin
Why Baby Why .....Winneton
Wind In The-Willow....Broadcast
Young Love ....
Lowery ^

^

Fats Domino.. .Imperial

ROUND AND BOUND (1) .....Perry Como ..

Jazz may represent only a small played with taste and style. Hal
part of the disk market, but that McKusick’s Quartet, in “Jazz At
fact bears no relationship to the The Academy,” is li neat display of
continuous outpouring of jazz plat¬ modernistics taken Trom a Brook¬
ters v by all the companies.
The lyn Academy of Music concert.
number of jazz releases during one Coral also has some Interesting
month nowadays represents more and offbeat jazz vocalistics from
playing time than the output over The Key Men, a male quartet with
a several-year- span in the pre-LP a very tricky style! Larry Sonn’s
ear. Symptomatic of the jazz ple¬ orch. backs up solidly.
thora is that companies don’t put
RCA Victor and its subsid Vlk
’em out one at a time; they issue label have also been churning out
them in batches.
i
the jazz sets regularly. One of the
M;GM ’ is currently hitting the best recently is Victor’s set with
market with a flock of well-record¬ Bob Scobey’s Frisco Jazz Band, a
ed jazz plotters in various styles. vigorous group featuring Clancy
One of the best in the group is a Hayes on guitar and vocals. Also
set titled “Wrappin’ It Up,^ fea¬ on Victor is another display by the
turing pianist Cass Harrlsson’s trio Sauter-Finegan orch in a package
in an excellent swing program. titled “Under Analysis.” The book
Eddie Getz’s Quintette also is fea¬ is comprised of standards, but the
tured in a Set of light, modern.jazz arrangements still accent the
sounds that are not too far out on flaSlIy and sometimes pretentious
a limb. In a frankly more experi¬ instrumentation which trademarks
mental vein, “Hi Fi Suite” is a par¬ this organization. tially amusing, partially effective
On .Vik, “Folk Jazz, U.S.A.” is
original work by Leonard Feather I .an attempt to .Veld some old folk¬
and Dick Hyman keyed to the song themes l^e “Black Is The
jargon , of the hi-fi buffs with titles Color of My TSrue Love’s Hair,”
like, “Squawker/’ “Feedback Fu¬ “Saro Jane’’, and others into jazz
gue,”
“Wow,”
“Bass
Reflex,” forms. The jazz combo under John
“Tweeter,” “Woofer,” etc.
The Benson Brooks evokes some of the
sound is there for testing purposes. originals feeling, but the modern¬
In. a more traditional groove, ist interpretations go far afield
Freddie )Kohlman’s Mardi Gras most of the time.
Loungers belt some flne oldies and
Folksongs 'unadorned by jazz
dixieland classics in the “Jatz In variations turn up in an attractive
New Orleans*’ album recorded at set, “Laughing America,” sung by
an actual concert. Also included Oscar Brand for Tradition Records,
in the MGM jive rundown is “Jan Brand’s voice Is fair, but-his rep¬
Britannia.” spotlighting five British ertory is standout. On the same
groups, mostly modern, ahd one label, Ewan MacColl and Peggy
package, “Music She Digs The Seeger sing^ a program of “Classic
Most,” with Richard Wess combo Scots Ballads” in fine style. From
playing a collection of standards, Austria, The Engelkinder, a mother
again with a modem flavor.
and father and their seven chil¬
.. Coral Records is also splurging dren, deliver a highly appealing
jazzwise with a multiple release. recital of folksongs from various
Standout is the A1 Cohn Quintet, parts of Austria in a Vox package
featuring valve trombonist Bobby titled “Greetings From Tryol.”
Brookmeyer, .in a set of oldies
• Herm.

Mercury ^
‘

Top 30 Songs on TV

(More in Case of Ties)
Almost Paradise ....;....Peer
Ballerina ...t.... *.. ...... .Jefferson
Bariana Boat Song ..*Marks-B
Butterfly.. Mayl.and-P
Can I Steal a Little Love...Northern
Chantez, Chantez .....CSiantez
Don’t Forbid Me ...Roosevelt
Empty .Arms .... Ivory
I Dreamed ..Trinity
A Love My Baby.....'... Shapiro-B
Pm Drowning My Sorrows !.Mills '
"Kid Stuff. .....Gil
Let It Be Me—tt“Let It Be Me” . 1.Leeds
Lucky Lips .,....
Tiger
Mama^-Looka Booboo ....Duchess
Man on Fire ....Robbins
Marianne ..... Montclare
Mutual Admiration Society—*“Happy Hunting” ...Chappell
Put Your Arms Around Me Honey ...
Broadway
Round And Round.., . Rush
Shamrocks Shillelaghs and Shenannigans
'Tee Kaye
Spring Reunion ......♦.Four Jays
Teen-Age Crush ....Cent’l Songs
This Younger Generation .*..Marlon
True Love—t“High Society” ... Buxton Hill
Too Much .t........ *.. South. B-P
Who Needs You.'...Korwin
Wide Wide World Theme ...».BV.C
Wringle, Wrangle—1“Westward Ho, The Wagon •. Disney
Young Love.. •
. Lowery
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By MIKE KAPLAN.
Hollywood, March 26.
The one world philosophy has'
finally reached the' music business
and neither disk classifications nor
geographic boundaries no longer
have any significance, Hits quickly
cross chart lines to show up on
pop lists despite their originations
as rock ’n’ roll or couhtry music—
and hit parade lists from other
counti'ies, notably England, usually
list the same songs, and often in
the same order, as the U. S. sum¬
maries of top hits.
Oedit for the elimination of
lines of disk demarcation,, accord¬
ing to Imperial Records prexy
Lew Chudd, belongs to such per¬
f——------ formers as Elvis Presley, Pat
Boone and Imperial’s Fats Domino.
All started with material usually
restricted to .a particular field but
Billy Eckstine and RCA Victor sold so strongly that they are now
came to the parting of the ways considered pop artists.
last week. * Crooner was imme¬
“There is no longer any point to
diately tapped to a two-year deal arbitrary distinctions,” Chudd
contends. “When an artist sells
by .-Mercury Records.
The Eckstine-Victor split came 1,000,000 or more records, he’s a
after close to a year’s tie;. Although pop artist, regardless of the type of
the pact had two more years to run, material he’s using. Fats Domino,
it was mutually agreed to wind up for. example, has three .1,000,000the association. Before joining the sellers currently in release. As a
Victor label, Eckstine recorded for ‘ result, our initial pressing order on
MOM. ■ ■
- his next record Is 750,OOT. That’s
far better than most so-called pop
artists do.”
Chudd attributes th? ‘ consolida¬
tion to the buying impact of the
younger generation. Teenagers,
while^ favoring rock ’n’ roll, have
definite tastes, and since they ac¬
count for better than 75% of the
total sales, have changed the com¬
plexion of the industry.
• Overseas, the same phenomenon
has occurred, Chudd reported.
(CJontinu^d on page 57)

Ownershipof‘12th SL Rag’ Versions
Up for Heari^ in Court This Week

lotsa Verve For
Tunny Face'Pic
The Paramount pic, “Funny
Face,” is being groomed for a
hefty wax push by Norman Granz’s
Verve label. In addition to the
soundtrack package, which stars
Fred Astaire, Audrey Hepburn and
Kay Thompson, Verve has set a
big band album workover by
Buddy Bregman and a jazz combo
version by the Barbara Carroll
Trio. Three singles and three
EPs from the, soundtracker also
will be issued.
Granz planed to Europe last
week for huddles with Paramount
and EMI (Electric. & Musical In¬
dustries) brass as well as with
Verve’s key Continental distribs,
to set up global distribution of,
the packages. . Verve topper also'
has assigned three special field
reps for the cast, midwest and
Coast territoriesf to work with his
regular distribs on the “Funny
Face” promotion. They’re sched¬
uling special screenings around the
Country for dee jays, managers and
personnel of disk outlets.
The soundtrack Set, which has
a cover by Richard Avedon, will
retail at $4.98;' The Miss Carroll
and Bregman packages will be
tabbed at $3.98.’' 'Packages will
feature a flock'-of oldieS by George
& Ira Gershwin as well as some
new items by Rogefr Ed.ens &
Leonard
Gefshe
and
Adolph
Deutsch.
/
Pic opens at New York’s Radio
City Music Hall tbmoiTOW (Thurs.)
and in London around Easter,,

Eck's Victor-to-Merc

BAD Writeis
In SPA Want
0.0. of Books

The conimittee of Broadcast
Music Inc. writers within the Song¬
writers Protective Assn., who have
been squawking about the organi¬
zation’s. attacks on BMI, are asking
for permission to 0.0. SPA books.
The request for inspection of the
SPA books came after the BMI
cleffers’ committee, which is named
the SPA Committee for Fair Play,
was asked by SPA execs to supply
a list of the members in it. The
committee says it speaks In the
name of over 50 SPA members
who license through BMI.
The BMI writers claim that “the
action of the officers and adminis¬
tration of SPA in using the organi¬
zation and its resources, to support
tl^e position of certain ASCAP
writers in-their dispute with BMI
and the netw'orks, violates the pur¬
pose of the organization.” The
BMI writers are protesting that
SPA is using their dues to help
finance the fight against BMI. They
want an accounting of all SPA
funds spent in this matter to date.
The BMI writers, headed by
Bernie Wayne and Marven Moore,’
have also made their views loiowh
to the appropriate Congressional
committees which have been in¬
vestigating the networks*
While the SPA leadership says
it is opposed to the BMI setup
because writers are not given an
equal role in the administration of
performance money, the BMIwriters say that they like it that
(Continued on page 57)

I Mary Martin-Dick Rodgers
Teamup for Victor Album
Mary Martin and Richard Rodg¬
ers are teaming up to Mcord an
album of the latter’s songs-for RCA
Victor early in April. Three of the
songs have nevAr been on disks be¬
fore. Rodgers will conduct the orch
with Robert Ryssell Bennett doing
the arrangements.
Miss Martin, meantime, is also
doing ari educational LP disk for
the book publishers Harcourt,
Brace. She will read a selection of
famous poems slanted fgr eighth
grade students and to be nationally
distributed to schools.

Birdland's Band Binge
Birdland, New York jazz nitery,
is going on a big band binge. The
spot has set seven orchs for dates
running through mid-July.
In the band barrage which starts
tomorrow (Thurs.) with Oscar Pettiford’s orch are Maynard Fergu¬
son, Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gilles¬
pie, Herb PomeYoy, Woody Her¬
man and Count Basie...

Pefrillo Faces
Clear Sailing At
AFM Convention
Although the American Federa¬
tion of Musicians-is seething M'ith
law suits, particularly on the Coast,
the upcoming convention is due to
be another walk-in for AFM prexy
James C. Petrillo. According to
present indications, there will be
no significant opposition to Petrillo.
or his policies from the floor of the ■
toOter conclave when it convenes
in Denver early in June.
Even Coast Local 47, where an
insurgent movement has* been
cookini^ for the past couple of
years, is. not expected to conduct
a fight against Petrillo’s leadership.
No Other big local has shown anytendency whatsoever to engage in
a contest with the AFM adminis¬
tration. N.Y. Local 802, the big¬
gest in the Federation with some
30,000 members, is not even slated
to make a bid for a seat on the
executive board. At last year’s
convention; Local 802’s prexy A1
Manuti was nominated for. the
board, but lost out. Neither the
Los Angeles nor the N.Y. locals,
the two biggest in the AFM, have
had reps on the international exec
board for several years. ,
Opposition to Petrillo’s policies,
particularly with respect to the
Musicians
Performance . Trust
Funds, is, however, perking be¬
neath the surface. The regular
working musicians both in N.Y.
and L. A. are burning over the
AFM’s policy of diverting pay¬
ments from the working musicians
to . support make-work projects
through the funds.

With Broadcast MusicoJnc. blanketing the hit lists like a tent
these days, there’s admittedly plenty of concern and cogitation
Within ASCAP ranks. In recent days, a cure for what ails the
^ ASCAP ranks has turned up in an eight-page mimeographed letter
titled “Memo to A>..Very Sick Industry” and addressed to the
“Major Music Publishers of the U.S.A.” Writer of‘'the letter, “for
reasons of his own,” chooses to remain anonymous, but signs him¬
self “A Writer of Many of Your Standards.” ^
The letter pinpoints the start of ASCAP’s downgrading on the.
bestseller lists with the change in the 'Peatman tabulations from
a numerical to an alphabetical listing, At that time,-the letter
states, all tunes began looking alike and “that’s when BMI was able
to ‘move in’ like an invading army.” Solution: go back to the old
Peatman listings in which songs were rated in order of their per¬
formances and audiences on radio and tv. Such a list, it’s con¬
tended, would restore ASCAP’s place in the sun and would deemphasize the accent now being placed on bestselling records.
The letter contends that the very reason the numerical listings
were abolished in the first place, namely the avoid influencing the
top shows from playing the top songs, now should be sufficient
to restore the numerical listings.
^
The memo also states that the top artists on video, such as the
“Comos, Sinatras, Fishers, Shores, Crosbys, etc.,” must be enlisted
Columbia Records is spreading
in the Cause because it is a “life-and-death struggle for them
into the mag field. Diskery.has
also as long as‘the rockbilly-corn-country & western trash dominate
launched a once-ei.yery-six weeks
this
market.” The memo points out that the top songs today are
mag .tagged “You” to get its mes¬
being cut by the rock ’n’ roll and country names and hence the
sage /icross to disk dealers. It’ll be
tv names would be anxious to plug.the “good songs” again.
distributed cuffo.
One of the basic .contentions of the- memo is that record hits
Mag, according to Col Prexy
are made in the hinterlands where people can’t or don’t , listen to
Goddard Lieberson, *ls part of the
video. “Yheir ears,” the memo says.'-l'are attuned” to rockbilly
diskery’s campaign, for closer con¬
music and henee they brush off “the beautiful, legitimate ballads
tact with dealers and ‘Tor the In¬
they hear.” These country folk, it says, start the record going in a
terchanging of information.” Edi¬
tor of “You” is Jack Puller, of J - small way and then it begins to snowball oyer the .country via the
disk charts. Then the video shows start to program it because
Col’s sales promotion stafi. Art di¬
they are playing safe. Instead of video leading the way in the
rector is S. Neil.Fujita and con¬
music biz, the memo says, the tail is wagging the dog, viz., a few
tributors are Deborah Ishlon, Art
people in the Ozarks are determining what the nation’s songs
Schwartz, Irving Townsend and
Wilham Wilkins.,
i . shall be..

Gol Issuing ‘You’ Mag
_ For Dealer Relations
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yictor-P4G Tie on 25c EP to Flood
Stores in Disk-Dentrifrice 'Romance'

TV Hears About Payola
Music biz payola got a going over on tv last week. It was fic¬
tionalized on CBSrTV'sf “Climax’' show Thursday (24) and hatted
around lightly oh. WABD’s “Entertainment Press Conference” last
Tuesday (19) by Cbl’a pop artists A: repertoire chief Mitch Miller
and panelists A1 Morgan^ Harriet Van Horne and Bil]l Stern,
(Review of -'Climax” is in the ^ section,)
Miller’s view was that only the untalented accept ^payola. A re^
cording bompany practice Which he abhors most is the ^copying
of arrangements and ideas.” To back this up he cited the Tab
Hunter (pot) copy, of the Sonny James (Capitol) version of.
“Young Love.”
s
Stern went 4ifoul as a muckraker when he. tried to pin Miller
down on recording five versions of ”Wd All Need Love.” Stern
alleged that'Miller published the tune. “Love” is published by
the Warner Bros, firms.

The knotty legal <luestion of who
owns the various versions of “12th
Street Rag” has come up for early
determination in N.Y. Federal
Court by Judge Edward Weinfeld
with trial having started yester¬
day (Tues.). Parties in the case
are Jerry Vogel .Music and ,Shapiro-Bemstein Music, which have
split ownership of at least one
version ' of the song, originally
written in 1914 as an instrumental
by the late Euday Bowman.
Legal action on the song be¬
tween Vo£el and Shapiro-Bernstein has been kicking around the
courts for the past 10 years in
various trials and appeals. Con¬
troversy over the song stemmed
from the fact that Jenkins Music,
the original publishers of the song,
commissioned a lytic Writer, James
Sumner, to write the words to the
original instrumental.
Even though Bowman was not
informed • that a- lyric was being
added to his tune, the courts have
held that the lyric version of “12th
Street Rag” is a joint and not a
composite work. Vogel picked up
the renewal • rights on the song
from Sumner, white S-B bought
the song from Jenkins Music.'The
courts have, ruled that- Vogel is
entitled to 50% of all performance
coin on the- Bowman-Sumner ver¬
sion of the song.
However, in the years since the
tune was. originally written, some
22 different versions of the song
have been written and copyrighted
by
Shapiro-Bernstein.
Current
(Continued-.on page 57)
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RCA Victor, which has been ac¬
centing
cooperative
promotion
campaigns with various non-show
companies, has come lip with the
disk industry’s biggest tie-in to
date to push its 16-album April
release* Tie-in is with Procter &
Gamble for the latter’s Crest tooth¬
paste product and involves a spe- ,
cial coupon offering a 25c EP with
each of 5,000,000 Crest packages,
Victor will be riding with a pow¬
erful advertising campaign to be
bankrolled by P&G in leading na¬
tional mags and Sunday newspaper
supplements which will also have
a coupon cut-out for the Victor EP.
In addition, Crest is preparing 25,"000 supermarket floorstands and
50,000 banners for use in retail
stores to plug the toothpaste-disk
combination offer.
The 25c EP is a sampler from six
of the 16 Victor sets with Tony
Martin making a personal pitch on^
the disk for each of the artists fea-“
tured. Martin was selected as the
personality spokesman for this
campaign because it is being tar¬
geted at the young housewife and
not the teenagers. Victor figures
on a 10% return from the 5,000,000 coupon offer for a sampler sale
of about 500,000.
"Victor is tagging its April re¬
lease under the general title of
“World of Romance,” which is also
the- tag of the 25c EP. With this
release, RCA-is kicking off its si¬
multaneous global merchandising
campaign. -All of the associated
RCA dlskeries throughout' the
world are gearing to sell the sets
at the same time.
George R. Marek,^ chief of‘the
Victor album division, disclosed
(Continued on page 5T)

Washington,Mai^ks
On ASCAP Board
Ned Washington and Johnny
Marks have been elected members
of ASCAP’s board of directors.
Washington replaces the late Gene
Buck in the pop writers field while
Marks replaces Jack' Robbins in
the pop publishers field.
All other incumbents -were re¬
elected for another two-year term.,
•In the pop writers field they are
(with votes in parenthesis): Stan¬
ley Adams (289,230), Paul Cunning¬
ham (274,258). L. Wolfe Gilbert
(205,323), Oscar Hammerstein 2d
(296,731), Otto A. Harbach (280,663), Alex C. Kramer- (171,913),
George W. Meyer (186,209),. Jack
Yellen (222,774). Washington re¬
ceived 163,364 votes.
Representing the pop publishers
are Louis Bernstein (15,481), Saul
H. Bourne (14,729), Irving Caesar
(14,610), Max Dreyfus (15,843>,
Bernard Goodwin (14,264), Jack
Mills (11,695), Herman Starr (14,853), Maurice Scopp (13,857) and
Marks (10,317).
Newcomers to the board in the
standard writers’ field are Dr.
Douglas Moore, replacing writer A.
Walter Kramer, and Adolph Vogel,
replacing Donald Gray, standard
publishers. The standard writers
on the board polled as follows:
John Tasker Howard (124,799),
Deems Taylor (202,870) and Dr.
Moore (124,799). The standard pub¬
lishers polled: Frank H. Connor of
Carl Fisher
(15,751),
Gustave
Schirmer of G. Schirmer (14,680)
and Vogel of Elkan-Vogel (12,071).

Atlantic Renews Short
Bobby Short has been repacted
by Atlantic Records. Pianist-singer
already has made three albums for
the label, with the last of the trio
to be released next month. Under
the terms of the new pact. Short
also will cut single sides.
He’s also been renewed for an
additional six weeks at the Red
Carpet, eastside New York nitery.
Short opened at the club last Oct,
31 on a four-woek pact.
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MUSIC

Tobiases Test
fonewalClause
InSuitVsJof

Hollywoo(f, March 26.
Oscar nomination .of Dr. Wesley
C. Miller, head of Metro’s sound
department, for best special effects
on “1‘orbidden Planet” came under
fire over the weekend. A strong
complaint has been registered with
both Academy of Motion Picture
Arts & Sciences and Metro execs
by Louis and Bebe Barron, who
created the “electronic tonalties”
used in the pic.
The Barrens allege they were
hired as indie contractors by Metro
music topper Johnny Green to cre¬
ate the offbeat score for “Planet.”
They claim that all Dr. Miller did
was to dub in their electronically
created soundtrack.
The Barrens first contacted Acad
execs, who stated., that the nomina¬
tion was chiefly a studio affair,
they claim. In confabs with E. J.
Mannix, they were then told that
the Acad was responsible. So far,
no one has offered to change the
nomination, they state.
Also under fire by the Barrens,
is the Acad classification of their
“tonalities” as special effects. Ac¬
cording to Louis Barron, they are
neither music nor sound effects,
but a hew art form deserving of a
special category.

‘60-Songs-60’ Tag For"
MGM’s lOth Anni Push
“60-Songs-60” is the peg for
MGM’s latest album promotion tied
in with its 10th anni year. Diskery
is issuing for April 1 release three
separate LPs Containing 60 songs
each cut by Dick Hyman with
rhythm accompaniment. The LPs
will be tagged “60 Great All Time
Songs.”
Separate royalty rate deals were
made with publishers. It’s under¬
stood that the royalties are much
less than the 2c. maximum per
song.
To get the packages rolling in
^ the market, MGM has set up a spe¬
cial introductory price of $2.98
each. The introductory offer rdns
through April 30.
MGM also is launching a special
promotional drive on the three
packages among dealers,
chain
stores, department stores, and disk,
jockeys. Part of the campaign will
include dealer co-op advertising
and the availability of the three
sets to radio stations at $1 each.
Jerry Field has joined the indie
Cameo label as national promotion
manager*
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MY FAIR LADY
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Coast Local 47 Probing
Bootleg Music for Vidpix;
‘Monsters Out of a Can’
Hollywood, March 26.
Recurrent rumors of “bootleg”
music for telefilms has prompted
a drive by AFM Local 47 to dis¬
cover whether tune union members
are engaged in tlie illicit practice..
Local is concerned over the wide¬
spread belief that some musicians
have engaged in illegal recording
sessions which have provided
soundtrack music, but as yet. no
concrete evidence has been un¬
earthed.
Local 47 prexy Eliot Daniel, in a
notice in the union’s monthly pub¬
lication Overture, warned that the
local will bring charges against
members caught participating in
such sessions. '‘Canned music,” he
said, “has now become a monster
which has devoured a major por¬
tion of our business and threatens
to engulf it completely.’'
Windjammers have complained
frequently in recent months that
some of the canned music being
used on vidpix appeared to have
originated locally and not in for¬
eign countries a? generally believ¬
ed. Producers using this music not
.only ..do not use live musicians but
are not required to pay the 5%
royalty fee to the Music Perform¬
ance Trust Funds.
1
In recent weeks,, it was indicated,
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PERRY COMO (Victor)
4 . 7
1 - 2 . ''Round and Round”....
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
5
6
6
“rm
Walking”..
2
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
2.
1
“Teen-Age Crush”..
3
HARRY BELAFONTE, (Victor)
6
5
“The Banana Boat Song”... ■7
4
. BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
3 . 4
3
“Party Doll”,
.
. 5
TAB-HUNTER-(Dot) '
1
8 "Young Love”. . .i. .,. ..
6
.
... ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
10 ■ • /'Butterfly''.-.r.
.’..'.
7
CHATlLlE GBACIE (Cameo)
7
“Butterfly.:k .. 5
8
*
■ DIAMONDS /Mercury)
2
13
“Little Darliifg*' . , : ., ..
9
., TERRY GiLKYSON (Columbia)
8
10
DELL VIKINGS (Dot)
^
12
“Come, Go With Me”....
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol)
“Gone” ....,..
.12_ 11
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
4
“Too Much” . . . . ;
; .... 9
13
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
''Marianne”.
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
“Ninety-Nine Ways”.
15 . 21
MICKEY & SYLVIA (Groove).
“Love Is Strange”.... \ .
PAT BOONE (Dot)
♦'Don't Forbid Me” .
10
17A 15
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Why, Baby, Why”.
17B 18
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Mama, Look, at Bubu”........
19
15
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
“Almost Paradise”.
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)
“Young Love”... ., .
21
14
STEVE LAWRENCE (Coral)
“Party Doll”..
22
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
“Mangoes”....\ .. .
23A ...
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Who Needs You”.
23B 17
FESS PARKER (Disneyland)
“Wringle, Wrangle”.
25
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A new challenge to the copy¬
right renewal assignment clause
in the old contracts between
writers and publishers has. now
come to the fore with a N. Y. Fedr
eral Court action instituted.' by
Charles, Henry and Harry Tobias
against Joy Music on the tune,,
“Miss You." This suit covers the
same problem raised in the Billy
Rose suit against Bourne Music
over -“That Old" Gang of Mine.”'
Latter suit has been pending in
the courts for years. .
Suit involves a highly important
question for the music biz since
most of the great, standards fpm
the 1900s were assigned to publish- .
ers- with an automatic renewal
clause.
Since the formation of
the Songwriters •Protective Assn,
early in the 19308, the renewal
clause has been abolished and the
copyright ownership reverts ba6k
to the writer after the first term
of 28 years. At that time, the
writer or his estate has. a second
crack at making a deal with the
original publisher or. a new one.
The Tobias brothers contend in
their, action that Joy Music, which
had the original copyright term
via its earlier coinpany. setup as
Santly-Joy Music, .made applica¬
tion for the “Miss’.You” renewal
in March of 1956 'vyithout their per¬
mission. The Tobias’ freres had
previously made :application for.
renewal in behalf of. their owiti
firm, Tobey Music. ’.

Bafrons Beef Vs. Oscar
On‘Electronic Tonalities’
In Metro’s ‘Planet’ Score
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Film Soundtrack Film Soundtrack

Capitol

Capitol

W 740
EAP 740

SAG 595

the reports of “bootlegging” of
taped or recorded music has be¬
come • more widespread. Daniel
warned members that such practice
is against AFM bylaws and prom¬
ised that charges would immediate¬
ly be filed against any memben
found engaging in the illicit music
traffic. Part, of the drive will
include an investigation in ah
effort to discover whether qrchestrators, copyists and leaders (all
AFM members) have participated
in- preparing soundtracks to be
recorded abro'kd by foreign musi¬
cians.

British Disk Best Sellef^^
London, March 26.
1. Young Love ....... Hunter
(London)
2. Don't Forbid Me...Boone
(Londdn)
3. Knee Deep Blues. Mitchell
(Philips).
4. Long Tall Sally.-. .Richard
(London)
5. Rock Daddy-0 , .Donegain
(Pye-Nixa)
6. Banana Boat.... Belaf onte
'
(HMV) .
:
■
7. Banana Boat .. .^.. Bassey
(Philips)
8. - True Love . .'Crosby-Kelly
(Capitol)
9. Singing the Blues Mitchell
(Philips )
10, Garden of Eden..Vaughkn
. (Philips)

.EDDY DUCHIN

MIDNIGHT.

STORY

Nat. (Kina) Colo' Film Soundtrack

SDM 593

11

10

AFTER

Capitol
W 782

10

Decca
DL 8289

LOVE IS
THE THING
Nat (King) Colo

Capitol.
W824

AROUND THE
WORLD IN
BODAY!
Film Soundtrack

Decca
DL 9040

Col’s Seattle & Bostoii
Rock ’b’ Roll Bum-Rapped
Bring Branches to 8 By 2% Who Are JD’$, Sez
Columbia Records has set up
distribution branches in Seattle / DJ Alan Fr^d on Forum
•and Boston, Both branches will
begin operating under the Col ban¬
ner April 1.
Addition of Seattle and Boston
now brings Col’s branch total to
eight. Other outlets are in Phila¬
delphia, Baltimore, Detroit, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Kansas City.
The Boston outlet replaces Al¬
lied Appliances while the Seattle
operation takes, over from Love
Electric Cd. Edward J. Masterson
heads the Boston branch and
James Fuscaldo is in chai'ge in
Seattle.'

Lyrichord'S Eterna Buy
Lyrichord, indie classical disk¬
ery, has expanded its operation
with the buy" of the longhair‘Eterna
-label. Eterna’s catalog includes
such vocal artists as Richard Tau¬
ber, Leo Slezak, Lilli Lehman, Fer¬
nando de Lucia, John McCormack,
Pasquale Amato, Battistini and
Fertile as well as opera diskings.
According to Peter Fritsch, Ly¬
richord prexy, both labels will have
separate enlarged release sched¬
ules, ion. the j:est. of the-'year, v
If'T ?

J v ; fiirjf

nr.T. -» » ».

Alan Freed, WINS, N. Y., disk
jockey responsible for catapulting
rock 'n’ roll to the top of the music
biz over the past few years, made
an all-out‘defense of that musical
idiom as guest on Ted Steele’s
“Bandstand” show on WOR-TV
Monday (25) afternOon. Freed was
the target for questions popped at
him by a group of hlghschool jour¬
nalists, most of whom wanted to
know about the alleged link be¬
tween rock 'n' roll and juvenile
delinquency.
Freed said there was a- 2%
“bad” element, among the kids
who cause all the riots and that it
was bum rap against the rest of
the teenagers to smear them with
the juvenile delinquent brush.
Riots at rock 'n' roll performances,
he said, have been exaggerated out
of all proportion to the facts be¬
cause it makes good newspaper
copy.
Conceding that the rhythm &
blues tunes, since renamed rock<
'n' roll, once were marked by
questionable lyrics, Freed said
tljat was no longer the case. He
kudosed Variettc for “doing a won¬
derful job in’ cleaning up the
jjyrics’ of all -music.”
. -

HflJSlC
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ASCAfs New Open-Ditor
A new era in jJuJjlic relation? Ijas. begun ii^ ASCAP. Under
prexy Paul Cunningham, who before he took over the prez post
last year was the Society's spokesman in Washington, the Society
has opened up to the public’s o.b. like none of his predecessors.
For Instance, at the New York annual membership meeting to¬
morrow-Cihurs.) at the WaldorfrAstoria Hotel, Cunningham has
Invited the press to attend.
It’s a precedent in ASCAP which once not only barred the press,
from its meetings, but also asked its members not to'leak any
info to inquiring reporters. That nevey worked, of course, dnd it
only led to irritations against the Society.

Guy’s ‘Show Boat’ Waxings
Between l-ITiter Date
Guy Lombardo orch started a
two-week break from- its annual
'Spring tour Saturday (23) for splitweek one-nitefs in New York and
Pennsylvania. Sandwiched between
the dates- will be recording ses¬
sions for Capitol, of his upcoming
production of “Show Boat.”
Lombardo is producing the
Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein
d tuner>f6r the summer season at
Jones Beach, N.Y,
Only mishap during the first leg
of the spring tour was the hospi¬
talization of Carmen Lombardo for
a kidney stone ailment. Illness
brought former Ted Weems orch
vocalist. Ken Armor to sub. Armor,
now a salesman with a chemical
company, continued to hold down
his job' by day and worked with
the Lombardo crew at night.

2

Hi Society Orchs Making Disk Hay
With Bourgeoisie and Peasants
Sammy Kaye $7,200 in 2
Sammy Kaye pulled in a hot
$7,200 . in two one-nighters in
Pennsylvania over the weekend.
Orch played to 1,860 at $2 each,
Saturday (23) at the, Sunhybrook
Ballroom, Pottstown.
Following
night, he drew 1,740 at $2 a head.

Rumors Still Rife In
Brit, on EMI Changes

A dispute between E. H. Morris 4London, March 26.
Music and Lenora Fisher, widow'
The records division of EMI is
of composer Mark Fisher, over re¬
launching an all-cut staff reorgani¬
newal assignments of her hus¬
Minneapolis, March 26.
band’s songs was decided in favor
zation drive. Already offers have
After pleas to put some skids
of the publishing firm ip N. Y.
Coral Records, Decca’s subsid la¬ been made .to leading personalities
Federal Coqrt by Judge Archie O. under, jazz and bop by encourag¬ bel, set ‘ up its own distribution
ing
better
music,
th^
lower
house
in
the music publishing and disk
Dawson.
branch in Detroit, . thus bring¬
Case revolved around the .^con¬ of the Minnesota legislature final¬ ing the. number of factory-owned fields in London, but among them
ly
passed
a
measure
principally
de¬
Fred Jackson,, general. manager of
tention of Mrs. Fisher that the re-'
branches to three. Coral has simi¬
ncwal assignments were pot valid signed to permit this county’s lar setups in New. York and Chi¬ Mills Music, but no appointments
because ' she did not understand board to • appropriate money to cago. Don Bhanan has been named have been made as yet.
• The EMI reshuffle ties in with
the meaning ’of' the agreement. help support the 51-year-old Min¬ branch mahager in Detroit Under
strong rumors in Tin Pan Alley of
The court held that she did and, neapolis Symphony. ,
the overall direction df Coral sales a new record label which, if it
Action
followed
a
push
for
fa¬
since other provisions of the con¬
chief Norm Weinstroer.
came into being, could greatly in¬
tract were valid, the agreement vorable votes by Rep. George
At the same time. Coral has tied fluence the disk market. The ru¬
was binding. Mrs. Fisher wanted Murk, Minneapolis musicians’ un¬
to assign the renewals to Mills Ion president, and Rep. Peter Pop- up with a new distrib in the Pitts¬ mors have persisted for several
Music, which already has the ovich,^ St. Paul. The measure now burgh area. Record Distributors, weeks, but still await .official con¬
IJLeslie, Pa.
firmation.
rights from Fisher’s cdllabprators
senate,
on such songs as “Take Me Back
to the Garden of Roses,’’ “I Was
Only .Pooling’’ and “When You’re
Smiling.’’
Although Mrs. Fisher assigned
the renewals to the' Morris firm
in 1945 while her husband was still
OF
alive, the issue of whether a wife
has the right to make such assign¬
ments when the composer is still
living was not an issue in '•this
case. Mrs. Fisher contended that
It was not a valid contract (1) bec^mse she did not know what she
was signing; (2) she was given no
consideration and (3) that the
CompiledJrom Statistical Reports of Distribution
agreement was “uncertain, incom¬
plete, illusory, and unfair,’’ accord¬
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
ing to her complaint.
The court held against Mrs.
Fisher on all counts. The judge
held that whether or not she knew
the meaning of the contract, she
as Published in the Current Issue
is bound by if* “in the absence of
fraud and no proof of . fraud has
been introduced before me.” He
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
also ruled that since the contract
arrived at under' a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enur
called for the payment of royal¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources’ which are exclusive
ties, it contained sufficient consid¬
eration.
with Vahiety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio'of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin ifiachines, retail
Although children are part of
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
the Mark Fisher estate, the ques¬
tion of whether Mrs. Fisher had
the right to assign rights for her¬
self and the-children was also not
raised. The judge said that “it
POSITIONS
would be improper' for me to at¬
This
Last
tempt to define the rights, of the
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
Week Week
children or' the rights of a party
fThe Banana Boat Song
who may derive rights from the
1
1
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) .. -(Mama, Look At Bubu
children. The only issue raised in
this case, as it was presented to
(Jamaica Farewell
me, related to the validity of the
.
fl’m Walking
‘
agreement of Feb. 7, 1945.”
2
6
FATS DOMINO (Imperial).4 Blue Monday
Lee V. Eastman was legal rep
for the Morris firm.
[Blueberry Hill

Miim. OK’s Spiph Aid

Coral’s Bet Branch

Scoreboard
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Coin Machines

Retaii Disks

Retail Sheet Music

TALENT

VictorShelyes
Deejay Twofers’
With the rest of the major com¬
panies not coming along, RCA Vic¬
tor has’dropped its “twofer” plat¬
ters for disk Jockey distribution.
The twofers, introduced by Victor
last year,- contained two numbers
by one artist on each side of the
platter. It was designed to cut pro¬
duction, handling and mailing
costs on the ouflq d.j. disks.
The Jocks, however, were, never,
happy with the twofers . and . the
other majors were, reluctant to .fol¬
low suit. A few years,.ago,, when
Victor put the dee jay disks oa 45
rpm speeds, the dee jays also piit
up strong resistance, but that was
broken down When the other com¬
panies followed Victor’s pattern.
Without general industry support
on the twoferjj, Victor decided not
to carry the ball' alone,

Jqc

Loco to Merc^ry

J 3 Loco has moved over to the
Mercury .label frqra Columbia Rec¬
ords. . The. latino maestro’i first
stint for Merc will be an album of
calypsos.
Tunes In the set will be originals
published by Ivan. Mogull’a
vard Music,

3

9 ^ PERRY COMO (Victor)

4

3

TAB HUNTER (Dot).•

.Round and Round

5

2

TOMMY SANDS' (Capitol)

(Ninety-Nine Ways
.Teen-Age Crush

6

8

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence).' Butterfly

7

7

BUDDY KNOX (Roulette) ..... Party Doll

8

10

9
10

5

[Don’t Forbid Me
t Why, Baby, Why
[I’m Waiting Just For You
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo) .Butterfly

PAT BOONE (Dot) ....

TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)

.Marianne

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

(•*ASCAP, tBMI)
TUNE

PUBLISHER

1
2

3
2

tBUTTERFLY .......Hill & Range
tMARIANNE
..... ....Montclare

3

.1

tYOUNG LOVE . Lowery

4
5.
6

4
8
5

tTHE banana BOAT SONG .
Marks-Bryden
GROUND AND ROUND.
Rush
tTEENAGE CRUSH .. Central Songs

- 7

I

8
10
0
9
10.6.,

fPABTYDOLL ..

Jackie

tl’M WALKIN’ .
Reeve
tDpN’T FORBID ME...... Roosevelt
tXOO MUCH.
...Southern Belle-Presley

• The society dance beat is get¬
ting less exclusive. It’s creeping
out of the confines of Newport
and debutante balls for a mass
exposure on the wax market.
The diskery swing to hi-fi so¬
ciety Is pegged on the upbeat of
packaged goods sales as well as
the easy-to-dance-to lilt of the
Blue Book maestros. The diskers
figure that home entertainment is.
booming and that the society dance
orchs on wax fit right into the.
scheme of things. .
The recording companies also
claim that the society band? are
good recording risks. They esti¬
mate that there’s a hard core of
readymade buyers from the
uppercrust who. are familiar with
the orchs and help put- the pack¬
ages in the black.
Disk jockey
exposure also has been instru¬
mental in getting the beat to rub
off on the lower aud levels.
Epic Records, Columbia’s sub¬
sid, started the society beat rolling
a fow months ago with a Lester
Laiiin album. The set established
the pattern of recorded continuous
dance music a la a “livel’ ball. The
package was so. successful for the
label that it is now propping a fol¬
lowup Lanin LP.
Other labels are now hopping
on the Epic, lead. ABC-Para¬
mount .has tagged Meyer Davis,
and the indie Monarch label is out
with a dance package cut by Emil
Coleman. Chauncey Gray, maestro
at New York’s posh Ambassador,
has been grooved by Riverside
Records and Charles Holden, who
batons the AFM’ers at New York’s
El Morocco, Is out on the RKO—
Unique label with a package tagged
“Dancing at El Morocco.”.
One recording exec credited the
tv ea^iosur.e. .of such, pop orchs as
Lawrence Welk and Vincent Lopez
fox. paving the way for the society
orchs on wax. “They’re condition¬
ing a mass audience to the simple
dance beat,” he said, “and the so¬
ciety, bands are picking it up from
there.”

20,000

Satbenly’s C&W
1(81110 Only’ Label
Hollywood, March 26.
“Uncle Art” Satherely, for 38
years a top country & western exec ,
with Columbia Records and discov¬
erer of Gene Autry and others in
the oatune field, has launched his
own diskery. Hometown Records,
which is making its initial LP avail¬
able only to radio listeners around
the country. Label eventually will *
branch out into normal distribution
channels and go into the country
singles field as well.
For the moment, however, Home¬
town is peddling its first disk
through C&W deejays only. Thus
far, 35 stations have picked up the
scheme on a pre-inquiry basis—
the deals having been set within
the first 10 days after the initial'
sampling of 350 letters and copies
of the LP, a 16-side disk .which fea¬
tures six newcomers to the c&w
field.
New talent is the basis of the
hometown operation since Sathere¬
ly hopes to develop a flock of new
names in the ranks of pasture platterers. Heard on the initial Home¬
town offering are Dick Miller,. Lu¬
cille & Bobby Regan, Tex Holland,
Bobby Charles, Roy' Counts, Gene
McGowan and Foreman Slim. Plat¬
ter offers eight current c&w hits
plus eight standards in the field.
They will be sold at $2.98.
During his years with Columbia,
Satherely .produced roughly 28,000
c&w records and has long been rec¬
ognized as one of the top c&w pro¬
ducers.

Black Watch on RCA
Band music by The Black-Watch,
noted British. regiment, will be
heard on wax via an 'upcoming RCA
Victor package. The band is slated •
to tour the U.S. next fall under Sol
Hiirok's banner.
Several foreign military bands
have been hitting the U.S, market
recently, both in personal appear¬
ances and on disks. Both ther Scots
Guards and the Carabinieri Band
of Rome toured the U.S. last year
and were represented by albums
release'd on the Angel label.
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Mrimy Awojrd Winm^

personality fcontinuing performance/’

It cmldn’t havehappened
to two 'more talented
(o/jiicerJ people...

55

PSsti^r
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On The Upbeat
New York
Eileen Rodgers' Columbia etch¬
ing “The Wall" was ,-ittiadvertently
credited with 15 points instead of
25 on last week’s Top Record Tal¬
ent and Tunes chart . . . Art
Blakely's Jazz Messengers swing
into the Cafe Bohemia Friday (29)
for 10 days. The MOes Davis Quin¬
tet opens there April 5 for four
weeks . . . Bernie Wayne conducts
the orch on the NBC “Bandstand”
show the week of April 8 . . . Les
Elgart^on a tour of orie-niters to
the Coast where he’ll make a short
for Universal - . , Jimmy-Lamare
will head the band dept, in GAC’s
Miami Beach office . . . Stan Pat
switched from RKO-Unique to
Roulette Records to handle mid¬
west promotion.
Hal Graham orch celebrating
second year at Golden Slipper,
.Glen Cove, L.I., nitery . . . Della
Reese, Jubilee thrUsh," going into
the Palace Theatre April 4. . . .
Kal Kirby will conduct the orch
for the annual Arthritis & Rheu¬
matism Foundation telethon April
6 over WABD . . . Charlie Spivak
starts a two-weeker at Roseland
Dance City April 2 . . . Music Jour¬
nal and Educational Music Maga¬
zine amalgamating beginning .with
the April issue . . . Teresa . Brewer
guests on Perry Como's NBC-TV
show April 6 . . . Sammy Kaye
winding up a string of one-niters
in Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Virginia
. . Deejay Nora Tulin
starts a, new morning show over
WORD, Boston, April 1.
Norma Douglas* RKO-Unique
thrush, set for a stint at Miami
Beach’s Monte Carlo beginning
April 10 . . . Sarah Vaughan guests
on CBS Radio's “Woolworth Hour”
Sunday (31) . . . Art Mooney head¬
ing out on a string of one-niters in
the east . . . ConniC Francis mak¬
ing the rounds of the dee jays in
Boston, Hartford and Philly for
her MGM slicing of “No Other
One” . . . Joni James set for the
Ed SuUivan Show (CBS-TV) April
28 . . . Pianist Don Evans returned
to the RSVP, eastside nitery, Mon¬
day (25) . . . ABC-Paramount prop¬
ping the Rover Boys' “Graduation
Day” for another deejay whirl
tieing it in with the prom season.
* Tommy Steele makes his pic
debut in Amalgamated Productions'
“Kill Me Tomorrow.” He’ll sing in
his newest London release, “Rebel

RETAIL SHEET BEST SEU^S

Rock” . . . Dorothy Collins will
sing at the annual ASCAP dinner
at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow
(Thurs.) '. . . Arlene DeMarco cur¬
rently at the Lotus Club,. Washing¬
ton . . . Jackie Lee set for th'e
Town Casino, Buffalo, April l. He’s
also pencilled in for Chubby’s,
Camden, April 15-21 . . , Richard
Marek, son of George Marek, RCA
Victor veep, has a piece tagged
“To Enlist Now Or Wait to Be
Drafted?” in April issue of Good
Housekeeping.
Preem performance of “Con¬
certo for Violin and Orchestra” by
Dai-Keong Lee will be held in Sep¬
tember at the National Gallery of
Art, Washington. Composition is
available through . Mills Music3s
rental library . , . Siobhan Mc¬
Kenna heading the cast of Tradi¬
tion Records’ grooving of W. B.
Yeats' play, “Countess Cathleen”
... New bill at Ekim's Calypso
Dock beginning Friday (29) will
feature Mesmar Nouvelle, The
Magnets Steel Band and Lord Nel¬
son . . . Guy Mitchell, Cathy. Cair
and Stan Kenton's orch head a
package show to tour Australia
April 11-27.

Survey^ of retail sheet music,
best sellers based on reports
obtained: from lea^ing^ stores in
13 .cities andshowing corn..parative sales., rating for thi^
and' IcLst week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
NationaU
Ratiiig
This Last ,
wk. wk.

.

Hollywood

London

lllTf

Chicago

and

LOOK UP

Philadelphia
Current week's Hneup at Chub¬
by’s features The Tarriers, George.
Hamilton IV, Four Winds and Judy
Scott . . . “Cozy” Morley, who
turned down a Reno bid two weeks

GEORGE SHEARING
and his QUINTETTE

Currently—COLONIAL TAVERN. Toronto
Apr. 3—BLUE NOTE, Chicago (Two WeekrJ
Apr. 19-28—BRASS RAIL, Milwaukee
Apr. 29—BAKER'S KEY BOARD. Detroit
John Levy, ter,. Mgr.

Capitol Record.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
New York
P'.

JOE GL4SER, Pres
|
Chicaqo

9.J6C0

I

?03

No

Wabc^h

j

Hollywood

j

861 9 Suntrt Blvd.

j

Title and Publisher

_•
^

1
1
2 ' 2
3
7
4
.3
6
"6
9 ■
7A 4
5.
(9A ...
9B 11
IIA 13
IIB 10
13
8
14
12
15

Frankie Ortega parted by,Jubi¬
lee Records . . . Bud Shank, Pa¬
cific Jazz pactee, on tour in Europe
along with fellow Lighthouse. AllStar Bob Cooper . . . Chico Hanulton will be featured at the L.A.
Embassy Auditorium this month
. . . Composer-conductor Domliiic
Frontiere signed to a new three^
year recording pact with Liberty
. . . Terry Gylkeson combo has
been cast in Allied Artists’ ^‘Ca¬
lypso Joe” .. . Max Steiner to score
RKO’s “Escapade in Japan” , . .
Dimitri Tiomkin is writing the
liner notes for Spike Jones' upcom¬
ing Verve album of dinner music
. . . David Raksin will score Sol C.
Siegel’s Metro pic, “Man On Fire.”

Eddie Hubbard whose show ori¬
ginates out of WGN is pacted to
cut a hymn album for Bally . . .
Former deejay Myron Schulze
joined Lenny Garmisa record dlstrib outfit as general manager . . .
Dizzir Gillespie inked back to Blue
Note for two weeks July 24 . . .
Hazel Scott Trio for four frames
in London House Sept. 44 . . Jerry
Mulligan Quartet booked for one
week in Modern Jazz Room.

■ a-

—r-^ J^-RIETY --—

Les Conn, Robbins Music Corp.
records promotion man, on week’s
.visit to Germany for confabs with
dee jays . .■ . Mills Music’s hew
British song “Silver Madonna,”'•
banned by BBC, to be released in
U.S. on London label. Song’s wax¬
ed by Kirk Stephens . . . Capitol
Records prexy Glenn Wallichs in
London to sit in on annual meet, of
the EMI board of directors. From
London, he flies to Monaco to pre¬
oPTHE sent a gold disk of “True Love” to
Kelly . . . Little Richard
f WEEK Grace
scheduled for British visit late
this year . . . Nixa’s Tony Osborne
flies to Berlin Friday (29) to cut
two LP’s with a German orch . . .
Songstress Marion Williams leav¬
DICK HYMAN
ing the Eric Delaney band to join
the Oscar Rabin outfit. Delaney
SAM (THE MAN)
says he’d like to Import a Yank
chirper to work with the band ...
TAYLOR
Trumpeter Bert Courtley to join
the Jack Parnell band.
|

DRUMMEU
BOY
BLUES
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Cleveland
Dave Bnnis, houses maestro at
Herman Pirchner's Alpine Village,
organizing neW band for new
Riviera Club opening niid-Aprll in
site of old Borsellino's club. Ennis
succeeded Joe Baldl, who quit the
Alpine to move his own trio to
Tudor Arms' Empress Room , . .
Marris “Mushy” Wexler got his
Theatrical Grill booked solid for
next three months by inking Buddy
Greco crew for two frames; Pat
Moran quintet April B, Noro
Morales quartet April 22; Jonah
Jones for four succeeding weeks
and then Dorothy Donegan June 3
on another long summer stay . . .
Before checking into hospital for
kidney operation, Marty Caine,
local booker,' lined up five weeks
of acts for A1 Naiman's Zephyr
Room. Following current Bobby
Ramsen it brings in baritone
Stuart Harris April 9; Bobby Mel¬
vin April 16; Dorothy Claire April
23; Norman Sc Dean April 30 . . .
Frank Warren back at Statler Ter¬
race Room on second two-week
visit.

Brit. Nixes Work Permit
For Johnnie Ray Drummer
London, March 26.
Johnnie Ray’s American drum¬
mer, Herman Kapp, has been re¬
fused a work permit to tour with
Ray during his current visit to this
country. Ray opened his tour at
Carlisle last night (Mon.) and will
play a number of one-nighters at
ABC picture hduses.
He begins a two-week season at
the Palladium April 15, then re¬
turns to the U. S. for a cabaret
stint at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
May 6. He's also lined up for a
spot on the Ed Sullivan tv show
May 12.
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tMarianne (Montclare).
tYoung Love (Lowery).
tButterfly (Hill & Range)....
tBanana Boat Sortg (MarkSrB)
.*Cha]ntez, Chantez! (Chantez).
*Round and Round (Rush)...
tPon’t Forbid Me (Roosevelt)
tAlmpst jPara^se (Peer)._
"^Who Needs You (Korwin)...
tToo Much (Southern Belle-P)
tParty Doll (Jackie)...:.
tTeeh-Age Crush^(Ceritral)..
tCinco Robles (Warman).....
*True Love (Buxton Hill)....
tWind in Willow (Broadcast).

ago to remain on tv, walked out on
his WPFH show (16). Reason for
move was that hiji latest disk “I
Love My Girl” suddenly took off
and ABC-Paramount has picked up
the master . . . Vocalist Dick Lee
on leave from “Caesar's Hour” to
play two-week stand at the Mocambo in L. A. . . . Duke Ellington into
Pep’s . . . Red Rodney, one-time
tmmpeter for Elliot Lawrence and
other name bands, dropped from
rolls of Musician Union Local 77
. , . Loh Chaiken has returned to
bandstand in the Bellevue’s Strat¬
ford Garden . . . Murray Schaf &
Aristocrats have secured release
from MCA and inked management
pact with Suez-Rothbard office . . .
Duke of Iron heads Jack Field's
“Calypso Carnival” at the Academy of Music (31) . . . Billy Daniels
follows Harry Belafonte at the
Latin Casino (April 1-6), with Diahann Garroll set for- the week
after . . . Dave Appel & Applejackak
featured in ‘‘Don’t Knock the
Rock,” now at the Cadillac Show
Bar . . . Bud Powell Trio into the
Blue Note.
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PEGGY LEE RETURNING Chi’s Aragon Ballroom
TO CAPITOL RECORDS Sets Sun. Aft. Teen Hops
Hollywood, March 26.
Low on R&R, Sans R&B
. After a ftve-year absence, Peggy
Lee will return to Capitol Records
in April when, her present contract
with Decca expires. It was at Cap¬
itol that she first made the grade
as a disk artist, with her hit tune
“Manana,” which she wrote with
her then husband Dave Barbour.
All details have been agreed
upon between Capitol prexy Glenn
Wallichs and Miss Lee and the
formal contract signing probably
will take place shortly. New deal
is understood to be for a flat twoyear initial period with two oneyear options to follow. It comes on
the heels of her recent agreement
to do a single album for Frank
Sinatra’s Essex Productions which
releases its diska through. Capitol.

Roger WRliams’ 36 Sets
For Kapp in Three Ydars
Kapp Records has blueprinted a
36-album release schedole for
Roger Williams in the nekP three
years. The pianist was launched in
the disk mSrket by Kapp 18
months ago with the clicko “Au¬
tumn Leaves.'^
Sipce then, Williams has cut
sev^h LPs which have totalled
over 380,000 sales. His latest al¬
bum, “Songs of the Fabulous Fif¬
ties,” E two-pocket package, al¬
ready has sold more than 68,000
copies. The 36-album schedule will
include pops as well as longhair
\vith the releases timed to coin¬
cide with Williams’ concert tours
now being ;llned up.

Ella to Start ‘JATP’
O’sew Trek April 22
Ella Fitzgerald's European junket
with the Oscar Peterson Trio will
kick off-April 22. Package, for¬
merly titled “An Evening of Jazz,”
will now tour under the familiar
“Jazz At The Philharmonic” tag.
Trumpeter Roy Eldridge, violin¬
ist Stuff Smith and drummer Jo
Jones have been added to the pack¬
age.
Norman Granz, VJATP” pro¬
ducer, is currently overseas lining
up dates for the tour. So far these
include Stockholm, Oslo, Copenha¬
gen, Paris, Zurich, Frankfort, Am¬
sterdam and Brussels.

S. America Eyes Satchmo

Chicago, March 26.
Aragon Ballroom will start a
Sunday afternoon teenag^ record
hop Apri^7. The weekly series will
be emce^ by Steve Schickel, WGN
d.j. and Chi Tribune record col¬
umnist, and Jack Reiling, WAAF
disk jock,
Reilingj a former pro footballer,
has set members of the Chicago
Bears grid team for weekly appear¬
ances. Also, the duo has enlisted
the cooperation of PTA officials
and highschoool authorities for the
dances.
Schickel said there will be a
minimum of rock 'n' roll disks at
these sessions, and no rhythm &
blues. Recenj;ly, there was strong
parental protest to an r&r dance
planned in another Chi ballroom
by another deejay duo.

Teresa Brewer’s
New Hit bii Coral

I'M DROWNING
MY SORROWS
Mills Music, In^.

f Frum iht M'O'M ClAomoScBD*

TIN THOUSAND eEDROOMS

'ONLY TRUST
lYOOR HEART,
[

. iwiBir..MC. ; |

meORDINO
INDUtTRYt
Cr«Btlv«
production and morchondltlnp, salts:
young/ with yoart of top profosslonal
oxporlonco/ roputatlow In Hold/ budg*
oting/ manufacturing plants/ oxtonslva
last an4. Watt Coast talont contacts;
natlonwidb soiling tochnlquos; stok¬
ing position with futuro. Box V430-57,
Varloty/ 154 W. 44 St./ Now York 34.

Buenos Aires, March 19.
A* deal Is in the works for Conciertos Iriberrl to Import Louis
Armstrong, with 12 musicians, for
a minimum of two weeks between
Buenos Aires and Montevideo. Ten
days would be played in some B.
Aires house, probably the Opera
film-theatre.
Reported price Is around $2,500
Young/ jwlda background/ socrotarial
Shaye Cogan’s Wax Bow a. day, which means that a big, skills. Fluent Frarich/ writing ability,
Shaye Cogan will make her disk theatre Is essential if that figure is
bow this week on the Gee label.
to be covered. At 38 pesos to the
Former band-singer is the wife dollar, a minimum 95,000 pesos
of music publisher Phil Kahl.
must be grossed.
{

GIRL FRIDAY
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Inside Stutf-Husic
New ^'History of Jazz Series” will be issued by Lyle Griffin on his
Hip label* which has heretofore concentrated on “hip” translations by
Lord Buckley. Series' marks beginning of an expansion program which
will take the label into the jazz and rh^hm & blues fields. Griffin is an
r&b pioneer, having recorded Slim Gaillard some years'ago on a series
of disks under the Atomic label. First in the jazz series will be Kid
Ory’s “Ory’s Creole Trombone” b/w “Society Blues,” originally re¬
corded in 1922 by Ory’s Sunshine orch, one of the first colored bands
on wax . Griffin has spent several months lining up talent and masters
fpr the series, which.will be tied in with “The Jazz Scene,” column
which Griffin writes for Dig, teenage magazine.
NBC-TV'is launching an unprecedented exploitation push on Dean
Jones, Metro actor-singer recently signed by the network for a series
of eight appearances this year. Web has sent out 400 copies of Jones’
current recordings to radio and tv editors, along with a brochure plug¬
ging Jones’ initial-appearance on the Steve Allen show Sunday (24).
He’s the first M-G contractee to be shared by a network. Film firm
has been using him as an actor, not a singer, although he records for
the filmery’s disk subsidiary. (3n tv, he’ll be spotted as' b,oth singer
and actor.
j
. Hank Saperstein, merchandise promotional manager for Elvis Pres¬
ley, has been appointed consultant to the National Milk Bowl, the
“little” football classic played each year in San Antonio. Saperstein,
who does public relations work for two cereal companies and for sev¬
eral tv kiddie programs, will develop- toys,’ dolls, and games, inconie
from which will 'go to crippled children. Robert J. O’Donnell, veepee,
and general manager of the Interstate circuit, Dallas,' and Gordon
McLendon,’ of McLendon Investment Corp., are on the board of di¬
rectors of Milk Bowl, Inc.
RKO Music is continuing on its motion picture score spree. Latest
background music acquisitions are “The Joker Is Wild,” “Valerie” and
“Johmiy Trouble.” Deals for “Valerie,” with a score by A1 Glasser
and a title song by Glasser and Hal Richards, and “Johnny Trouble,”
with a score by Frank DeVol, were set by firm’s general counsel,
Martin J. Machat. Irving Deutch, RKO Music’s general professional
manager, is now on the Coast working out the details on “The Joker
Is Wild,” film bio of Joe E. Lewis starring Frank Sinatra.
Horizon Press has tapped Leonard Feather to pen a bio on Count
Basie. It’ll probably be written under a joint byline and will explore
Basie’s two-decade career as a bandleader. Deal for the Basie bio is
part of Horizon’s deal with Feather for three jazz books during 1957-58.
He’s currently working oh a reference book tentatively titled “Hori¬
zons of Jazz” with illustrations from the Norman Granz catalog. The
third book will be a new volume’ in the Encyclopedia s^ties along
lines similar to the recently released “Yearbook of-Jazz.”

MUSIC

Icelands Performing Rights Society
Cold tb Cuffoii^ USAF Broadcasts

Vietor-PCTie
Continued from pat;e 51

that the April release had been two
years in the works. It comprises
works recorded in various Euro¬
pean ^nd South Amerlc|f^ countries
as well as several cut m the U.-S.
Unique feature of the “World of
Romance” series is that three of
the albums Include a bqnus 45 EP
language lesson disk at no .extra
cost. Those include an Italian les¬
son in the “One Night in Venice”
set; a Spanish lesson for “One
Night in AcapulCo” and' a French
lesson for “One Night in Monte
Carlo,” Language lessons are ele¬
mentary conversational phrases
designed to aid the average Amer¬
ican tourist.
Alongside of the Crest promotion
which will run from April through
June, Victor will push its own re¬
lease with a stepped-up campaign
on tv in addition tp distributing
five-color streamers to dealers: Vic¬
tor is also n^aking available to deal¬
ers co-op ad mats and spot plugs
for local radio use.
Tojiy Martin is represented in
the April lineup, with his “A Night
At The Copac^bana” set. Other
artists featured are Harry Belafonte, A1 Nevins’ orch, Lionel
Hampton in'- a “Jazz Flamenco”
package, and various Latin and
European orchs.
William I. Alexander, Victor’s ad
chief who set the tieup with Crest,
pointed out that the promotion will
be “self-liquidating” since the 25c
charge of the EP just about covers
the manufacturing costs of the
disk. The payoff for Victor is in
the extra exposure which Crest is
giving the platter product. For
Crest, the coupon inserts represent'
a negligible cost, while the disk
tie-in is expected to boost the
toothpaste sales.

As part of Coral’s new accent on jazz albums, the label has come
up with a special LP, titled “Coral Jazz Specj;acular,” for circulation
among the disk jockeys. Album contains selections from each of 12
sets featuring sdch names at Nat Pierce, Hal McKusick, A1 Conn, Dick
Continued from page 51
Marx, Johnny Frigo, Steve Allen, Larry Sonn, Eddie Heywood, Bob
Crosby, Johnny Costa and Tommy Shepard. Sonny Lester, of Coral’s question is whether the subsequent'
artists & repertoire department, is currently on the road to plug the versions were based on the original,
instrumental
by
Bowman
or
“Spectacular” with the dee jays.
whether the later songs stemmed
■ Latest in the housewife-to-songwriting parlay are Lillian D. Krug- from the Sumner-Bowman work,
Shapiro-Bernsteln is claiming
man and Alice Jeanne Ludwig, writers of “Pretty Pretty.” It’s a first
for them both in the pop tunesmithing field although they’ve been writ¬ that the later versions qf “12th
ing musical playlets for children in their communities. A staffer in Street Rag,” in particular one with
E B Marks’ classical and semi-classical division heard the tune and a lyric by Andy Razaf, do not fall
submitted it to Arnold Shaw, firm’s general professional manager. Shaw within the split copyright owner¬
nabbed it and latched on tp disks by Georgia Gibbs (Mercury) and ship- pattern since it stemmed from
the original piano version by Bow¬
Billy Eckstlne (RCA Victor).
man. Vogel has conceded that he
The “Rodgers
Hammerstein Fact Book,” a .compilation of the has no interest in this work.- How¬
complete works of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 2d, to¬ ever, Vogel claims that the Razaf
gether and with other collaborators, is getting worldwide circulation. version and others are based on,
Published by R&H in 1955, book has had orders from Pakistan, South the Sumner-Bowman work which
Africa and Indonesia..Last week, CARE, which supplies fobd and cloth¬ stemmed, in turn, from a Clarence
Wheeler simplified . arrangement
ing to the nieedy all over the world, also ordered the book.
of the Bowman original.
Keefe Brasselle is the latest performer to enter ASCAP’s ranks as a
writer. Brasselle, who played the Eddie Cantor role in the Warner
Bros, biopic,. was formerly a musician with Skihnay Ennis band’and’
he’s the. composer of the score for the f^lm, “Assignment for Murder,
.
and several songs including “Song With
Beat” and
Continued from page 51

New Battle of Britain
Blapkpool, Eng., March 26.
Two leading U.S. groups will
be rivals at concerts here on
Easter Sunday. (April 21).
The Count Basie orch will
play two concerts' at the Palace
• Theatre.
The Platters are
booked for concerts at the
Opera House,

Atlantic Hedging Its
Bet on $4.98 Packages;
New Album Line at $3.98
Atlantic
Records
apparently
doesn’t want to stray too far from
the $3.98 album price base. After
hiking its entire' albtim catalog to
$4.98 last week, the diskery is now
propping a new package goods line
at the $3.98 tab.
The new line, which will be
placed in Atlantic’s 8,000 series,
will kick off during the first part
of April. The first seven albums
in the release will be by rhythm
& blues artists. Atlantic expects
to put some jazz and some pops
into the $3.98 line in addition to
the r&b’ers. Bulk of the 8,000
seizes albums will be made up of
previously released single product
which will’ enable diskery to keep
its album production costs down.
Highlighting the initial $3.98 re¬
lease^ will be “The Greatest Rock
’m Roll,” a compilation of At¬
lantic’s recent top-selling singles.
There also will be sets by LaVern
Baker, Ray Charles, Ruth Brown,
Clyde MePhatter, Joe Turner and
Ivory Joe Hunter.

H2th St. Rag’

BMI Writers

FOUR ACES
New Hit on Decca

YOU’RE
MIN E
Robert Mellin, Inc.

New Definition
Continued from page 51

Foreign sales have grown, propor¬
tionately, as rapidly as domestic
sales and with the same artists
topping the lists. Reports from
his own distributors, Chudd added-,
indicate that Broadway show, al¬
bums are at a premium, much as
they .are ' in this country. The
smash Columbia disking of “My.
Fair Lady,” for example, is selling,
for seven Israeli pounds ($14) in.
Israel. and . the distributor ' cannot,
meet the demand.
" Currently,JEur.bpe is the biggest
foreign market with the continent
and the United Kingdom account¬
ing for a total of 50% of the global
take. Canada is next with 20% and
Australia is third with 10%,. Japan
contributes 7% of the sales, Mex¬
ico and South Africa, 5% each and
South America, 3%. .As an indi¬
cation of the foreign interest in
disks, Chudd said that Imperial
was paid $235,000 in royalties
ffom foreign distribution last year.

RCA’s Philly Artists

PUBLIC Notice I
Regret necesilty of cancelling all
engagementf,
of whatever . im¬
portance, for Monday, April I,
due to urgent busihesi in Locust
Valley.

AL STILLMAN

RCA Victor has wrapped up
some rjecording artists haling from
Philadelphia. Bobby Brooks, who
moved over from Rainbow Records,
cut his first album for Victor last
week. Also joining the roster are
The Kids, a trio of pre-teenagers
formerly known as the Ferrara
Trio. It’s a rock ’n’ roll combo.
Ed Heller, a musical director in
the Victor album department, made
the signings.
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Waily Schuster GPM’ing
For Patricia-Kahl Firm
"Wally , Schuster takes over as
general professional manager of
Patricia-Kahl Music this week.
Schuster, son of the late tunesmith
Ira Schuster, had been associated
with the professional department of
George. Paxton’s, music firms for
the past few years.
He’ll head up a professional de¬
partment . which includes Dave
Bernstein in New York, Joe Draca
in Chicago -and Julie Losch on the
Coast- Meantime, Patricia-Kahl
toppers Phil Kahl and Morris Levy
are. oh a cross-country trek to o.o.
«the national music biz scene.

way.. One BMI-SPA cleffer. said:
“Nobody forced us to join BMI.
We entered BMI with our eyes
op^n because we liked the deal
they gave us. There’s no reason
for SPA to reform ’BMI for our
benefit.”
^
Over the pasK couple of years,
some of the BMI writers have re¬
quested SPA to amend its basic
contract so that it would be appllicable to the BMI situation 'where
there is no equal split iji the per-,
formance money betwoe'n writers,
and publishers. SPA has' refused;.
The 50-^0 split of performance'
money and the coadministration of
the licensing organization is one;
of the. cardinal reasons SPA was
formed in the first place, according
to an SPA spokesman.

Applewhite Returning
Pvt. Charlie Applewhite will
swing into mufti as a crooner Jtor
the RKO-Unique label. He’s due
for discharge from the U. S. Army
in a few months.
'
Before going into the service,
Applewhite recorded for Decca and
MGM.

Reykjavik,- March 26.
The right of the U.S. Armed
Forces radio stations abroad to
play copyrighted music without
payment of license fees to the per¬
forming rights society of the. par¬
ticular country involved has been
successfully challenged to Iceland,
The City Justice of Reykjavik,
Einar Arnalds, ruled recently that
the U.S. Army must pay $50 for
each of three non-American tunes
which were cited by the plaintiffs
to the Icelandic Assn, of Compos¬
ers & Owners of Performing
Rights (STEF). A fourth tune, “On
The Sunny Side of the Street,”
written by Jimrpy McHugh and
Dorothy Fields; was stricken from
the judgement because they are
inembers of ASCA’P.
Existence, of the U.S. bases
abroad has been a persistent head¬
ache as far as the European licens¬
ing societies are concerned. Un¬
like the U.S. Copyright Act, which
only grants licensing rights where
performances are for profit, the
foreign societies collect whether or
not profit is involved. The foreign
societies have been trying to col¬
lect for years from the Armed
Forces radio stations abroad and,
in the case* of France at least,
succeeded before the Icelandic is¬
sue was brought to trial.
ASCAP’s Waiver
In its defense in the Iceland
court, the U.S. Army cited the fact
that in 1943, the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publish¬
ers and other societies granted it
the right to use its music without
remuneration throughout the war.
In 1950, when the Korean conflict
broke out, ASCAP again made its
catalog freely available to the
Armed Services “for the duration
of the present crisis.”
Since the end of the Korean
War, ASCAP has notified the Ice¬
landic society, with which it has a
licensing agreement, that the
“cHsis” had obviously passed, but
ASCAP. never has withdrawn its.
blanket okay to the U.S. Armed
Forces to play its music. For that
reason, the McHugh-Fields tune
was dropped from *the suit.
The other tunes involved_ in the
action were “Tango Jalousie,” by
the Danish composer, Jacob Gade;
a Puccini aria from “Mimi”; and
“O Mein Papa” by the Swiss com¬
poser, Paul Burkhard.
Jon Leifs, president of the Ice¬
landic society, was dne of the prime
movws against the cuffo playirig
of music by the U.S. Armed Serv¬
ices. Back in 1956, he urged that
all societies in countries where
U.S’. troops were stationed to ex¬
amine the performances oJ^ music
for possible legal action. He also
urged that license, fees betwedn
the Armed Forces and the individ¬
ual licensing societies be set after
consultation among themselves, i

iMarx-Cadence Deal
. Aibert Marx,: indie ; record ; pro¬
ducer, has .set a. deal with the
Cadence label to prep',t\Vo jazz al¬
bums. Marx will ciit packages with Marty Paich and the Chamber
Jazz Sextet.
Both albums wil be grooved on
the Coast.

ATTENTION

FACE IN THe\
CROWD
(
IVIAMA GUITAR/
REMICK MUSIC CORP.

Cap Dickers Alberghetti
Hollywood, March 26.
Deal is being negotiated for
Anna Mafia Alberghetti to join theo]
roster of Capitol- Records artists.
Actress-singer most recently re¬
corded for Mercury.
Miss Alberghetti recently fin¬
ished “10,00 Bedrooms’’ at Metro
and has other film deals and a pos¬
sible Broadway legit debut in the
offing. Contract would give Capitol
an added starter in the list of film
diskers and thus give the Coast la¬
bel another inside track on sound¬
track albums.
David Whitfield, a top British
recording star frequently featured
in the Ed Sullivan tv’er, is to sing
the specially composed, theme
song for the “William Tell” tele¬
film series, now in production in I
England, ,
1-

Aflother

BMI ‘Pin l/p' Hit

MAMA LOOK A BOOBOO
UABBv

recorded by

harry belafonte
king flash & CALYPSO

.al"""'"- .

/

.
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duchess music corporation
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Sarattac Lake

Minsky Studying Burlesk in N.Y.
On 2-a-Day, latler-Day Policy
What’s left of the burlesque in¬
dustry may yet reap some benefit*
out of the abortive try at that old
theatrical form recently at the Co¬
lumbia (nee Public) Theatre, on
New York’s lower east side. Ac¬
cording to Harold. Minsky, who had
operated Minsky’s,' Newark, until
local legislation forced a shutdown,
the way has been cleared for other
operators to come in to New York.
The precedent, he says already has
been established by use of the
term “burlesque” on the marquee
and in advertising, and others are
free to attempt a hurley policy.
Currently, Minsky is only mull¬
ing the situation. *He’s presently
occupied with his unit, “Minsky
Goes to Paris,” which winds up
today (Wed.) at the Dunes Hotel,
Las Vegas. Deal is presently on
for the unit to hit the^ Chase Hotel,
St. Louis, April >0, fo be. followed
by the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
Another deal is in the works for a
try at the Moulin Rouge, Paris, but
details haven’t been ironed out as
yet.
Minsky says that should he come
Into New York, he would operate
on. a two-a-day policy rather than
on a grind basis, and he would try
for a modern type of burlesque
such as lie’s, been exhibiting in Las
^ Vegas. He feels that the old Co“ lumbia Wheel type of show has
long been passe. That,, he says,
was one of the mistakes made by
the operators of the recent N. Y.
attempt.
Before taking any spot in New
York, Minsky is awaiting, results
of an action before the U. S.
Supreme Court which seeks to in¬
validate the Newark legislation on
the ground that it is a violation of
freedom of expression. Should the
Supreme Court go along with that
view, then burlesque thektres can
be opened anywhere.

Paris’ Coquatrix Due In
Rruno Coquatrix, owner of the
Olympia Theatre in Paris, arrives
In New York Sunday (31) to hud¬
dle with agents ‘and bookers on
lining up American talent for his
house.
He’ll remain in Gotham for one
week.
Bill Tabbert has been spotted
for a pair at Statler Hotels. Singer
is tapped for the Cleveland out¬
let May 20 and the Detroit Ipn
June 3 on deals by Jimmy Grady.

By Happy Benway
Saranac .Lake, March 26,
St. Patrick’s Day was celebrated
here with , a iampacked party and
entertainment directed and pro¬
duced- by Jack Norton. The “We
The ; Pati«||^s” committee With
Alonzo Tick as chairman, assisted
by Marion McLaughlin, Mitzie
White, Frank Healy, Alphonse
Losocuito, Louis Blanco and Fran¬
cis Tranks, left nothing undone to
make this blowout one of the best.
A feature was the drunk bit put
on by Norton. A buffet lunch 'was
followed, by dancing.
Birthday greetings - to Francis
Healy, vaudevillian of yesteryear
and singing waiter' of the ’9Gs.
Since his arrival here his progress
is of special mention. ,
After- a three-month try at work¬
ing ■ for the Florida Paramount
Theatres, Ruth Cockrill, ex-Rogersite from Charlotte, N. C., is back
on the staff of the Will Rogers Re¬
search Lab,
Eddie Ballantine, orch leader
with Don McNeill's Breakfast Club,
and Johnny Garwood, ^annquncer
of WBNZ, have started a fund
drive to defray the expenses, of
the Saranac Lake Bobsled Club to
the Olympic tryouts.' Ballantine is
a -member of the Bobsled Club.
First donation ($400) -was received
from the Don McNeill gang.
Write to iliose who are ill.

Studio Club, Mt. Venion,
Relights With ,New Ops
Studio Club, at Mount Vernon,
N. Y., which has been shuttered
since September after a 27-year
operation, has new owner-oper¬
ators, Peter Pirrone, formerly with
William Morris, Agency, and Stan¬
ley: Smith, a civilian. They’ll in¬
augurate a policy of dancing and
floor talent tomorrow (Thurs.).
Joel Shaw orch will play and
Anita De Palma, an Americanborn singer out. of Mexico City,
will make her metropolitan area
debut. One show nightly and two
over weekends is contemplated.
Harry Lawrence agented and Gale
Brownlee is handling the .pub¬
licity.

King in the Middle (East);
AGVA Sore at^aud For
Holding Over Amin Bros.

Vienna Stirred
By Hilton Setup

Dallas, March 26,
Jackie Bright, national adminis^
trator of American Guild of Variety
Artists, here last week to address
the local membership, said he
would file, an official protest vif
the Saudi Arabian Embassy in
Washington to King Ibn Saud of
Saudi Arabia for alleged deten¬
tion in the latter’s country of the
Amin Bros., risley act. Bright told
Variety he would send a copy of
his protest to the U. S. State Dept.,
and also place King Saud on
AGVA’s unfair list.
AGVA chief, stated that the
Amins, touring tlie Middle East,
had been “specially requested” by
King Saud to continue their act
in his country. This kept the acro¬
batic duo out of previous bookings
at the Dallas Sports, Boat & Va¬
cation Show, March 22-31, at State
Fair Park, with a succeeding date
at Houston’s sports show.
Bright said the Texas dates were
set by William Morris Agency, at
$1,500 per week, and the Amin
Bros, had received much advance
publicity from the sports shows.
If arbitration results, Bright said,
the Amin Bros, would, of course,
be held blameless.

Vienna, March 19.
Presidential elections, Hungarian
revolution or the Suez Canal
crisis .are nothing in comparison
with talk about the Hilton project
here. Never before was the city
so .much into two camps since the
Vienna Hilton Co. came out with
plans to build a modern hotel in
the City Park here. While it seem¬
ed at first that it would become a
strictly political issue, the Peoples
Party as conservatives being for it..
and the Socialists against, there
are now splits in those two coali¬
tion parties.
Hilton intends to tear, down the
famous old .Huebner restaurant and
cafe dansant. This would be of
minor Importance, but opponents
of the plan intend to prove that
it would mean a considerable re¬
duction of space for the thousands
of people, who stroll in the City
Park during the summer.
Both parties now have agreed to
leave it to the city council which
decides for or against issuing li¬
censes.

ESTELLE SL0AN
America's Foremost
Dancing Star

^

Inside Stuff-Vaudeyille
Billy Eckstein, old time composer-pianist, at 68 is back playing at the
large Chateau Ste. Rose, north of .Montreal, where he spent il'years
before. “I’m starting my .second ^doiibler-decade there,” he says. He
left the midtown Clover Cafe in January, after 11 months there, be¬
cause it went non-unipn. Eckstein gives shows and plays for dancing,
with three acts and an orch added weekends. Howard Wynness works
with him on marimbaphone, as he did tor! most of the previous 21 j^ears/
“Willie” Eckstein, as a teenager, played .on Broadway at. 14 and
toured five years' as “The Infant PadCre^yski/’ He had 26j0 -songs
published and recorded and one, in collab with Oene Buck, in “siiegfield
Follies” of 1919; and still cuts the odd one for RCA-Victor in^ Canada.
His latest, “Dear Old Lady,” was' written about a 1.03-year-old woman
who lives on the Montreal street where he was born. He sang it to her
this week on her birthday.
Machito’s date to play the Palace Theatre, N.Y., Apz’il 11, has been
called off because of failure to come to ternis with Local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians. House had-wanted to install the
Machito band^onstage during a period when the house orch headed by
Myron Roman would have been vacationing: JJnion stated that it pre¬
ferred to send fill-ins during the vacation period, so that essentially
the same crew would be in the house. Upder these circumstances,
house felt.that it would be too expensive to pay both orchs, and the
deal was called off. The American Guild of Variety Artists is getting a lot of unfavorable
attention in-the Wilkes Bafre (Pa.) Independent. Tom Moran, a re¬
porter on that sheet, had hoped to do- a feature on clowns by* donning
greasepaint during a Polack Bros. Circus stand for the benefit of the
local Shriners. Permission was granted by Ray Sinclair, head clowii
of the outfit, but Dewey Barto, bead of the AGVA outdoor division,
nixed the proposition, threatening to pull the entire show if Moranwalked into the ring.
Jackie. iGleason, who’s*^frj'ing the circus idea on Saturday (30), has
lined up a show which includes Emmett Kelly, Ufius, Elly * Ardelty,
Dieter Tasso, Takeo Usui, Clausen’s Bears.' Circus acu.. were put in
by A1 Dobritch.’“Up ahead (29) on CBS-TV, Ed Murrow does a personto-person with Felix Adler, dean of clowns, and Mrs. Adler, from New
York’s Belvedere Hotel.
o •

Vande, Cafe Dates
‘ New .York
Jan Murray booked for the
Mapes, Reno, June 27 . . . Carl
Brissoii pacted for the Milwaukee
Athletic Club, Milwaukee, Oct. 5.
Spot, like ‘the Detroit Athletic
Club, will experiment with name
talent. . , Arlene De Marco, of the
De Marco Slatera, singling at the
Copa, Pittsburgh, May 20 . . .
Ricky Lane tapped for the Balinese
Room, Galveston, July 4.
Juliette Greco starts a stand at
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria April 8
. . . Barbara McNair has signed
With the William Morris Agency
. . . "Vic Damone set for the Town
& Country Club, Brooklyn, June
11 . . . Steve Lawrence preems at
the Casino Royal, Washington,
April 8 . . . Merry Macs to the
Cipango Club, Dallas, April 23 . . ,
Dick Contlno spotted for the
Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
April 23 as a maestro . . . Matt
Dennis Trio opens at the Byline
Room April 2 as replacement for
vacationing Mabel Mercer . ., Car¬
olyn Carpenter and Steve Karman
newcomers to the Velvet Club,
N. Y. . . . Corbett Monica into the
Three Rivers. Syracuse, April 28
... Keyboard Bltery trying a vaude
policy with Gns 'Van (current) as
the opening headliner.

Chicago

-

Jimmy Conlln a Dorothy Ryan
booked for August fair dates of
Barnes & Curruthers . . . Jerry
Lester into Congress Hotel, St.
Louis, for two sets April 15 . . .
Nomads into Decatur Lounge, De¬
catur, Ill., for two frames April 1
. ... Teddl King inked for Mr.
Kelly’s on a ‘ four-weeker June 4
. . . Eydlo Gorme into Palmer
Housd Aug. 8 for four frames*. . .
Nick Noble bows into the Chanti¬
cleer, Baltimore, April 4 for a
week . , . Debbie ie Diplomats into
Club Crescendo, Houston, for two
weeks April 10 . . . Casino Cafe,
brings m new four-week bill
April 23 to include Billy Falbo and
Heller Sc Helene.

O''.
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" Dallas

the Colony Club April 29. Exotic
Evelyn West comes In May 20 to
temporarily replace Candy Barr,
cabaret’s standby, who will fill a
date at the Silver Slipper, Las Ve¬
gas . . . Caprice CJiantal, after a
split week at Cipango Club, due a
week at King’s -Club, where Eddie
Vames returns April 1 for two
weeks . . . Jack Morton Produc¬
tions, Washington, D, C., talent
agency, opened a local branch with
Robert Peterson Jr. asmianager .,.
The Doodlers, local vocal trio, wax¬
ed four sides for Lin Records, lo¬
cal indie . . . Rusty Brown enlarg¬
ing his local talent firm and chang¬
ing-name to Allied Artists of Amer¬
ica.

Hollywood
Alex^der, pianist at Rand’s
Steak Ranch, holds over for six
weeks . . . Pete Dimaggi<» and Joe
Cozo handed a new contract at the
Plymouth House . . . Comic Lenny
Brace back at the Crescendo.

'

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Thoatrieolf

•LASON'S FUN-MASTER
Th* Original Show Blx Gag Fila
Wa Sarvka tha Start
35 Itsuai $25 — Firit 13 far $7
Singly—11.$5 lach^ln Sagutnea
• 3 ParaSy Sookt/ par Bk.<1$ •
• 3 Slackeut Saoka, par Bk-$35 •
• Mlnitrol BuSiaf...,.....$25 •
How to Mastar tha Caramonlai
$3 par Capy
• "Tha Comadlan" Monthly Sarvica •
$15 par Yaar (12 laauts)
Wa Also Taach M.C.'Ing and Comady
"'lat a Raal Protaaalonal Train You
NO C.O.D.'S
■ ILLY GLAS'ON
200 W. 54fh St., N.Y.C. 19, Papt. V
CIrda 7^1130

FOR SALE
ONLY NYLON TENT IN U. S.
Vompl»f9 80"X 100* with ^^11 po(*$f
repaa, afc.
<

ONE YEAR OLD
500 canvas arm chaira

$1,200 worth of spot llshta
Comedienne Patricia Wilson due
3 hutana furnacaa, complota sound
April 4 at Statler-Hilton for two
aystam/ (ymbarr canvas, padding
for ataga and runways# miacalframes; The Sportsmen follow
lanaoua arana thaatra aquipmont.
April 18;'^Jo8d Greco Sc Co. inked
Total Original Cost $20,000
for May 2 and Myron Cohen suc¬
ceeds May 16 . . . Lillian Roth re¬ I
Sacrifice af $8,750 cash
turns April 19 to Hotel Adolphus’
Century Room . , . Pat Moreho at*
MADGI SKELLY
Club Marquis . . . Jeah Shannon
1319 N. Tucaon Blvd., Tucaon, Ar’ix.'
and the Brooka Bros, are dated for

aH

VARIETY $al€h-"lt*$ qvlta a foot—4li« sesty
pac*' asd givc-thgm-all porformoneo but C«b
Ib bio Iwntliap rolo ai leader of the freniied
Rech—it'i the breeiieat itochage araand.”

CAB CALLOWAY

I ■ 1

Currently 13th Week

COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach
M«t. ilLL MimER. U19 8re^«, Hew Y#rk

I
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VAUDEVILLE

Another Rep. Ys. 20^ Tax

Agencies Yking for Chantoos^
The talent agencies are placingan Increased Importance on femme
singers. The offices are going un¬
der the theory that cafe business
is veering to the hotels to an ever
increasingideirree and a strong line¬
up of chantcuses are needed on
this circuit.
This theory has proved success*
ful irt the N. Y. hostels for several
years, and it’s being expanded in
other towns. The major exception
in New York is the Waldorf-Astora, which utilizes male singers
and bands as well as the femme
contingent. However, the Pierre,
Plaza and St. Regis are virtually
monopolized by the ladies.
This trend is in direct contrast
to the night clubs which are still
relying mainly on male headliners,
whether they be comedy or singing.
The most recent extension has
been In Toronto where the Royal
York tried an experimental book¬
ing with Hildegarde, Since then,
the inn has booked in several other
femme singers.
Music Qorp. of America has in
recent weeks started a campaign
to obtain as many of the^chantooseys as possible. The office recent¬
ly nabbed Lllo from the William
Morris Agency, and is seeking «
corner on the new singers, coming
up. The bffice some months ago
signed Marguerite Sierra after a
showcase date at the Viennese
Lantern, N. Y. Since then she has
played at the Hotel St. Regis, and
goes into the Hotel Plaza’s Pbf*.
Sian Room.
The crosstown traipsing of Miss
Sierra accents anew the shortage
of |emihe singers in the hotel orbit.
Recently, Lisa "Kirk moved from
the Persian room to the Hotel Wal¬
dorf-Astoria with only'a few days,
between these engagements, . Last
year, Lilo went from the Piferre to
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, within a
month.
The efficacy of femme singers
in the hotels Is seen by the- fact
that the record attendance in these
rooms is held mainly by femmes.
Julie Wilson is among the top lures
at the St. Regis; Lilo' holds the
record at the ,Pierre; Lena Horne
(a major draw in niteries as well)
holds the top figure at the Wal¬
dorf-Astoria. It’s by now a fore¬
gone conclusion that the ladies haye
taken over, in the posh hotel cen¬
tres, while male performers hold
the edge in the. niteries by a wide
margin^.
’
‘
The . talent offices are pxtremely
happy ‘ about. this situation inas¬
much as its Creates two sets- of
headliners who will not be in com¬
petition with each other because of
work in different areas. The short¬
age ol( suitable girP.singers is still
a problem,, but th.e offices are rea¬
sonably sure that this can be solved
more readily than the shortage of
namej^ in nitery rooms; Upbeat
of such chirps as Lilo and Miss
Sierra-, .and strong emergence of
Miss Kirk as .a top., name in only
the last year ‘ or* so,, indicate the
stronger possibility of creafng new
draws for the inns.

No Stripper, Sez Tonja;
Clothes ‘Just FeH Off
St. Louis^ March 26.
A fine of $150 for presenting an
Indecent act in the Tic Toe, a west
end bistro, was slapped on Tonja
Larsen last week by Police Judge
Robert G. Dowd, who refused to
believe the novel defense offered
by the red-haired dancer.
Cops who made the pinch testi¬
fied that while they saw the per¬
formance Miss Larsen was wearing
fewer clothes than the law allows.
She. took the stand and said that
two pieces‘of her costume “jifst
fell off” when the warm room apd
perspiration caused her to lose
some of her covering unintention¬
ally. This occurred when adhesive
wilted, she said. She ^announced
she would appeal the fine.

Hope s SItIlOO
Plus%alCNE
Toronto, March 26.
Final details of the- Bob Hope
contract with the Canadian Na¬
tional Exhibition .were ironed out
last week. Although Jack Arthur,
CNE’s producer, refused to divulge
details of the^ pact, it’s believed
that the. comedian will get $100,000
for the engagement (14 days to be
played in 16) plus 50% of the take
over $470;000. It’s the largest fig¬
ure ever given a headliner on the
grandstand show. CNE runs from
Aug. 26 .to Sept. 7.
Surrounding show hasn’t yet
been set al^ough it’s likely that
Hope will choose from among
Frances Langford, Gloria DeHaven
and' Marilyn Maxwell for his lead
femme. Comic ^ pays for his sur¬
rounding talent. Rest of the grand¬
stand show, which will include a
chorus of 100, will be choreo¬
graphed by Midge Arthur and Alan
& Blanche. Lund.

KAYESR0 48GINHUB;
EXTEND RUN 2 WEEKS
Boston, March 26.
After racking up a second frame
of. SRO biz with $48,-000, Danny
Kaye extended-trie run of his In¬
ternational Show at the Colonial
Theatre for an ;extra two weeks, ex¬
iting April 30.
Kaye’s second week topped the
first ($47,100) by ^ small margin,
accounted for by pres$ seats ^uring
first stanza, setting another record
for the Colonial' Kaye’s six-week
stand marks the.longest/run at the
Colonial in recent years. No other
engagement has played the theatre
longer than fojur we^s since the
run of “Mr. Roberts” Several years
ago.
At the start of the third week of
the Kaye show, the advance edged
$90,000, assuring a sellout for the
third and fourth weeks. He opened
March 11 with advance of $112,000.
Capacity for thel.SOO-seater at the
top Fridays and Saturdays, $5.50
weeknights, is $48,000, which washit second week. Kaye has been
getting the coin despite Lent, a
snowstorm on Wednesday (20)
matinee day, and general offish
biz here.
Kaye is to conduct the Boston
Symphony at an open rehearsal for
the pension fund at Symphony Hall
next Wednesday (3).

Chez Paree Agency Gabs $6
With AGVA on Davis Tour

Chicago, March 26.
Che}5 Paree Artists chief Phil
Consolo is. in negotiation with
Jackie Bright, national' adminis¬
trator of American Guild of Va¬
riety Artists, for union okay of a
projected Sammy Davis Jr. onenighter tour.
Meanwhile, Jay
Lurye of Chez 'Artists is signing
secondary acts for, the tour.. .
Howard & Wyndham Sets
AGVA has held lip franchising
the Chez Paree Artists Bureau be¬
Acts for ‘5-Past 8’ Revue
cause, of -its-fa.ilure to disaffirm a
Glasgow, March 19.
link with the ’ Chez ' Paree nitery.
Alec Finlay, Scot comedian, is
Union laws hold that bight club pacted for the annual Howard &
operators may not engage in the Wyndham summer revue “Fivetalent agency business.
Past Eight,” due to open -May 3
at King’s Theatre, Edinburgh. RikFulton, comedian, and Kenneth
Tex* Pier'# Ice Opener kl
McKellar, tenor, are also signed.
Galveston, Tex., March 19.
Fay Lenore, soubret, is set to
Galveston’s $2,000,000 r e f u r - join Jimmy Logan, D^id Hughbs
hished Pleasure Pier will open and Stanley Baxter in “Five-Past
May 2 with an elaborate entertain¬ Eight” at Alhambra Theatre, Glas¬
ment program for the season, ac¬ gow, in May.
cording to Walter Dick, prez of
Jack Radcliffe, senior Scot come¬
Texas Pier Co; The Joan Hyldoft dian, will head a third Howard &
ice show will opeiTthe season at Wyndham “Five-Past -Eight,” open¬
the pier with a tWO-Wefek stand.
ing at Royal Theatre, Newcastle,
Name bands will be booked for England, June 6. It will be the
the Marine Room, according to first of these elaborate revues tb
be staged in northeast: England. .
Howai^d Hobbini^, jnanager'« "

Washington, March 26.
Still another %ill to eliminate
the 20% cabaret tax has been
Introduced ih the House by Rep.
John J. Allen Jr. (R., Calif,).
Only opposition . from the Ad¬
ministration appears to be stand¬
ing in the way of legislation by
Congress to either reduce* or re¬
peal the levy.

N.Y. License Dept Issues Ukase
Limiting Talent Agents to %
—

— -^-—4-

Obijt of Scot Vauder, 68;
. Gaiety Area Depopulated

Edinburgh, March 19.
Another vaudery bites tbe .dust
with the shuttering of the Gaiety
Theatre, Leith, after an existence
of 68 years. It is the oldest theatre
in Edinburgh, having begun in
1889. It housed all-Scottish revues
during the annual Edinburgh Fes¬
tival.
Depopulation of the Leith area,
where the Gaiety is sited, is
blamed for the closedown. Some
families have been relocated
The Welfare Trust Fund of the in new housing estates elsewhere.
American Guild of Variety Artists
has grown to $150,000. With this
rise (from around $15,000 in just
over a year) has developed prob¬
lems which are in the process of
being ironed out. A hassle has
developed on the disposition of the
funds. One faction would have
the u'nion take the coin out of the
savings accounts, from which it
Minneapolis, March 26.
nets from 3% to 3V^%, and put it
Three performances by Victor
in certain investments regarded as
Borge at 4,100-seat Radio City The¬
safe evein at 5%.
However, bulk of the trustees atre here (22-23) racked a huge
feel that to keep the fund as fluid gross of $32,200.
Two inight performances at $5.50
as possible, the coin should remain
where it is.
AGYA president top yielded, approximately $28,500,
with
90 persons sitting on the stage
Georgie Price, heading the AGVA.
fund delegation; had proi)Osed that Friday and 100 on Saturday.^ The
Saturday
matinee take at $4.50
the union buy the Halace Theatre
Bldg on Broadway both as an in¬ top was $3,700.
Borge originally was booked in
vestment and as a means of insur¬
ing a permanent vaude stand in for only the two night perform¬
New York, but that was voted ances, but when these went clean
four days in advance, the matinee
down, .
Meanwhile the fund chairman, was added. United Paramount in¬
Naf Abramson, who is head of the terrupted its regular Radio City
WOR Artists Bureau, has retained film policy to bring in Borge.
For this engagement Borge took
the (Chemical Corn Exchange Bank
to act as its investment counsellor, 75% of the gross, or $25,500.
with a minimum fee of $200 annu¬
ally. Larger fees- would depend
upon whether the fund does any
investing in securities Tecommended by the bank. According to
Abramson, the actor’s security coin
Attempt will be made to steer
investments have to be approved the calypso show starting April 19
by the New York Supreme Court, at Loew’s Metropolitan, Brooklyn,
hence any possibility of tampering into some of the RKO houses , outis eliminated.
' *
of-town. Michael Myerberg, who
The fund is also considering .the- is handling the unit with Mercury
proposition of- making the union Artists booking, has already start¬
self-insured, with Lloyds of L'on- ed negotiations with the circuit.
dori to underwrite disaster insur¬ However .they are still far apart
ance. Presently, Lloyds holds all on the deal to be made.
the accident insurance. Project is
In the calypso show will he
still to be studied and voted upon. Geoffrey Holder and his brother
The fund trustees presently com¬ Boscoe, Lord Kitchener, George
prise Abramson, chairman; Rabbi Boreland, Maya Angelou, Helen
Bernard Birstein, of the Actors’ Ferguson, Tito Puente’s, band and
Temple, N. Y.; and George A. others.
Hamid, head of GAC-Hamid. All
these represent the employers.
Representing the actors are Price,
Cy Reeves and Rajah Raboid.
Monies come: into the fund from
the sale of the iaccident insurance
.Cleveland, March 26.
policy for acts which is paid for by
Hit by rising talent costs and
the employers. '■ '
Rabbi Birstein had until recently Lenten season, Herman Pirchner
been a trustee representing the chopped his operational policy at
union. However, AGVA recently Alpine Village down to running
changed its representation frpm just two nights on weekends.
those- not affiliated with -the union Shows and dance sessions are how
•to.- members. Riabhi Birstein was staged only Fridays and! Satur¬
elected to serve, the employer side days, with the 525-seater staying
when Nick Prounis, operator of dark rest of week.
Pirchner said he went into the
the now defunct Versailles, re¬
red to the tune of better than $20,signed.
000 during last year’s Lenten pe¬
riod While trying to buck it. He
plans to return to full-time enter¬
tainment policy April 22 with a
ne-w style of musical revue built
around a dance line and a crew of
London, March 19.
local "singers. Until then, the im¬
Linking up with the current presario is shunting his steady
trend of presenting top interna¬ customers into his smaller Eldo¬
tional name talent at picture rado Room upstairs.
houses, the"^ Rank Organization is
negotiating for a four-week tour of
Its theatres by the Andrews Sisters, Joaii Regan’s Palladium
but no firm dates have yet been
Date Hits Legal Snarl
fixed. Terms have been discussed,
London, March 19.
ho-wever, between General Artists
Songstress Joan R6gan, booked
Corp. and .Rank.
by’
Val
Parnell
and Bernard DelIn its bid to present headline
artists, the Rank outfit has been font to appear with. Max Bygraves
in
the
Palladium’s
summer revue,
working out a deal for Judy Gar¬
land to appear kt its theatres. The may be barred from doing so be¬
new venture kicked off success¬ cause of a legal hassle; It is al¬
fully with the appearances of Bill leged she signed a contract to ap¬
pear at the Queen’s Theatre in
Haley’s Comets. /
Blackpool at that time.
A writ has been Issued and an
application for a high court injunc¬
tion will soon be made.
Polly .Bergen .has been signed
for the Persilan Room of the Plaza
TreifFesen to GAC
Hotel, N. Y,, starting May 13 for
Arthur .Treiffesen has joined
a five-week stand which will finale
the spot for the season. She’ll be General Artists Corp. to wbrk in
preceded by Marguerita Sierra, the Industrial show dept.
' Treiffesen was with Lew & Les¬
who goes in April 8.
Opening headliner for next sea¬ lie Grade prior to Its takeover by
GAC.
son hasn’t yet been set.

Disposition Of
150G Trust Fund
An AGVA Issue 10,000

Borge Wham 32G
For Mpls. Three

CALYPSO UNIT EYED
FOR RKO THEATRES

Talent Nut, Lent Trim
Cleve. Alpine to 2 Days

0.0. ANDREWS SIS

Polly Bergen’s Plaza Date

59

A new threat by the New York
City Dept. * of Licenses is now
harassing talent offices homebased
in New York. License Commis¬
sioner Bernard O’Connell has in¬
formed most of the major offices
and several indies that henceforth
tljiiy may charge a maximum com¬
mission of 5% as called for in
General Business Law •£ N. Y.
Stdte which governs the conduct
of all employment agencies.
It’s believed that the commis¬
sioner’s action was taken on the
complaint of one act who, while
under contract to one agency, took
an assign#ient from another office
and was stuck with two commis¬
sions. The commissioner threw all
the resources of his office into the
complaint and had Inspector Mary
Shelley hand out warnings last
week to vayous agencies.
Nothing yet has been done in
concert by the percenteries. But
it’s evident that they will continue
operations on the same basis that
h^s been their custom for years,
and attempt to point out to the li¬
censing department that various
commissioners have held that tal¬
ent agencies perform a wider va¬
riety of services than ordinary em¬
ployment offices and must there¬
fore charge a higher sum.
The offices hold that strict en¬
forcement of the general business
law as it now stands would put
every office out o^ business over¬
night, or else would force them
to move outside the state.
The
offices have long held that it costa
more than 5% to dispatch an act.
Amount ^of longdistance phonecalls, plus legwork and travel nec¬
essary to book a performer, comes
to more than 5% allowed by the
present law.
Court decisions also have held
that the talent agencies perform
vital functions of a personal na¬
ture for an act, and therefore must
be compensated. An agency has
been conceded to be a vital factor
in career building, and its respon¬
sibility does not end with the place-.,
ment of an entertainer. Supervi¬
sion and servicing of a continuing
nature is necessary if an actor’s
career is to be built.
Virtually every license . com¬
missioner in New York has gone
after the talent offices on this
score for many administrations,
and each time the matter has been
dropped. The agencies hope that
the pattern will repeat.
. For many years,- a bill has been
introduced in the'N..'Y. State. Leg¬
islature to correct this condition.
There were 'a series of- CondonOstertag- measures to exempt tal¬
ent agencies- from the 5% limit,
but each time this issue has been
(defeated by the theatrical unions,
which now govern the amount of
commission that can be charged.
Passage of this type of measure is
figured td y/eaken the control of
the unions upon the agents.'

Hotel Naeional, Havana,
Veers to Chorus Line
The Hotel-Naeional, Havana, is
set to install a 10-girl line start¬
ing April 3 in its Casino Parisien,
which is operated by the syndicate
headed by Wffbur Clark of the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas. Noel Sher¬
man will produce the line out of,
N. Y.
Headliners will be Mat^
& Hari and Fernanda Montel plus
a Dancing Waters installation. '
The Naeional casino will thus
depart from its accustomed prac¬
tice of using names exclusively In
its casino. It will join such'spots
as the Troplcana In fancy produc¬
tion, although not on as elaborate
a scale as the latter.
Pay scale will be among the
highest in the ehorus ranks. Minlmums of $150 will be in effect.
Nudes will get a higher figure.

Glass to Coast for WM
Sandy Glass Is being transferred
from the New York office of the
William Morris Agency to the
•Coast. Glass, originally in the nit¬
ery sphere, worked for a while in
video, but in the transfer will re¬
vert to the variety sector.
He’ll plane out some time in
April.
Sandu Scott has been signed tc
open at the Colony Restaurant
London, starting April 1, on a deal
set by Music^oyp. of America.
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CharKe Morrison, Mocambo Op,
Was Hlfonder Boy in Bigtime Era

I
the Mocambo and early bookings of
such talent at Lena Horne, who
soared to stardom from the date,
helped put the clul^into the ranks
of top rooms in the‘ country. Over
the years, its reputation has con¬
tinued to grow and it has become
virtually synonymous with Holly¬
wood nightlife in the minds of the
public.
Among talent which got its first
big break at Mocambo'i showcase
aTe
GlirerDo7otS''SanS
ridge apd -Champ Butler, latter a
fonner parking lot attendant at
the Mocambo who stepped onto the

\redncBday, Marcli 27, 1957

Circus Review

Cirque llfcdraiiio^ Paris [better in' a fight scene where the
slapstick finally pays off in. yocks^
Paris, March 19.
vorite of Sime Silverman, founder
A stint with some dancing girls
Fernand Raynaud Co. (6), Michele
and editor of Variety. Nothing
Marconi & Andre Ranev Goaia
P®®** travesty, while other skits
delighted. Morrison more than to
lost to end in the inevitable
imitation ot Chaelin. Havnaud
have himself credited in a Variety
-^»ve the'g!i^ sha=
squib as placing an act at the Pal¬
t,.
1“ “if.K.i<5.‘he_more
ace. Friends gagged that the act
Constant, Helicopter Girls (8); $2 ii-eewheeling requirements of cirwas a couple of acrobats at the flag¬
ship, but that fact, duly recorded
^ P*
_
ariaaaincr
wViPti
^
^
An flllldtCllF 11Ol0 IS thC
in this journal, pleased young flooT* finp iilcflil" fn
Jerome Medrano is still looking of the noted couple of Colette puMorrison more than a dozen fully Warren, booked to open, was sudformat to make his perm val & Gil Delamare. He 1$ one of
booked routes Over the Orpheum aeniy laxen lu.
circus more palatable for the- fad- the lead film stuntmen and she is
Circuit. Morrison then belonged
In. addition to the widow., Morri- conscious, monied set as well as a famed parachutist,. However,' the
to a tight, exciting, satisfying show son leaves his daughter by a pre- the masses. He has now given day of just giving names to a show,
world whose Nortfi Star-rose at the vious marriage, Marilyn Morrison, headline status to Fernand Kay- sans derring-do, are over, • Their
corner of 7th Avenue and 47th formerly married to Johnnie Ray; a naud, a comic pantomimist-patter lamentable attempts at a trampoStreet.
sister, Mrs. Dorothy DeVos of Hoi- star of video, films and musichall, line number are catastrophic and
not jell. Raynaud’s .effer no tangible excuse for presAlthough he was careless with lywood- and two brothers George
his money and had many financial of Freenort N Y and William nf Particular talents do not meet saw- eptation.
’
William 01
acceptable are Dan & Dess
woes, in his time Morrison was a HoUVwood '
.ywuuu.
joften. Some Solid acts help al- who do a. slow motion balance
wunderkind among the Keltic
Funeral services were held Mon- leviate the situation and the Ray- number of commendable aplomb
agents, taking out about $2,000 day (25) at the Church of the Good naud pull may sustain the show and workmanship to make this a
weekly frbm the Keith collection Shepherd, Beverly Hills.
through April.
fine opener. Castors (4), dressed .
agency (which had taken its own
'
Show is musichall-in-the-round, as American Indians for some rea^ .
bite out of the same commissions).
--with many acts facing only in one son, do a fast risley bit for a good
Among his many acts were Fred
Iaa
Ddirection and ignoring half the sight act. Gogia Pasha is an okay
Waring’s
Pennsylvanians,
Paul
1C0 uOOW aCVICW
house, while it is tough on the fakir entry with a fine hypnotism
Whiteman’s Orchestra and Billy
”
’magicos. Raynaud first comes oft segment in for large applause. A
•'
- in a wire spoof that lacks true girl is put on two three-pronged
Gaxton. Morrison had an ironclad —
^
m
^
’mm
w
n
comedy dtatuo*
status. xx
A oiviL
skit uii
on xjujiaviuxi,
London, spears, and‘’*then her body is put
exclusive management contract
^cala
Revile.
^caia Icc
ICC ItevilC.
with a femme bobby, is painful and into various positions as she rests
with Milton Berle, the rising
(SPORTHALLE,
BERLIN)
overlong,
and
an
attempt
to train only on one of them. A good entry
comic’s first, and later had to sell
Berlin, March 19.
donkeys is pointless'. He is much for all situations.
the contract (for a reputed $20,-—=-. Helicopter Girls (8) do some
Hanns
Thelen
presentation
of
ice
—^-—=-000), first because Berle’s new
- i «w
weak terp entries but then up on
^
r
A«
lawyer wanted out and secondly be¬ show in 20 numbers.' Production n
HI
liPK
llPW
Aprpnr'
ropes
for an aerial can-can that
and
choreography,
Knox
Godfrey;
dOSIOII
uCtS
HCW
ACC6Ilt'
cause Morrison then needed with
HI UC15 new nttCUl
presentable/Cyclon
artistic direction, Paul Helmut
* wv
b« i
m
i
what to eat.
Pot MafllAiirc
TaarliPC Sisters (2) are an average bicycle
Schuessler;
technical
direction,
Ac
Pol’
InAmPWQ
TparhPQ
A dapper figure, proud of his. at¬ Helmut Eckart;. costumes, Joanne
I ttl lUdUICW^
IvIdUlvWo Icdl/Dco
act with trick riding and contortire, and a vaudeville beau, Mor¬
>1?
L T II TrinllkllA
*r • 'J J
Lynda & Constant do a good
settings, Werner Quast>Cn|
rison once deadpanned to the late Sinclair;
£in tn
to Talk
Idik
hoff; musical arrangements, HansIdlli IriDIOAQO
illUIUdliq perch act with the girl upping to
_ .
" a high shoulder perch for aero and
Sid Silverman, Sime’s son, that he Richard Stein. With Eva Pawlik, .
Boston,'March
,26.
,
Boston, March 26.
visually, pleasing contorting.
never carried a cigaret Case as it Rudi Seeliger, Horst & Eva Faber,
Local citizenry are on a calypso
the show
threw his figure out of alignment. Harry Reddy, Hans Lugmaier, dialectic citaenry
weaving such
phrases
,10 kick
kick , weaving
su^ phrases
^ sock juggler, Sickl, and
He was that “neat.”
Jeanne Rathbone, Larry Kemble, as “plenty plenty,” “don’t be nn^off£at*terD%iribv*MichST!^^
His romance and subsequent
^EmamJl’
coni^^ Aildre Raney (New Acts).
marriage with Elsie Kent, divorced Fred
Fred Emanuel, McReddy Bros., “good show” into their ordinary There is no trapeze act, only one
wife of the musical comedy and Use Gramholz, Franz Heigl, Gerda conversation as the result. of the horse and no clowns, except for
vaude comic WiUiam Kent created Jaeppelt, Martin James, Scala Boys stint here of Pat Mathews, femme Raynaud’s pale imitation. Medrano
a disproportionate amount of ban¬ & Girls. At Sporthalle am Funk- calypso chantoosey at the Hotel is to be lauded for his progressive
ter around Broadway, for years.
turm, Berlin. $2 top.
Bostonian’s Jewel Roonv
ideas and trying for new formats,
—=—
The songstress is practically but tradition cannot be completely
Characteristically Morrison ig¬
Berlin’s Sporthalle at the Funk- running a calypso speech school overlooked or it may lead to chaos,
nored threats- of punishment by Ed¬
Mosk.
ward F. Albee, then top pasha of turm has been turned into an ice with requests from «the local chibig time vaude, and. continued to
set calypso talk hip. The
It’s
Scala Eis-Revuev”
Eis-RevuCi.
It s the first i^O-seat Intlmpr whprp
nnsee and be seen with Variety re* “Scala
that this
this five-year
five-year old
old show
show Ladng^ ir^iammld everv nicht
time that
Comedy SiHqer - Dcmcer
Ddecer I
porters during his life-and-death time
has anoeared in Berlin
Aithnncrh
Jammed every night I
Pantomimist
struggle between this paper and
"theip^itacTe^Sf AmerkfS
^ybites seeking to dig the
Albee. It happened that Morrison freezers such as “Holiday On Ice,”
jive.
, . , j,
*
could spot a winner well ahead. this presentation froni Western
Mathews has kicked off
Other likelong friends of the Sil¬ Germany is still something to see. terrific interest in calypso and
vermans in the Keith hierarchy
Also on the plus side are the H«b is starting on a Trinidad kick,
cut them dead socially during the eye-filling costumes and the well
® Calypso Room in action on
feud but Morrison dared to remain selected pop and semi-classical
®it®
the former Ada Bulhis own man and a friend to his melodies which serve as back- iock eatery on Tremont St., Miss
CamMl, FEATURED la
friends—Sime> Syd and the latter’s ground music, in all, a nice and Mathew's at the Jewel Room, and
wife, Marie Saxon, the musical fast moving two-hour program for radio, stations, playing calypso inGUS VAN'S
an entertaining evening. Biz has stead of rock and reports that a
comedy ingenue.
VAUDEVILLE REVUE
calypshow Is being set for the
The latter part of his life was been satisfactory so far.'
Program tees off with a Wild Keith Memorial in May, it looks
At KEYBOARD
identified altogether with the film
colony but after Keith franchise West number backgrounded by like Hub is in for a round of the
STtli and Laxla.toa Ava. Haw Yaifc
music
from “Oklahoma” and con- island fling,
days Morrison was partnered., in
In addition, singers coming In
Manhattan for a time with Danny tinues through Gershwin’S “Rhapplay the Hub are all including
Winkler, also destined to be a
and FAMILY
v
the at least one. calypso number' In
prominent fellow In Hollywood. A
An Unusual Hcirmonica
WHEN IN BOSTON
big film contract credited to Mor¬
Musical Attrocfion
rison put Walter Pidgeon on the tL big ° acts there ^^e ^several calypso number was Carmel Quinn
ft's the
U7 linniHa Av*.
Metro payroU. He’s still with it, comedy pieces of which some are
®*y
celeb yet. Said Miss Quinnr “If
paid by Metro at the moment howlers.
Headlinintr is An^frian Fva Paw Harry Belafonte is going to sing
though starring In a Broadway
play, “The Happiest Millionaire.” lik, an ex-Olympic winner and
Avary li Woiblngtoa Sts.
MOSS ,r,^ifi.^^PHOTOS
European
Miss Pawlik,
Morrison went to the Coast in star of thischamp.
Song.”’
revue for three years . 'Banana
Banana Boat Song.
FO«
{LVI, pKijitv
1940 and for a short time operated
scores strongly in a solo num-^-—
' PHOTOS as. low as Ic aach
an agency with Felix (Fefe) Ferry. now,
Writa for samplas,,pricas.
ber, and then together with Rudi
'
The Heme of Show Folk
The venture was 'not too success¬ Seeliger, many , times Austrian
l/lSllCylAllfl S I^ICIIIC AFBA
MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
ful, however, and Morrison decided champ and second headliner, in
.150 W 50th St., N.Y. 19,. N.Y
ht .. t, ««
Disneyland,
March
26.
PLAZA 7-3520
to fulfill a long-standing ambition “Kaiserwalzer” (Emperor’s Waltz)
Movf
SInro 35 Serving Amcrlca'i Star*
to‘Disneyland
*Djsneyland will
and operate a nightclub. He opened and “Romantic Fantasy.” Both , Next addition to
represent.an.ideal skating couple be Holiday Park, a six-acre area
with regard to beauty, grace and adjoining the entertainment cencharm.
.
tre which will be used as a recreaSAHARA HOTEL
Horst & Eva Faber appear in tion. site for organized groups. Now
;
LAS VEGAS, NEV.
“Rhapsody In Blue” and some being built at a cost of $160,000,
MILTON DEUTSCH AGENCY
operetta numbers. Horst Faber, it will be opened in June,
9157-Sunset Blvd.
To all tho montal cripples who call Ehemtelvei “comedians” and whose
who won the German championIncluded in the site: will be a
Hollywebd 44, Celif.
humor consists of « tape recoi'der, a Robert Orbln beo|c and stolen jokes:
ship 10 times and was second in meeting place for group activities,
the world championship, shows athletic ^rounds olawroundc n
To the “writers” who rationalize their thievery with the absurd contention
together with his wile (the former
-flX h,ll
that there are only, seven original jokes and everything is a. switch:
Eva Prawitz) figure, skating which
^
100 EASTER GAGS
I AM DOING AN ORIGINAL BIT OF MY OWN CREATION (A$ IS All OF MY
borders on the superlative.
. Other creditable performers are 5,000..guests can be handled at- one
MATERIAL). IT PLAYS AS FOLLOWS: USING A REAL TELEPHONE ONSTAGE
Cathrin Sailer and Fred Emanuel time and Disneyland will pitch for
THAT IS AMPLIFIED THROUGH THE MIKE SYSTEM, I SOLICIT THE AUDIENCE'S
(as guests) much applaused for picnics and .cohventions.
HELP FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND THEN I CALL ACTUAL PLACES OF BUSINESS,
Original. Topical Material
their artistry; Hans Lugmaier, top=-—--^
Send cash, check or money order to:
NIGHT CLUBS, PERSONALITIES, BABY-SIHERS, ETC. THE BIT IS AD-LIB AND
notch
German comedian; Harry
J’ran Warren is scheduled for a
UNREHEARSED.
EDDIE GAY
Reddy, a Canadian jumping titlist; series of one-nighters in Texas
141 West 71nd St., Ntw York 19, N. V.
“He who sted/eth my purse doth steal trash, but, he who eteahth my bit
Larry Kemble, a Scotch acrobat; starting around April 25.,
endeth up with his feet ip cement.".—Al Capone.
Jack McCohnel, an- English come- , ' ,'
. ' ’ ‘
dian; Jeanne Rathbone, U.S. ice
' IL
THANKS TO:
.
NO THANKS TO:
ballerina; and* singers Franz Heigl
I
Iw
and Use, Gramholz.
»
11
Father Coughlin
Coughlin
Appearing
MCA
Father
Knox . Godfrey, an Australian,
>
and. hit
Bruno Hauptmann
who also produced the show, de^
VIOLIN BEAUTIES
Buddy Hackett
seYves praise for the outstanding
>
i, O
/
choreography.
Paul
Helmut
'
Y
/
Sunsef
Strip.
Hollywood
Hugh French
Schuessler, formerty of Munich’s
fl
fl
Leon MireH
State Opera; and Helmut Eckart
\\
handled the artistic direction' and
Buddy Lester
P.S.—Tanya and Johnnie Baiggt:
technical supervision,, whife Joanne
^
Schecky Green
Sinclair created the tasteful and
Una Merkel
colorful costumes, a big plus of this
^ \\ ■
A
otherwise not too lavish production
W /'/
Jamaica Theatre
Oh say can You see
when compared to U.S. standards.
^
/f..
1\
Sdm Nugoid
The. musical accompimtment is ex- x
/ J § ^£
.Danny Lewis
cellently handled -by Hins Richard
^ ^
/Mff.i Jerry Levy - Fred Ameol'
ZIIGFILD fOLillS
FOUlU
Stein and his eight-piece orch.
XIWFILD
Hansen's
Han$.. ,
LATIN qUARTIR, MIAMI.
MIAMli;/, , •,
iL
9
7.'

Charles Morrison, 57, operator of
Hollywood’s Mocambo, bne of the
best known supper clubs in the
world, and former “boy agent” of
Broadway, died of a stroke at his
Beverly Hills home early Friday
(22) morning. He had been in ill
health since January, 1955, when
he suffered his first stroke but had
recovered sufficiently in recent
months to return to his familiar
entrance-corner table at the Mo¬
cambo on opening nights. As his
bedside when he died was his third
wife, the former Mary Maguire
Kunody, whom he married" nine
years ago.
^
A dapper, often temperamental
figure, Morrison had been in show
biz since he was a child, beginning
at his uncle’s vaude house, Morri¬
son’s . Theatre, Rockhway, Beach,
N. Y. Charlie started by carrying
cards on stage to announce the
acts. By the time he was 20 he
had a solid background in what
then virtually dominated show biz,
the variety field, and he turned*
agent.
In a comparatively short time,
and despite his youth, he became
one of the best known agents of the
period, numbering among his
clients such talent as Milton Berle,
Gus Edwards, Mae West and
Sophie Tucker. He is credited with
giving Berle his big boost toward
stardom, booking him into the bigtime.
The boy started as a booking
floor page in the old Keith office
in Times Square. Good looking
and a great personality kid.he later
partnered with Ray Hodgson in
' agenting and still later had his own
Keith franchise.
In an epoch where who liked you
was all Important, Morrison had
many friends. He was a great fa-
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three ^ different' ballroum-dancirig
types m sketch with Lynnette Rae.
Beattie is best in a Carmen Miranda-style Mexican skit, and later
an impression of fellow-comedian Chic Murray, Richard Hardie
and Rae Gordon fill vocal slottings
capably.
an enieriaining
time come up with a one-man skif¬ ventriloquist reviewed
in New Acts.
fle unit for stout results. One of The ten Davis Girls are
a smartthe best items in their act is a stepping line.
Gord.
highly ■ perceptive takeoff on the
Beverly Sisters. Johnny Stewart
Eiii|iii*C9
Giasgow
(New Acts) is a newcomer from
Glasgow, March 19.
Wales.
The Five Katyanas are
young girls from the Continent
Max By graves (with Bob Dixon),
whose aerial act concentrates more Kaye Sisters (3), Stan White &
on style and form than high-speed Partner, Kendor Bros. (2), Rusty,
thrills. Evert so, they give their Die Naukos (2), Ann & Val Shel¬
performance a solid finish when ley, Bobby Dowds Orch.
they all go into a fast spin.
Billy Dainty, a young comedian
Slim, and dapper Max Bygrave.s.
of promise, has some original ideas London comedian, exits to ‘ solid
and. a vigorous approach.
His mitting and repeated calls for more
material needs touching up for after a 14-minute act. as headliner
West End acceptance. Pierre Bel .here. He has easy, relaxed style
once again impresses with his jug¬ and probably the most expressive
gling skill. Billy Baxter misses hands and gestures in British show
with his cavalcade of humor, which biz. On this showing, he turns in
starts from the days of the silent a solo performance that can be
screen. Les Mallini offer some compared with that of Danny Kaye,
mildly amusing comedy knock¬ and is an assured bet for U. S
about. The Harold Collins . resi¬ vaude, video and niteries.
dent orch give the show quality
For greater part of his stint,
backgrounding.
Myro.
comedian gags, happily in song
and rhyme, covering a wide range
Colonial, Boston
of topics from Liberace to the Btitish dumb-blonde Sabrina.
He
Boston, March 22,
Danny Kaye all-star show with mimes various songs with a sim¬
Senor Wences, Roberto Tglesias & ple handkerchief, scores with a
Ballet Espanol 112), Marquis Fam¬ travesty of “With These Hands,’?
’n’ roll twist to
ily, Jo Lombardi Orch, Sammy Old Shanty. ^ock
Town.”
Prager, accompanist for Kaye; $5.50
Bygf-aves has the customers,
and $6 top. '■
young and oldsters, joining pierrily in “Davy Crockett.” Ha re¬
. Danny Kaye’s All-Star Interna¬ laxes .himself and. the audience by
tional Show is giving a big lift to doffing his jacket and working in
the Colonial'atrthis point in a bad¬ white shirt. Also scores with tunes
ly thinned-down show season. He asso.ciated with himself, such as
has smashed boxoffice records for JDiit of Towih” “Meet Me on the
the house since he opened' March Corner” and “Cowpuncher’s Can¬
, and the engagement, originally tata.” Links up in comedy with
for four weeks, has been extended his deadpan pianist Bob Dixon,
two more, to April 20. This the who gives top support at the
comic has accomplished with a $6 ivories.
top Fridays and Saturdays, and
The three Kaye.Sisters (who join
$5.50 weekdays. Be it noted for Bj^graves for one number) are
the record this is the only show to bright easy-onreye-and-ear harlight a legit house at the moment. mbny threesome (see New Acts).
The All-Star International Show Stan White, whitefaced comedj'is playing a straight legit policy of musician, wiqs yocks via routine
eight performances a week. It has ou trumpet, violin , and cornet,
been altered somewhat since Chi¬ playing the Jast-mentioned while
cago and Washington, with Roberto doing one-hand balance atop steel
Iglesias and his Spanish Ballet re¬ contrivance. . Dizzy femme part¬
placing, for the first time in years, ner adds to fun playing hand-bells,
The Dunhills. With the flamenco horns, etc., strung on .quaint
troupe is girl „ singer, Maria Mer-' frames.
KendOr Bros, combine musicianida, Senor Wences and the Mar¬
skill. .Ann &
quis Family of chimps continue, as
portion of first act introduction to yal Shelley, gaily garbed, are use¬
ful dance openers. Rusty, a per¬
Kaye’s humor.
’Wences’ fabulous ventriloquism forming collie pooch, and Die
and the Marquis’ antics—brighter Naukos, novelty unicycle duo, are
Gord.
than • most animal acts—go over both in Ne'w Acts.
big. Iglesias and his Ballet furnish
spectacle and motion as show’s
Apollo, iV. Y.
opener, but none of.the dancers is
Andre Williavis, Phyllis Branch,
individually firstrate. Miss^ Merida LMrry
Birdson,
Claudia Swann,
sings, with punch,' flamenco-style,
(4),
Screaming Jay
Second act, which runs nearly Cardinals
Hawkins,
Bo
Diddley
(3), Reuben
twice the time of the first, is allKaye. Backed by Jb Lombardi and Phillips Orch; "Stormy Weather"
—^— ■
his orchestra, and accompanied by (20th),
Rock ’n’ roll isn’t the big noise
Sammy , Prager, Danny clowns,
hoofs, quips, conducts everything it used to be. Without the tremen¬
and everybody in sight, sits below dous hypo by .several disk jockeys,
the mike for a rest and borrows irs probable that a .considetable
cigaret and a match, talks, sings a amount of its present kid support
flock of his standards, like “Ana- wouW soon disappear. This con¬
tole,” “Tchaikovsky,” '“Dena”. and tention is being borne out by the
so on, and keeps'the customers hys¬ fact that during the periods when
terical for about 90' minutes. It’.s schools are in session, houses are
all typical Kaye — natural, sharp, meagre, as was evidenced recently
fast funnymaking,- and not a whit at the Paramount, and at the pres¬
ent Apollo show, seen at a time
of dirt in an evening.
Durg.
when moppets are otherwise occu¬
pied.
?
Pavilion^ Glasgow
'The Apollo show presents- a
Glasgow, March 2i.
study in contradictions. A mere
Bob & Alf Pearson, Dark Knights handful of youngsters in the first
(4), Gitsom Sisters (4), Dennis few rows were Whoopingjt up, and
Spicer, Edorics (3), Jimmy Wal¬ the more mature customers jusjt
lace, O'Duffy Bros. (2), Johnny sat. The performers worked with
Beattie, Lynnette Rae, Richard Har- their usual zest in a representative
r’nir layout, Jiut the applause was
die, Rae Gordon, 10 Davis Girls.
meagre even when ' exhortations
Bob & Alf Pearson, longtime were made by emcee Bud Bowser.
Whether other forms such as
harmony duo, still score with songs
and comedy at piano and micro¬ calypso^ have been making inroads
phone.' Smaller brother, Alf, jumps into this audience isn’t known, or
like .a frog about the stage, and whether more than acts are needraises jocks \Yith this activity dur¬ ed to get the- heavy boxoffice is
ing “Phil the Fluter’s Ball.” Bob still a matter of conjecture.
However, at this point, it seems
Pearson still holds Interest in his
little-girl Jennifer, voice character evident that some enlargement of
done regularly in a radio series audiences are necessary if r’n’r is
to remain on the boards profitably
some years ago.
Four Gitsom Sisters,' singing for long. The Apollo bill has good
accordionists, are best • in the performers worthy of headline sta¬
ballad “Who Are We?”, and wind tus in this medium^ There’s the
with a lively “Rockin’ Through the Cardinals, Screaming'Jay Hawkins
Rye.” Act can still be sharpened and Bo Diddley. Latter has a way
in showmanship, as also can the of providing tremendous exciteFour Dark Knights, colored singers nien_t,.yet the receipts were sparse.
from Georgetown, British .Guiana, Such a. state would have been un¬
who show promise in songalog that likely a year ago.
It could be that rock ’n’ roll’s
includes “Autumh* Concerto,” “1
Saw Esau’’ and “Jumping for Joy.” uniformity is taking its toll. Per¬
haps
the lack of change in- its for¬
'Act’s lighting was n.s.g.
Three Edorics show nifty leg mat and concept is . responsible,
and
maybe
failure to develop a
work in brief but slick dancing
'act. Dave & Joe O’Duffy are lively rock ’n* roll dance form acceptable
Irish comedy- pair who use aud to the ballroom trade might be the
’
’
participation to fullest, and are reason.
Rut whatever -the reason, rock ’n’
■Worthy - of booking on .general
roll
has
defied
acceptiince
into
the
vaude circuit. Jimmy Wallace and
Johnnie Beattie, both local come¬ mainstream of 'American music.
dians, -are sweak in jiative. comedy, Maybe the representative orches(Continued on page 64) .
but Wallace scores in travesty of
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Jiouse Reviews
Four Colleanos, Derby Wilson,
Richard Hayman, DeJohn Sifters
(2), Archie Robbins, Al Martino,
Myron Roman House Orch; "A
Woman's Devotion" (Rep), rer
viewed in Variety Nov. 28, ’56.
:House's new crush on disk
names is in evidence. this frame
with Richard Hayman (Mercury),
DeJohn Sisters (Columbia) and Al
Martino (Capitol) topping the bill.
It’S still no test, ^ though, whether
the new policy will bring in the
teenage set 'because none of the
aforementioned has a displick
working currently. They do-, how¬
ever, serve as the backbone for a
substantial vaude layout.
.Show opens in orthodox manner
with the Four Colleanos (two men
and two women). Their juggling
feats are neat end sharp and their
way with the hoops and the dumb¬
bells is hard to beat.
Derby Wilson is up in the deuce
with his familiar but always like¬
able tap turn. It’s smooth and ef¬
fortless and he has a surefire
clincher as he taps a la Bill. Robin¬
son.
Hayman comes to bat next with
a harmofiica solo. He’s got a stage
savvy and a mastery of the instru¬
ment that put him over big. Open¬
ing medley of ‘T Could Have
Danced All Night,” “True Love”
and ‘’Round and Round” sets him
u^ strong.. He follows in top form
\vith “Ruby,” “Overture to Or¬
pheus” and “Alexahder’s Ragtime
Band.” His medley of tv commer¬
cial jingles is pleasant fun.
The two DeJohn gals get going
fast with “Get Happy” and sustain
a rollicking^ and peppy pace
through the songalog which in¬
cludes “No More,” .“-Efe Loves Me”
and “Jubilee,” a rousing gospel
item.
Their pipes are rhythmpacked and they know just what to
do to get the songs across.
Archie Robbins, next-to-closing,
supplies a happy-breather from the
musical turns. His standup come¬
dies draw the yocks easily. He
works in a cool and collected man¬
ner that’s easy to take. His deliv¬
ery .helps the material build a good
laugh quotient.
Martino wraps it up in the clos¬
ing spot with a reprise of, his
shellac clicks of several years b^ck,
“Here in My Arms” and “Take
My Heart,” He’s In the'big-voiced
ballad groove that seems to have
lost out to the rockin’ style, but he
can also handle the beat well as
evidenced with “Can I Steal a Lit¬
tle Love,” His opening number,
“Let’s Face the Music and Dance,”
also shows off an appealing-rhyth¬
mic flair. MMway in the turn, he
goes Gallic for ah en francais
workover of “C’est Magnifique.”
It’s not needed.'
The Myron Roman orch -has
been moved from the pit to the
stage but the beat is still sure and
helpful.
,
Gros.
Prince.,.of Wales. LonUtm
.. jCori^n, March 19.
Ted Heath & "Hfe Music, Lita
Rozq, (with Les Sands), Albert &
Les Ward, Johnny Stewart, The 5
Katyanas, Billy Dainty, Pierre Bel,
Billy Baxter, Les Mallini (2), Har¬
old Collins Orch. ,
This IS the final bill in the Prince
of Wales vaude season and, after a
three-week Shutdown, the theatre
will house the new edition of
Folies Bergere. The current lay¬
out (in for a fortnight) is head¬
lined by Ted Heath’and his combo
who have just jl'Cturned from their
second exchange tour of America.
Although best known and re¬
spected for the strict tempo qual¬
ity of their playing, the band pro¬
vides a varied entertainment suit¬
able for a vaude audience. They
start off in straight style but with¬
in half-hour span include a calypsOj rock ’n’ roll, a Chopin piano
solo and a speciality number for
drums. One of their neatest gim¬
micks is an EdWardian-type ver¬
sion of “Singing the Blues”, and
from that staid openii^ segue into
a lusty r&r production, with one
of the two vocalists doing a boff
impression of Tommy Steele.
Lita, Roza, an ex-Heath vocalist,
has second billing, to close first
half of show with a pleasantly con¬
trasting songalog. She has a par¬
ticularly appealing way of dealing
with ballads and puts plenty of
zing into such numbers as “Lucky.
Lips” , and “Heyt Jealous Lover.”
She has. a clear and distinct-TSingIng style and an easy manner,
which projects for warm audience
returns. Lee^ Sahds, her‘regular
accompanist^ gives her sound back*^
mg;
.
Albert &: 'Les Ward,-a versatile
pairrof . comedy magicians who use

11
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Nevi Acts
KOVACH & RABOVSKI
Dancers
12 Mins.
Hotel Pierre, N.Y.
Kovach & Rabovski don’t need
the saga of their Iron Curtain
escape from their native Hungary
three years ago—it only adds an
anecdote to their professional
script because, fundamentally they
are competent unto themselves.
So much so that they were aiTout¬
standing hit in their metropolitan
nitery debut in the Cotillion Room
of the Hotel Pierre.
Actually this is not their Gotham
debut. They showed with the Judy
Garland vauder at the Palace th's
past winter but not to best ad¬
vantage. So much so that their
turn, as a New Act, was in sharp
contrast to their present entry. A
team whom the fates seemingly
destined for the dramatic, Kovach
&• Rabovski. were among the SS
Andrea Doria survivors and their
Palace bow saw them in obviously
lujnerved condition — the male
especially—^not to mention their
makeshift wardrobe.
Here are the posh Pierre they
are a pirouetting pair of terpsichorean pros in the best tradition. Her
entrance, from the side rostrum,
in arresting purple and tourquoise
attire, on the plastic toes, is showmanly and dramatic. She’s a looker
and he’s a handsome vis-a-vis in
their flirtation double, built around
a stepladder prop.
}
Her. sense of diumor anent the
Gabors—“who don’t have to work
so hard”—is manifested in a brief
monolog while he makes a change,
but not before . her “Lullaby of
Birdland”' toe jazz. They wind up
to a strong hand-to-hand acclaim,
a surefire nitery turn as they have
been in the orthodox tour-jete
circles. They can play anywhere—
video, vaude, saloons, the politer
rostrums; in short, where a per¬
sonable pair of legit terpsters
enjoy the best market. They were
a resounding click at the Cotillion.
Abel.
PABLO PALITOS
Comedy
15 Mins.
Chateaq Madrid, N.Y.
Comedian Pablo Palitos, accord¬
ing to'his Chateau Madi'id billing,
is appearing there “direct from the
Argentine.” His rtint at the club
took in one routine, a takeoff on
the handling of “Granada” by
singers of different nationalities.
The act had some funny moments,
but, in the overall, wasn’t too
strong.
Palitos’ impersonations took in
an effeminate Spanish singer, a
-Cuban, an Italian, a German and a
Frenchman, a la Chevalier, His
bowoff impression, of a stereotyped
Jewish rendition of the number
might rub some the wrong way,
especially the intro that he’s going
to do the number “in Jew,” 'ssop

GINA GLAZER
Folk Songs
15 Mins.
Gate of Horn, Chicago
Young folk singer with an in¬
tense and austere presentation
keeps her audience listening.
Standards, including mountain bal¬
lads and Bahaman tunes, are
pitched softly in a slightly lisped
accent with guitar accompaniment.
Nothing cute about this.
Gina Glazer offers a genuine
musical feeling, gets good response
on group songs and works close to
her material. She could probably
handle a talky croivd for 15 min¬
utes in any intimate spot.
Leva.
MICHELE MARCONI
Dance
15 Mins.
Cirque, Medrano, Paris
Racy, offbeat, elegant terp entry
looks to be something that could
easily fit into U. S. show needs,
Michele Marconi, an cx-Opera
Ballet dancer, has studied and
gotten down pat the rhythmic,
agitated, showy gaits of the horse.
Dressed . in a .catching Hispano
bolero, and hat, with sheer black
tights, she conies. out and essays
her equine poise and prancing.
After tliis thoroughbred display
she brings out a real horse, rid¬
den by Andre Raney, with a bullfiphtifig cape. Then she falls in
with the horse for a series of
dance-like duetting.
It is a neat, unusual bit and she
looks like a- good entry with or
without the horse.
Mosk.
DENNIS SPICER
Ventriloquism
9 Mins.
Pavilion, Glasgow
'*
Young ventriloquist, already pop¬
ular via tv and summer revue, is
a polished artist with lotsa confi¬
dence and goodly quota of talent.
Displays deft manipulation of his
dumn-iJ^ and throws his voice .skil¬
fully. Use of latter in an echoes
routine is particularly good. Strong¬
est palming when Snicer, as vent,
turns himself into his dummy and
gives the latter his own speaking
voice. This is surefire routine as
voices are cleverly switched, "Winds
act'Avith subtle characterisation of
the dummy, weeping oh his mas¬
ter’s shoulder as he brays in the
song. “At Ehd of the Day.”
’
Okay act for^atide and fv.
I
■
• • Gord,

KAYE SI’STERS (3)
Songs
12 Mins.
Emmre, Glasgow
Trio of smartly-garbed, girls
shapes up as close-harmony act
with lotsa promise for future clicks
in vaude, video and on disks.
Threesome
have
well-blending
pipes, and punch home current
pops with much sho\manship.
Act is obvious resuR of much re¬
hearsal, and distaffers pay coftsiderable attention to wardrobe and
coiffures, latter being a fringe style
for each. A recent teaming on the
DIE NAUKOS
Briti.sh vaude stage and on Iv, act
Cycling Novelty
has youthful and fresh approach.
Mins.
Songalog includes the calypso
Empire, Glasgow
Unicyclist and partner offer nov¬ “Money Tree,” “First Row BMelty act with unicycle. On offbeat cony”'and “Singing’ the Blues,”'
A good bet for most show biz
value alone it looms as good bet
media.
'
Gord.
for vaude.
Riding the one-wheeled machine,
male* manipulates , it in hopping SICKI
style up the 17 steps of an ascend¬ .Tuggling
ing ladder, then descends in simi¬ 15 Mins.
lar hops to win solid palming. Se¬ Cirque Medrano, Paris
Youthful juggler goes through a
gues by working rope-skipping
routine while astride uni-cycle on smartly paged series of farniliar
workouts
with hats, cigarboxes,
trestle.
,
Act’s gilnmick is a ‘^bridge” of etc,, for a good warmup. Then he
ups
on
a
large ball and foots a
musical pads, on to which he hops
his unicycle. By jumping from one saucer onto his head. He follows
to t’other,, he plays out semblance this by . five cups and .saucers, a
a covering, a lump of sugar
of a tune. This gets good aud re- teanot,
.sponse.
Is supported in act by and a spoon.
Act
has
a proper growing interfemme partner.
Gord.
[^est and gasp anpeal and looks a
fine entry for U. S. usage.
RUSTY
Mosk.
Canine
12 Mins.
.lOHNNY STEWART
Empire, Glasgow
Soners, Comedy
Cute pooch act has the riglit 12 Mins.
quota of puzzlement for the out- Prince of Wales, London
fronters.
Making his West End bow at the
Directed by male trainer, collie Prince of Wales, Johnny Stewart
opens.by standard jumps tlirough impre.c.ses as a comedian of prom¬
hoops,-then picks out assorted col¬ ise, -He has style, ideas and the
ors such as blues, red and gi’eens inherent Welsh quality of a fine
at word of command. Trick win-^ voice'. He’s also fashioned an act
nlng most applause is when the' which has out-of-the-rut qualities.
pooch, a rusty-colored beast, tilts
In the main, be tries to crowd
up the correct figures after audi¬ too much into his restricted 12ence has been asked to give addi¬ minute stint, but his talents
tion and substraction sums, using emerge in' his one-man impression
numerals below eight. Pooch also of a seaside concert party, in which
selects flags of different nations,, he interprets all the roles from
including U. S. A., at word from its emcee to can-can dancer. That’s
master,'and winds a-ct by un-drap- a fine instrument for displaying
Ing its favorite banner, that (for his versatility. He has a smooth
local patriotism) o'f the U.K.
delivery, good comic expressions,
Okay for general run of vau- hut som^
palter.,the
deries.
'C^fd.°*‘. flimsy side,''^ '
Mi/ro.
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St. Regis,.-Ne%v York
Genevieve; Milt Shaw Orch and
Ray Bari EnsembU; $i.50-$2.50
convert;
Genevieve is one of the best
Gallic song belters extant. She is
relatively late in the FrancoAmerican sweepstakes although
Jacqueline Francoise at the nearby
Hotel Plaza (Persian Room) came
perhaps a season later, but she is
certainly more dynamic than most
of the Champs-Elysees chirps. The
analogy to "the Edith Piaf school
is automatic and inevitable, be¬
cause she is as vibrant and domi¬
nant a song delineator. However,
she’s a lighter diseuse, not as
tragic as “la petite mome.” In
fact the pixie brunet gets perhaps
a shade more out of Piafs trademarked “La Vie En Rose” because
the Genevieve interpretation is a
joyous, lusty paean of la grande
passiorie and not as desultory as
the kid in the plain b’.ack dress
likes to make it.
Genevieve follows in the Gallic
tradition of Piaf and Patachou of
simplicity—her “gowning” is also
blouse (green-on-white) . and skirt
(black) as she opens with the ro¬
bust “Paris CanaiUe” and follows
with a repertoire that includes
“I’d Love to Fall Asleep” (Ameri¬
can pop in French; Miss Francpise
oes in for that idea too, as did
ane Morgan,
among others),
“Java”
(Apache-type
song-anddarice), “Sea Gulls,” “La Vie,”
♦‘Chantez-Chantez,” “Un Jour tu
Verras” (One Day You’ll See) and
a stirring French medley which,
for all their familiarity, are done
in above-par manner. “La Guinche”
is another Parisian folk-dance
number in the Montmartre Porte
Bastille tradition.
Genevieve is a pro and does her
stuff with professionar authority.
She is wise in mastering some of
the Anglais for the introductdries.
She has, of course, been split from
Luc Poret with whqm she origi¬
nally came over and who was her
guitarist backerupper. Latter has
since gone out sojo..
Per always, violin-maestro Milt
Shaw gives the cbanteus^es, who
are thp general attractions, here,
formidable backstopping with the
musical accomps, along with his
tiptop dansapation. Same goes for
the relief Ray Bari combo. Maitre
d' August is back at the door, biz
is good, and hot for nought is the
St. Regis’ Maisonette one -of the
most relaxing and civilized boites
on the Gotham scene. The cus¬
tomer, turnout attests to this.
>
Abel. ■
Siailer-RiRou, Balias
Dallas, March 22;
DeCastro’ Sisters (3), with Her¬
bie Dell and Sammy Goldstein;
Bob Cross Orch (12); $2'$2.50
■cover.
Plush Empire Room, In its 14month history, hasn’t been rocked
as it was at opening (21) of the
DeCastro Sisters. Cuban cuties
gave the full house the full treat¬
ment—songs, comedy and dances
—and built all the way to a begoff
after 45 minutae, and three encores.
Flam^-haired lookers, in tight,
white gowns, were on top from
opening “Look On the Good Side,”
and from there it was a breeze.
Sistei^s, on straight thrushing, are
great—but they bonus their bits
v/ith takeoffs on Eartha Kitt’s
“C’est'Si Bon,” Presley’s “Heart¬
break Hotel” and “Hound Dog,”
and “Tonight You Belong To Me.”
Vocal gamut includes a calypso,
“Banana B6at Song”; Spanish
lyrics for “Noche de Ronda” and
a 1920 revival, “Four Leaf Clover.”
Trio pipes “I Know Plenty” and
“Flowers On a Hillside,” from
their latest Victor waxing, but
there’s no showtime plug.
Pert Peggy’s comedies via danc¬
ing and mugging provide bulk of
hilarity, but she’s, got hefty assists
from Babette add Cherie. Also,
showtime conductor Herbie Bell
leaves the 88 for one hefty comedy
assist. He and drummer Sammy
.jGoldstein helfk punch the act to
a Smash finale.
Bob Gross’ versatile orch still
has the terpers before. and after
showtime. DeCastros end their
stint April 3, with comedienne
Patricia Wilson due April 4 for
tw’O frames. Bark.

Biiiilio^s 365 Cluli, S. F.
San Francisco, March 21.
Rusty Draper, The Cardinals (3),
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (9) with
Betty Ashton and Woody Sher¬
wood, Don Menary^Orch (8) with
Allen Cole; $1-$1.50 cover.
Rusty Draper and his guitar still
have that old hick magic in a- wellbalanced show. Draper gives cus¬
tomers their money’s worth in a
35-minute stint which includes
such identifying standards as “Just
Bummin’ Around.” “Best Things
in Life Are Free,” “Up the Laz/
River” and “Gambler’s Guitar.”
DrapciJ 4nter.sperses a few gen*.

uinely funny stories—^in his out-.j
rageously rube accents—and offers
a number of specialties, including
the delightful “I Won’t Go Huntin’
with Ya, Jake, But I’ll Go Chasin’
Women.” Audience likes him fine,
though it must be remembered
that this is his town. He’s always
done well here. He could help his
patter a bit by cutting down use
of the word damn and eliminating
a few of his bluest remarks, but,
these are minor quibbles. .
Cardinals start out as a two-man
xylophone act, end up as a trio—
a girl is added-^of acrobats. Per¬
haps transition is too abrupt; per¬
haps all three talented young peo¬
ple should concentrate on one spe¬
cialty a bit more. Act falls .rather
flat, though it,has some nice turns.
Two men are ‘surely talented, play
saxes, clarinet well, hut audience
seems bothered by question, What
are they doing?
-Dorothy Dorben line is excellent
and finale dance duet by Betty
Ashtdh and Woody Sherwood is
endearing, in old-soft-shoe tradi¬
tion. Don Menary orch is smooth,
Allen Cole nice emcee.
Stef.
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I Johnnie” while the Latin terp
Cliez Puree^ Chi
twain does a series of lifts tmd
Chicago, March 19.
spins. The whole tune is. satirized
Jimmy
Durante with Sonny King,
nicely.
Billy Fields, who some time ago Jackie Barnett^, Jack Roth, Jules
worked the Latin Quarter, im¬ BuffUno, Ben Wrigley; C'erneys (2),
presses in his solo song turn. His Chez Paree Adorables j:6) with
pipes are strong enough to carry Benny Nichols; Ted Fio Rito -Orch
Decorated with a ponderous in this room sans mike, and in a (12); $1.75 cover. $4 minimum.
mass of production gadgetry, Lisa series of standard walks off with
Kirk swirls through a rococo of a hearty palm, penny’s contribu¬
Consistent with the Chez policy
vocals with sureness and ease that tion is a series of characters doing of fighting the pre-Easter slack in
sparkle across her 40-minute ^stint. a Walter Mitty bit when left alone nitery attendance with top names,
The quick transition irom the aus¬ with a full-length mirror. It's a the perennial Jimmy Durante draw
tere settings enlivened by the pre¬ clever and entertaining piece.
comes in on the heels of successful
ceding Empire Room attraction,
Miss Reynolds can deliver a line set of. Sammy Davis Jr. This hour
Edith Piaf, to the curent cpncQc- as well as a song ahd hits a good and d quarter package unwraps at
tion of lavish lighting -end plush stride in her ballad .offerings. an unrelenting pace and Durante,
plumbing that lends a showy ap¬ Backing the show, aside from the shows an uncanny ability to bring
peal to dressing rooim. staging and 1 Lou Harold band, is a conga drum¬ the best out of all his accomplices. •
quick costume changes marking the mer and guitarist who provide
Durante’s timing is perfect
essence of Miss Kirk’s turn, ‘ has added punch to the proceedings. | throughout -the farrago of song
come off with perfection.
Jose.
and capers and the howls build
Stage-entry is to a special mate¬
steadily through the new and old
rial bit “Chicago Merry-Go-Round”
routines. Sonny King' gives the
£ibci*ty^S9 Paris
with piped 'in takeoff on an NBC
veteran a run for top honors with '
Paris.
March
18.
“Monitor” interview. Miss Kirk
his punchy treatments of songs at
Charpini & Brancato, Mathilde the beginning of Durante’s show
gets top hands for change of pace i
numbers “Hi-Lili” and “See You Casadesus, Julian Bouquet, Karen, and grows in stature as he mixes
Later; Alligator.” She gets top* Lucette Raya, Jacques Courtois, it with the Schnoz till the very end.
backing on rhyfhmic stuff from Jean Raymond, Jacques Meyran;
Drummer Jack Roth and Jules
Bob Morrison and handles vocal $4 fop.
Buffano on the keyboard still produos with pianist ‘ Buddy Pepper
vide-plenty of foil material, for the
Chi Chi, Palm Springs
Small dinner club still stirs up a maestro. His routines with
with spirit. Satire with “Good Lit¬
Palm Springs, March 19.
tle Girls Go to Heaven” is a jolly atmosphere via waiters who
Billy
Daniels
(with
Benny sender and her under-the-shower double on travesty tableaux and house six-girl line are done with
standard Durante class. Con¬
Payne), Bennett & Patterson (2), signoff with the opening material numbers as dancing girls. It’s a- the
tortionist Ben Wrigley fits into the
Dontyi Kaye, Bill Alexander Orch makes a flashy finish. Miss Kirk’s thiee-hour procession of talents, latter
routine and scores high,
(9); $2-$2.5() cover.
shower equipment gets standup at¬ old and new, that always add up likewise the Jackie Barnett take¬
tention from the enthusiastic audi¬ to a pleasing show. Owner Ton-Ton offs on Durante material which he
Billed as “Mr. Black Magic with ence.
has uncovered plenty of top stars in has written.
Benny Payne at the piano,” Billy
The Happy Jesters, who open the his day but present -^try gets, its
Durante alone of the recent per- .'
Daniels, proves that Nat King Cole show, are familiar figures in Chi- main sheen from the'oldtimers. In formers here avoids the lox &
may be a tough act to follow but ago.
The lantern-jawed giant an, cluJ) has a high entertainment bagel patter which reacheij out for
not for Daniels. He opened Mon¬ draws ,Jiowls with comic strip im¬ value and remains a staple, typical¬ whatever ready-made . laughter the
day (1.8) and filled the house that personations and nasally resonant ly Parisian boite with most of the
will condescend to. The oc¬
night and the next, which is a bit vocals. The trio' bounce through a clientele Gallic and the visiting house
casional blue material involving
of nocturnal magic for this town half dozen burlesked standards tourists wishing they Could speak Durante and orch'leader Fio Rito
where biz is becoming more and with impressions of recording art¬ French. But visual aspects, are goes over by its appeal to the audir
more a weekend affair.
ists and imitations of their instru- enough to make it wdrth while.
ience’s sense of humor.- Result is
Irwin Schuman’s problem at the , mental sounds. Twenty minutes Of
Karen is a Charles Addamsish a healthy control of the house by
Chi Chi has become simplified in a house-shaking antics - arid sOng femme, only with close cropped Durante and his crew who could
staggering way. A top attraction make an uproarious complement hair, who blandly drops aphorisms have stayed on all night.
can fill the enlarged Starlite room to the Kirk production.
and epigrams about love and life
The Cerneys, Jeanne & Charlie,
but it costs SP much there’s tio
Charlie Fisk’s musicos do the and intersperses with a few magic precede the ' Durante, ensemble
money in it for the house. Lesser
stunts.
An okay offbeater.
with three weU-receivea terp num¬
attractions rattle around in the backing with the usual savvy and
Julian Bouquet spins a group of bers, Spanish music backing plenty
provide adequately for the dineplace like dice in a piano crate.
songs, but, in spite of of spins and twirls. This seasoned
Daniels has two supporting acts and-dancers between shows. Rich- self-'cleffed
an acceptable voice, ditties are act has class which' shows in the
iardi
Jr.
heads
the
next
Palmer
as well
his own pianist and fid¬
hokumy
without
the Saving grace technique and 'timing.
Colorful
Leva.
dler. His is a seasoned and sure House bill April 20.
of sincerity.
garb marks the blonde doll with
performer and ranges from, a Whis¬
Mathilde
CaSadesus
is' a hefty plenty of flash during up-in-thepering Jack Smith to. a, Vaughan
E4li1ys% K. C.
song and personality impressionist air bits.
Monroe. His songs run the gamut
Kansas City, March 22.
Show opens with Chez Adorables
v/ho makes some telling killing but
too, from “Bye Bye Blackbirds” to
Sue Carson,'^Pin-ups (5), Tony whose material does not live up to brightly decorated for a walk“1 Could Have Danced All Night.”
DiPardo
Orch
(8);
$1-$1.50
cover.
around
to Benny Nichols’ piping of
her
smart
imitations,
Jean
Ray^
He also djases rainbows, is be¬
mond, on the other hand, has the “So This Is Paris.”* Singer is often
witched, bothered and bewildered
The Adprables don’t
Switch in bookings just recently idiom of the singers, he punctures inaudible.
and begins the Beguine, all to sock
has brought back Sue Carson, co¬ down pat and cuts them to ribbons display the life or chorpo stuff
results.
As the night wears on he loosens medienne who made a successful with devastating caricatures of that Durante brings nut of them
his tie, unbuttons his shirt, tried stand herf only last fall,^ She’s theii* idioSyri<yasies backed by later in' the show. Ann Sothern
“True Love” from “High Society” combined with the Pin-ups fOr 40 bright, pungent material. Lucette headlines the. next Chez bill,
Leva.and then opens up his pipes to minutes of show that rates pleas¬ Raya is an arch chirper who sings April 21.
give his-best to “Yiddishe Momma” ant enough for her to repeat her breathless tales.about little outrag¬
ed innocents. She shapes okay for SUver Slipper,
m chorus in Yiddish yet) and fin- former rating.
Vegas
islies on his old fave “Old Black
Comedy along smarter lines this type of boite but needs plenty
Las Vegas, March 19.
Magic.”
stretched on original material is of training in song interpretation
Hank Henry, Barbary Coast Boys,
and
has
to
cut
the
whimsy
to
give
This finishes his first show. The the Carson forte, and she has a
Boubouka, Jody Lawrence, Jessica
house seemingly can’t keep enough good half-hour of fUn in this show, her budding voice a chance to find James, Sparky Kaye, Jimmy Cavpeople up nights to fill a second some of it with real guffaws and itself.
Jacques Courtois has an adroit enough, Mac Dennison, The Peop- .
.show.
Tourists want to get up much of it of the sly type. She
early to sun, swim or golf, so a chatters about various subjects ventrillo number with a rather etts, Silver Slipperet^es, George
midnight frolic doesn’t appeal to from psychiatric parents to boy¬ sinister puppet. Voice is well Redman Orch (4); choreography
them as it would in the old show- friends, and reels off series of im¬ thrown and patter is good to make by Barry Ashton; produced by Ed¬
clad hometown.
pressions in a variety of numbers.. thjs a fine entry in this field. die Fox; no cover or minimum.
Bennett & Patterson patter She spoofs'glamorous actresses in Jacques Meyran is a storyteller
around to some good laughs and “Too True To Be Good,” has a bit who blues up the place but lacks
The burlesque revues presented
Donna Kaye gives the well nour¬ as a lush who kids ^‘Person To Per¬ the taste to keep this from falling, by the' Silver Slipper stock com¬
ished gals in .-the audience some son,” and offers advice to the into vulgarity. He belabors points pany are consistently the funniest
backbending exercises to take femmes in “Never Trust a Man, and effects .but eUcits enough slmws in town, 'and the,, latest,
home with them.
Scul.
“Girlesk Follies of 1957,” upholds
Period.” Customers are largely guffaws for an okay entry.
Toppers are Charpini. 9c Bran¬ the enviable reputation.-*—Hank
with her, and it all makes for a
Henry
and his fellow vets of the
cato
who
duet
on
takeoffs
of
oper¬
light-hearted
interlude.
Steiilicn’s, BostM
burley circuit, Sparky Kaye, Jim¬
Line girls do Well wtih a modern atic arias with enough camp clown¬ my Cavanaugh apd Mac Dennison,
Boston, March 21.
ing to make this risible rather than
tap
to
open,
and
blossom
as
vocal¬
Beatrice Kraft Dancers (3.), Guy
affected. Solid pair,- with fine fair have a way of socking their skits
Marks, Carol Joy, Don Dennis, ists in a South Seas number for settos, get laughs ^s well as ap¬ across which is actually a bur¬
Tony Bruno Orch (5), Harry Fink closing. Tony DiPardo handles plause on some well balanced lesque on burlesque, making the
orch and m.c. assignments with his
Trio; $2.50 minimuni.
inevitable blue gags palatable to
usual gusto. Next are Pepper Davis straight -dueting. Waiter interludes all but devout prudes.
also give the show a feeling of
& ’Toby Reese and Terri Stevens cohesion
Switching the format from oper¬ due
and''it
all
adds
,
up
to
a
Henry’s comic genius sparkplugs
in April 5,
Quin.
atic kick to tei’p, Joe and Afox
good offbeat spot. It runs the I the horseplay of his colleagues; the
Schneider score • this frame in
season,
Mosk.
expressive face, the hefty body, the
bringing in Beatrice Kraft, last
Bal TabaHn, N. Y.
I perfect timing, make him a come¬
seen here in the old Oval Room
dian’s comediafl, and he’s the top
“A GI in Pdfis** with Billy Fields,
Chateau Madrid, N. Y.
on the nitery Circuit and in Toby Reynolds, .Don Penny, Latin
banana for most stars who play
,
Maiagoh
Sisters
(3),
Pablo
Pali“Kismet” on the boards. Kraft Demons, Lou Harold Orch; $2.50
Vegas—stars who can be seen in
tos, Chunga, Al Castellanos Orch, front pews at each-night’s late
Dancers give Steuben patrons an minimum.
Louis Ortiz Orch; $3.50-$5 mini- show. Currently he revives his
edifying evening in the intricacies
rmim.
of east Indiancterp and make solid
classic pantomime, drunk act, a bit
The Bal Tabarin seenfs to. be
impression. Opening, escorted by
which di^aws the evening’s top
two turbaned, red robed and beard¬ moving out of the can-can routine
With the Malagon Sisters back yocks. With handsome Cavanaugh,
ed partners. Miss Kraft dances to by degrees. Under its new man¬ for a return -engagement, the tijny Kaye and rubber-faced Denni¬
stilled, appreciative. aud for heavy agement, the Hourcle Bros, having Chateau Madrid has one' of the son. he injects freshness into
rounds of mitting. In second ap¬ sold out i;ecently, after 25 years, hottest acts in town. This femme sketches which emerge here With
pearance, Miss Kraft does a solo to Chris & Siggy Petroff, a type of trio, although latino in flavor, mellow newness.
show more indigenous to the local could hold its own as a major
for big returns.
. The Barbary Coast Boys, Milt
Guy Marks, standup comic, is scene seems to be taking over.
entry in-’most situations. The plus
The new type of show now in¬ factors are numerous essential at¬ Ferber and Bob Fisher, are appro¬
good with impressions of machine
priate for the room, which has a
.noises, horses, singing parodies and stalled on this spot is based on tributes as sex appeal and perform¬ gaslight-era
motif.
flamenco dance eomic interp. Tall, good pace, movement, and an idea ance savvy.
Two “exotic dancers” on the bill
personable comic registers with which calls on the revue genre.
The gals are on for 20 minutes
are
interestingly
tontrasted. Bou¬
Labeled
“A
GI
in
Paris,”
the
show
nice bit on 5ungle..noises and pat¬
in an. energetic display of song¬
ter. Marks coaid stand some perish¬ extracts the better portion of a selling and terp styling. The stint bouka is 'll seductive brunet. uning of his act, especially in intro, performer’s turn-and adds a lot of is spiced with humor and the sis¬ dulatpr; the other, Jody Lawrence,
and cutting of patter material is values which wouldn’t come off in ters, decked out in skin-tight gowns, is a highschool type blonde who
indicated. Concentration in im- the orthodox type of display.
are easy qn the dyes. Also on the strips as If she knows she shouldn’t,
The keystone in the revue is bill are Chunga, a flamenco dancer, but would like to please the fel¬
pi^esslons and more buildup in this
singer Billy Fields and comic Don and Argentine comedian Pablo. lows at the stag party.
vein should remedy,
Carol Joy, blonde contortionist, Penny, with major assists by a Palitos. Both are reviewed under
A queen-sized redhead named
Jessica James throws electric per¬
opens the show with walkon aero dance duo billed as the Latin Dem¬ New
bits carrying parasol and hat, ons and ballad singer Toby Rey¬
The Club, a fave for dancers who sonality into her production chirp¬
climbs to table and goes through nolds.
dig the south-of-the-border beat, ing, belts “Red Garters” and “Bill
The format is such that th'e en¬ has a bachelor and bachelorette Bailey” to set the fast pace of the
astonishing contorsh routine for
nice reaction. Don Dennis, singing tertainers get a brief turn at their night Wednesdays and a mambo package. Miss James also scores
emcee, registers strongly v;^ith specialty but work in concert with matinee Sundays.' Customer foot¬ as a comedienne, being an ideal
“Cherry Pink,” “Wonder Why.” each other so that it looks like a work is also heavy other times, foil for Henry. A clever puppet
Tony Bruno cuts the show with big act. Thus Miss Reynolds gets with the Al Castellanos and Louis act, in which “The Peop-etts” per¬
a crisp beat and Harry. Fink Trio I a chance to prove that she can also Ortiz orchs doing a slick job df form in a giant tv set, balance the
is slick in the dance interludes. i I spoof when she does the vocal ptoviding the rhythmic lure.
i bill. George Redman’s d'rch (4) ca/css. ' 'pably blends^the tuiits..
•This layout- exits April 3.
Guy— ' backgrounding- of ..-“Frankie
Duke,
Palmer lI^kHsc, Chi
Chicago, March 21.
Lisa Kirk with Buddy Pepper
and Bob Morrison, Happy Jesters
(3), Charlie Fisk Orch (10); $2
cover.

PS^Wfr

Wed|i<$Bday» March 27^ 1957
Moulin Rovge, f^pirlo
’ Paris^ March 19.
Line Renaud, Felix Marten, Nuk,
Shaller Bros. (2)» Trio Vedette,
Whirlvnnds (4), Chanta Leon &
Ernest Laperm, Moulin Rouge Ba^'’
let (12), Lyane, Glorova, Jean De
Smet Orch’ (24), Sylvai/n David
Orch (14); $1 cover, $4 minimum.

vetoed two begoffs and forced an
encore.
Neighbors departs', for Blue
Room in New Orleans March 28,
and Shep Fields, signed with Inter¬
national Club, takes over music
stand duties. Fields and Miss Carson will open privatery -with the
Sportsman- skedded to replace her
April 4 for two-week stanza.
"
Bjirt.

Calpii;^^^ London
London. March 19.
Virginia Somers, Felix King and
Don Carlos Ofchs; $5 minimum.
Some years ago Virginia Somers
came to London to fill a cabaret
date and has stayed on ever since.
Now that she’a married to an Eng¬
lish conductor-Gomposer-arranger
(Reg Owen), she’s permanently
domiciled in the U.K., and that
gives her, an added. advantage on
the employm'eht roster.
Miss Somers is. a shrewd cafe en¬
tertainer who appreciates the lim¬
itations of. the restricted nitery cir¬
cuit in Londdn and the consequen¬
tial needs for new material. She’s
taken advantage of her frequent
Continental bookings to prowl for
original songs which she uses to
good effect in her current engage¬
ment. All of them have a fancy
arrangement, which suggests that
her husband is playing an active
part in the background.
Taking her cue from the current
trend, the songstress opens with a
new r ’n’ r entry, "Rock ’N Rollmops," which she picked up on a
recent tour of Belgium. -Also from
the Continent she has a special
material number, "He said Bonsoir," an amusing variation on the
fractured.JFrench theme as prac¬
ticed by two Britishers in France.
A change- of style and taste is in¬
dicated by her "Souvenir of Cho¬
pin" in' which she displays her un¬
questioned skill on the' ivories. Al¬
most throughout, she’s self-accom¬
panied on th^ 88, which she rifanipulates with professional accomplishment.o^
Booked originally for a two-week
run, Miss Somers’ engagement wasextended to five weeks after the
initial opening impact. Her per¬
formance is handsomely backed by
the Felix King- resident combo,
who take care of the dance 'ses-.
sions, alternating with the DonCarlos rhythm aggregation;
'Myro.

NiCHT CLUB REVIEWS
[bits neatly.*" Puts -oh Jamaican
Istrawhat.^for "Hold ’Em' Joe,"
scores with "Goombay," takes
"Occasional Man" for mice ride
and bows off with "Ugly Woman”
followed by "Jamaica Farewell"
for encore. She interprets her cal¬
ypso with body movements as she
traverses floor with mike and looks
to be No. 1 saleswoman for calypso
kick, which is just beginning to
make inroads ip Hub.
Clarence Jackson Trio takes
over following femme’s stint with
nice rounded interps of "Mama
Look At Bubu," "Banana Boat
Song" and "Marianne'.’’
Guy.

Line'Renaud is back before the
public here after two years of trav¬
elling and filmmaking. Her U. S.
Sands^ Las Vcgad
hotel work seems to have smoothed
Las Vegas, March 20.
her out in technique, and. now the
Will Mastin Trio starring Sammy
bombast and drive are more con¬
Davis
Jr.,
Allan
Drake, The Beach¬
trolled and telling. A zesty voice
is capsuled into a bounty songalog combers with Natalie (4), Copa
Bf. Franklin’s, 3ff. B’cli
that underlines her best features Girls (12), Antonio Morelli Orch
Miami Beach, March 23.
as a belter with the right musician- (16); $2 minimum.
Murray Franklin, Irwin Corey,
ship an'd feeling.
Dick
Haviland,
Johnny Franks,
Mixing pop and special songs
It’s not surprising that Sammy
Billy Mitchell, Eddie Bernard; Twocleffed for- her by hubby Louloti Davis Jr., one of the hottest nitery
drink
minimum.
Gaste, who also heads her accom¬ attractions extant, conWs Copa
paniment on a guitar, she show;^up Room patrons with the same kind
This small-nitery, the only room
well in a simple blue dress and of heat-wave he exhibited at pre¬
of its kind in town, has become a
displays a savvy mike presence and vious Strip stints in the late New
must spot with the after-midnightinventive ways of getting off be¬ Frontier Venus Room. Extra add¬
ers. Operator Murray Franklin
tween songs. Peppery and pleas¬ ed detraction is a pair of horn-rim¬
keeps setting up a laugh-angled
ant, she scores big, and especially med specs which he’s not "quite
show for the returnees, with an
on a gimmick number, "The Shad¬ used' to wearing during his ani¬
eye to smarter comics.
ow," in which someone perfectly mated romp, but even such a handi¬
Current lineup is illustrative of
sync’d as her shadow on a screen cap doesn’t prevent' him from
the canny Franklin casting. In
behind her undresses while they spouting the electricity for which
Irwin Corey he has himself a lit¬
are miming each other to the num¬ he’s famous.
erate comic whose rambling dis¬
ber. She gets big mitts and will
Biggest excitement churner is
sertations, stemming from the
be pulling them into this big "Old Black Magic’’; smart touch in
“professor"
intro arid pseudohouse.
this is gimmick of tearing into an¬
Shakespearean quotes worked into
Felix Marten -is a singer relying other chorus -before peak of ap¬
sly
topical
commentary,
are caught
on special material. Average en¬ plause subsides. His mimicry is
fast by the mob. The intimate lay¬
tries of a drunk, a man trying to excellent, especially a Sinatra bit
out lends itself to his zany mate¬
get a^ -drink in a noisy bar, etc., complete with scolding of orch; he
rial and the carefully dishevelled
are well projected, but are weak gets guffaws^ with an Ed Sullivan
appearance - to which llis waggery
and familiar in content. Marten is impresh; and his contribution to
is suited. Corey’s a shrewd come¬
still too. frozen in mien and smile, the pickers-on-Presley would even
dian who also hypos laughs with
and some relaxing and more heady mkea Elvis laugh. Will Mastin and
deliberately paced ad libs at the
material would help.
He has a Sammy Davis Sr. are in there too>
hecklers
around the room. It adds
pleasant voice but sorely needs the and to quote young Sammy, they
up as a canto of consistent howls
right songalog.
add class to the act. However, they
for Corey’s ofLtiiil material.
Nuk is a classical musical clown don’t contribute as much this time
In another vein of literate com¬
who pulls instruments out of all as they did in the Venus Room,
edy, Dick Haviland marks up a
corners of his outsize coat. Painted stanzas. -The versatile Jr. does an
solid scorp. The lean, Clifton Webfaoe, poihtad timing, plus an un¬ okay job of specialty drumming
bish guy works via the surprise
canny blend of comedy and music, and trumpeting. The act, one of
element to latch onto the laughmakes this a fine entry and one the top sockos to hit here, is cap¬
rise. Also of the deliberate school,
ably
backed
by
Morty
Stevens
conthat would be of interest for U. <S.
Gatineau, Ottawa
his bland, deadpanned delivery of
.ducting Antonio Morelli orch (16),
video.
weird yarns and sudden breaks
... Ottawa, March 23.
Trio Vedette are comedy danc¬ I featuring James Crawford at the
Lionel Hampton Orchestra (15) into equally weird tonal song
ers who also enliven their, entry drums, and Erhifr> Royal on-trum¬ & Revue with Billie Mahoney, Elsie spoofs break up the crowd.
by musical clowning with a vio¬ pet.
Haviland also works out burles¬
Smith, King Johnson; $1.50 admis¬
Allan Drake is a surefire faugh- sion'.
lin. Fast and funny, this is a good
qued song-biz to the blackout seg¬
f *
filler. Whirlwinds are four women getter with his anti-wife and tough'
ment which is part of the goingsHis comedy
who bound through an acrobatic childhood jokes.
The "scenes" are staged on a
Handsome in , new floors, new on.
number with agility and speed to know-how makes for smooth tran¬
curtained shelf behind the bar in
high-wall drapes and other fresh the old 18 Club panto-style, with
make this easy on the orbs and of sitions from gags to songjparodies decor,
the
Gatineau
Club
pireemed
top opener potential on any bill. and back; his "Horseface Harry” its 1957 season (22) after a two- Nat Poolgate and Billy Mitchell
Shaller Bros. (2) do a fast tram¬ monolog finale is fine humor on month hiatus to top business drawn heading up the broadly delivered,
blue-tinged bits to continuing aud
poline act whose perfection is be¬ the upbeat.
by Lionel Hampton, his band and
Two holdover productions with revue. The Gatineau’s impresario, appreciation. •
lied by their ease. A good grain
Franklin himself emcees the
of coriiedy wraps this into an ex¬ the songs of the Beachcombers Joe Saxe, couldn’t have picked a
cellent act. Charita Leon & Ern¬ with Natalie (4) and the Copa Girls wiser opening booking for the festivities with vet know-how. For
est Lapena are racy-lodking His- (12) are pliishly built around the Hamp is - big with oldsters and the musical end, Billy Mitchell
panon terpers who make the fla¬ tunes "Banana Boat Song" and youngsters alike around here. It’s spells matters , with a load of audmenco seem live and torrid even Two Different Worlds," adding ic¬ been a long time since the sound participation warmups, accomping
in these cabaret circumstances. ing to the cake, which cuts ■ out of a top-size, top-rank band has himself, expertly on the guitar.
Johnny Franks is the current
They are well backed on the guitar April 9.
Duke.
been heard in these parts and the discovery here. ' A small, dark
by Leo Heredia.
Moulin Rouge
customers should crowd the place handsome youngster, he gets them
Ballet (12) looks young and savvy
for the show’s nine-day (to April talking with his vocal mimicry of
in the terp sections, and insure
Blinstrub’s, Boston
) run.
I a jazz group’s instrumental stars
adequate dance interludes as well
Boston, March 19.
The 15-piece Hampton crew going full beat. It’s a mitt-raising
as scoring with the frothy, peren¬
Carmel Quinn, Evy <fe Everto, Los handles both shqw and dance tunes, gimmick now, ahd once he gets
nial can-can. Lyane Glorova adds Romeros <5r Rosita (3), Tonito, opening dance time at 9 p.m. and
a passing, graceful note in a more, Moro Landis Line (JLO), Ted Cole, running to 2 a.m., with two shows himself smoother routining — a
matter of experience and time—
classical dance bit. Jean De Smet
a night. In the show segments,
orch does good overture chores Michael Gaylord Orch (10), Lou Hamp produces socko terper Billie he’ll be on his way as a novelty
Weir;
$2.50
minimum.
entry.
plus sound backing of acts, while
Mahoney who grabs top mitting
Eddie Bernard plays it straight
Sylvain David orch allows for the
in a routine using a clicking metro¬ and fancy at the 88 for the acts.
What
could
be
more
apropos
dance interludes with emphasis bn
as partner. Femme's looks
Lary.
than Carmel Quinn in South nome
latino rhythms.
and
ability
give
her
standout
on the celebration of St. rating.
Moulin Rouge has just reopened, Boston*
Patrick’s
Day?
Timely
booking
by
Gate of Horn, €hl
after a month’s shuttering for reno¬ boniface Stanley Blinstrub packed
fcing Johnson, limber and lean
. Chicago, March 19.
vations. However, nothing seems
gets good reception with tap
1,700-seater with aud in holi¬ lad,
Luc -Poret, Glen .Yarborough;
changed except that this barnlike, the
terps
on
roller
skates,
including
a
tinsely room looks a bit cleaner. day . mood. The redhaired Irish thrill bit where he’s blindfolded $2.50 minimum Fri.-Sat.
It is ready for the tourist season, thrush nabs a tumultuous greeting while akate^dancing on a table top.
the green-nccktied patrons
Luc Poret In his lusty French
and Its cheapie prices and solidly from
the band’s reed section comes
and can do no wrong from walkon- 'From
tenor sax- gal Elsie Smith for a and English stylings of flamenco
manned vaude programs should in¬ to
bo wolf with cheers, stomps and rousing
and cafe songs, first billed at the
sure this local as well as toupist whistles
jazz
horn
sola
session
to
punctuating her stmt,
Gate’s openihg a year ago, returns
patronage.
•
Mosfc.
heavy palm slaps.
i Miss Quinn, . With shamrock bn
In between, Hampton holds the with the same contagious enthusi¬
white gown, opens with "It' Must house in his hand with nothing asm that infects this room.’ From
SliamrpQk, Houston
Be The Irish In Me" for cheers, more than great showmanship. He his potpourri of guitar , strummings
Weaves some slick Irish patter and blasts drums, ripples the vibes,; and song Poret has a solid act
Houston, March ^22.
Mindy Carson, Paul Neighbors essays the "Banana Boat Song" leads the brass and reeds on a which builds in intensity with
with an intro that if Belafonte is parade through the tables while each comirient and carefully
Orch (10); $2-$3 cover.
going to sing her songs, "Danny beating out a rhythm with drum¬ worked out movement.
His interpretive talent puts him
Mindy Carson’s stint is swan Boy," she’ll sing his. For the most sticks on glasses, bottles, chairs,
part,
however, she sticks to the tables, people, anything handy. At outside the usual fun of folk
song for the Shamrock Room
tunes with "Galway Bay," opener he kicked a big cymbal singers. The stage becomes his
which will become part of Inter¬ Irish
"There’s A Little Bit of Irish in over and made a small production natural setting and the audience
national Club, a .newly-formed Everybody’s
Heart," her new disk; out of it, and broke a snare drum doesn’t have to condescend to par¬
privatery opening in ^Shamrock does a ^ dramatic
bitr "If I Was • a head, then distributed autographed ticipate in the act. When he swings
Hilton April 1. But there was Lady," and an Irish
for bits of the torn skin to tablesitters. and strikes the guitar like a church
nothing sad about patrons’ recep-, maximum returns. Formedley
the South
it’s an effective piece of stag¬
tion of singer’s ^9 minutes of solid Bostoners, she does "Innish Free" To say he got begoffs is putting it bell
ing that goes beyond flashy trick¬
mildly.
Gorm.
sending.
and "Dan Dooley From Dublin
ery. His turn includes various of
With top backing by arranger Town,” walking off way ahead.
his .own numbers well received,
and 88-man Sherman Edwards, as Moro Landis line, in green sham- Hotel Bostonian, Boston audience participation in tradi¬
Boston, March 21.*
well as by Paul Neighbors’ side- rocked costumes, with Ted Cole
tional material and request num¬
Pat Mathews, Clarence Jackson bers that run the gamut success¬
men, she starts strong and finished piping Irishly, interp the jig to
stronger. Her well-handled lyrics open the show and reappear with Trio; $2.50 minimum.
fully. This is a sure draw for the
fight, an even. battle with sexy, Charleston number.
next six weeks: they won’t let him
skin-tight dress for audience’s at¬
Evy & Everto, unicycle act with
Pat Mathews, calypso piper in off the stage.
tention, She’s an ear & eye feast. brunet looker and partner in white for two weeks ending Thursday
Glen Yarborough makes his first
I’ypical of Miss Carson’s style is costumes are slick with trick riding (28), is bringing record biz to 150- appearance in Chicago with songa fresh version of ‘T Can’t Give stunts. Clincher has femme riding seat Jewel Room Intimer with book folk standards and a lyric
You Anything But Love," which miniature cycle while partner circles Trinidad warbling fetching the chi¬ sound to make a fine contrast with
Edwards arranged. She launches stage on high one. Los Romeros & chi set.' The blue-eyed blonde the volatile Frenchman’s rangings.
tune with interesting special verse Rosita, flamenco‘terpers, are play¬ looker presents an unusual stint Yarborough has on easy stage, man¬
spiel. Clever orchestration and ing a return date. Tbliifo has aud liberally sprinkling, her patter with ner
although
he’s
sometimes
change-of-pace delivery clicks for on chair edges with wire wizardry Jamaica jive which has the,patrons breathy in his singing. The tenor
meanders from the m .mntain cabin
strong, applause. Signed for sum¬ topped by an amazing somersault talking calypso-llke.
mer . musical circuit ("Pajama on the-strand.
Miss Mathews, the first f.emme to the saloon without the cornball
Mike Gaylord cuts the show in calypsinger in Hub, overcomes un¬ baggage and with strong, direct
Game," Dallas), she shqws acting
talent as an advantage the average nice fashion. Lou Weir is slick hip auds in slick^fashion, warming presentatioii that carries him com¬
thrush would envy. With a yen for on the organ in the dance sessions. up with "Mambo' Jamaica" and fortably through his stint without
mimicry, iind get good chuckles Carmel Quinn exits Sunday (24); "Calypso Cha Cha Cha," then dropping his audience' into thp
for obvious takeoff on Lena Horne balance of show holds through the seguing to voodoo "Similau." She usual lyric tenor trance. Yarbor¬
with "Wrong Time And Wrong 31st; Mills Bros, open Monday (25). chants "Tie Tdngue Mbpsy" for j ough is to remain, .another five
, iu,.. 14-/5
».
Gui/. , good...pffefit« .,s;icing jq e3g)lariaJ:0J:x I .^ygeks. ,,,,
Place.".Strong
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Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
''Robert Clary, TCovach & Rahovski; Stanley Melba Orch directed,
by Joseph Sudy; Alan Logan’s
'Music; $2 and $2.50 convert.
Stanley Melba, the batoning im¬
presario of the Pierre’s Cotillion
Room, should have better b.o. re-,
suits with the new Robett Clary
and Kovach & Rabovski layout
than the predecessor Frank ParkerLucille & Eddie Roberts show.
Not that the latter was lacking—it
had values, but missed only in pull.
Clary, billed as "French singing
star,” practically kpeps the Gallic
antecedents a secret, and tO good
purpose. Customers who come to
cafes prefer to leave their Berlitz
behind, or at least if there’s a lit¬
tle French sauce it’s more palatable
if diluted with beaucoup Anglais.
Clary, who came to the fore in
"New Faces,” is meagre on the
Montmartre .flavor and heavy on
the Brill Bldg, repertoire.
On top of that he’s a "cute" per¬
sonality, as the-femmes might say
about any diminutive and appeal¬
ing guy. He has come a long way
since first "noticed” in Variety
in 1950 at the London Chop House,
Detroit—a somewhat contradictory
environment for a newcomer
French comedy singer.
Clary is a canny song salesman.
He mixes up Gershwin, Loesser
and Arlen in good proportions, in¬
terlards a typical calypso cantata,
racks up a compelling half-hour di¬
vertissement.
He is given tiptop musical sup¬
port by emcee-maestro Melba’s
band, .under JOe Sudy’s baton, al¬
ternating with the Alan Logan
combo. There is also a strong
entr’acte in Kovach & Rabovski
(New Acts), the magyar ballet'team
who dramatically danced their way
through the Iron Curtain from
their native Hungary. In .combo
the two-act lineup is strong nitery
fare. Maitre d’Pasqual should be
a smiling kid once again. Abel.
Crescendo, U^dlywood
Hollywood. March 19..
Mary Kaye Trio, Lon Fontaine,
Ray Toland Orch,.(61; $1.50 cover.
Few acts on the contemporary
cafe circuit can achieve the super¬
charged excitement generated' by
the Mary Kaye Trio. It’s a driv¬
ing, throbbing example of show¬
manship at its best, even in this
stand at the Crescendo which
marks the turn’s first date in a cou¬
ple of months, during which Mary
Kaye had her baby.
It’s unusual for a combo of this
kind to make few, if any, conces¬
sions to current pop material. Au¬
diences, however, don’t seem to
miss it and such time-tested Mary
Kaye rCutines as "Lonesome
Road." "Love For Sale," "Fools
Rush In" or "Funny Valentine"
evoke thunderous and deserved re¬
sponse. In addition to Miss Kaye,
the act features some good vocalizr
ing by Norman Kaye (who also
clicks with a hilariops off-key "Be¬
gin the Beguine") and the irrepres¬
sible zanyisms of Frank Ross. Sole
weak spot in the .layout is their
new version of their original "Tore¬
ador." It was better before it was
overarranged and then served as
an effective change of pace.
Show opener is Lon Folhainc, a
long-limbed dancer who bounces
through a trio of routines in about
six minutes. Some of it is inter-esting but he leans too heavily on
cluttered choreography to achieve
any real effect Ray Toland orbh
is back for dance arid show chores.
Bill runs for three weeks. Kap.

Bsyp, IS. Y.
Isabel Robbins, Don Carey; $2.50$3.50 minimum.
A room such as the RSYP*
which seats about 60, can serve as
an important showcase for per¬
formers in the intime orbit. Lo¬
cated eastside, directly across the
street from the Blue Angel, this
postage stamp frequently gets the
overflow from that spot. However,
it can stand on its own. with a duoi
of performers of taste and ability.
Isobel Robbins is a youthful
singer who has made the rounds of
riiany of the eastside spots. She’s
a blonde looker who does well at
both special material and the
standards. She has an excellent
ear for the comedy and an easy
and charming delivery with suffi¬
cient strength so that she can be
heard here without use of the
mike. In her standards, she has a
graceful style that impresses it¬
self without use of«force and cons
the pewholders into k warm ‘mitt.
Don Carey, who fills in at the
piano, occasionally gives out with
song. He angles his offerings into
rarely heard tunes from the mas¬
ters. He goes in. for some of the
overly clever works of the early
Noel Coward and the lesser known
Writings of wellknowns. Result is
a .session that entices a lot of intpvest,;
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Murray Franklin's

VARIETY BILLS
'

WEEK OF MARCH 37

Numerals In connection with bjllls below Indicatt opentnf day of show
whether full or vplit week
Letter In parentheses indicates circuit: <l) Independent; (L) Loew; <M) Mess;
<P) Paramount; <R) BKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (P)
Ann Gilbert
Foursome
Rockettes
'Eleanor Reina
Aon Buchan

'\

21

Palace (R) 25
Alan Pale
Karen ■ Chandler
Tapateers
Coronados
J. Nemeth
Roger Ray

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T)..25
George Wallace
Jim Gerald
CoUeano & White
Jennie Howard
■ Queenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
Christine, & Moll
Tony Moynihan
Brenda Charles
George Nichols
Jack O’Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Tops
2 Rai)dows'
Honky-Tonk 4
sVdney
Tivoli (T) 25
Richard Hearno

Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Ross & La Piei're
Lane Bros
Bob Bromley
Albins
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob
.
PERTH
Maiestys (T) 25
Johnny Lockwood
Bobby Limb
Rayes & Faye
Dawn Lake
Johnny O’Connor
Darryl Stewart
Les Thaika
AUCKLAND
Maiestys (T) 25
K Dunham
Co.

BRITAIN

A1 Bernle
James 4c Jardine
Williams
Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey-Ore .
La Playa
Two Guitars
Kostya -Poliansky
Dolores Dauphins
Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene 4i Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Viennese Lantern
Monica Boyar
Dean Sheldon
Barbara Kirk
Ernest Schoen Ore

Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Norma Smith
Ralph Michele
Danny Davis Ore
Larry' McMahon
Billy KeUy
Irving Harris
' ViHaga Vanguard
Mae Barnes
Faith Winthrop
Bob Gibsen
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria
Benny Goodman Ore
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO
■ Boyers (2)
Black orchid
Clifford Guest
Dagmar
Colstons (2)
Jay Lawrence
Karen
Wayne Roland.
Jo Ann McGowan
Blue Angel
Bill Christopher
"Calypso TropiPaul
Gibben
cana”
Naomi Wold
Jennifer Marshall
"China’’ Clark
Lord Ghristo
Ann Cucksey
Priscilla Hood
Encores (4)
Maraca King 4t
Frankie Masters Ore
Tijuana
Boulevardears &
.Lady Alina
Dons' (12)
A1 D’Lacy Ore
Drake Hotel
Blue Note*
Gale Robbins
Count Basie Ore
Gate of Horn .
Two Ton Baker
Luc Poret
Chez Pare#
Gina Fraser
Jimmy Durante
Glen Yarborough
Sonny King London House
Jackie JBarnett ■
Eddy Heywood (3)
Muriel Landers
Ahmad Jamal (3)
Cernays (2)
Mister Kelly's
Ghez Paree AdorJosephine Premice
ables (8}
Ted Flo Rito Ore
.Mort Sahl
,
Harry Slottag <3)
Cloister Inn
Chubby Jackson’s
Marx 4fc Frigo
Rascals (5)
Frank Jl’Rone
Palmer House
Dick 4c Kiz Harp
Conrad 'HHton
[Tlsa Kirk
"Skating Memories’* Charlie Fisk Ore

Shanl Wallis
ASTON
Andrea Dancers
' Hippodrome (I) 25
Jones 4c^A^nold
Tony Stewart
Los Gatbs
Ted. Lune
Jimmy I.ee
Valery Joy
NEWCASTLE
Tony Edwards
Empire 'IM) -25
Dallas Boys
MitcheU Torok
Dpo RUssmar'
SylVa 4c Audrey
Leslie Roberts Co.
-Kazan 4c Katz
BIRMINGHAM
Hlppodnemp (M) 21 Jimmy James Co.
Die .Naukos
Teenagers
Henderson 4c Kemp
A' & V Shdley
Albert Burden Co. Roy Castle
NORWICH
Anita
Nlppedruie .(I) 25
Kirby '& • Htoes •
Danny' 0*Dca
Vera Cody Co.
wmie Carlisle
Grossetto 4c Gaston
Bar of Music
Benny Garcia
' BRIGHTON
Fulton Burley
Johnny Bach
Hippodrome (M) 25 Glyn Evans
Jimmie' Shawn
Ann Mason
Strlppettes
G 4c B Bernard
Jerry
Linden Ore
Paul Hebert Ore
^ NORTHAMPTON
Rey 4c Ronjy
Ciro’s
New
(I) 25
Joan Rhodes
Moulin Rougo
Lord Flea
Roy. RollandRon-4c Rita
Kirby. Stone 4
Calypso Review
Munday. 4c EarW
Arnley 4c Gloria
Statler Hotel
Oerl Galian Ore
3 Harihonicas
3 Pa'ulos
Felix Martinique Ore Wierfe Bros. (3) '
Ellis Ashton
Max Geldray
Dick Stabile Ore
Crescendo
Edele Corncil
Tattersall 4c> JerryZerdfi Jazzland .
M^^ry Kaye Trio ; ■
Rene Tunstall
EDINBURGH
The T.reniers (8)
Ray Toland Ore
8 Whitelcy
Empire <M) 25
Interludot
Scatman Crothers
NOTTINGHAM
Harry Bailey
Jean TurnerCal Tjader Quintet
Empire (M) 25
Rhoda Rogers
Nat ■Jackley
George Mea'ton
KehrTones
■Bob Grey
George Lacy
Baldwin 4e Ftnr.
Riviera
Desert Inn
Dave O’Gorman
2 Rexanos ‘
Dennis Day
Marianne Lincoln
GLASGOW
Frankie Lalne
Carsony Bros.
Daphne
De Witt
Empire (M) 25
Beverlee Dennis
Dorothy
Dorhen
Hill 4e BilUc
Platters
Art Johnson
Dancers ’
Rock.’N’ Roll Girls Donn Arden Dncra
Dojrothy Reid
Novelites
Willis
Pharos 4c Marina
Carlton Hayes Ore
Lenny
-Kent
Curtis 4c Jee
El Granadas' 4c' P.
Dunes
Jaci Fontaine
PRINCE of WALES
Fred AtkinsBen Blue
Ray Sinatra Owh
.(M) 25
2 Palmers '
“Gags 4c Gals of
Sahara
Dennison 4c NIblock Ted Heath Band
’57’’
Tony Bennett ■
Llta RozaFlack & Mills
Hoyt Henry Ore
Constance Bennett
A 4t L Ward
HANLEY
Cee Davidson Ore
Billy "Baxter
EJ Cortez
Royal (M) 25
Mary Kaye Trio
■Les Malllni
The Rover Boys
Friinkie Howerd
Saharem Dancers
Billy Dainty
Dr. Giovanni
Kaye Sis
Sands
5 Katyaiias
I Kenny Davis Sc
Lee Young
Will Mastin Trio
Johnny Stewart
Redheads
Sunny Rogers
Sammy Davis Jr.
Pierre Bel
Buster Hallett Ore
Allen Bros. 4c J.
Copa Girls
SHEFFIELP
El Rancho Vegas
Sandow Sis
Antonio Morelll Ore
Empire (M) 25
Milton Berle
Bobby Collins
Allan Drake
Tex . Ritter '
Bill Hepper
Betty Georga
|>Beachcombers with
Gillian 4c June
Roger Webb
Stah Fisher
NatalieHlU-Billy Polecats
LEEDS
The Dunhills
Showboat
Empire (M) 25
. Len Young
Metropolitan Sextet
Vicki Young
J 4c S Lamonte
Max Wall
Renee Molnar Dcra
Bert
Henry
R6n Parry
Terry Kennedy Co.
Dick Rice Orch
Chesti
Dahl
Morton
Fraser
Co.
Anne Hart
Flamingo
Gary Nelson
Pat:iy Sylva
Jumpln Jax
Tony Martin
Sh'owboat
Girls
SOUTHAMPTON
5 Speedacs
Alan King
Mike Werner Orch,
Grand (I) 25
6 Teen-Agers
Flamingoettes
Stiver Slipper
Jimmy Mac
LIVERPOOL
Lou Basil Orch
Hank Henry
Julie Mendez
Empire (M) 25
Fremont Hotel
Pa'r’‘='ienne.s
Peop-etts
Ken Platt
Ish Kabibble' 4c
Boiibouka
SUNDERLAND
Gilbert 4c Sylvia
4c Shy Guys
Jessica James
Empire (M) 25
Edna Savage
The Make Believes
Barbary 'Coast Boys
Earle 4c Vaughan
Les Rayner^4c B.
Golden Nugget
Jimmy Cavanaugh
V 4c L Aubrey
Desmond Lane
Hank Penny 4c Sue Sparky Kaye
Mrs. Shufflewick
Billy • StUtt
Thompson
Mac Dennison
Granger's Puppets
3 King Bros.
Nilsson Twins '
Slipperettes
.Tim Couton
DoWie 4: Kahe
Ged. Redman Orch
Bob Keene
Lana Sis
LONDON
Thunderbird
Jig Adams Dixie¬
Dunn 4c Grant
Hippodrome (M) 25
"International Rev’’
land Band
Margoes
Dave King Hacienda
Leny Eversong
Eddie Peabody
Lara Lee
Peg-Leg Bates
Ann Weldon
Barney Rawlings
.Joe Gr;iydon
Bruce Davis
Thunderbird Dners
Cow-Eyes Engler
Al. Jahhs Orch

lOS ANGEIfS

LAS VEGAS

Cabaret Bills

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Americana
'' Holly Warren
Jack Garter
Mandy Campo Ore
Lilo
Fontainobleau
1 Fifth Ava
Chai-livels.
Betty Hutton 4c Co.
Nancy Andrews
Jackie Heller
Seven Ashtons
Dick Smart
Joe Reichman Oro
Herb Lurie
Bob Downey
Bar of Music
The Upstarts
Harold PonvilJe
BiiJ Jordan
Murray Schlamme
Hotel Ambassador
Gjna Valente
Al Navarro Ore
Chauncey Gray Ore Guy Rennie
Sacasas Ore
Janl SarkozJ
Ha) voy Bell
Holzapoppin' Club
Gypsies
Clark Fiers
Olsen 4c Johnson
Quintero Rhumbas
Vivian Lloyd
Marty May
Hotel Pierre
Cotton Club
Malagon Sisters
Roberc Clary
Cab Calloway: .
Eileen O’Daro
Rabovsky 4c Kovach Lonnie Sattin
June'Johnson
Stanley Melba Oi-e
Sallio Blair
Leonard Sues
Alan Logan Ore
Will Gaines
Gene Austin
George ICirby
Joseph Sudy
Conrad Dancers
Hotel Roosevelt
Joe Chisholm
Latin Quarter
Eddie Lane Ore
'An.1oeJ Trio
Zlegfeld Follies
Hotel Taft
Savar Dancers
Bob Kennedy
Vincent Lbpez Ore
Michelle Clark
Dominique
Hotel St. Regis
Norma Miller Ders George Matson
Oi'ioles
Genevieve
Ving. Merlin Strings
Eddie Barefield Ore Lynn Christie
MUt Shaw Ore
Balmoral
Ray Bari Ore
Leon ft Eddie's
Charlie Farrell
Vanities of ’57 '
Hotel Statler
Sonny Kendls Ore
Ray McKinley Or^
Bubbles Parlcne
Tana Lenn
Lucerne
Latin Quarter
Club Calypso
Havana Revue
A. L. Simpkins
Lord Flea 4t Co.
Marquez Sisters
Isabel 4c Miguel
Carlos Varella’a
Eva Flores
Georgia Reed
Cubanaires
Mijos Velarde
Kitty Dolan
Di Lido
Renee .4c Lidia
Carmen Phillips
Questel
Mandy Campo Ore
Trio Cottas
Bjll.v Shepard
Mardi Gras Girls
Syncopated Waters
Bea Kahnus
Don 4c Tyler
Jo Lombardi Ore Maria 4t Toni
Lula Varona Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Oaney Ore
Malayan
Hotel Plaza
The Riveros
Edon Roc
Jacquel'n Francoi.se
Vic D:;mone
Mighty Papthcr
led Straeter
Moore 4e Lessy
Bahama Mama
MarH Monte
Hal LeRoy
Conrad Hodges’
Park Sheraton
CalypSonians
Mai Malkin Ore
MimJ Warren
Monte Carle
Chudy Reyes Oro
Jose Melis
Palmetto Boys
BUly Eckstlne
Sp-?rk Thurman
Leonard Young
Empress
Town A Country
Sid
Tucker Ore
Mickey
Katz
M Bdbblbr

NEW YORK CITY
Bon Soir
Kaye Ballard
Johnny Hayiher
Felicia Sanders
Jimmie Daniels
Three Flames
Bruce KirbyWarren Vaughan
Blue Angel
Alice Pearce
Johnny Mathis
Charles Manna
Martha Davis
4c Spouse
Jimmy Lyons 3
Charaas
Anny Kapitanny
Lili
Bela Babai Ore
Tiber Rakossy
Bill Yedla
Dick Marta
Chateau Madrid
Malagon Sis
Goyo Reyes
Jesus Sevilla
Curro Amaya
Olga Fernandez
A1 Castellanos On
Luis Ortiz Ore
Copacabana
Roberta Sherwood
Myron Cohen
Gayloi’ds
Dorlanne Gray
Ron Beatty
Kathi Dean
Bud Spencer
Michael Durso Ori
Frank Marti Ore
Downstairs Room
Cell Cabot
Jgck Fletcher
June Ericson
Gerry Matthews
Julius Monk

Irwin Corey
Leoii Flelda
Dick Havlland
Joan Perry
Johnny Franks
Murray Franklin •
Billy MitcheU
Eddie Bernard
Nautilus
Moishe Oysher
Frankie Scott
Antone 4c Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Sans SoucI Hotel
Redcaps 4c Damita
Jo
^
Freddy Calo Oro
< Place Plgallo
B S. PuUy
Dixie Evans
French Follies
Seville
Charlie Farrell
Mickey Gentile
'I'ommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers Ore
Rey Mambo Oro
Saxony
East Meets West"
Louise Hoff 4c Co,

Housleh Dancers
CharUe Spivak Qrc
Cortes Ore
Roney' Plaza
Lord Count
Katy Lee
Serge Valdez Ore
5 O'clock
Nudema
Tommy Raft
Al Golden
Parisian Rev
- Thunderbird
‘
The Kentones
Dick Sterling
Rip Taylor
Rey Mambo Ore
Vagabonds
T
Vagabonds
Danny Stanton
Betty Reijly
Wally Brown
George Horton
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Old Folks’ Monies a la Hollywood
Continued fcom pago 1

tions on a monthly basis. But all additional relnodelipg was made by
have one essential requirement— new management, Armstrong Man¬
the applicant must be 65^ or over. ors Corp. (owners of three similar
Generally speaking, these -are not establishments-in San Diego coun¬
designed for.ind^ents'or invalids, ty); The mpnthly charges range
per se, but-^if applicants have a from $200-^$350. This pfice includes
monthly, income of' $200 or X room ahd meals, utilities, maid sei’amount of investments (for life vice,, nursint’ care and resident
care) and is not a bed patient on physician and dentist—a ff-bed in¬
arrival, - they’ll be accepted, even firmary is located in one wing—
Scott-ft Boyd
though suffering from a chronic and all recreational facilitiesj_^ in¬
Frank Linale Ore
ailment—diabetes, -asthma, cardiac cluding tennis courts, swimming
Versailles
condition, arthritis, arteriosclerosis, pooL ptivate pier for fishing, pri¬
Alan.Gale
The Haggetts
etc.
vate beach for ocean swihmming,
Arnold Dover
Rates range from $200 per month television, twice weekly movies,
Teddy King Ore
to
a
top
fee
of
$25,000
for
life
care;
and family dinners once a month.
HAVANA
in some establishments the appli¬ Relatives are urged to enjoy pool,
Sonia Calero
Tropicana
Victor Alvarez
Celia Cruz
cant
may
deed
over
all
of
his
prop¬
tennis courts, etc.
Ortega Ore
Gloria ft Rolando
erty, even as little as $5,000, for
T?iere are no taboos concerning
Montmartre
Godlno "Singers
Chavales De Espnna life care and retain the income for liquor or tobacco, but the cocktail
Adriano Vitale
Fajardo Ore
Leonela Gonzalez
luxury expen,ditures. Space, too, lounge has* .been transformed into
Casino Playa Ore
Richard Robertson
National
Paulino Alvarezprivate
non-denbminational
inuences the price—a suite or pri¬ a
Chanteurs de Paris
S Suarei Orq
vate cottage costs more than a chapeL And at any time, the month¬
Augle 4c Margo
‘ Romeu Ora
Dancing
Waters
single
room.
ly
tenant
may
change
over to a life.. sans Souci
w Reyes Ore
June Christy
A few generations ago, an elder¬ care patient, with- numerous “ex¬
RENO
ly person or couple with a small tras,” including choice of three ma¬
Wazzan Tr.
Mapes Skyroonv
income or average savings invested jor hospitals,' Mercy, Sharp and
Chuck Mitchell
Don CorneUPeter Wood
in a home or securities, when han¬ Scripps, sui’gery, blood transfu¬
Shyrettos
BUI ClilTord Oro
Skylets
dicapped by failing health, impair¬ sions, and guided tours throughout
Ed - Fitzpatrick Ore
New
Golden
ed vision or the death of a mate, the Southland. Everything to ,add
Starlets
Romaine Brown
Riverside
had a grim “choice:, living -wath life Jto y.ears as Well as .years to
Sheiry Martin 4
Shirley Bassey
children; entering a home for' the life. '
‘ •
aged,; a 'Chi^itabld 'Institution; or
rattljrig: arohiitl- in. thp ;ol^ 'home¬
stead, isolateti. from "friends and
worried about ntakiiig -ends .meet.
■—a Continued from pag*-<l a—^
Today; as never before, retired
Continued
sssiss
persons have - a fixed .incojme frpm j
aim>h«V 9r. "v.
Social
S^curityl, private insurance, (dhevaller,’. Zizl Jeanmajlre)>. but is
tras, .singers, aiiangers and
posers have .heen unable to come indu^ni^-;r^tirein^ht *:pensions apd j still: not quite in as'sta^e as
lip with tunes that would' jKetaiu private4hvestmehts,: .Fixed incdme i ye't, • I^uatrix would'^’*’be facedthe vitality and the near athletic •is. the xaifioff fffclre that" these new . with competition from Jacques Carhythm df the music, without its clubs are :sC9ring biigger than hetti. Who directs- the Alhambra-had features. However, it seems Mickey Mantle.'
for Jeanne Breteau and owns the
necessary to enlarge its audifence
small chansonnier 'Aux Trols BauFortner Show Biz Haunts
hold, and perhaps the form will
Up ■ and down the west coast, dets, and the ClericO Bros. > and
come up with a composer who can some of the fave resorts of show Pierre-Louis' Guerin, who run the
do for rock ’n’ roll, what Gershwin biz folk have been taken over'by Lido, Moulin Rouge ahd intend to
did for jazz, and give it the entree
these liixury-on-a-budget enter¬ reopen the Bal Tabarin next sea¬
into tlieohigher social levels. ,
son. .
The present Apollo.., layout at¬ prises. T]he Casa de Manana’ in La
Coquatrix also runs the Cometempts to do tin its own what the JoUa, the William • Penn, ChampsCaumartin which features
deejays such as Jocljio Henderson, Elysee *and Arcady in Los Angeles, die
Tommy Smalls and Alaji Freed did and numerous other apartment strippo revuei, and he is planning
for the theatre'-stands. "But while hotels in Laguna Beach, Newport a big-Scale^ hitery, on the Champsit works out as far as entertaiii- Bay, Carmelr Palm ^Springs and ElysseS; to feature big names. He
ment is concerned, it’s not- 'that Arrowhead led the -parade, to be feels that With all this' playing
potent at the b.o. The entertainers followed liy a long' list including time 'he - could offer the fat- money '
are zesty and energetic. Diddley, the:Del Mar Hotel, White Sands in demanded by top U. S. stars.
■with an amplified fiddle, plus gui¬ La Jolla, Constance in Pasadena,
He is in negotiation With Judy
tar. got the first few rows in a Pita near Gjai, Samarkand in San¬
state. Backed by- drums and a ta Barbara, and Carlsbad Mineral Garland, Betty Hutton, Marilyn
IVfonrpe,
Hayworth,' Danny
maracas shaker, he goes into a Spring Hotel near Oceanside.
Kayp“ Frankie Laiiib, lyiarlene Die¬
rhythmic frenzy with bodily gyraThe.'.White Sands, a 3-st6ry, 170- trich, Elvis Presley and Frank
tioh^ to-ihatch and hits top , hand
room hotel, opened in *^55, was sold Sinatra. This may be Wishful think¬
of the occasion. '
Screamihg Jay Hawkins; coming to the Presbyterian'Church for ing, but it is a definite trend here
out with a fancy burnoose on his more thian $2,000,000 the following since the French still lack enough
head, works sincillarly in the ath¬ year. Casa deiManana, a swank, re¬ topnotch names to keep these
letic vein. His stuff isn’t very sort which primarily appealed to houses and boites going full blast
funny, but it has the feel of vital¬ east coast celebs, was purchased by all year.
ity. The Cardinals also work- in 8 the Methodist Church at a cost of
With air this playing time in the
manner that should have crested $2,500,000.
The Samarkand, a
a major noise, and efforts would landmark in Santa Barbara, With offing, Paris looks to become a
mecca
for stars and acts who will
have been rewarded -with a wind¬ accommodations for ,120 guests,
be able to do months of dating iii
fall in a more crowded house.
represented an 'investment of $1,- the various houses and boites. The
Andre Williams is an energetic 000,000;
The Carlsbad Hqtel.
singer who can get along hand¬ opened in ’30, 'was sold to the Lu¬ split nabe public allows for this
sort ■ of booking. So It seems Co¬
somely and Larry Birdson similar¬ theran- Church
for , $450,000. quatrix wilL-stir u'p plenty of acti¬
ly shows a lot of energy in his
falsetto renditions. In the femme Champs Elysee,. re-named Fifield vity for the coming season. It will
contingent, Claudia Swann, dressed Manors, was once a stamping probably perk up the fading nitery
in
blue
overall
arrangement, ground for Warner Bros.’ stars re¬ scene and restore Paris as the
pounds out a pair of numbers, and cruited from Europe and Broad¬ vaude leader of the world.
Phyllis Branch attempts a Latin way and for eastern writers, Includ¬
ing Thyra Samter Winslo.w, Larry
twist to the proceedings.
Of course, the net effect is the Riley, and Allene Corliss. It is es¬
same as the bulk of the rock ’n’ timated that ’ the Congregational
rollers at this music stop. Maybe Church invested more than $4,000,SJS— Continued from paxe 3 —
the neighborhood has been glutted
in this project.
by this type, of show and r’n’r
otheyr $100,000 actioner. . Out 10
Including- a Racing Form
should seek out some new loca¬
Nearly 50 years ago, the charm¬ weeks, and having played 1,561
tions. But a few bills of this cali¬
dates,
it’s virtually earned back its
ing
Elizabethan-style
Hotel
Del
bre in a downtown hous.e would
create more absent audiences. Mar was constructed. With beauti¬ negative cost.
At
all
of the majors, there is a
fully
landscaped
grounds,
a
magni¬
Rock ’n roll must look^for some
alterations in its own - structure, ficent swimming pool and- one of great feeling of confidence re the
and try to attract some fresh the best bathing beaches, in Cali¬ drawing power of the upcoming
minds to make it palatable for a fornia, its history is three- faceted. product. “If this industry lineup
wider variety of people.
Jose.
During the ’20s it .was popular with can’t heat any comp^ition, then
socialites. Following the opening ; nothing will,” was one sales ex^c
of the racetrack—“where the turf comment.
This is in. line with the b.o. per¬
meets the surf”—sponsored by a
group including Bing Crosby, Pat formances of such pictures as “Gi¬
—-- Continued from page 1
O’Brien et al, it became a rendez¬ ant,” “Ten Commandments” and
(20th). The last two drew the most vous for Hollywoodites lured not “Around the World in 80 Days,”
of the top audience reaction. Miss only by the races but by the name which seem to surmount all, over¬
Ekberg and Yul Brynner, whose ' dance bands recruited by Larry all trends. There's a strong convic¬
picthres have yet to be exhibited Crosby. Now it typifies the best in tion that, come what may, the real
biggies will do the business.
below the Equator, focused most of resort clubs.
At Warner Brothers they put
A score of star-s from stage and
the attention,, both in Uruguay and
screen came out of semi-retirement much faith in such entries as “Pa¬
in Argentina.
jama
Game,” “A Face jn the
to
attend
the
transition
festivities.
There was i uch visible and in¬
visible turmoilv Perhaps the only These included Gilda Gray, the Crowd,” “The Story of Mankind,”
“Marjorie
M o r ri i n g s t a r”- and
Duncan
sisters,
and
Claire
Wind¬
people made happy by the whole
thing were the pseudo organizers, sor. Among the other celebs were “Auntie-Marne,” etc. At 20th- Pox,
“Island
in
the Bun,” “Desk Set,”
Alan
Mowbray,
Gene
Nelson,
LoU
whose object is to boost Punta as
Costello, Betty Grable, Han’y “Peyton Place,” “A Farewell to
a re^ estate development.
Arms”
and
“The Day Christ Died”
flames,
Gre^r
Garson,
'Victor
Ma¬
Because of the lack of organiza¬
tion, the stars had no idea what ture, Vince Barnett, Lucille -Ball loom among the Important releases.
United
Artists
touts
“Saint
and
Desi
Amaz.
they were expected to do, where
Accommodations here vary from Joan,’* “The Pride and the Pasthey should go, and at times were
sloh,”
“The
Viking,’*
and
others.
a
cottage
to
a
suite
to
a
single
marooned in their Cantegril Coun¬
try Club bungalows or nearly torn room, no entrance fee, no conttact Metro has “Rainlree County” and
to pieces by autograph hunters. is involved on a monthly basis; life “Something of Value” coming np,
Some planed over tb Buenos Aires care charges are based on annuity along with “Don’t Go Near the
.
•
in desperation, and had to be per¬ tables, compiled by leading insur¬ Water.”
Paramount is coming up ■with
suaded to return. It’s doubtful if ance companies. In ’54 the hotel
any of those who came this year underwent a $75,000 facelifting, to “Funny Face,” “Beau James” and
will ever want to do so again,
„ ready it for the racing season; and “The Joker Is Wild" aiuQUg otbers^
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ShuffleToilriiqf ‘Fanny’ Bookies
So ‘Matchmaker Can Extend in Chi

Albany, March 26.
The N.Y, State Assembly passed
the Farrell blU last Thursday (21)
to amend the General Business
Law to Increase from $1 to $1.25
^ A four-week extension of “The
The southwest corner of Broad-'
(plus tax) the maximum premium way, at 46th Street, is emerging
for tile resale of theatre tickets.
Matchmaker” stand’at the BlackIt’s now subject to Senalte vote
as a focal point of New York legit
stone Theatre, Chicago, has re¬
production.
Several of the top
and if passed, approval by Gov.
sulted in the juggling of several
Harriman.
prpdiicing offices' are now situated
bookings and the cancellation of
in the building above the Victoria 1
The measure, which had been
three dates. David Merrick, co¬
Designation of Ethel Merman as amended, would take effect imme¬
Jlva
Bartok,
Hungarian-born producer of the comedy and the
Theatre.
Consequently, a hefty
film and legit actress, may make touring “Fanny” has rerouted the
share .of the seasonal play output official hostess for the fourth an¬ diately.
nual “New 'Vork is a Summer Fes¬
her Broadway debut next, season in latter show, to fill some of the va¬
is emanating from there.
Christopher Fry’s adaptation of the cancies resulting from the Chicago
Among the managements lo-, tival,” beginning June 20, has pro¬
Jean Giraudoux play, “So Like holdover.
cated in the .building (1545 Broad¬ vided publicity fodder *for. the
Lucrece,” to be produced by the
way) is thia- season’s most active Broadway production of “Happy
“Matchmaker,” originally booked.
Playwrights Co,
producing outfit, the Prijducers Hunting,” in which she’s starred.
into the Blackstone for four weeks
Before leaving for the Coast last ending next Saturday (30), will
Theatre.
The firm is currently Bill Fields, pressagent for the
Friday (22) Miss Bartok disclosed now • remain at the theatre until
represented on Broadway by five musical, took off last Sunday (24)
that she and Roger L. Stevens, of April 27. It was slated to move
plays, all having preemed this op a 10-citynine-day tour to bally¬
the Playwrights, have discussed the from Chicago to the Nixon j Pittssemester. They include “Separate hoo the event. A $6,000 ad-promoventure, but as yet plans have not bul'gh, for a week beginning. April
Tables,” co-produced with Harold tion outlay has been provided by
gone past the discussion stage. 1. Subsequent dates -were April
Hecht & Burt Lancaster; “Major the production for the purpose.
Fields is visiting Rochester, BufTwo seasons ago the actress co- 8-20, at the National, Washington;
Barbara,” co-produced with Kob"falo,
Cleveland,
Toledo,
Detroit,
starred
opposite Sam Wanamaker April 22-27, at Ford’s, Baltimore;
ert L. Joseph; “Waltz of the
in a London production of “The April 29-iVIay 4, at Her Majesty’s,
Toreadors,” “Hole in the Head” Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus
and
Pittsburgh.
He’s
due
back
Lovers,”
based on Emile Zola’s Montreal; May 6-11, at the Royal
The
incoming
Broadway
produc¬
and “Orpheus Descending.”
tion of “Hotel Paradiso” 'vdll re¬ “Therese Raquin.”
Earlier in. thC; season, the Pro¬ early next week.
Alexandra, Toronto, and May IS¬
present
a
sign-painter’s
and
print¬
ducers Theatre was partnered with
IS, at the Hanna, Cleveland.
er’s field day. The show/not only
Gilbert. Miller in the flop Broad¬
Merrick could switch the dates
has one of the most elaborate man¬
way production of “The Sleeping
in
Washington, Baltimore and
agerial setups in years, but also an
Prince.” Also, headquartering at
Cleveland by altering the original
unusually
complicated
billing
line¬
the 46th Street location is Ker“Fanny”
sked for those cities also.
up of stars., featured players, au¬
mit Bloomgarden, whose current
However, he was unable to do
thors and adaptor-director,
Broadway product includes “Diary
the
same
in Pittsburgh, Montreal
The comedy, due to open April
of Anne Frank”" and “Most Happy
and Toronto, “Fanny” had already
11 at the Henry Miller Theatre,
Fella,” Whiqh he co-produced with
played
the
Canadian houses, while
N.Y., is -being presented by two
Lynn Loesser.
The Playwrights Co., 'v^hich the Nixon has booked" the film
A permit has finally been is¬ managerial firms, Bichard Myers &
Besides those, both holdovers
slowed
ifp
its
production
pace
to
“Around
the
World in 80 Days”
from last season, Bloomgarden" sued for legit production in New Julius Fleischmann and Charles two shows this season, is stocking for a run starting April 11.
toured '.‘The Lark” this semester York’s Central Park. Michael P. Bowden, Richard Barr & H. Ridg- up for the future. That includes
The
three
theatres that were
and mounted~two new productions, Grace and Chris F. Anderson have ley Bullock Jr., but there is an ex¬ projected co-production and inde¬ cancelled, although there’s said to
“Night of the Auk” and “Maiden succeeded in Wreaking the ice in tra Credit line for the original Lon¬ pendent ventures.
be
no
cancellation
clause in their
Voyage,” The latter closed re¬ dbtaining an okay to convert the don presenters, Hardy W. SmithOn its own, the producing organ¬ contracts, are reportedly stewing
cently. during its pre-Broadway park’s Wollman Memorial Skating and H. M. Tennent Ltd.
ization
is
slated
to
present
“Time
(Continued on page 68)
The star lineup includes Bert
tryout, while the former did a fast Rink into' an outdoor theatre next
summer.
Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John Erp- Remembered,” Christopher Fry’s
New York fold.
of a French original by
Grace, who’s been represented ery (succeeding- Arthur Treacher), adaptation
The Playwrights Co. is another
producer and is Vera Pearce and Douglas Byng, Jean Anouilh, with- Susan SLrasmajor producing'. firm operating on Broadway as
berg mentioned for the lead.
out of the building at 1545. . The a member of "the Grace shipping with Carleton Carpenter, Sondra There’s also a'-possibility the com¬
organization has nothing on Broad¬ family, and Anderson, who’s been Lee and Sorrell Booke feature^ pany’s member playwrights, Max¬
Peter
‘Glenville
is
billed
as
adaptor
active
in
summer
stock,
plan
a
way at present, havinf^ mounted
well Anderson and Elmer Rice,
two flops earlier in the season. series of musical presentations for and stager (he’s also silently part¬ may have scripts ready for produc¬
Those were “Build With One the park. The project was given nered with Smith, the co-presen¬ tion next season.
London, March 28.
the. greenlight by Robert Moses, ter -of . the London edition). The
(Continued on page 68)
The co-production slate includes
co-authors of'the balf-century-old
City Commissioner of Parks.
As a result of losses of over
Morton
Wishengrad’s
“Rope
Getting the permit rates as a original French fare arc Georges Dancers,” with Gilbert Miller, and $126,000 on the run of “Plain and
coup for Grace and Anderson, since Feydeau and Maurice Desvallieres. Stanley
Young’s
“The
Little Fancy,” the Drury Lane Theatra
The billing for decor is fairly
use of the park for summer legit
Giants,” with Ponald Qenslager. ended last year more than $112,has long been eyed by Broadway simple for an imported show, with The latter property was tried out 000 in the red. During that same
producers. The theatre will be a Osbert Lancaster, who designed several years ago under the title, period, however, the theatre paid
3,000-seater, Tickets for perform¬ the scenery and costumes for tlie “The Big People.”
the Treasury over $84,000 in ad¬
ance, to be given every night in the London production, listed for the
Other co-production prospects, missions tax.
week, will range from $1.15-$3.45, same assignments here, plus “light¬ in which the Playwrights may par¬
The losses wiped out the reserve
'Salem, Va., March 26.
ings and supervision” credit to lo¬
ticipate are “Saturday Night Kid,” of $98,000 built up im the past years
“Thy Kingdom Come,” the first including, tax.
cal designer Charles tisanby.
and,
as a'result,' the company Is
The
season,
slated
to
begin
June
by
Jack
Dunphy;
“So
Like
Lu¬
in a projected series of outdoor
The whole billing setup is much
religious dramas planned for the , Will take in three-to-seven shows. more complex than that for the re¬ crece,” a Fry adaptation of a French passing its dividend. In the pre¬
vious
year there was a distribution
It’s
figured
tfiie
cost
of
the
project
play
by
'
Jean
Giraudoux,
and
2,094^8eat Sherwood Ajnphitheatre
vival of “Major Barbara,” current
here,- will preem June 23. " The will run from $150,000-$200,000, •at the Morsoco, N.Y. The latter “West Side Story,” the Arthur of 5%.
“Plain
and Fancy” was the first
with
the
park.
department
having
drama, based' on the story of St.
opened with five costars, Charles Laurents-Leonard Berpstein-StevePaul, is. by Kerinlt Hunter, vet au¬ the final say on who will be per¬ Laughton, Burgess Meredith, Gly- Sondbeim musical, to be done in financial failure at Drury Lane
since
the
house started the policy
mitted
to
invest
and
th^
selection
thor of al fresco dramas and meitfnis Johns, Eli Wallach and Corne¬ partnership with. Cheryl Crawford. in 1947 of staging ace American
The two shows mounted by the
ber of the. dramatic art staff of of productions and actors.
lia Otis Skinner (all but Miss Johns
musicals.
OVer the years “Okla¬
Hollins College.
^
.
are stiU in the show, with her sue-, Playwrights this season were “Build homa,” “Carousel,” “South Paci¬
The production, financed by the
cessor, Anne Jackson, getting fea¬ With One Hand” and “Small War fic” and “The King and I” grossed
on Murray HilL” Both were flops,
Roanoke (Va.) Valley Dran]|a Assn.,
tured listing). '
5
around $7,764,000.
will, run through Bept. 2. It’s
As an extra Wrinkle in the “Hotel the former folding during its outThe theatre is currently playing
.figured the.cost of opening the pro-,
Paradiso'?. billing' situation, there of-town tryout ^d the latter “Fanny.” The next Broadway im¬
shortly
after
its
Broadway
bow.
duction will run around $75,000
will be seven names on the Miller
portation, “My Fair Lady,” is not
That coin has been,, raised by the
Detroit, March 26.
Theatre marquee, including the
due until the spring of 1958. In
By. promoting .special student five stars, adaptor-stager Glenville
sale, of ^ non-interest bonds. Any
the event that “Fanny” does not
money made oii the venture will tickets in 50 area high schools, the and top-featured actor Carpenter.
continue until then, the Drury will
Shubert
Theatre
Is
adding
$2,000
go to retiring the bonds and to the
probably offer a production of
Lions Club for work with the blihd. a week to its gross and is making
“Titus Andronicus,” starring Laur¬
After the bonds have been paid an effort to insure future audi¬
ence Olivier and Vivien Leigh.
Backers
of
“Loud
Red
Patrick,”
off, 75% of the profits," up to. $75,- ences by exposing thousands of
which folded on Broadway earlier The revival is set for a European
000, will go to the Lions Clubs, young people to the entertainment
this season, received another '$6,- tour this spring and summer.
while thC: other 25% Will be di¬ value of the legitimate theatre, ac¬
repayment last week on their
vided among other charities se¬ cording to Joseph Nederlander,
$75,000.
That brought the total
lected by the association, pf which Shubert treasurer.
returns,
thus-far on the Richard W.
JackE. Andrews is executive direc-.
Like other theatres around the
Producer Shepard Traube appar¬ Krakeur - Robert Douglas - David
tor. The drama, which will use a country, the Shubert’s 300-seat ently goes along with the adage,
production to $58,500.
cast of 60 paid actors, dancers and second balcony, scaled at $2,20, “a picture is worth a 1,000 words.” Wayne
The latest distribution repre¬
singers, will be directed by G. remained empty night after night.'*' After holdirig 'off six weeks on any sented income from the final pay¬
Dallas, March 26.
Dean Goodsell.'
Nederlander wrote letters to drama large-scale New York newspaper ment on the purchase of the stock
State Fair Musicals’ 16th sum¬
The vocal chorus will be directed and English teachers in the area’s ad displays foi* his Broadway pro¬ and amateur rights for a $25,000
mer
season,
June
10-Sept. 1, has
by Oscar J. McCullough, with cho¬ 50 high schools offering to sell sec¬ duction of “Holiday for Lovers,” advance. A deal has been made
reography by Paula J. Levine and ond balcony tickets in blocks of 25 Traube broke through this past on the English rights with Jack the six fortnightly shows skedded
by
managing
director
Charles R.
Dr. David Weiss, technical director or more for 90 cents.
weekend with five-column spreads Buchanan and John Nash, and the Meeker Jr., with lead roles set for
of the U. of Virginia Theatre^^ as
The two plays selected for the in the Journal-American and Sun¬ German rights have also been sold. all but “Fanny,” the second show.
designer, technical director and experiment were “The Lark” and day Times.
The film rights have not been sold, The
producer returned today
stage mahager. Composer of the “Fanny.” Nederlander reported
The ads, however, were, in the
Arhur Kennedy and ^ David
musical background is Jack Fred¬ that the response was so great that form of photos showing “a typical Wayne costarred in the John Bo- (Tues.) from New York, where he
sewed
up several loose ends.
erick Kilpatrick, who’s collaborated thousands of requests for tickets capacity audience enjoying the i'uff-Ruth MoKenny comedy, which
Opener is the Judy Garland re¬
with.Hunter on prior projects.
had to be denied for lack of room. comedy hit.” -Besides'those ads, had a 93-performance run at the vue, June 10-23; “Fanny,” June
James R.. Goodwin Jr. a local in¬
24-July 7; “Texas Li’l Darlin’,” star¬
“The Detroit Board of Education the^ production takes ’ 3-sheet Ambassador, Theatre, N.Y.
surance-realty agent, is responsible
posters for spotting on Long Is¬
ring Jack Carson (rf repeat for the
for development of the venture and Mayor Albert E. Cobo is land and Ne^^Yo^k-New Haven &
comedian, from the 1951 season),
Solidly behind this effort to enable,
Cain Park Music Shows
and the amphitheatre.
July 8-21; “Annie, Get Your Gun,”
students to see legitimate produc¬ Hartford railroad stations.
Dead for This Summer starring Gisele MacKenzie, July 22tions,” Nederlander declared. “The
Aug. 4; “South Pacific,” starring
Cleveland, March 26.
Shubert ,wlll continue this policy Milwaukee Season Ending;
. Cain Park summer strawhat the¬ Patrice Munsel, Aug. 5-18, and
for it is not only good business but
Miller Theatre's 10 Plays atre, operated by the city of Cleve¬ “Rose Marie,” with Anna Maria
good for the legitimate theatre.”
Milwaukee, March 26,
land Heights for 19 years, has been Alberghetti and Carla Alberghetti,
“Bell, Book and Candle,” costar¬ scuttled as a result of dissension Aug. 19-Sept. 1. Tt’sr the heaviest
Hartford, March 26.
ring K..T. Stevens and Hugh Mar¬ am'ong it disgruntled civic spon¬ star lineup in the series history.
The" Probate Court Chambers in
the Municipal Building here will
lowe, will wind up the 10-play sors.
Meeker’s revamped staff to date
Ottawa, March 26.
stock season at the Fred Miller
double as a theatre' for a Hillyer
Series of open-air tuneshows in includes Donald Saddler, new stage
Canada’s oldest straWhat, Brae Theatre here April 22-May 11. the 3,000-capacity amphitheatre director; ' Dania Krupska, new
College production of “The Trial
of Mary Dugan,” Edgar Kloten, Manor Theatre in Knowltoh^ Que., “Roomful of ■ Roses,”' starring lost money . steadily igr the last dance director and Peter Wolf,
director . of
Hillyer’s . Theatre may fold, after 21 seasons.
Louise Albritton, Is current two or three years. It was pointed returnee scenic designer.
Mrs. FilrUore Sadler, widow of through March 30.
For its annual fall, booking. State
Workshop,' received permission
out by councilmen who voted fourfrom city officials' to stage, the its founder, is retiring and the
The next-to-closing bill, April to-two to drop the project. Shutter¬ Fair of Texas has signed the na¬
1-20, will be “Member of the Wed¬ ing of theatre also kicked the props tional company of “My Fair Lady,”
courtroom drama in the realistic spot is for sale.
locale,
ding,” with Ethel Waters recreat¬ from under several theatrical or¬ starring Anne Rogers and Brian
fhe production is scheduled for
Manny Kaye has joined the Leo ing the role she originated on ganizations which often, borrowed Ahernei for a 16-day, 24-perform'
ance run at the expo, Oct. 5-20.
April il-13.
Broadway.
guest-stars from it.
Brode, Inc.* theatrical sign firm.

,-----

‘Hunting’ Is Ballyhooing
Meiman as N.Y. Hostess

Mull Eva Bartok For
Playwrights’ ‘Lucrece’

Taradiso'Credits
May Outnumber

In Central Park

Playwr^htsCo.
Has FuD Slate

London’s Drury Lane
Had 112G Deficit in'56;
Lost $126,000 on‘Fancy’

‘Kiofdm Come’ to Opea
Rdi^iis Ikama Series..
Outdoors at Salem, Vp.

8

DETROIT HIGH SCHOOLS
niUNG LEGIT SHELF

‘PATRICK’PAYS $6,000;
TOTAL IS NOW $58,500

Shep Traiibe Tries Art,
Instead ef Crix Quotes 000
In ‘Holiday’ Display Ads

tRIALOFMARY DUGAN’
- IN REAL COURTROjOM

Drops Can^ian Barn

DALLAS MUSICALS SET
BIGGEST STAR UNEUP

Vcdneiday^ March 27» 1957

LEGITIMATE

Chi Pkbllp; latchmakei' $28,500, ‘Se^eants’$22,700,‘Bridge $18,700
Chicago, March 26/^ Windy City legit traffic perked
lip slightly last week, with final^eeks notices up for all three
' ^^^Desk Set'' berths at the Harris
next Monday .(1) for four weeks
and ‘'Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” is due
April 30 at the Erlanger for a run,
on subscription.
Estimates for Last Week
Matchmaker, Blackstone (C) (3d
wk) ($6; 1,460; $33,000) (Ruth Gor-.
don, Lofing Smith, Patricia Cutts).I^early $28,500 for final week on
subscription: previous' week was
underquoted, actually registering
over $26,200; booking here extend¬
ed through April 27.
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
(C) (28th wk) ($5; 1,335; $34,495
Almost $22,700, previous week,
$22,500.'
View From the Bridge, Harris
(D) (2d wk) ($4.95; 1,000; $22,000)
(Luther Adler). Nearly $18,700;
previous week, $14,400; closes
Saturday (30).'
Miscellaneous
Lysistrata, Studebaker.
Stock
revival ends Sunday (31) to be
followed by ^‘Guardesman,” open¬
ing Tuesday (2).

‘Joker NG $4,900,
‘Liza Dead, PhOa.
Philadelphia, March 26.
Two current tryout, comedies,
eeking out an existence on First
Nighters (reduced-price subscrip¬
tion plan), failed to overcome
unanimous . critical pans.
“The
Joker,” undergoing repairs during
Its second and final round here, has
gone to Washington for further
overhauling.
A new entry, “Liza,” got vetoes
from all three reviews (Murdock,
Inquirer; Gaghan, News; de Schauensee, Bulletin). Aisle-seaters de¬
clared the comedy adaptation of
Faith Baldwin novel was out¬
moded.
”First Gentleman,” starring
Walter Slezak arrived last night
(Mon.) at. the Forrest. Next-on
the callboafd is the return of
“Hatful 1st Rain,” due April 8 at
the Walnut.
“Greatest Man
Alive,” with Dennis King, is the
season’s last"* booking, slated for
April 22 at the Forrest.
Estimates for Last Week
Joker, Forrest. (C) (2d wk).
($4.80; 1,760; $^2,500) (Tommy
Noonan).
Comedy built some¬
what during its second week, but
was still dire at $4,900.
Liza, Walnut (C) (1st wt) ($4.80;
1,340; $30,000), Production folded
Saturday night (23) after eight per¬
formances; got a lethal $6,300.

BritisbShows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON

At Drop of Hot, Fortune (1-24-97).
■oy Frltnil. Wyndham's (ia-l-53).
Bride A Bachelor, Dtichesr (12-19-96).
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
Diary Anne Frank, Phoenix (11-29-96).
Double Image, St. James- (11-14-96).
Dry Ret, WhitehaU t8-31-54).
Ewige Feuillere Co., Palace (3-4-97).
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-19-96).
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-9-96).
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-96).
Hatful of Rain, Princess (3-7-97).
House by Lake, York's (9-9-96).
Iron Duchess,' Cambridge (3-14-97).
Mousetrap, ^Ambassadors (11-29-52).
N4w Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj: (8-23-56).
Nude With Violin,. Globe (11-7-96),
Fleintiff In Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56).
Flume de me Tante, Ganlck 11-3-59).
Polish Theatre, Wlnt. Gard, (3-25-57).
Repertory, Old Vlo .(9-7-59).^
Romanoff A Juliet, PiccadUly (9-17-96).
Sailor Biware, Strand (2JL6-55).
Salad Days, VaudVvUle (8-9-54).
...
Subway In Sky, Savoy (2-27).
Under Milk Wood, New (9-20-56).
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-96).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Wit to Woo, Arts (3-12-57).
Scheduled Openings
Damn Yankees, (j^oUseum. (3-28-97).
Zuleike, SavUle (4-4-97).
Cemino Real, Phoenix (4-8r-57).
Plaisirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-87).
Tea A Sympathy, Comedy (4-25-57).
Glass Casi/ PiccadUly (4-28-97).
Closed Last Week
Mrs.. Gibbons' Boys, Weitmln (12-11-96).
Doctor In the House
D'Oyiy Carte Opera
Ghost Squad
Glamour Girl .
Harmony Closv
Is Your Honeymten Nocssiary
Kismet
Lie Detector
Leek Back in Anger
Lovebird -Mile of Vice
Month ef Sundays
Falama Game
Peter Pen
Restloss Heart .
Reluctant Debutant#
South Sea Bubbla
vS'Mus/KIli faril
Whel# T/uth Zwleika

‘Apple Cart’ . OK $21,000
On 2d Week in Detroit

67

B way Better; ‘Orpheus 26G For 6,
Merman $67,500, Richardson $26,500,
Lillie $54,200, Schiidkraut $20,200

Detroit, March 26.
Second and final week gross for
'The Apple Cart,” starring Mau¬
rice Evans and top-featuring Signe
Hasso, equaled..the first week take
of .$21,000 -at the Cass. Potential
capacity at the 1,482-seater was
$38,Q00 at the scale of $4,50 Sat¬
‘Yankees’ $43,400, Balto;
urday eves and $4 ather nights.
Figured Local. Record Current is ^ “My Fair Lady,”
Broadway improved last weok, Previous week, $17,100; last week
Baltimore, March 26, .[.starting a three.-week run tonight crossing up the traditional Lenten nearly $17,600.
“Damn iYffctkees” cashed in on ‘ (Tues.) at the uptown, reverted-to- downbeat.
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
Baltimore’s starved appetite for legit Riviera. The 2,700-seater is
The capacity lineup held steady (22d wk; 172; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
legit musicals to the time of al¬ sold out for engagement. Both the with “Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are (Eric
Portman, Mai’garet Leigh¬
Cass
and
the
Shubert
are
dark.
most $43,400'at Ford’s Theatre last
Ringing,” “Li’l Abner,” “My Fair ton). Previous week,. $25,500; last
week. House manager-Percy Mur¬
Lady” and “Visit to a Small week, nearly $26,100.
phy figures that to be only a little
Planet.”
» Tunnel of Love,'Royale (C) (6th
short of tlm theatre’s record for a
Estimates For Last Week
wk; 45; $5.75; 994; $34,200) (Tom
musical. Gross .potential at 100%
Keys: C {Comedy)',"‘D {Drama), Ewell). Previous week, $33,100;
capacity would have been $49,000
CD {Comedy-Drama), R {Revue), last Week, nearly $31,600.
with the $4.50 top. Ray Walston
MC {Musical-Comedy), MD {Musi¬
Uncle. Willie, Golden (C) (14th
replaced Bobby -.Clark as star of
cal-Drama), O {Opera), OP {Op wk; 108; $5.75; 800; $24,000) (Menthe touring edition, with Devra
eretta).
Korwin taking over from Sherry
asha Skulnik). Previous week, $12,Other parenthetic designations 000; last week, almost $12,000.
O’Neil as femme lead..
“Hatful of Rain’^ is current on
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
Washington, March 26.
Guild-ATS subscription. “Match¬
Legit biz was off in Washington number of performances through (0) (7th wk; 52; $6.90-$5.75; 766;
maker” is expected sometime in last week, with tw'o Broadway- last Saturday, top prices, number $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous
April as the final subscription bound shows operating \yell below of seats, capacity gross and stars. week, $27,600; last week, over
offering.
capacity.
Price includes 10% Federal and $27,300,
The first week of the British im¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
port, “Hotel Paradiso,” was so-so i.e., exclusive of taxes.
(CD) (10th wk; 76; $6.90; 1,001;
and the single week stand of “Hide
$35;040) (Ralph Richardson). Pre¬
Auntie
Marne,
Broadhurst
(C)
and Seek” ran about the same. (21st Wk; 165; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; vious week, $24,200, with Richard¬
“Paradiso” had a generally favor¬ $43,000)
(Rosalind Russell). As al¬ son out for five performances; last
able press, but “Hide” was ham¬ ways $43,600.
Comedy lays off week, almost $26,500, with Chris
Los Angeles, March 26.
pered by critical blimps.
Holy
Week
13-21) as stipu¬ Gampel subbing for Richardson at
Hefty pace was set last week by
“The Joker” replaced “Hide” lated in Miss(April
the matinees.
Russell’s contract.
“Cat On a Hot Tin Roof” in the this week at the Shubert, also for
Follies, Winter Garden
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (R)Ziegfeld
first of its scheduled five frames a single week tryout..
(4th wk; 27; $8.05; 1,404; ^63,(MC) (17th wk; -132; $7.50; 1,453; 000) (Beatrice Lillie). • Previous
at the Huntington Hartford Thea¬
Estimates for Last Week
tre. Tally hit $24,500, having been
Hide and Seek, Shubert (C) (1st $55,039) (Judy Holliday), As al¬ week, $48,400 last week, almost
limited by the cutrate Theatre wk) ($3.85; $4.40; 1,500; $35,721) ways, $55,600.
$54,200.
Guild-American Theatre. Society (Frahehot Tone, Geraldine Fitzger¬
Damn Yankees. 46th St. (MC)
^ Miscellaneous
season subscription tickets.
ald, Basil Rathbone). Passable $19,- (99th wk;, 788; $8.05; 1,297; $50,Duchess of Malfi, Phoenix (D)
At the Forum, “Pajama Tops” 500 for Its single week stand, de¬ 573). Has to vacate theatre April (1st wk; 8; $3.85; 1,150; $25,000).
bounced back to $9,000 for its 22d spite generally unfavorable no¬ 27.” Previous week, $33,000; last Opened’ March 19 to two affirma¬
week, .comfortably in the black. tices, with the star names pulling week, nearly $33,700.
tive notices (Coleman, Mirror;
Farce ha;s repaid its investors and in the payees; Barry Morse re¬
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬ Kerr, Herald Tribune), three nega¬
returned a profit thus far of around places Tone as costar next week.
dor (D) (77th wk; 613; $5.75; 1,155; tive (Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
80%.
Hotel Paradiso, National, (C) (1st
(Joseph SchildkrautJ. News; McClain, Journal-American)
Next legit opener locally will be wk) ($5.50; 1,650; $35,000) (Bert $35,000) week,
$18,700 on twofers; and two mixed opinion (Donnelly,
“No Time For Sergeants,” due Lahr, Angela Lansbury, Arthur Previous
Watts,
Post);
May 22 at the Biltmbre. Theatre to Treacher, Vera Pearce, Douglas last week, over $20,200 on two¬ World-Telegram;
fers.
around $10,000 foi^ first eight per¬
launch the new TG-ATS season. Byng). Drew $19,000 for full week,
formances.
It will be follo>ved June 3 by “The backed up by two strongly favor- j Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
■ Closed Last Week
Apple Cart” and July 1 by “Match¬ able notices (Coe, Post; Carmody, (C) (18th wk; 143; $5.75; 995; $26,000) (Walter Pidgeon). Pre-vious
Beggar’s Opera, City Center
maker.”
Star; and one so-so, O’Neill, News). week,
$20,200;
last
week,
almost
(OP)
(2d
wk; 15; $3.80; 3,090; $45,Play opened the previous Saturday $21,200.
000) (Shirley Jones, Jack Cassidy,
night (16) and added $3,280 to its
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) Paula Laurence). Previous week,
take for that night, making $22,280for first seven perform¬
for nine performances. Seems to (16th wk; 124; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989) $27,900
be building somewhat stronger this (Ethel Merman). Previous week, ances and one preview; last week,
almost
$25,300.
First of five re¬
$66;400;
last
week,
nearly
$67,500.
week. John Emery is replacing
Hole in the Head, Plymouth vivals in the City Center Light
Cincinnati, March 26.
Treacher *as costar.
The touring “Fanny,” costarring
(CD) (4th wk; 28; $6.25-$5.75; Opera Co. series ended limited
1,062; $36,625) (Paul. Douglas). two-week stand last Sunday (24).
Billy Gilbert and Ifalo Tajo,
Opening This Week
Previous week, $3t,500; last week,
grossed a nifty $46,010 last week
Brigadoon, City Center (MD)
almost $32,000.
at the 2,000-seat Shubert Theatre
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre (C) ($180; 3,090; $45,000) (David Athere. The top was $5.09 week(6th wk; 44; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) kinsoh, Virginia Oswald, Helen
liights and $5.65. J'riday and Satur¬
(Don Ameche).
Previous week, Gallagher, Scott McKay, Robert
day nights.
'<
Rochester,. March 26.
$21,000; last week, almost $20,300. Rounseville). Second of five re-i
Incidentally, the gross was in¬
The
second
company
of
“My
Inherit
the
Wind,
National (D) vivals in the City Center Light
correctly reported as $47,000 by
Fair Lady,” breaking in its tour '(88th wk; 792; _$5.75-$4.60; 1,162; Opera Co. series opens tonight
house manager Noah Schechter.
with_ a full eight-performance $32,003) (Paul Muni).
Previous (Wed.).
stand at the 2,500-seat Au(iitorium week, $23,800; last week, over $25,OFF-BROADWAY
here last week, set a new local b.o. 400. Muni is withdtawing from
American Savoyards, St. Igna¬
record with a nahsolute-capacity the production at the termination
Amours do Don-Juan, Mogador. '
tius Church (2-26-57).
Amour 4 Colonols/ Fontaine.
% $93,000. The top was $5.50 week- of his contract June 1.
Box of Water Colors, B’way
Li’l. Abner, St. James (MC)
Amphitryon. Comedio Champs-EUysees. nights and $6.60 Friday and Satur¬
BollO Arabollor Forte St. Martin
day nights. No standing -room was (19th. wk; 148; $8.05; 1,028; $58,- Cong. Church (2-17-57); closes
Bitof. -Montparnasse G. Baty.
April
21,
100).
Previous
week,
$58,100;
last
available.
More
than
$61,000
in
Cogo/ Franklin.
Dr. Faustus Sc Parade at tho
Carmen. Lutece.
mail orders was reportedly re¬ week, almost $58,200.
Cantotrico. Huchette.
Devil’s
Bridge, Blackfriars’ (2-18Long
Day’s
Journey
Into
Night,
turned.
Callo qu'on' prond, Ambassadcura.
The musical, costarring Brian Helen Hayes (D) (20th wk; 120; 57).
Chatto sur un foit/ Antoine.
Ceraons. Rond.
Exiles, Renata (3-12-57); closes
Aherne and Anne Rogers, is cur¬ ■$6.90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric
Cernifloretta. Abollo.
D'Estoc ft d'a#u fraicho, Comedle de rently at the newly-converted-to- March, Florence Eldridge). Pre¬ closes April 21.
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
vious week, $25,600; last week,
Paris.
legit Riviera, Detroit.
Ecolo das Cocettas. Arta.
_ ^
over $27,600. Show Is expected to (5-18-56).
Farnmo trop henneto. Edouard VH.
In Good King Charles’ Golden
lay ojQf for six weeks, following the
Fdmmo ost nao. Potiniere.
June 29'evening performance.
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Franca Is a Moscou. Renaissance.
Grand'Pour ot misoro. Petit Marigny.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
Lady’s Not for Burning, Car¬
. Guerre du Sucre. Bouffes Parisiens.
(21st wk; 1«7; $6.90; 946; $37,500) negie .Hall Playhouse (2-21-57);
Hamlet et Pierrot, Tertre.
Pittsburgh, March 26.
Hotel db Jlbre echange. Larlgny.
“Hatful of Rain,” costarring Vi¬ (Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬ closes next Sunday (31).
HIbfrnatus. Athenee.
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12vian Blaine and Ben Gazzara, dith. Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Irma-la Douce, Grammont.
. Isabelle Ot-le Pellican. Capucinet.
grossed a fair $19,300 last week Skinner). Closes May 18. Previ¬ 27-56).
Mel court. Bruyere.
ous week, $21,500; last week, al¬
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3at the Nixon Theatre here.
Mama. Madeleine.
6-57).
Maniart forte, Varietes.
The play is current at the Ford’s most $22,500.
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9Malson de Bcrnarda, Studio Champs Theatre, Baltimore.
Elyseeg.
(51st wk; 495; $5.75; 1,185; $39,- 22-56).
Meditarranea, Chatelet.
116) (Edward G. Robinson). Pre-^
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9Minnie Moustache, Gaite-Lyrlquc.
M. Masurc, Comedle Wagram.
vious week, $25,000; last week, 20-55); :
Mon p'flt Rote, Amblgu.
over
$23400.
i
Trojan
Trilogy, Theatre Mar¬
Nult Romalne, Hebex-tot.
{March 25-April 7)
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD) quee (3-18-67).
Oeuf, Atelier.
Or et la Faille, Michel.
(47th wk; 372; $7.50; 1,427; $57,Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
Patate. St. Georges.
Apple Cart (Maurice Evans)—Nixon,
Closed Last Week
Petite Hutto. Nouveautes.
Pitt (25-30): Royal Alexandra, Toronto 875). Previous week, $44,300; last
week, almost $44,200.
Wedding in Japan, Grey stone
Quincailliere de Chicago. ABC.
(1-6),
Roquiom pour Nonna. Mathurins.
Canadian Flayers (Peer Gynt, Hamlet)—
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) (3-11-57).
Repoussoir. Alliance. Fx-ancaise.
Tarleton College Aud., Steplxenville, Tex. I54th wk; 427; $8.05; 1,551; $67,Dr. In Spite of Himself, Temp
Sacres Fantomea. Vi^x Colombier.
(26); North Texas State College Aud.,
(Rex Harrison, Julie An¬ (2-27-57).
Temps cst unsonge, Franklin
Denton. Tex. (27); Texas Christian Aud., 696)
The et Sympathle, Paris.
Port Worth (28); Court Yard Theatre, drews). As., always, $68,700. Miss
Topaze, Gymnase.
Dallas (29-31); Texas Teachers' College Andrews began two-week vacation
Toble et Sara. Tertre.
'
Aud., Lubbock (1); U. of Alabama Aud.,
Fraqutnard. Charles de Rochefort.
Tuscaloosa (4); Talladega (Ala.) College following last Saturday (23) night’s
Visit# de la Vlaille Dame. Marigny.
Aud. (5).
performance. Lola Fisher is sub¬
' Via Mala. Apollo.
-" Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez,
Virginia, Daunou.
, .
Marjorie Steele, Alex NlcoD—Hartford, bing.
Vingt cing ans de bonheur. Palais L.A. (25-6).
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
, . ^
Royal.
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Ray Walston) (C) (75th wk; 596; $5.75-$4.60;
Voua qul nous lugez. Oeuvre.
—Schubert. Boston (25-6),
New Haven, March 26.
1,331;
$38-,500).
Previous week,
Voyage a Turin. Michodiere.
Fanny Otalo Tajo, Billy Gilbert)—
“First Gentleman,” breaking in
Murat, Indpls. (25-27); Aud., L'ville (28-30); $24,400; last Week, noarly $26,700,
last Wednesday-Saturday at the
St. L. (1-6).
Orpheus
Descending,
Beck
(D)
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS American,
First Gentleman (tryout) (Walter Sle¬
1,650-seat Shubert here, drew
(1st wk; 4; $6.90; 1,280; $41,500).
zak}—Forrest, Phllly (29-6).
(Theatres indicated if set)
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine. Ben Gaz¬ Opened last Thursday (21) night to a so-so $18,000 at a $4.50 top for
Hide A Seek. Barrymore (4-2).
zara)—Ford's Balto (29-30); Rajah Aud., three favorable reviews (Coleman, thb five performances..
Joker. Playhouse (4-4).
Reading, Pa. (1-2); -McCarter, Princeton
Current Is a full week stand of
Merry Widow, City Center (4-10).
Mirror; McClain, Journal-Ameri(3-4); Playhouse,. Wilmington (5-6).
Hotel Peradiso. Miller (4-11).
Hide and Seek (tryout) (Franchot Tone, can; Watts, Post), two yes-no (At¬ pre-Broadway “Hide and Se^k.”
Shinbone Alley, B'way (4-13).
Next is the breakin of “New Girl
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Basil Rathbone)—
•outh Pacific, City Center (4-24).
Shubert, New Haven (25-30) (Reviewed in kinson, Times; Chapman, News) in Town,” April 6-13, and then a
First Gentleman (4-25).
VARIETY, March 20. -'57).
and two unfavorable (Donnelly, breakin of “Greatest Man Alive,”
Moon for Misbegotten. BIJoU (8-2).
Hotel Faradlso (tryout) (Bert Lahr,
Greatest Man Ally# (9-8).
Angela Lansbury, John Emery, Vera World - Telegram; Kerr, Herald April 17-20.
Haw Girl In Town, 46th St. (8-9).
Tribune);
almost $26,000 for first
Pearce,
Douglas
Byiig>—National,
Wash.
Pafama Game. City Center (9-19).
(25-6) (Reviewed in VARIETY, March 20, four performances and two pre¬
'57).
views and Is understood to have a
Joker
(tryout)—Shubert,
Wash.
(25-30)
OFF-BROADWAY
(Reviewed in VARIETY, March 13. '57). $70,000 advance, spread over eight
Land' Beyond tho RIvor. Mewz (3-28).
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Lorlng weeks.
{March 25April 7)
BIraudoux Twin Bill. Caznegle (4-9).
Smith, Patricia Cutts)—Blackstone, Chi
Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (8th wk;
Play's th* Thing—Lenox Hill Play*
8alva9«/ Actofs PlayhoxtM <4-9).
(25-6).
Oscar Wild*. 4l8t St. (4-18).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne, 63; $5,75-$5.25; 603; $20,400) Sy¬ house, N. Y. (27-31).
Polnl
ef
No Return—^Bryant H,
Waysidor Barhlzon Plaza (4-17).
Anne Rogers)—^Riviera, Det. (25-6),
bil Thorndike, Robert Flemyng, Queens (29-30);
.Lenox HUl Playhouse,
- jt'a An III Wind. Royal .(4-23>.
No Time for Sargeanti (2d Co.)—^ErlanLeueen McGrath). Closes April 20. N.Y.^
Livin' fho. Lift, jphocnlx (4-29). •
ger, Chi (25-6).

Taradiso’$19j
‘Hide’W.B.C.

‘CAT HEALTHY $24,500,
‘PAJAMA’$9,0001 LA.

‘Fanny’.Bullish $46,010
For Full WeeL Cincy

‘Ladf'Whopping $93,000,
BD. Record, Rochester

Paris Shows

‘Hatful’$19,300, Pitt

Touring %ows

I‘GENTLEMAN’FAIR ISG
FOR 5 AT NEW HAVEN

ELT Shows
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P^nMETY

A I'evival of “Hamlet,” with (Thurs.) as the fifth and filial- offer¬
Judith Anderson in the title role, ing in the Theatre de Lys, N. Y.,
is;- announced to tour next season matinee series sponsored by the
under the management of Leonard Greater N. Y. Chapter of the
Sillman and John Roberts.
American National Theatre &
Actor Peter Cookson and his ac¬ Academy, Appearing in the pro¬
tress-wife, Beatrice Straight, have duction will be Peggy Wood, Judpurchased “The Land of Oz,” a son Laire, BUI Butler, Bramwell
2.600-acre estate -in New Mai'lboro, Fletcher, Stratton Walling and
Ruth Hammond.
Mass., for $150,000,
^A London j^oduction of Don
Betty Lee Hunt will pinchhit for Appell’s “Lullaby,” presented on
Bob Ullman as pressagent fof the Broadway a couple of seasons ago,
John Drew Theatre, East Hampton, is planned by actress $ylviar''Myles
L.I., next summer. She is also
the author.
handling “Take a Qiant Step” and andTwo
the Seesaw,” a twothe upcoming production of “Sal¬ characterfor
play by William Gibson,
vage,” both off-Broadway.
The
novelist and tv scriptformer entry is scheduled to end playwright,
its longruri at the Jan Hus Theatre er, is' scheduled for Broadway pro¬
duction next season by video pro¬
next June.
ducer Fred Cpe.
Allan C. DaliCll is pinchhitting
Herman Middleton will stage
for Louis Sheaffcr as pressagent^ the second annual edition of
with Arthur Cantor on “Long Day’s “Chucky Jack,” Kermit Hunter’s
Journey Inife Night” and “Iceman historical pageant to open June 21
Cometh,”
Sheaifer is on a two- at Gatlinburg, Tenn., as a presenta¬
week vacation revising proofs on a. tion of the Great Smoky Mountains
Eugene O’Neill book he's written.^ Historical Assn. He’s head of the
Victor Samrock, general man¬ drama department at Woman’s
ager for the Playwrights Co., re¬ College, Greensboro, N.C., and for
turned to New York last Saturday the last four' summers has been
(231 from a 10-day Coast business stage manager and assistant direc¬
trip. in connection with the San tor of “Unto These Hills,” Hun¬
Francisco and Los Angeles book¬ ter’s historical pageant at Chero¬
ings of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof;”
kee, N.C.
Singer-actress Barbara Aschley
Mitchell Lear, who’s, currently
on a two-week vacation from has been doing a series of local
“Threepenny Opera,” was out of telethon appearances, around the
the show for three performances country to raise money for the
last week to appear in two West cerebral palsy fund.- Recent' dates
Point films shot at the academy. have included Rome, Ga., and Mo¬
bile, and she’s due for stints April
Frank Perry subbed.
f
Bernie Gersten, production stage 12 ini Wichita and -April 27-28 in
manager for the N.Y. City Center Ottumwa, la.
revival of “Brigadoon,” will repeat'
that assignment on the Center’s
production of “South Pacific.”
The Wayside " Producing Co.,
/
London, March 26.
formed by a'group of tv writei's,
In a bid to give new writers a
will present John Duff Stradley’s
“Wayside” at the Barbizon Plaza break, Jimmy Wax has launched a
Theatre, N.Y., beginning April 18. series of shows at the New Lindsey
Bruce W. Marcus will direct, with Theatre Club. London, offering ex¬
Arthur Arronson designing the sets cerpts from four plays by writers
whose work had h.ever previously
and lighting,
Zekc Berlin has been appointed been performed on- the English
managing director of the Chase stage.
Belita, Bill Kerr, Betty Paul,
Barn Playhouse, Whitefield, N.H.,
which begins its 19th season July Ivor Emmanuel and Donald Stew9. The house, operated by Mi*s. ;art top the cast of “Damn Yan¬
Lucy Chase Sparks, will remain kees,” which preems March 28 at
the Coliseum, following recent
open through Aug, 31.
The legit and film rights to N.Y. closing of “Pajama Game” at the
Appellate Court Judge Bernard same theatre.
Botein’s latest book, “The Proser
Diane Cilento was ordered to the
cutor,” have been acquired by. Mil- hospital last week during the try¬
ton Sperling, head, of United States out of “Zulelka” at Oxford and
Pictures, an independent company it's uncertain whether she’ll be
releasing through Warner Bros. available by April 4, when the show
The author will collaborate on the comes to the Saville. Donald Aldramatization with an undesig¬ bery is presenting thijs Cambridge
nated playwright.
U. musical adaptation "ot Max Beer“Rush Hour,” a new revue, is
planned for production by Jack bohm’s novel about Oxford,
Paul Scofield, Megs Jenkins and
Pedersen late in April at the
Chanin Auditorium, N. Y. Jack Harold Scott head the cast of “A
Dead
Secret” by Rodney AcMand,
Harrold will direct, while musiclyricrsketch contributors include opening April 22 for a tryout run
Dave Panich, Martin Charnin, Rob¬ in Liverpool. The piece is being
ert Kessler and Jay Umberto staged byJFrith Banbury for H. M.
Torchia.
Tennent Ltd.
“Ci’oss the River,” by l^ilton
H. M. Tennent has also acquired
Robertson, editorial manager of EHeston Trevor’s first play, “The
NBC-TV’s “Home” show, is sched¬
Labyrinth.”
It’s thriller.
uled for off-Brqadway production
Tyrone Guthrie, who is staging
late in April by the newly-formed
Maximilian Productions. Another the Broadway version of Norman
Robertson
play,
“Rainbow
at Ginsbury’s “The First Gentleman,”
Home,” was tried out at the Margo is interested in performing a simi¬
Jones Theatre, Dallas. '
lar function for the same apthor’s
Bob Fosse will double as chore¬ latest play, “The Queen’s Con¬
ographer and one of the male fidante,”
leads in the Cy Feuer and Ernest
Eric Maschwitz and Bernard
H. Martin production of ‘tStay Grun, who have collaborated on
Away, Joe,” scheduled to go into adaptations of “White Horse Inn,”
rehearsal next Sept. 1.
“Storm Girl” and “Night’s Noth¬ '’Three Waltzes,” “Pink Cham¬
ings Again,” two musical books by pagne,” etc. are now working to¬
Dorothy Herbert, are slated for gether on “Passion Flower,” based
Broadway production '’by Robert on Bizet’s • “Carmen.” ■ It’s aimed
Goodhue, a former member of the specifically for the amateur mar¬
Shubert production staff and man¬ ket, and Keith-ProwSe is publish¬
ager of the late C. Aubrey Smith. ing the score.
“Storm” is based on Joseph C. Lin¬
coln’s novel, while “Night’s,” the Priestley’s ‘Glass Cage’
title of a Carl Sandburg poem, is
derived from several of his poems.
Due April 26 in London
• “The Irrational Knot,” an ob¬
. Toronto, March 26.
scure George Bernard Shaw novel,
“The Glass Cage,” currently in
is the source of a similarly-titled the fourth week of ^its world-pre¬
script-by Edward Chodorov, which
Anna Deere Wiman has under miere engagement at the Crest
Theatre here, will be presented in
option,
A reading of “Candida” Will be London, opening April 26 at the
presented tomorrow afternoon Piccadilly Theatre. The entire
present cast, headed by Donald
and Murray Davis ahd their sister,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
Barbara Chilcott, wilT remain with
Theatrical and TV Make Up .• All
it,. the first time an all-Canadian
Leading Cosmetic Lines • Imported
company has appeared in London.
A Domestic Perfumes • Distinctive
Fountain Service.
The J. B. Priestley drama will be
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
presented in England by H. M.
"The Drug Store of the Stars"
Tennent, Ltd. The same firm will
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
11«1 Sth Ave./ Cor. H St., NEW YORK
do the show on Broadway later,
Telephone PLaxa 7-0023
probably in partnership with an
established New York mai>agement.
Current at the London Piccadilly,
Standord Logit Thootrical Forms
but due to close shortly, is Peter
oRd Reports
Ustinov’s “Romanoff and JUliet,”
All forms $1.00 per 100
which is also due for Broadway
presentation next fall.
Send for Yonr FREE Sample Set
The West End presentation of
TODAY
American Legitimate Theatre Service
“Glass Cage” has been capitalized
SOOO Sunset Rlvd.
at $30,000, with most of the money
Hollywood 2K/ California,
raised In Canada.

London Bits
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Are the Actors Really
[.
InsideSlulf-Legit
Awake at That Hour? Commenting on a statement by singer-actor John Phillip, as quoted
When it comes to early curtains
the champ is the Theatre ii^ ilducation, Inc. The non-profit organ¬
ization, . formed last year by Lyn
Ely and' sponsored by the Ameri¬
can National Theatre & Academy,
presents Theatre Assembly Pro¬
grams in secondary schoolg of
Connecticut. The offerings, com-,
prising scenes from Shakespeare
and performed b^ pi'os, are put oh
as early as 8:40 a.m, ■
This year, the; operation has
lined up 16 schools,- nine more
than were' played in 1956. .Con¬
necticut is being used as the pilot
state in the' development of the
program-, which will' be extended
if sufficient jfinancial support on a
sustained basis is obtained. Since
the start of the project, contribu¬
tions covering at least'three years’
operation have been made.
The schools are charged a nom¬
inal fee for the performances, witji
the students getting in free.- The
Fact Finding Committee of the
various entertainment unions is co¬
operating in the venture.

Shuffle ‘Fanny’
Continued from pagre *65

over the situation. The Montreal
and Tordhto managements are par¬
ticularly' miffed, since it’s figured
“Matchmaker” could have played'
those dates had it extended .threeweeks in Chicago. The reasoning
there is that “Fanny,” due .April8 at the National (the original date
for “Matchmaker”), has been book¬
ed for four weeks instead of the
three initially planned for the mu-‘
sical, April 18-May 4.
If the' tuner adhered. to the
three-week Washington stand as
originally planned, going in April
15 instead of the prior week, that
time plus a lopoff of one stanza,
from the Chicago^ extension could
have provided the' fortnight neces¬
sary to play Her Majesty's and the
Royal Alexandra. In the case of
the former spot, the scheduled
“Matchmaker” opehiiig night had
been sold out to a charity organ¬
ization.
The new “Matchmaker” schedule,
following its Chicago windup, is
April 29-May 4, Baltimore; May 625, Washington, and May 27-June
1, Cleveland. “Fanny,”, originally
slated to play Cleveland April 813, has extended its stay there to
two weeks beginning May 13. The
musical’s one-week Baltimore stand
stand will begin May 6 instead of
April 15.
^

Hew Legif Hub
—Continued from page’65

Hand,” a tryout folderocL and
“Small War on Murray Hill,” an¬
other rapid Broadway closer.
The touring “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof’"’ is a Playwrights entry, how¬
ever, as was “Bad Seed,” which
played the hinterland at the start
of this semester-^ Mary K. Frank,
Who produced the short-lived “Too
Late the Phalarope” on 'Broadway
this season, is another of the build¬
ing’s tenants, while Roger L.
Stevens, a member of the Play¬
wrights and the Producers The¬
atre, dispatches his numerous in¬
dependent production ventures
through those offices. They have
included “Clearing in the Woods,”
with Oliver Smith, and “Sin of Pat
Muldpon,” with Richard Adler ,
Lyn Austin & Thomas Noyes,
who recently extended their pro¬
duction activity overseas with
“Cr^tal Heart,” also headquarter
at the Broadway location. “Heart,”
incidentally, folded shortly after
its preem in London.
Various
American National Theatre &
Academy projects emanate from
the building, while director Elia
Kazan, pressagents Barry Hyams
and William Fields and the City
Playhouses also have office space
there.
Until the emergence of 1545
Broadway as the production hub,
the focus of managerial activities
in New York was the Sard! Build¬
ing, at 234 West 44th St., with sev¬
eral offices in the' adjacent St.
James Theatre Building, at 246
West 44th St. Many years ago
legit producer operations centered
in West 42d St., before such the¬
atres as the. New Amsterdam, Selwyn, Harris, Wallachs, Lyric and
Republic, etc., switched to films.

in a recent issue, to the effect that the Beatrice Lillie skit, “Milicdy
Dines Alone,” in the current “Ziegfeld Follies,” is new, Variety’s
Washington correspondent, Herman Lowe, writes, “I saw the same ma¬
terial done last December at the Cr,azy Horse, Saloon, a stripper joint
In Paris. Instead of a gal,'"the din^r was playqd by a man, a country
ijumpkin in the big oity. It was virtually identical with thq Lillie skit. ^
It even had the wilted stalk of asparagus, though not the lobster, ahd
had the waiter carrying away every course before eaten, etc.- The tail,
skinny Parisian comedian who played the diner did a better job than
Miss Lillie, un my ^pinion. Also, I’ve seen similar,, stuff in burlesque
in the old days in this country.” '
•The. Prince of Wales, London, closing the end of this week, will
remain dark until the new Folies ,Bergere revue opens April 20.' Dur¬
ing that poKiod structural alterations udll be carried out to meet the
needs of the new .production.
The ne.w\evue, presented by Val Parnell and Bernard Delfont, Will
be titled “Plaisirs JDe Paris? and. will be staged by Robert Nesbitt.
Frankie Howard will be the star and among the femme talent already
lined up will be stripper Lee Sharon, Sabrina, Maggy Sarragne and
Noell Adaln from France, and Miss Glamor from Cuba. The specialty
acts to be featured in the production will include the Three Monarchs and Les MathUrins.

Shows Abroad
- Royal Scotcli
' -

Glasgow, March 8.

Cltixeng Theatre presentation of farce
In three acts (five scenes),
; Robins
MiUar. StHged by Richard Mathews; sets,
NevU Dickin..At Citizens’ Theatre, Glas¬
gow, March 4, ■'57; SI top.
Sir Jamet^Craigleson.Jack Hedley 1
MaePater ..
RusseU Hunter
Mrs. MaePater . Irene Sunters
Mr. Poggett...Edward Waddy
Lucy Semple i...'. Annette Crosbie
Richard Clayfield.... .“Peter Stuart-Smith
Henry Seaton ..
Fulton Mackay
Margaret Seaton .' Joan Scott
Jessie 'Semple :.Marjorie Thomson
Dougal ........ Jdhn Grieve
Maj. Turnbull . James Nairn

.

Scotch whisky is the basis of the
title of this amusing light farce
aimed at local consumpltion. The
'play is by 'veteran drama critic
Robins MiUar, of the Scottish
Daily Express.
The yarn involves an alert and
prankish valet who joins in hi¬
jacking a cask of whisky from a
distillery, on a bet. The liquor is
deposited in a mill-house cellar,
then' discovered by a nimble an¬
cient with a nose for spirits.
Apart from Russell Hunter’s
cheekily exuberant portrayal of
the valet, the role of the thirsty
greybeard is well handled by Ful¬
ton Mackay, Jack Hedley is pleas¬
ant but needs to show more humorsense as the Scot laird, and Ed¬
ward Waddy links good nature and
ire as the distiller. .
■The Nevil Dickm set, especially
of the mill-house interior, is a
standout, and Richard Mathews’
direction has proper pace.
^
Gord,
.

Man ist nur zweliiial
^

(The Second Youth)
^
Vienna, Feb. 20, ?

Kaihmerspiele production • of comedy
in three «cts .by O. F. Beer and Peter
Preses. Star* Marla Andergast, Erik Frey.
Staged by Warner Kraut; set, Inge Fied¬
ler. At Kamm^rspiele, Vienna, Feb. 20, '57.
Peter Grafenegger ............ Erik Prey
Mar the .... Maria Andergast
Hans Nebel ..; Leopold Halnisch
Dr.'Schroeberl .Ernst Waldbrunn
Hertha Eckl . Marianne Schoenauer
Wanda' Cipriani .. Sylvia Lydl

This new comedy, inspired by
U.S. Professor Edmund Bergler’s.
science-fiction book, “The Revolt
of the Middle-aged Man,” is a
smash here. The script is by the
wellknown critic O. F. Beer and
the noted German language com¬
edy director, Peter Preses, and is
their first collaborative attempt.
The theme of the play is the
male change of life. The idea is
that' men- approaching the 50’s
have a panicky sex compulsion.-In
this, case, a wife cunningly ar¬
ranges a new business interest for
her husband, but in so doing, she
unwittingly involves him in a love
affair.
Kammerspiele has provided a
distinguished cast. Maria Ander¬
gast and Erik Frey are outstanding
as leads, and Ernst Waldbrunn and
Leopold Hainisch are excellent as
old time buddies; Inge Fiedler has
deiSigned a fine single set and Wer¬
ner Kraut has directed with an
experienced hand.
Maas. ,

Ein Bessercr Herr
(A Better Gentleman)
Berlin, March 6.
Schlosspark •Theatre ^presentation of
comedy in t- a acts, by- Walter Hasencl^ver, Star.* Martin Held. Staged by
Hans Lletzau; musical arrangements. Her¬
bert Bauman; settings and costumes. H.
W. Lenneweit. At Schlosspafk Theatre,
Berlin; $2,75 top.
Herr Compass .
. Otto Graf
Frau Compass ..
Roma Bahn
Harry CompasS .;. Klaus Kammer
Lia Compass .Lore Hartllng
Moebius . Martin Held
Rasper .
Walter Bluhm
Von. Schmettau .. Paul Wagn6r
Frau Schnuetchen .. Lotte Stein
Aline .
Barbara Saade

“A Bettef Gentleman/' which
the late Walter Hasenclever wrote
30 years ago and which was, banned
by the Nazis, is authentic boule¬
vard entertaihiheht. Those *'able'

to laugh at themselves will par¬
ticularly'enjoy it.
This satirical fairy-tale (for very
modern people, of course) centers
around a middleaged man who lives
by swindling elderly women. He’s b^
nc means unscrupulous or unpleas¬
ant, and when the police arrest
him, none of his victims will appear
against him. On the contrary, they
forgive him explaining that without
him they probably would not have
had any man at alL At the finale,
the professional Casaiiova falls in
love With his last victim.
. The frank dialog is nbt for the
prudish, but the action is brisk
and the satire of morality and sen¬
timentality is funny, despite the
fact that the* piece was written 30
years ago.
Hans Lietzau staged “Gentle¬
man” with taste, wit and pace.
Martin Held is outstanding as the
professional Romeo. ’ H. W. Lenneweit’s Interiors and fashions of
the 1920’^s are excellent,' as are
Herbert Baumann’s . musical ar¬
rangements.
“Gentleman”
has
good film potential.
HanSf

Ea Nult Roiiiainc
(The. Roman Nfrht) •
^
Paris, March 5.
Jacques Heberot presents a drama -in
two acts and eight -scenes by Albert
Vidalle. Stars Roger Hanln, Claude.Genia;
features Jacqwllne Corot, Jacques Dufllho, Pierre Reynal. Staged by Marc^lle
Tassencourt; sets, -Jacques Marillier; cos¬
tumes, Stanislas Lepri; music, Y^s Darrlet. At Theatre Heberot, Paris, Feb, '26;
$3 top.
Francesco . Roger Hanin
Lucrezia . Claude' Genia
Beatrice ...;.... Jacqueline Corot
Lett! . Jacques Defflho
Cardinal Seratl . Pierre Reynal
Fclicio . Jean Dalmtan
Cecelia . Rosine Constant

Melodrama takes place during the
end of the sweeping Italian Renais¬
sance and concerns a family whom
the new freedoms have left cruel,
immoderate and decadent. Murder,
incest,'parricide are the themes'on.
a backdrop of intrigue and blas¬
phemy. Written with a poetic,
orthodox drive, it has a-theatrical
power that has made it a hit here.
For the U.S. it might be an item
for repertory or off-Broadway,
Decors and costumes are good,
also there is a fine musical score.
Roger Hanin has presence as the
blasphemous, dark Cenci, while
Claude Genia paces him as the
wife. The rest of cast gets into the
mood of this aharchic piece.
Mosk,

N.Y.’s Alvin'Theatre Will
Get a Perk After ‘Sgts.’
The Alvin Theatre, N.Y., is in
for a refreshing. New seats, a
paint job and the installation of
an improved air conditioning sys¬
tem^ are planned for the house
■following the. exit of its current
longrun tenant, “No Time for SerI'he Columbia Broadcasting Sys¬
tem, which owns the 1,331-seater,
will continue to operate' it as alegit theatre, with Herman Bern¬
stein remaining as general man¬
ager.

Secretary / Exec.
Mala 21/ saaki growth opportunity In
ontortainmoht/rolatod fields; thorough
show busirtost backi^round, public ro^
latiens; top stenographer, Jnitlatlvo,
accustomed heavy tosponsibllitias. Excollant rofaroneds.
Call MUrray Hill f-4541 or
write BOX V-223-57, VARIETY/
154 W. 4«th St., How Yor/k N. Y.

GIRL FRIDAY
Young, wide' background, aocrotarial
skills. Fluent French, writing ability,
ASCAP, oxporlanco musical, thaatar.
Soaking position with future.
Box V-345e-57, VARIETY,
154 W. 4*th .St., Haw York 34, N. Y.
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Literati
funct newspaper, was listedf as ,a
Time Ino/s Peak Profits
Time Inc. reported record re¬ $1,552,430 creditor. Biggest asset
venues and earnings for 1956 in its is $900,000 in real estate.
A petition was filed by receivers
annual report tp stockholders last
week. Total revenues from sales to. sell real and personal property,
jumped 15% from 1955 .to a new and a hearing was set for April 3
high of $229,374,000, while net in¬ before Edwin F. Hannon, referee
come rose to $13,850,000, equal to in bankruptcy.
$710 a share as compared with
$4 72 a share the previous year.
2 ^ore Theatre Books
Ttie earnings figure excludes a
Macmillan has added two titles
capital gain of $15,113,700 from
liquidation of Time’s investment in of its Theatre World Monograph
series: “Emlyn Williams” by Rich¬
Houston Oil Go'.
'
Major factor ih the peak sales ard Findlater, and “Margaret Ruth¬
and earnings was an increase in erford” by Eric Kedwn (each, $3).
advertising revenues for Time’s Books are imprinted in Britain,
magazines, which totaled $165,600,- where original publication was
Both are'
000 last year, up more than $21,- handled by Rockliff.
600,000 from the year before. copiously illustrated from stage
Pacesetter was Life, which jump¬ and screen careers of their sub¬
ed its revenues by. $12,900,000, jects, mainly from stills supplied
while Time mag also broke rec¬ •by the fabulous theatre collection
ords with a $3,500,000 jump. For¬ of Raymond Mander and Joe
tune was up 32% for its most sue-, Mitchenson. •
cessful year and Sports Illu- ^ Like most monographs in this,
fitrated's ad revenues rose 54%. series, these books great careers in
Circulation for every one of the progress, hence there is no attempt
company’s six magazines and six at definitive biography. The Wil¬
international editions was also up, liams studyVoffers good material
and new circulation bases have about the actor-playwright’s youth
Findlater is . openly
been or are being establishecl for in Wales.
Life, Time, Fortune and Sports Il¬ critical of complete fruition of Wil¬
liams’ career, mainly because His
lustrated.
subject has divided his energies so
thoroughly between writing and
Show Biz Hors D’^Ouvres
acting. Praise is given Williams’
’‘Bands of America” (Doubleday; one-man shows as Dickens and Dy¬
$5) by H. W. Schwartz, long vwth lan Thomas. Actor feels pix have
the C. G. Conn instrument com¬ not yet fully realized Williams’ po¬
pany, treats with the yesteryear tential, and that at age 50, Emlyn
bandmaster -greats (Sousa, Crea- Williams stands at “the frontier of
tore, Kryl, Pryor, Conway, Jules a new career.”
Levy, Brooke, Clarke^ et al.) In a
Keown’s study of Margaret Ruth¬
warm nostalgid and authoritative erford, “the universal aunt,” also
manner. This is affectionate Amer¬ stress unfulfilled, nature of his sub¬
icana when the bandmaster was ject’s artistic developmtent — in
king—^until, of course, the Dixie¬ Rutherford’s case, blaming the
land jazz band influence of the movies, which have struck only one
1920s, and their refinement, spell¬ rich vein of her character, being
ed finis to the grandiose, sweeping content to repeat at that level.
styles of the mustachioed and mili¬ American readers will be inter¬
tary-garbed brass bands and their ested to learn that Miss Rutherford
personality bandmasters. In one got her first opportunity of im¬
fell swoop a surge of names like portance in 1935 in a play called
the following spelled finis, even “Hervey Street,” written by Jane
for the great John Philip Sousa— Cowl under the pen name, C. R..
King Oliver, Nick LaRocca, Paul Avery. This led to work with Ty¬
Specht, Ted Lewis, Pahl Whiteman, rone Guthrie, and ultimate accept¬
Jean Goldkette, Mai Hallet, Isham ance-in the West End and in pix.
Jones, Paul Ash, Coon-Sanders, Actress is married to Stringer
Paul Biese, Jan Garber, Eddie Elk¬ Davis, charcter player, who often
ins, to name those whom the au¬ appears in productions with his
thor reprises.
wife.
Rodo.
Harold J. Reilly, of the Rocke¬
feller Center Reilly’s Health Roof
Show Biz Teenage Book Pitch.
In the RCA Bldg., has authored a
Dena Reed, formerly with Metro
common-sense, do-it-yourself, setwho’s who. “Easy Does It” (Thos. and now a free-lance who’s wi’itNelson Sons; $3.95) is not bnly a ten for Reader’s Digest, This Week,
good personal memoir but a prac¬ Coronet and other mags, has au¬
thorized “Follow Your Star,” a
tical handbook.
Abel.
soft-cover Teenage Book Club
selection for April.
'Turned Loose In Jungle’
In this, 19 stars of show biz, tell
John Lardner sounds off in .the how they started, what influenced
current Authors Guild Bulletin them when teei>agers and what
anent new demand of paperback guides their lives today. Personal¬
publishers, when they “originate” ities include Julius LaRosa, Perry
a book, to share with the author in Como, Debbie Reynolds, Marian
the event work subsequently gets Anderson, Dinah Shore, Lawrence
hardcover edition contract. Com¬ Welk, Paul Winchell and Jirmny
ments Lardner:
Durante.
“What’s wrong with the deal?
On the face of it, it’s the same
Dutton Show Biz-Minded
proposition you’ll get from the
Ei P. Dutton &; Co. is another
hard-cover publisher, if you take
old-line
publishing house which is
your book to him first. But who
says that one kind of publication relaxing its publishing standards
and
eyeing
more and more show
equals the other? '
'
“Well, the paperback publisher biz properties, or books with a
more
‘‘popular”
appeal.
says so, in effect. Roughly speak¬
The upcoming Bosley Crowther
ing, his contract is a sleight-ofsagai
of
the
Loew’s
Inc.-Metro dy¬
hand effort—and a successful one,
when the author signs it—to palm nasty, titled “The Lion’s Share;”
off the two kinds of original pub¬ is a step in that direction. Scott
lication as identical. The contract Bartlett, who shifted over from
implies that the paperback pub¬ McGraw-Hill recently, and Jean
lisher is the equal of the hard¬ Frank (ex-Macmillan) and Beulah
cover publisher in service, per¬ Harris (ex-McGraw), have their
formance, and prestige, and, there¬ sights on show biz personalities.
Incidentally, N. Y. Times film
fore, in Tights.
“Is he? A book published orig¬ critic Crowther goes on Mike Wal¬
lace’s
“Nightbeat” show April 5,
inally in hard covers (the old way
of life, you might call it) is pro¬ just ahead of the April 8 publica¬
tion
of
his book; does, a “Today”
moted, advertised, and reviewed.
There’s a case, then, for the pub¬ guester on Monday (8), the actual
publication
day; dittoes on Martha
lisher’s getting a 50-50 split with
the author of a further sale to the Deane’s WOR-Radio show, along
paperbacks. But the process is the with other exploitation stints.
same in one respect only: The
Record 30G Serial Price
money demanded from the author.
The paperback original is^ neither
Probably a record price for
promoted, advertised, nor, with newspaper serialization rights is
rare exceptions, reviewed. It is the $30,000 paid by the Boston
simply turned loose in the jungle. Globe which outbid the Traveler
for the’ -first newspaper serial
rights to ex-Mayor and ex-Mass.
Boston Post’s $8,1190,596 Bkptcy.
Schedules have been filed In Gov. James M.' Curley’s memoirs,
bankruptcy court listing the Boston “I’d Do It Again.” It’s a $4.95
Post Publishing, Co.’s liabilities as Ptentice-Hall book which will be
May 13 but, as consider¬
$8,190,596, aud its assets as $1,508,- published
ation for the fancy price, the news¬
003-. Also listed in bankruptcy paper serialization, in 28 parts,
court at Boston were 1,600 credi* starts a day earlier in the Globe.
tors, the niajority wage claimants. The daily apparently figured that
The biggest .creditor was the Trans- for a little over $l,000-a-day, for
ting-up exercises book that is the run of the serial rights, it
unique in that he has made gen¬ would have a built-in circulation
erous illustrative usage to prove builderupper.
his points.
Reilly’s RCA Bldg,
Intra-book publishing the. vet.
clientele reads like a- show biz Boston politician’s memoirs are
Penn Transit Corp. 7^o£ Bradford, called “Curley’s answer to ‘The
Pa., with a $2,470,736 claim. John Last-Hurrah/ ” the.’Edwin. (!>’iCon*'
Fox, Tormer publisher"pf “the de¬ nqr bestseller, wherein the “Skef-

fington” character has been popu¬
larly identified with O’Connor. It,
too, tells the saga of a tough poli¬
tician.
Power (Sales) of Faith
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale’s
“Power of Positive Thinking,”
which has sold over 2,100,000
copies at $3.50 in the five years
since publication, seems to have
another runaway bestseller in
“Stay Alive All Your Life.” With¬
in five days of its March 18 pub¬
lication, Prentice-Hall had to put
another 100,000 print order intowork.
The $3.95 book’s first edition of
100,000 was virtually pre-sold. The
cleric is a prolific author, and his
inspirational books have an un¬
usual
marketability.
“Positive
Thinking” still sells at the rate of
1,000 copies ■ a week despite its
1951 initial publication.
Another Huckster Book
George Panetta, a copywriter at
Young & Rubicam, has penijied a
satire of ad row, titled “Viva Mad¬
ison Avenue,” published by Harcourt. Brace. It’s Panetta’s third
published book, others being “We
Ride A White Donkey” and “Jim¬
my Potts Gets a Haircut.”
He is also the author of about
5,000 commercials over a 13-year
span, none of which, he admits will
make him immortal,
Toronto’s Sabbath Beefs
Following first- sale of the new
Sunday a.m. edition of the Toronto
Telegram, this at 15c, newspaper
representative have been, instruct¬
ed by Attorney General Kelso Rob¬
erts to appear in court April 3 to
meet charges of violating The
Lord’s D,ay; Act.
AJso charged
with the same offense, and to be
heard later in these test cases, .are
the. Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
for broadcasting news on Sundaysvia radio and tv; CKEY, Toronto,
for radio news coverage; the Tor¬
onto Globe & Mail for being on
the street at 10 p.m. Sundays With
its first edition; and the ’Toronto
Star which puts out a Sunday edi¬
tion; though this is printed mid¬
week.
Complaint has been laid by The
Lord’s Day - Alliance, backed by
certain church groups, that those
named are “doing work on the
Lord’s Day,” this ranging from re¬
porters and mechanical staffs to
door-to-door delivery on Sundays,
plus truck distribution to- news¬
stands, etc.
chatter
Bob Goldfarb joined literary de¬
partment
of
William ‘ Morris
Agency.
Grahame Greene’s play, “The
Potting Shed,” slated for book
publication by Viking in May.
Marion Searchinger, formerly
associated with Daniel Hollywood
Associates, has joined the literary
department of Ashley-Steiner.
Dora Maugham, former singer
who, of late, has been a comedy
writer, has written her autobiog¬
raphy, “I’ve Had It.”
Penn Kimball, former senior
editor of ColHer’s mag, named a
partner of Louis Harris & Associ¬
ates, research consultants in mar¬
keting and public opinion.
• With Maureen McManus back at
Henry Holt & Co. as promotion
director, Betty Ringler has as¬
sumed the post of advertising man¬
aged; heretofore she handled both
pub and ad.
Compiled by the former scribe
for radio’s “Who Said That?”,
James Beasley Simpson, and foreworded by H. V. KaltenbQrn, “Best
Quotes of ’54, ’55 and ’56” is soon
due via Thomas Y. Crowell.
The Greenock Telegraph, Green¬
ock, Scotland, pioneer of the half¬
penny evening newspapers in Brit¬
tain, celebrated its centenary. In
1863 the newspaper began-a new
era in British journalism by reduc¬
ing its, price to a half-penny, the
first evening paper in the U.K. to
be sold at that figure.
James McGovern, who was with
the State Dept, in Germany for
three years and now in the p.r. de¬
partment of Shell Chemical, has
put between covers a second novel
of an American’s closeup on the
contemporeaneous German scene.
It’s titled “No Ruined Castles.” His
first book was “Fraulein,” both
published by Putnam’s.
“How To Give Away An Air¬
base,” article by Porter McKeever
which got the Harper’s-Readers
Digest exposure, spotlighted polit¬
ical and economic blundering of
U.S. in Iceland. Resultantly there
are now five scholarships for Ice¬
landic youth (three at U of Dela¬
ware, two at Wisconsin).
;
Having finished his first hovel,
“The Pistachio Touch,” BiU Ornstein, Metro trade contact, is back
at his short story writing, having
turned out more of his VMa and
Me” yarns for. the American Jew¬
ish Times Outlook, which next
month will, publish his first shorty
in more than two years.
i
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

I

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦» By Frank Scully ♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦::
Palm Springs, March 26.
Let me tell you what happened to me not long ago, I had dipped a
dry typewriter ribbon in some kerosene to lengthen its short life in
this dehydrated land and was gazing at the endless wonder of the
desert while the ribbon dried Avhen the secretarial madonna of the
Scully Circus said, “We’d better get oh addressing those beautiful invi-.
tations Marty Ingram of Allied Artists got printed for us or your ele¬
vation to knighthood will be the top secret of the year. Besides, we
will have to feed at least one hundred hungry pilgrims coming from
afar. .So get busy and round up seven loaves, five fishes and a miracle,
or your name will be Sir Francis Mudd in the best circled.”
This sort of shocked me right off Cloud 7 (the luck one) and ray hand
hit the gooed-up typewriter ribbon with a thud. It seems that When
word came from the Vatican before Christmas that I had been tapped
for the Order of St. Gregory the Great, that was only the beginning of
a vast, complicated, dignified and beautiful ceremony. I still had
to be cited, tapped oji the shoulder with a sword, topped with a plumed
hat, congratulated and partied.
Few Knights In This Day
It seems this signal honor has a top membership around the world
of only 300,-and at the present time is down to 265. This in itself could
explain to belittling minds how I got in, but actually there’s a long
evaluating process that sometimes takes six years and even then the
prospect does not always get the nod. Unless he does, however, he
will never even know he had been considered and found wanting. It
follows that solvent, conservative fellows who never did anything fool¬
ish would' have an inside track over madhatters like myself who have
written on all sides of almost every question in the last 40 years and
have been coming in on a wink and a prayer and little else.
As far as I know there was no writer in the Order of St. Gregory,
certainly none from Hollywood, until I slipped by the guards. Almost
on the heels of the announcement,'I received a telegram from a fel¬
low-knight. Sir Thomas Allison, urging me not to do anything about a
uniform until,I had talked to him. When I did I learned that one
knight’s uniform, sword, plumed hat and medal ran to 800 bucks, but
my adviser knew a way to reduce these costs to $200. These costs could
explain'the scarcity of writers in the order.
■ Father George Dunne, S.J., author of “Trial By Fire,” wired his con¬
gratulations, adding that I probably was the most impecunious knight
in the history of papal honors and he thought It was good for a change.
He also extended his felicitations to Alice, “who was a lady long be¬
fore the Pope dubbed you a. knight.”
• Not to have me lose the point entirely, he then had Bill Littlejohn,
husband of Fini Rudiger, a Viennese doll we knew years ago, make a
sketch of me . billed as “the greate.st Roman of them all.” On an over¬
aged, spavined charger—he had me riding in patched armor, with my
toes out of one boot and waving an elbow crutch as my lance. Behind
me, however, were three well armored knights of the old Crusaider
school to lend lethal and moral support should any Saracens (or Egyp¬
tians) cross our path.
Knigrht In Borrowed Amior
But I have not survived this long on no resources whatever, I re¬
membered that John Harris, owner of “Ico> Capades,” was a papal
knight of some sort, sc I wrote him asking if I could borrow his plum¬
age for my investiture. He answered that he was not a Knight of St.
Gregory and miehtioned, according to my bigoted opinion, .some inferior
order which had tapped him in more ways than one. The same was
true of John Farrow. Harris added, however, that he could use his
influence with Western Costume to rent me an old Ku Klux Klan.enr
semble for little or nothing.
I struck him off the list 'and then went after Sir Emmet Culligan,
a knight who knows more about water than any man living. Here 1
really hit a gusher. He rushed down to Palm Springs with everything
—uniform, hat, sword, gloves, even a pair of congress-gaiter type
patent leather boots which had cost him 100 smackers. He insisted
everything was now too small for him and it was mine if I could use it.
As my toil-worn bride was a graduate cutter from la belle France,
it was no task for her to shift the buttons here and there to fit my
slenderella figure. Then she brightened the buttons and silver em¬
broidery, with a magic formula the Vikings invented before 1066.
One of my pet quotations is a poetic phrase credited to the Founder
of Christianity! It concerned the lillies of the field which neither toiled
nor spun and yet Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed as one of
them. It was advanced to. comfort those biblical characters who were
perpetually worried about where their next catch of fish was coming
from.. It is truer today in a world lousy with anxiety neuroses. But I
have never been able to believe that God who looked so well atfer
the lilies of the field would remain indifferent to what we Wanted,
especially if it was something we wanted for others.
Alice and I wanted to treat well those who had come to the inves¬
titure from afar and we went to Andrea Leeds Howard as on^ skilled
in such receptions. She laid out a menu for us. We followed it to the
letter. She said she would have the Howard Manor chef cook our hams
and turkeys and get them to our place around 5 .o’clock. Wrapped in
some bottles of scotch and vodka, the whole biz Arrived on time and
was her gracious gift to the honor which she felt had befallen Palm
Springs.
•
Then we scrounged around and got enough garden furniture, dishes,
glasses and liquor to feed a famished mob. "We asked Bishop Buddy
to importune those saints he worried with small pleas to pick out a
good day for us. Either side of our day the weather was n.s.g. On our
day it was as rare as a day in June. Rarer, since it was in March I
Chin Up—For Stitches
Only one accident marred the weekend. Lt. ^\dp Scully and his
sister Patt were driving to town to pick up some last-minute baubles
Saturday night when an 18-year-old kid took a sudden left turn .and
got his car’s rear end .smacked as he crossed Skip’s path. ’ The kid was
able to drive on but the car Skip borrowed was wrecked and Patt, a
beautiful doll, was taken to the hospital in an ambulance. She came
out with seven stitches in her chin. Neither ear was insured for what
happened, meaning $450 will be added to our festive bill.
But these were trivia in a great day that happens once in a lifetime
in all tdo few lives. For the investiture and eulogy and crowd was the
kind usually reserved for one’s obit. 'Bishop Buddy was in one of his
gay, informal moods and he talked off his embroidered cuff. He Said
many lovely things but the loveliest was when he pointed out that
the Bible rarely referred to beautiful women but spoke more of “valiant
women.” St. Veronica, who wiped Christ’s face with a towel on the
road to the crucifixion, was one of the.'^e and he thought my lady was
another, and who, knowing her, would take issue with that?
No School For Scullywags
Our show closed around midnight with Gordon Currey taking a taperecorded interview, to bring back with him to Australia.
As a reward for all the parts they played in the gala affair the
Bishop declared March 18 ‘^Sir Francis Scully Day” and gave the school
kids a holiday.
But of course to the knight in borrowed armor it was plain Monday,
with the hot breath of press day breathing down his ever grateful
neck.
And now if you-all will kneel down, I’ll give you-all a Papal Knight’s
southern-fried blessing, and pax .et Bonum as- extra special to writers
of letters, telegrams and words of praise. “
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Broadway

Wednegday, IVI^rch 27^ 1957
Brazil, and Evelyn Sc Hellmuth at
the Rigat.
Chelo dfe Mexico and Nini Days!
and 30 beauties at Boite Jardines
Casablanca.
Alfredo Alaria a hit at Rio nitery
with his South American .songdance show.
Young Italian, singer Torre
Bruno in Spain for first time at
the Emporium*.
Rod-' Steiger* and Ken Annakin
in Seville to work in the pic,
“Across The-River.”
Russ piano, soloist Nikita Nagaloff here for one concert at the
Palacio de la Musica.
ary,” prizewinner as it’s known
The Comedia has the Lope de
Vega Co. doing “Anna Frank’s Dihere.
Belgian cameraman G. Felix in
Canary Islands on his way to shoot
a documentary in the Belgian
Congo.
^
.
/
Morris and Dupuy at, the Em¬
porium nitery, their, first visit to
Spain. AJ^ EIda Mayda and her
Brasileiros Orch and Les Garcons
de la Rue.

Ira Ashley, the radio dlr'ector,
back from holiday in Virgin Isles
(St. Thomas). ,
Mai Braveman handling press
relations for the Art Students
League annual , ball at the Hotel
Roosevelt April 12.
Marvin Kohn’s name as pressagent for Roberta Sherwood was
inadvertently omitted from last
week’s ad in Variety,
Seems that nearly all Gotham
cab drivers have pet theories on
solving the traffic problem and
trapped passengers are forced to
listen.
Nigol Balchin, British novelist
and screen writer, and French film
director Roger Vadim arrived from
Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the
Queen Mary,.
Gaby (Mrs. David) Smart, widow
of the Esquire publishing group's
head man, rushed to St. Mary’s
Hospital, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minn., for a brain tumor operation.
Piece on weather in next Sun¬
day’s (31) Herald-Trib syndicate
supplement is by Norman Ober,
now with CBS program writing
division but once a Navy weather¬
By Lary $olloway
man.
(1775 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
Anniversary issue, “The Call
Tommy
Dorsey^s widow,' Jane
Board,” of the. Catholic Actors New, houseguesting
Guild, this year is being-dedicated O’Brien Reynolds. with Marianne
to the memory of the late Gene
Irwin Corey and Dick Haviland
Buck, longtime president of the
held over at Murray Franklin’s as
organization.
Walter and Molly Jacobs “pour- 'was Nt^t Rbolgate.
• ing” at the Saxony, Miami Beach,
New .Diplomat Hotel building in
April 13 for confirmation of their Hollywood Beach will have a cafe
son, Peter McKible. Jacobs is a that 'Will. fea.ture names next sea¬
vet Florida hotelier, now building son,
the new DuPont Plaza in Miami.
Herb Kelly upped to amusement
Dore Sehary’s daughter, Joy, ed by the Miami News; replacing
engaged to . Arthur Stashower of Herb Rau, now assigned to “gossip”
Cleveland, The Seharys, in Goth¬ column.
am before sailing on April 18 for
Families of Phil Foster and Dick
an extended European tour, went
spendiiig^pring here while
to Cleveland for a week to irieet Shawn
the parents of their soon-to-be son- the comedians play dates around
the
country,
the dub air-commut¬
in-law.
, ,
Milton and Melisse Blow back ing between dates.
Janet Davis -gandering the acts ]
to Palm IBeach until April 1 when
the head of the ad agency bearing around the local circuit while oh
his name ^ill probably decide on vacation at Kenilworth until “Tal¬
some future plans.
He’s not ent Scouts” bossman Arthur God¬
liquidating The Biow Co., however, frey returns from Africa.
which will administer whatever fu¬
“Havana Mardi Gras,” Latin re¬
ture. activity he engages in.
vue -imported by Sehna Marlowe
Senator Estes J^efauver and Harris for click run at the Lucerne,
Joseph Nellis, of Washington, Have set to play Caribbean tour, with
suggested to Hugh Fulton, of the Caribe-Hilton in San Juan on itin¬
New York law firm • of Fulton, erary.
Walter & Halley,' that a memorial
committee be formed to set up a
scholarship fund, to ehcourage
gifted law students at Columbia
By Guy Liyingston
Univ., as a memorial to the late
(344 Little Bldg.; Hancock 6-8386)
Rudolph Halley,
The spectacular $79,925 jewel
Mills Bros, current at Blinstrub’s,
theft from the 5th Ave. home of through Sunday (31). .
Dr. and Mrs. David M, Levy- was
Diinninger in for FUene’s service
P. 1 news. She is the daughter of recognition dinner at. Hotel Statler.
the late Chicago , philanthropist
Helen Hayes to address banquet
Julius Rosenwald, and—what was
not indicated in the presfe reports for New England Theatre-Centre
—^the mother of film producer here April 26.
Cindy Parker, Hub thrush, cur¬
Armand Deutsch, long at Metro,
under Dore Schary, and latterly an. rent at Francis Marion Hotel,
Charleston,' S.C.
independent.
Comedian-pianist Victor Borge,
Danny. Kaye International Show
along with Mrs. Borge and their at colonial extended t\^o weeks
son and daughter, sails for Europe through April 20..
today (Wed.) on the Queen Mary.
Hub Musician’s Union, Local 9,
Also sailing are actor J. Carrol. celebrated its 60th anni receiving
Naish, playwright Terence Ratti- a bouquet from James Petrillo, Ingan and actress Julie Harris. C. J. ternaticmal prexy.
Latta, managing .director of Asso¬
Newport Jazz Festival set’ to
ciated British Picture Corp., is an¬ open July 4 with special tribute to
other passenger following a sever¬ Louis Armstrong on this date
al week U.S. stay for confabs with which is his birthday.
’VVarner Bros, and- Allied Artists
John Morris new musical direc¬
execji. WB has a substantial inter; tor Cape Cod Melody Tent, Hyanest in ABPC.
nis, replacing Julius Rudel, now
John J. O’Connor, Universal v.p., managing director New York City
is chairman of the motion picture Opera Co.
industry committee of 56 serving
as part of the Cardinal’s Commit¬
tee of the Laity in the 1957 Catho¬
lic Charities Drive, of the ArchdiBy David M* Jampel
oces of New York .which is seeking
(Tokyo Press Club)
|
$3,500,000 in gifts through 5(1 dif¬
Irving* Iviaas, MPEA veepee, here
ferent committees of business men.
to
tackle
annual
quota-remittances
George J. Schaefer, producer’s rep,
is-treasurer of the . 1957 drive and chores for the U. S. majors.
Elia Kazan may visit here if
L. Douglas Netter Jr., Todd-AO
executive, is v.p. of the motion work sked allows. His “Baby Doll”
;
(WB)
is slated to open in April.
picture committee.
Honoria Plesch, longtime secre-' ^ Les Petits Chanteurs a la Croix
tary to the late Sir Charles Coch- de Bois (Little Singers of Wooden
fan and latterly a legit designer Cross) are due here April 20 for a
and producer in London, in the 20-concert series.
Chinese screen actor Huang Ho
U.S., where she’s discussing tv po¬
tential for a half-hour revue-form here to recuperate from suicide at¬
pilot film shot in the streets of tempt, made after being duped by
London which is being handled for a Chinese Commie actress.
Jane Russell due in these parts
her by George K. Arthur, and also
the possibility of bringing her with L. A. disk jockey Johnny
“Blueprint” and “Late Interlude” Grant’s show, playing Korea March
revues to Las Vegas. She’s been 27-April 1; at Niigata, April 2; and
to the Coast and back, and returns Chitose April 3.
A charity show of “Anastasia”
again to N.Y. today (Wed.) after
(20th) will be given at Shochijku
a Canadian visit.
,
Central night of April 1 with com¬
plete take going to a Sophia Uni¬
versity slum clearance project. All
2,000 seats will be priced at about
By Joaqilina C. Vidal-Gomis
$2.80.
(Angeli, 43; Te^t 240018)
Shochiku actress- Chikako Kaga,
American Delta Rhythm Boy at who apparently “will travOl,” re¬
Emporium nitery.
turned from Copenhagen after
Jacqueline Piereux here to star making an appearance on Den¬
in pic, “(iumbres luminbsas” (Light mark’s National Radio and Televi¬
Heights).
sion station. She visited Scandina¬
Director Pedro Lazaga shooting via briefly as a guest of Scandina¬
“Frontier of Fear” in streets of vian Airlines System on occasion
^ Barcelona. .
^ . inauguration of SAS’ TokyoVic & Adio, comedians from (joj^enhagen polar flight.

Miami Beach

Boston

Tokyo

Barcelona

London
(Temple Bar 5041/99521
Shephard Traube.in tow^n for
confabs on. West End production of
a new American play.
Sir Egbert Cadbury, , father, ot
chalr.man Peter Cadbpry, joining
the board of Keith Prowse.
. Sandu Scott, voted Miss New
York -of 1952, Opens a cabaret sea-,
son at Colony Restaurant April 1.
Carl Foreman, who recently
closed a production deal with Co¬
lumbia, guest of honor'at a Claridges reception last week..
Anthony C^rthew, Daily Herald
show columnist and film and
drama critic, to Hollywood on a
six-WOek visit ..for his paper.
Sam LOmberg named by Mike .J.
Frankovich as Columbia’s London
branch manager; forpierly was in
charge of their i6m division.
Eve Boswell planes to N. Y.
April 15 for tv dates and will later
go on to the Coast to plug her first
Capitol LP, “Sugar and Spice.”
Sam Zimbalist and Jose Ferrer
introduced the cast of “Captain
Dreyfus” at a press reception be¬
fore film went into production .at
Metro British Studios.
Phil, Sid and Norman Hyams
hosted a party last flight (Tues.) to
celebrate the lOth anni of Eros
Films, their independent produc¬
tion and distribution outfit.
All proceeds from sale of souv¬
enir programs for “Fantasia” being
handed over by Walt Disney Or¬
ganization to the, Marie Curie
Foundation for relief of. cancer
suffering.

Film Season at the Museum of
Modern Art Among the stars wiU.
be Francoise Ar^qul, Juliette
Greco (who opens at 4he WaldorfAstoria), Micheline Presle, Gerard
Philipe and Jeafl IMTarais. An Air
France special plane, in early May,
also will wing fi flock of U.S. pic
personalities- and newsmen ,to the.
Cannes Film Festival May 2,. which
opens with. Mike Todd’s “Around
the World In 80, Days” (UA)*

Hollywood

Ernie Kpvacs in from N, Y*
Ray Aiilland off to England for
W^arwick’s “High Flight/.' * '
Richard Whorf checked out of
Warner Bros. pro.ducer pact.
Rickey Barr Jo^ed Jesse. Wads¬
worth Agency , as an associate.
Marx Brothers tossed a birthday
party for Chico in Palm Springs
Friday.*
Barney Balaban and Paul RaiboUrri in for > few days to host
By MaxweH Sweeney
the Teiemetfey demonstration.
(22 Parney Pk: Dublin 684506)
Dan. O’Herlihy and Joel Ashley
Marie Conmee leaving legit f6r testing for John Barrymore role in
WB’s “Too Much Too Soon,’.’ Diana
vaude. dates.
*
“
Cabaret acts b^ing used more by B-iopic,
late night eateries to hypo hiz..
Mrs. Frankio ISpitz, wido^ir of
Leo
:Spitz,
wiU
attend
the Cannes
.. Dutch longhair pianist Hans
Henkemans set for recitals here in •Filrfi Festival at the invitation of
Marc'Spiegel. . '
^ ^ -v
May.
...
Lew Ayres won a convertible in
“Finian’s Rainbow” to get its
Irish preem at Gaiety, Dublin, in a Mt. Sinai Hospital raffle but
turned it back so they could raf¬
June.
it off again.
Radio Eireann symphony cur¬ fleDeke
Houlgate, yet sportswriter,
rently on provincial cities tour in Daily
Variety football forecaster,
south.
'
. ^ in Sawtelle Veterans hospital fol¬
Terence Hennessy • will direct lowing heart attack.
Mozart Opera for = Galway Gaelic * S.S. United States will screen
Theatre.
• '
'
* “Designing Woman” during^' its
Lord INiayor Robert Briscoe April 18 voyage when Dore Schary,
okayed project for Dublin civic who produced it, will be on board.
concert hall.
Louis Novins. Paramount exec
Count Basie band set for two in N. Y., shares speaker’s platform
perfbhnances at Theatre Royal, with Lord Mayor of Dublin Rbbert
Dublin, April 14.
Briscoe, Sunday at Beverly Hilton
Otto Preminger will screen his Hotel. Sponsored py Amusopaent
“St. Joan” at Cork during World industry Cbmihlttee ' for United
Film Week, June 3-9.,,
Jewish Welfare Fund..
Abbey players doing' out-of-town ^ Henry Cornelius,; British produ¬
Sunday night one-rnighters in pro¬ cer-director, returned to. London
vincial centers near Dublin.
after dickering for a femme player
Tom 'Willoughby, manager at. to co-star in his next comedy. ‘Un¬
Ir\yin Shaw in to join company Pike Theatre* Dublin, bowed out; titled as yet, it’s based on a Paul
GalUeo 'story, “The Enchanted
of “Sea Wall.” He scripted De- successor is . Aidan C. Maguire.
Fornier Abbeyite Doreen Mad¬ Hour.”
9
Laurentiis-Columbia production.
den
set
for
John
Ford’s
production
Luigi Comencini returning to of “The Last Hurrah” for Coluriifilm • difection with a new script, bia.
. * ^
tentatively titled “City Husbands.”
Thesper Alan McClelland cur¬
By Emil W. Maass
Rock Hudson interrupted work rently finishing adaptation of
iGrosse Schiffgaise lA
in “A Farewell to Arms” to return James Joyce’s “Ulysses” for. stage
(Tel. A45a45)
to Hollywood for retakes and a production.
.
chance at Academy Award presen¬
“Royalettes,” hoofers at Dublin . Centropa Film shooting “Ele¬
Theatre Royal, will provide ballet phant Divided, by Six.”
tations.
Theodor Grieg, 68„ actor of
Business for “Miss Spogliarello” for the opera, “AJlda,” during
(Miss Stripper) has spurted since Dublin Opera Season .this spring. Vollpstheatre, died suddenly in his
“Moby Dick” (WB) will have dressing room.
Vice Squad confiscated all posters.
Mezzosoprano Vera Little gave
Pressure is. npw on to change title Irish preem in Youghal, County
Cork, where New Bedford scenes concert in* Joseph Hall (U.S* In¬
of the Brigitte Bardot starrer*
for film were lensed. Date unset, formation Service).
Kenneth Ginlger, Hawthorne but release of picture in Dublin Is
Burg theatre actor Philipp Zeska
Books veepee, here with wife, pr,e- due April 20.
appointed manager of Klagenfurt
sented leather-bound copy of
After only two nights, “Don’t (Carinthia) City Theatre;
“Crown of Glory,” biography of Knock Rock” (Col) was withdrawn
Sidney Kingsley’s “Patriots” to
Pope Pius XII, to the Pontiff at a from Gaumont Cinema, Belfast, be preemed in Joseph Hall (U.S.
private audience in which, co-au¬ because teenagers insisted on danc¬ Information Service) with tour of
thor Seamus. Walshe .(with Alden ing in aisles and ignored manager Austria to follow.
Hatch) participated.
John McDougall’s requests to re(pity of Vienna produced, in co¬
.sume their seats.
operation with Austria, newsreel
shorts on. “Traffic Problems” and
“New Baths in Capital.”
. Ministry of Commerce ruled
' By Gene-Moskowitz
that all Austrian-produced films
(26 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
By Glenn C. Pullen
show clearly their origin by
Stripper Rita . Cadillac, of FoiliesMarty Caine, talent booker, at must
“Austria” trade mark«
Bergere, Sighed by Lou Walters for 'Cleveland Clinic for operation.
Josefstadt Theatre preparing
his next Latin Quarter revue.
“Rock - a - Billy Spectacular,” German language production of
Roland Petit, dancer - choreo¬ booked into Public Music Hall by
grapher, turns to film direction for Martny Stutz here, did poorly on Henry D'enker and Ralph Berkey’i
“Time Limit,” directed by Leon¬
“Charmants Garcons,” which will tour of' six Ohio cities;
star his wife, Zizl Jeanmaire, Vit¬ ■ Postponement of “Fanny” visit, ard Steckel;
torio De Sica and Curd Jurgens.
first skedded for April 8 here,
“Giant’.' (WB) in for a big open-, keeps Milt Krantz’s Hanna dark
ing here on solid advance publicity. until Maurice Evans’ “Applecart”
Running in its original length, it arrives April 15.
By Ray Feves
looks to rack up big returns, with
Johnny L. Price set to start
Lenny Gale held for a second
reviews helping.
fourth season' of his Musicarnival week at Frontier Room. >
Darryl Zanuck directing some Tent Theatre May 31 with “Pajama
Deep River Boys, Bob Karl and
Paris exteriors of “Sun Also Rises” Game,” This year his tuneshow se¬ ClaydetteS
at Amato’s Supper Club
(20th), with Tyrone Power and ries will run through Sept. 29.
for
two weekl ,
Eddie Albert while director'JHenry
Benno Frank taking troupe of
Frank Jenkins ankled Metro
King readies shooting facilities in Karamu Players to N. Y. Saturday office
in Denver and becomes as¬
Mexico.
(3) to stage excerpts. from Ernest sistant to Paramount field man
Francoise Rosay doing some Bloch’s
operatic^ drama, ^Mac¬ Walter Hoffman.
telepix here, under, the direction beth,” for Central. Opera Assn.,
George Amato lining up top
of her son,. Bernard Farrel, before
at’Met Opera House.
talent for. forthcoming shows; al¬
heading for the U.S. to begin re¬ convention,
Geor.ge
Young,
local
boxoffice
ready
are Carl Ravazza and
hearsals for a Broadway legiter man, promoted, three show-going Arthur. set
Lee Simpkins.
nekt season, “Film of Memory.”
bus
safaris
to
Detroit
where
“My
A1
Learman
inked Guy Mitchell,
Michael’ Cacoyannis, the ‘ young
Lady” is playing at the Rivi¬ Trudy Richards, Leo Diamond,
Greek director whose two films, Fair
era.
Young
latched
on
to
several
Willie
West
&
McGinty
and George
“Stella” and “Girl in Black,” got'
critical attention at recent film hundred choice tickets and sold Arnold Orch for Annual Home
fests, confabbing with Darryl most of them to Clevelanders in Show at Exposition, Building March
Zanuck'on doing a picturcTa-year less than a week as a package deal. 29-April 7.
It included bus fare, luncheons enfor him.
Joe Bellfort, Continental man¬ route and dinner in Detroit plus
ager of RKO, says the company ducats for $24.50 per head.
will continue distribution activi¬
(Delaware 7-496i)
ties in Europe. However, the com¬
Dee jay-band leader Jim Lounspany is going in for more distrib
bury
signed
With Music Corp. of
of foreign pix and has picked up"
By Jenr Gaghan
America.
some German and Italo films for
Elvis Presley makes his first lo¬
Bonnie
Kroll
checked out as, Co¬
Continental use.
cal appearance at the Arena April lumbia Records dee jay contact;
Curd Jurgens says he is making 6-7.
wlll set up her own publicity shop.
pictures in other countries because
Local 77, Musicians’ Union, to
of small salaries paid pic stars in stage benefit for its members, at
Stan Pat has departed RKOWest Germany. Jurgens said he the
Broadwood Hotel (Mav 17). ' Unique Records to become mid¬
received $24,000 for a film at home
west promotion and contact rep for
Rudolph
Serkin
played
his
only
while here he gets as high as $90,Roulette Records.
000 and has been offered $140,000 local recital of the season, in AllJimmy Stewart flew in Monday
for a Hollywood stint by 20th-Fox. Star Series at Academy of Music (25). for advance personals in be¬
Jean-Louis Barrault-Madeleine
half of “Spirit of St. Louis'* which
■William
R.
Smith
conducts
half
Renaud Co., back from U.S,. legit
opens at the Chicago late in April.
stint, have no regular house here of the initial Frances Anne Wister
Debra’ Paget and Jeff. Hunter,
as yet. Company will be on the Memorial concert by the Philadel¬
20th-Fox pactees and co-hosts of
road until next season and then phia Orch.
William Goldman, head of Gold¬ National Telefilms’ feature net¬
will come back to Paris to ensconce
themselves either at the Theatres man chain, appointed chairman of work, in for the tobacco dealers’
Des Champs-Elysees or the long city’s annual Independence Day convention.
■ Mike Todd and bride Elizaibeth
shuttered jinx house, the Pigalle. observahee.
Dore Schary speaks in “Art and Taylor due in today (Wed.) for to¬
Air France dispatching a special
flight next month to New York to Mass Media” series at Swarthmoro morrow night’s opening “Around
wing a group of Gallic pix stars College (April 7); Lawrence Laing- World in Bb. Days.” Local preem
there for an Ed Sullivan teeveer, ner concludes ..Jhe sessions Apri^.
which will kick off the French
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counsel for Republic Pictures ahd
its subsidiary. Consolidated Film,
Industries, died March 24 in NeW*
York. He joined Consolidated in
1924 and was made geixeral coun¬
sel for Republic in 1935.
Continued from page 2
' , ■
Wife, two sons and mother sur¬
er, Davey, appeared briefly in vive.
CHARLES MORRISON .
good—the biggest underground, vite no sensitivities by repeated
• Charles Morrison, 57, operator of films including the enactment of
visits
to
the
key
libraries
where
the biggest buildings, etc. It lias
the Mocambo, Ho^wooa, and one¬ the role of the'son in-"The Sing¬
WILLIAII 0, .COX
huge ceilings, ’ massive appoint¬ periodicals in the English language
time talent agent; died March 22 ing Fool’* which starred A1 Jolson.
■William O. Cojc, 81, former ments—also large tables.
are
to
be
had,
laut
a
man-in-theSo if
in Hollywood.
Her sister, Katherine, now Mrs. vaudeville song arid dance per¬ your party isn’t big nnough it’s street with that sort of concen¬
Details in vaude section.
former andr for 50 years a stage¬ nothing ujiusual for corpplete trated curiosity might be asked
R^y Miller, survives.
hand. died March 15 in Dallas. He
how-come.
burton rascoe
was the father of Carol Shannon, strangers to be seated at your
Showfolk and students of Eng-'
•fable, much as the sexes^ are scram¬
WILLIAM llROWN
Burton Raseoe, 64, author, edi¬
film, and tv actress-singer.
lish who read Variety from the li¬
bled
in
^
railroad
compartment,
William Brown, 86,- fbrmer gen¬
tor and drama and tv critic, died
Survived also by his wife and
when traveling.
(This latter in brary, or from the copies which
eral counsel and wicepreSident of a son,
March 19 in New York.
'
^
contradiction^ to the usually cir¬ Levine passes around constantly,
Born in Kentucky,. Raseoe served RCA, died March 23 in New Mil¬
focus on him- for the -slanguage
cumspect decorum.)*
^OUIS W. FEHR
on many of the nation’s leading ford, Ct., af^er a long illness. An
idioms.
The' NBC man admits
Louis W. Fehr, 72, veteran news¬
publications as editor ^r literary attorney, he came to RCA from the'
Beer: $2 a, Bottle
himself sometimes defeated by
and drama critic. He joined the midwest in 1919 and became as¬ paperman who for a time during
Levine explains the ruble vis-a- some particularly native or origi-'
Chicago Tribune while still a Chi¬ sistant to the president prior to the ’30s was known as "Mr. Read¬
cago U.. student,. remaining with elevation as general counsel and er” pn a WINS, N. Y., news pro¬ vis dollar equation on a local-level nal show biz idiom and has had oc¬
gram, died March 24 in New York. thinking perspective, rather than casion to make inquiry of the N. Y.
an economic interpretation, A bot¬ office but in the main, he says, he
Survived by his wife.
tle of -beer for almost $2 (our in- ] has been able to "ad lib glibly and
terpretation) is two hours* wage most often I find that my Variety
MRS. ROSA M. ROSENTHAL
Mrs. Rosa Mark Rosenthal, 82, for^the average worker. A family translation was right.”
sister of the late Moe Mark,'build- of'four may enjoy a 3,500-4,006er of the Strand Theatre, N.Y., and ruble income, which might mean
other Strand"*theatres in tho Em¬ up to $l,000-a-month, or $250-apire state, died recently in Albany, jveek for all four. Reduced to $60
Surviving are two sons, one of or $70-a-week per husband it’s not
whom is Robert M. Rosenthal, for¬ much, but the wife and the two
Continued from page 1
mer manager of Warner houses in children could be earning as much.
people to lose their sense of values
Albany,
A suit of clothes runs into thou¬ and start riots.” '
sands of rubles, and an automobile
Taking issue on this point, BathJOSE CORDEIRQ
Jose Cordeiro, Portuguese con¬ is eomparabie to the average lett clinched with "Even prisoners
ductor and composer, died March American wishing to own his own have riots . . . and I’ll tell you
.15 in Lisbon after a long illness. plane. A tv set is comparable to rock ’n’ roll isn’t t6 blame.”
At the time of his death he was owning an auto. But food and
The prison aud urged Miss
director general of music for the beer or a local wine is within Whalen to illustrate the rock, but
that paper as literary and dramatic v.p. three years later. He retired Portuguese Arniy. He also wrote reach,. if they save up. for it for she declined saying she had fieen
three operas. editor until 1920. During the late in 1931.
two months, or so, and this par¬ advised
against
demonstrating
Survived by a son.
1920s’ he- was editor of Johnson
Brown also served as v.p. of the
ticular family of four, goes on the jungle and tribal dances, apparent¬
Features Inc., editor of ;the Book¬ Radio Real Estate Corp. of Amer¬
town. Also, unlike the U. S. hous¬ ly because it would have put the
MARIO
PjfiPE
man mag and memiber o.f, the edi¬ ica, and an NBC diJector.
Mario Pepe, 53, organizer and ing standard where the monthly prison debater at a disadvantage to
A sister survives.
torial board of the Literair Guild.
chief of the Portuguese stage¬ rent may comprise 25% of the hus¬ try to compete.
In the 1930s’, he served as a lit¬
hands
syndicate, died of a^Cxirebral band’s income, that’s no problem
erary critic for the New York Sun,
YVES MIRANDE
March 17 on the stage in Moscow. The low-cost housing
Esquire, Newsweek and American
Yves Mirande, 62, Gallic play¬ hemorrhage
of
the
Teatro Variedades, Lisbon. never exceeds 3% of income,
MARRIAGES
Mercury. From 1934-37 he was. wright, screen writer and wit, died
which affords that more latitude
general editorial adviser for Dou¬ last week in Paris. Called "the He was noted as a scenic artist.
Doris McCall to Leo Berry,
Wife,
daughter
and
son
survive.
for
going
on
the
gastronomic
or
Houston, March 8. Bride is a sec¬
bleday, Doran and from 1942-46 he last Of the. boulevardiers," he turn¬
theatregoing spree.. But that tv retary with KNUZ in that city; he’s
was drama critic and editorial ed out some 120 plays and operet¬
ROSSLYN GAY
set, the new suit of clothes (which Capitol Records’ rep in that area.
writer for the New York World- tas in addition to 60 scripts and
ROsslyn
Gay,
44,
comedienne,
Telegram. In recent' years he thousands of witticisms which have died recently in Glasgow after a must be saved for every two or
Louise Trufelli to Patrick Ste¬
three or four years) or the auto venson, Ballymoney, Northern Ire¬
lengthy illness. She appeared in
vaude in Scotland, England and are still way out of sight—and land, March 9. He’s a circus per¬
reach. A pair of ordinary shoes is former.
Ireland.
Survived by husband and a son. a week’s wages ($60). The tv. thing
Pamela Jackson to Jonathan
is
academic because steel, no mat¬ Alwyri, Loudon, March 23. Bride’s
Match 25^ IM*
ter how small, is at a premium for a tv production assistant; he’s a tv
EDNA WOOLMAN CHASE
Alw«yi in tk* H««rts of
Edna Woolman Chasre, 80. editor factory construction and heavy director,
emeritus of* Vogue magazine, died armament industry.
The food
Eileen Gourlay to- Nick Bakepj
IrcM qnd Som Ltiti
March 20 in Sarasota, Fla.
phase is not as acute.
London. March 26. Bride’s a danc¬
She was the mother of actressPost-Hungary, which of course er; he’s resident interviewer for
wrote a syndicated tv column for become part of the' Parisian voca¬ author-tv panelist Ilka Chase.
has kayoed U. S. tourism interest Associated-Rediff usipn."
the Newhouse chain of newspapers. bulary.
Betty Field to Edwin Lucas, New
Abrahain Leff, 65, president of in Russia after last summer’s bull York, March 24. Bride is an actress..
His ihore notable plays include
Wife, mother, daughter and two
market, two things are happening
"Le Chasseur De Chez Maxim’s,” the Five Boro Theatre Circuit, a right now within Russia. One set
brothers survive. •
"Octave,” "Ta Bouche,” "Simone chain ' of New York - City film of leaders accuse the U. S. of fo¬
Est Comme Ca” and "La Haut.” houses, died March 23 in Miami menting the Budapest revolution'
BIRTHS
MISCHA TULIN
He
scripted a number of Mau¬ Beach.
and another set of spokesmen for
Mischa Tulin, 52; concert pian¬ rice. also
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kaplan, son,
Chevalier’s
early
HolljnVood
the
country
aver
that
Russia
still
ist, composer and Theremin player, films.
William Pearl, , owner of Alcyon
Hollywood. March 21.
Father is
leaped to his. death from a third
Mirande, whose true name was Theatre in Highland Park,. Ill., and wants visitors, for reason of econ¬ Variety and Daily Variety staf¬
floor window March ,20 as lire Yves Le Querrec, was at home in a veteran exhibitor, died March 18 omy and world rapport, adding, fer on the Coast.
swept through a warehouse in
Mr. and Mrs. Don Murray; son,
plush, fashionable aspects of in Florida. He is survived by two "We’re not mad at the American
Roxbury, Mass. Hfe was prexy of the
people, just at the American lead¬ Hollywood, March 18. Father is
night life.
Addicted. to daughters and wife:
Electro Sound Corp., which had Paris
ers for inciting revolution.”
an actor; mother is actress Hope
macabre
humor,
he
constantly
offices in the razed building.
"Dee” Isaacs, 56, stand-in
Lange.
death a comic gambit in both forIsadore
Yves Montand Case
A native of Russia, Tulin came nsade
many top Metro stars, in the
his plays and life itself.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ulyate,
This past January the Russians
to the U.S. in 1924. That year he
last
25
years,
died March 18 at
Surviving, are a son and daugh¬
daughter,
Hollywood, March 21.
won first prize from the Musical ter.
made
a
big
hoopla
over
Yves
Mon¬
home in Culver City.
Father
is musician.
Society of America for the best
tand, the French diskery and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Freeman,
otchestrial. composition submit in
Joseph. Silverstein, 66, former nitery singer who has been denied
. CAMILLE ROBERT
son, Hollywood, March 19. Fa¬
owner of radio station . WSBC in
Camille Robert, 85, composer of Chicago, died in that , city March a U. S. visa, on the one occasion ther is a screenwriter.
when a New York cafe wanted to
"La Madelon,” World War I march¬ 20. Survived by a daughter.
In Fond Motnory of
Mr. and Mrs. .Phil Thompson,
book him, because of his reputed
ing song, died March 25 in Paris.
My Dear Friand,
daughter, Chicago, March 19. Fa¬
Although the song became part
Joao Dias Pombo, 54, choir mas¬ Leftist leanings, Montand got the ther is a WBBM salesman there.
"full
treatment”
so
fulsomely
that
of
the
official
music
of
French
ter and violinist, died of a heart
F. B. HAVILAND
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bresnahan,
land, sea and air forces, it earned attack March 16 in^ Lisbon. His some of the thinking Russians
Who Di#d March 29, 1932
started asking whether Montand daughter, Chica'go, March 18. Fa¬
very little for M. Robert because wife and daughter survive.
ther
is a news writer at WNBQwas really as big “in the outside
his rights to it had not been legally
JERRY VOGEL
WMAQ there.
protected. Words to the song were
Rafael Millan, 63, composer, con¬ world as we are being led to be¬
Mr.
and Mrs. Stan Halperin, son,
written by Louis Bousquet.
ductor and concert violinist, died lieve.”
Hollywood, March 18.
Father is
Until 1939 he was director of the March TO in Lisbon ‘ following a
competition. He received his early
Film business is big. There are v.p. of Bonded Film Service.
civilian
orchestra
attached
to
the
long illness.
training at the Imperial Conserva¬
the same number of theatres as in
Mr! and Mrs. Edwin Friendly,
Elysees Palace, home of the Presi¬
tory of Music in Petrograd.
Loren Coy Smith, 22, engineer 1917, refurbished but not rebuilt son. New York, March 22, Father
Tulin had an invisible role in dent of the Republic.
with WFAA-TV,"Dallas, was found for the same reason that housing is director of daytime programs for
the 1952 Broadway comedy, "Mrs.
dead
March 15 in a vacant farm and heavy industry 4;akes priority. CBS-TV.
McThing.’’ He played the There¬
CHARLES. SCHENCK
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Hines, son,
The cinemas are modern ^as to
min, an electrical instrument,, in a
Charles A. Schenck, 56, original house near Lindale, Tex*
sound-equipment but still crude as New York, March 20. Mother is
recess behind an orchestra box dur¬ producer of the "March of Time”
the
former Lucia Evangelista, so¬
to
seats,
which
are
more
or
less
Ferguson
S.
Edwards,
72,
former
ing the entire run of the show. radio series, died March 15 in
prano of the Cincinnati Opera Co.;
musician who toured with theatri¬ of a hard-bench character.
He also appeared with the Boston Tucson, Ariz.
father is the Metopera basso.
cal
stock
companies,
died
March
Symphony.
Tickets are bought in advance,
Schenck' also had produced the
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Tillinghast
Surviving are his wife, Helen, "Ma Perkins” radio program and 16 in Waterbury, Vt.
like for a legit or concert; no III, daughter, Hollywood, March
pianist and accompanist; a son and wrote, produced and directed the
crowding the boxoffices when one 23. Mother is actress Nancy Val¬
Abe
Chanin,
55,
projectionist
at
daughter.
"True Detective” radio series. In
Viking Theatre, formerly the decides “to take in a movie.” It’s entine.
tv, he handled "Search for Tomor¬ the
Mr. and Mrs. Lane Allan, son,
Aldine, for 22 years, died March also considered very impolite, bor¬
JANE LEE ST, JOHN
row” and "Love of Life.”
dering on the declasse, to walk out Hpllywood, March 23, Father is an
18 In Philadelphia.
Jane Lee St. John, 45, half of
on a moVie. .Only obvious illness agent;
mpther actress "Randy
the moppet sister team of KathFLOYD SHERMAN
Father, 82, of Peter Abenheim, or distress makes such behaviorism Stuart.
Floyd Sherman, 48, singer, died "Captain Fortune” on KPIX, excuseable,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stable, daugh¬
in New York March 19 as resqlt Frisco, died in Menlo Park, Cal.,
Levine" admits there have been ter, San Mateo, Cal., Feb. 28. Fa¬
FRANK G. HEARN. JR.
of auto accident.
a salesman for KGO, Frisco.
March 16.
some places he couldn’t get in, but ther’s
My Darlinf Boy
He appeared on numerous radio¬
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Denke,
Mar.
1933
tv shows including, "Band of
Porovor in My Heart
Mrs* Lorraine Eaton, 56, found¬ adds that maybe Uncle Sam daughter, San Francisco, March 20.
wouldn’t
like
any
newscaster
or
America” and the James Melton er of the Nashua, N. H., Symphony
Father’s a pianist for KCBS,
M«Hi«r JmII* Knox,
show. He was also a member of Orchestra, died. March 14 in that newspaperman into certain build¬ Frisco.
ings or places either, for security
"the Cities Service Quartet and city* ~
Mr. and Mrs..,. Milt Frankel,
reasons, and states he has gravitat¬ daughter^ San Francisco, March 13.
erine & Jane Lee, who appeared Longines Choraliers.
Father of Philip Ingalls, musi- ed freely and never had any knowl¬ Father is floor manager at KGOin many films and in vaudeville,
JACK LAUGHLIN
died March 17 in New York after
comedy director, died March 24 in edge of anybody following him. TV, Frisco,
a long Illness,
Jack Laughlin, 67, former vaude Boston.
Realistically he recognizes that this < Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. MurThe pair started film work in aej^or and producer, died of a heart
is academic because if it’s anything, j)hy, daughter, Albany, recently.
1914 appearing in the original attack March 21 In Hollywood.
Percy Richardson, 59, veteran official, and a pass or an okay ai’e Father is general manager of
version of "Neptune’s Daughter” After years as a performer on the exhibitor, died March 11 in Brad¬ necessary, that’s as practical a WCDA-TV.and WROW.
with Annette Kellerman, and con¬ Orpheum and. Pantages circuits he ford, Eng,.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Blackey,
checkup as anything.
tinued film work with "Two Little became a producer of stage shows
daughter, New York, March 19.
^Russians read the western pub¬ Father is a singer.
Imps,” "The Troublemakers,” and in Chicago and Los Angeles.
James Sisco, projectionist, died
lications—Life, Time, the British
more than 40 other pictures.
His daughter survives.
Mr. and Mrs. William Warwick,
March 21 in Chicago.
dailies, the N. Y. Times, even daughter, New York, March 21.
They later toured the KeithAlbee Circuit playing the prime
MEYER LAVENSTEIN
Sally Harrison, 55, literary agent, Variety. Students of English ,and Father is a v.p. at Warwick 5c Legtime with.A Slrtginil-Acjtv A bfothMeyer Lavenitein, 57, general died MiU’ch 25 in New York,
others in that category .Wpp'ld In¬ •ler
i'-
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GRANADA
DOES IT AGAIN
'''

-

/•

Whopping sixty plus Nielsen ratings for each of these ninety minute
'

\

weekday television plays: *

BASIL THOMAS’
LILLIAN HELLMAN’S
JOHN OSBORNE’S
ARTHUR LAURENTS’
ARTHUR MILLER’S

Shooting Stars
Another Part of the Forest
Look Each in Anger
Home of the Brave
Adaptation of An Enemy of the People

Granada TV Network, the weekday programme conipany for the
Northern Region, the industrial heart of Great Britain, covers a
jrapulation of 13,000,000 people. The television audience is growing
fast too—at the rate of 25,000 sets per week. All this in 10 months.
In a matter of weeks'Granada’s Northern Region will have more TV
sets than London—it will be the largest single^ TV region in the world.

GBJU^ADA TV NETWOBK
36
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